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H . R . 3300 AND SIMILAR BILLS TO AUTHORIZE THE CON

STRUCTION , OPERATION , AND MAINTENANCE OF

THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT, AND FOR

OTHER PURPOSES

S . 20 AND SIMILAR BILLS TO PROVIDE A COM

PREHENSIVE REVIEW OF NATIONAL WATER RE

SOURCE PROBLEMS AND PROGRAMS, AND FOR

OTHER PURPOSES

MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1967

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Washington , D .C .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :50 a.m ., in room

1324 , Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Harold T .

Johnson ( chairman of the subcommittee ) presiding.

Mr. JOHNSON. The Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation

will come to order.

The purpose of meeting today is to take testimony on H . R . 3300,

H . R . 9 , H . R .6271, S . 20 , and H . R . 1416 to authorize the construction ,

operation , and maintenance of the Colorado River basin project, and

to provide for a comprehensive review of national water resources

problemsand programsand for other purposes.

Those bills that have been listed will be printed in the record at this

point and proper reference will be made to the other bills that have

been introduced by various Members ofthe House .

Mr. HOSMER. I have two bills, but only one is listed . I would like

to have both of them before the subcommittee.

Mr. JOHNSON . Without objection , it willbe so ordered .

Mr. UDALL . I understand that there are probably 15 or 20 bills on

this subject and allwill bereferred to .

Mr. JOHNSON . Reference will be made to all ofthem .

Mr. UDALL. But we should have all of the different types of the

bills printed in the record .

Mr. HOSMER. I have two bills. I should like both of them before

the subcommittee and the committee. I would like both printed in the

record .

Mr. SAYLOR . Wehave got to get this on its way . Let us see to it that

all of the bills are printed and are before the subcommittee and the

committee, so that nobody will feel hurt and that everybody will see

to it that their right ofauthorship is fully preserved .
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Mr. HOSMER. Will you yield ?

Mr. Saylor. I just want tomake sure thatall of the bills are printed

in the record .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California is recognized .

Mr. HOSMER. I wantto make it clear that there is no pride of author

ship involved on my part . There is a second bill that I have here.

I want to make certain that the entire text of both are before the

committee .

Mr. Johnson . We have a complete listing of the bills, and so that

there will be no mistake and no leaving ofanyone out, I will introduce

all of the numbers of thebills into the record by giving the list to the

reporter here for their inclusion .

I will do it in that fashion .

( The list ofbills referred to follows :)

('OLORADO RIVER BILLS (as of close of sessions March 9 , 1967 )

H . R . 9 (Udall ) H . R . 6552 (Charles Wilson )

H . R . 30 (Aspinall ) H . R . 6603 (Hanna )

H . R . 722 (Hosmer ) H . R . 6619 (Roybal)

H . R . 744 ( Johnson ) H . R . 6620 ( Smith of Calif .)

H . R . 1179 (Rhodes, Ariz. ) H . R . 6822 (Reinecke )

H . R . 1271 (Steiger ) H . R . 6848 ( Van Deerlin )

H . R . 3300 (Aspinall ) H . R . 6931 (Hawkins)

H . R . 5130 ( Bell) H . R . 7008 ( Tunney )

H . R . 5355 ( Utt ) H . R . 7084 (Holifield )

H . R . 5625 (Leggett ) H . R . 7194 ( Edmondson )

H . R . 6130 (Bob Wilson ) H . R . 7204 ( Saylor )

H . R . 6271 (Hosmer ) H . R . 7558 (King of Calif. )

H . R . 6416 ( Smith of Calif. ) H . R . 7562 (Lipscomb )

NATIONAL WATER COMMISSION (as of March 9 , 1967 )

S . 20 H . R . 3298 (Foley )

H . R . 1416 (Ullman ) H . R . 4124 (May )

H . R . 1458 (Wyatt ) H . R . 5308 (Blatnik )

H . R . 2370 (Rodino ) H . R . 5346 ( Reinecke)

H . R . 2546 (Howard ) H . R . 6800 (Helstoski)

( H . R . 3300 , together with related bills and the report of the De

partment of the Interior dated February 15, 1967 , follows : )

[ H .R . 3300, 90th Cong., first sess. ]

A BILL To authorize the construction , operation , and maintenance of the Colorado River

Basin project, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled ,

TITLE I- COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT: OBJECTIVES

Sec. 101. That this Act may be cited as the " Colorado River Basin Project

Act" .

Sec . 102. The Congress recognizes that the present and growing water short

ages in the Colorado River Basin constitute urgent problems of national concern ,

and accordingly authorizes and directs the National Water Commission estab

lished in title II of this Act and the Water Resources Council, established by

the Water Resources Planning Act ( Public Law 89 - 80 ) , to give bighest priority

to the preparation of a plan and program for the relief of such shortages, in

consultation with the States and Federal entities affected , as provided in this

Act. This program is declared to be for the purposes, among others, of regulat

ing ther flow of the Colorado River ; controlling floods ; improving navigation :

providing for the storage and delivery of the waters of the Colorado River for

reclamation of lands, including supplemental water supplies, for municipal, in
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dustrial, and other beneficial purposes ; improving water quality ; providing for

basic public outdoor recreation facilities ; improving conditions for fish and wild

life ; and the generation and sale of hydroelectric power as an incident of the

foregoing purposes.

TITLE II - THE NATIONAL WATER COMMISSION ; INVESTIGATIONS

AND PLANNING

Sec . 201. ( a ) There is established the National Water Commission (herein

after referred to as the “ Commission " ) .

( b ) The Commission shall be composed of seven members, who shall be ap

pointed by the President and serve at his pleasure. Nomember of the Commis

sion shall , during his period of service on the Commission , hold any other position

as an officer or employee of the United States, except as a retired officer or retired

civilian employee of the United States.

( c ) The President shall designate the Chairman of the Commission (herein

after referred to as the “ Chairman" ) from among its members.

( d ) Members of the Commission may each be compensated at the rate of $ 100

for each day such member is engaged in the actual performance of duties vested

in the Commission. Each member shall be reimbursed for travel expenses, in

cluding per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by law (5 U . S .C . 73b- 2 )

for persons in the Government service employed intermittently ,

( e ) The Commission shall have an executive director, who shall be appointed

by the Chairman with the approval of the President and shall be compensated

at the rate provided by law for level IV of the Federal Executive Salary Sched

ule . The executive director shall have such duties and responsibilities as the

Chairman may assign .

Sec. 202. ( a ) The Commission shall ( 1 ) review present and anticipated na

tional water resource problems, making such projections of water requirements

as may be necessary and identifying alternative ways of meeting these require

ments - giving consideration , among other things, to conservation and more effi

cient use of existing supplies, increased useability by reduction of pollution ,

innovations to encourage the highest economic use of water, interbasin trans

fers, and technological advances including , but not limited to desalting , weather

modification and waste water purification and reuse ; ( 2 ) consider economic and

social consequences of water resource development, including , for example, the

impact of water resource development on regional economic growth , on institu

tional arrangements, and on esthetic values affecting the quality of life of the

American people ; ( 3 ) advise on such specific water resource matters as may be

referred to it by the President and the Water Resources Council established in

section 101 of the Water Resources Planning Act (79 Stat. 245 ) (hereinafter

referred to as the " Council " ) ; and ( 4 ) conduct such specific investigations as

are authorized herein or as hereafter may be authorized by the Congress .

( b ) The Commission shall consult with the Council regarding its studies and

shall furnish its proposed reports and recommendations to the Council for re

view and comment. The Commission shall submit to the President such interim

and final reports as it deems appropriate , and the Council shall submit to the

President its views on the Commission 's reports. The President shall transmit

the Commission ' s final report to the Congress together with such comments and

recommendations for legislation as he deemsappropriate.

(c ) The Commission shall terminate not later than six years from the

effective date of this Act.

SEC. 203 . ( a ) The Commission may ( 1 ) hold such hearings sit and act at

such times and places, take such testimony, and receive such evidence as it may

deem advisable ; ( 2 ) acquire, furnish , and equip such office space as is necessary ;

( 3 ) use the United States mails in the same manner and upon the same

conditions as other departments and agencies of the United States ; ( 4 ) without

regard to the civil service laws and regulations and without regard to the

Classification Act of 1949, as amended , employ and fix the compensation of such

personnel as may be necessary to carry out the functions of the Commission :

Provided , That of such personnel no more than five persons may receive

compensation equivalent to the compensation established for grade 18 under

the Classification Act of 1949, as amended ; (5 ) procure services as authorized

by section 15 of the Act of August 2 , 1946 (5 U . S . C . 55a ) , at rates not to exceed

$100 per diem for individuals ; (6 ) purchase, hire, operate, and maintain
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passenger motor vehicles ; ( 7 ) enter into contracts or agreements for studies

and surveyswith public and private organizations and transfer funds to Federal

agencies and river basin commissions created pursuant to title II of the Water

Resources Planning Act to carry out such aspects of the Commission ' s functions

as the Commission determines can best be carried out in that manner ; and

( 8 ) incur such necessary expenses and exercise such other powers as are

consistent with and reasonably required to perform its functions under this title .

( b ) Any member of the Commission is authorized to administer oaths when

it is determined by a majority of the Commission that testimony shall be taken

or evidence received under oath .

SEC. 204. ( a ) Subject to general policies adopted by the Commission, the

Chairman shall be the chief executive of the Commission and shall exercise its

executive and administrative powers as set forth in section 203 ( a ) ( 2 ) through

section 203 ( a ) ( 8 ) .

( b ) The Chairman may make such provision as he shall deem appropriate

authorizing the performance of any of his executive and administrative functions

by the executive director or other personnel of the Commission .

SEC. 205. ( a ) The Commission shall, to the extent practicable, utilize the

services of the Federalwater resource agencies.

( b ) Upon request of the Commission, the head of any Federal department or

agency or river basin commission created pursuant to title II of the Water

Resources Planning Act is authorized ( 1 ) to furnish to the Commission , to the

extent permitted by law and within the limits of available funds, including

funds transferred for that purpose pursuant to section 203 ( a ) ( 7 ) of this Act,

such information as may be necessary for carrying out its functions and as may

be available to or procurable by such department or agency , and ( 2 ) to detail to

temporary duty with this Commission on a reimbursable basis such personnel

within his administrative jurisdiction as it may need or believe to be useful for

carrying out its functions, each such detail to be without loss of seniority, pay,

or other employee status.

( c ) Financial and administrative services ( including those related to budget

ing , accounting, financial reporting , personnel, and procurement) shall be

provided the Commission by the General Services Administration, for which

payment shall be made in advance, or by reimbursement from funds of the

Commission in such amounts as may be agreed upon by the Chairman of the

Commission and the Administrator of General Services : Provided , That the

regulations of the General Services Administration for the collection of indebted

ness of personnel resulting from erroneous payments ( 5 U . S . C . 46e ) shall apply

to the collection of erroneous payments made to or on behalf of a Commission

employee, and regulations of said Administrator for the administrative control

of funds (31 U . S . C . 665g ) shall apply to appropriations of the Commission :

And provided further, That the Commission shall not be required to prescribe

such regulations.

SEC . 206 . ( a ) The Council, in consultation with the Commission , acting in

accordance with the procedure prescribed in section 103 of the Water Resources

Planning Act, shall within one hundred and twenty days following the effective

date of this Act establish principles, standards, and procedures for the program

of investigations and submittal of plans and reports authorized by this section

and section 208. The Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter referred to as the

" Secretary" ) , under the direction of the Commission , in conformity with the

principles, standards, and procedures so established , and in accordance with the

authority granted in section 205 , is authorized and directed to

( 1 ) prepare estimates of the long -range water supply available for con

sumptive use in the Colorado River Basin , of current water requirements

therein , and of the rate of growth of water requirements therein to at least

the year 2030 ;

( 2 ) investigate sources and means of supplying water to meet the cur

rent and anticipated water requirements of the Colorado River Basin , in

including reductions in losses, importations from sources outside the natural

drainage basin of the Colorado River system , desalination, weather modif

cation , and other means ;

( 3 ) investigate projects within the lower basin of the Colorado River ,

including projects on tributaries of the Colorado River, where undeveloped

water supplies are available or can be made available by replacement or

exchange ;
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( 4 ) undertake investigations, in cooperation with other concerned agen

cies , of the feasibility of proposed development plans in maintaining an ade

quate water quality throughout the Colorado River Basin ;

( 5 ) investigate means of providing for prudent water conservation prac

tices to permit maximum beneficial utilization of available water supplies

in the Colorado River Basin ;

( 6 ) investigate and prepare estimates of the long-range water supply

in States and areas from which water may be imported into the Colorado

River system , together with estimates of the probable ultimate requirements

for water within those States and areas of origin , for all purposes, including

but not limited to, consumptive use, navigation , river regulation, power, en .

hancement of fishery resources, pollution control, and disposal of wastes

to the ocean, and estimates of the quantities of water, if any, that will be

available in excess of such requirements in the States and areas of origin for

exportation to the Colorado River system ; and

( 7 ) investigate current and anticipated water requirements of areas

outside the natural drainage areas of the Colorado River system which

feasibly can be served from importation facilities en route to the Colorado

River system .

( b ) The Secretary is authorized and directed to prepare reconnaissance re

ports of a staged plan or plans for projects adequate, in its judgment, to meet

the requirements reported under subsection ( a ) of this section , in conformity with

section 207 .

( c ) The plan for the first stage of works to meet the future requirements of the

areas of deficiency and surplus as determined from studies performed pursuant

to this section shall include, but not be limited to , import works necessary to

provide two million five hundred thousand acre-feet annually for use from the

main stream of the Colorado River below Lee Ferry , including satisfaction of

the obligations of the Mexican Water Treaty and losses of water associated

with the performance of that treaty . Plans for import works for the first stage

may also include facilities to provide water in the following additional quantities :

( 1 ) Up to two million acre -feet annually in the Colorado River for use

in the Lower Colorado River Basin ;

( 2 ) Up to two million acre -feet annually in the Colorado River system for

use in the Upper Colorado River Basin , directly or by exchange ;

( 3 ) Such additional quantities, not to exceed two million acre-feet an

nually, as the Secretary finds may be required and marketable in areas

which can be served by said importation facilities en route to the Colorado

River system .

( d ) The Congress declares that the satisfaction of the requiremnts of the

Mexican Water Treaty constitutes a national obligation . Accordingly , the

States of the upper division ( Colorado, New Mexico, Utah , and Wyoming ) and

States of the lower division (Arizona, California , and Nevada ) shall be relieved

froin all obligations which may have been imposed upon them by article III ( c )

of the Colorado River Compact when the President issues the proclamation

specified in section 305 ( b ) of this Act.

( e ) The Secretary shall submit annually to the Commission, the President,

and the Congress reports covering progress on the investigations and reports

authorized by this section .

Sec. 207 . ( a ) In planning works to import water into the Colorado River

system from sources outside the natural drainage areas of the system , the Secre

tary shall make provision for adequate and equitable protection of the interests

of the States and areas of origin , including ( in the case of works to import

water for use in the lower basin of the Colorado River ) assistance from the

derelopment fund established by title IV of this Act. to the end that water

supplies may be available for use therein adequate to satisfy their ultimate

requirements at prices to users not adversely affected by the exportation of

water to the Colorado River system .

(b ) All requirements , present or future, for water within any State lying

wholly or in part within the drainage area of any river basin and from which

water is exported by works planned pursuant to this Act shall have a priority

of right in perpetuity to the use of the waters of that river basin , for all pur

por, as against the uses of the water delivered by means of such exportation

works, unless otherwise provided by interstate agreement.
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Sec. 208 . ( a ) On or before December 31, 1970, the Secretary shall submit a

proposed reconnaissance report on the first stage of the staged plan of develop

ment to the Commission and affected States and Federal agencies for their

comments and recommendations which shall be submitted within six months

after receipt of the report.

( b ) After receipt of the comments of the Commission , affected States, and

Federal agencies on such reconnaissance report, but not later than January

1 , 1972 , the Secretary shall transmit the report to the President and , through

the President, to the Congress. All comments received by the Secretary under

the procedure specified in this section shall be included therein . The letter of

transmittal and its attachmens shall be printed as a House or Senate document.

SEC . 209. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as are

required to carry out the purposes of this title .

TITLE III - AUTHORIZED UNITS : PROTECTION OF EXISTING USES

SEC. 301. The Secretary shall construct, operate , and maintain the lower basin

units of the Colorado River Basin project ( herein referred to as the “ project " ) .

described in sections 302, 303 , 304, 305 , and 306 .

Sec . 302. The main stream reservoir division shall consist of the Hualapai

( formerly known as Bridge Canyon ) unit , including a dam , reservoir, power

plant, transmission facilities, and appurtenant works, and the Coconino and

Paria River silt-detention reservoirs : Provided , That ( 1 ) Hualapai Dam shall

be constructed so as to impound water at a normal surface elevation of one

thousand eight hundred and sixty -six feet above mean sea level, ( 2 ) fluctuations

in the reservoir level shall be restricted , so far as practicable , to a regimen of

ten feet , and ( 3 ) this Act shall not be construed to authorized any diversion of

water from Hualapai Reservoir except for incidental uses in the immediate

vicinity. The Congress hereby declares that the construction of the Huala pai

Dam herein authorized is consistent with the Act of February 26 , 1919 ( 10

Stat. 1175 ) .

Sec. 303. ( a ) As fair and reasonable payment for the permanent use by the

l'nited States of not more than twenty - five thou -and acres of land designated

by the Secretary as necessary for the construction , operation , and maintenance

of the IIualapai unit , said land being a part of the tract set aside and reserved

by the Executive order of January 1, 1883 , for the use and occupancy of the

Hualapai Tribe of Arizona ( 1 Kappler, Indian Laws and Treaties, 804) , $ 10 ,

398,000 shall be transferred in the Treasury, during construction of the unit,

to the credit of the Hualapai Tribe from funds appropriated from the general

fund of the Treasury to the Department of the Interior , Bureau of Reclamation .

for construction of the project and , when so transferred , shall draw interest

at the rate of 4 per centum per annum until expended. The funds so transferred

may be expended , invested , or reinvested pursuant to plans, programs, and agree

ments duly adopted or entered into by the Ilualapai Tribe, subject to the appror .

al of the Secretary , in accordance with the tribal constitution and charter,

( b ) As part of the construction and operation of the Ilualapai unit, the

Secretary shall ( 1 ) construct a paved road , having a minimum width of twenty

eight feet, from Peach Springs, Arizona , through and along Peach Springs

Canyon within the Hualapai Indian Reservation , to provide all -weather acces

to the Hualapai Reservoir ; and ( 2 ) make available to the Hnalapai Tribe up

to twenty -five thousand kilowatts and up to one hundred million kilowatt-hours

annually of power from the Hualapai unit at the lowest rate established by

the Secretary for the sale of firm power from said unit for the use of preferential

customers : Provided. That the tribe may resell such power only to users within

the Hualapai Reservation : Provided further. That the Hualapai Tribal Council

shall notify the Secretary in writing of the reasonable power requirements of the

tribe up to the maximum herein specified , for each three- year period in advance

beginning with the date upon which power from the Hualapai unit becomes

available for sale . Power not so reserved may be disposed of by the Secretary

for the benefit of the development fund .

( c ) Except as to such lands which the Secretary determines are required for

the Hualapai Dam and Reservior site and the construction of the operating

campsite and townsite, all minerals of any kind whatsoever, including oil and gas

but excluding sand and gravel and other building and construction materials,

within the areas used by the United States pursuant to this section are hereby
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reserved to the Hualapai Tribe : Provided , That no permit , license, lease or other

document covering the exploration for or the extraction of such minerals shall

be granted by the tribe nor shall the tribe conduct such operations for its own

account, except under such conditions and with such stipulations as are necessary

to protect the interests of the United States in the construction , operation , and

maintenance of the Huala pai unit .

( d ) The Huala pai Tribe shall have the exclusive right, if requested in writing

by the tribe , to develop the recreation potential of, and shall have the exclusive

right to control access to , the reservoir shoreline adjacent to the reservation ,

subject to conditions established by the Secretary for use of the reservoir to

protect the operation of the project. Any recreation development established by

the tribe shall be consistent with the Secretary 's rules and regulations to protect

the overall recreation development of the project. The tribe and the members

thereof shall have nonexclusive personal rights to hunt and fish on the reservoir

without charge, but shall have no right to exclude others from the reservoir

except as to those who seek to gain access through the Hualapai Reservation ,

nor the right to require payments to the tribe except for the use of tribal lands

or facilities : Provided , That under no circumstances will the Hualapai Tribe

make any charge, or extract any compensation , or in any other manner restrict

the access or use of the paved road to be constructed within the Huala pai Indian

Reservation pursuant to this Act. The use by the public of the water areas of

the projeet shall be pursuant to such rules and regulations as the Secretary may

prescribe .

( e ) Except as limited by the foregoing , the Hualanai Tribe shall have the

rigbt to use and occupy the area of the Hualapai unit within the Huala pai

Rezervation for all purposes not inconsistent with the construction , operation ,

and maintenance of the project and townsite , including, but not limited to , the

right to lease such lands for farming, grazing, and business purposes to members

or nojmembers of the tribe and the power to dispose of all minerals as provided

in paragraph ( C ) hereof.

( 1 ) Upon a determination by the Secretary that all or any part of the lands

utilized by the United States pursuant to paragraph ( a ) of this section is no

longer necessary for purposes of the project, such lands shall be restored to the

Hualapai Tribe for its full use and occupancy .

( g ) No part of any expenditures made by the United States, and no reserva

tiou by or restoration to the Hualapai Tribe of the use of land under any of the

provisions of this section shall be charged by the United States as an offset or

counterclaim against any claim of the Huala pai Tribe against the United States

other than claims arising out of the utilization of lands for the project : Provided ,

houcver, That the payment of moneys and other benefits as set forth herein

shall constitute full, fair , and reasonable payment for the permanent use of the

lands by the United States,

( h ) All funds authorized by this section to be paid or transferred to the

Hualapai Tribe, and any per capita distribution derived therefrom , shall be

exempt from all forms of State and Federal income taxes.

( i ) No payments shall be made or benefits conferred as set forth in this

section until the provisions hereof have been accepted by the Hualapai Tribe

through a resolution duly adopted by its tribal council. In the event such resolu

tion is not adopted within six months from the effective date of this Act, and

litigation thereafter is instituted regarding the use by the United States of lands

within the Hualapai Reservation or payment therefor, the amounts of the pay

ments provided herein and the other benefits set out shall not be regarded as

evidencing value or as recognizing any right of the tribe to compensation .

SEC. 304 . ( a ) The Central Arizona unit shall consist of the following principal

works : ( 1 ) a system of main conduits and canals , including a main canal and

pumping plants (Granite Reef aqueduct and pumping plants ) , for diverting

and carrying water from Lake Havasu to Orme Dam or suitable alternative ,

which system shall have a capacity of two thousand five hundred cubic feet per

second ( A ) unless the definite plan report of the Bureau of Reclamation shows

that additional capacity ( i) will provide an improved benefit-to -cost ratio and

( ii ) will enhance the ability of the Central Arizona unit to divert water from the

mala stream to which Arizona is entitled and ( B ) unless the Secretary finds

that the additional cost resulting from such additional capacity can be financed

by funds from sources other than the funds credited to the development fund

pursuant to section 403 of this Act and without charge , directly or indirectly .
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to water users or power customers in the States of California and Nevada ;

( 2 ) Orme Dam and Reservoir and power-pumping plant or suitable alternative ;

( 3 ) Buttes Dam and Reservoir, which shall be so operated as to not prejudice

the rights of any user in and to the water of the Gila River as those rights are

set forth in the decree entered by the United States District Court for the District

of Arizona on June 29, 1935 , in United States against Gila Valley Irrigation Dis

trict and others (Globe Equity Number 59 ) ; ( 4 ) Hooker Dam and Reservoir,

which shall be constructed to an initial capacity of ninety -eight thousand acre

feet and in such a manner as to permit subsequent enlargement of the structure

( to give effect to the provisions of section 304 ( c ) and ( d ) ) ; (5 ) Charleston

Dam and Reservoir ; (6 ) Tucson aqueducts and pumping plants ; ( 7 ) Salt-Gila

aqueduct ; (8 ) canals, regulating facilities, powerplants, and electrical trans

mission facilities ; ( 9 ) related water distribution and drainage works ; and

( 10 ) appurtenant works.

(b ) Unless and until otherwise provided by Congress, water from the natural

drainage area of the Colorado River system diverted from themain stream below

Lee Ferry for the Central Arizona unit shall not be made available directly or

indirectly for the irrigation of lands not having a recent irrigation history as

determined by the Secretary , except in the case of Indian lands, national wildlife

refuges , and , with the approval of the Secretary , State -administered wildlife

management areas. It shall be a condition of each contract under which such

water is provided under the Central Arizona unit that ( 1 ) there be in effect

measures, adequate in the judgment of the Secretary, to control expansion of

irrigation from aquifers affected by irrigation in the contract service area ;

( 2 ) the canals and distribution systems through which water is conveyed after

its delivery by the United States to the contractors shall be provided and main

tained with linings, adequate in his judgment to prevent excessive conveyance

losses ; ( 3 ) neither the contractor nor the Secretary shall pump or permit others

to pump ground water from lands located within the exterior boundaries of

any Federal reclamation project or irrigation district receiving water from the

Central Arizona unit for any use outside such Federal reclamation project or

irrigation district, unless the Secretary and the agency or organization operating

and maintaining such Federal reclamation project or irrigation district shall

agree or shall have previously agreed that a surplus of ground water exists

and that drainage is or was required ; and ( 4 ) all agricultural, municipal and

industrial waste water, return flow , seepage, sewage effluent and ground water

located in or flowing from contractors service area originating or resulting from

( i ) waters contracted for from the Central Arizona unit or (ii) water stored

or developed by any Federal reclamation project are reserved for the use and

benefit of the United States as a source of supply for the service area of the

Central Arizona unit or for the service area of the Federal reclamation project

as the case may be : Provided , That notwithstanding the provisions of clause ( 3 )

of this sentence, the agricultural, municipal and industrial waste water, return

flow , seepage , sewage effluent and ground water in or from any such Federal

reclamation project, may also be pumped or diverted for use and delivery by the

United States elsewhere in the service area of the Central Arizona unit , if not

needed for use or reuse in such Federal reclamation project.

( c ) The Secretary may require as a condition in any contract under which

water is provided from the Central Arizona unit that the contractor agree to

accept main stream water in exchange for or in replacement of existing supplies

from sources other than the main stream . The Secretary shall so require in con

tracts with such contractors in Arizona who also use water from the Gila River

system , to the extent necessary to make available to users of water from the

Gila River system in New Mexico additional quantities of water as provided in

and under the conditions specified in subsections ( e ) and ( f ) of this section :

Provided , That such exchanges and replacements shall be accomplished without

economic injury or cost to such Arizona contractors.

( d ) In times of shortage or reduction of main stream water for the Central

Arizona unit ( if such shortages or reductions should occur ) , contractors which

have yielded water from other sources in exchange for main stream water

supplied by that unit shall have a first priority to receive main stream water,

as against other contractors supplied by that unit which have not so yielded
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water from other sources, but only in quantities adequate to replace the water

80 yielded .

(e ) in the operation of the Central Arizona unit, the Secretary shall offer

to contract with water users in New Mexico for water from the Gila River, its

tributaries and underground water sources, in amounts that will permit con

sumptive use of water in New Mexico not to exceed an annual average in any

period of ten consecutive years of eighteen thousand acre-feet, including reser

voir evaporation , over and above the consumptive uses provided for by article IV

of the decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against

California (376 U . S . 340 ) . Such increased consumptive uses shall not begin

until and shall continue only as long as delivery of Colorado River water to

downstream Gila River users in Arizona is being accomplished in accordance

with this Act, in quantities sufficient to replace any diminution of their supply

resulting from such diversions from the Gila River, its tributaries and under

ground water sources. In determining the amount required for this purpose

full consideration shall be given to any differences in the quality of the waters

involved .

( f) The Secretary shall further offer to contract with water users in New

Mexico for water from the Gila River, its tributaries and underground water

sources in amounts that will permit consumptive uses of water in New Mexico

not to exceed an annual average in any period of ten consecutive years of an

additional thirty thousand acre-feet, including reservoir evaporation . Such

further increases in consumptive use shall not begin until and shall continue

only so long asworks capable of importing water into the Colorado River system

have been completed and water sufficiently in excess of twomillion eight hundred

thousand acre -feet per annum is available from the main stream of the Colorado

River for consumptive use in Arizona to provide water for the exchanges herein

authorized and provided . In determining the amount required for this purpose

full consideration shall be given to any differences in the quality of the waters

involved .

(g ) All additional consumptive uses provided for in subsections ( e ) and ( f )

of this section shall be subject to all rights in New Mexico and Arizona as estab

lished by the decree entered by the United States District Court for the District

of Arizona on June 29, 1935 , in United States against Gila Valley Irrigation

District and others (Globe Equity Number 59) and to all other rights existing

on the effective date of this Act in New Mexico and Arizona to water from the

Gila River, its tributaries and underground water sources, and shall be junior

thereto and shall be made only to the extent possible without economic injury

or cost to the holders of such rights.

SEC , 305. (a ) Article II ( B ) ( 3 ) of the decree of the Supreme Court of the

United States in Arizona against California (376 U . S . 340 ) shall be so adminis

tered that in any year in which , as determined by the Secretary , there is insuffi

cient main stream Colorado River water available for release to satisfy annual

consumptive use of seven million five hundred thousand acre-feet in Arizona ,

California , and Nevada, diversions from the main stream for the Central Arizona

unit shall be so limited as to assure the availability of water in quantities suffi

cient to provide for the aggregate annual consumptive use by holders of present

perfected rights, by other users in the State of California served under existing

contracts with the United States by diversion works heretofore constructed and

by other existing Federal reservations in that State, of four million four hundred

thousand acre- feet of main stream water, and by users of the same character

in Arizona and Nevada. Water users in the State of Nevada shall not be required

to bear shortages in any proportion greater than would have been imposed in the

absence of this section 305 ( a ) . This section shall not affect the relative priorities ,

among themselves, of water users in Arizona , Nevada , and California which are

senior to diversions for the Central Arizona unit, or amend any provisions of

said decree .

( b ) The limitation stated in paragraph ( a ) shall cease whenever the Presi

dentshall proclaim that works have been completed and are in operation , capable

in his judgment of delivering annually not less than two million five hundred

thousand acre-feet of water into the main stream of the Colorado River below

Lee Perry from sources outside the natural drainage area of the Colorado River

system : and that such sources are adequate , in the President' s judgment, to supply

such quantities without adverse effect upon the satisfaction of the foreseeable

76 - 955 - 6742
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water requirements of any State from which such water is imported into the

Colorado River system . Such imported water shall be made available for use

in accordance with subsection ( c ) of this section .

( c ) To the extent that the flow of the main stream of the Colorado River is

augmented by such importations in order to make sufficient water available for

release, as determined by the Secretary pursuant to article II ( B ) ( 1 ) of the de.

cree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against California

( 376 U . S . 340 ) , to satisfy annual consumptive use of two million eight hundred

thousand acre -feet in Arizona, four million four hundred thousand acre -feet in

California , and three hundred thousand acre-feet in Nevada, respectively, the

Secretary shall make such additional water available to users of main stream

water in those States at the same costs and on the same terms as would be ap

plicable if main stream water were available for release in the quantities required

to supply such consumptive use , taking into account, among other things, ( 1 )

the nonreimbursable allocation to the replenishment of the deficiencies occasioned

by satisfaction of the Mexican Treaty burden provided for in section 101, and

( 2 ) such assistance as may be available from the development fund established

by title IV of this Act.

( d ) Imported water made available for use in the lower basin to supply ag.

gregate annual consumptive uses from the main stream in excess of seven million

five hundred thousand acre-feet shall be offered by the Secretary for use in the

States of Arizona, California , and Nevada in the proportions provided in article

II ( B ) ( 2 ) of said decree . The Secretary shall establish prices therefor whic.

take into account such assistance as may be available from the developmeul

fund established by title IV of this Act in excess of the demands upon that fund

occasioned by the requirements stated in subsection ( c ) of this section. Within

each State, opportunity to take such water shall first be offered to persons or

entities who are water users as of the effective date of this Act, and in quantities

equal to the deficiencies which would result if the total quantity available for

consumptive use from the main stream in such State were only the quantity

apportioned to that State by article II ( B ) ( 1 ) of said decree.

( e ) Imported water made available for use in the upper basin of the Colorado

River , directly or by exchange, shall be offered by the Secretary for contract

by water users in the States of Colorado, New Mexico , Utah , and Wyoming in

the proportions, as among those States, stated in the Upper Colorado River Basin

Compact, and at prices which take into account such assistance as may be avail

able from the Upper Colorado River Basin Fund, in excess of the demands upon

that fund occasioned by the requirements of the Colorado River Storage Project

Act .

( f ) Imported water not delivered into the Colorado River system but di

verted from the works constructed to import water into that system shall be

made available to water users in accordance with the Federal reclamation laws.

SEC. 306. The main stream salvage unit shall include programs for water

salvage along and adjacent to the main stream of the Colorado River and for

ground water recovery . Such programs shall be consistent with maintenance

of a reasonable degree of undisturbed habitat for fish and wildlife in the area ,

as determined by the Secretary .

Sec. 307 . The Secretary shall construct, operate, and maintain such additional

works as shall from time to time be authorized by the Congress as units of the

project.

Sec. 308. The conservation and development of the fish and wildlife resources

and the enhancement of recreation opportunities in connection with the project

works authorized pursuant to this title shall be in accordance with the pro

visions of the Federal Water Project Recreation Act (79 Stat. 213 ) .

Sec. 309. The Secretary shall integrate the Dixie project and Southern Nevada

water supply project heretofore authorized into the project herein authorized as

units thereof under repayment arrangements and participation in the develop

ment fund established by title IV of this Act consistent with the provisions of

this Act.

SEC. 310 . There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to carry out the pur.

poses of this title the sum of $ 1 , 167,000,000 based on estimated costs as of

October, 1963, plus or minus such amounts, if any, as may be justified by reason

of ordinary fluctuations in construction costs as indicated by engineering cost

indices applicable to the types of construction involved .
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TITLE IV - LOWER COLORADO RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT FUND :

ALLOCATION AND REPAYMENT OF COSTS : CONTRACTS

SEO. 401. Upon completion of each lower basin unit of the project herein or

hereafter authorized , or separate feature thereof, the Secretary shall allocate

the total costs of constructing said unit or features to ( 1 ) commercial power,

( 2 ) irrigation , ( 3 ) municipal and industrial water supply , ( 4 ) flood control,

( 5 ) navigation , ( 6 ) water quality control, ( 7 ) recreation , ( 8 ) fish and wildlife ,

( 9 ) the replenishment of the depletion of Colorado River flows available for

use in the United States occasioned by performance of the Water Treaty of 1944

with the United Mexican States (treaty series 994 ) , ( 10 ) the additional capacity

of the system of main conduits and canals of the Central Arizona unit referred

to in section 304 ( a ) , item ( 1 ) , in excess of two thousand five hundred cubic

feet per second , and ( 11 ) any other purposes authorized under the Federal rec

lamation laws. Costs of construction , operation , and maintenance allocated to

the replenishment of the depletion of Colorado River flows available for use

in the United States occasioned by compliance with the Mexican Water Treaty

(including losses in transit, evaporation from regulatory reservoirs, and regu

latory losses at the Mexican boundary , incurred in the transportation , storage,

and delivery of water in discharge of the obligations of that treaty ) shall be

nonreimbursable. All funds paid or transferred to Indian tribes pursuant to

this Act, including interest on such funds in the Treasury of the United States,

and costs of construction of the paved road, authorized in section 303 ( b ) hereof,

shall be nonreimbursable . The repayment of costs allocated to recreation and

fish and wildlife enhancement shall be in accordance with the provisions of the

Federal Water Project Recreation Act ( 79 Stat. 213 ) . Costs allocated to non

reimbursable purposes shall be nonreturnable under the provisions of this Act.

Costs allocated to the additional capacity of the system of main conduits and

canals of the Central Arizona unit, referred to in section 304 ( a ) , item ( 1 ) , in

excess of two thousand five hundred cubic feet per second shall be recovered

as directed in section 304 ( a ) .

SEX , 402. The Secretary shall determine the repayment capability of Indian

lands within , under, or served by any unit of the project. Construction costs

allocated to irrigation of Indian lands ( including provision of water for inci

dental domestic and stock water uses ) and within the repayment capability

of such lands shall be subject to the Act of July 1, 1932 (47 Stat. 461) , and such

costs as are beyond repayment capability of such lands shall be nonreimbursable.

SEC. 103. ( a ) There is hereby established a separate fund in the Treasury

of the United States, to be known as the Lower Colorado River Basin develop

ment fund (hereinafter called the “ development fund” ) , which shall remain

available until expended as hereafter provided for carrying out the provisions of

title III.

( b ) All appropriations made for the purpose of carrying out the aforesaid

provisions of title III of this Act shall be credited to the development fund as

advances from the general fund of the Treasury , and shall be available for such

purpose .

( c ) There shall also be credited to the development fund

( 1 ) All revenues collected in connection with the operation of facilities

herein and hereafter authorized in furtherance of the purposes of this Act

( except entrance, admission, and other recreation fees or charges and pro

ceeds received from recreation concessionaires) ; and

( 2 ) all Federal revenues from the Boulder Canyon and Parker -Davis

projects which, after completion of repayment requirements of the said

Boulder Canyon and Parker -Davis projects, are surplus, as determined by

the Secretary, to the operation , maintenance, and replacement requirements

of those projects.

( d ) All revenues collected and credited to the development fund pursuant to

this Act shall be available, without further appropriation , for

( 1 ) defraying the costs of operation , maintenance, and replacements of,

and emergency expenditures for, all facilities of the project, within such

separate limitations as may be included in annual appropriation Acts ;

( 2 ) payments, if any, as required by section 502 of this Act ;

( 3 ) payments as required by subsection ( f ) of this section ; and

( 4 ) payments to reimburse water users in the State of Arizona for losses

sustained as a result of diminution of the production of hydroelectric power
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at Coolidge Dam , Arizona, resulting from exchanges of water between users

in the States of Arizona and New Mexico as set forth in section 304 of this

Act.

( e ) Revenues credited to the development fund shall not be available for con

struction of the works comprised within any unit of the project herein or here.

after authorized except upon appropriation by the Congress.

( f ) Revenues in the development fund in excess of the amount necessary to

meet the requirements of clauses ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , and ( 4 ) of subsection ( d ) of this

section shall be paid annually to the general fund of the Treasury to return

( 1 ) the costs of each unit of the project or separable feature thereof,

authorized pursuant to title III of this Act which are allocated to irrigation ,

commercial power, or municipal and industrial water supply, pursuant to

this Act, within a period not exceeding fifty years from the date of completion

of each such unit or separable feature, exclusive of any development period

authorized by law ;

( 2 ) the costs which are allocated to recreation or fish and wildlife en

hancement in accordance with the provisions of the Federal Water Project

Recreation Act ( 79 Stat. 213 ) ; and

( 3 ) interest ( including interest during construction ) on the unamortized

balance of the investment in the commercial power and municipal and

industrial water supply features of the project at a rate determined by

the Secretary of the Treasury in accordance with the provisions of sub

section ( h ) of this section , and interest due shall be a first charge.

( g ) To the extent that revenues remain in the development fund after making

the payments required by subsections ( d ) and ( f ) of this section , they shall

be available , upon appropriation by the Congress, to repay the costs incurred in

connection with units hereafter authorized in providing ( i ) for the importation

of water into the main stream of the Colorado River for use below Lee Ferry

as provided in section 206 ( c ) to the extent that such costs are in excess of the

costs allocated to the replenishment of the depletion of Colorado River flows

available for use in the United States occasioned by performance of the Mexican

Water Treaty as provided in section 401, and (ii) protection of States and areas

of origin of such imported water as provided in section 207 ( a ) .

(h ) The interest rate applicable to those portions of the reimbursable costs

of each unit of the project which are properly allocated to commercial power

development and municipal and industrial water supply shall be determined by

the Secretary of the Treasury, as of the beginning of the fiscal year in which

the first advance is made for initiating construction of such unit, on the basis of

the computed average interest rate payable by the Treasury upon its outstanding

marketable public obligations which are neither due nor callable for redemption

for fifteen years from the date of issue.

( i ) Business-type budgets shall be submitted to the Congress annually for all

operations financed by the development fund.

SEC . 404 . (a ) Irrigation repayment contracts shall provide for repayment of

the obligation assumed under any irrigation repayment contract with respect

to any project contract unit or irrigation block over a basic period of not more

than fifty years exclusive of any development periods authorized by law ; con

tracts authorized by section 9 ( e ) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (53

Stat. 1196 ; 43 U . S .C . 485h ( e ) ) may provide for delivery of water for a period

of fifty years and for the delivery of such water at an identical price per acre.

foot for water of the same class at the several points of delivery from the main

canals and conduits and from such other points of delivery as the Secretary may

designate ; and long-term contracts relating to irrigation water supply shall

provide that water made available thereunder may be made available by the

Secretary for municipal or industrial purposes if and to the extent that such

water is not required by the contractor for irrigation purposes.

(b ) Contracts relating to municipal and industrial water supply from the

project may be made without regard to the limitations of the last sentence of

section 9 ( c ) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1194 ) ; may provide

for the delivery of such water at an identical price per acre-foot for water of the

same class at the several points of delivery from the main canals and conduits :

and may provide for repayment over a period of fifty years if made pursuant

to clause ( 1 ) of said section and for the delivery of water over a period of

fifty years if made pursuant to clause ( 2 ) thereof.

-
-

-
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SEC. 403. On January 1 of each year the Secretary shall report to the Congress,

beginning with the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968, upon the status of the

revenues from and the cost of constructing, operating, and maintaining the

project and each unit thereof for the preceding fiscal year. The report of the

Secretary shall be prepared to reflect accurately the Federal investment allocated

at that time to power, to irrigation , and to other purposes, the progress of

return and repayment thereon , and the estimated rate of progress , year by year,

in accomplishing full repayment.

TITLE V UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN AUTHORIZATIONS AND

REIMBURSEMENTS

Sec. 501. ( a ) In order to provide for the construction, operation , and main

tenance of the Animas-La Plata Federal reclamation project, Colorado-New

Mexico ; the Dolores, Dallas Creek, West Divide, and San Miguel Federal recla

mation projects, Colorado, as participating projects under the Colorado River

Storage Project Act ( 70 Stat. 105 ; 43 U . S . C . 620 ) , and to provide for the

completion of planning reports on other participating projects, subsection ( 2 ) of

section 1 of said Act is hereby further amended by deleting the words " Pine

River extension " , and inserting in lieu thereof the words “ Aminas-La Plata ,

Dolores, Dallas Creek , West Divide, San Miguel" . Section 2 of said Act is

hereby further amended by deleting the words " Parshall, Troublesome, Rabbit

Ear, San Miguel, West Divide, Tomichi Creek , East River, Ohio Creek , Dallas

Creek , Dolores, Fruit Growers extension , Animas-La Plata " , and inserting after

the words " Yellow Jacket" the words " Basalt, Middle Park ( including the

Tronblesome, Rabbit Ear, and Azure units ) , Upper Gunnison ( including the

Fast River, Ohio Creek , and Tomichi Creek units ) , Lower Yampa (including

the Juniper and Great Northern units ) , Upper Yampa ( including the Hayden

Mesa , Wessels, and Toponas units ) " , and by inserting after the word " Sub

lette " the words " including the Kendall Reservoir on Green River and a

diversion of water from the Green River to the North Platte River Basin in

Wyoming ) , Uintah unit and the Ute Indian unit of the Central Utah, San Juan

County (Utah ) , Price River, Grand County (Utah ) , Ute Indian unit extension

of the Central Utah, Gray Canyon , and Juniper ( Utah ) ” . The amount which

section 12 of said Act authorizes to be appropriated is hereby further increased

by the sum of $ 360,000 ,000 plus or minus such amounts, if any, as may be re

quired , by reason of changes in construction costs as indicated by engineering

cost indexes applicable to the type of construction involved . This additional

sum shall be available solely for the construction of the projects herein

authorized .

( b ) The Animas-La Plata Federal reclamation project shall be constructed

and operated in substantial accordance with the engineering plans set out in

the report of the Secretary transmitted to the Congress on May 4 , 1966 , and

printed as House Document 436 , Eighty -ninth Congress : Provided , That the

project construction of the Animas-La Plata Federal reclamation project shall

not be undertaken until and unless the States of Colorado and New Mexico

shall have ratified the following compact to which the consent of Congress is

hereby given :

" ANIMAS -LA PLATA PROJECT COMPACT

" The State of Colorado and the State of New York , in order to implement the

operation of the Animas- La Plata Federal Reclamation Project, Colorado -New

Mexico , a proposed participating project under the Colorado River Storage

Project Act ( 70 Stat. 105 ) , and being moved by considerations of interstate

comity, have resolved to conclude a compact for these purposes and have agreed

upon the following articles :

“ ARTICLE I

" A . The right to store and divert water in Colorado and New Mexico from

the La Plata and Animas River systems including return flow to the La Plata

River from Animas River diversions, for uses in New Mexico under the Animas

IA Plata Federal Reclamation Project shall be valid and of equal priority with

those rights granted by decree of the Colorado state courts for the uses of water

in Colorado for the project, providing such uses in New Mexico are within the
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allocation of water made to that state by article III and XIV of the Upper

Colorado River Basin Compact (63 Stat. 31 ) .

" B . The restrictions of the last sentence of Section ( a ) of Article IX of the

Upper Colorado River Basin Compact shall not be construed to vitiate paragraph

A of this article .

" ARTICLE II

“ This Compact shall become binding and obligatory when it shall have been

ratified by the legislatures of each of the signatory States."

( c ) The Secretary shall, for the Animas- La Plata , Dolores, Dallas Creek , San

Miguel, West Divide, and Seedskadee participating projects of the Colorado River

storage project, establish the nonexcess irrigable acreage for which any single

ownership may receive project water at one hundred and sixty acres of class 1

land or the equivalent thereof, as determined by the Secretary, in other land

classes.

( d ) In the diversion and storage of water for any project or any parts thereof

constructed under the authority of this Act or the Colorado River Storage Project

Act within and for the benefit of the State of Colorado only , the Secretary is

directed to comply with the constitution and statutes of the State of Colorado

relating to priority of appropriation ; with State and Federal court decrees en

tered pursuant thereto ; and with operating principles, if any, adopted by the

Secretary and approved by the State of Colorado.

( e ) The words " any western slope appropriations" contained in paragraph ( i )

of that section of Senate Document Numbered 80, Seventy - fifth Congress, first seg.

sion , entitled " Manner of Operation of Project Facilities and Auxiliary Features,"

shall mean and refer to the appropriation heretofore made the storage of water

in Green Mountain Reservoir , a unit of the Colorado- Big Thompson Federal rec

lamation project, Colorado ; and the Secretary is directed to act in accordance

with such meaning and reference . It is the sense of Congress that this directive

defines and observes the purpose of said paragraph ( i ) , and does not in any way

affect or alter any rights or obligations arising under said Senate Document Num

bered 80 or under the laws of the State ofColorado

SEC . 502. The Upper Colorado River Basin fund established under section 5

of the Act of April 11 , 1956 (70 Stat. 107 ) , shall be reimbursed from the Colorado

River development fund established by section 2 of the Boulder Canyon Project

Adjustment Act (54 Stat. 755 ) for all expenditures heretofore or hereafter made

from the Upper Colorado River Basin fund to ineet deficiencies in generation at

Hoover Dam during the filling period of reservoirs of storage units of the Colorado

River storage project pursuant to the criteria for the filling of Glen Canyon

Reservoir (27 Fed . Reg . 6851, July 19, 1962). For this purpose $500.000 for

each year of operation of Hoover Dam and powerplant, commencing with the

enactment of this Act, shall be transferred from the Colorado River development

fund to the Upper Colorado River Basin , in lieu of application of said amounts to

the purposes stated in section 2 ( d ) of the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment

Act, until such reimbursement is accomplished . To the extent that any deficiency

in such reimbursement remain as of June 1, 1987, the amount of the remaining

deficiency shall then be transferred to the Upper Colorado River Basin fund from

the Lower Colorado River Basin development fund, as provided in paragraph

( d ) of section 403.

TITLE VI- GENERAL PROVISIONS : DEFINITIONS: CONDITIONS

SEC. 601. ( a ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to alter, amend , repeal,

modify, or be in conflict with the provisions of the Colorado River Compact (45

Stat. 1057 ) , the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact (63 Stat, 31 ) , the Water

Treaty of 1944 with the United Mexican States ( Treaty Series 994 ) , tbe decree

entered by the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against California ,

and others ( 376 U . S . 340 ) , or , except as otherwise provided herein , the Boulder

Canyon Project Act (45 Stat. 1057 ) , the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act

(54 Stat. 774 ) or the Colorado River Storage Project Act ( 70 Stat. 105 ) .

( b ) The Secretary is directed to

( 1 ) administer his responsibilities under this Act in such manner that he.

his permittees, licensees, and contractees shall in no way encroach upon .

alter, or affect the Colorado River Compact apportiopment of waters to

the upper and lower basins.
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( 2 ) make reports as to the annual consumptive uses and losses of water

from the Colorado River system after each successive five-year period , begin

ning with the five-year period starting on October 1 , 1965 . Such reports

shall be prepared in consultation with the States of the lower basin individ

ually and with the Upper Colorado River Commission , and shall be trans

submitted to the President, the Congress, and to the Governors of each State

signatory to the Colorado River Compact.

( 3 ) condition all contracts for the delivery of water originating in the

drainage basin of the Colorado River system upon the availability of water

under the Colorado River Compact.

( c ) All Federal officers and agencies are directed to comply with the applicable

provisions of this Act, and of the laws, treaty , compacts, and decree referred to

in subsection ( a ) of this section , in the storage and release of water from all

reservoirs and in the operation and maintenance of all facilities in the Colorado

River system under the jurisdiction and supervision of the Secretary, and in the

operation and maintenance of all works which may be authorized hereafter for

construction for the importation of water into the Colorado River system . In

the event of failure of any such officer or agency to so comply , any affected State

may maintain an action to enforce the provisions of this section in the Supreme

Court of the United States and consent is given to the joinder of the United

States as a party in such suit or suits, as a defendant or otherwise.

( d ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to expand or diminish eitherFederal

or State jurisdiction , responsibility of rights in the field of water resources plan

ning, development, or control ; nor to displace, supercede, limit or modify any

interstate compact or the jurisdiction or responsibility of any legally established

joint or common agency of two or more States, or of two or more States and the

Federal Government ; nor to limit the authority of Congress to authorize and

fund projects .

SEC. 602. ( a ) In order to fully comply with and carry out the provisions of the

Colorado River Compact, the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact and the Mexi

can Water Treaty, the Secretary shall propose criteria for the coordinated long

range operation of the reservoirs constructed and operated under the authority of

this Act, the Colorado River Storage Project Act, the Boulder Canyon Project Act

and the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act. To effect in part the purposes

expressed in this paragraph , the criteria shall make provision for the storage of

water in storage units of the Colorado River Storage Project and releases of

water from Lake Powell in the following listed order of priority :

( 1 ) Releases to supply one-half the deficiency described in article III ( C ) of

the Colorado River Compact, if any such deficiency exists and is chargeable to the

States of the upper division , but in any event such releases, if any, shall terminate

when the President issues the proclamation specified in section 305 ( b ) of this Act.

( 2 ) Releases to comply with article III ( d ) of the Colorado River Compact,

less such quantities of water delivered into the Colorado River below Lee Ferry

to the credit of the States of the upper division from sources outside the natural

drainage area of the Colorado River system .

( 3 ) Storage of water not required for the releases specified in clauses ( 1 ) and

( 2 ) of this subsection to the extent that the Secretary, after consultation with the

l'pper Colorado River Commission and representatives of the three lower division

States and taking into consideration all relevant factors (including , but not

limited to , bistoric streamflows, the most critical period of record , and proba

bilities ofwater supply ) , shall find to be reasonably necessary to assure deliveries

under clauses ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) without impairment of annual consumptive uses in

the upper basin pursuant to the Colorado River Compact : Provided , That water

not so required to be stored shall be released from Lake Powell : ( i ) to the extent

It can be reasonably applied in the States of the lower division to the uses speci

fed in article III ( e ) of the Colorado River Compact,but no such releases shall be

made when the active storage in Lake Powell is less than the active storage in

Lake Mead, (ii) to maintain , as nearly as practicable , active storage in Lake

Head equal to the active storage in Lake Powell, and (iii ) to avoid anticipated

spills from Lake Powell ,

(b ) Not later than July 1, 1968 , the criteria proposed in accordance with the

foregoing subsection ( a ) of this section shall be submitted to the governors of

the seven Colorado River Basin States and to such other parties and agencies as

the Secretary may deem appropriate for their review and comment. After re
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ceipt of comments on the proposed criteria , but not later than January 1 , 1969,

the Secretary shall adopt appropriate criteria in accordance with this section

and publish the same in the Federal Register. Beginning January 1, 1970 , and

yearly thereafter , the Secretary shall transmit to the Congress and to the gover

nors of the Colorado River Basin States a report describing the actual operation

under the adopted criteria for the preceding compact water year and the pro

jected operation for the current year. As a result of actual operating exper

ience or unforeseen circumstances, the Secretary may thereafter modify the cri

teria to better achieve the purposes specified in subsection ( a ) of this section ,

but only after correspondence with the Governors of the seven Colorado River

Basin States and appropriate consultation with such state representatives as each

governor may designate.

( c ) Section 7 of the Colorado River Storage Project Act shall be adininistered

in accordance with the foregoing criteria .

SEC. 603. ( a ) Rights of the upper basin to the consumptive use of water appor

tioned to that basin from the Colorado River system by the Colorado River Com

pact shall not be reduced or prejudiced by any use of such water in the lower

basin .

( b ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed so as to impair, conflict with or

otherwise change the duties and powers of the Upper Colorado River Commission .

SEC. 604. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, in constructing, operating,

and maintaining the units of the project herein and hereafter authorized , the

Secretary shall be governed by the Federal reclamation laws ( Act of June 17 ,

1902 ; 32 Stat . 388 and Acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto ) to

which laws this Act shallbe deemed a supplement.

SEC. 605 . ( a ) All terms used in this Act which are defined in the Colorado

River Compact shall have the meanings there defined .

( b ) " Main stream " means the main stream of the Colorado River downstream

from Lee Ferry within the United States, including the reservoirs thereon .

( c ) " User " or "water user " in relation to main stream water in the Lower basin

means the United States, or any person or legal entity , entitled under the decree

of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against California , and

others ( 376 U . S . 340 ) , to use main stream water when available thereunder,

( d ) "Active storage" means that amount of water in reservoir storage , exclu

sive of bank storage, which can be released through the existing reservoir out

let works.

( e ) " Colorado River Basin States " means the States of Arizona , California ,

Colorado, Nevada , New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming .

( H . R . 9 , 90th Cong., first sess. )

A BILL To authorize the construction , operation, and maintenance of the Colorado River

Basin project, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled ,

TITLE I-- COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT

OBJECTIVES

SEC. 101. That this Act may be cited as the " Colorado River Basin Project Act."

SEC. 102. The Congress recognizes that the present and growing water short

ages in the Colorado River Basin constitute urgent problems of national concern ,

and accordingly authorizes and directs the National Water Commission estab

lished in title II of this Act and the Water Resources Council , established by the

Water Resources Planning Act (Public Law 89 - 80 ) , to give highest priority to the

preparation of a plan and program for the relief of such shortages, in consultation

with the States and Federal entities affected , as provided in this Act. This pro

gram is declared to be for the purposes, among others, of regulating the flow of

the Colorado River ; controlling floods ; improving navigation ; providing for

the storage and delivery of the waters of the Colorado River for reclamation of

lands, including supplemental water supplies, for municipal, industrial, and

other beneficial purposes ; improving water quality ; provided for basic public

outdoor recreation facilities ; improving conditions for fish and wildlife ; and

the generation and sale of hydroelectric power as an incident of the foregoing

purposes.
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TITLE II — THE NATIONAL WATER COMMISSION

AND COLORADO RIVER BASIN

INVESTIGATIONS AND PLANNING

SEC. 201. ( a ) There is established the National Water Commission (herein

after referred to as the "Commission " ) .

( b ) The Commission shall be composed of seven members, who shall be ap

pointed by the President and serve at his pleasure. No member of the Com

mission shall, during his period of service on the Commission , hold any other posi

tion as an officer or employee of the United States, except as a retired officer or

retired civilian employee of the United States.

( c ) The President shall designate the Chairman of the Commission (herein

after referred to as the “ Chairman" ) from among its members.

( d ) Members of the Commission may each be compensated at the rate of $ 100

for each day such member is engaged in the actual performance of duties vested

in the Commission . Each member shall be reimbursed for travel expenses, in

cinding per diem in lieu of subsistence , as authorized by law (5 U . S . C . 73b - 2 ) for

persons in the Government service employed intermittently.

( e ) The Commission shall have an Executive Director who shall be appointed

by the Chairman with the approval of the President and shall be compensated at

the rate provided by law for level IV of the Federal Executive Salary Schedule.

The Executive Director shall have such duties and responsibilities as the Chair

man may assign .

SEO. 202. ( a ) The Commission shall ( 1 ) review present and anticipated

national water resource problems, making such projections of water requirements

as may be necessary and identifying alternative ways of meeting these require

ments - giving consideration , among those things, to conservation and more

efficient use of existing supplies, increased useability by reduction of pollution ,

innovations to encourage the highest economic use of water, interbasin transfers ,

and technological advances including, but not limited to, desalting, weather

modification , and waste water purification and reuse ; ( 2 ) consider economic

and social consequences of water resource development, including , for example ,

the impact of water resource development on regional economic growth , on

institutional arrangements, and on esthetic values affecting the quality of life

of the American people ; ( 3 ) advise on such specific water resource matters as

may be referred to it by the President and the Water Resources Council estab

lisbed in section 101 of the Water Resources Planning Act ( 79 Stat. 245 ) (here

inafter referred to as the " Council" ) ; and ( 4 ) conduct such specific investiga

tions as are authorized herein or as hereafter may be authorized by the Congress .

( b ) The Commission shall consult with the Council regarding its studies and

shall furnish its proposed reports and recommendations to the Council for review

and comment. The Commission shall submit to the President such interim

and final reports as it deems appropriate, and the Council shall submit to the

President its views on the Commission 's reports. The President shall transmit

the Commission ' s final report to the Congress together with such comments and

recommendations for legislation as he deems appropriate .

(c ) The Commission shall terminate not later than six years from the effective

date of this Act.

SEC. 203 . ( a ) The Commission may (1 ) hold such hearings, sit and act at

such times and places, take such testimony , and receive such evidence as it may

deem advisable ; ( 2 ) acquire, furnish, and equip such office space as is necessary ;

( 3 ) use the United States mails in the samemanner and upon the same conditions

as other departments and agencies of the United States ; ( 4 ) without regard

to the civil service laws and regulations and without regard to the Classification

Act of 1949 , as amended, employ and fix the compensation of such personnel as

may be necessary to carry out the functions of the Commission : Provided , That of

such personnel no more than five persons may receive compensation equivalent

to the compensation established for grade 18 under the Classification Act of 1949 ,

as amended ; (5 ) procure services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of

August 2 , 1946 (5 U . S . C . 55a ) at rates not to exceed $ 100 per diem for individuals ;

(6 ) purchase, hire, operate , and maintain passenger motor vehicles ; ( 7 ) enter

into contracts or agreements for studies and surveys with public and private

organizations and transfer funds to Federal agencies and river basin commis

sions created pursuant to title II of the Water Resources Planning Act to

carry out such aspects of the Commission 's functions as the Commission deter
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mines can best be carried out in that manner ; and ( 8 ) incur such necessary

expenses and exercise such other powers as are consistent with and reasonably

required to perform its functions under this title .

( b ) Any member of the Commission is authorized to administer oaths when

it is determined by a majority of the Commission that testimony shall be taken

or evidence received under oath .

SEC . 204. ( a ) Subject to general policies adopted by the Commission, the

Chairman shall be the chief executive of the Commission and shall exercise

its executive and administrative powers as set forth in section 203 ( a ) ( 2 )

through section 203 ( a ) ( 8 ) .

(b ) The Chairman may make such provision as he shall deem appropriate

authorizing the performance of any of his executive and administrative func

tions by the Executive Director or other personnel of the Commission .

SEC . 205. ( a ) The Commission shall, to the extent practicable, utilize the

services of the Federal water resource agencies .

( b ) Upon request of the Commission , the head of any Federal department or

agency or river basin commission created pursuant to title II of the Water

Resources Planning Act is authorized ( 1 ) to furnish to the Commission , to the

extent permitted by law and within the limits of arailable funds, including

funds transferred for that purpose pursuant to section 203 ( a ) ( 7 ) of this Act,

such information as may be necessary for carrying out its functions and as

may be available to or procurable by such department or agency , and ( 2 ) to

detail to temporary duty with this Commission on a reimbursable basis such

personnel within his administrative jurisdiction as it may need or believe to be

useful for carrying out its functions, each such detail to be without loss of

seniority , pay, or other employee status.

( c ) Financial and administrative services (including those related to

budgeting , accounting , financial reporting, personnel, and procurement) shall

be provided the Commission by the General Services Administration , for which

payment shall be made in advance, or by reimbursement from funds of the

Commission in such amounts as may be agreed upon by the Chairman of the

('ommission and the Administrator of General Services : Provided , That the

regulations of the General Services Administration for the collection of indebted

ness of personnel resulting from erroneous payments ( 5 U . S . C . 46e ) shall apply to

the collection of erroneous payments made to or on behalf of a Commission

employee, and regulations of said Administrator for the administrative control

of funds (31 C . S . C . 665g ) shall apply to appropriations of the Commission : And

provided further , That the Commission shall not be required to prescribe such

regulations.

SEC. 206 . ( a ) The Council, in consultation with the Commission , acting in

accordance with the procedure prescribed in section 103 of the Water Resources

Planning Act, shall within one hundred and twenty days following the effective

date of this Act establish principles, standards, and procedures for the program

of investigations and submittal of plans and reports relating to the Colorado

River Basin authorized by this section . The Secretary of the Interior (herein .

after referred to as the " Secretary" ) , under the direction of the Commission , in

conformity with the principles. standards, and procedures so established , and

in accordance with the authority granted in section 205 , is authorized and di

rected to

( 1 ) prepare estimates of the long-range water supply available for con

sunptive use in the Colorado River Basin and in each of its major constitu

ent parts , of current water requirements therein , and of the rate of growth

of water requirements therein , to at least the year 2030 ;

( 2 ) investigate sources and means of supplying water to meet the current

and anticipated water requirements of the Colorado River Basin and of

each of its major constituent parts , including reductions in losses, augmen

tation by desalination , weather modification , and other means ;

( 3 ) investigate projects within the lower basin of the Colorado River,

including projects on tributaries of the ('olorado River where undeveloped

water supplies are available or can be made a vailable by replacement or

exchange ;

( 4 ) undertake investigations, in cooperation with other concerned agen

cies, of the feasibility of proposed development plans in maintaining an

adequate water quality throughout the Colorado River Basin ;
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( 5 ) investigate means of providing for prudent water conservation prac

tices to permit maximum beneficial utilization of available water supplies in

the Colorado River Basin ;

( 6 ) investigate means of providing , at the expense of the Federal Govern

ment, sufficient water from sources outside the Colorado River Basin , to

satisfy obligations for the delivery of water to Mexico under the Mexican

Water Treaty , thereby relieving the States of the River Basin , from the

burden of said treaty .

SEC. 207. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as are

required to carry out the purposes of this title.

TITLE III - AUTHORIZED UNITS

PROTECTION OF EXISTING USES

Sec. 301. The Secretary shall construct, operate, and maintain the lower basin

units of the Colorado River Basin project (herein referred to as the "project" ) ,

described in sections 302, 303 , 304 , 305 , and 306 .

Sec. 302. The main stream reservoir division shall consist of the Hualapai

( formerly known as Bridge Canyon ) unit, including a dam , reservoir , power

plant, transmission facilities, and appurtenant works, and the Coconino and

Paria River silt -detention reservoirs : Provided , That ( 1 ) Hualapai Dam shall

be constructed so as to impound water at a normal surface elevation of one thou

sand eight hundred and sixty -six feet above mean sea level ; ( 2 ) fluctuations in

the reservoir level shall be restricted , so far as practicable, to a regimen of ten

feet ; and ( 3 ) this Act shall not be construed to authorize any diversion of water

from Huala pai Reservoir except for incidental uses in the immediate vicinity .

The Congress hereby declares that the construction of the Hualapai Dam herein

authorized is consistent with the Act of February 26 , 1919 (40 Stat. 1175 ) .

Sec. 303 . ( a ) From funds appropriated from the General Treasury of the

United States to the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation , for

the project, there shall be transferred in the Treasury of the United States to

the ( redit of the Hualapai Tribe of Arizona the sum of $ 16 ,398 ,000 , which

shall draw interest on the principal at the rate of 4 per centum per annum

until expended , as payment of just compensation for the taking by the United

States of such easements, rights-of-way, and other interests in land within the

Hualapai Indian Reservation , consisting of not more than twenty- five thousand

acres, as the Secretary shall designate are necessary for the constrution , opera

tion , and maintenance of the Hualapai unit. The designation by the Secretary

shall constitute a taking by the United States of the lands or interests therein so

designated . The funds so paid may be expended , invested , or reinvested pur

want to plans, programs, and agreements duly adopted or entered into by the

Huala pai Tribe, subject to the approval of the Secretary in accordance with

the tribal constitution and charter.

( b ) As part of the construction and operation of the Huala pai unit , the Sec

retary shall ( 1 ) construct a paved road , having a minimum width of twenty

eight feet, from Peach Springs, Arizona , through and along Peach Springs Can

yon within the Hualapai Indian Reservation , to provide all-weather access to the

Hualapai Reservoir ; and ( 2 ) make available to the Hualapai Tribe up to

twenty - five thousand kilowatts and up to one hundred million kilowatt-hours

annually of powder from the Huala pai unit at the lowest rate established by

the Secretary for the sale of firm power from said unit for the use of preferential

customers : Provided , That the tribe may resell such power only to users within

the Hualapai Reservation : Provided further, That the Hualapai Tribal Council

shall notify the Secretary in writing of the reasonable power requirements of

the tribe up to the maximum herein specified , for each three-year period in ad

vance beginning with the date upon which power from the Hualapai unit

becomes available for sale. Power not so reserved may be disposed of by the

Secretary for the benefit of the development fund.

(e ) Except as to such lands which the Secretary determines are required for

the Hualapai Dam and Reservoir site and the construction and operating camp

site and townsite, all minerals of any kind whatsoever, including oil and gas

bat excluding sand and gravel and other building and construction materials ,

within the areas acquired by the United States pursuant to this section are

hereby reserved to the Huala pai Tribe : Provided , That no permit, license , lease ,
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or other document covering the exploration for or the extraction of such minerals

shall be granted by the tribe por shall the tribe conduct such operations for its

own account, except under such conditions and with such stipulations as are

necessary to protect the interests of the United States in the construction , opera

tion, and maintenance of the Huala pai unit .

( d ) The Huala pai Tribe shall have the exclusive right, if requested in writing

by the tribe, to develop the recreation potential of, and shall have the exclusive

right to control access to, the reservoir shoreline adjacent to the reservation ,

subject to conditions established by the Secretary for use of the reservoir to

protect the operation of the project. Any recreation development established by

the tribe shall be consistent with the Secretary 's rules and regulations to pro

tect the overall recreation development of the project. The tribe and the mem

bers thereof shall have nonexclusive personal rights to hunt and fish on the

reservoir without charge, but shall have no right to exclude others from the

reservior except as to those who seek to gain access through the Hualapai Reser

vation , nor the right to require payments to the tribe except for the use of the

tribal lands or facilities : Provided , That under no circumstances will the Huala

pai Tribe make any charge, or extract any compensation , or in any other manner

restrict the access or use of the paved road to be constructed within the Huala

pai Indian Reservation pursuant to this Act. The use by the public of the water

areas of the project shall be pursuant to such rules and regulations as the Secre

tary may prescribe .

Except as limited by the foregoing, the Hualapai Tribe shall have the right

to use and occupy the taking area of the Hualapai unit within the Hualapai

Reservation for all purposes not inconsistent with the construction , operation ,

and maintenance of the project and townsite, including , but not limited to , the

right to lease such lands for farming, grazing, and business purposes to members

or nonmembers of the tribe and the power to dispose of all minerals as provided

in paragraph ( c ) hereof.

( e ) Upon a determination by the Secretary that all or part of the lands

acquired by the United States pursuant to paragraph ( a ) of this section no longer

are necessary for purposes of the project, all right, title , and interests in such

lands shall thereupon vest in the Hualapai Tribe.

( f ) No part of any expenditures made by the United States, and no reserva

tion by or restoration to the Hualapai Tribe of any interests in land, under any

of the provisions of this section shall be charged by the United States as an

offset or counterclaim against any claim of the Hualapai Tribe against the

United States other than claims arising out of the acquisition of land for the

project : Provided , however, That the payment of moneys and other benefits as

set forth herein shall constitute full compensation for the rights transferred .

( g ) All funds authorized by this section to be paid or transferred to the

Hualapai Tribe, and any per capita distribution derived therefrom , shall be

exempt from all formsof State and Federal income taxes.

( h ) No payments shall be made or benefits conferred as set forth in this sec

tion until the provisions hereof have been accepted by the Hualapai Tribe through

resolution duly adopted by its tribal council. In the event such resolution is

not adopted within six months from the effective date of this Act, and litigation

thereafter is instituted regarding the acquistion of tribal lands for the project or

compensation therefor, the amounts of the payments provided herein and the

other benefits set out shall not be regarded as evidencing value or as recognizing

any right of the tribe to compensation.

SEC. 304. ( a ) The central Arizona unit shall consist of the following principal

works: ( 1 ) a system of main conduits and canals, including a main canal and

pumping plants (Granite Reef aqueduct and pumping plants ) , for diverting and

carrying water from Lake Havasu to Orme Dam or suitable alternative , which

system shall have a capacity of three thousand cubic feet per second ( A ) unless

the definite plan report of the Bureau of Reclamation shows that additional

capacity ( i) will provide an improved benefit-to -cost ratio and (ii) will enhance

the ability of the central Arizona unit to divert water from the main stream

to which Arizona is entitled and ( B ) unless the Secretary finds that the additional

cost resulting from such additional capacity can be financed by funds from

sources other than the funds credited to the development fund pursuant to

section 403 of this Act and without charge, directly or indirectly , to water

users or power customers in the States of California and Nevada ; ( 2 ) Orme

Dam and Reservoir and power-pumping plant or suitable alternative ; ( 3 ) Buttes
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Dam and Reservoir , which shall be so operated as to not prejudice the rights

of any user in and to the waters of the Gila River as those rights are set forth

in the decree entered by the United States District Court for the District of

Arizona on June 29, 1935 , in United States against Gila Valley Irrigation District

and others (Globe Equity Numbered 59) ; ( 4 ) Hooker Dam and Reservoir, which

shall be constructed to an initial capacity of ninety -eight thousand acre-feet

and in such a manner as to permit subsequent enlargement of the structure (to

give effect to the provisions of section 304 ( c ) and ( d ) ) ; ( 5 ) Charleston Dam

and Reservoir ; (6 ) Tucson aqueducts and pumping plants ; ( 7 ) Salt-Gila

aqueduct ; ( 8 ) canals, regulating facilities, powerplants, and electrical trans

mission facilities ; ( 9 ) related water distribution and drainage works ; and (10 )

appurtenant works.

(b ) Unless and until otherwise provided by Congress, water from the natural

drainage area of the Colorado River system diverted from the main stream below

Lee Ferry for the central Arizona unit shall not be made available directly or

indirectly for the irrigation of lands not having a recent irrigation history as

determined by the Secretary, except in the case of Indian lands, national wildlife

refuges, and, with the approval of the Secretary, State-administered wildlife

management areas. It shall be a condition of each contract under which such

water is provided under the central Arizona unit that ( 1 ) there be in effect

measures, adequate in the judgment of the Secretary, to control expansion of

Irrigation from aquifers affected by irrigation in the contract service area ;

( 2 ) the canals and distribution systems through which water is conveyed after

its delivery by the United States to the contractors shall be provided and main

tained with linings, adequate in his judgment to prevent excessive conveyance

losses ; ( 3 ) neither the contractor nor the Secretary shall pump or permit others

to pump ground water from lands located within the exterior boundaries of any

Federal reclamation project or irrigation district receiving water from the central

Arizona unit for any use outside such Federal reclamation project or irrigation

district , unless the Secretary and the agency or organization operating and

maintaining such Federal reclamation project or irrigation district shall agree

or shall have previously agreed that a surplus of ground water exists and that

drainage is or was required ; and ( 4 ) all agricultural, municipal, and industrial

waste water, return flow , seepage, sewage, effluent, and ground water located in

or flowing from contractor' s service area originating or resulting from ( i ) waters

contracted for from the central Arizona unit, or ( ii ) waters stored or developed

by any Federal reclamation project are reserved for the use and benefit of the

United States as a source of supply for the service area of the central Arizona

unit or for the service area of the Federal reclamation project, as the case may

be : Provided , That, notwithstanding the provisions of item ( 3 ) above, the agri

cultural, municipal, and industrial waste water, return flow , seepage, sewage

edildent, and ground water in or from any such Federal reclamation project ,

may also be pumped or diverted for use and delivery by the United States else

wbere in the service area of the central Arizona unit , if not needed for use or

reuse in such Federal reclamation project,

( c ) The Secretary may require as a condition in any contract under which

water is provided from the central Arizona unit that the contractor agree to

accept main stream water in exchange for or in replacement of existing supplies

from sources other than the main stream . The Secretary shall so require in

contracts with such contractors in Arizona who also use water from the Gila

Iliver system , to the extent necessary to make available to users of water from

the Gila River system in New Mexico additional quantities of water as provided

In and under the conditions specified in subparagraph ( d ) of this section :

Provided . That such exchanges and replacements shall be accomplished without

economic injury or cost to such Arizona contractors.

In times of shortage or reduction of main stream water for the central Arizona

aut ( if such shortages or reductions should occur), contractors which have

yleWed water from other sources in exchange for main stream water supplied

by thirt unit shall have a first priority to receive main stream water, as against

ucher contractors supplied by that unit which have not so yielded water from

other sources , but only in quantities adequate to replace the water so yielded .

( d ) In the operation of the central Arizona unit , the Secretary should offer

to montract with water users in New Mexico for water from the Gila River ,

its tributaries, and underground water sources, in amounts that will permit con

tumptive use of water in New Mexico not to exceed an annual average in any
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period of ten consecutive years of eighteen thousand acre-feet, including reservoir

evaporation , over and above the consumptive uses provided for by article IV of |

the decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against Cali

fornia (376 U . S . 340 ) . Such increased consumptive uses shall not begin until

and shall continue only so long as delivery of Colorado River water to down

stream Gila River users in Arizona is being accomplished in accordance with this

Act in quantities sufficient to replace any diminution of their supply resulting

from such diversions from the Gila River, its tributaries, and underground

water sources. In determining the amount required for this purpose full con

sideration shall be given to any differences in the quality of the waters involved .

All additional consumptive uses provided for in this section 304 ( d ) shall be

subject to all rights in New Mexico and Arizona as established by the decree

entered by the United States District Court for the District of Arizona on June

29, 1935 , in United States against Gila Valley Irrigation District and others

(Globe Equity Numbered 59) and to all other rights existing on the effective

date of this Act in New Mexico and Arizona to water from the Gila River, its

tributaries, and underground water sources, and shall be junior thereto and

shall be made only to the extent possible without economic injury or cost to the

holders of such rights.

Sec. 305 . Article II ( B ) ( 3 ) of the decree of the Supreme Court of the United

States in Arizona against California ( 376 U . S . 340 ) shall be so administered

that in any year in which , as determined by the Secretary , there is insufficient

main stream Colorado River water available for release to satisfy annual con

sumptive use of seven million five hundred thousand acre -feet in Arizona , Cal

ifornia , and Nevada, diversions from the main stream for the central Arizona

unit shall be so limited as to assure the availability of water in quantities suf

ficient to provide for the aggregate annual consumptive use by users in the State

of Arizona served under existing contracts with the United States by diversion

works heretofore contsructed .

Sec . 306 . The main stream salvage unit shall include programs for water sal

vage along and adjacent to the main stream of the Colorado River and for

ground water recovery . Such programs shall be consistent with maintenance

of a reasonable degree of undisturbed habitat for fish and wildlife in the area ,

as determined by the Secretary.

Sec. 307. The Secretary shall construct, operate , and maintain such additional

works as shall from time to time be authorized by the Congress as units of the

project.

SEC . 308 . ( a ) The Secretary shall, in a manner consistent with the other pur ,

poses of this Act, ( 1 ) investigate , plan , construct, operate, and maintain or

otherwise provide for basic public outdoor recreation facilities adjacent to reser

voirs, canals, and other similar features of the units, and facilities and measures

for the conservation and development of fish and wildlife as the Secretary finds

to be appropriate ; ( 2 ) acquire or otherwise include lands and interests in lands

necessary for the aforesaid facilities and necessary for present and future public

recreation use of areas adjacent to reservoirs, canals and similar features in

cluded in the authorized units ; ( 3 ) conserve the scenery, the natural, historie,

and archeologic objects, and the wildlife on said lands; ( 4 ) allocate water and

reservoir capacity to recreation and fish and wildlife purposes ; and (5 ) provide

for the public use and enjoyment of lands, facilities, and water areas included

in the authorized units.

( b ) The Secretary may enter into agreements with Federal agencies or State

or local public bodies for the operation, maintenance, and additional develop

ment of lands or facilities included in units herein and hereafter authorized.

or to dispose of such lands or facilities to Federal agencies or State or local

public bodies by lease, transfer, conveyance, or exchange, upon such terms and

conditions as will best promote the development and operation of such lands or

facilities in the public interest for purposes of this subsection . No land's under

the jurisdiction of any other Federal agency may be included for or devoted

to recreation purposes under the authority of this Act without the consent of

the head of such agency ; and the head of any such agency is authorized to

transfer any such lands to the jurisdiction of the Secretary for the purposes of

this subsection .

(c ) The Secretary may transfer jurisdiction over lands included in the au

thorized units within or adjacent to the exterior boundaries of national forests

and facilities thereon to the Secretary of Agriculture for recreation and other
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national forest system purposes ; and such transfer shall be made in each case

in which the lands adjacent to a reservoir are located wholly within the ex

terior boundaries of a national forest unless the Secretaries of Agriculture and

the Interior jointly determine otherwise. Where any lands are transfered here.

under to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Agriculture, the lands involved

sbal become national forest lands : Provided , That the lands and waters within

the flow lines of any reservoir or otherwise needed or used for the operation of

the authorized units for other purposes shall continue to be administered by

the Secretary to the extent he determines to be necessary for such operation .

( d ) Nothing in this section shall limit the authority of the Secretary under

existing provisions of law relating to recreation and fish and wildlife conserva

tion and development at water resource projects or to disposition of public land :

for recreation purposes.

Sec . 303. The Secretary shall integrate the Dixie project and southern Nevada

water supply project heretofore authorized into the project herein authorized

as units thereof under repayment arrangements and participation in the develop

went fund established by title IV of this Act consistent with the provisions of this

Act .

SEC. 310. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to carry out the

purposes of this title the sum of $ 1,207,000,000 based on estimated cost as of

October 1963, plus or minus such amounts, if any, a 's may be justified by reason

of ordinary fluctuations in construction costs as indicated by engineering cost

indices applicable to the types of construction involved .

TITLE IV - LOWER COLORADO RIVER BASIN

DEVELOPMENT FUND

ALLOCATION AND REPAYMENT OF COSTS - CONTRACTS

SEC. 401. Upon completion of each unit of the project within the lower basin

berein or hereafter authorized , or separate feature thereof, the Secretary shall

allocate the total costs of constructing said unit or features to ( 1 ) commercial

power ; ( 2 ) irrigation ; (3 ) municipal and industrial water supply ; ( 4 ) flood

control; (5 ) navigation ; (6 ) water quality control; ( 7 ) recreation ; ( 8 ) fish and

wildlife ; (9 ) the additional capacity of the system of main conduits and canals

of the central Arizona unit referred to in section 304 ( a ) , item ( 1 ) , in excess of

three thousand cubic feet per second ; and ( 10 ) any other purposes authorized

under the Federal reclamation laws. Costs of means and measures to prevent

loss of and damage to fish and wildlife resources resulting from the construction

of the project shall be considered as project costs and allocated as may be appro

priate among the project functions. All funds paid or transferred to Indiar

tribes pursuant to this Act , including interest on such funds in the Treasury of

the United States , and costs of construction of the paved road, authorized ir

section 303 ( b ) hereof, shall be nonreimbursable . Costs allocated to recreatior

and fish and wildlife enhancement shall be nonreimbursable within appropriate

limits determined by the Secretary to be consistent with the provisions of law

and policy applicable to other similar Federal projects and programs: Provided ,

That all of the separable and joint costs allocated to recreation and fish and

wildlife enhancement at the Dixie project and the main stream reservoir divi

don shall be nonreimbursable. Costs allocated to nonreimbursable purposes

shall be nonreturnable under the provisions of this Act. Costs allocated to the

additional capacity of the system of main conduits and canals of the central

Arizona unit, referred to in section 304 ( a ) , item ( 1 ) , in excess of three thousand

rubic feet per second shall be recovered as directed in section 304 ( a ) .

Sec . 402. The Secretary shall determine the repayment capability of Indian

lands within , under, or served by any unit of the project. Construction costs

allocated to irrigation of Indian lands (including provision of water for inci

dental domestic and stock water uses) and within the repayment capability of

spet lands shall be subject to the Act of July 1, 1932 (47 Stat. 464 ) , and such

ats as are beyond repayment capability of such lands shall be nonreimbursable.

Suc . 403 . ( a ) There is hereby established a separate fund in the Treasury

of the United States, to be known as the Lower Colorado River Basin development

fund (hereinafter called the development fund ) , which shall remain available

varli expended as hereafter provided for carrying out the provisions of title III .

( b ) All appropriations made for the purpose of carrying out the aforesaid pro
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visions of title III of this Act shall be credited to the development fund as ad

vances from the general fund of the Treasury and shall be available for such

purpose .

( c ) There shall also be credited to the development fund

( 1 ) all revenues collected in connection with the operation of facilities

herein and hereafter authorized in furtherance of the purposes of this Act

(except entrance, admission , and other recreation fees or charges and

proceeds received from recreation concessionaires ) ; and

( 2 ) all Federal revenues from the Boulder Canyon and Parker-Davis

projects which , after completion of repayment requirements of the said

Boulder Canyon and Parker-Davis projects, are surplus, as determined by

the Secretary, to the operation , maintenance, and replacement requirements

of those projects : Proivded , however, That the Secretary is authorized and

directed to continue the in lieu of taxes payments to the States of Arizona

and Nevada provided for in section 2 ( c ) of the Boulder Canyon Project Ad.

justment Act so long as revenues accrue from the operation of the Boulder

Canyon project .

( d ) All revenues collected and credited to the development fund pursuant

to this Act shall be available, without further appropriation , for

( 1 ) defraying the costs of operation , maintenance, and replacements of,

and emergency expenditures for, all facilities of the project, within such

separate limitations as may be included in annual appropriation Acts ;

( 2 ) payments, if any, as required by section 502 of this Act ;

( 3 ) payments as required by subsection (e ) of this section ; and

( 4 ) payments to reimburse water users in the State of Arizona for losses

sustained as a result of diminution of the production of hydroelectric power

at Coolidge Dam , Arizona , resulting from exchanges of water between users

in the States of Arizona and New Mexico as set forth in section 304 ( c ) and

( d ) of this Act.

Revenues credited to the development fund shall not be available for construction

of theworks comprised within any unit of the project herein or hereafter author

ized except upon appropriation by the Congress.

( e ) Revenues in the development fund in excess of the amount necessary to

meet the requirements of clauses ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , and ( 4 ) of subsection ( d ) of this

section shall be paid annually to the general fund of the Treasury to return

( 1 ) the costs of each unit of the project or separable feature thereof,

authorized pursuant to title III of this Act which are allocated to irrigation ,

commercial power, ormunicipal and industrialwater supply, pursuantto this

Act, within a period not exceeding fifty years from the date of completion of

each such unit or separable feature, exclusive of any development period

authorized by law ; and

( 2 ) interest (including interest during construction ) on the unamortized

balance of the investment in the commercial power and municipal and in

dustrial water supply features of the project at a rate determined by the

Secretary of the Treasury in accordance with the provisions of subsection

( f ) of this section , and interest due shall be a first charge.

( f ) The interest rate applicable to those portions of the reimbursable costs

of each unit of the project which are properly allocated to commercial power

development and municipal and industrial water supply shall be determined by

the Secretary of the Treasury, as of the beginning of the fiscal year in which

the first advance is made for initiating construction of such unit , on the basis of

the computed average interest rate payable by the Treasury upon its outstand

ing marketable public obligations which are neither due nor callable for redemp

tion for fifteen years from the date of issue.

( g ) Business-type budgets shall be submitted to the Congress annually for

all operations financed by the developmentfund.

SEC. 404. ( a ) Irrigation repayment contracts shall provide for repayment of

the obligation assumed under any irrigation repayment contract with respect

to any project contract unit or irrigation block over a basic period of not more

than fifty years exclusive of any development periods authorized by law ; con

tracts authorized by section 9 ( e ) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 ( 53

Stat. 1196 ; 43 U . S . C . 485h ( e ) ) may provide for delivery of water for a period

of fifty years and for the delivery of such water at an identical price per acre

foot for water of the same class at the several points of delivery from the main

canals and conduits and from such other points of delivery as the Secretary may
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designate ; and long -term contracts relating to irrigation water supply shall

provide that water made available thereunder may be made available by the

Secretary for municipal or industrial purposes if and to the extent that such

water is not required by the contractor for irrigation purposes.

( b ) Contracts relating to municipal and industrial water supply from the

project may be made without regard to the limitations of the last sentence of

section 9 ( c ) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1194 ) ; may

provide for the delivery of such water at an identical price per acre-foot for

water of the same class at the several points of delivery from the main canals

and conduits ; and may provide for repayment over a period of fifty years if made

pursuant to clause ( 1 ) of said section and for the delivery of water over a period

of fifty years if made pursuant to clause ( 2 ) thereof.

SEC. 405 . On January 1 of each year the Secretary shall report to the Congress,

beginning with the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968, upon the status of the

revenues from and the cost of constructing, operating , and maintaining the

project and each unit thereof for the preceding fiscal year. The report of the

Secretary shall be prepared to reflect accurately the Federal investment allocated

at that timeto power , to irrigation , and to other purposes , the progress of return

and repayment thereon , and the estimated rate of progress, year by year, in

accomplishing full repayment.

TITLE V - GENERAL PROVISIONS

DEFINITIONS - CONDITIONS

SEC. 501 ( a ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to alter, amend, repeal,

modify , or be in conflict with the provisions of the Colorado River Compact (45

Stat. 1057 ) , the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact (63 Stat. 31) , the Water

Treaty of 1944 with the United Mexican States ( Treaty Series 994 ) , the decree

entered by the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against Cali

fornia , and others (376 U . S . 340 ) , or, except as otherwise provided herein , the

Boulder Canyon Project Act ( 45 Stat. 1057 ) , the Boulder Canyon Project Adjust

ment Act (54 Stat. 774 ) , or the Colorado River Storage Project Act (70 Stat.

105 ) .

( b ) The Secretary is directed to

( 1 ) administer his responsibilities under this Act in such manner that

he , his permittees, licensees, and contractees shall in no way encroach upon ,

alter , or affect the Colorado River Compact apportionment of waters to the

upper and lower basins ;

( 2 ) make reports as to the annual consumptive uses and losses of water

from the Colorado River system after each successive five -year period ,

beginning with the five-year period starting on October 1 , 1965 . Such

reports shall be prepared in consultation with the States of the lower basin

individually and with the Upper Colorado River Basin Commission, and

shall be transmitted to the President, the Congress, and to the Governors

of each State signatory to the Colorado River Compact ;

( 3 ) condition all contracts for the delivery of water originating in the

drainage basin of the Colorado River system upon the availability of water

under the Colorado River Compact.

( c ) All Federal officers and agencies are directed to comply with the appli

cable provisions of this Act, and of the laws, treaty , compacts, and decree re

ferred to in subsection ( a ) of this section , in the storage and release of water

from all reservoirs and in the operation and maintenance of all facilities in the

Colorado River system under the jurisdiction and supervision of the Secretary,

and in the operation and maintenance of all works which may be authorized

hereafter for construction for the importation of water into the Colorado River

system . In the event of failure of any such officer or agency to so comply , any

afected State may maintain an action to enforce the provisions of this section

in the Supreme Court of the United States and consent is given to the joinder

of the United States as a party in such suit or suits, as a defendant or otherwise .

id Nothing in this Act shall be construed to expand or diminish either Fed

eral or State jurisdiction , responsibility or rights in the field of water resources

planning, development, or control ; nor to displace, supersede, limit, or modify

any interstate compact or the jurisdiction or responsibility of any legally estab

lisbed joint or common agency of two or more States, or of two or more States

and the Federal Government ; nor to limit the authority of Congress to authorize

and fund projects.

96 -95567 -03
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SEC. 502. ( a ) In order to fully comply with and carry out the provisions of

the Colorado River Compact, the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact, and the

Mexican Water Treaty , the Secretary shall propose criteria for the coordinated

long-range operation of the reservoirs constructed and operated under the au

thority of this Act, the Colorado River Storage Project Act, the Boulder Canyon

Project Act, and the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act. To effect in part

the purposes expressed in this paragraph , the criteria shall make provisions for

the storage of water in storage units of the Colorado River storage project and

releases of water from Lake Powell in the following listed order of priority :

( 1 ) Releases to supply one-half the deficiency described in article III ( C ) of

the Colorado River Compact, if any such deficiency exists and is chargeable to

the States of the upper division .

( 2 ) Releases to comply with article III ( d ) of the Colorado River Compact,

less such quantities of water, if any, delivered into the Colorado River below

Lee Ferry to the credit of the States of the upper division from resources out

side the natural drainage area of the Colorado River system .

( 3 ) Storage of water not required for the releases specified in clauses ( 1 )

and ( 2 ) of this subsection to the extent that the Secretary , after consultation

with the Upper Colorado River Commission and representatives of the three

lower division States and taking into consideration all relevant factors ( includ .

ing , but not limited to, historic streamflows, the most critical period of record,

and probabilities of water supply ) , shall find to be reasonably necessary to assure

deliveries under clauses ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) without impairment of annual consumptive

uses in the upper basin pursuant to the Colorado River Compact : Provided ,

That water not so required to be stored shall be released from Lake Powell

( i ) to the extent it can be reasonably applied in the States of the lower division

to the uses specified in article III ( e ) of the Colorado River Compact. but no

such releases shall be made when the active storage in Lake Powell is less than

the active storage in Lake Mead, ( ii ) to maintain , as nearly as practicable ,

active storage in Lake Mead equal to the active storage in Lake Powell , and ( iii )

to avoid anticipated spills from Lake Powell.

( b ) Not later than July 1 , 1968 , the criteria proposed in accordance with sub

section ( a ) of this section shall be submitted to the Governors of the seven

Colorado River Basin States and to such other parties and agencies as the Sec.

retary may deem appropriate for their review and comment. After receipt of

comments on the proposed criteria , but not later than January 1, 1969, the Ser

retary shall adopt appropriate criteria in accordance with this section and pub

lish the same in the Federal Register. Beginning January 1 , 1970, and yearly

thereafter , the Secretary shall transmit to the Congress and to the Governors

of the Colorado River Basin States a report describing the actual operation

under the adopted criteria for the preceding Compact water year and the pro

jected operation for the current year. As a result of actual operating experience

or unforeseen circumstances, the Secretary may thereafter modify the criteria

to better achieve the purposes specified in subsection ( a ) of this section , but

only after correspondence with the Governors of the seven Colorado River Basin

States and appropriate consultation with such State representatives as each Gov .

ernor may designate .

( c ) Section 7 of the Colorado River Storage Project Act shall be administered

in accordance with the foregoing criteria .

SEC. 503 . (a ) Rights of the upper basin to the consumptive use of water ap

portioned to that basin from the Colorado River system by the Colorado River

Compact shall not be reduced or prejudiced by any use of such water in the lower

basin .

( b ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed so as to impair, conflict with , or

otherwise change the duties and powers of the Upper Colorado River Commis

sion .

Sec. 504. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, in constructing, operat.

ing, and maintaining the units of the project herein and hereafter authorized .

the Secretary shall be governed by the Federal reclamation laws (Act of June

17. 1902 : 32 Stat. 388 and Acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto )

to which laws this Act shall be deemed a supplement.

SEC. 505 . The Congress declares that the satisfaction of the requirements of

the Mexican Water Treaty constitutes a national obligation , and that the States

of the Colorado River Basin should be relieved of the burden of supplying water

thereunder as soon as practicable .
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SEC. 506 . ( a ) All terms used in this Act which are defined in the Colorado

River Company shall have the meanings there defined .

(b ) " Main stream " means the main stream of the Colorado River downstream

from Lee Ferry within the United States, including the reservoirs thereon.

( c ) " User" or "water user" in relation to main stream water in the lower

basin means the United States, or any person or legal entity , entitled under the

decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arozina against California

and others (376 U . S . 340 ) , to use main stream water when available thereunder .

( d ) " Active storage" means that amount of water in reservoir storage, ex

clusive of bank storage, which can be released through the existing reservoir

outlet works.

( e ) " Colorado River Basin States” means the States of Arizona , California ,

Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico , Utah,and Wyoming.

[ H .R . 722, 90th Cong., 1st sess.)

A BILL To authorize the construction , operation , and maintenance of the Lower Colorado

River Basin project, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled ,

TITLE I - COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT

OBJECTIVES

SEC . 101. That this Act may be cited as the " Colorado River Basin Project

Act" .

SEC. 102 . The Congress recognizes that the present and growing water short

ages in the Colorado River Basin and the Southwest as hereinafter defined con

stitute urgent problems of national concern , and accordingly authorizes and

directs the National Water Commission established in title II of this Act and

the Water Resources Council, established by the Water Resources Planning Act

( Public Law 89- 80 ) , to give highest priority to the preparation of a plan and

program for the relief of such shortages, in consultation with the States and

Federal entities affected , as provided in this Act . This program is declared to be

for the purposes, among others, of regulating the flow of the Colorado River ;

rontrolling floods ; improving navigation ; providing for the storage and delivery

of the waters of the Colorado River for reclamation of lands, including supple

mental water supplies, for municipal, industrial, and other beneficial purposes ;

improving water quality ; providing for basic public outdoor recreation facilities ;

improving conditions for fish and wildlife ; and the generation and sale of hydro

electric power as an incident of the foregoing purposes.

TITLE II- THE NATIONAL WATER COMMISSION AND SOUTHWEST

INVESTIGATIONS AND PLANNING

SEC . 201. ( a ) There is established the National Water Commission (herein

after referred to as the " Commission" ) .

( b ) The Commission shall be composed of seven members, who shall be

appointed by the President and serve at his pleasure . No member of the Com

mission shall, during his period of service on the Commission , hold any other

position as an officer or employee of the United States, except as a retired officer

or retired civilian employee of the United States.

( c ) The President shall designate the Chairman of the Commission (herein

after referred to as the " Chairman" ) from among its members.

( d ) Members of the Commission may each be compensated at the rate of

$ 100 for each day such member is engaged in the actual performance of duties

vested in the Commission . Each member shall be reimbursed for travel ex

penses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence as authorized by law (5 U . S . C .

731 - 2 ) for persons in the Goverment service employed intermittently .

( e ) The Commission shall have an Executive Director, who shall be ap

pointed by the Chairman with the approval of the President and shall be

compensated at the rate provided by law for level IV of the Federal Executive

Salary Schedule . The Executive Director shall have such duties and respon

cibilities as the Chairman may assign .

SEC . 202 . ( a ) The Commission shall ( 1 ) review present and anticipated

national water resource problems, making such projections of water require
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ments as may be necessary and identifying alternative ways of meeting these

requirements - giving consideration , among other things , to conservation and

more efficient use of existing supplies, increased usability by reduction of pol

lution , innovations to encourage the highest economic use of water, interbasin

transfers, and technological advances including, but not limited to desalting,

weather modification and waste water purification and reuse ; ( 2 ) consider

economic and social consequences of water resource development, including, for

example, the impact of water resource development on regional economic growth ,

on institutionalarrangements, and on esthetic values affecting the quality of life

of the American people ; ( 3 ) advise on such specific water resource matters as

may be referred to it by the President and the Water Resources Council estab

lished in section 101 of the Water Resources Planning Act (79 Stat. 245 ) (here

inafter referred to as the " Council" ) ; and ( 4 ) conduct such specific investiga

tions as are authorized herein or as hereafter may be authorized by the

Congress.

( b ) The Commission shall consult with the Council regarding its studies

and shall furnish its proposed reports and recommendations to the Council

for review and comment. The Commission shall submit to the President such

interim and final reports as it deems appropriate , and the Council shall sub

mit to the President its views on the Commission' s reports. The President

shall transmit the Commission' s final report to the Congress together with

such comments and recommendations for legislation as he deems appropriate.

( c ) The Commission shall terminate not later than six years from the

effective date of this Act.

Sec . 203 . ( a ) The Commission may ( 1 ) hold such hearings, sit and act at such

times and places, take such testimony, and receive such evidence as it may

deem advisable ; ( 2 ) acquire, furnish , and equip such office space as is neces

sary ; ( 3 ) use the United States mails in the same manner and upon the same

conditions as other departments and agencies of the United States ; (4 ) without

regard to the civil service laws and regulations and without regard to the

Classification Act of 1949 as amended , employ and fix the compensation of such

personnel as may be necessary to carry out the functions of the Commission :

Provided , That of such personnel no more than five persons may receive com

pensation equivalent to the compensation established for grade 18 under the

Classification Act of 1949 as amended ; ( 5 ) procure services as authorized by

section 15 of the Act of August 2 , 1946 ( 5 U . S . C . 55a ) at rates not to exceed

$ 100 per diem for individuals ; ( 6 ) purchase , hire, operate , and maintain pas

senger motor vehicles ; ( 7 ) enter into contracts or agreements for studies and

surveys with public and private organizations and transfer funds to Federal

agencies and river basin commissions created pursuate to title II of the Water

Resources Planning Act to carry out such aspects of the Commission 's functions

as the Commission determines can best be carried out in that manner ; and ( 8 )

incur such necessary expenses and exercise such other powers as are consistent

with and reasonably required to perform its functions under this title .

( b ) Any member of the Commission is authorized to administer oaths when

it is determined by a majority of the Commission that testimony shall be taken

or evidence received under oath .

SEC. 204. ( a ) Subject to general policies adopted by the Commission, the Chair

man shall be the chief executive of the Commission and shall exercise its execn .

tive and administrative powers as set forth in section 203 ( a ) ( 2 ) through sec

tion 203 ( a ) ( 8 ) .

( b ) The Chairman may make such provision as he shall deem appropriate

authorizing the performance of any of his executive and administrative fune

tions by the Executive Director or other personnel of the Commission.

SEC. 205. ( a ) The Commission shall, to the extent practicable , utilize the

services of the Federalwater resource agencies.

( b ) Upon request of the Commission , the head of any Federal department

or agency or river basin commission created pursuant to title II of the water

Resources Planning Act is authorized ( 1 ) to furnish the Commission to the

extent permitted by law and within the limits of available funds, including :

funds transferred for that purpose pursuant to section 203 ( a ) ( 7 ) of this

such information as may be necessary for carrying out its functions and as mar

be available to or procurable by such department or agency, and ( 2 ) to detail

to temporary duty with this Commission on a reimbursable basis such personnel

within bis administrative jurisdiction as it may need or believe to be useful foril
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carrying out its functions, each such detail to be without loss of seniority, pay,

or other employee status .

( c ) Financial and administrative services (including those related to budget

ing, accounting , financial reporting , personnel, and procurement ) shall be pro

vided the Commission by the General Services Administration, for which pay

ment shall be made in advance, or by reimbursement from funds of the Com

mission in such amounts as may be agreed upon by the Chairman of the Com

mission and the Administrator of General Services : Provided , That the regula

tions of the General Services Administration for the collection of indebtedness

of personnel resulting from erroneous payments ( 5 U . S . C . 46e ) shall apply to

the collection of erroneous payments made to or on behalf of a Commission

employee , and regulatins of said Administrator for the administrative control

of funds (31 U . S . C . 665g ) shall apply to appropriations of the Commission :

Ind provided further, That the Commission shall not be required to prescribe

such regulations.

Sec. 206 . ( a ) The Council, in consultation with the Commission , acting in ac

cordance with the procedure prescribed in section 103 of the Water Resources

Planning Act, shall within one hundred and twenty days following the effective

date of this Act establish principles, standards, and procedures for the program

of investigations and submittal of plans and reports relating to the Southwest

authorized by this section and section 208 . The Secretary of the Interior (herein

after referred to as the “ Secretary " ) , under the direction of the Commission , in

confortuity with the principles, standards, and procedures so established , and

in accordance with the authority granted in section 205 , is authorized and

directed to

( 1 ) Prepare estimates of the long -range water supply available for con

sumptive use in the Southwest and in each of its major constituent parts,

of current water requirements therein , and of the rate of growth of water

requirements therein to at least the year 2030 ;

( 2 ) investigate sources and means of supplying water to meet the current

and anticipated water requirements of the Southwest and of each of its

major constituent parts, including reductions in losses, importations from

sources outside the natural drainage basins of the Southwest, desalination ,

weather modification , and other means ;

( 3 ) investigate projects within the lower basin of the Colorado River,

including projects on tributaries of the Colorado River where undeveloped

water supplies are available or can be made available by replacement or

exchange ;

(4 ) undertake investigations, in cooperation with other concerned agen

cies, of the feasibility of proposed development plans in maintaining an

adequate water quality throughout the Southwest ;

( 5 ) investigate means of providing for prudent water conservation prac

tices to permit maximum beneficial utilization of available water supplies

iu the Southwest ;

(6 ) investigate and prepare estimates of the long -range water supply in

States and areas from which water may be imported into the Southwest,

together with estimates of the probable ultimate requirements for water

within those States and areas of origin , for all purposes, including , but not

limited to , consumptive use , navigation , river regulation , power, enhance

ment of fishery resources, polution control, and disposal of wastes to the

ocean , and estimates of the quantities of water, if any, that will be available

in excess of such requirements in the States and areas of origin for exporta

tion to the Southwest ;and

( 7 ) investigate current and anticipated water requirements of areas out

side the natural drainage areas of the Southwest which feasibly can be

served from importation facilities en route to the Southwest.

( b ) The Secretary is authorized and directed to prepare reconnaissance re

ports of a staged plan or plans for projects adequate, in its judgment, to meet

the requirements reported under subsection ( a ) of this section , in conformity

with sertion 207.

( e ) The plan for the first stage of works to meet the future requirements of

the areas of deficiency and surplus as determined from studies performed pur

suant to this section shall include, but not be limited to , import works necessary

to provide two million five hundred thousand acre-feet annually for use from

the main stream of the Colorado River below Lee Ferry , including satisfaction
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of the obligations of the Mexican Water Treaty and losses of water associated

with the performance of that treaty . Plans for import works for the first stage

may also include facilities to provide water in the following additional quanti .

ties :

( 1 ) Up to two million acre-feet annually in the Colorado River Basin ;

( 2 ) Up to two million acre -feet annually in the Colorado River system

for use in the Upper Colorado River Basin , directly or by exchange ;

( 3 ) Such additional quantities, not to exceed two million acre-feet an

nually , as the Secretary finds may be required and marketable in areas

which can be served by said importation facilities en route to the Colorado

River system .

( d ) The Congress declares that the satisfaction of the requirements of the

Mexican Water Treaty constitutes a national obligation . Accordingly , the

States of the upper division (Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming ) and

States of th cower division (Arizona , California , and Nevada ) shall be relieved

from all obligations which may have been imposed upon them by article III ( c )

of the Colorado River compact when the President issues the proclamation

specified in section 305 ( b ) of this Act.

( e ) The Secretary shall submit annually to the Commission , the President,

and the Congress reports covering progress on the investigations and reports

authorized by this section .

SEC . 207 . ( a ) In planning works to import water into the Southwest from

sources outside the natural drainage areas of the Southwest, the Secretary shall

make provision for adequate and equitable protection of the interests of the

States and areas of origin , including (in the case of works to import water

for use in the lower basin of the Colorado River ) assistance from the develop

ment fund established by title Il of this Act, to the end that water supplies

may be available for use therein adequate to satisfy their ultimate requirements

at prices to users not adversely affected by the exportation of water to the

Colorado River system .

( b ) All requirements, present or future , for water within any State lying

wholly or in part within the drainage area of any river basin and from which

water is exported by works planned pursuant to this Act shall have a priority of

right in perpetuity to the use of the waters of that river basin , for all purposes ,

as against the uses of the water delivered by means of such exportation works,

unless otherwise provided by interstate agreement.

SEC. 208. ( a ) On or before December 31, 1969, the Secretary shall submit a

proposed reconnaissance report on the first stage of the staged plan of develop

ment for the Southwest to the Commission and affected States and Federalagen

cies for their comments and recommendations which shall be submitted within

ninety days after receipt of the report. The Secretary shall proceed promptly

thereafter with preparation of a feasibility report on the first stage of said plan

of development if he finds, on the basis of reconnaissance investigations pursuant

to section 206 , that a water supply surplus to the needs of the area of origin

exists, benefits of the proposed first stage exceed costs, and repayment can be

made in accordance with titles III and IV of this Act. Such feasibility report

shall be submitted to the Commission and to the affected States and Federal

agencies not later than December 31, 1971.

( b ) After receipt of the comments of the Commission and affected States and

Federal agencies on such feasibility report, but not later than June 30 , 1972, the

Secretary shall transmit his final report to the President and , through the Presi.

dent, to the Congress. All comments received by the Secretary under the proce

dure specified in this section shall be included therein . The letter of transmittal

and its attachments shall be printed as a House or Senate document.

Sec . 209. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as are re

quired to carry out the purposes of this title .

TITLE III - AUTHORIZED UNITS

PROTECTION OF EXISTING USES

Sec . 301. The Secretary shall construct, operate, and maintain the lower basin

units of the Colorado River Basin project (herein referred to as the " project " ) .

described in sections 302, 303, 304, 305 , and 306 .

SEC . 302. The main stream reservoir division shall consist of the Hualapai

( formerly known as Bridge Canyon ) and Marble Canyon units, including dams
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reservoirs, powerplants, transmission facilities, and appurtenant works, and the

Coconino and Paria River silt -detention reservoirs : Provided , That ( 1) Hualapai

Dan shall be constructed so as to impound water at a normal surface elevation

of one thousand eight hundred and sixty -six feet above mean sea level ; ( 2 )

fluctuations in the reservoir level shall be restricted , so far as practicable , to a

regimen of ten feet ; ( 3 ) Marble Canyon Dam shall be constructed so as to im

pound water at a normal surface elevation of three thousand one hundred and

forty feet above mean sea level ; and (4 ) this Act shall not be construed to au

thorize any diversion of water from either Huala pai or Marble Canyon Reservoirs

except for incidental uses in the immediate vicinity . The Congress hereby de

clares that the construction of the Hualapai Dam herein authorized is consistent

with the Act of February 26 , 1919 (40 Stat. 1175 ) .

Sec. 303 . ( a ) From funds appropriated from the General Treasury of the

C'nited States to the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, for the

project, there shall be transferred in the Treasury of the United States to the

credit of the Hualapai Tribe of Arizona the sum of $ 16 ,398 ,000 , which shall draw

interest on the principal at the rate of 4 per centum per annum until expended , as

payment of just compensation for the taking by the United States of such ease

ments, rights-of-way, and other interests in land within the Hualapai Indian

Reservation , consisting of not more than twenty -five thousand acres, as the Sec

retary shall designate are necessary for the construction , operation , and main

tenance of the Hualapai unit. The designation by the Secretary shall constitute

a taking by the United States of the lands or interests therein so designated .

The funds so paid may be expended , invested , or reinvested pursuant to plans,

programs, and agreements duly adopted or entered into by the Hualapai Tribe,

subject to the approval of the Secretary in accordance with the tribal constitu

tion and charter.

( b ) As part of the construction and operation of the Hualapai unit , the Sec

retary sball ( 1 ) construct a paved road, having a minimum width of twenty

eight feet, from Peach Springs, Arizona, through and along Peach Springs Can

yon within the Hualapai Indian Reservation, to provide all -weather access to

the Huala pai Reservoir ; and ( 2 ) make available to the Hualapai Tribe up to

twenty - five thousand kilowatts and up to one hundred million kilowatt-hours an

nually of power from the Hualapai unit at the lowest rate established by the

Secretary for the sale of firm power from said unit for the use of preferential

customers : Provided , That the tribe may resell such power only to users within

the Haalapai Reservation : Provided further, That the Hualapai Tribal Council

shall notify the Secretary in writing of the reasonable power requirements of

the tribe up to the maximum herein specified , for each three-year period in ad

rance beginning with the date upon which power from the Hualapai unit be

comes available for sale. Power not so reserved may be disposed of by the Sec

retary for the benefit of the development fund.

( c ) Except as to such lands which the Secretary determines are required

for the Hualapai Dam and Reservoir site and the construction of operating

campsite and townsite, all minerals of any kind whatsoever, including oil and

gas but excluding sand and gravel and other building and construction mate

rials , within the areas acquired by the United States pursuant to this section

are hereby reserved to the Hualapai Tribe : Provided, That no permit, license ,

lease or other document covering the exploration for or the extraction of such

minerals shall be granted by the tribe nor shall the tribe conduct such operations

for its own account, except under such conditions and with such stipulations as

are necessary to protect the interests of the United States in the construction ,

Operation , andmaintenance of the Hualapaiunit.

( d ) The Hualapai Tribe shall have the exclusive right, if requested in writing

by the tribe , to develop the recreation potential of, and shall have the exclusive

right to rontrol access to the reservoir shoreline adjacent to the reservation .

subject to conditions established by the Secretary for use of the reservoir to

rotert the operation of the project. Any recreation development established

hy the tribe shall be consistent with the Secretary' s rules and regulations to

protect the overall recreation development of the project. The tribe and the

members thereof shall have nonexclusive personal rights to hunt and fish on

The reservoir without charge, but shall have no right to exclude others from the

reservoir except as to those who seek to gain access through the HualapaiReser

vation , nor the right to require payments to the tribe except for the use of

tribal lands or facilities : Provided , That under no circumstances will the Hu
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alapai Tribe make any charge, or extract any compensation , or in any other

manner restrict the access or use of the paved road to be constructed within

the Hualapai Indian reservation pursuant to this Act. The use by the public

of the water areas of the project shall be pursuant to such rules and regula .

tions as the Secretary may prescribe.

Except as limited by the foregoing, the Hualapai Tribe shall have the right

to use and occupy the taking area of the Hualapai unit within the Hualapai

Reservation for all purposes not inconsistent with the construction , operation ,

and maintenance of the project and townsite, including, but not limited to , the

right to lease such lands for farming, grazing, and business purposes to members

or nonmembers of the tribe and the power to dispose of all minerals as provided

in paragraph ( c ) hereof.

(e ) Upon a determination by the Secretary that all or part of the lands ac

quired by the United States pursuant to paragraph ( a ) of this section no longer

are necessary for purposes of the project, all right, title, and interests in such

lands shall thereupon vest in the Hualapai Tribe.

( f ) No part of any expenditures made by the United States, and no reservation

by or restoration to the Hualapai Tribe of any interests in land, under any of the

provisions of this section shall be charged by the United States as an offset or

counterclaim against any claim of the Hualapai Tribe against the United States

other than claims arising out of the acquisition of land for the project : Provided ,

however, That the payment of moneys and other benefits as set forth herein shall

constitute full compensation for the rights transferred .

( g ) All funds authorized by this section to be paid or transferred to the

Hualapai Tribe , and any per capita distribution derived therefrom , shall be ex

empt from all formsof State and Federal income taxes .

( h ) No payments shall bemade or benefits conferred as set forth in this section

until the provisions hereof have been accepted by the Hualapai Tribe through

resolution duly adopted by its tribal council . In the event such resolution is not

adopted within six months from the effective date of this Act, and litigation there

after is instituted regarding the acquisition of tribal lands for the project or

compensation therefor, the amounts of the payments provided herein and the

other benefits set out shall not be regarded as evidencing value or as recognizing

any right of the tribe to compensation .

SEC. 304. ( a ) The central Arizona unit shall consist of the following principal

works : ( 1 ) a system of main conduits and canals, including a main canal and

pumping plants (Granite Reef aqueduct and pumping plants ) , for diverting and

carrying water from Lake Havasu to Orme Dam or suitable alternative, which

system shall have a capacity of two thousand five hundred cubic feet per second

( A ) unless the definite plan report of the Bureau of Reclamation shows that

additional capacity ( i ) will provide an improved benefit -to -cost ratio and (ii)

will enhance the ability of the central Arizona unit to divert water from the

main stream to which Arizona is entitled and ( B ) unless the Secretary finds

that the additional cost resulting from such additional capacity can be financed

by funds from sources other than the funds credited to the development fund

pursuant to section 403 of this Act and without charge, directly or indirectly.

to water users or power customers in the States of California and Nevada :

( 2 ) Orme Dam and Reservoir and power-pumping plant or suitable alternative :

( 3 ) Buttes Dam and Reservoir, which shall be so operated as to not prejudice

the rights of any user in and to the waters of the Gila River as those rights are

set forth in the decree entered by the United States District Court for the District

of Arizona on June 29, 1935 , in United States against Gila Valley Irrigation

District and others (Globe Equity Numbered 59) ; ( 4 ) Hooker Dam and Reser

voir , which shall be constructed to an initial capacity of ninety -eight thousand

acre-feet and in such a manner as to permit subsequent enlargement of the

structure ( to give effect to the provisions of section 304 ( c ) and ( d ) ) ; ( 5 )

Charleston Dam and Reservoir ; ( 6 ) Tucson aqueducts and pumping plants :

( 7 ) Salt-Gila aqueduct ; ( 8 ) canals, regulating facilities, powerplants, and eler

trical transmission facilities ; ( 9 ) related water distribution and drainage

works ; and (10 ) appurtenant works.

( b ) Unless and until otherwise provided by Congress, water from the natural

drainage area of the Colorado River system diverted from the main stream

below Lee Ferry for the central Arizona unit shall not be made available directly

or indirectly for the irrigation of lands not having a recent irrigation histors

as determined by the Secretary , except in the case of Indian lands, national
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wildlife refuges, and , with the approval of the Secretary, State-administered

wildlife management areas. It shall be a condition of each contract under

which such water is provided under the central Arizona unit that ( 1 ) there

be in effect measures, adequate in the judgment of the Secretary, to control

expansion of irrigation from aquifers affected by irrigation in the contract

service area ; ( 2 ) the canals and distribution systems through which water is

conveyed after its delivery by the United States to the contractors shall be pro

vided and maintained with linings, adequate in his judgment to prevent exces

sive conveyance losses ; ( 3 ) neither the contractor nor the Secretary shall pump

or permit others to pump ground water from lands located within the exterior

boundaries of any Federal reclamation project or irrigation district receiving

water from the central Arizona unit for any use outside such Federal reclama

tion project or irrigation district, unless the Secretary and the agency or orga

nization operating and maintaining such Federal reclamation project or irri

gation district shall agree or shall have previously agreed that a surplus of

ground water exists and that drainage is or was required ; and ( 4 ) all agricul

tural, municipal and industrial waste water , return flow , seepage, sewage effluent

and ground water located in or flowing from contractor's service area originating

or resulting from ( i ) waters contracted for from the central Arizona unit or

( i ) waters stored or developed by any Federal reclamation project are reserved

for the use and benefit of the United States as a source of supply for the service

area of the central Arizona unit or for the service area of the Federal reclama

tion project , as the case may be : Provided, That not withstanding the provisions

of item ( 3 ) above, the agricultural, municipal and industrial waste water, return

fow , seepage, sewage effluent, and ground water in or from any such Federal

reclamation project, may also be pumped or diverted for use and delivery by the

United States elsewhere in the service area of the central Arizona unit, if not

needed for use or reuse in such Federal reclamation project.

( c ) The Secretary may require as a condition in any contract under which

water is provided from the central Arizona unit that the contractor agree to

accept main stream water in exchange for or in replacement of existing supplies

from sources other than the main stream . The Secretary shall so require in

contracts with such contractors in Arizona who also use water from the Gila

River system , to the extent necessary to make available to users of water from

the Gila River system in New Mexico additional quantities of water as provided

in and under the conditions specified in subparagraph ( d ) of this section :

Provided , That such exchanges and replacements shall be accomplished without

economic injury or cost to such Arizona contractors.

In times of shortage or reduction of main stream water for the centralArizona

unit ( if such shortages or reductions should occur) , contractors which have

yielded water from other sources in exchange for main stream water supplied

by that unit shall have a first priority to receive main stream water, as against

other contractors supplied by that unit which have not so yielded water from

other sources, but only in quantities adequate to repulace the water so yielded .

( d ) In the operation of the central Arizona unit , the Secretary shall offer to

contract with water users in New Mexico for water from the Gila River, its

tributaries and underground water sources, in amounts that will permit con

sumptive use of water in New Mexico not to exceed an annual average in any

period of ten consecutive years of eighteen thousand acre-feet, including reser

voir evaporation , over and above the consumptive uses provided for by article

IV of the decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against

California ( 376 U . S . 310 ) . Such increased consumptive uses shall not begin

util and shall continue only so long as delivery of Colorado River water to

downstream Gila River users in Arizona is being accomplished in accordance

with this Act in quantities sufficient to replace any diminution of their supply

resuiting from such diversions from the Gila River, its tributaries and under

Eround water sources. In determining the amount required for this purpose

full consideration shall be given to any differences in the quality of the waters

involved

The Secretary shall further offer to contract with water users in New Mexico

for water from the Gila River, its tributaries and underground water sources

lo amounts that will permit consumptive uses of water in New Mexico not to

egined an annualaverage in any period of ten consecutive years of an additional

thirty thousand acre-feet , including reservoir evaporation . Such further in

Teases in consumptive use shall not begin until and shall continue only so long
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as works capable of importing water into the Colorado River system have been

completed and water sufficiently in excess of two million eight hundred thousand

acre-feet per annum is available from the main stream of the Colorado River

for consumptive use in Arizona to provide water for the exchanges herein au .

thorized and provided . In determining the amount required for this purpose

full consideration shall be given to any differences in the quality of the waters

involved .

All additional consumptive uses provided for in this section 304 ( d ) shall be

subject to all rights in New Mexico and Arizona as established by the decree

entered by the United States District Court for the District of Arizona on

June 29 , 1935 , in United States against Gila Valley Irrigation District and

others (Globe Equity Numbered 59 ) and to all other rights existing on the

effective date of this Act in New Mexico and Arizona to water from the Gila

River, its tributaries and underground water sources, and shall be junior

thereto and shall be made only to the extent possible without economic injury

or cost to the holders of such rights.

SEC. 305. ( a ) Article II ( B ) ( 3 ) of the decree of the Supreme Court of the

United States in Arizona against California ( 376 U . S . 340 ) shall be so admin

istered that in any year in which , as determined by the Secretary , there is in

sufficient main stream Colorado River water available for release to satisfy

annual consumptive use of seven million five hundred thousand acre - feet in

Arizona , California , and Nevada , diversions from the main stream for the central

Arizona unit shall be so limited as to assure the availability of water in quan

tites sufficient to provide for the aggregate annual consumptive use by holders

of present perfected rights,by other users in the State of California served under

existing contracts with the United States by diversion works heretofore con

structed and by other existing Federal reservations in that State, of four million

four hundred thousand acre-feet ofmain stream water, and by users of the same

character in Arizona and Nevada . Water users in the State of Nevada shall

not be required to bear shortages in any proportion greater than would have

been imposed in the absence of this section 305 ( a ) . This section shall not affect

the relative priorities, among themselves, of water users in Arizona , Nevada ,

and California which are senior to diversions for the central Arizona unit, or

amend any provisions of said decree.

( b ) The limitation stated in paragraph ( a ) shall cease whenever the Presi

dent shall proclaim that works have been completed and are in operation , capa

ble in his judgment of delivering annually not less than two million five hundred

thousand acre-feet of water into the main stream of the Colorado River below

Lee Ferry from sources outside the natural drainage area of the Colorado River

system ; and that such sources are adequate, in the President' s judgment, to

supply such quantities without adverse effect upon the satisfaction of the fore

seeable water requirements of any State from which such water is imported into

the Colorado River system . Such imported water shall be made available for

use in accordance with paragraph ( c ) of this section .

( c ) To the extent that the flow of the main stream of the Colorado River is

augmented by such importations in order to make sufficient water available for

release, as determined by the Secretary pursuant to article II ( B ) ( 1 ) of the

decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against California

( 376 U . S . 340) , to satisfy annual consumptive use of two million eight hundred

thousand acre -feet in Arizona , four million four hundred thousand acre - feet in

California , and three hundred thousand acre-feet in Nevada, respectively , the

Secretary shall make such additional water available to users of main stream

water in those States at the same costs and on the same terms as would be

applicable if main stream water were available for release in the quantities re

quired to supply such consumptive use , taking into account, among other things.

( 1 ) the nonreimbursable allocation to the replenishment of the deficiences oc

casioned by satisfaction of the Mexican Treaty burden provided for in section

401, and ( 2 ) such assistance as may be available from the development fund

established by title IV of this Act.

( d ) Imported water made available for use in the lower basin to supplr

aggregate annual consumptive uses from the main stream in excess of seven

million five hundred thousand acre-feet shall be offered by the Secretary for use

in the States of Arizona, California , and Nevada in the proportions provided in

article II ( B ) ( 2 ) of said decree. The Secretary shall establish prices therefor

which take into account such assistance as may be available from the develop
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ment fund established by title IV of this Act in excess of the demands upon

that fund occasioned by the requirements stated in paragraph ( c ) of this section .

Within each State , opportunity to take such water shall first be offered to per

sons or entities who are water users as of the effective date of this Act, and

in quantities equal to the deficiencies which would result if the total quantity

available for consumptive use from the main stream in such State were only

the quantity apportioned to that State by article II ( B ) ( 1 ) of said decree .

( e ) Imported water made available for use in the upper basin of the Colorado

River, directly or by exchange , shall be offered by the Secretary for contract by

water users in the States of Colorado, New Mexico , Utah, and Wyoming in the

proportions, as among those States, stated in the Upper Colorado River Basin

compact, and at prices which take into account such assistance asmay be avail

able from the Upper Colorado River Basin fund, in excess of the demands upon

that fund occasioned by the requirements of the Colorado River Storage Project

Act.

( f ) Imported water no delivered into the Colorado River system but diverted

from the works constructed to import water into that system shall be made

available to water users in accordance with the Federal recalamation laws.

SEC . 306 . The main stream salvage unit shall include programs for water sal

vage along and adjacent to the main stream of the Colorado River and for ground

water recovery. Such programs shall be consistent with maintenance of a rea

sonable degree of undisturbed habitat for fish and wildlife in the area , as de

terniined by the Secretary .

Sec . 307. The Secretary shall construct, operate, and maintain such additional

works as shall from time to time be authorized by the Congress as units of the

project.

Sec . 308. ( a ) The Secretary shall, in a manner consistent with the other pur

poses of this Act, ( 1 ) investigate, plan, construct, operate, and maintain or

otherwise provide for basic public outdoor recreation facilities adjacent to reser

voirs, canals, and other similar features of the units, and facilities and measures

for the conservation and development of fish and wildlife as the Secretary finds

to be appropriate ; ( 2 ) acquire or otherwise include lands and interests in lands

necessary for the aforesaid facilities and necessary for present and future pub

lic recreation use of areas adjacent to reservoirs, canals , and similar features

included in the authorized units ; ( 3 ) conserve the scenery, the natural, historic,

and archieologic objects, and the wildlife on said lands ; ( 4 ) allocate water and

reservoir capacity to recreation and fish and wildlife purposes ; and (5 ) provide

for the public use and enjoyment of lands, facilities, and water areas included

in the authorized units.

( b ) The Secretary may enter into agreements with Federal agencies or State

or local public bodies for the operation, maintenance, and additional develop

ment of lands or facilities included in units herein and hereafter authorized , or

to dispose of such lands or facilities to Federal agencies or State or local public

bodies by lease, transfer, conveyance, or exchange, upon such terms and condi

tions as will best promote the development and operation of such lands or fa

cilities in the public interest for purposes of this subsection . No lands under

the jurisdiction of any other Federal agency may be included for or devoted to

recreation purposes under the authority of this Act without the consent of the

head of such agency ; and the head of any such agency is authorized to transfer

any such lands to the jurisdiction of the Secretary for purposes of this

subsection .

( c ) The Secretary may transfer jurisdiction over lands included in the author

ized units within or adjacent to the exterior boundaries of national forests and

facilities thereon to the Secretary of Agriculture for recreation and other na

tional forest systein purposes ; and such transfer shall be made in each case

in which the lands adjacent to a reservoir are located wholly within the exterior

boundaries of a national forest unless the Secretaries of Agriculture and the In

terior jointly determine otherwise . Where any lands are transferred hereunder

to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Agriculture , the lands involved shall be

come national forest lands : Provided , That the lands and waters within the flow

lines of any reservoir or otherwise needed or used for the operation of the

authorized units for other purposes shall continue to be administered by the

Secretary to the extent he determines to be necessary for such operation .

( d ) Nothing in this section shall limit the authority of the Secretary under

existing provisions of law relating to recreation and fish and wildlife conserva
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tion and development at water resource projects or to disposition of public lands

for recreation purposes.

Sec. 309. The Secretary shall integrate the Dixie project and southern Nevada

water supply project heretofore authorized into the project herein authorized as

units thereof under repayment arrangements and participation in the develop

ment fund established by title IV of this Act consistent with the provisions of

this Act.

Sec . 310 . There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to carry out the pur

poses of this title the sum of $ 1,395 ,000,000 , based on estimated costs as of Oe

tober 1963, plus or minus such amounts, if any, as may be justified by reason of

ordinary fluctuations in construction costs as indicated by engineering cost in

dices applicable to the types of construction involved .

TITLE IV - LOWER COLORADO RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT FUND

ALLOCATION AND REPAYMENT OF COSTS - CONTRACTS

SEC. 401. Upon completion of each unit of the project herein or hereafter

authorized , or separate feature thereof, the Secretary shall allocate the total

costs of constructing said unit or features to ( 1 ) commercial power, ( 2 ) irriga

tion , ( 3 ) municipal and industrial water supply , ( 4 ) flood control, ( 5 ) navi

gation , ( 6 ) water quality control, ( 7 ) recreation , ( 8 ) fish and wildlife, ( 9 ) the

replenishment of the depletion of Colorado River flows available for use in the

United States occasioned by performance of the Water Treaty of 1944 with the

United Mexican States ( treaty series 994 ) , ( 10 ) the additional capacity of

the system of main conduits and canals of the central Arizona unit referred to in

section 304 ( a ) , item ( 1 ) , in excess of two thousand five hundred cubic feet per

second and ( 11) any other purposes authorized under the Federal reclama

tion laws. Costs of means and measures to prevent loss of and damage to fish

and wildlife resources resulting from the construction of the project shall be

considered as project costs and allocated as may be appropriate among the proj

ect functions. Costs of construction , operation , and maintenance allocated to

the replenishment of the depletion of Colorado River flows available for use

in the United States occasioned by compliance with the Mexican Water Treaty

(including losses in transit , evaporation from regulatory reservoirs, and regu

latory losses at the Mexican boundary , incurred in the transportation , storage.

and delivery of water in discharge of the obligations of that treaty ) shall be

nonreimbursable. All funds paid or transferred to Indian tribes pursuant to

this Act, including interest on such funds in the Treasury of the United States,

and costs of construction of the paved road , authorized in section 303 (b ) hereof,

shall be nonreimbursable. Costs allocated to recreation and fish and wildlife

enhancement shall be nonreimbursable within appropriate limits determined by

the Secretary to be consistent with the provisions of law and policy applicable

to other similar Federal projects and programs: Provided , That all of the sep

arable and joint costs allocated to recreation and fish and wildlife enhancement

at the Dixie project and the main stream reservoir division shall be nonreim

bursable. Costs allocated to nonreimbursable purposes shall be nonreturnable

under the provisions of this Act. Costs allocated to the additional capacity of

the system of main conduits and canals of the central Arizona unit, referred

to in section 304 ( a ) , item ( 1 ) , in excess of two thousand five hundred cubic

feet per second shall be recovered as directed in section 304 ( a ) .

SEC. 402. The Secretary shall determine the repayment capability of Indian

lands within , under, or served by any unit of the project. Construction costs

allocated to irrigation of Indian lands (including provision of water for inci.

dental domestic and stock water uses ) and within the repayment capability of

such lands shall be subject to the Act of July 1 , 1932 ( 47 Stat. 464 ) , and such

costs as are beyond repayment capability of such lands shall be nonreimbursable .

SEC. 403. ( a ) There is hereby established a separate fund in the Treasury of

the United States, to be known as the Lower Colorado River Basin development

fund (hereinafter called the “ development fund ” ) , which shall remain available

until expended as hereafter provided for carrying out the provisions of title III

( except section 308 ) .

( b ) All appropriations made for the purpose of carrying out the aforesaid

provisions of title III of this Act shall be credited to the development fund as ad

vances from the general fund of the Treasury .

( c ) There shall also be credited to the development fund
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( 1 ) all revenues collected in connection with the operation of facilities

herein and hereafter authorized in furtherance of the purposes of this Act

(except entrance, admission , and other recreation fees or charges and pro

ceeds received from recreation concessionaires ) ; and

( 2 ) all Federal revenues from the Boulder Canyon and Parker-Davis

projects which , after completion of repayment requirements of the said

Boulder Canyon and Parker-Davis projects, are surplus, as determined by

the Secretary , to the operation , maintenance , and replacement requirements

of those projects : Provided , however, That the Secretary is authorized and

directed to continue the in - lieu -of-taxes payments to the States of Arizona

and Nevada provided for in section 2 ( c ) of the Boulder Canyon Project

Adjustment Act so long as revenues accrue from the operation of the

Boulder Canyon project.

( d ) All revenues collected and credited to the development fund pursuant to

this Act shall be available, without further appropriation, for

( 1 ) defraying the costs of operation , maintenance, and replacements of,

and emergency expenditures for, all facilities of the project, within such

separate limitations as may be included in annual appropriation Acts ;

( 2 ) payments, if any, as required by section 502 of this Act;

( 3 ) payments as required by subsection ( e ) of this section ; and

( 4 ) payments to reimburse water users in the State of Arizona for losses

sustained as a result of diminution of the production of hydroelectric power

at Coolidge Dam , Arizona , resulting from exchanges of water between users

in the States of Arizona and New Mexico as set forth in section 304 ( c ) and

( d ) of this Act.

Revenues credited to the development fund shall not be available for appro

priation for construction of the works comprised within any unit of the project

herein or hereafter authorized

( e ) Revenues in the development fund in excess of the amount necessary to

meet the requirements of clauses ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , and ( 4 ) of subsection ( d ) of this

*ption shall be paid annually to the general fund of the Treasury to return

( 1 ) the costs of each unit of the project or separate feature thereof, here

in authorized , which are allocated to irrigation , commercial power, or muni

cipal and industrial water supply, pursuant to this Act, within a period not

exceeding fifty years from the date of completion of each unit or separable

feature, exclusive ofany development period authorized by law ;

( 2 ) interest ( including interest during construction ) on the unamortized

balance of the investment in the commercial power and municipal and in

dustrial water supply features of the project at a rate determined by the

Secretary of the Treasury in accordance with the provisions of subsection

( f ) of this section , and interest due shall be a first charge ; and

( 3 ) to the extent that revenues are available in the development fund

after making the payments required by clauses ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , and ( 4 ) of sub

section ( d ) and subparagraphs ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) of this subsection , costs in

curred in connection with units hereafter authorized in providing ( i) for

the importation of water into the main stream of the Colorado River for

use below Lee Ferry as provided in section 206 ( C ) to the extent that such

costs are in excess of the costs allocated to the replenishment of the deple

tion of Colorado River flows available for use in the United States occasioned

by performance of the Mexican Water Treaty as provided in section 401,

and (ii) protection of States and areas of origin of such imported water

as provided in section 207 ( a ) .

( f ) The interest rate applicable to those portions of the reimbursable costs

of each unit of the project which are properly allocated to commercial power

development and municipal and industrial water supply shall be determined by

the Secretary of the Treasury, as of the beginning of the fiscal year in which

the first advance is made for initiating construction of such unit, on the basis

of the computed average interest rate payable by the Treasury upon its outstand

ing marketable public obligations which are neither due nor callable for redemp

tion for fifteen years from the date of issue.

( 2 ) Business-type budgets shall be submitted to the Congress annually for all

wrations financed by the development fund.

Ser. 404 . ( a ) Irrigation repayment contracts shall provide for repayment of

the obligation assumed under any irrigation repayment contract with respect to
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any project contract unit or irrigation block over a basic period of not more than

fifty years exclusive of any development periods authorized by law ; contracts au

thorized by section 9 ( e ) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1196 ; 43

U . S . C . 485h ( e ) ) may provide for delivery of water for a period of fifty years and

for the delivery of such water at an identical price per acre -foot for water of the

same class at the several points of delivery from the main canals and conduits

and from such other points delivery as the Secretary may designate ; and long

term contracts relating to irrigation water supply shall provide that water made

available thereunder may be made available by the Secretary for municipal or

industrial purposes if and to the extent that such water is not required by the

contractor for irrigation purposes.

( b ) Contracts relating to municipal and industrial water supply from the

project may be made without regard to the limitations of the last sentence of

section 9 ( c ) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1194 ) ; may pro

vide for the delivery of such water at an identical price per acre-foot for water

of the same class at the several points of delivery from the main canals and

conduits ; and may provide for repayment over a period of fifty years if made

pursuant to clause ( 1 ) of said section and for the delivery of water over a period

of fifty years ifmade pursuant to clause ( 2 ) thereof.

SEC. 105. On January 1 of each year the Secretary shall report to the Congress,

beginning with the fiscal year ending June 30 , 1967 , upon the status of the reve

nues from and the cost of constructing , operating , and maintaining the project

and each unit thereof for the preceding fiscal year. The report of the Secretary

shall be prepared to reflect accurately the Federal investment allocated at that

time to power, to irrigation , and to other purposes, the progress of return and

repayment thereon , and the estimated rate of progress, year by year, in accom

plishing full repayment.

TITLE V - UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN AUTHORIZATIONS

AND REIMBURSEMENTS

Sec. 501. ( a ) In order to provide for the construction , operation , and mainte

nance of the Animas-La Plata Federal reclamation project, Colorado- New

Mexico ; the Dolores, Dallas Creek , West Divide, and San Miguel Federal

reclamation projects, Colorado, as participating projects under the Colorado

River Storage Project Act ( 70 Stat. 105 ; 43 U . S . C . 620 ) , and to provide for

the completion of planning reports on other participating projects, subsection ( 2 )

of section 1 of said Act is hereby further amended by deleting the words " Pine

River extension " , and inserting in lieu thereof the words “ Animas- La Plata .

Dolores, Dallas Creek, West Divide, San Miguel" . Section 2 of said Act is

hereby further amended by deleting the words " Parshall, Troublesome, Rabbit

Ear, San Miguel, West Divide, Tomichi Creek , East River, Ohio Creek , Dallas

Creek , Dolores, Fruit Growers extension, Animas-La Plata " , and inserting after

the words " Yellow Jacket" the words " Basalt, Middle Park ( including the

Troublesome, Rabbit Ear, and Azure units ) , Upper Gunnison (including the

East River, Ohio Creek , and Tomichi Creek units ), Lower Yampa ( including

the Juniper and Great Northern units ) , Upper Yampa (including the Hayden

Mesa, Wessels, and Toponas units ) " , and by inserting after the word " sublette "

the words “ ( including the Kendall Reservoir on Green River and a diversion

of water from the Green River to the North Platte River Basin in Wyoming ) .

Uintah unit and Ute Indian unit of the central Utah , San Juan County (Utah ) .

Price River . Grand County (Utah ) , Ute Indian unit extension of the central

Utah . Gray Canyon , and Juniper (Utah ) ” . The amount which section 12 of

said Act authorizes to be appropriated is hereby further increased by the sum

of $ 360.000.000 plus or minus such amounts, if any, as may be required . br

reason of changes in construction costs as indicated hy engineering cost indexes

applicable to the type of construction involved . This additional sum shall be

available solely for the construction of the projects herein authorized .

( b ) The Animas-La Plata Federal reclamation project shall be constructed

and operated in substantial accordance with the engineering plans set ont in

the report of the Secretary transmitted to the Congress on May 4 . 1966 . and

printed as House Document Numbered 436 , Eighty -ninth Congress : Prorided .

That the project construction shall not be undertaken nntil each of the

Governors of the States of Colorado and New Mexico has certified in a manner

acceptable to the Secretary that his State has agreed upon mutually satisfactors
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project operating principles and conditions ; and (2 ) that the project shall
always be operated by the Secretary .

( c ) The Secretary shall, for the Animas-La Plata , Dolores, Dallas Creek ,

San Miguel, West Divide, and Seedskadee participating projects of the Colorado

River storage project, establish the nonexcess irrigable acreage for which any

single ownership may receive project water at one hundred and sixty acres

of class I land or the equivalent thereof as determined by the Secretary , in other

land classes.

( d ) In the diversion and storage of water for any project or any parts thereof

constructed under the authority of this Act or the Colorado River Storage

Project Act within and for the benefit of the State of Colorado only , the Secre

tary is directed to comply with the constitution and statutes of the State of

Colorado relating to priority of appropriation ; with State and Federal court

decrees entered pursuant thereto ; and with operating principles, if any, adopted

by the Secretary and approved by the State of Colorado.

( e ) The words " any western slope appropriations" contained in paragraph ( i )

of that section of Senate Document Numbered 80 , Seventy -fifth Congress, first

session , entitled " Manner of Operation of Project Facilities and Auxiliary Fea

tures " , shallmean and refer to the appropriation heretofore made for the storage

of water in Green Mountain Reservoir , a unit of the Colorado-Big Thompson

Federal reclamation project, Colorado ; and the Secretary is directed to act in

accordance with such meaning and reference. It is the sense of Congress that

this directive defines and observes the purpose of said paragraph ( i ) , and does

not in any way affect or alter any rights or obligations arising under said Senate

Document Numbered 80 or under the laws of the State of Colorado.

Sec. 502. The Upper Colorado River Basin fund established under section 5 of

the Act of April 11, 1956 ( 70 Stat. 107 ) , shall be reimbursed from the Colorado

River development fund established by section 2 of the Boulder Canyon Project

Adjustment Act (54 Stat. 755 ) , for all expenditures heretofore or hereafter made

from the Upper Colorado River Basin fund to meet deficiencies in generation at

Hoover Dam during the filling period of reservoirs of storage units of the Colo

rado River storage project pursuant to the criteria for the filling of Glen Canyon

Reservoir ( 27 Fed . Reg. 6851, July 19, 1962 ) . For this purpose $500 ,000 for each

year of operation of Hoover Dam and powerplant, commencing with the enact

ment of this Act, shall be transferred from the Colorado River development fund

to the Upper Colorado River Basin fund , in lieu of application of said amounts

to the purposes stated in section 2 ( d ) of the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment

Act, until such reimbursement is accomplished . To the extent thatany deficiency

in such reimbursement remains as of June 1, 1987, the amount of the remaining

deficiency shall then be transferred to the Upper Colorado River Basin fund

from the Lower Colorado River Basin development fund, as provided in para

graph ( d ) of section 403.

TITLE VI - GENERAL PROVISIONS

DEFINITIONS - CONDITIONS

SEC . 601. ( a ) The Secretary shall promulgate equitable criteria for the co

ordinated long-range operation of the reservoirs constructed under the authority

of this Act, the Colorado River Storage Project Act and the Boulder Canyon

Project Act, consistentwith the provisions of those statutes, the Boulder Canyon

Project Adjustment Act, the Colorado River compact, the t 'pper Colorado River

Basio compact and the Mexican Water Treaty . Such criteria shall be prepared

and reviewed annually after an exchange of views in writing with the official

representatives of each of the seven Colorado River Basin States and the parties

to contracts with the United States affected by such criteria .

b ) In the preparation and subsequent execution of the criteria , the following

Usted order of priorities shall govern the storage of water in storage units of

the Colorado River storage project and releases of water from Lake Powell :

( 1 ) Releases to supply one-half the deficiency described in article III ( C )

of the Colorado River compact, if any such deficiency exists and is charge

able to the States of the upper division , but in any event such releases, if

any, shall terminate when the President issues the proclamation specified in

section 305 ( b ) of this Act .
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( 2 ) Releases to comply with article III ( a ) of the Colorado River com

pact, less such quantities of water delivered into the Colorado River below

Lee Ferry to the credit of the States of the upper division from sources out

side the natural drainage area of the Colorado River system .

(3 ) Storage of water not required for the releases specified in subpara

graphs ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) to the extent that the Secretary, after consultation with

the Upper Colorado River Commission and representatives of the three

lower division States and taking into consideration all relevant factors ( in

cluding, but not limited to , historic streamflows, the most critical period

of record , and probabilities of water supply ) , shall find to be reasonably

necessary to assure deliveries under subparagraphs ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) without

impairment of consumptive uses in the upper basin pursuant to the Colorado

River compact : Provided , That water not so required to be stored shall be

released from Lake Powell ( i ) to the extent it can be reasonably applied in

the States of the lower division to the uses specified in article III ( e ) of the

Colorado River compact, but no such releases shall be made when the active

storage in Lake Powell is less than the active storage in Lake Mead, ( ii ) to

maintain , as nearly as practicable, active storage in Lake Mead equal to

the active storage in Lake Powell, and ( iii ) to avoid anticipated spills from

Lake Powell.

( c ) Section 7 of the Colorado River Storage Project Act shall be administered

in accordance with the foregoing criteria .

SEC . 602. ( a ) Rights of the upper basin to the consumptive use of water

apportioned to that basin from the Colorado River system by the Colorado River

compact shall not be reduced or prejudiced by any use thereof in the lower basin .

( b ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to alter, amend, repeal, modify .

or be in conflict with the Upper Colorado River Basin compact provisions

(63 Stat. 31 on page 33 ) .

SEC. 603. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, in constructing, operating,

and maintaining the units of the project herein and hereafter authorized, the

Secretary shall be governed by the Federal reclamation laws (Act of June 17 .

1902 ; 32 Stat. 388 and Acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto ) to

which laws this Act shall be deemed a supplement.

SEC. 604. ( a ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to alter, amend, repeal,

modify , or be in conflict with the provisions of the Colorado River Basin com

pact, the Water Treaty of 1944 with the United Mexican States (treaty series

994 ) , the decree entered by the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona

against California , and others (376 U . S . 340 ) , or, except as otherwise pro

vided herein , the Boulder Canyon Project Act (45 Stat. 1057 ) , the Boulder

Canyon Project Adjustment Act (54 Stat. 774 ) or the Colorado River Storage

Project Act (70 Stat. 105 ) .

( b ) The Secretary is authorized and directed to

( 1 ) make reports as to the annual consumptive uses and losses of water

from the Colorado River system after each successive five -year period.

beginning with the five -year period starting on October 1, 1965 . Such

reports shall be prepared in consultation with the State of the lower basin

individually and with the Upper Colorado River Commission , and shall

be transmitted to the President, the Congress, and to the Governors of

each State signatory to the Colorado River compact.

( 2 ) condition all contracts for the delivery of water originating in the

drainage basin of the Colorado River system upon the availability of water

under the Colorado River compact .

( c ) All Federal officers and agencies are directed to comply with the appli

cable provisions of this Act, and of the laws, treaty , compacts, and decrer

referred to in subsection ( a ) of this section , in the storage and release of

water from all reservoirs and in the operation and maintenance of all facilities

in the Colorado River system under the jurisdiction and supervision of the

Secretary, and in the operation and maintenance of all works which may ha

authorized hereafter for construction for the importation of water into the

Colorado River system . In the event of failure of any such officer or agencr to

so comply, any affected State may maintain an action to enforce the provisions

of this section in the Supreme Court of the United States and consent is given

to the joinder of the United States as a party in such suit or suits, as a de

fendant or otherwise .
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( d ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed so as to impair, conflict with or

otherwise change the duties and powers of the Upper Colorado River Com

mission .

( e ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to expand or diminish either Fed

eral or State jurisdiction , responsibility or rights in the field of water resources

planning, development, or control; nor to displace , supersede, limit or modify any

interstate compact or the jurisdiction or responsibility of any legally established

joint or common agency of two or more States, or of two or more States and the

Federal Governinent; nor to limit the the authority of Congress to authorize

and fund projects.

SEC. 605 . ( a ) All terms used in this Act which are defined in the Colorado

River compact shall have the meanings there defined.

( b ) " Southwest" means the upper basin of the Colorado River , the lower basin

of the Colorado River, and that portion of the States of Texas and Kansas

situated generally west of the ninety -eighth meridian , and each of these four

areas shall be regarded as a major constituent part of the Southwest.

( c ) " Main stream " means the main stream of the Colorado River downstream

from Lee Ferry within the United States, including the reservoirs thereon .

( d ) " User" or " water user" in relation to main stream water in the lower basin

means the United States , or any legal entity , entitled under the decree of the

Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against California , and others

1376 U . S . 340 ) , to use mainstream water when available thereunder.

( e ) " Active storage" means that amount of water in reservoir storage , ex

clusive of bank storage, which can be released through the existing reservoir

outlet works.

[ H . R . 6271, 90th Cong., first sess . ]

A BILL To authorize the construction, operation , and maintenance of the Colorado River

Basin project, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled ,

TITLE I - COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT : OBJECTIVES

Sec. 101. That this Act may be cited as the " Colorado River Basin Project Act” .

SEC. 102 . The Congress recognizes that the present and growing water

shortages in the Colorado River Basin constitute urgent problems of national

concern , and accordingly authorizes and directs the National Water Commission

and the Water Resources Council, established by the Water Resources Planning

Act (Public Law 89 -80) , to give highest priority to the preparation of a plan

and program for the relief of such shortages, in consultation with the States and

Federal entities affected , as provided in this Act. This program is declared to be

for the purposes, among others, of regulating the flow of the Colorado River ;

controlling floods ; improving navigation ; providing for the storage and delivery

of the waters of the Colorado River for reclamation of lands, including supple

mental water supplies, for municipal, industrial, and other beneficial purposes ;

improving water quality ; providing for basic public outdoor recreation facilities ;

improving conditions for fish and wildlife ; and the generation and sale of

hydroelectric power as an incident of the foregoing purposes.

TITLE II - SOUTHWEST INVESTIGATIONS AND PLANNING

Sec. 201. ( a ) The Council, in consultation with the Commission , acting in

accordance with the procedure prescribed in section 103 of the Water Resources

Planning Act, shall within one hundred and twenty days following the effective

date of this Act establish principles, standards, and procedures for the program

of investigations and submittal of plans and reports authorized by this section

and section 203 . The Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter referred to as the

* Secretary " ) , under the direction of the Commission , in conformity with the

principles, standards, and procedures so established , is authorized and directed

( 1) Prepare estimates of the long-range water supply available for

consumptive use in the Colorado River Basin , of current water requirements

therein , and of the rate of growth of water requirements therein to at least

the year 2030 ;

76 - 955 - 67 —
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( 2) investigate sources and means of supplying water to meet the current

and anticipated water requirements of the Colorado River Basin , including

reductions in losses , importations from sources outside the natural drainage

basin of the Colorado River system , desalination , weather modification ,

and other means ;

( 3 ) investigate projects with the lower basin of the Colorado River,

including projects on tributaries of the Colorado River where undeveloped

water supplies are available or can be made available by replacement or

exchange ;

( 4 ) undertake investigations, in cooperation with other concerned agencies,

of the feasibility of proposed development plans in maintaining an adequate

water quality throughout the Colorado River Basin ;

( 5 ) investigate means of providing for prudent water conservation

practices to permit maximum beneficial utilization of available water

supplies in the Colorado River Basin ;

( 6 ) investigate and prepare estimates of the long -range water supply in

States and areas from which watermay be imported into the Colorado River

system , together with estimates of the probable ultimate requirements for

water within those States and areas of origin , for all purposes, including,

but not limited to , consumptive use , navigation , river regulation , power,

enhancement of fishery resources, pollution control, and disposal of wastes

to the ocean , and estimates of the quantities of water, if any, that will be

available in excess of such requirements in the States and areas of origin

for exportation to the Colorado River system ; and

( 7 ) investigate current and anticipated water requirements of areas

outside the natural drainage areas of the Colorado River system which

feasibly can be served from importation facilities en route to the Colorado

River system .

( b ) The Secretary is authorized and directed to prepare reconnaissance

reports of a staged plan or plans for projects adequate , in its judgment, to meet

the requirements reported under subsection ( a ) of this section , in conformity

with section 202.

( c ) The plan for the first stage of works to meet the future requirements of

the areas of deficiency and surplus as determined from studies performed

pursuant to this section shall include, but not be limited to, import works

necessary to provide two million five hudnred thousand acre -feet annually for

use from the main stream of the Colorado River below Lee Ferry, including

satisfaction of the obligations of the Mexican Water Treaty and losses of water

associated with the performance of that treaty. Plans for import works for

the first stage may also include facilities to provide water in the following

additional quantities :

( 1 ) Up to two million acre -feet annually in the Colorado River for use

in the Lower Colorado River Basin ;

( 2 ) 'p to twomillion acre-feet annually in the Colorado River system for

use in the l 'pper Colorado River Basin , directly or by exchange ;

( 3 ) Such additional quantities, not to exceed two million acre-feet an .

nually , as the Secretary finds may be required and marketable in areas

which can be served by said importation facilities en route to the Colorado

River system .

( d ) The Congress declares that the satisfaction of the requirements of the

Mexican Water Treaty constitutes a national obligation. Accordingly , the

States of the upper division (Colorado, New Mexico , Utah, and Wyoming) and

States of the lower division (Arizona, California , and Nevada ) shall be relieved

from all obligations which may have been imposed upon them by article III ( C )

of the Colorado River Compact when the President issues the proclamation

specified in section 305 ( b ) of this Act.

( e ) The Secretary shall submit annually to the Commission , the President.

and the Congress reports covering progress on the investigations and reports

authorized by this section .

SEC. 202. ( a ) In planning works to import water into the Colorado River

system from sources outside the natural drainage areas of the system , the Sec

retary shall make provision for adequate and equitable protection of the interests

of the States and areas of origin , including ( in the case of works to import

water for use in the lower basin of the Colorado River ) assistance from the

development fund established by title IV of this Act, to the end that water
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supplies may be available for use therein adequate to satisfy their ultimate

requirements at prices to users not adversely affected by the exportation of

water to the Colorado River system .

( b ) All requirements, present or future, for water within any State lying

wholly or in part within the drainage area of any river basin and from which

water is exported by works planned pursuant to this Act shall have a priority

of right in perpetuity to the use of the waters of that river basin , for all pur

poses, as against the uses of the water delivered by means of such exportation

works, unless otherwise provided by interstate agreement.

SEC. 203. ( a ) On or before December 31, 1970 , the Secretary shall submit a

proposed reconnaissance report on the first stage of the staged plan of develop

ment to the Commission and affected States and Federal agencies for their

comments and recommendations which shall be submitted within six months

after receipt of the report.

( b ) After receipt of the comments of the Commission , affected States, and

Federal agencies on such reconnaissance report, but not later than January 1 ,

1972, the Secretary shall transmit the report to the President and, through the

President, to the Congress . All comments received by the Secretary under the

procedure specified in this section shall be included therein . The letter of

transmittal and its attachments shall be printed as a House or Senate document.

( c ) The Secretary shall proceed promptly thereafter with preparation of a

feasibility report on the first stage of said plan of development if he finds, on

the basis of reconnaissance investigations pursuant to section 201 , that a water

supply surplus to the needs of the area of origin exists, benefits of the proposed

first stage exceed costs, and repayment can be made in accordance with titles III

and IV of this Act. Such feasibility report shall be submitted to the Com

mission and to the affected States and Federal agencies not later than January 1 ,

1973.

( d ) After receipt of the comments of the Commission and affected States

and Federal agencies on such feasibility report, but not later than June 30 ,

1973 , the Secretary shall transmit his final report to the President and, through

the President, to the Congress. All comments received by the Secretary under

the procedure specified in this section shall be included therein . The letter of

transmittaland its attachments shall be printed as a House or Senate document.

SEO . 204. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as are

required to carry out the purposes of this title.

TITLE III- AL'THORIZED UNITS : PROTECTION OF EXISTING USES

Soc. 301. The Secretary shall construct, operate , and maintain the lower

hasin units of the Colorado River Basin project (herein referred to as the

project" ) , described in sections 302, 303, 304, 305 , and 306 .

SEC . 302. The main stream reservoir division shall consist of the Hualapai

( formerly known as Bridge Canyon ) unit, including a dam , reservoir , power

ant, transmission facilities, and appurtenant works, and the Coconino and

Paria River silt-detention reservoirs : Provided , That ( 1 ) Hualapai Dam shall

be constructed so as to impound water at a normal surface elevation of one

thousand eight hundred and sixty -six feet above mean sea level, ( 2 ) fluctuations

in the reservoir level shall be restricted , so far as practicable, to a regimen of

ten feet, and ( 3 ) this Act shall not be construed to authorize any diversion of

water from Hualapai Reservoir except for incidental uses in the immediate

vicinity . The Congress hereby declares that the construction of the Hualapai

Dam herein authorized is consistent with the Act of February 26 , 1919 (40 Stat.

1175 ) . No licenses or permits shall be issued hereafter under the Federal Power

Art for projects on the Colorado River between Glen Canyon Dam and Lake

Sead.

Sec . 303. ( a ) As fair and reasonable payment for the permanent use by the

I *nited States of not more than twenty -five thousand acres of land designated

by the Secretary as necessary for the construction , operation , and maintenance

of the Huala pai unit, said land being a part of the tract set aside and reserved

by the Executive order of January 4 , 1883 , for the use and occupancy of the

Honlapai Tribe of Arizona ( 1 Kappler, Indian Laws and Treaties, 804 ) , $ 16 ,

shall be transferred in the Treasury, during construction of the unit,

to tbe credit of the Huala pai Tribe from funds appropriated from the general

fund of the Treasury to the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation ,
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for construction of the project and, when so transferred , shall draw interest at

the rate of 4 per centum per annum until expended . The funds so transferred

may be expended , invested , or reinvested pursuant to plans, programs, and

agreements duly adopted or entered into by the Hualapai Tribe, subject to the

approval of the Secretary , in accordance with the tribal constitution and charter .

( b ) As part of the construction and operation of the Hualapai unit, the Secre

tary shall ( 1 ) construct a paved road , having a minimum width of twenty -eight

feet , from Peach Springs, Arizona , through and along Peach Springs Canyon

within the Hualapai Indian Reservation , to provide all-weather access to the

Huala pai Reservoir ; and ( 2 ) make available to the Hualapai Tribe up to twenty

five thousand kilowatts and up to one hundred million kilowatt-hours annually

of power from the Hualapai unit at the lowest rate established by the Secretary

for the sale of firm power from said unit for the use of preferential customers :

Provided , That the tribe may resell such power only to users within the Hualapai

Reservation : Provided further, That the Hualapai Tribal Council shall notify

the Secretary in writing of the reasonable power requirements of the tribe up

to the maximum herein specified , for each three-year period in advance begin .

ning with the date upon which power from the Hualapai unit becomes available

for sale . Power not so reserved may be disposed of by the Secretary for the

benefit of the development fund.

(c ) Except as to such lands which the Secretary determines are required for

the Huala pai Dam and Reservoir site and the construction of operating campsite

and townsite, all minerals of any kind whatsoever, including oil and gas but

excluding sand and gravel and other building and construction materials, within

the areas used by the United States pursuant to this section are hereby reserved

to the Hualapai Tribe : Provided , That no permit, license, lease or other docu

ment covering the exploration for or the extraction of such materials shall be

granted by the tribe nor shall the tribe conduct such operations for its own

account, except under such conditions and with such stipulations as are necessary

to protect the interests of the United States in the construction , operation , and

maintenance of the Hualapaiunit .

( d ) The Hualapai Tribe shall have the exclusive right, if requested in writing

by the tribe, to develop the recreation potential of, and shall have the exclusive

right to control access to , the reservoir shoreline adjacent to the reservation .

subject to conditions established by the Secretary for use of the reservoir to

protect the operation of the project. Any recreation development established by

the tribe shall be consistent with the Secretary's rules and regulations to protect

the overall recreation development of the project. The tribe and the members

thereof shall have nonexclusive personal rights to hunt and fish on the reservoir

without charge, but shall have no right to exclude others from the reservoir

except as to those who seek to gain access through the Hualapai Reservation, nor

the right to require payments to the tribe except for the use of tribal lands or

facilities : Provided , That under no circumstances will the Hualapai Tribe make

any charge , or extract any compensation , or in any other manner restrict the

access or use of the pa ved road to be constructed within the Hualapai Indian

Reservation pursuant to this Act. The use by the public of the water areas of

the project shall be pursuant to such rules and regulations as the Secretary may

prescribe .

( e ) Except as limited by the foregoing, the Hualapai Tribe shall have the

right to use and occupy the area of the Hualapai unit within the Huala pai

Reservation for all purposes not inconsistent with the construction, operation .

and maintenance of the project and townsite, including , but not limited to, the

right to lease such lands for farming, grazing, and business purposes to members

or nonmembers of the tribe and the power to dispose of all minerals as provided

in paragraph ( c ) hereof.

To l'pon a determination by the Secretary that all of any part of the lands

utilized by the United States pursuant to paragraph ( a ) of this section is no

longer necessary for purposes of the project, such lands shall be restored to the

Huala pa i Tribe for its full use and occupancy.

( g ) No part of any expenditures made by the United States , and no reserva .

tion by or restoration to the Huala pai Tribe of the use of land under any of the

provisions of this section shall be charged by the t'nited States as an offset on

counterclaim against any claim of the Hnala pai Tribe against the United States

other than claims arising out of the utilization of lands for the project : Proride

however, That the payment of moneys and other benefits as set forth berair
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shall constitute full, fair, and reasonable payment for the permanent use of the

landsby the United States.

( b ) All funds authorized by this section to be paid or transferred to the

Hualapai Tribe , and any per capita distribution derived therefrom , shall be

Kempt from all formsof State and Federal income taxes.

( i ) No payments shall be made or benefits conferred as set forth in this section

until the provisions hereof have been accepted by the Hualapai Tribe through

resolution duly adopted by its tribal council. In the event such resolution is

tot adopted within six months from the effective date of this Act, and litigation

thereafter is instituted regarding the use by the United States of lands within the

Flualapai Reservation or payment therefor, the amounts the payments provided

herein and the other benefits set out shall not be regarded as evidencing value

or as recognizing any right of the tribe to compensation ,

Sec. 304. ( a ) The Central Arizona unit shall consist of the following principal

works : ( 1 ) a system of main conduits and canals, including a main canal and

pumping plants (Granite Reef aqueduct and pumping plants ) , for diverting and

carrying water from Lake Havasu to Orme Dam or suitable alternative, which

stem shall have a capacity of one thousand eight hundred cubic feet per second

1A ) unless the definite plan report of the Bureau of Reclamation shows that

additional capacity ( i ) will provide an improved benefit-to -cost ratio and (ii )

will enhance the ability of the Central Arizona unit to divert water from the

main stream to which Arizona is entitled and ( B ) unless the Secretary finds that

the additional cost resulting from such additional capacity can be financed by

funds from sources other than the funds credited to the development fund pur

suant to section 403 of this Act and without charge, directly or indirectly, to

water users or power customers in the States of California and Nevada ; ( 2 )

Orine Dam and Reservoir and power -pumping plant or suitable alternative ; ( 3 )

Buttes Dam and Reservoir, which shall be so operated as to not prejudice the

rights of any user in and to the waters of the Gila River as those rights are set

forth in the decree entered by the United States District Court for the District

of Arizona on June 29 , 1935 , in United States against Gila Valley Irrigation Dis

trict and others (Globe Equity Number 59) ; ( 4 ) Hooker Dam and Reservoir,

which shall be constructed to an initial capacity of ninety -eight thousand acre-feet

and in such a manner as to permit subsequent enlargement of the structure (to

zire effect to the provisions of section 304 ( c ) and ( d ) ) ; ( 5 ) Charleston Dam

and Reservoir ; ( 6 ) Tucson aqueducts and pumping plants ; ( 7 ) Salt -Gila aque

duct : ( 8 ) canals , regulating facilities , powerplants , and electrical transmission

facilities ; ( 9 ) related water distribution and drainage works ; and ( 10 ) ap

purtenant works.

b ) Unless and until otherwise provided by Congress, water from the natural

drainage area of the Colorado River system diverted from the main stream

below Lee Ferry for the Central Arizona unit shall not be made available directly

or indirectly for the irrigation of lands not having a recent irrigation history as

determined by the Secretary , except in the case of Indian lands, national wild

fe refnges, and, with the approval of the Secretary, State -administered wild

life management areas. It shall be a condition of each contract under which

such water is provided under the Central Arizona unit that ( 1 ) there be in effect

measures, adequate in the judgment of the Secretary, to control expansion of

irrigation from aquifers affected by irrigation in the contract service area ; ( 2 )

the canals and distribution systems through which water is conveyed after its de

livery by the United States to the contractors shall be provided and maintained

with linings, adequate in his judgment to preventexcessive conveyance losses ; ( 3 )

beither the contractor nor the Secretary shall pump or permit others to pump

Kroand water from lands located within the exterior boundaries of any Federal

rerlamation project or irrigation district receiving water from the Central Arizona

mait for any use outside such Federal reclamation project or irrigation district,

mless the Secretary and the agency or organization operating and maintaining

sorb Federal reclamation project or irrigation district shall agree or shall have

fireriously agreed that a surplus of ground water exists and that drainage is or

was required ; and ( 4 ) all agricultural, municipal, and industrial waste water,

return flow , seepage , sewage effluent, and ground water located in or flowing

from contractor's service area originating or resulting from (i ) waters contracted

for from the Central Arizona unit or ( ii ) water stored or developed by any Fed

fcal reclamation projectare reserved for the use and benefit of the United States

* * * source of supply for the service area of the Central Arizona unit or for the
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service area of the Federal reclamation project, as the case may be : Provided ,

That notwithstanding the provisions of clause ( 3 ) of this sentence , the agricul

tural, municipal,and industrial waste water, return flow , seepage, sewage effluent,

and ground water in or from any such Federal reclamation project, may also be

pumped or diverted for use and delivery by the United States elsewhere in the

service area of the Central Arizona unit, if not needed for use or reuse in such

Federal reclamation project .

( c ) The Secretary may require as a condition in any contract under which

water is provided from the Central Arizona unit that the contractor agree to

accept main stream water in exchange for or in replacement of existing supplies

from sources other than the main stream . The Secretary shall so require in

contracts with such contractors in Arizona who also use water from the Gila

River system , to the extent necessary to make available to users of water from

the Gila River system in New Mexico additional quantities of water as provided

in and under the conditions specified in subsections ( e ) and ( f ) of this section :

Provided , That such exchanges and replacements shall be accomplished without

economic injury or cost to such Arizona contractors .

( d ) In times of shortage or reduction of main stream water for the Central

Arizona unit ( if such shortages or reductions should occur ) , contractors which

have yielded water from other sources in exchange for main stream water sup

plied by that unit shall have a first priority to receive main stream water , as

against other contractors supplied by that unit which have not so yielded water

from other sources , but only in quantities adequate to replace the water so yielded .

( e ) In the operation of the Central Arizona unit, the Secretary shall offer to

contract with water users in New Mexico for water from the Gila River , its trib

utaries and underground water sources, in amounts that will permit consumptive

use of water in New Mexico not to exceed an annualaverage in any period of ten

consecutive years of eighteen thousand acre -feet including reservoir evaporation .

over and above the consumptive uses provided for by the article IV of the deeree

of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against California ( 376

U . S . 340 ) . Such increased consumptive uses shall not begin until and shall con

tinue only so long as delivery of Colorado River water to downstream Gila River

users in Arizona is being accomplished in accordance with this Act , in quantities

sufficient to replace any diminution of their supply resulting from such diversions

from the Gila River, its tributaries and underground water sources. In de

termining the amount required for this purpose full consideration shall be given

to any differences in the quality of the waters involved .

( f ) The Secretary shall further offer to contract with water users in New

Mexico for water from the Gila River , its tributaries and underground water

sources in amounts that will permit consumptive uses of water in New Mexico

not to exceed an annual average in any period of ten consecutive years of an

additional thirty thousand acre- feet, including reservoir evaporation . Such fur

ther increases in consumptive use shall not begin until and shall continue only

so long as works capable of importing water into the Colorado River system

have been completed and water sufficiently in excess of two million eight hun

dred thousand acre- feet per annum is available from the main stream of the

Colorado River for consumptive use in Arizona to provide water for the es .

changes herein authorized and provided . In determining the amount required

for this purpose full consideration shall be given to any differences in the quality

of the wastes involved .

All additional consumptive uses provided for in subsections ( e ) and ( f ) of this

section shall be subject to all rights in New Mexico and Arizona as established

by the decree entered by the United States District Court for the District of

Arizona on June 29, 1935 , in the United States against Gila River Irrigation Dir

trict and others (Globe Equity Number 59) and to all other rights existing on

the effective date of this Act in New Mexico and Arizona to water from the Gila

River, its tributaries and underground water sources, and shall be junior thereta

and shall be made only to the extent possible without economic injury or cost to

the holders of such rights.

Sec. 305 . ( a ) Article II ( B ) ( 3 ) of the decree of the Supreme Court of the

l'nited States in Arizona against California (376 C . S . 340 ) shall be so admin

istered that in any year in which , as determined by the Secretary , there is insuff

cient main stream Colorado River water available for release to satisfy anna !

consumptive use of seven million five hundred thousand acre - feet in Arizona , Cali.

fornia , and Nevada , diversions from the main stream for the Central Arizona unit

shall be so limited as to assure the availability of water in quantities suficiene
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to provide for the aggregate annual consumptive use by holders of present per

fected rights , by other users in the State of California served under existing

contracts with the United States by diversion works heretofore constructed and

by other existing Federalreservations in that State , of four million four hundred

thousand acre- feet of main stream water, and by users of the same character in

Arizona and Nevada. Water users in the State of Nevada shall not be required

to bear shortages in any proportion greater than would have been imposed in

the absence of this section 305 ( a ) . This section shall not affect the relative

priorities, among themselves, of water users in Arizona, Nevada, and California

which are senior to diversions for the Central Arizona unit, or amend any provi

sions of said decree.

( b ) The limitation stated in paragraph (a ) shall cease whenever the President

ball proclaim that works have been completed and are in operation, capable in

his judgment of delivering annually not less than two million five hundred thou

sand acre -feet of water into the main stream of the Colorado River below Lee

Ferry from sources outside the natural drainage area of the Colorado River sys

tem ; and that such sources are adequate, in the President judgment, to supply

soch quantities without adverse effect upon the satisfaction of the foreseeable

water requirements of any State from which such water is imported into the

Colorado River system . Such imported water shall be made available for use

in accordance with subsection ( c ) of this section .

( c ) To the extent that the flow of the main stream of the Colorado River is

augmented by such importations in order to make sufficient water available for

release, as determined by the Secretary pursuant to article II ( B ) ( 1 ) of the

decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against California

( 376 U . S . 340 ) , to satisfy annual consumptive use of two million eight hundred

thousand acre -feet in Arizona , four million four hundred thousand acre -feet in

California , and three hundred thousand acre-feet in Nevada , respectively, the

Secretary shall make such additional water available to users of main stream

water in those States at the same costs and on the same terms as would be appli

rable if main stream water were available for release in the quantities required

to supply such consumptive use, taking into account, among other things, ( 1 ) the

nonreimbursable allocation to the replenishment of the deficiencies occasioned

by satisfaction of theMexican Treaty burden provided for in section 401, and ( 2 )

such assistance as may be available from the development fund established by

title IV of this Act.

( d ) Imported water made available for use in the lower basin to supply aggre

gate annual consumptive uses from the main stream in excess of seven million

fire hundred thousand acre-feet shall be offered by the Secretary for use in the

States of Arizona, California , and Nevada in the proportions provided in article

11 ( B ) ( 2 ) of said decree. The Secretary shall establish prices therefor which

take into account such assistance asmay be available from the development fund

established by title IV of this Act in excess of the demands upon that fund oc

casioned by the requirements stated in subsection ( c ) of this section. Within

each State, opportunity to take such water shall first be offered to persons or

entities who are water users as of the effective date of this Act, and in quan

tities equal to the deficiencies which would result if the total quantity available

for consumptive rise from the main stream in such State were only the quantity

apportioned to that State by article II ( B ) ( 1 ) of said decree.

re ) Imported water made available for use in the upper basin of the Colorado

River , directly or by exchange, shall be offered by the Secretary for contract by

water users in the States of Colorado , New Mexico , Utah , and Wyoming in the

proportions, as among those States, stated in the Upper Colorado River Basin

Compact, and at prices which take into account such assistance as may be avail

able from the Upper Colorado River Basin Fund, in excess of the demands upon

that fund occasioned by the requirements of the Colorado River Storage Project

ict.

( f ) Imported water not delivered into the Colorado River system but diverted

from the works constructed to import water into that system shall be made

available to water users in accordance with the Federal reclamation laws.

Sec . 306 . The main stream salvage unit shall include programs for water

alonge along and adjacent to the main stream of the Colorado River and for

around water recovery. Such programs shall be consistent with maintenance of

I reasonable degree of undisturbed habitat for fish and wildlife in the area , as

determined by the Secretary ,
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SEC. 307. The Secretary shall construct, operate, and maintain such additional

works as shall from time to time be authorized by the Congress as units of the

project.

Sec. 308. The conservation and development of the fish and wildlife resources

and the enhancement of recreation opportunities in connection with the project

works authorized pursuant to this title shall be in accordance with the pro

visions of the Federal Water Project Recreation Act ( 79 Stat. 213 ) .

SEC. 309. The Secretary shall integrate the Dixie project and Southern Nevada

water supply project heretofore authorized into the project herein authorized

as units thereof under repayment arrangements and participation in the develop

ment fund established by title IV of this Act consistent with the provisions of

this Act.

Sec. 310 . There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to carry out the

purposes of this title the sum of $ 1 , 167 ,000 ,000 based on estimated costs as of

October 1963, plus or minus such amounts, if any, as may be justified by reason

of ordinary fluctuations in construction costs as indicated by engineering cost

indices applicable to the types of construction involved .

TITLE IV - LOWER COLORADO RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT FUND :

ALLOCATION AND REPAYMENT OF COSTS : CONTRACTS

Sec . 401. Upon completion of each lower basin unit of the project herein or

hereafter authorized, or separate feature thereof, the Secretary shall allocate the

total costs of constructing said unit or features to ( 1 ) commercial power, ( 2 )

irrigation , ( 3 ) municipal and industrial water supply , (4 ) flood control, (5 )

navigation , (6 ) water quality control, ( 7 ) recreation , ( 8 ) fish and wildlife, ( 9 )

the replenishment of the depletion of Colorado River flows available for use

in the United States occasioned by performance of the Water Treaty of 1944 with

the l'nited Mexican States (treaty series 994 ) , ( 10 ) the additional capacity of

the system of main conduits and canals of the Central Arizona unit referred

to in section 304 ( a ) , item ( 1 ) , in excess of one thousand eight hundred cubic

feet per second , and ( 11) any other purposes authorized under the Federal

reclamation laws. Costs of construction, operation , and maintenance allocated

to the replenishment of the depletion of Colorado River flows available for use

in the United States occasioned by compliance with the Mexican Water Treaty

( including losses in transit , evaporation from regulatory reservoirs, and regu

latory losses at the Mexican boundary , incurred in the transportation , storage.

and delivery of water in discharge of the obligations of that treaty ) shall be

nonreimbursable. All funds paid or transferred to Indian tribes pursuant to this

Act, including interest on such funds in the Treasury of the United States ,

and costs of construction of the paved road, authorized in section 303 ( b ) hereof.

shall be nonreimbursable. The repayment of costs allocated to recreation and

fish and wildlife enhancement shall be in accordance with the provisions of

the Federal Water Project Recreation Act (79 Stat. 213 ) . Costs allocated to

nonreimbursable purposes shall be nonreturnable under the provisions of this

Act. Costs allocated to the additional capacity of the system of main conduits

and canals of the Central Arizona unit , referred to in section 304 ( a ), item ( 1 ) .

in excess of one thousand eight hundred cubic feet per second shall be recovered

as directed in section 304 ( a ) .

SEC. 402. The Secretary shall determine the repayment capability of Indian

lands within , under, or served by any unit of the project. Construction costs

allocated to irrigation of Indian lands (including provision of water for in

cidental domestic and stock uses) and within the repayment capability of such

lands shall be subject to the Act of July 1 , 1932 (47 Stat. 464 ) , and such costs

as are beyond repayment capability of such lands shall be nonreimbursable .

SEC. 403. ( a ) There is hereby established a separate fund in the Treasurr of

the l'nited States, to be known as the Lower Colorado River Basin develou

ment fund (hereinafter called the “ development fund" ) , which shall remain

available until expended as hereafter provided for carrying out the provisions or

title III.

( b ) All appropriations made for the purpose of carrying out the aforesaid

provisions of title III of this Act shall be credited to the development fund as

advances from the general fund of the Treasury, and shall be available for such

purpose .

( c ) There shall also be credited to the development fund
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( 1 ) all revenues collected in connection with the operation of facilities

herein and hereafter authorized in furtherance of the purposes of this

Act (except entrance, admissions, and other recreation fees or charges and

proceeds received from recreation concessionaries ) ; and

( 2 ) all Federal revenues from the Boulder Canyon and Parker-Davis

projects which , after completion of repayment requirements of the said

Boulder Canyon and Parker-Davis projects, are surplus, as determined by

the Secretary , to the operation , maintenance, and replacement requirements

of those projects : Provided , however, That the Secretary is authorized and

directed to continue the in -lieu -of-taxes payments to the States of Arizona

and Nevada provided for in section 2 ( c ) of the Boulder Canyon Project

Adjustment Act so long as revenues accrue from the operation of the

Boulder Canyon project.

( d ) All revenues collected and credited to the development fund pursuant

to this Act shall beavailable, without further appropriation, for

( 1 ) defraying the costs of operation , maintenance, and replacements of,

and emergency expenditures for , all facilities of the project, within such

separate limitations as may be included in annual appropriation Acts ;

( 2 ) payments, if any, as required by section 502 of this Act ;

( 3 ) payments as required by subsection ( f ) of this section ; and

(4 ) payments to reimburse water users in the State of Arizona for losses

sustained as a result of diminution of the production of hydroelectric power

at Coolidge Dam , Arizona , resulting from exchanges of water between users

in the States of Arizona and New Mexico as set forth in section 304 of this

Act.

( e ) Revenues credited to the development fund shall not be available for con

struction of the works comprised within any unit of the project herein or here

after authorized except upon appropriation by the Congress .

( 1 ) Revenues in the development fund in excess of the amount necessary to

meet the requirements of clauses ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , and ( 4 ) of subsection ( d ) of this sec

tion shall be paid annually to the general fund of the Treasury to return

( 1 ) the costs of each unit of the project or separable feature thereof,

authorized pursuant to title III of this Act which are allocated to irrigation ,

commercial power, or municipal and industrial water supply, pursuant to

this Act, within a period not exceeding fifty years from the date of completion

of each such unit or separable feature, exclusive of any development period

authorized by law ;

( 2 ) the costs which are allocated to recreation or fish and wildlife enhance

ment in accordance with the provisionsof the Federal Water Project Recrea

tion Act (79 Stat. 213 ) ; and

( 3 ) interest (including interest during construction ) on the unamortized

balance of the investment in the commercial power and municipal and indus

trial water supply features of the project at a rate determined by the Secre

tary of the Treasury in accordance with the provisions of subsection ( f ) of

this section , and interest due shall be a first charge.

( g ) To the extent that revenues remain in the development fund after making

the payments required by subsections ( d ) and ( f ) of this section , they shall be

available , upon appropriation by the Congress , to repay the costs incurred in con

nection with units hereafter authorized in providing ( i) for the importation of

water into the main stream of the Colorado River for use below Lee Ferry as

provided in section 201 ( c ) to the extent that such costs are in excess of the costs

allocated to the replenishment of the depletion of Colorado River flows available

for use in the United States occasioned by performance of the Mexican Water

*Treaty as provided in section 401, and ( ii ) protection of States and areas of

origin of snch imported water as provided in section 202 ( a ) .

( b ) The interest rate applicable to those portions of the reimbursable costs of

each unit of the project which are properly allocated to commercial power de

relopment and municipal and industrial water supply shall be determined by

the Secretary of the Treasury , as of the beginning of the fiscal year in which the

first advance is made for intiating construction of such unit , on the basis of the

computed average interest rate payable by the Treasury upon its outstanding

marketable public obligations which are neither due nor callable for redemption

far fifteen years from the date of issue .

(1 ) Business-type budgets shall be submitted to the Congress annually for all

operations financed by the development fund.
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SEC. 404. ( a ) Irrigation repayment contracts shall provide for repayment of

the obligation assumed under any irrigation repayment contract with respect

to any project contract unit or irrigation block over a basic period of not more

than fifty years exclusive of any development periods authorized by law ;

contracts authoriized by section 9 ( e ) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939

(53 Stat. 1196 ; 13 C . S . C . 485h ( e ) ) may provide for delivery of water for a

period of fifty years and for the delivery of such water at an identical price per

acre-foot for water of the same class at the several points of delivery from the

main canals and conduits and from such other points of delivery as the Secretary

may designate ; and long-term contracts relating to irrigation water supply shall

provide that water made available thereunder may be made available by the

Secretary for municipal or industrial purposes if and to the extent that such

water is not required by the contractor for irrigation purposes.

( b ) Contracts relating to municipal and industrial water supply from the

project may be made without regard to the limitations of the last sentence of

section 9 ( c ) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1194 ) ; may provide

for the delivery of such water at an identical price per acre-foot for water of the

same class at the several points of delivery from the main canals and conduits :

and may provide for repayment over a period of fifty years if made pursuant to

clause ( 1 ) of said section and for the delivery of water over a period of fifty

years if made pursuant to clause ( 2 ) thereof.

SEC. 405 . On January 1 of each year the Secretary shall report to the Congress,

beginning with the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968, upon the status of the

revenues from and the cost of constructing , operating, and maintaining the proj

ect and each unit thereof for the preceding fiscal year. The report of the Secre

tary shall be prepared to reflect accurately the Federal investment allocated at

that time to power, to irrigation , and to other purposes, the progress of return

and repayment thereon , and the estimated rate of progress, year by year, in ac.

complishing full repayment.

TITLE V _ UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN AUTHORIZATIONS AND

REIMBURSEMENTS

SEC. 501. ( a ) In order to provide for the construction , operation , and main

tenance of the Animas-La Plata Federal reclamation project, Colorado -New

Mexico ; the Dolores , Dallas Creek , West Divide, and San Miguel Federal recla

mation projects, Colorado , as participating projects under the Colorado River

Storage Project Act ( 70 Stat. 105 ; 43 C .S . C . 620 ) , and to provide for the com

pletion of planning reports on other participating projects, subsection ( 2 ) of

section 1 of said Act is hereby further amended by deleting the words " Pine River

extension " , and inserting in lieu thereof the words " Animas-La Plata , Dolores,

Dallas ( 'reek , West Divide, San Miguel" . Section 2 of said Act is hereby further

amended by deleting the words " Parshall, Troublesome, Rabbit Ear, San Miguel.

West Divide, Tomichi Creek, East River, Ohio Creek, Dallas Creek, Dolores,

Fruit Growers extension , Animas-La Plata " , and inserting after the words

* Yellow Jacket " the words " Basalt, Middle Park (including the Troublesome.

Rabbit Ear, and Azure units ) , l 'pperGunnison (including the East River , Ohio

('reek and Tomichi ('reek units ) . Lower Yampa ( including the Juniper and

Great Northern units ) , l'pper Yampa (including the Hayden Mesa , Wessels.

and Toponas units ) " , and by inserting the words “ Sublette " the words “ ( includ

ing the Kendall Reservoir on Green River and a diversion of water from the

Green River to the Vorth Platte River Basin in Wyoming ) . l 'intah unit and

I'te Indian unit of the Central l'tah , San Juan County ( L'tah ) , Price River,

Grand County ( l'tah ) , t'te Indian unit extension of the Central Utah, Gras

('anyon , and Juniper ( l'tah ) " . The amount which section 12 of said Art

authorizes to be appropriated is hereby further increased by the sum of

$ 360 .000.000 plus or minus such amounts, if any, as may be required , by reason

of changes in construction costs as indicated by engineering cost indexes appli

cable to the type of construction involved. This additional sum shall be avail.

able solely for the construction of the projects herein authorized.

( b ) The Animas-La Plata Federal reclamation project shall be constructed

and operated in substantial accordance with the engineering plans set out in the

report of the Secretary transmitted to the Congress on May 4 . 1966, and printed

as House Document 436 , Eighty -ninth Congress : Prorided , That the project

construction of the Animas-La Plata Federal reclamation project shall not be

undertaken until and unless the States of ( 'olorado and New Mexico shall have

ratified the following compact to which the consent of Congress is hereby given :
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" ANIMAS-LA PLATA PROJECT COMPACT

" The State of Colorado and the State of New Mexico , in order to implement

the operation of the Animas-La Plata Federal Reclamation Project, Colorado

Sew Mexico , a proposed participating project under the Colorado River Storage

Project Act (70 Stat. 105 ) , and being moved by considerations of interstate

comity , have resolved to conclude a compact for these purposes and have

agreed upon the following articles :

" ARTICLE I

" A . The right to store and divert water in Colorado and New Mexico from

the La Plata and Animas River systems, including return flow to the La Plata

River from Animas River diversions, for uses in New Mexico under the Animas

La Plata Federal Reclamation Project shall be valid and of equal priority with

those rights granted by decree of the Colorado state courts for the uses of water

in Colorado for that project, providing such uses in New Mexico are within

the allocation of water made to that state by articles III and XIV of the Upper

Colorado River Basin Compact (63 Stat. 31)

* B . The restrictions of the last sentence of Section ( a ) of Article IX of the

tºpper Colorado River Basin Compact shall not be construed to vitiate para

graph A of this article .

" ARTICLE II

* This Compact shall become binding and obligatory when it shall have been

ratified by the legislatures of each of the signatory States ."

( c ) The Secretary shall, for the Animas-La Plata , Dolores, Dallas Creek ,

San Miguel, West Divide, and Seedskadee participating projects of the Colorado

Rirer storage project, establish the nonexcess irrigable acreage for which any

single ownership may receive project water at one hundred and sixty acres of

class 1 land or the equivalent thereof as determined by the Secretary , in other

land classes.

( d ) In the diversion and storage of water for any project or any parts thereof

pinstructed under the authority of this Act or the Colorado River Storage

Project Act within and for the benefit of the State of Colorado only, the Secre

tary is directed to comply with the constitution and statutes of the State of

Colorado relating to priority of appropriation ; with State and Federal court

decrees entered pursuant thereto ; and with operating principles , if any, adopted

by the Secretary and approved by the State of Colorado .

( e ) The words "any western slope appropriations" contained in paragraph

ii ) of that section of Senate Document Numbered 80 , Seventy - fifth Congress,

tirst session , entitled "Manner of Operation of Project Facilities and Auxiliary

Features," shall mean and refer to the appropriation heretofore made for the

storage of water in Green Mountain Reservoir, a unit of the Colorado- Big

Thompson Federal reclamation project, Colorado ; and the Secretary is directed

to act in accordance with such meaning and reference. It is the sense of Con

gress that this directive defines and observes the purpose of said paragraph ( i ) .

and does not in any way affect or alter any rights or obligations arising under

wid Senate Document Numbered 80 or under the laws of the State of Colorado .

SEC. 502. The Upper Colorado River Basin fund established under section

i of the Act of April 11, 1956 ( 70 Stat. 107 ) , shall be reimbursed from the

Colorado River development fund established by section 2 of the Boulder Canyon

Project Adjustment Act (54 Stat. 755 ) , for all expenditures heretofore or here .

after made from the Upper Colorado River Basin fund to meet deficiencies in

LPneration at Hoover Dam during the filling period of reservoirs of storage units

of the Colorado River storage project pursuant to the criteria for the filling of

Glen Canyon Reservoir (27 Fed . Reg . 6851, July 19 , 1962 ) . For this purpose

$ 300 .000 for each year of operation of Hoover Dam and powerplant, commencing

with the enactment of this Act, shall be transferred from the Colorado River de

velopment fund to the Upper Colorado River Basin fund, in lieu of application of

suid amounts to the purposes stated in section 2 ( d ) of the Boulder Canyon

Project Adjustment Act, until such reimbursement is accomplished . To the

vitent that any deficiency in such reimbursement remains as of June 1 , 1987 ,

the amount of the remaining deficiency shall then be transferred to the l'pper

folorudo River Basin fund from the lower Colorado River Basin development

fund , as provdied in paragraph ( d ) of section 103 .
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TITLE VI - GENERAL PROVISIONS: DEFINITIONS : CONDITIONS

Sec. 601. ( a ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to alter, amend, repeal,

modify, or be in conflict with the provisions of the Colorado River Compact ( 1.5

Stat. 1057 ), the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact (63 Stat. 31) , the Water

Treaty of 1944 with the United Mexican States ( Treaty Series 994 ) , the decree

entered by the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against California ,

and others (376 U . S . 340 ) , or , except as otherwise provided herein , the Boulder

Canyon Project Act (45 Stat. 1057 ) , the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment

Act (54 Stat. 774 ) or the Colorado River Storage Project Act ( 70 Stat. 105 ) .

( b ) The Secretary is directed to

( 1 ) make reports as to the annual consumptive uses and losses of water

from the Colorado River system after each successive five -year period ,

beginning with the five -year period starting on October 1 , 1965 . Such re

ports shall be prepared in consultation with the States of the lower basin

individually and with the Upper Colorado River Commission , and shall be

transmitted to the President, the Congress , and to the Governors of each

State signatory to the Colorado River Compact

( 2 ) condition all contracts for the delivery of water originating in the

drainage basin of the Colorado River system upon the availability of water

under the Colorado River Compact.

( c ) All Federal officer and agencies are directed to comply with the applicable

provisions of this Act, and of the laws, treaty , compacts, and decree referred to in

subsection ( a ) of this section , in the storage and release of water from all

reservoirs and in the operation and maintenance of all facilities in the Colorado

River system under the jurisdiction and supervision of the Secretary , and in

the operation and maintenance of all works which may be authorized hereafter

for construction for the importation of water into the Colorado River system .

In the event of failure of any such officer or agency to so comply, any affected

State may maintain an action to enforce the provisions of this section in the

Supreme Court of the United States and consent is given to the joinder of the

United States as a party in such suit or suits , as a defendant or otherwise .

( d ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to expand or diminish either

Federal or State jurisdiction , responsibility or rights in the field of water

resources planning, development, or control; nor to displace , supersede , limit

or modify any interstate compact or the jurisdiction or responsibility of any

legally established joint or common agency of two or more States, or of two or

more States and the FederalGovernment ; nor to limit the authority of Congress

to authorize and fund projects .

SEC . 602. ( a ) In order to fully comply with and carry out the provisions of

the Colorado River Compact, the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact and the

Mexican Water Treaty, the Secretary shall propose criteria for the coordinated

long -range operation of the reservoirs constructed and operated under the aur

thority of this Act, the Colorado River Storage Project Act, the Boulder Canyon

Project Act and the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act. To effect in

part the purposes expressed in this paragraph , the criteria shall make provision

for the storage of water in storage units of the Colorado River Storage Project

and releases of water from Lake Powell in the following listed order of priority :

( 1 ) Releases to supply one-half the deficiency described in article III( C )

of the Colorado River Compact, if any such deficiency exists and is chargeable to

the States of the upper division , but in any event such releases, if any, shall

terminate when the President issues the proclamation specified in section 305 ( b )

of this Act.

( 2 ) Releases to comply with article III ( d ) of the Colorado River Compact.

less such quantities of water delivered into the Colorado River below Lee Ferry

to the credit of the States of the upper division from sources outside the natural

drainage area of the Colorado River system .

( 3 ) Storage of water not required for the releases specified in clauses ( 1 ) and

( 2 ) of this subsection to the extent that the Secretary, after consultation with

the Upper Colorado River Commission and representtaives of the three lower

division States and taking into consideartion all relevant factors ( including, but

not limited to , historie streamflows, themost critical period of record , and proba

bilities of water supply ) , shall find to be reasonably necessary to assure deliveries

under clauses ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) without impairment of annual consumptive uses in

the upper basin pursuant to the Colorado River Compact : Provided . That water

not so required to be stored shall be released from Lake Powell : ( i ) to the extent

it can be reasonably applied in the States of the lower division to the uses speci.
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fied in article III ( e ) of the Colorado River Compact, but no such releases shall

be made when the active storage in Lake Powell is less than the active storage

in Lake Mead, ( ii ) to maintain , as nearly as practicable , active storage in Lake

Mead equal to the active storage in Lake Powell, and (iii ) to avoid anticipated

spills from Lake Powell.

(b ) Not later than July 1 , 1968, the criteria proposed in accordance with the

foregoing subsection ( a ) of this section shall be submitted to the governors of

the seven Colorado River Basin States and to such other parties and agencies as

the Secretary may deem appropriate for their review and comment. After re

ceipt of comments on the proposed criteria , but not later than January 1 , 1969 ,

the Secretary shall adopt appropriate criteria in accordance with this section and

publish the same in the Federal Register. Beginning January 1 , 1970 , and

yearly thereafter , the Secretary shall transmit to the Congress and to the gover

nors of the Colorado River Basin States a report describing the actual operation

under the adopted criteria for the preceding compact water year and the pro

jected operation for the current year. As a result of actual operating experience

or unforeseen circumstances, the Secretary may thereafter modify the criteria

to better achieve the purposes specified in subsection ( a ) of this section , but only

after correspondence with the Governors of the seven Colorado River Basin

States and appropriate consultation with such state representatives as each gover

nor may designate.

( c ) Section 7 of the Colorado River Storage Project Act shall be administered

in accordance with the foregoing criteria .

Sec . 603. ( a ) Rights of the upper basin to the consumptive use of water ap

portioned to that basin from the Colorado River system by the Colorado River

Compact sball not be reduced or prejudiced by any use of such water in the lower

basin .

( b ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed so as to impair, conflict with or

otherwise change the duties and powers of the Upper Colorado River Commission .

SEC . 604. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, in constructing , operating ,

and maintaining the units of the project herein and hereafter authorized , the Sec

retary shall be governed by the Federal reclamation laws (Act of June 17, 1902 ;

32 Stat. 388 and Acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto ) to which

laws this Act shall be deemed a supplement.

SEC . 605. (a ) All terms used in this Act which are defined in the Colorado

River Compact shall have themeanings there defined .

(b ) " Main stream ” means the main stream of the Colorado River downstream

from Lees Ferry within the United States, including the reservoirs thereon .

( c ) " User " or " water user " in relation to main stream water in the lower

tasin means the United States, or any person or legal entity , entitled under the

decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against California ,

and others ( 376 U . S . 340 ) , to use main stream water when available thereunder.

( d ) * Active storage" means that amount of water in reservoir storage, ex

clusive of bank storage, which can be released through the existing reservoir out

let works.

le ) Colorado River Basin States” means the States of Arizona, California ,

Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico , Utah, and Wyoming.

[ S . 20, 90th Cong., first sess. )

AN ACT To provide for a comprehensive review of national water resource problems and
programs, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled , That this Act may be cited as the “ National

Water Commission Act" .

THE NATIONAL WATER COMMISSION

Sec. 2 (a ) There is established the National Water Commission (hereinafter

referred to as the “ Commission " ) .

( b ) The Commission shall be composed of seven members, who shall be ap

pointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate .

Members shall serve at the pleasure of the President. No member of the Com

mission shall, during his period of service on the Commission , hold any other

Taaltion as an officer or employee of the United States , except as a retired officer

of retired civilian employee of the United States,
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(c ) The President shall designate a Chairman of the Commission (hereinafter

referred to as the “ Chairman " ) from among its members.

( d ) Members of the Commission may each be compensated at the rate of $ 100

for each day such member is engaged in the actual performance of duties vestedi

in the Commission . Each member shall be reimbursed for travel expenses,

including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by law ( 5 ('. S . C . 731 - 2 )

for persons in the Government service employed intermittently .

( e ) The Commission shall have an Executive Director , who shall be appointed

by the Chairman with the approval of the President and shall be compensated

at the rate provided by law for level IV of the Federal Executive Salary Schedule

The Executive Director shall have such duties and responsibilities as the

Chairman may assign .

DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION

SEC, 3 . ( a ) The Commission shall ( 1 ) review present and anticipated national

water resource problems,making such projections of water requirements as may

be necessary and identifying alternative ways of meeting these requirements

giving consideration , among other things , to conservation and more efficient use

of existing supplies, increased usability by reduction of pollution , innovations

to encourage the highest economic use of water, interba sin transfers, and techno

logical advances including, but not limited to , desalting , weather modification ,

and waste water purification and reuse ; ( 2 ) consider economic and social con

sequences of water resource development, including, for example, the impact

of water resource development on regional economic growth , on institutional

arrangements, and on esthetic values affecting the quality of life of the American

people ; and ( 3 ) advise on such specific water resource matters as may be re

ferred to it by the President and the Water Resources Council.

( b ) The Commission shall consult with the Water Resources Council regarding

its studies and shall furnish its proposed reports and recommendations to the

Council for review and comment. The Commission shall submit to the President

such interim and final reports as it deems appropriate, and the Council shall

submit to the President its views on the Commission' s reports. The President

shall transmit the Commission 's final report to the Congress together with such

comments and recommendations for legislation as he deemsappropriate.

( c ) The Commission shall terminate not later than five years from the effer

tive date of this Act.

POWERS OF THE COMMISSION

Sec. 4 . ( a ) The Commission may ( 1 ) hold such hearings, sit and act at such

times and places, take such testimony, and receive such evidence as it may deem

advisable ; ( 2 ) acquire, furnish , and equip such office space as is necessary ; ( 3 )

use the United States mails in the same manner and upon the same conditions as

other departments and agencies of the United States ; ( 4 ) without regard to tbe

civil service laws and regulations and without regard to the Classification Art

of 1919 as amended , employ and fix the compensation of such personnel as mar

be necessary to carry out the functions of the Commission : Provided , That of

such personnel no more than five persons may receive compensation equivalent

to the compensation established for grade 18 under the Classification Act of

1949 as amended ; (5 ) procure services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of

August 2 , 1946 (5 U . S . C . 55a ) at rates not to exceed $ 100 per diem for individ

uals ; ( 6 ) purchase , hire, operate, and maintain passenger motor vehicles ; ( D )

enter into contracts or agreements for studies and surveys with public and pri

vate organizations and transfer funds to Federal agencies and river basin con

missions created pursuant to title II of the Water Resources Planning Act to

carry out such aspects of the Commission 's functions as the Commission deter

mines can best be carried out in that manner and ( 8 ) incur such necessary

expenses and exercise such other powers as are consistent with and reasonable

required to perform its functions under this title .

( b ) Any member of the ('ommission is authorized to administer oaths when it

is determined by a majority of the Commission that testimony shall be takru

or evidence received under oath .

POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE CHAIRMAN

SEC. 5 . ( a ) Subject to general policies adopted by the Commission, the Chair.

man shall be the chief executive of the Commission and shall exercise its execu

tive and administrative powers as set forth in section (a ) ( 2 ) through section

4 ( a ) ( 8 ) .
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( b ) The Chairman may make such provision as he shall deem appropriate

authorizing the performance of any of his executive and administrative func

tions by the Executive Director or other personnel of the Commission .

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

Sec . 6 . ( a ) The Commission may, to the extent practicable, utilize the services

of the Federal water resource agencies.

( b ) Upon request of the Commission, the head of any Federal department or

agency or river basin commission created pursuant to title II of the Water

Resources Planning Act is authorized ( 1 ) to furnish to the Commission, to the

extent permitted by law and within the limits ofavailable funds, including funds

transferred for that purpose pursuant to section 4 ( a ) ( 7 ) of this Act, such infor

mation as may be necessary for carrying out its functions and asmay be available

to or procurable by such department or agency, and ( 2 ) to detail to temporary

duty with this Commission on a reimbursable basis such personnel within his

administrative jurisdiction as it may need or believe to be useful for carrying

out its functions, each such detail to be without loss of seniority , pay, or other

etaployee status.

( C ) Financial and administrative services (including those related to budget

ing, accounting, financial reporting , personnel, and procurement) shall be pro

vided the Commission by the General Services Administration , for which pay

ment shall be made in advance, or by reimbursement from funds of the

Commission in such amounts as may be agreed upon by the Chairman of

the Commission and the Administrator of General Services : Prolided , That

the regulations of the General Services Administration for the collection of

indebtedness of personnel resulting from erroneous payments ( 5 L' . S . C . 46e )

sball apply to the collection of erroneous payments made to or on behalf of a

Commission employee, and regulations of said Administrator for the adminis

trative control of funds (31 U . S . C . 605 ( g ) ) shall apply to appropriations of the

Commission : And provided further, That the Commission shall not be required

to preseribe such regulations.

APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 7 . There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as are

required to carry out the purposes of this Act.

Passed the Senate February 6 , 1967.

Attest : FRANCIS R . VALEO,

Secretary.

[ H . R . 1416, 90th Cong., 1st sess. ]

& BILL To provide for a comprehensive review of national water resource problems and

programs, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the l’nited States

of America in Congress assembled , That this Act may be cited as the " National

Water Commission Act” .

THE NATIONAL WATER COMMISSION

SEC . 2 . ( a ) There is established the National Water Commission (hereinafter

referred to as the " Commission " ) .

( b ) The Commission shall be composed of seven members, who shall be

appointed by the President and serve at his pleasure . No member of the Com

mission shall, during his period of service on the Commission , hold any other

position as an officer or employee of the United States, except as a retired

officer or retired civilian employee of the United States.

( c ) The President shall designate the Chairman of the Commission ( herein

after referred to as the " Chairman " ) from among its members,

( d ) Mernbers of the Commission may each be compensated at the rate of

3100 for each day such member is engaged in the actual performance of duties

peted in the Commission . Each member shall be reimbursed for travel expenses,

including per diem in lieu of subsistence , as authorized by law (5 C . S . C . 73b - 2 )

for persons in the Government service employed intermittently .

e ) The Commission shall have an Executive Director, who shall be appointed

by the Chairman with the approval of the President and shall be compensated
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at the rate provided by law for level IV of the Federal Executive Salary

Schedule . The Executive Director shall have such duties and responsibilities

as the Chairman may assign .

DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION

Sec. 3 . ( a ) The Commission shall ( 1 ) review present and anticipated national

water resource problems,making such projections of water requirements as may

be necessary and identifying alternative ways of meeting these requirements ,

giving consideration , among other things, to conservation and more efficient use

of existing supplies, increased usability by reduction of pollution, innovations to

encourage the highest economic use of water , interbasin transfers, and techno

logical advances including, but not limited to , desalting, weather modification ,

and waste water purification and reuse ; ( 2 ) consider economic and social con

sequences of water resource development, including, for example, the impact

of water resource development on regional economic growth , on institutional

arrangements, and on esthetic values affecting the quality of life of the American

people ; ( 3 ) advise on such specific water resource matters as may be referred

to it by the President and the Water Resources Council established in section

101 of the Water Resources Planning Act (79 Stat. 245 ) (hereinafter referred

to as the “ Council" ) and ( 4 ) conduct such specific investigations as are author

ized herein or as hereafter may be authorized by the Congress.

( b ) The Commission shall consult with the Council regarding its studies and

shall furnish its proposed reports and recommendations to the Council for review

and comment. The Commission shall submit to the President such interim and

final reports as it deems appropriate and the Council shall submit to the Presi

dent its views on the Commission's reports. The President shall transmit the

Commission 's final report to the Congress together with such comments and

recommendations for legislation as he deemsappropriate .

( c ) The Commission shall terminate not later than six years from the effective

date of this Act.

POWERS OF THE COMMISSION

SEC . 4 . ( a ) The Commission may ( 1 ) hold such hearings, sit and act at such

times and places, take such testimony, and receive such evidence as itmay deem

advisable ; ( 2 ) acquire, furnish , and equip such office space as is necessary :

( 3 ) use the United States mails in the same manner and upon the same condi

tions as other departments and agencies of the United States ; ( 4 ) without

regard to the civil service laws and regulations and without regard to the Clas

sificaton Act of 1949 as amended , employ and fix the compensation of such per

sonnel as may be necessary to carry out the functions of the Commission :

Provided , That of such personnel no more than five persons may receive com

pensation equivalent to the compensation established for grade 18 under the

Classification Act of 1949 as amended ; ( 5 ) procure services as authorized br

section 15 of the Act of August 2 , 1946 ( 5 U . S . C . 55a ) at rates not to exceed

$ 100 per diem for individuals ; ( 6 ) purchase , hire, operate , and maintain passen

ger motor vehicles ; ( 7 ) enter into contracts or agreements for studies and surveys

with public and private organizations and transfer funds to Federal agencies

and river basin commissions created pursuant to title II of the Water Resources

Planning Act to carry out such aspects of the Commission 's functions as the

Commission determines can best be carried out in that manner and ( 8 ) incur

such necessary expenses and exercise such other powers as are consistent with

and reasonably required to perform its functions under this title .

( b ) Anymember of the Commission is authorized to administer oaths when it

is determined by a majority of the Commission that testimony shall be taken or

evidence received under oath .

POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE CHAIRMAN

Sec. 5 . ( a ) Subject to general policies adopted by the Commission , the Chair

man shall be the chief executive of the Commission and shall exercise its execu

tive and administrative powers as set forth in section 4 ( a ) ( 2 ) through section

4 ( a ) ( 8 ) .

( b ) The Chairman may make such provision as he shall deem appropriate

authorizing the performance of any of his executive and administrative functions

by the Executive Director or other personnel of the Commission .
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OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

Sec. 6 . ( a ) The Commission shall, to the extent practicable, utilize the services

of the Federalwater resource agencies.

( b ) Upon request of the Commission , the head of any Federal department or

agency or river basin commission created pursuant to title II of the Water

Resources Planning Act is authorized ( 1 ) to furnish to the Commission , to the

extent permitted by law and within the limits of available funds, including

funds transferred for that purpose pursuant to section 4 (a ) ( 7) of this Act, such

information as may be necessary for carrying out its functions and as may be

available to or procurable by such department or agency, and ( 2 ) to detail to

temporary duty with this Commission on a reimbursable basis such personnel

within his administrative jurisdicton as it may need or believe to be useful for

carrying out its functions , each such detail to be without loss of seniority, pay,

or other employee status.

( c ) Financial and administrative services ( including those related to budget

ing, accounting, financial reporting, personnel,and procurement) shall be provided

the Commission by the General Services Administration, for which payment

shall be made in advance, or by reimbursement from funds of the Commis

sion in such amounts as may be agreed upon by the Chairman of the Commis

sion and the Administrator of General Services : Provided , That the regulations

of the General Services Administration for the collection of indebtedness of per

sonnel resulting from erroneous payments (5 U . S .C . 46e ) shall apply to the col

lection of erroneous payments made to or on behalf of a Commission employee,

and regulations of said Administrator for the administrative control of funds

(31 U . S . C . 665 ( g ) ) shall apply to appropriations of the Commission : And pro

vided further, That the Commission shall not be required to prescribe such regula

tions .

APPROPRIATIONS

Sec . 7 . There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as are re

quired to carry out the purposes of this Act.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ,

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY ,

Washington , D . C ., February 15 , 1967.

Hon . WAYNE N . ASPINALL,

Chairman , Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives,

Washington, D . C .

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This responds to your request for a report on H . R .

3300 , a bill " To authorize the construction , operation , and maintenance of the

Colorado River Basin project, and for other purposes."

With two important exceptions, the bill is patterned after H . R . 4671, 89th

Congress, which was extensively considered and, with modifications, favorably

reported by your Committee on August 11, 1966 ( H . Rept. No. 1849 , 89th Cong.,

2nd sess. ) . The two differences are : the Marble Canyon unit is eliminated ,

and the Secretary of the Interior would be directed to make a reconnaissance

grade investigation of projects to augment the flow of the main stream Colorado

River below Lee Ferry by a minimum of 2 ,500,000 acre-feet annually, by imports

from sources outside the Colorado River Basin . H . R . 4671 , as reported , called

for a feasibility report as well. References hereafter to H . R . 4671 are, except

as otherwise noted , to that measure as reported .

The basic objectives of the first four titles of H . R . 3300 are two-fold — to

authorize the Central Arizona project thereby enabling Arizona to use its

entitlement of Colorado River water, and , at the same time, to lay the frame

work for a sound and lasting solution for the Colorado River Basin 's long-range

water supply .

With these objectives, the Department and the Administration are in full

acuord .

The Administration is committed to the authorization of the Central Arizona

project. If the State of Arizona is to put to use its entitlement of Colorado

River water as adjudicated by the Supreme Court in Arizona v . California, et al.,

373 U . S . 546 ( 1963) , this project must be built. The Central Arizona project

76 -955 0 – 675
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should be undertaken now in order to slow the pace at which ground water

resources in the Central Arizona area are being exhausted .

Similarly , we are in agreement that studies of the long-range water supply

problems of the Colorado River basin should now be initiated in order that

proposed solutions may be evolved and considered in a timely fashion .

Over the past four months, in concert with the Bureau of the Budget, we have

analyzed a wide variety of possible alternative approaches to the basic objet

tives encompassed in Titles I - IV of H . R . 3300 and its predecessor, H . R . 4671.

These studies have led us to the following recommendations :

1. Authorization of the Central Arizona project ( including Hooker Dam

in New Mexico ) with provision for assistance in meeting repayment

requirements in Arizona through ( a ) a $ 10 per acre-foot average canal-side

irrigation rate, ( b ) a $50 per acre- foot municipal and industrial water

rate, ( c ) a small addition to the municipal and industrial water rate , or

an ad valorem tax, or a combination of the two ;

2 . Provision of low -cost pumping power for the Central Arizona project

through prepayment for the requisite capacity and associated transmission

facilities in a large, efficient thermal plant to be constructed in the south

west area by a combination of public and private utilities associated with

Western Energy Supply and Transmission Associates (WEST ) ;

3 . Programs for water salvage and recovery of ground water along and

and adjacent to the main stream of the lower Colorado River ;

4 . Expansion of the Grand Canyon National Park to include the Marble

Canyon site and the elimination of the latter development from the program ;

5 . Deferralof action on the Hualapai ( Bridge Canyon ) project at this time,

reserving the question of disposition of the Hualapai site for future con

sideration by the Congress ;

6 . Establishment of the National Water Commission to re-examine the

nation 's criticalwater supply problems, including the Colorado River Basin ,

as heretofore recommended by the Administration,

The foregoing program will, we believe, provide the authorization necessary

to meet the most immediate water development needs in the lower Colorado

River Basin area . At the same time, the studies of the National Water Com

mission will provide a background of information and advice against which

long-range solutions to the region ' s water supply problems can be effectively

evolved .

The segments of the lower Colorao River that would be inundated by the

Hualapai and Marble Canyon developments possess major scenic and wilderness

values. Whether the benefits to be derived from construction of these projects

are of sufficient importance to outweigh the retention of these areas in their

present state has been one of the most vexing issues that has emerged in con

nection with consideration of Colorado River resource problems. After further

consideration of all aspects of the matter, we have concluded that the highest

and best use of the Marble Canyon site is to retain it in its natural state as an

addition to the existing Grand Canyon National Park . Studies regarding the

boundaries of the proposed addition to the park will be completed shortly and , as

soon as possible, we shall transmit for the Committee' s consideration a draft of a

bill to carry out this recommendation . Pending action on it, we believe that

legislation authorizing the Central Arizona project should also remove the

Marble Canyon site, along with the Hualapai site hereafter discussed , from

the operation of Part I of the Federal Power Act . If the necessary determina

tions can be completed in time, there would be no objection to including the

park extension in the present legislation .

Whether hydroelectric development of the Hualapai site should also be

precluded permanently need not be decided at this time. Deferment of this

decision need not affect construction of the Central Arizona project since, under

our recommendations, the Central Arizona unit will not depend upon a main

stream Colorado River hydroelectric power development as a source of pumping

power and financial assistance .

We, therefore, reiterate the recommendation made in our report of May 17 .

1965 , on H . R . 4671 and by the Bureau of the Budget in its report ofMay 10 , 1965 .

on S . 75 and S . 1019, that consideration of the Hualapai site be deferred by

the Congress pending evaluation of the issue by the National Water Commission .

In order to preserve Congressional freedom of action with respect to Hualapai.

Part I of the Federal Power Act should be made inapplicable to it .
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We believe that the National Water Commission should be authorized sep

arately as provided by S . 20 which was passed by the Senate on February 6 and

is before your Committee . Sections 201- 205 of H . R . 3300 would also establish

a Commission with similar authority .

Webelieve the Commission is the appropriate entity to undertake an evaluation

of basic issues relative to Colorado River water supply problems. The Com

mission would be directed by section 3 ( a ) of the Senate-passed bill to :

* ( 1 ) review present and anticipated national water resource problems, mak

ing such projections of water requirements as may be necessary and identifying

alternative ways of meeting these requirements- giving consideration, among

other things , to conservation and more efficient use of existing supplies, in

creased usability by reduction of pollution , innovations to encourage the highest

economic use of water , interbasin transfers, and technologicaladvances including ,

but not limited to desalting, weather modification and waste water purification

and reuse ; ( 2 ) consider economic and social consequences of water resource

development, including, for example, the impact of water resource development

00 regional economic growth , on institutional arrangements , and on esthetic

values affecting the quality of life of the American people ; and ( 3 ) advise on

such specific water resource matters as may be referred to it by the President

and the Water Resources Council."

Advice and guidance on these matters, all relevant to the Colorado Basin ' s

water problems, by a disinterested and objective Commission composed of out

standing citizens should provide background of great assistance in the formu

lation of specific proposals . The Commission can be expected to give prompt con

sideration to the problems of the Colorado River Basin . As President Johnson

said in his message to the Congress on " Protecting our Natural Heritage " of

January 30, 1967, in renewing his recommendation for the establishment of the

Commission , " Wemust thoroughly explore every means for assuring an adequate

supply of pure water to arid areas like the Southwest. "

Under the previously proposed plan for the Central Arizona project , which

envisioned provision of pumping power and financial assistance from main

stream hydroelectric power developments, all reimbursable costs would have

been returned through financial assistance from power sales and average rates

$ 10 and $ 50 per acre-foot for irrigation and municipal and industrial water, re

spectively. This $50 M & I rate included a component for irrigation assistance .

Federal financing of a portion of a nonfederally owned thermal plant through

prepayment for project power requirements would provide low -cost pumping

power and would eliminate the necessity for financial assistance from main

stream Colorado River hydroelectric projects.

Using the previously proposed average water rates, our studies estimate

that under such a situation , the project cost would be repaid either by increas

ing the M & I rate to $ 56 .00 per acre-foot or by assessing the project service area

in Arizona with an annual ad valorem tax levy which would come to 0.6 mills

per dollar of assessed valuation if Pinal, Maricopa, and Pima Counties are in

cloded . The economic benefits of the project should manifest themselves in an

increase in the area ' s wealth which , in turn , would be reflected in a growth of

the tax base. All things considered , the increase in taxes would seem to be

relatively modest.

Obviously , various combinations of the two alternatives of the municipal and

industrial water charge and the ad valorem levy are possible. Decisions on the

actualmix should be taken only in closest consultation with the State and local

people concerned . The legislation we are suggesting will provide the requisite

flexibility . The average $ 10 per acre-foot canal-side irrigation water rate, which

results in an average rate of $ 16 per acre -foot at the farmer' s headgate, however,

is not capable of substantial adjustment. It represents the average repayment

ability of the water users, given other necessary costs, reasonable profit allow

ances and maintenance of the type of agriculture consistent with the objectives

of the Federalreclamation program . Among the factors which restrict an upward

thrust of the average irrigation water rate for the Central Arizona project are the

restraints proposed upon the expansion of irrigation and the lack of an assurance

of a continuing water supply. Consequently , we contemplate retention of the

$ 10 rate, on the basis of current price levels .

This plan adheres to all present reclamation repayment policies . There are

precedents for the use of a small M & I surcharge or ad valorem tax for irrigation

repayment assistance . The Central Valley Project in California is an example
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of the former. The Colorado River Storage Project and the Fryingpan -Arkansas

Project, both upper Colorado River Basin projects, are among the latter, as is

the Garrison Diversion Project in North Dakota .

While the prepaid purchase of pumping power from a non -Federal steam

electric plant would be a departure in reclamation history , the provision of

pumping power for project use is , itself, customary . There are indications that

Bureau of Reclamation cooperation in a non -Federal steamplant would be accept

able to the public and private generating utilities in the WEST organization .

Enclosed as Attachment A is a draft of bill, sections 1 - 7 of which would give

effect to the foregoing recommendations. Additional comments on these sections

of this draft are made in Attachment B , entitled " Analysis of Proposed Bill."

H . R . 3300, as did H . R . 4671, would grant California a priority for the consump

tive use of 4 , 400,000 acre-feet of water as against diversions for the Central

Arizona project in any year in which there is less than 7 ,500,000 acre-feet of

main stream Colorado River water available for consumptive use in the three

lower basin States of Arizona, California , and Nevada. In such event, diversions

for the Central Arizona project would also be curtailed in favor of existing users

in Arizona and Nevada. This priority would persist until works are in operation

capable of augmenting the flow of the main stream of the Colorado River below

Lee Ferry by not less than 2 ,500,000 acre-feet annually . This interstate priority

was arrived at by agreement of the States involved . Earlier, the Senate Interior

and Insular Affairs Committee, in favorably reporting S . 1658 in the 88th Con

gress, provided a similar California priority as against the Central Arizona

project, but terminating in 25 years.

We believe the questions of whether there should be a statutory priority and

of its termsare primarily for resolution by the States involved and the Congress.

If agreement can be reached upon an interstate priority, the Administration

would offer no objection . The Bureau of Reclamation water supply studies,

financial analysis and feasibility determination for the Central Arizona project

have been made in the light of a priority of 4 ,400 ,000 acre-feet per annum for

California uses and for existing rights and uses in Nevada and Arizona.

Payoutassistance from a lower Colorado River Basin fund would not be neces

sary under our proposal. However, if the Congress deems it appropriate to

establish such a fund at this time to provide financial assistance for other future

water developments for the lower basin , we perceive no objection thereto . Pre

sumably , such a fund would include post-amortization revenues from the existing

Hoover and Parker-Davis projects, the Central Arizona project, and such other

Federal damsas may be subsequently constructed in the lower basin . The most

recent step by the Congress in this direction was the establishment of a Columbia

Basin account by section 2 of P . L . 49 448 of June 14 , 1966. In the event the

Committee concludes that a lower Colorado River Basin development fund should

be established at this time, we also transmit such a provision ( Attachment C )

for the Committee' s consideration .

The following table compares the construction cost of the lower Colorado

program we recommend be authorized with the cost of the construction authoriza

tions contained in Title III of H . R . 3300 :

Administra

tion recom

mendation

Title III,

H . R . 3300

Hualapai (including Coconino silt retention dam ) . . . . .

Paria silt retention dam .

Central Arizona project . . .

Thermal prepay .. .

Water salvage . . . . . .

Fish and wildlife . .

Total.......

$529, 000, 000
11. 000 . 000

580, 000, 000

12, 000,000

5, 000 ,000

1, 167,000, 000

$ 580, 000,000

92, 000, 000

42, 000, 000

5 , 000 , 000

719 ,000, 000

-

H . R . 3300 would also authorize five participating projects under the Colorado

River Storage Project Act, Animas-La Plata , Colorado -New Mexico and Dolores,

Dallas Creek , West Divide and San Miguel in Colorado .

In transmitting the planning reports on these projects to the Congress, the

Animas-La Plata and Dolores projects were recommended for immediate authori

zation . Deferral, pending the establishment and completion of review by the
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National Water Commission of related water problems, was proposed for the

others. This proposed legislation would seem to be the appropriate vehicle

to authorize the Animas-La Plata and Dolores projects. This could be accom

plished by inclusion therein of a provision along the lines of Section 501 of H . R .

3300 . In that event subsections ( a ) and ( c ) would be modified to omit the Dallas

Creek , West Divide and San Miguel projects. We would also propose to elimi

nate what is now subsection ( d ) of Section 501 of H . R . 3300 ( Section 501 ( d ) of

H . R . 4671 ) for the reasons stated last year in Commissioner Dominy's testi

mony. ( See pp. 1343 – 1344 , Serial 89 – 17 Part II, Hearings on " Lower Colorado

River Basin Project." ) Wewould offer no objection to the inclusion of provi

sions like Sections 501 (b ) and ( e ) of H . R . 3300 . Nor would there be objec

tion to applying the " Class 1 equivalency " concept to acreage limitations for the

Animas-La Plata, Dolores and Seedskadee projects (Sec. 501( c ) H . R . 3300 ) , in

view of the high altitude and relatively short growing seasons of the areas

involved .

In addition to the foregoing authorization of participating projects under the

Colorado River Storage Project Act, H . R . 3300 includes a number of provisions

affecting upper and lower Colorado River Basin relationships. These provisions

have largely been arrived at in the course of interbasin discussions and Congres

sional consideration of earlier Colorado River bills . There is no objection to

inclusion of the substance of these provisions in this legislation and the at

tached draft bill so provides, commencing with Section 8 . Comments on them

are contained in Attachment B .

In addition to H . R . 3300, reports were also requested on H . R . 9 , H . R . 722,

H . R . 744 , H . R . 1179 and H . R . 1271. H . R . 744, except for the omission of Section

502, is identical to H .R . 3300 . H .R . 722 is identical to H .R . 4671 as reported by

your Committee last year. H . R . 9 , H . R . 1179 and H . R . 1271 are identical. These

three bills differ from H . R . 3300 principally in that they ( a ) are less specific

regarding the scope and timing of investigations to be undertaken by the Secre

tary pursuant to Title II, (b ) specify a minimum 3 ,000 cfs capacity for the

Granite Reef aqueduct, ( c ) provide for a Gila River exchange of 18 ,000 acre

feet annually in favor of New Mexico users, ( d ) omit the interstate priorities

in favor of California ( 4 . 4 million acre feet ) and existing Nevada uses, as against

diversions for the CentralArizona project in the event of shortage, and ( e ) omit

the provisions dealing with upper Colorado River basin authorizations and reim

bursements ( Title V of H .R . 3300 ) . The views expressed in this report are

applicable to the measures referred to in this paragraph as well as to H . R . 3300 .

The Bureau of the Budget advises that there is no objection to the presenta

tion of this report from the standpoint of the Administration 's program , and that

the enactment of legislation to authorize the Central Arizona project as herein

proposed is in accord with the program of the President.

Sincerely yours,

STEWART L . UDALL, Secretary of the Interior.

ATTACHMENT A

A BILL TO authorize the construction , operation , and maintenance of the Central Arizona

project, Arizona -New Mexico , and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled .

Sec . 1 . That this Act may be cited as the " Central Arizona Project Act.”

SEC. 2 . ( a ) For the purposes of furnishing irrigation water and municipal

water supplies to the water deficient areas of Arizona and western New Mexico

I rough direct diversion or exchange of water, generation of electric power and

energy . control of floods, conservation and development of fish and wildlife

resources, enhancement of recreation opportunities, and for other purposes,

the Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter referred to as the " Secetay" ) shall

construct, operate, and maintain the Central Arizona project, consisting of the

following principal works : ( 1 ) a system of main conduits and canals, including

a main canal and pumping plants (Granite Reef aqueduct and pumping plants ) ,

for diverting and carrying water from Lake Havasu to Orme Dam or suitable

aitemative, which system shall have a capacity of two thousand five hundred

cuble feet per second ; ( 2 ) Orme Dam and Reservoir and power-pumping plant

or suitable alternative ; ( 3 ) Buttes Dam and Reservoir , which shall be so oper

ated as to not prejudice the rights of any user in and to the waters of the Gila
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River as those rights are set forth in the decree entered by the United States

District Court for the District of Arizona on June 29 , 1935 , in United States

against Gila Valley Irrigation District and others (Globe Equity Number 59 ) ;

( 4 ) Hooker Dam and Reservoir ; ( 5 ) Charleston Dam and Reservoir ; ( 6 )

Tucson aqueducts and pumping plants ; ( 7 ) Salt -Gila aqueduct ; ( 8 ) canals , regu

lating facilities, hydroelectric powerplants, and electrical transmission facilities ;

( 9 ) related water distribution and drainage works ; and ( 10 ) appurtenant works.

( b ) The Secretary may enter into an agreement with non - Federal interests

proposing to construct a thermal generating powerplant whereby the United

States shall acquire the right to such portion of the capacity of such plant, in

clnding delivery of power and energy over appartenant transmission facilities

to mutually agreed upon delivery points, as he determines is required in con

nection with the Central Arizona project. Power and energy acquired there

under may be disposed of intermittently by the Secretary when not required

in connection with the Central Arizona project. The agreement shall provide,

among other things, that

( 1 ) The United States shall pay not more than that portion of the total

construction cost, exclusive of interest during construction , of the power

plant, and of any switchyards and transmission facilities serving the United

States, as is represented by the ratios of the respective capacities to be

provided for the t'nited States therein to the total capacities of such facili

ties. The Secretary shall make the Federal portion of such costs available

to the non -Federal interests during the construction period , including the

period of preparation of designs and specifications, in such installments as

will facilitate a timely construction schedule ;

( 2 ) Annual operation and maintenance costs , including provision for

depreciation (except as to depreciation on the pro-rata share of construc

tion cost borne by the United States in accordance with the foregoing

subdivision ( 1 ) ) shall be apportioned between the United States and the

non -Federal interests on an equitable basis taking into account the ratios

determined in accordance with the foregoing subdivision ( 1 ) ;

( 3 ) Costs to be borne by the United States under subdivisions ( 1 ) and ( 2 )

shall not include ( a ) interest and interest during construction , ( b ) financing

charges, ( c ) taxes (except for Social Security and other payroll taxes )

including but not limited to real or personal property taxes, gross or net

income taxes, and sales, use , and transaction privilege taxes, ( d ) franchise

fees, and ( e ) such other costs as shall be specified in the agreement ;

( 4 ) The United States shall be given appropriate credit for any interests

in Federal lands administered by the Department of the Interior that are

made available for the powerplant and appurtenances.

( c ) Unless and until otherwise provided by Congress, water from the Central

Arizona project shall not be made available directly or indirectly for the

irrigation of lands not having a recent irrigation history as determined by the

Secretary , except in the case of Indian lands, national wildlife refuges, and.

with the approval of the Secretary, State-administered wildlife management

areas.

( d ) ( 1 ) Irrigation and municipal and industrial water supply under the Central

Arizona project within the State of Arizona may, in the event the Secretary

determines that it is necessary to effect repayment, be pursuant to master

contracts with organizations which have power to levy assessments against all

taxable real property within their boundaries. The terms and conditions of

contracts or other arrangements whereby each said organization makes water

from the Central Arizona project available to uses within its boundaries shall be

subject to the Secretary 's approval and the United States shall, if the Secretary

determines such action is desirable to facilitate carrying out the provisions of

this Act, have the right to require that it be a party to such contracts or that

contracts subsidiary to the master contracts be entered into between the United

States and any user . The provisions of this subparagraph ( 1 ) shall not apply

to the supplying of water to an Indian tribe for use within the boundaries of an

Indian reservation .

( 2 ) Any obligation assumed pursuant to section 9 (d ) of the Reclamation

Project Act of 1939 ( 43 U . S . C . 485h ( d ) with respect to any project contract

unit or irrigation block shall be repaid over a basic period of not more than

fifty years ; any water service provided pursuant to section 9 ( e ) of the Recla .

mation Project Act of 1939 (43 U . S .C . 485h ( e ) ) may be on the basis of delivery
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of water for a period of fifty years and for the delivery of such water at an

identical price per acre-foot for water of the same class at the several points

of delivery from the main canals and conduits and from such other points of

delivery as the Secretary may designate ; and long -term contracts relating to

irrigation water supply shall provide that water made available thereunder

may be made available by the Secretary for municipal or industrial purposes if

and to the extent that such water is not required by the contractor for irrigation

purposes . Notwithstanding any other provisions of law no contract relating to

an irrigation water supply under the Central Arizona project from the main

stream of the Colorado River shall commit the United States to deliver such

supply for a basic period ofmore than fifty years for each project contract unit

or irrigation block , nor shall such a contract carry renewal or conversion rights

or entitle the contractor to water beyond expiration of the delivery periods

specified therein . In negotiating new contracts for delivery of such main stream

water, the Secretary shall consult with representatives of the State of Arizona

and the Secretary shall take into consideration the overall water suplpy and

needs of the Central Arizona project.

( 3 ) Contracts relating to municipal and industrial water supply under the

Central Arizona project may be made without regard to the limitations of the

last sentence of section 9 (c ) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (43 U .S . C .

485h ( c ) ) ; may provide for the delivery of such water at an identical price per

acre- foot for water of the same class at the several points of delivery from the

main canals and conduits ; and may provide for repayment over a period of

fifty years if made pursuant to clause ( 1 ) of said section and for the delivery

of water over a period of fifty years if made pursuant to clause ( 2 ) thereof.

( e ) Each contract under which water is provided under the Central Arizona

project shall require that ( 1 ) there be in effect measures, adequate in the judg

ment of the Secretary , to control expansion of irrigation from aquifers affected

by irrigation in the contract service area ; ( 2 ) the canals and distribution systems

through which water is conveyed after its delivery by the United States to the

contractors shall be provided and maintained with linings, adequate in his judg

ment to prevent excessive conveyance losses ; ( 3 ) neither the contractor nor the

Secretary shall pump or permit others to pump ground water from lands located

within the exterior boundaries of any Federal reclamation project or irrigation

district receiving water from the Central Arizona project for any use outside

such Federal reclamation project or irrigation district, unless the Secretary and

the agency or organization operating and maintaining such Federal reclama

tion project or irrigation district shall agree or shall have previously agreed

that a surplus of ground water exists and that drainage is or was required ;

and ( 4 ) all agricultural, municipal and industrial waste water, return flow , seep

age, sewage effluent and ground water located in or flowing from contractor' s

service area originating or resulting from ( i ) waters contracted for from the

Central Arizona project or (ii) waters stored or developed by any Federal

reclamation project are reserved for the use and benefit of the United States as

a source of supply for the service area of the Central Arizona project or for the

service area of the Federal reclamation project , as the case may be : Provided ,

That notwithstanding the provisions of clause ( 3 ) of this subsection , the agricul

tural,municipaland industrial waste water, return flow , seepage, sewage effluent

and ground water in or from any such Federal reclamation project, may also

tre pimped or diverted for use and delivery by the United States elsewhere in the

service are of the Central Arizona project, if not needed for use or reuse in such

Federal reclamation project.

( 1 ) The Secretary may require in any contract under which water is provided

from the Central Arizona project that the contractor agree to accept main steam

water in exchange for or in replacement of existing supplies from sources other

than the main stream . The Secretary shall so require in the case of users in

Arizona who also use water from the Gila River system , to the extent necessary

lo tanke available to users of water from the Gila River system in New Mexico

additional quantities of water as provided in and under the conditions specified

in subsection ( h ) of this section : Provided , That such exchanges and replace

lients shall be accomplished without economic injury or cost to such Arizona

contractors.

( g ) In times of shortage or reduction of main stream Colorado River water

tove the Central Arizona project, as determined by the Secretary, users which

hayo yielded water from other sources in exchange for main stream water sup
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plied by that project shall have a first priority to receive main stream water, as

against other users supplied by that unit which have not so yielded water from

other sources, but only in quantities adequate to replace the water so yielded .

( h ) In the operation of the Central Arizona project, the Secretary shall offer

to contract with water users in New Mexico for water from the Gila River, its

tributaries and underground water sources , in amounts that will permit con

sumptive use of water in New Mexico not to exceed an annual average in any

period of ten consecutive years of eighteen thousand acre-feet, including reser

voir evaporation , over and above the consumptive uses provided for by article IV

of the decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against

California (376 U . S . 340 ) . Such increased consumptive uses shall not begin

until and shall continue only so long as delivery of Colorado River water to

downstream Gila River users in Arizona is being accomplished in accordance

with this Act, in quantities sufficient to replace any diminution of their supply

resulting from such diversions from the Gila River, its tributaries and under.

ground water sources. In determining the amount required for this purpose

full consideration shall be given to any differences in the quality of the waters

involved . All additional consumptive uses provided for in this subsection shall

be subject to all rights in New Mexico and Arizona as established by the decree

entered by the United States District Court for the District of Arizona on June 29 ,

1935 , in United States against Gila Valley Irrigation District and others (Globe

Equity Number 59 ) and to all other rights existing on the effective date of this

Act in New Mexico and Arizona to water from the Gila River, its tributaries and

underground water sources, and shall be junior thereto and shall be made only

to the extent possible without economic injury or cost to the holders of such

rights.

SEC . 3 . The conservation and development of the fish and wildlife resources

and the enhancement of recreation opportunities in connection with the Central

Arizona project works authorized pursuant to this Act shall be in accordance

with the provisions of the Federal Water Project Recreation Act (79 Stat. 213 ) .

SEC. 4 . The Secretary shall determine the repayment capability of Indian lands

within , under, or served by the Central Arizona project. Construction costs allo

cated to irrigation of Indian lands (including provision of water for incidental

domestic and stock water uses ) and within the repayment capability of such

lands shall be subject to the Act of July 1 , 1932 (47 Stat. 464 ) , and such costs

as are beyond repayment capability of such lands shall be nonreimbursable .

SEC . 5 . The interest rate applicable to those portions of the reimbursable costs

of the Central Arizona project which are properly allocated to commercial power

development and municipal and industrial water supply shall be determined by

the Secretary of the Treasury , as of the beginning of the fiscal year in which

the first advance is made for initiating construction of such project, on the

basis of the computed average interest rate payable by the Treasury upon its

outstanding marketable public obligations which are neither due nor callable

for redemption for fifteen years from the date of issue.

SEC. 6 . The Secretary may undertake programs for water salvage along and

adjacent to the main stream of the Colorado River and for ground water recovery

in the Yuma area . Such programs shall be consistent with maintenance of a

reasonable degree of undisturbed habitat for fish and wildlife in the area , as

determined by the Secretary. No groundwater recovery program hereby author

ized shall be undertaken until the Secretary of State has reported to the Presi

dent on consultation which he may have had with the Government of Mexico

pursuant to the Water Treaty of 1944 ( Treaty Series 994 ) and the President has

approved a definite plan report thereon .

SEC . 7 . Part I of the Federal Power Act ( 16 U . S . C . 791a -823 ) shall not be

applicable to the reach of the Colorado River between Lake Mead and Glen

Canyon Dam until and unless otherwise provided by Congress.

SEC . 8 . The Upper Colorado River Basin fund established under section 5 of

the Act of April 11, 1956 ( 70 Stat, 107 ) , shall be reimbursed from the Colorado

River development fund established by section 2 of the Boulder Canyon Project

Adjustment Act (54 Stat. 755 ) , for all expenditures heretofore or hereafter made

from the Upper Colorado River Basin fund to meet deficiencies in generation

at Hoover Dam during the filling period of reservoirs of torage units of the

Colorado River storage project pursuant to the criteria for the filling of Glen

Canyon Reservoir (27 Fed . Reg . 6851, July 19 , 1962 ) . For this purpose

$ 500,000 for each year of operation of Hoover Dam and powerplant, commencing
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with the enactment of this Act, shall be transferred from the Colorado River

development fund to the Upper Colorado River Basin fund, in lieu of application

of said amounts to the purposes stated in section 2 ( d ) of the Boulder Canyon

Project Adjustment Act, until such reimbursement is accomplished . To the

extent that any deficiency in such reimbursement remains as of June 1, 1987,

the amount of the remaining deficiency shall then be transferred to the Upper

Colorado River Basin fund from net revenues derived from the sale of electric

energy generated at Hoover Dam .

SEC. 9 ( a ) . Nothing in this Act shall be construed to alter, amend, repeal,

modify , or be in conflict with the provisions of the Colorado River Compact

( 45 Stat. 1057 ) , the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact (63 Stat. 31 ) , the

Water Treaty of 1944 with the United Mexican States ( Treaty Series 994 ) , the

decree entered by the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against Cali

fornia , and others (376 U . S . 340 ) , or, except as otherwise provided herein , the

Boulder Canyon Project Act (45 Stat. 1057) , the Boulder Canyon Project Ad

justment Act (54 Stat. 774 ) or the Colorado River Storage Project Act (70 Stat.

105 ) .

( b ) The Secretary is directed to

( 1 ) make reports as to the annual consumptive uses and losses of water

from the Colorado River system after each successive five-year period,

beginning with the five year period starting on October 1 , 1965 . Such re

ports shall be prepared in consultation with the States of the lower basin

individually and with the Upper Colorado River Commission , and shall

be transmitted to the President, the Congress, and to the Governors of each

State signatory to the Colorado River Compact.

( 2 ) condition all contracts for the delivery of water originating in the

drainage basin of the Colorado River system upon the availability of water

under the Colorado River Compact

SEC. 10 . ( a ) The Secretary shall propose criteria for the coordinated long

range operation of the reservoirs constructed and operated under the authority

of the Colorado River Storage Project Act and the Boulder Canyon Project Act,

consistent with the provisions of those statutes, the Boulder Canyon Project

Adjustment Act, the Colorado River Compact, the Upper Colorado River Com

pact and the Mexican Water Treaty . To effect in part the purposes expressed

in this paragraph, the criteria shall make provision for the storage of water

in storage units of the Colorado River Storage Project and releases of water from

Lake Powell in the following listed order of priority :

( 1 ) Releases to supply one-half the deficiency described in article III ( c )

of the Colorado River Compact, if any such deficiency exists and is charge

able to the States of the upper division .

( 2 ) Releases to comply with article III ( d ) of the Colorado River Compact.

( 3 ) Storage of water not required for the releases specified in clauses ( 1 )

and ( 2 ) of this subsection to the extent that the Secretary , after consultation

with the Upper Colorado River Commission and representatives of the three

lower division States and taking into consideration all relevant factors ( in

cluding, but not limited to , historic streamflows, the most critical period of

record , and probabilities of water supply ) , shall find to be reasonably necessary

to assure deliveries under clasues ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) without impairment of annual

consumptive uses in the upper basin purusant to the Colorado River Compact :

Provided , That water not so required to be stored shall be released from Lake

Powell : ( i ) to the extent it can be reasonably applied in the States of the

lower division to the uses specified in article III ( e ) of the Colorado River

Compact, but no such releases shall be made when the active storage in Lake

Powell is less than the active storage in Lake Mead, (ii) to maintain , as nearly

as practicable, active storage in Lake Mead equal to the active storage in Lake

Powell, and ( iii ) to avoid anticipated spills from Lake Powell.

( b ) Not later than July 1, 1968, the criteria proposed in accordance with the

foregoing subsection ( a ) of this section shall be submitted to the governors of

the seven Colorado River Basin States and to such other parties and agencies

as tbe Secretary may deem appropriate for their review and comment. After

receipt of comments on the proposed criteria , but not latter than January 1 ,

1909, the Secretary shall adopt appropirate criteria in accordance with this

section and publish the same in the Federal Register. Beginning January 1 .

1970 , and yearly thereafter, the Secretary shall transmit to the Congress and
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to the governors of the Colorado River Basin States a report describing the

actual operation under the adopted criteria for the preceding compact water

year and the projected operation for the current year. As a result of actual

operating experience or unforeseen circumstances, the Secretary may thereafter

modify the criteria to better achieve the purposes specified in subsection ( a )

of this section , but only after correspondence with the governors of the seven

Colorado River Basin States and appropriate consultation with such State

representatives as each governor may designate.

( c ) Section 7 of the Colorado River Storage Project Act shall be administered

in accordance with the foregoing criteria .

SEC. 11. ( a ) Rights of the upper basin to the consumptive use of water appor

tioned to that basin from the Colorado River system by the Colorado River

Compact shall not be reduced or prejudiced by any use of such water in the

lower basin .

( b ) Nothing in this Act shall be construed so as to impair , conflict with or

otherwise change the duties and powers of the Upper Colorado River Commission .

SEC. 12. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, in constructing , operating,

and maintaining the Central Arizona project, the Secretary shall be governed

by the Federal reclamation laws (Act of June 17, 1902 ; 32 Stat. 388 and Act's

amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto ) to which laws this Act shall

be deemed a supplement.

Sec. 13. ( a ) All terms used in this Act which are defined in the Colorado River

Compact shall have themeanings there defined .

( b ) "Main stream " means the main stream of the Colorado River downstream

from Lee Ferry within the United States, including the reservoirs thereon .

( c ) " User" or " water user " in relation to main stream water in the lower

basin means the United States, or any person or legal entity , entitled under

the decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona against Cali

fornia , and others ( 376 U . S . 340 ) , to use main stream water when available

thereunder .

( d ) “ Active storage " means that amount of water in reservoir storage , ex

clusive of bank storage, which can be released through the existing reservoir

outlet works.

( e ) " Colorado River Basin States" means the States of Arizona, California ,

Colorado Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming .

ATTACHMENT B

ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED BILL “ TO AUTHORIZE THE CONSTRUCTION , OPERATION AND

MAINTENANCE OF THE CENTRAL ARIZONA PROJECT, ARIZONA-NEW MEXICO, AND

FOR OTHER PURPOSES'

The description of the Central Arizona project ( Sec. 2 ( a ) ) differs from that

as set out in Section 304 ( a ) of H . R . 3300 , in that ( 1 ) Granite Reef aqueduct

capacity is fixed at 2 ,500 cfs and ( 2 ) specific reference to capacity and possible

enlargement of Hooker dam is omitted .

Section 2 (b ) is new . It encompasses the authorization for acquisition of

thermal power for purposes of the Central Arizona project (with commercial

sale of power when intermittently not required in connection with the project ) .

Preliminary studies of the Bureau of Reclamation indicate that approximately

400 megawatts of thermal power would be required for pumping purposes with

the 2 ,500 cfs Granite Reef aqueduct we propose. However, we have not specified

that figure in the authorization - instead we make reference to such portion

of the output as is required in order to allow for flexibility in negotiations and

possible modification resulting from final, detailed planning.

Section 2 ( c ) is adapted from the first sentence of Section 304 (b ) of H . R . 3300.

Section 2 ( d ) ( 1 ) is new . It provides for ad valorem taxing authority to assist

in repayment of the costs of the CentralArizona project.

Except for the last two sentences, Section 2 ( d ) ( 2 ) is substantially identical

with Section 404 ( a ) of H . R . 3300. The last two sentences are similar to a

provision first included as Section 107 ( e ) of the draft bill transmitted with our

report of April 9 , 1964 , to the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
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on S . 1658 in the 88th Congress. Our report of May 17, 1965 , to your Committee

on H . R . 4671 also proposed its inclusion . We reiterate here what was said in

that letter :

" Until such time as sufficient water is available to meet all demands, it is

important that legislation authorizing new projects using lower basin Colorado

River water include the mechanisms whereby the availability of water as be

tween irrigation and municipal and industrial uses can be further considered

from time to time. Irrigation water contracts should be of a definite term

long enough to justify investments and development to put the water to use ,

but nevertheless with a finite time limit - to provide the opportunity for reap

praisal of the water situation at the end of the contract period looking to the

dedication of water to its highest use at that time. We recognize that this is a

departure from the permanent service requirement of the Boulder Canyon

Project Act and the provisions of the act of July 2 , 1956 (70 Stat. 415 ) provid

ing for renewal of irrigation water delivery contracts. It is, however, in our view

justified by the conditions now prevailing in the Southwest.'

Section 2 ( d ) ( 3 ) incorporates the provisions of Section 404 ( b ) of H . R . 3300 .

Section 2 ( e ) incorporates all of Section 304 ( b ) of H . R . 3300 except for the

first sentence which , as above noted , appears as Section 2 ( c ) of the attached

draft. Clauses 3 and 4 of Section 2 ( e ) ( clauses 3 and 4 of Sec. 304 ( b ) of

H . R . 3300 ) did not appear in the version of H . R . 4671 to which our May 17 ,

1965 , report was directed . However, we have no objection to them as explained

at page 58 of the Committee's report (House Rep . 1849, 89th Cong., 2nd sess. ) .

Sections 2 ( f ) and ( g ) incorporate Sections 304 ( c ) and ( d ) of H . R . 3300. They

deal with exchange of main stream Colorado River water for existing local sup

plies in connection with the Central Arizona project. Except for the references

to Gila River system exchange, somewhat similar provisions were included in

the version of H . R . 4671 upon which we reported . We have no objection thereto .

Section 2 ( h ) incorporates provisions of Section 304 ( e ) and ( g ) of H . R . 3300.

It would require an exchange of 18,000 acre-feet of water per annum from the

Gila River system in Arizona for main stream Colorado River water made

available in Arizona in order that Gila River system water users in New Mexico

might increase their use by the sameamount. The section is explained at pages

58 - 59 of your Committee's report on H . R . 4671. It represents an agreement

arrived at between Arizona and New Mexico during consideration of H . R . 4671 .

We have no objection to it. We have not included that portion of the H . R .

3300, ( Sec. 304 ( f ) ) which provides, on a contingent basis , for an exchange of

an additional 30,000 acre-feet of water.

Section 3, dealing with fish and wildlife and recreation , appears as Section

308 of H . R . 3300. It specifically makes applicable the provisions of the Federal

Water Project Recreation Act ( 79 Stat. 213 ) .

Section 4 relating the reimbursability of costs of the Central Arizona project

allocable to Indian lands, is Section 402 of H . R . 3300 . It is a standard provision .

Section 5 (Sec. 403 ( b ) of H . R . 3300 ) is the usual provision establishing the

interest rates applicable to reimbursable costs allocable to commercial power

and municipal and industrialwater . It is standard .

Section 6 , dealing with water salvage programs in the lower Colorado River

area , is essentially in the form in which it appeared in Section 305 of the version

ofHR. 4671 upon which we reported .

Section 8 is similar to Section 502 of H . R . 3300 ( Section 502 of H . R . 4671) . It

represents an agreement between upper and lower Colorado River basin interests

relative to the ultimate assumption of the costs entailed in meeting deficiencies

in generation at Hoover Dam occasioned by filling operations at the Colorado

River storage project reservoirs. We offer no objection to it.

Section 502, like the provisions of Title VI of H . R . 3300 , involves matters of

concern to the lower Colorado River basin as well as to the upper basin . For

that reason , we have included it as Section 8 of the proposed draft bill, along with

the others to which we offer no objection

Section 9 ( a ) is identical to Section 601 ( a ) of H . R . 3300 .

Section 601 ( b ) ( 1 ) of H . R . 3300 is not reflected in the draft bill because of the

possibility that it may not be entirely consistent with the provisions of Section

2 of H . R . 3300 which appear, in substance, as Section 10 of the draft . The

batter provision is also one which has been worked out between the upper and

lower basin interests with participation on the technical level by representatives
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of this Department. As Secretary Holum said in testifying before your Com

mittee last year, "we endorse the objective of this section and find the guidelines

to be reasonable and workable.” (See Serial No. 89 - 17 Part II, " Hearings on

H . R . 4671 and similar bills," p . 1339 ) .

Section 601 ( c ) of H . R . 3300 (Sec. 604 ( c ) of H . R . 4671 ) is patterned after

similar provisions in the Colorado River Storage Project Act ( 70 Stat. 105 ) ;

the Navajo Indian Irrigation Project and San Juan -Chama Project Act (76 Stat.

96 ) and the Fryingpan -Arkansas Project Act (76 Stat. 389 ) . It appears to us

to be unnecessary and is , therefore, omitted from the attached draft bill.

Section 601 ( d ) of H . R . 3300 (Sec. 604 ( e ) of H . R . 4671 ) appears to us to be

unnecessary. We do not read the bill as having the effects referred to.

The other provisions of the draft bill are self -explanatory .

ATTACHMENT C

DRAFT PROVISION FOR " LOWER COLORADO RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT FUND"

SEC. - All Federal revenues from the Boulder Canyon , Parker-Davis, Central

Arizona and any other Federal reclamation projects hereafter constructed in

the lower Colorado River Basin , which , after completion of the respective re

payment requirements thereof, are surplus, as determined by the Secretary , to

their respective operation , maintenance, and replacement requirements shall be

kept in a separate fund in the Treasury of the United States, to be known as the

Lower Colorado River Basin development fund , to be expended or applied in

connection with water conservation and development for the Lower Colorado

River Basin as may hereafter be prescribed by the Congress.
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payment requirements thereof, are surplus, as determined by the Secretary , to
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kept in a separate fund in the Treasury of the United States, to be known as the
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connection with water conservation and development for the Lower Colorado

River Basin as may hereafter be prescribed by the Congress.
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SUMMARY SHEETS

COSTS

Project Costs

Granite Reef Aqueduct

Salt -Gila Aqueduct

Tucson Aqueduct

Orme Dam & Reservoir

Buttes Dam & Reservoir

Charleston Dam & Reservoir

Hooker Dam & Reservoir

Drainage System

Power Generation and Transmission Arrangements

$ 336 ,430 , 000

38 , 400 ,000

42 ,030 ,000

38 ,418 , 000

31, 974 , 000

33, 048 ,000

28 , 797 , 000

10 , 500 , 000

91, 950 ,000 11

Subtotal $ 651 , 547, 000

Indian Distribution System

Water Salvage and Recovery

Fish Hatcheries & Wildlife Refuge

19 , 970 , 000

42, 450 , 000

5 , 250 , 000

Total Project Costs $ 719 , 217 ,000

Annual Operation , Maintenance ,

and Replacement Costs

$Aqueduct System

Power Generation and Transmission Arrangements

3 , 203 , 000 21

6 , 566 ,000 21:

Subtotal $ 9 , 769, 000

Water Salvage Projects

Fish Hatcheries & Wildlife Refuge

1 , 000 , 000

490 ,000

Total $ 11 , 259 ,000

1/ Includes $ 27,650 , 000 for federally constructed transmission

system to project pumps .

2 / Pumping power costs are associated with powerplant and trans

mission system rather than aqueduct system .
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BENEFIT -COST ANALYSIS

Benefits

Function Direct Indirect Total

33, 926 , 000Irrigation

M & I

Commercial Power

Fish & Wildlife

Recreation

Flood Control

Area Redevelopment

31 , 558 , 000

16 , 353 , 000

3 , 725 , 000

1 ,635 ,000

593 , 000

780 ,000

267, 000

65 ,484 , 000

16 , 853 , 000

3 , 725 , 000

1 ,635 , 000

583, 000

780 , 000

267, 000

Total 55 ,401 ,000 33, 926 ,000 89 , 327 , 000

Costs

Total Project Costs

Interest During Construction

719, 217 , 000

46 , 993 , 000

Subtotal 766 ,210 ,000

Less : Investigation Costs

Indian Distribution System

5 , 794 , 000

19 , 970 ,000 25 , 764 , 000

Net Federal Investment 740 ,446 ,000

Annual Equivalent of Investment Costs

( 100 years - 3 - 1 / 8 % interest )

Average Annual OM & R

24 , 257 , 000

11, 259,000

Total Annual Costs 35, 516 , 090

Benefit -Cost Ratios

Total benefits 100 -years

Direct benefits only 100 - years

2 . 5 to 1 . 0

1 . 5 to 1 . 0

Total benefits 50 -years

Direct benefits only 50 - years

2 . 5 to 1 . 0 1/

1 . 5 to 1 . 0 17

1 / Because of declining water supplies , annual irrigation benefits

are less in later years . Therefore , the average annual benefits are

greater over the first 50 years than over 100 years . This effect

offsets the higher annual costs over 50 years .
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COST ALLOCATION ( 100 -year period - 3 - 1 / 8 % interest )

Interest

During

Construction

Total Federal

Investment

Average

Annual OM & RPurpose Project Cost

$ 322 , 301, 000 $ 23 ,957 ,000 $ 346 , 258 , 000 $ 2 , 378 , 000 1 /Irrigation

Municipal and

industrial

Power

Irrigation

M & I

Commercial

Recreation

Flood control

Fish and wildlife

Prepaid investi

gation

194 ,029 , 000

91 , 950 ,000

(48 , 366 , 000)

( 16 ,459 ,000)

( 27, 125 ,000)

6 , 343 ,000

11 , 164 , 000

24, 129,000

1 ,631,000 27

$651,547, 000

12, 924 ,000

5 , 087 , 000

(2 ,676 ,000 )

( 910, 000)

( 1 ,501, 000)

926 , 000

812 , 000

1 , 843 ,000

206 , 953 , 000

97 , 037 , 000

(51, 042 , 000 )

( 17 , 369 , 000)

( 28 ,626 , 000 )

7 , 269, 000

11 , 976 ,000

25 , 972, 000

445 ,000

5 , 566 ,000 11

( 3 ,454 ,000 )

(1 , 175, 000)

( 1 , 937 , 000 )

278 , 000

34 , 000

68 ,000

1 ,631,000 21

Subtotal $ 45,549 ,000 $697,096 ,000 $ 9,769 ,000

Indian distribution

system

Water salvage and

recovery

Fish hatcheries and

wildlife refuge

19,970, 000 3 /

42,450 ,000 1, 444, 000

5,250 , 000 --

$ 719,217,000 $ 46,993 ,000

43,894 ,000

_ 5,250 ,000

$746,249 ,000

5 . 250 .00

1, 000, 000

_ 490 ,000

$11,259, 059

0

Total

!! Pumping power costs shown under power allocation .

2 / Prepaid from Colorado River Development Fund . Remainder of investigation

costs are allocated among project purposes .

3 / Included for authorization purposes but not considered in economic and

financial analyses , Repayment would be deferred under the provisions of

the Leavitt Act ,
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REPAYMENT ANALYSIS

Summary of Reimbursable and Nonreimbursable costs

Interest

During

Construction

( 3 . 225%

Total

for

RepaymentProject Cost

Reimbursable

$ 322 ,301,000 $ . . $ 322 , 391,000Irrigation

Municipal and

industrial

Power

Irrigation

MEI

Commercial

Recreation

Fish and wildlife

194 ,022 , 000

91, 950 ,000

(48 , 369 , 000 )

( 16 ,459 , 000 )

(27 , 125 ,000 )

1 , 525 , 000

294 , 000

14 , 784 , 000

2 ,483 , 000

( . )

( 940 , 000 )

( 1 , 549, 000)

217 , 000

40 , 000

208 ,313 , 000

94 , 439 ,092

(48 , 366 , 000)

( 17 , 399 ,000 )

(29 ,674 , 005)

1 , 742 , 200

334 , 200

Total $619 ,099, 000 $ 17 ,530 ,000 $527, 527,000

Nonreimbursable

$ 11, 164 ,000

4 ,813 , 000

23 , 335 , 000

$ 11 , 164 ,000

4 ,819 .000

23 , 835 , 200

Flood control

Recreation

Fish and wildlife

Indian distribution

system ! !

Water salvage and

recovery

Fish hatcheries and

wildlife refuge

19, 970 ,000 19 ,970 ,000

42 ,450 ,00042,450, 000

5 , 252, 000 5 , 250, 000

Total $107,437 ,000 $ 107,437,000

Prepaid investigation

costs 21 1,631,000

Total Project Cost $719,217 ,000

1 / Repayment deferred under Leavitt Act provisions.

21 Prepaid from Colorado River Development Fund .
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75

REPAYMENT OF REIMBURSABLE COSTS

Reimbursable

Costs

Net Revenues

Available for

Repayment

Surplus or

Deficit

Repayment with

Ad valorem Tax

$322 ,301,000 $ 95 , 846 ,000 $ -226 ,455,000Irrigation

Municipal and

Industrial

Power , Total

Fish and Wildlife

Recreation

208 ,813 , 000

94 , 439 , 000

334 , 000

1 , 742, 000

217 ,095, 000

166 , 776 , 000

334 ,000

1 , 742 , 000

3 , 282, 000

72 , 337 ,000

Subtotal $ 627,629,000 $481,793,000

145,836 , 000

$627,629,000

$ - 145 ,836 ,000

_ 145,836 , 000Ad Valorem Tax

Total
$ 627,629,000

Repayment without

Ad valorem Tax

$322 , 301, 000 $ 95 , 846 , 007 $ - 225 , 455, 000Irrigation

Municipal and

Industrial

Power, Total

Fish and Wildlife

Recreation

155 , 093 , 000

72 , 337 , 000

208 ,813 , 000

94 , 439 ,000

334 , 000

1 , 742 , 000

363, 906 , 000

166 , 776 , 000

334 , 000

1 , 742, 000

Total $627,629,000 $628,604 ,000 S 975,000
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INTRODUCTION

The Central Arizona Project initially was recommended to the

Congress for construction by the Secretary of the Interior in 1948 .

The conceptual framework and principal objectives of the project

have remained substantially unchanged since that time ; however ,

details of the project plan, repayment, and specific features have

been changed to reflect the negotiations, legal decisions , and

additional studies which subsequently have taken place,

The Pacific Southwest Water Plan , which was approved by the

Secretary of the Interior in January of 1964, incorporated the

Central Arizona Project,as a unit, into a plan for regional water

resource development designed to meet the immediate and long-range

water needs of the Pacific Southwest . The Hualapai (Bridge Canyon )

Dam , which had previously been a feature of the Central Arizona

Project , was included in the Pacific Southwest Water Plan , but as a

separate unit. The report on the Pacific Southwest Water Plan was

reviewed by the States of the Colorado River Basin and the interested

Federal agencies , and aspects of the plan became the basis for

proposed legislation to authorize construction of the Colorado

River Basin Project which was considered in the 89th Congress .

The action of the House of Representatives Committee on

Interior and Insular Affairs , which , in turn , reflects a great

rther
deal of interstate negotiation and compromise , introduced free
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changes in the legislative proposals culminating in a bill to authorize

the Colorado River Basin Project (H . R . 4671 of the 89th Congress)

which was favorably reported by the Committee on August 11, 1966 .

The bill was not acted upon further by the Congress.

After the ad journment of the 19th Congress, the Bureau of

Reclamation undertook a series of analyses of a wide variety of

alternative plans which would accomplish in varying degree the objec

tives of the previous proposals for the Lower Colorado River Basin

portion of the Colorado River Basin Project . The results of these

studies were utilized by the Secretary of the Interior and the

Administration in formulating a revised development program for the

Lower Colorado River and the Central Arizona Project. The revised

program was announced by the Secretary of the Interior on February 1,

1967, and was transmitted to the Congress with a recomended draft

of a bill on February 15, 1967 .

Current Proposal

This Summary report describes the portion of the Administration ' s

currently proposed development program pertaining to the Central

Arizona Project. It represents a modification of that portion of the

Pacific Southwest Water Plan which was described in detail in the

Supplemental Information Report on Central Arizona Project and

includes the previously proposed Water Salvage Program and fish

hatcheries and wildlife refuge included in the Pacific Southwest

Water Plan .
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The Central Arizona Project has been revised in two major

aspects :

(1) The Central Arizona Project, including the Water Salvage

Program and other fish and wildlife measures , is proposed as an

independent development without financial assistance from the Lower

Colorado Basin Development Fund which was included in the Pacific

Southwest Water Plan and the legislation reported on in the 89th Congress .

This revised proposal provides that the Federal Government prepay a

portion of the capital costs of a large , thermal powerplant and of

a related transmission system which would be constructed by non

Federal interests . The prepayment would be a project cost and would

be repaid as such under Reclamation law and policy . Federal participation

in the construction costs would enable the project to obtain low - cost

pumping power from the thermal powerplant. In years when water

supplies are low , a portion of the power associated with the capacity

of the prepaid portion of the plant would be excess to pumping needs .

The revenues from sales of this power would be used in part to amortize

the prepayment investment and in part to assist in the repayment of

project costs allocated to irrigation .

The remaining irrigation repayment assistance required by the

project would be obtained by increasing the municipal and industrial

water rate over that contemplated in earlier proposals , or by
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levying an ad valorem tax on the project area , or by a combination

of the two .

(2) The capacity of the main aqueduct has been increased from

4800 to 2 ,500 c . f . s . This change is consistent with the action of the

House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs on H . R . 4671. On

the basis of hydrologic predictions and without augmentation of the

flows of the Colorado River, the 2,500 c . f . s , aqueduct will be

necessary for Arizona to divert an average of almost 1 . 2 million

acte -feet annually over the repayment period of the project. The

1800 -c . f . s , aqueduct contemplated in the Pacific Southwest Water

Plan would have accomplished this objective only in conjunction with

the augmentation of Colorado River flows. Adoption of the 4 . 4 million

acre- foot priority for California would reduce the total water supply

available for diversion by the Central Arizona Project in years of

low flow . The 2500 - c .f.8 , canal would be of greater importance

under such conditions as it would permit larger diversions in years

of high flow and help to maintain overall diversions which would

approach full use of Arizona' s entitlement to Colorado River water

within the State .

Other Aspects of the Revised Lower Colorado River Plan

This summary report includes only that portion of the revised

development program for the Lower Colorado River which pertains to

the authorization of the Central Arizona Project. The plan must be

considered , however, in view of the associated recommendations which
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are included in the proposal. The points, other than the immediate

authorization of the development described herein , are as follows :

( 1) Place Marble Canyon in an enlarged Grand Canyon National

Park ; reserve final decision on the Hualapai Dam for future

congressional action .

(2) Leave the issue of a 4 .4 million acre -foot annual priority

of Colorado River water for California to the States involved and

to the Congress .

(3 ) Authorize a National Water Commission as in the Bill s . 20

passed by the Senate on February 6 , 1967. The Commission would be

expected to give early attention to the Colorado River Basin and

study all problems of water supply , shortages , and potential

solutions .

(4 ) Leave for determination by the Congress the establishment

of a development fund which would receive revenues , after completion

of existing repayment schedules , from the federally constructed

Hoover , Parker, and Davis Dams on the Lower Colorado. Revenues

from the Central Arizona Project after payout also could be covered

into the development fund as could post- amortization revenues from

other Federal dams hereafter constructed in the Lower Colorado

River Basin .
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PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

Purposes

As originally set forth in the 1947 report, the Central Arizona

Project plan of development would make Colorado River water available

to the project area through a pumping and aqueduct system which would

raise and convey the water from Lake Havasu , on the Colorado River ,

into the Central Service Zone which is essentially comprised of the

Phoenix - Tucson area . Through exchange, water could be made available

in the areas of Arizona and New Mexico outside of the Central Service

Zone .

The present plan of development remains the same in all major

aspects with the exception of the source of pumping energy required

for project pumping needs. Project facilities would coordinate the

use of imported Colorado River water and the local water resources

of the Gila River Basin . The project is designed to provide water

for irrigation and municipal and industrial purposes . Additional

purposes include flood control, recreation , fish and wildlife

conservation , sediment retention , salinity control, power generation ,

and area redevelopment .

Project Facilities

The backbone facilities of the Central Arizona Project would be

the Granite Reef, Salt -Gila , and Tucson Aqueducts , which would convey

pumped Colorado River water to the Central Service Zone . Minor changes

in the 1947 aqueduct location have been made due to urbanization .

This is particularly true on the north side of the Phoenix metro

politan area ,
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Major project features include:

Granite Reef Aqueduct and Pumping Plants

Salt-Gila Aqueduct and Pumping Plant

Orme Dam and Reservoir (designated as McDowell

Dam and Reservoir in the 1947 report) or suitable

alternative

Tucson Aqueduct and Pumping Plants (Colorado

River source )

Buttes Dam and Reservoir

Hooker Dam and Reservoir (New Mexico)

Charleston Dam and Reservoir

Tucson Aqueduct (San Pedro River source)

Aqueduct System

Granite Reef Aqueduct- - The Granite Reef Aqueduct would transport

water diverted from Lake Havasu by the Havasu Pumping Plant about

200 miles to Orme Dam located a few miles northeast of Phoenix . The

designed capacity of the concrete -lined aqueduct is 2 , 500 c . f . s . The

Granite Reef Aqueduct, in addition to the initial pumping plant at

Lake Havasu , would require a series of lower lift pumping plants,

short tunnels , and siphon crossings at major drainages.

Orme Dam and Reservoir - -Located on the Salt River just downstream

from its junction with the Verde River , the Orme Dam would be integrated

with the present Salt River Project storage system as well as the

import water supply from the Colorado River . Sediment- laden storm

flows, originating on tributaries below Bartlett and Stewart Mountain

Dams , would be regulated and controlled . Coordinated with operation
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of the Granite Reef Aqueduct, it would provide regulatory storage as

needed for both Salt -Verde flows and Granite Reef Aqueduct deliveries .

In its multiple - purpose role it would serve as an afterbay , reregulate

releases from upstream reservoirs , improve the Salt River Project

operating conditions by removing sediment , create a recreational area

with fish and wildlife conservation uses , and in combination and

coordination with the upstream reservoirs and downstream channelization,

provide storage to meet the flood control requirements of the Salt

River through the Phoenix area .

Salt -Gila Aqueduct and Pumping Plant- - The 1 ,400 -c . f . 8 . -capacity

Salt-Gila Aqueduct would receive water either directly from the

Granite Reef Aqueduct or by releases from Orme Reservoir. A rela

tively low -head pumping plant is required to lift the water into the

aqueduct from either source .

Buttes Dam and Reservoir - -Although investigated and reported

previously as a separate facility , Buttes Dam and Reservoir was

included as an integral part of the Central Arizona Project in the

1947 report and in the 1964 supplemental report . An earthfill structure,

the Buttes Dam would form a reservoir of 366 ,000 -acre -foot capacity.

Conservation storage capacity would be 100, 000 acre-feet, and

266 , 000 acre- feet of capacity would be used for sediment and flood

control purposes .

Tucson Aqueduct (Colorado source) - -An aqueduct to deliver

100,000 feet annually to the Tucson metropolitan area would originate
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at the terminus of the Salt-Gila Aqueduct. This municipal and

industrial water supply would be conveyed through a 150 - c . f . s.

capacity pipeline and would be lifted 920 feet by a series of pumping

plants .

Charleston Dam and Reservoir- -On the San Pedro River between

Tombstone and Fort Huachuca , a concrete gravity structure rising

158 feet above streambed , with earthen wing dams, would create a

238 ,000 - acre -foot -capacity reservoir . Water conservation would be

provided through exchanges . Recreation , fish and wildlife uses ,

sed iment detention , and flood control benefits would also accrue .

Tucson Aqueduct (San Pedro source) - - This conduit would convey

about 12 , 000 acre -feet annually from the Charleston Reservoir to

Tucson and vicinity .

Hooker Dam and Reservoir - -Hooker Dam on the Upper Gila River in

New Mexico would create a reservoir having an initial capacity of

98 ,000 acre- feet. The dam would be a concrete gravity structure

rising 222 feet above streambed and would be so designed as to

permit subsequent enlargement. The reservoir would provide water

conservation , fish and wildlife uses, recreation , sediment detention,

and flood control .

Distribution systems - - In all areas an improvement in conveyance

and distribution system efficiencies is essential to obtain optimum

water development and use . Widely varying capabilities and conditions

exist among the various organized districts and unorganized areas .
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Lining of presently unlined and future conveyance and distribution

systems would be provided by, and would be the responsibility of,

existing or to -be - formed districts .

The existing facilities of the Salt River and San Carlos Projects,

the Maricopa County Municipal Water Conservation District, and several

other districts are based on integrated surface and ground -water

Supplies. Rehabilitation and lining of conveyance and distribution

works in progress by these districts to improve their system effi

ciencies would be completed under project conditions ,

Construction of new irrigation systems and rehabilitation and

lining of existing systems are included for the seven Indian

reservations within the project area .

Additional works - -Growing and potential water needs of the area

require facilities in addition to those included in the project works ,

Existing facilities of other agencies which could be integrated oper

ationally into the Central Arizona Project include dams, reservoirs,

and irrigation works serving proposed contracting agencies in the

project area .

The proposed channel improvements of the middle Gila River and

the construction of Camelsback Reservoir by the Corps of Engineers

and the continuing soil and moisture conservation programs of the

Bureau of Land Management and Soil Conservation Service would be

integrated or coordinated with the project. Natural channels used

for water transport are basically canals and , when used as part of a
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system , their efficiency should be commensurate with their use . The

lining of presently unlined conveyance and distribution systems is

also essential for maximum utilization of the water supplies of the

area .

Drainage and reuse facilities - - The control, use , and disposal

of the return and effluent flows to be made available in the project

area will require additional study to properly evaluate the benefits

accruing from reuse and the attendant costs of physical facilities,

The cost of such facilities would not affect economic and financial

aspects of the project as presented in this report because these

units would have to be justified by benefits over and above those

considered herein .

Drainage facilities contemplated as part of the project works

are open drains and drainage wells upstream from Gillespie Dam .

Costs of these facilities are included in the project cost .

Power Generation and Transmission Arrangements

No thermal electric power generating facilities will be con

structed as project features . This plan proposes a cooperative

approach with the utility industry somewhat comparable to that

currently being employed by private and public utility companies .

The Secretary of the Interior would be authorized to make

arrangements with non -Federal interests to acquire the right to a

portion of the capacity and associated energy from the output of a

large thermal generating powerplant as necessary to serve project
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purposes . The right would also include delivery of the power on

jointly shared transmission facilities. Current studies indicate

that 400,000 kilowatts of capacity would be required in connection

with the Central Arizona Project as proposed with the Granite Reef

Aqueduct sized at 2 ,500 c . f . s . In this way, the project would

obtain power for pumping at a low cost reflecting the economy of

large thermal electric powerplants; shared economical, high - capacity ,

extra -high -voltage transmission facilities ; and the benefits of

Federal financing.

Payment for the capacity entitlement would be made to the plant

owners from time to time during the construction period by advancing

a portion of construction costs in a ratio not to exceed the ratio

of the capacity entitlement acquired to the total plant capacity .

Transmission of power and energy to points of project use would be

provided both by Federal construction of transmission lines and by

acquiring capacity in lines jointly used by plant owners and the

Government through the Government advancing a portion of the con

struction costs of such dual -use lines in a ratio not to exceed the

ratio of the capacity requirement of the Government to the total of

capacity of such facilities .

In addition to the payments associated with construction , the

Government would also pay to the owners of plant and transmission

lines a commensurate portion of the annual operation and maintenance

cost and of the replacement costs as they occur .
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The United States would not participate in any of the owners '

costs associated with interest, financing charges, taxes (except

payroll taxes) , or other similar items. The Federal financing

costs would become project costs, and as such would be subject to

repayment by the project beneficiaries under applicable provisions

of Reclamation law and policy .

In the analyses for this report, it was assumed that a power

banking arrangement with utilities in the area would be established .

Surplus power and energy when available would be put into the bank

to be withdrawn later to accommodate fluctuating project pumping

requirements. The ratio between amounts of deposit and withdrawal

would be adjusted for losses between the banking utilities' systems

and the Central Arizona Project pumping plants as well as providing

a small incentive to the utilities.

The power and energy available for commercial sale each year

was assumed to be the Government' s entitlement to total generation

less the Central Arizona Project pumping requirement , transmission

losses, and reserve for the capacity sold commercially , and it was

adjusted for the power banking service described above . Based on

water supply projections, practically the entire Federal share of

the thermal plant output will be required for project pumping

purposes through the year 1990. A small increment of commercial

power sales would be anticipated during this period because of the

smaller amount of reserve capacity that would be maintained in the
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early years . Following 1990 , it is expected that commercial power

sales would increase gradually as project water supply and associated

project pumping power requirements decrease . By the year 2030 it

is estima ted that commercial sales would average 179 ,000 kilowatts .

For purposes of deriving power prepayment cost estimates , it

was assumed that a large, coal-fired powerplant would be located

near Page, Arizona, adjacent to Lake Powell. Such a plant would

burn coal obtained from the Black Mesa fields in northeastern Arizona .

Sufficient transmission costs were included in the estimates to

provide for proper connection of the plant to the integrated system .

Even though the central Arizona area would be the large

commercial load area closest to the powerplant, the commercial power

production of the plant would not necessarily serve this area alone .

The power output of the thermal plant could be integrated with the

pover production of Reclamation ' s interconnected hydroelectric power

system which extends generally throughout the West . Such coordination

could enhance and broaden the usability of the power produced by both

the thermal plant and the hydroplants. The coordinated output of

these plants could be available to serve loads from Reclamation ' s

interconnected transmission system .

Water Salvage Measures

Included in this plan are water salvage measures consisting of

ground-water recovery in the Yuma area and phreatophyte clearing

along the Lower Colorado River . These undertakings would yield

76 -9550 - 67
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320 ,000 acre -feet of water annually for use in the Lower Colorado

River Basin which, particularly in years of low water supply , would

be necessary to realize the projected diversion of water to the

Central Arizona Project.

Fish Hatcheries and Wildlife Refuge

Fish and wildlife measures not reflected in the costs of

multipurpose project structures include national fish hatcheries

for both warm water fish and trout, the Cibola National Wildlife

Refuge, the New Mexico State Fish Hatchery , and a rough fish

eradication program .
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PROJECT OPERATION

Water Rights

The water legally available for diversion from the Colorado

River by the Central Arizona Project is defined by a succession of

legal determinations . The Colorado River Compact was signed in

1922; consented to by the Congress in the Boulder Canyon Project

Act , without Arizona ' s ratification , in 1928 ; and was ultimately

ratified by Arizona in 1944. The Compact divides the Colorado

River Basin into the Upper and Lower Divisions with the division

point being at Lee Ferry, and enjoins the States of the Upper Divi

sion not to cause the flow of the river at Lee Perry to be depleted

below an aggregate of 75 million acre - feet for any period of 10

consecutive years.

The Boulder Canyon Project Act required that California limit

its consumptive use of Colorado River water to 4 . 4 million acre

feet annually of the waters apportioned to the Lower Basin States

by Article III( a ) of the Colorado River Compact plus not more than

one -half of any surplus waters unapportioned by the Compact .

The Compact recognized the possibility of a treaty with Mexico

whereby the latter might share in Colorado River water . A treaty

was consummated in 1944 which guarantees Mexico 1 . 5 million acre

feet of water annually with provisions for increase when surpluses

are available and reductions in times of extreme drought.
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In 1952 Arizona brought suit in the Supreme Court against

California to establish the States' respective entitlements of

water from the Colorado River. The Supreme Court Decree of

March 9, 1964 , among other items, provides that the first 7 . 5

million acre - feet of mainstream water below Lee Ferry available for

release for consumptive use in the United States shall be appor

tioned 2 . 8 million to Arizona, 4 .4 million to California , and 0 . 3

million to Nevada .

The Supreme Court Decree provides that if less than 7 . 5

million acre- feet are available for release to the Lower Basin for

consumptive use , the first call on such water shall be for satis

faction of present perfected rights and any remainder shall be

apportioned " in such manner as is consistent with the Boulder

Canyon Project Act. "

A number of the recent proposals for the Colorado River basin

legislation have included a provision for what is termed herein the

4 . 4 priority. This provision , if enacted , would require that in years

when there is insufficient mainstream water for release to satisfy

annual consumptive use of 7 .5 million acre- feet from the Colorado

River below Lee Ferry , the available water would be apportioned

according to the following priorities :

( 1) Present perfected rights .

(2 ) Other users in the State of California served under existing

contracts with the United States by diversion works heretofore
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constructed and by other existing Federal reservations in that State ,

of four million four hundred thousand acre - feet of main -stream water ,

and by users of the same character in Arizona and Nevada. Water

users in the State of Nevada would not be required to bear shortages

in any proportion greater than would have been imposed in the absence

of the 4 . 4 priority.

In other words, California would have a priority over the Central

Arizona Project , up to 4 .4 million acre-feet annually , in the event

shortages must be apportioned .

The 4 .4 priority has been assumed to be in effect in the

hydrologic studies associated with the plan presented herein .

As a planning assumption , the priority is conservative in that

of the various probable methods of apportioning shortages it reflects

the economic and financial conditions most adverse to the Central

Arizona Project. If the priority were omitted from the assumptions,

the benefit -cost analysis and repayment of the project would be

improved .

Water Supply

Within the framework of the legal limitations described above,

the Central Arizona Project water supply will be determined by the

physical availability of water . Two general factors apply in the

consideration of water availability. The first is the wide fluctua

tion in the natural flow of the Colorado River . Computed annual

virgin flows at Lee Ferry since 1896 vary from about 5 ,6 to 24 .0
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million acre - feet , Superimposed upon this natural variation is an

increasing depletion due to increasing consumptive uses in the

Upper Basin as that basin develops uses for its remaining share of

Colorado River water as determined by the Colorado River Compact .

The assumption of average available flows upon which the Colorado

River Compact was predicated has not been borne out in recent decades

of record . Primarily because of this, the Central Arizona Project

has had to be planned to accommodate a fluctuating and decreasing

diversion over time.

The studies underlying the analyses in this report are based

upon a method of operation of the existing storage reservoirs on the

Colorado River designed to maximize the average annual yield over the

entire study period . To account for the probable fluctuation of

natural flows of the river, the actual recorded flows for the period

1906 through 1965 are used . These flows are corrected for existing

and projected consumptive uses and modified for reservoir operation

to provide a basis for project water supply studies. The studies

also assumed that the 4 . 4 priority for California would be in effect .

In addition to the water supplies provided from the Colorado

River, the Central Arizona Project would develop additional water by

regulation of Gila River System flows. Operation of the Buttes

Reservoir would contribute 38,000 acre-feet and Charleston Respoir

would contribute 12,000 acre - feet annually .
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Additional water would be made available for use in the area

by reuse of percolation, waste , and effluent flows originating from

project supplies. This secondary utilization of project water,

however , is not provided for in the physical plan or considered in

the economic or financial analyses.

The tabulation which follows presents a summary of the project

water supply studies for the representative .years of 1975, 1990 ,

2000 , and 2030. Year 1975 is assumed to be the initial year of full

project operation, while year 2030 is the point at which the water

supply available to the Lower Basin would become stabilized under

the assumptions and projections adopted relative to Upper Basin

depletions.

The coordination of conservation and control facilities involving

surface -water supplies would be essential to realization of the

optimum benefits from the introduction of an import supply from the

Colorado River. The construction of the Orme , Buttes , Charleston ,

and Hooker Reservoirs would provide operational and regulatory

control of surface water to make exchanges possible. The additional

regulation obtained would make possible higher utilization effi

ciencies in the conveyance and distribution systems. Control of

stormflows and improvement of irrigation practices could provide an

additional usable water supply.

Through this hydrologic coordination , comprehensive water con

servation would be achieved by a combination of water salvage , river
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Summary of

Bureau of Reclamation reservoir operation and water supply studies

(Averages for 60 - year period 1906 -65, inclusive , in thousands of a . f . )

Year

1990

Year

2000

Year

2030Item

Year

1975

15 , 063

4 , 220

15 , 063

5 , 100

15 , 063

5 ,430

15 , 063

5 , 800

36 , 125

15 , 769

34 ,476

14 , 280

33, 329

9 , 186

30 , 386

6 , 888

0 0

9 ,570

1 , 273

772

8 , 770

1 , 193

753

8 ,600

1 , 033

3 ,250

1 ,013

704732

11,615

898

653

10 , 064

25 , 900

13, 370

10 , 716

872

269

9 , 575

25 , 900

13, 000

10 , 365

835

148

9 , 362

25 , 900

11, 800

9 , 967

953

158

8 , 956

24 , 900

11,090

Virgin flow - - Lee Ferry

Upper basin depletion

Upper basin end -of- year storage :

Maximum

Minimum

Net storage change

Lee Ferry regulated delivery

Upper basin spills

Net gain , Lee Ferry to Hoover

Lake Mead :

Inflow

Evaporation

Spills

Regulated release

Maximum end-of-year storage

Minimum end -of- year storage

Net storage charge

Bill Williams River

Net losses , Hoover to

Mexico (after salvage )

Delivery to Mexico

Available for use in v . S .

California 1 /

Nevada

Arizona 1 /

Other than Central Arizona Project

Central Arizona Projest:

Available

Limited hy 2500 - c . f . s , aqueduct

System losses 2 /

Supplied from Colorado River

Supplied from Gila River

Project deliveries

MEI

Irrigation

50 50

590

1, 500

590

1 , 500

8 . 024

4 ,762

100

3 , 162

1 , 020

590

1 , SCO

7 , 535

4 , 687

150

2 , 698

1, 160

590

1 , 500

7 . 342

4 , 654

200

2 , 40

1 , 230

6 , 916

4 , 564

300 ( - )

2 , 052

1 , 230

2 , 142

1 ,650

822

676

1, 258

1 , 026

103

923

165 63

1 , 538

1 , 255

126

1 , 129

50

1 , 179

232

947

1 , 485

50 50

1 , 535 073

608

50

658 3/

312

346

31282

1 ,453 661

1 / Figures represent California and Arizona entitlements under the decree

in Arizona versus California ( including surplus in excess of 7 . 5

million when available ) and 4 . 4 priority for California . California

could use more, however , due to Arizona' s inability, through physical

limitations , to use its full share .

2 / System losses assumed to be 10 percent throughout, Refinement of this

estimate, particularly in years of less than full capacity aqueduct

operation , will be considered in more detailed studies .

31 Although the average yield under year 2030 condition would be 658 , 000

acre - feet, the assured yield would be about one-half of this figure

and would be devoted to MEI use.
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channel improvement, river regulation , and watershed soil and

moisture programs. For maximum project benefit, direct use of the

imported Colorado River water as a base supply would be necessary ,

requiring seasonal variation in ground -water pumping and storage

reservoir draft ,

Proposed legislation introduced in the 89th and 90th Congresses

has included provisions for exchanges between New Mexico users on

the upper Gila River System and users in Arizona who can be phys

ically supplied with Colorado River water from the Central Arizona

Project aqueduct system . These provisions would have the effect of

transferring to New Mexico a portion of Arizona' s entitlement of

Colorado River water based upon agreement between the States. The

exchange would be accommodated by operation of Hooker Reservoir ,

The Secretary could require users of Central Arizona Project

water in Arizona to agree to additional exchanges to provide water

supplies to other areas in the State of Arizona . These possibilities

are under study . Their accomplishment would require authorization

of additional facilities ,
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

The project is economically justified . The benefit -cost ratio

is 2 . 5 to 1. 0 . The comparison of benefits and costs was made on the

basis of average annual equivalent values at 3 - 1 /8 percent interest

over a 100-year period of analysis . Financial feasibility is estab

lished in the repayment analysis which shows that all reimbursable

costs can be returned within 50 years after completion of facilities ,

Project Benefits

Total benefits for the multiple - purpose project are estimated

to be $ 39,327,000 annually .

Irrigation -- Total irrigation benefits are estimated to be

$ 55,434 ,000 annually, of which $31,558, 000 are direct benefits repre

senting increased net farm income based on farm budget analyses, and

$ 33, 925 ,000 are indirect effects reflecting the movement of farm

products through the channels of trade and industry . These benefits

are associated with water delivered at canalside ,

Municipal and Industrial- -Benefits for canalside delivery of M & I

water to the metropolitan water users of Central Arizona are estimated

to be $ 16 ,853 ,000 annually. These benefits are based on the estimated

cost of obtaining a comparable supply of water from the most likely

single- purpose alternative .

Commercial Power - - The generation of power is primarily for the

purpose of providing energy for project pumping. The value of power
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used for pumping is reflected in the benefits for irrigation and M & I

water supply. Due to the variability of river flows and the projected

reduction in future supplies , some power is available for commercial

sales on an increasing basis as average pumping requirements decline.

The evaluation of benefits from commercial power sales of $3 , 725 ,000

annually is based upon Federal Power Comission procedures representing

average costs of large efficient coal- fired thermal plants in the

Southwest , associated transmission to load centers, and a weighting

of both private and public financing.

Flood Control - -While the overall picture in the Gila River Basin

is one of water shortage , periodical and destructive floods occur in

the area. Annual flood control benefits which will accrue to the

project have been estimated by the Corps of Engineers to be $780 ,000 .

Recreation - - The Central Arizona Project and its reservoirs will

create considerable recreation potential, The Fort McDowell and Salt

River Indian Reservations should gain significant economic stimulation

from the recreational aspects of Orme Dam and Reservoir, The estimated

annual benefits were evaluated by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation at

$583,000 .

Area Redevelopment - -Central Arizona Project facilities will

provide employment opportunities during construction and operation of

the project to areas which have been designated as redevelopment areas ,

Employment benefits in these areas are estimated to be equivalent to

an annual average of $267 ,000 .
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Summary of Project Benefits

Function

Irrigation

Municipal and industrial

Power

Fish and wildlife

Flood control

Recreation

Area redevelopment

Total

Annual Benefit

$ 65, 484 , 900

16 ,853 ,000

3 , 725 , 000

1, 635, 000

780 ,000

533, 000

267, 000

$ 89, 327,000

Project Costs

The total estimated project cost of this plan for the Central

Arizona Project is $ 719 , 217 , 000 . Cost estimates are based upon

October 1963 price levels with the exception of power generation and

transmission arrangements which are based upon October 1966 price

levels .

Interest during construction amounts to $46 ,993 ,000 calculated

at 3 - 1 / 8 percent, making the total Federal investment $ 766 ,210 ,000 .

Annual operation , maintenance , and replacement costs are

estimated at $ 11 ,259, 000 .

Summary of Costs

Project Costs

Granite Reef Aqueduct

Salt -Gila Aqueduct

Tucson Aqueduct

Orme Dam and Reservoir

Buttes Dam and Reservoir

Charleston Dam and Reservoir

Hooker Dam and Reservoir

Drainage system

Power generation and transmission

arrangements

Subtotal

Indian distribution system

Water salvage and recovery

Fish hatcheries and wildlife refuge

Total Project Costs

Annual equivalent cost

( 100 years , 3 / 1 - 8 percent interest)

$ 336 ,430 , 000

38 , 400 , 000

42 ,030 , 000

38 ,418 ,000

31, 974 , 000

33 , 048 , 000

28 , 797 , 000

10 , 500 ,000

91 , 950 ,000

$ 651,547,000

19 , 970 , 000

42,450 , 000

5 , 250 , 000

$ 719, 217 ,000

$ 22 , 718 , 000 1 /
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Interest During Construction ( 3 - 1 / 8 percent )

$ 40 ,462 , 000Aqueduct system

Power generation and transmission

arrangements

Water salvage and recovery

Total

5 ,087, 000

1 ,444 , 000

$ 46 , 993 , 000

Annual equivalent cost

( 100 years , 3 - 1 / 8 percent interest ) $ 1, 539,000

Annual Operation , Maintenance, and Replacement

Aqueduct system

Power generation and transmission

arrangements

Water salvage and recovery

Fish hatcheries and wildlife refuge

Tota 1

$ 3 , 203,000 21

6 , 566 , 000 27
1 , 000 , 000

490 ,000

$ 11, 259 ,000

1 / Excludes $ 5 , 794 ,000 investigation costs and $ 19 , 970 , 000

Indian distribution system costs . Benefits for distribu

tion works excluded from project benefits which reflect

values at canalside .

2 / Pumping power costs are associated with powerplant and

transmission system rather than aqueduct system .

Benefit -Cost Ratio

The benefit-cost ratio , based upon total benefits over a 100- year

period of analysis, is 2. 5 to 1. 0 .

Benefit -Cost Ratios

100 years - - total benefits

100 years - -direct benefits only

50 years - - total benefits

50 years - -direct benefits only

2 . 5 to 1 . 0

1 . 5 to 1 . 0

2 . 5 to 1 . 0 31

1 . 5 to 1 . 0 31

3 / Because of declining water supplies , annual irrigation

benefits are less in later years . Therefore , the average

annual benefits are greater over the first 50 years than

over 100 years. This effect offsets the higher annual

costs over 50 years .

Cost Allocation

Costs of the water salvage and recovery program , Indian distribu

tion systems, and fish hatcheries and wildlife refuge were directly

assigned to these pruposes . The remaining project costs were allocated
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among the various purposes using the separable costs -remaining benefits

method and using a 100 -year period of analysis and an interest rate of

3 - 1/ 8 percent . A suballocation of the costs allocated to power was

made among irrigation pumping , Mál pumping and comercial power sales

based on relative uses of power .

Summary of Cost Allocation

Interest

During

Construction

Total Federal

InvestmentPurpose Project Cost

$322, 301 ,000 $ 23 ,957 ,000 $ 346 , 258 ,000Irrigation

Municipal and

industrial

Power

Irrigation

M & I

Commercial

Recreation

Flood control

Fish and wildlife

Prepaid investi

gation 2

194 ,029 ,000

91 ,950 ,000

(48 , 366 , 000 )

(16 ,474 ,000 )

( 27 , 110 ,000 )

6 , 343 , 000

11 , 164 , 000

24 , 129 ,000

12, 924 ,000

5 , 087 , 000

( 2 ,676 ,000)

( 910 , 000)

( 1 , 501, 000 )

926 ,000

812 ,000

1 , 843 ,000

206 , 953 ,000

97 , 037 , 000

(51 , 042 , 000)

(17 , 384 , 000 )

(28 ,611 , 000 )

7 , 269 , 000

11 , 976 , 000

25 , 972,000

Annual OMR

$ 2 ,378 ,000 1

445 , 000 1 /

6 , 566 ,000 1

( 3 ,454 , 000 )

(1 , 175 ,000 )

(1 , 937 ,000 )

278 ,000

34 , 000

68 , 000

1 ,631 ,000 1,631, 000

$697 , 096, 000Sub total $651,547 ,000 $ 45 , 549, 000 $ 9 ,769,000

Indian distribution

system

Water salvage and

recovery

Fish hatcheries and

wildlife refuge

43 ,894 ,000

19 , 970 ,000 37

42,450 ,000 1 ,444 ,000

5 , 250 ,000 _

$719,217, 000 $ 46 ,993,000

_ 5 , 250 ,000

$746, 240 , 000

1 ,000 ,000

- 490, 000

$11, 259 ,000Total

1 / Pumping power costs shown under power allocation .

1 Prepaid from Colorado River Development Fund . Remainder of investi

gation costs are allocated among project purposes .

21 Included for authorization purposes but not considered in economic

and financial analyses . Repayment would be de ferred under the pro

visions of the Leavitt Act .
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Repayment Analysis

Two repayment analyses were made of approaches to accomplish

payout of reimbursable costs within 50 years after completion of

facilities . Irrigation assistance requirement in the first analysis

is met by combination of surplus power revenues , surplus M & I revenues ,

and ad valorem taxes . In the second analysis , irrigation assistance

is provided only from surplus power revenues and surplus M & I revenues

from an increase in M & I water charges .

Allocations to commercial power and M & I are returned within

50 years at the current interest rate of 3 .225 . Irrigation costs

are repaid within 50 years without interest. Fish and wildlife and

recreation costs are repaid in conformance with the provisions of

the Federal Water Project Recreation Act of 1965 (P .L . 89-72) .

Flood control and costs of the water salvage program are considered

nonreimbursable . Repayment of costs for the Indian distribution

system is de ferred under Leavitt Act provisions. A summary of

reimbursable and nonreimbursable costs is presented in the next

table .
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Summary of Reimbursable and Nonreimbursable Costs

Interest

During

Construction

a 3 . 225 %

Total

for

Project Cost Repayment

Reimbursable

Irrigation

Municipal and industrial

Power

Irrigation

MI

Commercial

Recreation

Fish and wildlife

$ 322 , 301, 000

194 , 029 , 000

91 , 950 , 000

( 48 , 366 , 000)

( 16 , 459 , 000 )

( 27 , 125 , 000 )

1 , 525 , 000

294 , 000

$

14 , 784 , 000

2 ,489 , 000

( - )

( 940 , 000)

( 1 , 549, 000)

217 , 000

40 , 000

$ 322 , 301, 000

208 ,813 ,000

94 ,439 , 000

( 48 , 366 , 000 )

( 17 , 399 , 000 )

( 28 ,674 , 000 )

1 , 742 ,000

334 , 000

Total $610, 099,000 $ 17 ,530, 000 $627 ,629,000

Nonreimbursable

$ 11 , 164 ,000

4 ,818 , 000

23 ,835 , 000

$ 11 , 164 ,000

4 ,818 , 000

23,835 , 000

Flood control

Recreation

Fish and wildlife

Indian distribution

system ?

Water salvage and

recovery

Fish hatcheries and

wildlife refuge

19, 970 ,000 19, 970 ,000

42, 450, 00042,450,000

5 ,250 , 0005 ,250 , 000

$ 107 ,487 ,000Total $ 107 ,487, 000

Prepaid Investigation costs27 _ 1 ,631,000

Total Project Cost $719,217, 000

1 / Repayment deferred under Leavitt Act provisions .

2 / Prepaid from Colorado River Development Fund .
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Operation , Maintenance, Replacement (OMSR) Costs
Operation . Maintenance ,

Replacement ( 0 R ) Costs

Annual operation , maintenance , and replacement (OM & R ) costs for

flood control, water salvage and recovery, fish hatcheries (with the

exception of the New Mexico Hatchery which will be operated by non

Federal interests ) , and wildlife refuge are nonreimbursable . Fish

and wildlife and recreation costs of joint facilities are also non

reimbursable under the provisions of P . L . 89 -72 as are separable

OM & R costs of facilities administered by Federal agencies . Other

separable OM & R costs of recreation and fish and wildlife will be

assumed by appropriate local entities .

OM & R costs assignable to irrigation include a charge of

3 mills per kilowatt-hour for pumping power; M & I includes a pumping

power charge of 5 mills . A11 OM & R costs assigned to the irrigation

and M & I purposes are recovered from water users .

The OM& R costs of the powerplant and transmission facilities

will be repaid from charges to irrigation and M & I pumping and from

commercial power sales ,

Estimated annual operating costs for irrigation , M & I , and

commercial power vary in accordance with available water supplies .
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Summary of Annual Operating Expenses for Repayment /

$ 5 , 833 ,000

Irrigation

(including power at 3 mills)

Municipal and industrial water

(including power at 5 mills )

Comercial power

Fish and wildlife

( fish hatchery , New Mexico )

Recreation

3 , 341 , 000

1 , 941, 000

99 , 000

134 , 000

1 / Average annual costs over the payout period .

Total OM & R cost of powerplant and transmission

facilities for all power is $6 , 579 , 000 .

Repayment with Ad Valorem Tax

This analysis proposes that irrigation water be sold at an

average of $ 10 per acre - foot at canalside and that municipal and

industrial water be sold at an average of $ 50 per acre - foot as in

previous Central Arizona proposals. Pumping power rates would be

3 miils per kilowatt -hour for irrigation and 5 mills for M & I . Surplus

power would be sold commercially at an average return of 5 mills

per kilowatt -hour . An ad valorem tax of 0 . 6 mills per dollar of

assessed valuation would be levied against the taxable real proper

ties of Maricopa , Pinal, and Pima Counties , Arizona, and applied to

the irrigation obligation . The tax yield is based on a projected

increase in the assessed valuation estimated at 3 percent annually .

Repayment would be accomplished in 50 years after completion of

facilities.

Irrigation - -of the reimbursable irrigation costs , excluding,

power facilities, of $ 322, 301, 000, the irrigators would repay

$95, 346 ,000 directly from water revenues . The remaining $226 ,455,000

would be repaid by assistance from revenues from M & I water sales
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($ 8 ,282,000) , power sales ($72 ,337, 000), and ad valorem tax revenues

( $145, 836 , 000) .

Municipal & Industrial Water - - M & I water users return all

reimbursable costs with interest within 50 years . In addition ,

M & I water revenues provide repayment assistance to irrigation .

Power - -All costs of powerplant and transmission facilities

are returned from irrigation and M & I pumping charges and revenues

from comunercial sales with appropriate interest . Surplus power

revenues assist in the repayment of irrigation .

Fish and Wildlife and Recreation - - The costs associated with

these functions which are reimbursable under the provisions of the

Federal Water Project Recreation Act (P . L . 89 -72) will be repaid

under cost -sharing agreements with local entities .

Summary of Repayment Analysis with Ad Valorem Tax

Reimbursable

Costs

Net Revenues

Available for

Repayment

Surplus or

Deficit
Purpose

$322 , 301, 000 $ 95,846 ,000 - $ 226 ,455 , 000Irrigation

Municipal and

Industrial

Power , Total

Fish and wildlife

Recreation

208 ,813 , 000

94 , 439 , 000

334 , 000

1 , 742 , 000

217 , 095, 000

166 , 776 , 000

334 , 000

1 , 742, 000

8 , 282, 000

72 , 337, 000

Subtotal $627,629 ,000 $481 ,793 , 000 - $145,836 ,000

__ 145, 836 , 000Ad valorem tax 145,836 ,000

Total $627,629,000 $627,629, 000
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Repayment without Ad Valores Tax

This analysis proposes that irrigation water be sold at an

average of $ 10 per acre- foot at canalside as in previous Central

Arizona proposals . Municipal and industrial water would be sold at

an average of $56 per acre - foot , an increase of $ 6 over the $ 50 rate

in previous proposals . The increased revenues accruing from the MEI

sales would provide sufficient repayment assistance to achieve total

project repayment without an ad valorem tax . Pumping power rates

would be 3 mills per kilowatt-hour for irrigation and 5 mills per

kilowatt-hour for MI. Surplus power would be sold commercially to

yield an average return of 5 mills per kilowatt- hour . The power rates

are the same in both repayment analyses presented herein . Repayment

will be accomplished within 50 years after completion of facilities.

Summary of Repayment Analysis without Ad Valorem Tax

Net Revenues

Available for

Repayment

Reimbursable

Costs

Suro
Surplus or

DeficitPurpose

$ 322, 301,000 $ 95 , 846 ,000 - $ 226 ,455 ,000Irrigation

Municipal and

industrial

Power , Total

Fish and wildlife

Recreation

208 ,813 , 000

94 ,439 , 000

334 , 000

1 , 742, 000

363 , 906 , 000

166 , 776 , 000

334 , 000

1 , 742, 000

155 , 093 , 000

72 , 337 , 000

Total $627,629, 000 $628 , 504 , 000 $ 975 ,000

Combination of Repayment Approaches

Under the basic estimates and assumptions of this report as to

costs, interest rates, water supply , power marketing, and other factors ,

two approaches to the repayment of the project are presented . Insofar
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as costs to the project beneficiaries are concerned , both assume an

average return of $ 10 per acre- foot for irrigation water at canalside .

The first repayment study includes a $ 50 -per -acre-footMI charge plus

the levying of an ad valorem tax while the second study relies entirely

on an increase in the M & I rate to $ 56 per acre- foot. Combinations of

lower ad valorem taxes with lesser increases in the M & I rate could

also be used to demonstrate repayment. Any variations in final plans

from the basic underlying assumptions would, of course, affect the

projected costs to the project beneficiaries . It is not expected,

however, that the estimated costs to the beneficiaries would vary

significantly .

Consolidated Repayment Schedules

Individual payout studies for irrigation , M & I , and power were

prepared , showing year-by-year financial transactions . These studies

are interrelated in that the pumping power charges in the irrigation

and M & I schedules are included as revenue inputs in the power payout .

Summaries of the significant payout components by purposes are

presented in the following consolidated payout schedules for each

of the repayment proposals described .
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Mr. JOHNSON . I want to ask the permission of the subcommittee

have my statement appear in the record at this point.

Is there any objection ?

Hearing none, it will be so ordered .

( The prepared statement of Hon . Harold T. Johnson follows:)

23 ,151

STATEMENT OF HON . HAROLD T . (Bizz ) JOHNSON , A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONCE

FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
ICATION

Members of the Committee, I would like to take this opportunity to expr

my views concerning H . R . 3300 , a bill to authorize the construction , operati

and maintenance of the Colorado River Basin project which has been introdu Plant A

by the Chairman of the Full Committee, the gentleman from Colorado, 1. 12

Aspinall. At the outset I wantto make clear my complete support of this leginice

tion and I have joined the Chairman as co -author of this bill.

The people of California have an immense stake in the Colorado River. Abram Bed

ten million people , half of the state's population , live in the area served 300 ,182

Colorado River water. More than $ 20 billion of assessed valuation , in 322 , 91

than half that of the whole state, is located in this same Colorado Ri

service area . It is conservatively estimated that by the year 2000 nineti

million people will be living in this oasis , this semi-desert country of South

California .

Southern California 's agriculture to the extent of nearly six hundred thousa

acres, producing approximately $ 300 ,000 ,000 yearly in crops, is wholly depend

on the Colorado. This is the source of a large share of the Nation 's winter ve

tables and table grapes.

Colorado River water is brought to our people by three projects. In histori

order, these are the Palo Verde Valley project, the All-American Canal, and

Metropolitan Water District's Colorado River Aqueduct. All of these had th

inception before the passage of the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928 . TI

have been constructed at a total cost in excess of $600,000 ,000.

Their history, in a few words, is this :

( 1) Palo Verde Valley , an area of about 100 ,000 acres, was first cultival

in the 1870's . It has the oldest water rights on the river, with the exception

one or two Indian reservations. It has what the Supreme Court has cal

" present perfected rights,” that is, rights to Colorado River water that exis

before Hoover Dam was built, and that are not dependent on stored water.

the 1950 's , the government built a new diversion wier for the Palo Verde Irrt

tion District, because the clear water released from Hoover Dam had scow

out the river channel to a depth which made it difficult to continue to div

water. Otherwise, all of the District's works have been built at the expense

the local people, or with money which they sold bonds to borrow .

( 2 ) The All -American Canal serves the Imperial and Coachella Valleys

gravity . Both lie below sea level. The canal, and its diversion structure, 1

perial Dam were authorized by the Boulder Canyon Project Act. The cau

replaces one that the farmers had built at their own expense to serve the Imper

Valley along an old route of the river that looped into Mexico and back into

Valley , which served them from 1901. The All-American Canal replaced E

Mexican canal, which was subject to international difficulties and to consta

danger of recurrence of the 1905 flood , when the river broke into the Val

through this old channel. The Imperial Irrigation District, too, has pres

perfected rights. The Coachella Valley County Water District serves

American Canal water to that rich valley. These two districts underwrote

repayment to the United States of the cost of the All-American Canal. TE

are not aided by Hoover power revenues.

( 3 ) California 's third Colorado River project in point of time is the Colora

River Aqueduct of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California .

is 242 miles long, and carries water from Parker Dam over and through

mountains to the Coastal Plain . Most of the coastal area from the Mexic

border north , almost to Ventura , is served by the Metropolitan Water Distri

The aqueduct, with its distribution works, cost approximately one-half bill 322 .

dollars. Preliminary work was commenced on it in the 1920 's by the City of

Angeles. Metropolitan underwrote 36 % of the cost of Hoover Dam to obtain XXL

power to pump its water, courageously sold bonds in the depression , and budget
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this great project, on which Southern California 's economy is so largely depend

ent. It went into service in 1941.

The newest of California 's projects has thus been in existence more than 25

years .

But because water rights on the Colorado are, or were, determined by the

century -old doctrine of priority of appropriation , the Secretary of the Interior's

contracts with these California projects stipulate that the oldest, Palo Verde and

the All -American Canal, shall have priority , so that shortages fall first on the

Metropolitan Water District.

The result is this : These three California projects have put to use about 5 . 1

million acre-feet annually , out of an existing constructed capacity of about 5 . 4

million . The senior rights of Palo Verde and the All-American Canal amount to

3 . 85 million . Consequently , whenever California must reduce her uses to 4 .4

million , the quantity which would be recognized and protected by the bill re

ported out by this Committee last year, and by the bills which Chairman Aspinall ,

Congressman Hosmer, and I have introduced this year, Metropolitan Water Dis

trict must sacrifice about 700 ,000 acre -feet of its existing uses. It must replace

that water at great cost from other sources. It will retain only 550 ,000 acre-feet

from the Colorado. But this is the consequence of the agreement that Cali

fornia ' s legislature made with Congress in 1928, limiting us to 4 .4 million acre -feet

plus half of any surplus available . We were required to agree to this only if the

Project Act was to become effective in the absence of Arizona' s ratification of

the Colorado River Compact. We remain bound by that agreement even though

Arizona , 22 years later, did ratify the Compact which she had opposed

Our bills spell out the other half of this shortage formula . As I have indicated ,

the 1928 Project Act in effect required California to bear the first burden of short

ages if the supply for the three States of Arizona , California , and Nevada drops as

low as 7 . 5 million acre -feet, as it will. But the 1928 agreement between Congress

and California , in turn, recognizes our right to appropriate up to 4 .4 million . The

bills which we have introduced therefore protect the existing projects in Cali

fornia up to this quantity , and no more, although we protect the existing projects

in Arizona and Nevada without restriction . We bear the first loss when the

supply falls to 7 .5 million ; Arizona bears the next shortage, if the supply falls

still lower, but only until imported water arrives to end any risk that there will

be any such further reduction . It is possible , therefore, that, if importations are

delayed several decades, Arizona may then have a half-full Central Arizona

aqueduct, just as California will be reduced to a half-full aqueduct - except that

ours will be reduced to half a supply for theMWD aqueduct much sooner, indeed

whenever the Central Arizona project is built and begins to take water out of the

river.

Here we are legislating in the field that the Supreme Court refused to decide,

the allocation of shortages, and which it remitted to Congress. We propose to

solve that problem by resort to the century -old law of the West : the protection

of existing uses under senior appropriations against new uses, but all in strict

accordance with the agreement that California 's legislature made with Congress

forty years ago. We have relied on that agreement in building the half-billion

dollars of projects on which ten million people and most of Southern California 's

agriculture are now dependent, and we are confident that Congress will keep its

side of that same bargain in authorizing the new Central Arizona project.

In this way both States are made aware of their common necessity to bring

about the importation ofwater into the Colorado- a necessity shared by all seven

xtates, for thatmatter.

With our existing projects protected to the extent that I have described ,

California can and does support the inclusion of the Central Arizona project in

the regional plan of development proposed in our bills.

Gentlemen , in conclusion I want to express myappreciation for your considera

tion ofmy comments here today. I know that testimony we will hear during the

balance of this week will justify fully the merits of this legislation . Thank

you

Mr. Johnson. As we start these hearings on the Colorado River

legislation and the National Water Commission bills, I should like to

restate the ground rules that we have tried to publicize in announcing

these hearingsand replying to requests to be heard .
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The committee spent 29 days on legislation similar to this in the

last Congress, and the complete record of those hearings is available to

allmembers.

Copies were furnished to all new members of the committee some

time ago for their information prior to the hearings.

When these hearings were announced , the chairman of the full com

mittee and I made it quite clear that the committee expected to receive

testimony setting forth new information or testimony directed to new

provisions in the bills. I hope that all witnesses will cooperate with

the committee in this respect . In accordance with the rules of the

committee , public witnesses will be expected to summarize their testi

mony in 10 minutes or less. We will not impose this limitation of

Federal and State representatives, but it is hoped that they, too , will

cooperate with the committee by summarizing the important points

of their testimony so far as possible .

Mr. SAYLOR . Mr. Chairman ?

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Pennsylvania is recognized.

Mr. SAYLOR. I would like to go on record as opposing the manner

in which these hearings are to be conducted , as has been announced

by the chairman of the full committee and by the chairman of the

subcommittee . .

The House of Representatives is not a continuing body. The

House of Representatives is a new session every time we meet . This

has been thrashed out over the years.

On the committee at this time, there are eight members who have

absolutely no knowledge or a limited knowledge of what has been

considered by this subcommittee and the full committee last year,

and this comes, so far as I am concerned , with poor grace to start

out a hearing and notifying the witnesses that only new testimony

will be heard . This is an entirely new ball game. This is an entirely

new set of bills and is an entirely new approach being used by the

Department downtown, by the representatives of the various inter

ests who are here .

This committee is limiting themselves in a manner which I feel

is absolutely uncalled for by the procedure which has been announced

by the chairman and the chairman of the subcommittee.

And I might further say , Mr. Chairman , that in the hearings last

year before the subcommittee several witnesses who appeared against

this bill were abused unnecessarily, and the rules and the regulations

with regard to new testimony in that hearing was applied to the

opponents of the bill but it was not applied to the proponents of

the bill.

I just want to be on the record right now in saying that this set of

rules that you have set down as being the ground rules under which

these hearings are to be conducted , as to any witness who appears

before this committee from the Department or otherwise who repeats

anything that was said last year, that I will object to it under the

rules that you have set forth .

Mr. Johnson . Is there any further discussion on the matter before

the subcommittee ?

You have all heard the reading of the request of the chairman of

the full committee and the chairman of the subcommittee . What is

your pleasure in connection with it !
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Mr. UDALL. I move that the ground rules as outlined by the chair

man be adopted in full detail.

Mr. SAYLOR. I object to any vote being taken on the ground that

a quorum is not present.

Mr. UDALL . I withdraw mymotion .

Mr. JOHNSON . I ask unanimous consent to have a statement on

ground rules for the hearings put into the record asbeing the order of

the day.

Do I hearany objection ?

Mr. SAYLOR . I will object.

Mr. JOHNSON . The objection is heard .

Mr. HOSMER. Imove that the rules set forth by the chairman per

taining tothe hearings

Mr. SAYLOR. Imake a point of order.

( Discussion washad outside the record . )

Mr. JOHNSON . The committee willbe in order.

Wewill continue to proceed under the rules of the committee .

Mr. JOHNSON . The chairman recognizes the gentleman from Penn

sylvania , the ranking minority member. Do you have a statement

which you would like to present?

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN P. SAYLOR, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman , I would like to say that I have a short

statement for the record at this time.

I would like to say that as we start on these hearings, the planning

of a water supply for the future requires some forecasts or foreknowl

edge of future situations on water supply needs.

There have been some people who have appeared before this com

mittee who advocated that we should look ahead 100 years.

I want to say to the members of this committee that in the tempo of

the last one -half of the 20th century in which we are living, it is not

possible to foresee what the situation will be in the year 2067. It is

more important to do the planning and the development, I believe, in

shorter terms and in such a way that it will leave the maximum flex

ibility for the future.

And I hope that it is nottoo much to expect that our descendants will

have a greater ability than we do to cope with this problem . Ideal

planning will enable us to bequeath to the next generation of people

a world at least as good as the one that we entered . Planning should

not be such as that future generations would be subject to our own

shortcomings.

Water planning requires decisions, and these decisions are neces

sarily political because their purposes are political purposes of states

and nations, and for that reason no perfect planning solution for

water problemswill be found at anytime. Weare so try and meet the

demands of society, and society's demands change to meet ever-chang

ing situations. Planners and managers of these programs have to

make endless decisions and actions to meet new situations as human

events go beyond any former situation . It is for this reason that I say

that we cannot today solve these problems in themselves . They can

only be solved, these problems, as they come in their time.
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Witnesses can tell us — those who are going to appear before this

committee what their views are, and that is aboutall.

And I can only tell you that one of the things that disturbs me

and I think it is disturbing more and more people in America — is that

there are toomany people placing their faith in science and technology

in attempting to arrive at a solution ,which , in itself, is an arrogance to

ward the landscaping of this great country of ours.

I can only feel, and tell you , that there is nothing that is going to

be presented to this committee that I think will enable us to solve some

of the problenis of theGreat Southwest . Damsand canals , irrigation ,

and navigation are not new . They have been known for thousands

of years. Tunnels are not new ; they have, also , been known and have

been dealt with thousands of years ago. The Romans erected an

aqueduct for the delivery of water.

Flood control has been raging in this country for several hundred

years.

I hope, as we look atthis bill that the witnesses who will appear be

fore us will try and attempt to solve some of these problems. I hope

that the Bureau of Reclamation and its witnesses will, at least , have

somenew ideas. It is probably too much to expect that. They have not

had any for a long time. All they have done is to rehash their old

ones. They wantto build bigger and bigger dams,more andmore proj

ects oflargermagnitude, asmonuments to somebody in a bureau down

town, and not for the purpose of improving the land in which we live.

I might say that, so far as I am concerned , their arrogance toward

the landscape in which we live and the manner in which they are

trying to change it reminds me very, very much of some things that

took place when someof our predecessors in recorded history built the

pyramids. They demonstrated an engineering feat thathas never been

accomplished by the Bureau ofReclamation , norby the Corps of Army

Engineers. They are tremendousmonuments to bigness ; that is about

the only thing that they solved , and the people refused to worship the

Pharoahs and mummified bodies that were entombed therein . We

now have them asmonuments to a bygone era and a bygone age.

I am hoping that we might have some new attitudes and new con

cepts of water rights presented to this committee during these hearings

on these bills .

Mr. Johnson. The next witness will be the Honorable Morris K .

Udall, who will be accompanied by theHonorable John J . Rhodes,and

the Honorable Sam Steiger.

Will you three gentlemen take the witness stand there and give us

your testimony ?

STATEMENT OF HON . MORRIS K . UDALL, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA ; ACCOMPANIED BY

HON. JOHN J. RHODES AND HON. SAM STEIGER, REPRESENTA

TIVES FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Mr. UDALL. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman . Wehave a joint statement

which has been rather carefully prepared and consists of 17 pages and

is before the subcommittee. It is important that this be in the record

as though read in full, but it is not so important that it actually be
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read . And so we will ask the usual courtesy of having it extended

in the record as though read in full, and then I shall endeavor on

behalf ofmyself and my colleagues , to summarize it in reading only

parts of it .

Mr. JOHNSON . Without objection , the joint statement will be placed

in the record at the end ofyour remarks. Is there objection ?

Mr. SAYLOR. Reserving the right to object - and I will not object

I just want to commend my collegues for having complied with the

rules of the committee in having filed the statement in time. They

did better than the department did .

Mr. JOHNSON . Youmay proceed ,Mr. Udall.

Mr. UDALL. My distinguished friend , John Rhodes, and I have had

experience in testifying on this bill, which is the fourth time in 4

years ; however, this is a new experience for Congressman Steiger , the

third member ofthe Arizona delegation .

In northern Arizona where I grew up , the Mormons in one little

community built a dam six times and every year it was flooded out.

Finally , the Corps of Engineers sent someone down from Denver to

help them build the dam , and theMormons ran them out of town in

dignantly and stated : “ We know how to build it exactly ; we do not

need any help ; we have done it six times.

Laughter. ]

Mr. UDALL. I do not think Congressman Rhodes needs any particu

lar help in testifying, but we do need help in getting action on this

project at long last .

This is Arizona's presentation , Mr. Chairman . There will be no

other official witness from the State of Arizona or from the various

governmentalagencies of the State .

I would ask that our Governor, Mr. 'Williams, be permitted to file

a statement with the committee, and we will have this available

shortly .

Mr. Johnson . The statement of the Governor will follow the joint

statement of you gentlemen .

Do I hear any objection to that ?

If not, the statement will be incorporated into the record as though

presented by theGovernor.

Mr. UDALL. We will follow the ground rules as suggested by the

chairman of the subcommittee and outline for the committee the basic

provisions of H . R . 9, which is my bill, and the two identical com

panion bills, H . R . 1179 and H . R . 1271, ofmy two colleagues.

We will focus on the new issues that they refer to and referring to

past matters only where we are required to put the present in focus.

I am going to page 2 , at the bottom ofmy statement.

The 1966 committee report on H . R . 4671 made three major points.

The first was that the economy of Arizona is threatened with disaster

unless supplemental water is brought in from the Colorado River.

The second is that Arizona's water uses at present greatly exceed

the water supply. The central Arizona area alone now uses roughly

4 .5 million acre- feet of water per year. Rivers and surface sources

provide 1 million acre- feet. In this area , about 3 .5 million acre - feet of

water is pumped from underground. The annual recharge to the

underground source amounts to about 1.3 million acre-feet.
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This leaves an annual deficit of about 2 . 2 million acre-feet. Thus,

the underground water bank which has accumulated over a period of

thousands of years is being "mined " at a most dangerous rate to meet

this deficit .

Third , this legislation , as it pertains to the central Arizona unit, is

strictly a " rescue” operation which will help to save a portion of the

lands now being irrigated in central Arizona. No new lands will be

brought into production or cultivation. In fact, a substantial portion

of the water is required for growing municipal and industrial needs.

And I emphasize to the new members of the committee that this bill

would not bring new lands into production but simply save some of

the old lands thatare already in production .

Let me outline the major features of our bill this year, in H . R . 9 .

It has six major features.

First, is the construction of the main canal, the Granite-Reefaque

duct of 3,000 cubic feet per second capacity from Lake Havasu to

central Arizona ; Orme Dam and Reservoir ; Buttes Dam and Reser

voir ; Charleston Dam and Reservoir ; Tucson aqueducts , and the Salt

Gila aqueduct .

The second is construction of the Hualapai Dam and Reservoir on

the same terms and conditions as provided in last year's bill.

Third would be the establishment of the National Water Commis

sion with authority and a specific directive to study , investigate and

report on water needs, water supplies, water quality standards and

water conservation practices in the Colorado River Basin .

Fourth is a directive to the Secretary of the Interior to investigate

means of providing water to satisfy the Mexican Treaty burden.

Fifth is a water salvage and ground water recovery program on

the same terms and conditions as provided in last year's bill.

And sixth is the establishment of the lower Colorado River Basin

development fund for future authorized development of the Lower

Colorado River Basin .

The features authorized by the bill would cost $ 1,207 million. The

project authorized by this legislation would have a favorable benefit

cost ratio of approximately 2 .5 to 1 .

This, then , is the substance of our modest proposal— the essence of

our “ rescue operation .”

Mr. Johnson. Will you yield to the gentleman from Pennsylvania

at this point ?

Mr. UDALL. Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, this is an excellent statement, but

if we comply with the rules of the committee and the rules which the

Chair laid down at the beginning, I am perfectly in order to object

to Mr. Udall's presentation because this was rehashed last year. It

is old hat. It is just what we ended up with last year. He is the first

witness coming before the committee. The rules which the Chair

has laid down indicate that anybody who is opposed to the bill or

anybody who is in favor of it who wants to comply with the rules

which we havebeen asked to adopt, can object to Mr. Idall proceeding

any further. This shows how foolish the rules are which were at.

tempted to be adopted by the committee. The rules of the committee

are excellent. Under the rules of the full committee , the gentleman
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from Arizona, with his colleagues, are in proper form , and I believe

would make an excellent presentation .

I want them to go ahead , because as last year and so this year, I

am in favor of the central Arizona project with somemodifications.

Please proceed .

Mr. JOHNSON . Just a moment.

The Chairman would like to say that any Member of Congress,

especially any Member who is an author of a bill, has a perfect right

to testify in behalf of that legislation. He is not restricted in any

way, shape or form by the suggestions of the chairman of the full

committee and the chairman of the subcommittee. They do not apply

to Members of Congress nor do they apply to authors of legislation .

I would say to the member from Arizona and his two members from

Arizona that they have a perfect right to proceed , in support of H . R .

9, in any way that they see fit. It will be so ordered.

Proceed .

Mr. UDALL. I will get into this act only to say that we have no new

information - we have no new factualmatters to develop . We simply

want to explain why our bill this year is different from the bill last

year. And in order to do that, I would have to say why we advocate

the particular features of this new bill, and wemay put the matter in

focus by referring to what happened last year.

Mr. JOHNSON. The Chair has no objection to what you have said

and what is included in your testimony .

Please proceed .

Mr. UDALL. Last year Arizona and its neighbor States asked for

much more. We worked toward a regional water resource develop

ment plan which would have solved many of the present and future

water supply problems of the entire Southwest . Together, we under

took to solve all of our common water problems and succeeded in

reaching ageement on a sound , workable regional plan .

That plan , as considered so meticulously by this Committee last

year , was a good plan , a farsighted plan , a blueprint for the essential

future development of an entire segment of the country. But it was

large, it was expensive, and it was ambitious. And, we regret to say, it

was highly controversial. It included someelements which continue to

be controversial- elements flatly unacceptable to some Members of

the Congress and unacceptable to somesegments of the public. As we

know , that great plan, which looked not just to the present but 50

years into the future, was approved by this committee, but its con

troversies bore heavily upon it, and it failed to clear the Rules Com

mittee in the closing days of the 89th Congress and was never con

sidered by theentire Congress.

After careful soul searching, after a thorough and painful analysis

ofthe legislative situation , and after another hard look at our rapidly

deteriorating water situation , the Arizona congressional delegation

is now convinced that Arizona cannot wait to solve all the water sup

ply problems of the Southwest

Let usmake it perfectly clear that we support regionalwater plan

ning and action . Our bill is a regional bill; it does contain the essen

tial foundation and skeleton on which future regional and inter

regional developmentmay be built .
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A journey of a thousand miles must begin with one step, and our

bill is that step and much more. But we cannot again agree to let the

central Arizona project be used as the vehicle to carry all the prob

lems of all other Western States through the Congress . We cannot

afford the luxury of unrelated and time-consuming studies and anal

yses suggested in connection with a regular or interregional water

plan of the magnitude presented and considered last year. Arizona

must be rescued before it is too late , and the Congress can start by

taking the first step now . Accordingly , wehave eliminated the follow

ingmajor provisions which were contained in last year's bill :

1 . Authorization ofMarble Canyon Dam and Reservoir .

2. Authorization of specific water importation studies looking to

augmentation of the Colorado River from sources outside the basin

States.

3 . Provision for a 4 .4 million acre-foot priority to the State of Cali

fornia during periodsofwater shortage.

We have eliminated the five Colorado projects which were in our

bill last year, although I must make it clear that we support the au

thorization of those projects in any appropriate legislative vehicle .

We have eliminated these features only after considerable fore

thought and in recognition of the fact that works simply must be

authorized now which will meet a current water emergency - author

ized in such a way that these worksmay be integrated and coordinated

into future regional and interregional development plans and facili

ties. The plan presented and proposed in H . R . 9 and the companion

bills will accomplish these objectives.

Wehope we can look at our experiences of last year as an arch to

build upon ” — not as an obstacle ; not as an end to regional cooperation .

We learned some hard lessons in last year 's efforts and we intend to

capitalize on that experience and avoid making similar mistakes in this

session .

For example, last year's bill, H . R . 4671, contained a provision for

immediate and specific Bureau of Reclamation studies of the costs and

feasibility of the importation of water from the Pacific Northwest, and

other areas. This provision created genuine concern and bitter re

sistance from the people of the Northwest. It was widely charged

that we, in the Southwest, were attempting to " pirate " their future

water supply. We had no such intention . But mere assurances by

us were not enough .

In our judgment,the inclusion of water importation study language

ofthe type contained in last year 's bill should not be tacked onto legis

lation intended to authorize the central Arizona project. We believe

studies mustand should bemade, butwe are unwilling to demand again

that they be included in our bills in a form which is sure to arouse

opposition in the entire Northwest.

Wehope that our friends from the other basin States will join with

us in thus assuring the Pacific Northwest that, notwithstanding our

imperative need for supplementing the water supply of the Colorado

River , we are willing to approach the problem in an orderly step -by

step approach , with full safeguards to the rights and future needs of

the people of the Northwest. With this understanding as to the

future, we again earnestly solicit the support of the Northwest States

in resolving today's immediate problem in the Southwest.
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On the rest of page 7 we discuss the dam and reservoir of last year,

and since it substantially repeats our position of last year, I will not

takethe committee's timeto read it again .

Going now to page 8 , we talk about what is, I think , the most im

portant problem facing Arizona and California , and that is the 4.4

priority .

· H . R . 9 and its companion bills do not contain last year's 4 .4 m .a. f.

priority for the State of California during times of shortages. In this

regard , Mr. Chairman , I am sure that my California colleagues will

agree with me that the California priority is the most troublesome

issue which our two States must face — and which our two States must

finally resolve.

Our unwillingness to again agree to this priority is not an arbitrary,

stubborn , emotional position based on anger and bitterness as some

people would have you believe. This problem of water for our State

and water for the entire Colorado River Basin is too big and too vital

to be decided by matters of emotion or " face."

We should like to take a few moments here to discuss this problem

in some detail, to point out why we believe too much has been made

of the 4 .4 priority and to make it clear that H . R . 9 is not just an

Arizona bill. It is indeed a “ California ” bill from which that State

will benefit immensely , and which in its own interests it should support.

Let us consider first the history -making agreementwhich we reached

last year in cooperation with representatives of all of the Colorado

River Basin States. As between Arizona and California there were

four major elements to that proposal :

1. The authorization and construction of the centralArizona project.

2 . The study of means to augment water supplies in the Colorado

River to make the river whole including meaningful studies of the

possibility ofwater importation .

3 . The establishment of a basin fund with revenues from the hydro

electric dams to assist in financing any future water augmentation

program .

4 . The establishment of a 4.4 million acre- foot priority to California

at such time as shortages develop and must be allocated on the river.

Ofthese four points, the fourth , the California priority , was really

the least important. The allocation of shortages, if it ever comes,

will not come for 20 or 25 years. And if we can achieve the first three

objectives of last year 's bill, the question of allocating shortages will

never be reached .

Despite some considerable dissent in Arizona, and despite our view

that the form of the California priority was somewhat inequitable,

we agreed to its inclusion (and Representative Rhodes and the rest

of the delegation last year agreed to the inclusion ) as the price for

California 's support on a program of immediate action. As part of

an ambitious regionalbill which provided the money and themachinery

to insure that the shortages of 1995 would not occur, that provision

contained modest risks we could afford to take.

But the single most important lesson of 1966 was that H . R . 4671

was probably too large and controversial to pass without serious

danger of amendment.
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I might add that the people from California took the view last

August and September that there was danger of amendment.

In our judgment, a less ambitious bill such as H . R . 9 can pass this

year ,but without specific importation studies, withoutMarble Canyon

Dam , without the other detailed elements of H .R . 4671, the risks for

Arizona in last year's 4.4 priority language are simply too high .

The main effect of such a 4 .4 priority would be to place on Arizona

the whole incentive and burden of augmenting the river before the

" crunch " of the 1990 's. We could accept that burden when the ma

chinery for augmentation was part of the bill. But, since we cannot

include this machinery for the practical reasons set forth above, we

cannot accept and assume this burden . And, in our judgment, it is

patently unfair to place this burden on Arizona when California has

at least three sources of potential augmentation : the Colorado River,

the rivers of northern California and the entire Pacific Ocean , while

we have only the Colorado - not to mention California 's numerical

strength in the House of Representatives with 38 Members to our 3 .

Putting aside, of course ,the questions of quality and the like of the

delegation .

And I will now skip to the last paragraph on that page.

In this regard , we are told by some of our friends in California

that authorization and construction of Arizona's project, the most

urgently needed in the region , cannot go forward piecemeal. Appar

ently, however, the same principle does not apply as widely on the

west bank of the river. For at present, California Representatives

are seeking approval and authorization of additional Federal recla

mation projects and other programs to augment water supplies both

in southern and northern California .

Just a week or 2 ago, this very month , California proponents of a

bill to authorize the huge desalting plant in the Los Angeles area were

before this committee asking for a Federal contribution of some $ 70

million , all of which is nonreimbursable . This desalinization project,

we are told , will produce some 150 million gallons of fresh water

each day - enough water to supply the needs of cities the size of

Phoenix or San Francisco, or two cities the size of Tucson - which

is my home town -- for use and consumption in southern California .

I pointed out during the hearing on that bill that, while we support

these plans for water augmentation and believe that the desalinization

technology and other water resource development programsmust go

forward, we willnot stand idly by while these projects receive priority

and funding and let our own long -overdue project, which is entirely

reimbursable, self- sustaining and so badly needed , be ignored .

We hope that our California neighbors will not make the mistake

of concentrating so hard on a 4 .4 million acre- foot priority that they

lose sight of the fact that the bill which Arizona brings befre this

cmmittee has important, direct and far -reaching benefits to California .

California has a right to ask : " What is in your bill for us ; what is in

it for us ?” And we say, “ In this billwe offer our friends in California

the hand of partnership .”

We ask that California ponder hard and long whether that State

will really be better off :

( a ) If it works to defeat this legislation because it does not contain

these magic words, words which relate only to shortages and to events
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in the distant times — eventualities which need never occur if we

work together ; or,

(6 ) If this bill ( H .R . 9 ) passes with not-so-magic language, but

produces results which benefit California in the following direct ways

- now , I want to list what is really in this bill for California :

( 1 ) The passage of this bill will end the fight between Arizona and

California and will begin a partnership — a partnership not just with

Arizona , but a partnership involving all of the basin States. It will

revive and renew the cooperative spirit we achieved last year.

( 2 ) The passage of this bill will end the stalemate on the Colorado

River. It will clear the decks so that we can all go forward together.

There are important reclamation projects needed in California right

now , and I would like to go forward with them . The passage of

this bill will remove any reason or incentive for Arizona, or other

basin States, to oppose or delay the authorization or funding of these

projects.

( 3 ) The passage ofthis bill will immediately establish a basin fund ,

the key bank account needed to finance the many important things

which simply must be done if our region of the country is to survive.

( 4 ) The passage of this bill willmean thatwecan begin meaningful

preliminary steps and studies which are an essential prerequisite to the

desperately needed augmentation of the river. The river simply will

not be augmented until meaningful, far-reaching studies are made.

We would have preferred that the augmentation and import studies

be made under the terms and conditions provided for in last year's

bill rather than by the National Water Commission as provided in

title II of H .R . 9. But the plain political and legislative facts for

the foreseeable future are such that we will either have a National

Water Commission study ofpossibilities foraugmentation ofthe Colo

rado River by transbasin diversions, or we will have no study at all.

Faced with these , as realistically alternatives, we favor the National

Water Commission study and believe it represents a meaningful step

toward resolving the long-range problems of the area.

(5 ) In addition to the crucial studies for augmentation from outside

the basin , the bill last year provided for other equally important

tudies within the basin . H . R . 9 retains from last year's bill :

( a ) Studies of the export of water from northern California to the

Colorado River and southern California .

( 6 ) Studies of the possibilities of augmenting Colorado River

water supplies through the improvement of desalinization technology

and the construction of large- scale desalting plants.

( r ) Studies of weather modifications. In this field , exciting and

interesting things arehappening. Ifthere is thekind ofbreakthrough

which some optimists expect, these “ rivers in the sky” may add as

much as 212 million acre-feet ofwater to the annual flow of the Colo

mdo River at a small fraction of the costs involved under any other

conceivable augmentation program .

(6 ) The passage of the bill will make possible an accelerated water

salsage program which could save, if put into full effect, perhaps as

much as 1 million acre- feet of water through canal lining, water

alsage and other improvements. Salvaged water, it must be re

membered, is just as good as new water added to the river.

76- 955 -- 07 - 9
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These are things that we get on with right now .

( 7 ) The passage of this bill will put to rest, once and for all, the

troublesome and potentially divisive and dangerous disputes between

the two basins on the matter of the regulation of Hoover and Glen

Canyon Dams. This is no small problem to California , and itsCanyament is no smoat
important oof of the

rivertimento
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nationats
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( 8 ) Perhaps most important of all, this bill contains a congres

sional finding that augmentation of the river by 212 million acre

feet is a national obligation. If crude, preliminary estimates of

augmentation costs referred to last year are sound , this provision

alone could be a benefit to California and the whole basin equal to

the excess revenues of another Hualapai Dam , or more. It may be

asked why this augmentation program should be considered a na

tional obligation and why its financing is nonreimbursable . In this

regard , let me point out that the obligation to furnish this water to

Mexico was created by a wartime treaty in 1944 between the United

States and Mexico . We believe that the burden of this wartime

commitment should be borne equally by all of the States as a national

obligation . The Bureau of the Budget and this committee both

concurred in this approach in consideration of last year's bill.

A careful record was made on this point last year.

For these reasons, we hope that this whole enterprise and all of

the benefits of regional cooperation will not be lost because of Cali

fornia's demand for a priority which the Supreme Court has said

it cannot equitably claim . Sensible Californians know , as every

member of this committee knows, that with or without the priority ,

by the year 2000, the river will be short of water to meet even themost

modest projections of future requirements. And we believe that

they will see the wisdom and the benefits that might accrue to Cali.

fornia under the terms of our bills .

Wealso appeal to our neighbors in the other Basin States to consider

the wisdom of this approach , to realize the necessity of taking this

first step toward solving our common problems. The hand of partner

ship, which we hold out here to California is also extended to our

neighbors in Colorado, Nevada, Utah, New Mexico, and Wyoming.

Weask their assistance, initiative, and good will in helping Arizona

and California come to a friendly , statesmanlike and mutually bene

ficial solution of this thorny 4 .4 priority problem .

Wethink that this is the No. 1 priority in the country and we think

it is fair that the National Water Commission legislation include

provisions to give this area immediate attention .

Asmentioned briefly above, H . R . 9 provides for the establishment

of a National Water Commission with authority and a directive to

study, investigate and report on anticipated national water resource

problems. In most respects, this section of ourbill is similar or identi

cal to the measure considered and passed in the Senate as S . 20 on

February 6 , 1967. The primary distinction between our provision

and S . 20 is the priority given to the establishment of principles,

standards, and procedures for the program of investigation and sub

mittal of plans and reports relating to the Colorado River Basin .

We favor the establishment of this priority in any legislation creat

ing the NationalWater Commission in recognition of the severe water
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shortages and related problems in the Colorado River Basin which

havebeen identified and established .

With these provisions, we favor the creation of a National Water

Commission whether by the legislation before the committee, by inde

pendent authorization as in S . 20 , or in some other form .

This , then , is the substance of our proposal. As you can see, there

is no element which has not been previously considered by this com

mittee . There is no component part which cannot be fully integrated

and coordinated with development under any future plan . Each

unit or feature of the project is necessary to rescue the economy and

the people of central Arizona.

Mr. Chairman, this then is the substance of the proposal that we

make. The remainder of our statement is, wehope, a moving appeal,

a ringing appeal for good faith and help in solving the water problems

of Arizona.

All three of us will be happy to respond to questions, and we would

seek pledges of unequivocal support to be made by members of the

committee, and, in fact, if this committee has been carried away by

this presentation we would be glad to leave the room so that the bill

could be reported out thismorning.

I thank you .

( The prepared statement submitted by Representatives Udall,

Rhodes,and Steiger reads in full as follows: )

STATEMENT OF HON . MORRIS K . UDALL, Hon . JOHN J. RHODES, AND Hon . SAM

STEIGER, REPRESENTATIVES IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee This statement and the com

ments which I am about to make have been prepared jointly with my distin

guished colleagues, the Honorable John J. Rhodes and the Honorable Sam Steiger.

Our remarks are made in support of H . R . 9 , H . R . 1179 and H . R . 1271, identical

bills we have each introduced to authorize the construction , operation and

maintenance of the Colorado River Basin Project.

In announcing these hearings, the Chairman of the full Committee pointed

out that many days were spent last year, the year before, and the year before

that, hearing testimony concerning similar legislation . There is little we might

say here today which would not be repetitious. Accordingly , we will abide by the

Chairman 's sensible request that testimony be limited to new material. Wewill

outline for the Committee the basic provisions of H . R . 9 and its companion bills ,

and the new issues they raise, referring to past matters only where required to

put the present in focus.

Arizona has sought authorization of the Central Arizona Project in the Con

gress of the United States diligently over the past twenty years. During this

period , Arizona was required to establish her legal right to the water she sought.

And , in 1963, the Supreme Court of the United States ruled that Arizona is en

titled to two million eight hundred thousand acre-feet of Colorado River water

per year to help meet its water needs.

Through these years of Congressional effort, litigation and protracted negotia

tions which have brought us to this point in time- one undisputed fact has

emerged - Arizona is — without any doubtwhatsoever - in desperate need ofwater.

This water must now be transported to the Central Arizona area where it is

most urgently needed and there put to beneficial use through the construction

a pecessary aqueducts, canals, reservoirs, pumping plants and other appurtenant

works. We believe that this can be accomplished most successfully and effec

tively with the asistance of the Federal Government under the reclamation pro

ram . Weseek thatassistance in this legislation.

Ip reporting last year on H . R . 4671, the Committee said : " The extent and

irgenes of the need for additional water in the central Arizona area was first

presented to members of the Committee in field hearings held in Arizona in

Xovember 1964 . The urgency was reiterated by many witnesses during the
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hearings in August 1965 , and again in May 1966. The need for supplemental

water in this rapidly - growing area was so conclusively demonstrated that there

appears to be no controversy on this point."

The same Committee report then summarized three principal points which were

firmly established and supported by testimony and documentary evidence :

First, that the economy of Arizona is threatened with disaster unless supple

mentalwater is brought in from the Colorado River.

Second, that Arizona's water uses at present greatly exceed the water supply .

The central Arizona area alone now uses roughtly 4 .5 million acre-feet of water

per year. Rivers and surface sources provide 1 million acre -feet. In this area ,

about 3 .5 million acre- feet of water is pumped from underground. The annual

recharge to the underground source amounts to about 1.3 million acre-feet. This

leaves an annual deficit of about 2 .2 million acre -feet. Thus, the underground

water bank which has accumulated over a period of thousands of years is

being “mined " at a most dangerous rate to meet this deficit.

Third, this legislation , as it pertains to the Central Arizona unit, is strictly a

“ rescue” operation which will help to save a portion of the lands now being

irrigated in central Arizona. No new lands will be brought into production or

cultivation . In fact, a substantial portion of the water is required for growing

municipal and industrial needs.

After stating its findings, the Commission then concluded by saying : " The

Committee is in accord that Arizona 's needs for supplemental water from the

Colorado River are critical and will become more so as time goes on . For the

economy of this area, it is essential that this program proceed without further

delay. The Committee believes that Arizona, having proceeded with an adjudica

tion of its rights - as directed by this Committee in 1951 - is now clearly entitled

to make use of its share of the water ofthe Colorado River."

MAJOR FEATURES, H . R . 9

This year, in H . R . 9 , and its companion bills , we are asking for no more than

is absolutely necessary to implement these findings and conclusions. Here is a

skeleton outline of its major features :

1 . Construction of the main canal (Granite-Reef aqueduct) of 3000 c. f.s , capac

ity form Lake Havasu to central Arizona ; Orme Dam and Reservoir : Buttes

Dam and Reservoir ; Charleston Dam and Reservoir ; Tucson aqueducts ; and

the Salt -Gila aqueduct.

2. Construction of Hualapai Dam and Reservoir on the same terms and con

tions as provided in last year' s bill.

3. Establishment of the National Water Commission with authority and a

specific directive to study , investigate and report on water needs, water supplies,

water quality standards and water conservation practices in the Colorado River

Basin .

4 . A directive to the Secretary of the Interior to investigate means of providing

water to satisfy the Mexican Treaty burden ,

5 . A water salvage and groundwater recovery program on the same terms

and conditions as provided in last year' s bill.

6 . Establishment of the Lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund for

future authorized development of the Lower Colorado River Basin .

The features authorized by the bill would cost $ 1 ,207 ,000 ,000 . The project

authorized by this legislation would have a favorable benefit -cost ratio of ar

proximatel 2 .5 to 1 .

This , then , is the substance of our modest proposal- the essence of our “ rescue

operation ."

1966 PROGRAM TOO AMBITIOUS

Last year Arizona and its neighbor states asked for much more. We worked

toward a regional water resource development plan which would have solved

many of the present and future water supply problems of the entire Southwest.

Together , we undertook to solve all of our common water problems and succeeded

in reaching agreement on a sound , workable regional plan .

That plan , as considered so meticulously by this Committee last year, was a

good plan , a farsighted plan , a blueprint for the essential future development

of an entire segment of the country. But it was large, it was expensive, and it

was ambitious. And , we regret to say , it was highly controversial. It included

some elements which continue to be controversial- elements flatly unacceptabla
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to some members of the Congress and unacceptable to some segments of the

public . As we know , that great plan , which looked not just to the present - but

30 years into the future was approved by this Committee , but its controversies

bore heavily upon it , and it failed to clear the Rules Committee in the closing

days of the s9th Congress and was never considered by the entire Congress.

After careful soul-searching - after a through and painful analysis of the

legislative situation and after another hard look at our rapidly deteriorating

water situation — the Arizona Congressional delegation is now convinced that

Arizona cannot wait to solve all the water supply problems of the Southwest.

Let us make it perfectly clear that we support regional water planning and

artion . Our bill is a regional bill ; it does contain the essential foundation and

skeleton on which future regional and interregional development may be built.

FEATURES ELIMINATED

A journey of a thousand miles must begin with one step , and our bill is that

step and much more . But we cannot again agree to let the Central Arizona

Project be used as the vehicle to carry all the problems of all other western

states through the Congress. We cannot afford the luxury of unrelated and

time-consuming studies and analyses suggested in connection with a regional or

interregional water plan of the magnitude presented and considered last year.

Arizona must be rescued before it is too late — and the Congress can start by

taking the first step - now . Accordingly, we have eliminated the following

major provisions which were contained in last year' s bill :

1. Authorization ofMarble Canyon Dam and Reservoir .

2 . Authorization of specific water importation studies looking to augmenta

tion of the Colorado River from sources outside the Basin States .

3 . Provision for a 4 . 4 million acre -foot priority to the State of California dur

ing periods of water shortage.

We have eliminated these features only after considerable forethought and

in recognition of the fact that works simply must be authorized now which will

meet a current water emergency - authorized in such a way that these works

may be integrated and coordinated into future regional and interregional devel

opment plans and facilities. The plan presented and proposed in H . R . 9 and

the companion bills will accomplish these objectives.

We hope we can look at our experiences of last year as " an arch to build

upon " - and not as an obstacle — not as an end to regional cooperation . We

learned some hard lessons in last year's efforts and we intend to capitalize on

thatexperience and avoid making similarmistakes in this session .

IMPORTATION STUDIES

For example , last year's bill , H . R . 4671, contained a provision for immediate

and specific Bureau of Reclamation studies of the costs and feasibility of the

importation of water from the Pacific Northwest and other areas. This pro

vision created genuine concern and bitter resistance from the people of the

Northwest. It was widely charged that we, in the Southwest, were attempting

to " pirate " their future water supply. We had no such intention — but mere

assurances by us were not enough .

In our judgment, the inclusion of water importation study language of the

type contained in last year's bill should not be tacked onto legislation intended to

authorize the Central Arizona Project. We believe studies must and should be

made , but we are unwilling to demand again that they be included in our bills in

a form which is sure to arouse opposition in the entire Northwest.

We hope that our friends from the other basin states will join with us in thus

assuring the Pacific Northwest that, notwithstanding our imperative need for

supplementing the water supply of the Colorado River, we are willing to approach

the problem in an orderly step -by-step approach , with full safeguards to the

rights and future needs of the people of the Northwest. With this understand

ing as to the future , we again earnestly solicit the support of the Northwest

states in resolving today's immediate problem in the Southwest.

OPPOSITION TO NEW DAMS AND RESERVOIRS

Another of last year's experiences from which we should profit — with some

degree of bitterness , I must admit — is the almost unbelievable propaganda cam

paign and lobbying effort directed at the Congress by various preservationist
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-groups. They were succesful in convincing thousands of good citizens through

outthe country that wewere irresponsibly seeking to " flood the Grand Canyon "

to " ruin the Grand Canyon " - Arizona's and the nation 's greatest scenic wonder

-just to obtain a few dollars — which could be provided , if really needed , from other

sources with less difficulty and expense ! It is not too difficult to understand

how serious and well-meaning citizens- particularly those who had never seen

either the Grand Canyon or the proposed damsites - could be exhorted to food

Congresional offices with their letters of protest.

Although this Committee saw through this distorted scare campaign and

recommended both dams, we have to admit that the inclusion of both dams, poses

realand practicalproblems in seeking passage of a bill. We have reassessed the

problem and have reluctantly decided to recommend a compromise position which

would permit us to proceed on our project with less opposition . Thus, we have

eliminated Marble Canyon Dam and Reservoir and here seek only the authoriza

tion and construction of Hualapai Dam and Reservoir . We hope that the Com

mittee and our critics in these preservationist groups , will agree that this is

a logicaland feasible course to follow .

THE 4. 4 PRIORITY

H . R . 9 and its companion bills do not contain last year' s 4 . 4 m .a . f . priority for

the State of California during times of shortage. In this regard , Mr. Chairman ,

I am sure thatmy California colleagues will agree with me that the “ California

priority ” is the most troublesome issue which our two states must face and

which out two statesmust finally resolve.

Our unwillingness to again agree to this priority is not an arbitrary , stub

born , emotional position based on anger and bitterness as some people would

have you believe. This problem of water for our state and water for the

entire Colorado River Basin is too big - and too vital to be decided by matters of

emotion or " face.” We would like to take a few moments here to discuss this

problem in some detail - to point out why we believe too much has been made of

the 4 . 4 priority and to make it clear that H . R . 9 is not just an " Arizona " bill.

It is indeed a " California ” bill from which that State will benefit immensely, and

which in its own interests it should support.

Let us consider first the history-making agreementwhich we reached last year

in cooperation with representatives of all of the Colorado River Basin states.

As between Arizona and California there were four major elements to that

proposal:

1 . The authorization and construction of the Central Arizona Project,

2 . The study of means to augment water supplies in the Colorado River to

make the River whole including meaningful studies of the possibility of water

importation .

3 . The establishment of a Basin Fund with revenues from the hydroelectrie

dams to assist in financing any future water augmentation program .

4 . The establishment of a 4 . 4 million acre-foot priority to California at such

time as shortages develop and must be allocated on the River,

Of these four points, the fourth - the California priority - was really the least

important. The allocation of shortages - if it ever comes - will not come for

twenty or twenty - five years. And if we can achieve the first three objectives or

last year's bill, the question of allocating shortages will never be reached .

Despite some considerable dissent in Arizona , and despite our view that the

form of the California priority was somewhat inequitable, we agreed to its in

clusion as the price for California 's support on a program of immediate action .

As part of an ambitious regional bill which provided the money and the ma

chinery to insure that the shortages of 1995 would not occur, that provision con

tained modest risks we could afford to take.

But the single most important lesson of 1966 was that H . R . 4671 was probably

too large and controversial to pass without serious danger of amendinent.

In our judgment, a less ambitious bill such as H . R . 9 can pass this year, but

without specific importation studies, without Marble Canyon Dam , without the

other elements of H . R . 4671, the risks for Arizona in last year 's 4 . 4 priority

language are simply too high .

The main effect of such a 4 .4 priority would be to place on Arizona the whole

incentive and burden of augmenting the river before the " crunch " of the 1990

We could accept that burden when the machinery for augmentation was 19
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of the bill. But, since we cannot include this machinery for the practical rea

sons set forth above, we cannot accept and assume this burden . And , in our

judgment, it is patently unfair to place this burden on Arizona when California

has at least three sources of potential augmentation — the Colorado River, the

rivers of Northern California and the entire Pacific Ocean - while we have only

the Colorado (not to mention California 's numerical strength in the House of

Representatives with 38 members to our 3 ) .

Without strong language on imports — such as that with which we started out

last year — we would in fact be giving California a priority in perpetuity - with

out the hint of a promise of help from California toward supplementing the

River' s dwindling water supply .

Inclusion of the 4.4 priority in the terms desired and demanded by California

also ineans giving up much of the victory we won in Arizona v . California . As

you know , the basic issue there was whether the doctrine of prior appropriation

applied on the Colorado River as between the states. The court said that the

doctrine did not apply and that the allocation of water as between the states was

prescribed by Congress in the Boulder Canyon Project Act except as to rights

perfected prior to this 1929 Act. Except in the context of a truly regional water

development program such as we considered last year, Arizona is understandably

reluctant to acquiesce in California 's attempt to legislate our victory away by

establishing a priority as a quid pro quo for their support of our project.

In this regard , we are told by some of our friends in California that authori.

zation and construction of Arizona's project - the most urgently needed in the

region cannot go forward piecemeal, but only in the context of regional settle.

ment and development. Apparently, however, the same principle does not apply

on the west bank of the River. For at present, California representatives are

seeking approval and authorization of additional federal reclamation projects

and other programs to augment water supplies both in Southern and Northern

California .

This very month California proponents of a bill to authorize the huge desalting

plant in the Los Angeles area were before this Committee asking for a federal

contribution of some 70 million dollars, all of which is nonreimbursable . This

desalinization project, we are told , will produce some 150 million gallons of fresh

water each day - enough water to supply the needs of cities the size of Phoenix or

San Francisco , or two cities the size of Tuscon - for use and consumption in South

ern California .

I pointed out during the hearing on that bill that, while we support these plans

for water augmentation and believe that the desalinization technology and other

water resource development programsmust go forward , we will not stand idly

by wbile these projects receive priority and funding and let our own long -over

due project - which is entirely reimbursable, self-sustaining and so badly

needed — be ignored .

We hope that our California neighbors will not make the mistake of concen

trating so hard on a 4 .4 million acre -foot priority that they lose sight of the fact

that the bill which Arizona brings before this Committee has important, direct

and far-reaching benefits to California. In this bill we offer our friends in Cali

fornia the band of partnership .

We ask that California ponder hard and long whether that State will really

be better off :

( A ) If it works to defeat this legislation because it does not contain these

" magic words," words which relate only to shortages and to events in the

distant times — eventualities which need never occur if we work together ;

or,

( B ) If this bill ( H . R . 9 ) passes with “ not-so-magic " language, but pro

duces results which benefit California in the following direct ways :

( 1 ) The passage of this bill will end the fight between Arizona and

California and will begin a partnershipa partnership not just with

Arizona, but a partnership involving all the Basin States. It will revive

and renew the cooperative spirit we achieved last year.

( 2 ) The passage of this bill will end the stalemate on the Colorado

River. It will clear the decks so that we can all go forward together.

There are important reclamation projects needed in California right

now . The passage of this bill will remove any reason or incentive for

Arizona, or other Basin States, to oppose or delay the authorization

or funding of these projects.
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( 3 ) The passage of this bill will immediately establish a Basin Fund ,

the key bank account needed to finance the many important things which

simply must be done if our region of the country is to survive.

( 4 ) The passage of this bill will mean that we can begin meaningful

preliminary steps and studies which are an essential prerequisite to the

desperately needed augmentation of the River. The River simply will

not be augmented until meaningful, far -reaching studies are made .

We would have preferred that the augmentation and import studies

be made under the terms and conditions provided for in last year's bill

rather than by the National Water Commission as provided in Title II

of H . R . 9 . But the plain political and legislative facts for the foresee

able future are such that we will either have a National Water Commis .

sion study of possibilities for augmentation of the Colorado River by

trans-basin diversions, orwewill have no study at all. Faced with these

alternatives, we favor the NationalWater Commission study and believe

it represents a meaningful step toward resolving the long- range problems

of the area .

(5 ) In addition to the crucial studies for augmentation from outside

the Basin , the bill last year provided for other equally important

studies within the Basin . H . R . 9 provides, as did last year's bill, for :

( a ) Studies of the export of water from Northern California

to the Colorado River and Southern California .

( b ) Studies of the possibilities of augmenting Colorado River

water supplies through the improvement of desalinization tech

nology and the construction of large-scale desalting plants.

( c ) Studies of weather modification . In this field , exciting and

interesting things are happening . If there is the kind of break

through which some optimists expect, these “ Rivers in the Sky"

may add as much as two and one-half million acre-feet of water

to the annual flow of the Colorado River at a small fraction of

the costs involved under any other conceivable augmentation

program .

(6 ) The passage of the bill will make possible an accelerated water

salvage program which could save, if put into full effect, perhaps as

much as 1 million acre -feet of water through canal lining, water sal.

vage and other improvements. Salvaged water, it must be remembered .

is just as good as new water added to the River.

( 7 ) The passage of this bill will put to rest, once and for all, the

troublesome and potentially divisive and dangerous disputes between

the two basins on the matter of the regulation of Hoover and Glen

Canyon Dams. This is no small problem to California , and its settle

ment is no small gain .

( 8 ) Perhaps most important of all, this bill contains a Congressional

finding that augmentation of the River by 272 million acre -feet is a

national obligation . If crude, preliminary estimates of augmentation

costs are sound, this provision alone could be a benefit to California

and the whole Basin equal to the excess revenues of another Hualapai

Dam , or more. It may be asked why this augmentation program should

be considered a national obligation and why its financing is non

reimbursable . In this regard , let me point out that the obligation to

furnish this water to Mexico was created by a wartime treaty in 1444

between the United States and Mexico. We believe that the burden

of this wartime commitment should be borne equally by all of the

states as a national obligation. The Bureau of the Budget and this

Committee both concurred in this approach in consideration of last

year 's bill.

For these reasons, we hope that this whole enterprise and all of the benefits

of regional cooperation will not be lost because of California 's demand for a

priority which the Supreme Court has said it cannot equitably claim . Sensible

Californians know , as every member of this Committee knows, that with or

without the priority, by the year 2000 , the River will be short of water to meet

even the most modest projections of future requirements. And we believe that

they will see the widom and the benefits that might accrue to California under

the terms of our bills.

We also appeal to our neighbors in the other Basin States to consider the

wisdom of this approach , to realize the necessity of taking this first step towa
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solving our common problems. The hand of partnership which we hold out

here to California is also extended to our neighbors in California, Nevada, Utah,

New Mexico and Wyoming. We ask their assistance , initiative and good will

in helping Arizona and California come to a friendly , statesmanlike and mutually

beneficial solution of this thorny 4 .4 priority problem .

NATIONAL WATER COMMISSION

As mentioned briefly above, H . R . 9 provides for the establishment of a

National Water Commission with authority and a directive to study, investigate

and report on anticipated national water resource problems. In most respects ,

this section of our bill is similar or identical to the measure considered and

passed in the Senate as S . 20 on February 6 , 1967. The primary distinction

between our provision and S . 20 is the priority given to the establishment of

principles , standards and procedures for the program of investigation and

submittal of plans and reports relating to the Colorado River Basin .

We favor the establishment of this priority in any legislation creating the

National Water Commission in recognition of the severe water shortages and

related problems in the Colorado River Basin which have been identified and

established .

With these provisions, we favor the creation of a National Water Commission

whether by the legislation before the Committee , by independent authorization

as in S . 20 , or in someother form .

CONCLUSION

This, then , is the substance of our proposal. As you can see, there is no

element which has not been previously considered by this Committee. There

is no component part which cannot be fully integrated and coordinated with

development under any future plan. Each unit or feature of the project is

necessary to rescue the economy and the people of central Arizona.

We seek only to obtain and put to use that water which the United States

Supreme Court has said belongs to Arizona . By this proposed bill we do not

seek to obtain water at the expense of other states in the Colorado River Basin ,

or, for that matter, from the Northwest, from California , or from any other

source outside the Colorado River Basin. The future water supply problems

of the Colorado River Basin must be worked out in a cooperative and statesman

Like manner - among all states which are in any way affected . We pledge our

full cooperation to such a program . But, notwithstanding our willingness and

enthusiasm to work for long -range development in the West, we are forced by

necessity to solve our present water crisis first.

Weneed not speculate as to what our failure in this effort will mean to Arizona.

In the central Arizona area - where two-thirds of our people dwell - we find the

bars and relics of a once great civilization - a constant reminder to those who

live there that a community cannot long exist without a permanentand adequate

water supply . These early dwellers- referred to by present day Indians as the

Hobokam - -were the first to settle Arizona. With nothing more than sticks ,

stones , inud and hard work , they dug 125 miles of canals, built 22 villages, and

irrigated more than 140,000 acres in the Salt River Valley where they prospered

during the first 14 centuries of the Christian era . But time ran out on the

Hobokan ( a Pima word meaning " those who have gone" ) . Archaeologists tell us

thar they lost their race against time by their failure or inability to build ade

qunte water storage facilities to support their growing needs.

We know that the country will not stand by and let the people of Arizona

follow in the footsteps of the Hohokam .

We know that our long sought and critically needed Central Arizona Project

will nltimately be authorized - -and must some day be built if the economy of

Arizona is to continue.

in many parts of our state, yesterday' s necessity for supplemental water has

become today's crisis.

l'nless we proceed now with authorization and early construction of the

Cuotral Arizona Project-- today' s crisis is certain to become tomorrow ' s catas

trghe

Gentlemen - - the people of Arizona must have your help and I respectfully

1rpe that this must be the year.
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Mr. JOHNSON . I might say to the gentlemen from Arizona that

there will be discussion by certain members of the committee. I

would like, however, at this time to give Hon. John Rhodes an oppor

tunity to extend his remarks if he so desires.

Mr. RHODES. I have no statement, Mr. Chairman , other than to as

sociate myself with the remarks ofmy colleague, Mr. Udall.

I just want to thank the Chair for reconvening this great water

resource court which is for the purpose, among others, of hearing the

case of Arizona — the need that Arizona has for water,

These litigants who are now before you would like to assure you of

our hopes that this will be the last appearance that wemake on this

particular matter before your honors.

Mr. Johnson . Now ,may we have a few words from the new Mem

ber from Arizona,Hon . Sam Steiger ?

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .

I would simply like to wholeheartedly associate myself with the

remarks of both ofmy colleagues and to express my gratitude for the

fact that the committee is very, obviously , aware of the need of Ari

zona and , I hope, is equally aware of the sincerity and earnestness of

our approach .

I thank the chairman and the committee.

Mr. Johnson . You gentlemen certainly have presented a very fine

statement.

I am sure that the committee has some questions.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Oklahoma.

Mr. EDMONDSON . Mr. Chairman , I will withhold any questions at

this time. I do want to compliment the three very able representa

tives from Arizona on a very fine and well prepared statement, and

to say that I do hope it will be possible to work out something that

meets what I know is an increasingly critical water problem in that

great Western State, and that this committee will be able to move

out a piece of legislation along the lines of H . R . 9 .

With that, I relinquish my time.

Mr. JOHNSON . The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Pennsyl.

vania, Mr. Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR. Thank you , Mr. Chairman .

First, I want to commend my three colleagues, to state that I am

delighted with the statement you have presented . I want to welcome

my ex-colleague and ex-member of this committee, Mr. Rhodes, back

before the committee. In the past,he contributed much to the deliber .

ations of this committee, and it is like old home week to have him

back again .

I would also like to say to my colleagues that we have 100 percent

of the Arizona delegation in front of us. That is a better percentage

than the California delegation has on this committee at present, but

not much .

I hope that you will take a long look down the long barrel of reality

and look to my left and find that wehave Mr. Johnson , the chairman

of the Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the House, and

then you go down the line and you will find Mr. Burton of California .

Mr. Tunney, of California , and then you look over to my right and

you will find Mr. Hosmer and Mr. Reinecke. They have five of their
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38 members present at this subcommittee. It is rather unusual, I

am sure, to find any State with five members on any committee, let

alone a subcommittee, and I have no doubt that if the central Arizona

project were not pending before this subcommittee that we would not

have the benefit ofall of the knowledge from the State of California .

I am interested , Mr. Udall, in this :

Have you any comment on the fact that when the chairman of the

full committee,Mr. Aspinall, wrote to the Department of the Interior

and asked for a report that he did not ask for a report on your bill ?

He asked for a report on H . R . 3300, a bill which the chairman of the
He asked for a

introduced, cu yield ?

I willbis la part of
tthink that also ing

Mr. EDMONDSON . Will you yield ?

Mr. SAYLOR . Yes.

Mr. EDMONDSON . The report indicates that the report was also re

quested on H . R . 9 . That is the bill by Mr. Udall.

Mr. UDALL. On page 8 of the Department's response, it says that

additional reports were requested on H . R . 9 and a group of other bills,

in addition to H . R . 3300 , and that this letter is to be considered as a

response to all of the requests on these bills.

At least, thatwas theway that I read the report.

Mr. JOHNSON. If you will yield ?

Mr. SAYLOR. I will be happy to do so .

Mr. JOHNSON. This is a part of the record now , and I am sure that

the record speaks for itself, and I think that in the report from the

Department it will be spelled out. H .R . 9 is also included . And the

Secretary 's report, representing the Department of the Interior, is

prettymuch on the record on this matter.

Mr. SAYLOR. I thank my colleague from Oklahoma for calling this

to my attention .

Now , I would like to ask you ,Mr.Udall, this question :

When the Department of the Interior published a report on H . R .

3300 and on the other bills, they said that they did not favor, in a

sense ,any of them . They have their own bill, and their own bill varies

materially from the bills upon which you have testified . Now , if this

committee in its wisdom should adopt the bill which has been for

warded by the Department of the Interior which is attached and is

now a part of the record , would this meet with the approval of your

self ?

Mr. UDALL. Let memake it very clear that the position ofmyself

and my colleagues is that the kind of legislation that this committee

ought to pass is H . R . 9. This is the position of our Governor, the State

Water Agency, the position of the water leaders whom we consulted .

Webelieve in crossing bridges when we get to them . If we are ever

in the position of being asked to oppose a bill which includes the

rentral Arizona project, I think that our resolve in statesmanship

might be tested at that point. But we feel confident that the com

mittee is going to produce legislation that we can support. And if the

hypotheticalsituation that the gentleman refers to arises, we willmeet

it at that time.

Mr. SAYLOR. I might say that I hope this committee reports a bill

that I can support, too , for the central Arizona project.

Mr. UDALL. We hope that bill will come out so that he can support

it with us.
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Mr. SAYLOR. It seems strange that we have the President and the

Secretary of the Interior sending up a bill recommending no dams in

the Colorado River. Last year, you and your colleagues wanted two

dams. This year you wanthalf a loaf; you want onedam .

Now , as the new majority leader for the Democratic position and

the position of the administration assupporting no dams, I just hope I

can count on the supportofthe Arizona delegation .

I am not surprised that you feel you cannot comment on that at this

time.

I am also disturbed because in your statement you say that you want

a nationalwater commission . I notice there is such a provision . I do

not believe it is that which was reported on by the Department with

particular attention directed to the central Arizona or the Colorado

Basin . If we authorize the national water commission without suf

ficient attention being directed toward the central Arizona or the

Colorado Basin , would that meet with your approval ?

Mr. UDALL. I am not trying to evademy friend's questions. As

my friend knows, you fight legislative battles when you reach them .

We strongly favor a provision which gives some specific direction

to the nationalwater commission . If we are confronted with a situa

tion that the gentleman describesand it is that kind of a bill or nothing.

we, of course, would have to consult with the people in our State

and decide where the interests of Arizona lie . I hope that we will not

reach that point. I would respectfully ask my friend to let us defer

judgmenton that hypothetical situation until it arises.

Mr. SAYLOR . The reason I asked that is that I am convinced that

water is not an area problem . It is a national problem . I think that

the people who are handling water on a national basis are suddenly

realizing that it is a nationalproblem and it cannotbe solved by trying

to fragment it and apply certain rules and regulations to specific areas

ofthe country .

Mr. RHODES. Will you yield to me atthat point ?

Mr. SAYLOR . Yes.

Mr. RHODES. I agree with you . I think that the water shortage ,

as well as a surplus of water in certain areas, is a national problem .

Wetreat it as such , and we should .

The facts are, however, that the areas of Arizona which will benefit

from the central Arizona project are, probably , the most water -short

areas in the United States.

The reason we favor asking the national water commission to give

priority to this study is caused by the very existence of that set of

facts. If the problem were not acute wewould not be in favor of such

a direction ,but since it is so acute, we think it is necessary.

Mr. Saylor . Mr. Rhodes, I do not want to agree thoroughly with

that, although we have been talking aboutthe Southwest being a water

short area, but, very frankly, I do not think that the Southwest is a

water-short area .

Mr. RHODES. This is the thing, or one of the things, of course , which

the national water commission will study .

Mr. SAYLOR. Very frankly, the people in California and the people

of Arizona have gone down the line quite a ways, so farnow that when

you turn the spigot in any one ofyour communities you still get water.

Now , it may be that water has been used for certain purposes in the
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past that might not be in the national interest, in being put to its

best and highest use. I am only hoping that as we look at this problem

of your State that we can try and determine what is the best use for

Arizona and for the Southwest. I am also concerned with the fact

that in your testimony you have requested that the Mexican Water

Treaty be made a national obligation. If there is any one thing that

might cause defeat of the bill, it might be in that area ,as to the obli

gation of the Nation to that treaty, and I would certainly hope that

in your political wisdom you would not try to saddle the 50 States

of the Union with the obligation of seven , because that is what you are

trying to do. And I might say parenthetically that in your conclu

sion , Mr. Udall, you give us a statement about the early dwellers in

the State of Arizona . Itmight be well, not only for your edification

but it might be well for the members of this committee to review a

little history , a little world history . You know that China, India ,

Egypt, all of the areas that are now classified as the backward areas

of the world were all of the things that you are asking this committee

to give to Arizona in the Southwest , and time ran out on them . And

I am hoping that you are not asking us to obligate this country so

that time will run out so that we, too, may become a nation like

China , India , or Egypt.

is great and glorious as those countries were and as great and

glorious as this country is , I would not like to see us following the

Same path . In those countries , some of their people tried to do the

same thing that the Department of the Interior, particularly the

Bureau of Reclamation , is trying to saddle on the future of America.

I commend you for presenting a very good statement, for trying

to conscientiously represent your State and your constituents. I hope

that when the chips are down that you will, being the statesman that

you are, represent the entire country .

Thank you , Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California ,

Mr. Tunney.

Jr. TUNNEY. I thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

I would like to compliment the delegation from Arizona on a very

fine statement.

There are a few items in it, however, with which I disagree.

Mr. UDALL . We expected that might be the case, although we

regret it .

Mr. TUNNEY. I am interested to know how you feel about the nu

clear energy plant suggested to be built out there in connection with

any of these dams ?

Vr. UDALL . I would say to my colleague that that was discussed at

great length in last year's hearingsand in thehearings the year before.

I do not think that there is any issue that has had more attention

than this. I sat with my friend through these endless days of hear

ings and arguments.

I subscribe to the conclusion that the committee and the subcom

mittee reached last year, that there is a necessity for a dam , that

the energy that is needed can be sold and the payout will add excess

revenue to the basin fund to take care of the things that should

be done.
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Myposition hasnot changed .

Mr. TUNNEY. Did you have any contact with the Department of

the Interior at the time that they were making the decision to strike

this dam out ?

Mr. UDALL. I tried to consult with the officials at the Department

of the Interior and have tried to do so from time to time. [Laughter. ]

I try to do that at family reunions and other social functions when

they occur.

I knew that they were studying options and alternatives of the

kind that they finally came up with . I guess it was either Cain or

Abel who asked that time-honored question : " Am I my brother 's

keeper ?"

I do not agree with them . I think they have attempted to find an

out. I think their attitude has been constructive and that they are

endeavoring to solve the water problems of the region. I regret that

I did notagree with their conclusions.

Mr. TUNNEY, One of the things that you mentioned in your testi

mony, when you referred to other bills, you felt that you needed &

different approach this year from thatof last year.

Are you saying, by implication, that you really do feel that the

bill that we had last year was a better bill than the one that you are

introducing this year ?

Mr. UDALL. This was a complex bill and many provisionswere bet

ter. Some were not quite as good . We were never greatly enthusi

astic about the 4 .4 priority, for example, but we felt, under the terms

of last year's bill that this was something that we could live with . We

agreed that if I could push a button right here on last year's bill and

that it could or would become law , I would push that button . How

ever, we must realize that there are 435 Members of this House and

100 Members of the other body that meets a quarter of a mile to the

north of us here. We think , realistically, if we are going to get the

central Arizona project and go forward on the water needs of the

region , that we have to have something that is reduced in scope .

Mr. TUNNEY . Would you say that your position , of your bill, to

provide for studies as to the Southwest is less controversial for instance,

than perhaps the 4 .4 proposition or a general study of the water prob

lems, of getting water from other regions, et cetera ?

Mr. UDALL. Because of the statesmanship in California and the

experience that your State has had in transferring water from on

place to another, you have been able to quiet the fears and to sensibl.

study these problems to an extent that has not been possible in thi

Pacific Northwest .

California came in and supported this bill last year - the peopl

from all over California - with those sepcific provisions in it . "

we went to the provisions of last year's bill, we tried to retain thos

features that are constructive, that are helpful, that will begin to solt

the water problems of the region and are not controversial and

take out those things that would probably defeat the legislation an

continue the stalemate.

Mr. TUNNEY. One of the things that I feel very definitely +

would prove economically feasible is to bring water to the South

from northern California , then it would be economically feasible
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bring water down from the Columbia River Basin , but it seems to me

that you , by requiring a study of equal treatment of water from

northern California and a study of bringing water from the Columbia

River Basin , only look at part of it.

Mr. UDALL. Not at all. I think that it is very important that every

potential means of augmenting the water supply be studied . The

question is :Who is going to study it ?

Because of objections from the Northwest and because of political

realities ; it is apparent that the Bureau of Reclamation and the Secre

tary of the Interior on the terms of last year's bill are not going to be

authorized to study the Northwest 's reserves. The studies should go

forward simultaneous but should be made by the National Water

Commission at the same time as the other studies that California had

wisely agreed to, ofnorthern California 's potentialities for augment

ing the riverflow , of weather modification and other sources. I do not

say that they should not be studied . But because of the realities, they

willhave to be studied by different entities.

Mr. TUNNEY. I remember, last year it was testified before the com

mittee that the timewas running out.

Now , if you have a NationalWater Commission and you have to

have congressional confirmation of the staffing, to make nationwide

studies and preparation of reports that will take 4 or 5 years , and

then if you have a congressional review of the NationalWater Com

mission report, and the like, and alternative plans and congressional

authorization , as to the feasibility studies , that will take 3 to 5 years

more ; and then if you have a completion of the feasibility study it

may take 4 or 5 yearsmore,and theBureau oftheBudget studies would

take some time, too ; and , then , you have congressional hearings lead

ing to the authorization and the possibility of the implementation of

the studies, which will take 4 to 5 years. And then you are talking

about 35 to 40 years of studies by the NationalWater Commission to

conduct the preliminary study . Whereas, if you had a feasibility

study which was to be followed , you would have to take 7 or 8 off

of that period of time, and if we are going to have a real problem

about water shortages in 1990 we cannot wait 35 to 40 years, if that is

themost feasible means of augmenting the water supply in the South

west area .

Mr. Upall. I do not agree with your premise on time.

On page 8 , is says,within 250 days you turn loose the Secretary of

the Interior, under the principles established by the National Water

Commission , on a study of these things that do not require going out

side of the basin. I would think that within 3, 4 or 5 years you would

have a pretty high grade feasibility or reconnaissance study of all of

themeans of augmenting the river that are not controversial. There

would be augmentation of the water by desalinzation , weather modi

fication and allofthe rest of them .

The National Water Commission provisions in title II of the bill re

quires the Commission to report back in 6 years. We go beyond that

and say that you do not have to take the 6 years. You ought to look

at the Southwest problems first. You ought to get to this as soon as

you can . I would think that if our bill passed , between 5 or 6 years at

the latest , the Congress would be in a position to have before it the
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studies made by the NationalWater Commission , the studies made by

the Secretary and others in California , and by that time the Pacific

Northwest would furnish the independent studies they are making.

Surely, in the earlier or midseventies, the Congress would be able to

make the big decision that hasto bemade.

Mr. TUNNEY. Instead of 35 to 40 years, it will only take 5 or 6 years,

you think . I would just like to say in concluding that as far as 4 .4

is concerned , I am amazed by the testimony that you feel that this will

provide for a greater degree of cooperation .

I think that California is taking 5 .2 from the Colorado River water

and we reach down to 4 .4 in the central Arizona project - -that even if

we do that, we are in a situation where we are using thewater and have

been using it since the beginning of the 20th century , and it seems

to me that you are very fundamentally ignoring that.

Mr. Udall . I do not want to take the time of the committee this

morning to argue this problem with my friend. I am sure that wewill

be discussing it in the weeks ahead . But the people in Arizona are

determined to go forward and to get their fair share of the water. And

the question is not whether California may someday cut back to 4 .4 if

we do not go on a broad program of augmentation . I think this will

come in any event. The question is whether, in short years, you are

going to comeback to 4 . 1 or 3 .9 , or 3 .7 , to something far less than what

is needed . Whereas, if we solve this emotional controversy between

the two States, I feel confident that the day my friend refers to will

never arrive. We will never have to meet this problem .

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you .

Mr. Johnson . The Chair recognizes the gentleman from South

Dakota .

Mr. BERRY. Thank you. I have no questions.

I just want to commend the three gentlemen from Arizona on a very

fine statement. There is no question but what there are a number of

areas thatare in need ofwater. The need is in this area ismore critical,

perhaps, than in any other area in the Nation , not just for Arizona

alone,however. We are interested in the growth of the Nation . This

is a critical need , in my judgment, formost of the Nation .

Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Tesas,

Mr.White.

Mr. WHITE. I want to congratulate the Arizona delegation for pre

senting a very fine statement. I simply want to say, in regard to the

Mexican Treaty, that this is a national treaty not madeby the States

butmade by the United States. I am sure that these States regard it

as an international obligation , as a part of their own , because we are a

federation of 50 States. This is all of our problem and not the prob

lem of just a few States.

Mr.ÜDALL. Thank you,my friend.

Mr. Johnson . The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California ,

Mr.Hosmer.

Mr.HOSMER. I, of course , do not look at the statementas themajority

do. I note that our senior Senator from California is here, and I will

pass mytime.

Mr. 'JOHNSON . The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas.

Mr.Kazen .
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Mr. KAZEN . I do not have any questions at this time. Those that

I would have would go to the background of this matter. I think I

can get with my colleague and get the answers and not take up the time

of the committee now .

I do want to commend them for a very fine presentation and to

commend the delegation as a whole .

Mr.UDALL . Thank you .

Mr. Johnson . The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Oregon ,

Mr.Wyatt.

Mr.WYATT. Thank you,Mr. Chairman. I, too, would like to com

mend all three ofmy colleagues from Arizona on a very fine statement.

I would like to tell them again, as I did last year, that I am deeply

sympathetic with their problem and want to help them in such ways as

I can , except to participate in anything that would lead to giving away

the birthrightof the Northwest.

As I told you gentlemen before, I hope that the objectionable fea

tures to the legislation that we are now considering can be eliminated

so I won't be forced to vote against it.

I would like to associate myself very strongly for the record with

the remarks of my distinguished minority leader on this committee,

Mr. Saylor, relative to the Mexican Treaty water. You were present

last year, Mr. Udall , when the State Department representative testi

fied in regard to the Mexican Water Treaty , when I asked them what

amount of water the Republic of Mexico was drawing from the Colo

rado River at the time that treaty was entered into . Do you recall

that exchange ?

Mr. UDALL. Yes, I do.

Mr. WYATT. And the burden of his testimony, as I recall, was that

the treaty merely formalized and recognized that Mexico was already

entitled to the amount of the water which the treaty in essence has

been described as giving to the Republic of Mexico. Under those

circumstances, I do not see how it can be fairly considered to be a

national obligation when Mexico was legally entitled to the amount of

water that is defined in the treaty .

What do you have to say on that point ?

Mr. UDALL. Mexico never had any legal entitlement until the 1944

treaty . They may well have claimed moral obligations or obligations

resting on international comity. The fact of thematter was that they

were down at the end of the pipe, and the U . S . users could have kept

all of the water up there without such a treaty, if we had wanted to

take a hard position about it .

Mexico has been pressing for decades for some resolution of this, for

some definite fixed amountofwater that they were entitled to, so that

they could plan irrigation works.

In 1914 , at a timewhen our country was under great pressure and

faced great international problems, the Mexicans were pressing for

* resolution of this problem ; and , indeed , they were pressing for a

resolution of a similar problem on the Rio Grande. It is our judgment

and our belief that,had we not had this wartime emergency situation ,

we probably would have struck a much harder bargain with the Re

public of Mexico than wemade at that particular time,

All of our arguments were presented to the Budget Bureau , an

organization which is not widely known for throwing taxpayers'
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money carelessly around the country. The Budget Bureau and the

administration agreed , in the light of all of this history, that it was

an unfair thing for the people of this country to say : "We, the 48

States, place on you , the seven States, the burden of filling this great

national obligation to a sister country .”

We did it thinking that there was plenty of water for this to be

done. Wenow find that we were wrong, and so we are going to help

you make the river whole and make it what the State Department

and the President of the United States thought it was in 1944 when

they made the agreement with Mexico. This is a short answer to my

friend's inquiry.

Mr. RHODES. Willmy colleague yield ?

Mr.WYATT. Yes , indeed.

Mr. RHODES. For amplification, I hope that my colleague will not

take the position that the State Department's testimony last year is

wholly uncontroverted as to the amount of water Mexico was using

at the time the treaty was signed . As a matter of fact, I think that

the hearing in the Senate at that timewill show that the contrary may

well have been so . In other words, people do disagree on the premise

which the State Department made. In fact , the whole California

delegation at that time was definitely against the treaty, and I think

they were against it on the basis that it was giving Mexico more water

than they had any legal ormoralright to expect at that time.

Mr. WYATT. I am happy that my colleague has pointed this out,

because I think the only statement on the record to my knowledge on

this point was a very brief one by the State Department people , and I

will be happy to search the record . I think that our record should

show asnearly as possible what the Mexican use of the water was. I

might say that I do not, certainly , agree that all people feel that

Mexico had no legal right to the water prior to the treaty. There is

a considerable body of authority which says that Mexico had very

specific rights to certain amounts ofwater of the Colorado River, that

is, prior to the treaty.

I have just one other point of inquiry here.

I am somewhat disturbed by the statement in the joint statement

that you gentlemen havemade relative to the National Water Commis

sion in which you favor giving a priority to the establishment of

principles, standardsand procedures for the program of investigation

relating to the Colorado River Basin.

To me, this means that you are asking that in the NationalWater

Commission legislation that there be given a priority of a study to

the Southwest's needs. The Southwest may have the most serious

needsof any part of the country, but it seems to methat it is not good

to create a National Water Commission , to recognize our problems

as being national problems, and then to order in the same legislation

a piecemeal study ; in other words, to have one area studied in advance

ofthe other studies.

If you have any comment on that, I would appreciate it .

Mr. UDALL. I do not read the directive of the bill the way my friend

apparently does.

This is going to be a big impressive national study. They will

study the Hudson and the Mississippi, and the Ohio Rivers, and Suwa.
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nee, and all of the rest. You have 6 years in which to do it. All we

are saying is that when you get through you are going to have some

recommendations for a national water policy. You will have recom

mendations as to what can be done in specific areas. If you have on

your desk four or five different areas that you are going to finally make

recommendations on , you can take up any one of them first . And

we say that this area , which everyone recognizes is the most crucial

water-short area of the country, ought to be studied first. Weare not

asking that it be studied piecemeal or out of context with all of the

national problems. It is simply to take all of these myriads of river

basins and national water problemsand integrate them into an entire

national policy and that this one be given somepriority in that context.

Mr.WYATT. I thank my colleague for clarifying the record in this

regard .

It ismy understanding,Mr. Steiger, thatthe State of Arizona,with

in the last few weeks, has gone ahead with the State development of

the central water project and has authorized a plan in this regard .

What effect does that have, if any, upon this legislation before the

committee now ?

Mr. STEIGER. Well, I think that it is a clear expression of what the

committee is obviously aware of, that the State of Arizona is geniunely

concerned about receiving its share of the Colorado River. I do not

know of a single advocate of a State plan who does not recognize that

the Federal or the regional approach is the most desirable approach .

I would like to make that very clear, because I think if you can char

acterize an attitude of a State, this is the attitude of the State of Ari

zona. Butthe State legislative authorization for the investigation of a

State project is simply an expression by the legislature of the State's

concern over the continued failure to achieve a Federal project and a

recognition that something simply must be done so far as Arizona's

water needs are concerned .

As far as its effect on this legislation , the State legislation becomes

inoperative in the event that a Federal project is authorized . This ,

in turn , I think, reemphasizes the recognition that a regional, the basin

approach , is a farmore satisfactory approach .

Mr.WYATT. I thank the gentleman . I yield mytime.

Mr. SAYLOR. As to this Mexican Water Treaty, the history of

Mexico and the United States, and ofthe Department of Justice, when

this treaty was entered into, there was the matter of riparian rights

which was brought into this water question , and not the theory which

some of the Western States have advocated as to prior uses — first in

time are the ones entitled to use the water. The history will show

that Mexico throughout the entire period was complaining about the

quality of the water that was being delivered to Mexico. This was

one of the problems that the State Department will be called upon ,

I am sure, to testify on .

I thankmy friend for yielding.

Mr. Wyatt. I would just like to close by telling my colleagues I

think that there was testimony which has answered some ofmy ques

tions and has made a great contribution to the question before us. I

thank you.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Idaho, Mr. Hansen, is recog

nized .
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Mr.HANSEN. Mr. Chairman , I, too, appreciate the statement by my

colleagues from Arizona . I favor the central Arizona project, and

hope that conditions will not be attached so that it becomes too con

troversial to support.

I note in the testimony this morning that this project has been

before the Congress for many years and hope that we areable to ap

prove it this time.

One of the problems that we will have concerns the overall study

and the drafting of legislation for a National Water Commission so

that there will not be any preprejudiced and predirected conclusions

in the study .

This will be a strong condition that we will have to stress . I do not

wish to belabor this at this time, because we have had earlier lengthy

discussions and we will have the appropriate occasion later to get into

it in more depth .

I do want to commend you on your statement and on your willing

ness to answer the questions of committee members forthrightly.

Thank you .

Mr. Johnson . The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California ,

Mr. Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. I would like to commend you on your very per

suasive and eloquent statement, although it is controversial in parts .

On page 2 , you say that the area is threatened with disaster unless

supplemental water is brought in from the Colorado River.

You are probably aware of several statements made by a professor

from the University of Arizona in Tucson which to some degree con

tradicts that statement. First of all, are you aware of those ?

Mr. UdaLL . Yes.

Mr. REINECKE. Would you comment on that for us ?

Mr. UDALL. Wehave always seemed to have helpful people in Ari

zona who want to come here and testify or to make statements against

our bills and the policies which have been advocated by the Governor

or the legislature, or the congressional delegation . I know the gentle

men you refer to. I consider them sincere people , and I am afraid I

just sharply disagree with their comments and their conclusions.

What I would really like to do, in the interest of time, is this :

I haveagain worked with the staff over the weekend on a memorandum

answering these specific points, the specific points that they made.

It is still in rough form . I would like, if you gentlemen would prefer ,

to get permission to insert a memorandum on this point, and then at a

later point in the hearings we could , perhaps, discuss it .

Mr. REINECKE. I am sure that will be fine.

On page 3 , you mention the figure $ 1. 8 million ; is that right ?

That would then fulfill the entitlement of Arizona ?

Mr. UDALL. Substantially , if you can run the aqueduct all year long

at that capacity that we propose ; yes.

Mr. REINECKE. Just one final question .

We have talked around and around this, and that is regarding the

4 .4 guarantee. If that were, in the judgment of the committee, in

cluded , would you gentlemen feel that you could support the bill ?

Mr. UDALL. Wewould hope that it would not be included ; we would

hope, if it is included that there is some change in it. We thought
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that the form of it last year was inequitable and unfair, for the reasons

stated in our statement.

Again , I do not wantto dodge questions or issues. Wewould like to

meet that when we get down the road .

It is my feeling and I speak for myself here, perhaps. I do not

think either State has asmuch at stake in this 4 .4 thing that a lot of

the people in Arizona and California think . Some view this as a

life-and -death matter for California , if it is not in there, and death for

Arizona if it is. I think that if we will get together, we can solve

these problems and that this will become a moot issue.

Mr. REINECKE . I am inclined to agree with you , but probably for

other reasons.

You have to have some sort of a formula to work it out; 4 .4 is

extremely important to California . We would , also , have some 19

million people in this.

Mr. UDALL . There are people in Arizona who would say that your

cutting back from 5 . 1 to 4 .4 is not a great act of generosity ; that the

U . S . Supreme Court said that that was all you were entitled to and

that you had been using the additional 700 ,000 acre-feet for 25 or 30

years without any right and that we are asking you to cut back now

to something that we could have forced you to cut back to many,

many years ago, and so on . I do not want to get into that argument.

I think that California 's needs are far more than 5 . 1. We would

like to help youmeet them .

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you.

Mr. JOHNSON. If there is no further discussion , the next witness

isMr. Hosmer of California .

I am reminded thatGovernor Williams of Arizona desires to submit

a statement which ,without objection , will be incorporated in the record

at this point.

( The prepared statement submitted by Hon . John R . Williams,

Governor, State of Arizona, follows:)

STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR JACK WILLIAMS, GOVERNOR OF ARIZONA

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, the people of Arizona appre

ciate this opportunity for their Governor to present a statement to you concern

ing the Central Arizona Project.

As a boy I grew up on the dusty streets of Phoenix and splashed in the ditches

through which flowed the water from Theodore Roosevelt Dam - water to recre

ate a civilization which had once perished and was rising again in the desert

because of the reclamation program . You might say I was nurtured in the

breast of the Reclamation Program which the Congress of the United States

brought forth in 1902.

In the years of my youth , Phoenix and the Salt River Valley thrived on

reclamation water as the wonderful people came from all over the Nation to

put it to work for the good of all of us. If in the process I found for myself

a place of any significance at all, it was as a personally involved observer and

interpreter of people and the society that was abuilding. Radio station KOY

in Phoenix was one medium for speaking of the people — their ambitions, hopes

and needs and water was a frequent subject. Later, as Mayor of the City of

Phoenix , I was privileged to serve the people a little more directly . I have

known as personal friends most of the fine, dedicated people who through the

years bave spent their lives in the attempt to provide the water without which

Arizona cannot survive as a strong and healthy member of our family of

States ,

In the 1940 ' s , when war was consuming and destroying the productive capaci

ties of the world , the demand for Arizona 's resources soared. Our copper mines.
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our land, our climate - perfect for training pilots and manufacturing weather

sensitive electronic devices and our people responded . We had everything re

quired for productive expansion - except water. And we found even that. We

found it below the surface of the desert where for centuries Nature had been

depositing it by the slow process of underground seepage.

I will not labor the point here . It is enough to say that Arizona spent and

continues to spend its limited heritage of groundwater in response to the needs

of the Nation, just as it mines its irreplaceable copper so that the United States

may be strong in a troubled world .

It is true, gentlemen , that Arizona, like most of the states of the West, uses

more than 90 percent of its annual water production for growing farm crops

on less than one and a half million acres of land. But I have been watching,

as you have, the rather startling disappearance of some food surpluses in our

country, as the population of the United States and the world soar and as the

non -farm uses of land devour our fertile soils. This , it seems to me, is the time

to plan for greater food producing capacity in the decades ahead. The real

significance of the western reclamation program lies before us, not behind us .

Yet Arizona cannot at this time talk of expansion in agriculture. Wemust

now think only of trying to save what we have , and of providing water for our

cities and industries. For this first and urgent need for survival we must

depend upon our share of the Colorado River. We have had definite plans in

that direction since 1947, when the Central Arizona Project was designed com

operatively by the State and the Bureau of Reclamation .

Just because the plan is 20 years old, however, does not mean that it is out of

date , nor thatwe planned too soon ; rather , we are too late with accomplishment

We already have devoured vast quantities of our groundwater while waiting for

our full share of Colorado River water. What might have been a sustained

source of water for occasional use in emergency years has now been dangerously

depleted by continuous use. What was 20 years ago a project to rescue irriga

tion agriculture , is today a project upon which in a few short years our cities and

towns and industries will depend for their very existence .

I am advised by the Arizona Interstate Stream Commission that a recent in .

quiry addressed to the cities and towns in central Arizona brought forth the in

formation that by the year 1975 , the earliest date at which water could be de

livered by the Central Arizona Project if authorized this year, the cities of the

area served will need at least 100.000 acre-feet annually of Project water. By

the year 2000 — only 33 years from now — those same cities estimate their need for

Project water at nearly 500 ,000 acre- feet annually . This is almost one-half of

the average amount of water which we hope to bring into the area annually from

the Colorado River under present conditions of supply . And the estimate does

not include any quantity of water needed by cities and towns outside the reach

of the Project aqueduct which might be provided by application of the principle

of exchange .

Gentlemen , the Central Arizona Project today is designed to meet the urgent

water needs of people - not cows and carrots and cantalopes alone but people

whose very homes and jobs depend upon the constant flow of water in their

municipaldelivery systems.

It is for that reason that I join with the members of Arizona 's congressional

delegation in a plea that authorization of the Central Arizona Project be no

longer delayed . I understand and am sympathetic with the need of the other

states of the Southwest to solve their water problems. I can promise our neigh

boring states of the basin that following authorization and construction of the

Central Arizona Project we shall continue our cooperative effort with them to

find solutions for our continuing mutualwater development needs.

Arizona ' s plight is , however , so desperate that we must ask for the quickest

relief possible within our established legal right, and take the second longer

range step later in its proper time.

It is in this light that the water leaders of Arizona and the people they repre

sent are now examining our future courses of action . There is no question in our

official State Government circles that a Federal reclamation project is by far

the best for us. The Arizona Legislature, the State agencies involved , I . as

Governor, and the responsible press of the State all acknowledge this and are

solidly in support of our congressional effort in that direction ,

But I ask the members of this Committee , and of the Congress , what your

state would do if, faced with Arizona's dire circumstances, the Congress could
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not, after 20 years, provide the necessary solution . I think you might do as we

are doing now at home; that is, prepare to find other ways even though another

way is hard and extremely burdensome.

Our State Legislature has taken that second searching look down the rocky

path of aloneness in water development. The problems of a parochial solution

are imposing , but not insurmountable, as our neighbors in California have

proved so well with their own self-dependent accomplishments.

With the help of the Arizona Power Authority and the Arizona Interstate

Stream Commission , the Legislature has prepared a first alternative water and

power development plan which links hydroelectric power revenues with a water

delivery system on the same principle which has worked so well for Federal

reclamation projects.

Should this for some reason beyond our control be removed from our reach

as an alternative to the more desirable Federal project authorization which is

now before you , the Arizona Interstate Stream Commission is preparing a

second fallback plan which involves no dependency upon State-developed hydro

electric power revenues. It would be an even greater burden upon our people

and their economy. It would require money which we might otherwise have

to spend on schools for our children and to meet the other needs of our fast

growing population , but even this plan has been declared to be within the

financial capacity of our economy by no less an authority than the Ralph M .

Parsons Company , with whom I know you are familiar.

Arizona considers these less desirable alternatives to a Federal project only

because in desperation she must. If a man be without water, and thirsty in

the desert, he does not forever haggle about the price of a drink .

I ask you now in the name of the people of Arizona for a Central Arizona

Project, Federally authorized , to serve the best interest of this Nation and my

State.

Mr. JOHNSON . You may proceed ,Mr.Hosmer.

Mr. HOSMER. I thank you , sir . Our senior Senator from California

is here and I would like to yield to him and to presentmy statement

at a later time.

Mr. JOHNSON . Do I hearany objection ?

Mr. SAYLOR. Reserving the right to object, I will not object. I only

hope my colleague from California will deliver it at such time when

we may be present.

Mr.HOSMER . I have alwaysenjoyed yourpresence.

Mr. JOHNSON . It will be so ordered , there being no objection .

Our next witness is the Honorable Thomas H . Kuchel, the senior

Senator from the State of California .

We welcome you before this subcommittee this morning, as the

senior Senator from California .

We welcome you for your leadership in water out there.

I know that you have a very timely message for us. We will be

glad to receive it at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS H . KUCHEL, U . S. SENATOR FROM

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Senator KUCHEL . Thank you very much ,Mr. Chairman .

I am honored to appear before this committee of the House of Rep

resentatives today to voice California 's continued and enthusiastic

support for regional planning to help solve the water shortages of all

the States in the Colorado River Basin .

This subcommittee includes some very able Californians; yourself,

my friend Congressman Hosmer who has been in the forefront of this

problem for a long time, as well asmy friends Congressman Tunney
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and Congressman Reinecke, and, of course, Mr. Chairman, yourself.

Subsequently, I am informed that Mr. Raymond R . Rummonds, the

president of the Colorado River Board of California , will testify

a very able and longtime interested citizen of this problem , and Mr.

Gianelli, whom you and I have had the pleasure of knowing over a

long period of years will testify , and, finally, Mr. Northcutt Ely, spe

cial assistant attorney general of the State of California and attorney

for the Colorado River Board and, perhaps, as eminently and as thor

oughly acquainted with the whole complex background of the Colo

rado River legal and legislative system as anyone in this country who

will testify before you on the number of bills concerned with this

subject .

You have before you several bills which would help solve the Colo

rado River Basin 's water shortages. One is H . R . 3300 , introduced

by your distinguished chairman , Mr. Aspinall of Colorado. My col

league, Chairman Johnson of this subcommittee, has introduced a simi

lar bill, H . R . 744. In the Senate, Senator Moss of Utah and I have

introduced S. 861. The differences between the Aspinall bill and S .

861 are matters of detail, which I believe can be readily adjusted . My

distinguished friend, longtimemember of your committee, Congress

man Craig Hosmer of California , has introduced H . R . 6271, which is

identical to S . 861. Severalmembers of our California delegation

have followed Congressman Hosmer's example. The Aspinall ap

proach is a continuing recognition of the regional, rather than the

parochial, approach to the solution of the basin 's water shortages. It

perseveres in the water statesmanship which united the seven basin

States in the last Congress, and which I hope will be revived in the

90th Congress. It is, in my judgment, the only road to success.

I believed this when I introduced the first regional planning bill in

the 89th Congress , S . 1019. My confidence in this solution was rein

forced when 35 ofmy California colleagues in the House , and all three

ofArizona's Congressmen , introduced exact counterparts of it . It was

confirmed when this distinguished Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs, by a two-thirds majority, reported favorably one of these

counterparts, H . R . 4671, introduced by Congressman Udall of Ari

zona , in the 89th Congress .

The essential elements ofthe regional plan , the " one-for-all, all -for

one" plan, as contrasted with the " go -it-alone ” point of view , are all

contained in the Aspinal-Johnson -Hosmer-Kuchel-Moss bills.

The vital features are :

( 1 ) We propose early , vigorous, and meaningful steps to augment

the inadequate flows of the Colorado River. We propose, as a first

step , that the Secretary of the Interior, functioning under guidelines

established by the NationalWater Resources Council and the proposed

National Water Commission, investigate long -range water supply and

demand, determine how much should be imported , determine what

sources can furnish this without injury to the areas of origin , and what

importation projects can be recommended to Congress for authori

zation.

Do we not, in this wonderful Nation of ours, seek to prevent waste

wherever it occurs ? Should not our Government determine where

the great rivers in this country , which annually dump vast amounts of

fresh water into the seas,might be used to slake its people 's thirst , if
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the area of origin were first carefully protected ? The northwest

California streams, and the mighty Columbia River systems, the possi

bilities of desalting sea water, all should be inventoried with the ut

most care, for each one ofthem will help sustain Americans in future

times.

There is an impending water shortage in the Colorado River Basin .

It is not imaginary . It is very real. And no amount of investigation

or delay will make it go away.

( 2 ) We insist on adequate protection for the States and areas of

origin of water exported to the Colorado, including full protection

of the priorities of those areas, in perpetuity. California may well

be such an area of origin . The Columbia Basin , if that is the area of

origin , requires the sameprotection .

( 3 ) Weask recognition of theMexican Treaty burden as a national

obligation , and that an appropriate share of the cost of importing

water be allocated to the performance of that treaty. The Budget

Bureau agreed to this principle in the 89th Congress. Weagree with

the upper basin States that whenever importations into the river sys

tem are accomplished to the extent of 2.5 million acre- feet annually ,

both basins should be relieved of the danger of curtailment of their

own uses to perform the Nation 's treaty obligations to Mexico. The

2 .5 million acre- feet includes 1.5 million acre-feet of water which must

be delivered to Mexico at the border, under the treaty , and 1 million

acre- feet of losses between Lee Ferry and the border, due in part to

evaporation .

( 4 ) We agree on the necessity of balancing the operation of Lake

Mead and Lake Powell, so that the benefits ofwet years and the bur

densofdrought shall be equitably distributed between upper basin and

lower basin reservoirs. The two reservoirs should go up and down

together.

(5 ) Weagree upon the authorization for construction of five upper

basin projects, which are included in several of thebills and in mybill.

( 6 ) We agree to reimbursement of the Upper Colorado River Basin

fund for prior payments out of that fund to compensate reduction

of the power operations at Hoover Dam occasioned by filling of Lake

Powell . The bills spell out themethod by which this reimbursement

shall be accomplished .

( 7 ) We agree upon the authorization for construction of Bridge

Canyon (Hualapai) Dam and Powerplant, and for creation of a basin

scount to help finance the central Arizona project and importation

works, fed by revenues from Hualapai Dam and by revenues from

Hoover, Davis, and Parker Damsafter they have paid out. I have

gone along on the elimination of Marble Canyon Dam . But if this

source of revenue is removed , I have proposed in my bill that Arizona,

nok the development fund, pay the cost of any increase in size of the

entral Arizona aqueduct above the 1 ,800 c .f.s . project described by

the Bureau of Reclamation in its cost estimate last year, which is the

project described by the Bureau of Reclamation in its project before

the last session .

( 8 ) Weagree to the authorization for the construction of the cen

in Arizona project, as part of the regional plan . But weagree only

am the rondition that, if the water supply of the Colorado River is
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California Yoses any waterreofthe sho

insufficient to satisfy the requirements of the projects already in ex

istence or heretofore authorized by Congress for construction in Ari

zona, California , and Nevada , these existing uses shall be protected .

This is subject to the limitation on California 's protection imposed

by the Boulder Canyon Project Act. The effect is that when the

supply drops to 7 .5 million acre- feet, the Metropolitan Water District

of Southern California will lose nearly 700,000 acre- feet of its present

supply before Arizona loses any water at all. Moreover, the central

Arizona project shall bear the next share of the shortage if the supply

drops below 7 .5 million acre- feet annually before imported water

arrives. Every water engineer who has testified before your com

mittee or before your counterpart committee in the Senate has said

that will happen within the next 25 years. To this end the priorities

of existing and authorized projects will be protected asagainst the pro

posed central Arizona project, but only until works have been con

structed to import at least 2 .5 million acre -feet each year. This is the

quantity which must be added to the river to assure availability in

the Lower Basin of the 7 .5 million acre-feet apportioned by the Su

preme Court, if and when the Upper Basin States deplete the flow

at Leo Ferry to the minimum allowed by the compact. The protection

thus given to an existing and authorized project in Arizona and Nevada

would be unrestricted in quantity. But the protection to California 's

existing projects would be limited to 4 .4 million acre- feet annually ,

rather than the 5 . 1 million acre- feet which she will presently use and

which she has used for many years.

I may add with respect to the exact language now in our bill pro

tecting existing uses, that it was the acceptance of this compromise by

Arizona's Governor and three Congressmen in the 89th Congress, at

the urging of Secretary Udall, that enabled California to support con

struction of the central Arizona project . I was present at thatmeet

ing, and there was a unanimity of view among those who represented

both of our States, Mr. Chairman , and a long, unhappy , unfortunate,

and sometimes bitter feud was then concluded . We agreed that we

should walk together with respect to helping the State of Arizona in

solving the future water problems of all of the river basin States.

This language simply recognizes the century old foundation of west

ern water rights, the protection of existing uses on which California

relied in building a half-billion dollars worth of projects. Withont

this agreed language, we would have to oppose the central Arizona

project with all themeansat our command.

I have summarized the points to which Caifornia agreed last vear,

as did Arizona 's delegation in this House, the Secretary of the Inte

rior and, finally, this distinguished House committee by a two-thirds

vote. California has not changed her basic position. Wesupported

this program then . Wesupport it now . I am happy to say that these

principles are supported in California , with complete unity, by Gov.

ernor Reagan , Attorney General Lynch , the Colorado River Board

of California , and the State's director of water resources. I annex to

my statement a telegraph from Governor Reagan endorsing S . 861, as

well as a resolution adopted by the Colorado River Board of Cali

fornia on March 1 , 1967.

We Californians are also united in opposing enactment of the bill

which Secretary Udall has now proposed as a substitute for the plan
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which he helped formulate and which he so warmly endorsed last year.

The Secretary's new proposal fails to protect any State other than

Arizona. He abdicates his responsibility to dealwith the most crucial

issue, the basin 's water shortages, by investigating means to relieve

them . He deletes the priority protection for existing projects. He

gives up on Bridge Canyon , as well as Marble Canyon Dams, sacri

ficing what he said last year would amount to more than $ 1 billion

of earnings to help finance importations as well as the central Arizona

project. Gone ( in his recommendation ofthemoment) is the regional

development fund .

I well remember when Secretary Udall in January 1965 , led the way

to an amicable agreementbetween Arizona and California . Weagreed

to help one without damaging the other. Weagreed that the central

Arizona project should be built and that prior use should be respected .

But we did far more. Weagreed that we should prepare for the fu

ture and makemore water available to every basin State as the supply

in the river dwindled and as the thirst mounted . That kind of an

approach was almost near congressional approvallast year. I thought

it would be this year, and now I expressmy hope that it will and that

Secretary Udall will return to the fold .

Mr. Johnson . Wethank you .

You have heard the request of the senior Senator from California

that he be permitted to place a telegram from Governor Reagan en

dorsing S . 861 as well as a resolution adopted by the Colorado River

Board of California ofMarch 1, 1967.

Is there objection to their inclusion ?

Hearing none, the telegram and the resolution willbe placed in the

record at this point.

( The telegram dated February 9 , 1967 and the resolution referred

to are as follows:)

[ Telegram ]
SACRAMENTO , CALIF .,

February 9 , 1967.

Hon . THOMAS H . KUCHEL,

U . S. Senator, Senate Office Building, Washington D . C .

I am pleased to endorse the principles stated in your bill, S. 861, to authorize

the construction of the Colorado River Basin project. S . 861 satisfies three

requirements I believe essential to legislation designed to resolve Colorado River

water supply problems. They are : ( 1 ) legislation to authorize the central Ari

zona project must recognize that the dependable water supply of the Colorado

available to the lower basin is insufficient to meet existing uses in the lower

basin plus the requirements of the central Arizona project ; ( 2 ) existing lower

basin water uses must be protected , including California uses of 4 .4 million

acre-feet per annum ; and ( 3 ) meaningful steps to augment the inadequate flows

of the Colorado River must be included . Unfortunately, the lower Colorado

River Basin plan advocated by the Secretary of the Interior of February 1 does

not include these essentials. I am concerned that our national administration

is backing away from regional solutions to regionalwater problems. It is up to

the States and the Congress to assume leadership in this matter.

I remain hopeful that some way can be found to reunify at least the seven

Colorado River Basin States in support of regional legislation containing the

essentials stated above . Your bill constitutes a worthy vehicle for seven -state

unity , and you can count on my support and the assistance ofmy administration

in pushing for its adoption .

RONALD REAGAN, Governor ,
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RESOLUTION OF THE COLORADO RIVER BOARD OF CALIFORNIA , MARCH 1 , 1967

The Colorado River Board of California recommends enactment of S . 861 , 90th

Congress, introduced by Senator Kuchel of California and Senator Moss of Utah ,

and counterpart bills in the House , as introduced by Congressman Hosmer (HR

6271 ) and others. These bills agree in principle with those introduced by Chair

man Aspinall of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs and

Chairman Johnson of that Committee' s Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclama

tion .

The foregoing bills all embody the following features, which the Colorado

River Board has repeatedly endorsed , and which were contained in the bill

reported out by the House Committee in the 89th Congress :

1. Recognition of the necessity for meaningful steps to augment the inade

quate flows of the Colorado River.

2 . Adequate protection for the states and areas of origin of water exported

to the Colorado, including full protection of the priorities of those areas in

perpetuity.

3 . Recognition of the Mexican Treaty burden as a national obligation , and

that an appropriate share of the cost of importing water should be allocated to

the performance of that Treaty . Whenever importationsare accomplished to the

extent of 2 .5 million acre feet annually, both basins should be relieved of the

danger of curtailment of their own uses to perform the Nation 's Treaty obliga

tions to Mexico.

4 . Balancing of the operation of Lake Mead and Lake Powell , so that the

benefits of wet years and the burdens of drought shall be equitably distribnted

between Upper Basin and Lower Basin reservoirs. We recommend the language

of the Kuchel-Moss -Hosmer bills in this respect.

5 . Authorization for construction of the five projects in Colorado.

6 . Reimbursement of the Upper Colorado River Basin fund for payments

out of that fund to compensate reduction of the power operations at Hoover Dam

occasioned by filling of Lake Powell.

7 . Authorization for construction of Bridge Canyon (Hualapai) Dam and

Power Plant, and creation of a basin account to help finance the Central Arizona

Project and importation works, fed by revenues from Hualapai Dam and by

revenues from Hoover, Davis and Parker Dams after they have paid out.

8. Authorization for the construction of the Central Arizona Project, as part

of the regional plan , but on the condition that if the water supply of the Col

orado River is insufficient to satisfy the requirements of the projects alreads

in existence or heretofore authorized by Congress for construction in Arizona ,

California and Nevada , then shortages shall be borne as provided in those bills .

The effect is that California must bear the first burden of shortage , sacrificing

nearly one million acre feet of constructed capacity whenever the supply shrinks

to 7 .5 million acre feet annually ; but that the Central Arizona Project shall bear

the next share of the shortage if the supply shrinks below 7.5 million acre feet

before imported water arrives. To this end the priorities of existing and au

thorized projects will be protected as against the proposed Central Arizona

Project, but only until works have been constructed to import at least 2 .5 million

acre feet annually. The protection to existing and authorized projects in

Arizona and Nevada would be unrestricted in quantities , but the protection to

California 's existing projects would be restricted to 4.4 million acre feet annually ,

to give effect to a limitation to which California agreed at the time of enact.

mentof the Boulder Canyon Project Act,

-
-

II -
-

-
-

-

The Colorado River Board of California recommends against enactment of

the bill recommended by the Secretary of the Interior in his report on the

Aspinall bill. The Secretary' s proposal fails to protect the interests of any state

other than Arizona . It abandons the regional solutions proposed by the Secres

tary in the last Congress , and which the seven states accepted in the hill (HR

4671) reported outof committee in the 89th Congress.

California followed and supported the Secretary' s leadership then, and regrets

his abandonment of it now . California has not changed her position . We hope
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that unity among the seven states can be reestablished under the leadership of

Chairman Aspinall within the framework of the principles the seven states

agreed upon last year which this resolution restates.

Mr. JOHNSON . I want to thank you for a very fine and comprehen

sive statement, Senator Kuchel. I think , as you pointed out very well ,

the problemsthat face us in California are many.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Arizona, Mr. Udall.

Mr. UDALL . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman.

It is always at pleasure to have Senator Kuchelhere. I will say to

him that he is a constructive statesman and a builder and one that

I have enjoyed working with over the years.

Senator KUCHEL. Thank you , sir.

Mr. UDALL. I do not want to take the time this morning to discuss

this 4 . 1 matter, which is the one that separates the States. We have

discussed it on other occasions, and I am sure that we will again .

Let me ask you , first: It is obvious, is it not, that California 's water

needsare far beyond the 4.4 ?

Senator KUCHEL. Yes, indeed .

Mr. UDALL . If you had this guaranteed supply of 5 . 1 m .a . f. for the

long run would that really solve Califonria 's problem ?

Senator KUCHEL. I think, my friend, let me say, first of all, that

you know ofmy high respect for you, and I thank you for your kind

comments. The truth is that your great State and mine are going

to continue to be thirsty in the future, and that is a matter of fact,

as the population grows and certainly it will. Every State through

which the Colorado River winds its way is going to be plagued with

a shortage ofwater.

Mr. UDALL. My friend would also agree, I think , that if we could

augment that river to 2 .5 million acre -feet a year that this whole con

troversy about priority would be academic. Once we get that much

additional water in the river, there would not be that question .

Senator KUCHEL . That would, at least, be a good point at which we

could agree that the shortage which otherwise I think is ordained for

25 years from now would nottake place.

Mr. CDALL. I thank the distinguished Senator for his statement. I

agree with everything in it with the exception of the 4 .4 problem .

While I have the floor, I made the suggestion duringmy testimony that

I be permitted to file a memorandum referred to my colloquy with Mr.

Reinecke relating to some commentsmade by some Arizona professors

about the need of water in Arizona . Could I have the right to have

it included in the record ?

Mr. Jonsson . Do I hear objections ?

Hearing none, it is so ordered .

Mr. UDALL. Thank you,Mr. Chairman .

( Thememorandum referred to follows :)

MEMORANDUM

MARCH 20 , 1967 .

To : Congressman Morris K . Udall.

From : W . 8 .Gookin, State Water Engineer. "

Sahject : Review of articles by Dr. W . E .Martin and Dr. Robert A Young.

You have asked for a review of the findings by Dr. Martin and Dr. Young

relative to economic aspects of the Central Arizona Project. Three articles pre

jared by the Doctors on this general subject have come to my attention . The

irst was titled " The Value of Colorado River Water For Agricultural Uses in
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Central Arizona." The second was titled " Arizona ' s Water Problem : An Eco

nomic Evaluation ," and the third was titled “ The Economics of Arizona's Water

Problem ." The last named article appeared in the March 1967 edition of " Ari.

zona Review ," published by the College of Business and Public Administration

of the University of Arizona in Tucson. The fact it was published does not

necessarily indicate that the views expressed in the article are endorsed by the

College of Business and Public Administration or by the University.

Each of the articles appears to be a revised version of the preceding one.

The conclusion supported by each is the same, namely , that there is no water

shortage in Arizona because irrigation is an uneconomic use of water and should

be abandoned or drastically curtailed .

In each of the articles, a " typical farm " in Pinal County is analyzed and the

income and expenses thereof estimated under alternative conditions. In the

first article this farm was forecasted to operate at a loss of $ 4 ,937 annually with

out the Central Arizona Project. In the last two articles the farm was fore

casted to operate at a profit of $36 without the Central Arizona Project. This

variation demonstrates that under the method of analysis used by the Doctors a

few relatively minor changes in assumptions as to prices received and prices paid

can radically alter the results of the studies and the conclusions to which the

studies lead . Of course, as a practical matter, the " typical farmer" in Pinal

County nets more than either figure developed by the Doctors, else the " typical

farm " would no longer be in operation .

As an illustration of the wide range of potential results, the typical farm

analyzed by the Doctors produced a gross income of $ 105 ,755 in their first article

which was modified to $ 130,681 in the published article. Were the price projec

tions used by the Bureau of Reclamation applied to the " typical farm " hypothi

cated by the Doctors, the gross incomewould be approximately $ 170 ,000 .

The most important single assumption fundamental to the Doctors' analyses is

that the price of cotton will be 25€ per pound and remain at that level with no

corresponding decline in prices paid and no increase in crop yields. As an in

dication of the significance of this assumption , were it assumed that cotton would

sell for 31¢ a pound as has been assumed in virtually all of the other studies

made to date, the net profit to the typical farm hypothicated by the Doctors

would be increased by approximately $ 18 ,500 annually. Thus, one modification

alone would completely destroy the conclusions drawn from the Doctors' pub

lished article.

Doctors Martin and Young, in their most recent article, have analyzed their

typical farm on the assumption that the farmer continues to pump from his

present supply (an assumption which is in itself unrealistic ) or, in the alter

nate, purchases all of his water from the Central Arizona Project at $ 10 per

acre-foot at canal side, or, in the second alternate , purchases approximately

40 percent of his water from the Central Arizona Project and continues to pump

the remainder. In all of the three above-named alternates, it was assumed

Central Arizona Project water would be delivered to a farm which had no exist

ing distribution system and that it would be necessary to construct, operate and

maintain a distribution system and charge the entire cost thereof to whatever

portion of Central Arizona Project water was purchased .

In the first analysis, the Doctors found the farm would return $536 to manage

ment and investment in land and improvements if no water were taken from the

Central Arizona Project. The farm which took all of its water from the Central

Arizona Project would return a minus $ 7 ,024 to management and investment,

whereas that which took 40 percent of its water from the project would return a

minus $ 9,649. The Martin and Young reasoning is that a partial supply from

Central Arizona Project results in a greater deficit than either no supply or a

full supply because they assume the full cost of the distribution system would

have to be borne by a partial supply and that the farmer' s pumps which could be

abandoned with a full supply would have to be kept operative with a partial

supply .

The Doctors also analyzed the typical farm under a fourth hypothesis, namely.

that the farm was located in an existing irrigation system and that the Central

Arizona Project would furnish an unspecified portion of the total supply . The

Doctors concluded that : " No difficulty in the farmers affording to buy the water

is envisioned in this instance." However , even under this analysis the Doctors

use an involved rationale and conclude that the Project is infeasible .

It is basic to the philosophy the Doctors have adopted to assume that the worth

of water to the farmer is no greater than its value when applied to that crop
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which produces the lowestnet income per acre. The conclusion which the Doctors

reach is that Arizona could afford to forego the production of such low income

producing crops as forage crops. The Doctors, despite their academic qualifica

tions in agriculture, have ignored the importance of low value crop production

to the production of high value crops. Certainly they must be aware of the

value of forage crops in such items as insect control, disease control, soil build

ing, etc. Yet the Doctors suggest that as an alternate to the Central Arizona

Project that Arizona balance its water budgetby eliminating production of forage

crops .

In the field of hydrology , the Doctors appear to be under the impression that

the 1.2 million acre-feet which has been frequently mentioned as the proposed

capacity of Granite Reef aqueduct under the Central Arizona Project accounts

for all of the uncommitted portion of the 2 .8 million acre-feet allocated to Arizona

from the mainstream of the Colorado River. As has been well established in

the testimony presented in connection with the authorization of the Central

Arizona Project, Arizona's existing and committed mainstream uses from the

Colorado River now total 1 ,230 ,000 acre -feet. There , therefore, remain for devel

opment 1,570,000 acre- feet instead of the 1 ,200 ,000 acre -feet cited by the Doctors.

Obviously the Doctors are ignorant of the history and rationale underlying the

1,200 ,000 acre- foot figure .

It is apparent at several places in their articles that the Doctors have not

realized that the allocations made by the Supreme Court are in terms of diver

sions less return flow rather than in terms of gross diversions. A case in point is

the discussion which the Doctors wrote concerning uses on areas adjacent to the

Colorado River.

It is also readily apparent that the Doctors are uninformed as to the practical

aspects of ground water recovery. They allege that at the current " . . . rate of

withdrawal, there will be an economically available supply for some 170 years. "

In one of their earlier articles they recognize that on 25 percent of the farms in

the Central Arizona Project area water tables are declining atthe rate of 5 .12 feet

per year ; on 50 percent of the farms, water tables are declining at the rate of 8 .15

feet per year ; and on 25 percent of the farms, the rate of decline is 12 feet per

year. It follows that the Doctors must believe that an increase in pumping lift

ranging from 870 to 2 ,040 feet will not affect the economic availability of the

ground water supply. This failure to realize that the farmer doesn 't have the

alternative of continuing to pump from present depths underlies virtually all of

the article .

They have, of course, also ignored the physical limitations and water quality

problerns alleging these to be exceptions rather than the rule. The Casa Grande

area where physical limitations exist and the Eloy area where quality problems

are found are but two of several areas which serve to demonstrate that the

Doctors havemadean unwarranted assumption .

Actually , the figure of 700 ,000,000 acre-feet used by the Doctors as being eco

nomically recoverable is predicated upon the roughest sort of approximations.

If this figure is accurate, which is, to say the least, doubtful, it is so highly

theoretical and impracticalas to be wholly misleading.

Ignoring for a moment the accuracy of the figures for water use and water

supply, the water equation for the State of Arizona which the Doctors develop

is such an over-simplication of a complex problem as to be extremely misleading .

For example , the complete elimination of all of the alfalfa and forage crops

grown in the Yuma area would do little to alleviate the water shortages in

Maricopa or Pinal Counties. Nevertheless, implicit in the water equation and

the conclusions reached by the Doctors is the assumption that just that would

happen .
Of course, the figures themselves are subject to considerable question because

they are a composite of approximations which are at least to some extent unlike .

For example , the one million acre -foot figure used by the Doctors as present net

diversions from the Colorado River includes some portion of unmeasured returns.

Some idea of the inexactitude of these figures becomes apparent when it is recog

nized that the total acreage cropped in Arizona has not exceeded 1,200 ,000 acres

since 1961. The Doctors assume 6 ,000,000 acre-feet annually as the total con

sumption by cropland irrigation . Thus it follows that there is an assumed con

gumption in excess of 5 . 0 acre -feet per acre. This is inconsistant with the as

anmotion that deliveries to the farms in Central Arizona are 4 . 0 acre -feet per

acre which obviously could not be 100 percent consumed . It is certainly known
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to the Doctors that the croplands in the higher elevations receive less water

than in central Arizona and that while the croplands in the Yuma area receive

more, the irrigated area in Yuma County is less than 200,000 acres and not all of

the water delivered to the farms in thatarea is consumed either.

The Doctors would seem to criticize Arizona by the allegation that the annual

per capita consumption of water " ranks among the highest in the nation , if not

in the world .” One wonders whether the Doctors would expect a low annual con

sumption in a desert area . Their articles are further misleading in that they

allege the use of water in Arizona to be " about 4 ,700 gallons per person per day,

some three times the average for the United States." To derive this figure they

have divided 672 million acre-feet by the number of people in Arizona. The

absurdity of reducing irrigation use to a per capita use should be obvious. How

ever , even though such a reduction were logical, they have failed to recognize

that irrigation wherever practiced , is a supplement to rainfall in the production

of crops. Therefore, if we should include irrigation water in determining the

per capita consumption in Arizona we should increase that per capita con

sumption by that portion of the consumptive use of crops supplied by rainfall

and similarly should include irrigation use when analyzing other areas and

add to the per capita consumptive use in other areas that portion of the con

sumptive use by crops which is supplied by rainfall. The figures thereby derived

are obviously meaningless, as is the 4 ,700 gallons per person per day.

In evaluating the economic aspects of the Central Arizona Project, the Doctors

have adopted a new approach . They have developed what they term " multi

pliers" which they apply to the net profit from the farm to determine both the

direct and indirect economic benefits to the agricultural sector of the economy

resulting from water. The end result of the application of such multipliers in

this case is to show benefits that are much lower than the benefits derived by

standard methods of benefit evaluation . None of the articles present detailed

data as to the derivation of the multiplies, although references are made to pub

lications which would presumably clarify the process and rationale . Regardless

of the method whereby the Doctors have derived their multipliers, it would

seem to be wholly illogical to apply the multipliers designed to evaluate the

indirect benefits to the agricultural sector of the economy against the net profit

resulting from the use of water for irrigation . Under the Doctors' procedure

if a farm were to break even , that is, show no profit and no loss, it would make

no direct or indirect contribution to the agricultural sector of the economy. The

fallacy of this basic premise should be self -apparent when it is recognized that

a farm at the break -even point could well form the basis for the support of rather

extensive processing industries, service industries, schools and tax base ,

In their published article, the Doctors question whether large acreages have

actually been abandoned by reason of water shortage . They point to statewide

statistics to support their doubts. One would assume that the Doctors would be

aware that the underground water resources of Arizona are not wholly located
within one freely connected basin . There are within the state some relatively

small and relatively independent basins which have been progressively devel

oped over recent years so that new areas may be brought into cultivation in such

regions as the Harquahalla Valley, the Theba area , Moon Valley , and numerous

others, while existing areas in Pinal County and Maricopa County are going out

of production as the water supplies become ( a ) exhausted , ( b ) too deep to permit

economic pumping, or ( c ) too saline for further utilization . It is unfortunate

that the Doctors did not have the opportunity to accompany the House Committee

in 1965 when they toured some of the abandoned irrigated areas in Arizona.

Perhaps they would then have understood that the farmer who loses his farm

and home draws little comfort from the fact that another farmer has developed

an equivalent acreage in a new hitherto untapped groundwater basin .

The entire procedure , rationale and principles embraced by the Doctors , ir

applied elsewhere in the United States , would demonstrate that agriculture in

general should abandon the production of low income producing crops such as

feed and food grains and forage , and that irrigated agriculture should not be

practiced not only in Arizona but in any other state. In fact, the Doctors are

reputed to have claimed to various individuals at various times that they have

applied their analysis to the Central Valley Project and to the California State

Water Plan and reached a conclusion that neither of these developments are

economically feasible .
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STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE W . CAMPBELL, AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIST,

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, Tucson, ABIZ .

The article " The Economics of Arizona's Water Problem " by Drs. Young and

Martin , published in the Arizona Review , March 1967, is the most recent of

several articles and manuscripts authored and / or coauthored by them on the

same general subject - the economics of water distribution and use in desert and

semidesert countries.

Any valid economic analysis ( 1 ) describes the problem that makes the analyses

desirable, ( 2 ) sets forth possible alternative courses of actions that might solve

or alleviate the problem and ( 3 ) evaluates the probable consequences of alterna

tive courses ofactions.

THE PROBLEM ACCORDING TO DRS . YOUNG AND MABTIN

According to the authors the problem is that the development and allocation

of water in Arizona has not been “ subject to the dollars and cents discipline

of the marketplace" and therefore the past, present, and proposed uses of water

have not been , are not, and will not be those that will bring the most benefits

to Arizona 's population . The authors maintain that Arizona's water should

be put to uses "which would maximize the aggregate (total) income of the

State's population.” In addition they would " require that no one segment of

the population should gain an unfair advantage over any other segment in the

distribution of income gaing."

THE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS ACCORDING TO DRS. YOUNG AND MARTIN

The present " target” of the authors' economic analyses is the proposed con

struction of the central Arizona project. The authors assert that implemen

tation of the CAP would subsidize farmers at the expense of the nonfarmers.

They conclude that "maximum economic growth " for Arizona (and therefore

the most benefits to its population ) can be obtained by not implementing the

proposed central Arizona project, but by continuing present policies that re

allocate present water supplies through “ the dollars and cents discipline of

the marketplace " and to " investigate the possibility of using the water (Ari

zona 's Colorado River water requirement ) near its source in the river. The

authors refer to this as a " western Arizona project.”

THE PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES OF THE VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES ACCORDING

TO DRS . YOUNG AND MARTIN

The central Arizona project

The authors conclude that implementing the central Arizona project will

result in either ( 1 ) subsidization of farmers in central Arizona by municipal

and industrial water users and /or other Arizona residents or ( 2 ) farmers using

CAP water going bankrupt, ( 3 ) that cities would not be acting in the best in

terests of their citizens in buying water from the CAP, ( 4 ) that it is doubtful

that the CAP " can generate economic benefits to the State in excess of costs

entailed by its construction and operation ," and ( 5 ) that " two-thirds of the

overdraft would remain , the ground water level would continue to fall and the

basic water crisis'would be with us just as it is now .'

Continue presentpractices and abandon the CAP

According to Drs. Young and Martin the present practices of allowing the

"market" to determine the uses of water in Arizona will continue to allocate

water " to its most productive use for the highest rate of economic growth ."

Surface water will continue to be used by agriculture until the water is

needed for industrial and municipal uses. These users will buy the water away

from agricultural users because they can and will pay a much higher price for

the water.

Ground water will continue to be pumped for agricultural uses "as long as

farmers can afford to pay the price."

Total agricultural acreage will decline as land is taken out of forage and

feed -grain crops.

Hich valued agricultural and domestic uses will continue to use pumped

water until higher valued uses need this ground water, at which time they

"will bid it away just as they have done with surface waters."

73 -955 – 67 — 11
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A "WESTERN ARIZONA PROJECT."

Drs. Young and Martin state " there are no good data relative ( pertinent ) to

this alternative.” They do, however, say that " possibilities for further (agri

cultural) development include ( 1 ) the Yuma Desert (where water requirements

per acre are extremely high but which has a potential for citrus production ) :

( 2 ) areas 'adjacent to present irrigation projects (the Wellton -Mohawk in par

ticular) ; ( 3 ) lands in the Cibola - Ehrenbert district ; and ( 4 ) someof the valleys

and plains which lie from 50 to 80 miles inland from river (Cactus Plain ,

Renegras Plain , McMullin and Butler valleys ) . At least 10 townships or 230 , 000

acres appear promising within these areas — more than enough to absorb the

1 million acre-feet of available water.

" As in central Arizona barley , grain sorghum and forages would be marginal

users of water. But surely the cost of delivering water to these crops would

be less than with the central Arizona project . Whether a 'western Arizona

project ' would actually provide benefits above its cost would require further

investigation ."

PURPORTED PROOFS ACCORDING TO DRS. YOUNG AND MARTIN

Drs. Young and Martin arrive at the above conclusions by purporting to prove

( 1 ) that the CAP is not necessary to "maximize the aggregate income of the

state 's population " since ( a ) there is enough underground water economically

available at the present rate of withdrawal to sustain continued economic growth

for 170 years without importing water (to central Arizone ) and ( b ) that the

desired economic growth can be achieved by continuing present practices of

reallocating water suplies to those uses which generate the most " personal in

come" per acre -feet of water and ( 2 ) that the CAP will not pay its own way

unless the farmers are subsidized by municipal and industrial water users.

This " violates" the authors' " requirement” that " no one segment ( irrigated

agriculture ) * * * should gain an unfair advantage over any other segment. "

Let us now examine these purported " proofs" and their underlying assump

tion as presented by Drs. Young and Martin and determine whether they are

sufficiently valid to support their conclusions.

CONCLUSION NO. 1 : CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE CENTRAL ARIZONA PROJECT

IS NOT NECESSARY FOR THE MAXIMIZATION OF THE AGGREGATE INCOME OF THE

STATE 'S POPULATION

According to Drs. Young and Martin there is enough underground water

economically available to support a " desired” level of economic growth for 170

years at the present rate of net withdrawal.

Let us accept as a fact (even though proof is lacking to support this " fact" )

that this quantity of water does exist. If the authors' " proof" that this water

will support economic growth is to be valid , they have to assume that it is of

sufficient quality (or can be economically made so ) to be used for agricultural

production and for municipal and industrial uses. There is considerable evi

dence from authoritative sources to indicate that the quality of water and not

the quantity of water will likely be a severe limiting factor to its use as the

depth to water increases. Or they will have to assume that sufficient water

of sufficient quality can be economically transferred to the areas where economie

growth is required .

There is presently no proven basis for either of these assumptions. It is,

therefore, apparent that while the quantity of water may be sufficient to sup

port the authors' conclusion it has yet to be proven that the economically avall.

able water would be of sufficient quality to warrant such a conclusion . In the

absence of proof on the quality as well as the quantity of the economically

available water the conclusion that a sufficient supply of usable water exists

to support 170 years of economic growth is not valid .

According to Drs. Young and Martin the desired economic growth of Arizona

can be achieved (without the cap ) by continuing present practices of allowing

sales of water to the highest bidders. The authors ' (on p . 17 ) write that "with

the exception of current plans for the Colorado River water under the cen

tral Arizona project, proper allocations are being made today." This statement

appears to be a direct contradiction of the authors' statement on page 9 which

states “ they (most people in the arid Southwest ) have felt that its (water )
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development and allocation should not be subject to the dollars and cents disci

pline of the market place. " The only way one can eliminate the contradictions

is to assume ( 1 ) that most people in the Southwest act contrary to their feel

ings or ( 2 ) that Arizona residents are, in this matter at least, different from

other people in the Southwest. This conclusion is valid only if the assumption

that 170 years' supply of water of suitable quality is economically available is

correct. Wehave already shown above that this assumption is incorrect. Never

theless, let us assume for the present that the assumption above is correct.

Even if there were 170 years' supply of water of suitable quality economically

available Drs. Young and Martin would have to prove that this water would , in

the absence of the cap, be reallocated through the free market-for -water sys

tem in such a way as to “maximize the aggregate income of the State ' s popula

tion ."

Drs. Young and Martin "prove" that such reallocation is presently being ac

complished (and assume it would continue to be accomplished in the future )

by using an " input-output model" that purports to show the “ personal income"

generated per acre-foot of water intake by each major sector of the Arizona

economy. Drs. Young and Martin assume that maximizing the personal income

of Arizona's population is the criterion for the " best " economic growth . Their

economic analyses are designed to determine which of the available alternative

courses of action will result in the greatest aggregate “ personal income" for

Arizona 's population .

According to Drs. Young and Martin the table below ( table 1 in the article

* The Economics of Arizona 's Water Problem " ) shows the dollars of " personal

income" per acre -foot of water generated by the various sectors of the Arizona

economy.

TABLE 1. - Personal income per acre-foot of water intake in Arizona sectors and

rank of each , 1958 1

Dollars of per

sonal income | Sector rank :

per acre -foot 2
olabi ,

Sector

80

1

9
5

+

-

Food and grains

Porage crops. ... . . .

Heb value intensive crops

Livestock and poultry .

Agricultural processing industries.

Utilities

Mining . . .

Primary metals.

Manafacturing..

Trade, transportation, and services. .

.

15 , 332

2 . 886

3 , 248

1 , 685

82. 301

60 , 761

I Adapted from Anilkumar G . Tiioriwala . William E . Martin and Leonard G . Bower. « The Structure

of the Arizona Economy: Output Interrelationships and Their Effects on Water and Labor Requirements ."

**Part I. the input-Output Model and Its Interpretation " and " Part II, Statistical Supplement, Arizona

Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletins 180 and 181" (forthcoming ) , 1967.

5 Personal Income is here defined to include wages and salaries , rents, profits , and interest .

• Ranked from highest to lowest value added .

• Includes cotton , vegetables , citrus and other fruits.

Although many competent agricultural economists doubt seriously that maxi

mization of total personal income of a State's population is the valid criterion

of the best" economic growth of the State, let us assume in this instance that

it is the valid criterion. Let us further assume for the moment that table I

above does indeed accurately portray the capacities of the various sectors to

general personal income. "

Even if we do assume that the above claims of Drs. Young and Martin are

true there are basic underlying incorrect assumptions that completely destroy

tbe validity of this " input-output model" and the conclusions resulting from

analyses depending upon the validity of the "model."

Ibre. Young and Martin have incorrectly assumed that each sector can con

hage to exist and create " personal income" even though contributions of other

extors are drastically reduced - perhaps even to 0 . Specifically, they assume

but drastic reductions in the food and feed grains and the forage sectors of the

conomy will only reduce, but not eliminate, the " personal income" generating
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capacities of the agricultural processing industries. Drs. Young and Martin

go so far as to " demonstrate " that economic growth can continue in Arizona

without importation of water. “ Recently, for example, a large meat processing

company decided to build a livestock slaughter facility in Tolleson . Their water

demands seem large _ 2 to 2 .25 million gallons a day or about 6 to 7 acre-feet.

However, in a year this plant would use no more water than would, for ex

ample, 600 acres of sorghum . Six hundred acres of sorghum generate about

$58,500 per year of gross income and about 9,000 man -hours (or perhaps 322

man-years ) of employment. The work force contemplated for the processing

plant is about 225 employees, or some 65 times as large as the sorgbum corp .

The relative volume of income generated by the proposed plant would probably

be even larger since wages in such employment are greater than in farming .

Furthermore, much of the water used in this plant would not be lost in the

process, as it would be in agriculture, but would be available for use again in

crop irrigation after being suitably processed ."

Drs. Young and Martin do not take into account the obvious fact that the

continued existence of a plant to slaughter cattle depends directly on the

existence of the feeder cattle industry in the area , and that the feeder cattle

industry depends for its existence on the feed grains and forages produced

in the area .

The relationship is simple indeed : No feed grains and no forage equal no

cattle feeding industry . No cattle feeding industry equal no cattle to slaughter.

No cattle to slaughter equal no slaughter plant. No slaughter plant equal no

“ personal income" generated by the plant.

Drs. Young and Martin , however, by using their " input-output model" rela

tionships conclude that feed grain and forage crops can be drastically reduced ,

or even eliminated by being " outbid " by " higher" water users without affecting

the " personal income" generating capacity of the agricultural processing in

dustries - specifically that of the new cattle -slaughtering facility now under con

struction in Tolleson .

The " input-output model' also assumes that no direct relationship exists be

tween the production of food and feed grains and forages and the production

of high value intensive crops. Drs. Young and Martin are agricultural econo

mists. Surely they are aware that actual farming practices as well as a great

deal of scientific knowledge, furnishes evidence to support the contention that

crop rotation practices do beneficially affect the production of the high value

intensive crops.

Drs. Young and Martin , however, by using the " input-output model" relation

ships conclude that drastically reduced production of food and feed grains will

not adversely affect the production of high value crops.

This conclusion is obviously based , at best, on an unproven assumption and

perhaps on an incorrect one. Once again the "model" has not accurately por

trayed the existing relationship between two of the sectors.

The failure of the “ input-output model” to portray accurately the interdepend.

ence that exists in real life among various sectors of the economy invalidates

the conclusions resulting from any analysis that depends on relationships

erroneously portrayed by the model. We must, therefore, conclude that the

conclusions resulting from use of such an incorrect "model" cannot be proven

valid by analysis depending on the use of the " input-output model" for their

validity .

Let us, however, assume for themoment that the " input-output model" does ,

in fact, actually portray the real life relationships existing among the various

sectors of the economy, and examine the validity of the assumption of Drs.

Young and Martin that " personal income" generated is the sole indicator of

economic growth .

Drs. Young and Martin define " personal income" as " the sum of wages, rents ,

profits, and interest received by persons in each sector of the economy. "

Let us assume the following :

1 . A New Mexico farmer and his three grown sons have inherited an aban

doned farm in Arizona . The farm has 1,000 acres of tillable land .

2 . They sell their farm in New Mexico for $400 ,000 and move to Arizona,

3 . They “ rebuild " the farm and operate it at no profit for 15 years, then

abandon the farm and go back to New Mexico .

4 . They did all the work themselves and never borrowed any money. Ther

had $ 100 ,000 of the original $ 400,000 left when they returned to New Mexico .
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5 . While in Arizona, they paid taxes of $50,000, paid $60 ,000 for machinery,

$ 15 ,000 for groceries, and $ 3 million for other items— mostly farm production

input items.

This farmer and his three sons made no profit, paid and received no wages,

paid no rents, and paid no interest.

According to Drs. Young and Martin , these men had received no " personal

income" and , therefore, had made no contribution to the economic growth of

the State of Arizona.

The generation of personal income" as defined above by Drs. Young and Martin

is obviously an erroneous indicator of the contributions made to the economic

growth of the State by individuals , business firms, and /or various sectors of the

economy. Its use in analyzing such contributions can lead only to incorrect

and misleading conclusions. Any conclusions derived from its use would be

invalid .

CONCLUSION NO. 2 : THE CAP WILL NOT PAY ITS OWN WAY UNLESS THE FARMERS ARE

SUBSIDIZED BY MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL USERS OF CAP WATER

In arriving at this conclusion Drs. Young and Martin completely ignore the

fact that much of the anticipated revenue resulting from the CAP would come

from the sale of surplus electrical power ( surplus to CAP pumping require

ments ) generated by a dam (or dams) in the main stream of the Colorado

River. Some knowledgeable people believe that proceeds from the sale of such

power would be great enough to allow CAP water sales to agricultural and other

users at prices comparable to what users are now paying for water .

There is no evidence presently available to indicate that any responsible per

son advocates the construction of the Central Arizona project if the means of

generating such surplus electrical power is not an integral part of the CAP .

Any valid and meaningfulanalysis of the ability of the CAP to “ pay out" with

out bankrupting agricultural users of CAP water and " swindling" municipal

Users cannot be made if CAP generation and sale of surplus electrical power

is not considered in the analyses.

There is nothing of record that Drs. Young and Martin have given any con

sideration to this essential feature of the CAP in their analyses. For this

reason alone any conclusions they make from their analyses would be seriously

suspect.

Drs. Young and Martin have concluded that farmers in " central Arizona "

cannot afford to pay the proposed cost of CAP water for irrigation .

They base this conclusion on their analysis of the costs and returns of a " typi

cal" farm in central Arizona .

They claim that the characteristics of this farm and its financial costs and re

turns are "based on a 1964 survey of over 600 Arizona farmers under the proj

In actuality, their 'typical central Arizona farmers" are based on a survey of

120 farms in Pinal County and not on a survey of 600 farms under the project

Even if one assumes that all prices, yields, costs, and returns data used in the

analysis of the " typical farm " were correct, no valid conclusions could be drawn

from their analysis because ( 1 ) a " typical” Pinal County farm is not a " typical"

farın for the area proposed to be served by the CAP and ( 2 ) the " typical Pinal

County farm " as described in various articles and manuscripts by Drs . Young

and Martin is so different from one article to the next that one must conclude

tbat Drs. Young and Martin cannot really decide what is a " typical Pinal County

The following is a description of a " typical Pinal County farm " according to

Drs, Young and Martin :

The “ Typical" Pinal County Farms of Drs. Robert Young and William Martin

Drs. Young and Martin in two separate reports presumably based on the

same research data describe the characteristics of and analyze the costs and

returns for the typical central Arizona (Pinal County ) farm . In the article ,

" the value of Colorado River water for agricultural uses in central Arizona,"

this typical" farm seems to bear little relation to the " typical" central (Pinal

County ) Arizona farm described and analyzed in the article , " The Economics of

Arizona 's Water Problem " printed in the March 1967 issue of the Arizona Re

Tiew . These characteristics and results of Drs. Young and Martins' analyses are

shown below .
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Characteristics of typical Pinal County farm (according to Drs. Young and

Martin )

Item

As described in " The Value

of Colorado River Water for

Agricultural Uses in Cen

tral Arizona"

As described in " The Eco

nomics of Arizona' s Water

Problem "

1

1

1

Total cropped acres. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Acres in cotton . . - - -

Percent of cropped acres in cotton . . .

Acres in alfalfa

Percentof cropped acres in alfalfa . . .

Acres in barley . . .

Percent of cropped acres in barley .

Acres in sorghum .

Percent of cropped acres in sorghum

700

273

39

112

16

175

25

140

1

1
1

1

20
11

210

$ 4 . 50

395

$ 8 . 50

510

$ 11 . 00

540315

$ 7 . 05

460

$ 10 .30 $ 12. 08

Pumping lifts in feet . .

Variable pumping costs (acre -feet ) . .

Water used per acre (acre-feet) :

Cotton . . .

Barley - - - - - - -

Alfalfa hay . . . .

Sorghum grain .

5 . 0 5 . 0 6 . 0

2 . 5 2 . 5

5 . 0

2 . 5

4 . 25

2 . 75

2 . 0

5 . 0

2 . 5

6 . 1

2 . 75

4 . 25

2 . 75

4 . 25

2 . 75

3 . 0

6 . 1

3. 3 2 . 2

$330 . 10

77 . 55

112 . 75

84 . 05

$ 330 . 10

77 . 55

112 . 75

84. 05

$ 330. 10
77 . 55

112. 75

84. 05

$320 . 54

91. 27

159. 50

1

$310 . 46

85 . 00

159 . 50

$310 .46

77 . 80

159 . 50

1

-

212. 93

50 . 36

79. 95

58. 26

246. 37

66 . 91

111. 26

76 . 55

187. 01

59. 47

126. 56

70. 92

200 . 78

60 . 04

154 . 17

71. 14

-

Total dollar incomeper acre:

Cotton .

Barley.

Alfalfa hay . . .

Sorghum grain .

Total dollar variable costs:

Cotton .

Barley . . . .

Alfalfa hay.

Sorghum grain . .

Income in dollars over variable costs:

Cotton .

Barley . . .

Allalla hay . . . .

Sorghum grain . . -

Return to managementand investmentin

land and improvements (per acre of

cropped land ) . . .

Management return per cropped acre

(with land and improvements per acre

at $500 and interest at 5 percent) . - - -

233 .53

60.55

99. 21

69. 52

96 . 57

17 . 00

13. 54

14. 53

193. 53

62. 97

146 . 27

74. 78

116 , 93

22. (13

13. 23

22 .64

117 . 17 133 .53

27 . 19

83. 73

10 . 64

1. 49

7 . 50

22 . 80

109 . 68

17 , 7631. 80

32. 94

-

25.79 33. 32 17 . 78

35.56 14. 71 1.21 18 .48 0. 77 - 7. 69

10. 56
- 10 . 90

- 23.79 - 6 . 52 - 24. 23 - 3209

Let us assume for the moment, however, that the " typical Pinal County" farm

described in the article " The Economics of Arizona ' s Water Problem " is indeed

representative of the farms under the project and that all data and assumptions

used in the analysis by Drs. Young and Martin are correct.

According to Drs. Young and Martin this farm even with the least amount of

assumed pumping lift (315 feet ) would have a minus $6 .52 per acre as the

returns to management, and under the assumed 540 feet of lift would have a

minus $32.09 per acre as the returns to management.

Even the most enthusiastic and optimistic supporter of the cap knows it will

be at least 10 years after its construction begins before it will be operational.

It is indeed questionable that this " typical farm " could remain financially

solvent under these conditions and be an operating farm under the cap.

It is also questionable that any farm with a negative return to management

could realistically be considered as "typical” in an area where the net farm

income per farm is almost twice as great as net farm income per farm in the

State whose farms have the second greatest net farm income per farm in the

United States.

Mr. Johnson. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Pennsyl

vania , Mr. Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR. Senator Kuchel, I welcome you before this committee.

I join with my colleagues in that welcome.

I am intrigued by your statement.

I must say that you are intending with great care to take care of

the great State of California . And your statement points this out.
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This committee many years ago sent the central Arizona project

and the question of water in the Colorado River to the Supreme

Court, and the Supreme Court finally , some years ago, handed down

a decision. That decision said that of the 7.5 million acre -feet to be

made available in the lower basin , California was entitled to 4.4

million acre- feet, Arizona was entitled to 2.8 million acre- feet, and the

State of Nevada was entitled to 300,000 acre -feet, and if there were

shortages the Secretary of the Interior should allocate the shortages .

Now , on page 4 of your statement, in paragraph 8 , which you
have

Senator KUCHEL. That is the mimeographed statement that you

have there ?

Mr. SAYLOR. Yes. Does this not go far beyond the Supreme Court

decision ? Does not the statement say that California is imposing con

ditions which require something more than the Supreme Court de

cided ? Is this not particular true with regard to the projects now in

existence ?

Senator KUCHEL. Here is my interpretation of the Supreme Court

decision and why I urged that your committee take the action recom

mended in point 8 .

The Supreme Court, using that figure of 7 .5 million acre-feet, did

see fit to make the apportionment to the three States precisely as you

have suggested . It did not discuss the problem of how the shortages

should be dealt with , except to indicate that the Secretary might have

the responsibility of doing that, or, indeed, that the Congress might

sit in judgment on it.

I very well remember themeeting ofmy committee in the other body

shortly after the decision was issued , in which there was apparently

a feeling that a dog -eat-dog controversy would arise when a shortage

would take place, I am , I think scrupulously correct in saying that

every water engineer who has dealt with the problem has testified

before your committee and mine that within a quarter of a century

there will be a shortage of water in the river that will in part be

caused by the development of additional and necessary projects in

the upper basin . Looking way down the road, on what basis would

the Secretary of the Interior make an allocation of shortages ?

Suppose the State from which I come continued to increase in popu

lation , as surely it will, and suppose, also, the people of Arizona in

creased in population . You would have a situation where the best

that the Secretary could do would be to take from one thirsty mouth

and put it into another thirsty mouth. What I seek to do here, for

many reasons that I would be glad to go into in detail with you , is

to give protection which the people ofmy State have asked for, and

which , I think is equitable and right,thatthe reduced amounts ofwater

which my State has been allocated, 4 .4 million acre -feet, be given

a priority over new uses, based on existing uses in California along

with the existing uses which have taken place in our neighboring

State ofArizona.
Congressman Saylor, the State legislature in California was re

quired to limit itself to 4 .4 million acre- feet in 1928 as a prerequi

site

Mr. SAYLOR. That grew out of the Colorado River Compact.
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Senator KUCHEL. This is true.

Mr. SAYLOR. Which the representatives of your State, when they

signed the Compact, limited themselves to 4.4 of the 7 .5 that was in

the river ?

Senator KUCHEL . Congressman Saylor, I do not accept what you

just said as precise legal history, but I do say, for the purpose of

answering your question , that ever since water was available in the

river, we have, as you know , used far more than 4 .4 . We have ex

pended hundreds of millions of dollars of State moneys, not Federal

moneys, in building aqueducts and the like. And I simply urge you

to consider, recognizing the priority in time, rights for existing uses

in Arizona as well as in California . However, with respect to my

State, these rights would be lowered to the reduced figure of 4 .4 rather

than the existing use of 5 . 1 .

Mr. SAYLOR. I might say, Senator Kuchel, that you are looking

down the road 25 years. You are asking the Congress to tie its hands

for something that will not occur for 25 years. I think that will be

asking too high a price for support of this legislation , because you

cannot tell what the needsof California are going to be 25 years from

now , nor can anybody tell what they will be. You cannot tell where

California is going to get itswater 25 years from now .

I think it is basically unfair that you should put this requirement in .

This is a difference of opinion , of course . And I respect your right

to ask for it . I can only say that I disagree with your conclusion .

Senator KUCHEL. It does seem to methat any proposal to eliminate

the hazard of shortage, is themost statesmanlike road for Congress to

take. If it were possible , as I think it is, for Congress to consider

what was considered last year, in your very committee, a proposal

that every State in the river basin be assessed in respect to its future

growing water problems, that there you would find the best way to

eliminate questions with respect to existing uses, vis- a -vis new uses.

Mr. SAYLOR. With regard to page 4 , paragraph 7 ,ofyour statement,

you are placing quite a burden on Arizona . You say that everything

above 1 ,800 cubic feet per second should be built by, and paid for, by

Arizona itself.

Senator KUCHEL. That was the original position of the Executive

Branch, as you know .

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , this committee had before it last week , and the

week before, two bills affecting California . One of them calling for

an amendment to an existing piece of legislation in which we were

called upon or requested by representatives of your State to increase

the authorized size of the canal in the central valley project, because

of future developments that might take place somewhere down the

line. It is very interesting to note that the representatives of your

State who appeared and made out a very good case for it, asked , that

the FederalGovernment put outthemoney .

Then , the other day , we also had before this committee a project

for the Metropolitan Water District of Los Angeles, in which the

representatives of the Department and the members of this commit

tee of your State asked that the FederalGovernment give to the city

of Los Angeles $57. 2 million for the construction of a desalting plant

to be built on an island off the coast of your Státe.
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How can the representatives of your State come in here and say

that for California it is perfectly all right to come in and ask Uncle

Sam to give you $ 57. 2 million for one project and to give you an

enlarged canal and have Uncle Sam pay for it, but when it gets to

the other side of the river, over in Arizona, because somebody came

along in the years past and used only 1,800 cubic feet per second,

anything above that the State ofArizona has to pay for it ? I am at

a loss to understand this inconsistency, and I would like to ask the

Senator to explain that.

Senator KUCHEL . First, let memake this one general observation .

We, in my State, represent more than 10 percent of the people of the

United States, Congressman Saylor.

In the last third of a century , the central valley project, which is

the Federal reclamation project, born during the depression years,

has become I think one of the fine examples of the Federal Govern

ment investing in a project for the benefit of the people , the money

invested by the FederalGovernment is being repaid with interest into

the Federal Treasury.

We deal here, as you know , Representative Saylor, with water in

California 's streams, about which there is no inter-State problem .

The water problems of our State with respect to areas of origin and

areas of use have been amicably settled , and I think in a fashion that

mightbe used as one example for our Congress.

The enlarged construction proposal for the Tehama-Colussa Canal

which you have outlined is recommended by the Department of the

Interior and by the Budget Bureau and does qualify on all fours with

the existing criteria in the law for the expenditure of public funds.

It poses a question of whether the Bureau of Reclamation should

build one big ditch or two smaller ditches. No basin fund , out of

which we hope to finance works to augment the water available to all

basin States, will be depleted by the Tehama-Colusa bill.

Now , with respect to desalting, I would vigorously deny in this

regard , and in this record , that the legislation providing for partici

pation by the FederalGovernment is a gift to the people of Los An

geles. Sir , that is not so .

A group of agencies in California , public agencies and privately

owned utilities, agreed to a very unique undertaking , to the construc

tion of a 43 -acremanmade island , a mile offshore a little more than

that from my friend's home, Mr. Hosmer, and about a mile from

where I live, a mile from the coastline of the county, upon which a

nuclear power plant and desalter will be constructed , and by which

150 million gallons of fresh water a day will be produced along with

the electricity. This is an attempt, I think, to try to determine

whether it is possible to have an economic breakthrough in the cost

of desalting the waters of the sea .

Today, it is too expensive, over $300 per acre - foot atmost existing

plants. It is even , as projected , greatly expensive in this legislation ,

roughly $ 70 per acre-foot at plant site , and $ 90 per acre- foot at the

Orange County Reservoir . The Federal Government came forward

through the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of the

Interior, wanting to buy information , wanting to obtain an education

which , conceivably , in years ahead could constitute, at least, a partial
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solution not only to our own water problemsbut I think , really, for

the settlement of the disputes that could lead to armed conflict in

other parts of this world of ours. So that it is not a gift, in my

opinion . And your friends and mine in the executive branch would

deny it.

Now , with respect to the 1,800 feet per second , the Bureau of

Reclamation recommended that, and at the time it recommended that,

Congressman Saylor, there were two- to use the vernacular - " cash

registers” authorized in the legislation , Bridge and Marble , upon

which a frightening conflict in our country began to take place .

I take it that it is realistic to assumethat Congress would , at least,

be long hesitant in authorizing both of those projects for this under

taking . So, realistically , some on your committee, and I , have intro

duced legislation providing for Bridge Canyon , believing wecan jus

tify that in the interests of the people it is for that reason - and the

reduced amount of potential funding by the bill itself, that I recom

mend 1,800 second- feet be the limit of the capacity to be financed

out of the basin fund . To the extent that the basin fund bears an

additional burden for the aqueduct, we reduce the money available

to bring long sought, and desperately needed additional water into

the river . 1

Mr. SAYLOR. Senator Kuchel, I might say that I have just received

a message that leads me to believe there is not that hope and I sin

cerely hope it is not correct , that the people of Los Angeles could

depend on it as the source of supply, if the project does not prove

satisfactory as some people believe. There are those who believe

this is just another example of Federal bigness with no reality what

soever. Water will not cost what we have been told ,but two or three

or four timesmoremaybe. The people of Los Angeles have also been

led to believe it will costwhat they havebeen told .

So far as the cash registers are concerned , I just want to say the

administration has indicated that they do not think either cash regis

ter should be included . When the people of the United States find

out that in the proposed developments, there is still left the dam to be

built, which would invade Grand Canyon National Monument and

Grand Canyon National Park, you would find the American public ,

once again , will rise up in arms and protest any invasion by this

committee orby the Congress of our nationalparks andmonuments by

dams which will cause evaporation of over 100 ,000 acre- feet of water

per year in this area which you have described as being in an area of

water shortage.

Senator, it is always a pleasure to see you before the committee . I

hope we can get a bill out which is like the bill I introduced last year,

which will allow the construction of the central Arizona project and

which will have a NationalWater Policy Commission and will leave

everything else to the future. I am not one of those who believes that

the present Members of the Congress , either sitting in the House or

in the Senate , are all wise and that they can solve all of the problems

for all generations to come.

1 The precedent for letting the water users bear the cost of the aqueduct above a grep

size was established in your committee' s H . R . 4671 last year. My bill merely changes the

cost which will be borne by the basin fund from 2 ,500 c . 1 . 8 . to 1 .800 c . . . ofc

Actually , my bin will supply cheaper water to the Arizonans than will Secretary Odali .

latest scheme. Without a basin fund , the water users will bear the full cost of the rate

either through high ad valorem rates or high water rates .
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Mr. JOHNSON. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California.

Mr. TUNNEY . I would just like to state to you , Senator, that I thank

you for expressing California 's position so completely and so elo

quently and so intelligently. I think that your statement was very

wise. It expresses my feelings completely. I certainly appreciate the

answers based on the facts that you gave to Mr. Saylor with respect

to California 's projects and the Colorado River Basin and the island

off the shore of California . I thank you so much . As you know , I

introduced your bill in the House. I think it is an excellent bill.

Senator KUCHEL. Thank you very much .

Mr. JOHNSON . The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California ,

Mr. Hosmer.

Mr. HOSMER. I have no questions,Mr. Chairman , but I do want to

express my appreciation to Senator Kuchel for his, again , demon

strating great patience .

Senator KUCHEL. Thank you .

Mr. Johnson . The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas.

Mr. KAZEN . I have no questions. Thank you , Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The Chairman recognizes the gentleman from Ore

gon , Mr. Wyatt.

Mr. Wyatt. Senator, I want to commend you upon your statement.

You have expressed California 's views very , very succinctly here. I

would like to tell you that although I do not agree in whole with your

statement in several particulars, I did introduce a bill on the House

side to authorize Federal participation in the Balsa Island nuclear

power and desalinization plant, and I support it. I think it is a cheap

price to pay, if we can produce wateras has been forecast.

Ihave one question that I will get off briefly .

From your statement you say that you ask recognition of the Mexi

can Treaty burden as a national obligation and that an appropriate

share of the cost of importing water be allocated to the performance

of that treaty .

Do you want to be any more specific as to what you feel is an ap
propriate share ? If you are talking about importing, this would be a

matter of severalbillion dollars, I am sure,asyou know ,

Senator KUCHEL. Thank you very much, Congressman Wyatt , for

your kind comments on this paper ofmine.

During the discussions in the last Congress, there were those of us

who felt - and there were many — that a regional approach to the

problem of the Colorado River and its shortages was a preferable

one. Wethought that when theGovernment entered into a treaty with

Mexico , and the U . S . Senate approved it , that it became an obligation

of the people of the United States to perform and not of the people

of the semiarid Southwest alone to perform . As time has gone by

and water in the river has become increasingly important, wethought

that the best way to recognize the Mexican Treaty burden as a Federal

obligation would be to provide that when by importation or by other

means, water would come into the Lower Colorado River Basin , the

first 2 .5 million acre- feet of that water would be a Federal obligation ,

including the expenditure of funds by the Federal Government for

that portion of the works which would represent 2 .5 million acre-feet.
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Federal ho le cost of import
mexican 1

Thus, I think ,when I speak ofmaking it a Federal obligation , I mean

recognizing that when the Senate ratified that commitment it did so

on behalf of the American people and not just the Colorado River

Basin States . Therefore, to provide that water in the future without

damaging any of the Colorado River States, the Federal Government

should pay an amountequivalent to that portion .

Mr.WYATT. One other question ,Mr. Chairman .

To be a little more specific, if we wind up with importing 5 million

acre- feet in the Colorado River Basin, would you then say that the

FederalGovernment has a national obligation to pay one-half of that,

of the whole cost of importing that amount?

Senator KUCHEI. The Mexican Treaty obligation requires the

delivery of 1 .5 million acre- feet of water,measured at the boundary.

In order to deliver that quantity of water to the boundary , losses in

transit between Leo Ferry and the Mexican border must be borne. I

am told that the total losses between Lee Ferry and the Mexican

border are in the order of 1million acre- feet, due to evaporation , seep

age , and unavoidable overdeliveries to Mexico , and that the fair share

of this 1 million acre-feet of losses attributable to the transportation

of 1 .5 million acre- feet to Mexico is about 300 ,000 acre -feet. This

means that the cost of importing, say 1 .8 million acre- feet of water,

should be attributable to the treaty burden and should be made non

reimbursible .

The development fund, if Hualapai dam and powerplant are built ,

would receive power revenues from that source , plus those of Hoover,

Davis, and Parker powerplants, which would probably be adequate

to pay for the remaining 700,000 acre-feet of the first 2 .5 million

acre-feet imported each year. I feel that the nonreimbursible alloca

tion to the treaty obligation should be at the base of the cost pyramid

so that the cost of importing the incremental 700 ,000 acre- feet, to

be paid for out of the development fund, would be accounted for on an

incremental basis and notpro rata .

Mr.WYATT. Thank you , Senator, verymuch .

Senator KUCHEL. Thank you.

Mr. JOHNSON. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Idaho ,

Mr. Hansen.

Mr.HANSEN . Thank you,Mr. Chairman .

I , too , wish to commend the gentleman from California on the very

fine statement which he delivered here on the position of California

on its water situation .

There are several questions that I would like to ask , but in the inter

est of time I shall not do so now . I shall get the answers at a later

time.

I would like to note the gentleman 's statement that the statesman

like road was to eliminate water shortages in the future. I could and

do concur in this. When we were considering legislation in the last

Congress, many of us felt that the study section for supplementary

water sources of the proposed Colorado River legislation should

impartially emphasize the possibilities of desalinization and other

types of supplementary water honestly , seriously and objectively ,

along with the feasibility of the importation of water. This is some
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thing that someof our colleagues from the areas concerned were will

ing to cite in testimony but were not willing to allow in the legislation .

I notice in your testimony today, that you do mention desaliniza

tion, among other things, and I would like to pose a question to you ;

Would you support the sort of a concept in any proposed legislation

that all possibilities of supplementary water be included in the legisla

tion , without emphasis on oneaspect such as the importation ofwater ?

Senator KUCHEL. I would , indeed . And I think it is absolutely

vital to the consideration of any good piece oflegislation .

I failed to mention in my statement cloud seeding . I have sup

ported weather modification programsmany times in the Appropria

tions Committee, in the other body. So I, certainly , would , and I

would hope that any legislation which was to be enacted would require

a study of every conceivable means of conserving water we have and

of increasing the supply.

Mr. HANSEN . My colleague from Pennsylvania , I think, followed

out that thought that we could proceed too far and, perhaps, come up

with the wrong answers . I think that we have to keep our considera

tions in a broad vein if we were going to come up with the answers

that will really serve the future. I feel that legislation that is too

restricted in concept, could be very costly in the long run .

I was happy to see that the Senator is broad in his intentions.

I would like, again , Mr. Chairman , to commend the distinguished

Senator from California on his fine statement. I think he has a very

definite and forthright way of answering questions that are very

difficult.

Thank you .

Senator KUCHEL. Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON . The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California,

Mr. Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you , Mr, Chairman. I want to commend you

on a very fine statement, Senator Kuchel. Weare glad to have your
testimony.

Senator KUCHEL . Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON . The chairman recognizes the gentleman from Ari

zona ,Mr. Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER. I would like to join in the wave of congratulations on

your very fine statement, Senator Kuchel. I hope that the cordiality

i and the good feeling of bipartisanship that has been expressed here

will continue to our mutual satisfaction . I know that you join with

me in that expression . I, again , thank you .

po SenatorKUCHEL . Thank you very much .

Mr. JOHNSON . I, too, want to thank you for the way that you have

bandled yourself in answering the questions. It has been very clear

en thinking. Your thinking is supported , certainly , by the Governor

and the people of our State who are interested in this subject. These

y questionswill comeup many times in the hearings and in the executive

to sessions on this particular problem .

We thank you for taking the time to appear before us.

Senator KUCHEL. I am honored and privileged to be here.
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(NOTE. — With permission granted on p . 143,Mr. Hosmer's statement

will be inserted in the record at this point. )

STATEMENT OF HON . CRAIG HOSMER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

The need to develop additional water supplies for the Colorado River Basin

is widely recognized .

If nothing else has been achieved , the extensive hearings conducted by this

Committee have clearly demonstrated that present and predictable future de

mands of the seven Basin states will soon outstrip existing supplies.

The combined record of our hearings on H . R . 4671 in the 89th Congress totals

something like 1,600 pages and these proceedings will likely add about another

500 pages or more. If every word was a drop of water, our problems would

be solved .

Nonetheless, this voluminous testimony cannot be deemed an inconsequential

work ; it is stark evidence that the Southwest's desperate water supply situa

tion demands immediate attention. That much at least has been firmly estab

lished, if national editorial comment is any criterion .

With our objectives identified, I hope we can find the way clear to legislate

them into action.

Very early in this session I introduced H . R . 722, which is identical to H . R .

4671 as reported out by this committee last year. I did so because I shared

the feelings of responsible leaders in California that this remarkable piece of

legislation still represented the best solution to our critical water problems.

It was a consensus expression of common desires and aspirations moulded by

unprecedented compromise. But when it appeared unlikely that Basin -wide

unity would be restored , I realistically but reluctantly parted company with

H . R . 722.

Subsequently, I joined with 13 ofmy fellow Californians in sponsoring House

counterpart bills of S . 861, which California 's senior Senator , Thomas H . Kuchel,

had introduced over there with Mr. Frank Moss, of Utah. These bills are

nearly identical to chairman Aspinall's proposed legislation , H . R . 3300 , itself

a modified compromise of H .R . 4671's principal provisions. And while there

may exist some differences in language and terms, all are uniformly dedicated

to the same goal and all maintain the essential seven -state characteristics of

H . R . 4671.

Anything less than that would not serve the best interest of all our Colorado

River states . And this brings me to the point of major emphasis in my state

ment. Despite the regretable absence of total harmony on a singular strategy ,

I believe we can all agree that the plan of the Los Angeles Department of

Water & Power for the development of the Hualapai site possesses outstanding

merit. Its scope , flexibility and overall economic attractiveness demand our

serious consideration, if for no other reason than the fact that this new pro

posal relegates existing plans to lesser rank .

Mr. Floyd L . Goss, the Department' s chief electrical engineer and assistant

manager, has already furnished the basic outline of the plan and additional

technical details can be found in the supplemental data submitted later. I need

only remind you that this is a key element in the legislation because it gives

promise of providing immediate as well as long-range answers. It is veritably

the cornerstone of thewhole Colorado River Basin project .

One of the most impressive features of the DWP plan is its projected con

tribution to the proposed Development Fund . Not until the various alternative

approaches have been thoroughly explored and a firm course set can the precise

contribution to the fund be determined . However, this can be estimated now .

If capacity at the bus bar is sold for seven dollars ( $ 7 .00 ) per kilowatt-year.

and I am assured this is a reasonable expectation , the contribution to the De

velopment Fund would be two billion dollars ( $ 2 billion ) at the end of 75 years.

However, even if the bus bar price was to be as low as four dollars and sixty

cents ( $4 .60 ) per kilowatt-year, the revenue accruing to the fund would be

one billion , one hundred million dollars ( $ 1 .1 billion ) at the end of the 75

years. Either amount is formidable and would give to this project a fiscal

respectability much greater than the plans exisitng in the pending bills , the

best of which would provide $885 million during this period, and the least of
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which would provide zero dollars or less. ' With zero hour due to arrive in

the Southwest in about 25 years hence, we can enjoy the security of knowing

that sufficient funds are available for the augmentation projects that most cer

tainly will be necessary .

Make no mistake about it : passage of a Colorado River Basin Project bill

without an adequate Development Fund would be less than half a loaf. It

must be plain that we will be only multiplying our woes if we authorize new

diversions from the river and fail to furnish the means of making up the in

evitable overdraft.

The Colorado River has to be augmented by not less than 2 .5 million acre

feet annually if we are to meet all the contractual and compact obligations to

the seven Basin states and the Republic of Mexico. The source of the supple

mental water is, of course , undeterminable at present, but don 't be carried away

by the soothsayers who talk wonderously about the marvels of weather modi

fication, desalination and the like. Naturally, we are painstakingly exploring

all those potential sources, and , I might add, spending substantial California

money in the process. Unless there is some fantastic, unexpected breakthrough

in technology, though , science cannot be expected to deliver the required quan

tities of new water when it will be needed . I am hopeful of such a breakthrough

in connection with the possible use of peaceful nuclear explosives to improve

both the recovery of rainfall and the availability of underground waters. How

ever , at this point it cannot be guaranteed .

I think it is worthy of note that the sea-and-cloud school of thought is popu

lated mainly by those who want to duck the issue of interbasin water transfers

and the preservationists who really don 't care how the Southwest gets its fu

ture water as long as the answer does not involve building the Hualapai dam .

The former are short-sighted ostriches and the latter are myopic hypocrites.

Last year the preservationists hailed Theodore Roosevelt as the champion

of their self-seeking crusade. Then it was discovered that the Father of Rec

lamation also had some nice things to say about dams, so they audaciously

upped their sights this year and claimed the Deity as an ally . While claiming

to save the Grand Canyon for all present and future Americans they admit,

unabashed, that only a mere handful are able to make the boat trip down the

Colorado River. The high mark is about 1,000 a year, which would work out

to about a $ 15 ,00 per trip subsidy on U . S . taxpayers if the anti-dam groups are

successful in scuttling this project.

Against that we have to weigh the welfare of the Colorado River Basin

states, their 30 million inbabitants, the added millions of the future and still

many more millions from all over Amreica who might be able to enjoy the

pleasures of reservoir recreation .

If the Hyalapai site was just another run-of-the-mill location , perhaps we

might be justified in abandoning it to the white-water enthusiasts. However,

as Mr. Goss explained to this committee, the combination of geological and

hydrological attributes to be found at this spot in Bridge Canyon is a rare

circumstance. Not only is it unique in the Colorado River system but few

locations in the entire country would provide the setting for the development

of such a large peaking power plant.

The Colorado , that tired , deficient river, is our common bond and I urge our

sister states to shun temptations of unilateral action lest we regress to the

bitter. debilitating interstate strife that would stifle our progress. The judiciary

spers unwilling or incapable of providing an equitable answer, so it is left to

os in the United States Congress to do so — in concord.

It must be understood that regional mutuality recognizes the rights and

lezal entitlements of existing water users. No proposal will be acceptable which

does not recognize and preserve the rights of the State of California and its

agencies to the annual consumptive use of 4,400,000 acre-feet of water from the

Colorado River apportioned to the Lower Basin by paragraph ( a ) of Article III

of the Colorado River compact, plus not more than one-half of any excess or

surplus water unapportioned by the Compact. The prior rights of California 's

existing projects to this 4 ,400 ,000 acre-feet of water annually should be expressly

recognized in legislation authorizing any new basin project. This is the basic

principle of 100 years of Western water law , and it is the principle which the

Arizona Legislature in 1961 recognized as applicable for the protection of existing

rights in Arizona against the proposed Central Arizona Project. Protection of

these existing California rights poses no hazard to Arizona.
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There is no area in the West which has expended so much money, or made

such strides in handling its water shortage problems as Southern California .

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California financed the construc

tion of Parker Dam and the great aqueduct to the coastal plain of California .

The All -American Canaland Imperial Dam were underwritten by Imperial Irri

gation Districtand Coachella Valley County Water District.

Those projects, plus the works of the Palo Verde Irrigation District, involve

a direct investment- in bond proceeds and tax monies - in excess of half a bil

lion dollars. Millions of people, industries, homes and farms are dependent

upon those works and they are not to be pawns of politics.

Mr. JOHNSON . The subcommittee will stand in recess until 2 o 'clock

this afternoon .

Congressman Edmondson of Oklahoma will be in the chair .

The opening witness will be the Honorable Mr. Ullman of Oregon .

(Whereupon , at 12 :10 p .m ., a recess was taken until 2 p .m . this

same day .)

• AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. EDMONDSON (now presiding). The subcommittee will come to

order.

Our first witness this afternoon will be the distinguished Representa

tive from the State of Oregon , a member now of the Committee on

Waysand Means,theHonorable AlUllman .

STATEMENT OF HON . AL ULLMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CON

GRESS FROM THE SECOND DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF OREGON

Mr. Ullman . Mr. Chairman, I am delighted to see my friend from

Oklahoma in the chair and I appreciate the opportunity to testify

before this most distinguished and important subcommittee of the

Interior and Insular Affairs Committee.

Mr. Chairman, the Colorado Basin bill, the centralArizona project,

and a National Water Commission are matters that touch on the lives

of every citizen in the western United States and indeed , in the en

tire Nation . I wish to commend the subcommittee and the full com

mittee for the time and the attention that you have given to these

proposals.

In the last Congress, I appeared before the committee in opposition

to title 2 of H . R . 4671, the bill then under consideration to authorize

the Colorado Basin project.

In order not to be repetitive, I am not repeating the testimony that

I gave at that time,but in substance it still is my thinking on this basic

subject.

At that time, I proposed the enactment of separate legislation to

establish a National Water Commission . I am here today as the

sponsor of H . R . 1416, a bill to authorize the Commission and to pro

vide for a comprehensive review of national water resource problems

and programs. The language of this bill is identical with that ap

proved by the Interior Committee last year in sections 201- 205 of

H .R . 4671 and which is now under consideration in H .R . 3300 and

related bills - except that no priorities are established and no recon

naissance surveys or feasibility studiesof water importation works are

directed .
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Although I will not repeat all of the reasons why I believe such a

Commission should be established by Congress separately from the

authorization of a particular reclamation project, I want to emphasize

here today that I continue to be opposed to language that would

direct the Commission to give priority preference to the problems of

a particular river basin - possibly to the detriment of other areas of

the Nation . I believe that such directives by the Congress would

seriously undermine the independent status so necessary to the effec

tive work of the Commission and , in my judgment, would prejudice

the objectivity of the conclusions and recommendations of the
Commission.

Legislation similar to H . R . 1416 has already passed the Senate in

this session of Congress. In my opinion , it is the most important

matter now pending before this committee. I urge approval of the

Commission separately and on its own merits. To embroil it in fur

ther controversy would be to delay the formulation of plans and

policies that will certainly benefit every region and every river basin

in the Nation .

Section 3 (a ) of H . R . 1416 outlines the objectives of this legislation .

First, it directs a review of present and anticipated national water re

source problemsand future water requirements. Second, it directs the

Commission to identify alternative ways of meeting those require

ments with consideration being given to conservation and more effi

cient use of existing supplies, reduction of water pollution , encourage

ment of higher economic uses, interbasin transfers, and technological

advances in desalinization , weather modification , and waste water

purification . Third , the Commission is directed to consider the full

economic and social impact of various water development programs

including such factors as economic growth, institutional arrangements

and esthetic values affecting the quality of life of the American people.

Lastly , the Commission is authorized to advise the President on specific

water resource matters and to conduct specific investigations as may

hereafter be authorized by Congress. The final report of the Commis

sion will be issued not later than 6 years after enactmentof the author

izing legislation .

In conclusion , Mr. Chairman , I wish to concur in the recommenda

tions of the Secretary of the Interior with respect to the authorization

and construction of the central Arizona project and projects in the

Upper Colorado Basin , and with respect to the separate enactment of

an act authorizing a National Water Commission .

I would like to here indicate myadmiration for the Secretary of the

Interior for making this difficult decision. Believe me, it wasn't and

isn 't easy, particularly since he comes from a partof the country affect

ed by the legislation . It has been my feeling that the Secretary, with

his national responsibilities, and after an unbiased and objective look

at the alternatives, would come to that conclusion .

It is my fervent hope that the problems and controversies thathave

clouded these two important legislative proposals can be ended, and

that we can build upon our universal concern for meeting the pressing

water development needsof the West and of the entire Nation . It is

my judgment further,Mr. Chairman , that themost expeditious way of

getting this matter resolved would be to enact a separate National

78- 955 – 67 _ 12
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Water Commission . It ismy feeling that if we had done it last year

we would be well on the road to getting a comprehensive study under

way.

The Commission is not controversial. This is the one point that all

the Nation can unite on , and it is the one thing that will put this whole

problem in perspective. It is my judgment that you can 't get that

perspective unless you take the Nation 's water problem as a whole.

I believe that separate consideration and approvalof the two major

proposals before the subcommittee would pave the way for the unity

that our common purpose requires.

Thank you very much ,Mr. Chairman , for this opportunity to ap

pear before you .

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Arizona.

Mr. UDALL. My friend from Oregon is a statesman and builder and

a man with whom I have been proud to work in Congress . I commend

him for his constructive attitude today. I think that is

Mr. ULLMAN . I want to say that I listened with admiration to the

gentleman from Arizona this morning in his testimony and I hold him

in the very, very highest regard .

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Pennsylvania .

Mr. SIYLOR. First I want to take this opportunity, Mr. Chairman ,

to welcomeMr. Ullman before this committee. He served on this com

mittee before he went to the Ways and Means Committee, and was a

valuablemember of this committee. I am delighted, Mr. Ullman , with

the statement that you have prepared and presented to us.

I might say I agree heartily with the approach that you have

taken .

One of the reasons I think you have taken the proper approach is

that it has just come to my attention since this Congress has started

that with the change in specifications of the third unit at Grand

Coulee, what is supposed to have been a source of water for the Pacific

Southwest , namely , the Columbia River, has completely disappeared

and the Secretary of the Interior being unable to operate the third

unit of the Grand Coulee at capacity with the changes that have been

made will require a flow which will equal two -thirds of themaximum

flood that ever took place on the Columbia River.

Now , if this is true, we are building a power system and there isn't

going to be any water up there to be used or exported anywhere else.

And I believe as you said that the first job is to look for a national

water policy because as you have so clearly stated , this is a national

problem and I don 't think we should limit it if this Commission is

established , and I hope that it is. I think it should be established by

separate legislation without being tied to any project or any area .

Mr. ULLMAN . I thank the gentleman , and I would say that upon

the completion of the study by a National Water Commission and

only upon the completion of such a study, will we be in a position

to know really whether there is water available . If it is, then I think

all of us are going to have to face up to the problem and the recom

mendations of this Commission, and I think we will.

Mr. SAYLOR. I think this is the kind of information we need , Mr.

Ullman , before we can tie down your area or this area by legisla

tion such as some people are trying to do. I commend you for it and
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I only hope that the things you have asked for will turn out to be

& reality .

Mr. ULLMAN . I appreciate the remarks of my good friend from

Pennsylvania .

Mr. EDMONDSON. The gentleman from Washington .

Mr. FOLEY. With the permission of the Chair I would like to re

serve my questions.

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from California , Mr. Hosmer.

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Ullman , you are not under any delusion that the

water would be diverted from high up on the river where it affects

these dams that Mr. Saylor is talking about, are you ?

Mr. ULLMAN. No one knows where the water would be diverted

from . There have been studies on the Upper Snake, but the fact

remains that wherever you divert it, it will represent a demand onthat wherever water in the basinate of
Washington

Mr. HOSMER. Isn 't it a fact that the State ofWashington has its

study of water resources and needs almost completed , and so does

the State of Oregon ?

Mr. ULLMAN . We have just completed establishing a basin com

mision under the Water Resources Planning Act — the first such com

mission approved in the Nation . The State of Oregon is giving it

the very highest priority . The legislature has just approved a budget

that will enable the State to go ahead independently and study the

basin needs, but wedo not have that study completed .

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Ullman , just before I came over here I picked

up some ofmymail and in it was a letter from a high school student

in Cottage Grove, Oreg. The debate — I would assume the debate

was won .

I would like you to comment on the letter . It reads:

DEAR MR. HOSMER : I want to thank you very much for the information on
Oregon Water Diversion .

Our debate team was defending the statement that Oregon should send water

to California , and yours was the only information we had to go on . We sent

a letter to an Oregon Representative but we have yet to receive an answer.

I must admit that when I was put on the defending team , I felt Oregon

shouldn 't have to give up its water. But now that I have the facts on the

subject I have reversed my thinking .

While gathering data on the subject I talked to a lot of people, and the

general feeling is this : " I don 't think California has any right to Oregon water."

Then , when they are asked why California shouldn't take any of Oregon 's water,

they mumble something to the effect : " Because it's our water, that's why !

Besides, those damned Californians use too much water anyway."

I think if these people could get the facts on the subject, they might change

their minds.

I sincerely hope California gets the much -needed Columbia River surplus

water . About all I can offer you , though , is my support and prayers.

Good luck , and thanks once again .

Sincerely .

And I withhold the name to protect the young and unprejudiced .

Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Hosmer, the only comment I would make is that

Iwish you would send meoneof those packets. Evidentally they have

some pretty high powered pills.

Mr.HOSMER. Thank you .

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Oregon .

Mr. WYATT. I welcomemy distinguished colleague to our commit

tee . You made a very important contribution in your testimony last
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year on the same type of bill,Mr. Ullman , and I think this is a very

helpful contribution .

You stated in a general way very well the problem the people in the

Northwest have, and I commend you for the leadership that you have

shown in the area of resource development and for assisting us who

are interested in the development of our own resources in the North

west.

Thank you .

Mr. ULLMAN. I thank the gentleman .

Mr. SAYLOR. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. WYATT. Yes, I yield .

Mr. SAYLOR . Mr. Ullman , you just answered a question by my col

league from California as to whether you and the State of Washing

ton have entered into some studies. Now , it is my understanding that

not only the States of Oregon and Washington but the Statesof Idaho,

Montana, and our neighboring country of Canada are vitally affected

as to the waters of the Columbia River. Is that not correct ?

Mr. ULLMAN. This is, of course, correct, and in our judgment each

State must make a study as to where its interests lie in the basin , but

the reason we want a nationalwater commission is that only a national

water commission can really come to a complete authoritative conclu

sion as to where the national interests lie in the use of its water.

Mr. SAYLOR . And if it should be determined that there was surplus

water in the Columbia River, it would still be necessary for this coun .

try to arrange, because of its present treaty with Canada , to determine

what water, if any, could be diverted from the Columbia, is that not

correct ?

Mr.ULLMAN . It is a national problem , yes.

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Oregon .

Mr.Wyatt. I have just two other short questions formycolleague.

You are aware, are you not, Congressman Ullman , that the Oregon

legislature, at least on the house side, and I believe the senate also ,

has approved the appropriation of in excess of $ 500 thousand to speed

up one year the completion of our Oregon water study. Isn 't that

correct ?

Mr.ULLMAN . That ismyunderstanding,Mr.Wyatt .

Mr. WYATT. And this has happened since the hearing in 1966 in an

effort on the part of the State of Oregon to speed up our studies so

that we won 't have this reason for saying that we would like to slow

the process down.

Mr. ULLMAN . That is correct. I think the people in Oregon want

to hasten the study as rapidly as possible so that we know what the
problem is.

Mr. WYATT. In addition to the State studies that are going on , the

water basin commission that has just been formed in the Northwest

is assuming the responsibility for the completion of the Federal study,

the Federal water study in the Northwest , which is costing the Fed

eral Government approximately $ 5 million and which itself won 't be

completed until about 1970, isn 't that correct ?

Mr.ULLMAN. That is correct, to my understanding.

Mr.WYATT. That is all,Mr. Chairman , Thank you.

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from California , Mr. Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you .
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Mr. Ullman , just for clarification , were your remarkshere primarily

addressed to H . R . 1416 which is the commission by itself or to H . R .

3300 which is the commission embodied in the whole Colorado River

legislation ?

Mr. ULLMAN . My remarks are addressed to H . R . 1416 because in

my judgment, as I said in my testimony , the commission should be

separated from the other bill. We have two legislative proposals

here. They should be separated and passed .

Mr. REINECKE. I thank the gentleman. No further questions.

Mr. EDMONDSON. We have a distinguished guest from the other

body. Would the gentleman from Arizona like to introduce him ?

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you , Mr. Chairman . Without objection the

record could show that the junior Senator, Senator Fannin , from

Arizona is present and demonstrating his very real interest and

genuine leadership in this problem . Weappreciate it.

Mr. EDMONDSON. We will be pleased to receive any statement the

Senator cares to file in connection with this legislation .

Senator FANNIN. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. STEIGER. I do have a question , Mr. Chairman , if I may.

Mr. Ullman , in the event that this bill were to achieve favor with

the commission as a part of it , would you oppose the bill on those

grounds ?

Mr. ULLMAN . Certainly I would , in its present form . In my judge

ment the two must be separated in order to establish the kind of a

legislative approach to the problem that I could support, and I would

hope that we can do this so that I can support the central Arizona

project. I am a great believer in reclamation . I know that your State

needs water. I know what great wealth would be produced with this

water. And I am for it .

I hope it is possible to accomplish this purpose and I hope that by

separating these two basic components you bring us a bill that I can

support.

Mr. STEIGER. I have no further questions,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. EDMONDSON. Any further questions? The gentleman from

Washington

Mr. FOLEY. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman ,

First of all I would like to congratulate the gentleman from Oregon

on his customarily clear and concise statement. The gentleman is a

senior member of the congressional delegation from the Pacific North

west and I would ask him as to his understanding of the gentleman

from California , the letter from Cottage Grove, Ore. - is it not the

case that the people of the Pacific Northwest are anxious to assist in

the solution of the pressing problems of water in Arizona to which

the central Arizona project is addressed ?

Mr. ULLMAN. I am glad the gentleman has given mean opportunity

to clarify this. The people of the Pacific Northwest want to proceed

as expeditiously and as rapidly as possible in analyzing the water

problem and finding some solution to the nationalwater situation . '

I think they wholeheartedly support a national water commission

to study the problem from the point of view of the whole Nation , a

study that would not be biased in any way and would not be tied to

any particular development proposal that could cast a reflection on
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the conclusions of the report. The people of Oregon and Washington

and the Pacific Northwest want to proceed as rapidly as possible with

such a study .

I don't think that they are playing a dog - in -the-manger role at all

because, until they know what the availability of water is , what the

future needs are, what the needs of the other basins are, what the

alternatives are, they are simply not willing to let a study be tied

to any particular proposal that would result in a biased and a narrow

conclusion ,

I think they want to get the answers. They want to get the right

answers, and they feel that a national water commission would give

them . I feel sure that once the conclusions were drawn by this kind

of a national study, that they would be very ready and willing to

cooperate to the maximum .

Mr. FOLEY. Is it not the case that there is virtually unanimous

agreement among the congressional delegations from the Pacific

Northwest States that we are ready at this time to support fully an

objective national study of our water resource problemsby a national

water commission without any reservations and restrictions or condi
tions ?

Mr. ULLMAN . As far as I know , this is the unanimous opinion of

the delegations in both bodies of Congress.

Mr. FOLEY. I thank the gentleman .

Mr. EDMONDSON. Any further questions? Thank you very much .

Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you , Mr. Chairman .

Mr. EDMONDSON. We have another very able colleague whom we

are pleased to have with us from the Northwest, the gentlewoman

from Washington ,Mrs.May.

I understand Congressman John Blatnik from Minnesota, also an

author of a national water commission bill , has filed a statement with

the committee. If there is no objection , his statement will be made

a part of the record following the testimony of Mrs.May. Hearing

no objection, so ordered.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE CATHERINE MAY, A REPRE

SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE FOURTH DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF WASHINGTON

Mrs. May. Mr. Chairman , and members of the committee, I am

Catherine May, Representative in Congress from the Fourth Congres

sional District of the State ofWashington .

It is my district, in southeastern Washington , that is bounded by

the Columbia and Snake Rivers. Wehave, in this district, a vital and

life-blood interest in sound and proper water utilization and develop

ment, as is evidenced by the developing Yakima and Columbia Basin

Reclamation projects , and which is also evidenced in the proposed

several irrigation and multiple purpose projects which are now pend

ing before this distinguished committee. These latter proposed au

thorizations are the Kennewick division of the Yakima project, and

the Touchet division of the Walla Walla project. Of course, the

people ofmy district are hopeful that this committee will be able to

consider these water resource projects this year.
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Today, however, I appear before you as cosponsor ofthe legislation

to create a national water commission. This is a good bill which I

sincerely feel would satisfy a great national need , and I hope, you

will approve it.

Very briefly we know the purpose of the nationalwater commission

would be to review comprehensively the national water resource

problems and programs of our Nation . The national water commis

sion of seven members would be appointed by the President to " re

view present and anticipated national water resource problems, and

identify alternative ways of meeting our water requirements."

These are not ony commendable objectives, they are necessary.

Increasingly, as this committee knows probably far better than any

other committee in this body, almost every region of the Nation is

facing water problems,many of them serious. Taken together, these

problems are national in scope.

The job of the commission would be to review objectively our

present water resources policy and to make recommendations as to

the courses, we as a Nation must pursue to minimize these problems.

In short, the commission would be charged with the responsibility of

developing proper solutions with full attention to the entire range of

alternatives, and the ultimate consequences of the proposed projects.

As is suggested in the legislation , the commission would give com

prehensive consideration to conservation and more efficient use of

existing supplies, increased usability by reduction of pollution , in

novations to encourage the highest economic use of water, interbasin

transfers, and technological advances including desalting, weather

modification , and waste-water purification and reuse . In addition ,

the commission would consider economic and social consequences of

water resource development, including its impact on regional eco

nomic growth , on institutional arrangements, and on esthetic values

affecting the quality of life of the American people.

These, it seems to me, are worthwhile objectives we all can support.

Enactment of this legislation has been urged by the President of

the United States in two messages this year to the Congress . The

President asked for the establishment of a national water commis

sion in his budget message of January 24, and again in his message

on protecting ournaturalheritage on January 30 .

The national water commission would be composed of seven mem

bers from outside the Federal Government, appointed by the Presi

dent. The legislation , in recognition of the need for a commission

membership of ability and wide experience, specifies that each com

missioner must have the ability to make an intellectually honest evalu

ation of our Nation 's water problems and policies and have the

capacity to exercise independent judgment.

I believe,Mr. Chairman , members of this committee, that the Con

gress is charged with the responsibility, both moral and economic, of

approving this legislation . I believe full implementation of this legis

lation is a necessary prerequisite to consideration of any Federal par

ticipation in regionalplans of one kind or another, which might oper

ate to the detriment of other areas or to the Nation as a whole .

This is why I urge, Mr. Chairman , that the legislation to authorize

a national water commission be approved by this committee, unen
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cumbered by any other special regional provisions which could

jeopardize the intent and purpose of the need for objectivity in finding

solution to our Nation's water problems.

It is regrettable that a national water commission is not at this very

moment carrying out the terms of this legislation . Let us not make

themistake of further delaying the creation of the commission . Our

national water problems are urgentand cry for objective attention .

Thank you.

Mr. EDMONDSON . Thank you for a fine statement, Mrs. May.

The gentleman from Arizona .

Mr. UDALL. Just quickly, Mr. Chairman . I want to commend

the distinguished and very effective lady from Washington for her

appearance here and her statement.

I noticed on the first page she referred to some projects which are

pending in the State of Washington and I hope with her that this

committee and Congress will be able to take these matters up at the

appropriate timeand as soon as possible.

Mrs. May. If the gentleman will forgive me, a slight commercial

was inserted as a preamble.

Mr. UDALL . I just wanted to say with regard to that commercial, I

was reading U .S . News last month . We had an article I guess last

fall pointing out that the great and beautiful area you represent in

the Northwest has 30 percent of the U . S . population and 12 percent

of the water runoff. I wish we were that fortunate because as the

article noted , we had 13 percent of the people and only 1 percent of

the runoff. And we in Arizona haven 't had a major reclamation

project of any kind for more than 20 years and we have supported

some of the, all, I guess, of the reclamation legislation in your area ,

and I would hope that this year we will be able to work out something

with the help of constructive people like yourself so that we can not

only go forward with your projects but we can break the logjam down

on the Colorado, too .

Mrs . May. If the gentleman from Arizona will yield, I would like

to at this time express my own complete cooperation and that of the

people of our area that was expressed here earlier by the gentleman

from Oregon in response to the questions from the gentleman from

Washington , Mr. Foley. We feel that we do have a great cause, that

you sit in a position that we have sat in in my own home territory ,

with a need for development. I suppose it will always be pointed out,

Mr. Udall, that we areas that are potential and present reclamation

areas usually have a smaller percent of the population . But here

again we are the great potential food basket for this Nation and the

world because we do have the soil and the water to be brought together .

Every year that the demands for food increase in this Nation and the

hungry countries of the world , every acre of our land becomes more

and more important. As long as we have the land and water and

enough people to feed the rest of the Nation and the others in the

world , certainly the great need for your development and the develop

ment in my part of the country remains extremely and urgently im .

portant to the future.

Mr. UDALL . Thank you .

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Pennsylvania .
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Mr. SAYLOR. Mrs. May, I welcome you before the committee and I

want to commend you for the statementyou presented .

Mrs. May , in that commercial plug you got in for your own dis

trict, I want to ask you several questions with regard to them because

of matters that were presented to this committee this morning. It is

my understanding that the Kennewick division of the Yakama project

and the Touchet division of the Walla Walla project are basically a

part of the Columbia Basin reclamation project, is that correct ?

Mrs. May. They are near, but not a part of, the Columbia Basin

project.

Mr. SAYLOR. If my memory serves me correctly , it was about 1951

or 1952 when the Bureau of Reclamation came out with its first basic

study in which they published three or four volumes covering the

Columbia Basin . Do you agree with that ? I think it was about

Mrs.May. In 1961, Mr. Saylor, did you say ?

Mr. SAYLOR . Yes. I think it is about that ; 1951 or 1952 ?

Mrs. May. I do not remember. I was not a Member of this body

at that time. The first comprehensive report wasmade in 1932,how

ever.

Mr. SAYLOR. Do you know of any changes that have been made in

any project in the Columbia Basin from that time to this while you

have been a Member of Congress ?

Mrs. May. Now , are you speaking of actual changes as far as

progress or extension of projects ?

Mr. SAYLOR . Extension of projects or changes in what should be

included in any project or excluded from a project .

Mrs. May. I hope I get the impact of your question . There have

been a number of changes, of course , in the Columbia Basin area with

the division of land , the amount of lots. There has been an operation

and maintenance and a new repayment schedule. All of this just

since 1958.

The Yakima project which is the oldest project, of course, has been

paid out for some time. Kennewick would be an extension of that

into another area. But in the Columbia Basin there have been some

considerable changes looking forward to a sounder development on

an orderly basis of the halfmillion acres in the Columbia Basin area

yet to be developed .

Mr. SAYLOR . I am delighted to have you say that because this

reaffirmsmy recollection .

Now , I want to ask you, did you ever hear anybody from the State

of Washington or Oregon or anyone else, Idaho or Montana , propose

that because there were some changes in those plans that the State of

Washington should pay for any changes or any increase in the size

of any project ?

Mrs. May. Well, I would not like to quote anyone without absolute

recollection ofany statements made.

Mr. SAYLOR. You weren't here this morning,Mrs.May.

Mrs. Mar. No ; I wasn 't .

Mr. SAYLOR. And I don't want you to answer this blindly but we

had the senior Senator from California here this morning and he

made quite a case for California and he said , however, that the pro

visions of the central Arizona project over and above the original
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plan should all be paid for by the people of Arizona. And I just

wanted to know whether or not up in your area you had ever heard

tell of anything like this because it is completely new to me and

Mr. HOSMER. If the gentleman will yield, to refresh yourmemory

will you yield ?

Mr. SAYLOR. No. I would like

Mrs. May. I would still stick to my original stand, Congressman

Saylor. I haveno recollection of any particular statements or speeches

by any member of this committee or others. I was not in attendance

this morning.

Mr. SAYLOR. I just want to say for your benefit that I don 't be

lieve that merely because the Bureau of Reclamation makes a change

that the local people should have to foot that bill. This seems to be

the approach of the senior Senator from California and I was just

wondering whether or not this is to be applied uniformly in 17 West

ern States because it hasn't been applied in California .

I want to know whether or not there is one rule for California and

another rule for the other 16 reclamation States.

Mrs. May. Well, may I say to the gentleman from Pennsylvania,

if you and I were having a strictly semantic and philosophical dis

cussion of reclamation , we would be in agreement, of course.

[Laughter.]

Mr. EDMONDSON. Oh, that is a broad statement.

Mrs. May. On this subject, may I assure the chairman . On this

subject.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mrs. May, you have not commented on the central

Arizona project. It is my understanding that your position is that

you have, as you have explained to our colleague, Mr. Udall, that

you would support the recommendations which have come from the

Department of the Interior on the central Arizona project.

Mrs. May. I favor the central Arizona project. I did make the

statement that I do think, however, that the National Water Com

mission should be enacted as separate legislation .

Mr. SAYLOR . And I heartily agree with you on that.

Mrs.May. Thank you , sir .

Mr. SAYLOR. And I hope this committee in its wisdom will follow

the recommendations from you and other Members of the Congress.

Mrs.May. Thank you .

Mr. SAYLOR . Thank you for your testimony.

Mr. EDMONDSON. The gentleman from Washington .

Mr. FOLEY. I would like to reservemyquestions.

Mr. EDMONDSON. The gentleman from South Dakota .

Mr. BERRY. No questions, Mr. Chairman. I just want to commend

the gentlelady from Washington on a very fine statement.

Mrs.May. Thank you .

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Washington .

Mr. MEEDS. No questions,Mr. Chairman , but I would like to wel.

comemy colleague to this committee. I am familiar with and com

mend her on her testimony .

Mrs.May. Thank you .

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from California .
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Mr. HOSMER. Mrs. May, this job or task that you have outlined for

the National Water Commission is truly a massive one and I am

wondering how long do you feel it would take them to come up with

something ?

Mrs. May. Mr. Hosmer, I have heard several projected time esti

mates from people that have been actually involved in regional sur

veys. We have one that has just been completed for part of our

Northwest that took 16 months. I felt it was pretty good . Ofcourse,

that was regional.

I suppose that it is anyone's guess. It depends exactly how the

Water Commission is set up , how its work is divided, the competency

of its staff members, what goals you are reaching and what fields you

are working in . It could I have heard everything from 3 to 6 years.

I rather think it would be a mistake to say to them before they got

started , you must have this study completed by year such and such .

Perhaps it would be good to leave it open for some time. If we

felt this Commission was not doing its work quickly enough, perhaps

the Congress then could put a time limit on them . But I wouldn 't

want to hazard a guess of how many years a really good study like

this could take, or would take .

Mr. HOSMER . You think it would take a number of years.

Mrs. May. Yes. I would think certainly 1 year would certainly

not be enough.

Mr. HOSMER . Do you view this so -called national water problem

as one single problem or a bundle of problems that plague us in many

parts of theNation simultaneously ?

Mrs. May. I see water as a problem , whether it be shortage or

pollution .

Mr. HOSMER. Weare all for water.

Mrs. May. That is right, and I see solutions for it as multiple ,

though , and probably some we haven 't even thought about yet.

Mr. HOSMER. But the problem , say, of pollution of some rivers in

the New England area are not necessarily related to the problem that

the central Arizona project is supposed to solve, are they ?

Mrs. May. If we have a National Water Commission , and that is

the subject we are speaking to , I would think that anything that had

to do with the availability of pure, drinkable , usable water would

be part of the whole problem , whether it was rivers in New England

or

Mr. HOSMER. Let us put it this way. Whatever contribution the

NationalWater Commission mightmake in connection with a quality

problem in New England wouldn't necessarily apply to a quantity

problem in Arizona.

Mrs.May. I expect not necessarily .

Mr. HOSMER. And there is no thought in your mind , is there, that

the National Water Commission type of study and work would in

volve schemes to export Pacific Northwest water to New England

to help them with their problem .

Mrs. May. Well, I would sincerely hope not because we are look

ing at this on an overall national, purely objective basis, I would say

to the Congressman .
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Mr. HOSMER. In other words, when we get down to solving some

of our water problems, we pinpoint at some locality and the areas

around it.

Mrs. May. I think the only way that this National Water Com

mission would possibly fulfill its responsibilities is to cover all the

things that I have already covered so that when we come to some

pinpointed solutions, we are sure that we are making good solutions

for everyone, not only the area involved but the whole Nation .

Mr. HOSMER . You don 't have any objection to studies being made

in the universities and colleges of America about specific water prob

lems, do you ?

Mrs.May. No ; I do not.

Mr. HOSMER . And do you think that even if they would be duplica

tive of each other, they would all be contributing to some common

goal.

Mrs. May. Well, I can 't answer that. I have known a great many

studies that have been carried on that have probably been duplicative,

but if you mean under the aegis of the National Water

Commission

Mr.HOSMER . No. I mean on their own .

Mrs. May. Naturally , I don't know how any of us could object to

any university or college carrying on any study it wants in any field .

I think if it were underwritten by Federal money there should be

every effort made to avoid duplication .

Mr. HOSMER. Well, if it were true that all of the wisdom on water

were consolidated into a National Water Commission , probably a

duplicative effort would not be called for ; but you recall in some

thing you are very familiar with , the production of plutonium , there

was a duplicative effort on the extraction of enriched uranium for

bombs.

Mr. MAY. Yes.

Mr. HOSMER. We went two routes in order to achieve a national

objective.

With that kind of a philosophy I am wondering if you would

object if the Bureau of Reclamation or the Interior Department was

instructed to study this problem of the Pacific Northwest vis- a - vis

the Pacific Southwest at the same time possibly as the water com

mission was looking into it.

Mrs.May. I don't see why there should be a separation . Why don 't

we put the whole study under one competent group using staff , infor

nation , competent people to study it, from wherever they come.

whether from Government agencies, private agencies, or others,

Mr. HOSMER. The National Water Commission has got the whole

country from Florida to Washington and Maine to California to

look at.

Mrs.May. Yes.

Mr. HOSMER. And it is logical that nongovernmental people could

make some contribution by looking into it simultaneously.

Mrs. May. Yes. That is what I said . Why not use all of them !

Mr. HOSMER. So it might not hurt, at least , if another governmental

group were looking into a phase of the overall problem of the Na

tional Water Commission , would it ?
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Mrs. May. Well, it seems to me you are asking for duplication,

aren 't you ?

Mr. HOSMER. You don't object to the study being made by Dr.

Tinney from your State ?

Mrs.May. No ; that is right.

Mr. HOSMER . On these problems.

Mrs. May. No. The university has a right to make the study and

I would hope that it could become helpful to the water commission

once it were established as part of the papers they could look at. It

is a preliminary survey . It is not a completed study.

Mr. HOSMER . Do you like the Bureau of Reclamation ?

Mrs. May. Yes; indeed I do. I practically go steady with them

in Congress. [Laughter.]

Mr. HoSMER. You do believe that they are quite competent to make

such a study ?

Mrs.May. Quite competent. I am not sure I understood the thrust

of your question . You kept saying would I have an objection to a

separate study. I have come here to talk about the National Water

Commission and its facets. I am sure the Bureau keeps on doing

studies at all times in these areas.

Mr. HoSMER . You understand that one or two of these other bills

before us simultaneously do direct the Bureau to make a study and

even one of them a reconnaissance report on the possibility of an

interbasin diversion and that is why I asked you the question .

Mrs. May. I would have no objection to the study being made. I

would want some control as to how much weight it carried in the final

decision of a really objective water commission study.

Mr. HOSMER. Well, you do understand that there is no bill before

this committee that provides for the diversion of a drop ofwater from

the Pacific Northwest to any place, but that only the bills provide for

studies concerning the subject. You understand that.

Mrs. May . I understand that completely. I also, although I have

had a comparatively short time in Congress, understand that many

times studies become preambles to action and I want to be sure that

if this is preamble to action , that we have all the possible information

as to what the impact of that action will be.

Mr. HosMER . Just so you understand because I didn't want you to

become confused by some of the statements that were made by some

ofmy colleagues on this side of the table .

Mrs. May. I am deeply grateful to the gentleman. Thank you .

Mr. HOSMER . Thank you , Mr. Chairman .

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Oregon .

Mr. WYATT. I will reservemy questions other than to comment that

I welcomemy able and distinguished colleague from Washington and

I appreciate the statement very much .

Mrs . May. I thank the gentleman.

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from California .

Mr. REINECKE. I have no questions, Mrs.May. I want to say thank

you for your statement.

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Arizona.

Mr. STEIGER. I would just like the record to show that I was

tremendously impressed by the grace, beauty, and wit of the witness
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and that I join with my colleague, Mr. Udall, in welcoming her sup

port for the Central Arizona project, and I know the generosity of her

offer of support was exceeded only by her knowledge of the situation .

Thank you very much .

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Idaho.

Any other members of the subcommittee have questions ? The gen

tleman from Washington .

Mr. FOLEY. First of all, I would like to associate myself with the

well-deserved compliments tendered to the gentle lady from Washing

ton on a very fine statement.

I would just like to ask this question . The gentleman from Cali

fornia , Mr. Hosmer, suggested that perhaps the quality of water in

New England would not necessarily be related to the problems of

water quantity in the Southwest . It is , however, not true, Mrs. May,

that problemsof water quality on theGreat Lakesand water quantity

in theMissouri Basin might well be related to problemsof water quan

tity in the Southwest ?

Mrs. May. I certainly agree with the gentleman. I tried to indicate

that in a general statement in answer to the gentleman from California ,

that it is very difficult until you get down to the pinpointed study of

something like this , where water quality and quantity could be insepa

rable in somecases. In other cases you might be able to separate them ,

but it is not a basic rule .

Mr. FOLEY. And it is not true also that those of uswho like yourself

support a National Water Commission directed merely to consider

objectively all the pressing water problemsof the United States do not

constitute an opinion or position designed to limit the scope of study

and investigation of these problems, but to expand it and to permit this

body to carry on deliberations without restrictions or condition of

limitations of any kind , that that is our judgment of the best andmost

useful and productive way to resolve not only problems of New Eng

land and the Great Lakes but also the Southwest.

Mrs.May. I could not agreemore with the gentleman . I think that

is the only way we can be fair to everyone in the United States. Its

findings, its recommendations, its studies might prove to be contro

versial among regions but at least we will have done, at a time the

studies are completed , as exhaustive and as objective a job for the best

interests of every State when we finish .

Mr. FOLEY. The gentle lady is well informed that the provisions of

her bill and other bills of similar character call upon the water re

sources agencies of the United States to cooperate fully with the Na

tional Water Commission in undertaking any research or studies that

they be directed to make.

Mrs. May. That is right. As a matter of fact, I think it would be a

great loss to this Water Commission if materialalready existing and

the talents that we know are in these various places were not made

available to them .

Mr. FOLEY. I thank the lady.

Mr.SAYLOR . Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. FOLEY. I yield .

Mr. SAYLOR . I just want to say I appreciate the questions you asked

and the answers given by our colleague from Washington because I
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have just taken a look at Rand -McNally 's Rural Atlas and I find that

from Walla Walla ,Wash., to Lake Superior is a shorter distance than

from Walla Walla to Tucson , Ariz .

Mrs. May. It is an interesting fact. I thank the gentleman from

Pennsylvania . I had not known that before.

Mr. EDMONDSON . Any further questions of the witness? If not, I

wantto thank you ,Mrs.May.

Mrs.May. Thank you,Mr. Chairman . Thank you ,members of the

committee.

( The statement referred to follows: )

STATEMENT OF JOHN A . BLATNIK , A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE

OF MINNESOTA

Mr. Chairman, due to the complexity and the nature of water itself, the wis

dom of establishing a National Water Commission should be without question .

This Commission, composed of non -Federal water experts, will be an invaluable

guide to the Nation 's long range water supply problems. The Commission has

been before the Congress before and has already been successfully reported out

of the Senate this session .

I do hope the House will follow similar action so that in the very near future,

we, as a Nation , can draw on the knowledge of designated water experts so

that the Nation 's planning for the control of its water problems will not have to

be " piece-meal,"

Since water by its very definition does not respect boundaries, we must look

at it as the Nation ' s problem . There is no reason that we, as a Nation, should

he leaders of the space , but losers in the fight to control flooding and drought

throughout the land. Water is such a basic element in our society that we

have too long taken it for granted and too long abused its intended use . We

are now faced with herculean task of restoring our water to a usable state . In

my 20 years in Congress, few problems have been so sadly neglected as that of

the whole water problem in this Nation .

I do hope that the enactment of the National Water Commission will be soon

and I am sure we will all profit by an early selection of able men to fulfill

this need. I want to especially commend the Committee for its extensive hear

ings and I know we can look forward to this bill' s early passage and the initial

establishment of a NationalWater Commission .

Mr. EDMONDSON . The Chair notes the presence of a very distin

guished Member of the Congress, former senior member of this com

mittee , the Honorable William Harrison . We are very pleased to

have you with us.

Mr. HARRISON . Thank you verymuch .

Mr. EDMONDSON . If you have a statement for the record , we will be

pleased to have it filed for the record .

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM HARRISON , A REPRESENTATIVE

IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WYOMING

Yr. HARRISON . Only,Mr. Chairman ,that representing the Equality

State of Wyoming, I have a very deep interest in the action that this

committee will takeas far as the bill which they are considering at the

present time. I know , having served on this committee for so many

years, that you will give it very careful consideration and I know that

you will keep the needs of Wyoming and the other States in mind so

That the legislation will be, as you usually turn out, a very fine piece

of legislation .
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Mr. EDMONDSON . We thank the gentleman. We are quite sure if

we should happen to overlook the interests of Wyoming, we will be

reminded of it forcibly.

Mr. HARRISON . I will domy best .

Mr. EDMONDSON . When we get before the Appropriations Commit .

tee wewill find outabout it .

Mr. HARRISON . That is right.

Mr. SAYLOR . I want to say I am delighted to have our former col

league,Mr. Harrison , with us. I hope we take care of these problems

before they ever get to the AppropriationsCommittee.

Mr. EDMONDSON . Wehave a statementhere from our colleague from

California , Congressman Van Deerlin . With no objection it will be

made a part of the record . Hearing no objection , so ordered .

( The statement of Congressman Van Deerlin follows: )

STATEMENT OF HON . LIONEL VAN DEERLIN , A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman , members of the Subcommittee. I am glad to have this oppor

tunity today to make known my strong support for the Colorado River Develop

ment bills modeled on S. 861, which was introduced in the Senate last month by

the senior Senator from California . Along with a number of my California

colleagues, I have offered companion legislation in the House . My bill is H . R .

6848 .

Many of us are concerned about the possible consequences if we abandon the

regional approach, incorporated so successfully by your Committee last year in

H . R . 4671, in favor of short-sighted sectionalism .

Our legislation would not only authorize the central Arizona project, a laud

able and long -overdue endeavor to furnish that State a fair share of Colorado

River water ; it also would protect the just interests of the six other States that

share the Colorado River basin .

California would be guaranteed 4 .4 million acre- feet of water from the river

each year. It would be difficult for California to live with a bill that did not

carry such assurance, for my State already is using some 5 million acre feet.

At the same time, California 's rapid population growth is creating an inexor

able demand foran additional 200,000 acre-feet every 12 months.

Like H . R . 4671, the legislation we are recommending would direct the Secre

tary of the Interior to make a reconnaissance report on potential new sources

of water for replenishing the Colorado and, if that were favorable , to make a

followup feasibility study .

Again , the need for such a feature in the legislation seems self -evident to me.

The Colorado simply does not have enough water to meet the existing and fu

ture demands upon it. Within 25 years, we are told , the annual deficit will be

about 4 . 5 million acre-feet - unless we can somehow locate and import enough

water from other sources to sustain the Colorado . The projected shortage, inci

dentally, is greater than the entire entitlement proposed by my bill for

California .

I might note , at this point, that S . 861 and its companion measures have been

given the unqualified endorsement of most of California 's leading water agen

cies, including the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California . the

Colorado River Board of California and the Feather River Project Association .

I would like to mention the single dam at Bridge Canyon which would be au

thorized by our bill. The Hualapai Dam , as it is known, would eventually pro

duce revenues, through the sale of electric power , of more than $ 400 million

necessary economic base for the central Arizona project and also for future im

portation proposals.

It is my belief that the single dam represents a sound compromise between the

two dams that were originally proposed and the prohibition against any dam

at all that is sought by some conservationist groups. While I respect and a

plaud the view that the Grand Canyon should be maintained , to the maximum

extent possible , in its original, pristine state , I cannot subscribe to the fegral

that the one dam would create any significant flooding of the canyon .
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Our bill has the drawback of any compromise : not everyone is going to be

wildly entbusiastic about it. But in balance, it is a forward looking and equit

able plan recognizing , as it does, that our critical western water shortage is a

problem that no individual state, acting alone, can solve - even within its own

boundaries. The Colorado is a shared resource, and wemust unite in a regional

effort to make its precious water last forever.

Mr. EDMONDSON. We have a statement submitted by our colleague

from New Jersey, Congressman Patten . With no objection it will be

made a part of the record . Hearing no objection , so ordered .

( The statement of Congressman Patten follows :)

STATEMENT OF HON . EDWARD J . PATTEN , A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. Chairman and members of the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee :

During the past few years, several areas in the nation have suffered from

serere drought. In some sections — such as the Northeast - disaster actually

was near.

During mid-1965 , New Jersey' s Governor, Richard J . Hughes, declared a

state of emergency because of the critical shortage of water. It sounds im

possible , but 121 communities in the Northeastern part of New Jersey would

have been deprived of water in September, or October, if the Governor did

not aet.

Other states in the area were also seriously affected :

If New York State had failed to act, New York City could have exhausted

its water supply in March , 1966 !

And two- thirds of the water supply of another great city - Philadelphia

was in jeopardy- because of the long and devastating drought.

Our Nation is growing with amazing speed - more homes are being built ,

more industries are being constructed , and more commercial enterprises are

being created . And this is good to see and know , for it shows that we are

prospering and moving forward .

But we must realize that without adequate water - in both quantity and

quality - there would be stagnation and disaster, instead of progress and se

curity .

So I strongly recommend prompt approval of legislation that would establish

a National Water Commission and provide for a comprehensive review of na

tional water resource problems and progress .

President Johnson reminded us of the water crisis , when he warned on

January 24 , 1967, that, “Many regions of the country are facing increasingly

critical problems of adequate supply and efficient use of water. "

Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, this is not only a warning,

bot a challenge to our resourcefulness , vision and leadership . And it is a

challenge we must defeat, for we discovered in 1965 that a prolonged drought

could possibly do what no enemy has been able to do : endanger - and perhaps

eren immobilize — the large cities of the United States of America .

Mr. EDMONDSON. Wehave notations here that three members of the

committee, the Honorable Thomas S . Foley, author of H .R . 3298 ,

Wendell Wyatt, author of H . R . 1458 , and Ed Reinecke, author of

ILR . 5346 , are all interested as authors of legislation on the subject

of the National Water Commission . Do any of these members of

the committee desire to be heard at this time?

Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Chairman , formy part I do not choose to be heard

at this time and I think the testimony of witnesses this afternoon has

eloquently and effectively spoken for the needs for the National Water

( 'ommission .

Mr. EDMONDSON. The gentleman from Oregon .

Mr. WYATT. I would say, Mr. Chairman , my position is the same.

I do not wish to take up any timeof the committee.

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from California .

76 -955 – 67 - 13
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Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Chairman , as I originally introduced the Na

tional Water Commission bill in 1965, one point which has not been

brought up, I think , is to try to encourage this Commission to empha

size water management practices as a means of developing new re

sources of water, and specifically in the bill before us I have added

a section to point this up by the fact I have instructed the Commis

sion to look into the possibility of soil -measuring devices as a means

of trying to improve or diminish the agricultural requirements of

water so that more could be made available for M . & I . or other agri

culturaluses. And I sincerely hope if the committee sees in its wisdom

that we should pass the Commission , either as a part of the Arizona

bill or by itself, that this part will bemaintained because I think it

is important that the committee recognize that the usage,management,

application of water are now a very major factor in our overall water

resource availability and I think we must recognize this in the legis

lation as well as in the hearings in order to be certain that these con

servation practices are made a part of our everyday life .

Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. EDMONDSON . I think the gentleman has a very fine point. I

certainly will agree with him .

If there are no further witnesses who are members of the commit

tee who want to be heard on this subject, the next witness to be heard

is a representative of the State of California , the director of the Cali .

fornia Department of Water Resources, representing Governor Rea

gan ,Mr. William R . Gianelli.

Mr. Gianelli, will you come forward , please ? I understand that

you are accompanied by several others.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R . GIANELLI, DIRECTOR, CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES; ACCOMPANIED BY RAY.

MOND R . RUMMONDS, CHAIRMAN , COLORADO RIVER BOARD OF

CALIFORNIA ; NORTHCUTT ELY, SPECIAL COUNSEL, COLORADO

RIVER BOARD OF CALIFORNIA AND SPECIAL ASSISTANT ATTOR

NEY GENERAL; DALLAS COLE , CHIEF ENGINEER, COLORADO

RIVER BOARD OF CALIFORNIA ; MYRON B . HOLBURT, PRINCIPAL

ENGINEER, COLORADO RIVER BOARD OF CALIFORNIA ; AND DON

MAUGHAN, PRINCIPAL ENGINEER, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT

OF WATER RESOURCES

Mr.GIANELLI. Mr. Chairman , we have two other witnesses. If they

could be permitted to come up at the same time it might save the

committee's time.

Mr. EDMONDSON. Will you please present them and identify them

for the record .

Mr. GIANELLI. Yes.

Mr. Raymond Rummonds, chairman of the Colorado River Board

of California ; Mr. Northcutt Ely, an attorney who is here on behalf

ofthe attorney general ofthe State of California and also as an assist .

antto Mr. Rummonds.

Mr. EDMONDSON . Is Mr. Lynch a part of your party too ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Mr. Ely is presenting a statement on behalf of the

attorney general of California, Mr. Thomas C . Lynch .
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Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Lynch is not here ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Heis not here,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. EDMONDSON. Wehave the statementofMr. Gianelli, do we not ?

Are you going to read theGovernor's statement ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Yes, sir.

What I would like to do is file the full statement for the record and

then just read portionsof it, in the interests of saving the time of the

committee, if that is permissible

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, reserving the right to object— and I

won 't object - I just want to call the committee's attention to the fact

that neither the statement ofGovernor Reagan nor the statement ofMr.

Rummonds were filed in accordance with the rules and regulations of

the committee, and despite that fact, I will not object to their being

considered at the present time. I will withdraw my reservation .

Mr. EDMONDSON . I thank the gentleman for his indulgence in that.

I would agree there has been a breach of the committee's rules with

regard to the time of filing, and I would hope that any witnesses

scheduled to appear in the future will comply with the committee rule

on the filing of statements .

I think in this instance, too, to insist upon the rule would delay

the committee itself and I appreciate the gentleman from Pennsyl

vania

Mr. SAYLOR. I just want to say I am not interested in delaying the

hearing. I am doing this for the purpose of calling the committee's

attention to certain things that happened to witnesses who appeared

before this committee last year in opposition to the bill, and I just

want to say that if we expect to apply the yardstick , I expect it to be

applied on both sides.

Mr. EDMONDSON . For the information of others who may be plan

ning to testify who are in the room , the requirement of the commit

tee is for advance filing of the statement, which is intended to make

possible a study of the materials and evidence submitted in the state

mentby members of the committee in advance of the hearing. It puts

the committee in a little better position to question intelligently, and

it is a convenience, I think , to the witness as well as to the committee

to have that advance opportunity. It gives our staff an opportunity to

examine the statements and suggests questions that would be construc

tive. So wewould appreciate it if the rules would be followed by wit

nesses in the future.

Mr. GIANELLI. Weappreciate that suggestion, Mr. Chairman. It

might save the time of the committee if we could present all three of

our statements and then have questions by the committee of all three

members of the panel who are here if that suits your pleasure.

One other thing, I would like to have the record show that we also

have in attendance Mr. Dallas Cole, chief engineer of the Colorado

River Board , and also Mr. Don Maughan , principal hydraulic en

gineer with the department ofwater resources who in the case of tech

nical questions might have a response , and Myron Holburt, principal

hydraulic engineer, Colorado River Board of California .

Mr. EDMONDSON. With theunderstanding that you will hit the high

lights of each of these statements so that we do have them reviewed

for us, since wehaven 't had an advance opportunity to look them over,

if there is no objection , the statement of Governor Reagon, the state

ment ofMr. Rummonds, and the statement ofMr. Ely will all be made

a partofthe record at this point.
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Mr. Saylor. Mr. Chairman, reserving the right to object, and I

will not object, I have had handed to me with these three statements

a map marked “ California developments of the Colorado River." I

is not attached to any one of the three statements and I am wondering

whether or not this is a part of any of the three statements.

Mr. GIANELLI. I think , Mr. Chairman , that is part of Mr. Rum

monds' statement.

Mr. EDMONDSON . It is attached to Mr. Rummonds' statement in the

materials I have here. Without objection , it will appear immediately

following Mr. Rummonds' statement. Hearing no objection , the two
requests are granted .

Mr.GIANELLI. Thank you. On page 3 of the Governor's statement

there is a one-word omission . On the sixth line, the word “ augmenta

tion ” should follow the word " river.” It is a typographical omission

Mr. EDMONDSON . Making it read “ Until the river augmentation is

Mr. GIANELLI. “ Sources of Colorado River augmentation " . The

word “ augmentation " should be added .

Mr. EDMONDSON . On page 3 ?

Mr. GIANELLI. Yes. Line 6 . Page 3 of the Governor 's statement

Mr. EDMONDSON . Of the “ Colorado River augmentation ” . Thank

you .

STATEMENT OF HON. RONALD REAGAN , GOVERNOR OF THE STATE

OF CALIFORNIA, AS PRESENTED BY WILLIAM R . GIANELLI

Mr. GIANELLI. Mr. Chairman , for the record my name is William

Gianelli. I am director of the Department ofWater Resources, State

of California , and it is a pleasure for me to appear here and present

this statement on behalf ofGov. Ronald Reagan.

We welcome this opportunity to make known the official views of

California 's new administration on the important water legislation

now before this subcommittee. There is no need to recite in detail the

importance of water to California and the West. And there is nothing

I need add to reinforce the fact that the Colorado River Basin and the

Pacific Southwest face imminent and widespread water deficiencies.

The record compiled at previous hearings before this distinguished

body established those facts beyond a shadow of a doubt.

It would be my objective to bring to your attention principles that

California believes essential to this legislation.

We ask first that the legislation recognize the generally acceptedi

fact that the dependable natural supply of the Colorado River is in

sufficient to meet all compact and decree appointments to the seven

States of the Colorado River Basin ; and the further fact that the

dependable supply available to the lower basin will be unable to meet

existing uses and the added burden of the Central Arizona Project

beyond perhaps 1990 or the turn of the century, even with California 's

existing uses limited to 4 .4 million acre-feet per year. While it ap

pears that the lower Colorado supply has the potential of satisfying

existing uses and those of the Central Arizona Project for perhaps 25

years, this is the case only because several of the other States are not

at this time using all of the water to which they are entitled and be

cause California 's present uses will be cut back from 5. 1 to 4 .4 million

acre- feet per year when the Central Arizona Project goes into operi

tion .
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The only certain way of assuring continued development and pros

perity in the Pacific Southwest and of bringing peace to the Colorado

River is to increase the naturalsupplies of the region . The legislation

then should contain a reasonable promise that the additional burden

of the Central Arizona Project will be relieved within a quarter of a

century by augmentation of supply of the Colorado.

While we are convinced in California that meaningful steps must

be taken to bring about augmentation of the supply of the Colorado

River as a part of the legislation before you , we recognize that there

has been neither a westwide nor a national consensus on definition of

these steps. A legislative position on this issue that is acceptable to

the Southwest but is unacceptable to the Northwest has little , if any,

utility. The converse, a solution acceptable to the Northwest but not

to the Southwest , is no better.

As you know , the study provisions of title II of H . R . 4671, as favor

ably reported by the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee

last year, were endorsed by the Southwest but opposed vigorously by

the Northwest. These study provisions, we felt, were eminently fair

in that they called for impartial analysis of all potential sources of

the Colorado River, including the rivers of our north coastal area.

Nevertheless, spokesmen for the Pacific Northwest insisted upon their

deletion from the Colorado River Basin project legislation .

The West, then , faces an impasse unless the States of both the

Northwest and Southwest and the Congress concentrate on expand

ing common ground.

Expanding these two ideas, it appears that the essential ingredients

of a viable augmentation study are that it be conducted under the

supervision of an impartial body ; that it be completed on a timely

basis ; that the rights of the States and regions be fully respected ;

that the affected States be permitted to participate effectively; that

all related factors be considered , including those outside the purely

engineering and economic fields ; and that the expertise of existing

State and Federal agencies be used to the maximum extent possible.

It should be possible to reach agreement on each of these elements

and I urge the subcommittee to bend all efforts to do so and to obtain

agreement on the augmentation studies issue.

I would like to parenthetically state that it appears to me there are

other benefits to augmenting the Colorado River and that is the vast

improvementofwater quality that would result as a result of importa

tion of water in that stream .

We support authorization of the central Arizona project but ask

that authorization include, in addition to studies of means of aug .

menting the supply of the Colorado, protection of existing uses until

the river is adequately supplemented .

Themerits of protecting existing water uses in the Lower Colorado

River Basin , with California's uses being protected to the extent of

1. 4 million acre- feet per year have been fully debated before this

subcommittee.

And Mr. Ely will fully explore this in his presentation to you.

In summary we regard the national administration 's position as

announced by Secretary Udall on February 1 as a long step backward

from the regional approach , which he initiated in 1963 and promoted

before this subcommittee throughout the subcommittee's sessions dur

ing the last 2 years. The piecemeal approach now proposed by the
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Secretary avoids the fundamental water problem facing the entire

West. The administration 's proposal would add materially to the

burden of demand on the river without attempting to solve the basic

problem of an insufficient supply in the Colorado. California urges

the subcommittee to reject the administration 's proposal and to con

tinue to seek a regional solution to what is truly a regional problem .

Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

( The statement of Governor Reagan follows :)

STATEMENT OF Gov. RONALD REAGAN ON COLORADO RIVER AND NATIONAL WATER

COMMISSION LEGISLATION

I welcome this opportunity to make known the official views of California 's

new administration on the important water legislation now before this Subcom

mittee. There is no need to recite in detail the importance of water to California

and the West. And there is nothing I need add to reinforce the fact that the

Colorado River Basin and the Pacific Southwest face imminent and widespread

water deficiencies . The record compiled at previous hearings before this dis

tinguished body established those facts beyond a shadow of doubt.

The goals are clear, the need for action unmistakable what the entire Pa

cific Southwest needs now is legislation which satisfies the region 's immediate

needs through added development of the limited resources of the Colorado

River, but recognizes also the area 's longer range requirements and sets in

motion a program to augment the supplies of the Colorado. It is my objective

today to bring to your attention principles that California believes essential to

this legislation .

We ask that the legislation recognize the generally accepted fact that the

dependable natural supply of the Colorado River is insufficient to meet all com

pact and decree apportionments to the seven states of the Colorado River Basin ;

and the further fact that the dependable supply available to the Lower Basin

will be unable to meet existing uses and the added burden of the Central

Arizona Project beyond perhaps 1990 or the turn of the century , even with Cali

fornia ' s existing uses limited to 4 .4 million acre- feet per year . While it appears

that the Lower Colorado supply has the potential of satisfying existing uses and

those of the Central Arizona Project for perhaps 25 years, this is the case only

because several of the other states are not at this time using all of the water

to which they are entitled and because California 's present uses will be cut

back from 5 . 1 to 4 .4 million acre-feet per year when the Central Arizona Project

goes into operation.

The only certain way of assuring continued development and prosperity in the

Pacific Southwest and of bringing peace to the Colorado River is to increase

the natural supplies of the region . The legislation then should contain a reason

able promise that the additional burden of the Central Arizona Project will be

relieved within a quarter of a century by augmentation of supply of the

Colorado.

While we are convinced in California that meaningful steps must be taken to

bring about augmentation of the supply of the Colorado River as a part of the

legislation before you, we recognize that there has been either a westwide nor

à national consensus on definition of these steps. A legislative position on this

issue that is acceptable to the Southwest but is unacceptable to the Northwest

has little , if any, utility . The converse, a solution acceptable to the Northwest

but not to the Southwest, is no better.

As you know , the study provisions of Title II of HR 4671, as favorably re

ported by the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee last year, were

endorsed by the Southwest but opposed vigorously by the Northwest. These

study provisions, we felt, were eminently fair in that they called for impartial

analysis of all potential sources of Colorado River augmentation , including the

rivers of our own North Coastal area . Nevertheless, spokesmen for the Pacifie

Northwest insisted upon their deletion from the Colorado River Basin Project

legislation. Complete failure to deal with this aspect of the problem , however

as I 've already indicated — would prove inimicable to the best interests and wel.

fare of the Pacific Southwest. The West, then , faces an impasse, unless the

1 For presentation by William R . Glanelli, Director of the Department of Water ka
sources before the House Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamationon Irrigation and Reclamation in Washington .

D . C ., the week of March 13- 17 . 1967.
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states of both the Northwest and the Southwest and the Congress concentrate

on expanding common ground .

The creation of a National Water Commission so strongly favored by the

Northwest was accepted by the Southwest as part of last year's HR 4671. Both

regions endorse the concept that when studies of river augmentation are under

taken , they must be objective and must encompass all real alternatives.

Expanding these two ideas, it appears that the essential ingredients of a

viable augmentation study are that it be conducted under the supervision of

an impartial body ; that it be completed on a timely basis ; that the rights of

the states and regions be fully respected ; that the affected states be permitted

to participate effectively ; that all related factors be considered , including those

outside the purely engineering and economic fields ; and that the expertise of

existing state and federal agencies be used to the maximum extent possible .

It should be possible to reach agreement on each of these elements and I urge

the Subcommittee to bend all efforts to do so and to obtain agreement on the

augmentation studies issue.

We support authorization of the Central Arizona Project but ask that authori

zation include, in addition to studies of means of augmenting the supply of the

Colorado, protection of existing uses until the River is adequately supplemented .

The merits of protecting existing water uses in the Lower Colorado River

Basid , with California 's uses being protected to the extent of 4 . 4 million acre

feet per annum , have been fully debated before this Subcommittee. The Colorado

River Basin States struggled with this problem for months before resolving it

early in 1965 in favor of protecting existing uses and rights . This solution was

acceptable to this Subcommittee , the full Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs, and to the National Administration last year. Secretary Udall' s report

to Chairman Aspinall on HR 3300 , dated February 15 , 1967, states that " the

questions of whether there should be statutory priority and of its terms are

primarily for resolution by the states involved and the Congress . If agreement

can be reached upon an interstate priority , the Administration would offer no

objection . The Bureau of Reclamation water supply studies, financial analysis

and feasibility determination for the Central Arizona project have been made in

the light of a priority of 4 ,400,000 acre-feet per annum for California uses and

for existing rights and uses in Nevada and Arizona." There is no cogent reason

to upset the accord established last year and continued in the Secretary ' s report.

Some of the bills before you contain , in addition to the Central Arizona

Project, authorizations for the construction , operation , and maintenance of five

new projects in the Upper Basin . Since it is our understanding that these

features are favored by the state directly affected ; are economically justified on

the basis of Bureau of Reclamation studies ; and, on the basis of both entitle

ment and physical availability , can reasonably be expected to have an adequate

water supply, we support their authorization.

We regard the National Administration 's position as announced by Secretary

Cdall on February 1 as a long step backward from the regional approach which

be initiated in 1963 and promoted before this Subcommittee throughout the

Subcommittee 's sessions during the last two years. The piecemealapproach now

proposed by the Secretary avoids the fundamental water problem facing the

entire West. The Administration 's proposal would add materially to the burden

of demand on the River without attempting to solve the basic problem of an

insufficient supply in the Colorado. California urges the Subcommittee to reject

the Administration 's proposal and to continue to seek a regional solution to what

is truly a regional problem .

Mr. GIANELLI. Now , Mr. Chairman , if Mr. Rummonds could

proceed.

Mr. EDMONDSON . All right.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND R . RUMMONDS, CHAIRMAN OF THE

COLORADO RIVER BOARD OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. RUMMONDS. My name is Raymond R . Rummonds. I am chair

man of the Colorado River Board of California . This is an agency

of the State created by the legislature, charged with responsibility for

the protection of California 's interests in the waters of the Colorado

River . By law , the chairman of the board is California 's Colorado
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River commissioner, responsible for interstate negotiations involving

the river, subject to the constitutional control of such matters by the

Governor.

The six board members are appointed by theGovernor from nomina

tions submitted by the six agencies owning Colorado River water

rights : Imperial Irrigation District, Coachella Valley County Water

District, Palo Verde Irrigation District, the city of Los Angeles, the

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California , the San Diego

County Water Authority.
On March 1, the Colorado River Board unanimously adopted the

following resolution :

RESOLUTION , COLORADO RIVER BOARD OF CALIFORNIA, MARCH 1 , 1967

The Colorado River Board of California recommends enactment of S . 861.

90th Congress, introduced by Senator Kuchel of California and Senator Moss of

Utah , and counterpart bills in the House, as introduced by Congressman Hosier

( H . R . 6271) and others. These bills agree in principle with those introduced by

Chairman Aspinall of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs and

Charman Johnson of that Committee's Subcommittee on Irrigation and Rec

lamation .

The foregoing bills all embody the following features, which the Colorado

River Board has repeatedly endorsed , and which were contained in the bill re

ported out by the House Committee in the 89th Congress :

1 . Recognition of the necessity for meaningful steps to augment the inadequate

flows of the Colorado River.

2 . Adequate protection for the States and areas of origin of water exported

to the Colorado, including full protection of the priorities of those areas in

perpetuity.

3 . Recognition of the Mexican Treaty burden as a national obligation , and

that an appropriate share of the cost of importing water should be allocated

to the performance of that Treaty . Whenever importations are accomplished

to the extent of 2 .5 million acre feet annually both basins should be relieved

of the danger of curtailment of their own uses to perform the Nation 's Treaty

obligations to Mexico .

4 . Balancing of the operation of Lake Mead and Lake Powell, so that the

benefits of wet years and the burdens of drought shall be equitably distributed

between Upper Basin and Lower Basin reservoirs. We recommend the lan

guage of the Kuchel-Moss-Hosmer bills in this respect .

5 . Authorization for construction of the five projects in Colorado.

6 . Reimbursement of the Upper Colorado River Basin fund for payments out

of that fund to compensate reduction of the power operations at Hoover Dam

occasioned by filling of Lake Powell.

7 . Authorization for construction of Bridge Canyon (Hualapai) dam and

Power Plant, and creation of a basin account to help finance the Central Arizona

project and importation works, fed by revenues from Hualapai Dam and by

revenues from Hoover, Davis and Parker Dams after they had paid out.

8 . Authorization for the construction of the Central Arizona Project, as part

of the regional plan , but on the condition that if the water supply of the Colorado

River is insufficient to satisfy the requirements of the projects already in exist

ence or heretofore authorized by Congress for construction in Arizona , Cali

fornia and Nevada, then shortages shall be borne as provided in those bills. The

effect is that California must bear the first burden of shortage, sacrificing nearls

one million acre feet of constructed capacity whenever the supply shrinks to 7 . 1

million acre feet annually ; but that the Central Arizona Project shall bear the

next share of the shortage if the supply shrinks below 7 .5 million acre feet be

fore imported water arrives. To this end the priorities of existing and authorized

projects will be protected as against the proposed Central Arizona Project, but

only until works have been constructed to import at least 2 .5 million acre feet

annually . The protection to existing and authorized projects in Arizona and

Nevada would be unrestricted in quantities but the protection to California 's
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existing projects would be restricted to 4 .4 million acre feet annually, to give

effect to a limitation to which California agreed at the time of enactment of

the Boulder Canyon Project Act.

The Colorado River Board of California recommends against enactment of

the bill recommended by the Secretary of the Interior in his report on the

Aspinall bill. The Secretary 's proposal fails to protect the interests of any State

other than Arizona . It abandons the regional solutions proposed by the Secre

tary in the last Congress, and which the seven States accepted in the bill ( H . R .

4671) reported out of committee in the 89th Congress.

California followed and supported the Secretary ' s leadership then , and regrets

bis abandonment of it now . California has not changed her position . We hope

that unity among the seven States can be reestablished under the leadership

of Chairman Aspinall within the framework of the principles of the seven States

agreed upon last year which this resolution restates.

State of California

County of Los Angeles

I, HAROLD F . PELLEGRIN , Executive Secretary of the Colorado River

Board of California , do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of a

resolution unanimously adopted by said Board at a Regular Meeting thereof,

duly convened and held at its office in Los Angeles on the 1st day of March , 1967 ,

at which a quorum of said Board was present and acting throughout.

Dated this 2nd day ofMarch , 1967.

HAROLD F . PELLEGRIN ,

Executive Secretary .
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STATEMENT OF NORTHCUTT ELY, SPECIAL COUNSEL, COLORADO

RIVER BOARD OF CALIFORNIA, AND SPECIAL ASSISTANT ATTOR

NEY GENERAL OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Ely. Mr. Chairman ,mynameis Northcutt Ely . I am a member

of the law firm of Ely & Duncan of Washington , D .C . And I appear

today as special assistant attorney general of the State of California ,

as well asspecial counselof the Colorado River Board of California .

Attorney General Thomas C . Lynch of our State, who is unable to

be here today, to his regret, has authorized me to present the following

statement on his behalf, as well as on hehalf of the Colorado River

Board .

One of the great differencesbetween the group of bills headed by the

Aspinall bill, H . R . 3300, and Secretary Udall's new substitute for that

bill is this : The Secretary deletes the settlementbetween Arizona and

California which made it possible for California to support the central

Arizona project in the 89th Congress , and which this committee ap

proved in H . R . 4671. A second great difference is that the Secretary

deletes the underpinning of the settlement between the upper and

lower basins. That underpinning was the reasonable expectation of

the importation of at least 2 .5 million acre-feet annually.

We ask the committee to restore these settlements. They dispose

peacefully and fairly of issues that otherwise would result almost in

evitably in further litigation , which no one wants.

I will confine my remarks today to the Arizona -California problem .

I understand that later on the upper basin States will tell you of their

own concern about the effect of the Secretary's proposal on the upper

basin -lower basin compromise. Accordingly, I will not volunteer com

ment on that today, unless you ask me questions, except to say that we

share their concern .

The lower basin settlement is contained in title III. This is appro

priately captioned “ Authorized Units: Protection of Existing Uses."

It authorizes construction of the central Arizona project, but couples

this with a settlement with New Mexico on the Gila and a settlement on

the main stream with the existing projects in California , Arizona, and

Nevada. I am addressing myself solely to the mainstream settlement.

It appears in section 305. The language is identical with that in H . R .

4671, 89th Congress, as reported favorably by this committee. H . R .

4671, in turn , was identical, in this respecct, with the bills introduced

by all three Arizona Congressmen , 35 of 38 California Congressmen .

and by California ' s two Senators in the 89th Congress.

Section 305 ( a ) gives the Secretary directions for his administration

of article II ( B ) ( 3 ) of the decree in Arizona v. California et al . 376

U . S . 340 , 342 ( 1964 ) . This is the article of thedecree which deals with

shortages.

Mv prepared statement contains article II ( B ) ( 3 ) in full text and

also article II ( B ) ( 1 ) which makes an apportionment if, and I under

score the word " if,” 7 ,500,00 acre-feet is available. I point out in my

footnote that if 716 million acre- feet is indeed to made available for

consumptive use in Arizona, California , and Nevada below Lee Ferry ,

then about 10 million must flow into the lower basin at Lee Ferry .

This is because 1,500 ,000 acre -feet must flow on into Mexico and an
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other million acre - feet is lost by evaporation . In my footnote I con

tinue with the comparison of article III (d ) of the compact, which

obligates the upper division not to deplete the Lee Ferry flow below

an aggregate of 75 million acre-feet in 10 years. I make reference to

article III ( C ) , which adds a contingent obligation to deliver additional

water from Mexico , but themeaning ofarticle III ( C ) is in dispute.

To continue : Article II (b ) ( 3 ) of the decree in Arizona v . Cali

fornia , which is the subject of section 305 (a ) of the Aspinall bill, says

in substance that if insufficient water is available for release from

Lake Mead to satisfy annual consumptive use of 7,500, 000 acre- feet in

Arizona, California , and Nevada, the Secretary of the Interior shall

do two things,

First,the Secretary shall satisfy present perfected rights in the three

States. Present perfected rights, defined in article I (G ) and ( H )

of the decree, are rights established under State law before passage of

the Boulder Canyon Project Act , which became effective in 1929.

These rights are measured by the quantity of water put to use before

that date. The three States and the United States filed their claims to

present perfected rights March 9 , 1967, last week , pursuant to the di

rection in article VIofthe samedecree .

The totals of the Federal and State claims within each State were

approximately as follows: Arizona, 780,000 acre- feet ; California ,

3 ,125 ,000 acre-feet ; Nevada, 6 ,500, for a grand totalof about 3,910,000.

In another footnote I point out that the claimsof the United States

are in terms of diversions and not consumptive use, which the decree

defines as diversions minus returns to the river, so that these totals

represent some element of correlation between the Federal diversions

and the true consumptive use. But they correspond well with the

Government's exhibits in Arizona v . California .

The decree directs that if the States cannot agree upon these present

perfected rights figures, the courts will determine the quantities and

the priority dates. Wehope to be able to stipulate.

The second thing that article II ( B ) ( 3 ) ofthe decree tells the Secre

tary of Interior to do is this. It tells the Secretary that after pro

viding for satisfaction of present perfected rights, hemay “ apportion

the amounts remaining available for consumptive use in such manner

as is consistent with the Boulder Canyon Project Act as interpreted

by the opinion of this court herein , and other applicable Federal

statutes, but in no event shall more than 4.4 million acre- feet be ap

portioned for use in California including all present perfected rights."

I pause here to emphasize two things. One, the direction that the

Secretary shall apportion the remaining available water in accord

ance with the project act and other applicable Federal statutes. The

bill now before you would be the applicable Federal statute , and sec

ond , the contemplation that the apportionment to California , even in

the event of shortage may be as much as 4 ,400 ,000 acre- feet, because

this figure appears in the shortage article of the decree which I just

read you .

The figure 4 ,400,000 acre -feet is explained in my footnote as being

derived from section 4 ( a ) of the Boulder Canyon Project Act. This

section , without reading it in full here, required California 's Legis

lature to enact a limitation upon the uses in California of 4 ,400,000
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acre- feet of the waters apportioned to the lower basin by paragraph

( a ) of article III of the Colorado River compact plus one-half of the

excess of surplus waters not apportioned by the compact if, and only if,

six States and not seven States should ratify the Colorado River com

pact. This was because Arizona then refused to ratify and indeed re

fused for 22 years. This self-limitation was exacted at us as the alter

native to seven -State ratification . Section 4 ( a ) directed that if seven

States had not ratified within 6 months but if sis States had and if,

in the latter event, California had enacted the limitation act, then the

President might proclaim the Project Act effective with only six

States' ratification .

This happened. The Legislature of California did enact the limi

tation . The President, President Hoover, did proclaim the act effec

tive June 25, 1929, and proclaim the compact effective as a six -State

compact on that date.

I will return to the text ofmy statement to say that article IX of

the decree provides that any of the partiesmay apply at the foot of

the decree for its amendment or for further relief. The opinion itself

in Arizona v . California reserves to the court the power to review the

Secretary's shortage allocation , and the opinion adds :

At this time the Secretary has made no decision at all based on an actual or

anticipated shortage of water , and so there is no action of his in this respect for

us to review . Finally , as the Master pointed out, Congress still has broad

powers over this navigable international stream . Congress can undoubtedly

reduce or enlarge the Secretary's power if it wishes.

This accords with the specialmaster's statement in his report

If ever the equities between California's existing uses and new uses in the

Colorado River Basin have to be resolved it will be for Congress to resolve them .

We ask Congress to resolve these equities now , as this committee

did last year,by adherence to the century -old rule ofwestern water law

which prohibits the destruction of existing uses established under

senior appropriationsto makeway for new projects.

Parenthetically, it should be noted here that article II ( B ) (3 ) of the

decree wipes outthe shortage formula which was proposed by the spe

cialmaster. He had proposed that shortages be borne in fixed ratios :

44 /75 by California , 28 /75 by Arizona, 3 /75 by Nevada. The Su

preme Court was unanimous in rejecting the master's formula . In

place of it , three Justices voted to apply the law of priority of ap

priation , interstate, but five Justices, as I have indicated , voted to re

mit this question to Congress or, failing action by Congress, reserved

jurisdiction to another day to review some future allocation of the

Secretary's . The effect of the Court's decree is to limit the fund of

water which the Secretary or this legislation can control to the quan

tity which represents the difference between the sum of present per

fected rights, which now appear to be about 3 . 9 million ,and the actual

water supply ,whenever that supply is less than 7. 5 million .

Section 305 of H . R . 3300, as I indicated earlier, would constitute

the " other applicable Federal statute" referred to in the decree, ex

ercising the plenary power of Congress to " reduce or enlarge the Sec

retary 's power," to borrow the Supreme Court's language, and mak

ing it unnecessary to resort again to the Court under article IX to

review a future shortage decision of the secretary .
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If the States do have to go back to Court, three great convulsive is

sues will have to be resolved, which the bill now before you would put

to rest. These issues are :

First, how much water the lower basin is entitled to receive from

the upper basin at Lee Ferry. The upper basin has given notice that

itmust litigate this if the bill does not settle the question .

Second,by what formula shall the excess of the lower basin 's supply

above the requirements of present perfected rights be divided , if the

total supply is less than 7.5 million acre -feet. No formula permissible

under article II ( B ) ( 3 ) of the decree could possibly fill the central

Arizona aqueduct permanently.

Third , if the Secretary's formula destroys existing uses in Califor

nia to create new ones in Arizona , then , in the unlikely event that the

Court sustains the Secretary 's scheme, is the destruction compensable ?

Damage which would certainly be caused by taking vested rights

away from California to create new uses in Arizona would far out

weigh the benefits thereby conferred on Arizona. The specialmaster

recognized the compensability problem . He said on page 161 of his

report :

. . . there is no need to pass on questions of ownership of water in navigable

streams or of the validity against the United States of rights therein recognized

by state law . There has been no showing that non -perfected rights recognized

by state law as of June 25 , 1929 , if any, have not been satisfied since Hoover Dam

was constructed . If it develops that such rights are not satisfied in the future ,

that will be time enough to determine whether they are of such character as

require compensation for their taking.

In order to sustain the Project Act as applied in this case, it need only be held

that the United States may, under the Commerce clause of the Constitution , im

pound waters in a navigable stream and regulate the disposition thereof as long

as perfected rights are satisfied , leaving open the question whether non -perfected

rights recognized under state law must be compensated if they are not satisfied.

Mr. SAYLOR . Mr. Chairman , I interrupt the witness at this point to

call attention to the fact that we were to have these statements sum

marized in 10 minutes. But this has already taken 16 and there is

absolutely nothing in his statement which has not been presented to

this committee before with one exception , and that is that they have

filed a case in the Supreme Court affecting another matter some time

this month .

Now , I do that because there has been handed to me by the com

mittee an agenda which points up some of the inequities which are

existent. I notice that on Friday, March 17, 1967, there is this nota

tion on the schedule ofwitnesses :

" Alan P. Carlin , Economist, if his statement qualifies."

Now , statements such as we will have received from the three wit

nesses before us today are nothing but a rehash ofeverything that has

been admitted before, and if this is the rule to be applied , then I will

insist that the same rule beapplied to the witnesses who appear against

this project. And I do not like any member of the staff or anybody

else saying that statements will be admitted if they qualify. This is

a matter for this committee to determine, not anymember of the staff.

Mr. EDMONDSON. May I ask the gentleman how much time he re

quires ?

Mr. Ely. It will take about 12 or 15 minutes longer.
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15minutes.tatement in the recordam going to object

geneti
cquain

tedson

The Cha

Mr. SAYLOR . Mr. Chairman , I am going to object because we have

his entire statement in the record and he has already used more than

15 minutes.

Mr. EDMONDSON. The Chair will have to state that he personally was

not acquainted with the 10 -minute rule on witnesses referred to by the

gentleman from Pennsylvania .

Mr. SAYLOR . That is what the chairman announced this morning.

Mr. EDMONDSON. I don 't think we held the witnesses appearing

prior to this witness to the 10 -minute rule and I would hesitate to in

voke the 10 -minute rule on any witness in the absence of a clear under
standing in the committee that there will be a 10 -minute rule.

Mr. SAYLOR. That is perfectly all right with me,Mr. Chairman , if

it isn't done but I want you to understand that if this is the rule for the

proponents, it is also going to be the rule for the opponents .

Mr. EDMONDSON . Well, if the gentleman can tellmeany witness who

has appeared before us today that has been held to 10 minutes

Mr. SAYLOR. The rules of the committee do not apply to Members of

the Congress. It was so stated by the chairman of the subcommittee

this morning when we had our hearing. I do not expect to raise that

question with regard to Members of Congress. I just want to get the

record clear with regard to what ought to be the approach by people

who appear in favor of legislation and those who appear opposed to

it . And if the same rules are applied ,Mr. Chairman ,Mr. Ely can talk

for an hour as far as I am concerned .

Mr. EDMONDSON . Mr. Ely , I was not present when the statement

was made by the subcommittee chairman , but he hoped to have wit

nesses conclude in 10 minutes, and I would like to follow the wishes

of the subcommittee chairman . I also want to have an opportunity

to question you because I think your statement contains someinforma

tion that should call for questioning. I think you are reading very

well, but I finished reading your statement about 5 minutes ago my

self and I think most members of the committee have probably read

through it. So if you can complete the highlights of your statement

in a few minutes, it would be I think in the interests of your own

presentation .

Mr. Ely. Mr. Chairman , of course I am in your hands.

Mr.STEIGER . Willthe chairman yield on this point?

Mr. EDMONDSON , Yes.

Mr. STEIGER. There is a copy of a press release apparently issued

by Mr. Ely of two pages that sums up his comments before this com

mittee and possibly it might be expeditious to have him simply read

this press release so as not to embarrass him .

Mr. Ely . Mr. Chairman, if I might have a minute or two of your

time, I am in yourhands obviously

Mr. EDMONDSON . Let's give the witness 2 minutes to complete

the

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Chairman , this came in themiddle of Mr. Ely 's

testimony and certainly I think that he is entitled to the courtesy

of, if you are going to ask him to summarize, to take such time as he

requires to do so. This is a carefully woven fabric designed to inform

the committee herewhich I appreciate deeply .

Mr. EDMONDSON . Letmeask
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Mr. HOSMER. Ashe talks— and I can read with him — very compli

cated

Mr. EDMONDSON . Let meask themembers of the committee if there

are any members of the committee that haven 't read through the

statementofMr. Ely.

The gentleman from California , Mr. Tunney, and the gentleman

from California ,Mr. Hosmer. [Laughter. ]

Mr. EDMONDSON . I know you gentlemen are going to be influenced

greatly by the forensic skill ofMr.Ely.

Mr. HOSMER. Not only that, we are going to be elucidated .

Mr. UDALL. I would like to make a unanimous consent request and

preface it with this. There was some negotiation and we agreed that

the official representatives of the States should have an adequate op

portunity to present their case . It just happened that Arizona's case

was presented by the three Members of the Congress and no restric

tion was placed upon us. They represent a State of 20 million people .

This is a matter of vital importance to them .

I would ask unanimous consent, in all fairness, that Mr. Ely be

given another 10 minutes to summarize or complete or read as he sees

fit. This is a matter of great moment and we were treated fairly and

I would like to see California treated equally.

Mr. EDMONDSON . Is there objection to the unanimous request

Mr.SAYLOR. Reserving the right to object

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Pennsylvania reserves the

right to object.

Mr. SAYLOR. I would just like to have the gentleman from Arizona

point outanything in Mr. Ely 's statement which is new .

Mr. Ely. You are about to hear it .

Mr. SAYLOR. After all, when the chairman of the subcommittee

started out this morning, he stated that the purpose of these hearings

was to prevent duplication and the only thing this committee was to

hear was new evidence.

Now , I am very familiar with Mr. Northcutt Ely. I have watched

him perform before this committee for a good many years. I am very

familiar with whathe told this committee when we discussed this bill

in the 89th Congress.

There isn 't anything new in his statement that I found except that

he tells us they went to the SupremeCourt on another matter.

Now , if my colleague from Arizona can point out anything new , I

would be delighted to have him do it .

Mr. UDALL . If I tried to do it ,Mr. Chairman

Mr. SAYLOR. I am going to withdraw my reservation . I do this

for the purpose of pointing out just how foolish the rules and regula

tions which were attempted to be laid down by the chairman of the

subcommittee are when we have witnesses like the representatives that

wehave before us now .

Mr. EDMONDSON . Is there objection to the unanimous consent re

quest

Mr. FOLEY. Reserving the right to object,Mr. Chairman

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Washington .

Mr. FOLEY. I feel Mr. Ely is, in my judgment, perhaps the most

effective and skilled witness that appeared before this committee last
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year and may perhaps win that title again this year. I will not ob

ject to continued testimony by Mr. Ely. I think it is in the interests

of elucidation of the committee but I do want to underscore in this

reservation that equality of treatment by the subcommittee is an im

portant consideration in these hearings, and that I agree with the

statement of the gentleman from Arizona, that certainly California

should have its full opportunity to testify similar to that of Arizona .

I would also , however, like to lay the groundwork, if I may for a

similar urging of members of this committee when representatives of

the Pacific Northwest present their testimony later this week, and I

would hope that the subcommittee and the subcommittee chairman

would not apply the rules of restriction to those witnesses that have

not been applied today by this subcommittee sitting in this case .

Mr.HOSMER. Reserving theright to object

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from California .

Mr. HOSMER. I recall last year we had a similar rule which , when it

was attempted to apply it, the attempts were rebuffed . Weare going

through the same thing this year. So I don 't think that we need to

look forward in the next few days to anybody getting chopped down

on their time.

Mr. FOLEY. Will the gentleman from California yield ?

Mr. HOSMER . Yes.

Mr. FOLEY. I take that as a commitment from the gentleman .

Mr. HOSMER. No. It is a speculation , observation , and practically

a prediction .

Mr. EDMONDSON . Without objection , the unanimous-consent request

is agreed to . The gentleman will complete the summary in 10

minutes.

Mr. Ely . Mr. Chairman ,may I say that to our Congressman Udall,

first of all, I thank you for your kind statement. Congressman Udall

is exactly correct in reminding the Chair that the rule this morning

was not that representatives of the States should be held to 10 minutes.

The rule was that the representatives of the States were not subject to

the 10 -minute rule, and that was the order of the Chair this morning.

Had I been told in advance we had 10 minutes, I would have pro

ceeded differently . I proceeded on the basis of the Chair 's ruling this

morning , which was that we were not limited .

Mr. EDMONDSON. I want to tell the witness that had I been present

when the discussion of the rule took place, I would have been in a

better position to rule on the question ,but I came in immediately after

that discussion and did not hear it .

Mr. Ely . I think , Mr. Chairman , I would have long since finished ,

Imay say, ifMr. Saylor had not objected, but I shall not trespass on

your time. I am simply attempting in the minutes made available to

the State of California to answer a long presentation made thismorn

ing by Congressman Udall, as you said , under the privilege of being

presented by a Member.

California has three projects with $500 million at stake here built

in reliance upon a statutory compact between this Congress , this com

mittee, its predecessor, and the Legislature of California .

Mr. EDMONDSON . I think your statement says $600 million , on page

12.
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Mr. Ely. I am trying not to read it, and if I may be permitted, I

will be accurate about it. I am trying to conclude in the minutes

allowed me.

There is indeed $600 million invested. It is money invested in reli

ance upon a limitation that is somewhat like a speed limit, and when

the limitation is 44 milesan hour, this doesn 't mean forty-four seventy

fifths of 44 miles an hour. If a deed says 44 acres, that doesn't mean

forty - four seventy fifths of 44 acres. And when it says, 4 ,400,000 acre

feet and we build projects, spend $ 500 million , $600 million , to build

them , to put the water to use, this doesn 't mean that afterward we

shall be second-guessed and have a new rule of the road imposed

upon us.

Weask that Congress keep its bargain with California as we have

kept ours with the Congress.

This morning Mr. Saylor indicated we had gone to the U . S .

Supreme Court. Wedidn't go. Arizona did , brought the suit. Mr.

Saylor indicated that there had come out of it an apportionment

which we are now trying to alter. This is not correct. The fact

is that the Supreme Court declined to pass upon the shortage issue

and remitted it here.

We are asking that this committee recognize the same rule that the

Legislature of Arizona has invoked against the Central Arizona proj

ect in its own legislation to prevent that project from taking water

from existing projects in their State.

The effect of the bargain that we made with the Congress in 1929

was that wemight use up 4 ,400,000 acre - feet as the other side of the

coin under which we agreed that if we took more than that, it was

at the hazard of theavailability of supply.

We have lived up to it. We are sacrificing 662,000 acre- feet now

being put to use by the metropolitan water district to keep our half

of that bargain , and we ask that the other half of it, namely, the

recognition of our right to keep 4 ,400,000 acre- feet of the water we

have put to use , be respected .

Thank you , Mr. Chairman .

Mr. EDMONDSON . Mr. Ely, you still have about 5 or 6 minutes.

Mr. Ely . Well, thank you . I appreciate your generosity but

Mr. EDMONDSON . I want to say this. You have an outstanding

statement

Mr. Ely. Thank you .

Mr. EDMONDSON . And I read it with very keen interest and

appreciation ofthe skill which it entailed .

Mr. Ely . Thank you . If Imight

Mr. EDMONDSON. I will withhold my own questions at this point.

Iwill yield to the gentleman from Pennsylvania .

Mr. Ely. Since I do have this time, let me just quote to you Sen

ator Hayden 's statement to the U . S . Senate on two occasions as to

the meaning of the bargain then being exacted of California .

Here is Senator Hayden — this is on page 13 of my statement

telling Congress in 1928 what the Project Act would give California .

He said :

The Senator (Shortridge of California ) thoroughly understands, I hope,"

76 - 055 - 67 - - 11
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This is Hayden speaking

" that under the set -up to which the senior Senator from California ( Johnson )

has so often referred, there will be available at Boulder Dam on the average

about nine and one-half million acre -feet of water . There are varying estimates ,

but they all arrive at about that conclusion .

The bill itself provides that a million acre-feet may be used in the vicinity of

Los Angeles, and some three and one-half million acre-feet through the all

American canal to irrigate the Imperial Valley. Then there is another half

million acre-feet which may be used in the vicinity of Yuma and Paloverde

Valley , leaving about 4 ,000,000 acre-feet of water unused , and which cannot go

anywhere else except to Mexico, unless the State of Arizona undertakes this very

plan of development which the Senator from California seems to indicate is

impossible of accomplishment.

He was referring to Arizona 's so -called Gila project. Here is

Senator Hayden in 1930 , 2 years later, testifying before the Senate

Appropriations Committee in opposition to the first Hoover Dam

Appropriations Act - in opposition , I emphasize :

What will happen is that the waters of the Colorado River will be impounded

in the Boulder Canyon Reservoir and made available for use ; large quantities

of water will be taken out of the Colorado River into the great all -American

canal; over 1 ,000,000 acre-feet will be further taken out of the river by a pump

ing plant, and taken over into the coastal plain of California in the vicinity of

Los Angeles ; they will be put to beneficial use ; and , once having acquired a

prior right to its use, no other State can obtain the use of those waters.

Congress nevertheless appropriated the money and Hoover Dam
wasbuilt.

We did build those very works he was talking about. Those are

theworks that will be destroyed if their priority is not here protected .

Here is Governor Osborne, of Arizona, telling his legislature in

1943, when the Arizona water contract was up for discussion :

Now , of course, we would like to take from California some of that 4 ,400 ,000

acre-feet of water, but neither unrecognized filings against it, nor wishful think

ing on our part can accomplish that. . . . The Federal Government, having

expended tens of millions of dollars of the people's money to provide irrigation

and power facilities for the use of this water in one State, will not wipe out

that investment and divert that water to another State . Arizona cannot compel

that any more than we can turn back the pages of history. The time has long

since passed when Arizona could obtain the water which California has put to

beneficial use.

We ask the committee to confirm Governor Osborne's judgment in

that respect.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman .

STATEMENT OF NORTHCUTT ELY, SPECIAL COUNSEL , COLORADO RIVER BOARD OF

CALIFORNIA , AND SPECIAL ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Ely. My name is Northcutt Ely. I am a member of the law firm of Ely &

Duncan, Washington , D . C . I appear today as special assistant attorney general

of the State of California , and special counsel of the Colorado River Board of

California .

Attorney General Thomas C . Lynch of California, who is unable to be here

today, has authorized me to present the following statement on his behalf , as well

as on behalf of the Colorado River Board.

One of the great differences between the group of bills headed by the Aspinall

bill, H . R . 3300 , and Secretary Udall' s new substitute for that bill is this : The

Secretary deletes the settlement between Arizona and California which made it

possible for California to support the central Arizona project in the 89th Con

gress, and which this committee approved in H . R . 4671. A second great differ

ence is that the Secretary deletes the underpinning of the settlement between
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the upper and lower basins. That underpinning was the reasonable expectation

of the importation of at least 2 .5 million acre-feet annually .

We ask the committee to restore these settlements. They dispose peacefully

and fairly of issues that otherwise would result almost inevitably in further

litigation , which no one wants.

I will confine my remarks today to the Arizona -California problem . I under

stand that later on , the upper basin States will tell you of their own concern

about the effect of the Secretary' s proposal on the upper basin -lower basin com

promise. Accordingly, I will not volunteer comment on that today, except to

say that we share their concern .

The lower basin settlement is contained in title III. This is appropriately

captioned “ Authorized Units : Protection of Existing Uses." It authorizes con

struction of the central Arizona project, but couples this with a settlement with

New Mexico on the Gila and a settlement on the main stream with the existing

projects in California , Arizona , and Nevada . I am addressing myself solely to

the mainstream settlement. It appears in section 305. The language is identical

with that in H . R . 4671, 89th Congress, as reported favorably by this committee .

HR. 4671, in turn , was identical, in this respect, with the bills introduced by all

three Arizona Congressmen , 35 of 38 California Congressmen , and by Cali

fornia 's two Senators in the 89th Congress.

SECTION 305 : ITS RELATION TO THE DECREE IN ARIZONA V . CALIFORNIA

Section 305 (a ) gives the Secretary directions for his administration of article

II ( B ) ( 3 ) of the decree in Arizona v . California , et al., 376 U . S . 340, 342 ( 1964 ) ,

This is the article of the decree which deals with shortages. This article 2 says,

in substance, that if insufficient water is available for release from Lake Mead

to satisfy annual consumptive use of 7 ,500 ,000 acre -feet in Arizona , California ,

and Nevada , the Secretary of the Interior shall do two things :

First, the Secretary shall satisfy present perfected rights in the three States.

Present perfected rights , defined in articles I, G , and H , are rights established

under State law before passage of the Boulder Canyon Project Act, which be

came effeetive in 1929. These rights are measured by the quantity of water put

to use before that date. The three States, and the United States, filed their

claims to present perfected rights March 9 , 1967. The totals of the Federal ?

and State claims within each State were approximately as follows : Arizona,

780,000 acre-feet ; California , 3,125 ,000 acre-feet ; Nevada , 6 ,500 ; grand total,

about 3 ,910 ,000 . If the States cannot agree , the Court will determine the quan

tities and priority dates. Wehope to be able to stipulate .

Second , article II ( B ) ( 3 ) of the decree tells the Secretary that, after providing

for satisfaction of present perfected rights, he “ . . . may apportion the amount

1 The text of Article II ( B ) ( 3 ) reads :

** 13 ) II insufficient mainstream water is available for release , as determined by the Sec

retary of the Interior, to satisfy annual consumptive use of 7 ,500 , 000 acre-feet in the

aforesaid three states , then the Secretary of the Interior, after providing for satisfaction

of present perfected rights in the order of their priority dates without regard to state

Hned and after consultation with the parties to major delivery contracts and such repre

ventatives as the respective states may designate, may apportion the amount remaining

available for consumptive use in such manner as is consistent with the Boulder Canyon

Project Act as interpreted by the opinion of this Court herein , and with other applicable

federal statutes, but in no event shall more than 4 ,400 ,000 acre- feet be apportioned for use

in California including all present perfected rights :"

Article 11 ( B ) ( 1 ) makes the following apportionment 11 - I underscore if - 7 . 5 million

Acre feet is available :

* ( 1 ) H sun cient mainstream water is available for release, as determined by the Sec

retary of the Interior, to satisfy 7 ,500,000 acre-feet of annual consumptive use in the

alore ald three states, then of such 7,500 ,000 acre-feet of consumptive use, there shall be

apportioned 2 .800 ,000 acre-feet for use in Arizona, 4 ,400 ,000 acre-feet for use in Cali.

coral , and 300 .000 acre -feet for use in Nevada : "

But 11 7 . 5 is to be made available for consumptive use in Arizona , California , and Nevada

below Le Ferry , about 10 million must flow into the Lower Basin at Lee Ferry. This Is

buste 1. 5 millon must be redelivered to Mexico at the boundary, and another million

6 . Text to era poration in transit between Lee Ferry and the border . Article III ( d ) of the

Compact, for comparison , obligates the Upper Division not to deplete the Lee Ferry flow

beloon asgregate of 75 million acre-feet in ten years . Article III ( C ) adds a contingent

abandon to deliver additional water for Mexico. Its meaning is in dispute.

animos of the United States for federal establishments are not stated in the decree in

are feet of consumptive use, but in ( 1 ) " diversions, " or ( 2 ) the quantity required for
consumptive use on a specified number of acres , whichever of ( 1 ) or ( 2 ) is less. The

Orures in the text of this statement are therefore approximations of the consumptive use

ch correlate with the diversion rights claimed by

the United States.
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remaining available for consumptive use in such manner as is consistent with

the Boulder Canyon Project Act as interpreted by the opinion of this Court

herein and other applicable federal statutes, but in no event shall more than

4 ,400 ,000 acre-feet be apportioned for use in California including all present per

fected rights ." 3

Article IX of the decree provides that any of the parties may apply at the foot

of the decree for its amendment or for further relief. The opinion itself ( Ari

zona v . California , et al., 373 U . S . 546 , 594 ( 1963 ) ) reserves power to the Court

to review the Secretary' s shortage allocation , and adds :

" . . . At this timethe Secretary has made no decision at all based on an actual

or anticipated shortage of water, and so there is no action of his in this respect

for us to review . Finally , as the Master pointed out, Congress still has broad

powers over this navigable international stream . Congress can undoubtedly re

duce or enlarge the Secretary' s power if it wishes."

This accords with the SpecialMaster' s statement :

“ . . . if ever the equities between California 's existing uses and new uses in

the Colorado River Basin have to be resolved , it will be for Congress to resolve

them .” (Report, p . 114 .)

Weask Congress to resolve these equities now , as this committee did last year,

by adherence to the century -old rule of western water law which prohibits the

destruction of existing uses established under senior appropriations to make way

for new projects .

Parenthetically , it should be noted here that article II ( B ) ( 3 ) of the decree

wipes out the shortage formula proposed by the special master. He had pro

posed that shortages be borne in fixed ratios : 44– 75 by California , 28 - 75 by

Arizona, 3 – 75 by Nevada . The court was unanimous in rejecting the master's

formula . In place of it, three justices voted to apply the law of priority of

appropriation , interstate , but five Justices , as I have indicated , voted to remit

this question to Congress or, failing action by Congress, reserved jurisdiction to

another day to review some future allocation of the Secretary 's. The effect of

the Court's decree is to limit the fund of water which the Secretary or this legis

lation can control to the quantity which represents the difference between the

sum of present perfected rights, which now appear to be about 3 . 9 million , and

the actual water supply , whenever that supply is less than 7 .5 million,

Section 305 of H . R . 3300 would constitute the " other applicable Federal

statute" referred to in the decree , exercising the power of Congress to " reduce

or enlarge the Secretary 's power," and making it unnecessary to resort again to

the court under article IX to review a future shortage decision of the Secretary ,

If the States do have to go back to court, three great convulsive issues will

have to be resolved , which the bill now before you would put to rest. These

issues are :

( 1 ) How much water the lower basin is entitled to receive from the upper

basin at Lee Ferry . The upper basin has given notice that it must litigate

this if the bill does not settle the question .

( 2 ) By what formula shall the excess of the lower basin 's supply above

the requirements of present perfect rights be divided , if the total supply is

less than 7 .5 million acre feet. No formula permissible under article

II ( B ) ( 3 ) of the decree could possibly fill the Central Arizona aqueduct

permanently .

3 The figure of 4 .4 million acre- feet originated in Section 4 ( a ) of the Boulder Canyon

Project Act, which provided :

" Sec. 4 . ( a ) This Act shall not take effect . . . until ( 1 ) the States of Arizona, Call

fornia, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah , and Wyoming shall have ratified the Cole

rado River compact, . . . and the President by publie proclamation shall have so declared .

or ( 2 ) If said States fail to ratify the said compact within six months from the date of

the passage of this Act then , until six of said States, including the State of California .

shall ratify said compact . . . and, further, until the State of California , by aet of its

legislature , shall agree irrevocably and unconditionally with the United States and for the

benefit of the States of Arizona , Colorado , Nevada, New Mexico , Utah , and Wyoming , 83

an express covenant and in consideration of the passage of this Act. that the agererate

annual consumptve use (diversions less returns to the river ) of water of and from the

Colorado River for use in the State of California , including all uses under contracts made

under the provisions of this Act and all water necessary for the supply of any rights

which may now exist, shall not exceed four million four hundred thousand acre -feet of

the waters apportioned to the lower basin States by paragraph ( a ) of Article III of the

Colorado River compact , plus not more than one-hall of any excess or surplus waters un .

apportioned by said compact, such uses always to be subject to the terms of said compact. "

Arizona refused to ratify the compact. California ' s legislative therefore enacted the

Limitation Act, in order for the President to proclaim the Project Act effective notwith

standin , Arizona ' s refusal to ratify . This he did , June 25 . 1929 . 46 Stat. 3000.
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( 3 ) If the Secretary 's formula destroys existing uses in California to

create new ones in Arizona, then , in the unlikely event that the court sus

tains the Secretary ' s scheme, is the destruction compensable ?

Damage which would certainly be caused by taking vested rights away from

California to create new uses in Arizona would far outweigh the benefits thereby

conferred on Arizona . The special master recognized the compensability prob

lem . He said ( report, p . 161) :

" . . . there is no need to pass on questions of ownership of water in navigable

streams or of the validity against the United States of rights therein recognized

by state law . There has been no showing that non -perfected rights recognized by

state law as of June 25 , 1929, if any, have not been satisfied since Hoover Dam

was constructed . If it develops that such rights are not satisfied in the future ,

that will be time enough to determine whether they are of such character as

require compensation for their taking .

" In order to sustain the Project Act as applied in this case. it need only be

beld that the United States may , under the Commerce clause of the Constitution ,

impound waters in a navigable stream and regulate the disposition thereof as

long as perfected rights are satisfied , leaving open the question whether non

perfected rights recognized under state law must be compensated if they are not

satisfied."

He thought the question would never arise, saying, in oral argument, that

under his decision :

" . . . neither in my lifetime, nor in your lifetime, nor the lifetime of your

children and great grandchildren will there be an inadequate supply of water

(for the Metropolitan aqueduct) or for its contemplated expansion." (Tr. 23084 .)

He expected Congress to reach the same conclusion , saying :

" It is for Congress to determine the limits of new construction in the Basin

and thus the extent to which California' s existing uses risk curtailment." (Re

port, p . 115 . )

" And even if these projects are eventually constructed , there may well be

enough water apportioned to California to satisfy the scale of her existing uses,

although greater efficiency may be required .” (Report, p . 115 .)

The Supreme Court found no reason to disagree with this assertion of the

master ; it simply erased the argument as to whether his shortage formula

would indeed destroy existing uses , by discarding his whole formula and remit

ting to Congress the responsibility for writing one. The court significantly left

the compensation problem untouched .

I turn now from the grim alternative of further litigation to the happier pros

pect of an end to 45 years of conflict held out by the Aspinall bill and its fel

lows, now before you .

The basic essential of peace on the Colorado is the necessity of importing

more water, a reality which the Aspinall bill accepts but the Secretary's new

proposal sweeps under the rug. The demonstrable lower basin deficiency is at

least 2 .5 million acre-feet. The whole fund of water available for the Secre

tary 's allocation, which is only themeager excess of the supply above the require

ments of present perfected rights , is a good deal less that that, unless the upper

baxin 's development is to be stunted . No scheme for shoving shortages around

can make the overall deficiency disappear. But, until imported water does arrive ,

peace on the Colorado would be maintained by section 305 of this bill. This

would allow the burden on the river to be increased by the construction of the

Central Arizona aqueduct, on certain clear-cut conditions for the protection of

existing investments .

THE BILL' S SHORTAGE FORMULA

Section 305 does two things with respect to shortages :

First, section 305 ( a ) says, in substance, that article II ( B ) ( 3 ) of the decree

shall be so administered by the Secretary that if there is insufficient water to

4,482 995 here for ensyofPolandements
' The master reported California ' s existing uses as 4 ,483 .885 acre- feet as of 1957 (report,

D . 128 ) . The testimony before this committee shows that the efficiency of California 's

projects is among the highest of any in the Nation .

The " fund " susceptible of allocation under article II ( B ) ( 3 ) , that is, the excess of sup
ply above present perfected rights of 3 . 9 million , is about 1 . 1 million if the compact is

construed as permitting the upper basin to deplete the Lee Ferry flow to 75 million acre

teet per decade (averaging 7 . 5 million per year ) . The fund is 1 . 9 million of the upper

lo must add half of the Mexican Treaty requirements . The calculation : Gross inflow

6. 5 (or 8 . 3 ) million , less 1 . 5 million for Mexico , and less 1 million for losses in excess ot

tributary inflow or a net supply of 5 ( or 5 . 8 ) million , from which 3 .900 .000 must be

subtracted to satisfy present perfected rights.
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satisfy 7 .5 million acre -feet of consumptive use in the three States, diversions for

the Central Arizona project shall be so limited as to assure sufficient water to

satisfy rights now served by diversion works heretofore constructed and existing

Federal reservations in the three States, including, of course, present perfected

rights, but not to exceed, in California 's case , 4 .4 million acre-feet altogether.

The section is solely a settlement between Arizona and California, specifically

leaving Nevada unaffected . It does not amend any provision of the decree , and

does not affect in any way the rights and obligations of the upper basin . These

are protected in title VI.

Second, article 305 ( b ) provides that this limitation on the Central Arizona

project shall cease whenever the President proclaims that works have been com

pleted to import 2 .5 million acre-feet annually into the main stream below Lee

Ferry . This quantity reappears twice more in the bill, in connection with the

upper basin settlement. It is the quantity which must be added to the river to

assure availability of 7 .5 million acre-feet annually for use in Arizona, Cali

fornia , and Nevada whenever the upper basin depletes the flow at Lee Ferry to

the compact minimum .

THE PRINCIPLE

The bill' s shortage formula simply adopts as Federal law for the administra

tion of Lake Mead the principle of western water law to which all seven States

adhere in their own laws, and which the Secretary of the Interior now follows

within each State. This is the principle of the protection of existing uses. It

is limited , in California 's case, to 4 .4 million acre-feet, to give effect to the proj

ect's limitation on such protection .

Since we are now told by Arizona that we no longer have an agreement with

that State on this shortage formula , let me briefly , for the record, say why it is

fair and why this committee should again approve it.

The criterion we urge Congress to write is the one that has been developed in

a hundred years of evolution of western water law , in the Supreme Court, and

the State courts, in the State legislatures, and in 37 previous acts of Congress :

the doctrine of " equitable apportionment," that is , the protection of exising uses

against shortage occasioned by new projects. It is the criterion that the

Supreme Court itself has applied in interstate cases and would apply here it

Congress had not reserved the question to itself by making a " statutory appor

tionment." That protection should apply to existing uses in all three States,

but in California ' s case would be limited to 4 .4 million acre -feet because of the

Limitation Act.

RELATION TO THE PROJECT ACT

The formula proposed in H . R . 3300 is simply the second half of the shortage

formula that Congress wrote into section 4 ( a ) of the Boulder Canyon Project

Act. It there required California to bear the first shock of shortages if the

supply should drop to 7 .5 million acre-feet, but, in return , recognized California 's

right to appropriate up to 4 .4 million . The effect, as has been pointed out before ,

is that California must give up 700 ,000 acre- feet of existing uses to reduce these

to 4 . 4 million acre-feet, whenever the total mainstream supply drops to 7 .5 .

California has built projects at a cost exceeding $600 million to put that water

to use , in reliance on that agreement with Congress. The Project Act contem

plated that, if we did so, we could keep 4 .4 million of the 5 .4 million acre-feet of

water that those projects were built to use. Arizona has called this agreement

between Congress and the Legislature of California a statutory compact and

that is a good description of it. We have kept that agreement. Last year this

committee directed the Secretary to keep it , in H . R . 4671, and should do so

again , in H . R . 3300 . The very meaning of a limitation is that rights up to that

limit may be lawfully enjoyed and must be respected . A speed limit of 44 miles

an hour does not mean forty -four seventy fifths of 44 miles per hour. A deed

which concedes 44 acres does not mean forty- four seventy fifths of 44 acres. A

boundary fence marks both sides of the line, not just one. An agreement 40

years old is not to be rewritten after $600 million has been irrevocably expended

in reliance upon it.

What I have said here corresponds exactly with Arizona's repeated repre

sentation to the Congress and the public as to the meaning of this statutory

compact.
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Here is Senator Hayden, telling Congress in 1928 what the Project Act would

give California ( 70 Congressional Record 464 ) :

The Senator ( Shortridge of California ] thoroughly understands, I hope, that

under the set -up to which the senior Senator from California ( Johnson ) has so

often referred , there will be available at Boulder Dam on the average about nine

and one-half million acre-feet of water.* There are varying estimates, but they

all arrive at about thatconclusion .

The bill itself provides that a million acre-feet may be used in the vicinity of

Los Angeles, and some three and one-half million acre-feet through the all

American canal to irrigate the Imperial Valley . Then there is another half

million acre -feet which may be used in the vicinity of Yuma and Paloverde

Valley, leaving about 4 ,000 ,000 acre-feet of water unused , and which cannot go

anywhere else except to Mexico, unless the State of Arizona undertakes this very

plan of development which the Senator from California seems to indicate is

impossible of accomplishment.

Here is Senator Hayden , in 1930 , testifying before the Senate Appropriations

Committee in opposition to the first Hoover Dam Appropriation Act :

" What will happen is that the waters of the Colorado River will be impounded

in the Boulder Canyon Reservoir and made available for use ; large quantities

of water will be taken out of the Colorado River into the great all-American

canal ; over 1 ,000 ,000 acre-feet will be further taken out of the river by a pump

ing plant, and taken over into the coastal plain of California in the vicinity of

Los Angeles ; they will be put to beneficial use ; and, once having acquired a prior

right to its use , no other State can obtain the use of those waters. "

Here is Governor Osborne of Arizona , telling his legislature in 1943 :

"Now , of course, we would like to take from California some of that 4 ,400,000

acre feet of water, but neither unrecognized filings against it, nor wishful think

ing on our part can accomplish that. . . . The Federal Government, having ex

pended tens of millions of dollars of the people's money to provide irrigation and

power facilities for the use of this water in one state, will not wipe out that

investment and divert that water to another state. Arizona cannot compel that

any more than we can turn back the pages of history . The time has long since

passed when Arizona could obtain the water which California has put to bene

ficial use ."

Ours is the same principle that the Arizona legislature has twice enacted to

protect existing Arizona projects against the central Arizona project. A 1961

Arizona statute appropriating funds to study the central Arizona project under

contract with the Bureau of Reclamation subordinates that project's rights to

those of all existing contractees and users of main stream water in Arizona :

" [ T ]he contract with the bureau of reclamation shall provide that the investi

gations and studies shall be restricted to only that quantity of water which may

be available for use in Arizona,after the satisfaction of all existing water delivery

contracts between the secretary of the interior and users in Arizona for the deliv

ery of main stream water , and that nothing shall be done thereunder which will

impair existing rights in Arizona for the diversion and use of Colorado River

water, " $

Similarly, a 1962 statute amending the authority of the Arizona Interstate

Stream Commission embodied the same principle :

" B . The powers and duties herein given the Arizona interstate commission

shall be limited and restricted to only that quantity of water which may be avail

able for use in the state of Arizona, after the satisfaction of all existing contracts

between the secretary of the interior and users in the state of Arizona for the de

livery of water of themain stream of the Colorado river, and shall not extend to

any such contracts, any amendments or supplements thereto , or to any federal

statute enacted before the effective date of this section pertaining to any federal

reclamation project within the state of Arizona constructed and using water of

the main stream of the Colorado river before the effective date of this section .

Nothing shall be done hereunder which will impair existing rights in the state of

Arizona for the diversion and use of Colorado river water."

Secretary Udall now estimates as available for regulated release from Hoover Dam

10 .064. 000 acre- feet in 1975 , 9 . 382.000 in 2000. (Summary report, central Arizona proi

ect, February 1967. p . 21 . )

Hearings on HR. 12902 before a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Appropria

tions, 71st Cong , 2d sess., 171 (1930 ).

* Arizona Senate Journal, 16th Legislature, 1st special session, 1944 , at 16 .

Arxona LAWS 1962, ch . 39 , sec. 2 , at 108 .

• Arizona laws 1962, ch . 109, sec. 1B, at 258.
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THE CONSEQUENCES TO ARIZONA AND CALIFORNIA

The effect of an amendment protecting 4.4 million (of 5. 1 million ) acre-feet of

California 's existing uses , applied to the Secretary 's forecast of water supply ,

would be this : Arizona' s central Arizona aqueduct would have a supply of more

than 1 ,200 ,000 acre -feet until 1990 , or about 35 years from now . Thereafter, if

no imported water arrived , the central Arizona aqueduct diversions would have

to gradually shrink, dropping to about 676 ,000 acre-feet, by the year 2030 , some

65 years hence. The Secretary reports that the project could readily pay out

on this basis, is quite justifiable, and has an excellent benefit - cost ratio , ali

predicated on priority protection to 4 . 4 million acre -feet of California ' s existing

uses." The worst that could happen to Arizona is that, more than a half cen

tury from now , she might have only a half-full aqueduct. But this is the best

that California can hope for, beginning very soon after the central Arizona

project starts its diversions. Our supply would then drop from 5 . 1 million

acre -feet, presently used , to 4 . 4 million , and Metropolitan would be reduced from

its present use of 1. 1 million to 550 ,000 acre -feet.

California offers Arizona a fair proposal : that our two States share both the

hope that imported water will be brought in , and the risk that it will not. If we

are disappointed in this, let both States share the burden , each of them having a

half -full aqueduct. This is the result required by the bargain which Congress

exacted of us in 1928 , to obtain construction of Hoover Dam despite Arizona 's

obduracy in opposing its construction and in rejecting the Colorado River com

pact. We ask Congress to keep this 40 -year-old -statutory compact with Cali

fornia now , just as California has kept her agreement with Congress .

It is not right that the bargain be changed , that the existing Metropolitan

aqueduct be dried up in order that the new central Arizona aqueduct may run

full, with the certainty of further litigation before such a result could be forced

upon us.

We are confident that the committee will reaffirm the conclusion it reached last

year : that the settlement to which Arizona then agreed , embodied in H . R . 4671

as reported , repeated word for word in section 305 of H . R . 3300 now before you.

should become the law of the river.

Mr. EDMONDSON. The gentleman from Pennsylvania.

Mr. SAYLOR . Mr. Gianelli, I believe this is the first time that you

have appeared before this committee, is that correct ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Mr. Saylor, I have appeared here before in another

capacity . This is my first timeas director of the DepartmentofWa

ter Resources. I have been a consulting engineer in Sacramento for

some period of time and have appeared in connection with other

legislation .

Mr. SAYLOR. I think your immediate predecessor was Mr. Warne.

Mr. GIANELLI. That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. And you now occupy the job of director of the De

partment ofWater Resources of the State of California ?

Mr. GIANELLI. Yes, sir ; that is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. How long have you had that job ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Since January 1.

Mr. SAYLOR. January 1. In your statement you stated on the first

page, what the Southwest needs is legislation which satisfies the re

gion 's immediate needs through added development of limited re

sources in the Colorado River Basin , but recognizes also the area's

long-range requirements and sets in motion a program to augment the

supplies ofthe Colorado .

I would like to call your attention to the fact that this is just what

the committee did last year and because of the fact that it had so many

10 Summary report ( 1967 ), p . 21.

11 Id ., pp . 18, 19, 23 .
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facets involved, that when it got out of the full committee , and before

the Rules Committee, even the proponents of the legislation from your

State were afraid to call it up because of what might happen . You

know , that project involved two dams in Grand Canyon and the

American public let it be known that they didn 't look favorably upon

that and they were afraid thatmaybe a substitute which I had pre

pared which would eliminate these two dams, would be acceptable to

theMembers and passed on the floor.

Now , this theory of augmentation is something which is new and

strange and , you might say, is the real problem in this entire project.

Now , where, sir , do you expect to get water to augment the flow of

the Colorado ?

Mr. GIANELLI. I think , Mr. Saylor, that this is one of the things

that certainly we believe needs to be done. I think there have to be

studies made on perhaps the possibility of augmenting from several

sources the supply of the Colorado River and there are, of course, a

number of sources.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, what if the record showsthat, and a study when

it is made would show that there is no possibility of augmentation into

the Colorado River. Then what is your position ?

Mr. GIANELLI. I don 't think this is what the studies would show ,

Mr. Saylor. I think that there are possibilities of augmentation of

the Colorado River.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, I just might call your attention to the fact that

sitting in that chair just a few days ago we had the Assistant Secre

tary of the Interior who took a very dim view ofmoving water from

one river basin to another and stated thatmany of the problemsthat

are now being caused by failure of the Bureau of Reclamation to take

cognizance of certain problems such as water quality are causing

problems, and he didn't know whether augmentation into any basin

was going to be justified .

Mr. GIANELLI. Well, let me just comment this way, Mr. Saylor. I

think that if we in the United States adopt the position , for example ,

that if we have an adequate water supply in one area and there is

another area that is deficient, that it is not possible to transport water

from one basin to another, then I think we are in real trouble in the

entire United States. Within our own State we faced this at the State

level, and after years and years of argument we have overcome that

problem . Weare transporting water from the northern part of our

State , which has a surplus, to the San Francisco Bay area, the San

Joaquin Valley, and the Los Angeles area , which are water deficient

areas . I think the same principle can be used between States. I can

see no reason why it should not.

Mr. SAYLOR. I might just tell you there are certain people who are

cognizant with the water problemsof your State who are saying that

what you have done has created some real problems in the northern

part of your State and that water quality has been really affected in

the Northern States.

Now , I assume you believe that water quality can be improved by

augmentation from the Colorado. Is that correct ?

Mr. GIANELLI. Yes; that is correct, assuming you have sources of

good supply
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Mr. SAYLOR . Well now , one of the things that happens when water

is transported over large areas is - over great distances is that it

picks up various particles as it goes along ; is that not correct ?

Mr. GIANELLI. It depends on how it is transported , Mr. Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, in the kind of transportation of 2142 million

acre-feet which is the absolute minimum which has been suggested

here, how do you propose that we transport it ?

Mr. GIANELLI. This is exactly why you need studies, to take a look .

I am not making any suggestion to you with respect to how it should

be transported . Your supposition that water necessarily deteriorates

as it is being transported is not necessarily true.

Mr. Saylor. You say it depends on how it is transported . In other

words, if it is transported through a concrete canal or a closed con

duit, youmay be correct.

Mr.GIANELLI. That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. But have you ever heard of anybody proposing this

from the Pacific Northwest down to the Colorado ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Not specifically.

Mr. SAYLOR. Every person that I have heard talk about it has talked

about transporting it in open ditches. This may

Mr.GIANELLI. Your supposition is not necessarily correct, Mr. Say

lor. Water can be transported in open ditches and not have it de

teriorate materially . It just depends upon the nature of the material

through which the water is flowing .

Mr. SAYLOR. But your basis for the water quality improvement is

based upon the fact that the water you bring in will be a better qual

ity than that water that is now on the Colorado River.

Mr. GIANELLI. That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. Or at least as good .

Mr. GIANELLI. That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Rummonds, it is always a pleasure to welcome you

before the committee. I noticed that the board of which you have the

honor to be president is in favor of the bill which we reported out

last year. This is about right, isn 't it ?

Mr. RUMMONDS. The one last year and the new ones this year.

Mr. SAYLOR. The new ones for this year which are substantially the

same as the bills that were reported out last year.

Mr. RUMMONDS. With some variation , yes.

Mr. SAYLOR . Since you are down in one of the irrigation districts

and you asked that 2i2 million acre - feet which will be imported be

used to take care of the Mexican Water Treaty , in view of the fact

that the Mexican Water Treaty only calls for the delivery of a million

and a half acre- feet, what happens to the other million acre- feet ?

Mr. RUMMONDS. It is lost in transpiration , evaporation , and so

forth , down the river.

Mr. SAYLOR. You don't believe that 212million acre-feet would give

you any water to use either in California , Arizona, or Nevada .

Mr. RUMMONDS. Not any in addition to the water we are using now .

Mr. SAYLOR. Would it give you any above the 4 .4 ?

Mr. RUMMONDS. Not when you brought it up to 712, it wouldn 't ,

and that is what it is anticipated it will do .
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Mr. SAYLOR. Well, if we have 712 plus 242, that is 10 . Now , I just

want to know how much California is looking for out of that 212,

if anything.

Mr. RUMMONDS. That 212 will bring us up to our 4 .4 by the time

the delivery at Lee's Ferry is reduced to 75 million every 10 years.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now ,Mr. Ely, it is my understanding that in the law

suit which you say you didn't go to court with , but that you got taken

to court by Arizona on , you represented the State of California ; is

that correct?

Mr. Ely. Yes, sir. I was special assistant to attorney general in

charge of that case under the direction of the attorney general.

Mr. SAYLOR. And at least it is my understanding that California

didn't win that case .

Mr. ELY. Well, unfortunately.

Mr. SAYLOR. That is an understatement.

Mr. Ely. Unfortunately, in that respect, you are largely correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. I just want to tell you that if this committee adopts

some of the recommendations which you have put in your statement,

it will be the first time I know of in recorded history where some

body lost a case in the Supreme Court and ended up with all the

marbles. And I don 't expect to see California end up, having lost

the case before the Supreme Court, in that enviable position .

Now

Mr. Ely. Is that a question , sir ? May I answer ?

Mr. SAYLOR . Yes.

Mr. Ely. Well,Mr. Saylor, I was just getting to that point. I un

derstand now why you weren 't willing to have me read it .

The fact is that the U .S . Supreme Court had before it a suit brought

by Arizona which asked the Court to resolve three questions specifi

cally, and these questions were:

First, whether the State of California 's 4 ,400,000 acre- feet is to be

diminished by reservoir evaporation losses. That is question No. 1.

The U . S . Supreme Court answered that, " No." The master an

swered it the same way in California 's favor, in other words.

The second question was whether California was precluded from

participation in the 1 million acre-feet of water referred to in article

III ( B ) of the Colorado River compact. Arizona said we are pre

cluded by our Limitation Act. California said they weren 't. The

specialmaster answered that we weren 't . California is not precluded .

He answered that, too , in California 's favor. So did the Supreme

Court .

And the third question was, how do you measure beneficial con

sumptive use ? Arizona said, wemeasure it by the resulting deple

tion of the flow of the main stream , taking credit for salvage. Cali

fornia said , you don't do any such thing. You measure consumptive

use as diversion less returns to the river. The answer by the master

and by the U .S . Supreme Court was you measure diversions minus

returns, as California insists .

California won the three issuesthat Arizona pleaded.

Nevertheless, in 1958 , at the conclusion of the trial, Arizona had

substituted new counsel who filed a statement with the speicalmaster

that they regarded everything filed by Arizona up until that time as
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error and they wished to present a new theory of the case. This was

after the evidence was in . And the new theory was that the Congress

of the United States in ratifying the Colorado River compact had

intended to exclude the tributaries from the accounting between Ari

zona and California , although the statute on its face incorporates the

compact and the compact defines the apportionment as including the

tributaries.

This concept was bought by the special master. He approved it .

Now , I may interject here that, had Arizona pleaded that conten

tion , the upper basin States would have been in this lawsuit up to

their ears instantly . But the upper basin States successfully opposed

being impleaded into this lawsuit in 1954 by California on the ground

that no compact questions were involved . So having happily mouse

trapped both California and the upper basin States by this set of

pleadings, Arizona succeeded in selling this construction of the statute

to the U . S . Supreme Court. The Court established that to be the

law of the river : The tributaries are not included in the accounting,

period .

That was a victory for Arizona of the first rank. It excluded her

accounting for her uses on the Gila and her other tributaries.

The other great question that was before the Court was, having

excluded the tributaries and this created a legal shortage, if not a

hydrological shortage , how do you allocate shortages ? The special

master had no trouble with this at all. I have read you his apportion

ment. He said everybody bears shortages pro rata . The effect , in

California 's case , he spelled out as meticulously as could be. If the

flow is 6 million acre -feet, we get 44 / 75 of that, 3,500,000. If Cali

fornia 's present perfected rights are 3,520,000 acre-feet, we get present

perfected rights only, that is the water we put to use before Hoover

Dam was built , and not one bucketful of the water stored by Hoover

Dam , the dam that we had to underwrite, that Arizona fought and

opposed.

Now , this didn't appeal to us, particularly , and in the U .S . Su

preme Court in oral argument I told the Court that whatever else

it did , it had to rectify this obviously wacky formula on the special

master. I used perhaps a more polite word . And the U . S . Supreme

Court did rectify it . It threw it in the ash can and wrote its own .

The Supreme Court said , you must first satisfy present perfected

rights . Only the excess above that can be allocated by any shortage

formula. The margin that the Secretary or this committee has to

deal with is a very meager margin . If present perfected rights are

indeed nearly 4 million acre-feet, as we now know them to be, and

if the upper basin States deplete the flow at Lees Ferry as they claim

the right to , to the point where there is only 742 million acre-feet an

nually , and if a million and a half of that has to go off to Mexico ,

and another million evaporates in transit, there is left 5 million acre

feet altogether to divide up among three States. But 4 million or

thereabouts is accounted for by present perfected rights. So the

Secretary of the Interior can allocate about a million , say 1,100,000

acre -feet , on that basis, and not the full 5 million . Or, if the upper

basin States lost their contest with Arizona as to whether they must

add water at Lees Ferry for Mexico, this figure for the division of
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the lower basin would rise to about 5 ,800,000, but of this the Secre

tary or the Congress can allocate only about 1,900 ,000. The rest is

present perfected rights, protected by decree of the U . S . Supreme

Court.

So that is the difference, to answer your question , as to whose

marbles are here on the table . The suit brought by Arizona present

ing the three questions she asked to have answered were answered

in California 's favor but the question she didn't ask to have answered

until after the case was over was answered in her favor, the tribu

taries are out.

The shortage issue the Court refused to decide, sent that to you

gentlemen , and that is why we are here as a court. We are asking

you to do what every court that has met the question in the last 100

years has done, what Congress has done on 37 occasions, to respect

existing uses, apply the law of priority appropriation .

I do not recall any instance when any Congressman has introduced

a bill to divide the waters of, let us say, the Delaware between New

York and New Jersey and Pennsylvania , or to authorize the Secre

tary of the Interior to do so, to take water being used by one to give

it to another.

In every instance , existing uses, whether by Philadelphia or New

York or any other city , have been respected when the aqueducts are

built , and we ask you not to undo that great rule.

Mr. Saylor . Let me say very vehemently , New York just refused

to comply with the U . S . SupremeCourt decision regarding the amount

of water they should take out of the Delaware. Now , you , Mr. Ely,

had better confine yourself to western water because you are an au

thority on that, but I just want to tell you that some of the rest of

us who have practiced law in the East know a little bit about eastern

water law , and will match wits with you any day in the week on east

ern water law .

And I just want to tell you that your interpretation ofthe Supreme

Court decision is just one lawyer's opinion of the decision . I respect

you as a lawyer, you are listed in Martindale-Hubbell as having an

excellent record and a fine reputation .

Mr. Ely. Thank you , sir .

Mr. SAYLOR . And a top priority, and that gives weight to what

your interpretation of what the master's report and what the Su

preme Court decision amounted to , but there are other lawyers who

are equally competent who come to entirely different conclusions.

Now , let me ask you this . You referred to certain comments made

by the present senior Senator from Arizona . I think it is located

back here on page 13. You talked about requirements . Senator Hay

den talked about them in 1928, and then Senator Hayden talked about

them in 1930 .

Now , Mr. Ely, you are cognizant, I am sure , of the fact that no

one Congress can bind another, and I am sure that you are cognizant

of the fact that anything that was said in the 70th Congress won 't

bind the 90th , and that we can do anything we want to as far as this

legislation is concerned . Isn 't that correct ?

Mr. Ely. Not in this instance, Mr. Saylor. This is an agreement

that the act of Congress says on California 's part shall be irrevocable
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and unconditional agreement. We read into that as an agreement,

a statutory compact, with the State of California . I do not deny that

the Congress of the United States can break its contract. It rarely

does. And when it does do it , the breach is compensable . I am satis

fied this committee is not going to break new ground by breaking an

old contract.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well now , you talked about this compact which the

six States entered into following the Boulder Canyon Project Act .

Now , if mymemory serves me correctly , as a result of that, Con

gress reduced Arizona 's share of water in the Colorado River from

3 million acre-feet down to 2 .8 , is that not correct ?

Mr. Ely. No, Mr. Saylor. The Colorado River compact itself,

whether you call it a seven - State or six- State compact, made no ap

portionment among individual States at all. It made a basin versus

basin apportionment.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, I am afraid that if we follow your reasoning,

we will reduce Arizona's share below 2 .8 .

Now , Mr. Ely, our staff has done some work on this and I would

like to read you and have your comments on some of the work our

staff has done.

In 1927 the Governors of the seven Colorado River Basin States

held a series of meetings in Denver in a further effort to settle the

division of the lower basin water supply, bringing about a seven -State

ratification of the compact. Out of the Governors' conference came

the proposal that the average annual712million acre- feet ofwater de

livered on the upper basin States at Lees Ferry would be divided as

follows : 300 ,000 acre-feet to Nevada , 3 million acre- feet to Arizona ,

and 4 .2 to California .

These proposals were not accepted by either Arizona or California .

Then the Boulder Canyon Project Act and the California Limitation

Act, which were enacted in December of 1928, waived the compact

requirements of the seven -State approval and provided in the absence

of the seven -States approval it would be effective when approved by

California and the five other States, provided California would limit

its consumptive use of Colorado River water.

Now then , California met this requirement by passing the Cali

fornia Limitation Act in March 1929, thus accepting the limitation im

posed by the project act of 4.4 million acre- feet of the 71,2 million

acre-feet allocated to the lower basin , plus one-half of the surplus or

excess water available .

Do you agree with that ? Is that a correct statement?

Mr. Ely. Yes, that is substantially correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , you make much of the fact that California is

now using more than 4.4 million acre -feet .

Now , is it not a fact that when you used anything above 4 .4 , vou

did it with full knowledge that if, as, and when there were other

uses demanded in the river by Arizona and Nevada, that you would

have to cut back to 4 .4 acre- feet ?

Mr. Ely. It isn 't quite that. The fact is that in the language you

read , to the extent that webuilt works to use more than 4 ,400,000 acre

feet, we were by the terms of our agreement using waters that were

excess or surplus, unapportioned by the Colorado River compact.
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There were such waters, there are to this day, our agreement gave

us half of that surplus, and our projects have put them to use.

You are quite right, that we did so with knowledge that if the sur

pluswaters disappeared , either through drought or through the mort

gage to Mexico, we would have to yield that use of surplus. Wehave

kept that bargain . Weare doing so . Weare in the process of yield

ing 662,000 acre-feet of water which has, in fact, been put to use by

the Metropolitan Water District , in this category of excess or sur

plus.

But what I am telling you today is the other half of that coin is

this : that we were permitted to keep up to 4 ,400,000 acre- feet. If

Congress intended that we should prorate below that, it would have

said so , just as it told us we had to prorate any surplus above 712

million . It didn 't . It put a ceiling, a limit, in so many words, a

limitation upon the quantity thatwe could claim as a firm right. That

was 4 ,400 ,000 acre- feet. We claimed it as a firm right.

As to the balance of it, above 4 ,400,000 we admit the hazard. We

are living up to it, but we say that was the only exaction Congress

made of us. Had Congress intended to say you shall also yield part

of the 4 ,400,000, having put it to use , it would have said so, and had

it said so , the California Legislature could then have decided whether

to accept that bargain or not.

Mr. SAYLOR . Now , Mr. Ely, you have heard the testimony be

fore this committee ever since this matter has been discussed at

least the past 18 years- of which I haveknowledge. You have heard

of the augmentation which was suggested during the 89th Congress.

Now , some of the provisions which you people in California are

asking this committee to endorse and to pass out, again call for an

importation of water to be used to take care of the Mexican Water

Treaty and for other uses in both the upper and lower basins.

Now , if there is such an augmentation to take care of any one or

all three of the needs, will California be willing to pay the incremental

costs of that water which will be over and above the 212 million acre

feet to take care of the Mexican Water Treaty, or do you just want

to pay the proportionate costs of the increase over and above 21/2

million acre- feet ?

Mr. Ely. To sort these points out as I understand them from your

question , Mr. Saylor, the importation of 21,2 million acre- feet would

make possible the use in the lower basin of the 7142 million acre- feet

apportioned by the Supreme Court . This quantity of importations

would become necessary whenever the upper basin diminishes the

flow at Lee Ferry to the minimum to which they say they are én

titled to reduce the flow there.

Mr. SAYLOR. That is right ; and it will take care of a million acre

feet of evaporation or transpiration or any other losses that you want

to comment on in the upper basin and the lower basin at the present

time.

Mr. Ely . No. The million acre-feet of losses that have been re

ferred to are the losses between Lee Ferry and the Mexican boundary

in excess of the tributary inflow . In other words, of the water that

is visible and measurable at Lee Ferry, 212 million acre- feet today

is not usable in the United States. A million and a half must flow
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on down to be delivered as a guarantee to Mexico at the border and a

million is lost in transit .

Now , I think somemisunderstanding has arisen as to whether we

attribute the whole 21 2 million acre-feet to the Mexican Water Treaty.

The Budget Bureau last year approved the principle of treating the

cost of importing water to balance the million and a half acre - feet

as being nonreimbursable, as a national obligation . We think that not

only themillion and a half acre- feet should be so accounted foras non

reimbursable, but that it should be increased by a fair proportion of

the losses in transit .

I do not claim that the whole million acre- feet is so attributable , but

a fair part of it, perhaps 200,000 or 300 ,000 acre- feet.

Now , to answer another part of your question as I understand it,

Mr. Saylor, we think that the cost of the importation works that is to

be written off asnonreimburable, as accountable to the Mexican Water

Treaty , should fairly be treated as the base of the pyramid , the first

money expended , and that the balance of it , the incremental cost of the

balance of the 2 .5 million , should be paid out of the development

fund . That was the structure of H . R . 4671 last year. The cash reg .

isters were Davis, Parker, Hoover after payout, Bridge, and Marble .

Marble has now disappeared by apparently general consent out of

the plan .

These revenues from these dams would be of the order of $ 2 billion,

according to the Bureau 's figures, over a 50 - or 60 -year payout. We

think that this, plus the writeoff at the base of the pyramid of the

treaty would probably make the importation of 212 acre-feet feasible

in the sense that the prices could be paid for by the users within their

capacity to pay .

Beyond that, if you increase the quantity, you are getting into areas

where the subsidy, in the sense of the treaty writeoff ,or from the power

revenues, has been used up and I don 't represent to you that I per

sonally know of any way to balance the books beyond the 21, 2 million

acre- feet.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, it becomes very important because the Bureau

of the Budget, in which all of you people are relying on by what they

said last year, have approved an entirely new bill that has been sent

up this year and they have gotten rid of those two cash registers and

have provided for power from another source.

Now , the difference between two ways of accounting is very impor

tant here, because it makes a difference of whether the entire country

is going to be called upon to pay this increased water cost or whether

or not thebasin States are going to pay for it.

Mr. Ely. You are quite right; it is important. May I speak to

that briefly ?

Mr. SAYLOR . Yes.

Mr. Ely. This morning questions were asked about the quantity of

water Mexico was putting to use before the treaty. I think Mr. Wyatt

asked that. The fact is that Mexico had used ,before Hoover Dam was

built , a maximum of 750,000 acre-feet annually. The uncontrolled

river came down in great floods in the spring and washed out

the Mexican diversion works, and she was doing well to be able

to use 750 ,000 acre- feet.
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Mr. SAYLOR. Imight say , parenthetically , that California was using

much more than that at that time.

Mr. Ely. Our present perfected rights, the quantity used before

Hoover Dam was built totaled 3 ,100,000 acre - feet. This had been put

to use now , with great difficulty by the farmers of the Palo Verde and

Imperial Valleys who had to dredge out their canals and who suffered

from foods, but they did it, by their own efforts, without Federal

money.

When Hoover Dam was built and the water was stored and the river

regulated ,Mexico had a windfall rightaway. A regulated supply was

reaching her. The dam had been closed in 1935 and her uses shot

right up.

Some American cotton speculators got hold of Mexican land and

truly made a windfall out of it. It mushroomed . And our Govern

ment was confronted by a demand from Mexico for water, for a treaty.

This waswartime, in 1943 and 1944 .

At the same time, the Rio Grande was in trouble. There the situa

tion was reversed . The river rises in Mexico .

Senator Pittman, of Nevada, had been chairman of the Foreign

Relations Committee at the time the Boulder Canyon Project Act was

passed . He is on record with the firmest pronouncement ever made

that section 1 of the Boulder Canyon Project Act, which prohibits the

use of stored waters except within the United States, was intended to

tell every future Secretary of the Interior, every future President, he

couldn 't negotiate a treaty with Mexico which gaveMexico the benefit

of this storage, paid for by the Americans. .

Notwithstanding this, in wartime, the Colorado was traded off for

the Rio Grande. We undertook a guarantee to Mexico , a million and

a half acre - feet at boundary . Mexico undertook a delivery of Rio

Grande water to the United States, not a guarantee, a 5 -year average.

We were saddled on the Colorado with this doubling of the Mexican

burden made possible only by the construction of storage at our

expense.

Furthermore ,the all-American canal, paid for entirely by the farm

ers of the Imperial Valley, wasburdened with the obligation to deliver

500,000 acre- feet ofwater to Mexico if she wanted it.

From that time on we struggled with the Mexican problem . Our

treaty negotiators reported to the Senate that the Mexicans under

stood completely that they had to take this water irrespective of qual

ity . Even if it would be totally useless, they had to take it. The

Senators from some of the Colorado Basin States expressed their

extreme skepticism .

The Mexican Treaty negotiators went home and told their Senate

this was nonsense, that, of course, they are entitled to water of usable

quality , and from that timeon quality hasbeen a sore point.

Now , the contemporary story to this , in answer to Mr. Wyatt's

question, can be found in Senate Document 279 in the 79th Congress,

which is called " Light on theMexican Water Treaty From the Rati

fication Proceedings in Mexico .” This was indeed a national obliga

tion, mushrooming the Mexican claim as part of a wartime settle

ment. It is a mortgage that the States of the Colorado River Basin

76 -855- 67 15
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have never been able to satisfactorily shoulder, and shouldn 't have to

shoulder. Their uses should not be cut to make good this treaty ob

ligation .

They must be cut because this is the word of the United States and

our word is good .

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Ely, you find yourself on the hornsof a dilemma.

In the one case, you say that when Congress makes an agreement,

youmust stick to it .

Mr. ELY. Quite so .

Mr. SAYLOR. On the other hand , when you make an agreement that

adversely affects you , it must cease to be be an obligation of the river

and become a national obligation .

Mr. Ely. I didn 't say that.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, this is just about what you said .

Mr. Ely. No, sir.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , this is the conclusion, the only conclusion I

can come to .

Mr.Ely. Well, youmisunderstood me, then .

Mr. SAYLOR. With regard to 4 .4 , that is a binding contract, but

when the same Congress makes an agreement with Mexico on the

basis of the treaty , and says it is the obligation of the river, you now

want to say that we have got to change that and make it a national

obligation .

Mr. Ely. No. Apparently , I have not made myself clear. We

say Congress has made two commitments. It should keep both of

them . It is keeping its commitment to Mexico. Delivery is being

made good . It made a commitment to California that the excess

and surplus waters could be taken away from us, but California could

keep the 4,400 ,000 acre- feet. Congress didn't say we will take that

away, too , to give to Mexico . That wasn 't in the compact between

Congress and California's legislature.

That wasn 't in our bargain . But the effect is that if our uses are

reduced below 4 ,400 ,000 acre- feet, it is in consequence of dispositions

madeby the United States ofthe water that Congress told uswe could

keep .

We say the States of the Colorado River Basin are entitled in all

fairness to look to the Treasury of the United States to come to the

rescue, to help support this national obligation , to bear a part of the

cost of importing water to balance the books again . The Columbia

fortunately receives 20 million acre- feet from Canada each year

We unfortunately are subject to a first mortgage of a million and a

half acre- feet to Mexico . We don 't say that the water necessarily

has to come from the Columbia ,but if it did ,we would be getting only

a small fraction of the water that our Nation receives from its neigh

bor to the north in order to balance the obligation that our Nation ha

undertaken to our neighbor to the south .

And what is wrongwith that ?

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, the only thing I can think of at the present

time is about 1,500 miles is wrong with it. One is on the northern

border and the other is on the southern border, and that is like say

ing that you entered into a treaty with one effect with Germany and
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you entered into one completely opposite over in Japan, and there

fore the people in the middle should try and make them equal.

This just doesn 't follow . It is not one of the things that follows

necessarily at all.

Mr. Ely, it is always a pleasure to see you. As I said before, I am

delighted to hear you rehash your case before the Supreme Court.

With due deference to your excellent statement, there is nothing new

in it. You didn't comply with the committee requirements as the

chairman asked that we not have anything except new testimony pre

sented , but I am delighted to know that you started another case

before the Supreme Court. This is the only nugget that we have

had that is new and startling , and I will be interested in following

that to its ultimate conclusion .

Mr. Ely. Well, first, letme

Mr. SAYLOR. I only hope that those witnesses who appear on the

other side of the coin will be treated as courteously as I tried to

treat you .

Mr. Ely. Well, Mr. Saylor, you are always courteous and the fact

that you and I may seem to converse on the subjects with some ani

mation is simply , on my part, a recognition that I am facing a man

who is intellectually honest , and with whom I can trade blows with

mutual respect.

Now , second , as to starting a new case in the Supreme Court, that

is not it. You have got the wrong impression of what I said .

Article VIof the decree in the Arizona versus California case told

the States to file by March 9, 1967, their claims for present perfected

rights . This they did last week . This is not a new case. Hope

fully, it is the last phase of the old case.

Thank you , sir.

Mr. SAYLOR. And, in other words, you aren 't going to come forward

and tell us as a result of that, that you have won the case. ( Laughter.]

Mr. Ely. Imake no promises. [Laughter.]

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Arizona.

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman , the hour is late and I will move along

as quickly as I can .

I do have a few things to take up. I want to say to Mr. Gianelli

that no red -blooded Democrat could watch with equanimity the

change in the party control in the State house at Sacramento, but I

appreciated very much the chance to meet you and Governor Reagan

the other day, and I appreciate his , I think, constructive approach to

the problem before us, and obviously the very fine reports on you , and

we look forward to working with you on common problems.

I wanted to say to Mr. Rummonds that he is one of the great con

structive leaders in California and we thank you for the opportunity

to be your guest with someof the other Members of the Congress from

California recently , and I welcome back my old last year's ally and

presently this year's antagonist in some respects on this important

legislation ,

Mr. Ely, you say on page 7 , the third paragraph down atthe bottom ,

at least you make reference to the question of compensability, and you

have explained it in your statement. I think you have explained your

theory further in response to Mr. Saylor's questions. But, and I guess
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my question could be answered with a yes or no, although I won't re- /

strict you to that - is it seriously contended by the eminent California

counsel that having had the Colorado Compact dividing the water at

71/2 Upper and 712 Lower, and the Congress having made a legisla .

tive apportionment in 1928 in which California then accepted by the

self-limitation act of 4 .4 , and having then gotten to the Supreme Court

at Arizona's insistence in the 1950 's and 1960's , is the Court saying

that the Secretary could allocate shortages and could , if his means

were reasonable , cut California down below 4 .4 in times of shortage ,

that lawyers say California water users could then sue the United

States for takingaway water ?

Mr. Ely. You say , did lawyers say that - I am a member of the bar,

although there are some differences ofopinion whether I am a lawyer

but I say, yes, that this is a point that the master recognized , faced

up to, and said the question of compensability remained open , and I

tell you that if the Secretary should promulgate a shortage formula ,

that destroyed existing projects in California , within the 4 ,400 ,000

acre -feet, the destruction so wrought would indeed be compensable.

And I further have gone on to say that the balancing of damage to I

California against the benefits of Arizona results in easy demonstra

tion that you aredestroyingmore than you are creating.

Mr. UDALL. Well, you have answered my question , then . The coun

terpart of the question deals with my reference to different principles

on the east bank and west bank ofthe river thismorning. As I under i

stand your position , you would say that Arizona 's allotment could be i

cut down by the Secretary well below 2 .8 and we wouldn 't have any

right to compensation because we have unfortunately enough not to be

able to put our water to use.

Mr. Ély. That is the difference. If the Secretary cuts uses in Ari

zona to a point where projects that you had built to put that water

to use were destroyed or adversely affected , I would say you might

very well have a right to compensation .

Mr. UDALL. I find this rather incredible .

Mr. Ely. I don 't say this ,Mr. Udall, except because of the compari

son of the destruction of existing uses to create new ones. If the effect

were that there weren 't water enough to satisfy existing uses in the two

States, I don 't claim that the consequences of this are chargeable to

anyone,

Mr. UDALL . Well, this is not very comforting to me, of course,and I

certainly question this,but I am not going to pursue it further today.

Mr. Chairman , I have attempted to undertake a cross examination of

Mr. Ely which one does at his peril on this subject , on the interpreta

tion of the Supreme Court decision . A lot ofmy lawyers from Ari

zona, some of whom opposed Mr. Ely , have been " Nervous Nellies"

back there today, and are very uneasy about some of the interpreta

tions he has placed on the master's statement and, of course, the decree.

Weare making legislativehistory ,and it seemsto methatmy silence

and that ofmy colleague,Mr. Steiger, on interpretation of the compact

and the Supreme Court decision might be implied, might be inter

preted later on as acquiescence. So I would like to have 5 days in

which to file a statement with the help ofmy Arizona lawyers, counter

ing and commenting in part upon the first partofMr. Ely's statement,
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where he interprets the SupremeCourt decision. In fairness, I would

suggest giving Mr. Ely the right to respond to that memorandum

within five days so that at least Arizona's legal position would not be

left in doubt.

The first part of his statement, the first six or seven pages, were

really an interpretation , his interpretation and his opinion of the

meaning of the SupremeCourt decree and opinion . I wouldn't want

to leave it unchallenged becausemy lawyers do quarrel with some of

the points he made.

Mr. SAYLOR . Will the Chairman yield to me?

Mr. Ely. Couldn 't we hold that brief to the 10 -minute rule ?

Mr. EDMONDSON. Is there objection to the request ? The chair hears

none .

Without objection , the gentleman from Arizona will be given 5 days

to file an answer and statement, and 5 days thereafter for Mr. Ely to

file a statement if he wishes.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington , D . C ., March 21, 1967.

Hon . WAYNE X . ASPINALL ,

Chairman , Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,

House of Representatives, Washington , D . C .

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : As you will recall, during the recent hearings on H . R .

3300, II. R . 9 , and related bills, I noted my disagreement with certain legal con

elusions and opinions relating to Arizona v . California asmade byMr. Northcutt

Ely , Special Assistant Attorney General of California , in his formal statement

and remarks before the Committee. I requested and was granted permission to

respond to these remarks and to enter our response in the record .

To this end , I asked Mr. Ozell M . Trask to prepare the attached legal opinion

in response to those portions of Mr. Ely 's statement with which Arizona dis

agrees.

Mr. Trask is Chief Counsel for the Arizona Interstate Stream Commission . He

is also one of the name partners in one of our outstanding Arizona law firms,

Jennings, Strouss, Salmon and Trask .

I am asking that this letter and Mr. Trask 's opinion be made a part of the

record of the hearing. An extra copy of both these documents are enclosed for

your information and use , and I am sending a copy of them to Mr. Ely.

Sincerely yours,

MORRIS K . UDALL .

ARIZONA INTERSTATE STREAM COMMISSION ,

Phoenix , Ariz., March 20, 1967.

Hon . MORRIS K . UDALL ,

House of Representatives,

Washington , D . C .

DEAR CONGRESSMAN UDALL : You have requested that I , as the attorney for

the Arizona Interstate Stream Commission , review the formal written state

ment of Mr. Northcutt Ely , Special Assistant Attorney General of California ,

which was submitted to the Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives, on Mon

day, March 13 , 1967. You have also requested that I consider the oral remarks

made by Mr. Bly in support of his statement. I understand this review is for

the purpose of advising you whether the statement and the extended remarks

are technically accurate in stating the law , since the California position is

based upon the law as thus represented .

I find that there are portions of the statement and the remarks which do

not accurately state the law . I further advise you that the law - accurately

stated - does not support the California position in demanding a guarantee of a

priority to 4 .4 m .a . f. of water per year in times of shortage as set out in S . 861

and H . R . 6271

Preliminarily, with respect to Mr. Ely' s comment on the filings of present

perfected rights , ( i. e . those water rights existing on June 25 , 1929, when the
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Banner Canyon Project Act became effective ) by the Lower Basin States, no

ar ent has been reached between those states with respect to the accuracy

The principal thesis of Mr. Ely 's statement to the Subcommittee is that, under

be goinion and decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona v .

Csinfonia , 373 C . S . 546 ( 1936 ) , Congress is left with the responsibility for the

2 . ration of shortages during times of shortage of water in the river. He then

kerto that, in deciding how the water should be divided during times of

acoraze Congress should apply the law of prior appropriation or equitable

a portionment since these doctrines are frequentiy followed and are established

ir be law of the West.

We take no issue with Mr. Els 's assertion that Congress may enact a law

establishing a rigid and fixed formula for the allocation of the water of the

Colorado River during times of shortage or any other time since the power of

Congress over the navigable streams of the country is plenary . We do disagree ,

however, that this matter was left or reserved for future action by Congress .

For, in the enactment of the Boulder Canyon Project Act, Congress affirmatively

arted to test the Secretary of the Interior with broad discretion in allocating

sbortages subject only to the condition that any such allocation should be sub

jert to present perfected rights.

This broad discretion was sustained by the Supreme Court in Arizona v .

California , without equivocation in holding that the Secretary could allocate

such shortages unfettered by any rigid formula . As pointed out by the Court :

“ It must be remembered that the Secretary ' s decision may have an effect not

only on irrigation uses but also on other important functions for which Congress

brought this great project into being - flood control, improvement of navigation ,

regulation of flow , generation and distribution of electric power. Requiring the

Secretary to prorate shortages would strip him of the very choicewhich we think

Congress, for reasons satisfactory to it, rested in him and schich we should not

impair or take away from him . (Emphasis supplied. ) 373 U . S. at 593."

The wisdom of maintaining this flexibility was apparent to Congress in epact

ing the Boulder Canyon Project Act, to the Supreme Court in its interpretation of

the Act, and the reasons therefor are even more compelling today. For, what

might be " fair " at one time might be " unfair" at another. For instance, had the

Secretary been called upon to allocate shortages in the 1940 's, he might have

tound :

1 . Great California need .

2 . No import facilities from the water abundant northern counties even

rernotely available .

3 . No desalting available .

4 . No imports from outside the state possible.

5 . No weather modification even considered .

6 . Arizona and Nevada needs not developed .

Hemight thereupon have decided that California should in that shortage situa

tion be accorded a 4 .4 priority . On the other hand, in allocating shortages in 1977

he might find :

1. California with a 2 m . a . f. per year or more from northern counties via

Feather River,

2 . huge desalting plants and weather modification programs creating addi.

tional water supply,

3 . access to water in northern counties or the Columbia River ,

4 . Colorado River supply in use ,

5 . Arizona in great need with none of these facilities,

and determine that California should accord a priority to the extent of 2 .8 m . a .f.

per year to Arizona.

Mr. Ely has urged the adoption of the " principle of the protection of existing

uses" in the pending legislation . He then asserts, beginning at page 11 of the

statement, and in his remarks, that, when Section 4 ( a ) of the Boulder Canyon

Project Act required California to enact a Limitation Act limiting herself ir

revocably and unconditionally to a maximum of 4 .4 m .a .f. per year as a condi.

tion for the construction of Boulder Dam , this constituted an " agreement" by the

United States that California would have the 4 .4 m . a . f. every year. But, the

language of the Boulder Canyon Project Act does not support this contention or

this " principle ." Nor does the language of the California Limitation Act support

this contention . The argument was made by Mr. Ely to the SpecialMaster and
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be flatly rejected it (Report p . 231) . The opinion of the Supreme Court of the

United States does not even mention it.

At page 231 of the Master' s Report,Mr. Rifkind states :

The first paragraph of Section 4 ( a ) is a limitation on California , not a grant

to her, and hence cannot be a source of her rights to water as against the other

Lower Basin States. The critical words in the first paragraph state that con

sumptive uses of water in California " shall not exceed " certain quantities per

annum . This provision , that California 's uses " shall not exceed" the specified

quantity , does notmean that she is entitled to that quantity ."

The argument, therefore, that California has built projects at a cost of some

$ 800 ,000 , 000 in reliance upon such an “ agreement" with Congress is without

merit. The written statement would have been more accurate had it pointed out

that this argument had been urged and rejected . California cannot, by a course

of continuous opposition over the years, keep Arizona from the use of its decreed

water and then assert that uses made of that water during the struggle have

become " established " as " prior appropriations" so that Arizonamay not claim its

entitlement as against California 's .

There follow in the written statement certain quotations of Senator Hayden

in 1928 and in 1930 , and of Governor Osborne indicating a fear that California 's

uses would create rights. Such fears did exist. That is part of the reason for

the Limitation Act and the statutory plan which did not adopt the theory of prior

appropriation or protection of existing uses. California 's aqueduct and All

American canal were both built after the adoption of the statutory plan of the

Boulder Canyon Project Act, and not before it, and therefore not in reliance

upon any theory of protection of existing uses.

In deference to the length of this memorandum , we have not discussed Mr.

Ely 's " convulsive issues" listed on page 7 of his statement. Only one of them

deserves attention. That is the third (page 7 of statement) in which the ques

tion has been raised as to what might occur if the Secretary, in apportioning

sbortages, should destroy existing uses. It is inferred that such destruction

might be compensable and that the compensation " would far outweigh the bene

fits thereby conferred on Arizona." The inference is that the usefulness of the

Metropolitan Water District aqueduct and the All-American canal may be de

stroyed , thus creating the spectre of the huge damages which may be involved .

In support of this contention , Mr. Ely quotes from the report of the Special

Master, stating in part :

" There has been no showing that non- perfected rights recognized by state law

as of June 25 , 1929 , if any, have not been satisfied since Hoover Dam was con

structed . If it develops that such rights are not satisfied in the future , that

will be time enough to determine whether they are of such character as require

compensation for their taking ."

In this regard , we wish to point out that the Master, in speaking of rights

which might possibly be compensable, was still proceeding on the assumption

that the State law of prior appropriation applies as between water users within

the State . This assumption and the Master's conclusion on this point was

specifically rejected by the Supreme Court :

"Moreover, contrary to the Master 's conclusion , we hold that the Secretary

in choosing between water users within each state and in settling the terms

of his contracts is not bound by these sections to follow State law . 373 U . S .

at 586 ."

It is fundamental that the right of just compensation is limited to " property

rights " under the 5th Amendment of the Constitution . Such right must arise

either under applicable State law or by way of a Congressional grant of such

rights. The decision and decree in Arizona v . California make it clear that State

law is inapplicable in this regard . And, under the Boulder Canyon Project Act,

only present perfected rights are protected .

Present perfected rights are defined as those rights established under State

law prior to June 25 , 1929 (Decree , Arizona v. California ) . California has sub

mitted to the Supreme Court its list of such claimed rights on March 9, 1967.

If there were any other uses existing prior to June 25 , 1929 , they apparently had

not been perfected according to State law . Consequently , no property right has

been established as to the water involved .

After June 25 , 1929 , when the Boulder Canyon Project Act became effective,

the only method of obtaining a right to mainstream water of the Colorado River

was through a valid contract with the Secretary of the Interior. These con
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tracts were all made subject to the terms and conditions of the Boulder Canyon

Project Act, leaving it to the Secretary to allocate water when shortages oc

curred as set forth hereinabove.

The All-American Canal and the Metropolitan Aqueduct were both constructed

after the Boulder Canyon Project Act was enacted . Water acquired by contract

entered into pursuant to the Boulder Canyon Project Act is simply not com

pensable when taken away because of short supply .

Since all rights which were perfected prior to 1929 are protected as " present

perfected rights" and all uses and rights thereafter obtained are by contract

and subject to the terms and conditions of the Boulder Canyon Project Act,

there could be no taking of property rights which would require the payment

of compensation. The spectre of damages, we subit , is therefore a myth .

I wish to point out that the conclusions that I have reached herein with

regard to Mr. Ely ' s primary points are in accord with those stated by Mr. Ed.

ward Weinberg , Deputy Solicitor Department of the Interior, in response to

questions by Congressman Tunney of California in the current hearings. I

believe Mr. Weinberg's interpretation of the Act and of the holding and decree

in Arizona v . California more correctly states the applicable law than Mr. Ely 's.

statement before the Committee.

Respectfully,

OZELL M . TRASK ,

Chief Counsel, Arizona Mterstate Stream Commission .

March 28 , 1967.

Hon . WAYNE N . ASPINALL,

Chairman , House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of Repre

sentatires, Washington , D .C .

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Thank you for the opportunity of replying to Mr. Trask 's

letter dated March 20th , received here March 22.

First: With respect to the question of whether the Committee should keep

in the bill the shortage formula to which Arizona agreed last year. Mr. Trask

says that Arizona disagrees " that this matter was left or reserved for future

action by Congress," when Congress enacted the Project Act. The Supreme

Court has answered this (373 U . S . 546 , 594 ) :

" Congress can undoubtedly reduce or enlarge the Secretary's power if it

wishes ."

Second: Mr. Trask rejects Arizona' s earlier characterization as a " statutory

compact” the agreement between Congress and California , evidenced in the re

ciprocal legislation of Congress in enacting Section 4 ( a ) of the Project Act,

and the legislation of California accepting the limitation there proposed . If it

was not an agreement, why did Section 4 ( a ) characterize California 's recip

rocal statute " as an express covenant and in consideration of the passage of

this Act " ?

Third : The problem of compensability, which the master raised but did not

answer, should never arise. We are confident that Congress will not take from

California the water that Congress agreed in 1928 that California might keep,

and that we have put to use in reliance upon that agreement.

It is not right to cast upon California the consequences of Arizona' s 22 years

delay in ratifying the Compact, as though the slower development that Arizona

thereby elected for herself - a go-it-alone policy - -somehow gives her the right to

dismantle the California projects built during this period in reliance upon the

Colorado River Compact, the Project Act, and its reciprocal covenants with

California , all of which Arizona unsuccessfully sued to destroy. As the Supreme

Court said 35 years ago, in Arizona v . California , 292 U . S . 341 ( 1934 ) :

" If Arizona 's rights are in doubt, it is , in large part , because she has not

entered into the Colorado River Compact or into the suggested subcompact."

So also with respect to the more recent thirteen years' delay consumed by

Arizona's fourth lawsuit in the Supreme Court.

When this proposed suit was first discussed , nearly twenty years ago, Governor

Earl Warren wrote Governor Sidney R . Osborn of Arizona, March 3 , 1947.

saying : 1

" The negotiations of the past have failed to bring about agreement between

Arizona and California but I am of the opinion that there must be some fair

1 Thig correspondence appears in Hearings or
Doors in Hearings of the Senate Committee on Public Lands og

S . 1175 . 80th Cong.. first session , pp . 485 - 88 .
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basis upon which their respective rights can be determined . The only methods

that occur to me are ( 1 ) negotiation of a compact, ( 2 ) arbitration , and ( 3 ) judi

cialdetermination .

" I would therefore like to suggest that we three Governors of the affected

States endeavor first to enter into a compact which will resolve our differences

and finally determine our respective rights.

" In the event you believe for any reason that this cannot be done, I suggest

that we submit all our differences to arbitration , agreeing to be bound by the

results thereof.

" If this is not feasible , I propose that we join in requesting Congress to author

ize a suit to determine our rights in the Supreme Court of the United States,

which suit could , if agreeable to the States, be submitted on an agreed statement

of facts . "

( Emphasis added .)

Arizona' s Governor refused . He wrote Governor Warren twice , saying , on

March 12, 1947 :

" Arizona recognizes the right of California to use the quantity of water to

wbleh California, by the statutory agreement, is forever limited .

" Arizona does not claim the right to the use of any water to which California

is entitled , nor the right to the use of any water to which Nevada is entitled ,

and I am sure that Nevada does not claim the right to the use of any water to

which California is entitled , nor the right to the use of any water to which Ari

zona is entitled . "

Again on May 23, 1947 :

California has unconditionally and irrevocably limited herself forever to the

quantity of water set out in the California Self -Limitation Act . Arizona has by

contract recognized the right of California to the quantity of water set out in

that act and Arizona does not intend to and will not attempt to utilize water to

which California is entitled .

Arizona respects her commitments." (Emphasis added . )

Governor Osborn had already told his own legislature :

" Now , of course, we would like to take from California some of that 4 ,400,000

acre feet of water, but neither unrecognized filings against it , nor wishful think

ing on our part can accomplish that. . . . The FederalGovernment, having ex

pended tens of millions of dollars of the people's money to provide irrigation and

power facilities for the use of this water in one state , will not wipe out that in

vestinent and divert that water to another state. Arizona cannot compel that

any more than we can turn back the pages of history . The time has long since

passed when Arizona could obtain the water which California has put to bene

ficial use . "

Pourth : If Congress does take away water that California has put to use

within the agreed limitation of 4 .4 million acre-feet, Mr. Trask appears to believe

that compensability is limited to the quantity of water put to use before the

Project Act was passed. But all water projects, Arizona 's included, if correctly

planned , are built for the requirements of the future, not yesterday. The 4 .4

million figure itself reflects this. Congress was told by Senator Hayden in 1930 :

"What will happen is that the waters of the Colorado River will be impounded

in the Boulder Canyon Reservoir and made available for use ; large quantities

of water will be taken out of the Colorado River into the great all-American

canal : over 1,000 ,000 acre - feet will be further taken out of the river by a pump

ing plant, and taken over into the coastal plain of California in the vicinity of

Los Angeles ; they will be put to beneficial use ; and, once having acquired a

prior right to its use, no other State can obtain the use of those waters." :

For this same reason , the water law of all the western states measures the

appropriative right, not merely by the quantity initially used , but by the greater

quantity initially appropriated , provided that it is put to use with reasonable

diligence . The right to the larger quantity initially appropriated vests when

the works are built to divert and conduct that quantity to the place of use .

When the full quantity is ultimately used ( assuming diligence in doing so ) the

right to that ultimate quantity relates back to the date of appropriation . The

right to ultimate use of the full quantity appropriated plus the right there upon

to relate back , to the date of appropriation, the priority covering that quantity ,

1 Arizona Senate Journal, 16th Legis., Fret Special Session, 1944, at 16 .

Bearings on H .R . 12902 Before a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Appropria

dona, 71st Cong.. second session , 171 ( 1930 ) .
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are essential components of the vested right. For example, the City of Yuma,

Arizona, and the irrigation districts surrounding the Yuma project in Arizona,

have not yet fully put to use the quantities that they appropriated many years

ago. Does Arizona deny that they have vested rights to the quantities appropri.

ated , even though not yet used ? Does Arizona now contend that if the Sec

retary should cut off these Arizona users with the quantities that they put to

use before the Boulder Canyon Project Act became effective, June 25 , 1929

( called their " present perfected rights ," in the language of the decree ) , the

taking of their vested rights in excess of the quantities perfected by use prior

to 1929, and reassigned of these rights to some new user would not be com

pensable ? Arizona's legislature has twice enacted laws preserving the priorities

of these same users against the Central Arizona Project,

And even if this could happen in Arizona , for lack of Congressional recognition

in the Project Act of the right of these water users to use water up to stated

quantities, it cannot - or should not - happen in California, for the reason that

Congress, in Section 4 ( a ) , expressly recognized California 's right to use water

up to 4 . 4 million acre-feet. Congress made a purposeful distinction between

California 's obligation to prorate the supply needed to satisfy uses in excess

of 4 .4 million, and California 's right to appropriate and keep up a 4 . 4 million .

Respectively,

NORTHCUTT ELY,

Special Assistant Attorney General, State of California , and

Special Counsel, Colorado River Board of California .

Mr. UDALL. I will yield to Mr. Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR . I am delighted to hear you say that because , as I said

to Mr. Ely, his interpretation was one lawyer's opinion of what the

Supreme Court decision meant.

That is all.

Mr. Upall. That is the point. And while he is one of themost able

lawyers I have ever met, we have some good ones in Arizona who

don 't entirely agree with some of the interpretations he arrived at. I

wanted to give them a chance to beheard .

Now , gentlemen, Senator Kuchel this morning said unless we have

the 4 .4 priority in the exact pristine form that occurred last year,

the Californians would have to oppose the central Arizona project

with all the means at their command. I don 't want to make a debat

ing point and drag on the proceedings this afternoon , but letme take

up another point and then I will have concluded .

The California position that I just quoted Senator Kuchel as stat

ing is one that disturbsme. Let me pose to you a hypothetical situa

tion because I don 't think that a stalemate is to your advantage or to

ours. And I don 't think California has the stake that people think

they have in this 4 .4 priority .

Let's assume that you defeat the bill and stalemate it on the river.

Let's assume further that Arizona cannot go it alone, as some of our

people want to do, and build a State project in that eventuality and

we find that Arizona can 't even take water out of the river along the

Colorado on some kind of a go -it -alone basis.

Let's assume that the river continues to flow along with about the

supply which we have had in recent years and that we have stale .

mate with the upper basin, too,making it impossible for them to build

anymore projects.

Now , under those circumstances, in years of shortage, certainly

California would have 4 .4 coming to it . This 4 .4 does not solve Cali

fornia 's problems in the 1970's or 1980's,does it ?

Mr. Ely. I am glad to have a chance to clear that up , Mr. I' dall.

Of course, our requirements, as you properly pointed out this morn
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ing, are more than 4 .4 million . Webuilt projects to use 5 , 362, 000. We

have put 5 ,100,000 to use , and we are about to lose 700,000 of that

when your project goes on the line.

Weaccept that result of our 1929 bargain . But we do not antici

pate ever gettingmore than 5 , 362,000 acre-feet , if we were indeed that

fortunate, from the Colorado River. It is true that southern Cali

fornia's demands are far greater than that, but no one would be so

foolish as to build another project to divert out of the Colorado River.

He couldn 't get a water contract with the Secretary. He knows the

Arizona v . California result and that we would do well to fill the

three projects that we now have. We can 't possibly fill them .

Mr. UDALL . This is precisely my point : The stalemate that Senator

Kuchel says California would have to fight for does not solve Cali

fornia 's water problems.

Mr. Ely. If we won every possible issue on the Colorado River,

we would need millions of acre- feet beyond that, and we would have

to get it from other sources, not through our three Colorado River

projects.

Mr. UDALL. This is preciselymy point.

Mr. Ely . But the question of stalemate on the Colorado River

doesn 't affect that. As I say, if we got everything that our three

projects were built to use, we would still need millions of acre -feet

more which we are trying hard to get from our own northern Cali

fornia rivers, and desalination , and every place else, but the burden

on the Colorado River would not rise. We can 't go above 5 ,362,000 ,

and we haveno intention of it.

Mr. UDALL. All right.

Let's contrast the situation which would exist with passage of the

bill we propose, H . R . 9 , to build the central Arizona project, to build

Hualapai, to have a basin fund. The bill would establish a national

obligation to provide 21/2 million acre-feet. You can make the studies

in northern California , weather modifications and water salvage pro

grams. Do sincere and honorable people in California really believe

that, without a guarantee in the bill, the year 1991 is going to arrive

without anything having been done to augment the River ? Do they

believe that the people in the United States will back away and let

this whole region dry up ?

Mr. Ely. We would certainly hope not, Mr. Udall. We will put

it this way, that we think that the two States should share the benefit

ofbringing in of imports in this next 25 years. If imports do arrive

to the extent of two and a halfmillion acre- feet we are going to have

4 million , 400,000 and you are going to have 2,800 ,000. We are still

short ofour capacity ofour constructed works.

But if the imports don 't arrive in this 25 years, or 35 , or whatever

the period may be, these are the consequences : You would have a full

aqueduct, according to the Secretary's figures until about 1990 and

only thereafter would your supply be reduced , so that by the year

2030 , some 65 years from now , you would still have 675,000 acre-feet

a year coursing through your aqueduct. Yours is then more than half

full. But our metropolitan aqueduct would be only half full, com

mencing the day that yours goeson the line.
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Our shortage would be immediate, your is delayed, perhaps never

come if the happy event of importation occurs, but at least you have

no shortage at all for 25 years, whereas wehave a shortage instantly

when your project goes on the line.

Wesay that the two States should share this burden , share this risk ,

share the benefit . We say it is not fair that the metropolitan water

district aqueduct be dried up so that yours may run full.

Mr. UDALL . Well, I was trying to contrast the choices that I see

California hasasbetween , ( a ) trying to stalemate the situation along

the Colorado, and , (b ) passing the kind of bill that we have offered

this year.

It seemed to me that the risks for California (and there is no risk

free course for any of us in this world ) are far less with passage of

ourbill than with a stalemate .

Mr. Ely. Mr. Udall, this is a matter of judgment, obviously , but

our considered judgment in California is that no legislation is going

to succeed unless it is backed by the seven States of the Colorado

River Basin . We have a basinwide problem and we think , if I may

say so , that with great difficulty all of us brought these seven States

together last year on an agreed program under the leadership of

Secretary Stewart Udall and Congressman Morris Udall. We re

gret greatly that this year Arizona has broken ranks. In our judg

ment, this is a most unfortunate event. California stands exactly

where we stood last year. Wehave not run away from you . Arizona

has run away from us. We think we will make progress if we all

get back in the same harness, pulling in the same direction , and that

we don 't get anywhere by becoming adversaries.

Mr. UDALL. Let me follow through on a minor point and one of

some consequence on the question of breaking ranks. I take it that

California supports the Aspinall bill, H . R . 3300.

Mr. Ely. That is correct . There are minor differences between

that and the Kuchel bill but they will be developed in the testimony.

They are not major ones.

Mr. UDALL. One of those not so minor differences was the size of

our aqueduct.

Mr. Ely. Yes; you are right on that.

Mr. UDALL . The bill last year is 2500 and the Aspinall bill is 2500

and in the Hosmer and Kuchel bill it is 1800.

Mr. Ely. You are quite right- I misspoke. The explanation is

this : I am sorry Mr. Saylor is not here but the principle was estab

lished last year, as a result of rather heated negotiations in Phoenix

that you may remember, and California , that the size of the central

Arizona aqueduct might be increased from 1,800 cubic feet per sec

ond to 2 ,500 cubic feet per second, 1, 800 being the basis of the cost

estimate the Bureau had presented to your committee, and that the

development fund would pick up the tab for this increase of 700

cubic feet per second which means about an added burden of $60

million .

Beyond that if you wanted a still bigger aqueduct , Arizona would

have to find a way to pay for it. The development fund would not.

That is what H . R . 4671 said .
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Weagreed to go along on the addition of $60 million to the burden

on the development fund at a time when Marble Canyon was one of

the contributors to that fund. By common agreementMarble Canyon

is out this year, so Senator Kuchel's bill reverts to the 1 ,800 second

foot capacity that the Bureau presented in its cost estimates, and says

if the capacity goes above 1,800 c. f.s. Arizona shall find a way to

pay for it.

This is still a whole lot cheaper for you than going it alone and

selling bonds to build the aqueduct as the State 's legislation last

Friday would contemplate your doing.

Mr. UDALL. It is the position then of California that anything above

1 ,800 second- feet should be paid for by the State of Arizona.

Mr. Ely. Wethink this is fair .

The Secretary's bill proposes that you increase the cost of your

water, municipal water, as high as $ 56 , because he deletes Bridge

Canyon power revenues. You would not have to go if you kept

Bridge Canyon in , as we propose, nor would you have to impose

taxation on your local counties to balance the budget financially.

We impose a less burden than that on you .

Mr. UDALL. This comes as a shock to me because I sat here in the

same seat four days ago and voted for a bill in California sponsored

by the chairman of this subcommittee to enlarge an aqueduct on

the theory that you ought to make your aqueduct big enough as

you go along and , if it is part of the reclamation project, it ought

to be paid for as the rest of the project is paid for.

Mr. Ely. I was not here but the point here is that although seven

States are in effect beneficiaries of the development fund, we agreed

thatArizonamight have a preferred position to the extent of an added

$60 or $70 million burden by increasing the size of your aqueduct , that

the other States' interest in the development fund be reduced that

much . This was an adjustment by the partners in that venture for

Arizona's accommodation .

Mr. UDALL. I simply wanted to get clear which position California

takes on the capacity ofthe aqueduct.

Let me go on to one final matter. I want to discuss for just a

moment the 4 .4 priority problem in a little different context. Assume

that we could reach again , as we did a year ago, an agreement on some

sort of a priority for California , some sort of an understanding on

this question . Letme ask the California Representatives here, in the

light of Mr. Ely's comments a few moments ago, to consider when

the pinch would really begin on Arizona's aqueduct and California 's

aqueduct.

And then let meask : What is wrong with a guarantee for 20 or 25

years ?

We take the burden for the next 20 or 25 or 30 years. We give you

assurances for the next two or three decades. This gives us time to

get the river augmented . Arizona has the primary incentive to get

the river augmented . Then , 25 years from now , your grandchildren

and mine pick up the problem again and try to augment it, if it has

notbeen done by that time. What is unfair about that ?

Mr. Ely. Senator Kuchel gave the best answer when he said it is

precisely like an insurance policy which by its terms lapses on the
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death of the insured . The guarantee for our present existing uses

expires at the precise time when the guarantee becomes necessary,

when there is a shortage, and you are giving nothing by conceding

that wewould have 4 .4 until then .

Your aqueduct would be full, too. It is a question ofwhat happens

if, and if importations don 't arrive, the 25 years having expired . The

monkey is on our back ,not yours . You go ahead with a full aqueduct.

Ours dries up completely.

The metropolitan aqueduct goes half full, the day yours goes on the

line if importationsdonot arive butyours remains full another quarter

century . We agreed to that . But under your proposal ours goes

completely dry, while yours remains full, and that is what we are

objecting to, Mr. Udall."

Mr. UDALL. All right.

Now , this 4 .4 thing is emotional on both sides of the river and I

want to take up one other aspect of it and then I really am through ,

Mr. Chairman .

The one thing that our people could not really understand last year,

the one thing that we were criticized for with regard to the magic

words that we had in the bill last year, can be illustrated this way :

Assume that we have the language of the guarantee that we had last

year.

We go to northern California and to the Columbia River and we

find 212 million acre -feet. The engineers build us a big canal and we

start down toward southern California and southern Arizona , and

assume that under the plan we run this 212 million acre- feet on into

Lake Mead and up into the Colorado River.

At this point under last year's language the guarantee would be

extinguished . Is this correct ?

Mr.Ely. That is correct.

Mr.Udall. All right.

Let 's suppose we get halfway down to southern California and

southern Arizona with that 212 million acre- feet, and the engineers

say, “No, it would be a lot easier, and a lot cheaper if we turned

that aqueduct and ran it into Los Angeles or ran it into the Coachella

Valley and delivered the water down there." And let us suppose

thatwe get into a dry year thereafter.

Under the language last year you would be entitled to your 4.4 , or ,

if it is prorated , you would have a minimum , 4 .4 million acre-feet.

You would have that additional 212 million being delivered

into southern California. But because it did not go into the main

stem of the river, the guarantee would still be effective even though

the canal was built entirely with Federalfunds.

Now ,we in Arizona ask what is fair about that ?

What is reasonable about that language in last year's guarantee ?

Mr. Ely. If that apprehension really exists in Arizona, I am very

grateful to you for the opportunity to put it at rest right now .

Unless water goes directly into themain stream , the other States get

no advantage out of this importation at all. It is a Mexican treaty

burden that is the primary problem . The upper basin States want to

be free to curtail the deliveries at Lee Ferry to 712 million acre- feei

per year,75 million per decade.
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Even if they did that , they still would not have enough water left

to full satisfy theapportionment under the compact under all the cur

rent water supply studies.

But when upper basin deliveries are reduced to 7.5 million at Lee

Ferry, then 212 million acre - feet additional has to go into the main

stream between Lee Ferry and the Mexican boundary in order to

make available the 712 million which the Supreme Court apportioned .

You don 't accomplish that result for the benefit of the other States

by taking water down the spine of California and delivering it to Los

Angeles or to anybody else.

You get it by putting it in the main stream where it is available

in part to satisfy Mexico.

Now , the fact is,Mr. Udall, that the only possibility of exchange

that is physically possible, not involving importations into the main

stream , is exchange with the metropolitan water district.

Themetropolitan water district has an interest of only 550,000 acre

feet in the 4 .4 million . Its interest beyond that is in excess and sur

plus, and by hypothesis this is lost . If you dried up themetropolitan

aqueduct, abandoned it , built at a cost of $300 million , treated it as a

pyramid , let it dry in the sun , and instead found a way to deliver

water to Los Angeles, you would lift only 550 ,000 acre- feet from the

demandson the river.

This does not solve your problem . Your shortage in themain stream

is 242 million .

Now , what other California projects can you dry up by bringing

in water down the spine of California ? The next in line in the Secre

tary 's priority list are Coachella Valley and Imperial Valley, through

the All -American Canal. These projects receive water by gravity from

the main stream . It just does not make sense that you bring water

from the Eel, the Trinity , the Klamath , pump it 3 ,000 feet and deliver

it within literally eyesight of the Colorado River, in replacement of

water flowing by gravity from the Colorado.

You just can't envision this kind of a conclusion and when you get

all done, who are the beneficiaries ? Metropolitan, Imperial, Coach

ella . They should not be charged for substitute water. They arenow

paying for main stream water. It will cost you $ 75 an acre- foot, per

haps, to bring it from the Eel, Trinity or Klamath . Are you going to

find a way to subsidize that, to deliver that to these irrigators in Im

perial and Coachella in substitution for the water they are already

using from the Colorado ?

This was the inherent flaw in Secretary Udall's first specific South

west plan : The notion that somehow you could trade off a million , two

hundred thousand acre- feet of California's take from the Colorado

River, reducing us to 3 .2 million of Colorado water, by delivering

water from northern streamswithin the interior of California . It had

not dawned on him , really , that only 550,000 acre-feet of that could go

to metropolitan , and the rest had to be in replacement of the water you

are going to stop Imperial and Coachella from using out of the main

stream . It just won 't work .

Mr. UpaLL. Mr. Chairman , I am afraid I have taken too much time.

I can pursue this further but I will conclude my questioning at this

point.
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Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from California ?

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Ely, in the interests of time if you have a couple

of good answers you want to make, I will supply the questions later.

[Laughter.]

Mr. Ely. I appreciate your thoughtfulness. I have taken a great

dealofyour timeand I am very grateful for it .

Mr. HOSMER. Thank you .

Mr. EDMONDSON . I thought you were going to ask him for a defini

tion ofbumper stripping. (Laughter.]

Mr. Ely. I have a finalobservation . We do not want a fight with

Arizona . We want to get our past unity reestablished , and we just

hope that this spirit prevails on both sides of the river.

Mr. EDMONDSON. The gentleman from California , Mr. Tunney .

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you , Mr. Chairman , AsMr. Hosmer and Mr.

Udall, I have a number of questions but I won 't ask them in the inter

ests of time, but I do have one question which I would like to ask .

Isn 't it true, Mr. Ely, that we do have currently on the Colorado

River an interbasin transfer and that when you talk about the inter

basin transfers from northern California or the Northwest to the Colo

rado River, we are notbreaking all kindsofnew ground .

This is not something which is unique and which has never been

done before.

Isn 't it true that, for instance, right now water is being transferred

from the Colorado River Basin to the Missouri River Basin and to

the Arkansas River Basin , Rio Grande River Basin , and the Great

Basin and South Coastal Basin ?

Mr. Ely. That is correct.

Mr. TUNNEY. So actually right now wehave on the Colorado River

interbasin transfers and there is no reason at all that if it is feasible

that we should not have interbasin transfers from northern California

or from the Northwest if it proves to be economically feasible .

Mr. Ely. That is a very good point.

Colorado has been an area of origin , of export, to all of these other

basins you described.

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you.

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from California , Mr. Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. Ihave a rather interesting question .

You don't have to answer it if you don 't want to.

Maybe it will take three separate answers.

Because of the shortages that exist on both banks of the river, in

asmuch as I think we would like to have equal justice under the law

as our friends from Arizona pointed out the other day , what would

be your feelings if the basic reclamation law were amended to provide

for some fundamental allocation between municipaland industrial and

agricultural water ?

What I am getting at here is that use of the municipal and indus

trial water be accelerated . The pleas we hear up here continually

are the great population centers and yet in no case have we found

more than 10 percent of the water is ever used in the population

centers.

The rest isall going on the fields.

I am not knocking the agricultural business. Certainly that is I

think one of California 's principal sources of income and likewise
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Arizona's , but at the same time if we are talking about spending bil

lions of dollars for all of these waterworks, maybe we had better stop

and find out how we are using this water before we go looking for

more .

So I am suggesting here, and I realize it is a little bombshell, that

those in reclamation projects give some consideration to an allocation

formula .

Mr. Ely. To which of us are you handing this wet baby ?

Mr. REINECKE. Well, I think there probably are at least two distinct

answers.

Mr.GIANELLI. Let metake a crack at it.

First of all, you have to relate it specifically to a stream . If you

are talking about the Colorado River there are matters ofprior water

rights which must be recognized ; so I think you can 't do some of

the things you talked about.

Now , with respect to reclamation law it is my understanding that

reclamation law was primarily designed for irrigation in its initial

instance and although there have been also projects for a municipal

use, I think basically what you are suggesting would be to change the

whole basis of reclamation law as I understand it .

Mr. REINECKE. I believe this is right.

The original law did foresee irrigation but it foresaw power only

as a secondary utilization .

It did not say anything about navigation or water quality control,

fish and wildlife preservation , recreation , M & I.

All these other uses have come in since the basic reclamation law

and I am not talking about changing anything in the past .

I realize that would be too difficult to do, but on future authoriza

tions I am interested to get a feeling for what the State of California

would think with reference to

Mr.GIANELLI. Wehave a priority under our State law which recog

nizes municipal uses. You are probably aware of this . It is difficult

to generalize in responding to a question such as the one you raised .

You have to take a look at the project and area you are talking about

and then decide on how you are going to handle it .

If you are talking about irrigation , for example , in our own Central

Valley , it is a prime requirement and certainly it has to be taken care of

and put into the proper perspective along with other requirements

throughout the State , whether it be for municipal use or whatever.

The answer to your question is that it would be very difficult to give

a specific reply and say that you should change, for example, reclama

tion law to give M & I a priority over otheruses.

Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Rummonds,what would you say ?

Mr. RUMMONDS. I would agree with Mr. Gianelli, that you ask a

question there that is a basic question of complete change in reclama

tion law and possibly there should be more recognition given to the

fish and wildlife than has been given in the past in some of these pro

jects, and I think it is recognized now , but how you would change that

law , you are right when you say you had a bombshell there.

It would take somebody a lot more knowledgeable than I in law

fields.

Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Ely ?

76 - 955 – 67 — 16
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Mr. Ely. The question breaks down into two parts really . If you

are dealing with creation of a new project, as Mr. Gianelli indicates,

you have a clean slate to write on . Everyonemakes his investment and

knows the rules of the game. The Secretary proposes that in the cen

tral Arizona project bill before you. The contracts for agricultural

use are not for permanent service , as contracts made under the Boulder

Canyon Project Act are under the terms of that statute . They are

contracts for 50 years or thereabouts, with the idea of a gradual in

crease in municipal use in Arizona and consequent curtailment of the

agriculturalcontracts on renewal, I suppose.

In Nevada the Secretary 's drafted contract with the southern

Nevada project provides specifically for preference to municipal and

industrialuse and shortages fall on agriculture.

When these are new rules set up prospectively, that is one thing. If

the law is changed retroactively so that investments already made in

agriculture are subject to an unexpected hazard of reallocation of

water, that is another. That reallocation certainly should not be

effected without compensation . It is a great question of policy

whether indeed you should interfere with the normal economic laws

to diminish the valueof farm lands, which is dependent entirely on its

water supply by putting a sword of Damoclesover it, a power on any

body's part to reallocate.

Mr. REINECKE. My purpose in asking this question is that we hear

so frequently the talk about the highest economic use of water and yet

we very seldom use it that way. A given quantity of water used in in

dustry will create farmore incometo a given area than that same quan

tity of water on a farm .

Mr. Ely. That is true, and as population builds up and industrial

pressure does, the water which has been put to use on farms is bought

and paid forby thehigher use that can afford to pay for it.

In Salt River Valley I am told that 50,000 to 75 ,000 acres have gone

out of farm into urban development and we know what has happened

in southern California . The orchard lands and water rights were

boughtup for subdivisions.

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you. No further questions,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. EDMONDSON . The gentleman from Washington , Mr. Foley.

Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Chairman , before I ask a very few very short

questions of the witnesses, I wonder if I could just suggest for the

record that although I and other members are accustomed to the

inexorable effect of seniority, the testimony of the gentlemen from

California has been very provocative and interesting. I would hope

that later in the week if the committee is not otherwise occupied and

the gentlemen are present in the hearing room perhaps some of us

at the end of the table would have an opportunity to request their

recall for some of the questions we have not and won 't have an oppor

tunity to ask today .

I know the chair can 't bind itself or the subcommittee at this time

but I merely mention this request which some of us junior to our

colleaguesmight be interested in presenting.

Mr. JOHNSON (presiding ) . In the interests of a little information

here from the witnesses, would you be in town for the balance of the

week ?
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Mr.Ely. I will.

Mr. GIANELLI. I won 't be, Mr. Chairman , but we will have some

body here.

Mr. JOHNSON . There will be at least three members of the delega

tion that appeared here other than Mr. Gianelli for the balance of

the week .

Now , the calendar is quite crowded with witnesses and I am sure

that if we could squeeze them in , we will do so and we will have a

further opportunity to question the California witnesses.

Mr. FOLEY. Thank you.

Mr. Gianelli, in your statement you refer on page 2 to the position

of the Southwest versus the position of the Northwest, both in his

torical context and as to this present legislation we are considering .

My question to you is this : Do you consider the State of Arizona

to be a partofthe Southwest ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Yes.

Mr. FOLEY . And I take it you consider the State of California to

be at least in part ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Yes ; that is correct .

Mr. FOLEY. Considering the fact that statement was received this

morning by the congressional delegation of the State of Arizona, all

three members, eliminating in their recommendations to the com

mittee some provisions of last year's proposed legislation , I would

like to ask you is it the position of the State of California that there

should be an authorization ofMarble Canyon Dam ?

Mr. GIANELLI. I don 't think we have taken that specific position .

Mr. FOLEY, Can you give me any statement at this time as to your

position ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Marble Canyon Dam has been eliminated from some

of the legislation to which we have indicated general support .

Mr. FOLEY. I see.

You are not at this time advocating the authorization ?

Mr. GIANELLI. We are certainly not wedded to Marble ; that is

correct .

Mr. FOLEY. What is the position of California with respect to

authorization of specific water importation studies looking to aug

mentation of the Colorado River from sources outside the basin

States ?

Are you now taking the position that that is no longer essential to

your legislative position ?

Mr. GIANELLI, No. The Governor said in his statement that basic

ally there is a problem of shortage in the whole Colorado River Basin .

Until you face the problem of importation by somemeaningfulmethod

you really are not directing your attention toward a solution of the

problem .

We feel there has to be somemeaningful attempt made to augment

the supply ofthe Colorado River,

Mr. FOLEY. Does it mean that you are supporting and insisting on

specific water importation studies looking on the augmentation of the

Colorado River ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Yes.

Mr. FOLEY. Are you speaking for the Governor in this statement ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Yes; I think this is his intention .
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Mr. Gre insis
ting

f Cali
fe the proMr. FOLEY. Regarding the provision for 4 .4 million acre - feet prior

ity for the State of California during periods of water shortage, I take

it you are insisting on that position as you did last year ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Yes ; and I think Mr. Ely has covered that quite well.

Mr. FOLEY . Yes.

In view of the fact that the position of the three members from the

State of Arizona is that they are now eliminating these three provi

sions, I just made from their recommendations to the subcommittee

and Congress, could you fairly say that Southwest has an integral po

sition on this legislation ?

Mr.GIANELLI. No. I don 't believe they have.

Mr. FOLEY. Well, wouldn 't it be more accurate then in your state

ment if you refer to the State of California rather than the Southwest ?

Mr. GIANELLI. Wewere addressing ourselves to some of these mat

ters which I think were before the committee last year.

Mr. FOLEY. I just did not want the implication to be left with the

subcommittee that in your judgmentthe primary differences of opinion

existed in this legislation between the Southwest and the Northwest.

In fact, the principal disagreements now exist among members of

the Southwest ; isn 't that correct ?

Mr.GIANELLI. You are talking about currentlegislation ?

Mr. FOLEY. Yes.

Mr.GIANELLI. Yes.

Mr. FOLEY. Mention was made of water studies, Mr. Gianelli.

Have there been water studies conducted by the State of California or

in cooperation with the State of California regarding the availability

of northern coastal streams in the State of California to meet the

needsof southern California ?

Mr.GIANELLI. Yes; we are looking at those now in connection with

our California waterplan .

Mr. FOLEY. You have notcompleted those studies as yet ?

Mr.GIANELLI. There have been somestudies completed but there are

manymore to be undertaken at a feasibility level.

Mr. FOLEY. You are not satisfied , then , as the director of the de

partment that California has exhausted its needs to study this par

ticular question ?

Mr. GIANELLI. I don 't think the studies have been completed with

respect to this .

Mr. FOLEY. How long is it going to take you to complete those

studies ?

Mr.GIANELLI. We are concerned right now , in the requirements of

our State in terms of our California water plan , particularly as they

relate to the north coast .

If you are talking about studies which relate to things connected

with this legislation, it goes much further than what we are talking

about within our State in terms of our own studies. The broader

studies ought to be taken on in cooperation with probably some Fed

eral agencies because they go far beyond what we are doing within

our own State in termsofour own studies at this particular time.

Mr. FOLEY. Wouldn 't you say it is fair to assume that, in view of

your experience, it is difficult to set any precise time limits on the ex.

haustion of your State's study of its own water resources and related

problems ?

z
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Mr. GIANELLI. Are you relating it to our own State water project or

the entire water requirements ofthe State ?

Mr. Foley. Iam talking about the entire requirements of the State

of California.

You are , in other words, assuming that by January 1, 1969, or 1970,

you will have completed a satisfactory compendium of all the water

studies affecting the needs of the State of California ?

Mr. GIANELLI. Weare carrying on certain studies which are aimed

at augmenting supplies for our State water project. Weare not look

ing at them at the present time with respect to augmenting the Colo

rado River .

Mr. FOLEY. As to those relating to your own needs, you have a

definite timetable for completing ?

Mr. GIANELLI. We have a first -phase study which we hope to have

completed in the next 2 or 3 years.

Mr. FOLEY. You have beyond that a second stage ?

Mr. GIANELLI. There will be many additional stages, I suspect.

Mr. FOLEY. Thank you .

Mr. Ely , in your statement I would like to have an opportunity

time is late I will just ask you this question for clarification .

You suggested in answer to Mr.Udall's questions that the Secretary

could not, in your judgment, under the decree of the SupremeCourt

allocate shortages among the various Statesof less than the perfected

rights of the State of California without compensation .

Is that fair ?

Mr. Ely. Yes . That is a provision in the decree itself. The decree

doesn 't speak of compensation . The Secretary is directed to satisfy

present perfected rights in order of priority without regard to State

lines.

Mr. FOLEY. The question of compensation is somewhat a difficult

legal question , is it not ?

Mr. Ely. It is

Mr. FOLEY. And there are occasions or have been occasions in the

past, have there not, in your judgment where general legislation has

resulted in extinguishment of private contractual rights without com

pensation ?

Mr. Ely. In the exercise of navigation servitude, that is correct.

Mr. FOLEY. It is your judgment that the Congress does not possess

the constitutional authority or legal or legislative authority to appor

tion shortages among the States of less than approximately 4 million

acre- feet to California if that represents the perfected rights ?

Mr. Ely. Congress unquestionably has the constitutional power to

deal with this stream . Its power is plenary with respect to navi

gable international streams is concerned . That does not mean that it

has the power to take vested rights without compensation . This is

the question the master said was unnecessary for him to decide.

Mr. FOLEY. And you are not stating at this time that it is your

judgment that Congress does not have the authority to take those

rights without compensation ?

Mr. ELY. The difference is between authority and the consequences

of the exercise of the authority. You may take my house for occu

pancy by a Federal official, let's say, but the taking is compensable.
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Mr. FOLEY. What I am arriving at,was it your statement as to your

own opinion that the Congress could not apportion less than approxi

mately 4 million acre -feet to California without compensation ?

Mr. Ely. I think first as to the figure I did not say 4 million . If

you refer to perfected rights, 3 , 900,000 is the sum of the present per

fected rights protected by the decree in all three States.

Of this about 3,100 ,000 is in California . And I do say that those

rights are protected by decree and could not be divested for the

benefit of a junior user without getting an amendment of the decree

and

Mr. FOLEY. Without compensation ?

Mr. ELY. Yes, this is res judicata . These are vested decreed rights.

Now , there are additional vested rights that are not in the status

of " presentperfected rights," to use the wordsofact that the compact,

the project act and decree use.

Present perfected rights are rights measured by the quantity of

water put to use prior to June 25, 1929 . But in addition there are

vested rights, 1.3 of our 4 .4 million - vested in the sense of rights to

water validly initiated in conformity with the statutory compact

stipulated in the project act, and served by projects actually con

structed . The quantities that are vested , but not perfected , are the

quantities in excess of those used prior to June 25, 1929, the differ

ence between 4 .4 and 3 . 1million .

The Palo Verde Irrigation District is an example . It has rights

dating back to the 1870's. It was using, prior to June 25 , 1929 ,

208,000 acre-feet . It is using pursuant to those same appropriations

now , about 350 ,000 .

Now , the question is whether if you take Palo Verdes rights in

excess of 280,000 the taking is compensable . We say it is. Palo Verde

is in no great danger because its priorities are superior to the All

American and the metropolitan water district, but that illustrates

the problem .

Mr. FOLEY. Much of your testimony seems to me to aruge that the

Congress had the authority to guarantee to California an absolute

right of 4 .4 million acre-feet regardless of shortages in the river.

By the sametoken is it your judgment, I take it from your response,

that the Congress has the right to fix any other formula to apportion

shortages ?

Mr. Ely. There are two problems here. The 4 .4 agreement was

made in 1929 as a statutory compact in the form of reciprocal legisla

tion of Congress and the State of California.

That agreement is 30 -odd years old . And that is the one under

which we built our works. Wesay that investments made in reliance

upon that agreement with Congress, if now destroyed , are com

pensable .

Mr. Foley. The Congress has the right to make determination of

shortages regardless of these previous statutory acts as you see it .

I am talking about the wisdom . I am talking

Mr. Ely. The power ?

Mr. FOLEY. The power ?

Mr. Ely. The power in my view is restricted to the excess of the

uses in the three States above the “present perfected rights " protected

by the decree ofabout 3. 9million acre -feet.
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Mr. FOLEY. Congress does not have the power to go below that.

Mr. Ely. Not in my view without violating the decree .

The United States is bound by the decree . It is a party to the suit

and I would suppose that this is a vested property right. I am not

saying that in the exercise of some other constitutional power Con

gress could not take a vested right, but it must be paid for.

Mr. FOLEY. Under its authority and power of the control of navi

gable power, Congress does not have the authority to go below that

right of perfected rights in your judgment ?

Mr. Ely. It has exercised its power to the full extent it elected to .

It sought a Supreme Court decree which has determined the bound

aries left untouched by the exercise of that power and I don 't say

that you don 't have the power to destroy the decree and to allocate

to others the water decreed to the present perfected rights , but the

rights so destroyed are compensable.

I think Congress does have plenary power as I say to take property

that has been decreed to you or me, but the taking is compensable.

Mr. FOLEY. Under the Congress part of the jurisdiction of navi

gable waters ?

Mr. Ely. Yes ; but it is unthinkable to me that you would exer

cise

Mr. FOLEY. I understand your view that we would not do it but

I want to — wehave the full power so to do.

Mr. Ely. Yes; I don't challenge that. There may be others that

would challenge it and they may be right but I concede the plenary

power of Congress.

Mr. FOLEY. With my previous reservation about wishing to have

the opportunity if circumstances permit, I will yield to the Chair .

Mr. Johnson . Do you have a unanimous consent request to make,

Mr. Tunney ?

Mr. Tunney. Yes, Mr. Chairman . I would like to ask unanimous

consent to placing in the record at the appropriate time a statement

by Mr. Robert F. Carter, general manager, ofthe Imperial Irrigation

District.

Mr. Johnson . Without objection , the statement will appear at the

close or at the end of the questioning ofMr.Gianelli, Mr. Rummond,

and Mr. Ely.

Mr. Steiger ?

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Chairman , I will dispense with the amenities .

You gentlemen will be assured ofmy respect and admiration on your

presentation .

Mr. Ely , I am impressed but not entirely persuaded by your what

I consider somewhat tortured reasoning on the Supreme Court de

cision . However, I must inform you that I am not burdened with

legal training, so I am not qualified to debate the specific issues, but

I would call your attention to page 4 of your statement,Mr. Ely , in

which you in your own language refer to the article II ( b ) ( 3 ) of the

decree that dictates that after the satisfaction of the present perfected

rights, the Secretary shall be entitled to apportion , but in no event

shall more - in no event shall more than 4 .4 million acre-feet be

apportioned .
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Now ,Mr. Ely , you cite this as one of the evidences of the propriety

of the 4 .4 million figure. I with my lay background interpret this

as a maximum figure and not as a minimum figure, and then subse

quent testimony by yourself has revealed there is some 3 ,100 ,000 acre

feet of perfected rights . So we have an area in which 1,300,000 acre

feet, theoretically , which we can fluctuate or deviate below the 4 .4

million .

I would like to know if indeed you interpret this use of the 4 .4

million as a minimum rather than a maximum .

Mr. Ely . No. The decree speaks for itself.

It says in so many words that in no event shall more than 4 .4

million acre- feet be apportioned for use in California including all

present perfected rights, but the significance is that this limitation of

4 .4 million acre- feet appears in the very article of the decree, article

II (b ) ( 3 ) , which deals with the allocation of shortages.

This implies that in a shortage formula , when there is less than

seven and a half million acre-feet available, you may indeed give

California as much as 4 .4 million acre- feet .

Mr. STEIGER . So that admittedly this is one interpretation . And

then I referred earlier to your press release in today's testimony and

the thrust of this release is the emphasis on the necessity for somekind

of an augmentation or importation .

I heartily concur. I note that in your presentation and in the cross

examination you were required to dwell on the 4 .4 rather than the

importation .

I trust that you agree that discussion of the 4.4 is really very much

secondary to the discussion of the necessity of some kind of augmenta

tion .

Mr. Ely. Well, it should be.

And it would be if the Arizona position were now as it was last

year committed to a bill which does indeed provide for a realistic

early investigation of importations including the specific figure of

two and a half million acre -feet.

It is not. This whole subject by the new Arizona bills, if I may

say so , is swept under the rug . The buck is passed to a water com

mission to be set up under a separate bill and the Secretary is given

no functions here which are realistically related to bringing in that

quantity of water.

In fact, we are driven to talk about the protection of our 4 .4 million

acre -feet largely because it is now apparent that the Secretary of

Interior and Arizona have abandoned ship upon the seven -State pro

gram of driving for importations. But that is the key to harmony

between the upper and lower basin , harmony between Arizona and

California.

You now want to build your project without any very specific in

vestigation of imports being made a key to the structure. This was

the key to Secretary Udall's Pacific Southwest plan .

Mr. STEIGER. I am sure you recognize ,Mr. Ely,that there is nothing

in the Arizona bill, so -called , that would preclude any study, indeed ,

it is obviously the position regardless of the language that augmenta

tion is central.

Is it your view that the NationalWater Commission will not achieve

augmentation ?

Mr. Ely. I read the testimony on the Water Commission before the

Senate committee, and heard part of it, the testimony of the witnesses
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describing the function of the proposed NationalWater Commission .

The plan there described was to create what they called the Hoover

Commission made up ofmen from several walks of life , a doctor per

haps, dealing with public health matters, a conservationist , an irriga

tion specialist, and so forth , and perhaps a lawyer, perhaps an engi

neer. These people were to review Federal policy on the use of water

resources.

A large part of the testimony was in criticism of the very point that

Mr. Reinecke made, that water is being delivered for agriculture

underpriced . Irrigation is subsidized when it should not be, according

to these professors. And that they would put a stop to this ; let eco

nomic forces determine how water is to beused .

Now , the end result of that type of a commission 's work , like that

of the Hoover Commission , is recommendations to Congress . It is

many a year now since the Hoover Commission finished , and only

about half its recommendations have become law . I think that this

type of recommendation , that you stop subsidizing reclamation , would

provoke debate in this committee that would last for years before

there is legislation on it.

This Commission was not described as a type that would undertake

the investigation of specific engineering jobs, like the Inter-Oceanic

Canal Commission to decide where to build the next canal across the

isthmus. Not thattype at all. It is a policy commission .

Now , what concernsme is if you set up a National Water Commis

sion superimposed upon the National Water Resources Council and

the 17 Basin Commissions throughout the United States that are

already at work, some of them with millions of dollars at their dis

posal such as the Pacific Northwest Commission with $ 5 ,000,000,

if this great army of specialists that work in this field cannot pro

duce the work and you are going to turn to a commission made up

of sociologists, physicians and so forth , I am worried as to whether

that commission in 6 years is going to decide what the shortages are

in the Colorado River and how you are going to relieve them when it

also has to consider the great social problems involved in the stagna

tion of Lake Erie or the water shortages in New York and what is to

be doneabout the Panhandle area in Texas ?

The Southwest problem alone is going to require a great deal of

man power , a great deal of money, and the problems are entirely dif

ferent from those of Lake Erie or New England and I just think we

are fooling ourselves if we think by creating a National Water Com

mission , Hoover Commission , we are going to solve our Colorado River

shortages.

I am delighted to have a National Water Commission created . I

wish it had happened years ago . But this does not mean that a new

Hoover Commission is going to solve the problem we are talking

about.

Mr. STEIGER. On the other hand, in my view , the only State's prob

lems solved by stalemate , by an objection , is the State of California

at this point.

Mr.Ely. I did not hear you, sir. I didn't understand.

Mr. STEIGER. The only State who is served at this point in timeby

a stalemate , by being able to continue to utilize the waters they are

utilizing from the Colorado River, is California .
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It must occur to you , as I am sure it has often , that the pressures of

necessity , which are so very real, of augmentation , are going to be felt

on this commission or whatever other vehicle is used to force augmen

tation , as you have demonstrated in your own statement by the active

research on northern California water itself, and it disturbsme when

we all appear to be agreed as to need .

Weall agree that, to use your very good language, we can 't dispose

of shortages by shuffling them around, and yet it seems to me that at

least as far as Arizona is concerned , until we can arrive at either a

minimal conclusion or some conclusion , wemust continue to — wemust

continue to do without.

There is no alternative to that.

Mr. Ely. Letme say at once , Mr. Steiger, in response to your gra

cious remark , that California does not wantany stalemate.

Quite the contrary . Weare the ones, we now discover, who are most

earnestly driving for realistic language in this bill looking to bring

water into this basin . Westand exactly where we stood last year. We

hope that Arizona will join hands with us to accomplish this .

These two States combined are a rather powerful factor to bring

that about. If we fall apart , obviously wearenot.

Now , letme say this, too, that if two and a half million acre-feet is

imported from the streams of northern California — and it may very

well come from there — the maximum advantage that California can

get out of that is of the order of a few hundred thousand acre- feet.

This is all we have at risk on any foreseeable shortage allocation

formula the Secretary could dream up and that the Supreme Court

would sustain in light of the article II ( b ) ( 2 ) of the decree.

We are prepared to have the Secretary, the Commission, anybody

else , seriously look at a plan to take from the streams of northern

California two and a halfmillion acre- feet for the rescue of the entire

Colorado River Basin by putting that quantity into the main stream ,

even though the amount we get back outof it is less than 20 percent

of what we contribute . I am not saying that that will be the end

result, but it is a conceivable one and we are willing to have that possi

bility put on the chopping block with every other plan .

We are not seeking stalemate. We are seeking survival for all of

us, even if it means we dedicate more water from our streams to the

Colorado that wetake out,by a considerablemargin .

Mr. STEIGER . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . I guess that completes the questioning of the wit

nesses.

Does counsel have any questions ?

Mr. McFARLAND. No,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Johnson . I am very sorry I was unable to be here and hear

you gentlemen from California in your testimony this afternoon but

I was detained in another meeting dealing with the intertie .

I want to say that power problems are just about as complicated

as water matters. Wesat for 3 hours this afternoon while you people

were here giving usthe benefit of your testimony.

Especially , Mr. Gianelli, I want to welcome you here today as

our new Water Resources Director from the State of California . I

have had an acquaintance with you for a long time. I served in the
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Senate of the State of California and since coming to Washington ,

I want to say that I am very proud to have you representing the State

of California .

Mr.GIANELLI. Thank you, sir .

Mr. Johnson . I have no questions because I did not get the bene

fit of your testimony. I do know that you all made a good case for

California 's position in this and I am sure that you will follow the

legislation as it progresses. Wehope it does progress .

( The following statement of Robert F . Carter is included in the

record at this point with permission granted of p . .)

STATEMENT BY ROBERT F . CARTER, GENERAL MANAGER, IMPERIAL IRRIGATION

DISTRICT

Mr. Chairman , members of the committee, my name is Robert F . Carter, and

I am general manager of the Imperial Irrigation District. It gives me great

pleasure to have this opportunity to appear before your committee.

The purpose of my remarks will be to focus attention on the subject of losses

in the All-American Canal within the scope of water conservation and salvage .

The Bureau of Reclamation has advocated that lining of the All-American

Canal would result in a significant savings of water. I refer to testimony be

fore this committee, August 23, 1965, by Mr. Floyd E . Dominy, Commissioner,

Bureau of Reclamation, at page 112 of the official transcript of Hearings on

H . R . 4671, six lines from bottom of the page : “ . . . The lining of canals, such

as the All -American Canal system , is another source of significant water sav

ings . . ." ; and to testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Irrigation and

Reclamation , April 9 , 1964 , by Mr. Stewart L . Udall, Secretary of the Interior, at

page 315 of the official transcript of Hearings on S . 1658 , in the second paragraph

of the item titled "Water Salvage" : ". . . The lining of canals such as the

All-American Canal system , is another source of significant water savings . . ."

Reference is also made to a colloquy between Congressman Foley and Con

gressman Udall at page 276 of the official transcript of Hearings on H . R . 4671,

in which Congressman Udall states that the All-American Canal " . . . is not a

lined canal, of course, and needs linings and a good deal of water could be

saved if it were done. That is part of the bill, to have studies made and de

terminations made as to how the losses in the All-American Canal could be

cut down."

Nothing is said in the referenced testimony, however, about the quantity of

water to be salvaged or the tremendous cost involved . My purpose in making

this presentation today, is to spread the facts before this committee in order that

an impartial judgment may be made as to what constitutes " significant water

savings ," and what the cost of such water savings would be.

The All-American Canal heads at Imperial Dam on the Colorado River and

flows westerly for a distance of 79. 7 miles into the Imperial Valley. Enroute it

serves the Reservation Division of the Yuma Project in California , the Valley

Division of the Yuma Project in Arizona, and transports a portion of the waters

destined for Mexico in satisfaction of the Treaty. It then serves the Coachella

Valley County Water District via the Coachella Branch of the All-American

Canal ond the Imperial Irrigation District in Southern California .

Topography divides the Canal into four general reaches as follows:

1. The first reach of 20. 1 miles, downstream to Pilot Knob , roughly parallels

tbe River, and it is generally accepted that any seepage in this reach finds its

way back to the River. For this reason lining is not being planned for this reach

at this time, we believe, and the first reach of the Canal down to Pilot Knob will

not be considered in the remainder ofmy remarks.

2 The second reach of 15 .3 miles, designated as Ponding Test Reach No. 2 on

the map before you (Exhibit 1 ) runs from Pilot Knob to Drop No. 1 at the Coach

ella Canal turnout, and is considered to be the reach of greatest loss in that it

traverses the sand hills area of the desert.

3 . The third reach of 20. 3 miles traverses the East Mesa Unit from Drop No. 1

to the East Highline Canal at the eastern edge of Imperial Valley. This also is

a desert reach , but losses are less here than in the second reach .
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4 . The fourth reach of 24 .0 miles stretches across the floor of Imperial Valley

from the East Highline Canal to the West Side Main Canal. In this reach , which

includes Ponding Test Reach No. 1 on themap before you (Exhibit 1 ) the losses

are exceptionally low .

I will be referring to the second , third and fourth geographically divided

reaches of the Canal in my remarks to follow , therefore, I would like to call your

attention again to the general map ( Exhibit 1 ) and point out these divisions as

follows :

The second reach is coincident with Ponding Test Reach No. 2 as marked on

the map, the third reach extends from the western or left end of Ponding Test

Reach No. 2 to East Highline Canal turnout near the center of the map. The

third reach extends from the East Highline Canal to the end of the All-American

atWest SideMain Canalturnout.

The All-American Canal, as I have described it, has been in service for twenty

five years as an unlined canal and I will present facts to demonstrate that it has

substantially sealed itself over those years. The size of the Canal is shown by

it capacities, which , in the first reach varies from 15,155 to 13 ,155 c .f. s. ; in the

second reach its capacity is 10 ,155 c. f . s. ; in the third reach the capacity varies

from 7 ,600 to 6 ,800 c . f. s. ; and in the fourth reach the capacity varies from 5 ,060

to 2 ,600 c . f. s .

Until 1966 , the best information on losses in the All-American Canalwas based

on inflow -outflow operational records for the various reaches relying primarily

in currentmeter measurements.

Following the hearings in 1965 , on H . R . 4671, officials of the Southern Cali

fornia Development Office of the Bureau of Reclamation contacted us regarding

the possibility of conducting ponding tests on the All-American Canal for deter

mination of loss rates. Wewere glad to cooperate and the two tests were subse

quently performed . During January 17 - 19, 1966 , a forty -eighth hour ponding test,

for determination of seepage loss rate, was conducted on the terminal 6 .5 miles at

the All-American Canal shown on Exhibit 1 as Ponding Test Reach No. 1. The

test was carried out under the observation of the Southern California Develop

ment Office of the Bureau of Reclamation , San Bernardino, California . The re

sults of the test showed an exceptionally low rate of loss of 0 .04 cfd (cubic feel

per square foot of wetted area per day) . The loss rate of 0 .04 cfd falls below the

range of loss for concrete lining, which is generally accepted as 0 .05 to 0 . 5 cft

depending upon age and condition . In the Department of Interior' s Paciti

Southwest Water Plan - 1964, Chapter IX , page 1, under "Canal Lining and Seal

ant,” it is stated that " Limited seepage tests have shown that linings will redne

seepage to an average value of approximately 0 . 2 cubic foot per square foot pe

day. One presently existing intangible factor is the cost of maintaining th

lining in a serviceable condition ."

The first test was in the reach of least expected loss rate. We then turne

to the area of greatest expected loss rate , the second reach , Pilot Knob to Drt

No. 1, shown on Exhibit 1 as Ponding Test Reach No. 2 . From Januar

to 5 , 1967, a forty -eight hour ponding test, for determination of seepage la

rate, was conducted on this 15 . 3 mile sand hill reach . This test was also carri

out under the observation of the Southern California Development Office of ti

Bureau of Reclamation . Other observers included representatives of the tinit

States Geological Survey , Ground Water and Surface Water Branches, Yum

Arizona . The test revealed a loss rate of 0 .40 cfd , only one third as much

the 1 .2 cfd the Bureau of Reclamation had estimated the rate to be. Ples

refer to Exhibit 3 for a comparison. Again I wish to point out that the 1

rate of 0 .40 cfd in this desert reach is within the accepted range for concN

linings of 0 .05 to 0 .5 cfd .

Again referring to Exhibit 3 , it will be noticed that the loss in acre - feet

year based on the design wetted area is only 55,000 acre -feet and not len

acre-feet as estimated by the Bureau of Reclamation .

The Imperial Irrigation District plans to conduct seepage loss tests on

portion of the All-American Canal lying between ponding test Reaches x

and No. 2 . However, it can be reasonably expected that the loss rate for

intermediate portion of the Canal would range between the established rated

0 .40 and 0 .05 cfd .

Turning briefly to the fourth or terminal reach across the Imperial V

floor, the loss rate established of 0 .05 cfd in Ponding Test Reach No. 1 , v

indicate that the Canal has sealed itself in this reach obviating the need !

further consideration of concrete lining .
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This , then , will confine the remainder of my remarks to Ponding Test Reach

No. 2 and the third reach from Drop No. 1 to East Highline Canal. In this third

reach the average annual loss based on operational records for the period 1962

to 1966 , is 42,000 acre-feet. Using the design wetted area , the loss rate for

this reach is only 0 .26 cfd or slightly above the 0 .2 cfd that the Government has

determined as the approximate average for concrete lining . This fact also demon

strates that the Canal has quite effectively developed a natural seal.

Referring once again to the Pacific Southwest Water Plan - 1964, Chapter VIII,

page 5 , it is " estimated that 500,000 acre -feet of water could be conserved an

nually " by " lining of canals in Imperial and Coachella Valleys." It may be that

the Bureau of Reclamation has revised this figure downward upon further study ,

we do not know . We do know , however, that the lining of the desert reach of

the All-American will not produce but a fraction of this amount in water saved .

I will demonstrate this point as follows :

The ponding test in Test Reach No. 2 revealed the loss rate to be 0 .40 cfd and

the loss between Pilot Knob and Drop No. 1 , therefore, to be 55 ,000 acre-feet per

year. See Exhibit 3 . The five year average loss in the third reach , Drop

No. 1 to East Highline Canal is 42,000 acre -feet, for a total loss between Pilot

Knob and East Highline Canal of 97 ,000 acre-feet per year for this 35 .6 mile

reach

To those acquainted with the service area of the All-American Canal, it is ob

vious that the present Canal cannot be taken out of service for long enough

periods for it to be lined and that a new canal would have to be constructed. The

All-American Canal serves almost 60 ,000 irrigated acres in Coachella Valley

and 435 ,000 irrigated acres in Imperial Valley , and, in fact, is the only source

of water for the cities and farms of Imperial Valley . It is interesting to note

that during the ponding test in the Pilot Knob -Drop 1 reach , it was necessary to

stop the flow of water for the 48 -hour test period and this became the first time

in twenty years the Canal had stopped flowing .

Assuming that a new concrete - lined canal were to be constructed for this 35 . 6

mile reach , the wetted area would not be more than one fourth less than that

of the present earth section due to the relatively flat gradient involved. Taking

the present design wetted area of the Pilot Knob-Drop 1 reach and reducing it

by 25 percent for a new concrete section, and applying the average loss rate

for concrete linings of 0 .2 cfd , the annual loss for the 35 .6 mile reach would be

45,000 acre-feet. Comparing this to the present loss of 97 ,000 acre -feet would

result in a saving of 52,000 acre-feet per year, or 2 ,000 ,000 acre-feet in the forty

year pay out period of the new canal.

It is generally agreed that it would cost $ 1 ,000 ,000 to $ 1,500,000 per mile to

line the All -American Canal. Applying these unit costs in proportion to the

size of the section in the reaches involved we have the following :

15 .3 miles at $ 1 ,500 ,000 . . $ 22, 950, 000

20 . 3 miles at $ 1 ,000 ,000 . - - - - - - - -
20, 300, 000

Total (35.6 miles) - -- - - - -- 43 , 250,000

Say $ 43 million .

To amortize $ 43,000 ,000 over a 40 -year pay out period at 348 percent would

add $ 28 ,000 ,000 in interest for a total cost of $ 71,000 ,000 .

When the $ 71,000 ,000 is divided by the 2 ,000 ,000 acre-feet of water to be

saved , the result is a unit cost of $ 35 .50 per acre-foot. Obviously the agricultural

economy of Imperial Valley could not survive with an additional burden of

$35 .50 an acre-foot added to its present obligations.

At this point I would like to refer to my statement before this committee on

August 27 , 1965 , found on pages 604 to 606 of the official transcript of Hearings

on H .R . 4671. I state therein that the totalnumber of canals and drains within

the service area of the Imperial Irrigation District amounts to over 3 ,000 miles.

Deducting the drains leaves 1,600 miles of canals and laterals of which over 300

miles will have been concrete lined by the end of this year. Of the 1,300 miles

remaining, approximately half would not result in any significant water savings

from lining because of sections lying below the natural surface or in impervious

soils . The remaining 600 to 700 miles is programmed for lining at the current

rate of 70 miles per year and an annual cost ranging from $ 1,260 ,000 to

$ 2,800 ,000 , or, to put it another way, from $ 18,000 to $40,000 per mile.
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In conclusion I would like to refer you to Exhibit 2, which is a diagramatic

sketch titled “ Water Transportation Hoover Dam to the Water User, " in order

to demonstrate graphically what is involved in getting water to the fertile fields

of Imperial Valley . I would also like to emphasize that the All -American Canal

structures and several structures on the main canal distribution system are

controlled electronically from the Imperial headquarters of the District in the

interest of water conservation. Further, I would like to say that the water is

then taken over by zanjeros in radio -equipped District pickups who mave it on

through the system to the farmers' delivery gates in a way that uses the water

to the greatest advantage as far as conservation is concerned .

To summarize briefly , water loss on the All-American Canal is not nearly as

great as some have believed it to be. Seepage losses in the Imperial Dam -Pilot

Knob reach ultimately return to the Colorado River and concrete lining of that

reach is not advocated by the Department of the Interior, we believe . A con

trolled ponding test in the Pilot Knob -Drop No. 1 reach revealed the loss rate

to be only one -third ofwhat the Government had estimated it to be. Operational

records show that the third reach , Drop No. 1 to East Highline Canal, has a

loss rate only slightly higher than the approximate average for concrete linings.

The fourth reach from the East Highline to West Side Main Canal should not

be considered for lining in that the controlled ponding test included in this reach

showed the loss rate to be extremely low and would not be reduced by lining.

Therefore, any consideration for saving water on the All-American Canal by

concrete lining would have to be from Pilot Knob to East Highline Canal. The

demonstrated savings in water of approximately 52,000 acre- feet per year as a

result of concrete lining would cost approximately $ 35 an acre-foot over a 40

year pay out period at 318 percent simple interest . This would result in a

financial burden too heavy for the agricultural economy of Imperial Valley to

bear.

As an alternative we would like to suggest that the Bureau of Reclamation

engage in a study of other less costly means of salvaging this water. For

example, a ground-water pump farm system along the desert reach of the Canal

could be operated under demand conditions, which would have the dual effect of

saving water by direct salvage andby regulation of flows.

We are desirous of conserving water where practical and will continue to

cooperate in any reasonable program to do so .
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EXHIBIT 3

LOSSES IN ALL -AMERICAN CANAL, PILOT KNOB TO DROP No. 1 , PONDING TEST

Reach No. 2 , COMPARISON OF USBR AND IID FIGURES

U . S . B . B .

The Southern California Development Office of the U . S . B . R . has used an annual

loss for this reach of 165 ,000 acre -feet, from which they obtain a loss rate of 1. 2

cu .ft./ sq .ft. /day ( cfd ) .

This annual loss figure wasarrived atas follows :

U . S . B . R . loss rate 1. 2 cfd .

Design wetted area 16 ,370 ,496 square feet.

16 ,370,496 x 1.2 = 19 ,644,595 cu. ft./day.

19,644 ,595 /43,560 = 451 A . F ./day.

451 x 365 = 164 ,615 , Say 165,000 A . F ./ year.

I. I. D .

The ponding test conducted January 3 - 5 , 1967, under the observation of the

Southern California Development Office of the U . S . B . R ., revealed the loss rate to

be 0 .4 cu . ft. / sq . ft ./ day ( cfd ) .

I. I. D . loss rate 0 .4 cfd .

Design wetted area 16 ,370 ,496 square feet.

16 ,370,496 x 0.4 = 6 ,548, 198 cu . ft./day .

6 ,548 , 198 /43 ,560 = 150 A . F . / day .

150 x 365 – 54,750, Say55,000 A . F . /year.

Mr. JOHNSON . Tomorrow morning we will open up with the Secre

tary ofthe Interior as the first witness.

So the meeting stands adjourned until 9 :45 tomorrow .

(Whereupon at 5 :30 p .m . the committee adjourned , to reconvene

at 9 :45 a .m ., Tuesday,March 14 .)



H . R . 3300 AND SIMILAR BILLS TO AUTHORIZE THE CON

STRUCTION , OPERATION , AND MAINTENANCE OF

THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT, AND FOR

OTHER PURPOSES

S. 20 AND SIMILAR BILLS TO PROVIDE FOR A COMPRE

HENSIVE REVIEW OF NATIONAL WATER RESOURCE

PROBLEMS AND PROGRAMS, AND FOR OTHER PUR

POSES

TUESDAY, MARCH 14 , 1967

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION OF

THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Washington, D .C .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9 :50 a .m ., in room

1324, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Harold T . Johnson

(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. Johnson . The Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of

the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs will come to order.

The purpose of our hearing today is to take testimony in connec

tion with the various bills that were put into the record yesterday

concerning the development on the Colorado River and the National

Water Commission .

This morning our witnesses will be Hon. Stewart L . Udall, Secre

tary of the Interior, who has a full football team here with him this

morning, I see : Assistant Secretary Kenneth Holum , Commissioner

Floyd E . Dominy of the Bureau of Reclamation , Assistant Commis

sioner N . B . Bennett, Jr., Bureau of Reclamation , and Edward Wein

berg, Solicitor ,Departmentof the Interior.

I notice that Commissioner Dominy has his wife with him here this

morning. I wonder if she would please stand up ? [Applause. ]

Mr. JOHNSON . Weare very happy to have you here.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Colorado, Mr. Aspinall.

Mr. ASPINALL . I do not know whether the Commissioner is on the

spot or the Secretary is on the spot or the Assistant Secretary is on

the spot, but I can assure Mrs. Dominy that there will be no blood

Jetting thismorning. [Laughter.]

Mr. Johnson . Mr. Secretary, we are very glad to have you before us

thismorning,with your fullteam .
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You can give us the benefit of your views in connection with the de

velopment on the Colorado River and , also , the NationalWater Com

mission . You were a former member of this committee prior to my

arrival here. I enjoyed serving with you in the Congress . Wehave

had a very happy relationship since you have been Secretary , in mat

ters dealing with the Nation and also with my own State and my own

district.

I know you have a complete statement for us this morning, and if

you will give us the benefit of that now , we will appreciate it very

much .

STATEMENT OF HON. STEWART L . UDALL, SECRETARY OF THE

INTERIOR ; ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH HOLUM , ASSISTANT

SECRETARY, FLOYD E . DOMINY, COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF

RECLAMATION , N . B . BENNETT, JR ., ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER ,

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, AND EDWARD WEINBERG , DEP

UTY SOLICITOR , DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Secretary UDALL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman .

I do have a prepared statement. I shall read it . It is fairly con

cise . I think it covers the main points.

I will say to the chairman I am using the 3 - 5 -4 formation here, if

that is all right with you .

Once again ,Mr. Chairman , it is my responsibility to appear before

this committee on legislation dealing with Colorado River water

problems.

Your hearings on the Colorado River legislation are combined this

year with hearings on the National Water Commission bill , S . 20 .

I am indeed pleased that the committee has decided to hold combined

hearings, for these two issues— how best to provide for Colorado River

development, and the establishment of a broad- gaged , nongovern

tal panel to consider and advise, from a national point of view , on

fundamental issues and approaches covering the spectrum of water

supply problems— are indeed interrelated . This interrelationship was

noted by President Johnson in his January 30 message on conserva

tion — " Protecting Our Natural Heritage” - for in renewing his rec

ommendations for the establishment of the Commission , the President

spoke specifically of the need to thoroughly explore every means for

assuring an adequate supply ofpure water to areas like the Southwest .

Accordingly , while we propose separate legislation — the Commis .

sion 's responsibilities will encompass problems of all water-short

areas— I shall deal with both in the course of these remarks.

As you have requested ,Mr. Chairman , I am confining my testimony

essentially to new matters not dealt with in our report of last year

on H . R . 4671 or covered in the testimony which the Department pre

sented at that time.

In August of 1965, when I appeared before this committee at the

initial hearings on Colorado River Basin project legislation , hopes

were high that a program to alleviate the most urgent water deficien

cies and to initiate a long- range, comprehensive solution to the basin 's

water problems would be enacted by the 89th Congress. Unfortu .
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nately , the issues involved proved to be so complex that time ran out

before they could be fully resolved .

Although certain issues still remain in question a great deal of

progress has been made. Although some still remain , in my estima

tion widespread agreement now has been reached on the proper dis

position of a number of key issues . On the foundation of agreement

already achieved I am optimistic that, in this session , the Congress

can mold and enact legislation that will be an acceptable , as well as an

adequate , basis for meeting both the short- and long- term water needs

of the Colorado River Basin .

H . R . 3300 and related bills follow , to a considerable degree, H . R .

4671 as reported by this committee last August. We propose now an

approach that differs in someparticulars from that bill,but one which

shares its basic objectives. These objectives are : ( 1 ) the establish

ment of a basis on which a comprehensive long -range solution to

the many, varied , and complex water problems of the basin can be

developed and carried forward ; and ( 2 ) the authorization of water

supply works to alleviate the most pressing and immediate water

supply deficiency of the basin ; namely, thatof central Arizona. While

the administration 's original proposals have been modified in the

light of further study and the developments over the past several

years, these two principal objectives have remained and still remain

paramount.

The Department's report on H . R . 3300 presents in detail the ad

ministration 's views on Colorado River Basin project legislation pend

ing before this committee. Enclosed with that report was a draft

of bill incorporating the administration 's recommendations.

As reported to you in the hearings on H . R . 4671 in August 1965 ,

the administration proposed that certain broad issues of policy es

sential to development of a comprehensive solution to the water prob

lems of the Colorado River Basin should be reviewed by a national

water commission . This remains the view of the administration .

I believe it highly important that such a commission be established

now so that an early start can be made on the necessary studies.

We have already lost more than a year in launching these studies.

The Senate has already acted favorably on S . 20. I urge that this

committee likewise take prompt and favorable action upon it, as

well as upon the legislation dealing with the central Arizona project,

the authorization of the Dolores and Animas La Plata projects , and

other associated Colorado River Basin matters ( in this legislation ) .

I am confident that, once etablished , the National Water Commission

will, of necessity, give urgentattention to the problemsof the Colorado

River Basin .

The Commission would be directed to review our national water

resource problems in terms of projected needs and the alternatives

available to satisfy these needs. These alternatives may involve im

proving the quality ofour existing water supplies, discouraging mar

ginal uses of water, redistributing it where approximate , or augment

ing present supplies by a variety of techniques including desalination ,

weather modification , or other processing methods, and interbasin

transfers. The Commission would also be directed to consider the

sociological effects of water development as it affects themany aspects

ofthe quality ofour American environment.
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As Chairman of the Water Resources Council, I can say that the

studies and recommendations of the NationalWater Commission will

be of great significance and value to the Council. We expect to be

working very closely with the Commission and the legislation pro

vides for such a close relationship. The Commission must, of course ,

report directly to the President, but we expect to participate very

closely with the Commission as it prepares its reports as well as pro

viding our views to the President on the Commission 's studies pre

sented to him .

The Commission will provide a means for obtaining the opinions

and assistance of an independent and informed body of nationally

recognized water experts. We all recognize that there exists a tre

mendous job to be done by such a Commission and we are anxious

to take every step necessary to get this job started .

I have mentioned the Colorado and associated problems as only

one example of the type of program which must be undertaken by

this Commission . There are, of course, many others. I hesitate to

enumerate these since to do so might incorrectly be construed as dis

approval of those notmentioned . This I most certainly do not wish

to do

Weare threatened yearly with water crises in different parts of the

country , involving pollution , drought, and floods. Other examples

abound ofman 's urgent need effectively to control the most important

of our natural resources ; a supply of usable water. The National

Water Commission proposaltakes another important step in the direc

tion of recognizing the national nature of the water problems which

we all know exist.

Another aspect of regional development involves the creation of a

lower Colorado River development fund. Establishment of such a

fund was recommended in our report on H . R . 4671 last year. It was

essential, under previous proposals, to the financial integrity of the

central Arizona project. Our present proposal for the central Arizona

project , which I shall discuss later, eliminates its dependence on a

development fund for financial assistance. However, should the Con

gress desire to establish such a development fund to provide financial

assistance for future water projects for the lower basin , the adminis

tration offers no objection . Legislative language designed to accom

plish this objective is included in our report .

· Substantial questions related to the comprehensive development of

the Colorado River, both as to propriety and necessity , are involved in

determining whether main stream dams should be built at either the

Marble Canyon or Hualapai sites. This has been one of the most

controversial issues involved in Colorado River Basin project legisla

tion . Our report on H . R . 4671 supported authorization of theMarble

Canyon Dam while recommending that decision on Hualapai Dam be

deferred pending review by the NationalWater Commission .

Our present proposal for the central Arizona project provides &

substitute for the low cost pumping power and financial assistance

that would have been furnished by the Marble Canyon development.

In view of this , and after further consideration of all aspects of the

on we have concluded that the highest and best use of the Marble
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man, to
Arizonapromap

referred
extend

Canyon site is to retain it in its natural state as an addition to the

existing Grand Canyon NationalPark.

Following our formal report on H . R . 3300 we transmitted to the

Congress a draft bill to accomplish this addition. This hasbeen with

in the last few days. Should it be the committee 's desire,Mr. Chair

man, to include the park exension in the legislation authorizing the

centralArizona project, we would have no objection . .

As shown on themap referred to in the draft bill, theMarble Can

yon addition to the park would extend up the river about 55 miles,

following generally the westerly rim of the canyon to the section line

above Lee's Ferry.

The addition includes 28,300 acres of which 14,336 acres are national

forest lands, 11,264 acres are public lands administered by the Depart

ment, and 2,700 acres previously withdrawn for the Glen Canyon

project which is also, of course , administered by this Department. By

agreement with the Secretary of Agriculture, some small additional

amount of national forest land would also be included in the Marble

Canyon addition to areas for scenic overlooks. The proposed addition

does not include the easterly side of the canyon within the Navajo

Indian Reservation .

We also propose , with the concurrence of Secretary Freeman and

the Forest Service , to round out Grand Canyon National Park by

adding two other areas now adjacent to the park within the Kaibab

National Forest . One is a very small area of 640 acres contiguous to

the present south boundary to protect the south rim drive ; the other

the Kanab Creek area of some 38,500 acres - contains the north side of

the Grand Canyon itself and the lower 7 miles of the spectacular

Kanab Creek Canyon . Of this area , a small portion , 1,170 acres, is

public land under the jurisdiction of this Department. In addition to

straightening a portion of theboundary to the east of the Kanab Creek

area , we propose to delete about 200 acres of park land and add 400

acres ofnational forest land.

In respect to the Hualapai Dam , the position of the administration

remains unchanged . We believe that consideration of it should be

deferred pending evaluation of the issues by the NationalWater Com

mission . In the meantime, this site , as well as the Marble site if the

park addition proposal is not included in this bill, should be removed

from the operation of part I of the Federal Power Act. In view of our

recommendations respecting the central Arizona project, deferment of

decision on Hualapaineed not affect authorization of the central Ari

zona project, nor will deferment of decision for a period of some years

be critical to long-range plans for the Colorado River Basin . Once the

report of the National Water Commission is available, decisions con

cerning the long-term water future of the Colorado Basin can bemade.

A final comment I would like to make on the general provisions of

H . R . 3300 concerns the so -called “ 4 .4 million acre -foot priority to

California ." Provisions similar to those of H . R . 3300 were included

in H . R . 4671 by agreement among the States. In reporting on that

measure in April 1965 , we stated the belief that such a priority would

not have to be invoked butwe regarded it as appropriate since it repre

sented what was then an agreed upon compromise between Arizona

and California . The year before, in reporting out S . 1658 in the 88th
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Congress , the Senate Interior Committee had also included a “ 4. 4

priority ” with a 25 -year limit .

Recent studies of the central Arizona project by the Bureau of Re

clamation have assumed a “ 4 .4 priority " to be in effect, a plan that we

are presenting here today. As a planning assumption , the “ 4. 4 prior

ity ' is conservative in that, of the various probable methods of ap

portioning shortages, it assumes the economic and financial conditions

most adverse to the central Arizona project. Nevertheless, the project

has a benefit -cost ratio of 2.5 to 1 .0 on both a 50 -year and a 100 -year

basis , considering total benefits, and a 1. 5 to 1. 0 benefit -cost ratio on

both a 100 -year and a 50 -year basis if only the direct benefits are con

sidered . If the " 4 .4 priority ” were omitted from the assumptions, the

benefit- cost ratio and repayment of the project would be improved .

The administration continues to believe that the question of an

interstate priority is one for resolution primarily by the States in

volved and by the Congress. Ifagreement can be reached on an inter

state priority , we would offer no objection to it.

In respect of the second principal objective ofour proposed program

for the Colorado River Basin , that of alleviating themost immediately

urgent water supply deficiencies, the required action at this time in

the lowerbasin remains the authorization and construction of the cen

tral Arizona project.

The rapidly lowering ground water levels, the agricultural lands

going outof production and thathave already gone out of production ,

the expanding population , the mounting needs for municipal and in

dustrial water,and the prospects of economic stagnation if relief is not

provided, all argue strongly for the need to go ahead with the central

Arizona project. Our studies, which show that the benefits from the

project will exceed costs by a wide margin and that repayment of all

reimbursable costs is in prospect, amply demonstrate the economic and

financial soundness of the project. I know of no serious opposition to

the central Arizona project nor ofany valid question as to its justifica

tion .

Thus, we continue to urge that the central Arizona project be au

thorized . This year, as I have already indicated , we have developed

a plan that eliminates the need for a Colorado River hydro project

and for reliance on a development fund .

Following the close of the last session of the Congress, the Depart.

ment of the Interior, in concert with the Bureau of the Budget,made

an exhaustive study of alternative plans to serve the central Arizona

area involving both old and new concepts. The one ultimately selected

is the one involving Federal prepayment power arrangements em :

bodied in the draft bill we have transmitted to this committee. A sum

mary report on this plan was submitted to the committee as a supple

ment to the Department's legislative report on H . R . 3300.

The proposed plan of development for the central Arizona project

remains the same in all major physical features as previously proposed

except for the source ofpumping energy required for project pumping

needs. I would like to discuss briefly how the Federal prepayment

arrangements for project pumping power and energy would work .

Current studies indicate that 400 ,000 kilowatts of capacity would

be required in connection with the central Arizona project, with the

Granite Reef aqueduct sized at 2,500 cubic feet per second .
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Under our proposal the Secretary of the Interior would make ar

rangements with non -Federal interests to acquire the right to a portion

of capacity and associated energy from the output of a large thermal

generating powerplant as necessary to serve project pumping pur

poses. The right would also include delivery of the power over jointly

shared transmission facilities.

Payment for the capacity entitlement would bemade to the plant

owners from timeto time during the construction period by advancing

a portion of construction costs in a ratio not to exceed the ratio of the

capacity entitlement acquired to the total plant capacity. Transmis

sion of power and energy to points of project use would be provided

both by Federal construction of transmission lines and by payment

for capacity in lines jointly used by the plant owners and theGovern

ment, through the Government advancing a portion of the costs of

such dual-use lines, again in a ratio not exceeding the ratio of the

capacity requirement of the Government to the total capacity of such

facilities.

In addition to the payments associated with construction , the Gov

ernment would also meet currently a commensurate portion of the

annual operation and maintenance requirements, including such items

as advances for working capital, and replacement costs as they occur.

The United States should not participate in such costs as interest,

financing charges, taxes, or other similar items. The agreement would

be so drawn as to provide adequate security for the Government's

investment.

Moreover, there will need to be arrangements for exchanges of

power, under contract, to assure backup and continuation of essential

pumping during periodsof equipment outages.

In this way , the project would obtain assured power for pumping

at a low cost reflecting the economy— that can be achieved today

of large thermal electric powerplants ; shared economical, high-ca

pacity, extra-high -voltage transmission facilities; and the benefits of

Federal financing.

The Federal costs would become costs of the central Arizona proj

ect to be repaid by the project beneficiaries as are other reimbursable

costs, following long -established reclamation policies.

For purposes of estimating power prepayment cost , we have as

sumed that the coal- fired powerplant would be located near Page,

Ariz ., adjacent to Lake Powell. It is contemplated that such a plant

would burn coal obtained from the Black Mesa fields of the Navajo

Hopi Indian Reservations in northeastern Arizona . The actual plant

which would be involved would , of course, depend upon the plans of

the utilities as well asupon upcoming negotiations.

An outstanding example of a large-scale prepayment arrangement

for future power is the purchase by a group of Pacific Northwest

public and private utilities for a 30 -year period of Canada's share of

increased power generation under the Columbia River Treaty. An

other recent example is the prepaid purchase by the Salt River Proj

ect Agricultural Improvement and Power District of a portion of

the output of the steamplant at Hayden , Colo ., constructed by Colo

rado-Ute Electric Association , Inc.
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While the prepaid purchase of pumping power from a non- Federal

thermal electric plant is new in reclamation history, the provision of

pumping power for project use is, itself, customary.

On the basis of discussions wehave had with them , I anticipate no

difficulty in negotiating arrangements, consistent with the principles

I have discussed , with the members of the WEST planning group

that have expressed an interest and willingness to participate in the

project. Through such arrangements we estimate that project pump

ing energy would be available at a cost to the central Arizona project

of 3 mills per kilowatt hour for irrigation water pumping and 5 mills

per kilowatt hour for municipal and industrial water pumping.

Power and energy surplus to project pumping requirements — which

will not contribute significant quantities until after 1990, and then

only if Colorado River water deficiencies have not been overcome

is assumed to have an average value of 5 miles per kilowatt hour.

The disposition of this surplus power will benefit the project in amor

tizing the prepayment investment and in assisting in repayment of

project costs allocated to irrigation .

With the availability of such low -cost power, central Arizona proj.

ect revenues could repay all reimbursable project costs within 50 years

with the necessity for outside financial assistance. Irrigation water

would be sold at an average canal side rate of $ 10 per acre-foot. No

new lands would be developed and the water made available for irri

gation would be restricted to replacing ground water now being

pumped. Municipal and industrial water could be sold at a rate of

$50 per acre-foot in combination with an ad valorem tax of six -tenths

of a mill per dollar of assessed valuation on the taxable real property

of the central Arizona service area , the three counties which would

benefit . Alternatively ,municipal and industrial water could be sold

for $ 56 per acre-foot with no ad valorem tax, or some combination

which would produce the same financial results might be adopted.

We take a flexible approach to this part of the problem . These de

cisions as to municipal water rates and ad valorem taxes will involve

close consultation with the local people ; we take a flexible approach .

They should make those decisions. The legislation we propose will

provide the necessary flexibility .

I have included as an attachment to this statement a table sum

marizing the economic and financial analysis of the central Arizona

project as we propose it at this time.

Like H . R . 4671, H . R . 3300 contains provisions authorizing certain

upper basin projects as additions to the Colorado River storage

project. It also contains a number of provisions affecting Upper and

Lower Colorado River Basin relationships. On these matters our

position is essentially as it was last year. Authorization now if the

Animas-La Plata and Dolores projects is recommended . We do not

object to the inclusion of the substance of the provisions dealing with

upper and lower basin matters of common concern ; the draft of bill

accompanying our report on H . R . 3300 includes them .

The major features of legislation which the administration sup

ports, and which I have just outlined , would , I believe, solve themost

immediately urgent water deficiencies in the Colorado River Basin

and provide a significant start toward a comprehensive long -range

solution to the overall water problems of the basin . The decisions
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which we recommend be deferred are not critical, nor essential to

moving ahead at this time. If made in light of the guidance and

advice of a distinguished NationalWater Commission , they will merit

widespread confidence and support. I am confident, under such a

climate, the prospects ofmoving swiftly and harmoniously toward a

full solution to themany complex and varied water problems of the

Colorado River Basin will be immeasurably enhanced .

It is my hope that the Congress will follow this path .

I will be delighted to answer any questions that you may have at

this time.

Mr. JOHNSON . Thank you , Secretary Udall. The table that is

attached to your statement will appear in the record .

Do I hear any objection ?

Hearing none, it will be so ordered .

( The table entitled " Central Arizona Project” follows :)

Central Arizona project, economic and financial analysis

-

1

Project costs :

Main aqueduct system - - - - - - -

Reservoir system - - - - - -

Drainage system . - -

Power generation and transmission arrangements

Indian distribution system . - - - -

Water salvage and recovery program - - - - - - - -

Fish hatcheries and wildlife refuge - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

$416 , 860 , 000

132, 237, 000

10 , 500 , 000

91, 950, 000

19 , 970 , 000

42, 450, 000

5 , 250, 000

1

Total 719, 217, 000
-

Cost allocation :

Reimbursable :

Irrigation

Municipal and industrial

Power

Irrigation

M . & I. and commercial

Recreation - - -

Fish and wildlife - - - - - - - - -

322, 301, 000

194 , 029, 000

91, 950, 000

48 , 366, 000

43, 584 , 000

1, 525 , 000

294 , 000

Total reimbursable . .. 610, 099, 000

1

i

Nonreimbursable :

Flood control.

Recreation

Fish and wildlife - - -

Indian distribution system . - -

Water salvage and recovery - - - -

Fish hatcheries and wildlife refuge

1

1

11, 164, 000

4 , 818, 000

23, 835, 000

19 , 970 , 000

42, 450, 000

5 , 250, 000

1

1

1

1
1

Total nonreimbursable- -

Prepaid investigation costs - - -

107 , 487 , 000

1, 631, 000

1

1
1

Total 719, 217, 000

Benefit -cost ratios :

Total benefits (both 100 and 50 years ) - - 2 . 5 to 1. 0

Direct benefits (both 100 and 50 years ) - - - - - 1 . 5 to 1 . 0

Repayment

All reimbursable costs would be repaid within a 50 -year period from project

revendes. Estimated average rates for project services are as follows : irrigation

water $ 10 per acre-foot at canalside ; municipal and industrial water - $50 per

acre-foot at canalside in conjunction with an ad valorem tax of 0 .6 mills per
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dollar of assessed valuation on taxable real property in the central service area

or $ 56 per acre -foot without an ad valorem tax ; commercial power - 5 mills per

kilowatt-hour. Reimbursable recreation and fish and wildlife costs would be re

turned from local contributions.

Mr. JOHNSON. Are there any further statements to be made on the

part ofthe people accompanying you here ?

Secretary UDALL. They are here to be sure that we have all of the

answers to all of the questions, if we can ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . All right.

Your recommendations which you sent to the committee some time

ago, at the committee's request, have been included in the record , along

with the proposed bill that you have suggested — they have been made

a part of the record .

I will now turn to the chairman ofthe full committee , the gentleman

from Colorado .

Mr. ASPINALL. Thank you , Mr. Chairman . I am happy to be back

in this meeting where we are speaking again about the central Ari

zona project and related matters. In 1944 we became aware of this

situation in Arizona and its ambitions to use this water. And , after

that, the people of Arizona decided that it was better to go along with

the other people in the basin . I became favorably impressed with

their ambition . I know of their need . On the other hand, I must

say that I have been at a loss a good many times between that period

and today, to understand some things.

In 1949, an entirely different project was proposed , and during the

last 5 years there have been three projects proposed for Arizona . I

have since wondered if those who purportedly speak for Arizona wish

to go into this matter of the development of whatever resources they

have in the Colorado River.

Still, cooperating with them , I, as chairman of this committee, tried

to get an overall program for the development of the Southwest . I

assure you that, while I desire something that is beneficial for Arizona,

I also desire something that is beneficial to the other users along the

river and that is at least a good business operation for theGovernment

of the United States, as well as for the people of the area.

What you propose in the new bill,Mr. Secretary , is , in reality, a new

reclamation policy as far as repayment is concerned , is it not ?

Secretary UDALL. Insofar as the repayment of power proposal, this

does represent a new policy.

Personally, Mr. Chairman , I hate to see the reclamation program ,

in view of what it has done for the West and is doing and will do in

the future, tied permanently to any one method . I think that if the

committee will look openmindedly at the power prepayment proposal,

that thismay be very useful, when one looks on down the road 25 years ,

in making the reclamation program a more viable program in the

future .

Mr. ASPINALL . Mr. Secretary, if we are going to have a departure

from the established policy , is it not better to have a clean -cut deter

mination of whether or not this policy is going to be changed , rather

than bringing it into a project authorization such as this ?

Secretary UDALL. I understand the point that you are making, Mr.

Chairman . I think , we acted of necessity, unlike the conditions lead

ing to some of the changes that were made, for example, in termsof
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cost sharing for recreation benefits. Perhaps it would be more ideal

to consider this proposed policy separately . However, it came up in

connection with this legislation , it has been pushed forward , and I do

hope that the committee can give serious consideration to it in this

context.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary, just how much further do we have to

go , if we go ahead and establish the policy that the Department, and

the administration , asks for in this legislation wherein the Department

of the Interior, through the Bureau of Reclamation , would begin to

own and operate steam power plants and nuclear power plants?

Secretary UDALL, I want to answer this question , Mr. Chairman ,

very directly , because this was one of the things that we had to give

very serious consideration to in making our studies last fall. I think

that, as should be very obvious to all members of the committee, sub

stantially what we have attempted to do in this new approach is to re

duce the cost and to reduce controversy . These were the two major

objectives. As far as the prepayment-of-power part of the total pic

ture , it was our feeling, on the basis of the analysis that we made, in

termsof the problemsthat confronted this committee in writing legis

lation , in terms of the economics of the project, and in terms of taking

advantage of the most modern technology, that this would represent a

very good solution .

However, at no time did we consider seriously — I want to make a

record on that,Mr. Chairman — the alternative of having the Bureau

of Reclamation own, operate or get into the thermal power business.

I cannot think of anything else that we could do that would end

in a new controversy and that would be even more inflammatory than

some of the existing controversies. I think that if you will look care

fully at what we have proposed — not that the Federal Government

own a plant, but that it purchase power under prepayment arrange

ments which have been tested and tried — this is the safe ledge on which

to put the new policy and not that of ownership. Nor are we propos

ing a future policy of ownership ofthermalplants .

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman - let me take another step - I think

that the Secretary has gotten around a direct answer to the question .

Let me go a step further. I do not want to produce any more contro

versy in this bill. In fact, it is controversy that you are trying to get

rid of that promoted you to take this position on this bill at the pres

ent time. It is not on the cost of it.

Secretary UDALL . Both , Mr. Chairman . I think that with the type

of very large thermal units that can be built now , that are on the

drawing boards, that are under construction , that we are going to

find that if we can participate, as we are confident we can , in one of

these plants, that we will have economic factors that are favorable as

well. This is particularly so , as compared with the Marble Canyon

project, which we proposed a year ago and which quite frankly is not

a first-rate hydroelectric power project.

Mr. ASPINALL. The question seems to be, Mr. Secretary , that these

are assumptions all based on projections which may be good or which

may not be good . There will be very few that would argue with you ,

at the present time that hydroelectric is cheaper, as far as this general

power is concerned,than thermalpower. That is the question.
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Assuming the year 2025, which is a reasonable period within the

consideration of the project now under study , with a 50 -year repay

ment program , do you know what the contribution of the Haulapai

Dam and power facilities would be to the overall economy with power

prices as they areat the present time? Do you have that picture ?

Secretary UDALL . Yes, sir ; we do .

Mr. DOMINY. Its contribution to the development fund would be

$370 million , Mr. Chairman , by the year 2025, with a canal size of

2 ,500 second-feet for the Arizona aqueduct .

Mr. ASPINALL. What would the figure be for the contribution of

Hualapai and its facilities, plus the funds that could be realized from

Hoover, Parker, and Davis ?

Mr. DOMINY. That would accumulate by the year 2025 a surplus in

the development fund of $768 ,166 ,000 .

Mr. ASPINALL. And what would be the contribution of the prepay.

ment plan as proposed by the administration , for the year 2025 ?

Mr. DOMINY. Under the prepayment powerplan , the development

fund contribution would be zero ,but it would have paid about $ 72 mil.

lion of the cost of the central Arizona project.

Mr. ASPINALL. That would have been paid , also , by the other plan ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct ; the development fund would have

contributed a somewhat larger amount to financially assist the central

Arizona project.

Mr.ASPINALL. Now , let us assume a period of 22 years later — which

is a minor period for the contribution of a dam — the contribution

would still be practically the same as your prepaid plan , so far as that

is concerned. Is that not correct ? You would not have anything

after the year 2025 .

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, we would have $ 109,557,000 accumulated over

and above the cost of the project that would be authorized here, Mr.

Chairman .

Mr. ASPINALL. All right , then , what are the monetary benefits over

the year 2047, which is the year I am using Hualapai and the power

facilities ?

Mr. DOMINY. That would be $845,300,000 into the development

plan .

Mr. ASPINALL. What would be the benefits of Hualapai Dam and

power facilities , plus the contribution to the development fund of

Parker, Hoover, and Davis ?

Mr. DOMINY. That would be $ 1 ,849,343,000 .

Mr. ASPINALL. In other words, Mr. Secretary, your statement was

correct as far as trying to get rid of the controversy is concerned . It

is not, however, good economics, in my opinion, because you have very

little left after the year 2025 through the prepay plan , and you have

$ 1 billion -plus - several times as much - from the other facilities.

And this, of course , is the advantage ofhydroelectric powerplants.

Secretary UDALL . If I may continue the dialog with you , there is

one other aspect of this thing that particularly concerns me when I

look at the long-term future of water development in the West , and

I thing the committee ought to reflect on it a little bit.

There are only so many primehydroelectric damsites on the rivers.

There is a limited number in the Colorado River Basin . We are al
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ready nearing the end of the line. Hualapai is really the last first

rate dam site on the river.

I am trying to stay out of controversy. [Laughter. ]

Mr. ASPINALL. You say that you are trying to stay out of contro

versy. We thrive on it in this committee.

Secretary UDALL. The point that I am trying to make is that I

think that in the long run there will have to be some solution . I do

not like to see the reclamation program tied to hydros, because you can

look on any chart that has been prepared on the future of hydro

electric power in this country and as to hydros there are only a lim

ited number of sites, and they are going down and nuclear is coming

up. This is the reason, in my judgment, that the prepayment ap

proach with the private utilities in the region is not controversial and,

I think , is the way out for the future of reclamation . I think that

we are striking a blow for the future of reclamation in proposing it.

I will make that very plain .

Mr. ASPINALL. I could not object to what you say, but you know

as well as I do that there would not have been one single project in

the upper basin without hydroelectric power production .

Secretary UDALL . I do not argue that at all. The whole past rec

ord of reclamation has been made possible because of hydro . What I

am talking about is the next 50 years ; where do we go from here ?

That is what I am asking .

Mr. ASPINALL. The question is whether or not you want to stay with

a constructive approach or whether you want to go someplace else.

I know , as well as I do anything, that there are several groups

different groups that are waiting, just for the determination of

these hearings, to go before the Federal Power Commission in order

to get licenses to go ahead and build that dam at Hualapai, or Bridge

Canyon, and the dam at Marble Canyon, and perhaps another one at

Kanab . They are here waiting for this. Weare not going to get rid

of the controversy just by this operation .

The question is whether or not you are going to work against the

welfare of the general public or whether you are going to give en

couragement to the general public , including private investors who

would like to make a profit on this.

Wedo not settle anything by taking the administration's approach.

We leave it wide open . The representatives of the Arizona Power

Authority and representatives of the Southern California Edison Co.

have been in my offices lately stating their ambitions and their plans.

I am interested in their ambitions and in their plans. Anybody who

hasany position on the construction of facilities in theGrand Canyon

is of interest , but this piece of legislation , that they are dreaming

about, is a heaven that is out of reach .

Secretary UDALL. I want to make my position clear, because, in my

judgment, the control on the Colorado River and other crucial areas

or rivers should be in the Congress ; it should be right in this com

mittee, and that is what I am in favor of and what we have proposed .

If the committee follows it, you would decide the Marble Canyon

issue. The Congress would do so. This committee would . You would

suspend the power of the Federal Power Commission with regard to

the Hualapai site and reserve that power to this committee and to the

Congress.
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Mr. ASPINALL. Yes. That means that human beings will have to go

through this controversy in the next 10 , 15 , or 40 years . That is all

thatmeans, if you do that.

Secretary UDALL. Where these types of interests converge as they

have converged here, I am in favor of the Congress rather than the

Federal Power Commission making the decision , and this is what I

think needsto bedone.

Mr. ASPINALL. Do you think that the Congress is going to go con

trary to the wishes of the Federal Power Commission and its legiti.

mate procedure on the question of the operation of the granting of

licenses in Marble Canyon or atthe Hualapaisite ?

Secretary UDALL . Mr. Chairman, the powers that the Federal

Power Commission has were granted by the Congress, and I simply

suggest that the Congress should make a decision on the rivers that

are important in this country , and you decide what power the Federal

Power Commission has. I do not think that the Federal Power

Commission wants controversy any more than this committee does.

Mr. ASPINALL . That would take it out of this committee and put it

in another committee. That is all that thismeans.

You say that you know ofno serious opposition to the central Ari

zona Project that the administration proposed.

The problem , of course , under your proposal, is that there is no

provision for long -term water supply for the central Arizona project,

nor is there any provision that studies will be made ; is that true !

Secretary UDALL . No, I could not accept that as a statement of the

situation . We have adequate water, even assuming — as we assume

in all of our studies the 4 .4 priority for a viable project with a sound

cost-benefit ratio .

Mr. ASPINALL. Atwhose expense ?

Secretary UDALL. Well, I think at no one's expense .

Mr. ASPINALL. You are going to continue the central Arizona proj

ect as you propose it , to make it a lasting project , to serve the amount

of water that is needed to make this a feasible project, and, if so who

has to furnish that water, if you do that ?

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Chairman , I want to makemy position very

clear on this point. I think one very big and bold and necessary as

sumption must bemade.

As far as the long-term future of the river is concerned , the river

is in short supply. This is the main fact of life on the river. This

is what all of us have been talking about for the last 2 or 3 years , and

I am convinced that the people of this large and fast-growing region

are not going to sit by without providing plans that will be timely,

And when the year 1990 or the year 2000 comes, you will have augment

ing plans to the river whole

I just proceed on this assumption .

So that I think , in terms of anybody bearing any shortage or de

ficiency , if we do our work right in the Congress and in the region , I

do not think that there willbe any deficiency .

Mr. AsPINALL. You do not answer my question : Atwhose expense

must this project get water, even from the beginning ?

Secretary UDALL. I do not understand. I do not understand your

question . At whose expense
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Mr. ASPINALL. Under the provisions of the Colorado River com

pact , and along the river, whose entitlement will be used to make this

project a feasible project ?

Secretary Udall. I think the anticipation is that water that Arizona

uses during this period , as we have planned it, is water that will be

available in the river thatmoves down the river by gravity ,Mr. Chair

man . That is all that I can say. I do not think it is taken from any

body . You cannot.

Mr. AsPINALL. Under any reasonable study of the water in the river

at the present time, how much water is Arizona going to get from

this whole priority in the lower basin of the 7 .5 million acre-feet of

water to be delivered at Lee's Ferry ? How much water will be avail

able under anybody's study at the present time for Arizona ?

Mr.DOMINY. It is true that in the early years

Mr. ASPINALL . What is true ?

Mr. DOMINY. Under this project, it is true that upper basin water

would be available , because your project

Mr. ASPINALL. That is what bothers me. I thought that you would

say that. I thought that the Secretary would say that.

Secretary UDALL. I concur with whatever he says. [Laughter.]

Mr. ASPINALL. I wonder who is going to be the receiver of the kick

off and who is going to be the final ball carrier ? That is what I won

dered when you came in . I would like to have Mr. Dominy give us

these figures, because I have told you already that I was in favor of

this project, but I am not about to permit entitlement of the upper

basin to be jeopardized by this project.

Mr. DOMINY. Nor do we have any intention that it would be so, Mr.

Chairman . Wehave worked diligently with all of the water authori

ties in your State and the other States of the upper basin as well as

the lower basin , getting firm estimates as to the rate of project develop

ment that would be reasonable to forecast, and on the basis of all of

those reviewswith your people and others, we think that there will be

1.650 million acre- feet or 1 ,650 ,000 acre- feet available in the Colorado

River up to 1975 for the Central Arizona Project.

By 1990 , we think that will drop down to an average of 1,255,000

because of other uses being developed. Under the rights of the com

Pact, by the year 2000, we are predicting that that will drop to an

annual average of 1,026 ,000 acre-feet available for central Arizona.

Mr. ASPINALL . I will stop you there. In order to take care of

Arizona ' s needs from this project, how much water do you need ? Not

to pay off the project, but to go ahead and take care of the needs of

Arizona ?

Mr. DOMINY. Werecognized from the very start that this project is

not a total panacea for the problems of the water supply in Arizona.

Mr. ASPINALL . I did not ask you that. I just want to know : How

much water Arizona has to have and how much Arizona will have if

you develop the upperbasin by the year 2000 ?

Mr. Dominy. By the year 2000 Arizona would still be needing, if it

took care of all of its overdraft,more than 2 million acre-feet ofwater,

instead of the 1 million that we think will be available . Weknow that

there will be a declining agriculture base in Arizona unless there is

augmentation to the river supply to pick up thatdeficiency.
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But our studies, so far as the project-benefit cost ratios are con

cerned — the payouts are concerned - are based on a realistic appraisal

that the water will not be there, because you have the rights under the

compact to develop your projects in the upper basin , and we think

that you will develop them on schedule by the year 2000 .

Mr. ASPINALL. Maybe you will be able to place it in the record with

out going around the bush .

How much water does Arizona intend to take out of the Colorado

River when this project is completed ?

Mr. DOMINY. Wewould hope to divert on the average in the early

years of 1 ,650 ,000 acre-feet.

Mr. AsPINALL. And how much do you expect to take out by the year
2000 ?

Mr. DOMINY. About 1,026 ,000 acre- feet,on the average.

Mr. ASPINALL . If the upper basin gets its entitlement, keeping in

mind that the lower basin is entitled to the first 7 .5 million acre - feet

of water, what is Arizona's present entitlement out of the Colorado

River.

Mr. DOMINY. It would drop ultimately to an average of about

675 ,000 acre-feet.

Mr. ASPINALL. That is it .

Mr. DOMINY. That amount would remain when you get all of your

water put to work . Wehave calculated our studies on that basis .

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Secretary , you referred to

the fact that the legislation known as H . R . 3300 , together with a

combination of other bills which have been put into the record , carry

the provision for the establishment of a NationalWater Commission .

The Water Resources Planning Act of 1965, title I, states that the

Water Resources Planning Council shall, and I quote :

Section 102 ( a ) Maintain a continuing study and prepare an assessment bien

nially, or at such less frequent intervals as council may determine, of the ade

quacy of supplies of water necessary to meet the water requirements in each

water resource region in the United States and the national interest therein ;

and

( b ) Maintain a continuing study of the relation of regional or river basin

plans and programs to the requirements of larger regions of the nation and of

the adequacy of administrative and statutory means for the coordination of the

water and related land resources, policies and programs of the several Federal

agencies. It shall appraise the adequacy of exisiting and proposed policies and

programs to meet such requirements ; and it shall make recommendations to the

President with respect to Federal policies and programs.

What is there in the bill recently passed by the other body, and in

the proposal that is contained in H . R . 3300 and several other bills ,

that would give more power, or additional power, than is presently

authorized in that law ?

Secretary UDALL. I will have to agree with you that the Water Re

sources Council, under the act that you read , has very broad powers.

It has the power to make very thorough-going studies of the kind

contemplated by the National Water Commission , and some of these

powers are being used .

The essence of the NationalWater Commission approach , horrever.

is that this is really like the Paley Commission which studied min

erals , raw materials , and some of the IIoover Commission findings.
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It is an outside Government approach to the problem on the assump

tion , I think , that when you look at the big water problems that we

face in the next 25 or 50 years, that it is wise from time to time not

merely to have Government agencies and Government people make

studies but to have distinguished outside people who, perhaps can

detach themselves from the vested interests thatGovernment agencies

have .

So, I would have to agree with you that the Water Resources

Council does have the power. Whether it is wise to have the Water

Resources Council be given extra money to make such a study or to

have a National Water Commission created, this is the problem ,

really.

Mr. ASPINALL. In the end, though , the Federal agencies and the

Congress will make the decision , and the agencies will evaluate , first ,

the findings of the National Water Commission .

Secretary UDALL. This is quite so , Mr. Chairman, and we specifi

cally - or I rather, as Chairman of the Water Resources Council - feel

that we should not only work along with the Commission but that its

report should come to the Water Resources Council, that we should

make our own comments to the President and our own analyses, and

that the final decisions, as we all know , will be made right here.

Mr. ASPINALL. At the end of the 5 - year period, which is ,as I under

stand it, the term of the NationalWater Commission , how much will

we have paid out to have this duplicatory process, perhaps a neces

sary operation otherwise, that could have been taken care by the Na

tional Water Resources Council ?

Secretary UDALL. I am told that there is no figure in the bill. I

think that this is a detail that perhaps we need to go into .

Mr. ASPINALL. When you comebefore this committee on this legis

lation , on the bill yourself, you will have to have a figure to justify

it . The other body, does not care about the cost of these operations

particularly, but we are a little bit more careful about that. I would

suggest that if you do not have that figure now that you had better

get it and put it in the record atthis place .

And if they can do that, Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous

consentthat it be done.

Secretary UDALL. That is a very good point, and I think that we

should provide a solid estimate for the committee.

Mr. Johson . The gentleman from Colorado has asked for unani

mous consent to have this inserted into the record .

Is there any objection ?

Hearing none, it is so ordered .

( The information follows: )

It is estimated that the National Water Commission will require total appro

priations of 5 million dollars. This represents appropriations of about one

million dollars per year for the five- year term of the Commission . These funds

would be used to finance the staff and administration costs of the Commission

as well provide funds for studies which would not otherwise be funded by the

Water Resources Council or through the regular programs of other Federal

agenices.

Mr. ASPINALL. I reserve thebalance ofmy time.

Mr. JOHNSON . The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Penn

sylvania ,Mr. Saylor.

76-955 — 67— 18
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Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Secretary, once again I find myself in a rather

unusual position .

I am supposed to be the loyal opposition to the administration down

at the other end of Pennsylvania Avenue, and for some strange rea

son I find myself burdened with the responsibilities that they have,

because I, apparently , am one of the few on this committee who feels

that they are on the right track .

So. Mr. Secretary, I would like to

Secretary UDALL. We will take all of the allies we can get.

(Laughter.]

Mr. SAYLOR. I told you before , that when I think you are right I

am for you, and I reserve the right, however, to oppose you when I

think that you are wrong.

On this proposition , I want to tell you that I think you are right;

that is , in what you have recommended to this committee.

There has been quite a fuss raised here about whether or not this is

a new policy and whether or not we should not contribute all new

hearings to a new policy. Ifmy memory serves me correctly, there

was a project in Colorado that this committee approved which com

pletely changed the entire philosophy of the Bureau of Reclamation .

It had to do with a specific policy known as the Collbran project, a

formula , in which we suddenly ended up having the Bureau of Rec

lamation come forward and tell us that hereafter all of these proj

ects would comply with that formula .

Has anybody in your Department— Have you heard of anybody

putting up any objection to the Bureau having used the Collbran for

mula in another place ?

Secretary UDALL . I think that you are correct in the sense that

there have been policies evolved . This is the point that I was trying

to make to the chairman a momentago . I think that the ideal way is

to make policy interpret legislation , but someof the important recla

mation policies, such as the Collbran formula, were developed out of

actually processing of legislation , particular legislation , by the

committee.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , Mr. Secretary, I just wanted to tell you that we

have had some questions asked here about how much we were going

to have in this fund by 1990, and I would like to ask : How much will

we have in that fund, if we take the proceeds from Hoover, Parker,

and Davis dams,by the year 1990 ?

Mr. Dominy. There would be no Hoover, Parker, Davis contribu

tion by the year 1990 . By the year 2025 it would be $500 million , and

by the year 2047, it would be $828million ,Mr. Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR. I am just glad to know that it goes back up in the bil

lions. I am sure that if we did not build Bridge Canyon we would be

down in small figures.

They have made great pains about that,and I would like to ask von

whether or not the information that I have gained over the years is

correct : If we build large reservoirs in that area , we have a larger

factor known as evaporation. Is my information correct ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is certainly true on the large storage reservoirs

like Lake Powell and Lake Mead.
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Mr. SAYLOR. Something has been said about Bridge Canyon, about

its evaporation losses. What would the annual evaporation be if we

built Bridge Canyon ?

Mr. DOMINY. The Hualapai Reservoir , of course, is smaller, much

smaller as a reservoir, and it would only evaporate about 85 ,000 acre

feet per year.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Dominy, you may call Hualapaiif you want. You

can change its name to anything you want to change it to . It is still

in Bridge Canyon , being built in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado

River, and is built to specifications which I have seen . It will invade

Grand Canyon NationalMonument and proceed on out some distance

into Grand Canyon National Park .

One other thing ,Mr. Secretary , that disturbs me about these bills

that have been introduced . Instead of trying to attack the problem

which Arizona has, which is what we started out to do , it seems that

everybody in the Nation wants to get into the picture. It seems that

we have saddled onto this project everything in the upper basin and

in the lower basin .

Now , havewe any precedent for this ? And, since we are looking for

precedence here,has there ever been a case where one project in a basin

has had to carry all or most all of the projects or new projects in the

basin ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman Saylor, this river is a river in trou

ble which is shared by seven States, and, naturally , they all have keen

interest in it .

The gentleman from Colorado, the chairman of the committee,

pointed out Colorado's interest in protecting its water, being sure that

its rights are not preempted .

I think , since this is the last major project on the river, Arizona

and it has only itself to blame, as you know - for over 20 years did not

even join the compact; it stayed outside and criticized it, and for that

and other reasons it is the last State to get its major project on the

river. And it is inevitable that everyone else wants to be sure their

rights are protected .

So, I think , really , what has happened is quite natural and to be ex

pected .

Mr. SAYLOR. It may be quite natural, so far as you are concerned ,

but it seems very unnatural to me, because to some of us who do not

live on the river and whose constituents are not in the room and are

not worried about that, we have to protect the uses of your State. I

happen to come from an area whereby I can look at this whole thing

objectively . I told the chairman of the full committee that if he has

any bills which meet the standards of the Bureau of Reclamation

for authorized projects in Colorado, I am willing to go along with

them . That holds true for the other basins, and this is why I wonder

why wehave to saddle everything on this little bill.

I have heard Members of the Congress all along say that no one bill

should have to bear all of the burdens and make all of the policy for

everything. I do not see why this bill should have to do so .

One of the things,Mr. Secretary, that I am disturbed about is that

I read here where you sent up to this committee a proposed draft of a

bill to revise the boundaries of the Grand Canyon National Park ,
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and for other purposes. I looked at the bill with interest, because it

follows very closely the bill which I introduced sometime before,

except that you have gone up the river a little farther ; you are going

up a little above Lee's Ferry ; you have gone over on the north side

of the canyon, and you have taken in quite a large section of the

Kanab National Forest, and I have looked at the maps which were

presented to us called Colorado River Basin project reference maps,

and on No. 1, the central Arizona project, I notice you have the

Grand Canyon National Park — those are the old boundaries as they

are presently assigned , and I was agreeably astounded to find that

there was not anything about the Grand Canyon NationalMonument

that President Roosevelt set asideby Executive order. I was wonder

ing whether or not you intended to get rid of the Grand Canyon

National Monument ?

Secretary UDALL. I can only say that I have not looked at this.

That is an unfortunate omission .

Mr. SAYLOR. Thank you,Mr. Secretary.

Now , on the basis of setting up a National Water Commission it

is my understanding that the people on the other side of the Capitol

have already held hearings and have reported out that bill.

Is that correct ?

Secretary UDALL. I think it has already passed the Senate.

Mr. SAYLOR . It haspassed the Senate ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. If this committee, in its wisdom , could take up that

bill as a separate item and pass it and have both Houses therefore

pass it , the President could appoint that Commission and it could go

to work at once .

Secretary UDALL. It would be possible to do this . This is one of

the decisions that has to be made. It is the committee 's decision as to

how it wants to handle it.

Mr. SAYLOR . Mr. Secretary, I hope we might be able to separate

this billand get that part out of theway very rapidly.

Mr. Secretary, if this committee, in its wisdom , decides to put a

provision in the bill which would be that the Federal Power Com

mission cannot issue any licenses for erection of dams anywhere on

the Colorado , we being the agency which created the Federal Power

Commission , wehave the right to tell them what they can and cannot

do ; is that not correct ?

Secretary UDALL . I tried to makemy position clear earlier. Where

the different interests in this river have converged , you have the final

decision to make. I think that the committees of Congress and the

Congress itself ought to make the decisions. Quite frankly, I wonder

sometimes whether the Federal Power Commission , having plenty

of controversies over there without thrusting others on them , would

not be quite happy to have the committee decide what should be done.

or whether some decision should be deferred until later and have it

left to the Congress.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , Mr. Secretary , as far as augmentation of the

supply of water in the river is concerned , do you know whether or

not anybody in the Interior Department has ever made a study of
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Mr. Done.correctmore water than mo

where wehave so -called surpluses of water, considering the develop

ment of water resources of each area ?

Secretary UDALL. We have not made any of the broad type of

thoroughgoing studies that we are talking about where you look at

the whole western part of the United States or a whole region , in the

past.

Mr. SAYLOR. The reason I ask that question is you have informed

this committee, pursuant to a bill that was passed last year authoriz

ing the construction of the third unit at Grand Coulee — that your

experts in the Bureau of Reclamation have determined that there

should be a basic change in certain types of generators which are on

the river. Is this correct ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes. The American manufacturers tell us that

they can build 600 ,000 -kilowatt units which are far larger than any

that have ever been built before.

Mr. SAYLOR . This is the same information that I have received .

They are in the process of building some of those generators right

now for the Bureau of Reclamation . It is my understanding that

if they are built and installed, this committee has been so informed ,

that they will require more water than the units that were established

before ; is this correct ?

Mr. DOMINY. Actually , Congressman Saylor, we planned to put

in , under the plan wehad when we got that authorized , 12 300 -mega

watt units. Now we are going to put in six 600 -megawatt units.

There would be no more water required to operate the six than the

12. But in making the final studies on this, the Bonneville Power

Administration pointed out that with the Canadian Treaty and with

the power growth curves in prospect there would be sufficient water

and sufficient regulation to justify not six 600 -megawatt units but

ultimately 12 600 -megawatt units. We are not authorized to do so ,

as you know , but we can provide now for the ultimate capacity and

if this proves to be a good investment, we would come back and seek

authorization for the additional six .

Mr. SAYLOR. And if those six were authorized , this would place

another drain or demand upon the waters of the Columbia River.

Mr. DOMINY. But we believe the waters are there for peaking

purposes.

Mr. SAYLOR. This is correct ; this is the information I have received

from independent sources, that there is such water available .

I bring this out for the people in the Pacific Northwest , because

they were entitled to put their water in there first, and, as was called

to the attention of the committee yesterday, when we looked at the

greatmap of the United States in Rand McNally , we noticed that it

is just about the same distance from Walla Walla , Wash., to the

western end of the Great Lakes as it is from Walla Walla , Wash .,

down to Tucson , Ariz . So , we have to look at this in perspective.

We cannot look at it on a small regional basis to get the picture of

the entire benefits or what happens to the entire water resourcesof the

United States.

I hope we can get a piece of legislation out of this committee,Mr.

Secretary , that is not burdened down with too many appendages, so

that it can be supported by the people in these other sections of the
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country who are looking to the West to help develop it and to see

to it that the States of the Union are entitled to use the water that

is allocated in the Supreme Court decision . I would hate to see

them have to go to the Supreme Court , as the result of a motion which

I made years ago, and then end up losing the lawsuit in this agency .

Perhaps, that is one of the things that the people in some areas are

trying to do .

Thank You, Mr. Secretary .

Mr. Johnson. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Florida.

Mr. Haley. Thank you very much ,Mr. Chairman .

I do not have any questions. I just want to make an observation ,

Mr. Secretary.

In the beginning of the hearing on this Colorado River Basin , I

stated that the gentleman from Florida had not made up his own

mind as to who is stealing whose water.

Mr. Secretary, I also want to say — and this is a little out of con

text here — that I thank you very much for having your Mr. Luce

come down to the reenactment of the landing of DeSoto in Manatee

County. I might say that he made a very fine impression with the

several thousand people that we had at that event. I think that your

Department probably made a lot of friends through his efforts down

there.

I yield my time to the gentleman from Colorado.

Mr. ASPINALL. Have you ever followed the Collbran formula ; have

you ever used that in any other project ?

Mr. DOMINY. Not exactly in that formula , Mr. Chairman . It is

not as much of a deviation of present practice, however, as some

people might assume.

Mr. ASPINALL. Not only have you not used it , but apparently it

was not as successful a formula as some people thought it was ; is that

not correct ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct .

Mr. ASPINALL. In terms of the Collbran formula , so far as the

repayment of the obligations of the Federal funds were concerned, it

would have been a whole lot better if the Collbran project had be

come a part of the Colorado River storage project.

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. BURTON ofUtah . Will you yield ?

Mr. ASPINALL . Yes.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I would like to ask the chairman of the

full committee to explain to some of us who are not familiar with it ,

the Collbran formula .

Mr. ASPINALL. The gentleman from Pennsylvania pronounced it

as Collbrain , but it is Collbran . Would you explain the Collbran

formula to the gentleman ,Mr. Dominy, so that he will understand !

Mr. DOMINY. I would like to put a brief statement in the record

on that, to save time.

Mr. JOHNSON . The Chair will accept your explanation for the

record . Any objection ? None. So ordered .

( The information requested follows:)

The Collbran Project located in western Colorado was authorized by the act

of July 3 , 1952 (66 Stat. 325 ) . As part of the repayment provisions, this act pro

vided “ . . . net revenues derived from the sale et commercialpower and from the
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furnishing of water or municipal, domestic , and industrial use shall be applied ,

first, to the amortization , with interest, of those portions of the actual cost of the

construction of the project which are allocated respectively to commercial power

and to municipal and domestic and industrialwater supply ; and thereafter shall

be applied to amortization of that portion of the costs allocated to irrigation

which are beyond the ability of the irrigation water users to repay within the

period specified . . . . " ( Fifty years in the case of the Collbran Project. )

The repayment requirements under the act, while limiting the repayment obli

gation of the irrigation water users to fifty years, specify no timeperiod for use

in the payout of commercial power costs or in the completion of the payout of

costs allocated to irrigation which are beyond the ability of the water users. Re

payment contracts for municipal, domestic, and industrial water supply were

limited to a period not to exceed fifty years.

This so -called " Collbran formula " has not been followed by Congress in estab

lishing repayment requirements for other projects .

Mr. HALEY . I reserve thebalance ofmytime.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California , Mr. Hosmer , is rec

ognized .

Mr. HOSMER. It looks as though the situation is that, whereas the

administration last year was willing to give Pat Brown one dam , this

year it will not give a dam forGovernor Reagan .

Secretary UDALL. Congressman Hosmer, the way that I read the

record , the dam last year was for Sam Goddard. And they voted him

out of office.

Mr. HOSMER. That was a magnificentdam .

Secretary UDALL. That is right.

Mr. HOSMER. It was recommended to this committee rather en

thusiastically by you and your colleagues ; is that correct ?

Secretary UDALL . We tried to have our usual enthusiasm .

Mr. HOSMER. I assume that you did recommend it. It was a well

planned dam and reservoir . You recommended it ?

Secretary UDALL. I think you will find , if you go back to the record ,

that we said that we thought it was adequate to take care of thepump

ing power needs, and also to help pay for the central Arizona project.

It does not compare with the Hualapai site at all, in terms of its capac

ity . I will say that it is a second- rate damsite.

Mr. HOSMER . Is the Hualapai proposal a well -planned one ?

Secretary UDALL. The Hualapai site is the best hydro site on the

Colorado in termsof capacity.

Mr. HosMER. It was well planned ; is that right ?

Secretary UDALL . Weare not proposing any plan for the Hualapai.

Mr. HOSMER. You have plans down there that you were working on ?

Secretary UDALL . In termsof just a site. The Hoover Dam site is a

good one ; Glen Canyon is a good one. Hualapai is a better one, just in

terms of its location and the head that you have, and so on , as a hydro

site .

Mr.HOSMER. No dam is on order today ?

Secretary UDALL. We do not feel any damsare needed at this point.

Mr. HOSMER. And the revenues to pay for the project that you

rerommend would come from the sale ofthe water ?

Secretary UDALL. It would come primarily from the sale of the

water, and the people ofArizona will pay it themselves.

Mr. HOSMER. Just from the sale ofthewater ?

Secretary UDALL. That is right.
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Mr.HOSMER. What about this ad valorem tax ?

Secretary UDALL. That is another alternative that can be used . This

is up to the Arizona people to decide.

I, personally , think it is good to have a mix . There are three ways,

really, that you can pay the irrigation subsidy - - from the sale of

power, from making the water users pay more for the water, or from

an ad valorem tax . All three have been used in the past. The ad

valorem tax is nothing new . It is involved in the Colorado projects

thatthe chairman is interested in , in this legislation .

Mr. HOSMER. In what you are recommending to this Congress are

you giving us a choice ofthese three ways ?

Secretary UDALL. No, our basic recommendation , as far as the pay

mentofthe Arizona project is $ 10 for irrigation water, $ 50 formunici

pal-industrial water, and then the " and / or” as far as the extra money

required . It could be financed in one or two ways : either to raise the

municipal-industrial water rate to $56 or to have each and every prop

erty owner in three counties pay about onemill or one-half a mill ad

valorem tax . You can do it either way.

Mr. HOSMER. You mean you are letting the Congress then deter

mine theneedsof Arizona ?

Secretary UDALL. No, indeed .

Mr. HOSMER. One way or the other, by writing something into the

legislation ?

Secretary UDALL. Wethink you can write it in such a way that the

Arizona people can go either way that they want to go. I think that

you would agree it is better to have the Arizona water users pay for

it than to have the California power users pay for it, for example.

Mr. HOSMER. I guess that Mr. Brower approves of your no -dam

view ?

Secretary UDALL. I do not gather from the New York Times that

they are very happy about it. I do not think that anybody wants

anyone to have any victory on this ; that is , at this point- as I said

a month ago when we came out with theoriginal plan .

Mr. HOSMER. I take it that you would rather have the $ 10,000 ad

in the New York Times. It was mostly taking off on the gentleman

from Colorado. I believe that you read that.

Secretary UDALL. I did nothave timeto read it in detail.

Mr. HOSMER . You know , some people think that there is some

thing wrong with your vision on dams. They charge that you have

myopic vision in one eye and astigmatism in the other with respect to

the way you view these things. [Laughter. ]

Secretary UDALL. I think that, in terms of where the people in the

regions stand , that the best alternative is not to get into an argument

about dams at this point. Rather we should move on down the road

and put Marble Canyon into the National Park and reserve Bridge

Canyon Dam question for the Congress to decide later. I think this

is the part of wisdom if we want action ; if we want controversy and

delay , I think that we can start out arguing about dams.

Mr. HOSMER. With regard to your views, I appreciate that this is

your view ?

Secretary UDALL. I am always at fault, whatever my views are.

[Laughter.]
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Mr.HOSMER. I should like to determine your vision.

Secretary UDALL. I have long ago never pretended to know all of

the answers,when you sit where I sit.

Mr. HOSMER. I will show you this . Can you see what is written on

this ?

( A large brown sheet of paper was exhibited .)

Secretary UDALL. I see some writing in the middle but I cannot

quite make it out.

Mr. HOSMER. All right. Then , we will take another look at it.

Can you read that (uncovering part of a white card ) ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes, indeed .

Mr.HOSMER. Whatdoes it say !

Secretary UDALL. “ President Johnson , February 8, 1965, in a mes

sage to Congresson naturalbeauty."

Mr. HOSMER. All right. Now , read this (uncovering the rest of the

whito card ) .

Secretary UDALL. “ We will continue to conserve the water and

power for tomorrow 's needs with well-planned reservoirs and power

dams."

Mr. HOSMER. That is what you then recommended to us, and what

you have recommended to us then were not well-planned dams; other

wise you would be recommending them to us, I presume.

Secretary UDALL. Well, the decision on Marble Canyon Dam is

what you are referring to , really, in terms of that.

Mr.HOSMER. I am referring to both of them .

Secretary UDALL. In terms of our further analysis of the overall

resource potential in the region it was our judgment at this point

the members of this committee can express their own judgment on

this , that the best thing to do is to enlarge the park and to put

Marble Canyon in it and to let the decision on Bridge Canyon await

the study of the National Water Commission. This is the best path

to follow .

Mr. HOSMER. As Secretary of the Interior and as Chairman of the

National Water Resources Council, I have difficulty in understanding

why you wish to stand aside for somenew organization not yet experi

enced , staffed , or manned, to take over the investigation of these

projects.

Secretary UDALL . This does not bother me at all, because I think

from time to time in the field of resources it is good to have a broad

gaged outside outfit , out of the Government group , such as the Paley

Commission, such as the Hoover Commission task forces, look at our

problems.

Those of us involved on a day -to -day basis may get kind ofmyopic

sometimes, and it is helpful to have people draw back at a certain point

and take a very broad look atthe national picture.

I must confess that 2 years ago I was not very enthusiastic about the

National Water Commission idea. Mr. Staats of the Bureau of the

Budget had the idea . It was not ours, but the more I thought about

it and the more I have gone into it , themore I have real enthusiasm

for it .

Mr. HOSMER. It did not come up with anything on this Arizona

project for a long time,did it !
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Secretary UDALL. It would make broad national studies for 5 years,

and it would come in with its reports , and I think it would command

your respect.

Mr. HOSMER. They would only be in general terms, in loose phrase

ology , and hence nobody would be able to start to work on the basic

specific plans that were so recommended , would they ?

Secretary UDALL. I think the idea of this would be that it would

give the proper framework for making big decisions, not only on the

Colorado which is in trouble , but in other parts of the country. In

my judgment, if it were done right, it would help get the type of

national support that is going to be needed in the long run to do some

thing about the Colorado River shortage. I think it will focus atten

tion on the water problems.

Mr. HOSMER . It seems to me that the U . S . Congress, through the

entire history of our country has had the duty and obligation to look

to the national picture. Why should it be on the sidelines for 5 years

and stay there, while some sociological group is massaging the prob

lem ?

Secretary UDALL . Well, Congressman Hosmer, I think if weact now

and get this started, no time will be lost. The Colorado River water

crisis problem is not criticaluntil after 1990. I know that we have to

have about a 10 -year leadtime on large projects, but we do have time

for this. Nobody is going to be hurt if wehave NationalWater Com

mission studies.

Mr. HOSMER. I yield to the gentleman from Colorado .

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary , we have had two commissions on

watermatters since I have been in Congress. The Hoover Commission

made a study of the Missouri Basin . I was a member of that. Maybe

that has been used by experts, I do not know , but very little has ever

grown out of that study. Wespent over $ 1 million on it .

Two things developed , however, that had no relation at all :

One was that Congressman Ben Jensen , then the ranking member

of the Committee on Appropriations,made a request that was granted

and we got some order out of chaos. Of course, the other was that

we did have some good planning from the Bureau of Reclamation .

We began the development of the river with the Garrison project,

and we now have another project — the Oahe. Not another thing has

ever grown outofthat Commission .

Mr. Eisenhower had a water study made. Not a thing has ever

grown out of that.

This is the reason that it bothers me when you talk about these

commissions which just furnish some kind of a working operation

for people outside of the Government to make a study, to draw some

pretty good sized salaries or wages, and then put the recommendations

on the shelf.

I have never forgotten when President Eisenhower put the Tru

man study on the shelf, and it has remained there to this day. It

nearly brokemy heart when he took it away from former Congress

man Clifford Hopeof Kansas.

This is the reason why the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review

Commission , which was operated by Congress, came up and had two

of its principalrecommendations enacted within 2 years.
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At the present time, I have a study going on for the Public Lands.

I am doing my best to fight against some of the pitfalls that have

happened to three previous studies on public lands, so that we will

have something. This is the reason that I asked you the question

that I did . I think that the gentleman from California put his finger

on the problem .

Secretary UDALL. I certainly have a great respect for what the

chairman has just said, because I know of his experience of over

20 years with these various studies.

The one thing that I would suggest , though, that is really new in

the picture is that, in termsof the whole water future is that we have

a new awareness of water problems. We have a lot of new water

problems, water quality problems in particular, that are going to be

very crucialover the country, and the type of study proposed by really

distinguished people could make a realcontribution .

Mr. ASPINALL. I think that they could , if they worked closely

enough with the Congress , but they probably would not. And when

you talk about water pollution, you get into a divided operation

here. Wehave gotten mixed up on that.

I yield back my time.

Mr. HOSMER. The gentleman from Colorado touched on a point

that I have on water pollution . There are rather overall nebulous

problems concerned there, and then there are some very specific ones.

The specific ones we are catching up with now are in connection with

Commission activities. They will not buy progress ; they will buy

delay.

Mr. ASPINALL. What has been done under the authority granted

to the administration in the Water Resources Planning Act ?

Secretary UDALL. With the Water Resources Council ?

Mr. ASPINALL . Yes. Wehavenot received anything.

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to give you a sum

mary of what we have done, what we are doing . We are doing

significant water-planning work in the field , but of course , it has the

focus of a particular river basin , a particular problem , rather than

looking at the national needs.

I would hope that the NationalWater Commission would have the

usefulness that the Paley Commission study had . I think this had

a considerable influence on the decisions made in regard to many
factors.

Mr. ASPINALL . At the same time, would you enumerate to this com

mittee the benefits that have grown out of the Paley Commission

report ?

Secretary UDALL. I would like to submit something on that for the

record , yes,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Jonson . You have heard the request of the chairman of the

full committee, the gentleman from Colorado, Mr. Aspinall. Is there

any objection to this request ?

Hearing none, the Secretary will submit the necessary material for

the record which will be put into the record at this point.

( The information follows:)

BENEFITS OF THE PALEY COMMISSION REPORT

The President's Materials Policy Commission , generally known as the Paley

Commission , reported to President Truman in 1952. The benefits that have

grown out of its report are both general and specific.
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In general the report directed national attention to the crucial problem of

developing and utilizing our material resources, both from the point of view of

meeting our security requirements and of assuring the necessary resource base

for continued growth of the economy. It emphasized that the problem is not

necessarily exhaustion of our resources in the foreseeable future , but the threat

of having to secure materials at increasing real costs as the demand for them

grows and as available supplies slowly diminish in both quantity and quality.

To avoid even a gradual rise in real costs of materials that might result if

the Commission 's comprehensive long-range projections of materials' demand

were realized , the Commission especially emphasized the general need for vig

orous development of all technological possibilities through strong support of

research and development. Through both public and private financial support of

research and development, in continually increasing amounts since 1952, the Na

tion has clearly supported this basic policy advanced strongly by the Commission.

The Paley Commission also made 78 formal recommendations, as well as a

number of suggestions which were not formalized as recommendations. It has

not been possible to ascertain all the specific benefits that may have grown out

of the Commission 's report in the timeavailable. Nevertheless, several substan

tial and readily identifiable consequences are clear :

1 . Atomic Energy - The Commission 's encouragement of development of eco

nomical ways to obtain electric power from atomic sources, at the " maximum

level permitted by urgent security demands" subsequently stimulated and sup

ported legislation specifying the conditions under which electrical utilities could

operate commercially to benefit from atomic power research , development, and

production .

2 . Coal. - The Commission recommended that the Federal Government under

take with the cooperation of private industry, labor, and private research or

ganizations a thorough appraisal of present research and development work

relating to coal, and the formulation of a strong program to advance coal tech

nology to be carried out by a combination of private and public efforts. This

recommendation supported and no doubt encouraged establishment of the pro

gram of Interior 's Office of Coal Research , furthered in -house government re

search , and increased industry research efforts. Substantial advances in coal

research have subsequently been made.

3 . Small Mining Operations. The Commission recommended that legislation

be enacted to establish a long -run system of financial assistance to small mining

operations to support domestic prospecting for new deposits of minerals of stra

tegic importance for which domestic reserves are inadequate or for exploration

and development of known deposits of such minerals. Subsequently the basie

objectives of this recommendation were achieved by P . L . 85 - 701 ; the Defense

Minerals Exploration Administration was terminated on June 30, 1958, and aid

to small mining operations on a long-term basis has since continued .

4 . Percentage Depletion . - The Commission ' s recommendation that percentage

depletion be retained because of its strong inducement to risk capital to enter

mineral industries no doubt strengthened substantially the position of those who

favor percentage depletion , and this feature of the Internal Revenue Code has

been retained .

5 . Offshore Oil. - The Commission ' s recommendation that the Federal Govern .

ment encourage immediate exploration for oil on publicly owned offshore lands

no doubt encouraged enactment in 1953 of the Submerged Lands Act (43 U . S . C .

1301 et seq .)

6 . St. Lawrence Seaway. -- The Commission ' s strong recommendation that the

St. Lawrence seaway "be initiated in the near future for transportation pur

poses" added strength to groups supporting the seaway which Congress later

authorized .

7 . Hydroelectric Power. - The Commission ' s recommendation that " the Xa.

tion 's hydroelectric potential be developed as fully and as rapidly as is eco

nomically possible" added strength to groups who have long supported such

development.

Many of the formal recommendations of the Paley Commission related to in

creased levels of appropriations in support of on -going research and other pro

grams. The Commission's support was probably helpful in bringing about the

increased levels that have occurred .

In its informal advice, the Commission endorsed the view that water resources

development should be in " the form of basin programswhich deal with entire
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basins as units and which take into account all relevant purposes of water and

land development." This thought, together with its view that the Federal Gov

ernment should play a substantial role in water pollution abatement, was not

new then - to say nothing of now . But only in more recent years — with au

thorization of basin development programs such as the Colorado River Storage

Project, passage of the Federal Water Projects Recreation Act, and major water

pollution control legislation of this decade - have we begun as a Nation to ap

proximate in practice what the Paley Commission and others encouraged some

fifteen or more years ago .

PROGRESS UNDER THE WATER RESOURCES PLANNING ACT

Substantial progress has been made in implementation of the Water Re

sources Planning Act, including development of organizational arrangements, ap

propropriation of funds, establishment of procedures, and acquisition of staff for

further progress.

The Water Resources Council, established by Title I , has met ten times since

enactment of the Act in July 1965 . Immediately upon enactment and for the

first few months, Council meetings were focused almost solely upon considera

tion of emergency measures to combat the drought in the Northeastern States.

Subsequently, Council meetings were devoted to selection of an Executive Direc

tor, establishment of the Council Organization that is set forth in Part 701,

Chapter VI, Title 18 of the Code of Federal Regulations, and to other steps neces

sary for prompt and orderly implementation . In addition to meetings of Coun

cil members themselves, representatives of Council members have met fre

quently, at least once every two weeks.

TITLE WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL

By section 102 of Title I of the Act, the Council is directed to "maintain a

continuing study and prepare an assessment biennially . . . of the adequacy

of supplies of water necessary to meet the water requirements in each water

resource region in the United States and the national interest therein ." The

Council has decided upon plans and procedures for making the first national

assessment and has scheduled a report for completion at the end of 1967. This

report, based on available data , will establish the water situation for a base

year, identify current problem areas, and include projections of water require

ments for larger regions of the country. Long -run water management problems

will also be identified . In addition to national summaries, regional chapters are

being prepared by field personnel of member agencies and cooperating States.

Concurrently with the preparation of this first report, a more fundamental and

detailed analytic system , including plans for needed data , is being developed for

use in the preparation of subsequent national assessments. Research and data

requirements are being identified and discussed with the Office of Water Re

sources Research , Geological Survey , and Water Pollution Control Administra

tion of the U . S . Department of the Interior ; the Economic Research Service of

the U . S . Department of Agriculture ; the Corps of Engineers of the Department

of the Army ; the Office of Business Economics of the U . S . Department of Com

merce ; and several other agencies. And cooperative arrangements have been

made with the Office of Water Resources Research pointing toward possible

funding of research under Title II of the Water Resources Research Act for

development of improved analytical systems that would help the Council carry

out its continuing responsibility for national assessment.

The work of the Water Resources Council in the acquisition , organization , and

analysis of available information on the Nation 's water situation, and identifica

tion of water problems, is expected to be helpful to the proposed National Water

Commission if and when it is established . The information developed by the

Council, together with such supplementary information and analyses as the

Commission may desire , should be most useful to the Commission in making an

enrly start in its independent review and evaluation of nationalwater problems.

No duplication of effort is anticipated . The legislation proposed to establish the

National Water Commission clearly contemplates close cooperation and assist

ance of Federal agencies with the Commission .

Under section 103 of the Act, the Council is directed to establish , after con

xultation with appropriate interested Federaland non -Federal entities, and with
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approval of the President, principles, standards, and procedures for Federal par.

ticipation in comprehensive regional or river basin plans and for the formula

tion and evaluation of Federal water and related land resource projects . Tbe

principles, standards, and procedures for this purpose that were approved by

the President on May 15, 1962, and published as Senate Document No. 97, 87th

Congress, 2d Session , are considered to be in full force and effect, except as

they were modified with regard to the definition of primary direct navigation

benefits by the act establishing the Department of Transportation ( P . L . 89 -670 ) .

The Council has studies underway looking toward their clarification , expansion,

possible revision, and then establishment under section 103.

Under sections 102 and 103 of the Act, the Council has underway studies of

flood control planning criteria and various proposals for improved flood control

policy . This work stems from a Task Force Report on Flood Control Policy

which the President transmitted to the Congress on August 10, 1966 (House

Document No. 465 , 89th Congress, 2d Session ) . Consideration is also being given

to the implications for other flood control policy of the report on flood insurance

by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development which was transmitted

by the President to the Congress on August 12, 1966 (Committee Print No. 43.

House Committee on Public Works, 89th Congress, 20 Session ) .

Consistent with sections 102 and 103 of the Act and at the request of the

Bureau of the Budget, the Water Resources Council coordinates schedules.

budgets, and programs of Federal agencies in comprehensive interagency re

gional or river basin planning. Comprehensive framework studies to plan

major strategy for water resource development are underway in the Ohio , Mis.

souri, Pacific Northwest, Upper Mississippi, North Atlantic, Upper and Lower

Colorado, and California regions. Consistent with section 102 ( b ) of the Act.

the Council plans complete coverage of the United States with these comprehen

sive framework studies for large regions of the Nation by 1972. Under the aegis

of the Council, 15 more detailed comprehensive studies are also underway which

will result in a comprehensive plan and the identification of projects that should

he developed in the next 10 to 15 years.

TITLE 11 - RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS

Under Title II of the Act, the Governors of the concerned States have re

quested and the Council has recommended the establishment of river basin com

missions for New England, Great Lakes, Pacific Northwest, and Souris Red .

Rainy regions. The President established the Pacific Northwest River Basins

Commissioned by Executive Order 11331 on March 6 , 1967, and appointed Charles

W . Hodde of the State of Washington as Chairman. Establishment of the three

other commissions, and appointment of their chairman, is being actively pursued .

Governors of States within the Missouri River Basin and the Ohio River

Basin have requested establishment of commissions for those basins, but the

number so far is insufficient for Council action .

TITLE III - FINANCIAL GRANTS TO STATES

Under Title III of the Act, the Congress authorized the appropriation of

$ 5 ,000 ,000 per year for 10 years for 50-percent matching grants to States to

assist them in developing and participating in the development of comprehensive

water and related land resources plans." The Council developed and published

for review proposed Rules and Regulations, held three informal hearings in San

Francisco , Omaha , and Washington , D . C ., and then finally adopted Rules and

Regulations as published in Part 703 , Chapter VI, Title 18 of the Code of Fed

eral Regulations for the administration of the grant program . A Committee for

State Grants has been formed , with the approval of the President, to coordinate

the Title III program with other Federal programs in accordance with section

301 ( b ) of the Act.

For F . Y . 1967, the first year of the grant program , the Congress appropriated

$ 1. 750.000 . The Council received 46 applications, out of a potential 53 , and was

approved , thus far, 44 of the applications. Alaska and Puerto Rico are in

process of developing further and amending their applications. Of a total of

$ 1.603.910 in grants under approved applications, $ 1 , 146,221 has been disbursed to

date .
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The 44 States which have received grants in F . Y . 1967 , and the total amounts

for each , are : Arkansas, $ 40,910 ; California , $63,290 ; Colorado, $40 ,320 ; Dela

ware, $ 32,820 ; District of Columbia , $ 7 ,380 ; Florida , $ 26 ,240 ; Hawaii, $ 34 ,600 ;

Idaho , $ 43 ,450 ; Illinois, $ 43 , 100 ; Iowa, $ 38 ,130 ; Kansas, $ 39 ,200 ; Kentucky,

$ 45,280 ; Louisiana , $ 33,000 ; Maine, $ 19,000 ; Maryland, $ 34,050 ; Massachusetts,

$ 36 ,500 ; Michigan , $45 ,420 ; Minnesota , $ 26,000 ; Missouri, $41,720 ; Montana ,

$ 40 ,350 ; Nebraska , $ 37,980 ; Nevada $36 ,490 ; New Hampshire, $27,000 ; New

Jersey, $ 38, 120 ; New Mexico, $ 22,500 ; New York , $53,850 ; North Carolina ,

$ 43,900 ; North Dakota , $ 16 ,650 ; Ohio ; $47 ,590 ; Oklahoma, $ 24 ,930 ; Oregon ,

$ 44 ,560 ; Pennsylvania , $47,000 ; Rhode Island , $ 24 , 920 ; South Carolina , $ 45 ,170 ;

South Dakota , $21,300 ; Tennessee $41,710 ; Texas, $68,450 ; Utah, $ 38,580 ; Ver

mont, $25, 150 ; Virginia , $45,130 ; Washington, $25,000 ; Wisconsin , $39,890 ; West

Virginia , $30,600 ; and Wyoming, $ 26 ,680.

Mr. HOSMER. If my reference is correct, there are currently 53 dif

ferent separate individual sets of water commissions of one type or

another. It seems to me that the authorization of a 54th may not

be very advantageous, but your opinion is different, I know .

Has anyone introduced this bill that the Department sent up here

on the House side ?

Secretary UDALL . Not so far as I know .

Mr. HOSMER. It is not very popular, I guess. I suppose if intro

duced we will have to include it in our considerations. Does that

bill have anything about the Mexican Treaty obligation in it ?

Secretary UDALL. The bill that we have submitted does not discuss

the subject.

Mr. HOSMER. Do you feel that there should be a U . S . obligation ?

Secretary UDALL . This is my own personal feeling : I think most

ofmy people feel the same way, as far as the Colorado River is con

cerned , that we ought to see and assume this as a paramount national

obligation and that we ought to have, roughly, the same pattern on

the Colorado that we have on the Rio Grande, which is the other river

that this country shares with Mexico .

Mr. HOSMER . As Secretary of the Interior, is your opinion different

than your personal opinion ?

Secretary UDALL. I say that I am not here presenting an admin

istration position on it. I am giving you my personal view at this

moment.

Mr. HOSMER. Last year - Go ahead.

Secretary UDALL. That is all.

Mr. Hosmer. Last year , you brought up a regional water plan .

This year, you have brought up a more or less go- it-alone type of plan .

You used that terminology. Will you give us what help or benefit the

plan you now propose would be to the other basin States ?

Secretary UDALL . Congressman Hosmer, I do not think that the

plan that we have submitted here backsaway at all from the idea of

river basin planning.

Mr.HosMER. It just circles it.

Secretary UDALL . It does not at all. I want to keep the flag flying ,

with the help of the chairman of this committee, as was the case

4 years ago. The flag was run up then at a time when many people

did not see that the paramount water fact of life in the Colorado

River Basin was that the river was short and that a miscalculation

had been made in projecting future water supplies as a basis for the

division of its waters. Therefore, the entire basin needed to work
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together. I think we have a much broader basis of support for taking

whatever steps are necessary if the committee wants to take those

steps.

Mr. HOSMER. This is not in your bill ?

Secretary UDALL. What ?

Mr. HOSMER . This is not in your bill. What are you giving us ?

Some kind of a skeleton on which we can add onto to put on all of these

things ?

Secretary UDALL. The only significant difference is that last year

we proposed the basin account because we had to put Marble Canyon

into the basin account to financially assist the central Arizona project .

We have dropped Marble Canyon out now as it is not needed under

our current proposal. Wehave said to the committee that if you want

to create a basin account out of Hoover, Parker, and Davis revenues,

go ahead. Indeed , as I read the act that authorized Hoover Dam , a

basin accounthasalready been created .

I do not think that the administration has backed away for a mo

ment. I would notagree with that statement.

Regional planning and the river basin approach , including a basin

account is still the way out. It is the way to solve the big problems

that exist.

Mr. HOSMER. Last year, we had a plan in , at least, for a reservoir.

Wehad a study about importation schemes, which required determina

tion as to the feasibility.

Secretary UDALL. Our position on that is the same today as it was a

year ago

Mr. HOSMER. You do not wantto legislate it ?

Secretary UDALL . I think that the way to get a study started is to

turn the National Water Commission loose, to get them started . We

have lost a year on that.

Mr. HOSMER. The way you get it started ? There is not much to get

it underway. You keep talking in terms of 1990 as being the year in

which water importation on the Colorado will be required. Certainly,

there are some other elements that foreshorten that time, are there not ?

Secretary UDALL. Any estimate that anyone would make is merely

the best appraisalthathe can make, taking into account the many vari

able factors that are present. I suppose you can build a case for the

year 2000 or the year 1985 or the year 1980 , depending upon what as

sumptions you want to make.

Mr. HOSMER. We have heard quite a bit of talk from some of our

people about this relationship. Weknow that the Mexicansare on our

back constantly about the quality of the water that they get. Do you

not think that the quality problem alone is going to require somekind

of augmentation prior to 1990 ?

Secretary UDALL. I think that we are going to have to bemuch more

careful than we have been in the past with the water-quality problem .

Among other reasons, we are going to have to have water- quality

standards on our rivers, and we are going to clean up the water pollu

tion in our rivers, and we are going to be much more water- quality

conscious than we have been in the past.

I think that we have largely resolved the quality crisis that we have

had with Mexico, which relates to the Wellton -Mohawk project . The

situation is improving.
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So, I do not see any quality of water crisis with Mexico in the near

future if we do our work right in terms of cleaning up the Colorado.

Mr. HOSMER. You could not guarantee that we have these 2334

years, until 1990, to solve this problem ? You cannot guarantee that,

can you ?

Secretary UDALL. The two areas that have the most critical prob

lemsundoubtedly are California and Arizona . My people tell me that

Arizona will face a water crisis problem earlier than California .

Your State project will be on the line within the next 2 or 3 years.

There will be an infusion ofnew water.

Mr. HOSMER. You will recognize that in the Imperial Valley there

are several cities now that are taking water, far more polluted than

they should .

Secretary UDALL. I am afraid that I do not know what you have

reference to, but I do not see insurmountable water -quality problems

plaguing us in the next 20, 25 years. I think weare going to see many

facets of water quality improve, as a matter of fact.

Mr. HOSMER. But you will have to do something to do it , or to

have it, will you not. Something will have to be done on the Colorado

River, is that not correct ?

Secretary UDALL. To augment the river supply.

Mr.HOSMER. To handle the quality situation .

Secretary UDALL . I think that in the main this will mean better

management of the existing supplies and better treatment by cities

on the river.

This is one example : Yuma, Ariz., has no waste treatment at all for

its municipal sewage. It dumps it right into the river. That is part

of the problem . If it cleans up its discharge to the river as it will have

to do under the pollution program the water quality improves, rather

than diminishes. .

Mr. HOSMER. Suppose that it is below the intake for themunicipal

water , I imagine

Secretary Upall. I am afraid that I cannot give you all of the gory

details on that. (Laughter.]

Mr. HOSMER. Let ustake this 4 .4 for just a moment. I gather from

your statement that you are neither here nor there on that. It does

not include that ; is that right ?

Secretary UDALL. Our position on the 4 .4 is the same as it was be

fore. We have assumed , in all of our studies in the plan that we

presented to you , that Congress will adopt a 4 .4 priority. As to

whether the Congress should write this provision into the bill, we

think this is a matter between the two States and that this committee

is going to work the problem out. Wehave no objection if you work

out an agreement of one kind or another and put it in . There are

many kinds of 4.4 guarantees, I might say. I do not think it would

behoove us to try and tell the States what they should do in termsof

resolving this conflict between them .

Mr. HOSMER. As to the 4.4 guarantee, you find that the central

Arizona project will stay out of trouble regardless of whether it is

in or out ?

Secretary UDALL. That is right.

ed, in all of oui adopt a 4.4 Ponto the bill,

76 - 958 - 07 - 19
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Mr. HOSMER. You also say that there is no question that the Con

gress has the authority to legislate on it ?

Secretary UDALL. That is correct.

Mr. HOSMER. And you have no objection to the Congress doing so !

Secretary UDALL. Our position is just that.

Mr. HOSMER. One other phase here, and then I am through .

About this aqueduct. What size of aqueduct are you recommend

ing ?

Secretary UDALL. 2,500 cubic feet per second .

Mr. HOSMER. That was ballooned from some earlier figure that was

under consideration , wat it not ?

Secretary UDALL. We talked about 1,800 cubic feet per second .

Mr. HOSMER. And who is to pay the cost of the difference ?

Mr. DOMINY. It is all included in the project cost that will be

repaid from the municipal water user excess revenues and the irriga

tion returns, and from some power revenues under the prepayment

plan .

Mr.HOSMER . Does that pertain to this 33,000 cubic foot per second ?

Mr. DOMINY. I do not know anything about any 33,000 .

Mr. HOSMER. 3 ,000 feet.

Mr. DOMINY. 3 ,000 feet, yes. It would be basically the same. It

would have to be repaid from project revenues, regardless of what

size and what cost.

Mr. HOSMER. That means upping the price of the water ?

Mr. DOMINY. It might mean that.

Mr.HOSMER. And the property taxes in Arizona ?

Mr. DOMINY. What was that ?

Mr. HOSMER. Upping the taxes in Arizona.

Mr. DOMINY, As the Secretary testified the Department has pro

posed either an increase in themunicipal water rate or an ad valorem

tax or some combination of the two.

Mr. HOSMER. What power are you going to use to get the Arizona

Legislature to raise taxes if that is decided to be the way ?

Secretary UDALL. In most of our reclamation projects that require

water conservancy districts, the State is ready to face its responsi

bilities. I think you are going to find that the people of Arizona,

one way or the other, are quite ready to pay for the water. They

are not going to ask California or Nevada or New Mexico to pay for

it . They are quite ready to discharge their obligation in one way or

the other ; that is, repayment of the cost .

Mr. HOSMER . There was an editorial in one of the Arizona news

papers that screamed bloody murder about this , raising the water

rates, did it not ?

Mr. HOLUM . Can I interject myself here ?

Mr. HOSMER. Yes.

Mr. HOLUM . The Bureau of Reclamation has put the same stipula

tions on South Dakota . This is an established practice. The voters

were asked in the last general election to vote on the question of

whether or not, in South Dakota , they would be willing to pay an ad

valorem tax up to 1 mill, to carry themeasure. The vote carried by

over 80 percent. There were, actually, more people who voted on the

tax question in South Dakota for water development purposes than.

voted for theGovernor.
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Mr. HOSMER. You have to have the Arizona people vote on this .

I only gathered their inclinations from reading the newspapers.

Secretary UDALL. The only way I can interpret that I am familiar

with the newspaper comment that you have indicated — is that some

people think that they would rather have the water users pay it than

pay part of it by ad valorem taxes. You can do it either way. We

are not suggesting that you have to have a tax. I, personally, can

think of various systems of sharing the burden on a broader base ,

which makes some sense . Every propertyowner in these three Arizona

counties, whatever kind of property he has, is benefited by the fact

that he has a water floor under him , in our judgment it means that

the. value ofhis property is increased .

Mr. HOSMER. I take it that you do not want to be Senator from

Arizona.

Secretary UDALL. I am very happywhere I am .

Mr. HOSMER . Have you made any studies at all relative to what you

prefer to call the Bridge Canyon Dam in utilizing the pump-up stor

age and as to this nuclear power system and conventional power that

you are going to talk about, to increase by a considerable factor the

revenues from that dam alone ?

Secretary UDALL. The pump -back storage ?

Mr.HOSMER . Yes.

Secretary UDALL. Yes, wemade such studies.

Mr. HOSMER . Do they look pretty good ?

Mr. HOLUM . We havemade studies, a wide variety of studies. One

of the alternatives that we have considered was pump-back combined

with large nuclear plants. We did not get results that were favor

able . I would not want to suggest that we face the two or three years'

time that would be needed to perfect these studies, but the indications

were that it was going to be difficult to find the type of project that

would be useful.

Mr. HOSMER. It would seem that if you find a favorable study that

you would want to come up with like that, and if it was unfavorable,

you would not.

Mr. Holum . I think not. These were aboveboard studies. They

were all right in that respect .

Mr. HOSMER. Do you know anything about the tunnel, instead of

the aqueduct, which has not been under study since 1957, and the

other, the 1946 study ?

Secretary UDALL . We have not taken any new look at this subject

of tunneling.

Mr. Dominy. You mean a tunnel from the Grand Canyon to the

central Arizona area ?

We have in the past examined possible alternative routes, but the

presently proposed aqueduct proved themore economical.

Mr. HOSMER. A man named Ramsing , 325 West Cypress Street,

Phoenix, who is an engineer, said that it would cost $ 300 million and

$ 400 million for a tunnel alternative to an aqueduct.

Mr. DOMINY. Our studies do not show an advantage for the tunnel

plan.

Mr. Hosmer. You do have some kind of new group looking into

tunnels, do you not ?
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Mr. DOMINY. Wehave the new mole approach to tunnelbuilding in

some of our tunnel work now that is advancing the art of tunnelbuild

ing, as far as the time of construction is concerned , but I do not know

that it is reducing the cost substantially.

Mr. HOSMER. Since it has been 10 years ago, do you not think that

it is about timeto dust this off and take another look at it ?

Mr. DOMINY. Well, as I say, we keep a continuing check on these

things, Congressman Hosmer.

There is one other problem here. If we were to divert the water

from Lake Powell and move it south ,this would create some problems

under the compact, and would decrease the power revenues from down

stream power plants, and other things that have to be considered as

well. And this all has to be gone into, in the course of comparison

between these two plants.

Mr. HOSMER. I understand that there was some hydroelectric ca

pacity between Cornville and South .

Mr. DOMINY. There would be.

Mr. HOSMER. Thank you .

Mr. Johnson. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Oklahoma.

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Chairman , let me begin by saying that in

order to correct the situation that wehave here in the committee which

has, apparently ,made a lot of conversation , I will introduce the Secre

tary's bill here today so that we will have it before the committee in

the morning.

Mr. SAYLOR. Will you yield ?

Mr. EDMONDSON . Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. And that will be a bipartisan effort. Because I have

asked to have the same thing done. It will be on both sides of the

aisle.

Secretary UDALL. That will make the whole morning worthwhile .

Mr. EDMONDSON . Mr. Secretary, before you organize any further

celebrations you should know that I am interested in getting it before

the committee only for consideration , and that I have not reached a

firm conclusion as to what is the best course of action to follow in this

situation . I said on the opening day of the session that I was sym

pathetic to Arizona's very critical water shortage, and I thought that

it was imperative that we get some legislation out to meet that prob

lem .

The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Haley, informed you about Mr.

Di Luzio coming down there and thanking you for letting him come

down to Florida. I want to thank you for permitting Mrs . Udall to

comedown to Oklahoma to visit our Indian country.

She created quite a favorable impression , and was very graciously

received by the people of Oklahoma. I think shemade a lot of friends

for you and for the administration .

I have about two or three questions to ask . I do not think that

it will take more than 2 or 3 minutes.

In the first place , I am interested in knowing what the basic ques

tions are regarding Hualapai Dam that you believe should be sub

mitted to the NationalWater Commission .

Secretary UDALL . I think that the basic question , really, relates to

what the highest and best use of this region of the river is for the

long future best interests of the country . I can almost put it that
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simply. Is it so unique that it should become a part of our national

park system ? Is it such a good power site ? Is it so needed that

you ought to commit it for other use ?

I think this is, really , the big question that has already been very

thoroughly debated . Rather than rush into a decision on it, since the

dam is not needed — this is our basic view , let us take a little time

and analyze it and see what the water needs of the region are and

what other alternatives are available .

The modern method of making resource decisions is to look at al

ternatives and analyze the alternatives very thoroughly, not only on

the basis of economics , but on the basis of what one conceives to be

the long-term future of the country .

Mr. EDMONDSON . On that subject, you think that the National Wa

ter Commission in the charter contained in this legislation would be

a proper body to make that determination initially.

Secretary UDALL. No. All they can do is to make a recommenda

tion and an analysis . I think that their views on the value of a water

resource and its importance to the region could have a significant

bearing on the decision that will ultimately have to be made, and that

is right here.

Mr. UDALL. Will you yield on thatpoint ?

Mr. EDMONDSON . Yes.

Mr. UDALL. What single piece of information that we do not have

in these 1,800 pages of transcript and 3 years of hearings could the

NationalWater Commission come up with that we do not have now ?

That is thething that I am getting at.

Secretary UDALL. Quite frankly , I think much of the discussion up

to this point has been a discussion involving some passionate peo

ple . I would like to see some dispassionate people analyzed .

Mr. EDMONDSON . In your approach of the facts, you are looking for

objectivity ?

Secretary UDALL. There may be some factors that no one has given

consideration to . The considerations to this point have been related

to a dam versus park . There may be a lot of other factors that enter

in here. I am not at all sure that if we all backed off and gave it

some thought that there would not be some new things emerge in

the picture thatmight help usmake a decision on it.

Mr. EDMONDSON . Would it be an intrusion upon departmental pri

vacy to ask if there was a difference of opinion within the Depart

ment, between your outdoor recreation and park people, and your

reclamation people, as to the advisability of this ?

Secretary UDALL. I have a beautiful dispute within my Depart

ment, of course.

Mr. EDMONDSON. Basically, your reclamation people believe that

the dam is a good idea and should be built, and your outdoor recrea

tion park people disagree ?

Secretary UDALL. That is right. That is what makes my job so

happy. (Laughter.)

Mr. EDMONDSON . One further question in connection with what you

refer to as the WEST planning group, mentioned on page 4 of your

statement.

Secretary UDALL. Congressman Edmondson ,this is a group of utili

ties in southern California and the whole Colorado River Basin . It
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is somewhat similar to ,but not entirely similar to , a utility group that

has interconnections in the Oklahoma-Arizona area . It is a power

planning organization trying to determine how to build large nuclear

or thermal plants. Emphasis now ismostly on coal plants to provide

power for the whole region and on integration of transmission systems.

Mr. EDMONDSON. May I ask you if there hasbeen any groundwork

in this area toward an interchange of transmission facilities between

these power companies and between your REA's and yourmunicipal

companies, et cetera ?

Secretary UDALL. The whole objective is to get the most efficient,

economical generation system . They are already building three, or

have scheduled to build three plants , and this Page plant we are

talking about would be a fourth plant.

The whole pattern is already set. Weare merely proposing to you

the type of operation that has already been developed in the region .

Mr. EDMONDSON. Do you have reason to believe from the WEST

people that they would be willing to permit the use oftheir transmis

sion lines by the REA and the municipal power units if you entered

into this company with them to assist in the construction of this big

power unit ?

* Secretary UDALL. We have had many conversations with the

WEST group. Although we do not officially belong to the organi

zation , we are a very vital part of it, because we have control over

the rights-of-way. Wehave the coal resources which must be derel

oped . We control the water needed for cooling. Therefore, we are

an integral part of the organization . I do have a letter, Mr. Chair

man , that I would like to put into the record at this point, dated 2

or 3 days ago, from the three key members of theWEST organization ,

indicating that they think that the chance of negotiating the type of

prepaymentagreement ishighly feasible.

Mr. EDMONDSON . That letter includes their willingness to permit

the use of their transmission lines ?

Secretary UDALL. On a joint basis, yes.

Mr. EDMONDSON . By theREA 's and the like ?

Secretary UDALL . You are now talkingaboutthat.

Mr. EDMONDSON . And the power groups on a local basis ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman Edmondson , the thing that makes

it a unique organization is that membership is not limited to the pri

vate utilities. The municipals, Salt River project, the city of Los

Angeles, and the REA 's and G . & T .'s also belong to WEST. So, we

are striving to get a completely integrated organization , where power

should move and movemost economically.

Mr. EDMONDSON . Thank you.

Mr. JOHNSON . You heard the request of the Secretary. You hare

all received a copy ofthe letter referred to .

Is there any objection to including it in the record ?

Hearing none, it is so ordered .

Mr. SAYLOR. I move that it be made a part of the record . I may

have some questions aboutthis at a later time.

Mr. Johnson . Hearing no objection , the letter will appear in the

record at this point.

( The letter dated March 10 , 1967, follows:)
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ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE CO .,

March 10, 1967 .

The Honorable STEWART L . UDALL ,

Secretary of the Interior ,

Departmentof the Interior, Washington , D .C .

DEAR MR. SECRETARY : As you know , WEST Associates is now made up of some

22 public and private electric utilities in the West. This group has made great

strides in cooperative planning of electric resources, and this planning has and

will continue to provide benefits to the electric power consumers of the Western

United States. The Department of Interior' s cooperation in connection with the

plants at Four Corners and Mohave have contributed to these efforts.

As you recall, on November 22 , 1966 , Salt River Project of Arizona, Southern

California Edison Company and Arizona Public Service all of whom are mem

bers of WEST - wrote to you and stated we were considering building a large

coal-fired steam electric generating station in the vicinity of Page, Arizona , in

which we contemplated the use of coal located on Indian Reservations and the

use of Arizona Upper Basin water which has not been put to beneficial use. We

indicated we would like to negotiate for the use of this water for the proposed

Page plant and further, if appropriate assurance for the use of the water could

be worked out, we would proceed with our investigation and studies necessary

to determine the feasibility of the project. We also stated we would negotiate

arrangements with appropriate entities, including Indian Tribal Councils and

the State of Arizona, as well as your Department.

Following this letter, discussions were held among representatives of our

three utilities and you in which we repeated our interest in a proposed plant

near Page. At that time you stated the Administration was studying a number

of different combinations of hydro and / or thermal power as sources for the

Central Arizona Project pumping requirements. Further, you said that the

Administration would be making its recommendation on the lower Colorado

legislation , following completion of these studies . You asked for an indication

of our willingness to cooperate in helping work out power arrangements,whether

the power source be thermal or hydro. We stated at that time it was impossible

to give anything more than a general assurance of cooperation until a specfiic

plan is presented on the basis of which details could be worked out. At that

meeting we outlined to you the factors involved in marketing large blocks of

low load factor hydro power, transmission distance between point of production

and load centers, integration of large units into resource schedules and the

economies involved in large scale thermal plants .

Since that time, the Administration 's proposal on the Lower Colorado River

Legislation has been announced and involves a prepayment purchase of power

and transmission service from a thermal plant as a source of pumping power

for the Central Arizona Project. You have asked for our opinion as to whether

such a prepayment and allocation of power for pumping from a large thermal

plant would be feasible and whether we would cooperate in connection with our

proposed construction of the Page plant. We think that such a plan is feasible

and we will cooperate in attempting to work out a satisfactory solution . As

we stated to you in our earlier discussions, we are not in a position to advocate

what power features will be the best solution for the water considerations in

volved in the Lower Colorado legislation , which involves many different water

agencies and states with diverse interests. We are merely stating we think the

power solution proposed by the Administration is feasible and is capable of being

worked out to the mutual satisfacton of the entities involved .

So there will be no misunderstanding, if we are asked to comment on other

proposals on the Lower Colorado which involve hydro development, and there

fore other factors, we would also state our intention to cooperate, as we did in

our earlier meeting with you referred to above. I would expect the utilities

would be pleased to undertake joint studies concerning the marketing of power

produced from any hydro development power features that may be adopted in

auy Lower Colorado River legislation .

Sincerely yours,

WALTER LUSKING .
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Mr. JOHNSON . The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Kansas.

Mr. SKUBITZ. I have no questions. I yield my time back to Mr.

Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR. Yesterday, we had the senior Senator from California

before this committee. He had a very sound statement. He suggested

that if the central Arizona project were authorized by this commit

tee that anything above 1,800 cubic feet per second would have to be

paid for by the people from Arizona on their own, and that it could

not be included in the generalblend that we have.

It seems to me that a few days ago we had the Bureau of Reclama

tion before our committee requesting an enlargement of a canal in

California , and that recommendation said that it should be paid for

by the Federal Government.

Now , do you know , or do any one of the people you have around

you know , of any other case where the Bureau of Reclamation has

changed its plan and increased the size and capacity of a unit , of any

reclamation project, that the local people were called upon to pay that

increased cost on their own and not to make it a charge against the

project itself ?

Mr. Dominy. As you well know , from your long years on this com

mittee, each of the projects is a separate entity and planned to handle

a custom -built situation . For instance, the Tehama-Colussa canal

that you refer to in California is one that will serve a number of

irrigation districts, and this enlargement would be embodied into the

Central Valley project cost and paid for out of the returns of the

sales of the water for irrigation , for municipal water, and for power.

Certainly, that is the way the administration feels the central Ari.

zona project should be handled ,too.

The reason wehave increased from 1,800 second-feet up to 2,500

second - feet is recognizing that in the early years there is more water

available. Since we have a ground water mining problem , the more

water we can put through that aqueduct in the early years when

it is available in the river, themore we can alleviate the overmining

of ground water to that extent.

So, up to reasonable amounts, the larger an aqueduct, the more im

portant it becomes in solving the problem of the central Arizona

area. And with the 4 .4 guarantee to California , which our present

plans are predicated upon , the 2 ,500 -second- foot canal does come out

to be a sound investment in the total project planned .

Mr. SAYLOR . And you have included in your plans which you have

presented to this committee a study of the 2,500 feet !

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. In the canal ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. And that, in the opinion of the Bureau of Reclama

tion can be paid for by the water users of Arizona and that this would

be a feasible project meeting the regular standards of the Reclamation

Project Act of 1939 and its amendments ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct. It would be paid out of the sale

of the water to irrigation and municipal users and by the power pre

payment plan .
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Mr. SAYLOR. The tunneling which has been referred to was sug.

gested at the time that the Upper Colorado River project was con

sidered before this committee . Now , if the tunnels are to be built,

it is my understanding that they would be built and they would take

water out of Lake Powell — Is this correct ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is one possibility . As a matter of fact, in the

very early days of planning for this central Arizona project, which

go clear back to the 1920's and the 1930 's, the studies did include de

tailed examination of gravity diversion from either the Bridge Canyon

Dam site location or by a large tunnel route from the vicinity of

the Glen or the Marble Canyon locations, and it has been possible

for us to update those to the present day costs and to keep currently

informed as to the economics. Comparing those routes involving

tunnels and the aqueduct pumping routes it hasbeen decided that the

aqueduct pumping route is themost optimum way to get the water into

the centralArizona project area .

Mr. SAYLOR. If water were taken from Lake Powell, this would

necessitate a change in the Upper Colorado River Authorization Act ;
is that not correct ?

Mr. DOMINY. There would have to be a recognition that the water

pulled out of there could not be delivered at Lee Ferry. That is

where the compact measurement is made. It would involve a con

sideration of evaporation and power losses, and it would be com

plicated but that is not the main reason that we abandoned the tun

nel plans. It was on the basis of cost when the lost power head and

other things were taken into account.

Mr. SAYLOR . What is the present storage capacity, the percentage

of storage capacity in Hoover Dam and in Glen Canyon Dam ?

Mr. DOMINY. The Hoover Dam has a maximum capacity of about

29,000 ,000 acre-feet, and it is right in the 15 ,500,000 acre-foot level now .

Glen Canyon-Lake Powell has a maximum capacity of about

27 million acre- feet, and we have about 7 .5 million acre -feet in Lake

Powell now .

Mr. SAYLOR. So that if those two dams are ever filled to capacity ,

Mother Nature would have to give you a full year's supply to fill

Hoover Dam and would have to give you ,basically, 2 full years' supply

to fill Lake Powell .

Mr. DOMINY. We need , of course, a repetition of the runoff back

in the 1920 's. Whenever we get a period of years like that, we will

have both reservoirs full, but we have ample prospects of sufficient

water to meet all of the needs of the river and to keep both projects at

reasonable heads for power.

As a matter of fact, Hoover is at rated head. With the spring

floods coming, the snowmelts, we have a March 1 forecast, based on

the precipitation to date of a normal runoff on the Colorado River that

assumed , of course, normal precipitation for March , April, and May.

This will bring us up to the rated head at Lake Powelì. We did not

quite make it last year. Wehave had to pull it down somethis winter,

because last year was a very poor runoff year. With an average run

off this year we will get up to rated head this year, and we hope, of

course, to hold both projects at rated head from now on , depending on

what nature givesusin the way of runoff.

-
-
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Mr. SAYLOR. I just want to say to you,Mr. Dominy, that the things,

the figures, that you have relied upon since 1920, are figures when the

methods of measuring the flow were very inadequate, and to develop

the original compact those figures were used , and that great engineers

and other people certainly relied on those facts which have not been

duplicated from that time down until now .

Thank you .

I want to say this ,Mr. Dominy,off the record.

Mr. JOHNSON . Off the record .

(Discussion was had outside the record .)

Mr. JOHNSON. Back on the record .

Letmesay that the reference maps entitled “ Colorado River Basin

Project ” to which reference hasbeen made will be placed in the files of

the committee.

The subcommittee will recess until 2 o 'clock this afternoon ; so, there

fore will you gentlemen be so kind as to return , and we will start at that

time, with the questioning byMr.Udall of Arizona .

(Whereupon , at 12 :15 p .m ., a recess was taken until 2 p . m . this

same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. JOHNSON . The Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation

will cometo order.

The Secretary and his group have arrived now and the gentleman

from Arizona,Mr.Morris K . Udall .

STATEMENT OF HON. STEWART L. UDALL, SECRETARY, U .S. DE

PARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ; ACCOMPANIED BY ASSISTANT

SECRETARY KENNETH HOLUM ; COMMISSIONER FLOYD E .

DOMINY, BUREAU OF RECLAMATION ; ASSISTANT COMMIS

SIONER N . B . BENNETT, JR ., BUREAU OF RECLAMATION ; ED

WARD WEINBERG , DEPUTY SOLICITOR ; DANIEL MCCARTHY,

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION ; AND C . A . PUGH , BUREAU OF REC

LAMATION — Resumed

Mr. UDALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. So that the Secretary and

his defensive array alined in the new 3 - 5 -4 formation can relax during

this penetrating inquisition , I will advise him in advance that they

will not be required to undergo visual tests, knee bends, deep breathing

exercises or any other medical procedures.

I just want to get some facts clear. For the record , first,Mr. Chair

man, in the light of Mr. Hosmer's remarks about the Department not

giving a " dam " for Ronald Reagan , is it not true, Mr. Secretary , that

in this year of our Lord 1967 you and your Department do not give a

“ dam ” for “Mo” Udall.

Secretary Udall. We are trying to be impartial, Congressman .

(Laughter. ]

Mr. UDALL. On page 4 of your statement, if I may be forgiven for

reverting back to the subject of your testimony here, for a moment, in

the first paragraph you say, " I am confident that once established , a

NationalWater Commission will of necessity give urgent attention to
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the problems of the Colorado River Basin ." One of the things that

Arizona and California and the basin States agreed upon that really

made possible this historic compromise and partnership that we had

last year was that, if Arizona was to go ahead with the central Arizona

project, we would do two things: first getting a bank account, a basin

fund, which we no longer have under the plan the Department pro

poses, and second, that wewould begin really meaningful studies about

augmenting what all now agree is a short river, a fact you emphasized
this morning.

One of the things that disturbs someof ourwater leaders in Arizona

is the real question of whether the National Water Commission

which is included in mybill — will really get on with the problem of de

termining these two things that we are concerned about, whether it is

really feasible to move water a thousand miles or 1,500 miles,whether

the Engineers can come up with the answers to do it, and secondly,

whether we can pay for it, whether we can deliver it down there at a

cost that we can afford to pay. I guess the question I want to ask is :

Do you really sincerely feel that the National Water Commission will

be a step in that direction to getting answers to those questions or

whether it will simply be as so many fear, another 5 or 6 years of

delay ?

Secretary UDALL. Well, there are many who feel that, for example,

we have not done nearly as much work as we should in the past in

termsof the economics ofwater and the different alternatives of water

resourcedevelopment. I think, I say this to the Commissioner Dominy

and his people , that they have learned a lot in the last 6 months and

are much more sophisticated about water economics than was previ

ously the case as a result of the very exhaustive studies that we carried

out. I believe that a National Water Commission properly staffed

would certainly look at all of the alternatives that have been talked

about and maybe some we have not talked about. I do not know any

that have not been discussed . They would look at them from the

economic point of view . They would notmake the type of engineering

studies that the Bureau of Reclamation would make. That would be

at a later stage .

But I think they would give the Nation some guidelines that we do

not have at the present time and that this would be certainly a step

in the right direction .

The other point I would underscore, the one that I insisted on

making to Congressman Hosmer this morning, is that I think for

tunately we do have enough time so that 5 years is not a crucial time

period , providing we begin now and move aggressively on it. I am

confident that any National Water Commission , worthy of the name,

is certainly going to give urgent attention to the needs of the driest

andmost water-short area in the country.

Mr. UDALL. Well, let me come to that point asmy next question .

Someof our people, some of the people I have talked to say, “ All right,

the practical situation is such that we are not going to have a begin

ning of these meaningful studies ofaugmenting the river from outside

the basin unless the National Water Commission does the job.” And

they say, " Then what is wrong with language such as the language in

my bill which says that this Commission shall give a priority to the

Southwest ? "
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You are going to call in a management expert to look at your farm

and he is going to talk about crop patterns and long-term needs and

conditions of soil but the first thing you would want him to do is give

you someadvice on the barn that leaks and the cow in the bog .

What is wrong with language directing the National Water Com

mission to give some priority to its study of this most urgently short

area ?

Secretary UDALL. I do not think that we consider this a point of

great importance. I think if you appointed a National Commission

to look at the Nation 's health , it would necessarily concentrate a great

dealofits attention on cancer and heart disease and things of thatkind.

In other words, it would concentrate on themain problems.

I think this has been really more an exercise in semantics than

reality because I think any National Water Commission worthy of

the name is going to have to give paramount attention to the main

problems of the country. I think that these are pretty well understood

by everyone who is familiar with national water needs.

Mr. UDALL. The gentleman from Colorado this morning made a

point that I thought might have considerable merit . You have na

tional commissions and study groups this hasbecome a very popular

device. One of the things he has pioneered in the Public Land Law

Review Commission and in ORRC is that on such a commission you

place at least a few Members of the Congress, so that when the recom

mendations come back to Congress for action you have sitting right in

the room with the people who make the decisions some people who

participated in the studies.

Secretary UDALL. I cannot very well argue with this point because

I think one of the most successfulnational commissions that we have

had since I came to town 12 years ago, is the Outdoor Recreation

Review Commission . In effect, a concensus.

The reason why quite frankly I do not think this would work in

terms of the water problem , is that we have for the first time the

possibility of studying or of analyzing the possibility ofmoving water

between regions. If you were to have that type of commission you

would probably have people from the Northwest, and from the South

west clamoring to get on it, and you would carry your argument that

you have right here on to the Commission .

I think that is the reason that a dispassionate study is needed .

From my point of view - I say this as Secretary of the Interior, but

looking from the part of the country I am from — since Senator Jack

son and the people from the Northwest have said that they think the

way to begin studying these larger problems is to have a National

Water Commission, this offers an opportunity for the people in the

Southwest to say, well, all right, if that is the way you think it

should be done rather than sit and argue for 5 years, let us get

started. This, I think , is again a sound argument for using this ap

proach to what is a new and cannot help but be a controversial problem .

Mr. UDALL. I testified with my Arizona colleagues yesterday that

because we felt our bill was a little bit too big last year we liad tried

to cut the bill down this year. You and the Department have been

criticized for supposedly abandoning a regional plan, abandoning the

regional features that were part of last year's bill. And the reason
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we eliminated such things as the feasibility studies of the Northwest

importations, and so on , from this bill was to avoid opposition and

controversy .

But it seems to me that we ought to include in any legislation those

intrabasin things, those things right in the Colorado, States that look

to the future and that can be done now : things like water salvage,

things like a basin fund, things like weather modification studies in

the basin , such things as desalting techniques, studies of augmentation

from northern California , and how these could help alleviate short

ages in the basin .

Does the administration object to going in this legislation as far as

we can practically go now , having asmany of these things as possible

in the legislation ?

Secretary UDALL. I have already made it clear as far as the basin

fund including Hoover and Parker-Davis , we have no objection to that

as one step . As far as weather modification is concerned , we have a

vigorous research program going. We are probably 10 years away,

perhaps, our people tell us, from really large- scale applications.

I think the most important thing there is to support the research .

As far as water salvage, I think again here are things as you point

out that we can do right now that we do not need to wait on , and the

committees might very well want to direct us to move on some of these

fronts .

As far as northern California studies are concerned these really are

matters up to the committee's judgment, whatever you can work out.

Certainly we would not have any serious argument with moving for

ward action that is underway right now to improvewater conservation

and watermanagement practices.

Mr. ASPINALL. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. UDALL . I yield to the gentleman .

Mr. ASPINALL. In fact, with the exception of the weather modifica

tion program and the Office of Saline Water program you would have

that authority presently , in all of your authority up and down the

river, would you not ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes .

Mr. ASPINALL. All right. Now , with the Water Resources Plan

ning Act that I referred to this morning, you have got the authority to

make that study right in your own Department, have you not ? Or

right within the people that are involved in resources on the Colorado

River Basin ,have you not ?

Secretary UDALL. Wehave, as the chairman points out, ongoing au

thority to do certain things. The limit on most of these things is a

question ofhow much money wehave to carry out particular programs,

but I do not want to give the committee the impression that we are not

concerned about and we are not active right today in terms of im

proving water conservation , in termsof improving water management.

Wehave made big strides toward licking the saline water problem

that bothered Mexico. I want to commend the Imperial Irrigation

District for its actions as a result of the water shortage problem we

had 2 years ago . They are using less water. They are using better

water conservation practices. So, we are conserving water and im

proving our programs right now and I think we must continue.
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Mr. UDALL . Well, to close this particular discussion ,Mr. Ely said

yesterday, and it has always been California 's position that reasonable

studies even in the feasibility grade of bringing northern California

water into the Colorado River Basin could go forward , you would

have no objections if the committee wanted you to include in this year 's

legislation this and other things to which there is no great opposition

at this time.

Secretary UDALL. I think the one caveate I would certainly have

relates to the one very large problem involved when you startmoving

water from one river basin or one region to another. This is where

the National Water Commission study should be most useful, and

most vital. Whether you want to have some kind of studies going

forward in these other areas, frankly, wehave not given this too much

thought up to this point. I would simply say we are discussing what

might move forward in an orderly way so that we do not just sit back

and do nothing for the 5 -year period but that we are ready as part

of our planning process to sit down and lay out alternatives, look at

the economics, and know what answers are best.

Mr. UDALL. The point I wasmaking was that in last year's bill we

had a six - or seven -pronged attack on thewater problemsof the region ,

and we have had to retreat on this one point. Feasibility, reconnais

sance grade studies as far as my bill is concerned in the Northwest

would be taken out but it seems to me, we could still go ahead with

the five or six prongs that are left . This was what I wanted to get

the Department's thinking on .

I have just a couple of inquiries for Mr. Dominy here and then I

will be done. Mr. Dominy, it was called to my attention the other

day, and I was surprised and wanted to confirm this because I have

not seen any full-page ads attacking it at any time— that there is now

and has been for 30 years in Grand Canyon National Park a hydro

electric plant at Roaring Springs that serves the north Rio Grande

Canyon ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, sir.

Mr. UDALL. Operated by the National Park Service, of all things !

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, sir. There is a small teakettle there that does

that job .

Mr. UDALL . I wanted the record to show that.

Next, in response to some questions this morning , you projected

potential water supply or probable water supply for the central

Arizona project into the 21st century, talking about 50 years and then

beyond that. Those figures I want to make it clear were based upon

the existence of the 4 .4 guarantee to California of the type we had

last year ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct. To make it abundantly clear to the

committee, those figuresare based on the 4 .4 guarantee, a 2 ,500 -second

foot aqueduct as the available conveyance channel as far as capacity

is concerned, and average runoff over the hydroelectric cycle that we

are discussing.

Mr. UDALL. And , if similar computations were made without a 4 .4

guarantee or presuming some other kind of allocation in times of

shortage, central Arizona aqueduct might have even more water than

that, all without taking additional water from the upper basin .
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Mr. DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. UDALL. Now , I want to make this abundantly clear, too , par

ticularly for any new members of the committee who were not with us

last year. Even if we had a 4 .4 priority for California , even assum

ing we do not augment the river with a drop of water, even assuming

that the upper basin puts to use its full entitlement under the compact,

even assuming river runoff of the kind we have had in the last 20 or

30 years, the central Arizona project is feasible.

Mr. ASPINALL. Ifmy colleague will yield

Mr. UDALL . And will pay out and has a favorable cost -benefit ratio .

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct ; it would be an economically justified

project.

Mr. ASPINALL. I think your assumptions should be that the lower

basin would be willing to abide by its entitlement under the Colorado

River compact rather than any assumption about what is going to

happen in the upper basin .

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman , we have always made that assumption

and plugging that assumption , that further assumption into my ques

tion , it is still feasible , still pays out.

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. UDALL . Still has a good cost-benefit ratio ?

Mr. DOMINY. Wehave certainly in all of our calculations assumed

the full development of the upper basin in accordance with the com

pact commitments.

Mr. ASPINALL . If my colleague will yield again , this does not

assume, however , thatthe facility or facilities would be permitted to

make full use of all of their benefits and infinitum into the future

for the benefit of Arizona . In other words, there is a stopping place —

someplace where thebenefits to Arizona are going to be limited .

Mr. DOMINY. Well, this is correct. As the upper basin States put

their water to work there is going to be less water available to the

central Arizona project and we have assumed this.

Mr. ASPINALL . This does not assume any additional burdens upon

the value and the benefits to be derived from Lake Powell and Lake

Mead , other than those that would be guaranteed under the filling

criteria that is proposed in the legislation .

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Dominy, while I have not embraced the Depart

ment's prepayment plan as has the acting pro tem Johnson adminis

tration majority leader [Mr. Saylor ] , as he indicated this morning, I

wanted to correct what may have been a false impression left this

morning when we were discussing prepayment planning. Under last

vear' s bill, for example , with the two dams or under my bill with one

dam , was it ever contemplated that this high -cost, high -value, hydro

power would be used for thepumping ?

Mr. DOMINY. Only to a degree, sir.

Mr. UDALL. You were going to trade that off somehow ?

Mr.DOMINY. That is possible . Wewould use the peaking power for

punping during on peak periods and we would , of course, sell the re

maining peaking power to the interconnected power grid at peaking

rates. Wewould buy offpeak baseload power at baseload rates for off

peak pumping or even trade on peak for offpeak .
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Mr. UDALL. Could you trade these high value hydrokilowatts for

two or three steam kilowatts if you were using off pumping ?

Mr. Dominy. Maybe not quite thatmuch but certainly at a distinct

advantage.

Mr.UDALL. Right.

Mr. ASPINALL. Do you see , at any time in the future - 1975 , 1980,

or beyond that — that you willhave an oversupply of this kind of power,

hydroelectric power, as far as the whole region is concerned ? Would

this give you any additional problem because of too much of this kind

of power ?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir. In all of the projects that the Bonneville

Power Administration administers , the Central Valley project, the

Missouri River Basin project and all of the interconnected systems,

peaking power is a marketable commodity. Wedo not think we will

ever have too much of it .

Mr. ASPINALL . It will not work to the disadvantage of the power

generation at Glen Canyon or power generation at Hoover, Parker

Davis, or anything like that ? This would economically fit in to the

needsofthe region .

Mr. DOMINY. That is our judgment, based on the forecasts that we

have.

Mr. UDALL. One final subject, Mr. Dominy. There is an Arizonan

here who has contacted me and perhaps other members of the com

mittee . His subject came up this morning , about digging a gravity

tunnel from Glen Canyon Dam and dumping the water into the Verile

River as an alternate means of getting the water into central Arizona.

This on the face of it, has great advantages. You do not have evapora

tion . Once the tunnel is dug the water flows by gravity .

What is your answer to the suggestion that we ought to go in that

direction ?

Mr. DOMINY. I think I have very littlemore to add to what I covered

this morning, Congressman Udall, except to point out this involves

some 145 miles of tunnel, some of which would be 5 ,000 feet below

the surface elevation, and that obviously it is impossible for any geol

ogist or engineer to predict with any kind of certainty what you would

encounter within the length of 145 miles under unknown terrain in

an area known to have faults and known to have volcanic activity as

a history. We obviously have to weigh our estimates with a great deal

of contingency factor because we could very well run into the very

problemsthat someother tunneling efforts ofmuch shorter range have

run into such as tremendous voids in the earth , tremendous quantities

of hot water, for example, to treat with , and caverns that take great

quantities of water or concrete to fill as you line the tunnel, and all that

sort of thing.

Mr. UDALL. Is there anything of this magnitude

Mr. HOSMER. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. UDALL. Just a moment. Is there anything of this magnitude

anywhere in the world , a tunnel of this kind ?

Mr. Dominy. Nottomy knowledge; no, sir.

Mr. HOSMER. I think there are 90 miles of tunnel over on the other

sideofthe river in the Los Angeles aqueduct .

Mr. UDALL. Is this continuous tunnel?
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Mr. DOMINY. No. There are tunnel sections in the aqueduct. There

are tunnel sections on our aqueduct, too.

Mr. HOSMER. All of these horrors that you conjured up , you do not

know whether they exist or not, these voids and steam and all that ?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir. We just recognize that in 145 miles of tunnel

as much as 5 ,000 feet below the surface that there are unknown cir

cumstances that we cannot predict with accuracy, and we do know

of some tunneling efforts in this general vicinity that ran into prob

lems and had to be abandoned , for example, because of these very

things.

Mr. HOSMER. Is it not a fact that some of the mines in Arizona are

operating below the 5 ,000- foot level !

Mr. DOMINY. Certainly. I assume

Mr. UDALL . Oh , yes.

Mr. DOMINY. I assume there are some. But they do not stretch for

145 miles into unknown territory .

Mr. HOSMER. Is it not a fact that the geological exploration tech

niques by airplane, seismic means, and so forth , have been vastly

improved in the last decade ?

Mr. DOMINY. All this is true.

Mr. HOSMER . Is it not a fact that I used to get after the geology

at Glen Canyon and you used to say it was good ? Now we are

just in reverse positions.

Mr. DOMINY. Well, as a matter of fact, I remember the first time

you walked out on Glen Canyon Dam and I was surprised that you

felt safe when you did so , based on your previous testimony, but

Mr. HOSMER. After seeing the Secretary drinking that chinle shale ,

I had my confidence restored. I do not know how he felt.

Mr. DOMINY. No. I do not mean to say that if the Congress

decided that the proper way to proceed would be to go the tunnel

route, we certainly would be happy to undertake it. We are not

recommending it because all of our judgment indicates that the

pumping out of Havasu

Mr. HOSMER . You have not spent any money on it in the last

10 years, do not intend to spend any. You want to build an aque

duct and do not want to have anything to do with a tunnel. We

understand that. Thank you .

Mr. DOMINY. Well, I do not believe I want to let it rest just there,

Congressman Hosmer.

Mr.HOSMER. Do you want to bury it deeper ?

Mr. UDALL. I yield to the administration 's leader pro tem .

Mr. SAYLOR. I just want to say to my colleague from Arizona that

you said you were going to put a tunnel underground. My first ques

tion to you was, Is there any place to put a tunnel but underground ?

But this colloquy remindsme of debate which I understand is taking

place at the present time between France and England trying to

determine whether or not there should be a tunnel placed under the

channel that goes between those two countries. And they had bids

submitted and most of them were in astronomical figures, in the

billions.

But it seems that Alphonse and Gaston , two brothers, submitted a

bid of $200,000 and they were called in by the people because it was

78 - 955– 67 — 20
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you would Tould happe
n
toward t)

VI .

such a low bid and they wanted to know how it was done and they

said , very easily , Alphonse started on the French side and Gaston

started on the English side, and they drove toward the center. And

the question was asked , What would happen if you missed ? And he

said , “ Very simple , you would then have two tunnels.” (Laughter. ]

Now , we might have the same thing happen . You are going to

take twice that amount of water out of Lake Mead , with two tunnels ,

and then Arizona would be getting its full share of 2.8 and maybe

California would have something to worry about in that 4 .4 guarantee.

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Dominy, I want to close out this discussion , but I

want to have something on the record . What you are saying is , it is

the known versus the unknown. You know what you can do with

aqueducts and what your costs are if everything worked just lovely .

But with this tunnel project it might be very good but the risks of

going that route are such that you would not want to gamble a half

billion dollars on this .

Mr. DOMINY. I would agree with that and add one thing more .

Even though you assumed everthing favorable on the tunnel, it still

would not be as economic a means as to divert from Lake Havasu

and go by

Mr. UDALL. I want you to know that the Phelps-Dodge Co . gave

up on a tunnel in this same area ofnorthern Arizona just off the Verde

River because of troubles they ran into in tunneling just a very few

miles.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Utah , Mr. Burton .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Thank you , Mr. Chairman. Last summer

Commissioner Dominy and I dedicated a dam at Joe's Valley, Utah ,

which leads me to think maybe I am the only man on the committee

the Secretary does give a " dam " for.

Mr. Dominy, in your statement a year and a half ago before the

committee, you pointed out the Dixie project in Utah was included for

participation in the Lower Colorado River Basin fund.

Now , in H . R . 3300 and H . R . 9 there is no section similar to 309 .

Would the Department have any objection to , at the appropriate time,

us putting that back in the legislation ?

Mr.UdalL. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. BURTON of Utah. I would be happy to.

Mr. UDALL. That section is in my bill H . R . 9. I think I gave instruc

tions to mylawyers to put it in there. If it is not, heads will roll .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . There is no reason the

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , let me explain it this way. Wehad

no objection to this last year. The only thing is , of course , you need

a basin account to tie it to , and, therefore, if the committee decides

to go ahead and create a contingent basin account out of Hoover,

Parker -Davis revenues then this language could be written in and

you have your project tied to that basin account for pay out purposes.

Mr. UDALL. Will the gentleman yield ? Page 23, line 21, it is in

there and I will fight to keep it in there.

Mr. BURTON ofUtah. Well, I am just going to switch rightoff H .R .

3300 and get over on H . R . 9 then .

Mr. DOMINY. If you look at H . R . 3300 you will find the same lan

guage.
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Mr. BURTON of Utah . I thank the gentleman .

Mr. Secretary, as a fine lawyer and legislator , now administrator, is

there anything in your judgment, in any of these bills , that in any way

disturbs the allocation under the Colorado River compact between

any of the States separately, or between the twobasins ?

Secretary UDALL. I think I would have to answer categorically, no ,

that I do not think there is anything that disturbs the compact between

the Statesand the allocation .

Mr. BURTON of Utah. The rights of each State individually and in

both basins remain intact and we are not basically altering the com

pact ?

Secretary UDALL . I think this had to be a very basic considering in

all of our planning and I think that you will find that there is nothing

in the plan that does disturb those relationships.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Thank you. I would like to ask Mr. Dominy

a question. A year or two ago the Bureau testified to this committee

that themost economical powerplants that could be put on the river for

this project would be the hydroplants. You gave us a number of rea

sons as to why they would be better than steamplants. First, hydro

you said generally, wasmore economical. Hydroelectricity lends itself

more to peaking uses than steam because you can turn off a hydro

generator and turn it on again . Steam , if you are going to maintain it ,

has to be heated all the time, causes more fuel consumption and you

cannotkeep turning them off and on all the time.

There has not been anything happen in the last couple of years to

change those basic engineering facts,has there ?

Mr. DOMINY. No. That is correct, and the Secretary pointed that

out in his statement, that wehave turned to the prepayment plan and

recommended thatHualapaibe deferred because of the fact that under

the prepayment plan the central Arizona project can be financed with

less capital investment now and that the Congress would have the

authority to reserve Hualapai for later addition if it saw fit after the

National Water Commission had reported. But there is no difference

as far as the economics of the power at Hualapai as a peaking en

deavor, it is still a very economic purpose and could compete with any

other possible peaking source of power.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Thank you. It is nice to have you gentlemen

before us again .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from California , Mr. Tunney .

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Secretary, I would like to address myself to the 4 .4 guarantee to

California for a moment.

Does the Department recognize a contract between the Federal

Government and the State of California as a result of the Boulder

Canyon Project Act and the resultant California Limitation Act to

guarantee California 4 .4 million acre- feet of water from the Colorado

River every year ? Do you feel that there is an agreement, con

tract

Secretary UDALL. Congressman, when you are getting into the in

tricate legal matter , I would like to have the Deputy Solicitor, Mr.

Weinberg,answer that question . Briefly .

Mr. WEINBERG. The contract, Congressman Tunney, as construed

by the Supreme Court in Arizona v. California provides for a guar
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anteed delivery to California of 4 .4 when there is 7.5 available for

consumptive use in the lower basin and that is the contract the De

partment has entered into and the contract that the Department must

honor .

Mr. TUNNEY. But is it not true that the Boulder Canyon Project

Act recognized and ratified the Colorado River Compact which was

that California would get 4 .4 million acre-feet and that the Congress

said under the Boulder Canyon Project Act that if five States of the

seven approved and if California agreed to limit itself to 4.4 million

acre- feet, that then the compact would be ratified by the Congress ? Is

that not true ?

Mr. WEINBERG . That is correct.

Mr. TUNNEY. And is it not then true that California under the

California Limitation Act limited itself to protection of 4 .4 million

acre- feet, is that not right?

Mr.WEINBERG. Yes. California was required to limit its demands

on the Colorado River to not to exceed 4.4 million acre-feet plus one

half of any surplus unapportioned by the compact. This is not a guar

antee from the United States that she would , under all circumstances,

receive thatmuch water.

Mr. TUNNEY. And

Mr.HOSMER. Will the gentleman yield right there ?

Mr. TUNNEY . Yes.

Mr. HOSMER. That was in termsof prior appropriated rights.

Mr. WEINBERG . No. The act says that this is in satisfaction of all

rightsof California , including present perfected rights.

Mr. HOSMER. But the difference between present perfected rights

at that time and 4 .4 was subject to appropriation in the law of the

river. You could not go above 4.4 in perfecting these rights.

Mr. WEINBERG . California could not go above 4 .4 but the Supreme

Court in construing the act and the contracts concluded that what

California attained under the Boulder Canyon Project Act and by the

contracts was contracts calling for 4 .4 in the event 7 .5 were available

for consumptive use in the lower basin and in the event there is less

than 7 .5 available for consumptive use in the lower basin , the court

construed the contract and the act as leaving the determination of the

allocation of shortages to the Secretary , subject to the requirement that

present perfected rights be met in the order of their priority and that

any other applicable requirements of the Boulder Canyon Project Act

be complied with .

Mr. TUNNEY. Well, two points there. One, did not the Conrt say

that it was up to the Congress to make the decision initially and if the

Congress did not, then it would be up to the Secretary !

Mr. WEINBERG . At this time, as we now testify here, Congress has

notmade such a decision .

Mr. TUNNEY. No, Congress has not yetmade such a decision . And

I am right, am I not, that the Court did not address itself to the prob

lem of whether or not California would be entitled to some form of

compensation if their water was reduced below the 4 .4 million acre - feet

level by the Secretary of the Interior at some future time?

Mr. WEINBERG. The Court did not say anything specific on that

point. The Court did say, Congressman Tunney, that it refused to
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adopt the pro rata apportionment proposed by the master and the

Court added that it refused to find in the governing law and contracts

either the doctrine of equitable apportionment or prior appropriation

for which California had contended in the lawsuit. It said as to all

these matters, until and unless Congress lays down a shortage appor

tionment formula, it leaves them to the Secretary, subject to the re

quirements that Imentioned .

Mr. TUNNEY. Right, but the point that I am trying to make is that

the Supreme Court did not decide specifically whether or not there was

a contract existing between the FederalGovernment and the State of

California guaranteeing California 4.4 million acre-feet or in the even

tuality it was less than 4 .4 million acre-feet, granting California com

pensation .

Mr. WEINBERG. I would agree that the SupremeCourt did not find

the latter. I would not agree that the Supreme Court did not find the

former.

Mr. Tunney. You feelthat they found that there wasnot a contract

right existing between California and

Mr. WEINBERG. To the 4.4 under any circumstances, no, I do not be

lieve that the Court held that.

Mr. TUNNEY. Do you feel that they addressed themselves to that

point ?

Mr. WEINBERG. Yes.

Mr. TUNNEY. Well, on all fours ? Did they address themselves to

that specific point and comeup with the conclusion ?

Mr. WEINBERG. Yes, I think they did .

Mr. TUNNEY. Well, we had testimony here yesterday by Northcutt

Ely which I think would disagree with your interpretation

Mr. WEINBERG . I have a very high regard for Mr. Ely. However,

I noticed that Mr. Ely in his testimony raised the questions but he did

not purportto givean opinion as to theanswers.

Mr. UDALL. Will the gentleman yield for a friendly comment ? Mr.

Weinberg has the samecrazy idea that someof us in Arizona have, that

wewon the lawsuit .

Mr. TUNNEY. I certainly hope thatMr.Weinberg is not an attorney

for Arizona.

Jr. WEINBERG . No. My State ofWashington is not a contender be

fore the committee today,Mr. Tunney.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Tunney , will you yield to me for an observation ?

Mr. TUNNEY. Certainly.

Mr. SAYLOR. I would just like to say this is the first time I have ever

heard in this committee or anywhere else that a State which passed a

limitation act because they wanted to take more water out than the

compact provided suddenly got a right to reimbursement. This is a

new theory in the law and I am sure that it comes with shocking news

not only to Arizona butto anybody else who has ever studied the theory

ofcontract law .

Mr. HOSMER. Will the gentleman yield ? I am shocked , too, because

I never heard anything like that in my life before, and it is not Cali

fornia 's position . California limited itself to 4 .4 and said it was not

going to get any right to any more water than that. As long as there

is water coming down the stream , it could use more than that, and it
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did not say that it was going to take any less than that. And that is

thething at issue right now . It is not going to takeany less than that

because in cooperating with Arizona , to forward the project for the

benefit of Arizona, California is going to have to stop using over

600,000 acre- feet, which is an awful lot of water .

We have had bandied around here the desalting plant business

but does anybody know how much water that plant produces ? It is

168,000 only, acre-feet a year. If it runs night and day 365 days a

year, a mere drop in the bucket compared to the quantities of water we

are talking about in connection with the provisions of the bill.

Thank you .

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you ,Mr.Hosmer.

Well,Mr. Secretary , as I recall in January of 1965, you had a meet

ing here in Washington with theGovernors of Arizona and California ,

with the Senators, and it was agreed upon that we would move for.

ward with the Colorado River Project Act providing for the central

Arizona project, providing also for the guarantee to California of

4 .4 million acre- feet , and as I recall, when you testified before this

committee in 1965, you took legitimate pride in being able to bring

together these two States which had had such animosity in the past

with respect to Colorado River waters .

Now , the thing that I do not understand is what has made you

change your mind in the past 2 years with regard to the 4 .4 -million

acre- foot guarantee to California when you know that this certainly

is charged with as much emotion as far as California is concerned as

it is the right to additional Colorado River waters in Arizona,

Secretary UDALL. Well, Congressman , I am glad you gave me an

opportunity to clarify this point because I think that there have been

somethings I have seen in print that I consider unfair to me in regard

to this.

I did undertake and I spent many months as a mediator, working

not only with Governor Brown but with Governor Goddard and Gor

ernor Fannin at that time, to bring the two States together to see the

identity of interests they had in augmenting the river , and to see the

importance of a compromise . I do not think I quite achieved thething

that you are referring to, a bringing of everyone together. I know

that Senator Hayden for one, who was involved in this as well as

some of the Congressmen , never agreed to the type of permanent 4 . 4

guarantee. I was never successful in achieving that result . But the

function that I was trying to perform was as a mediator between the

States to bring them together. Subsequently, when it came to the ad

ministration , the administration chose to take a position and it is the

only position we have ever taken , that this was a matter between the

States, and that if the States wanted to enter into an agreement,that we

had no objection , we thought that was fine. That is all the further

that I was able to go as a spokesman for theadministration in termsof

bringing the States together and I think it is this kind of slightly am

biguous situation that has caused some of the misunderstanding on

this.

So , I take the view that as far as the administration 's position , as

far as the position I took before the committee, I have not changed my

position at all because we still have no objection . We think this is

primarily a matter between the States.
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Mr. TUNNEY. You have no objection to the 4 .4 -million -acre- foot

guarantee ?

Secretary UDALL. That is right. That is our view and if the com

mittee wants to write it that way , we feel that this does not cause us

any problem .

Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. Secretary, to move on to another point, and that

is with respect to possible feasibility studies or constant studies of

feasibility studies, I can recall last year your testifying in general

that the time had come to think on a regional basis and not on a piece

meal basis, and I thought that this was one of the great strengths of

the bill that we had before the committee last year and I thought that

was one of the great strengths of your testimony. It seems to be that

we have backtracked considerably in your recommendation in that

we no longer are thinking in terms of regional water development.

We are thinking in terms of piecemeal development. And I would

like to know , I know you made a statement today which touches on

this generally, but I would like to know as a matter of fact, why you

felt it was necessary to go back from this regional development to a

piecemeal development and why you took out the idea of having an

importation study, feasibility study ?

Secretary UDALL . Well, Congressman, I touched on this consider

ably this morning. I think the appearances are deceptive here because

we are still for moving forward . As part of our plan last year, we

recommended establishing a basin account because we proposed to au

thorize Marble Canyon Dam and include it in such an account. We

now say if Congress wants to establish a basin account to include

Hoover, Parker-Davis revenues after payout this would be fine and

would be a first step toward the regional approach looking on down

the road toward augmentation . The only reason that we dropped the

basin account is that we have no new dam that we recommend be

authorized .

We still have taken the position, however, and I do not think this is

any retreat at all, that if the Congress wants to set up an after payout

basin account with Hoover-Parker-Davis revenues and direct us to

go ahead and set this up, that we have no objection . So, I do not

think there has been any retreat with regard to the river basin ap

proach or to the regionalapproach .

Weare as enthusiastic as we were before in terms of this. It is, I

think, clearer, though , after the failure of the 89th Congress to act,

that the way to really begin moving down the road to make big de

cisions is to get a National Water Commission study going . I think

we have lost 2 years on that already and I think that the sooner we take

Senator Jackson and the Northwest people at their word , that they

are ready to go with the NationalWater Commission study and begin

it, that the sooner we can begin to move on down the road where de

cisions of somekind can be made.

Mr. TUNNEY. Would you like to see some language in the National

Water Commission Act, directing the National Water Commission to

give priority consideration to the problems of the Southwest as is

contained in Congressman Udall's bill ?

Secretary UDALL. As I indicated , Congressman , I do not think it is

necessary. I think it is sort of superfluous in a way. I know it causes
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some uneasiness among somemembers of the committee but I do not

think this is really an important point. I think this is really up to

the committee to work its own will on it.

I think the NationalWater Commission of the type that we envision

is going to set up its work program and its own order of priorities.

I would assume it will go right to work and I would be surprised if it

did not give the driest part of the country attention along with any

other major problems that we have.

Mr. TUNNEY. Well, certainly the problems of the Southwest, for

those of us who live in the Southwest, are perhaps themost critical of

any area in the country and I can recall, if I am right, your testifying

to that exact fact last year. And so I do not see why there would be

a reluctance on the part of the administration perhaps to encourage the

inclusion of this language giving priority to the Southwest in any law

that authorizes a NationalWater Commission just so that we could

be sure. As a civilian council it will notbe under your direction , will

not be under the specific direction of the Congress once it is formed .

So, what is wrong with having a specific direction in the authorizing

legislation that they give priority to the Southwest ?

Secretary UDALL. Well, Congressman , I think this is really a matter

for the committee to decide. I do feel that it is urgent one way or the

other to give the commission direction ofthis kind .

Mr. TUNNEY . Mr. Secretary , the Water Resources Council, of which

you are the Chairman , is supposed to study , I understand, the various

problems that exist in river basins as to supply and as to need , and I

understand that it is pretty well funded . I understand that in one

case under one basin it has already had themachinery set up, thatthey

have received a grant of something like $ 5 million ; is that correct ?

Secretary UDALL. Weare setting up under theRiver Basin Planning

Act of 1965 different river basin commissions. One was approved the

other day for the Northwest, for the Columbia . We are considering

others — one for theGreat Lakes, one for New England, and these will

bemoving forward .

Mr. TUNNEY. And do you not feel, for instance, theWater Resources

Council would be able to decide whether or not there is a sufficiency

of water in the Columbia River ornorthern California not only to take

care of the needs of northern California or the Northwest but also ,

perhaps, for areas of deficiency and that perhapswhen we talk about

the National Water Commission being needed to make the study, we

are really talking about something that is superfluous ?

Wecould do it with the Water Resources Council ; could we not ?

Secretary UDALL . In my own judgment, and I act as Chairman of

the Council, it would not be a good vehicle , and let me tell you why.

Wehave just created a Columbia -North Pacific Planning Commis

sion. It is charged with planning the long-term water future of that

region . It is just beginning to act .

Now , if you were suddenly to have the Water Resources Council.

which is an agency that has several different functions,move in before

they have really made studies of their own and tried to make judg.

ments as to whether the region has or does not have surpluses, and

what the various means might be of moving surpluses into other

regions, that we would quite rightly stir up some controversies and
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raise some arguments that could be very serious. This is the reason ,

really the basic reason , it seems to me, why a National Water Com

mission that is national in scope, thathas a staff of its own, that could

direct itself toward the big , long-term water future of the country and

the big problems that are on the horizon , would be a much superior

method and a much less controversial method of approaching the

problem .

Mr. TUNNEY. I would assume that the NationalWater Commission

will be using many of the facts and figures developed by the National

Water Resources Council in making their determination ; will they

not ?

Secretary UDALL. This brings me to the second phase of this and

that is, I would fully anticipate that the National Water Commission

will want to use some of the resources of the Water Resources Coun

cil. We will want to look over their shoulder and be helpful to them

in preparing their report. When their final report comes in , we have

provided in the legislation that we would - -the Water Resources Coun

cil, including all of the water agencies of the FederalGovernment

append our own comments and attach them as the report went to the

President and to the country .

Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. Secretary , assuming that we should authorize a

National Water Commission and assuming that it should give priority

consideration to the problemsof the Southwest, how long do you an

ticipate it would take, first , for the National Water Commission to

complete its study, second , to have a reconnaissance study done by the

Department, third , a feasibility study, then having Congress author

ize an act to build the importation works and then finally, to con

struct the importation works so that we would have water coming

from areas of surplus to the Colorado River ? How long do you feel

we have when we talk in terms of all these steps, because it is my

understanding that if we do not have water coming in by the mid

nineties, 1990 's ,we are going to have a shortage in the Southwest .

Secretary UDALL . Well, Congressman , this is a very " iffy" question .

It depends upon what the commission recommended , how aggressive

the Congress would be, how your feasibility studies would be funded ,

an probably your answer is somewhere in the vicinity of 8 to 10 years,

in that framework .

Mr. DOMINY. I testified last year, Mr. Secretary, that a reconnais

sance would take 3 years.

Secretary Udall. I want to point out one thing here, however, that

I think we ought to say to the committee, and I have to say it very

gingerly because, again , we are dealing with an " iffy ” subject, but

the Bureau of Reclamation is also in the business of weather modifi

cation . It might very well prove , if our research in weather modifica

tion continues to move as rapidly as it is, that the cheapest and earliest

water that the region could get, perhaps even well before 1990, would

be significant amounts of water produced by weather modification .

The decision we are discussing might thereby be moved off in the dis

tance and be considered along with other alternatives. I do not

think, even in terms of the time from here on , that one should pre

judge it and say, well, there is only one way to get more water for

the region and that is from the Columbia River and how long will it

could
water pro

thereby

beternativee
shoulder for
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take it, even assuming we go for a National Water Commission Study .

Mr. TUNNEY. Well, I think this is a fair question because we know

from all of the testimony I have heard, there is going to be a shortage

in the mid -1990's . Weare here sitting as a body trying to determine

which is the best way to proceed , so I think we must have some time

schedule in mind. Imean, certainly the Department, if you are pro

posing a National Water Commission to do this preliminary study,

surely you must have some time schedule in mind .

Do you feel this National Water Commission and the various studies

that go on afterwards and the authorization and construction period ,

that it is going to be completed in the year 2010 or in 1990 or the year

2000 ? I mean , what time schedule do you have in mind if there is

going to be importation ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , I think I can answer that question

very directly. If we are to do proper water planning for the future,

I believe the time framehas to be that we are going to move fast enough

so that the type of water shortages that we are discussing do not de

velop . Therefore , whatever the time limit is, whether it is 1990 or

1995, I think we ought to move fast enough so that we can have what

ever solution or solutions are selected , developed , and in place, whether

it is weathermodification or desalination or importation . This should

be done in time so that the shortage does not develop .

Now , that is aboutas clear cut as I can be, which means that I think

we have to take the 1990 date or the 1995 date seriously and we have

to move in that direction .

I would add one other point. If, in April of 1965, the Congress

had quickly picked up the administration 's idea of a National Water

Commission and passed it,we would already be 2 years down the road.

Therefore, the longer Congress sits and argues about it , the more we

are losing valuable years and this is all the more reason to mewhy we

ought to resolve this issue this year and move on it.

Mr. TUNNEY . But in all fairness, you also recommended last year

a reconnaisance study coupled with a feasibility study if the Congress

felt this would be appropriate, because you testified in favor of Con

gressman Udall's bill, which originally contained that language.

Secretary UDALL . Congressman , I have to dispute you on that be

cause we did not support separate studies. We were for the National

Water Commission study straight out. We did not support in either

the House or the Senate the feasibility study by the Bureau of Recla

mation as the first step .

Mr. TUNNEY. I recall reading your testimony of April 9 , 1964, in

which you said before the Senate that the Colorado River Basin , and

I am quoting now , " is moving rapidly toward a water shortage crisis,"

and the only thing that I would like to say is that I think you were

right at that time, I think that the crisis is more acute now than it

was then , because of inaction , and it seems to me, the fact that we do

not have a time schedule at the Department, when you consider what

the proportions of this crisis could be, we do not have a time schedule

for actually constructing importation works, assuming that the Wa

tional Water Commission conducts the first study, gives me some

apprehension .

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , the more I think about this, the

real answer, in my judgment, is that if wemove now this year and get
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our NationalWater Commission busy we have adequate time to meet

the time limitations that exist . I think there is still that much leeway .

We still have a little elbow room because even assuming a 10-year or

12-year leadtime on projects, we still have a little elbow room if we

will get busy.

If we sit for another 5 years and argue, that margin shrinks.

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you ,Mr. Secretary.

Mr. JOHNSON. The gentleman from Oregon ,Mr.Wyatt .

Mr. WYATT. Thank you , Mr. Chairman . Mr. Secretary, I know

you have received one previous compliment and I want you to know

that I appreciate yourself and your people giving one tiny dam for a

minority Congressman from Oregon in 1966 .

I have just one question , Mr. Secretary, and that is caused by the

confusion in your statement on page 9 in which you state that:

Nevertheless , the project has a benefit-cost ratio of 2 .5 to 1 on both a 50

and a 100-year basis, considering total benefits and a 1.5 to 1 benefit cost ratio

on both a 100 and 50 -year basis if only the direct benefits are considered .

Now , I have studied your formula that I used for determining the

benefit -to -cost ratio and I am at a loss to really understand the ex

planation of why the ratio would be the same for both the 50 -year

period and the 100 -year period.

Mr. DOMINY. Wehave an expert here, Dan McCarthy, who is Chief

of our Project Development Division . We would like to have him

explain it.

Mr.WYATT. I think it would be a good idea to have it in the record .

Mr.MCCARTHY. Mr. Wyatt, in a normal project where you have a

full water supply the 50 -year benefit - cost ratio is less than the 100

year ratio . For this particular project in the second 50 years you

have much less water supply than you have during the first 50 years,

so that over the 100 -year period the average benefits are less than they

are over the 50 -year period . Even though your costs are less over a

100-year period than they are over a 50 -year period , it came out

coincidentally that the one adjusted for the other.

Mr.WYATT. Practically on the nose

Mr.MCCARTHY. That is correct . It is just coincidence, but if you

had a constant water supply over the 100 years, then the 50-year ratio

would be less than on the basis of 100 years.

Mr.WYATT. But what kind of water supply are you contemplating

in the 100 -year period just as a matter of curiosity ? Are you con

templating the present water available without any augmentation of

any kind ?

Mr. McCARTHY. We estimate by the year 2030 the upper basin

would be using its full allotment and from then on the water supply

to the central Arizona project would be leveled off. The central

Arizona project in the second 50 years would only be getting about an

average of about 675 ,000 acre -feet annually, as compared with an

average of around 1 ,100,000 acre- feet over the first 50 years.

Mr.WYATT. Thank you . Mr. Secretary , in the questioning you had

on the establishment of the National Water Commission , is it not

really true that if you attempt to put high priorities on a study for

a particular section , whether it be the Southwest or Northeast or any

other particular section , that you more or less defeat the very purpose

ofhaving a nationalwater studymade ?
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Secretary UDALL. You all have me on a tightrope here and I will

try to stay on it. There is a logic to what you say and it is our feeling

that the type of act that we have proposed for a national water com

mission makes it plain what the task of the Commission would be. I

have the feeling that it is somewhat superfluous to go further than the

legislation goes, but this is something that if the committee wants to

amend the language, I do not think we would have much objection

one way or the other.

Mr. ŠAYLOR. Will you yield ?

Mr.WYATT. Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. I just want to say, Mr. Secretary , that you know this

is a rather loaded committee. We have got a few people on this com

mittee from east of the Mississippi River, but most of themembers of

this committee are from west of the Mississippi River, and most

of them are worried about water in their own backyard . And they

are being very provincial as far as I can see in trying to make sure that

each one of the seven basin States gets everything that they are entitled

to outof that overworked Colorado River.

Even if they have a national commission set up, they want to direct

its attention to the Southwest where they use water very recklessly .

And even your Department has found that out. I just want to say that

if you are really going to look for a water-short area, just start looking

in the area in the eastern part of the United States from Boston to

Norfolk , Va., where water restrictions such as theWest, which is sup

posed to be a water-short area , have never heard tell of were imposed

last year and the last couple ofyears.

And, if we are going to have a national water commission , and

ask them to do a job, you cannot ask them to close their eyes toward

the greatest concentration of population in the United States and the

greatest water-short area in this country .

Now , for that reason I heartily agree with your approach , that if

we appoint a commission , we ask them to do a job looking at this

Nation as a nation and let the chips fall where they will. And , if the

Pacific Southwest is as short as they say it is, they will have no diffi

culty in making out their case to be the first ones to be taken care of

and if they are asmost of us believe, not a water-short area at all, be.

cause all the spigots are still turning on water out there, the grass is

awful green , and if you fly over it you will see more swimming pools

in those areas than anywhere else in the country.

Mr.HOSMER . Storage pools. (Laughter.]

Mr. SAYLOR. Storage pools, they may be storage pools, over con

sumption , used to freeze or to cool off the highballs that are used

out there, whatever purpose you want. We do not care. But I am

not in favor of limiting any National Water Commission or trying

to tell them that they have to look first at the Pacific Southwest .

Thank you .

Mr. Wyatt. Mr. Secretary, just one closing thought. It has always

been my feeling that if you attempted to focus the attention of a

National Water Commission upon a particular section , that you

might thereby be creating more problems than you are solving in

doing so, and that first we must have a general overview of the

entire problem of the country. I think this was probably more
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eloquently expressed by Senator Jackson and some of his work in

this connection but this is my feeling and I think you are on the

right track and I hope we have not embarrassed you by asking a

question from both sides.

Mr. UDALL. Will the gentleman yield ? I have tried to meet the

reasonable objections ofmy friends from the Northwest and the gen

tleman from Oregon is one of the most constructive members that

ever came to this committee on either side of the aisle , and my dif

ference with him is very narrow . I hope this does not bog us down.

I agree that you cannot decide the water problems of the country

until you get all the information on all the areas of the country

because you might want to move water from one place to another

place. You cannot just pick out the Southwest and study it first

and then say we are going to study the rest of the country.

The limited kind of priority which I am talking about and when

I intend by the language in my bill is that when you have decided

these broad policy questions and when you have decided how much

water there is in all the different areas of the country, and then

you have a stack of folders on your desk at the National Water

Commission and you are going to start working on remedies, on solu

tions, that you pick up the Southwest folder first. That is all that

I am interested in .

Mr. WYATT. Our area of difference is narrowed considerably. I

thank my colleague.

Thank you , Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Washington ,Mr. Foley.

Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Secretary, I would like to address some questions

on the same general subject, a National Water Commission .

In your experience do commissions like the Outdoor Recreation

Resource Review Commission and the present Land Law Review

Commission and other very successful commissions address themselves

primarily to problems that are within the internal discretion of the

executive branch or are questions of policy and programs and plan

ning better left to the discretion of Congress ?

Secretary UDALL. Well, the

Mr. FOLEY. They naturally have an effect in both areas.

Secretary UDALL. That is right.

Mr.FOLEY, Themajor problem

Secretary UDALL. The National Water Commission would look at

national problems and study national needs. The real value of the

Outdoor Recreation Commission, as I say,was of having congressional

Members on it. You had a consensus. It was by its nature not a

controversial commission . Its report came out and things began to

happen immediately and it was highly successful.

But themore I think about it , themore I believe that because water

is the subject and because of the inherent problemsand controversies

that are present, that this type of commission is not workable.

Mr. FOLEY. Well, I agree with you , but what I am trying to elicit

here is whether you would agree that the major problemsthat lie be

hind creation of a national commission of any kind are in large part,

at least, if not in majority part, the responsibility of the Congress to

eventually resolve.
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Secretary UDALL. Yes, that is true.

Mr. FOLEY. Is that not particularly true in the matter of water ?

Secretary UDALL . That is true. Your water policy is going to be

molded , in the main , by the legislation that ultimately will be passed .

Therefore, what you really would get is an evaluation of the basic

problem , ofbasic alternatives,and ofeconomics. When this is all laid

out the Congress would pick it up from there.

Mr. FOLEY. Your job would be much simpler in one way, if you

could merely assemble all the information that was available to you

and reach a decision on all these questions and complicated problems

on water resources and policy . But that is not within your power

and I know you do not seek it.

Secretary UDALL . That is right.

Mr. FOLEY. It is a matter you quite rightly said for the Congress to

decide.

What I am coming to is this. Is it not true that one of the great

values of a national water commission would be to help this body,

which is the focus, after all, of the judgment of the people of the

United States, to reach some conclusions on the very pressing series of

problemsaffecting ourwater resources ?

Secretary UDALL. This is a good statement of it. I know that most

of us in the last few years have been thinking on the importance of

water, water conservation , and of the various methods of the develop

ing technologies. There is a lot more change afoot right now as a

result of advances in desalination and weather modification techniques

and of the new water quality standards that are coming out of the

national water pollution program . There is more ferment in water

matters than a few years ago, more things taking place that might

change orbring new alternatives into being, thatmight change or make

other decisions possible in the future.

Mr. FOLEY. În listening to some of the questions asked by my col

leagues in California , it seems to me that they are constantly coming

back to questioning you as to how the National Water Commission

will really implement an importation plan from the Pacific Northwest

to the Southwest at the earliest possible time. And it always seems

to me that that misses the point, and what you have said in effect is

this, is it not : that we have some new technology , we are learning very

much more than we ever knew before about various means of aug.

menting water in water shortage areas , about improving the quality

of water into areas that have quantities of water but poor quality , and

the National Water Commission might well point directions to the

Congress that will present some new alternatives that this committee

with its 1 ,800 pages of testimony that the gentleman from Arizona

referred to, has not really validly considered carefully.

Secretary UDALL. A very good statement of the situation , Con

gressman .

© Mr. FOLEY. Now , this morning the distinguished chairman of the

full committee discussed in questions to you the possible cost of a

National Water Commission . I certainly agree with him that this

body had been very carefuland this committee very careful abont the

costs of any administrative programs under its jurisdiction . But I

want to ask you in general - 1 know you cannot give precise figures
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here — the range of someof the proposals that have been made to pro

vide water to areas of the United States or to improve the quality of

water. Are you familiar with the general proposal of the so -called

North American plan ?

Secretary UDALL. Just in a general way, Congressman.

Mr. FOLEY. Have you ever heard of any tentative price put on that

proposal, to bring water down from Canada through the Great Lakes

and Missouri basin ?

Secretary UDALL. Well, I know it is several billions.

Mr. FOLEY. As a matter of fact,Mr. Dominy might correct me, it is

several tens of billions.

Mr. DOMINY. Yes; up in the $ 75, $ 80 billion category , probably .

Mr. FOLEY. Now , this is just one proposal- Mr. Dominy can answer

this question , too , if he wishes— this is just one proposal to take care

of one portion of the United States in terms of water quality and

water quantity problems, is it not ?

Mr. Dominy. That is correct, except that the visionary and far

reaching and imaginative NAWAPA project could very logically be

the basic project that would solve the Great Lakes problem as well

as Western States problems.

Mr. FOLEY . I question this , Commissioner. Even with this immen

sity of potential costs, $ 75 or $ 80 billion , the North American or Par

sons plan doesnot pretend to be the ultimate answer for all the water

problems of the United States.

Mr. DOMINY. Not for all time; no, sir.

Mr. FOLEY . Not for all time.

And if a fair assessment of the costs of cleaning up our rivers and

providing the answers to some of our pressing pollution problems of

the United States were developed on a national scale it would run into

many tens ofbillionsofdollars, would it not ?

Secretary UDALL. I would say so.

Mr. FOLEY. In view of these potentially staggering costs to do the

job in water in this country , the cost of $ 1 or $ 2 million is frankly

insignificant, is it not ?

Secretary UDALL . I would certainly think so ; yes.

Mr. FOLEY. Now , I want to ask you , in view of the suggestion that

you have just about totally changed your testimony from last year,

that it has been the consistent position of your Department and the

administration in your testimony both last year and this year, that we

should proceed with a National Water Commission as a means of re

solving the questions of how augmentation of the Colorado River

should beaccomplished ?

Secretary UDALL. That was our position in both sessions of the 89th

Congress.

Mr. FOLEY. The position of your Department and of the adminis

tration is that the National Water Commission could offer a new

dimension to the consideration of these water problemsthat presently

plague this committee.

Secretary UDALL. I think it could make a real contribution ; I do.

Mr. FOLEY. Do you see in any way , and I ask you to say this can

didly . do you see this in any way as, on the part of any of the members

of the Northwest that you know , as a delaying tactic ?
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Secretary UDALL. I have not thought of it as that. I think it could

very well lay the foundation for the action that should help a great

deal to solve the long -term water problems of the country , and I have

never thought of it as a western -oriented commission . I think as

Congressman Saylor said, if it does its job right it is going to make a

contribution to the whole country .

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman , I would hope that the gentleman from

Washington would not leave that question in the samemanner that he

presented it to the Secretary , asking him to answer the question can

didly, leaving the impression that other answers that the Secretary

has given , not only to him , but to other members, have not been candid

answers.

Mr. FOLEY. No. I thank the gentleman for his advice. I wasn 't in

any way suggesting that any of the answers of the Secretary were not

candid , but I wanted him , in answer to this question , not to consider

the amenities that might be made to the section of the country I

represent.

Secretary UDALL. I try to give ambiguous answers sometimes.

[Laughter. ]

Mr. FOLEY. Isn 't it true, Mr. Secretary, that the legislation which

has been introduced in the other body and in this body, many such

bills, provide specifically that the NationalWater Commission shall

have the authority to study, among other things, interbasin transfers

ofwater ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes, indeed. I think without that, you would

seriously cripple it .

Mr. FOLEY. And is there any language in the authorizing legislation

as presented to this committee in these bills, or in the other body,

which limits the authority or power of the National Water Commis

sion to recommend interbasin transfers of water ?

Secretary UDALL. The answer is no .

Mr. FOLEY. So that, from the standpoint of the Northwest in

supporting this legislation , we are in effect presenting a body to study

the nationalproblemsof this country and in the water resources area

which might well, or could well come forward in a few years with a

recommendation for major interbasin transfers of water.

Secretary UDALL. This is I think a very good statement of the

situation .

Mr. Foley. And I would only then , Mr. Chairman , close with a

comment. I feel that the Northwest is willing to place before a

NationalWater Commission this kind of authority, that we will have

to face the possibility that the recommendations may not be recom

mendations that would please us, and we would only hope that other

regions of the country will do the same.

Thank you.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Idaho, Mr. Hansen .

Mr. HANSEN . Thank you, Mr. Chairman .

It is always a pleasure to have you, Mr. Secretary, and your staff

here, and since everyone has had so much " dam " fun with you so far,

I won 't belabor this. But I would like to ask in light of what was

stated before, in answer to questions by the gentleman from Arizona.

Mr. Udall, about priorities, would the National Water Commission
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not be likely to concentrate early efforts on problems of urgency or

major significance.

Secretary UDALL. I believe it is going to have to have two broad

functions. One is to in effect make a national appraisaland a national

inventory, and it will have to also, as perhaps the second stage of that,

focus on particular problems.

I noticed in the papers the last few days there is a drought, tem

porary droughtdeveloping in theState of Kansas in theWinter Wheat

Belt. This might very well be something, if it continues 2 or 3

years from now , that would be the water problem that the country

is most interested in .

Mr. SKUBITZ. Glad to hear you say it.

Secretary UDALL. And whether you can do anything about it .

Mr. HANSEN . You don 't think, then , it is necessary to tie the

Board's hands or to stipulate priorities in the legislation ? You

believe they would be responsive enough to the problems at hand

throughout the land that they would be willing to take the necessary

initiative in their considerations without it being spelled out in

legislation ?

Secretary UDALL. I think the charter in the legislation as given,

the charge and charter are adequate.

Mr. HANSEN. Well, now , it would be a pretty poor board, then ,

that wouldn 't be sensitive to these needs ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes.

Mr. HANSEN . Would you not think, having been a member of this

body, that the Congress could take priority action if the urgency pre

sented itself or if it was necessary to supplement or preclude some

action of theboard ?

Secretary UDALL. The Congress could always take whatever action

it felt wasappropriate at any future time, of course .

Mr. HANSEN . Would you not then say that the Commission should

make broad enough studies to include the whole Nation and all per

tinent areas affecting this Nation , not just regions ?

Secretary UDALL . I think that should be the scope of the study and

this should be understood .

Mr. HANSEN . And further, should not the study also include every

feasible problem , assets and possible corrective measures, the latter

to include such things as weather modification , desalination , reuse and

conservation of water, equally as emphatically as such possible things

as interbasin or interregion transfers of the water ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes, I would think so.

Mr. HANSEN . In the last Congress we saw an effort to push a multi

step program to solve the stated water shortage in the Southwest.

This to many of us seemed to include a series of actions presuming a

series of successes thatmight not havematerialized .

Because of this and other factors, ultimate success was not possible

in either the House or Senate. As a realist , and based on your broad

experience, don 't you think that the broad approach we have just

discussed is better than predirected, or might I say preprejudiced

approach , if we are going to get a correct overall appraisal of our

water assets and problems?

76 - 955 - 67 - 21
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Secretary UDALL. I think as I have indicated earlier that the ap .

proach envisioned in the NationalWater Commission is the best first

step to tackle the problem .

Mr. HANSEN . And as to your assessment of the central Arizona

project itself, do you feel that this project which has been hanging

around some 20 years will have its best chance to get going by divorc

ing it from many of the other considerations it has been coupled with

in the past and let it be considered on its own merits ?

Secretary UDALL . I don 't want to go too far with you in myanswer

on that, Congressman, because as I tried to make it clear to themen

bers of the committee here today, I think the entire basin is in trouble ,

and we are certainly in favor of some steps being taken to indicate

to the people of this region who have big problems that they are going

to work together, and that they are ready to lay some of the ground

work now for working together.

But, in termsof the augmentation problem , I think that the Nation

alWater Commission is the right approach .

Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Secretary, your about-face or at least change in

position on this legislation may be viewed with some dismay on the

part of some people who were supporting the previous type of legisla

tion , but I can say that I think it is a healthy sign as far as someof us

are concerned that it is possible to change minds in the departments

and bureaus and that if a given set of facts be shown to mean some

thing different than earlier conclusions indicate, that changes can be

made.

I think it is healthy, not only on this particular proposal, but for any

other on any subject and I commend you for your testimony and ap

pearance here today.

Secretary UDALL. Thank you , Congressman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from West Virginia ,Mr.Kee.

Mr. KEE. Mr. Secretary, we have had the second national disaster

flood in southern West Virginia . I went home for several days and

I regret the fact that due to the work we were doing yesterday with

Federal agencies in making a recommendation to present to the Presi.

dent, to help our national disaster area , it prevented me from having

the benefit of the testimony that was presented yesterday and I intend

to read it.

Mr. Secretary, the fact is that Arizona needs water ; is that not

correct ?

Secretary UDALL. I think that is the big fact written on the wall

here , yes.

Mr. KEE. Mr. Secretary, you need the flexibility in payments,as you

outlined this morning, which will ultimately be determined by the

residents of Arizona; is that not correct ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes. We think that there should be as much

flexibility as possible in terms of any water project of the type we do

in the West of letting the people decide how they pay . The Federal

Government has to be interested in its bookkeeping and be sure that

the water is paid for and that the projects pay out, but I think that

there can always be and should be some flexibility in letting the farm

ers, the city people, and others, decide how they are going to pay for it.

Mr. KEE. Thank you very much , Mr. Secretary. I want to state
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now that you have onemember of this committee that is with you 1,000

percent on that point.

Secretary UDALL . Thank you .

Mr. Kee. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON. The gentleman from California ,Mr. Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you ,Mr.Chairman.

Mr. Secretary, you praised the Commission pretty highly here. In

the event this committee does not include the Commission in the bill,

would you undertake to do much ofthis work in your own Department ?

Secretary UDALL. No. I think the committee should understand ,

and this is another reason that a NationalWater Commission is a step

forward , that we are limited now by law as a result of the Water Plan

ning Act of 1965 on what feasibility studies we can undertake. We

can 't just take our men and get some money somewhere and start

making studies.

Our studies have to be authorized and, therefore, I think the basic

decision on this is not some decision we are going to make, but what

Congress directs us to do .

Mr. REINECKE. On page 4 , also , you mentioned one of the responsi

bilities of the Commission would be to discourage marginal uses of

water. Would you define “marginal uses” for us, please ?

Secretary UDALL . I wouldn't want to give you a specification be

cause I think this would cause me to have to form a judgment which

would be their job to form judgments. I think that they would lay out

the current alternative uses and the economics of water and that they

might very well recommend that with water, as with land, there is a

highest and best use with graduations down the line. We ought to be

cognizant ofthis as wemove forward, in terms of our ongoing water

policy .

Mr. REINECKE. Your concern here is more or less of the economic

value ofwater and its highest uses.

Secretary UDALL. That is right, and I think it is primarily a matter

of economics.

Mr. REINECKE. Does the Bureau of Reclamation undertake any con

servation practices of this type, or do you in any way restrict the uses

ofreclamation ofwater in the highest and economic uses ?

Secretary UDALL. Of course, the economics of the marketplace dic

tate many decisions with regard to water in the West. For example,

as some of our cities grow and need more water, if water is short, then

it is quite logical, and this happensmany times, for water to be taken

from agricultural uses to municipal and industrial uses. This is pre

cisely whathashappened in Arizona.

As the water table dwindles and water becomes more dear, agricul

ture goes out of production and the water is used for municipal and

industrial purposes.

Mr. REINECKE. I am not familiar with the power rates in Arizona .

Roughly , what is the cost to pump water from a 400 - foot water table ,

say - any rough figure ?

Secretary UDALL. Cost of pumping underground 400 feet .

Mr. REINECKE. Pulling it up.

Mr. DOMINY, Mr. Pugh has some figures on the pumping costs in

Arizona .

ons 2
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Mr. Pugh . About 242 cents per acre- foot per foot of lift,and higher.

Mr. REINECKE. So wearetalking

Mr. BURTON of Utah. 212 cents ?

Mr. DOMINY. An acre- foot per foot of lift ; 212 cents per acre- foot

for a foot of lift. That is a rule of thumb. As it goes deeper , costs get

higher.

Mr. REINECKE. What is the productivity of the typical— I realize

that cannot be uniquely answered — typical agricultural situation in

Arizona ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman, I think I can say to you that most

of the deep water that is being pulled out today is going to cotton . It

has to, because you have to have a crop that is a good money crop .

Mr. REINECKE. On page 14, you talk about pumping energy from

this prepurchased arrangement of 3 mills for irrigation water, 5 mills

for municipal and industrial and the surplus water would have an

average value of 5 mills. When you say " average value," would you

explain that.

Mr. DOMINY. I would like to have Assistant Commissioner Bennett

commenton that, Congressman Reinecke.

Mr. BENNETT. This is the sameproblem we got into a little bit last

year. Weactually would sell any commercial power available at the

customary practice of a capacity charge and an energy charge. When

that type of power is taken at a specific load factor, it can be reduced

to an average rate per kilowatt -hour and this is what we are talking

about here.

Whatever capacity and energy charge we finally made would be

reduced to about5 mills per kilowatt-hour.

Mr. REINECKE. Do you feel that is as much as themarket will stand ?

Mr. BENNETT. We think this is about as much as could be returned

to the project.

Mr. REINECKE. Then what if Hualapai Dam were constructed !

Arewegoing to be limited to 5 mill revenues ?

Mr. BENNETT. No, sir. Hualapai Dam would produce a different

kind of power. It would be marketed as peaking capacity , while this

steam power would be marketed either as energy alone or as energy ,

supporting peaking capacity from other plants.

Mr. REINECKE. Have you signed any more power contracts from

theGlen Canyon ?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes. Wehave 94 contracts now signed for the sale

of firm power from the storage projects.

Mr. REINECKE. What is the capacity ofwhat has been sold ?

Mr. BENNETT. The total under contract for 1967 summer use is now

in the order of 700,000 kilowatts measured at plant, and the amount

increases annually for a time.

Mr. REINECKE. And the capacity there waswhat ?

Mr. BENNETT. The available capacity at that time should be about

760 ,000 kilowatts.

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you.

Commissioner Dominy, we have said here that we are going to get

$ 10 an acre- foot for irrigation water and approximately $ 50 municipal

and industrial. Does this mean $ 10 gross revenue to the development

funds ?
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Mr. DOMINY. Not to the development fund , because this charge

would go to paying off the cost oftheproject and, of course, would not

even be sufficientto pay off the cost of the allocation to irrigation . You

still would have to have assistance from the municipaland industrial

water payments.

Mr. REINECKE. Don 't all revenues go into the fundsand then all pay

ments to the program comeout of the funds?

Mr. DOMINY . For the first 50 years all revenues go to pay off thecost

of the project and there is no contribution to the developments funds

until after thathasoccurred .

Mr. REINECKE. Prime water contracts pay $ 10 an acre- foot.

Mr. DOMINY. At canal side, and this, of course, covers operation

and replacement charges. For example , of that $ 10 figure, $ 2 .70 goes

for the operation and maintenance of the system , to keep the canal

in shape ; $ 4 .94 of it goes for the pumping energy, to lift the water .

And $ 2 .36 of it is all that is applied on the construction component.

Of course , that repayment is only a part of the amount allocated to

irrigation . Wehave to rely upon the overrun ofcharges to themunici

palities and industrialwater users.

Mr. REINECKE. Do the people who you have contracted with in

the Department, will they pay then $ 10 rate as their total cost of

water ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct. At canal side, and then they have the

cost of picking it up at the canal and distributing it to the farmer.

Mr. REINECKE. Fine. I have a couple of other questions in this

Mr. Chairman , was this report included in the record ?

Mr. JOHNSON . Yes. That report is in the record .

Mr. REINECKE. Fine. Then I willnotdwell on that.

On page 21 of the summary report, you showed the flow of water

in the river, virgin flow at Lee Ferry, regardless of year at the same

figure, namely, 15,063,000 acre- feet. I have been led to believe that

that flow will diminish as the upper basin takesmore of its entitlement.

Mr. DOMINY. The virgin flow , of course, is a computed figure. This

is what would have been yielded at Lee Ferry absent to the diver

sions upstream which , of course have to be taken into account

Mr.REINECKE. Is this

Mr. DOMINY (continuing ). In the water budgets on the river.

Mr. REINECKE. This is just the average, you say , above, from 1906

to 1965 .

Mr.Dominy. That is correct.

Mr. REINECKE. In just pure mathematical

Mr. DOMINY. Mathematical calculation based on average yield of

the river. That is correct.

Mr. REINECKE. On page 26 , showing the cost and interest calcula

tions, you indicate an interest percentage of 3 % . Was there some

particular reason why you did not use the same as on the other pages,

3.225 ?

Mr.DOMINY. Yes. Mr.McCarthy can answer that.

Mr. REINECKE. Rightat the top of the page.

Mr.McCARTHY. For our planning studies we have a rate determined

which we use throughout the whole planning studies and this 3 %
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percent is the rate we use for our planning studies. Each year we get

a new rate for application in our repayment studies,and

Mr. REINECKE. On the payout sheet you indicated a rate of 3 .225.

Mr.McCARTHY. Yes 3 .225 . That is correct.

Mr. REINECKE. Is it not resonable to use that same interest rate on

the construction interest, then ?

Mr.McCARTHY. It is a matter of simplifying our planning studies

really because if we had to change our rate every year, we would be

forever changing our studies and never getting them done. When

we come to our repayment studies and wrap them up , then we use

the current rate. Very often when we send a project report up to

the Congress and it is a year or so later when you consider it . In our

legislative report of the bill we bring the repayment analysis up to

date with the current interest rate.

Mr. DOMINY. In other words, it was 318 at the time these studies

were made. Now we know it is higher based on the current cost of

interest in the Treasury .

Mr. REINECKE. I was checking out some figures here and perhaps

I do not quite understand your table of operation and expenses on

page 31. Comparing that to the payout with no ad valorem tax, and

trying to calculate the amount of water sold for both municipal and

industrial aid irrigation , and I cameup with a figure of about 950 ,000

acre-feet for irrigation , 200,000 for municipaland industrial to justify

the income figures you show for 1980. I just picked that as an

example.

Does this sound about right, that you have got 1. 1, a little over 1 .1

million acre- feet being delivered ?

Mr. DOMINY. I would like to have Mr. Pugh respond to that. As

you well know , in the early years there is a higher proportion of it

for irrigation and a smaller proportion for municipal and industrial

and this gradually shifts over the repayment period .

Mr. Pugh ?

Mr. Prou . It is based on the average quantity of water delivered

at any particular time.

Mr. REINECKE. Well,myquestion , then , comes to this . Why should

we build the aqueduct to 1.6 or 1 .8 million acre-feet capacity if we

are not going to delivermore than 1 . 1 ?

Mr. Pugh . That is the average quantity over the long period of

time. At some times the canal would run full, at other times partly

full,

Mr. REINECKE. Willwe not find that we will be able to get the best

price from this power combination on a baseload approach to power !

Mr. DOMINY. That is not the way the water supply will be avail .

able in the river. In order for this plan to work , we have to have a

pumping capacity and an aqueduct capacity that will pick up surplus

waters when they are available in the river.

Mr. REINECKE. You mean the river will actually be peaking ?

Mr. DOMINY. There are some years when there will be much more

water available in the river for central Arizona than others because

of the vagaries of the Colorado River, and this is why in our plan ,

we are talking in terms of averages rather than any specific year.

Mr. REINECKE. It seems to me like you average out an awful lot

of problems when you do that, but I will not dwell on that.
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Mr. HOLUM . Congressman Reinecke, our approach to the power

too, is baseload . The United States will prepay for all the capacity

and energy associated with the capacity necessary to operate the

project. So it is a baseload approach .

Mr. REINECKE. In the event that you divert more than what you

are able to sell, what will you do with that excess water ?

Mr. DOMINY. Put it underground by exchange.

Mr. REINECKE. In other words, you will spread it on the ground.

Mr. DOMINY. Not directly, butwewill sell it .

Mr. REINECKE. Wait a minute.

Mr. DOMINY. This is right. The customers are there to take it and

in effect put it underground by using surface water in lieu of ground

water .

Mr. REINECKE. Your customers will distribute it on

Mr. DOMINY. They are anxious to .

Mr. REINECKE. Will the Bureau do any spreading ?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir ; we will deliver only at the canal side and

sell it to anxiously awaiting customers.

Mr. REINECKE. And they will pay that same price, $ 10, to distribute

it on the ground for spreading purposes.

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. REINECKE. Have you had any further studies on the possibil

ities of an offshore conduit for bringing water down from northern

California and the Oregon coast ?

Mr. DOMINY. I did not understand .

Mr. REINECKE. Several years ago we had a proposal of an under

sea conduit .

Mr. DOMINY. That has been suggested from time to time by various

people .

Mr. REINECKE. Has your department looked into that any further ?

Mr. DOMINY. To the extent that we can . It is a nebulous thing at

this time in many ways. Our engineers have considered all of the

various plans that have been suggested to us from time to time,

including floating conveyance as well as offshore pipelines that would

lie on the bottom of the sea just offshore. We have not been able to

determine feasibility and costs that would be better than the con

ventional canal conveyance that we have normally practiced. More

research is needed to prove the feasibility of underwater conduits.

Mr. REINECKE. One final question . Soon , I believe, or by 1970 , the

high tension direct current line will be coming in from the northwest

with some 1,350megawatts ofpower. Has any of this been contracted

for yet ?

Mr. Dominy. Mr. Bennett ? No; we are not to the contract stage

as I understand it.

Mr. REINECKE. Have you had any requests for contracts ?

Mr. BENNETT. No, sir ; we have not yet, but this is not a sale of

power as such . . The capacity of the d .c. transmission line will be

used to exchange power, generally summer power and winter power.

In other words, the northwest surplus capacity will go south in the

summer and the surplus capacity from the south will go north in

the winter and they will pay for use of the line.

Mr. REINECKE, I did not realize that we get any surplus capacity .

I thought we were short of capacity.
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Mr. BENNETT. You have a surplus of capacity in the winter time

in the Southwest.

Mr. REINECKE. That is very interesting. Are you aware that the

city of Los Angeles has developed its own peaking capacity in the

Castaic pump storage reservoir ?

Mr. BENNETT. I am generally familiar with it.

Mr. REINECKE. I have talked with their engineers and they advise

me they see no possibility of buying any power from the Colorado,

any additional power, in the foreseeable future up to 1990 or more.

Mr. BENNETT. We had not considered Los Angeles as a market

for this.

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you . No further questions, Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Texas, Mr. Kazen .

Mr. KAZEN . No questions.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona ,Mr. Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER . Thank you , Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Secretary , much has been said about the reversal of position

of your Department. Is it not basically true that this was a political

consideration — and I do not say that in a negative sense or a prac

tical consideration in that the things that were attempted in H . R .

4671, while possibly very desirable , each unto themselves, are left out

of this, both Congressman Udall's bill and your bill ?

It simply failed last year and it would seem a little ludicrous to

beat a dead horse.

Secretary UDALL. Well, Congressman , changes were developed out

of this restudy that we made, as you may recall. When the Congress

threw in the towel in September, I announced immediately that we

were going to study the legislation , and quite frankly , as I indicated

earlier today , we had two objectives : ( 1 ) of trying to see if the cost

could be reduced ; ( 2 ) we were frankly interested in eliminating

controversy where that was possible. And if those two elements

constitute good politics, as you say , these were considerations, yes.

Mr. STEIGER. All right. My only point is that there did not sud

denly develop an antipathy to hydroelectric projects per se, or there

was not a violent reaction to

Secretary UDALL. No indeed. I expect to be here at this table testi

fying along with these other people for many hydro projects in the

future, and our basic view on hydroelectric power and its future has

not changed .

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Secretary, in the letter from Mr. Lucking with

regard to the interest expressed in the West , in the thermal plants, it

is a very explicit letter, and I get the distinct impression that the

West would be just as interested in it as in the purchase or coopera

tion with any hydroelectric project as well as any thermal project.

That is a fair analysis ?

Secretary UDALL. The WEST organization , in fact the three en

tities included in this letter - Southern California Edison , Arizona

Public Service, two private and one public- the Salt River project

are all large, fast -growing companies. They need additional power.

However, the two private companies normally , in terms of the opera

tion of the power preference clause, are second -class customers in ef

fect , and they normally are not ourmarket for this power.
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The city of Los Angeles would be a preference customer and the

Salt River projects as well as other agencies. The WEST organiza

tion primarily has been set up so that practically all of their work

and all of their planning is directed toward thermal generation and

the three plants that we have put together with them as well as the

Page plant and the Southern Utah plant that we are looking to in

the future are all thermal plants.

Mr. STEIGER. My only point in bringing it up wasthat in the event

that Hualapai will not be constructed , it would likely be a market

for the energy produced , and I think that would be

Secretary UDALL. I think when one looks down the road in this

whole region one finds that the Southern California Edison , Cali

fornia , for example, is the fastest growing electric utility in the coun

try. It will soon be No. 1 , I am told , and therefore you are going

to need all the electric power you can get from all sources. There is

no question about that.

Mr. STEIGER. With regard to your own plan , Mr. Secretary , and

the mention of the possible use of ad valorem tax , is it not mathe

matically correct to say that if we use the revenues from Hoover,

Parker-Davis after amortization , that we would need no ad valorem

tax ? Is that a fair

Secretary UDALL. Yes, that is right. It could be done that way.

Mr. STEIGER . This would beanother alternative.

Secretary UDALL. That is another alternative. There are three

alternatives really whereby it might be done, and I think some of the

people in Arizona have not thoroughly understood what some of the

considerations are that might be evaluated . For example, in terms

of industrial use of water particularly, having a $ 50 rate or $ 60 rate

mightmake a difference over the long haul in terms of attractiveness

of water costs to industry locating in the region . So this is what I

meant when I said I thought a mix for payment was better rather

than putting it all on thewater users necessarily.

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Secretary , yesterday we heard that the reason

for the failure of H . R . 4671 was that Arizona left the sinking ship .

We heard that several times. You were in the midst of the battle .

You heard the sound of the shot. Did you notice which bank of the

river theshotcamefrom ? [Laughter. ]

Secretary UDALL. Congressman, I think this is a discussion I had

better stay outof.

Mr. ASPINALL. Ifmy colleague will yield to me, I do not know what

was said yesterday, but the reason the bill did not get on the floor

was because the chairman of the full committee did not call it up.

Sowemightaswell have that cleared up .

Mr. STEIGER . Thank you .

Mr. REINECKE. Will you yield ?

In view of the fact of the question regarding Mr. Lucking's letter

more or less implied that Southern Edison was in favor of the hydro

electric dam , I would just like to refer to the point that we should

allow Southern California Edison to answer for herself in this case.

The differences between a thermal plant and hydroelectric plant are

quite significant when it comes to a private power company, and I

would not want the record to leave the implication in anybody's mind

that Edison is for it without their so sponsoring it.
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Secretary UDALL. I think you are correct, Congressman . The pri

vate companies quite naturally , for the reason that I explained , are

not as enthusiastic about hydroplants

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you . I have one

Secretary UDALL (continuing ) . As the public entity.

Mr. REINECKE. I have one further question .

Last year a very close friend of yours offered an amendment sug

gesting certain benefits for the Hualapai Indians with reference to the

reservoir created in back of thedam , and I believe that amendmentwas

offered subsequent to your report on the bill.

Would you offer your comments on that as to whether you favor

this approach and in what quantities or what amounts ?

Secretary UDALL . Congressman , as the administration bill does not

include Huala pai, our report is not directed toward this matter. If

it reaches the point where the committee must have the answer to this

question , I think that wehave views that we can develop and furnish

to the committee as to what would be the right kind of solution . But

I think we need to talk about the alternatives because the Indian in

terest is present and we are charged with protecting the Indian inter

est , and maximizing it, as a matter of fact. Therefore we have to be

very intimately involved in that part of the problem at such time as

it is reached .

Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Secretary , in view of the fact that that particu

lar amendment is in several of the bills being discussed , inasmuch as

wemay get to mark it up within the next week or two, I would ask

unanimous consent that you prepare those remarks and address them

to the committee so that we would have the benefit of your views.

Secretary UDALL. We can furnish that.

Mr. Johnson . You heard the unanimous-consent request of the

gentleman from California . Is there objection ? Hearing none, will

the Secretary prepare it and the remarks willbe placed at this point in

the record .

( Thematerialreferred to follows :)

Section 303 of H . R . 3300 provides for payment to the Hualapai Indian Tribe

for use by the United States of 25,000 acres of land for the construction , opera

tion , and maintenance of the Hualapai Dam and Reservoir. The Administra .

tion has recommended that action on the Huala pai Dam be deferred at this

time. The following comments on the proposed payments to the Hualapai Tribe

are offered at the committee 's request.

The sum of $ 16 ,398,000 to be credited to the Tribe is commensurate with

present value of the compensation which would be due the Tribe under its

agreement of August 30 , 1960 , with the Arizona Power Authority if the Authority

were to construct a dam at the Bridge Canyon site . Considering the size of the

installation and annual generation contemplated , the compensation proposed

is closely in line with the compensation provided to the Crow Tribe in relation

to the Yellowtail Unit of the Missouri River Project, with that provided to the

Flathead Tribe in connection with Montana Power Company' s Kerr Dam and

Powerplant on the Flathead River and with that extended to the Warm Springs

Tribe in connection with the Pelton and Round Butte developments on the

Deschutes River in Oregon constructed by the Portland General Electric Com

pany. It should be noted , however, that in each of these cases the reservations

had been established by Treaty, whereas the Hualapai Reservation was created

by executive order.

As we testified in hearings before the committee in May of 1966 , the access

road which is provided in Section 303 ( b ) ( 1 ) , based on reconnaissance level

estimates, would cost $ 12,260,000 . An access road from the construction town.
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site to the reservoir would likely be included in any recreation plan for Hualapai

Reservoir if it were built. The costs for recreation would be nonreimbursable,

as costs of a national recreation area , under the terms of the Federal Water

Projects Recreation Act (79 Stat. 213 ) as provided in Section 401 of the bill

in any event.

We note that the provisions of subsections ( c ) and ( e ) , dealing with reserva

tion by the Hualapai Tribe of certain mineral rights, refer to the disposition

of such rights by the tribe. The law generally applicable to the leasing of

minerals on Indian lands provides either for leasing by the Secretary or, in

those instances where an Indian tribe itself is authorized to make leases, such

leases require approval of the Secretary. Similar provisions should be included

here. Subject to the foregoing comment, the provisions of Section 303 respecting

minerals are similar to those included in the legislation by which Navajo reserva

tion lands were obtained for the Glen Canyon unit of the Colorado River Storage

Project. (Act of September 2 , 1958 ; 72 Stat. 1686 .)

The provisions of Section 303 respecting hunting and fishing and reservation

of a block of power do not present any particular problem , although it might

be desirable to make clear that the reference to hunting and fishing, while

relieving the Indians from any necessity to pay a fee does not exempt them

from compliance with any otherwise applicable matters such as conservation

regulations and restrictions required by reason of project operations. In respect

of recreation, the act of October 8 , 1964, established the Lake Mead National

Recreation Area , the boundaries of which encompass the Bridge Canyon dam

site and surrounding lands owned by the Hualapai Indians. Section 3 ( a ) of

that act provides that inclusion of the Indian lands shall not be effective until

approved by the Hualapai Tribal Council. The Council has not approved inclu

sion of the Indian lands within the national recreation area . If, in the future

they give their approval, there would exist a conflict between the provisions of

the Lake Mead Act and H . R . 3300 , if enacted . To preserve this option, the

following might be substituted for the present language on page 16 , line 8 of

H . R . 3300 :

( d ) Unless the inclusion of Indian lands within the exterior boundaries of

Lake Mead National Recreation Area has been agreed to by the Hualapai Tribal

Council pursuant to section 3 ( a ) of the act of October 8 , 1964 ( 78 Stat. 1040 ) ,

the Hualapai Tribe shall have the exclusive right,

The above is furnished at the committee's request since the Administration

bas recommended that action on Huala pai Dam be deferred.

Mr.STEIGER. I yield to thegentleman from Pennsylvania .

Mr. SAYLOR. Thank you , Congressman Steiger.

I have always been shy about claiming credit for anything, and I

do not want the chairman of the full committee to assume all the re

sponsibility for executing the bill last year. It is true he did not call

it up , but he did not call it up , and I think one of the reasons it was

not called up was there wasan undercurrent on the floor of the House

that a substitute which I had offered before this committee and had

been turned down might have met with very prompt and courteous

attention on the floor, and there was a distinct possibility it would

have passed . And for that reason ,among others, the chairman did not

call it up . But I would like to direct a question to the good Secretary

of the Interior.

Mr. Secretary, on the 9th of March you sent up here a proposal to

revise the boundaries of Grand Canyon National Park , and you rec

ommended a draft of the bill be referred to the appropriate committee

for consideration , and you recommended its enactment.

In view of the fact that the chairman of the full committee, Mr. As

pinall, has introduced a bill calling for the expansion of the bounda

ries of Grand Canyon National Park going up along the upper reaches

of Grand Canyon , up toward Lee Ferry , and in view of the fact that I

have introduced a bill which goes up in that same general direction,
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since we are all together, some people are worried about whether or

not the Federal Power Commission might grant a license to some peo

ple in Arizona to issue a permit for construction of a dam at Marble

Canyon . Do you not think it mightbe wise for you to advise the Chief

Executive ofthis country that here would be an excellent place for him

to exercise his power of issuing an Executive order and just putting

this whole business right into the Grand Canyon NationalMonument

and telling the Federal Power Commission that they have no such

authority . Then , when the committees of Congress got around to it ,

we could include it all in the Grand Canyon NationalPark ? I mean,

this would be a nice solution , an easy solution , and help everybody out

in that area over a very difficult situation .

Secretary UDALL. Congressman, I am not sure about the legalities

of the situation . This is not as easy as it sounds, however, because we

have an understanding with this committee on such actions. There

is no way we can painlessly do it without involving the committee in it.

That is the one thing I want to say .

Mr. ASPINALL. If the gentleman from California will yield to me,

what the Secretary is saying is that there might not be any money

forthcoming to administer the area ; is thatcorrect ?

Secretary UDALL. That is one of the consequences I had in mind,

Mr. Chairman . [Laughter.]

Mr. SAYLOR. Of course, I might say, Mr. Chairman , that the area is

mostly now under the jurisdiction of the Department of the Interior

and the Department of Agriculture. From all I can gather there is

not going to be too much to administer, because while the gentleman

from Colorado has taken in Vermillion Cliffs, and it is a very beautiful

place, I had not thought of it - I noticed that the Secretary of the

Interior and the President have not recommended it, but I am per

fectly willing to go along agreeably and go before the Appropriations

Committee and see that anymoney you need ,Mr. Secretary, you might

get.

Secretary UDALL. Let me strike a positive note at the end of the day

here, Congressman. Despite all of the cross currents that we have had

going, I think we are making some real headway. I think the fact

that the two gentlemen here and many others on this committee and

on the other side, in the other body, are in pretty broad agreement on

Marble Canyon and its disposition ,which meansthatweare approach

ing these things in a balanced, sober way and aremaking our judgments

as we go along and that we are not just operating from the type of

judgments that could lead us into further controversy . We are try

ing to resolve things as we go along, and I think everyone deserves to

be commended for this.

Mr. SAYLOR . I just offered my suggestion in an effort to resolve

another problem and get it beyond us.

Secretary UDALL. I will take it under advisement.

Mr. Johnson . I will recognize the chairman of the full committee,

Mr. Aspinall of Colorado, for one further question here.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I would like to ask Mr. Dominy if

he can furnish for this committee figures to show how much it costs

the Metropolitan Water District to lift 100 ,000 acre-feet of water

1,000 feet. If he can do that, can he furnish also how much it costs
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to lift 50,000 acre-feet of water 500 feet on the Wellton -Mohawk or 250,

whatever the figure is ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, sir ; we will be glad to supply that for the record .

Mr. ASPINALL. I will ask that the information be made a part of

the record.

Mr. Johnson . Without objection , so will be the order. Hearing no

objection, you will prepare and furnish the necessary material for the

record at this point.

( Thematerial referred to follows:)

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California has supplied the

following data on power costs only , which do not include any operation , mainte

nance, and replacement of the pumps :

Calendar year

1964 1965 1966

1, 112, 074

$ 6, 386, 938

Acre-feet pumped .........
Total cost of power ..
Head in feet . . . : :

Cost of pumping 100,000 acre-feet for 1 ,000 feet . .. . . ..

Cost in mills of puinping 1 acre-foot for 1 foot. . . . .

1, 141, 875

$6, 555, 249
1, 635

$351, 118

1, 114 , 445

$6 , 439 , 410

1, 635

$ 353, 403$ 351, 270

3. 5 3. 3

Similar data for pumping plant No. 1 of Wellton -Mohawk division of Gila

project is as follows :

Calendar year

1964 1965 1966

Acre-leet pumped . . . .

Total cost of power .

Head in feet . . . .

Cost in mills ofpumping 1 acre-foot for 1 foot

481, 489

$52, 546

30. 7

3. 6

464, 836

$ 51, 802

30 . 7

3 . 6

493, 544

$53 , 362

30 . 7

3 . 6

Mr. Johnson . Now ,as chairman ofthe subcommitteeand being from

California , I have a very keen interest in this Colorado River develop

ment. I have heard everyone ask questions from all sides of the aisles

here. I have heard many witnesses, last year and the year before, and

my first year on the committee.

At the present time California is only trying to protect its interest

in the 4 .4 million acre -feet. Mr. Secretary, is it not a proper position

to take if we take this stand ? Wehave been on that river now since

the late 1870 's and all of the works necessary to bring California 's

water into our State are built and in operation at the present time.

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , I think the position that California

has taken is understandable. I have thought all along that this is an

issue that should not be a big sticking point between Arizona and Cali

fornia but should be compromised in someway and worked out. This

is, I think , one of the reasons why we have not taken a hard position

on this one way or the other. Wehave said this is a matter between

the States, and we hope they can work it out in essence.

Mr. JOHNSON . We at the present timeare putting more than that to

beneficial use in California , somewhere in the neighborhood of 5 . 1 or

5 .2 million acre -feet. Certainly we are interested in maintaining the
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4 .4 for the simple reason that we have that need. We are using the

water. And we will have further need for it, even though we are im

porting water from northern California . The State project will be

delivering some 2 million acre- feet of water into the southern part of

the State very soon and with the proposed desalinization plantwhich ,

as the gentleman from California , Mr. Hosmer, stated , would only

produce somewhere around 160 ,000 acre-feet of water, which is not too

much .

Now , I think that every engineer who has studied this, at least since

I can remember, and since I have been in Congress , has stated that the

river is deficient and there must be an augmentation . Now , certainly ,

California is very much interested in that, too , and the bill last year

called for certain considerations. No telling what the bill might call

for this year, but I think all of those people who have studied this

river, and some of them the best engineers in the country today, they

are the people that are trying to project the facilities that will be neces

sary to have a supply of water tomeet the needs come 1990 or the year

2000 or beyond. They are experts in the field .

Would you notsay that this is a fact ?

Secretary UDALL. Well, I do not know that I could argue with the

statement that you have made, Congressman .

Mr. JOHNSON . Now , is it not true that the engineers in the Bureau

of Reclamation and those representing many other interests have

studied the proposed damsite at Bridge Canyon and Hualapai ?

Secretary UDALL. Oh , yes, this has been thoroughly studied .

Mr. Johnson . Now , have they not stated that this is an excellent

damsite ?

Secretary UDALL. I do not think there is any question about that.

I said so myself earlier today, Congressman , that the question that we

are addressing ourselves to is the timewhen a decision should bemade

on this .

Mr. Johnson. Now , what capacity could be built in that particular

facility in the way ofpower facilities ?

Mr. DOMINY. It is a 1,500 -megawatt powerplant that is proposed

there at the Hualapai site . This dam would be about 740 feet high

from bedrock if built and would provide the best head on the river as

far as power production is concerned as long as Glen Canyon is there

to regulate the flows of the river.

Mr. Johnson . Atwhat estimated figure per kilowatt ?

Mr. BENNETT. Wehad proposed to market the peaking capacity for

$ 10 per kilowatt and 3 mills for the energy which produces an average

return of about 6 mills.

Mr. JOHNSON . Well, now , that would be the cost per mill of gen

erated power at that time?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes , sir ; approximately.

Mr. DOMINY. At that figurewewould pay it out with interest within

50 years, yes, sir .

Mr. JOHNSON . I am wondering if there isn 't some new technology

available to you people whereby you could increase the capacity at

that particular damsite with the water that will be available.

Mr. DOMINY. Of course, we would take an up -to-date look at all of

the power marketing and see if we could get the maximum amount
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of peaking energy from it just like we are doing now at the third

powerhouse atGrand Coulee, but it was figured on about a 38 -percent

load factor in our original studies.

In other words, it was a peaking facility to maximize its utilization

on the river.

Mr. Johnson. How much power will be needed in the central Ari

zona project ?

Mr. DOMINY. The 400 megawatts is the requirement for the pump

ing power on the centralArizona project in the early years.

Now , as the amount of water available in the river for the central

Arizona project declines, the requirement for pumping power would

also decline.

Mr. JOHNSON . Now , in your proposed thermal plan there , what

capacity is proposed there ?

Mr. DOMINY. 400 megawatts would be the

Mr. JOHNSON. No. In the total.

Mr. DOMINY. Oh, the initial installation would be a million kilowatt

plant, a thousand megawatt plant, in order to get the efficiency of large

steam units, and the Government would prepay 40 percent of that to

get the benefit of 400 megawatts.

Mr. Johnson . Why wouldn 't the Government buy a piece of the

plant?

Mr. Dominy. I think the Secretary has covered that quite explicitly

in his testimony thismorning.

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , it is just as though there were a

single company or, in this instance, it willbe a group of companies be

cause that is the wayWEST operates. They make onebasic decision .

No. 1, they are going to get the economies of scale. Therefore they

are going to build the biggest,mostmodern plant. At the twoMojave

units just across the river in Nevada where they are going to have a

coal slurry pipeline with Navajo -Hopi coal going into Nevada, they

will build two 750 -megawatt units.

These are the largest that it is capable to build today. Then the

different companies, depending on their growth needs, will own 10

percent, 20 percent, 32 percent, whatever it is. And we own nothing.

Mr. Johnson . Why doesn 't theGovernment

Secretary UDALL . Wesit down with them as you can see from the

Lucking letter in the planning stages and we say to them wehave a

need for power and therefore what we would like to participate, be

cause they are building a new modern unit with cheap power, our

objective is to buy over a long term what we need from them , keyed

into the life of the plant, and we simply advance money by stages as

it is built and we prepay by investing in the construction, butwe own

nothing. Wedonot ownany partofthe plant.

Mr. Johnson. The thing that disturbsme is why don't you buy a

piece of the plant ?

Secretary UDALL . That would beanother way to do it , Congressman.

If you did this , I think you might find that this is where the power

companies draw the line. I think that they would say the Federal

Government is building and owning steamplants and that is the

answer.

Jr. JOHNSON . Well, I was wondering because if we are going to

make a prepayment for the construction of a plant and take so much
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power, it would be very easy for us to participate along with the other

public agencies interested in it with theWEST Co. as a full partner

and take over 400 megawatts of the plant. Now , what is the life of

one of these steamplants ?

Mr. DOMINY. Thirty -five years normally. They run at such high

speeds and high temperature that they usually have to be replaced

every 35 years.

Mr. JOHNSON . And what would be the life of a hydroplant in the

river ?

Mr. Dominy. The hydro runs just the opposite, relatively low speeds

and low temperatures, and they last a good bit longer.

Mr. JOHNSON . What is the proposed life , 100 years ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes. They are more expensive to build per kilowatt

of capacity but the operation and maintenance is less and the durabil

ity is greater.

Mr. Holum . It ought to be clear on the record, though ,Mr. Chair

man , that our economic analysis of the thermal prepay is based on

maintaining the depreciation account so that when the facilities need

replacement, the funds are available to replace them as they are on

the hydroelectric facilities.

Mr. JOHNSON . That is true on either one.

Mr. Holum . That is correct.

Mr. JOHNSON . I can 't understand why the Government, if they are

going into this, doesn 't actually buy into the plant itself. "

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , this would be another alternative.

I think the simple answer is, and 'I ought to be very candid about it.

that this would stir up a bigger fight than anything we are trying to

resolve here in that the private segment of the utility industry would

say the Federal Government is going into the business of building

steamplants.

Mr. Johnson. I don 't think there is a bit of difference in what you

are doing really because you are providing funds on a prepaid basis to

this organization of WEST to construct this plant.

Secretary UDALL. I would argue the point with you, Mr. Chairman,

because in effect what you are doing is making a very prudent long

term purchase of power in bulk . This can be done. If you will look

at our economic analysis you will find that the net result of this when

you prepay, and this is the reason we hit upon this idea, is that you get

power much cheaper than if you were making a yearly contract and

buying it as you go along. You buy in at the beginning. You get

tremendous economies out of it, and therefore you get much cheaper

power.

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, the central Arizona project I presume is going

to be there for here and ever after , pretty much so , thot is, for a long

period of time.

Secretary UDALL. I hope so.

Mr. JOHNSON . And you people are going to have to buy a source of

power for many, many years, and if, as you say, the steamplant is re

placed , it is amortized , kept in operation as far as the plant is con

cerned , and all of this financing is taken into consideration , I would

think it would just be a good thing for the Government to buy into the

plant because you are going to operate there longer than 35 years, the

life of the plant, and you are going to have to renegotiate your power
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cost probably with theWEST Co. I don 't know what length of con

tract you are going into . And when you don 't own the facility and

you are stuck to buy power and you don't own the transmission facili

ties to get it to your pumps, you are pretty much up against a stone

wall when it comes to negotiating.

I have watched the intertie and now our desalinization plant, the

Hanford operation in the Northwest , and the operation in the North

west itself. The way they pool their facilities up there,private , public ,

and Bonneville all seem to get along very well. Bonneville operates

the backbone of the transmission , and they are there in a bargaining

position to take care of the pumping needsand their requirements.

Now , I think that instead of going into this type proposition , to fore

going Hualapai, and the powerplant there for this other type of proj

ect where you enter into a contract for a prepayment, it would bemuch

better that you buy into the plant, that the FederalGovernment own a

piece of the plant. I think you are in a much better position based on

my observation of these other projects where public and private have

been involved , with the Federalagency .

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , let me point out one special cir

cumstance that gives us leverage that you don 't even have in the North

west that we have. At this Page plant we would have complete con

trol over the coal source. This is Indian coal. They have to have a

contract with us for the quantities of coal needed over the life span of

the plant. We have complete control over the water because they have

to sign a contract with us for water. In respect to the rights-of-way,

again here we have control. So that this is quite a special situation

that we have and really if theWEST thing develops theway wewant

it to develop , the Federal Government will ultimately in effect be a

part of it and we will wheel power in themanner that is most economi

cal. We will achieve the most economical result for the entire region ,

whether it is public or private. We will just simply do it in the most

efficient, economical way and we will get benefits for everyone.

Mr. Johnson . Now , the sale of coal from these Indian lands, who

has jurisdiction , the tribal council ? The Navajo Reservation is pretty

well organized and Congress has granted them a good many rights that

other Indians do not have. Who has the say as to the leasing

or the

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , this particular coal resource is lo

cated in an area thatbelongs to both the Navajos and the Hopis. Quite

naturally they are interested in developing it and moving it along as

fast as possible . Under the current situation , we, of course, have the

final say on these contracts. They do the initial negotiating, working

with us, but we have to give it the final approval in the end .

Mr. JOHNSON . The ideal situation probably would have been for

the Government to build the plant and utilize their own resources,

but as you say, that would cause more confusion and talk about the

dam in the river or the 4 .4 for California .

But I do think, and just as one person here speaking for myself,

that there is precedent for the Government buying into it, having a

real right.

Now , as far as Hualapai Dam is concerned , and thepowerhouse , that

would be located much closer to the central Arizona project than would

the powerplant at Page,wouldn 't it ?

76- 955 — 67 — 22
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Secretary UDALL. There would be some advantages in transmission ,

yes, in cost.

Mr. Johnson . The Government there would own all of the facilities

in the river and it would own the transmission grid, and they would

deliver the power to the central Arizona project. Is that not right ?

If Hualapai Dam is built ?

Secretary UDALL. That is the way it would work ; yes, that is

correct.

Mr. Johnson . Now , there is a market for the power if it is built

in the 1,800 megawatt or larger facility at Hualapai.

Secretary UDALL. I would assume there is. I think this is some

thing that the power companies in the region undoubtedly will address

themselves to in their statements they present to the committee .

Mr. JOHNSON . Well, as the thermal baseload builds up around the

country, the hydro is getting more valuable and important every day,

isn 't it ?

Secretary UDALL. Of course , this would mean the wallsare breaking

down between public and private. If you are going to design Bridge

as a peaking plant, large quantities of peaking hydro are going to

have to go to Southern California Edison and Arizona Public Service

and private companiesbecause there isn 't that large a market for peak

ing power as far as the public utilities are concerned, particularly if

they are also buying peaking power over the intertie from the Bonne

ville system and the Pacific Northwest, but I am getting in over my

head and I don't want to pretend to know the answers.

Mr. JOHNSON. I am in overmy head , too , on this ,but with the inter

tie I think we are able to use the hydro more efficiently every day.

With the increase in baseload building up which it is in the West,

these people are out there in this area because they probably no longer

can receive a license in the area of southern California either for gas

or a coal-fired plant. So they either have to go to nuclear or they do

it with hydro, and they are seeking hydro yet, I am sure.

Now , weheard the figures this morning that the chairman developed

whereby there would be a greater accumulation of funds in the devel

opment fund if IIualapai were to be built at your rated capacity.

Your figures showed that the funds would — at the year 2025 and the

year 2017, I think it was, there would be a considerable amount of

revenue in the development fund which would be much greater, some

where around $ 600 million , if the Hualapai Dam were built.

Secretary UDALL . Congressman , that is

Mr. Johnson . That is taking into consideration Hoover, Parker ,

and Davis.

Secretary UdaLL. Yes. We discussed this during the noon hour,

and there are some factors that I was not aware of. I would like

Secretary Holum to touch on this point because just the opposite is

the result with other combinations.

Mr.HoLuM . I think understanding theadministration

Mr. Johnson . Now , wait a minute, because they were very careful

this morning.

Secretary UDALL. The development fund saving is greater.

Mr. Aspinall. If you had Huklapai.

Secretary UDALL. If you have the prepayment plus Hualapai.
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Mr. ASPINALL. Then somebody in your office down there

Mr. HOLUM . I think the Secretary is saying, thatthe information I

have available for themembers of this committee is on theassumption

of a study by the National Water Commission as recommended by

Secretary Udall of the question of whether or not Hualapai should be

built. As a maximum , a decision on that question shouldn 't result in

a delay of over 10 years. What Commissioner Dominy told you this

morning was that if Huala pai were built in 1972 and there were no

prepayments, that the development fund in 2017 would have approxi

mately $ 1,850 million in it . If the prepayment plan for the central

Arizona project is enacted by this Congress and built immediately so

that service is available in 1972, and a decision is made later to build

High Hualapai and it isn 't put in service until 1982, the development

fund in 2017, according to the calculations made by the Bureau of

Reclamation , will exceed $ 2 billion . In other words, the development

fund in 2047 will be greater because of this delay, for two reasons.

The prepaid power, ofcourse,makes a contribution to the development

fund in itself and this is a factor that will be available if that decision

is made now .

The High Hualapaibuilt in 1982will comeon the line at a timewhen

Hoover and Parker-Davis are essentially paid out, so that the interest

bearing costs allocated to commercial power can be paid out quickly .

The results are a greater development fund accumulation on this basis .

Mr. JOHNSON . Well, that is quite a turnabout from thismorning's
testimony.

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir.

Mr.HOLUM . No, it is not.

Secretary UDALL. It is on a different assumption . We are not

changing our position .

Mr. Johnson. Well, you must be doing something because this

morning

Mr. DOMINY. Mr. Chairman

Mr. HOLUM . There is no conflict between what was said this morn

ing and now . What was said this morning is that if High Hualapai

were built now and no prepayment plan so it came in service in 1972,

the Commissioner said he believed the development fund would be

$ 1,850 million .

Ir. ASPINALL . That is all right figuring just day-by-day conclu

sions, but if you have Hualapai built in 1972 and you start the same

kind of figuring from 1982, you still have the sameanswer.

Mr. HOLUM . Yes, except, Mr. Chairman , the point I am making

is that there is a contribution to the development fund from the 400

megawatts of prepayment and after 2025 that is a substantial figure.

There is also a greater burden during the early years if High Huala

pai is built now in paying off the interest-bearing portion quickly .

You can pay it off faster if it is built a little later,

Mr. Johnson . Now , wait just a minute . You say with both prepay

ment and Huala pai.

Mr. HOLUM . That is correct .

Mr. Johnson. You were thinking this morning's questions were

asked if onewere built.

Mr. HOLUM . That is right.
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Mr. Johnson . And the other not.

Mr. HOLUM . There is no contradiction between what was said this

morning and what I say now .

Mr. JOHNSON. We are talking about here and our questions are

directed to you people on the basis that the prepayment in the thermal

power would not be made available and the central Arizona project

would have been authorized with Hualapai in it. A comparison was
made on Hualapaior the prepayment

Mr. Holum. Those are the figures that Commissioner Dominy gave

you this morning.

Mr. JOHNSON . After that I think that Hualapai and Parker -Davis

and Hoover would create more in the development fund than theother

if Hualapaiwas never built.

Mr. HOLUM . That is correct, and those are the figures that Com

missioner Dominy gave you this morning. The figures I am giving

you now are if both werebuilt.

Mr. Johnson . You are talking aboutbuilding one, not both .

Mr. HOLUM . That is correct, as related to this morning's testimony.

Mr. Johnson . Now , as far as Hualapai is concerned , and you heard

the statement this morning the record , that this would encroach upon

the Grand Canyon National Monument lands and also on the Grand

Canyon National Parks, I would like to know just how much of the

monument lands are going to beaffected .

Secretary UDALL . You wantthe number ofmiles along the river ?

Mr. Johnson . Yes, and how much do we inundate if you would just

come up along the side of it.

Mr. DOMINY. Well, actually , Mr. Chairman , the reservoir would

back clear through the existingmonument.

Mr. ASPINALL . On one side.

Mr. DOMINY. On both sides of theexisting monument. The existing

monument starts on the north bank at Kanab Creek and runs down

to LakeMead National Recreation Area .

Mr. ASPINALL . The water up the river would not be through the

monumentbut it has to go part way up before it gets to themonument.

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct. I say it backs water all the way

through the existing monument, however. The first part of it is in

the Lake Mead National Recreation Area . Then when it hits the

monument boundary just below Lava Falls, or just above Lara Falls,

then it does occupy the river section all the way through themonument

to the corner of the park .

Mr. JOHNSON. Now , in the monument itself, what is that - that

particular area is in a canyon .

Mr. DOMINY. Yes. It is in the inner gorge of the canyon .

Mr. JOHNSON . In the inner gorge, and it does not come out on the

landsof the table above.

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir . It doesn 't do that even down at thedam itself.

That gorge runs roughly 700 feet from the lip of the inner gorge down

to the river and this is a fairly consistent all the way up and down

the canyon .

Mr. JOHNSON . In the Grand Canyon National Park it just borders

on one side ofthe park .
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Mr.DOMINY. That is correct.

Secretary Udalt. Fifteen miles.

Mr. Dominy. Thirteen miles is the exact distance . The southwest

corner of the park is at the mouth of the Havasu Creek, and then it

runs 23 — the river runs 23 miles. Where the river is the boundary of

the park , it is approximately 13 miles up to Kanab Creek and 10 up to

Tapeats and then the park boundary crosses.

Mr. JOHNSON . How farup on the canyon wall does it come?

Mr. DOMINY. Atthemouth of Havasu Creek, roughly 85 feet above

the normal river level and, of course at Kanab Creek it becomes zero

because it levels out there. Now , if you were to take, and we did some

calculations on this while the Secretary was considering all of these

problems, if you took all of the inner gorge out from the river up to

the rim of the inner gorge and computed the acreage involved , this

would be roughly 1,200 acres where the park is the boundary , where

the river is the boundary with the park , and about 1 ,900 acres of

monument lands or a totalof 3 ,200 acres that you would take out and

place into a recreation area in lieu ofmonument and park .

Mr. Johnson . Thatwould be about 5 ,000 acres.

Mr. DOMINY. A little less than that ; yes, sir. We don 't inundate

thatmuch land because it is a sheer canyon and we are covering only a

very small portion of it in that area.

Mr. Johnson . Now , I would like to ask you ,Mr. Dominy — you are a

person I have known since before I arrived here — you have been re

sponsible for building damsallover and I am one of the fortunate Con

gressmen who has a dam under construction on the American River by

your Bureau of Reclamation people .

Haven't you people studied this and you asthe Commissioner in your

own opinion would state that this is a good damsite , a feasible project,

and one that should bebuilt ?

Mr.Dominy. Letmeput it thisway. The Bureau of Reclamation's

studies prove that the Hualapai damsite is the best one remaining on

the Colorado River and the construction of the dam and powerplant

and the creation of a great new recreational lake would be highly feas

ible . It would, of course, change the character of the 93 miles of the

inner gorge in the lower Canyon of the Colorado River as it now

exists . I takemy job quite seriously. I think I have taken extraordi

nary efforts to acquaintmyself with the 254 -river miles that we are dis

cussing in order to arrive at an opinion on the highest and best use of

it. I arrived at the conclusion last summer that from an overall re

source development standpoint considering the two remaining damsites

on this stretch of the river,Marble Canyon Dam is ofmuch lesser im

portance than Hualapai and could well be given up because of its dis

ruption of a wild river scenic trip that logically starts at Lee Ferry

which is the only access on the river that isn 't in sheer canyon walls .

It has been the historicalaccess point for all time, since man cameinto

the area . A white water trip on the Colorado starting from this point

is a tremendous experience.

With Glen Canyon Dam on the river, of course, this exciting trip

can be run now for severalmoremonths of the year than it could before.

Consequently many more people will be realizing this great experience

than ever before.
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It is a 9 - to 12-day trip from Lee Ferry down river into Lake Mead

and once you start, there is no turning back. It can 't be done, as Con

gressman Tunney discovered , by going out and renting a canoe . It

takes special equipment, real competent guide service and specialized

services to accomplish it.

Therefore, there never will be hundreds of thousands of people ex

periencing it , but 2, 000 people took the trip this year which is by far

the largest number that ever ran the river in one season because of the

fact that Glen Canyon regulates the river and thus spreads the season

much longer than previously .

Now , if Hualapai were built, this trip would only be reduced from

a 9 - to 12 -day trip down to a 6 - to 9 -day trip and the exit point out of

the canyon would be at Peach Springs Wash or at the Hualapai Dam
site .

Now , how much disruption Hualapai Dam is to scenic values and to

the wild river trip is something for the committee to decide. I have

my own viewsand I have expressed them in council within the Interior

Department. The administration hasmade its recommendation , and,

as Commissioner, I support the administration 's position on this legis

lation .

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman , he doesn't seem very happy about it .

[Laughter.]

Mr. Jounson . I have watched with a great deal of interest in my

short time on this committee in which these damshave been eliminated.

The people downtown once made just as good a case for these in previ.

ousyears as theymaketo eliminate them .

Secretary UDALL . Congressman , let me comment here. We are now

suggesting that the decision be deferred . I think when you get into

the subject of water conservation and the alternatives that we are all

going to look at in the region , that you really have a very good argu

ment for it. If this dam is built, and Imade one decision this fall as

part of this whole analysis , it should bebuilt because it is a very excel

lent hydroelectric damsite and primarily for that reason . A secondary

consideration is thetype of outdoor recreation that would be provided .

On the other side, the one argument that the antidam people have

had that seemsto me cannot be dismissed is the conservation argument.

This has to be weighed along with the argument that it should be leit

in its natural condition and put in the park . But we don 't need it

now . If we absolutely needed it, if the Arizona water project had to

have a dam to make it fly, then I think we would have to decide on it

now one way or the other. We do not need it and therefore why not

defer decision ? Why not wait and in light of the water studies and a

further analysis of the whole problem , then make a decision later.

But we don't need it, so why decide it now ? That is essentially the

administration 's position .

Mr. JOHNSON . I think a good case has been made here that it is neces

sary. Economically it meansmore to the central Arizona project and

development along the river than anythingwe talked about.

Secretary UDALL . The central Arizona doesn 't need it at all.

Mr. Johnson . Well, it certainly does because your central Arizona

project is going to have to pay for your power I think at a higher rate

and I think it is going to cost you more for power than it would if
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Hualapaiwere built. I think the development fund for the greater

augmentation of the river is much more advantageous under Hualapai

than without it . And I think the future of the river would be bene

fited more by Hualapai.

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , I have come to my conclusion very

sincerely ,after looking at the whole thing, and I would make this argu

ment to all of the Colorado River Basin people . I think when you are

ready to make the big decision and when you know what the alterna

tives are and the economics are with regard to the future of the river,

and how you are going to make up the deficiency, then I think this is

the time to make the decision on this last damsite on the river. I don 't

know which way it would go, I don't think we can say at this time. I

don't think we have to make a decision here on an issue that has in

flamed the whole country , involved the country in argument. I think

we can make it in a more rational way at a later point.

I want the committee to understand that I am not just going along

with the Bureau of the Budget. I sincerely believe this is the best

decision in terms of where we are. I believe further that this is, as I

have said today, a first rate dam site. It is one of the best that re

mains in the west. It is the best that remains on the river. It is the

only big damsite that remainson the river,but I don 't think you have

to decide the issuenow .

That is my point.

Mr. Johnson . Well, some members of this committee I think - I

won 't say how many,because you neverknow - but last year we passed

a bill with the dam in it.

I can go along with the elimination of Marble Dam and I can go

along with making that portion of the river a part of the national

park . I think there has been a good case made for the Hualapai Dam

and I for one would support the bill with Hualapai in it. I think it

is best for everybody concerned at the present time.

I don 't think a National Water Commission is going to resolve this

because I think there is enough known now . You say that this is a

necessary facility as far as benefits are concerned in the overall, and I

think that a dam , a well-constructed dam with a good -looking power

house adds more to that area than anything I know you can do to it.

And at the same time this would develop more use and more recrea

tion values in that area than anything I know you can do at this

particular time, too .

After one experience on Lake Powell, I think it is one of the finest

developments other than from the standpoint of generation of power.

I think in time probably the recreation will mean more to the area

than the power generated from it. I have never seen one of these

hydroelectric dams yet that hasn 't drawn asmany people as any na

tional park . As long as our national parks- - and I am a strong sup

porter of national parks, too ; I have a few in my own district, but I

know the dams that have been built, there is a great deal of interest

on the part of people to go there and get something out of a visit to

the project when it is under construction . And I am amazed how many

comeback after it is completed to make that same trip . I just can 't

see the Congress foregoing building Hualapaior Bridge Dam at this

time.
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I don 'tknow what a NationalWater Commission is going to develop.

I don 't know , as you say, you shouldn't abandon it completely . We

should set it aside and study it at a later date. Personally I don't

think there is a better timethan right now to build it .

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , you have stated very , very elo

quently and convincingly the argument on one side of this. The only

response that I can give to you is that I think it is premature because

wedo not know whatthe long -term solution is for the Colorado River

Basin . The Columbia River or northern California could be involved

or weathermodification might play a significant role. Wewill know ,

I think 5 years from now , but rightnow Hualapai Dam is not needed .

So why do we want to stir up a big argument, plunge into a big con

troversy when it is not necessary because the project is not needed to

make the centralArizona go. It is not needed .

Mr. Johnson . If we passed over everything because of the big

argument we wouldn 't do much in Congress. Everything we do has

two sides to it. You have to face up and do what you think is right

when you are preparing or offering or passing a piece of legislation .

Mr. BURTON ofUtah . Will you yield ,Mr. Chairman ?

Mr. Secretary , isn 't it true that the Hualapai Indians have a reserva

tion down in this area ?

Secretary UdalL. Half of the damsite is in the reservation . They

own one side of it. Like the Navajo Reservation at Glen Canyon.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . It ismy understanding that they own a dam .

site. Am I wrong on that ?

Secretary UDALL. They own one side of it .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . In our last bill we put in somemoney to buy

out their interest , which they didn 't have ?

Mr. Dominy. Their reservation comes down to the river all along

there, including the access to the dam .

Secretary UDALL. They have a very legitimate interest in it .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Counsel just explained to me this isn ' t a

treaty reservation and I was interested in the point that the gentleman

from Pennsylvania raised about taking that whole area into a national

park by Executive order or national monument by Executive order.

I wondered if you could do that with an Indian reservation . But if

it's an “Executive” and not a “treaty” reservation , I suppose you could .

Mr. JOHNSON . That is all the questions I have, Mr. Secretary .

Mr. SAYLOR. Will the gentleman yield to me ?

Mr. JOHNSON . Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. I just want to say that I felt this was going along too

smoothly. I felt it was about time that somebody would get into this

business.

I just want to tell you that, as near as my memory serves me,

figures 4 years ago called for the expenditure of $512 million for con

struction of Hualapai Dam . Those figures are about correct, Mr.

Dominy ?

Mr. ÞOMINY. Yes ; in that neighborhood .

Mr. SAYLOR . Now we have had 1 years' escalation from that point

and I think that has gone up about 2 or 3 percent a year and I notice

we are using 31/8 -percent interest , and since Uncle Sam is out borrow

ing money right now - I think that the Tuesday, March 14 issue of
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theWall Street Journal indicated that Treasury notes are selling right

now , those that are selling close to par and bearing 538, 478,538, 514 ,

5 percent, and figuring 2 percent straight interest on $512 million for

80 years, which is the figure which I think somebody ought to realize

is what Treasury is going to have to pay for this amount, comes to a

mere bagatelle of about $ 819 million . If you subtract $819 million

from anything that is going to be put in , or any benefit that you are

going to get out of this, the central Arizona project, we certainly find

out that the figures the Secretary gave this morning are awfully close

to just being exact and the best deal for everyone.

Now , if you get into a project and the people in California don 't

want this project built, one of the best ways I know to keep it from

being built is to get into a hassle as to whether or not you are going to

invade the Grand Canyon National Park or Monument. The Amer

ican public let it be known last year that they didn't like it, and I think

if you will ask the average Member of Congress who doesn 't come

from one of those seven basin States, he will tell you he got more

mail on this than anything else. And that Grand Canyon doesn 't

belong to the seven basin States. It belongs to the United States.

It belongs to the world .

I am not one of those that is about to see this committee go out and

ruin something that it took the Almighty several hundred million

years to build .

The Secretary and the Commissioner of the Bureau ofthe Reclama

tion have come up here and given you a feasible project, one that

can see to it that Arizona , having won the lawsuit, is entitled to put

some water to beneficial consumptive use. If this committee is in

terested in putting water to beneficial consumptive use , then you will

take the advice of the Secretary of the Interior and the bill he brought

up here and report it out. If you have anything that you want to

add to it to see that California gets that 4 .4 , which seemed to be the

big point that was made yesterday by the representatives of that

State, and some others, will have trouble getting a bill passed .

I am not worried about carrying the administration 's responsibility .

The administration , if they said they don't want this , they don 't want

it. It meets with my approval and I am willing to carry that battle,

too. I just hope that we would get a bill outand the bill will follow

very closely what the Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner

of Reclamation and the Assistant Secretary have recommended to this

committee.

Thank you,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON. I want to say to the gentleman from Pennsylvania

that I don 't think the Hualapai Dam will damage the Grand Canyon

nor the Grand Canyon National Park or Monument. And I think

that weall have differences ofopinion and I have just asmuch interest

in the Grand Canyon as he does, I think , but we look at it a little

differently. And I think that California as a whole has just as much

interest in the Grand Canyon as any State in the Union . It doesn 't

mean that we are out to spoil things or deface the countryside,but I do

think that we have a perfect right to consider legislation and pass on

that legislation , and whoever is successful in the final end, we will go

along with it. The majority will have spoken , I think , whether it is
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built or not built or modified . And I think that is the position I

would take as chairman of this subcommittee . In the days ahead if

we can came up with a bill, I want to see a bill passed , too .

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman , if you will yield for just an observa

tion , out in your State they have a great industry known as the olive

industry and one of the things that that olive industry does is that

they are able to get into a bottle of olives more olives than a normal

person thinks it is at all possible to get in .

You know , when you take the lid off of that bottle of olives and

turn it upside down, you can't get any olives out, and you have to reach

in and you have to get your fingers in and sometimes you have to get a

sharp instrument to reach in and pull the first one out. And it is

a strange thing that once you get that first one out, all the rest of

them roll out, too.

While wehaven't invaded any national park , so far, I don't propose

to see that this national park is invaded by the waters of any dam

whether you call it the Hualapai, Havasupai, Bridge Canyon or any

other namethat anybody wants to give it. "

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I just wish to be recognized to

state that I don 't want to take any definite position on this legislation

at this time.

Mr. Johnson . It is the opinion of all of us that each person has

spoken for themselves. I think their testimony pretty much points

out what they were thinking.

Mr. UDALL. I have just one technical question , no philosophy, no

olives. Last year when we had Marble Dam in my bill we had Paria

silt control to protect that and wehad Coconino silt control to protect

Hualapai. We have now taken Marble out. I don 't know whether

to leave both Paria and Coconino in . If we should run over you ,

if the committee should run over you, should we put both Coconino

and Paria in ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes. Put them both in because this would block

the silt . A major portion of the silt below Glen Canyon Dam comes

into the river from Paria and the Little Colorado River tributaries.

Mr. UDALL. I hope the Chair will excuse me for getting back to

someof the details of the subject.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Utah , Mr. Burton .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Mr. Chairman , when you said the Hualapai

site was the last " good site ” or “ major" site along the river, you had

not excluded what the chairman called Echo Park, had you ?

Secretary UDALL. I am talking about a site outside of a national
park or national monument.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Well, I have told the gentleman from Penn

sylvania we in Utah have quit calling it Echo Park. It is Chief
Washiki Damsite. (Laughter.]

Mr. SAYLOR. Off the record .

( Discussion off the record .)

Mr. BURTON of Utah . When we get that bill passed we are going

to name the lake, " Saylor Lake."

Mr. SAYLOR. All I can tell you is that in the words of my Indian

brother in the Seneca Nation , I think it would be much better named

Lady Bird Dam .
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Mr. STEIGER . Mr. Chairman

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona , Mr. Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Chairman , on the advice of my colleague from

Arizona I wasn 't about to get into the Grand Canyon situation but

since my colleague from Pennsylvania has brought the subject up in

descriptive if completely inaccurate terms, I felt that I would be

less than honest with myself if I didn't go on record since the canyon

and park are in my district. I have spent most of my adult life

within 100 miles of it and I don 't think anything has offended me

as much as the lack of factual basis for the emotional wave that we

are destroying the Grand Canyon .

I would like to direct one question to Commissioner Dominy with

the Chair's permission , since this gentleman probably has spent as

much time up and down the river recently as anybody I know of, and

is familiar with the boundaries of the proposed lake at Hualapai Dam .

I realize it is very difficult for the Commissioner to be any more objec

tive about this than I am . But I wish to ask him to very briefly and

factually tell us the extent to which the Grand Canyon will be vio

lated by a proposed Hualapai Dam .

Mr. DOMINY. Personally I don 't think it will be violated. Hualapai

Dam would back water for 13 miles along the river where the river

is the boundary of the park . I do not believe minor water storage

in the river in the deep inaccessible minor gorge at a remote corner

of the park to be an invasion of the park . And I would point out

the Sierra Club itself in 1949 characterized this as only a minor

peripheral invasion and approved such a minor invasion clear back

to Tapeats Creek , which incidentally is 10 miles farther upstream

than would be involved if Hualapai Dam were to be constructed .

Mr. ASPINALL. Ifmy colleague will yield, I think what my colleague

is saying , to make it descriptive, is : If there were a dam built at

Bridge Canyon clear to the rim of the canyon, clear up to the top, the

Grand Canyon itself would never be filled .

Mr. STEIGER . I am certain of it.

Mr. JOHNSON . Are there any further questions ?

Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Chairman

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from California , Mr. Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Dominy, do you know whether the WEST

group or your own Department considered the feasibility of a nuclear

plantasopposed to a steam plant?

Mr. HOLUM . Yes ; we certainly did consider both nuclear and coal

fired steam .

Mr. REINECKE, Located at Page or downriver ?

Mr. HOLUM . The nuclear plant locations considered were at Pen

dleton and near Mojave. But with the facts at hand, of course , you

have to think in terms of our prepayment arrangement of the type

of facilities that are apt to be constructed in the region . All indica

tions are that coal- fired plants are what the utilities are going to be

building, in the immediate future at least .

Mr. REINECKE. Did the figures come out, or was there just a deci

sion on your part , because coal was in the area, coal would be the type

to build ?

Mr. HOLUM . Was there a substantial difference between coal and

nuclear ?
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Mr. REINECKE. Yes.

Mr. Holum . There seemed to be we didn't perfect these studies to

the ultimate. There seemed to be because ofFederal financing and the

advantage that that brings to high initial capital cost investment.

There seems to be a slight advantage to nuclear as far as the Federal

Government was concerned under a prepaid arrangement. The studies

were not perfected because of the actualities of the case . You would

have to do business recognizing the kind of facilities that are being

built in the region .

Mr. REINECKE . Would it be possible to see those studies ?

Mr. HOLUM . I beg yourpardon ?

Mr. REINECKE. Would it be possible to see the studies ?

Mr. Horum. Yes.

Secretary UDALL. Yes; they are available.

Mr. JOHNSON . Are there any further questions of the Secretary and

his group ? If not,wewant to thank you for coming here and giving

us the benefit of your views.

Secretary UDALL. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The next witness to come before the committee here

will be Mr. James G . Watt, secretary to the U . S . Chamber of Com

merce National Resources Committee. Mr. Watt .

STATEMENT OF JAMES G . WATT, SECRETARY, NATIONAL RE

SOURCES COMMITTEE, U .S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ; ACCOMPA.

NIED BY RICHARD L . BREAULT, MANAGER, COMMUNITY AND

REGIONAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, U . S . CHAMBER OF

COMMERCE

Mr. Watt. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank

you for the opportunity of appearing at this late date, and in light of

that, I willmake this brief and with your permission ask that the state

ment be printed in the record as if read and just brief it for the

committee.

Mr. Johnson . Your statement will be placed in the record in full.

Youmay summarize your statement.

Mr. WATT. Thank you . I am James Watt and I am responsible

for coordinating the interests and activities of the Chamber of Com

merce of the United States in natural resource matters.

I have with meMr. Richard L . Breault ,manager of the chamber's

community and regional resources development group . He is respon

sible for bringing together the various chamber programs, including

our national resource programs, for the proper development and

growth ofAmerican communitiesand regions.

Weare here to support on behalf of the national chamber the crea

tion of a NationalWater Commission as proposed in the several bills

that are before the committee today. We would urge that this legisla

tion be considered on its own merits and not be incorporated in any

other legislation .

We are pleased that you are holding these hearings and considering

this specific bill, and would hope that the committee would give it

quick and favorable action as a separate piece of legislation.
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The rest ofthe statement goes on ,Mr. Chairman , to give someof our

reasonings. You have discussed those in great detail here.

Wewill be glad to go through those with you if you care, or answer

any questions at this time.

Mr. JOHNSON . The chairman of the full committee, Mr. Aspinall.

Mr. ASPINALL. I have only the one question. Will you enumerate

forme the benefits to be derived out of the National Water Commis

sion that cannot be secured out of proper administration of existing

law ?

Mr. WATT. Yes, Congressman Aspinall. We feel that the prob

lems ofmanaging our water have grown to the point where there is

need today for bringing in outside interests ; that is, outside the Fed

eral Government. We think we must approach water conservation ,

water problems, on a larger scale and bring about themanagement of

our total environment for the greatest benefit to man in his total

community .

I think the problem is larger than just river basins. Wemust con

sider the ecological problems, population changes, and all these other

factors that might have and should have a significant bearing upon

an inner basin transfer of water, for example, or the upper develop

ment ofwater resources.

I think private citizens can pump into this library of information

additional materials that need to be considered by Congress before

decisions are made.

Mr. ASPINALL. Have you attempted to get in touch with the Chair

man of the Water Resources Council established by the Water Re

sources Planning Act, and have you been refused an audience ?

Mr.WATT. Excuse me. Refused a what?

Mr. ASPINALL . An audience.

Mr.WATT. No ; wehave not.

Mr.ASPINALL. Well, that is all .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Utah.

Mr. BURTON ofUtah . No questions.

Mr. UDALL . No questions.

Mr. STEIGER. No questions.

Mr.Watt. Thank you for your time.

Mr. Johnson . We want to thank you , Mr. Watt. Your statement

willappear in the record .

( The statement referred to follows :)

STATEMENT FOR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES BY JAMES G .

WATT

My name is James G . Watt. I am responsible for coordinating the interests

and activities of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States in natural re

source matters. I have with me Mr. Richard L . Breault, Manager of the Cham

ber' s Community and Regional Resource Development Group. He is responsible

for bringing together the various Chamber programs including our Natural

Resource programs- for the proper development and growth of American Com

munities and Regions. We are here to support on behalf of the National Cham

her, the creation of a NationalWater Commission , as proposed in the several bills

that are before the Committee today. We urge that the legislation be considered

on its own merits and not be incorporated in any other legislation . We are

pleased to see that this proposal received the quick action of the Senate earlier

this year and are hopeful that this Committee will be able to give it favorable

consideration .
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On several different occasions, the National Chamber has reaffirmed its sup

port of the concept and approach embodied in S . 20 and the related House bills

Our support for the proposed NationalWater Commission results from a series of

studies made by the National Chamber' s Natural Resources Committee and a

number of ad hoc advisory panels.

The seriousness of the multitude of situations concerning management of

water resources across the nation requires the most careful appraisal of what

the nation can and should do to solve the varying problems.

A new , positive attitude must evolve to provide optimum use of water in in

dividual watersheds and throughout the country . This , in turn , requires new

knowledge and broadened comprehension of the economic meaning of water to

the wealth , as wellas to the health , of a region .

We, therefore, endorse the scope of duties of the proposed National Water Com

mission . These duties would include reviewing present and anticapated national

water resource problem , making such projections of water requirements as mas

be necessary, and identifying alternate ways of meeting these requirements.

We are pleased with the requirements of Section 3 that the Commission must

give consideration to conservation and more efficient use of existing supplies, in

creased usability by reduction of pollution , and innovations to encourage tbe

highest economic use of water and waste water purification and rense.

It is our contention that these objectives will properly assess common aspects

of water problems of the nation and provide a basis for outlining courses of

action to achieve efficient utilization of water resources.

We agree with the provisions of the bill that state that the Commission should

consist of seven members appointed by the President and that no member of

the Commission hold any other position as an officer or employee of the federal

government.

It is also necessary that the Commission have a competent staff independent

of federal, state and local governmentalwater agencies.

The fact that this commission will not continue indefinitely is important

Termination of its work no later than five years from the effective date is most

appropriate.

We are pleased to note that Section 6 provides a degree of interrelations with

river basin commissions created pursuant to Title II of the Water Resources

Planning Act. This provision should help insure an adequate flow of informa

tion from actual river basin planning groups. We would suggest, however, that

this same relationship be extended to river basin planning and operating agen

cies authorized by interstate compacts or international agreements.

Our endorsement of this legislation in no way argues for delay of current pro

grams or projects, be they federal, state, local or private. Rather, our support

of this legislation argues for the utilization of a mechanism designed to help

solve the complicated planning and financing of the development of our future

water resources.

Our very lives, our economic well being on this continent, are at stake. We

need the best possible studies, analyses, and evaluations to be able to determine

what our future course should be. With this in mind, we urge immediate and

favorable action on this legislation .

Mr. Johnson . The next witness will beMr. Juel Rodack of Ari

zonans for Water WithoutWaste.

STATEMENT OF JUEL RODACK , CHAIRMAN , ARIZONANS FOR

WATER WITHOUT WASTE

Mr. RODACK . Mr. Chairman , I would like to make three small cor

rections to my statement before asking that it be entered into the rer

ord . They all appear on page 2. In the last paragraph where is says

“ $ 92 million ” on the first line, it should read " $ 82 million ."

The second line, delete " all nonreimbursable ” and insert instead .

“ all but $ 2 million non reimbursable .” And on the last line, change

“ $92million ” to read " $80 million .”
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Mr. Chairman , I should like to request that my statement be en

tered in the record as if read and I would appreciate the opportunity

to make a few additionalremarks.

Mr. JOHnson. Your statement will appear in the record at this

pointand you may summarize your statement.

( The statement referred to follows : )

STATEMENT OF JUEL RODACK , CHAIRMAN, ARIZONANS FOR WATER WITHOUTWASTE

My name is Juel Rodack . I am a resident of Tucson , Arizona . I appear before

you as a private citizen and as Chairman of an Arizona-based organization known

as Arizonans for Water Without Waste.

I should like to preface my remarks by stating that I personally am a layman

and do not presume to be an expert on the subjects here under discussion , but I

and my colleagues (many of whom are learned professionalmen ) have investi

gated the matters that pertain here insofar as the need for construction of dams

in the Grand Canyon is concerned . We have consulted with many experts and

the conclusions we offer here are a result of our studies and express our

convictions.

On AWWW . – Arizonans for Water Without Waste was the natural outgrowth

of the hearings on HR 4671 in the last Congress. We organized to counteract

the common misconception that Arizonans all want these dams and to tell the

other side of the story omitted by the generally slanted reportage in the news

media of our State. The righteous indignation of the people should be heard .

A major activity of AWWW is dissemination of information . Regrettably

the average Arizonan is either uninformed , ill-informed or misinformed on the

issues . A great many of our citizens are unaware that the water for C . A . P .

is to come from Lake Havasu . They have come to believe that C . A . P . is physi

cally impossible without dams in the Grand Canyon . Most of these good people

oppose the dams once they become cognizant of the facts. A test poll shows that

some 70 % of the informed segment of our population oppose the dams,

We respect the sincerity of those reclamationists who firmly believe that the

only way to pay for reclamation is to build hydroelectric dams, and of other

proponents of dams who are honestly convinced that they best serve the public

good when they pay service to the complexities of the legislative process. But

AWWW is concerned that in Arizona - as elsewhere - we also have opportunists

interested only in expediency , political advantage or private profit . There are,

for instance, land speculators selling the dream of instant riches, advertising

cheap land that will be worth fortunes once the President signs the " two billion

dollar C . A . P . bill" . These people are natural proponents of dams regardless of

the public good .

These, among other considerations, brought AWWW into being last August.

Our opposition to dams in the Grand Canyon is based on waste :

Waste of the tax dollar.

Waste of water.

Waste of our Nationalheritage,

On tages. - Hydropower is no longer the most economical source of electricity .

Equivalent thermal plants can be constructed for a fraction of the cost. In a

competitive market the dams will produce no revenue without Federal book

keeping magic. The taxpayer will foot the bill to provide low interest rates, non

reimbursable expenditures and eventually lowered hydropower revenues .

$ 92 .000.000 was allocated in last year's HR 4671 to Recreation , Fish and Wild

life all non -reimbursable. Consider that the overall expenditure of the Ari

zona State Parks Board from 1956 to 1965 totalled only $ 842,000. Does this in

dicate that Arizona feels the need for large expenditures along these lines ? Cer

tainly , these United States can always use more recreation areas. But where ?

The recreational potential of Lakes Mead and Powell will not be used to ca

pacity in the foreseeable future. Are additional similar facilities between - - and

inmediately adjacent to already existing ones worth $ 92,000 ,000 ?

HR 4671, were it undertaken as a commercial venture, borrowing at the lowest

conceivable interest rates, would be unable to repay nearly one half of the

project cost. In fact, these hundreds of millions of dollars would come out of

the taxpayers pocket.
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On water. — The Colorado River is already bankrupt. Seren states divided up

more water than exists. Worse, the river is overdeveloped . Present reservoirs

have a capacity exceeding 4 years virgin flow with an annual loss through evap

oration sufficient to handle the municipal and industrial needs of a city of more

than 5 millions. Additionaldamswill compound this tragic waste.

On national heritage. -- The scenic splendor of the Grand Canyon cannot be

too greatly extolled . But its value to present and future generations goes far

beyond this . For one thing it is a living scientific laboratory. Dams would

modify its glory and irreparably damage its scientific values. To protect the

Canyon from this threat Congress should act now to include both of the proposed

dam sites within an enlarged Grand Canyon National Park

Congressman Udall has stated that population control is one of our most

urgent questions. It is not within the scope of these hearings to determine what

should be done about the problems of our expanding population. But the issues

debated in the Grand Canyon controversy are merely early symptoms of the

dilemma.

Privacy, solitude and quiet contemplation are absolutely vital to inner peace

and individual dignity . Faced with a constantly increasing populace , privacy

is becoming a rare commodity . Wilderness such as the Grand Canyon should be

preserved for future human needs. It will be far more valuably used in this was

than for any power it can produce. It will be small improvement to have the

roar of motor boats shatter its ageless peace .

On alternatives. - Many alternatives to the construction of these dams have

been presented . AWWW does not specifically support any one of these to the

exclusion of the others. Thermal plants, either fossil fuel or nuclear, can

certainly provide equivalent power. Other means of financing the project are

too numerous to mention here, but we were most impressed by the revised

analysis by Jeffrey Ingram showing how C . A . P . can be financed through water

revenues alone. All of these excellent alternatives should be given equivalent

study to that which the Bureau of Reclamation hasgiven on the dams.

On CAP. - I should like to make clear that AWWW is not opposed to the Cen

tral Arizona Project. Our campaign has been to demonstrate that C . A . P . is

practical without unnecessary and undesirable dams in the Grand Canyon .

However, there are two points that should be discussed in connection with

C . A . P . :

1 . AWWW is puzzled by certain small peripheral reclamation projects that

have been tacked onto C . A . P . We see little value in Buttes, Hooker and

Charleston Dams. Last year, when HR 4671 failed to pass, Lawrence Mehren ,

then President and Chairman of the Central Arizona Project Association, in his

statement " The Central Arizona Project Alternates" showed that C . A . P . can be

built without these and certain other miscellaneous items at a savings of

$ 124,290,000. Divorced from C . A . P . the Charlston Dam and its aqueduct to

Tucson would probably deliver extremely expensive water. Separate benefit

cost ratios should be provided to justify construction of these three dams.

2 . Weare impressed by the reports of Dr. Robert A . Young and Dr. William E

Martin , both Professors of the Department of Agricultural Economics, l'nt

versity of Arizona, which indicate that the water problem of our State can be

solved without C . A . P . or other unnecessary reclamation projects by the simple

process of wiser water usage. We respectfully suggest, in the public interest,

that Congress make a careful study of this matter before passing legislation for

a project that conceivably is unnecessary and would require the expenditure of

half a billion dollars.

What is the answer ? - Arizona , along with other southwestern states is facing

a water shortage . But this is not peculiar to the southwest . All 48 of the con

tiguous states are moving inexorably in one degree or another toward a water

crisis. We can take comfort, however, that we are faced with this situation at

a time in our history when our advanced technology , given the proper stimulus, is

prepared to present us with practical solutions. Arizona needs C . A . P , not only

because nothing else has been developed . But C . A . P . is a partial, short-term

answer to our problem . Not only in Arizona but throughout these United States

we need better long -range planning. This cannot be done on a local or regional

basis. That is why we support a National Water Commission that is unfettered

by regional ties. We do not believe that themassive interbasin transfer of water

is the best or most economical solution to our problem . Here again the mans

sound alternatives should first be fully investigated . That is why we oppose
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wasting tax money on funding a feasibility study for importation . We are

convinced that the answer to the water problem , local, regional and national, is

to be found best through a select National Water Commission such as would be

created by S 20 already passed in the Senate .

On compromise. — We appreciate the spirit in which certain parties have

offered to build only one instead of two dams. And we are acutely conscious

that, refusing this compromise, we have been placed in the invidious position of

appearing unreasonable and stubborn . But we ask you to consider this — there

are in the world some things on which it is impossible to compromise. You would

not ask us to compromise on liberty. There is a saying in my business that

hall- clean is still dirty . The essence of this principle applies here. One cannot

say " We won 't paint a beard on the Mona Lisa - just a moustache " - "Wewon ' t

scratch the Star of India twice- just once " . We cannot be expected to agree to

only half-damage theGrand Canyon .

In conclusion . Weknow for a fact that the damsare not necessary for C . A . P .

We realize that the complexities of the legislative process must be served but

we are convinced that there are other means of achieving the same ends. We

know that our leaders are sincere, but we also are aware that some may bemis

taking the pork barrel for a water barrel. In so doing they may sincerely feel

they are representing their constituents. But let them reconsider. Are they

really representing them ? Do the residents of Arizona really want to let their

tax dollars evaporate with the water in unnecessary lakes behind unnecessary

dams that deface their own Grand Canyon ? Do the people of the United States

really want to mar the beauty of any part of internationally famous Grand

Canyon on the pretext of bringing water to arid states that can obtain it by other

means ? Are the representatives of the informed people of this country really

representing them in this ? Think about it long and hard before making such an

irrevocable decision .

Arizona is the Grand Canyon State. The USA is the Grand Canyon country .

This Canyon is among our most treasured and remarkable possessions. It

should be preserved - in its entirety - without further modification - now and

for all time.

Mr. RODACK . For the record , Mr. Chairman , my name is Juel

Rodack . I am a resident of Tucson , Ariz . I appear before you as a

private citizen and as chairman of an Arizona-based organization

known as Arizonans for Water Without Waste.

I feel it is fitting that I appear so soon after the Secretary of the

Interior becausemy organization does support the administration bill

with one small amendment. We ask that the national park be ex

tended in both directions to enclose not only Marble Canyon but also

the Bridge Canyon Dam site.

If there is any importance, Mr. Chairman , to my presence here to

day and what I have to say, it is that I am an Arizonan, sent here by

Arizonans.

The total expense ofmy trip here has been financed through numer

ons small private donations, contributions from Arizona citizens, all

of whom are without hope of any material gain or increased prestige

or power. I wish one could say asmuch for all of those Arizonanswho

are so eager to build dams in the Grand Canyon.

Mr. ASPINALL . Mr. Chairman , we will make this evaluation . You

do not need to pick on somebody else. We do the picking up here.

Yon just state your position .

Mr. RODACK . Yes , sir . I would like to say for the record that Con

gressman Udall at thebeginning of the hearings this afternoon entered

into the record that a hydroplant exists at Roaring Springs in the

Grand Canyon National Park and I feel for the record it should be

qualified that Roaring Springshas a constant flow and there is no dam

at that site and that theminiscule installation which was characterized

by Commissioner Dominy could be walked past and almost not notived .

76 - 956 – 67- - 23
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I think that Congressman Udall knows that I have great admiration

and respect for him . He has earned my confidence, and I might say

my vote. But I feel that on the subject of dams in the Grand Canyon

he does not represent the informed Arizonans nor does his distin

guished colleagues, Congressmen Rhodes and Steiger.

I believe yesterday Congressman Wyatt questioned Congressman

Steiger on Arizona' s go - it-alone CAP. I believe that some mem

bers of this committee might be interested in some aspects of the

bill that was recently passed in our legislature. When the public hear

ings were first announced on this bill I made a request for a hearing

to our State senator, Senator Ray Goetze, chairman of the national

resources committee of our State senate . I mademy request first by

telegram , second by telephone, third by letter, and I was refused a

hearing.

In the great State of Arizona the democratic processbroke down and

on the subject of CAP the voice of the taxpayer is muffled . They lis

tened to Arizona's version of the Bureau of Reclamation , namely , the

Arizona Power Authority and the Interstate Stream Commission . I

don 't think that they are the only people who should be heard on a

matter which greatly concerns the taxpayers' pocket and when they are

passing an authority for open -ending bonding.

In my statement, in supporting the National Water Commission the

key words in my statement are unfettered by regional ties. It mar

seem strange that as an Arizonan I do seek priority for the Southwest.

Quite the contrary. I am convinced that a select NationalWater Com

mission be free to make its own decisions will give priority to the

Southwest and its decision would withstand the heat of intensive

scrutiny.

Incidentally, I believe that later in this week a proposal will be

made that the National Water Commission be a permanent body in

stead of just a temporary organ empowered to make a single final

report.

A permanent National Water Commission would be able to deal

with the ever-changing conditions and provide necessary flexibility

and alternates to our problems and I should like to associate with

this proposal, and I am sure that my entire organization will endorse

it .

Yesterday we heard much discussion in this room on the subject

of prior use . Now , should not the principle of prior use not also apply

to the Grand Canyon ? Build dams in the Grand Canyon and you will

be taking it away from us who now use the Grand Canyon quite

extensively.

You might as well take away a part of California 's 4 .4 or drain

theNorthwest to slakethe Southwest.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, in my closing remarks, and without ex

panding on this , I would like to quote from “ Alternatives in Water

Management” which is a report of the Committee on Water, Division

of Earth Sciences, National Academy of Sciences, National Research

Council.

On page 18 of this report, just one sentence :

With planning oriented towards the project rather than the purpose, planners

tend to concern themselves more with benefits that will justify the project than

with alternatives that will solve the problem ,
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Today there are many more economicalmeans of generating power

than hydrodams.

We Arizonans for Water Without Waste ask you to please not

saddle us now or in the future with what has already become obsolete

engineering. To roughly quote my statement, Arizonans do not want

to see their tax dollars evaporate with the water in unnecessary lakes

behind unnecessary dams that deface their most precious possession ,

the Grand Canyon .

I thank you .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Colorado.

Mr. ASPINALL . How many people do you represent, Mr. Rodack ?

Mr. RODACK . I do not have a formal membership . We do not

there are no duesoranything else.

Mr. ASPINALL. I did not ask you that. I asked you how many peo

ple you represent? You said , “We, the people of Arizona ,want this."

How many of them do you represent ?

Mr. RODACK . I have no meansof really knowing, sir .

Mr. ASPINALL. Do you believe in the representative form of gov

ernment ?

Mr. RODACK . Yes, sir .

Mr. ASPINALL. In other words, what you have to say about the gov

ernment of Arizona — the Governor and Senators and Congressmen

is in accordance with your idea ofgovernment, is that right ?

Mr. RODACK . Yes, sir .

Mr. ASPINALL. That is all .

Mr. RoDACK . Congressman Aspinall,may I expand on that ?

Mr. ASPINALL . If you think you have to, to make your position

known. I just wanted to get it in the record . That is all I wasafter.

I am not arguing with you . I would like to meet you and talk with

you some time.

Mr. RoDACK . I would like to dothat, sir.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Utah ,Mr. Burton .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . It was nice of you to come so far to express

your viewsand I appreciate your doing so .

When was this organization formed ?

Mr. RODACK . This is a new organization and my statement stated

that it was formed last August. It was a natural outgrowth of the

hearings on H . R . 4671.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . One of the things that you said that perked

up my ears was there were many forms of generating power that are

more economicalthan hydro. It is not steam . It is not atomic energy .

Can you tellmeone or two ways ? I am not theworld' s greatest power

expert, but it seems to me hydro has always been the one that was

most economical and as a matter of fact in August of 1965 the Com

missioner of Reclamation said , " Studies by utilities show that hydro

electric sources generally aremore economical."

Mr. RODACK . Congressman , I am not always in totalagreement with

the Commissioner of Reclamation . I am merely an informed layman .

I do not pretend to be an expert, but I have read and I have listened

to the experts, and I am informed that steam , that thermal plants in

many instances, both fossil fuel and nuclear power, will be, by the

time these dams will be built , particularly , far more economical to

build and operate than hydro plants.
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Mr. BURTON of Utah . That is one of the tales that is circulated all

the time but nobody has even been able to prove it . And in the last

2 or 3 years we have had the world's greatest power experts up here,

but I cannot get any solid proof that you are going to have atomie

energy power in the immediate future that will be cheaper. All the

utility companies seem to think that hydropower is still the cheapest

form . The Commissioner of Reclamation admitted that to me this

afternoon . I am not trying to shoot you down , but I think it is im

portant that you folks should know that the best experts from in and

out of theGovernmenthave said the samething .

Mr. RODACK . Congressman , I believe I have a clipping with me, if

I could find it, that I would be happy to insert in the record from the

Wall Street Journal. I hope it is in here. This is taken from the

Wall Street Journal of Thursday, September 1 , 1966 , and the headline

reads “Ontario Hydroelectric Commission Plans $ 200 Million Coal.

Fired Plant on Lake Erie.” Down in the middle of the report there is

a statement here from the Ontario Hydroelectric Commission stating:

Our decision to proceed with an additional fossil fuel station was made in the

light of this large planned nuclear program . Such plants enable us (the Ontario

Hydroelectric Commission ) to achieve the maximum of nuclear base load and

coalfired peaking that is most economical for our system .

I would be happy if you wish to have this .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I know there are some private companies

and agencies that are building reactors for the purpose of generating

power. But this is merely a long-range effort to make this power

available , as it willbe someday.

Now , we have had people from California power companies come

and testify in the saline water hearings that they have actually retired

coal-fired plants but never retired a hydroplant. These are people

who are actually in the business ofmaking power. It seems to me

that the overwhelming preponderance of evidence is that hydropower

is probably the cheapest source we can get.

Thank you,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona.

Mr. UDALL . I appreciate you sincerely for coming in and I am grate

ful about your kind words about your Congressman. I regret that

we have a disagreement on this particular issue, this very important

issue.

You told Chairman Aspinall that you are not a corporation and you

do not have dues and so forth . This is an informal organization of

people who barely are intellectual people concerned with the univer

sity and others who have made some studies.

Mr. RODACK . That's correct.

Mr. UDALL. You do not have any office ?

Mr. RoDACK. That's right.

Mr. UDALL. Do you have a mailing list so we would know approxi.

mately how many people you get mail from ?

Mr. RODACK . Our presentmailing listafew ofthese pieces I don 't

know exactly how many go outside of Arizona. But our totalmailing

list is in the area at themoment of about 800 , and I believe by the time

I get back it is going to be in the neighborhood of 1 ,000.

Mr. UDALL . Does your organization ever hold meetings ? Do you

have a board of directors ?
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Mr. RODACK . We have appointed three officers: myself, Dr. Roy

Emmerich is vice chairman , and Dr. Bob Rawson is treasurer. We

have been bouncing the job of secretary among anybody who wants

to take it .

Mr. UDALL. Did you have election and ballots and nominating com

mitteeand all that sort ofthing ?

Mr. RODACK . No; we had this was done — to clarify this we just

discussed whether this was worthy of organization . We had two

meetings before we did appoint the so -called officers and this was done

in order to get the thing rolling, and it was done by general consent.

Somebody said , “ Well, Juel, you ought to do this," and I said , “ I am

only going to do it if I get a satisfactory vice chairman,” and we sad

dled this on Dr. Emmerich and Bob Rawson and we said , “Who is

goingtohandle themoney ?" and Bob volunteered .
Mr. UDALL . I am not going to try to criticize this or run the organi

zation down. I have been in a couple oforganizations like that myself.

What is the largest number of people you have ever had at any one

meeting, at any one timeof your group ?

Mr. RODACK . Wehave had a public meeting, you know . You are

talking about that type ofthing aswell !

Mr. UDALL. I assumethat your organization has called meetings and

people come. Someof you showed up at themeeting I called.

Mr. RODACK. Yes. I would say that the largest number of people

at any given meeting was close to 30 . It was over 20 and probably - I

think it was 27, if I remember the figure correctly. These are meetings

to discuss the business of the organization .

Mr. UDALL. I am afraid Imust quarrel on one joint which touches a

point close tomy legislative function. You said the “ informed people ”

were against CAP with dams. Was this based on a Gallup or Harris

poll or something else ?

Mr. RODACK . Not only are we an informal organization , we have

an informal treasury . It consists of something like $ 80 at the moment.

Mr. UDALL . I congratulate you . You are solvent.

Mr. RODACK . We have spent considerable amounts of money, but

we do not have the means to run a high scientific poll. However, we

have taken the trouble to try to determine certain things and if you

care at any time, I think it would take a little too long here to de

scribe it .

Mr. UDALL. I do not want to take too much time. Your statement

is in the record as though it were read in full. You did not pay for an

official scientific poll. You talked to a number of peopleand concluded

that informed people as distinguished from people who are not in

formed are against these.

Mr. RoDACK . May I express how we determined informed against

uninformed ? We asked the question , “ Do you know anything about

the CAP ?” If they said , “What is CAP ?” which many people did ,

surprisingly enough, in our own State, this was uninformed .

The second question that we asked was, “ Where will the water for

CAP come from ?” If they were unable to say Havasu , they were

uninformed. This was the basis. You will be surprised that more

than 50 percent of the people that we spoke to thoughtthat the water

for CAP was to comeoutof one of these two Grand Canyon Damsand
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possibly from both and this was the basis of an uninformed and in

formed statement.

Mr. UDALL. How many responses altogether went into this poll, 10 ,

1,000 ?

Mr. RODACK . Several hundreds, and it is a continuing process.

Mr. UDALL. For the record , I want to say that last year I sent &

questionnaire to every mailbox in the Second Congressional District

asking them to respond to certain questions and one of those questions

was : " Certain conservation groups oppose central Arizona project be

cause its financing is based upon the construction of two dams on the

Colorado River, one 80 milesdownstream , the other 13 milesupstream

of Grand Canyon National Park . Do you favor the CAP with the

dams?” We got responses of over 22,000 people, which is unusually

high for questionnaires. Eighty -two percent, yes ; 18 percent, no . I

was told that the dam opponents made a special effort to return the

questionnaires, and I honestly believe the 18 percent greatly exagger

ates the opposition.

I do not want to quarrel with you about my sampling or my poll

techniques, but, since you had put it in the record , I will put in the

record my poll.

I believethat is about all I have.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona ?

Mr. STEIGER. I also would like to congratulate you on being inter

ested enough to go to the effort of coming here and testifying and

wish more of our citizens would be that concerned . I think you are

aware that our viewsare quite different and I respect yours.

I note on page 2 of your report that you submitted for the record ,

you discussed the 92 million that was allocated in H . R . 4671 of last

year and then you referred to the $842,000 that was referred over a

9 -year period in the State park board and used that as a comparison .

Like my colleagues and your Congressman ,Mr. Udall , I would like

for the purpose of the record to advise you that in this same period ,

1956 to 1967 the State of Arizona budgeted for their fish and wildlife

operation some $ 19 ,499,010. Again, I do that in the same spirit

that Congressman Udall did in that record , our recreation effort in

Arizona is not limited to the State parks board and I think it is an

unfair analogy to compare it.

Mr. RODACK . I appreciate, Congressman, this was not left out

intentionally.

Mr. STEIGER . I am certain ofthat.

The other point that wasmentioned and is mentioned in your state

ment is that 70 percent of the informed segment of our population

and so on - is this result based on the poll as you described it ?

Mr. RODACK . Yes, sir ?

Mr. STEIGER. You recognize the conflict coming from Congressman

Udall's point?

Mr.RODACK . Yes, sir .

Mr. UDALL. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. STEIGER. Yes.

Mr. UDALL. I just wanted to tell the chairman of the subcommittee

that Drs. Martin and Young, professors at the University of Arizona,

whose work is referred to in the statement now in the record here, who
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suggest thatthe central Arizona project is uneconomic and should not

be built and so forth , that I am advised that both of them received a

portion of their education in California and that using this method of

analysis used on CAP we would have to conclude that and the Cali

fornia State water plan is also unfeasible .

Mr. STEIGER. I have one more question, Mr. Chairman.

Are you a member ofthe Sierra Club ?

Mr.RODACK . No, sir.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. You gave us your criteria for determining

“ informed and uninformed ” opinion . Would you say it is really

“ informed ” opinion when there are some extremists who go around

and represent this project as being something that is going to destroy

the Grand Canyon ? Or would you say that the inferences that have

appeared saying we are going to fill the Grand Canyon with water is

informed opinion in your judgment ?

Mr. RODACK. I personally have never seen anything that I have

inferred to mean that the Grand Canyon would be filled from rim to

rim .

Mr. STEIGER . Would the gentleman yield at this point !

For your information , Mr. Rodack , there is a dramatic advertise

ment sponsored by the Sierra Club in which they have a very graphic

drawing of the Sistine Chapel being filled in order that the tourists

may better observe the ceiling . I think this particular graphic demon

stration complies with whatmy colleague from Utah is referring to.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . If you are going to be around later this week

you will hear some ofthat.

Mr. RODACK . I'm afraid that I am unable to stay and will be leaving

this evening to go back to my job.

Mr. JOHNSON. Any further questions ?

Mr. Rodack, we thank you for coming here and giving us your

testimony.

Mr. RODACK . Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON . The chairman will ask for unanimous consent to place

in the record a statement by Congressman Lloyd, of Utah . Is there

objection Hearing none, it is so ordered .

( The statement of Congressman Lloyd follows:)

STATEMENT OF Hon . SHERMAN P . LLOYD, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

THE STATE OF UTAH

Mr. Chairman and distinguished committee members, I wish to place into the

record current supporting testimony relating to certain water projects in Utah

affected by the Lower Colorado River Basin legislation now being considered by

this subcommittee .

I am keenly aware and sincerely concerned with the growing thirst of our

neighbor states in the Basin , but feel that any legislation pertaining to the use

of the water should contain certain safeguards to protect our own established

entitlement to the River' s resources.

It is my understanding that details of Utah's position on this matter will be

spelled out by other spokesmen in later testimony. For the record , however, I

would like to give a brief review of what safeguards I feelmust be included in

this legislation for the best interests of the citizens of Utah, including judgments

of Utah authority .

It is essential that ways be explored to meet the inevitable water deficiencies of

the Colorado River, including authorization of studies to augment the supply by

importing water from outside sources.
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It seems logical to request that a feasibility study be authorized for the import

of water from other areas with provision for designated uses enroute and addi.

tional water allocated to satisfaction of the Mexican Treaty obligation and water

losses in the lower Colorado River Basin .

A source of revenue must be provided to pay for the importation of this water.

The revenue derived from sale of power produced by hydro-electric damswould

appear to be a necessity .

Personally, I feel that any departure from this basic practice at this time

would be a serious blow to the efforts and good faith of states in the Colorado

River Basin .

Therefore, construction of the Hualapai Dam is essential to provide a source

of revenue for a lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund , which would

assist in financing an augmenting of the water supply of the river and assist

smaller, but vitally needed reclamation projects which are justified and essential

in the large public interest.

It is also essential that the legislation include equitable criteria for coordinated

long -range operation of storage reservoirs along the Colorado River . It is im

portant that in this legislation recognition be given to the provisions of the Colo

rado River Compact and the Colorado River Storage Project Pact.

It is important that the Ute Indian Unit of the ultimate phase of the Central

Utah Project be given a priority in planning. The planning report on this unit

must be completed prior to 1972 in order for the state of Utah and the Secretary

of the Interior to fulfill commitments established by agreement with the Ute

Indian Tribe of the Uinta and Ouray Indian Reservations .

The Upper Colorado River Basin Fund should be reimbursed for all expendi.

tures made to meet generation deficiencies at Hoover Dam during the filling

period ofGlen Canyon Reservoir.

May I make special reference in support of the Dixie Project which is author

ized in somebills before this subcommittee. To preserve the Dixie Project which

was previously authorized by the 88th Congress, Lower Colorado River Basin

Development is vital. A definite plan report on the Dixie Project will be forth

coming from the Bureau of Reclamation before the end of the current fiscal

year.

I will not go into full detail of the Dixie Project because the record is on file .

However, I would like to review some of its aims and legislative history for the

benefit of some of the new Members of this Committee .

We in Utah, and particularly the citizens of Washington County, which lies in

my Congressional District, have spent many years in untiring effort in an attempt

to secure authorization of the Dixie Project.

Although comparatively small as far as reclamation projects go , the capacity

of the Virgin River Reservoir being 246 , 000 acre feet under the 1963 legislation,

it is nonetheless vital to the agricultural and economic growth of a great area of

Southern Utah .

The Dixie Project area is located in the Virgin River Basin in Washington

County , southwestern Utah. The Virgin River originates in Utah and joins the

Colorado River at Lake Mead, and the Virgin River Basin is a part of the Lower

Colorado River Basin as defined by the Colorado River Compact

The Dixie Project receives its name from the Washington County area which

is known as the " Dixie of Utah" because of its mild semi- tropical climate and

because cotton was grown there when it was first settled by Mormon pioneers

who were sent from Salt Lake City to the area by Brigham Young.

Agriculture is the basic industry in the valley, but the climate is arid with

rainfall averaging only about 8 .42 inches a year. The available water supply

is inadequate and undependable, and vast amounts are wasted in spring floods.

The plan for the project was a culmination of over 60 years of local, state and

federal investigations. Area residents have assessed themselves 5 mills On

property tax and have agree to purchase water for agricultural and culinary

use at higher than normal rates.

The Dixie Project was finally authorized by the 88th Congress, thanks in large

part to the efforts of my colleague, Rep. Laurence J. Burton of Utah , who sits

as a Member of this Committee and who represented the area before Utah's

Congressional Districts were re-districted in 1965 . Members of this subcom

mittee during the 88th Congress made on -the-spot investigation and conducted

a hearing in St. George, Utah .
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Following passage of the Dixie Authorization , the Bureau of Reclamation

found that the proposed site of the Virgin City Dam was impractical due to a

geological formation which would have effected the water-tightness of the reser

voir . Because of ensuing problems, the entire project was declared economically

infeasible, and the Bureau of Reclamation had to take the entire package back

to the drawing board .

The Bureau has since found an alternative site for the reservoir , once again

giving the project engineering feasibility. A definite plan report on the revised

project is due from the Bureau of Reclamation before the end of the present fiscal

year.

What is of pressing concern to Utah today , however, is the fact that financing

the project has been made largely impossible without a lower basin fund because

of the elimination of power stations as a source of revenue. However, that fact

does not make the need ofthe project any less vital.

The lands to which the project will bring water are fertile. Up to 11,000 acres

of arable lands may be made available for development, plus more than 9 ,000

acres which would receive supplemental water. These new and developed lands

in a semi-tropical climate will help feed the exploding populations of Nevada and

Southern California to which this area is very near. And very significant to me,

we will be creating new and permanent wealth . . . new and permanent jobs,

basic to a truly health economy and certainly preferable to artificial make-work

and temporary employment which government hand-out represents in so many

other areas of Federalexpenditure. This all hinges on having a predictable and

regulated water supply .

Aside from the irrigation benefits, the project would provide :

( 1 ) Adequate drainage on land with too high a water table and with an

excessive collection of surface water, thus saving valuable water that is now

being wasted ;

( 2 ) Control floods and give protection against drought;

( 3 ) Provide a substantial increase in fisheries benefits and some increase in

wildlife benefits, together with an unlimited potential in the field of recreation .

The taxpayers of southern Utah have demonstrated they are willing to accept

heavy responsibility in contributing maximum , and indeed , above maximum local

effort in assuming extra property tax levies up to five mills, and paying higher

than normal rates for water in their effort to justify construction of the Dixie

Project economically . We therefore feel that recreation and fish and wildlife

benefits which all of American's Southwest, and actually all of America , will

enjoy should be non- reimbursable .

The public benefits and desirability of the Dixie Project have already passed

the careful scrutiny of this Committee and the Legislative safeguards of both

Houses of Congress . Some of you even made on -the-spot investigation when

the subcommittee held its hearings in St. George in 1963. The need for the Dixie

Project was realized then , and that need is no less today . Therefore, I urge

that this important project be included in new legislation , and that it be given

pay-back assistance through the Lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund.

Letme emphasize to you who represent thewater starved states of California and

Arizona that the Dixie Project will take from the Colorado River less than one

tenth of one percentof thewater supply of LakeMead.

I am pleased to note that many of the bills before this body, including H . R .

3300 , already contain most of the basic safeguards which I have outlined here .

Mr. JOHNSON . The committee stands adjourned .

(Whereupon, at 5 :30 p . m ., the subcommittee recessed , to reconvene

tomorrow , Thursday,March 16 , 1967, at 9 :45 a .m .)





H . R . 3300 AND SIMILAR BILLS TO AUTHORIZE THE CON

STRUCTION , OPERATION , AND MAINTENANCE OF

THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT, AND FOR

OTHER PURPOSES

S . 20 AND SIMILAR BILLS TO PROVIDE FOR A COMPRE

HENSIVE REVIEW OF NATIONAL WATER RESOURCE

PROBLEMS AND PROGRAMS, AND FOR OTHER

PURPOSES

THURSDAY, MARCH 16 , 1967

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Washington , D .C .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9 :47 a .m ., in room

1324 , Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Harold T .

Johnson (chairman ofthe subcommittee ) presiding .

Mr. Johnson . The Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation

will cometo order and continue itshearings on the Colorado River bills

and the NationalWater Commission bills.

At this time I would like to ask unanimous consent that the state

ments from the gentlemen from the Pacific Northwest be included

in the record at this point. Director H . Maurice Ahlquist, Washing

ton State Department of Conservation ; Mr. LaSelle E . Coles, chair

man , Oregon State Water Resources Board .

( The statements referred to follows:)

STATEMENT BY H . MAURICE AHLQUIST, DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION FROM THE

STATE OF WASHINGTON

My name is H . Maurice Ahlquist of Olympia , Washington . It is my pleasure

to appear before you and to present testimony on behalf of the Honorable Daniel

J . Evans, Governor of the State of Washington and for the Department of Con

servation, of which I am the Director.

The prosperity of this nation and of each of its citizens is intimately associated

with the development of the water resources of the country for greatest economic

and social benefits to regional and interregionalareas.

Careful planning and proper management of this resource are essential for

unhindered economic growth of the nation , and the enhancement of our environ

ment and the full enjoyment of water related activities by the citizens of our

nation ,

To assure adequate long range planning and effective management of this re

source we must identify all the problems and problem areas on a nation wide

basis , both qualitatively and quantitatively.

355
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It is the position of the State of Washington that the provisions of Section 3

of the National Water Commission legislation provide the means toward this

objective . Carried further, the mandate of this section will supply the answers

to many questions, and give much needed direction and impetus to solve those

problemsthat remain .

The Pacific Northwest River Basin Commission was officially established by

presidential proclamation on Wednesday, March 8 , under the provisions of public

law 89 – 80 , the Water Resources Planning Act. This River Basin Commission

should be given the opportunity and time, as provided in Section 204 ( 3 ) , to ana

lyze the water resources in its area and to formulate river basin plans for sub

mission to the Council and to the National Water Commission for inclusion in

the National Water Resources Program . With this cooperation the National

Water Commission then can offer policies, criteria and programs properly evalu

ated as to regionaland national benefits.

The economic and social consequences of water augmentation between major

river basins will be studied by the NationalWater Commission . Only if the com

mission is formed as a separate entity and not related to any specific project that

has been or is being formulated can it accomplish the results Congress intends.

The State of Washington assisted by the efforts of the Washington State Re

search Center is making an analysis of the water resources and needs of the

State of Washington projected through the year 2020 and beyond,

In addition , weare cooperating with the Columbia Basin Interagency Commit.

tee making a Type II study of the Puget Sound Basin , and a Type I study of the

Columbia North Pacific Region, On these studies a considerable amount of time

and money is being expended to obtain background information which will be

available to the National Water Commission for its analysis.

In reviewing plans for all major river basins, the National Water Commission

may discover alternatives which would provide benefits of greater scope on an

interregional or national scale than the original basin plan by itself wonld

derive.

The independent judgment of the members of the Commission, chosen with

diverse backgrounds and with a broad range of professional experience, is

essential to an unbiased evaluation of the nation ' s water problems and policies.

We recommend for your consideration that the legislation before you to

establish a National Water Commission be passed as a separate and individual

Act of Congress.

On behalf of the Governor and the people of our state . I wish to thank yon

for your consideration of this testimony having to do with our greatest natural

asset . . . water .

STATEMENT BY LASELLE E . COLES , CHAIRMAN , STATE WATER RESOURCES BOARD ,

STATE OF OREGON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee : My name is La Selle E . Coles

of Prineville , Oregon . I am Chairman of the State Water Resources Board of

Oregon and appear before you on behalf of the Honorable Tom McCall, Governor

of Oregon , and that Board .

The State of Oregon has supported the concept of a National Water Commis

sion since it was proposed by the Bureau of the Budget in May of 1965. We

support s . 20 . We believe such a commission should be authorized as a spa

rate entity and not an appendage to a project authorization bill. The type of

study to be undertaken by the National Water Commission is long overdue .

The proposal before you is a recognition of the change of thinking that has

developed over the years with respect to water resource problems. The initial

approach was directed toward the project concept wherein determinations were

made for the purpose of developing the project that would meet the need that

was evident at that time. More recently the concept of comprehensive river

basin planning and development has replaced the individual project phase. We

are now aware that many of our water resource problems are national in scope

and the solution to these problems must be developed with a great deal of ob

jectivity from the national standpoint. A significant contribution to develop

ment of national policies could be made by such a commission .

Before decisions are made to authorize either reconnaissance or feasibility

studies of projects involving transmission of major quantities of water from

one region to another, thorough exploration of alternatives must be under

taken . We are aware of the technological advances that have been made in
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recent years, particularly in the field of desalting and waste water reclama

tion , that result in substantial cost reductions. The feasibility of utilizing the

latest technological knowledge should be thoroughly explored before decisions

are made to resolve problemsthrough conventionalmethods.

We question whether the current concepts of the economic feasibility of

projects are applicable when you consider the magnitude, the complexity and

far-reaching consequences of interregional and international development pro

posals now being discussed . The requirement in S . 20 that the commission

shall consider the economic and social consequences of water development is a

highly significant item that should be thoroughly studied before the nation is

committed to decisions based upon current procedures of project economics.

We believe that timing of activities is important in seeking resolution to na

tional water problems. For this reason we request that authorization of studies

directed towards importation of water into the Colorado River system be de

ferred until the National Water Commission has had an opportunity to render

its report concerning alternate methods of meeting water requirements and

developing means and methods of evaluating the economic and social conse

quences of water resource development.

While the commission is undertaking its assignment, we believe there is a

concurrent responsibility on the part of the states and the FederalGovernment to

complete, at the earliest opportunity, studies directed towards determining long

range future water requirements . The State of Oregon is doing its part in carry.

ing out responsibilities relating to regional, interregional and national water re

quirements. As reported to you at the hearings last year,the 1965 Oregon Legis

lature appropriated $330 ,000 to initiate studies to determine the state's long-term

water requirements for all purposes including domestic , municipal, irrigation , in

dustrial, power, mining, recreation , fish , wildlife, water quality, and navigation.

The 1967 session of our Legislature now has before it a budget proposal in the

amount of $506 ,000 to complete these studies directed toward identifying the

state 's future water requirements. The appropriation bill containing these funds

has unanimously passed the House of Representatives and is now before the State

Senate for consideration . These funds will enable the state to complete its pro

jections of future water requirements and issue its report in June of 1969. It is

our understanding that similar studies are underway in other Pacific Northwest

states.

We strongly urge the deferral of any reconnaissance or feasibility studies di.

rected towards diversion of waters from the Pacific Northwest to areas outside

the Pacific Northwest until these state studies have been completed and knowl

edge is available as to how much , if any, water is surplus to the needs of the

Pacific Northwest.

The President on March 7 , 1967 announced the formation of the Pacific North

west River Basins Commission authorized by the Water Resources Planning Act

of 1965. This commission , among other duties, will have the responsibility of

coordinating and completing the Type I reconnaissance studies currently under

way in the Pacific Northwest at an estimated Federal expenditure of five million

dollars. This framework study is to identify water resource needs to the year

2020 and recommend methods ofmeeting these needs. The report containing the

results of this study is scheduled for publication in 1970 . It is our understanding

that similar studies are being initiated in the Pacific Southwest at an estimated

Federal cost exceeding 12 million dollars.

We believe the information from both the state and federal studies should be

made available before any engineering investigations to determine feasibility of

major interregionalmovements ofwater are authorized .

Mr. Johnson . There will be a place reserved for the representative

of the State of Idaho and a place reserved for the representative of the

State of Montana .

( The statements referred to follow :)

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S . HOLDEN , CONSULTANT TO THE HONORABLE

DON SAMUELSON , GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

In compliance with the Chairman 's announcement that the Committee will

hear only new matter on the bills under consideration , this statement will be

brief and not restate the position taken in behalf of the State of Idaho at hear

Ings before the Committee last year.
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S . 20, which has passed the Senate and is now being considered by the

House Committee, provides for the creation of a National Water Commission

and this, it seems, is the principal new element being considered by the Com

mittee at this hearing.

Idaho is moving forward with an energetic water study and developesent

program . She is working in cooperation with her neighboring states and with

agencies of the Federal Government. Idaho is in the water business in dead

earnest and has budgeted the money required to get her water planning and

development program into high gear . Preliminary studies indicate that the ir

rigated acreage of the Snake River Plain in Idaho can be increased from its

present three million acres to a total of nine and one-half million acres. Water

required for this additional six and one-half million acres of land will exceed

the average annual flow of the Snake River.

Idaho has availed herself of the opportunities provided under the Water Re

sources Planning Act of 1965 ( P . L . 89 - 80 ) in joining with the states of Oregon .

Washington , Montana , and Wyoming requesting the creation of a Pacific North

west River Basin Commission . On March 8 , the President signed the order

creating the Commission , and it has the distinction of being the first such

organization created under the Water Resources Planning Act. We suggest

that other areas avail themselves of the opportunity of forming a river basin

commission to carry on similar studies.

The hearing seems replete with expert testimony that there is no critical

water shortage in the Southwest that must be remedied overnight, and we

suggest that the National Water Commission that would be created by the

enactment of S . 20 or similar broad-study legislation is the proper agency to

study that and other critical overall water problems. In the meantime, Idaho

and the Pacific Northwest will have an opportunity to complete , in an orderly

manner, their own planning of current and future water needs.

Currently, we are in the process of evaluating our own water resources and

needs — both within the State of Idaho and within the Pacific Northwest 11 .

however, it is thought that the national interest requires that a nationwide

review be undertaken to provide planning in areas where do planning has been

undertaken and to coordinate state and regional planning, then we believe

the National Water Commission is the better approach .

The studies contemplated in the bills being considered by the Committee that

would authorize the Central Arizona Project would be made by existing

government agencies whose functions also include building projects. It is

Idaho's position that any studies looking to sources of water that could be used

for importation into the Colorado River System should be made by a com

pletely impartial agency whose functions do not include the building of projects.

The proposed National Water Commission would be an entirely new agency

composed of knowledgeable water experts whose primary responsibility would

be to study , evaluate, and review the water problems of the entire Nation from

a completely impartial point of view . A study by such a Commission should

be free from any unconsciously pre -conceived idea or notion that one area bas

water to spare and that another area has a natural entitlement to some of that

water for any type of use because its supply seems to be less plentiful.

STATEMENT OF ALEX D . MODERMOTT, DIRECTOR, MONTANA WATER CoxsERTATION

BOARD

My name is Alex D . McDermott. I am the Director of the Montana Water

Conservation Board , residing in Helena, Montana .

The State ofMontana, by legislative enactment in 1934, created the State Water

Conservation Board and empowered the Board to issue revenue bonds and build

water conservation projects in the State of Montana. The Montana legislation

creating this Board has been a model used in several states .

The Montana Water Conservation Board has constructed 181 projects since it

was founded . Of these, 141 were damsand reservoirs built to store 438,000 acres

feet of water. Some of these storage projects also have diversion structures and

canals . Including these, 45 projects with 815 miles of canals have been built

permitting the use of 260,000 acre-feet of water diverted directly from streams.

The Board projects have furnished water supplies for 405,000 acres of land in

Montana,
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Montana is the state of origin of two of our great United States river systems,

the Columbia and the Missouri. We also are the state of origin for the Belly and

St. Mary Rivers which flow north into the Saskatchewan River and ultimately

into Hudson Bay. I believe we are the only state in the United States which has

its water flowing in three directions.

Montana depends very heavily on its water resources. It is a state with an

average annual precipitation of from 10 to 18 in . Montana is also primarily an

agriculture state , depending upon livestock and crops for a substantial share of

its economy.

Because of this , we in Montana are extremely jealous of our waters and like

wise conscious of our water needs. Without sufficient waters to irrigate our farm

and ranch lands, it would be a serious economic blow to our State and its eco

nomy. The continuous and orderly development of our waters for irrigation

and other purposes in the future is a most important and essential factor in our

economic development.

It is understandable, therefore, why we in the State of Montana are most in

terested in preserving for our future use the waters which arise and flow within

our borders. We are a state which has considerable future development in the

irrigation and water-use field . We are presently irrigating 2 ,440,000 acres of

land. Due to the fact that we have been in the irrigation development business

for over 30 years we have made some very detailed studies of certain areas. In

somedrainages the information is not so complete .

As an example in 1962, the Water Board made preliminary examination of 98

Irrigation projects in Montana providing a full water supply for some 537,000

acres of land and supplemental water for 195 ,000 acres of land . Plans are now

under way to update and review this report, as well as Montana' s total future

water needs. This will be in the form of an ultimate-needs study to include 50

year projections and which wehope to complete by 1971. There is no doubt that

there will be great expansion of irrigation in Montana. We feel from present

information that our studies, which incidentally do not cover the entire state,

show a potential of approximately 3 ,750 ,000 additionalacres that could be brought

ander irrigation . These lands would require a diversion of 11,250 ,000 acre -feet

of water for irrigation alone.

It is for these reasons that the Water Conservation Board of the State

of Montana must protest any diversions of water out of the Columbia River

Basin or the Missouri River Basin which would in any way jeopardize the

future use and needs of the State of Montana for the waters arising therein

from either of these two great water networks.

We in Montana know that we are on the threshold of great future economic

development. Water will play a most important part in that development,

and if it is not available, we stand to be left as a hinterland, supplying our

water to other areas.

We have particular objection to those portions of the various bills submitted

on development of the Colorado River system which authorize the Secretary of

Interior to study the transfer of water into the Colorado River basin from the

outside and to leaving with the Secretary of Interior the determination of what

the ultimate requirements of our water within the State of Montana may be.

Most states surrounding us are further ahead in their economic development

and, as such , are ahead of us in the use of their waters. This does not mean

to say that we will not develop our waters as we expand economically . We are,

as I have indicated , making a complete review of our needs, and it is our

opinion that Montana needs should be established by Montana and not by the

Secretary of Interior.

Further , the provision declaring the requirements of the Mexican Water

Treaty to be a national obligation would seem to us to require the Federal

Government to bring water into the Colorado River Basin from outside the

Basin to fulfill that obligation if it is not fulfilled in accordance with the

Colorado River Compact.

The United States has many international agreements with respect to the

division of internationalwaters. One of such treaties is the Waterways Treaty

of the St. Mary and Milk Rivers in northern Montana and southern Canada,

signed in 1909 , whereby the waters of the St. Mary and Milk Rivers and the

international tributaries of the Milk River are divided equally between the

United States and Canada. If the philosophy embodied in this bill with respect

to the Colorado River commitment under the Mexican Water Treaty were ap
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plied to the Waterway Treaty above described , the Federal Government would

have the obligation to furnish the State of Montana the water commitments

made to Canada under this treaty from sources outside of the State of Montana

if Montana should use sufficient water to deplete the share due Canada . I am

sure there are many other similar situations which show the unsoundness of such

a proposal.

I wish to commend Chairman Aspinall for some of the provisions in H . R . 3300

which attempt to provide some security to states of origin in his Section

207 ( a ) and ( b ) . These sections require the Secretary of Interior to make

adequate and equitable protection of the interests of the states and areas

of origin and to declare that all requirements, present or future, for water within

any state from which water is exported shall have a priority of right in

perpetuity to the use of the waters of that river basin as against uses of the

water delivered by exportation unless otherwise provided by interstate

agreement.

It has been our experience that water when once committed to an economic

use is, in fact, committed pretty much in perpetuity to that use . Certainly .

that is the history of the water uses in Montana under our appropriation system

of water law . Such being the case, the economic pressures to keep water flowing ,

once the same is diverted , from a river basin into the Colorado River will be such

that the provision of Section 207 ( b ) will have, in my judgment, little meaning

or give any comfort to the exporting state or basin .

I suggest that if a water transfer from one basin to another is to be effected .

it should be done by interstate compact in which the rights of the exporting states

are spelled out and the conditions for reclaiming the exported water are clearly

defined. In my judgment, that is the only way the priority of use by the states

of origin can effectively be protected .

I suggest that before any of these bills be enacted that we proceed with Senate

Bill 20 , creating a National Water Commission to review U . S . water resources

programs as a whole and to suggest solutions to our water management problems

Technology is moving rapidly enough these days in such matters as desalination ,

weather modification , etc ., that this study may show us ways to conserve and use

our great water resources without conflict arising between our various river

basins. Certainly until we have such a study and recommendations on an

over-all national policy, it is premature to be study diversions from the Northwest

into the Colorado River.

I thank you for your indulgence in allowing me to present this statement for

the record .

Mr. Johnson . This morning our first witness will be introduced by

our former colleague on this committee, representing the State of

Wyoming, Congressman Harrison .

Mr. HARRISON . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

I appreciate very much the opportunity of being here and your

courtesy in allowing me to introduce to you and to this committee,

where I served for so many years, two distinguished Wyoming

citizens.

We have here this morning Wyoming's Governor, the Honorable

Stanley Hathaway, and we also have our U .S . Senator, the Honorable

Clifford Hansen , a former Governor of the State of Wyoming, who

will testify on Wyoming's position in the legislation before this com

mittee.

I am particularly proud to introduce these gentlemen, who both

have made an outstanding record in public service and I am sure that

they will adequately representmy State with their statements before

this committee thismorning.

I appreciate very much this opportunity of introducing our Gor

ernor, Stanley Hathaway, and our Senator, the Honorable Clifford

Hansen .

Mr.HALEY. Mr. Chairman .
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Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Florida,Mr.Haley.

Mr. HALEY. May I say that I am glad to see our former member of

this committee back with us again . He was a very able and outstand

ingmember, not only of the Congress but of the committees on which

he served .

Mr. JOHNSON . Governor Hathaway and Senator Hansen , come right

up to the witness table and we will be glad to have you give us the

benefit of your statement here. Your statements can be printed in

the record and then you can summarize them as you see fit. Go right

ahead .

Governor HATHAWAY. Senator Hansen will give the first statement,

Ibelieve.

Mr. Johnson. All right.

STATEMENT OF HON . CLIFFORD P . HANSEN, A U . S. SENATOR FROM

THE STATE OF WYOMING

Senator HANSEN , Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

thank you for this opportunity to present testimony with respect

to the proposed authorization of a Colorado River Basin project. We

are fortunate to have Wyoming 's Governor, Stanley K . Hathaway,

here in Washington today to testify before the House Interior Com

mittee, Mr. Chairman . Governor Hathaway will be accompanied by

Wyoming's State water engineer, Floyd Bishop , and his staff. I

believe that Governor Hathaway intends to discuss Wyoming's posi

tion concerning this proposed legislation in some detail.

Wyoming's position concerning this legislation remains essentially

unchanged from that which was set forth by mebefore this commit

tee on August 26 , 1965 , while I was Governor of Wyoming. At that

time, I set forth five principles which Wyoming felt should be incor

porated in the proposed legislation . These principles are a matter

of record with the committee and, following the instructions of this

committee's chairman , I will not repeat them here. The ensuing

negotiations between the seven States of the Colorado River Basin

modified and eroded these principles to the point that I was eventually

compelled to withdraw Wyoming 's support from the revised version

ofthe legislation which resulted from these negotiations.

While some of the other principles which were basic to Wyoming

were incorporated into subsequent legislation in varying degrees,many

of the most important requirements completely disappeared in the

negotiating processes. The primary source of my concern last year

over the course ofevents on H . R . 4671 was this process of slow erosion

of the fundamental principles which we have felt to be important

from Wyoming's viewpoint. Consequently, on August 2 , 1966 , I

wrote to President Johnson and officially withdrew Wyoming's sup

port from this legislation . Copies ofmy letter were sent to the Gov

ernors of each of the States of the Colorado River Basin .

Mr. Chairman , there are certain typographical changes from my

prepared statement as originally submitted to the committee in the

paragraph I will read next and the record should reflect these changes.

I am vitally concerned that passage ofthis bill should not interfere

with Wyoming's right to the use of water allocated to her under the

76–955 – 67 — 24
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terms of the Colorado River compacts. The legislative record should

make absolutely clear the fact that nothing in the proposed legislation

being considered by this committee will be permitted to do violence to

either of the Colorado River compacts. The integrity of these com

pacts as they apply to the allocation of water between basins and

among the upper basin States must not be abridged or abrogated in

any way.

Water supply studies on the Colorado River indicate that there will

not be sufficient water in the natural drainage area of the Colorado

River to permit fulfillment of all of the commitments under the vari

ous compacts now in effect. Consequently , it seems obvious that there

must be an augmentation of the water supply of the Colorado River

system if all Statesare to be permitted the use of waters to which they

are rightfully entitled .

All of the assurances in the world concerning the validity of com

pact allocations to Wyoming will be rendered ineffective if there is not

sufficient water to meet these commitments. The cornerstone of our

original position was that concurrently with any congressional au

thorization of the Lower Colorado River Basin project, or any of its

component parts, there also be authorized a project or projects to im

port water into the Colorado River Basin from sources outside the

natural drainage area of the Colorado River system . This require

ment, which was initially supported by all four of the upper basin

States, has been eroded to the point where the several bills now before

this committee would require only various types of studies of the im

portation question , and in some of the bills no mention whatsoever

ismade of the augmentation of the water supply of the Colorado River

drainage. The supplementation of the water supply of the Colorado

River is of such vital importance in thismatter thatno bill should be

passed without adequate provision for a supplementalwater supply .

The Nation must be made to see that the situation in the Colorado

River Basin is unique. With the possible exception of areas of west

ern Texas and Oklahoma, there is no other part of the Nation that so

clearly faces an inadequate water supply, combined with an ever

expanding population. Traditionally, this Nation has solved its

unique and staggering problems with bold endeavors, and not by ex

ploiting the frailties of those States which are in a weaker position

politically. Weonly ask that you face up to this challenge with per

ceptive, long-range thinking, and legislation that does not create new

and perhaps greater problems than the ones it solves. And, in case

anyone mistakenly thinks that Wyoming has not earned the right to

this consideration from a national viewpoint, let me remind him that

5212 percent of all mineral revenues from Federal lands are placed

in the Federal Reclamation Fund. Wyoming's Federal land revenues

have provided approximately 40 percent of all such moneys going into

the reclamation fund in the United States since the time these funds

were allocated for that purpose.

In addition , as I have indicated in a speech on the Senate floor on

February 2, 1967, and in remarks before the Senate Interior Commit

tee on February 21, 1967, I believe that Wyoming, along with Colo

rado and Utah , now stands on the threshold of the development of a

regional oil shale industry . That developing industry will be a
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thirsty one. Secretary of the Interior Udall, in response to my di

rect questions on January 27, 1967, testified before the Senate Interior

Committee on February 21 to the effect that it was estimated that “ a

50,000-barrel-a -day shale operation would require 950 acre- feet of

water per year for all industrial process through refining. At a mil

lion barrels a day, the annual water requirement rises to 20 ,000 acre

feet. Community requirements would beadditional."

I respectfully suggest to you , Mr. Chairman , that the estimates

provided by the Secretary of the Interior are dangerously below what

the actual water requirements for a full-scale oil shale industry will

prove to be. Mr. Russell Cameron of Cameron & Jones, consulting

engineers, Denver, Colo., in his testimony before the Senate Interior

Committee, estimated water needs at approximately 10 times the

amount stated by Secretary Udall. It is obvious folly to estimate

only industrial needs while failing to take into account concomitant

municipal needs. A study of the “ Regional Economic Impact of a

United States Oil Shale Industry” conducted by J . J . Ryan and J . G .

Wells of the Denver Research Instituto estimates that municipal wa

ter needs alone would rise to approximately 39,000 acre- feet per year

in the final stages of the industry 's development. A further estimate

prepared by Raymond D , Sloan and presented to the annualmeeting

of the Colorado River Water Users Association on December 2 , 1965 ,

indicates that a 2 -million -barrel-a -day oil shale industry would re

quire a net consumptive use of 112 ,000 to 200 ,000 acre- feet of water per

year. This would be in addition to urban requirements.

I cite these figures, Mr. Chairman , to give some indication of the po

tential magnitude of our future water needs. Wyoming, of course,

is dedicated to a maximum effort in the development of its oil shale

and related mineral resources. We wish to make clear for the record

our desire that there be an adequate water supply within our State

for such futuredevelopment.

For all these reasons, it is incumbent upon those of us here in Con

gress to see to it that Wyoming is not sold down theriver.

Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you , Senator Hansen .

Wewill now hear from Governor Hathaway.

STATEMENT OF HON. STANLEY K . HATHAWAY, GOVERNOR OF

THE STATE OF WYOMING ; ACCOMPANIED BY FLOYD BISHOP,

STATE ENGINEER

Governor HATHAWAY. Mr. Chairman , members of the committee,

I appreciate very much this opportunity to testify with respect to the

proposed authorization of the Colorado River Basin project. Wyo

ming is concerned about the plight of Arizona. We realize that her

struggle to have this project approved has been long and arduous.

We recognize the demonstrated need for the central Arizona project

and the intimate connection between this project and Arizona's fu

ture growth and prosperity . Nevertheless , our present position is

fundamentally the same as it has always been and our concern con

tinues to center around the need for more water in the Colorado River .

We believe that the bills concerning this proposalwhich have been in
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troduced to date in the 90th Congress do not adequately protectWyo

ming's interests and , therefore, we reluctantly oppose these bills .

If the central Arizona project is built , it will be dependent upon

water which is apportioned to the upper basin but is surplus to present

day needs in the upper basin . The lower basin will be developing

a reliance upon a water supply that will diminish as the upper basin

develops. This being the case, Wyoming fears that future pressures

arising from the developed economies in the lower basin will be mus

cled with sufficient political strength to effectively inhibit the future

development of Wyoming. Arizona's past and present difficulties

in getting the central Arizona project approved are related to exactly

that kind of situation in the lower basin . For this reason , it is im

perative that any Colorado River Basin project act contain strong

assurances that water from outside the natural drainage area of the

Colorado River will be available to meet the future needs of projects

which are already built and which may be built in the future to ful

fill compact allocations.

In an attempt to arrive at some acceptable compromise , Wyoming

has modified some ofher requests in regard to this legislation . Even

so there are a number of fundamental provisions which should be

incorporated into this legislation before Wyoming could seriously

consider any modification of our present position, including the

following :

1. There should be authorized , concurrently with the central Ari.

zona project, a project which will import sufficient water into the

Colorado River drainage or its service area to relieve the Colorado

River States of any obligation to deliver water to the Republic of

Mexico pursuant to the terms of the Mexican Water Treaty of 1944 .

The cost of this importation project should be a nonreimbursable

obligation of the United States.

2 . As an integral part of the Colorado River Basin project there

should be sufficient revenue-producing features to assure adequate

financing of an importation project.

3 . Provision should be made for at least a reconnaissance study of

all possible sources of supplemental supply for the Colorado River.

4 . If a priority to the consumptive use of 4 .4 million acre- feet an

nually is granted to California by Arizona, it should be clearly stated

that such priority involves only those two States and does not involve

any granting of priority to California by the upper basin . In addi

tion , we feel there should be a limitation of 30 years' time during

which this priority will be operative.

5 . The authorization of the San Miguel project, West Divide proj.

ect, and the Dallas Creek project should be conditioned upon com

pletion of the importation project to relieve the Colorado River

Basin of the Mexican Treaty burden .

The first of the foregoing suggestions concerns authorization of an

importation project. Since the Northwest States are not ready to ac

cept the possibility of a diversion from that area, we believe that the

source of water for this project should be from the surplus ofnorthern

California streams. The availability of this surplus is borne out by

severalauthoritative studies. We further believe that the unique situ

ation on the Colorado River amply justifies the unusual procedure of
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authorizing such a project prior to further studies thereof. If the

Mexican Treaty burden is made a national obligation , the traditional

analysis of the economic aspects of such a project on a benefit -cost

basis are nullified . Then the only thing that remainsuncertain is phy

sical feasibility . We feel confident that means can be found to make

such a project physically feasible,

The second suggestion is adopted because of the need to build up a

fund for the financing of works to import additional water into the

Colorado River Basin from some outside source. While Wyoming

would prefer to see both Hualapaiand Marble Canyon Damsincluded

in this project, we recognize the difficulties involved , particularly with

Marble Canyon Dam .

The precedent-setting new proposal to provide pumping power for

the central Arizona projectby prepurchase from a thermalgenerating

plant is not seen as a satisfactory substitute for the power dams. The

purpose of the dams was only partly to provide pumping power.

More importantly, their purpose was to provide enough revenue to pay

for themselves and other parts of the project, in addition to building

up a fund to pay for a later importation project. The new proposal

would produce insufficient revenue for these purposes.

In regard to the third suggestion concerning an immediate recon

naissance study of all possible sources of augmentation for the Colo

rado River, the ultimate solution to the problems of the Colorado

River depends on developing a substantial additional amount of water

to supplementthe historic supply . The proposed importation of water

from northern California in sufficient quantities to satisfy the Mexi

can Treaty burden will not be the final solution to the water supply

problem in the Colorado River Basin . Consequently, it is imperative

that studies be undertaken to determine the most feasible source of

supplementing Colorado River water supplies so that future shortages

of water are not allowed to develop .

Several of thebills which have been introduced in the 90th Congress

concerning the proposed Colorado River Basin project have provided

that the augmentation studies should be accomplished by a National

Water Commission . Wyoming 's feelings about the creation of a Na

tionalWater Commission are ambivalent. We see the value of such a

Commission being created to review existing national policy on water

resource development and to suggest needed changes in that policy .

We do not agree that such a Commission should undertake the aug

mentation study or other studies of the specific water problems of the

Western States. While we recognize that the national interest is in

volved in the solution of these problems, we also recognize that the

water problems of the remainder of the United States are fundamen

tally different than those of the arid West.

If such a Commission is so created as to undertake studies of the en

tire Nation , the majority of its members will likely be individuals

whose orientation in water matters is slanted toward typical problems

of the Eastern United States, including the riparian doctrine,humid

climate, and advanced water pollution type of problems. In the West ,

our orientation is in the appropriative doctrine, arid climate, and

interstate compact or court decreed apportionment of short water

resources
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The States of the Pacific Northwest feel that the augmentation

studies should not be undertaken by the existing Federal water re

source development agencies. We are willing to accept that view

point, but if the matter is to be taken out of the hands of these agen

cies then we would favor seeing the responsibility in the hands of a

Western Water Commission , perhaps appointed by the Presidentand

reporting to him and to Congress , but made up of representatives

from those States lying west of the 100th meridian , rather than by a

NationalWater Commission .

In regard to suggestion No. 4 , involving the California priority ,

we have had some concern that the language used in some of the bills

concerning this proposal could be interpreted to mean that California

was being granted a priority which could be effective against the upper

basin . We suggest — and Mr. Chairman , I have an amendment to

my prepared statement here at the bottom of page4we suggest that

the following sentence be added to section 305 (a ) of H .R . 3300 :

Nothing in this section shall be construed as creating a priority for California

as against the states of the Upper Division .

The suggested termination ofthis priority at the end of 30 years is

based upon a dual desire : First, to allow ample time for the study

and development of an importation project which will provide an

adequate water supply for the entire Colorado River drainage and its

service area ; and second, a determination to assure that the priority

does notbecome a substitute for the importation .

The fifth suggestion concerning the proposed authorization ofthree

projects in Colorado is included because of our concern over the pres

ent shortage of water in the Colorado River as compared to the de

mands which are being placed upon it . Several authoritative studies

have been made which indicate that these proposed authorizationsmay

exceed Colorado 's apportionments of Colorado River water if the up

per basin is required to bear a portion of the Mexican Treaty burden .

We cannot be reconciled to the propriety of authorizing Federal proj

ects in excess ofapportionments under the Colorado River compacts.

In addition to the foregoing fundamentals, there are a number of

other provisions which we favor for inclusion in this legislation ,many

of which have been included in one or more of the bills introduced in

the Congress to date. These include the following :

A . The provisions included in title VI of H . R . 3300 have our gen

eral endorsement. However, the operating criteria outlined in section

602 of this bill implies that the upper basin may have an obligation

for delivery of water to the lower basin under article III (c ) of the

Colorado River Compact. We do not accept such an interpretation

of the compact and would prefer that paragraph 602 ( a ) (1 ) be deleted

from the criteria as stated in the bill.

B . Section 502 of H . R . 3300, providing for reimbursement of the

Upper Colorado River Basin Fund from the Colorado River Develop

ment Fund for all expenditures heretofore or hereafter made to meet

deficiencies in generation at Hoover Dam , also has our support.

C . We would favor the inclusion of an amendment of section 2 of

the Colorado River Storage Project Act (70 Stat, 105 ; 43 U . S .C . 620 ) .

wherein reference is made to the Sublette project, to insert after the

word " Sublette” the words “ ( including a diversion of water to the
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North Platte River Basin in Wyoming) .” It is our desire that this

proposal be investigated as rapidly as possible so thatWyoming will

have reliable information upon which to base a decision as to our next

logical step in the development and utilization of our Colorado River

Compact apportionment. At present, it appears that the Sublette

project, along with the diversion of water from the Green River to

the North Platte is probably themost feasible proposal for us to pursue

in the near future and consequently we are desirous of expediting this

study and report.

D . Wyoming supports the inclusion of a provision such as appears

in H . R . 3300, section 501 (c ) tomodify the unit size on the Seedskadee

project in Wyoming which is an authorized participating project of

the Colorado River Storage Project Act. Climate and elevation are

vital factors which must be taken into account when classifying land

and establishing farm unit size and the present Seedskadeo formula

does not make adequate provision for these factors. Our basic con

cern is to create opportunities for a stable and adequate family living

and for community growth through irrigation development. Size of

farmsmustbe large enough to attain this objective.

Wyoming has continually faced a difficult choice on this Colorado

River Basin legislation . Weare reluctant to oppose a project which

makes it possible for Arizona to utilize herapportionment of Colorado

River Basin water ; however, as a fundamental precept we think it is

unwise to authorize Federal projects which require a greater amount

of water than is apportioned to the various entities by these compacts.

We believe that the compacts state the supreme and only method of

allocating the waters of the Colorado River . Mr. Ely 's testimony on

Monday pertaining to the appropriative doctrine superseding compact

allocations is alarming to Wyoming. We cannot accept California's

contention that existing uses should be protected even though they

may exceed compact allocations. We think it is wrong to authorize

Federal projects which will utilize in the lower basin a greater appor

tionment of water than the lower basin entitlement, and we have the

same reservation as it pertains to the authorization of Federalprojects

in the upper basin for any State in excess of its apportionment.

Wemust emphasize again our regret thatwe cannot support Arizona

in her project as matters now stand . However, the authorization

of a Colorado River Basin project without the inclusion of the basic

provisions which have been outlined herein to protect the interests

of all the Colorado River Basin States poses a serious jeopardy to

Wyoming's future. We seek to eliminate this threat so we can sup

port the legislation .

Thank you very much .

Mr. JOHNSON . Thank you, Governor, for that very fine statement

stating Wyoming's position . I presume it will be agreeable to both

of you if you will both remain there for questions concerning the

position of Wyoming .

Governor HATHAWAY. Yes, sir ,we will behappy to .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Florida,Mr. Haley.

Mr. HALEY . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

· Governor , you pretty well cover the waterfront on this proposed

legislation , do you not ? You do not leavemuch out.
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Let meask you this . Did Wyoming join in the agreement and go

into court when the courts apportioned this water ?

Governor HATHAWAY. We joined in the Colorado River compacts ,

yes, sir.

Mr. Haley. Well, you went to the courts and the courts finally ap

portioned this water by generalagreement,did they not ?

Governor HATHAWAY. That ismy understanding ; yes, sir .

Mr. Haley . Well, of course, at that time, Governor, certainly your

State and the courts really looked into this matter as they should

have, and realized that the apportionment that they had made of 15

million acre- feet flowing past Lee Ferry would use all of the waters

that were flowing by there and not considering the Mexican Treaty

at all. Is thatnot about the situation ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Congressman , the courts did not decree the

upper basin water, just the lower basin water.

Mr. HALEY. Yes ; but you knew how much water you had there, did

you not ? The determination - -certainly you realized that you were

going to not have enough water to take care of the obligations of the

Colorado River Basin , did you not ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Well,Wyoming wasnot a party to the court

proceedings, sir. That was determined as between Arizona and

California .

Mr. Haley. Well, now , you make another statement here on page 4 ,

Governor. You say , “ Themajority" _ talking about the water board

to be created — “ the majority of its members will likely be individuals

whose orientation in water matters is slanted toward typicalproblems

of the Eastern United States."

Why do you assumethat,Governor ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Wejust think we have an entirely - water is

tremendously short in the western area States, sir, and we think the

thinking is different out there and we would like to have this matter

considered , if there is a commission , by western people .

Mr. HALEY. Well, do you have any indication if the commission is

created that it would not be like a lot of these things I realize your

problem - would there not be a majority of westerners on this board

where the water situation is very critical ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Well, if they were studying particularly im

portation of water into the Colorado River Basin , we think that it

should be people from the western area making these decisions. Per

haps there could be a subcommittee under a national water com

mission that was composed of people in that area that could deal with

the problem . I do not know .

Mr. Haley. Governor, I would assume that the appointment of a

committee of this kind, that certain of the Western States who have

probably a greater problem than the Eastern or Southern States, it

seems to me like if I were to appoint a commission of that kind I

would kind of lean that way a little bit to see that we did have people

who thoroughly understand the problems of the West.

Governor HATHAWAY. That might be, sir. I agree with you . But

water is so vitally important to us in the West that we just do not like

to speculate on things. We would like to be sure that we will be con

sidered by western people.
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Mr. Haley. I am sympathetic with that.

Governor, where in your opinion - you are pretty knowledgeable

on this matter and you probably have given a lot of thought to it

where would this additional water come from ? Where would you di

vert it from ? What would be the most logical source ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Well, I am not very knowledgeable on that.

Wethink from northern California . If I may, I would like to have

iny State engineer answer that question. I think he has given it some

thought. Is that permissible ? Mr. Bishop .

Mr. JOHNSON . Let us have your name.

Governor HATHAWAY. Mr. Floyd Bishop, State engineer of

Wyoming.

Mr. BISHOP. Mr.Haley, we have given that some study and thought.

We feel there is a surplus of water in northern California streams

which would be available to partially satisfy some of the shortages in

the Colorado River Basin , but we feel that there should be a broad look

taken at the overall picture to determine where is themost feasible

source of surplus water to augment that supply . We feel that there

is a possibility of additional water being available from the Pacific

Northwest streams in addition to those in northern California .

We also feel that there is a possibility of augmentation through

weather modification and desalinization and things of that sort.

Mr. HALEY. What about the Columbia River ?

Mr. BISHOP, The Columbia River would seem to be a very logical

possibility.

Mr. HALEY. I will ask both of the witnesses this question , if I may,

Mr. Chairman . Governor, you — and I believe your distinguished

Senator agrees with this you think that the water under the treaty

rights belong to Mexico . Why do you seem to think that this should

not be an obligation of the river and should be more or less pushed off

on the backs of the American taxpayers? That is quite an expense

for the general taxpayers of this country to assume, is it not ? And

why do you think that the taxpayers of the United States should be

saddled with a burden here to forever furnish Mexico with the water

under that treaty ! I cannot - I just do not - understand your think

ing on this problem .

GovernorHATHAWAY. May I defer that question to Senator Hansen ,

who is more familiar with the Mexican Treaty than I am , sir .

Senator HANSEN . Mr. Haley, I am not certain that I know all of

the facts that constitute the background of your question , but I would

like to make a couple of observations that are pertinent.

No. 1, it ismy understanding that the treaty with Mexico was nego

tiated during the war under times of considerable stress . It was pre

sumed to be in the interests of our country , of the Nation , that we

negotiate that compact so as further to solidify friendly relations be

tween thetwo countries.

In this context, I think that it does allow that the obligation becomes

nationwide rather than an obligation of a particular region in the

country .

Second, I think that, at the time of the treaty, the use in Mexico

was perhaps only half of what is now the situation . So that, with

that treaty, I understand that there was some American capital that
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T
oaly .

went down into Lower California in Mexico and developed agriculture

down there and the use of water was expanded considerably .

And then , third , I do not believe there is any reference at all in the

compact to the quality of water.

Now , this constitutes a further assumption upon the part of the

United States to act as a good neighbor. Recognizing that water that

is so laden with salts and other minerals may indeed be detrimental to

plant growth as to make it unusable , we seem to have assumed certain

responsibilities for the quality of that water, which I understand was

not part ofthe treaty.

For these reasons I do think there is some justification in assuming

that these becomenot regional but rather national responsibilities.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Will the gentleman yield to me at that point !

Mr.HALEY. I yield .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I think our position in the Colorado River

Basin , Mr. Haley , in taking the position that it is a national burden ,

is based on the fact that this was not a treaty between the Colorado

River Basin and the Republic of Mexico but this was a treaty nego

tiated by the President ofthe United States,speaking for all the States,

and the Republic ofMexico .

Mr. HALEY. May I say to my dear friend a treaty made by the

United States is just as binding on California or any of the rest of

the States. I mean

Mr. BURTON of Utah . And upon Florida , and this is why we feel

that it is a national burden ,not a regionalburden .

Mr. HALEY. Well, now , it seems to me that in the first place there

should be priority ofuses of water and apparently what has happened

here in and agriculture has a pretty high priority , I guess in the

Western States — what we are faced with , I think, we might as well

face up to, is the rapid growth in southern California and Arizona

and other parts of that beautiful dry land out there which you have.

You get a situation here where subdivisions, and so forth the farmers

probably had to go to Mexico in order to get off the pavement, so to

speak , in someof these States out there.

Do you not think , Governor, that before you begin to saddle on the

American taxpayers, and nobody knows what the cost of it will be,

do you not think that there should be some priority of usage of water

out there so that the Congress and the people could determine what

they really want to do ? We do not want to continue in our part of the

Nation , continue to build these huge multiple-use projects to furnish

water for irrigation purposes if - we have done pretty well for you

out in the Western States and do you not think that we are entitled

to take this water and apportion it out on a priority basis ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Congressman , that is what we want to do.

Wehave a priority of use in our State. Certain uses of water are

classified as preferred uses, the first ofwhich is domestic, then munici

pal, then industrial. The thing that disturbs usmost is we are about

to get into the industrial development, as Senator Hansen mentions,

with the oil shale and this takes a tremendous amountof water. We

have great coal-producing areas here and we willbe getting near to the

point where we will be making gasoline out of coal and this takes a

lot of water, and Wyoming is going to be sitting here when this starts
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to develop without any water unless there is some provision to bring

this water back into the Colorado River Basin and we cannot have

this greatmineral wealth go to waste because we do nothave the water

to develop it .

Mr. HALEY. Well, of course , Governor, I do not blame you for pro

tecting your own bivouac out there. You are perfectly right in doing

that. But, I still do not think that we have got to have— we must

have coal. The gentleman from Pennsylvania has got a lot of idle

coalmines, I understand, and he must be able to help you out in that

respect.

Governor HATHAWAY. Weare fortunate in having ours easily strip

able . It is right close to the surface.

Mr. HALEY. I know . You have strip mining out there.

Mr. Chairman , I reserve thebalance ofmytime.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Pennsylvania , Mr. Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Governor, let me welcome you and Senator Hansen before this

committee . You have been here before, Senator, when you were Gov

ernor and we are delighted to have you over here on our side of the

Capitolnow as the Senator from Wyoming.

Senator HANSEN . Thank you ,sir.

Mr.SAYLOR. Governor,weare happytohave you here .

Governor HATHAWAY. Thank you .

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , just for the record, I would like to see whether

or not mymemory servesmecorrectly : In the Colorado River compact

there was an agreement between the upper and lower basin States,

that the upper basin States would deliver, every 10 years, 75 million

acre - feet to the lower basin at Lee Ferry .

Governor HATHAWAY. That is correct, sir . An average delivery of

seven and a halfmillion acre- feet a year.

Mr. SAYLOR . At the time the compact was entered into in 1922, it

was the belief of the people who met representing the seven basin

States that there was a virgin flow of approximately 20 million acre

feet in the River. Unfortunately this assumption has never occurred

or at least not too often since 1922. The Department of the Interior

people in the Bureau of Reclamation , say that we are in a dry cycle

but the cycle continues to go on year after year and I am afraid the

people who met with all good intentions just did not realize what the

riverflow was.

Now , then, sometimeafterward the upper basin States got together .

They were the States of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming.

And you divided the waters to which these four upper basin States

were entitled basically ; Colorado was to get 51.75 percent of the water ,

New Mexico was to get 11 .25 percent of the water, Utah was to get 23

percent and your State was to get 14 percent of the water in the

Colorado River.

Governor HATHAWAY. That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. Is that about correct, sir ?

Governor HATHAWAY. That is correct, sir .

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , if we assume that there is 712 million feet for

use in the upper basin , 14 percent of that flow amounts to about

1,050,000 acre-feet. Is that about correct ?
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Governor HATHAWAY. About right.

Mr. SAYLOR . Approximately how much water has the State of

Wyoming put to beneficial consumptive use on an annualbasis ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Could I ask my State engineer. Floyd, will

you answer that question ?

Mr. BISHOP. I would have to, Congressman Saylor, answer that in

terms of generalities. We do not know exactly how much water we

havo put to consumptive use , but something in the neighborhood of

300 ,000 acre-feet per year is consumptively used in Wyoming in the

Green River Basin .

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , is thatbasically all in the so -called Eden project !

Mr. BISHOP . No, sir. Not by a long ways.

Mr. SAYLOR. What are the projects in Wyoming that put these wa

ters to beneficial consumptive use ?

Mr. BISHOP. The large part of that water is utilized through pri

vate development, individual ditches and diversions from the Green

River and its various tributaries. The Federal projects - does your

question involve just the Federal projects ?

Mr. SAYLOR . The Federal project is Eden . I think that is the only

one that is built.

Mr.Bishop. That is the only one that is completely constructed and

in operation ; yes, sir.

Mr. SAYLOR . Now , some years ago when we had before this com

mittee the bill to authorize the Upper Colorado River Basin project,

there were three projects authorized ifmy memory serves me correct

ly . The Seedskadee project which you have referred to , Governor,

the Lyman project, and the Savery -Pot Hook project. These are the

three projects, I believe, that were authorized in that legislation back

in 1956 .

Governor HATHAWAY. That is correct. That Seedskadee, the dam

is built but the project has not been completed and the units have not

been established and this is something we would like to have done as

soon as possible.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , of those three projects, the Seedskadee is the

only one that has been even partially completed , is that correct ? On

the other two, construction has not started .

Governor HATHAWAY. Westarted the Lyman project.

Mr. BISHOP. They have started construction on the Lyman project.

Governor HATHAWAY. The Lyman is underway.

Mr. SAYLOR. Is this just for the dam or is it for the lateral and di

version works up there ?

Mr. BISHOP. If I may answer that, fundamentally the Lyman

project involves construction of two dams. The diversion facilities

will utilize existing canal systems so there is no plan for additional

ditches or canals . Just the two dams are the major features of that

project.

Mr. SAYLOR. It was my recollection that when these three projects

together with the Eden project, were authorized and constructed , it

would put to beneficial consumptive use most of the water to which

your State was entitled . Ismy recollection correct ?

Mr. BISHOP. No, sir ; it is not.

Mr. SAYLOR. All right. How much, then, are you going to put

to beneficial consumptive use in these three projects ?
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Mr. BISHOP. Would you like to have figures on the particular

projects or

Mr. SAYLOR . What I am trying to do is establish the record of your

State with regard to the upper basin at the present time in your

allocations.

Mr. BISHOP. The Lyman project is fundamentally a supplemental

supply project . There is not a whole lot of additional consumptive

use involved in the Lyman project. Something on the order of

10,000 or 12,000 acre- feet a year, as I recall, additional consumptive

use involved when the Lyman project is completed . The Savery -Pot

Hook is somewhat similar. Not a very great deal of consumptive use

added through that project when it has been completed. Along the

samemagnitude, 10,000 or 12,000 acre- feet per year.

Seedskadee project is something else . There is about I think the

Bureau of Reclamation estimates 165 ,000 acre-feet per year which

would be consumptively used if Seedskadee is developed to its full

potential.

Mr. SAYLOR. This does not take into consideration return flows,

ifmymemory servesme correctly .

Mr. BISHOP. Correct. These figures reflect consumptive use.

Mr. SAYLOR . Now , I am very much interested in your mineral de

velopment because this also comes under the jurisdiction of this com

mittee. Governor, has your State taken any steps at all or has in

dustry moved into your State and begun any work at all on the oil

shale process or the development of oil from oil shale ?

GovernorHATHAWAY. Very little on the oil shale, Mr. Saylor, be

cause as you know , just recently have we got into the field of examin

ing the future of the role of private industry in oil shale development

on Federal lands. This is all under Federal land , the oil shale in this

area .

There has been some work done on the coal by Union Pacific Rail

road Co., by Humble Oil Co ., and other private companies.

This area happens to be very rich in trona. As a matter of fact ,

we had a tremendous debate in our legislature on a subsurface ease

ment permitting cross section mining of the trona . This does not

particularly involve water but it shows you that this entire area is

being industrially developed and it happens to be right on the Green

River. This development is occurring right in this area.

Mr. SAYLOR . Is it your belief, Governor, that if the mineral industry

of your State is developed, that you will be able to put to beneficial

consumptive use in your State all of the water which your State has

been allocated under the Colorado River compact and the Upper

Colorado River Basin compact ?

Governor HATHAWAY. If we cannot use it there, we certainly can

use it - -this is talked a lot about in my State. Wewould like to divert

some of this water to the North Platte River Basin . We think it is

feasible . It is going to be rather expensive but there is a shortage of

water in the eastern part of Wyoming and if we could get the water

into the North Platte River Basin , it could be used agriculturally

and industrially .

Mr. SAYLOR. I just want to say that your neighbor, Colorado, out

there decided some years ago they would like to divert some of the
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water out of the Colorado. They had some figures that the Bureau

gave them and after a real go -around in the House and Senate, they

finally got a bill through . It is rather amusing that just in the past

week we have had submitted to the House and the Senate Committees

on Interior and Insular Affairs a report from the Department that

they are very sorry but their costs were quite low and apparently it

is going to exceed their costs that they had disrupted this rosy picture

they painted for us a few years ago.

Now , in your statement,Governor, you want to saddle this project

with the importation studies. Now , when we discussed the upper

Colorado River project,we did not saddle your State with any worry

about importation . Your State came in and gave us the picture that

you had water, that you were the State or origin of most of the water

for the Colorado River and that because of that you were entitled to

have the Government step in and pick up thetab and help you develop

your area .

Now , if this is true, why should Arizona, a sister State in the basin ,

and its project be saddled with the importation study ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Sir , I think because in our case we were not

committing water that was not there. I think we are in the Arizona

case. I think we are talking about water that is not in the river.

Mr. SAYLOR . Well, the Bureau of Reclamation sat there and the

Secretary sat in that chair and the Commissioner of Reclamation sat

where Senator Hansen is just 2 days ago and told us that until the

year 1990 there is sufficient water in the river to take care of this

project.

Now , 1990, of course, is only 23 years away, but it has been 20 years

since we built or authorized the construction of theGlen Canyon Dam

and it is only about 25 percent full. If that amount, and some of us

predicted that it would not fill then and if you would havekept Hoover

Dam to the capacity that it should have been , you would not have 25

percent of the river in that dam now .

Now , it seems rather strange to me as an easterner that you would

ask of a sister State something that historically wasnot asked of your

State. That is one of the problems that I have as a member of this

committee considering this legislation .

I want to tell you that I have checked the record and the two Sena

tors from the State of Wyoming in 1944 voted for theMexican Water

Treaty and at that time there was quite a discussion as to whether or

not just the Colorado River should be called upon to deliver water to

Mexico or whether the Rio Grande should also be called upon . After

a full debate it was determined that the only river to bear the burden

was the Colorado. And since this is the case, it seems a little st range

that 20 -odd years, 30 -odd years later you are now going to try to

attempt to saddle the 50 States of the Union with an obligation that

Congress said in 1944 was an obligation of the seven States.

GovernorHATHAWAY . Well,may I say, sir ,thatWyoming is saddled

with the rivers and harbor costs of the Eastern States ; and may I say

also and repeat what Senator Hansen said . Our State is one of the

greatest contributors to the reclamation fund. Forty percent from

themineral lands of Wyoming go into the reclamation , into this recla

mation fund and we are not getting our share frankly , of reelamation

projects in Wyoming.
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Mr. SAYLOR. The thing you have to remember, and this is hard for

some of the people who live in the West to realize, that even though

those lands are within your State , they do not belong to your State .

They belong to all the people of the United States. And the people in

the West in the reclamation States in a sense, are very , very selfish be

cause they wantmoney paid into the reclamation fund which comes

out of property that is owned by all ofthe people butthey do not want

all the people to share in it. They only want 17 Western States to

share in this fund. And we folks who come from the East, who own

as much of that land in a sense as you do, it sort of rankles us some

times when we hear people come before this committee and tell us

that they think they ought to get all of the benefits from that recla

mation fund.

Now , sitting in that samechair a short time ago on another bill was

the Assistant Secretary for Water in the Department of the Interior

who told us that California is already having problems with regard

to salinity and that what has heretofore been considered as an extra

source of supply for southern California may not exist. So , that, very

frankly, if I were you , I would not look with too jaundiced an eye to

northern California to get any supplemental water for the Colorado

River.

Then on Tuesday we had the Commissioner of Reclamation tell us

that they have changed the plans for Grand Coulee powerplant on

the Columbia and that instead of building 12,300,000 units of power

in the third unit in Grand Coulee, they are only going to build six

and they are going to build them of 600 ,000 kilovolt capacity. But

those six will take all of the water that the original 12 would take and

they are putting in forebays to take six more. The engineers have

given me figures to indicate that if Congress authorizes the installation

of those additional six units on the Columbia , it will take two-thirds

of the flow of the greatest flood they ever had in the Columbia to run

those at capacity , so that there is not any surplus water in the Pacific

Northwest. It may be that there is no implementation that you folks

can get unless you start looking to theMississippi.

So your idea of just having westerners look at this , Governor, if I

were you , I would go back and take another look at my position ,

Maybe the easterners and midwesternersmight be a lot better at look

ing into this problem than someof your people in the West.

The people in the Pacific Northwest told us last year they were

quite concerned .

Now ,Governor and Senator, when Mr. Ely testified here on Monday

pertaining to supplementing the allocation , which has taken place,

he scared some of the rest of us on this committee who are concerned

about the river, too .

I have one or two questions here that I want to ask our good Senator.

Senator, from your statement, I judge that you feel that if the develop

ment of the oil shale industry and the coal industry in your State takes

place to its full potential, you will be able to put to beneficialconsump

tive use all of the water in your State ofWyoming to which Wyoming

is entitled according to the upper basin compact ; is that correct ?

Senator HANSEN. That is correct. If I could add an addendum to.

that, it would be to observe that I do not think that the assumption
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that we can put all of the water to which we have been entitled under

the terms of the compacts is dependent upon the full development of

the coal and the oil shale either. Wehave a number of uses that will

be beneficial uses in the broad national interest that will account for

every bit of our allocation of water. I simply called attention to two

uses that are very much in the public eye at the present moment, very

much in the national interest because we are an energy -deficient nation

at this time. Weare importing great quantitiesof oil.

There are good reasons for getting ourselves in a position of inde

pendence insofar as energy requirements are concerned and certainly

there is nothing to equalthe oil shale deposits in this tristate area.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, I want to commend you , Senator, and you , too ,

Governor. If there is anything I admire it is people who have the

courage to come before any committee of Congress and stand up and

fight for their people in their own area and you have both done an

excellent job . I disagree with you in some of your conclusions, but I

cannot do anything but admire you for having the courage to come

before this committee and present your case . I congratulate both of

you.

GovernorHATHAWAY. Thank you , sir .

Senator HANSEN. Mr. Saylor, if I could ,may I just make one fur

ther observation . You referred to the testimony given by the Secretary

of the Interior and the Commissioner of Reclamation and I think per

haps you may have misunderstood what our Governor was implying

when he said that we were talking about water that was not in the

river. We do not challenge the statement of the two distinguished

witnesses here yesterday that there is presently unused water in the

river that could take care of the requirements of the central Arizona

project. Our concern is that the water that would be required now

to implement those projects in Arizona is partly unused Wyoming

water : that is our concern.

It is our concern that if in 30 years, or whenever the timemay come,

that we have developed our State to the degree that we require all of

the water that was reserved to us under the terms of the compact, then

we will not be talking about that water anymore. It is already going

down the stream , down to Arizona and down to southern California,

and that is why we are concerned now about trying to get something

done to resolve this knotty problem of imports.

I wanted to say that because I think you may have misunderstood

theGovernor.

Mr. SAYLOR. In other words, I gather that your feeling on the law of

the river is still prior appropriate rights, at least as far as each indi

vidual State is concerned .

Senator HANSEN . Well, the law of the river basically, if I could

interrupt, sir , is that insofar as the rights are spelled out in the com

pact, wehold this to be the governing authority.

Mr. ASPINALL . Ifmy colleague would yield at this point

Mr. SAYLOR. Just one question and then I will yield. Is it your

belief that if the water to which you are entitled under the compact

and under the upper basin compact, is put to beneficial consumptive

use downstream , be it by California , by Arizona or anybody else , that

you do not want that use now or at any time in the future to interfere
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with the right ofyour State to put thatwater to beneficialconsumptive

use in your own State and have a first call on thatwater ?

Senator HANSEN . That is essentially right. However, I would go

just a little beyond what you imply in your statement, Congressman

Saylor, to add this, that simply to assert that this shall beWyoming's

right in mymind does not go far enough because I think that there is

a practical matter involved . If the Congress now authorizes the

central Arizona project and if, indeed , all of the waters in the river

are being put to beneficial use , then I say, despite what assurances this

act may contain , that nothing herein shall undermine Wyoming's

right. " Congress would not,as a practicalmatter ,authorize additional

projects in Wyoming which would permit us to use all of our water if

all of the water in the river was already being used .

I think it becomes a practical matter and certainly the Congress is

not going to build dams and reservoirs in Wyoming that would make

mud flats out of those downstrean .

Mr. SAYLOR. Now I yield to my colleague.

Mr. ASPINALL . I just wanted the record to show that what the

(Colorado compact and subsequent acts have done is that they have

stopped the law of appropriation , as such , on the river as between the

various States. The only question of the priority rights on the river

are those rights that were in existence in the various States at the

time the compact was entered into. Outside of that, the compact and

the subsequent acts concerning the river determine how much water

shall be placed where. Then it is up to the States to either go ahead

and apportion it according to their priority systems or their combina

tion of priorities and civil law systems; is that not correct ?

Senator HANSEN . Well, certainly there is not a better authority on

the river than the distinguished Congressman from Colorado, and I

must say that I am a great admirer of his as I suspect he already

knows. The point is , of course, that at the time these compacts were

negotiated it was believed that there were some at least 20 million

acre -feet of water per year in the river. Now , the Tipton report

indicates that there is much less than that, that there may be in the

neighborhood of 13 .6 million or 13. 5 million acre- feet per year to say

nothing of the treaty obligations to Mexico, and this becomes our

concern .

Ifthe central Arizona project or any other projects to be authorized

on the river would take into consideration what is actually in the

river now as compared to what was presumed to be in the river and

scale down their requirements to fit within that revised formula , we

would have no objection at all. Or at least I would have none.

Mr. AsPINALL. The compact stopped the operation ofthe appropria

tion system of water rights as far as the division between States or

individual uses. So what the upper basin is alarmed about is that

some place along the line in the future, some court or some legislative

body might come along and say : We will reestablish this appropria

tion theory - - that the first to divert and to put to beneficial and con

rinuing use will hold . If that is true and Arizona has the water in

the meantime, then the upper basin will have difficulty of recalling

it. All the upper basin wants to do is recall its share when it can

put it to use . Is that right ?

76 -555 - 67 25
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Senator HANSEN . I thank the gentleman from Colorado for explain

ing very clearly what our concern is . I agree completely with you , sir,

Mr. SAYLOR . I might say to the Governor and Senator and my col

league from Colorado that I think there might be some cause for that

concern following the testimony of Mr. Ely the other day when he

said that he thought that this theory ofprior appropriation might now

be the position of California .

Mr.HOSMER. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. SAYLOR. No. I want a further question , and then I am through.

Governor, the other day Congressman Edmondson and I introduced

the bill which the administration has sent up with regard to this

project. This eliminates both dams in the river, provides for a

NationalWater Commission , and postpones someof these other prob

lems. Would you or the Senator or people from your State support

that bill ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Sir , I have not read the bill. I would ask

our State engineer to comment on it. He could probably express

Wyoming's position . Hehas studied it .

Mr. SAYLOR. If you have not studied it, it is an unfair question

and I would not ask you to comment. If you want to , Mr. Chairman ,

I would ask unanimous consent that, if they want to comment on the

bill or that question , they be permitted to insert the remarks at this

point in the record .

GovernorHATHAWAY. Thank you.

Mr. JOHNSON . You have heard the request of the gentleman from

Pennsylvania. Is there objection ? Hearing none, so will be the

order.

( The statementreferred to follows :)

March 27 , 1967.

Hon. HAROLD T . JOHNSON ,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation , House Interior and

Insular Affairs Committee, House Office Building, Washington, D . O .

DEAR CHAIRMAN JOHNSON : At the recent hearing before your Subcommittee

concerning the proposed Colorado River Basin Project legislation , Congressman

Saylor asked whether or not Wyoming would support the Administration Bill on

this subject. Unanimous consent was granted by the Subcommittee for the State

of Wyoming to submit written comments on this subject, and in response to

Congressman Saylor's question the following statement is submitted :

Wyoming's overall position regarding the proposed authorization of the Colo

rado River Basin Project has been explained in somedetail in the hearings before

this Subcommittee in both the 89th and 90th Congress.

With specific reference to the Administration Bill, S . 1013, it is our reaction

that this bill fails to provide a solution to the broad problems of the Colorado

River, most of which center around the fact that the water supply in this river

drainage is not sufficient to meet the needs of the area . Wyoming could not

support any bill proposing to authorize a Central Arizona Project unless it coni

tained some definite provision for an augmentation of thewater supply of the Colo

rado River System .

We feel that Section 9 of S . 1013 gives adequate protection to our legal right

to the use of Colorado River water, but assert that the only practical guarantee

which has real validity to Wyoming would be an augmentation of the Colorado

River water supply from sources outside its natural drainage area. The Ad

ministration Bill contains no mention of importation or of any other practical

method of augmentation of the Colorado. Therefore, we feel that the State

of Wyoming might be faced with difficult problems in attempting to utilize its

allocated water as future needs develop . This failure of the Administration

Bill to face the question of the need for augmentation of the water supply of

the Colorado River is the most serious shortcoming of the bill in our opinion .
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There are some features of S . 1013 which are desirable and should be included

in any Colorado River legislation . Section 10 provides for operating criteria

for the reservoirs on the Colorado River. These are similar to those included

in H . R . 4671 last year, and similar bills introduced this year, and we feel that

they are desirable. However, we feel that this section should include a consent

to suit by the federal government, its officers and agencies. (See Section 601 ( c ),

H . R . 3300. ) Section 10 ( a ) ( 1 ) has some implication that there may be a burden

upon the Upper Basin to deliver an amount in excess of 75 ,000 ,000 acre-feet in

any ten year period to supply the Mexican Treaty Burden without accounting for

Lower Basin tributary uses. We strongly take issue with this and feel that

Section 10 ( a ) ( 1 ) should be deleted .

Seetion B provides that the Upper Colorado River Basin should be reim

bursed for power deficiency payments to Hoover Dam . Wesupport the inclusion

of this provision .

In summary it could be said that Wyoming's previous testimony before this

Subcommittee accurately reflects our position .

Respectfully submitted ,

STANLEY K . HATHAWAY,Governor.

Governor HATHAWAY. MayMr. Bishop answer that?

Mr. Bishop. As far as the administration bill is concerned , Con

gressman Saylor, I do not feel Wyoming could support it for several

reasons, the most important of which is the lack of revenue producing

features to provide for augmentation of the water supply from the

Colorado River without at least oneof the major dams on the Colorado

River to produce the revenue. Weare fearful that theremight not be

an importation or augmentation of the water supply which we feel

is so important to the State ofWyoming

Mr. SAYLOR. I just want to say that you do not seem to hesitate to be

willing to make the50 States responsible for theMexican Water Treaty

or the general U . S . Treasury responsible for that. I do not know

why you are so hesitant in trying to make the U . S . Treasury respon

sible for any augmentation studies that may go on . It is rather an

inconsistent position , it seemsto me,

Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Arizona,Mr.Udall.

Mr. UDALL. Governor, I do not want to take too much time here

but I am saddened and troubled by the position taken by my sister

State of Wyoming. You say to us, in effect, you are totally against

the central Arizona project, you will do everything you can to defeat

it unless the legislation authorizing it includes about four or five or

six things, at least half of which in my judgment are simply not

possible .

For example, you do not seriously contend - maybe Senator Hansen

can answer this that the Senate of the United States or the House is

going to pass the central Arizona project bill and include in that leg

islation the authorization of a project to cost an untold number of bil

lion dollars to bring in water from an unnamed source at a cost-benefit

ratio yet to be determined through works and dams and canals and

aqueducts that no one has yet devised . You do not seriously contend

that the No. 1 condition you lay down for supporting the central

Arizona project is about to be fulfilled in the House or Senate at any

time.

Governor HATHAWAY. Wehave asked for a reconnaissance study on

the importation .
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Mr. UDALL. On page 2, item No. 1 , you say that there should be

authorized concurrently with the central Arizona project a project to

import such water to relieve the Mexican Treaty burden ; namely ,

two and a half million acre- feet . You do not know where that would

come from , what it would cost, how it would be paid for or anything

else ,and yet that is your No. 1 condition as I read your statement. My

question is , without arguing with you , do you seriously believe that

the Senate and House are going to pass such provisions ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Well, we think it is right to the nub of the

problem , sir, because we do not think there is enough water to support

these projects and if we do not look far enough ahead to determine

where the water is coming from we are all in trouble , and may I say

these States were agreed but we have started to depart from our orig .

inalagreement and the Senator can explain this better than I, because

he wasGovernorthen .

Mr.UDALL. Wehave gone into this

Governor HATHAWAY. Wehave fragmented what the States orig .

inally agreed on , which included an import of water, study of water.

Mr. UDALL. Wyoming withdrew its support for the bill last summer

before we could even get it out of committee. I do not want to cover

matters that have been covered previously or take time away from

my colleagues but let me go to the point you made now and previously.

That is , you say the reason you take this position now is that there

is not enough water in the river . I did not notice that Wyoming

opposed the southern Nevada project or Dixie project or San Juan

Chama 4 or 5 years ago, projects I supported and the whole basin

supported on the grounds these were taking water out of a water-short

river. Why do you bring it up now ? Why do you point the finger at

Arizona and say it is your project and we will not support it , unless it

includes taking in all these impossible things ?

Governor HATHAWAY . Because we think it becomes more critical

every time another project is authorized . We are not getting

Mr. UDALL . The Secretary of the Interior and Mr. Dominy hare told

this committee — if there is one thing in this 1,800 pages of testimony .

it is this, and letmemake it clear, that even if you assume the Tipton

figures on the river, even if you assume the river is not augmented

even if you assume continued years of the kind we have had in the

past, even if you assume full use in the upper basin , full use in Wir

ming of their share of the compact the central Arizona project is

feasible, will pay out, will have a favorable cost-benefit ratio and at

least will do something to alleviate our shortages in Arizona. You

understand that ?

Governor HATIJAWAY. Wewould be with you if we could hare some

assurances that when everybody had used their water and we had not

used ours that you would join with us in making some use of some rec

lamation projects that would permit us to use our water.

Mr. I 'DALL . Does Wyoming seriously expect that you can wor

against, defeatthe centralArizona project and then as SenatorHayder.

and Senator Fannin and Mr. Rhodes and Congressman Steiger an . ?

me to support projects in Wyoming for it to take water out of a water

short river ? Is not the out for all of us to go ahead and do the things

thatneed to be done now and start this great program of augmentation
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through the feasible practical things that we can pass through the

Congress now . You ask me, like the old fairy tales, to slay the dragon ,

remove three mountains, and do a lot of the impossible things, and

then you will support the central Arizona project ? Why cannot

you support the steps that need to be taken now , themodest reasonable

stepsthatwe can get through the Congress now and count on our help

down the road a little way ?

Governor HATHAWAY. If we could have assurance, sir, that some

of these things would be done, I am sure that we would like to support

Arizona in this project.

Mr.HOSMER. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. UDALL . Yes, I yield .

Mr. HOSMER. Governor, I think it should be thoroughly understood

that the situation which you fear does not exist for this reason : Cali

fornia is now using water that is under these allocations due other

States. As a matter of fact, about 700,000 acre- feet of it equal to 70

percent of the entire amount your State is entitled to under its 1944

agreement with the other upper basis States. We are supporting the

central Arizona project which will cut us out entirely from using that

water, but we recognize that under the law , under the compact, Ari

zona is entitled to use it. Wehave had use of it while they have not

been able to use it . But here and now we are supporting a project in

central Arizona which will deny us that vast amount of water.

If there is ever any indication of good faith , ever any evidence

that the fears that you have are unfounded , I think this must be it .

Governor HATHAWAY. Mr. Hosmer, I do not think our fears are

unfounded if Mr. Ely's statements represent the philosophy of Cali.

fornia .

Mr. HOSMER . You do not understand Mr. Ely 's statement and that

understanding certainly wasnot contributed to by what the gentleman

from Pennsylvania just said . I want to make this certain . Mr. Ely

was talking about these entitlements under the compact. For instance,

the 2 .8 to Arizona and the 4 .4 to California . It came up as a matter

of law that as of the time California passed its Self-Limitation Act

in 1929, that the then present perfected rights for use of water by

Irizona users and California users, had first priority. That had to be

protected and the Supreme Court has determined who those are and

how much water is involved .

Now , insofar as California is concerned , between 4 .4 and the actual

prior perfected rights of about 3. 1 million acre- feet that were deter

mined, it amounts to a little over a million acre -feet. We will call

that « amount. I do not know what it is in Arizona, but there is a y

amount, difference between the Court determined rights and the 2.8 .

Now , whatMr. Ely was pointing out is that, asbetween these States

in the lower basin only, there is a legal question as to this x amount of

water, y amountof water that has been put to beneficial consumptive

ise, within this 2 .8 and 4 . 4 limitation , since 1929. The question is :

Who has the priorities with respect to x and y . It certainly goes no

further than that.

It is a legitimate legal question . It has confined itself to the three

States in the lower basin . It has nothing to do with the upper basin
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and it is certainly no reason to be a cause of concern on the part of

the State ofWyoming.

I thank the gentleman .

Mr. UdalL. Mr. Chairman, I have said probably all that I should .
Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON , The gentleman from California , Mr. Hosmer.

Mr. HOSMER. I have nothing further.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Washington, Mr. Foley.

Mr. FOLEY. Governor, not to belabor the point, but I do want to

follow a moment the line of questioning of the gentleman from

Arizona .

Is it not true thatnot only within the Colorado Basin but throughout

the West and indeed including the Missouri Basin , that there is a

possibility that by the time that any water shortage is developed on

the Colorado, assuming the central Arizona project is authorized , that

proposals might be made for diversion of importation of water from

outside the basin which would affect the rights of States outside the

basin ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Yes, sir ; very possible.

Mr. FOLEY. Now , I do not know another State, frankly, here before

this committee thathas insisted asWyoming has insisted , that there be

such water in the Colorado Basin , in the Colorado River, to take care

of contingencies beyond 1990 before we will consider the authorization

of the central Arizona project.

It could be the position of the State of Washington or the North

western States that because importation from our area has been sug.

gested we would first want to see all the possible means of resolving

water shortage problems before we would support the central Arizona

project ,but I suggest to you as California supports it, so does, at least

speaking for this member, the State of Washington , and I wonder if

you would not consider whether your position in demanding complete

solution to all the river's problems is not the harshest position that

has been taken by any State that is testifying here.

Governor HATHAWAY. Perhaps it is . I have not heard the other

States testify. I think our position is not too much different from the

State of Utah . I think all of the upper basin States, particularly Utah

andWyoming, are fearfulof the eventuality of there notbeing enough

water in this river to deliver the compact allotments .

Mr. FOLEY. Well, I might ask this question of either you or the

Senator or your State water engineer. Are you confident that you

know all the possible means of augmenting the Colorado River that

mightbe available at the time of shortage in 1990 ?

Mr. Bishop. I would like to respond to that, if I may. Most cer

tainly not. Wearenot at all confident. That is one of the reasons that

wehave suggested a complete study of the possibilities for augmenta

tion of the water supplies and, Mr. Foley, I think perhaps you are

misunderstanding our proposalhere. We have proposed the authori

zation of a project to import enough water to satisfy the Mexican

Treaty burden only . Then in addition to that, we have proposed

reconnaissance studies of the overall picture to determine where the

best source of augmentation for the water supply might be found .

Mr. FOLEY . Well, would you agree that there will not be any press

ing problem as far as Wyoming is concerned , until and unless in 1990
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there is insufficient water to meet the authorized magnitude of the

centralArizona project ? -

Mr. Bishop, I would have to agree thatwe probably will not beshort

of water until sometimeabout 1990 . This is correct. However, I think

we do have to look carefully at our future needs.

Mr. FOLEY . Do you know , sir , what is the best means of providing

sufficient water to the Colorado River to meet the Mexican water

obligations or any other supplemental needs as of 1990 ?

Mr. BISHOP. We think that the proposal we have submitted and

suggested here is a good logical source of satisfying the Mexican

Treatyburden .

Mr. FOLEY . Are you satisfied it is necessarily thebestone ?

Mr. BISHOP. Not necessarily the best one, but we have also sug

gested an overall study of the water picture in the Western United

States so that the best alternative can be selected. All we have sug

gested here is that there be a definite provision for enough water into

the basin at this time to satisfy the Mexican Treaty burden with the

study of the overall picture. Now , these two can be incorporated .

Mr. FOLEY. Well,my query arises out of this, and I find myself in

the unusual position of seeming to defend the rights of the State of

California, but if assuming we are going to provide additional water,

and that is assumption , but assuming we are, to meet the Mexican

water obligation by some, it seems to me you are returning rather

quickly to the judgment that northern California coastal streams are

the logical area to find this water. We do not, in fact, know whether

that is so.

Mr. Bishop. There have been some reconnaissance studies that I

think indicate thatthis is a good possibility.

Mr. FOLEY. A good possibility does not necessarily mean the best

alternative, does it ?

Mr. BISHOP. No, not necessarily ; that is correct.

Mr. FOLEY. It seems to me that as an engineer it would be logical to

assume that in the next 10 or 15 years or much shorter time we are

going to know a great dealmore about the possible meansofaugment

ing water into any water shortage area like the Colorado ; is that not

true ?

Mr. Bishop. Very possible ; yes, sir.

Mr. FOLEY. And that might change our whole system of priorities

and alternatives in engineering and hydrology, might it not !

Mr. Bishop. Yes, sir .

Mr. FOLEY. And that to suggest at this time a specific means ofaug

menting water before those facts areknown is really asking this body

and the Congress to engage in a rather unbusinesslike approach to the

problemsofthis water shortage area .

Mr. Bishop. My concept, sir , would be the authorization of 212

million acre- feet importation at this time, not necessarily to be con

structed immediately, with the overall study of the importation to be

coordinated and the selection ofthe source ofthe importation even for

the 21 , million acre-foot importation to be selected at such timeas the

best alternativehas been decided upon .

Mr. SKUBITZ. Willmy colleague yield ? Are you suggesting that we

wait until 1990 before wedo anything about this situation ?
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Mr. FOLEY. No, indeed.

Mr. SKUBITZ. What are you suggesting ?

Mr. FOLEY. I am suggesting that we go forward and establish a Va

tionalWater Commission to report to the Congress and to the Presi .

dent on means of resolving national water problems including this

one. But what I am suggesting is ; the testimony of these gentlemen is

that they are either asking for a state of technical knowledge, that by

their own admission does not presently exist , or they are asking this

body to do something that is absolutely, it seemsto me, beyond reason :

that is , authorize a project to import water from some place at a cost

of something to go somewhere by somemeans. And that, to me, seems

to be beyond any reasonable expectation . The very problems we

grapple with here are the problems of these question marks that are

involved in that sort ofauthorization .

Now , I suggest to you one other thing. I ask this question : Is it

not a responsibility of all the States in the West and indeed all the

United States, to try and come to equitable solutions to problems such

as are presented here and do not they all involve some risk to all users !

Mr. BISHOP. Certainly .

Mr. FOLEY. Do not the solutions of any such problems offer some

risks- do not we have to go down the line a little bit , all of us, to try

and reach some solution and willbe taking calculated risks in doing so ?

Mr. Bishop. But obviously, sir, these problemsmust be considered .

theremust be some long-range planning and this is allWyoming really

wants, is some assurances that some of these problemswill be handled .

Mr. FOLEY . Are there any assurances, I might ask , in your judg.

ment, Governor - are there any assurances the Pacific Northwest or

National Water Commission will not suggest an interbasin transfer

ofwater from Oregon ?

Governor HATHAWAY. I suppose not;no.

Mr. FOLEY . And yet I think you know that we are supporting

Governor HATHAWAY. But your own State has been , if I understand

Senator Jackson 's position , very much opposed to even a study of any

transfer ofwater from the Columbia River Basin . Your position in

that regard is much like ours. You want to preserve your water and

wewant to preserve ours.

Mr. FOLEY . And yet we are willing to support legislation which

authorizes the NationalWater Commission to study alternative means

of solving water problems of the United States specifically including

interbasin transfers and that is written in Senator Jackson 's bill and

in mine.

Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Kansas, Mr. Skubitz .

Mr.SKUBITZ. I have no questions.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from West Virginia, Mr. Kee.

Mr.KEE. Noquestions,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Oregon ,Mr.Wyatt.

Mr. Wyatt. Governor and Senator Hansen , I welcome you both

here, too . I must confess that I cannot really understand your urging

that concurrently with the authorization of the central Arizona project

that we authorize augmentation before there is any reconnaissance

study and before there is any feasibility study. I think really, that
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you on careful thought, would have to agree that this would be indeed

very, very poor business and really without any precedentthat I know

of in the Congress.

Perhaps you may or may not realize that most of us in the North

west have gone on record here as supporting the central Arizona

project. Wealso have gone on record , I think, to a man , in support

of the legislation to create the National Water Commission , and as

my colleague from the State of Washington has indicated , this spe

cifically authorizes among other things, that the National Water

Commission study the subject of interbasin transfers. So to this

extent, we are making this offer of support on both pieces of legisla

tion with the full realization that the studies ultimately could involve

our own water and at a timewhen we are are hastening in every way

we can the studies of ourown needs.

Wehave a very elaborate study underway which probably you are

familiar with , all our States do, and the FederalGovernment also has

a $ 5 million study underway . We cannot say for certain what our

water needs or requirements will be during the next hundred years

and I would just like to point out to you that we are supporting both

of these projects in full knowledge of the fact that interbasin transfers

are among things to be considered by the NationalWater Commission .

I would just suggest to you that your position is pretty hard com

pared to the other States. Thank you, gentlemen .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Washington ,Mr.Meeds.

Mr.MEEDS. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Governor and Senator, I welcome you here and want to compliment

you on the vigorwith which you defend your position .

I , too , am somewhat alarmed , however, that your position is rather

provincial and feel that in your efforts to make sure that you are

protected , you may be jeopardizing what ultimately can be a great

benefit not only to you but to some of your sister States. And I would

like to suggest that this entire problem of water resources is something

that is going to have to be studied on a long-range basis and as an

entire nation , perhaps with special interests or special emphasis in

the western areas where thewater is needed worse.

But by the same token , water has to come from someplace, and so

the problems of those areas have to be studied , too . And we just urge

you hopefully to take a longer range look at this thing and see if you

could not give it somesupport.

Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California ,Mr.Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Governor, I guess we are all a little concerned about this. In sum

mary , may I say that your concern stems primarily from the fact ,

one, you see many diversion projects either built or pending on the

river now ; and that further you do not trust the courts in the future.

Governor HATHAWAY. That is about it, sir.

Mr. REINECKE. That pretty well sums it up . I do not think that is

the case . AsMr. Hosmer pointed out, California has indicated will

ingness to drop back to 4 .4 and all we were talking about was within

that 4 .4 .

One other thing. With regard to the 4.4 you indicate there should

be a limitation of 30 years on the 4.4 guarantee if it is granted at all.
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Do you feel that after that timethere should be no guarantee or throw

the whole thing open to where California mightgetmore than 4 .4 ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Wethink that the 30 years would allow time

to solve someof these importation problems.

Mr. REINECKE. What if they are not solved and then California

comesback on the river without restrictions or guarantees and wehave

prior diversion and prior rights. Weare then apt to be in a position

to takemore than 4 .4 , and I am speaking of California now .

Governor HATHAWAY. That is possible , although the compact ap

portionments would still govern after the priority had expired .

Mr. REINECKE. So that your position has a degree of risk in it as

well, if I might say so.

One further question here. Regarding the statement on page 3 you

mentioned , talking about the Mexican Treaty burden ; have you had

any apprehension in this regard , that if the Mexican Treaty burden

does become a national obligation that this would remove it from

theobligationsunder the compact ?

Governor HATHAWAY. I would prefer to have Mr. Bishop answer

that question ,because I am not again very familiar with the Mexican

Treaty .

Mr. Bishop. Congressman , I am not really sure I understand the

question .

Mr. REINECKE. Well, taking both the compact and treaty together.

if the obligation , financialobligation becomes national, are you afraid

that perhaps this will override the compact to the effect that more of

thatwater might have to be drawn from the upper basin for prior uses

and rights in the lower basin ?

Mr. BışHOP. I am sorry. I did not hear part of that.

Mr. REINECKE. I am just asking , if the Mexican Treaty burden be

comes a national financial obligation , that it may in turn reflect a

greater water obligation in the upper basin than exists at the present

time?

Mr. BISHOP. I would not contemplate that possibility . I do not

see why it should be involved .

Mr. REINECKE . I do not see why a lot of these positions should be

involved either.

Mr. Bishop. Wefeel that the solution of the Mexican Treaty bur

den , if we can import enough water to solve that problem , that it will

resolve many of the problems on the river today. We think this is

really important to get away from the possibility of future litigation

between the upper and lower basins.

Mr. REINECKE. If the importation does not become a reality I ain

wondering if you are thinking that this would then throw the water

obligation over and above the restrictions of the compact that may re

flect harder on the upper basin because there will be less diversion up

there than below .

Mr. Bishop. I do not see why that would have any effect on the com

pact provision . I think the compact requirements would govern .

Mr. REINECKE. No further questions,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Texas,Mr.Kazen .

Mr.KAZEN . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .
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Governor,myunderstanding is that you are not using all the water

that you are entitled to under thecompact now .

Governor HATHAWAY. That is correct, sir .

Mr. KAZEN. And your fear is that somewhere down the line this

water that is passing you by is going to be put to prior beneficial use

and then comes a day when you need that water and you will not be

able to claim it because of this prior beneficial use that has been placed

down below . Is this yourposition ?

Governor HATHAWAY. That is essentially it. Wyoming is a young

State . Weare just starting to develop industrially . We have many

more acres of land to put under irrigational use. Wehave had some

unfortunate experiences in the past in losing water. We are on the

Continental Divide. We generate a lot of this water. We have lost

water through the North Platte River that should have been pre

served a long time ago. Wedo notwantit to happen again .

Mr. KAZEN . Letmeask you this question . How long do you antici

pate that it willbe before you do use all of the water ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Well

Mr. KAZEN . How many years ?

Governor HATHAWAY. That is speculation but if we could divert

part of this water into the North Platte Basin , I would say we could

do it within 20 years.

Mr. KAZEN . Use all of it ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Allofit.

Mr.KAZEN. Thank you . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from New York, Mr. Kupferman .

Mr. KUPFERMAN . Governor, a good dealof the water involved winds

up in swimming pools in California and Arizona. Could you tell

methe swimming pool situation in Wyoming ?

Governor HATHAWAY. Pardon ? It is a little cold for swimming
theremostofthe time.

Mr.KUPFERMAN . I will pass.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Arizona,Mr. Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you,Mr. Chairman .

Gentlemen , does Wyoming have a water shortage at this time?

GovernorHATHAWAY. In some areas, yes.

Mr. STEIGER. In some areas, yes.

Governor HATHAWAY . The shortage - many rivers are over appro

priated . The North Platte, for instance. We could use more water

in this basin very easily. I understand the State of Utah wants to

transfer water into another river basin .

Mr. STEIGER. Your water shortage is then intrastate streams rather

than as a result of any interstate stream -- any compact agreement,

is that correct ; an internal problem ?

Governor HATIIAWAY. The North Platte River was decided by

court decree and we are pretty low on this stream .

Mr. STEIGER . In other words, you have a shortage which exists now

which could not be solved by an intrastate exchange ?

Governor HATHAWAY . It could be solved by transmountain diver

sion .

Mr. STEIGER. It could . Are you overdrawing on your water re

sources at this time?
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Governor HATHAWAY. In someareas of the State, yes ; in others, no.

Mr. STEIGER. Is the net utilization of your water - I am talking

about both surface water and subsurface water - is the net balance

an overdraft or surplus ?

Governor HATHAWAY. I would have to say as of now , it is a surplus.

Mr. STEIGER. Do you know of any lands that are being taken out

of production because of, specifically because of a water shortage at

this time ?

GovernorHATHAWAY. Yes.

Mr. STEIGER. There are landsthat are, that prior to this time have

been in production and are now out of production because of water

shortage ?

Governor HATHAWAY. In the eastern part of the State under the

North Platte Basin project; yes, sir.

Mr. STEIGER . Apparently , then , your water-short area is limited to

one area ,the North Platte region ; is that correct ?

Governor HATHAWAY. No. There are other areas. I think of this

one particularly but there are areas on — where we have small streams,

where there is a shortage of water. Frankly , we are not getting as

much moisture in Wyoming as we used to . Our average rainfall is

about 12 inches and a lot of these streamsare not generating as much

water as they did 10 or 15 years ago . We do not have as much snow

fall as we did 10 years ago. I do not know why but it is a fact.

Mr. STEIGER. Maybe it is retribution for a selfish attitude.

[Laughter.]

Governor HATHAWAY. Somebody else is going to suffer if it is.

Mr. ASPINALL . If the gentleman from Arizona would yield to me,

I would have to say that I think that comes from a rather poor source.

(Laughter.]

Mr. STEIGER . Appropriate,Mr.Chairman .

Governor and Senator Hansen , I want you to know that I am sure

Congressman Udall and I both recognize your concern over a poten

tially serious water- shortage condition . I am sure you realize that

the answer for our State is — all three ofmy questions to you — is yes,

sir ; we are now undergoing a net water shortage, we are now over

drawing our water balance. We have many lands going out of pro

duction because of water shortage.

I would not want to see any other State be placed in our position .

You could use us as an example of what can happen to a State that

is overdrawing.

On the other hand, to deny us the right to solve our problem based

on what has to be supposition on your part does seem to memand I

admit I am not objective about it - but it does seem to me to be a par

ticularly parochial attitude and one that is not going to solve any

problem , including your own. If we are not able to exert pressure for

augmentation as a result of being able to utilize these waters, this is

going to be one less voice that is going to be crying for augmentation .

Everybody recognizes the shortages and potential shortages on the

river can only be solved by a joint effort and I must say I do not feel

at this point you are participating in this joint effort .

Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .
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Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Colorado, chairman of the full

committee, Mr. Aspinall .

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I am glad to have our colleague, the

junior Senator from Wyoming, and the new Governor of Wyoming

with us. I hope that before we get through with all of the troubles

and controversies that we have in this matter that we will be able to

comeout with somekind of a working statute that will benefit all ofus.

I might say that no one is more desirous than I am of seeing that

each State in the entire Colorado River Basin - that is in the lower

basin as well as in the upper basin - has an opportunity to put its

share of its entitlement to Colorado River water to use as soon as

possible . That not only includes Colorado, but all of the other States

and certainly the State of Wyoming, which produces far more water

for this watershed than it can - under the compact and the law of the

river - ever be expected to use.

I think what has bothered so many of us, under existing circum

stances, is that you are thinking in terms of development. The way

that all of our basic law has been written , that has to do with the

development of the West as well as the development of the Colorado

River Basin itself , we are dependent upon two different factors. We

could not put a drop of this water to use in the upper basin and I

doubt if the States in the lower basin , other than California , could

if it were not for the financial help that we get from the FederalGov

ernment. We have to realize that. That is a fact of life. Wemust

have help from the Federal Government, otherwise we could not put

this water to use.

The gentlemen from Arizona would argue with me a little about

what their Arizona Power Authority can do if something is not done,

but that is neither here nor there. The desire to have Federal par

ticipation - Federal money which carries with it supervision - calls

for this kind of legislation. Being bound by the law that we now

have, which has to do with the division of the water as well as the

division of the basin fund in the upper basin, wemust always keep

in mind that we cannot authorize a project under the policy of Con

gress at the present time, which I hope will not change, unless that

project can pay out within a 50 -year period . This is absolutely neces

sary .

Now , the position that Wyoming finds itself in at the present time,

and the position that the State of Utah finds itself in a the present time,

is that they cannot have any additional projects authorized , other

than those which are presently authorized , until it is possible to see

that there is going to be a sufficient amount of money from the basin

fund to pay off that part that the users cannot pay within the 50 -year

period after the development period is allowed and after construction

is finished . Is that right,Governor ?

Governor HATHAWAY. That is right, sir .

Mr. ASPINALL. Is that right, Senator ?

Senator Hansen. Yes.

Mr. AsPINALL. Of course , that is what is holding up some of these

projects in these two States. Now , it so happens that our sister State ,

New Mexico , has been able , with the work that it has done and within
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its entitlement — not only of water but also ofmoneys from the basin

fund — to practically use all of its share of water from the upper basin

by its present development as far as presently anticipated flows are

concerned . Will you agree with that ?

Governor HATHAWAY. I believe that is right. New Mexico is close

to that point.

Mr. ÅSPINALL. And is it not also true, when you consider La Barge

and Seedskadeo and Lyman and Wyoming's share of the Savery - Pot

Hook , that Wyoming has used its share of revenues in the basin ac

count for the next 50 years ormore, as far as that is concerned , because

the construction period has not yet taken place. Wyoming cannot

look , under the present situation , for any additional authorizations

for construction , or lease for construction, for a few years hence. Is

that not true ?

Governor HATHAWAY. I cannot answer that, sir ; I do not know .

Mr. ASPINALL. Well, if somebody wants to argue with me, I would

like to hear it, because I spent about 3 years trying to get Colorado

into the position that we would share in our revenues with the State

of Wyoming on the Savery -Pot Hook so that we could go ahead and

authorize the Savery-Pot Hook for construction. I think if you ex

amine this you will find that you are not in position - if you have

Lyman and La Barge, which are presently authorized , and Seed

skade which is under construction , and Savery -Pot Hook which is

authorized and ready for construction -- to use your share of the reve

nues which are accumulating and which can be changed at any time,

if you wish to go out from under one or the other of your projects like

Colorado went out from under the Pine River.

Now , Senator, I know you want to talk. You want to answer. I

am leading up , of course, to your opposition to this legislation without

a study or without the fact of importation being written into the bill .

What I am trying to show is that, if we provide for the National

Water Commission or if we provide for a study which is to be com

pleted within 15 years , then we will know where we are. Sometime

after that will be the first opportunity that we can expect to have any

opportunity to consider authorizing projects for Wyoming. Now ,

Senator ?

Senator HANSEN . Well, with what you have added, Mr. Aspinall, I

do not have too much more to say, I could observe that there are a

number of projects in Wyoming, in other parts of the State, as you

know , of course, that are built not primarily for the benefit of Wyo

ming but for other States, because we are right on the backbone of

the Continental Divide. Water flows both north , south , east, and

west. We contribute 5 million acre-feet to the Columbia .

Mr. ASPINALL. You cannot go east with your water without Federal

participation , because you are like Colorado - you are not in a posi

tion to take care of a transmountain diversion unless it is authorized

as a part of a national operation .

Now , nobody is trying harder than I am to write the legislative his

tory that the fine State of Arizona will have to depend upon the upper

basin 's water for at least 30 or 40 years in order to make its project

feasible. Nobody is trying harder than I am to write the record that
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we have the right to the return of our share of the water, whatever

itmay be, at the timewe can use it.

With that in mind, could you folks in Wyoming retract just a little

bit from this hard position that you take — it is not quite ashard ,may

I say, in your statements today as it has been heretoforeto say that

we will provide for the study and that we will then trust, because we

have to trust the future, that the Congress of the United States will

see to it that we, in the upper basin , are permitted to go ahead and

develop ourown projects as the States desire in the priority to be given

them .

Senator HANSEN . If I could respond to that, sir , let me say this.

We, too, appreciate the value of legislative history . That is precisely

one of the reasons we are here today, so that everyone might under

stand , including our friends from California and from Arizona, how

deeply concerned we are about this situation .

If I could refer just a moment to what the gentleman from Cali

fornia said , I gathered that he spoke about California 's support of

the central Arizona project as a magnanimous act. As a matter of

fact, the court said - it wasno one else but the courts that said you will

not be able to use over 4 .4 million acre- feet of water as I understand

it. So were I in the position that California is now in , I certainly

would do everything I could to encourage the support of all of the

States because California has been using water that was not allo

cated to it and if you contemplate the full development of all of these

State needs, then California would be without that water and in that

position , it makes good sense to me that California should take the

position it has.

Mr. HOSMER . Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. ASPINALL. Just a minute. But really , that is a matter between

the lower basin States as far asweare concerned .

Senator HANSEN . I agree with you .

Mr. ASPINALL . So we will have to trust that they can get in on that

one.

Now , you state your opposition to three of Colorado's projects.

Under the compact, Colorado is entitled to 51.25 percent of the water

that is apportioned to the upper basin and, under Colorado River

Storage Act, Colorado is also entitled to 46 percent of the funds from

the basin fund.

Now , have your folksmade a sufficient study so that you can come

before this committee and tell us that if Colorado gets the authoriza

tion for the five projects that are included in this legislation , the State

of Colorado is not within its 51.25 percent entitlement or that it is not

within its 46 percentwhich will be used to permit it to pay out within

the 50 -year period after the development period or after construction

is finished ,whichever it may be ?

Senator HANSEN. Certainly everyone recognizes that there is no

more eminent authority on waters of the West than you , sir , and I

do not presumeat all to say I have even part of your knowledge but

I would make this one observation , and that is when we think of the

51.25 percent of the water in the upper basin being allocated to Colo

rado , our only concern is this : Are we talking about seven and a half
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million acre- feet or are we talking about the proportion of seren and

a half million acre- feet that 13.6 bears to 15 million acre- feet ?

Now , if we are talking about that — a scaled -down percentage - then

we certainly have no argument with Colorado nor with Arizona nor

with any other State.

Mr. ASPINALL. Of course , I prefaced by question and by statement

upon the latter. It is 51.25 percent of whatever water we are en

titled to .

Senator HANSEN . If it is the 13.6 I have no argument, sir .

Mr. ASPINALL . I would pray that we might get a storm sometime

in the next 2 or 3 weeks like California just recently got, where 5 feet

of snow was dumped on the Cascades and the Sierras. That would

take care of us for a few months and wemight be able to look for some

thing better in the future, but we have to accept this situation as

it is.

I am advised that, under the present water situation — that is 1:3

million plus whatever it may be- keeping in mind whatever our en

titlement and whatever our burden of the Mexican Treaty is , we can

come in with the authorization of these five projects. Keep in mind,

also, that two or three of these projects will not be constructed for ser

eral years, because they depend upon the use ofmunicipal water to a

great extent — at least two of them do . So what the upper basin is try

ing to do — you folksand the other three States — I hope, is to write the

record so clearly that when we need the water that we can use and

that we have a right to under our entitlement, that it will come back

to us. My friend from Arizona ,Mr. Udall, and my other Arizona

friends, Mr. Steiger and Mr. Rhodes, have told me time and time

again they are for this.

Senator HANSEN. Well, I share your hope. I agree with what

you say. I hope that the all-forgiving Lord will let a little snow fall

on the selfish people of Wyoming, as Congressman Steiger describes

us, the selfish folks in our State, when he takes care of the good people

in Arizona .

Mr. ASPINALL. With that I yield backmy time.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Utah , Mr. Burton .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Mr. Chairman , I would just like to compli

ment the Senator and Governor both on excellent statements and

under nearly 2 hours of questioning, I think they have held up very

well. Obviously they have done their homework . Nice to have you

here .

Senator HANSEN . Thank you.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Idaho,Mr.Hansen .

Mr. HANSEN . I think the gentlemen have done an excellent job. I

have not been here to hear all of your testimony,but I do want you to

know that it is a pleasure to have my good neighbors from Wyoming

here. I might add that I think that you, as the gentleman from Utah

said, have held up well under a pretty constant stream of fire.

Mr. JOHNSON . Governor, Senator, I just want to say for at least one

member from California , that we are exporting water now from the

northern part ofour State , or soon will be, to the arid area of southern
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California , and before the project is over we will be delivering

approximately 2 million acre- feet of water. That water is going to

be fairly costly water, somewhere around $50 to $ 60 an acre-foot.

Now , there are other waters on the north coastal areas of California

that are under study by our State people as well as from other areas

of the United States. This, too , will be very costly water. So, I

think that studies do have to bemade and certainly water for domestic

use at $ 50 or $ 60 or even $ 75 is not too bad . We have some of that

now .

But I think that while northern California still does have surplus

waters, if all our waters are properly conserved for distribution , they

will be costly and studies are going to take sometime.

Now , we were blessed just this last weekend out there with a storm

that deposited snow from the 1,800-foot level up to the top and range

from 5 inches to 5 feet in depth . So, our water supply in north

ern California this year is going to be very good . Our lakes will be

full and we are dumping water now preparing for the spring runoff .

So, there is water available, I presume, for the further distribution

in our State and our State is growing so fast that we are interested

in the same thing you are, augmentation of the Colorado, because we

know we are going to have to use that Colorado water that we are

entitled to . That is our interest in this Colorado bill. For the most

part, it is to protect our uses in the amounts of water that we are now

using from the Colorado.

I think you gentlemen did a very fine job here this morning,

Governor and Senator, and I want to commend both of you for field

ingthe questionshere and stating your position .

GovernorHATHAWAY. Thank you .

Senator HANSEN . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

(Subsequent to completion of the hearing the following additional

information was furnished the committee. )

STATE OF WYOMING,

Cheyenne, March 24, 1967.

SUBCOM MITTEE ON IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION,

COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS ,

Longworth House Office Building, Washington , D . C .

( Attention : Hon . Harold T . Johnson , Chairman ) .

DEAR CHAIRMAN JOHNSON : In testimony before your Subcommittee on March

16 , 1967, Governor Hathaway of Wyoming expressed concern over the proposed

authorization of the San Miguel Project, West Divide Project, and Dallas Creek

Project in Colorado. Our analysis of the available water supply indicates that

Colorado may be in excess of her Compact apportionment of Colorado River

water if these three projects are constructed . In an effort to provide your Sub

committee with the facts which are the basis for Wyoming' s concern in this

regard , we are submitting herewith a detailed analysis of the situation . The

figures used in this analysis are taken from a letter dated March 11, 1966 , from

r . Ival Goslin , Executive Director of the Upper Colorado River Commission ,

to Mr. Floyd Bishop , Wyoming State Engineer . Appropriate modifications have

been made in Mr. Goslin ' s figures to reflect changes suggested by Mr. Felix L .

Sparks, Director of the Colorado Water Conservation Board, in a letter to Mr.

Jay Bingham dated March 15 , 1966 . Copies of each of the above-mentioned

letters are attached hereto and made a part hereof.

In view of the fact that the information which we are submitting herewith

appears to be pertinent to the subject at hand, request is hereby made that all

of this information be included in the hearing record .

The analysis referred to above follows:

76 - 955 - 67 - 26
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1. Present Colorado depletions :
acre-fer !

Yampa and Green Rivers.

Hayden steamplant . - - - - -

White River - - - -
23

Gunnison River . - - - -

Smith Fork project - -

Paonia project - - - - - - -

Colorado River - Mainstream .

Collbran project - -

Pueblo -Eagle River division .

Colorado -Big Thompson project.

Small ditches . - - - - - - - -

Colorado Springs-Blue River - -

Denver- Blue River - - - -

Denver-Moffat Tunnel . - - -

Denver -Williams Fork . - -

Busk - Ivanhoe Tunnel... .

Independence Pass Tunnel

Grand River ditch . .

San Juan and Dolores Rivers .

Florida project - - - - - - - - 16

Total present depletions- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - 1 , 786

2. Estimated depletions of Federal projects already authorized in

Colorado :

Savery- Pot Hook .

Bostwick Park .

Fruitland Mesa - - -

Fryingpan -Arkansas

Ruedi Reservoir , municipal and industrial

Şilt

1

!
!

!
!

-

110

i
i

1

1

Total depletions from presently authorized Federal projects. .

3. Probable future depletions:

Hayden steamplant- - - -

Homestake Creek diversion .

Pueblo-Eagle River - - - - - -

Denver-Blue River - - -

Denver -Moffat Tunnel. - -

Denver-William Fork . - -

Denver -Eagle and Piney Rivers _

Englewood -Moffat Tunnel- - -

Independence Pass Tunnel. - -

Colorado Springs-Blue River . .

Municipal and industrial from Green Mountain Reservoir -

.

1 1

1

1

1 1

1
1

1 1

1
1 11

Total probable future depletions. 346

1

1

1

1

1

1

4 . Proposed authorizations by H . R . 3300 :

Animas-LaPlata

Dolores - - - - - - -

Dallas Creek .

West Divide - - - -

San Miguel - -

Total depletions due to projects proposed to be authorized by
H . R . 3300 .

1
1

1

378

5 . Recapitulation of total Colorado depletions of Colorado River water :

Present depletions . - - - - - -

Depletions due to presently authorized federal projects. - - -

Probable future depletions . - - -

Depletions due to projects proposed to be authorized by H . R . 3300

1, 766

140

346

378

Total Colorado depletions. - - 2, 650
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The concurrence of Mr. Sparks to the foregoing figures as indicated in his

letter of March 15 , 1966 , referred to previously, lends special credence to these

figures. It should also be noted that for several of the federal projects involved ,

the depletions shown herein are less than those cited by the Chairman of the full

Committee in testimony before the Subcommittee on March 17, 1967.

The engineering study of the water supply of the Colorado River prepared by

Tipton & Kalmbach , Inc., was filed with your Committee at the time of the

hearings pertaining to H . R . 4671 during the 89th Congress . This study was

undertaken at the request of the Upper Colorado River Commission to determine

on an independent and unbiased basis what the expected yield of the Colorado

River system might be, based upon current technology.

While we do not concur in the theory that the Upper Basin is required to de

liver an additional 750,000 acre- feet per year to defray a portion of the Mexican

Treaty burden nor in the theory that the Upper Basin must deliver an average

flow of 712 million acre-feet per year at Lee Ferry, as advocated by some, we do

recognize that these are matters of differing opinion which will probably have

to be litigated ultimately unless they are settled in some other manner acceptable

to both the Upper and Lower Divisions. Until such a settlement is definite,

there appears to be no prudent course to follow in evaluating obligations on the

available water supply except to assume that the Upper Division may have to

deliver three-fourths of a million acre-feet of water per year in satisfaction of

the Mexican Treaty burden , in addition to an average of 742 million acre - feet

per year under Article III ( d ) of the 1922 Compact.

The Tipton & Kalmbach study concludes that if it is assumed that all reservoirs

authorized by the Upper Colorado River Storage Project are construeted and

operating with a combined capacity of 29 million acre-feet, and if the delivery

made at Lee Ferry amounts to 8 .25 million acre -feet per year, for satisfaction

of the Compact and the Mexican Treaty burden , then the limit of the deple

tions in the states of the Upper Division would be 5 .6 million acre-feet per year

including reservoir evaporation , or an available 4 . 7 million acre-feet per annum

after reservoir evaporation losses. (See page 21 of Part I , Text, Tipton &

Kalmbach Report of July, 1965 . )

Under the Compact, Colorado ' s share of the Upper Basin apportionment

amounts to 51.75 % of the total amount which is available to the Upper Basin ,

or 2 .43 million acre-feet per year based upon the Tipton & Kalmbach study.

Comparing the estimates of total future Colorado depletions of the Colorado

River, amounting to 2 .65 million acre -feet per annum , with the figure of 2 .43

million acre-feet per year to which Colorado is entitled under the Compact on

the basis of the previously cited figures from the Tipton & Kalmbach Report, it

can be seen that Colorado will be exceeding her apportionment by about 220 ,000

acre- feet per year. Deferral of the Dallas Creek Project, West Divide Project,

and San Miguel Project would reduce this excess to about 22,000 acre-feet per

year.

The key question involved here is whether or not the Upper Basin will be

required to deliver water to fulfill the Mexican Treaty burden , and if so, how

inuch . Emphasis should be placed on the fact that we do not agree that the

Ipper Basin has any obligation to deliver water to fulfill the Mexican Treaty

burden , but until this question is resolved , it seems logical that we should assume

that such a burden may ultimately be thrust upon us. If we could assume there

was no obligation on the Upper Basin to deliver Mexican Treaty water, these

three Colorado projects would probably not exceed Colorado' s apportionment

under the Compacts.

The realities of the yield of this river and the obligations which have been

placed upon it cannot be ignored. The original negotiators of the Compact used

what have proven to be incorrect figures in dividing the waters of the river.

We simply cannot go on using incorrect figures in analyzing additional projects

which place a burden on the river. We believe it is unrealistic to be talking

about an available water supply to the Upper Basin of anything like 7 ,500 ,000

acre -feet per year. The Tipton & Kalmbach figures show nearly two million acre

feet less than this to be available on a long term average. We cannot be recon

riled to the propriety of authorizing federal projects in excess of the water

supply available to fulfill apportionments made under the Colorado River Com

pacts. The foregoing analysis shows clearly the reasons for our concern over

authorization of the three Colorado projects mentioned.

We appreciate the opportunity of presenting this additional information to the

Subcommittee .

Respectfully submitted .

FLOYD A . BISHOP , State Engineer.
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COLORADO WATER CONSERVATION BOARD ,

Denver , Colo., March 15 , 1966 .

Mr. Jay R . BINGHAM ,

Director, Utah Power & Water Board ,

425 State Capitol, Salt Lake City, Utah .

DEAR JAY : I have not been able to find the memorandum which you said you

addressed to me after the Cheyenne meeting. However, we recently received a

copy of a water supply study from the Upper Colorado River Cominission which

is directed to Floyd Bishop. It may be that that memorandum will answer your

purposes.

I think we are at substantial concurrence with the Colorado portion of the

Upper Colorado River Commission memorandum with three exceptions. In

paragraph 2 with the heading " Authorized Federal Projects " the memorandum

shows 40,000 acre-feet of water from Ruedi Reservoir for municipal and indus

trial purposes. The only information we have at this time is that 6 ,000 acre

feet has been allocated for M & I purposes. I have no idea where the figure

40 ,000 acre-feet came from . Under paragraph 3 entitled " Probable Future

Depletions" we take exception to the inclusion of the item of 40,000 acre-feet for

the Four Counties water project. Such a project is not now in existence or

under construction and we have some doubt that it ever will be. It occupies a

last priority under our depletion tables and should be omitted from the Upper

Colorado River Commission memorandum . Under paragraph 4 entitled " Pro

posed Authorization - H . R . 4671" the depletion for the Dolores Project is shown

at 87,000 feet. We do not agree with this depletion figure as we believe the

Bureau made some error in their studies. The depletion figure which we are

using for that project is 74,000 acre - feet.

If there is further information I can furnish , please advise .

Sincerely ,

FELIX L . SPARKS, Director.

UPPER COLORADO RIVER COMMISSION ,

Salt Lake City , Utah ,March 11, 1966 .

Mr. FLOYD A . BISHOP,

State Engineer ,

State CapitolBuilding,

Cheyenne, Wyo.

DEAR FLOYD : In your letter of February 24 , 1966, you requested a determination

for each of the Upper Division Statesof the following items:

1. Quantities of water currently being used .

2. Quantities of water which will be used under projects which are currently

authorized .

3. Any other commitments ofwater use for the future.

4 . Quantities of water which would be used under projects proposed to be

authorized in H . R . 4671.

We have compiled the attached tables in response to your request . The sources

ofthe various figures are indicated .

In order to make the figures more meaningful the following explanation is

offered :

1. There is some degree of opinion involved in the compilations. For instance

you will note that we purposedly avoided using the term " committed uses" be

cause that term is often interpreted as having an element of legality and finalits

from which there is little possibility of deviation . Instead , we have used the

term " probable future depletions." This term is to be construed as meaning

that at this time in our opinion the projects or uses itemized under it are the most

likely ones to occur out of a universe of probabilities. If there were sufficient

watermany more projects and water uses could and would be materialized , some

of which are even now being contemplated and studied, and some of which may not

even be presently named .

2 . Although we have attempted to list the most probable future depletions, w

must admit that some of those on our list are a considerable time in the future

either because ( a ) they will not be needed for an indefinite period , or ( b ) financial

and economic conditionsmay preclude their development, or ( c ) changes of uses

of water (such as, change from agriculture to municipal and industrial, etc. )

may be made to fulfill some of the depletions that we have listed as " probable

future," or (d ) other uses may develop ahead of those listed .
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3. In our figureswehave not included a factor for " salvage" of water by use. A

" salvage" factor averaging about 4 % of the uses, as found in the 1948 FinalReport

of the Engineering Advisory Committee to the Upper Colorado River Basin Com

pact Commission, would increase the computed compact allotment to each State ,

except Arizona, of Table II of the Summary. We have not used a " salvage"

factor because many of the depletion figures themselves may not be within the

limits of the above percentages (witness the changes in estimated depletions on

the same project from one report to another ofthe USBR ) , and because there is no

real agreement with regard to the amount of water salvaged by use .

4 . A copy of this letter with the attached tables is being transmitted to each

of the parties to whom you sent a copy of your letter of February 24th . We hope

that you and each party will examine the tables closely and let us have the

benefit of any of your criticisms, suggestions, or comments.

Sincerely yours,

IVAL V .Goslin , Executive Director.

Mr. Johnson . I have a statement here from the senior Senator from

the State of Wyoming that I would ask permission to have placed in

the record at this point. Hearing no objection , so will be the order.

( Senator McGee's statement follows : )

STATEMENT OF HON . GALE McGEE , A U . S . SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF WYOMING

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I want to express my ap

preciation for the opportunity to present my views on the legislation now

pending before this Committee to authorize construction of the Central Arizona

Project. This is legislation which has been pending in Congress in one form or

another for quite some time. During all of this time it has been the subject

of extreme concern in my own State of Wyoming, and it certainly remains so

today.

Wyoming is a state that has benefited greatly by reclamation projects and

reclamation activity down through the years. Water which has been stored

in reclamation dams has allowed irrigation that has converted comparatively

unproductive rangelands to rich and productive agricultural lands. Power

generated at reclamation facilities provides the badly needed electricity for

our municipalities and industry . The surface of the great reclamation reser

voirs provides recreational opportunities for not only our Wyoming people,

but also for our visitors from throughout the country and the world . I point

out these facts to indicate that we in Wyoming, perhaps as much or more than

any other people in the United States, realize and appreciate the need for

worthwhile and meritorious reclamation projects. We have gained much from

them and can certainly understand why other states desire to develop additional

projects and to more fully develop existing projects.

With this background it is with some reluctance that I feel constrained to ap

pear in strong opposition to any and all of the bills I have seen to date to

authorize the Central Arizona Project. During the time which I have served

in the United States Senate , it has been my pleasure and privilege to have

had the opportunity to support many reclamation projects in all of the reclama

tion states. In the Central Arizona legislation , however, I can see definite

threats to the future development of the State of Wyoming and in the interests

of protectingmy State , I must oppose these bills and this project.

It is generally conceded , I believe, that if the Central Arizona Project were

authorized and constructed today, it would require for that operation the use

of water supplies which are allocated to Wyoming and other Upper Basin

states by interstate compacts. At the present time this water is not committed

to beneficial use and to that extent is considered surplus to Wyoming 's present

needs ; and here, I most emphatically point out the word " present," for indeed

that situation might well change in the near future . It is the feeling of many

people and a viewpoint which I share that once this water, to which Wyoming

is legally entitled , is put to beneficial use in the operation of a billion dollar

reclamation facility somewhere downstream , it might prove to be a most difficult,

if not impossible, task for the State of Wyoming to regain this water or its use

for the benefit of our State or our people.

In taking this position I am not unmindful of the efforts of the sponsors of

the legislation to provide some degree of protection to the Upper Basin states by
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including specific language that the bill would not prejudice or reduce the water

apportioned to those states by interstate compact. Regardless of this language,

I fear that as a practical matter the construction and operation of this project

might well jeopardize and threaten the beneficial use of water legally appor

tioned to Wyoming at some time in the future. This is particularly a threat

in Wyoming since we do not have projects authorized at the present time which

would put this present water entitlement to beneficial use . To obtain these addi

tional authorizations after passage of a bill such as the ones to authorize the

Central Arizona Project might prove to be most difficult. For example , I can

foresee the reluctance of the Congress to authorize a project in Wyoming if the

water which would be necessary to operate that project was already being put

to beneficial use in a downstream project and if the withdrawal of that water

from that latter project might jeopardize a billion dollar Federal investment

I am confident that the authors of these bills made every possible effort to see

that the legal rights of Wyoming and the other Upper Basin states were protected

in these bills . Those of us who are charged with the responsibility of protecting

Wyoming 's interest must look to the practicalities in addition to the legalities

and it is on this basis that I find these bills most unacceptable to me. The right

to the use of the water will be of little practical value if indeed the water itself

is gone. This is the situation weare trying to avoid .

At one time it was hoped that the matters which I have raised might be

resolved through the importation of water from outside sources into the Colorado

River drainage . It was proposed through this means that ample water could be

obtained to satisfy the needs and entitlements of all of the states and at the

same time allow operation of the Central Arizona Project. This, perhaps, wonld

be an ideal solution if that outside source of water could be identified , located

and confirmed . To date , however, this has not been done nor does there appear

that there is any real likelihood that it will be done in the near future . Those

states or areas with apparent surplus of water in sufficient quantities to make

importation projects feasible are most reluctant to allow these surplus waters

to be committed to exportation and use elsewhere . While all of us in the Colo

rado River system would certainly welcomethe importation of water from almost

any source , I can understand the extreme reluctance of those officials represent

ing the states from which this water might be acquired in allowing this to

happen . They, undoubtedly , remain jealous guardians of their water, and for

this reason I cannot foresee any real possibility of obtaining any significant

sources of additional water from the Basin states through this means. If and

when this situation should change, however, it could significantly alter the entire

picture. Unless or until the State of Wyoming receives some definite and mean

ingful assurances that adequate supplies of additional water through importa

tion are available to the State, I find that I have no alternative but to oprose

these bills .

Mr. Chairman, much has been said and written in reference to Wyoming's

position on this legislation , and I am certain that this Committee will hear

further from representatives and spokesmen from the State discussing the Wro

ming point of view in opposition to this project. The Chairman of this full

Committee, Mr. Aspinall, in hearings conducted on similar legislation during

the last session of Congress paraphrased our position quite well when he stated

in an exchange he had with H . T . Person at that time, "Wyoming's particular

position is that Wyoming does not want somebody else to get the waters to which

she is entitled under the Colorado River Compact and the Upper Colorado River

Compact. " Mr. Chairman, that in a nutshell is the basis of our opposition , and

I submit to you that it is a most reasonable and valid basis on which we must

oppose this legislation . It is not fair to the people of the State of Wyoming :

it is not fair to the Federal Government; and indeed , it might not be fair to

the people of Arizona and the other Lower Basin States involved it a project

of this magnitude were to be authorized and constructed with the clear under

standing that the water which is required for its operation would have to be

acquired from sources and supplies legally committed to use by other States

Again , Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for the opportunity to make my

views known to this Committee.

Mr. Johnson . The committee will now recess until 2 o 'clock this

afternoon when Senator Moss will present the Governor of Utalis

statement.

(Whereupon , at 11 :45 a .m ., the hearing fras recessed to reconvene

at 2 p .m . this day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. Johnson . The Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation will

resume its hearing on the Colorado River bills and the National Water

Commission .

I now recognize the gentleman from Washington, Mr. Foley .

Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Chairman , I would like to ask unanimous consent

to introduce into the record at an appropriate place a statement of

Mr. Brock Evans, Northwest representative of the Federation of

Western Outdoor Clubs, with regard to legislation pending before

the subcommittee at this time.

Mr. JOHNSON . You have heard the request of the gentleman from

Washington . Is there objection ? Ifnot, the statement will be placed

in the record .

( The document referred to follows: )

STATEMENT OF BROCK EVANS, NORTHWEST REPRESENTATIVE, FEDERATION OF

WESTERN OUTDOOR CLUBS

My name is Brock Evans. I am the Northwest Representative of the Fed

eration of Western Outdoor Clubs. What I will dealwith here are those features

of the legislation being considered by this committee which deal with the estab

lishment of a National Water Commission and with the importation of water

into the Colorado Basin from other areas.

Those conservation organizations which I represent in the Northwest support

in general the concept of a National Water Commission composed of distin

guished persons outside the government which would consider and investigate

our water needs and problems on a nationwide scale, from the standpoint of the

national interest, and report or recommend legislation to the President. Insofar

as the subject of interbasin water transfers would be investigated and considered

by such an impartial and nonpartisan body on a professional basis , we would

have no objection . Such a study would presumably be only one of many con

ducted by the Commission in the course of its consideration of all the alterna

tives and varied uses of water available to the nation .

Whatwe are concerned with here today and cannot support, however, are cer

tain features of the legislation under consideration which , while commendably

providing for the establishment of a National Water Commission, then go on and

commit it too much in advance to a regionally partisan , importation -oriented

point of view . In each of the four bills considered here (HB 9, 3300 , 6822, and

S . 861) there are specific provisions directing the National Water Commission

to give highest priority to the preparation of plans and a program for the relief

of water shortages in the Southwest. The mandate to the Commission does not

stop there . In each of the bills there is a further section outlining in some de

tail the procedures for preparation and investigation of such a program which

the Commission is directed to undertake. Each of the bills directs the Commis

sion to investigate methods of supplying sufficient water to the Colorado Basin

from other regions. Three of the bills contain provisions requiring the Com

mission to have completed reconnaisance reports within three years, proposing

a first stage plan of development of projects for the Southwest, and deals with

various aspects of preparation of water import works in some detail. The thrust

of all of this , we believe , is not only to orient the Commission in advance to a

regional, as distinguished from a national, outlook , but also to point it in advance

in the direction of water imports from elsewhere into the Colorado. We believe

that if what we are setting up here is a National Water Commission to consider

the very weighty and difficult questions of water use, shortages, and quality

which plague the whole nation , then such a Commission must not be committed

in advance either to any particular section of the country nor to any particular

solution to water problems. Rather than being directed to come up with de

tailed first stage plans for relieving the problems of one region within three

years, possible at the expense of another , we believe that the Commission should

be free initially to consider our water resource problems on the broadest possible

basis. It should not be committed to a regional approach ; it should not be bur

dened by the need to prepare detailed engineering plans before it has had an

adequate opportunity to investigate the whole problem on a more theoretical
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basis ; and it should not be committed to a timetable of such a short duration . As

we understand it , there will not be a water shortage in the Southwest for some

25 years, so there is no need to rush the Commission into any particular solu

tions before it has had an adequate chance to consider all the facts and alterna

tives. Let' s let it conduct its own investigation in its own way ; it will have a

difficult enough job to do in any event without being precommitted to any partic

ular approaches before it even gets started . Such a body with such an impor

tant function should not be frozen into a pattern of thinking by the act which

gave it birth ; the effects ofwhat it does may be around with us for a long time

to come.

What also concerns us is that the intent of this legislation seemsto be so plainly

directed at obtaining what are alleged to be surplus supplies of water in the

Northwest and transferring them to the Southwest. If a normalmarketing ap

proach is used, " surplus" should be defined to include only those waters which

will bring the nation a higher return from transfer than from uses in the North

west. This is a most difficult problem which will have to be investigated by the

Commission , along with others of a similar nature, such as whether it would be

advisable to charge the users a unit fee for the water, the proceeds to go to the

exporting states. The Commission needs time to consider such problems in depth ,

and should not have to incur engineering outlays from the very beginning which

mold its thinking too soon .

At the very least , Congress should be fully aware of the impact of diversion on

the Northwest if it chooses to go ahead and commit the Commission to such a

regional, single-shotapproach . Let us examine this now , for it is already possible

to predict some of the effects of diversion on the future development and potential

of the Northwest. As the Committee knows, the states of Washington and Oregon

have begun or are planning studies of their water resources and water needs far

into the future. Recently , the state of Washington completed a first stage analy

sis of its water supplies and the projected future demands upon them . This is a

4 -volume study entitled " An Initial Study of the Water Resources of the State

of Washington ," published in February of 1967 . Since it represents new material

not available to the committee at last year's hearings, much of what follows will

be drawn from it in an effort to give some indication of the future of the North

west water resource from a Northwest standpoint.

First, a few basic facts about the state of Washington which are relevant to the

use of its water resources : Despite the fact that Washington is the smallest of

the 17 western states, it ranks 3rd in population after California and Texas, with

about 3 . 2 million persons now , and one of the fastest rates of immigration in the

country . The population is expected to be about 4 million in 1980 , 6 .5 million in

2020 , and 15 million by 2005 . The state is an urban, industrial state, with about

70 % of its population living in urban areas. Future heavy concentrations of in

dustry are expected in the near future ; for example, employment at the Boeing

Aircraft Company, the state 's largest employer , now about 100 .000 , is expected

to rise to 154 .000 by 1980, and to 275 ,000 by 2020 . However, despite its heavy

urban concentrations, the state right now supports a substantial agriculture in

proportion to its size . Presently , there are about 1.2 million acres under irriga

tion , which is expected to double to 2 .4 million by 1980, and triple again by 2065

to 9 million acres.

With this background, it can be seen that already there are heavy demands

made within the state for use of its water resources. The drain has been such

that in periods of relatively low water, such as 1966 , there has been publicly ex

pressed concern on the part of officials of the Bonneville Power Administration

that they might be unable to meet all their power commitments due to low water

in the reservoirs late in the year. The state study projects that by 2065, there

will be insufficient runoff in the state to meet all consumption demands, and short

ages will have to be made up from elsewhere. Many users will have to turn to

the Columbia River for their future supply , or ration the demand in some way.

The question then becomes one of whether or not the Colombia itselt will prove

sufficient to meet the demand . On this, the report has the following comments :

" The depletion of the Columbia River by irrigation and domestic use has been

projected to rise to 16 .5 million acre feet per year by 1965 . This depletion of

the Columbia and Snake River flows for uses within Washington , wben added

to depletion by other Pacific Northwest states (which have not been determined

at this time but may reach twice that of Washington ) may cut the annual runoft

in the Lower Columbia to less than half of its virgin flow during a moderate

dronght. with considerable loss of hydropower, an increased pollution concen

tration , and a rise in temperature with detrimental effects to the preservation
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of fish and wildlife, recreational uses, salt water intrusion , and perhaps to navi

gation in the estuary ."

What is important to remember here is that diversion , if it comes, would

probably have to come from above the Dalles. There is probably too much salt

water ebb and flow in the estuary below Portland , and it would be prohibitively

expensive to transport water back over the Cascades. Now , if what was read

from the report just now is any kind of accurate indication of what the local

demand for Columbia River water will be in the next century , then we can

see what sort of problems the Commission will have to face. Diversion must

come from the Columbia ; only this river has water in large enough volumes to

be considered as a possible source of the 8 . 5 million acre feet mentioned in the

legislation under consideration . But this river will experience increasing de

mands on its water from an expanding population and agriculture.

There has been much talk of the necessity of providing for the future potential

water needs of the Southwest. We have heard many projections of an in

evitable population growth there, which is the justification of the need to import

water from other places ; and much talk of a surplus of Northwest water flowing

into the sea . There has been little talk , however, of the population growth of

the Northwest, or of its own demands for its water. There has been little talk

of what will probably be the necessity of robbing Peter to pay Paul, of depriving

one area to aid another. That is what it seems will be the inevitable result

if these water projects are constructed , notwithstanding statutory guarantees

to the contrary. If the state projections are correct, and if, nevertheless, water

diversion works are constructed , then ultimately it will be the Northwest which

will be required to curtail its growth and deny its potential. This is something

the Southwest apparently has been unwilling to consider.

What we would hope for from this legislation is a truly nationally -oriented

water Commission which would be able to consider these problems and all the

alternative methods of solving them . As presently drafted , the legislation we

are considering seems to limit and restrict the thinking of the Commission and

render it unable to perform its duties in the interest of the whole nation , not

just one of its parts. We would urge therefore that this problem be seriously

considered by the Committee before taking finalaction on these bills.

Mr. Foley. May I ask the chairman if I may introduce Mr. Evans

to the committee ? He is in the hearing room . Perhaps he would

like to stand for a moment. Mr. Brock Evans, Northwest representa

tive of the Western Outdoor Clubs of America .

Mr. Johnson . Glad to have you ,Mr. Evans.

Mr. FOLEY. Off the record.

(Discussion off the record .)

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona ?

Mr. UDALL. The other day during the testimony of the Secretary

of the Interior, Mr. Dominy had a colloquy with one of themembers

relating - and I think I participated in part - relating to the possi

bility of a tunnel from Lake Powell to central Arizona, rather than the

aqueduct as planned . There is a constituent here from Arizona , by the

nameof F . C . Ramsing, who cameathis own expense hoping to testify.

He is a great advocate of the gravity tunnel project and while I don 't

agree with his conclusions, I think in fairness he ought to have the

right to submit a statement for the record and I promised him that

I would make this request. So I ask unanimous consent that the

statement ofMr. Ramsing be printed in the record at this point.

Mr. JOHNSON . You heard the request of the gentleman from

Arizona . Is there objection ?

Hearing none, the statementwill be placed in the record at theproper

place .

( The statementofMr. Ramsing follows:)

1 " An Inital Study of the Water Resources of the State of Washington ," Pullman,

Washington , February 1967, Vol. I , part II, pp. 5 - 6 .
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COLORADO RIVER WATER TO CENTRAL ARIZONA

The present plan before Congress is known as the " Central Arizona Project"

which proposes to pump Colorado River water from Lake Havasu to Central

Arizona.

However, since the permits for power dams have been withdrawn, this project

must use purchased power, and which must be paid for by the water users.

The "Gravity Tunnel Project" here proposed is an " alternate" to the " Pump

Project" above and seemsmore permanent for thousands of years a service.

This " gravity project" proposes to :

( 1 ) gravitate cost -free water, except for amortization , from Glen Canyon

in Northern Arizona to the Verde slope of Central Arizona via a tunnel.

( 2 ) from the latter, falling water will develop over 200,000 kilowatts of

power to the Granite Reef area , above Phoenix .

( 3 ) this water , being free of cost , and the construction of the project being

cheapest, and power sales pay a part, therefore the consumer may pay less

than $ 30.00 per acre-foot during amortization . Thereafter, the power in

the backyard of Central Arizona can be used to develop new industries .

Obviously the " pump project" which requires 2 .549 billion kilowatt-hours of

purchased power, must add that charge to a higher project construction charge.

The sum of these costs would be a hardship on the consumer . Then after

amoritzation , the pumping charge would continue forever. Therefore this pump

project” is at a large disadvantage. See example on a separate sheet.

Another argument against the " pump project" is as follows: Arizona is a

sovereign desert state, which must depend largely on entering water for the

development of its consumer population and their supporting industries. Only

3 percent of its population lives below the 1,000 foot elevation while 75 percent

( 1,200 ,000 ) lives on the upper cooler edge of the lower torrid area and which

contains the best sweet land. This area is Central Arizona and lies roughly

between 1,000 and 2,500 feet in elevation. Its deep water table now approaches

depletion. The question now is, since water is being destroyed in the Colorado

River beyond expectation, why remove it from the tail end of power manufacture,

a cheap consumer product ? Is it not better to remove it from the head of the

basin located in Arizona ? Certainly Central Arizona' s huge population being

nearest to this water source can make the greatest beneficial use of it.

Secretary of Interior Udall withdrew the permits for further dams, forming

power lakes, located in the most torrid and absorptive canyons of the Colorado

River. For example, Lake Mead has lost about 2 million acre-feet of water

per year since it was formed . The ratio of evaporation to absorption loss may

be ashigh as 3 to 5 . This estimate is supported as follows:

Evaporation . - The ratio of evaporation to precipitation at Davis Dam for a

five year average is 39 to 1 . The Lake Mead studies show evaporation to be

750,000 acre- feet per year.

Absorption is therefore 1,250 ,000 acre-feet per year. This is reasonable, since

the lake lies over perhaps the most faulted area of the plateau ; and it contacts

slightly tilted sedimentary formationswhich soak water into their many bedding

planes. The latter aquifer conducts water for many miles before it is largely

evaporated.

This is the role of aquifers, such as the Dakota Sandstone in the Missouri

Valley. Is this not the reason for the present deficient filling of Lake Powell in

Glen Canyon.

Yes, the Secretary is right for conservation of this scarce and valuable resource .

The tunnel diameter, if desired , can be increased by three feet to pass water for

peak powerloads.

The cost of the Colorado aquaduct tunnel, length 480,980 feet (92 miles ) , was

$ 46 .00 per foot, area 17.8 feet by 17.8 feet, for a total cost of $ 22.5 million . This

wasmade in hard granite and conglomerates. It also included timbering for 35

percent of the tunnel length ( see Peele 1941) . This tunnel penetrates the San

Andreas Fault zone. The proposed tunnel is 160 miles long and a charge for

removing rock work alone is $ 157,00 per foot while as shown the reinfomed

concrete lining is additional

No part of the tunnel is as deep as the Magma Mine, near Superior, Ariz.

The tunnel will intercept two or more cross faults. The ground movement in

this area is epoch .

F . C . RAMSING , E . M .
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COLORADO RIVER WATER TO CENTRAL ARIZONA

(By F . C . Ramsing)

Pump water projeot - Lake Havasu , elev. 450 ft. to Granite Reef elev . 1,325 ft.

The estimated power for pumping is 2 .549 billion kilowatt hours. Market

price for power is 6 .5 mills per kwh. The total cost for this power is $ 16 ,

575 ,000 .00 per year forever .

The pump project cost is said to be $838 million . The interest plus sinking

fund is 8 % over a 50 -year period.

Amount per year

0 .08 times $838 ,000 ,000 equals . $67, 040, 000

Add the power cost- - - - - - - 16 ,575 , 000

Total cost 83,615 , 000

Divide above totalby 1 ,200,000 AFPY equals $69.675 per AF. This is too much

for anyone to pay, and there is no income.

Therefore a new approach is needed to get Colorado water.

-
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Gravity water from Lake Powell, elev . 3 ,600 ft. when full, at the head of the

Lower Basin in Arizona .

A gravity tunnel is proposed from Lake Powell, at an intake elev, of 3 ,610 ft.

to the Verde Valley, elev. 3 ,200 ft., on the Central Arizona slope. This will be

approved by mining men and supported by new mining techniques developed

since 1946 .

Power is proposed to be developed from the tunnel exit down to the Granite

Reef area, elev. 1 ,325 ft., and over three times the drop of Hoover Dam . The

developed power is calculated to be 200 ,000 kilowatts and per year 1,753,200 ,000

kWh.

The projected tentative cost is $600 million.
Amountper year

0 .08 times $600 million equals - - - - - $ 48 , 000 , 000

6 .5 mills times 1,753,000,000 is earned .. - - 11, 395 , 800

Total paid by the consumer- - -
- - - - - - - - 36 , 704 , 200

Divide above total by 1,200,000 AFPY equals $30 .587 per AF. This is less

than one -half the pump cost, and when amortized the water is virtually cost

less at Granite Reef. Conversely the pumping cost of $ 16 ,575,000 per year goes

on continuously .

Wemust be either for the PEOPLE or the POWER INTERESTS.

GRAVITY WATER TUNNEL - LAKE POWELL TO THE VERDE VALLEY

(By F . C. Ramsing, E .M .)

This is a proposal that must be engineered for accuracy. It is desired to

intake 1,200 ,000 acre feet per year ( 1,650 cfs ) of water from Lake Powell in

Arizona , and at the head of the Lower Colorado River Basin , at a maximum

elevation of 3 ,700 feet and a minimum of 3.640 feet, into an eighteen foot

diameter tunnel. The tunnel shall be about 160 miles long , which would dis

charge in the Verde Valley at an elevation of 3 ,200 feet. From this point the

water would enter about eighty miles of conduit , placed on the ground surface ,

to conduct it to the Granite Reef or Orme Reservoirs. Enclosure prerents

evaporation and seepage losses so severe at Lake Mead for water worth a

maximum of $50.00 per acre foot.

The water drop from the tunnel discharge is equal to 1,875 feet, and from which

power may be developed to repay the two projects. Since the power would care

for the tunnel and conduit sections, there would be no cost for the water at

Granite Reef. The power developed would be beneficial to new and present

industry .

The size of the tunnel is based on the formula given in Kent' s Handbook,

when Kutter' s " n " is equal to 0 .014 . ( Try 18 foot diam . )

Water discharged = (acyr) ( V8)

Minimum slope is 2 .75 ft. per mile , whence (vs) is 0 .022822. From tables

the discharge = 72 .885 X 0 .022822 - 1 .663 cfs. This 18 foot water diameter there

fore agrees very closely with the desired figure above.

Since the radius of the water tunnel is 9 feet , and it is desired to hare a

reinforced concrete lining of 1. 0 foot thickness the rock cut must have a 10 foot

radius and 20 foot diameter. 20 X 20 0 .7874 = 314 . 16 sq. ft. face area , and for a

1 .0 foot advance it would have 314 .16 cubic feet. Based on numerous data some

of which are given below , I assume that a fair cost per cubic foot of rock

removal will be 50 cts. for this tunnel. Each foot advance will then cost $ 157.00.

Then 160 miles or 845 ,000 feet will cost $ 132,665,000.00 for strictly mining

removal.

Reinforced concrete lining 1. 0 foot wide and 1 .0 foot advance is equal to 00

cubic feet or 2 . 22 cubic yards. The installed cost including steel and concrete

materials etc. is assumed to be $30.00 per yard or $66 .60 per foot advance. The

entire 845,000 feet will cost $ 56 ,277,000.00 .

The cost of thirty shafts averaging 2 ,600 feet in depth is estimated to rost

$ 60 ,000,000 .00. These include hoist, air for ventilation , rock pockets and a

station
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A submerged penstock , top elevation 3 ,640 feet and gate valve connections to

the tunnel in or at Lake Powell. The cost of this is estimated to be $ 10,000,000.00 .

Eighty miles of water conduit adapted to the surface terrain in the Verde

Valley . Estimated cost is $500 ,000.00 per mile . The total cost of this is $ 10,

000,000 .00 .

The total cost of the above items is $ 298,942,000 .00 which does not include the

power plant, surveys, underground shovels , conveyor belts real estate and minor

costs .

It is estimated in this preliminary investigation that the entire project com

plete will cost about $600 million , a sum that Arizona may be able to handle

alone.

Fifteen tunnels made prior to 1936 are listed in Peele's 1941 Handbook . The

average cost of removing rock from these tunnels in addition to a certain amount

of timbering was 36 cents per cubic foot. In this Verde Tunnel the reinforced

concrete lining is separately charged for. The above tunnels pierced all types

of rock . while the Verde tunnel will pierce mostly limestone, shales and sand

stone. Of great interest was the Colorado Aqueduct the tunnels of which were

driven mostly in granite and conglomerate for a distance of 93 miles (480,980

ft. ) and horseshoe type face 17. 8 x 17 . 8 feet. It passes through the San Andreas

fault zone which is considered active . The cost per cubic foot of rock removal

including a 55 % timbering cost is 38. 7 cents. Power drills were individually

directed . Gang drills are now used by oneman.

Many new improvements have been made since World War II. Tungsten

Carbide bits with a hardness of 9. 2 Mohs scale replaced bits that were less than

7 .0 hardness. Rubberized conveyor belts are now sturdy, better shovels are

available. Dry fine grained rock can be removed in air pipes if desired . The

Hughes Tool Company has an improved boring machine which should be excel.

lent for limerock . It recently bored the 21 foot tunnel at Aztec New Mexico,

and which was laser directed . The new laser technique of rock disintegration

has not yet been reported in detail, but it may hold possibilities.

The proposed tunnel diameter has been vertified by Unwin 's formula .

Diam . = 0 .239 ( 1 ,656 V s.383 = 18.15 ft. when Vs = 0 .22822

Power developed below the Verde tunnel exit . If the flow drop is 40 feet for

the 80 miles to the Granite Reef area then the net drop of water is 1 ,835 feet.

Cfm = 99,360. Based on an 80 % power conversion efficiency, Kent gives this :

Kilowatts of powers .001515 Xcfm XHX0.748

.001515 X 99,360X1,835 X 0 .748 = 206 ,500 kilowatts.

Mr. C 'DALL . Mr. Chairman , while I have the floor let meadd that I

do not subscribe to the conclusions in his report and to say specifically

that he used tunneling costs, according to my experts, taken from

Peel's Handbook of 1910, which gives costs of 1936 of excavation at

$ 13.50 a cubic yard whereas the most recent bids on San Juan Chama

Tunnel ran $ 34.25 a cubic yard . I would think this would make many

ofhis conclusions inaccurate at this time.

Mr. Johnson . We now have the Senator from the State of Utah ,

Senator Moss, who will give us the benefit ofGov. Calvin L . Ramp

ton 's statement representing the State ofUtah .

Mr. Saylor. Mr. Chairman , before the gentleman begins to testi

fy I would like the record to show that we do not have permission to

sit.

Jr. Johnson. We realize we do not have permission to sit but in the

absence ofobjectionswe will continue with Senator Moss and his state

ment of theGovernor. Is there objection ?

Mr.Saylor. I am not goingto object.

Mr. Joinson . Hearing none, you may proceed .
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STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK E . MOSS, A U . S . SENATOR FROM THE

STATE OF UTAH

Senator Moss . Thank you , Mr. Chairman , and members of the Irri

gation and Reclamation Subcommittee. I appreciate your courtesy in

permittingmeto comeand read the statement of the Governor of the

State of Utah . Hesends his regrets. It was impossible for him to be

here personally and he has asked that I read his statement into the

record .

He wanted me to do this to underline in part the great importance

that he attaches to this hearing and matters being considered by this

subcommittee . Therefore, I was anxious to comeover and personally
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do this, although I might have asked for permission simply to submit

thestatement,but with the permission of the subcommittee, I will read

it now . This is Governor Rampton 's statement.

STATEMENT OF HON . CALVIN L . RAMPTON, GOVERNOR OF THE

STATE OF UTAH (PRESENTED BY SENATOR MOSS)

Mr. RAMPTON. Since the last session of Congress there has been

much discussion as well as severalnew proposals made with regard to

the proposed central Arizona project. This has included , among other

things, a modification of position by someof the States with regard to

this problem . While I appreciate that the committee does not wish to

receive any repetitiousmaterial on the proposed project,nevertheless I

feelsome repetition is necessary tomake Utah 's position on this matter

clear.

Thebasic problem which hasplagued this legislation has not changed

since your last hearings, and that is simply that there is not sufficient

natural flow in the Colorado River to meet the demands within the

basin beyond the year 1990. As we view this matter it still involves

balancing the interests of the State of Arizona to meet its critical water

needs against the interests of the other States who have rights to the

waters of the Colorado River.

It is the desire of the State of Utah to take a constructive approach

with regard to this legislation and to support this project provided cer

tain safeguards are in the authorizing legislation to protect Utah 's

entitlement from the Colorado River.

Since the fundamental problem here revolves around an uncertain

water supply I would like to reiterate our belief that there should

be a " legislative commitment" for a study of import of water from

sources outside the Colorado River Basin . Utah can support this

legislation only if there is such a commitment. As has been pointed

out in prior testimony, the central Arizona project depends for its

water supply, in part at least, upon the unused water from the upper

basin States. We are fearful of being put in the position of perma

nently losing this supply and thereby losing our opportunity for

further development. This is why we are so concerned about an

import study.

In view of the imminent, critical water shortage in the Colorado,

Utah would support any feasible means of augmenting the water

supply . At the moment the most promising means of augmentation

is the importation of water from areas of surplus. Consistent with

the recommendations made by the Secretary of the Interior in the

Southwest water plan , Utah believes that it is still logical to look

to the north coastal streams of the State of California as the first

stage of import. Initially , studies should be made of import from

this source with the first 212 million acre-feet of such import desig

nated as satisfaction of the Mexican Treaty burden and losses in the

lower basin above and beyond this amount. Imported water should

be credited equally to the upper and lower basins.

Consistent with the previous legislation and the past position of

the State of Utah , we recommend that the High Hualapai ( Bridge

Canyon ) Dam be authorized by this legislation . The authorization of
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this unit is in the national interest to provide revenues to the develop

ment fund as well as providing a sound economic approach for future

imports. In this connection we will note that the recent proposal

to provide pumping power for the central Arizona project from a

thermal plant does not contribute to the regional solution of the

pressing problem . This proposal is a suggested solution to the

problems of but one State, neither does it provide any realistic ac

complishment of import. For this reason the Congress should turn

to the construction of High Hualapai Dam as the proper and best

means of accomplishing water development for the State of Arizona

and for the region .

Utah supports the principle that there should be language in the

legislation which would provide equitable criteria for the coordinated

long -range operation of Colorado River storage reservoirs. This

provision is vital to the State of Utah in that it provides a legislative

recognition of our rights under the Colorado River compact and the

Colorado River Storage Project Act. Without a recognition of our

compact rights on the Colorado River, Utah could not support any

legislation to authorize the centralArizona project. These principles

were set forth in H . R . 4671 of last session and agreed to by all of the

States and the Secretary of the Interior. To our knowledge none

of the States have rejected this concept and , therefore, we urge

these principles again be incorporated in the pending legislation .

('oncerning the proposed 4.4 million acre-foot priority to California ,

this is included in someof the pending bills and omitted from others.

In the past Utah has viewed this as an Arizona-California problem .

As we have interpreted this provision the grant of priority by Arizona

in no way acts as an obligation against the upper basin States. It is

strictly a waiver on the part of the State of Arizona. However, any

language granting this priority should be unmistakably clear that it

does not modify or repeal the benefits to the remaining States of the

Boulder Canyon Project Act and the California Self-Limitation Act.

Utah still supports a provision in this legislation which would pro

vide reimbursement in the Upper Colorado River Basin funds for

expenditures which have been made to meet the deficiencies in power

generation in Hoover Dam during the filling of the upper basin rivers.

It is Utah's position that the Dixie project should be integrated into

the Colorado River Basin project and participate in any development

fund that would be established by this legislation . We have noteci

that the fish and wildlife benefits provided to the Dixie project in the

previous legislation has been omitted from H . R . 3300 . Utah still takes

the position , that all of the separable and joint costs allotted to recrea

tion , fish , and wildlife enhancement at the Dixie project shall be non

reimbursable. H . R . 4671, last year's bill, contained the language,

“ that all of the separable and joint costs allocated to recreation and

fish and wildlife enhancementat the Dixie project * * * shall be non

reimbursable ." We suggest a return to this language inasmuch as it is

consistent with the originalauthorizing legislation for the Dixie pro

ject and has been relied upon by local interests.

We still urge the priority of planning of certain upper basin proj

ects. In this regard it is Utah 's position that the Ute Indian unit be

given a priority planning, such planning report on this unit to be com
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pleted by 1972. This will enable the Secretary of the Interiorand the

State of Utah to fulfill their contractual agreements with the Ute

Indian Tribe of the Uinta and Quray Indian Reservation .

The establishment of a National Water Commission is again a mat

ter to be considered by this committee. There have been many argu

ments advanced for the creation of such a commission . I will not

attempt to go into the individualmerits or justifications for the Com

mission , but I would like to state that the creation of such a commis

sion , National Water Commission , without a directive for it to focus

its attention upon the Colorado River system would seem to be incon

sistent with many of the arguments advanced for its creation . It

would seem to be further justified that the Commission, in addition to

being directed to make a study of this problem , should have a time

limit within which to make a report of its findings.

That completes the statement of Governor Rampton .

Mr. Johnson . Thank you , Senator Moss, for giving us the benefit

of the Governor's paper and the position of the State ofUtah . I know

how interested you are in the water matters, especially those dealing

with the West, and looking to areas where there might be some sur

plus. I know you are very well versed on the subject of water and

water law .

The gentleman from Arizona, Mr. Udall.

Mr. UDALL . Mr. Chairman , it is a pleasure to have the distinguished

Senator from Utah here. He has been a great leader in the develop

ment of the West as well as in many other matters of importance to our

country and I think no one in the Senate perhaps is more familiar

with the problems in the Colorado River Basin States.

I remember testifying a couple of years ago on this samematter

when he was chairing the hearings in the other body .

I have no questions for him at this time, but I do want to con

gratulate him on his as always constructive approach to our mutual

problem .

Senator Moss. I thank you .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Pennsylvania ,Mr. Saylor .

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman , I want in my questions of my good

friend , Senator Moss, to show no animosity between the Senator and

myself over the fact that we don't have permission to sit, butmy ques

tioning doesn 't waive my right to have all of the testimony thrown

outbecause we are violating the rules of the House.

I might say to the Chair I am sick and tired ofhearing on one hand

we have got to abide by the rules and immediately turn around and

ignore a rule when it is to our convenience.

Mr. Johnson . The Chair would like to say this. At the time we

recessed the gentleman from Pennsylvania was not here and it was

decided to accommodate these people who have traveled here at their

expense to testify in order of their listing on the witness list and we

are trying to take the testimony of these people as well as the ques

tioning of various Members of Congress as to their remarks. I am

certain any one Member has a perfect right to raise a point of order

which the rules provide for and the hearings will cease as far as the

afternoon is concerned and we will start off tomorrow morning with

Governor Love, of Colorado, and then we will take those who were

left over today.

76 -955 – 67 — 27
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Mr. SAYLOR. I say to my colleague, that is not my point at all. I

went to the leadership on the Republican side, saw to it that had a re

quest been made, that there would havebeen no objection and the hear

ings could have proceeded in proper order. It is not up theMembers

on my side of the aisle to arrange to sit. It is up to the majority to

see that we don 't violate the rules of the House.

Mr. JOHNSON . Well, I might say that we are not violating the

rules of the House . If you raise the objection , then thehearing will

cease for the afternoon . Any Member has a right to raise a point of

order. Until a point of order is raised , as I understand it , as long

as there is representation by Members from both sides of the aisle on

the committee, the committee can sit.

Mr. SAYLOR. I am very sorry to disagree with my subcommittee

chairman on what the rules of the House are. I think I am a pretty

good authority on what the rules of the House are. There are three

committees permitted to sit while theHouse is in session and this isn 't

one of them .

Now , Senator, since you are here presenting the Governor he has

propounded something which , if it doesn 't shock you as a Senator

from that State, it should because he wants you to have, in a bill cover

ing the central Arizona project, a legislative commitment for the study

of importation of water from sources outside the Colorado River

Basin .

Now , if that same provision is put into every other piece of legis.

lation , we aren 't going to get many more projects out West, are we !

You can 't ask the Bureau of the Budget, you can't ask the Executive,

you can 't ask the Interior Department to tell you what to do when you

don 't know what you are even asking for. You are asking - your

Governor and you are asking in this bill for a commitment from Con

gress that we do something that nobody knowswhere you are going to

get the water from , how much it is going to cost, how you are going

to import it, how much you are going to import, or what theory shall

beapplied to the costs of importation .

I am astounded that you didn 't report this on the first page as a

recommendation of the Governor and then say as the Senator, you

would have nothing to do with it. I mean , that might have been the

better part of valor.

Senator Moss. Well, if I may respond to that, I do support theGor .

ernor in asking for authorization of a study and I think a study is to

accomplish the very thing that the gentleman indicated . We need a

study to know in advance aboutwhere the water would come from and

how much there would be, and how much it would cost. And that is

the reason you have the study .

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, you know , this has been the approach some of

us have taken in the past with regard to some of those projects in the

upper basin . We were told that in asking for that kind of a study

and factual presentation before there was any authorization that we

were obstructionists and that we stood in the path of the development

ofthe seven basin States.

I recall in particular a bill authorizing the upper Colorado River

storage project and participating project. Someof us asked for inde

pendent studies to show whether or not the Bureau's report to us if
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the amount of water in the Colorado River would ever fill Glen Can

yan and the dam in back of it. And we were told that there wasn 't

any doubtabout it. There was sufficientwater. Wewere going to have

lots of water in the Colorado and we were going to have Hoover Dam

running over all the time. And of course, you know , we proceeded and

built Glen Canyon and then you had to make arrangements with

Hoover to try and placate it , steal water from it, that should have gone

on down the river and you only have a handfulof water up there now .

The Secretary sat in that chair the other day and said both reser

voirs were about 25 percent filled and you haven 't gotten up to the

point where it begins to evaporate. But this kind of a study in the

past was looked upon as heresy.

Now why do you want it ? Just because it is Arizona ? Is there one

rule in the upper basin and another rule down in Arizona ?

Senator Moss . Certainly not. I think the study should be author

ized and certainly it is indicated because the Colorado River doesn 't

have flowing in it on an average enough water to meetall of the obliga

tions that there are against the waters of the river. I think , therefore,

it is perfectly clear that additional waters are going to have to be

developed .

If we don't begin to study now and if we don't determine where

additional watersmay come from and secure some authorization to get

additional water into the river, then we are going to come into a time

of shortage when all of the obligations cannot be satisfied . Wethen

have this difficult problem of how do we share deficiencies.

Mr. SAYLOR . Well,now , you come along here and say that 4 .4 mil

lion acre- feet for California , that priority is only an Arizona-Cali

fornia problem . Now your Governor is on both sides of this thing .

In the one case you say it is a river obligation and in the next place you

say it is only between two States. Now , you can 't have it both ways.

Senator Moss . No. As far as the upper basin is concerned , our

water obligations stem from the Colorado River compact and we are

required to let flow past Lee Ferry 75 million acre -feet every 10 years,

plusan amount for the Mexican burden . With the history of the river

in recent years, there are going to be periods of shortage when we can

not do that and still complete our projects and take our share of the

water in the upper basin .

Now , at this particular time because our projects are not built, we

cannot claim our share, our 75 million acre - feet over 10 years that are

expected to be above Lee Ferry and utilized. We cannot take them

now , but the time will come, we hope, when we may be able to claim

and use in the upper basin our entitlement and at that point there

would not be enough water in the river to go down to satisfy the lower

basin .

Now , what the lower basin does with its 75 million acre-feet after

they have passed Lee Ferry we believe is a problem for the lower

basin to decide.

Mr. Savior. Well, this is a matter of opinion . I think it is wholly

a regional problem and you can 't treat one State one way and another

State another and that is what you are trying to do. In other words,

if you are going to adopt a regional approach , then you must look

at the region as the entire basin . My recollection is that - I think we
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had the figures here this morning — that your State is entitled to 24

percent of the water in the upper basin ; is that correct ?

Senator Moss. I think it is 21 percent but it is right in that area ;

yes, sir .

Mr. SAYLOR. How much water have you put to beneficial consump

tive use as your share ofthe river ?

Senator Moss. I don 't have the exact figure at hand but something

less than half of our entitlement.

Mr. SAYLOR. And I think that there is a project known as the central

Utah project which is to take up the rest of it ; isn 't that right !

Senator Moss. It wouldn 't take all of the rest of it but it will take

a large share of it, yes.

Mr. SAYLOR . Is there any mineral deposit of any proportion of any

description in your State thatmightbe included in the development of

the oil shale resources ? Do you have any oil shale deposits in your

State ?

Senator Moss. Wehave a vast amount of oil shale within the State

of Utah that we hope will be developed in the not-too -distant future.

Already research is going on on this matter. We have vast coal

deposits in the State and there are some concrete plans now that have

been announced for building thermal generating plants to convey elec

tric power from my State to the west coast market.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, it is my understanding that oil shale development

will take a portion of your water, your thermal plants will take a

portion of your water ; isn 't that right?

Senator Moss. That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , then, in view of the fact that you are now asking

for the importation and you don 't know what it is going to cost or

where it is going to be, how can you recommend a High Hualapai

Dam or Bridge Canyon Dam that is to be authorized in this legislation ?

Senator Moss. Well, we recommend the Hualapai Dam be built in

the same context that the Boulder Canyon Project Act authorized the

Hoover Dam , the Colorado Storage Project Act authorized the Glen

Canyon , the Flaming Gorge, and Curecanti and other dams. These

dams generate hydroelectric energy and this is utilized in repaying the

costs of the project over a long period of time, and this is a traditional

method of building these water storage projects and we think this

should be followed in this instance.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, it is rather strange that the Secretary of the

Interior, who happens to belong to the same political party you do,

sat in that chair the other day and said that it wasn 't at all necessary

and if they did build the Hualapai Dam , that those funds were not

needed . And that there was enough money in the lower basin funds if

they used it from Hoover and Parker and Davis Dams by the rear

2047, which seemed to be a figure which somebody liked around here ,

a figure that somebody asked him , that we were going to have about

$ 2 billion already in the fund and this wasn 't necessary .

Now , if this is the case and if nobody knows what importation is

going to cost, where it is going to come from , why do you want to

build a dam now ? Why don 't you follow the recommendation of the

Secretary of the Interior ? Weturn to him when we think he is right

and he has now come up here with a recommendation and our Presi

dent has comeup with one.
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I hate to have to be on this side of the aisle and have to carry all of

his burdens. I thought maybe I could get some of the Congressmen

who sit on the other side of the Capitol to support the administration

downtown. It is a sorry case for all the Republicans to have to sup

port him and have all the Democrats leave him .

Senator Moss. Well, I support the Secretary of the Interior when

I think he is right. In this case I think he is wrong.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, you think the President is wrong, too ?

Senator Moss. Indeed , if this is the administration position , I do

think he is wrong.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, I am sorry to hear that because, you know , with

the election coming up next year, and you know , if the President gets

involved in a good fight on building a dam in Grand Canyon - you

know , we folks think that even though you have it out West that you

hold it in trust for all the people, not just those who happen to live

in the seven Basin States. I think that. Now you urge priority of

planning of upper basin projects . This Ute Indian unit, do you want

that included in this bill ?

Senator Moss. Yes. I think that should be included in this bill and

I think we ought to be moving with the planning on the Ute Indian

unit at an early time.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, I just wondered, you know , this is a new policy,

load it down, and it's going to have trouble . I want to say to my

colleague from Arizona, I am surprised at your friends out there. It

is the same old story, take care of your enemy, God protect you from

your friends and with some of those friends you have in the Basin

States they sure are not doing anything to help you .

Now , the Senate has already passed and sent over to the House

the bill which the President has requested establishing a National

Water Commission. That is the information that I have received

from the Speaker's office ; is that correct ?

SenatorMoss. That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. It is a rather remarkable thing that the bills sent over

from the body upon in which you voted didn't have any recommenda

tions to focus attention on the Colorado River. Now , you didn 't do

anything about it over on your side of the Capitol but when it comes

overhere you want to saddle that on the bill ?

Senator Moss. Wedidn 't have the votes, but I hope you have them

over here.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, I think I have the votes to keep it out. I don 't

know , Senator, whether or not you have heard tell of the other 43

States in the Union that are not in this Colorado River Basin . There

are seven States in the east coast that start up in Massachusetts and

come down across Rhode Island , Connecticut, New York , New Jersey ,

Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland , and Virginia, and in this area of

the country which is supposed to be an area that has a tremendous

rainfall every year, and where water is in abundant supply , you don 't

eren get a glass of water served to you in the restaurants in many of

the large cities because of the water shortage, let alone have green

grass. Recently, all the fountains in New York were shut down .

We can't have any fountains up there because of our water shortage.

.Ind there is somewhere in the neighborhood of one-third of the people

that live in the United States live in this area.
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Now , why do you think a NationalWater Commission should focus

their attention on an area that can wantonly squander water on agri

cultural products throughout the Southwest, sprinkle their lawns

365 days of the year, have more swimming pools per capita

than any other area in America ? Why do you think that area should

be the area that should have the first concentration if we are going to

worry aboutwater ?

Senator Moss. Well, I think that the first study should focus to

begin with on this particular problem because of the shortage in the

Colorado River Basin and the necessity for finding out if there is

surplus water elsewhere that might possibly be put into the basin to

satisfy the overdemand that will be made on the river. I don 't think

at all we should leave out the northeast section nor indeed any section

of this country, and I support the study that is going on now in the

Northeast section that was authorized and is presently underway

trying to find out means of alleviating some of the water shortages

thatthe gentleman alluded to.

I don 't think any of us were happy that the water shortage came

to the Northeast, butit indicated

Mr. SAYLOR . Someof us were.

Senator Moss. To all ofus— well, I wasn 't happy a bit.

Mr. SAYLOR . I was happy because it awakened many of the people

of the East to realize what a raid the 17 Western Stateshave been har

ingon the Treasury over the years and let them realize what is outWest

doesn 't belong to westerners alone and that this water problem has

been as serious as some of us have been maintaining for many,many

years.

Senator Moss. Well, perhaps there was a little silver lining in that

storage in thatas you say it awakened someof the people of the North

east to the fact that water is precious and water must be husbanded

and watermust be utilized and stored and all of these things that we

have been saying for years out West because we live in a perpetually

water- short area , and the East just gets it once in a while. They did

have a severe shortage 2 yearsago . I hope it is past for them now , but

I hope that this study of thewhole water picture of the Northeast will

go forward so that in another timewhen there happens to be a shortage

there will bemeansof dealing with it in this area .

Mr. SAYLOR. Senator, I am sorry you didn 't have the benefit

ofmy erudite statement in the opening of this session on Monday

when I called attention to some of the great civilizations who tried to

do the things that people in theWest are trying to do with their water.

Each one of these things that we've tried to do, and are begging the

country to do now , have caused these countries to go down the drain

and their civilization has long since been lost. The Tiger and the

Euphrates Rivers are no longer remembered, and the Hanging Gar

dens of Babylon have long since fallen into disrepair and the old

civilizations of India and China are gone.

Now , do you want this country to go down the same drain merely

because we have States out in the West that are trying to drain the

Treasury ?

Senator Moss. Well, I don 't accept your premises. I certainly

don 't want to go the way of these vanished civilizations. You bring
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tears to my eyes. But I think perhaps the best way to assure that we

won 't be withered up and blown away is to go ahead with water proj

ects such aswe are talking about here.

Mr. SAYLOR. Senator, if you must cry, cry in Utah and in the basin

so that your tears will be put to some beneficial use. [Laughter.]

Mr. BURTON of Utah. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. SAYLOR . Sure.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Senator, you don 't agree with the gentleman

from Pennsylvania 's premise that the reclamation program is a raid

on the part of 17 States ?

Senator Moss. No, I certainly do not.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . And you don 't believe either that because

there are 30 or 35 States without a coastline that the rivers and har

bors bill is a raid on us, do you ?

Senator Moss. No. This has been traditional for a long time and

these are nonreimbursable funds, I might add, that go into rivers

and harbors.

Mr. SAYLOR. By the way, I am glad you brought that up. That is

a point the Governor mentioned in here. I am glad to see when he

talked about the Dixie project, you will notice that the Governor asked

that when we consider the Dixie project, all the joint and separable

costs allocated to recreation fish and wildlife in the Dixie project shall

be nonreimbursable . I want to tell you please, don 't you folks out

west , don 't carry on this rivers and harbors business because it might

have more nonreimbursable features in your projects out there than

you would like to have shown to the public .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . When you come out to look at the Grand

Canyon , we want you to do something else other than stand

there for 15 minutes and look at it .

Mr. SAYLOR . I want to say to you that I have gone down through

the Grand Canyon and I want my children and grandchildren to be

able to do the samething.

Senator Moss. They will.

Mr. SAYLOR. Without running into that placid pool you want to

build in the back. Hualapai, or Bridge Canyon .

Senator, it is always good to see you.

Senator Moss. Good to see you . I was glad to go up to Tocks Island

and glad to vote for the authorization of the Delaware Water Gap

Recreation Area which is a nonreimubursable water project in the

gentleman 's district and for which project he testified before our com

mittee in the other body.

Mr. SAYLOR. That is where we hide all the revolutionaries thatmy

ancestor chased outof Philadelphia .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona,Mr. Udall?

Mr. ( 'DALL . I was recognized previously. I think it is the turn

of the gentleman from California , Mr. Tunney. However, I will

ask him to yield to me for a couple of things.

Was the project in Pennsylvania that you referred to, was this the

one that destroyed 37 miles of living Delaware River ? Was that

the sameone ?

Senator Moss. Indeed , that is the placid pool there that will destroy

the greenery in that place. [Laughter.]
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Mr. SAYLOR. Now , ifmy colleague will yield , I would like to get the

record straight. The project that the Senator went up on had nothing

to do with a placid pool. This is one that the Corps of Engineers built

and some of us fought it, and after we got run over because a deal

was made between certain people in the West with the Corps of

Engineers, who , run as rampant over the rights of people as anybody

else , we decided we would have to use something to allow the people

in megalopolis that live from Boston to Norfolk to have some place

to have a little recreation around that area. That is why we hare

taken it.

Mr. Chairman, I would hate to end on this note, but for the benefit

of members of the committee, I have just received word that Dr.

Miller, former chairman of this committee, died this morning and

he has been ill for quite some time. He was the chairman of this com

mittee during the 83d Congress .

Mr. JOHNSON . Well, as chairman I am sorry to hear of that. Dr.

Miller was a very fine chairman of this committee from the State of

Nebraska . He was well aware of the problemsof the West . I am sure

that under his leadership there wasmuch legislation put through deal.

ing with the water matters in theWest in this committee.

The clerk informsme that there is a rollcall on the military appro

priations supplemental and I would suggest that we recess for a half

hourand comeback .

Senator Moss. May I be excused , Mr. Chairman ? Weare expecting

a rollcall, too , over there.

Mr. Johnson. Yes. If there are any pertinent questions

Mr. FOLEY. I don 't have a question . But if the gentleman from

California would yield , I just wanted to add my greetings to the

distinguished Senator from Utah . I had the pleasure not only of

knowing him as a member of the committee, know of his great work

in the field of water resources development, but I was a staff member

of the committee of the other body where the gentleman from Utah

was chairman of the Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation

before the reorganization over there and I want to say it is a dis

tinct pleasure to see you here, Senator.

Senator Moss, Thank you so much , Tom .

Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say to the Senator

how terribly sorry I am that I wasn 't here for your testimony. You

know how much I admire you and the work that you have done and I

appreciate so much the help that you have given me. Thank you .

Senator Moss. Thank you,Mr. Tunney.

Mr. SKUBITZ . If weshould provide for this sort of a study do you

feel that this would bind this Congress or any future Congress to

provide or import water into this area ?

Senator Moss. No, sir, I do not believe it would . I think obviously

any study , any information developed by a study must come back .

then , to be examined by the Congress and authorization would have

to follow for construction ofany project, any importation . So it does

not bind us, but it does get the machinery going to learn the facts.

Mr. SKUBITZ. Thank you .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Utah , Mr. Burton .
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Mr. BURTON of Utah . I just want to welcomemy colleague from

Utah to this side of the Congress and say it is nice to have you over

here, Senator.

SenatorMoss. Thank you , Laurence.

Mr. Johnson . Thank you for coming, Senator, and I am sorry

we are under this situation but I am sure that you understand our

position rightnow .

Senator Moss. Yes, I do, and I did appreciate your courtesy, Mr.

Chairman, and Ihave enjoyed it.

Mr. Johnson . I want to say to our next witness and his group,Mr.

David Brower, that we will return after this rollcall because it is a

rollcall and a very important matterbefore the body and no one wants

to miss it . We will return here at about 3 :15 . I presume you want

to go on this afternoon. Your group is here.

(Atthis point a recesswas taken .)

Mr. Johnson . The Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation

will come to order. Our next witness will be Mr. David Brower,

executive director of the Sierra Club. He is accompanied by a group.

Mr. Brower, I wish you would introduce your group for the pur

poses of the record and for the committee.

STATEMENT OF DAVID BROWER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE

SIERRA CLUB

Mr. BROWER. Thank you, sir. I would like to introduce the editor

of the Sierra Club Bulletin ,Mr. Hugh Nash , Mr. Soucie, New York,

and Mr. Jeffrey Ingram , Albuquerque, our Southwest representative .

I would like to request ,Mr. Chairman, if possible , that each of their

statements be inserted into the record as if read . They will sum

marize and I understand the chairman would like us to make all our

presentationsbefore the questioning.

Mr. JOHNSON . That is true. The reporter has your official state

ment and has the official statement of the othermembers that are with

you ?

Mr. BROWER. Yes, she does, I believe, in that one packet.

Mr. JOHNSON . They will appear in the record at this point in their

entirety, and you may summarize your statement or make whatever

statement you wish , Mr. Brower, and then they will have an oppor

tunity to summarize their statements.

Mr. BROWER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . Then we will ask questions of the group. You field

the questions and if you want to answer them , fine. If you want to

pass them on to the othermembers or if any member of the committee

would want to ask an individual question , I presume they will be

willing to answer and participate.

Mr. BROWER . Thank you very much ,Mr. Chairman. I would like

if I may to try to highlightmy statement by reading from here and

there and interpolating a little bit as I go .

My name is David Brower. I am executive director of the Sierra

Club . I live in Berkeley, Calif., in one of the upper basin counties

ofthe State of California .

Once again , Mr. Chairman , it is my privilege to appear before this

committee on legislation dealing with Colorado River problems, and
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especially , with the aid of people conversant with many fields and

drawn from our staff or our own committees, to help as we can in

providing information to the committee and the Congress about the

conservation of water and of scenic resources in the Lower Colorado

River Basin , with particular reference to theGrand Canyon .

When I first appeared in this room in 1953 to testify about similar

problems in the Upper Colorado River Basin , the Sierra Club had

7 ,800 members. This year, our 75th , finds us with a membership

40,000 greater than that, distributed in 20 chapters that reach from

the Pacific to the Atlantic , with offices on the west coast, in the North

west and Southwest , and in New York and Washington . Our most

rapid growth , consisting of some 10,000 new members, occurred since

last June, when the Internal Revenue Service singled out the Sierra

Club for special attention owing to its attempt to save the Grand

Canyon .

I believe I have a special understanding of the dilemma of several

members of the committee in the controversy before you because I was

one of the 15 directors of the Sierra Club who in 1949, as Mr. Dominy

reminded you on Tuesday, voted unanimously to approve the building

of Bridge Canyon Dam - an even higher one than the one now advo

cated by somemembers of this committee. We rescinded the rote

in 1950 . The Bureau of Reclamation has enjoyed taking note of our

initial error as if the Bureau had dug it out of secret records. We

have published it far and wide, however, and have cited and explained

it in our book , " Time and the River Flowing : Grand Canyon , " of

which there are 48,000 copies in print, one of which went to each

Member of Congress last year through the good offices of trustees for

conservation - of which I am presently a vice president.

Each time this embarrassing vote has been brought to my attention ,

as on the occasions ofmy debating with Mr. Dominy, or his chief in

formation officer, Mr. Ottis Peterson , or with the present very able

advocate of Hualapai- Bridge Canyon dam , Congressman Morris

Udall, I have explained thatwedo not believe on our sidethat because

we were wrong once we have to stay wrong. Wedug further for the

facts, found them , reserved ourselves, and have been reassured of our

wisdom , at least on that subject, ever since that reversal.

I know thatmyown wrong vote — the vote for the dam - was a reluc

tant one, but was influenced by a quotation from Frederick Law

Olmsted , Jr., then one of America's foremost landscape architects.

His comment sounded very much like statements you have been hear

ing — the reservoir would be far down in a deep canyon , would enhance

the view , would flood nothing of significance, and would make the

canyon more accessible to tourists. We in the Sierra Club should have

been alert to this misappraisal, because of the Hetch Hetchy disaster,

in which a second Yosemite Valley was ruined by the same kind of

rationalization .

Mr. Olmsted had not seen the detailof the part of theGrand Canyon

that he thought the reservoir would not harm . Neither had I, nor

most of our directors. We had the kind of interpretation the mem

bers of this committee have had in Mr. Dominy's photographs. For

all his talents,Mr. Dominy failed badly as a photographer in theGrand

Canyon . It is almost as if he had flown past the Lincoln Memorialso
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fast as to blur the columns, photographing in light so flat as to lose

their modeling, too preoccupied with other things even to notice that

within the memorial there was a seated figure, exquisitely illumi

nated - yes, a great sculpture there, and a spirit in the space the

columnsmark off.

No photographer can succeed in the Grand Canyon . But he can

begin to interpret what is there if he concentrates on the effort and has

enough time and is artist enough to find out what this place has to say .

Mr. Dominy must know this himself now . After having advocated

for so many years thatMarble Canyon should be dammed ,Mr. Dominy

reversed himself after last year's hearings, and has persuaded many

others to reverse themselves, and to argue that the Marble Gorge of

Grand Canyon should be added to Grand Canyon National Park.

With more time to consider the matter, preferably with enough time

to go down the canyon themselves, I believe other key people will be

changing their opinions, too , and will realize at last, but soon enough

to save the day, that 110 miles of Grand Canyon climax would be

destroyed by the Hualapai-Bridge Canyon dam . It would destroy not

only the full length ofwhat is best in the nationalmonument, but also

some 30 miles of river sculpture in the national park , and still more

iniles below the park . All the canyon has a higher use, which is to be

preserved for all time within an extended Grand Canyon National

Park . We can all rejoice in Mr. Dominy's change of heart upstream ,

and be glad there is still an unspoiled Marble Gorge to preserve there.

And I myself can be grateful that I found out the truth , and, a year

after voting wrong, that I switched in time and could enjoy, last Sep

tember, the downstream canyon I had so wrongly voted against.

Wedon 't really have the tools yet for measuring some fairly impor

tant things, such as love either for people or for environment. An

thropologists are discovering thatman 's perspective has developed far

more slowly than his ability to use tools. This is what the illustration

was about in our Sistine Chapel ad , the gist of which wasmissed com

pletely in a remark Tuesday by a member of this committee. I submit

the advertisement here as part ofmy testimony. It has run in many

newspapers and magazines so far, in several of them free of charge.

It has been commented upon in feature articles and in some editorials,

and has received a copywriter's award as well. I had a lot of help

in writing it.

Our point is that we are changing our environment with unprece

dented technological speed and with frightening ecological illiteracy .

A form of tool-using primate presumably slightly lower than man

existed on this planet for 2 millions years before Homo sapiensevolved.

For 300 ,000 years subsequent to that,man himself managed to exist

with no toolmore advanced than a shaped stone, which he eventually

learned to attach to a stick and to decorate .

The Industrial Revolution has been with us only abouttwo centuries,

and I don 't have to point out to this committee thatman has achieved

some remarkable engineering victories over the natural environment

during that time. Weare beginning to sense this as we find less and

less naturalworld around us, and more andmore ofwhat the machine

has done to that world and to its pure waters and breathable air, as

well as what our own ever- increasing numbers are doing to other forms

of life.
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This is the committee of the House of Representatives of the U . S .

Government that, more than any other, is concerned with the blending

of machines and of naturalworld in America 's future, and anything

we can do to stress the importance ofthenatural world , in controversies

such as this one, we shall try to do. It is out of public concern that

inan 's ability to controltools should catch up with his ability to fashion

them thatthe conservation movementhas grown .

Certainly in this country , man should start with the assumption

that we are in the dawn of American culture, and not the duck , and

that the resources we have, including the resources of unspoiled and

beautiful environment, must last us for centuries to come. The first

imperative is that we leave a freedom of choice to those who follow us

on down the ages, and that one of those freedomsbe the freedom to see

unspoiled wilderness, to know that it exists - and of particular rele

vance to us here today, to know that it exists in the Grand Canyon .

In the course of our doing what we can to serve this imperative , we

in the conservation organizations have tried to understand the intan

gible values in America . It is that effort that brought us to the Grand

Canyon controversy. Once in such a controversy ,we find that wemust

cast about for experts in various fields, particularly in the appraising

of various kindsofalternatives. Wehave been successful in the past,

occasionally supplying information more accurate than Government

agencies themselves had put together. I think we have been equally

successful this year in putting together information that is new , and

in bringing up to date some of the material we tried to bring to the

committee's attention last year to fill in some gaping holes in the record .

I can assure the committee that this effort gains us nothing but a

continuing operating deficit in the Sierra Club , the displeasure of the

Internal Revenue Service, and the less than total approval of some

members of the legislative branch , the only real reward being the hope

that if we are successful we shall somehow have served the future.

The material I myself should like to present consists of several

parts . The main part I entitle “ Sedimental Journal: Grim Prospect

for the Colorado." This has been compiled from fragmentary data ,

because there seem to be no other kind , on a subject vital to long- range

planning for the Colorado. It will soon be published , with illustra

tions, in our bulletin .

I should like also to offer to provide illustrative material to the

committee for inclusion in the record , noting the precedent set by use

of Mr. Dominy's photographs, and I offer the following :

1. Eight black and white photographs of sediment encroachment

on the Lake Mead impoundment area made from the air byMr. Martin

Litton, a director of the Sierra Club . They are especially helpful

to an understanding of the part of my testimony relating to sedi

mentation .

Mr. JOHNSON . Mr. Brower,these will be made a part of the file.

Mr. BROWER . As you wish , sir. What I was offering — I don 't know

whether you read ahead was that we could supply them if the com

mittee in looking over the possibilities thought this was desirable,

printed according to specifications laid down by the staff so that they

may be supplied , printed and folded ready to be gathered into the

record of the hearings. This would include 16 black and white photo
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graphs and a signature of color photographs that are to be used in

a forthcoming Sierra Club book .

Mr. JOHNSON . As of right now I would have to say that we will

take them under consideration and if they meet the approval of the

chairman of the full committee and the ranking minority member

they will appear.

Mr. BROWER. Thank you very much .

Mr. Johnson . Because the record will be held open for 10 days

after the hearings close.

Mr. BROWER. Fine. That offer is in greater detail in my statement

here, and I would be glad to check further with the committee.

At this time I would like to submit for the committee file the 80

page amendment to our petition to intervene before the FPC in

the matter of proposed Marble Canyon Dam , this material constitut

ing further evidence to support our belief that preservation of the

canyon represents its highest use. I have this here.

I list three other things in my prepared statement that I foolishly

left in the hotel room , but would like to give over to the staff so that

the committee may decide whether or not it would like them for the

file.

Mr. Johnson . They will be received for the file. You will have

10 days to get in any other material that you wish .

Mr. BROWER. Thank you,Mr. Chairman .

To go on rather quickly, I had better summarize this sedimental

journey because that is the main thrust, you might say, of what I

have to offer that is new .

When the Bureau of Reclamation boasts of turning into sparkling

blue lakes and crystal clear streams good for fishing something that

had previously been too thick to drink and too thin to plow , there is

a tendency to share the Bureau's delight. But there is a good question

to ask before we get too ecstatic : What happened to all the sediment

and debris , all the silt and sand that gave the Colorado its color ?

There is quite a bit of Mark Twain 's philosophy in my prepared

statement. One of his remarks was that it is an exciting thing about

science that " one gets such wholesale returns of conjecture out of a

trifling investment of fact," and I hope themembers of the committee

will have a chance to go through the detailed story on sedimentation .

It is rather frightening when you look at it, and has been almost

totally ignored in these hearings.

Two statistics I will give and pass briefly over them . At the time

of its advocacy of the Upper Colorado storage project, the Bureau of

Reclamation pointed out that there are a hundred thousand acre-feet

of sediment coming down the Colorado each year. That was enough ,

combined with what was added downstream , to give only a 37 -year

silt life for Bridge Canyon Dam were Glen Canyon Dam not built .

Wehave tried to gather and present here some facts on where the other

sediment comes from and what the real threat seems to be.

I will skip quickly over what I have here to mention one other figure.

In the FPC bearings on Marble Canyon Dam , we had a statistic of

104 years as the silt life ofMarble. That assumed , even though it was

the same dam , a capacity nearly 120,000 acre- feet greater than the

Bureau now thinks it can put behind that dam .

Wewould say , then , that the silt life of Marble with Glen Canyon

Dam built but with no silt - retention dam on the Paria would be about
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70 years. The Paria silt-retention dam might extend that life quite a

bit, but it might not. Just a few years ago the Bureau ofReclamation

and the Corps of Engineers jointly built a sedimentation trap on the

Paria which was expected to last for 10 - to 20 -years, in order to test

the silt flow in that river. One single event filled it .

I go to a series of attempts to estimate the lifespan before silting in

ofthe four proposed Grand Canyon dams. If we combine the capacity

of the Grand Canyon dams— that is Marble , Paria , Bridge and Coco

nino — it is a little bit more than six million acre- feet in total. In the

worst case, the life of the dam complex might be as little as 62 years.

I have a better case where the dam complex lasts about twice that

long, and still other figures have come in showing that it might last

even longer. But there isn 't too much solace to be taken from various

estimates because our knowledge of sedimentation is so poor. For

example, the Colorado River records are brief. Wehave a nice 59- year

average, but we don 't know about sedimentation for all that period .

We have not in those 59 years, so far as I know , yet recorded a once

in - a -century flood . The California redwood country has had a once- in

a -century flood and a once- in - a -millennium flood within a single

decade. A U . S . Geological Survey man who was primarily concerned

with sedimentation yield toldmethat up in the redwood country where

logging has helped the water flow more freely , a single event in 1964

did more to the watershed in the 36 hours than had been done by

all the rains and snows and runoff of several hundred years - per

haps 800 years — previously .

The whole sediment story is something really to worry about. I

sum it up thisway. Between 60 and 160 years after their construction ,

the four Grand Canyon dams would be out of action . Long before

that they would be uneconomic despite the Bureau of Reclamation 's

most optimistic dreams about power users' love of the Bureau 's high

power rates.

If we were to assume a Rip Van Winkle capability and wake up a

hundred years or so from now , we would find the reservoirs almost

gone, loaded with sediment and nearly out of action . There are no

equivalent damsites left in the Colorado because we have used the

best . There are far more people needing far more than we do the

residue we left them of the earth 's treasures, but they will have to

do without anything but the dregs of the Colorado damsites.

The best of the scenery is gone, too. It has been replaced in the

Grand Canyon area by some 200,000 acres of phreatophyte jungle .

You don 't like asphalt jungle too well ; you will like these less . This

is the fate of the whole complex of Grand Canyon dams. Derelor

ments the Bureau has built or planned in the Lower Colorado Basin

might be evaporating as much as 3 to 4 million acre -feet of water per

year from silted - in reservoirs. If you take out Mexico 's share of

the half that is left for the lower basin , California doesn 't even get

half its 4 . 4 .

Now , this is explained in my prepared testimony in a way that

bears a very close scrutiny. I grant you it must be scrutinized by

people who know a great deal more about this than I do . But I do

have to say to the chairman and the committee that when we went to

the U . S . Geological Survey to ask them about the prediction of sedi

eft them mor
e

the coa
t
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ment rates last year , they told us, that they were not permitted to

predict sedimintation rates. If there is any danger of loss of water

of the order suggested here, then this bears the most serious

consideration .

I hope that Mr. Udall, the gentleman from Arizona , will have some

information on this. I sent him a copy of an earlier draft ofmypiece

long months ago and I believe it was sent to some other people , too .

There should be a pretty deep inquiry into this. Perhaps the 5 -year

period during which the NationalWater Commission would be study

ingmight be a very good time to make a very careful inquiry.

I add a postscript to all of this because I have not talked about

bank storage . We hear that if water is stored in the banks of the

reservoirs it fills it will comeback when the reservoirs are pulled down.

We are not sure how much will come back out. But we know that

as the reservoirs are filled with silt, there will be no recovery of what

has been lost there because there will be no further pulling down . The

reservoirs it fills , it will comeback when the reservoirs are pulled down.

permanently lost and it may be an enormous amount.

So I think that with this kind of scrutiny wemight find some shock

ing results. I recommend strongly to the committee that it seek expert

testimony from the Government agencies-- require them to submit

testimony on this submitting also to very careful questioning. I

think that the people as a whole would like to give the whole proposi

tion a harder look , insisting that man 's inertia shall be used less and

his genius more.

Perhaps there is a moral. Grand Canyon is a place to stop , look

and always have a river to listen to — 240 miles of river, all of it alive.

That concludes my summary , Mr. Chairman . I would like to pass

the baton on to Mr. Nash , our editor.

( The prepared statement ofMr. Brower follows: )

STATEMENT BY DAVID BROWER , EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SIERRA CLUB

Mr. Chairman, once again it is my privilege to appear before this committee

on legislation dealing with Colorado River problems, and especially , with the

aid of people conversant with many fields and drawn from our staff or our own

committees, to help as we can in providing information to the Committee

and the Congress about the conservation of water and of scenic resources in

the Lower Colorado River Basin , with particular reference to the Grand Canyon .

When I first appeared in this room in 1953 to testify about similar problems

in the Upper Colorado River Basin , the Sierra Club had 7,800 members. This

year, our 75th , finds us with a membership 40,000 greater than that, distributed in

20 chapters that reach from the Pacific to the Atlantic , with offices on the Coast,

in the Northwest and Southwest, and in New York and Washington . Our

most rapid growth , consisting of some 10 ,000 members, occurred since last June,

wben the Internal Revenue Service singled out the Sierra Club for special

attention owing to our attempt to save the Grand Canyon .

I believe I have a special understanding of the dilemma of several members

of the Committee in the controversy before you because I was one of the fifteen

Directors of the Sierra Club who in 1949, as Mr. Dominy reminded you on Tues

day, voted unanimously to approve the building of Bridge Canyon dam - - an even

higher one than the one now advocated by somemembers of this committee. We

rescinded the vote in 1950. The Bureau of Reclamation has enjoyed making note

of our initial error as if the Bureau had dug it out of secret records. We have

published it far and wide, however, and have cited and explained it in our book .

Time and the River Flowing: Grand Canyon , of which there are 48,000 copies in

norint, one of which went to each Member of the 89th Congress through the good

Offices of Trustees for Conservation - ofwhich I am presently a vice-president.
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Each time this embarrassing vote has been brought again to attention, as on

the occasions of my debating with Mr. Dominy, or his Chief Information officer ,

Mr. Ottis Peterson , or with the present very able advocate of Hualapai- Bridge

Canyon dam , Congressman Morris Udall, I have explained that we do not believe

on our side that because we were once wrong we have to stay wrong. We dos

further for the facts, found them , reversed ourselves, and have been reassured

of our wisdom , at least on that subject, ever since that reversal.

I know that my own wrong vote - the vote for the dam - was a reluctant one.

but was influenced by a quotation from Frederick Law Olmstead, Jr., then one ad

America 's foremost landscape architects. His comment sounded very much

like statements you have been hearing — the reservoir would be far down in a

deep canyon , would enhance the view , flood nothing of significance , and would

make the canyon more accessible to tourists. We in the Sierra Club should have

been alert to this misappraisal, because the Hetch Hetchy disaster, in which a

second Yosemite Valley was ruined by the same kind of rationalization , was still

fresh in our minds. Happily , we came to the right conclusion in Grand Canyon

soon enough to help save Dinosaur National Monument and the National Park

System from the likewise unnecessary dams proposed at Echo Park and Split

Mountain . We did not know enough about the extraordinary scenie resource in

Glen Canyon soon enough to try effectively to save that marvel of the world , and

the best of it is now destroyed beyond recall, lost beneath a reservoir that has had

its beautiful moments, celebrated by the Bureau of Reclamation ' s book . That

book depicts scenes that will not be visible when the reservoir is full, and that peo

ple will wish were not visible when the reservoir is drawn down, as the Bureau

will draw it down to produce high -cost power, revealing the truth about the

destruction .

Mr. Olmsted had not seen the detail of the part of the Grand Canyon that be

thought the reservoir would not harm . Neither had I , nor most of our Diree

tors. We had the kind of interpretation the members of this cominittee hare

had in Mr. Dominy's photographs. For all his talents, Mr. Dominy failed badly

as a photographer in the Grand Canyon . It is almost as if he had flown past

the Lincoln Memorial so fast as to blur the columns, photographing in light so

flat as to lose their molding, preoccupying himself with other things too much

to know that within the memorial there was a seated figure, exquisitely illum

ined - yes, a great sculpture there, and a spirit in the space the columnsmark

off.

No photographer can succeed in the Grand Canyon. But he can begin to

interpret what is there if he concentrates on the effort and has enough time and

is artist enough to find what this place has to say.

Mr. Dominy must know this himself now . After having advocated for so many

years that Marble Gorge should be dammed , Mr. Dominy reversed himself after

last year' s hearings, and has persuaded many others to reverse themselves, and

to argue that the Marble Gorge of Grand Canyon should be added to Grand

Canyon National Park . With more time to consider the matter, preferably with

enough time to go down the canyon themselves, I believe other key people will be

changing their opinions, too , and will realize at last, but soon enough to care

the day, that 110 miles of Grand Canyon climax would be destroyed by the

Huala pai- Bridge Canyon dam . It would destroy not only the full length of what

is best in the National Monument, but also some 30 miles of river sculpture im

the National Park , and still more miles below the park . All the canton has a

higher use, which is to be preserved for all time within an extended Grand

Canyon National Park. We can all rejoice in Mr. Dominy's change of heart

upstream , and be glad there is still an unspoiled Marble Gorge to preserve there

And I myself can be grateful that I found ont the truth , and a year after wting

wrong , that I switched in time and could enjoy, last September, the downstreni

( anyon I had so wrongly voted against.

In the course of the several hearings on the Lower Colorado Basin Projert.

the Committee has, as the majority report said last year, heard an extraordinary

amount of testimony. It is my own conviction that there were major gans ir

rast testimony, and that had it not been for those gaps the majority of the

Committee would have come to a different conclusion about the Grand Canron.

Several agencies which could have supplied expert testimony, and conld bare

been carefully questioned to bring out still more evidence , were not here at all

The orerwhelming preponderance of testimony related to the engineering and

cost accounting of water development- - the tangibles that, though not past to

handle . were at least measurable in the marketplace. The intangibles , such a

the meaning and importance of the natural forces that created the Grand
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Canyon, and that are still creating it , that are keeping it alive, are hard to talk

about but are no less important to America and the world . If anything, they are

more important. But the marketplace cannot measure them , unless you seek

out and audit carefully the estimates on what it would cost, at current prices,

to build a separate but equally unique Grand Canyon of the Colorado.

Wedon 't really have the tools yet for measuring some fairly important things,

such as love- either for people or for environment. Anthropologists are dis

covering that man 's perspective has developed far more slowly than his ability

to use tools. This is what the illustration was about in our Sistine Chapel

ad, the gist of which was missed completely in a remark Tuesday by a member

of this committee . I submit the advertisement here as part of my testimony,

It has run in several newspapers and magazines so far, in many of them free of

charge . It has been commented upon in many feature articles and in some edi

torials and has received a copywriter's award as well. I had a lot of help in

writing it.

Our point is that we are changing our environment with unprecedented tech

nological speed and with frightening ecological illiteracy. A form of tool-using

primate presumably slightly lower than man existed on this planet for two million

years before Homo sapiens evolved . For 300 ,000 years subsequent to that, man

himself managed to exist with no tool more advanced than a shaped stone, which

he eventually learned to attach a stick and to decorate . In all this time our

attitude toward our environment was evolving too , but it did not have to evolve

far because we were unable to do much harm to it, or enough harm that the

environment would strike back , so to speak , and eliminate the intrusion that was

harming it.

The Industrial Revolution has been with us only about two centuries, and I

don 't have to point out to this committee that man has achieved some remarkable

engineering victories in that time over much of the earth 's surface. What the

cost of those victories has been is something else , and we're beginning to sense

this as we find less and less natural world around us, and more and more of

what the machine has done to that world and to its pure waters and breatheable

air , as well as what our own ever- increasing numbers are doing to other forms

of life.

This is the Committee of the House of Representatives of the United States

Government that, more than any other, is concerned with the blending of ma

chines and of natural world in America 's future, and anything we can do to

stress the importance of the natural world , in controversies such as this one, we

shall try to do. It is out of public concern that man's ability to control tools

should catch up with his ability to fashion them that the conservation movement

has grown. If he is to control them , he will find that one of his highest priorities

is to keep them out of some places altogether, and to make the best judgment

he possibly can about the long-range effects of his tools wherever he does use

them . Certainly in this country, he should start with the assumption that we

are in the dawn of American culture, not the dusk , and that the resources we

have , including the resources of unspoiled and beautiful environment, must last

us for centuries to come. The first imperative is that we leave a freedom of

choice to those who follow us on down the ages, and that one of those freedoms

be the freedom to see unspoiled wilderness, to know that it exists — and for partic

ular relevance to us here today, to know that it exists in the Grand Canyon ,

In the course of our doing what we can to serve this imperative, we in the

conservation organizations have tried to understand the intangible values in

America . It is that effort that brought us to the Grand Canyon controversy .

Once in such a controversy, we find that we must cast about for experts in

various fields, particularly in the appraising of various kinds of alternatives,

We have been successful in the past, occasionally supplying information more

accurate than governmentagencies themselves had put together. I think wehave

been equally successful this year in putting together information that is new ,

and in bringing up to date some of the material we tried to bring to the Com

mittee' s attention last year to fill in some gaping holes in the record .

I can assure the Committee that this effort gains us nothing but a continuing

operating deficit in the Sierra Club, the displeasure of the Internal Revenue

Service, the less than total approval of somemembers of the Legislative Branch ,

the only real reward being the hope that if we are successful we shall somehow

have served the future,

Accordingly, from our membership and staff in various parts of the country ,

we have put together the presentation that follows. The members of the staff

76 - 953 - 674 28
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who participate are either on salary or under separate contract, supported by

members' dues, contributions, and an increment of the income that comes from

our books and wilderness outings. Those from the membership at large are con

tributing their time and knowledge - this is the real strength of our organiza .

tion -- at no expense to the club , which has merely picked up their out-of-pocket

travel expenses.

The material I myself should like to present consists of several parts :

i. “ Sedimental Journey : Grim Prospect for the Colorado." This has been

compiled from fragmentary data, because there seems to be no other kind, on a

subject vital to long-range planning for the Colorado. It will soon be publisbed ,

with illustrations, in our bulletin .

2 . My letter to the President with reference to the Grand Canyon controversy

and the enclosure relating to the National Water Commission .

3 . Significant letters addressed to Mr. Felix Sparks, of the Colorado River

Water Commission , from Mr. Jeffrey Ingram and from me relating to the possible

effects of downstream dams upon Colorado itself.

4 . I should like also to offer to provide illustrative material to the committee

for inclusion in the record , noting the precedent set by use of Mr. Dominy's

photographs, the following :

( a ) 8 black and white photographs of sediment encroachment on the Lake

Mead impoundment area made from the air by Mr. Martin Litton , a director of

the Sierra Club. They are especially helpful to an understanding of the part of

my testimony relating to sedimentation .

(b ) A further 8 black and white photographs of the scenic and recreational

resource at Lake Powell , now that it is 34 feet lower than the maximum surface

elevation reached so far.

These 16 photographs listed above can be submitted two weeks from now ,

printed and folded according to specifications worked out with your staff , at no

cost to the government.

( c ) A signature of color photographs by Mr. Ernest Braun of the scenic, eco

logical, and recreational resources that would be obliterated within the Grand

Canyon were the proposed Grand Canyon dams built. These can also be pro

vided , printed in color in the format used in the hearings, reduced from color

plates made for our forthcoming book , "Grand Canyon of the Living Colorado .*

itself drawn from an exhibit of the same name about to be shown concurrently

in four major cities. We can supply these at no cost to the government in the

quantity desired for the hearings, with factual accompanying legends. The

should be of particular help to the Congress in determining the highest use of the

Grand Canyon

I should like to submit for the Committee file :

The 80-page amendment to our petition to intervene before the Federal Power

Commission in the matter of the proposed Marble Canyon dam , this matter con

stituting further evidence why, in our belief, the preservation of the canyon

represents its highest use .

" Confrontation ," the transcript of a program presented over the radio in Alba .

querque , New Mexico , November 15 , 1966 , directly related to the present contre

versy and giving an important insight into our principal point here that there

are major gaps in the evidence about sedimentation and about the scenic impor

tance of the Grand Canyon . The speakers include Mr. Dominy and myself.

" Water and Esthetics in the Lower Colorado River Basin ," my statement in a

debate with Commissioner Dominy before the Second Annual American Water

Resources Conference, University of Chicago, November 21, 1966 .

A series of brief observations and essential questions related particularly to

evaporation and resource planning aimed directly at the present controvert

and concerning which the Committee may wish to seek further testimony or

evidence .

PART 1

Sedimental Journey :Grim Prospect for the Colorado

INTRODUCTION

Somewhere , on the Colorado before it pauses momentarily in the reservoir

backed up by Glen Canyon Dam , scoop up a cupful of river, let it settle , and

consider the sediment in the bottom of the cup. It has more story to tell than

tea leaves ever would . Contemplate what the sand there does if it is free

such creations as the Grand Canyon, for example. And what it will do if than

tries to entrap it. Be frightened a little .
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PART A

When the Bureau of Reclamation boasts of turning into sparkling blue lakes

and crystal clear streams good for fishing something that had previously been

too thick to drink and too thin to plow , there is a tendency to share the Bureau 's

delight. But there is a good question to ask before we get too ecstatic : What

happened to all the sediment and debris, all the silt and sand that gave the

Colorado its color ?

In the first place, for a whole series of reasons , many of them consisting of

abusive treatment of the land , the Colorado tributaries are still stripping just

as much off the land as ever and starting it all down to the Gulf of California .

Sooner or later, it will arrive there. In geological time, all the reservoirs man

builds on the river will become filled with sediment, filled to the brim and

more . The river will cascade over the dams, finally erode them , and in the end

transport the sediment to the sea , cleaning out its channel, revealing once

again what was buried there, and resuming the work rivers must always carry

07 - the constant attempt to level the land.

Long before this, man may have disappeared from the earth . A more dis

cernible perspective is needed . What will be the immediate effect on this civiliza

tion , on the generations of people those of us now alive will know and must feel

some responsibility for, of the sedimentation of the Colorado River reservoirs

now existing ? Of immediate importance , how about sediment and the proposed

Grand Canyon dams? For the foreseeable future, what kind of storage loss

and water loss can be expected ? What validity is there to projections of long

range revenues, for example , if there are poor forecasts of sedimentation rates and

if it is assumed certain reservoirs will be storing water, conserving water, and

producing hydroelectric power for longer periods than they actually will ?

There is a lot of Mark Twain 's philosophy in what follows. By a simple ex

trapolation of one known statistic, he showed how the Mississippi must at one

time have extended more than a thousand miles into the Gulf , as narrow as

a fishing rod. And he commented on " something exciting about science." "One

gets such wholesale returns of conjecture out of a trifling investment of fact,"

he said .

If you will, with pencil and scratch pad handy, let's invest the trifling facts

at hand, multiply and divide a little , and conjecture a lot. Try to take all the

figures in stride , reading them as if they were poor prose . There will be no final

examination - except by posterity if we fail. The figures won ' t be too dull,

silty though they are, and may even stir someone in government into producing

better figures in time to save us. Meanwhile, here are some data to work with ,

and lots of luck ! Or you may skip the next several paragraphs, miss some of the

fun , and resume reading at Part B . below .

For sedimentation rates on the Colorado, House Document 364 ( 1954 ) showed

that 100 ,000 acre -feet of sediment passed the Glen Canyon damsite each year.

This , then , is the amount that is now beginning to finish off Lake Powell, with

its water capacity of 27 ,000,000 acre-feet.

Walter Huber, the late former president of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, and an expert on dam construction and operation who has well

aware of Colorado River hydrological statistics, told me that one -third of the

silt that went into Lake Mead came from the Little Colorado River. If you

assume, then , that 180 ,000 acré-feet went into Mead (before Glen Canyon dam ) ,

then 60,000 would come from the Little Colorado , 100 ,000 from the Main Stem

above Glen , and 20 ,000 from all others. One of the siltiest others is the Paria ,

which fows 22,600 acre-feet per year. Other tributaries would be the Virgin

and the host of water tributaries within Grand Canyon 's limits – Kanab, Havasu,

Tapeats, Spencer, Quartermaster, Separation , and so on .

In the early predictions for Bridge Canyon dam , with no upstream sediment

control, a 37 -year silt life was predicted . The capacity of Bridge at elevation

1866 is 3 . 7 million acre -feet (maf henceforth ) , its surface area 16 ,700 acres. The

capacity of sediment would be perhaps 25 per cent greater than the capacity in

water, assuming headward aggradation ( the upstream grade a river builds back

from the reservoir that stops it ) from the dam itself that could produce a grade

of 1. feet to the mile. This figure must be predictable and the calculation

should be checked . If it is correct, 125 ,000 acre-feet of sediment passes Bridge

Canyon site , or enough to render the upper 40 miles of the reservoir recreationally

puusable in 32 years- assuming no upstream control. ( There is now major
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upstream control, remember, in Glen Canyon, but there is a lot that Glen

doesn 't control. )

As a cross check , the Southwest Water Plan , 1963 edition , shows 2. 1 mar

capacity for the Coconino silt-retention reservoir, and the Pacific Southwest

Water Plan Supplement on Bridge says this will last 100 years. Add 25 per

cent for aggradation , or .5 maf, divided by 100 years and you get 26 ,000 acre

feet /year Little Colorado sediment. This is less than half what our previous

estimate shows. This may be explained if it is really a gross underestimate

of the Coconino sediment capacity. Considering the shape of the Coconino im

poundment area , the gross underestimate is possible. The area is 76 , 000 acres

when full of water. Bridge Canyon reservoir , for comparison , is 16,700 acres

for 3 .7 maf capacity , versus Coconino's 76 ,000 for 2. 1 maf capacity and compared

with Glen 's 176 ,000 acres for 27. maf capacity . Thus, in acres per maf capacity :

Bridge, 4 ,500 ; Glen , 6 ,500 ; Coconino' s 38 ,000 . So gently sloped a basin might

aggrade unconscionably. If aggradation doubled Coconino's capacity for sedi

ment, as compared with its water capacity, we' d get our 60,000 acre-feet per rear

of sediment - and an incredibly big silt trap, of perhaps a 150,000 -acre surface

A 1949 publication of the Bureau of Reclamation ( N . H . Daines, Study of Sus

pended Sediment in the Colorado River ) may be too old to be of much help. It

shows an average of 175 ,000,000 tons per water year of sediment discharge at

Grand Canyon station (probably near Kanab Creek ), 1926 – 1948. At an assumed

density of 1. 1, this is some 150 ,000 acre- feet of sediment at almost the Bridge

site (albeit , some 120 miles above it , but with little silt entering between ) . The

bedload was not measured, but that could hardly explain the difference.

So we probably shouldn't place much store in the Daines opus. An interesting

figure may be worth remembering : 90 per cent of the water and 60 per cent of

the sediment of the Colorado comes from above Glen. Reading this backwards

40 per cent of the sediment comes from below Glen , and it would be easy to esti.

mate that one-third of the sediment in Mead would come from the Little Colorado .

Just what Walter Huber said .

In the Pacific Southwest Water Plan Appendix, the Geological Survey lists all

kinds of plans for studies, but none for studies of sedimentation . In pursuing

sedimentation data at the USGS last August, we were told that the CSGS was

“ not permitted to make sedimentation projections. "

Now for a couple of flow figures. What's the Little Colorado got ? Using

the 90 - 10 ratio above, and taking some flow figures accompanying a letter. Au

gust 3, 1966 , from the Bureau of Reclamation to Walter Edwards, we find the

virgin flow at Lee Ferry , 59-year average, is 15,025 ,000 af; 90 per cent of that

leaves 1,503,000 for the Little Colorado and associated streams below Lee Ferry .

The Paria average, 1914 - 65 , was 22 ,000 acre feet, so we can say the Little

Colorado does about 1.6 maf per year. (Note : it 's really nearer 300 ,000 : but

don 't worry because errors of this magnitude are trivial in the league we're

playing in . )

One further detail about the Paria and we can close up the data gathering

and try predicting .

The Paria silt-detention reservoir holds 98.000 acre-feet of water. It is 13

miles long and has an 8,000 -acre surface according to the BuRec map ( 2 .500 ou

the area -capacity curve in the same supplement !) . Vote : Although the South .

west Water Plan says 98 .000 acre -feet capacity, the Marble Supplement sans

235,000 in text, 200,000 being all that shows on the area -capacity curre acolli

panying the text. The text says there is 5 , 100 acre -feet of sediment per year

between Glen and Marble, with the Paria contributing about 4 , 470 annually la

nice precise figure, that one ) . The dam is 18 miles up the Paria , with some 20

square miles of Paria watershed below the dam , so perhaps 4 ,000 acre feet net

year will end up in Paria until it is full, in its century : the rest ends up in

Marble , which has only a 363,000 acre-feet capacity .

PART B

The preceding paragraphs prove that the figures hardly ever check out. If my

arithmetic is bad, I've been working too long with Bureau of Reclamation figures.

Remember that, depending upon which page you read of their figures that are in

the evidence before Congress, the Paria silt trap has an area of either 2 .500 or 8.00

acres and a capacity of 98 .000 or 200,000 or 235.000 acre -feet. Vote for onen !

then move on to something stranger still. The Federal Power Commission has

been told that the Marble Canyon reservoir would hold 480 .000 acre feet of water
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and thatwithout the Paria silt trap, Marble would be silted up in 104 years. The

Bureau of Reclamation , with the same dam , would have a reservoir with one

fourth less capacity — so it would silt up in 71 years ( assuming Glen Canyon

dam still works ; otherwise four years' silt would finish Marble ) . So Marble

would be gone in plus or minus 7 decades ( i.e ., before it is as old as the Sierra

Club ) unless Paria were built to extend Marble's life 25 or 60 or 70 years, depend

iug upon how you voted on the Bureau's credibility gap.

Or Marble could go sooner . The Sheep Creek test barrier that the Bureau and

Corps of Engineers constructed jointly on the Paria was supposed , I am told by

an expert sedimentologist, to last from 10 – 20 years. It was filled by one " event."

The Bureau assumed 4475 af of silt per year in the Paria , so this one event would

extrapolate to 45,000 - 90,000 at for the whole Paria -Marble basin below Glen

Canyon dam - and half a dozen such events would wipe out Marble and Paria

silt -detention capacity and be at work on Hualapai's , aided by other helpful

events in the Lower Basin .

If there seem to be too many figures, don 't let it bother you . They don ' t

bother the Bureau too much , so why should you worry ? Reclamation Com

missioner Floyd Dominy told me and a New Mexico radio audience last Novem

ber that Glen Canyon would never silt up ; apparently he doesn ' t take his own

Bureau's figures seriously, even though he does want you and me and 200,000,000

Americans to put up the money for the damshis figures advocate. So in its first

century, to go into more figures, Marble would be 23 (or 114 ) full of sediment and

be having troubles in power generation and with clogging up Glen Canyon 's tail

water. Marble would be quickly finished off thereafter if the Paria detention

dam were built - and done in by silt. The closer Marble gets to its death , the

more the reservoir must fluctuate daily to put its peaking- power water through

the turbines. The initial ten - foot fluctuations would get grimmer and grimmer,

and would probably exceed 100 feet daily in the vestigial puddle at the lower end

of the Marble Canyon sediment flats.

Note in passing that with the Paria averaging 22,600 acre-feet per year flow

and 4 ,475 acre-feet per year of it sediment, a cupful of Paria will not stir easily

it is flowing 20 percent nonwater.

Before we leave the Little Colorado, with the sun setting fierily in the West,

we should look at the Southwest Water Plan supplement map of the Little

Colorado' s Coconino silt -retention reservoir basin . As scaled on the Bureau's

inap. it has about one-eighth the area of Bridge Canyon reservoir. Yet we

know from the text that Coconino's area is 4 .5 times that of Bridge. Error

factor : 3600 percent ! That' s what I meant about figures that don 't quite check

out.

Now let's start a preliminary summing up and assessing of error of a dimension

that should produce shock .

1. Nowhere do we have a reliable estimate , or more than detached pieces of

estimate so far removed as not to fit together, of what the all -important sedimen

tation rates really are .

2 . The U . S . Geological Survey , one of the few remaining objective agencies

that John Wesley Powell hoped to have so many of, is not permitted to make

sedimentation predictions . If it is permitted , really, and someone merely mis

spoke, where are their predictions? If they exist, please send a set to Mr.

Dominy.

3 . The Bureau admits 20 percent sedimentation in the Paria , 0 .6 percent in

the ('olorado above Glen , and an approximate 1. 4 per cent in the Little Colorado.

The wide range is cause for suspicion .

About that headward aggradation of 1.5 feet : The mechanics of this aggrada

tion will always puzzle me, but if carrying capacity really and truly does vary as

the sixth power of velocity , then when a river slows to half its speed , it must

domp 98 percent of its load. The slowing happens gradually , not all at once ;

but in any event the river has to figure out what to do with all the water and

vilt it has when it must dump the silt but still get the water on toward the sea .

In some situations it will cross itself up , dumping the load so fast it has to ride

on ridges instead of in gulches. Slow China's Yellow River with dikes and it

will ride higher than the land the dikes seek to protect. On a steep alluvial fan ,

with a flash flood and boulders rolling at an alarming clip, a stream can

apparently lose its mind. In a restricted canyon like the Colorado 's , where the

river builds bars and the side streams tear them apart and build dams, and the

river tears those apart when it is up to strength , the things a Colorado River
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will do when a 736 -foot concrete clot is poured into it are not yet really quite

known. Happily , no one has yet tried to dam the Grand Canyon and the

Colorado River that runs through it was able , because of the sediment, to carve

the canyon . All we can do , until too late, is to postulate.

A point in passing : If the 1. 5 feet /mile is too much aggradation , then there

will be less immediate damage to Grand Canyon National Park and Monument.

et el., but there will be much more immediate damage to the economics of the

Lower Colorado Basin Plan because the reservoirs won't last long enough to

pretend to pay for it , and pretend they must.

In the worst case , for the economics, we have 614 maf capacity in the (Grand

Canyon ; i.e ., Marble, Paria , Bridge, Cononino ) 4 -dam complex , a river than has

about 100,000 acre-feet per year to fill it, and a 4 -dam silt life of 62.5 years

Looking backward , this takes us just about exactly to the year Theodore Roose

velt said of Grand Canyon, " leave it as it is.” If they had paid asmuch attention

to him then as the Bureau of Reclamation fails to pay now , all four dams would

be through today. And their revenues would have been diminished to one-half

when FDR declared a bank holiday and beer cameback .

In the best case, we can add some 25 per cent to the silt capacity , since silt

slopes better than water does. We can drop the Colorado's silt habit index to

half. That would be about 8 maf silt capacity, 50 ,000 acre -feet per year of silt

doing it in , and 160 years to go. Power revenues would be on a half-life basis

But don 't cheer too fast. The Colorado River flow records are brief. We have

a nice 59-year average. But those 59 years have not yet included a once-in -a

century flood . The California redwood country had a once -in -a -century and a

once -in - a -millenium flood within a single decade. So don 't place your bets yet.

Remember that constant : the carrying capacity of the Colorado varies as the

sixth power of its velocity . If at 6 miles per hour it can carry 150 .000 tons of

suspended sediment per year, not to mention bed load, then at twelve miles per

hours, for the day the extraordinary flash flood excites the river that much , the

Colorado can carry in that single day 21 times as much as the 60 -year-average

river carried in its average year.

One U . S .G . S . man who is primarily concerned with prediction of sediment

yield told methat up in the redwood country , where logging has helped the water

flow more freely, a " single event" in 1964 did more to the watershed in 36 hours

than had been done by all the rains and snows and runoff for several hundred

years- perhaps 800 — previously .

Things like this shake your faith in what engineers are thinking of when they

say the Paria carries 4475 af of sediment a year and Marble will last 104 years

This is a little hard to grasp . But grasping it helps you understand how that

little stream down there a mile below you , which looks as if it had dried up in

the bottom of that incredible canyon , could carve the whole works in just a few

minutes , if you use eons for years, or in about 10 million years if you insist upon

being conventional.

In any event, with nice columns of figures that don 't check out as often as me

wish they did , the Bureau of Reclamation has postulated a revenue-producing

operation of dams in Grand Canyon that in the course of a century will, they

pray, pay for the fraction of their projects that the nation as a whole doesn 't

have to pay for first. The Bureau counts on that century of operation , and puts

all the money from the operation in its cash registers and sounds very cheery

about it , without having the slightest assurance that the century will ever leave

their damsalone and unsilted up.

In the worst case , their revenues start drying up, giving a half life , about en

years before their payout tables face the facts of silt life. In the worst case

if you want to bet on it, remembering the odds that a 6th -power calculation for

upon you - they fade 10 years ahead of their schedule. And all the while tbey

assume the public will like the Bureau' s hydroelectric peaking kilowatts so mueb

better than anyone else 's that they will pay the Bureau, for the very same pred

uct ( to us, one kilowatt hour looks very much like the next one ) , about $ 2 billion

more over the 100 - year pa vout period than they would pay investor -owned , tax

paring utilities . Don 't believe it .

But let' s sum things up .

Between 60 and 160 years the four Grand Canyon dams (let 's group theru ) will

be out of action . Long before that, they will be uneconomic - even by the Burran

of Reclamation ' s most optimistic dreams about how well power users love the

Bureau' s high power rates.
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But let's all assume a Rip van Winkle capability and wake up 100 years or so

from today, The Bay Area Rapid Transit System is almost ready to go and New

York's has rusted away. We find we have been forgiven for our faults in

handling transportation , but not for letting them dam the Grand Canyon .

The reservoirs are almost gone now ; they are loaded with sediment and nearly

out of action . There are no equivalent damsites left on the Colorado because we

have used the best . There are far more people , needing far more than we do the

residue we left them of the earth 's treasures after we had first grabs. But they

will have to do without anything but the dreges of Colorado damsites.

The best of the scenery is gone , too . It has been replaced , in the Grand Canyon

area , by some 200 ,000 acres of phreatophyte jungle. You don 't like asphalt

jungles too well ; these you will like less, and ask the man who bemoans one.

Or even ask the Bureau of Reclamation , an agency that hates phreatophytes so

much that it had a major program afoot to eradicate 42,000 acres of the jungle

so as to save 100 ,000 acre-feet of water per year. While tooling up to eradicate

the 42,000 , the Bureau created another 200 ,000. And still another 200,000 or so

up where Lake Powell was, in another century or two.

Remember those figures . 2 plus 2 equals 400 ,000 acres of wall-to -wall sediment,

topped with that jungle . The evaporation index in this country is about 6 - 8

feet per year, to which the extra efficiency in evapo -transpiration phreatophytes

( saltcedar, or tamarisk , for one, add willows, and other pleasant bits of green

you find along desert water courses ) are capable of. Round it to 10 feet of

evaporation per acre per year to help the arithmetic, and you find that the

Bureau of Reclamation has planned a river -development scheme, and now wants

to round it out, that will evaporate, beyond anyone's use , 3 ,000 ,000 acre -feet of

water per year ( 4 ,000,000 if you include Lake Mead and more if you include

its aggraded expanse and throw in Parker and Davis dams. too ) on a river

that was going to give them only 7 . 5 million acre feet in the Lower Basin . That

doesn 't even leave ( alifornia half of its 4. 4 . So Arizona gets left out.

Charge it all to river planning , and especially to the idea that if you are to

have any water at all, you must dam it and evaporate it so as to produce hydro

electric power. You must, you see , because here, in the year 1967, with the atom

and its energy known for a quarter of a century , we have a Bureau that has

let itself be tied to hydropower, and has the political power to go on insisting

on being tied .

And all this , to add Ossa on Pelion , stemming from the idea thatman can do

without unspoiled nature, especially such unspoiled nature as remains in the

Grand Canyon . He can do without nature so well that he must continue load

ing more of his kind on this planet. So many more that within the century

even his self-impoverished earth won 't sustain him .

P . S . There is one minor item not quite to be ignored : bank " storage." This

is a bank that issues many deposit slips, but very few for withdrawals .

As Lake Powell began to fill , the Bureau was chagrined to learn that the pre

diction of 15 per cent loss to bank storage had risen to 33 per cent, with the

reservoir only one-third full (and now dropping ) . Three years, now , Lake

Powell has been trying to get full. The maximum capacity reached was about

9 .000.000 acre-feet, one-third of the potential. To get that 9 ,000 ,000 with a one

third bank -storage loss, 14 ,000,000 had to flow in , counting the 1.000.000 lost in

the interim to evaporation . That makes 5 ,000,000 arce - feet beyond recall in

three years, Don 't yet anyone fool you into thinking you can get it back . It' s

gone, into the wild dark yonder of the desert's understory, which hasn 't given

forth much water for a long time.

That' s just the beginning at Lake Powell. One wild rumor (we hope it 's

wild , that is ) would have 80,000 ,000 acre -feet of much -needed water disappear

ing into the great beyond of bank storage when the lake is full. Some will

trickle back as the Reclamation Bureau pulls the reservoir back down, 221 feet

from time to time. This the Bureau must do, exposing about 100.000 acres or

no of badly damaged lake edge, if the Bureau operates Lake Powell as it said

it must. When the reservoir is pulled down that 221 feet, some bank storage

will flow back into the Colorado Basin . Much of it, oozing out in seeps on desert

hot rock where once-green shade has long since died , will vaporize ; but some

will get to Los Angeles. Notmuch to Tucson .

For a while, that is .

But then the lake will fulfill its destiny. The Colorado will fill it full, that is,

with sediment. At that point in time, whatever got away into bank storage
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cannot return when the reservoir gets pulled down because there will be no

more pulling down. Quite the opposite. Headward aggradation will build the

ramps that can spill still more precious waters into that wild , bank -storage

beyond.

So much for Lake Powell, a bad enough beginning . When you take what the

aggraded Coconino silt-retention reservoir can do , in addition to impairing , un

authorized , a substantial area on the Navajo Reservation, you will find that

it is quite possible that the Bureau's Coconino silt trap will be capable of

evaporating all the flow of the Little Colorado . Add the gross losses in bank

storage as Coconino silts up. Do the same for the Paria silt trap, for the Marble

Canyon silt trap, for the Bridge Canyon (Hualapai) silt trap , and then remem

ber that Lake Mead's day will come, with Lakes Havasu and Mojave not far

behind .

Add up the acres again : Glen , 200 ,000 ; Grand Canyon foursome, another

200,000 ; Mead, duly aggraded , with Havasu and Mojave similarly favored , and

the Bureau 's few upstream devices, Flaming Gorge , Curecanti, Granby. Juniper,

Navajo , and ancillary attractions. Round those all off at a conservative 100.000

( all it all, for easy rounding . 500,000 acres , all of it quite impressive in its

phreatophyte expanse, evaporating that average 10 feet per year, and losing in

bank storage, and permanently, something like 40 percent of the total storage

capacity .

Multiply this all by the 100 year years of the cost-benefit period the Burean

now likes to use. And see what we have taken away from the generations that

will have a harder timemaking out with the earth than we do - all at a cost to

ourselvesand them of five to ten billion dollars.

Or perhaps the people would like to give the whole proposition a harder look .

insisting that man 's inertia be used less and his genius more. Perhaps there's a

moral: Grand Canyon is a place to stop , look , and always have a river to listen

to — 240 miles of river, all of it alive .

PART 2

Lower Colorado Basin Project : Huala pai Dam or a

National Water Commission

On January 30 of this year, Mr. Chairman, I wrote the following letter from

our Washington office and it was hand-carried to the White House :

Dear Mr. President :

The purpose of this letter is to transmit a documented demonstration that the

authorization of the proposed Hualapai Dam in the Grand Canyon is antithetical

to the purpose of the National Water Commission that your administration has

so wisely proposed . We urge for that reason that your support for the Lower

Basin Project be contingent upon establishing a National Water Commission as

previously recommended by you and the omission of both proposed Grand Canyon

dams- Huala pai and Marble Canyon.

The enclosed statement is by Jeffrey Ingram , whose testimony before the 9th

Congress showed that revenue from the Grand Canyon dams is not necessary

for Southwest water development, including the Central Arizona Project. His

contention was conceded to be rightby the Bureau of Reclamation . His present

statement has been reviewed by Laurence I. Moss, nuclear engineer with Atomics

International, who has extended the reasoning of Dr. Alan Carlin and Dr. William

Hoehn of the RAND Corporation, also presented to the S9th Congress, to show

that the benefit-cost ratio of the proposed Huala pai Dam is less than unity.

Our petition of today before the Federal Power Commission for leave to inter

vene explains in detail our separate concern about the proposed Marble Canyon

Dam .

The Sierra Club, in supporting the National Water Commission, understand

ably does not commit itself to supporting all the conclusions the commission may

reach . Wehave our own commitment to try to protect the superb living things

and places that humanity and other forms of life may enjoy but cannot replace.

We know that either of the proposed Grand Canyon dams wond irreversible

change the Grand Canyon . The change would be so much to the lasting detri

ment of the Grand Canyon that an extra -ordinarily greater cost would be justi.

fied for an alternate solution to Southwest water development. Actually the

alternatives are likely to cost substantially less in dollars, and infinitely lese in

the cost of mankind were there any further impairment of the Grand Canyon .
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Weurge you to join Theodore Roosevelt in the admonition , " Leave it as it is,"

and to continue to support your earlier proposal to establish a National Water

Commission and thus bring fresh thinking to the solving of water problems.

The enclosure I sent the Presidentwas entitled “ The National Water Commis

sion v . Huala paiDam " and its text follows:

Either the creation of the National Water Commission , or the authorization

of Hualapai Dam may be justifiably sought ; not both . For they represent con

tradictory ways of solving the water problems of the future.

The National Water Commission is to take a broad fresh look at the nation' s

water resources and come up with recommendations which are not biased by

prior commitment or predetermined plan ( 1 ) . Hualapai Dam would be built to

provide a development fund for future water projects. This memorandum argues

that the existence of such a dam -based development fund is itself a " prior com

mitment and predetermined plan," and would make unbiased conclusions by the

NationalWater Commission impossible or irrelevant.

Authorization of Hualapai Dam would be a commitment to one particular

method of solving the future water problems of the West. This statement

might need to be qualified if Hualapai Dam were an integral part of the opera

tion and financing of the Central Arizona Project in the sense that the CAP

could not succeed without that dam . The project can succeed , however, with

out the dam ; no proponent of the Colorado River legislation now seriously con

tends that the Hualapai Dam is necessary in this sense. (2 ). The dam would

provide a convenient way to finance water development because it is the tradi

tionalway ; but there are other ways. ( 3 ) . Moreover, it is the very fact that it

is the traditional way that makes authorization of Hualapai Dam so dangerous.

What the proponents of Hualapai Dam lay their stress on is the need to ac

cumulate funds to help solve the long -range water problems of the Southwest.

They would extend the traditional method of funding reclamation projects far

into the future to pay for supplying water for various uses and from various

sources. Of the various sources being considered for augmented water supply

in the Southweast only large interbasin transfers, to move water from one basin

to another for agricultural purposes, need the money from Huala pai Dam ( 4 ) .

Paradoxically, the dam 's contribution will be nowhere near large enough to

cover the costs of such interbasin transfers (5 ) and other subsidies will be

needed . In spite of the inadequacy of the Hualapai Dam 's revenues, in the final

analysis they serve only one purpose : supplying imported water for irrigation .

A further point, subtle but important, is that authorization of Hualapai Dam

would be a victory for those who believe with Commissioner Dominy that “ The

high Hualapai Dam project is much more economically feasible and fits into

the operating procedure and revenue requirements much better than any thermo

generation proposal" (6 ) . Without arguing the merits of the statement, we

can conclude that what Mr. Dominy is voicing is a self-fulfilling prophecy ; i.e .,

the dam , if built, will be better because the alternative was never tried , except

on paper, and concrete is better than paper, and old thinking better than new .

The President and the Senate last year approved a National Water Com

Inission to " study alternative solutions to water problems without prior com

mitment to any interest group, region , or agency of government" ( 7 ) , Rept. 1212,

1966 , a committee free to survey the field , to search out the best way to supply

water needs.

But last year, and now this year, the Bureau of Reclamation urges that a

dam be authorized that will give what Senator Anderson has called the “ ditch

and dam method " of water supply a lead over any other method . If the Bureau

now succeeds, then by the early 1970 's , when the recommendations of the Na

tional Water Commission are being considered , the Bureau can say : " See the

dam work . It is the best way."

If accepted as the best way, the ditch and dam method will dominate all others .

Commissioner Dominy goes a step further when he says : “ Weather modifica .

tion in the high reaches of the Rockies gives extra -ordinary promise of addition

al precipitation which will even further justify the proposed hydropower de

velopment on the Colorado" ( 8 ) . Thus, one of the alternatives a NationalWater

Cornmission might consider is already being used to " justify " the traditional

dam and ditch method .

Authorization of the CAP could appropriately close out a period , the Reclama

tion - for-Agriculture period , the ditch -and -dam period .
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Authorization of Huala pai Dam , however, will project that period too far

into the future, a future in which the water needs are most likely to be the needs

of cities and industries. Authorization of Hualapai will make it excedingly

difficult to consider city -oriented solutions to water problems. Some dams and

ditches may still be needed , but for a city they will probably be a small part of

an over -all water-supply complex. We cannot predict this , nor can the Bureau

of Reclamation . The National Water Commission should be able to make the

best predictions. Unbiased analysis of what this water-supply complex should

consist of will be precluded in the face of the actual presence of a Hualapai Dam .

The National Water Commission is aimed at the future ; it is the President's

response, with which we concur, to the need of being responsible to the future.

We can do that only with a clean slate. If Hualapai Dam is written in large

letters at the top , then the type of solution it represents will most likely fill tbe

rest of the slate in the decades ahead .

In short, the Hualapai Dam , with a purpose of trying to make money the old

way to pay for future water projects, and the National Water Commission, with

the purpose for searching out the best new way to solve future water problems

without commitment to presentmethods, are contradictory .

If Hualapai Dam is authorized , the Commission' s recommendations will either

be determined for it or ineffectual against the argument, "We have a dam ; it

works ; our old method works ; it is the best way ; try no other."

Consequently , if the Hualapai Dam is authorized , the National Water Com

mission will be a waste of time.

On the other hand, if Hualapai Dam is not authorized, then the National Water

Commission can consider all methods, without prejudice, without being faced

by a fait accompli. The Commission will be able to weigh all data , to choose

freely between alternate methods, and to fit those methods into rational plans

which , by bringing out the best in present thinking, can most effectively provide

for the future's needs.

NOTES

( The references are abbreviated ; correspondence referred to , or appropriate ex

cerpts from documents cited , are available on request to the Sierra Club. Mills

Tower, San Francisco, attention : David Brower, Executive Director )

( 1 ) Letter, Senator Henry M . Jackson to Jeffrey Ingram , Nov. 9 , 1966 .

( 2 ) Commissioner Floyd Dominy in House hearings, August 1966 . Director

Felix L . Sparks, Colorado Water Conservation Board Meeting, December 14,

1966 .

( 3 ) Alan Carlin and William Hoehn, RAND Paper presented in House hear

ings, 89th Congress.

William E . Martin and Leonard G . Bower, " Patterns of Water Use in the Ari

zona Economy," Arizona Review , Univ . Arizona, Dec. 1966 .

Jeffrey Ingram , testimony in House hearings, 89th Congress.

(4 ) Letter, Jeffrey Ingram to Felix L . Sparks, January 17, 1967. Letter,

David Brower to Felix L . Sparks, January 16 , 1967.

( 5 ) Morris K . Udall cited in House hearings, 89th Congress, a capital invest

ment rule-of-thumb of $ 1 billion / 1 million acre-feet of import capacity. Burean

of Reclamation testimony, loc. cit., shows only $ 2 billion earned by both Grand

Canyon damsby 2047 .

(6 ) Grand Junction (Colorado) Daily Sentinel, January 22, 1967,

( 7 ) Senate Report 1212 on National Water Commission , p . 2 , 1966.

( 8 ) Grand Junction ( Colorado) Daily Sentinel, January 22, 1967.

Part 3

Of particular interest to the Chairman of the full Committee, I would think

was some Sierra Club correspondence with Mr. Felix L . Sparks, Director of the

Colorado Water Conservation Board in Denver. I wrote him January 16 of this

year :

Dear Mr. Sparks :

I have been following your correspondence with Jeff Ingram with a consuming

interest owing to our concern over what is happening to the scenic resources of

the west - but with a few economic interests too.

Would you care to respond to this hypothesis ?
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1 . If further generating capacity is added on the lower Colorado in order to

produce revenue, then the political and financial pressure will be greatly increased

to keep a maximum amount of water running down the Colorado and to keep

upstream diversions to a minimum .

2. That is, if the Grand Canyon damsare built , then every potential diversion

for consumptive use will have to overcome a substantial economic handicap : the

deduction from its grown benefits of revenue lost because that water did not

flow instead through the generators at Glen , Marble, possibly Kanab, Bridge,

Hoover, Parker , and Davis.

3 . Therefore the likely prospect is that Upper Basin development would be

inhibited or blocked so as to favor the build -up of a still larger development fund ,

as well as to realize the higher value of the water for agricultural, municipal,

and industrial uses downstream , where a concentration of political power al

ready exists and more seems inevitably to be on the way . The " bananas on Pikes

Peak " refrain will be heard again , but more loudly than in 1955 .

We wonder if the people in the Upper Basin who are so strong for the Grand

Canyon dams have thought this point through . They must already be fully

mindful of the steadily increasing trouble experienced by areas of origin in re

capturing , or even getting, their water, whatever the paper guarantee. The

trees go on growing upstream , all right, but the votes grow faster downstream .

The 6 .4 billion question is this : Who would want the development fund to grow

as big as possible for whom to spend ?

The answer : California , southern style .

I have tried tbis out on several Colorado friends who are unprofessionally

concerned with water, and would like to know how it strikes you.

The letter to Mr. Sparks which Mr. Ingram wrote, and which I had thought

was especially good in bringing an important issue into focus, was mailed the

following day from Albuquerque and stated :

DEAR MR. SPARKB : Your letter of the 3rd raises serious questions about the

future of the bills introduced into the 90th Congress by various Colorado Basin

Representatives, including Mr. Aspinall.

Your essential point is that the damsare needed to help pay for augmenting the

Colorado Basin water supply. You talk of tremendous costs , and the Bureau of

Reclamation claims that, with both dams, a development fund will total one

billion dollars in 2025 , two billion in 2047 .

What methods of augmentation are foreseeable that would require such sums

ofmoney ?

1 ) Reallocation of water from low value, extensive irrigation uses would end

the water crisis in large measure, as studies at the University of Arizona show .

Such reallocation will not require large sums of money , only the courage to over

come the oft-repeated myth ofwater shortage.

2 ) Weather modification may increase water yield in certain sections of the

West, but again there is no indication this will require large sums ofmoney.

3 ) Large dual- purpose nuclear plants may help localities. Large capital

expenditures will be required, but the fact that such plants will themselves gen

erate large amounts of power for commercial sale indicates that the revenue

produced by the Grand Canyon dams may not be required . Moreover , the com

bination of off-peak power for pumping with on -peak power for commercial sale

from these dual-purpose plants will compete with the dams, and, according to the

work of Carlin , Hoehn, Moss & the Parsons Company, actually undersell the

dams' power. More study of this crucial matter is needed , but the dams seem

neither economic nor necessary given this third possible method of augmenting

the water supply .

4 ) Importation ofwater from another river basin is most frequently mentioned,

in part, of course, because it is the most traditionalmethod . There are three uses

for such imported water, and each has a different financial structure.

a ) Importation to relieve the Mexican treaty burden will not require a develop

ment fund, since the legislation proposed would charge this job to the taxpayer in

New York , Massachusetts, Florida, Oregon , etc.

b ) Importation for municipal d industrial needs, over & above what will be

satisfied by taking over water supplies used by agriculture, will not need the

dams' revenues because municipal & industrial users are charged enough to pay

for their share of the capital costs.

c ) Importation to irrigate crops is traditionally subsidized , and in this brief

summary, appears to be the only purpose which needs a development fund which
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might require the Grand Canyon dams. The question that faces you , then , is

what is the future of any Colorado Basin bill which includes authorization of

dams whose only purpose can be to finance bringing irrigation water from the

Columbia River, or someother convenient basin ?

I find it hard to avoid certain conclusions, and would like your comment :

1. The Grand Canyon dams will be a divisive element among water-users in

any attempt at the West-wide water planning that Mr. Aspinall spoke of at the

N . R . A . convention in Albuquerque.

2 . The conservation organizations will be further stimulated to oppose dams in

the Grand Canyon , since they seem unnecessary even in remote prospect.

3 . Augmentation can succeed in various ways, if many alternatives are studied

imaginatively & pursued diligently. Such study & pursuit will most likely occur

if the moratorium on Grand Canyon dams is extended by Congress , thus aroiding

temptation to take the old dam - & -ditch way, and if an independent National

Water Commission is created , thus allowing conclusions which will be in the

national interest, rather than a sectional interest.

And of course, by 1972, everybody might see the value of a Grand Canyon , left

as it is.

CONCLUSION

I hope, Mr. Chairman , that the club 's testimony will not only point out the

obvious, that timeexists and moves, but also that it changes man' s thoughts, often

for the better. The controversy thus far has been uncomfortable , but because of

the controversy , such genius asman has been brought to hear from many quarters

and a way out of the controversy has been revealed . The solution does not deny

the Southwest its water needs, does not commit the uncounted generations to

irreversible schemes growing out of inertia , and saves asmuch as we can save it

the world -renowned greatness of the Grand Canyon, the best of it, the heart of it .

its pulsing bloodstream .

This committee can sense and grasp a new opportunity , present a plan that the

House and Senate will pass , the President sign , and that the nation 's people will

celebrate. Then the Interior Committee can move swiftly on to other programs

that there is all too little time to consider soon enough . On all of these . I hope.

the conservation movement and the committee will be in occasional, stimulating

disagreement, but on none of them at cross purposes. If there are to be two sides

good luck to both , but especially to ours, because weneed it more !

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Nash , you may go ahead and give a summary

of your prepared statement.

STATEMENT OF HUGH NASH , EDITOR

Mr. Nash . Thank you , Mr. Chairman. The principal purpose of

my testmony is to get some expressions of opinion from the National

Park Service into the record . There are two things that I know of

that should be a part of the record of these hearings. One is a letter

from Theodor Swem , who is Assistant Director of the National Park

Service, to Congressman John Dingell. I would like to read several

sentences from it. If it sounds a bit jerky, it is because I am skipping.

The park resources of the area between the eastern boundary of Grand Can

yon National Park and Glen Canyon Dam include a magnificent portion of the

Grand Canyon of the Colorado River.

The value of the Grand Canyon in the vicinity of the proposed Marble Canyon

Dam and Reservior is greatest from the viewpoint of park resources in its pres .

ent and relatively unaltered condition .

Basic park resources and values are impaired rather than enhanced by the

introduction of man -made developments which cannot be considered to be ant

thing other than damaging intrusions on the natural scene.

There is more here, but I will go on to the other expression of Park

Service opinion , this one relative to Hualapai Dam and Reservoir site

This is from an appendix to the Pacific Southwest water plan. As I
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understand it, this received very little distribution . I don 't believe it

is well known even to students of the Grand Canyon dam projects,

and I am quite sure it is not in the record . I will again quote only a

few sentences :

The proposed Bridge Canyon Reservoir would change the character of a par

ticularly scenic length of wild river to something far less desirable from the

National Park standpoint * * * * The construction of a reservoir in this

reach of the Canyon would inevitably result in the loss of park values of

national significance * * * .

The Grand Canyon of the Colorado affords the finest study area available

for students of geology.

The most obvious change in recreational use of the canyon brought about by

the Bridge Canyon Project would be the limitation of the traditional and ex

hilarating experience of wild river boating, for which the Grand Canyon is

famous.

Undoubtedly , the running of the Grand Canyon would grow in popularity in

the years ahead as the quality of such an experience and its safety with proper

preparation , equipment, and guidance became more widely known * * * .

That concludes the quotations that I wanted the privilege of reading

aloud to the committee. If you will bear with me just 1 minute longer,

I would like to read aloud the last paragraph of my prepared

testimony :

A Grand Canyon used for commodity purposes and transitory gain

would soon be exhausted as a source of power and profit , and would

be permanently diminished as a scenic and recreational resource. An

undammed and unimpaired Grand Canyon , on the other hand , is an

imperishable and unique treasure. We submit that the highest and

best use of Grand Canyon is the use that has no temporal limit. We

submit that the Grand Canyon should be preserved in its natural state

for the enjoyment of all future generations, and that the national

park should be enlarged to include the whole of the Grand Canyon

within its boundaries.

Thank you,Mr. Chairman .

( The prepared statementofMr. Nash follows:)

STATEMENT BY Hugh MASH , EDITOR, SIERRA CLUB BULLETIN

My name is Hugh Nash . I am editor of the Sierra Club Bulletin .

Since there are bills before this committee to include the Marble Gorge area

within the boundaries of Grand Canyon National Park , I shall address myself

first to the scenic and recreational values of that portion of Grand Canyon

extending from Lee' s Ferry to the northeastern boundary of the present park .

I boated through Marble Gorge within the last six months, and cannot find words

to describe adequately the scenery or the experience. Perhaps it's just as well.

Rather than ask you to accept the appraisal of an enthusiast, I take this

opportunity instead to quote an official of a federal agency — the National Park

Service- which thus far has had little to say to this committee about a threatened

area now widely acknowledged to be of park caliber. The letter from which

I quote was written to Congressman John Dingell by Theodor Swem , Assistant

Director, National Park Service .

" The park resources of the area between the eastern boundary of Grand

Canyon National Park and Glen Canyon Dam include a magnificent portion of

the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River. The lower portion of the canyon in

much of this sector is cut into and through the cliff -making redwall limestone.

The steep canyon walls rising from the river are very colorful and spectacular.

" This segment of the river offers fine opportunities for float trips amidst

spectacular surroundings , possesses unusual value and should be altered as little

as possible. The canyon 's maximum park value here is achieved when its wild

and spectacular scenic grandeur is retained in as nearly a natural condition as

possible.
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“ For the river runner, the only feasible access to the river above Phantom

Ranch is Lee's Ferry. The construction of Marble Canyon Dam would block

the river and preclude continuation of that activity in the reservoir area . Par

ticipation in river running increased from some 60 persons in 1964 to more than

1,000 in 1966. River guides are planning considerable expansion in the number

of commercial river trips in 1967.

" The value of the Grand Canyon in the vicinity of the proposed Marble Canyon

Dam and Reservoir is greatest from the viewpoint of park resources in its present

and relatively unaltered condition . The reservoir would substitute an unnatural

appearing lake with higher water elevation as contrasted with the present tor

tuous river in its natural environment. Marble Canyon Dam would result

in still further modifications in the behavior of the river already changed by the

Glen Canyon Dam . Basic park resources and values are impaired rather than

enhanced by the introduction of man -made developments which cannot be con

sidered to be anything other than damaging intrusions on the natural scene."

For several years, the Sierra Club has urged that the entire Grand Canyon

from Lee's Ferry to Grand Wash Cliffs- - be given national park status or equiva

lent protection . It is gratifying to us that members of this committee have

introduced bills that would include Marble Gorge within the national park . We

hope that such legislation will be favorably reported and passed , but we hope

Congress will not stop there . The lower reaches of Grand Canyon, from the

national monument to Grand Wash Cliffs, is equally deserving of protection ,

Turning now to the Lower Granite Gorge of Grand Canyon , where Hualawi

damsite is located , I recently traversed this too by rowboat and am tempted to

describe the indescribable. But I seem to detect a disposition to dsconnt Sierra

Club superlatives, and no section of the Canyon can be described without superla

tives. Again , I quote from Park Service sources. The following excerpts are

taken from the National Park Service Appendix to the Pacific Sonthwest Water

Plan, September 1963.

" The proposed Bridge Canyon Reservoir would change the character of a

particularly scenic length of wild river to something far less desirable from

the National Park standpoint * * * . The construction of a reservoir in this

reach of the Canyon would inevitably result in the loss of park values of national

significance * * *

" The river, with its ever changing currents , pools, and rapids, would be blotted

out by the slack water of the reservoir * * * . The existing, natural streambank

ecology would be drastically changed throughout the extent of the reservoir .

The existing plant and animalhabitats would be drowned out, and colonization by

exotic species would be expected . In the uppermost regions of the reservoir.

silt deposition and debris accumulation would be inevitable * . . ."

Let me interject here that the living river, running through the canron it

created , is an education. Substituting a reservoir for the river would dirurer

cause from effect, and reduce an education to an enigma. Plant and animal

habitats that would be drowned would not, for the most part, be recreated at a

higher elevation . For much of its length , the reservoir would be contined within

sheer walls. And a slack reservoir cannot build new habitat- sandbars, beaches

and dunes- as a living river does. The borders of Hualapai reserroir rould

be extraordinarily sterile. I would add that silt deposition and debris accum

lation would not be confined to the uppermost regions of the reservoir . An

alluvial fan would build upstream from the head of the reservoir , penetratint

perhaps 15 miles or more further into Grand Canyon National Park . Moreover .

the entire reservoir area will become a single gigantic silt deposit within a fer

generations, if a dam is built. To continue with the Park Service report :

“ The change from river to reservoir would change the aquatic fauna. The

limited natural range of native fish * * * would be further changed and relaced

Non -native species would become established in the new environment . . .

" The Grand Canyon of the Colorado affords the finest study area available

for students of geology . The effects of the dam on geologic features in this

vicinity are discussed in detail by Dr. Edwin D .McKee , now of the United States

Geological Survey , in a report he submitted to the Director of the National Park

Service by memorandum dated October 21, 1942. The following is quotei fra

Dr. McKee's report :

" "The greatest losses, in so far as geologic features are concerned , from the

backing up of water behind the Bridge Canyon Dam will be in the area of yol

canic activity at and westward from Toroweap Valley. In this section several
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features illustrating the early stages of canyon cutting and of local vulcanism

will be concealed . Also covered will be remnants of lavas that flowed down the

river channel and sediments, in two places, formed in ancient lakes or reser

roirs behind natural lava dams * * *

Mr. Chairman, another geological feature whose loss would be deplored just

as greatly by many of us is the rock sculpture along the river. Multi-colored ,

intricately carved and polished to a high sheen by the river , the finest sculpture

is in the Hualapai reservoir area . Similar sculpture that once existed as higher

elevations has been weathered away ; all that remains is near river level, and the

finest examples would be submerged - first under water, then under silt. To

return to the Park Service report :

" The most obvious change in recreational use of the canyon brought about by

the Bridge Canyon Project would be the limitation of the traditional and ex

hilarating experience of wild river boating, for which the Grand Canyon is

famous. This unique form of recreation was beginning to show a marked in

crease prior to the closure of the Glen Canyon Dam . Since 1955, more than

1,300 persons enjoyed boat trips through Grand Canyon ; nearly 400 of these

made the trip last year."

I would remind the committee that figures on the number of people boating

through Grand Canyon are notoriously unreliable. One figure often cited by

those who depreciate the recreational importance of river running places at

300 the number of people who have ever, in all recorded time, passed through

the Canyon . This was true once, momentarily , but the figure continued to be

used after that many people had boated through the Canyon in a single year.

In his testimony earlier in these Hearings, Commissioner Dominy told the Com

mittee that about 2,000 people traversed the Canyon by boat in 1966 . This

would indicate that river running has quadrupled in the last four years. The

Park Service was justified in saying in 1963 that :

" Undoubtedly , the running of the Grand Canyon would grow in popularity in

the years ahead as the quality of such an experience and its safety with proper

preparation , equipment, and guidance becamemore widely known * * * . "

Reservoirs have a limited lifespan , and their usefulness for recreation or

power generation is relatively brief. If we look far enough into the future, the

total number of people served by the living river exceeds the number that could

use the reservoir during its brief lifespan . If we must think in terms of man

days of recreation , regardless of the quality of recreational experience, surely

we should consider the fact that a brief period of reservoir recreation would fore

close the possibility of river running for all the foreseeable future.

" If a high Bridge Canyon Dam is constructed at an elevation of 1876 feet above

sea level, the resulting reservoir would extend into Grand Canyon National Park

a distance of 13 miles to within one -tenth of a mile of the mouth of Kanab

Creek * * * This section of the inner canyon is characterized by extreme

narrowness and high , sheer walls of sedimentary rock . Near the mouth of

Havasu Creek , the inner gorge is at its narrowest along the entire length . The

views into the canyon are spectacular and awe-inspiring * * * ."

Mr. Chairman , I believe it is essential to consider not only temporary effects,

but ultimate and permanent effects . The ultimate effect of Hualapai reservoir

a century or more hence and thereafter - would be to drive a wedge of sediment

approximately 15 miles into the national park and 13 miles along the boundary

between park and monument. The extraordinarily beautifulmouth of Havasu

Creek would be buried , and the impressive junction of Kanab Creek with the

Colorado would be almost as seriously injured.

* The late Norman Neville , well-known organizer of the boat trips through

the Grand Canyon , stated of this section of the inner gorge :

“ 'In all of my notes, on four separate trips, I have noted again and again

that the section of river canyon from Kanab Creek to Havasu Canyon is out

standing and among themost beautiful of all the Grand Canyon .' ”

Even if we were to concede that the reservoir would in general enhance the

Canyon, and we certainly do not, the injury inflicted upon this particularly

choice section of the Canyon would be severe. Here the rushing river would

be slowed and stopped, dumping its silt. Floating debris would accumulate

at the head of the reservoir, with no current to carry it onward . Daily fluctua

tions in reservoir level would produce a lifeless zone of ugliness around the pe

rimeter. All this within the park and monument, which the Park Service is

charged to preserve in its natural state .
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Park Service reports from which I have quoted excerpts are highly pertinent,

I believe, to bills before this Committee to enlarge the present national park or

to build Marble Canyon dam or Hualapai dam . The Sierra Club considers it

regrettable that the Park Service has not assisted the Committee' s deliberations

more extensively andmore directly .

A power dam on a silt -laden river begins to commit slow suicide from the

moment it starts impounding water - and silt . Silt retention damsonly postpone

the day of reckoning. After a brief period of gradually diminishing usefulness ,

the dam and its silted -in reservoir become a permanent impairment of the land

scape. Even if it were absolutely necessary , to commit any portion of Grand

Canyon irrevocably to power production would be a great tragedy. To sacrifice

a portion of Grand Canyon when Secretary Udall and many others insist that

it is not necessary would be worse than tragic .

A Grand Canyon used for commodity purposes and transitory gain would soon

be exhausted as a source of power and profit, and would be permanently dimin

ished as a scenic and recreational resource. An undammed and unimpaired

Grand Canyon, on the other hand , is an imperishable and unique treasure. We

submit that the highest and best use of Grand Canyon is the use that has no

temporal limit . We submit that the Grand Canyon should be preserved in its

natural state for the enjoyment of all future generations, and that the national

park should be enlarged to include the whole of the Grand Canyon within its

boundaries. Thank you , Mr. Chairman .

Mr. BROWER. I would like next to have Mr. Soucie from New York

make his statement.

STATEMENT OF GARY A . SOUCIE , SIERRA CLUB, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. Sorcie . Mr. Chairman , my name is Gary Soucie and I am the

assistant to the executive director of the Sierra Club in New York

City. I am here today to present what in this committee at least is

a minority pointofview , thatofthe urban east .

( The prepared statement ofMr. Soucie follows: )

STATEMENT OF GARY A . SOUCIE , ASSISTANT TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SIER

CLUB, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. Chairman, my name is Gary A . Soucie and I am the Assistant to the

Executive Director of the Sierra Club in New York City. I am here today to

present wbat, in this committee at least, is a minority point of view : that of

the urban East.

In New York City I share offices with the Sierra Club 's Atlantie Charter.

and it is this chapter's territory that is my primary area of responsibility . This

territory includes the 19 eastern states from Maine to Alabama and the Distrier

of Columbia and nearly 10 percent of the Sierra Club' s 48.000-plus members

In this area live some 83.5 million people , about 43 percent of the nation ' s porais

tion . I might add, parenthetically , that these states have 188 seats in the House

of Representatives.

The Atlantic Chapter is the third largest and the fastest growing of the Sierra

Club's 20 chapters. It is no accident that our club - founded and headquartered

in California - - is growing fastest in the East.

In recent years there has been a sudden blossoming of conservation interest

in the East, particularly within and around our coastal megalopolis. The re

son is simple enough : in our day-to -day lives we are reaping the melancholy

harvest of a past in which the conservation ethnic played too minor a role . Our

air is anfit to breathe, our waters unfit to drink , and our elbow room limited

to the proximity of our neighbor's ribcage. Perhaps because we have so little

left, we are beginning to understand the value of each little open spot of T & D

amid the asphalt and steel. New Yorkers, for example , cherish their parks or

dearly that they have all but canonized the first parks commissioner in decades

who espoused the philosophies of Frederick Law Olmsted and Major Welch. In

New Jersey, the most densely populated state in the Union, over 900 etiap

recently turned out at a public hearing to ask that Great Swamp be preserved as

wilderness ; thousandsmore mailed in statements.
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Given this intense interest in the conservation of natural areas, it is not sur

prising , then , that the Sierra Club' s ads in the New York Times and Washington

Post have brought so many new members into the club . As people becameaware

of the existence of an organization that stood for what they believed , they

responded with application for membership .

Sow , the subject of those ads that has captured the largest attention and

brought the Sierra Club the most new members is the possibility that the Grand

Canyon might be dammed to finance a Southwestern water project. The typical

Eastern reaction to learning of this possibility is a mixture of disbelief, outrage ,

and anger. Disbelief that anyone could seriously entertain such a proposal, then

outrage over the preposterousness of the idea , and finally outright anger that

one or two, or even seven , states seem to think they have a special right to spoil

the greatest natural and scenic resource in the country , if not the world .

" After all, it' s our Grand Canyon , too !"

The more than 4000 Sierra Club members I represent are fighting the good

fight on several fronts here in the East. In New York we are locked in mortal

combat with Con Edison to keep a pumped storage plant out of the Hudson

Highlands. In Pennsylvania , our members are working to preserve Tinicum

Marsh . Here in the Washington area , the Hunting Creek dam project has kept

our Sierrans hopping. Down in Florida, it's the Everglades water problem .

But above all of these is the Big One : the threat to Grand Canyon. Almost to

a man , our Eastern members regard the preservation of the Grand Canyon , as

the most important issue, the one that tugs hardest on the heartstrings.

Why should a New Yorker, a Pennsylvanian, a Marylander, a Floridian be

so concerned with the fate of a river canyon in Arizona ? Because it is the Grand

Canyon . You don 't have to add " of the Colorado River" for a Maine Yankee

to know what' s being talked about. Heknows you don 't mean theGrand Canyon

of the Gunnison , or of the Tuolomne, or of any other river. In the minds of

Americans everywhere there is only one real Grand Canyon . And they don 't

want that one dammed , for water or for power or for anything else.

Most Easterners, I among them , have never seen the Grand Canyon neither from

the South Rim nor from the mouth of the Thunder River. But we know it and

value it in the same way we cherish so many other things we haven 't seen : the

Mona Lisa , the Matterhorn , the North Cascades, the redwoods of California , or

the Sistine Chapel.

While we Easterners appreciate the water problems of Arizona and California

and the rest of the arid Southwest, we don 't think things have come to the point

where the Grand Canyon must be sacrificed . Especially when the impounded

water would be used , not to slake the thirst of Arizona 's teeming thousands, but

to satisfy an outmoded formula for financing reclamation projects. And if there

is one thing we megalopolitans understand, it' s water shortage. Our recent

water rationing campaign is still pretty fresh in our minds. And if ever we

New Yorkers start talking about diverting Niagara Falls to irrigate the streets

of Manhattan, I hope the Westerners on this committee will rise up in arms.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman ,

Mr. BROWER. Next, we would like to have our Southwest representa

tive, Mr. Ingram ,makehis summary.

STATEMENT OF JEFFREY INGRAM , SOUTHWEST REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. INGRAM . I would like to talk about the National Water Com

mission . I have some hesitation , mindful of what one Congressman

told me: that if the Sierra Club wants to get a negative reaction on a

proposal, the best thing to do is to come out for it . But I am sure that

the National Water Commission will not be penalized because we are

taking a positive and forward -looking approach on this matter.

It is often said to people who are engaged in trying to save theGrand

Canyon that time is on your side, that the longer you can keep on

fighting, the more possible, the more certain it is that the Grand

Canyon will never be dammed. This is true perhaps. I don 't see any

76 - 95567 - 29
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great reason for optimism , but is perhaps true on this single issue of

theGrand Canyon .

But the Grand Canyon is embedded in a larger issue, an issue which

I think overrides all others that face us today, and that issue, of course,

is population . It is almost a cliche that the population is too big , it is

growing too fast . And yet cliche as it is , there is a very strange am

biguity in our attitude toward population and I would like to quote

from remarks that Senator Kuchel made a few days ago in a speech .

He was talking about this water project, such bills as the one he intro

duced and H . R . 3300 , and he said , “ We will have 50 million Cali

fornians by the end of the century. He described life in California

in the year 2000 as wall- to -wall people , jammed into a vast coastal

metropolis and then he goes on to say that “Water must be provided

far in excess of its presently projected availability.” He concludes

that ifwe don 't prepare for this eventuality, this wall-to -wall people

I take it back ; for him it is not an eventuality, it is a certainty - then

this well lead to an economic and social cataclysm . I submit that a

person who can stand up and say what is going to happen and describe

it as wall-to -wall people ought to stop and think and ask himself the

question , Is this really going to happen ?

I don 't think anybody wants wall-to -wall people. I don 't think it

was even comfortable in this committee room last Tuesday , when we

had the Secretary here. That is only for a day. Think what it would

be like if we had to stand it for years and years and years.

The point here, then , is to question Senator Kuchel's statement that

we will have 50 million people in California in the year 2000. I would

submit first of all that grammatically the Senator is wrong. The verb

is not " will,” the verb is "may be.” There may be 50 million people in

California in 2000 . There may not be. As a matter of fact, there

might be a 100 million , might be 8 ,200 million , and if wall-to -wall

people gives you the fits , think what it would be like to take the whole

population of the United States today and stuff it into California .

Thismightcause some people to worry.

But there is more than a grammatical error in what the Senator

has said . There is an error in attitude and this error in attitude can

lead to disastrous errors in policy .

Population , as the Senator has treated it here, and as it is too often

treated , the numbers that he uses , are treated as facts- as fixed , as

things you can 't change , that you have to accept.

Well, that is not true. The figures that I used are projections. They

are usually based on various kinds of assumptions, usually present

trends extrapolated , and then they give some margin of error.

But there are two points to make about this, I think. The first is

that the projection is just accepted . You just say weare going to move

along the way things have been going and never ask the question , " Is

it desirable , do wewant thismany people ?"

And the second thing we don't realize is that population is not fiixed.

It is not one ofthose things which determine everything else.

The number of people we have is perhaps one of themost dependent

factors we have today . For verification look at World War II and

what happened to the rate of population growth there, and look at the

depression and whathappened there.

submit Will," the verb There maybe 8,200
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These events have occurred all along . People are very sensitive,

when they decide whether they are going to have children , to all kinds

of other factors. Consequently I would like to suggest here that we

stop thinking that we will necessarily have this many people , and ask

the question — it is a difficult question to ask , it seems perhaps hereti

cal— but let's ask how many people are desired in a given area ? I

am not saying that there are 180 million people now and we ought to

cut it down. But let's remember that when Senator Kuchel says

there will be 50 million people in California , most of those people

haven 't even been contemplated , much less born .

We are not depriving anybody who is born now of anything. So

we can start thinking in terms of the years ahead as to whether or

not a particular projection is one that we want. And then we can

choose between the ideal of endless increase , where we always project

a steady increase (because this is what we have had and we never

bothered to think of anything else ) , or a realistic point of view that

you can 't increase forever. The world can 't stand it . Not only that,

but normal human beings won 't stand it. I think everybody will

eventually come to the point where they don 't want it. So let's plan .

Let 's think of a realistic point of view . Let's talk about a stable

population . Let 's talk about a realism which includes planning, which

includes preparedness that the Senator is talking about, but which

also includes a little bit of self-discipline, a little bit of acceptance

of the limits that exist in the natural world — and the limits our own

tolerance, of our own abilities to get along in the social situation .

Let's decide not just to accept the figures that the population statis

ticians come up with and their little bit of margin of error ; let's ask

the question, " What is desirable ? " I would suggest some language

for section 3 ( a ) of S . 20, for instance , which could embody this

which would direct the National Water Commission to provide pro

jections which would allow a real choice to be made.

Now , I am not saying that the NationalWater Commission should

go ahead and try and decide what is desirable for the country. This

is a job for Congress, and ultimately, of course , it is the duty of

people . But I think the NationalWater Commission can take a look

at two things, two differentkinds of projections, and provide informa

tion for this committee and for all of us, and perhaps then we can

make a little more rational decision .

The wording I would suggest is in section 3 (a ) :

The Commission shall, ( 1 ) as its first duty , prepare projections of water

needs based on , first, an expanding population , using present trends for the

projections, and second, a stable population , where stability would be achieved

by 1990 ; and shall review present and anticipated water resource problems for

each of these two projections identifying alternative ways in which the methods

of applying water and the amount of water supplied would lead to the realiza

tion of these projections.

And then continue as given .

Then a little further on in section 3 ( a ) ( 2 ) I would like to suggest

the following wording :

The Commission shall consider economic and social consequences of develop

ing water resources at various rates, including, for example, the impact of water

resource developments on national and regional population growth , considering

such factors as birth rate and migration .

Now , I would submit that this is the realistic course, that this is

nothing radicalhere. Wedo this in our economic policy all the time.
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I don 't think anybody today accepts that we have to endure as natura

the depressions and inflationary cycles that we had over the hundren

years of our industrial expansion . I don't say that these are all ironei

out, either, that we all like the methods by which we hope to achieve

stability , but the point is we have adopted a policy. We say that is

is desirable to try and have an economy that is at one and the same

timestable and yet prosperous, which provides the things that we want

without going way up and then falling way down. I think we can do

the same thing for population and I think that the National Water

Commission is one body that can start providing us with some of the

information so that we can make a decision . It is not the only one

Water is not the only factor which would enter into any kind of a de

cision about population . But for the West it is probably one of the

most important and I suspect one of the most sensitive. Water plan

ning is too prevalent in everybody'smind in the West for a decision ,

whether or not you build an aqueduct or whether or not you import

water, not to have an effect upon how many people boom or boost their

region and whether or not they remain a little quiet about it. So

water, I would suggest for the West — as well as other areas, but for

the West partcularly - is a constraintand it is a limit. Just to speak

my own personal opinion here now , I am saying that the National

Water Commission may not show this, but I think that we can show

that water will turn out to be a limit which can help us, by planning,

to avoid this business of wall-to -wall people (who will exist, I am

sure,at that time, in earth-to-heaven pollution ) . '

The West may need help in this kind of planning. Water is too

emotional an issue for westerners to think that perhaps they can just

change the way they think about it all at once. I think perhaps one

of the indications of this is a quote from a speech that Congressman

Aspinallmade last November. He said :

How can an independent evaluation free of state, regional or local interests

resolve complicated water issues involving water rights, interstate compacts,

long-standing agreements, et cetera ?

That is not the issue, however, for the National Water Commission .

The National Water Commission is set up actually to deal with the

complete reverse of that question , which would be, How can State ,

regional, and local interests make an independent evaluation of the

multifaceted water problem , bringing to bear on problems in many

places the elements which are common to those places and to those

problems?

The National Water Commission 's mission is to provide a forum

to discuss and to generate new ways of looking at the water problem .

When the National Water Commission makes a recommendation,

this recommendation does not then become law . Nobody here thinks

this. Instead it will be mediated and filtered through all these reg .

ional and local interests, through this committee. And they will be

in turn affected by what the National Water Commission has said.

I think that is the way things work. Nobody gets everything they

want. But I think the effect of the Commission in allowing a new

framework to be tested against the old , the water rights , and the

other things which are long established , willhave a beneficial influence

on them , particularly if we have before us the choice that if we vo

along with the present framework we get an expanding population.
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while if we go along with the Commission's framework wemay pos

sibly be able to achieve a stable population .

And just to dwell on that point a minute, if I may, the kind of

water planning we have now is a subtle encouragement of population

growth . Thinking of what Senator Kuchel said in his statement, we

will have 50 million people ” — we must provide water for them , so

water is provided . So, of course, you get 50 million people .

It is sort of subtle , but people don 't have to worry about having any

provision made for them , so they don 't worry about them . They just

have the children , and then they have got the 50 million people living

wall to wall and choking in the exhaust of each other's cars.

Well, probably one of the best ways to specifically illustrate what

the Commission might be able to do is to consider the Marble Canyon

project. Because there was a delay last year in authorization of the

legislation , Marble Canyon Dam was rethought. In rethinking it,

new imaginative ideas were tried and they came up with a solution

which would not have been tried , which would not have been thought

of, if Marble had been authorized . I would suggest that the same is

true for Hualapai Dam . The National Water Commission will be

sorely handicapped if Hualapai is authorized because National Water

Commission is set up to find new solutions to the water problem and

theHualapai Dam is a solution to a waterproblem .

I would suggest, then , that if Hualapai is constructed , there is a

contradiction - -the National Water Commission recommendations are

going to be irrelevant. If the NationalWater Commission is author

ized to study Hualapai Dam , there is chance here that we can put it,

if it turns out to be necessary - -and certainly we hope it does not - in

the proper perspective in the water plan .

Well, I have gone on far too long. Imade the pointabout population

I wanted to make. I think the NationalWater Commission can make

a contribution here, and I suggest the wording contained in my state

menton page 3 to the Committee.

( The prepared statementofMr. Ingram follows:)

STATEMENT BY JEFFREY INGRAM , SOUTHWESTERN REPRESENTATIVE , SIERRA CLUB,

ALBUQUERQUE, N . MEX.

" Time is on your side" is a remark often made to conservationists working to

have the Grand Canyon National Park extended to include all of the Canyon .

Perhaps on this single issue, where the main change over time is that more and

more people learn about the threat dams pose to the Canyon, this remark is true .

Time may be on our side in trying to save the Grand Canyon ; it seems so at the

moment, though optimism is hardly called for.

However, the Grand Canyon issue and I include both preventing the authori

zation of the unnecessary, uneconomic, and destructive hydroelectric dams and

preserving the whole Canyon - is embedded in a larger issue, one in which time

is on no one's side, and in fact, is working against everything we all believe in .

This larger issue overhangs, like an almost-unbalanced avalanche, all conserva

tion issues, and indeed , all social issues. I refer, of course, to the problem of

population . Our population is too big now ; it is growing too fast ; it may soon

reach the point where it will become, to use a phrase that Senator Kuchel used

in a different sense , an " economic and social cataclysm " . (Speech before U . S .

Senate , March 1 , 1967. )

Senator Kuchel was referring to the possible result of not planning for an

exploding population . He said , " We will have . . . 50 million (Californians)

by the end of the century." ( Emphasis added . ) The Senator describes life in

California in the year 2000 as " wall-to -wall people jammed into a vast coastal

metropolis " . The Senator then says that " water must be provided far in excess

of its presently projected availability" , and concludes that non -preparedness

would lead , in the phrase I used above, to a cataclysm .
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We can all agree with Senator Kuchel that non -preparedness would be disa

trous, but I would submit that the real question is " preparedness for what

Senator Kuchel would answer, for the 50 million thatwill be in California in th

year 2000 . I would start my answer by noting that the verb " will " is incorre

The statement should read : There may be 50 million people in California 15

2000 . There do not have to be that many people there then ; after all, bost a

those 50 million haven 't even been contemplated ,much less born .

There is , however, more than a grammatical error here. There is an error I

attitude, which may lead to disastrous errors in policy . The figure the Senatit

used is a projection , not a fact , not a certainty . That projection was obtain

by calculations based on certain assumptions, which if stated by a population

statistician , would sound dry and impressive. However, the assumptions fry

such presently accepted population projections as Senator Kuchel used can te

reduced to one fundamental assumption , an assumption epitomized in a story

told by Joseph Wood Krutch the other day in Phoenix : On a television program

a man was asked how many children he had . When he answered eight, the

audience applauded . All population projections today are calculated on this

fundamental assumption ; that people will continue to applaud large familia

and, by implication, an ever larger population . What would be the result if this

attitude changes, and people come to share Mr. Krutch 's feeling about the un

with eight children ? The audience should have hissed and booed .

Senator Kuchel and the applauding audience share an ingrained feeling , a Terz

romantic feeling : They like children ; there is something pleasant and rewarding

about large families. Yet this romantic notion is too idealistic for today :

world . Although we are rich enough in many things that perhaps we can fow

ourselves for a while longer, believing in the possibility of this romantic , idealis

tic world where large families are cheered and the prospect of large populations

is accepted . But if we accept 50 million in California , wall-to -wall people won 't

we soon accept 100 million there , or 200 million there ? Can we imagine thr

whole population of the U . S . stuffed into California ? Can we accept the idea

and still be considered sane ,much less realistic ? I don 't think so ; realism about

the future has to be defined , not just to include the idea of preparedness for the

future, but also the ideas implied by maturity : discipline, restraint, realization

of limitations. This is where the National Water Commission comes in .

The duties of the Commission include "making such projections of water

requirements as may be necessary " . This is not enough , for the problem we face

in maintaining preparedness is not to discover what is necessary, but to decide

what is desirable. If our national policy is that a great population increase is

desirable then one set of resource requirements will be drawn up. If we con

clude that a stable population is desirable, we will end up with an entirely dir

ferent plan of action . Now it is not the Commission ' s job to decide what is

desirable . That is the task of Congress, and ultimately of the people of this

country . However, as it stands, the NWC legislation does not embody as the

bill now stands, any idea of what is desirable, unless by default ; the Commission

is to use projections based on past trends and the old romantic idea that the

more people the better. This is not enough, and I would urge the following

language for the first part of Section 3 ( a ) of S . 20 :

SEC. 3 . ( a ) The Commission shall ( 1 ) as its first duty, prepare projections of

water needs based on

( i ) an expanding population , using present trends for the projections ;

(ii) a stable population , where stability would be achieved by 19980

and shall review present and anticipated water resource problems for each

of these two projections ; identifying alternative ways in which the methods

of supplying water and the amount of water supplied wonld lead to the

realization of these projections- giving consideration . . . (then continge

as given )

and further, in Section 3 ( a ) ( 2 ) , I would suggest the wording :

( 2 ) consider economic and social consequences of developing water te

sources at various rates, including, for example, the impact of water re

source developments on national and regional population growth - consider

ing such factors as birth rate and migration ( then continue as given ) .

I submit that this is the realistic course : to state clearly the basic assumptions

used in making projections, and to show how the projections are likely to be

achieved . I have assumed that there are two possibilities open to us todas.

One is that of an expanding population , the assumption shared by Senator

Kuchel, and the other possibility is that of stabilizing the population .
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Is the suggestion that the Commission study alternatives, in order that we

nay decide what is desirable, so radical ? Wealready do this for economic policy .

Vot for a long time have we thought that the " natural forces" of the economy

bould be allowed to take us through cycles of inflation and depression . We

may not all like the methods used to achieve a stable, progressive economy ;

we may be fooled by our present long-term prosperity into thinking that we

are controlling the swings better than we really do . Nevertheless, most of us

accept the idea that an economy without wild swings is better than one in which

we alternate between having our head in the clouds and taking economic prat

falls.

We can make such a decision for population, if we will. We are now in a

period of population inflation ; in some areas of the world , this is a galloping

population inflation . We do not now think of it as a possibility , but how many

of us would be cheered by the thought of a population depression , with the

number of people contracting to the point where social organization is reduced

to the bare minimum of providing for survival ? Population contraction has

occurred in the world 's history . It can again , and will, brutally , if we do

not think how we can limit ourselves now , how we can curb our population infla

tion. Do we really believe that 200 million people will ever live in California ?

Surely before this oecurs, there will be a severe reaction . But this reaction

will be unplanned , and, like the depression of the 1930 ' s following the unsound

boom of the 1920 's , would be catastrophic. We can , we should , avoid even the

prospect of this , we should start consciously on the road toward a stable popu

lation . I state this as a goal, for I believe that if the wording I suggest for

Section 3 ( a ) is adopted , the result of the study will be to show that a stable

population can be achieved , and then that the people and Congress will decide

that it should be achieved .

The role of water and water planning in the problem of achieving a stable

population is not hard to see. Water is a limit , a constraint, on expansion . We

all recognize that, though we do not like it . Up until recently , we have been

like a child in a candy store with an indulgent father. The youngster has

sampled this and devoured that, never curbed as he ate to his heart's content ,

going back again and again whenever his sweet tooth ached a little. Yet there

is a limit to father's money, if not to his willingness to spend it on gluttony.

At some point he will have to say " stop " . Like that kid , we have been sampling

and devouring our air, our land, our water. There is no single Poppa to say

" stop " to us ; we have only the evidence of what expansion has done to pollute

the water and air , for instance. That evidence should be enough , but even if

we choose to ignore that evidence or explain it away, ought we not ask :

Just how much candy should one greedy little kid get free ? Perhaps the child

would not stop by himself ; wemust, if we are to avoid having wall-to-wall people

existing in earth -to -heaven pollution .

We must limit ourselves. And for the West, the easiest variable to control

is water. Water has too long been a commodity subject to endless development, a

completely replenishable resource. Now water supply must be accepted as a con

straint, forcing us to plan. Wemust all - individuals, cities, states, basins- pass

self -limitation acts on water ; and wemust all live up to them .

Possibly the West will not limit itself withouthelp . For example, consider the

wordsof one of the West' s most knowledgable water experts :

How can an independent evaluation free of state , regional, or local interests

resolve complicated water issues involving water rights, interstate compacts,

long-standing agreements, etc. ? (Hon . Wayne N . Aspinall before the Na

tional Reclamation Association , Albuquerque, N . M ., 11 /66 )

It cannot. But the National Water Commission would be set up to dealwith the

reverse of this question : How can state , regional, and local interests make an in

dependent evaluation of the multi-faceted water problem , bringing to bear on

problems in many places the elements common to them ?

The National Water Commission' s mission is to provide a forum to discuss

and generate new frameworks in which water issues can be put. Whatever broad

recommendations the Commission comes up with will be implemented through the

present organs of government. In this way , the Commission 's recommendations

will be filtered through local interests, and will in turn affect them .

One of the best examples of the values of such a Commission has been shown

right on this Colorado Basin problem . The delay in the legislation last year led

the Administration to rethink the elements of the problem , and because it was

using its expertise not to justify the old method , but to find a new solution , new

solutions were suggested . Not having to defend local interests or respond to

bureaucratic imperatives, the National Water Commission would be able to pro
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pose new solutions for consideration . Certainly there will be varying degrees of

acceptance of these solutions, but most important is that a place be made avail

able for encouraging imaginative departures such as the Administration 's prepas.

ment proposal.

There is another lesson here. If Marble Dam had been authorized last year,

there would have been no new thinking, no atempts to experiment, no searches for

new directions. Similarly , if Hualapai is authorized , the National Water Com

mission ' s value will be severely curtailed for the West, for Hualapai Dam and

the Commission represent contradictory ways of solving the water problems of

the future .

The National Water Commission is to take a broad fresh look at the nation's

water resources and come up with recommendations which are not biased by

prior commitment or predetermined plan . Hualapai Dam would be built to pro

vide a development fund for future water projects. The existence of such a dam .

based development fund is itself a " prior commitment and predetermined plan ,"

and would make unbiased conclusionsby the National Water Commission impossi

ble or irrelevant.

Authorization of Hualapai Dam would be a commitment to one particularmeth

od of solving the future water problemsof the West. This statementmight need

to be qualified if Hualapai Dam were an integral part of the operation and fi

nancing of the Central Arizona Project in the sense that the CAP could not

succeed without that dam . The project can succeed , however , without the dam ;

no proponent of the Colorado River legislation now seriously contends that the

Hualapai Dam is necessary in this sense . The dam would provide a convenient

way to finance water development because it is the traditionalway ; but there are

other ways. Moreover, it is the very fact that it is the traditional way that

makes authorization of Hualapai Dam so dangerous.

What the proponents of Hualapai Dam lay their stress on is the need to accu

mulate funds to help solve the long -range water problems of the Southwest.

They would extend the traditional method of funding reclamation projects far

into the future to pay for supplying water for various uses and from various

sources. Moreover, the dam would be authorized before anyone has even studied

the possible water projects. For the first time, a " cash register" would be pro

vided before there is anything to buy.

Of the various sources being considered for augmented water supply in the

Southwest only large interbasin transfers, to more water from one basin to an

other for agricultural purposes, need the money assumed to come from Hualapai

Dam .

Paradoxically , the dam 's contribution will be nowhere near large enough to

* Alan Carlin and William Hoehn, RAND paper presented in House hearings. 89th
Congress.

William E . Martin and Leonard G . Bower, " Patterns of Water Use in the Arizona

Economy, " Arizona Review , Univ . Arizona , December 1966 .

Jelrey Ingram , testimony in House hearings, 89th Congress

bill.

- What methods of augmentation are foreseeable that would require such some of

money ?

( u Reallocation of water from low value, extensive Irrigation uses would end the water

crisis in large measure, as studies at the University of Arizona show . Such reallocation

will not require large sums of money, only the courage to overcome the oft-repeated myth

of water shortage.

( 2 ) Weather modification may Increase water yield in certain sections of the West, but

again there is no indication this will require large sumsofmoney.

( 3 ) Large dual-purpose nuclear plants may help localities. Large capital expenditures

will be required , but the fact that such plants will themseves generate large amounts of

power for commercial sale indicates that the revenue produced by the Grand Canyon dams

may not be required . Moreover, the combination of on - peak power for pumping with

on -peak power for commercial sale from these dual-purpose plants will compete with the

dams, and according to the work of Carlin , Hoehn, Moss, and the Parsons Co.. actually

undersell the dams' power . More study of this crucial matter is needed, but the dams

seem neither economic nor necessary for this third possible method of an ginentin the

water supply

(4 ) Importation of water from another river basin is most frequently mentioned. In

part, of course, because it is the most traditional method. There are three uses for such

Imported water , and each has a different financial structure .

( a ) Importation to relieve the Mexican trenty byrden will not require a development

fund , since the legislation proposed would charge this job to the taxpayer in New York,

Massachusetts, Florida . Oregon , etc.

( b ) Importation for municipal and industrial needs, over and above what will be

fied by taking over water supplies used by agriculture, will not need the dams' revenues

because municipal and Industrial users are charged enough to pay for their share of the

capital costs .

( c ) Importation to Irrigate crops is traditionally subsidized , and in this brief summary.

appears to be the only purpose which needs a development fund which might require the

Grand Canyon dams.
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cover the cost of such interbasin transfers and other subsidies will be needed ."

In spite of the inadequacy of the Hualapai Dam 's revenues, in the final analysis

they can serve only one purpose : financing the import of water for irrigation .

A further point, subtle but important, is that the authorization of Hualapai

Dam would be a victory for those who believe with Commissioner Dominy

that “ The high Hualapai Dam project is much more economically feasible and

fits into the operating procedure and revenue requirements much better than

any thermogeneration proposal," " Without arguing the merits of the state

ment, we can conclude that what Mr. Dominy is voicing is a self-fulfilling

prophecy ; i. e ., the dam , if built , will be better because the alternative was never

tried , except on paper, and concrete is better than paper, and old thinking better

than new ,

The President and the Senate have approved the National Water Commis

sion to " study alternative solutions to water problemswithout prior commitment

to any interest group, region , or agency of government” , a Commission free to

survey the field , to search out the best way to supply water needs. But if the

ditch -and-dam method , as Senator Anderson calls it, is accepted as the best way,

it will dominate all others. Commissioner Dominy goes a step further when he

says : " Weather modification in the high reaches of the Rockies gives extra

ordinary promise of additional precipitation which will even further justify

the proposed hydropower development on the Colorado " . Thus, one of the alter

natives a National Water Commission might consider is already being used to

" justify " the traditional ditch -and-dam method . This " justification " will be

turned into a necessity by the dam 's proponents if the dam is built ; they will

say they must have all possible water flowing downstream to generate revenue.

Authorization of the CAP could appropriately close out a period , the recla

mation-for-agriculture period , the ditch -and-dam period .

Authorization of Hualapai Dam , however , will project that period too far into

the future , a future in which the water needs are most likely to be the needs

of cities and industries. Authorization of Huala pai will make it exceedingly

difficult to consider city -oriented solutions to water problems. Some dams

and ditches may still be needed , but for a city they will probably be a small

part of an overall water -supply complex . We cannot predict this, nor can the

Bureau of Reclamation . The National Water Commission should be allowed

to make its best predictions. Unbiased analysis of what this water -supply

complex should consist of will be precluded in the face of the actual presence

of a Huala pai Dam .

The National Water Commission is aimed at the future ; it is the President's

and now the Senate 's response, with which we concur, to the need of being

responsible to the future . We can do that only with a clean slate . If Huala pai

Dam is written in large letters at the top , then the type of solution it repre

sents will most likely fill the rest of the slate in the decades ahead .

In short, the Hualapai Dam , with a purpose of trying to make money the

old way to pay for future water projects, and the National Water Commission ,

with the purpose of searching out the best new way to solve future water prob

lems without commitment to present methods, are contradictory .

If Hualapai Dam is authorized , the Commission 's recommendations will either

be determined for it or ineffectual against the argument, “We have a dam ; it

works ; our old method works ; it is the best way ; try no other."

Consequently , if the Hualapai Dam is authorized , the National Water Com

mission will be a waste of time.

On the other hand, if Hualapai Dam is not authorized , then the National

Water Commission can consider all methods, without prejudice, without being

faced by a fait accompli. The Commission will be able to weigh all data , to

choose freely between alternative methods, and to fit those methods into ra

tional plans which , by bringing out the best in present thinking, can most effec

tively provide for the future's needs,

It may be asked by the proponents of Hualapai Dam : What will be the result

if the Commission and Congress do finally conclude that Huala pai is a good

Iden ? Won 't five years of revenue have been lost ? A rough calculation shows

that there will be at most a 212 -year deferral of Hualapai revenues, if Congress

• Morris K . Udall cted in House hearings, 89th Congress, a capital investment rule of

thomb of $ 1 billion / 1 million acre-feet of Import capacity . Bureau of Reclamation testi

MODY. loc. cit. , shows only $ 2 billion earned by both Grand Canyon dams by 2047 .

. Grand Junction (Colorado ) Daily Sentinel. Jan . 22. 1967.

* S . Rept. 1212 on NationalWater Commission , p . 2 , 1966 .
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should authorize the dam . ( The time is so short because the Hoover Dam

revenues after payout are available earlier in Hualapai's pay -out period . ) So

even under the worst assumption — that Hualapai is authorized after the National

Water Commission study — the effect is small .

The question is often asked : How would the NationalWater Commission study

Hualapai? Hopefully , the study would be in the broadest context. Of course

all water developments need to be considered broadly ; that would be the Comh

mission ' s job . To further this broad study , I would suggest inserting the words

" natural and " after the word " on " , line 11, p . 3 , of S . 20 , and the phrase "and

the effect of alternative water resource developments on the land and the environ

ment; " after the word " people " , line 12 , p . 3 .

Sec. 3 ( a ) ( 2 ) would then read, including the changes I suggested above :

( 2 ) consider economic and social consequences of developing water re

sources at various rates , including , for example, the impact of water resogne

developments on national and regional population growth - considering such

factors as birth rate and migration - on regional economic growth , on institu

tional arrangements, and on natural and esthetic values affecting the quality

of life of the American people, and the effect of alternative water resource

developments on the land and the environment ; and . . . ( continue as given

The aim of such language is to encourage the appointment to the Commission

of an outstanding figure , full of experience and wisdom , who would be chiefly

concerned with the natural sciences, with the land and its life, with the effect

man has on that land.

We must have such people, along with engineers and lawyers and others, to

help balance one method against another. This balance is incredibly difficult

to achieve, as the Interior Committee is well aware, since that is what it is doing

all the time. The difficulty is illustrated by an aspect of the issue at hand :

Suppose the dams are dropped from this legislation in favor of coal plants

Then we get air pollution . But if we give up coal plants for dams to sare the

air, we lose water through evaporation , (which is one of the dam 's hidden fuel

costs- -sedimentation is another ) . Yet if we save water by building coal plants

instead of a dam , we use up the coal. But if we then argue that we must sare

coal, a non-replenishable resource, and therefore build dams, we lose the river

and canyon bottom , which puts us back where we were .

Going round and round in this way is inevitable . The earth , as far as oor

resource uses are concerned , is a closed physical system . A gain here is a los

there. These gains and losses need to be broadly considered by the Commission

The National Water Commission can be a tremendous force for realism in this

country, and not just on the water problem , where the Commission can consider

all ideas and try to identify their relative value for each region of the nation .

The Commission can do more, for it can think of water as a natural limit , and can

ask : What will be necessary if the people of an area are to prosper in a land

that is still livable ? What are the benefits and costs to the nation of providing

water for an endlessly expanding population ? Of providing water for a popula

tion that has stabilized itself ?

So I close by urging again that the National Water Commission be instructed

to consider the question of population and to provide the information necessary

for us to decide which is more desirable : a stable population or an ever-increasing

one. With this information , we may then choose : Do we want wall-to -wall

people with the attendant destruction of the land thatwe cherish , the unusability

of the air and water, and the disappearance of a way of living that any of us

would consider worthwhile ? Or do we want the alternative : a stable population

a prospering economy, a civilization of quality, a land of natural beauty and

continued inspiration ?

DECEMBER 12 . 1978

CAN WE END THE GRAND CANYON CONTROVERSY HAPPILY ?

The Grand Canyon controversy is at a crucial point. It can be ended bow :

and what is decided this month will determine whether the conflict will be

amicably resolved or whether a bitter struggle will be renewed. The responsi.

bility is shared by all of us on every side of this complex subject. Wishing to

go on to other, more constructive work , we offer this memorandum , which we

believe provides a basis for negotiation on , and solution of, the problem .

In brief, the repayment analysis of the Lower Colorado River Basin Project,

which appears on the next page , shows that more water could flow to Phoenix

and Tuscon sooner , with less cost to the water user, the power user, and the

general taxpayer, than any other plan advanced .

JEFFREY INGRAM .
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Lorer Colorado River Basin Project repayment analysis without construction

ofGrand Canyon Dams- 2500 C . F . S . Aqueduct

Hoover Dam fund Municipal and industrial Irrigation

Aid to

Lower

Colorado

River

Basin

project

Lower

Colorado

River

Basin

project

Net

operating

revenue

Interest

on unpaid

balance at

3 . 225

percent

Unpaid

balance

Net

operating Unpaid

balance

$ 1 , 560

593

$ 1, 176

4 , 718

4 , 969

6, 863
6 , 965

$ 32

3 , 333

3 , 541

3 , 723

5 , 615

6 , 001

6 , 342

6 , 675

7 , 031

7 , 362

7, 694

8, 025

8, 356

7 , 007

7 , 040

7 . 062

7 , 075

8 , 688

1973

1974 .

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982 .

1983 .

1984 .

1985

1986

1987

1958

1989

1990

1991

1982

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005 .

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

$36, 477

146 , 306

154, 063

212, 820

215, 960

217, 280

218, 286

218, 984

219, 371

219, 415

219, 129

218 ,502

217, 524

216 , 183

214, 467

212, 355

209, 844

206 , 920

203, 571

193 , 409

182, 605

171, 149

159, 010

146 , 163

132 , 612

118 , 310

103 , 274

87 , 402

70 , 734

53, 549

35 , 858

17, 627

7,076

7 , 067

7 , 017

7 . 015

972

6 , 917

6 , 848

6 , 768

6 ,673

6 , 565

6 , 237

889

5 , 520

5 , 128

4 , 714

4 , 277

3 , 816

3 . 330

2 , 819

2 , 281

1 , 727

1 . 156

$ 6 , 368

6 . 347

6 , 326

6 , 305

6 , 284

6 , 263

6 , 242

6 , 221

6 , 200

6 , 179

6 , 158

6 , 137

6 , 116

4 , 951

2 , 363

2 . 380

2 . 089

2 , 052

2 , 051

2 , 018

1, 991

1 , 920

1 , 967

1 , 949

1, 936

1 , 921

1 , 912

1 , 891

1 , 888

1, 857

1 . 840

1 , 821

1 , 805

1 , 727

1, 677

1 . 599

1 , 485

1 , 379

1, 285

1 , 172

1, 128

1, 112

1 , 063

1, 033

990

940

923

870

845

805

9, 029

9 ,359

9, 692

10 , 022

10 , 359

10 ,694

11, 019

11, 354

11.691

12,002

12, 337

12 , 661

12 , 972

13 , 308

13, 308

13 , 281

13, 271

13, 245

13, 245

13 . 243

13 , 207

13, 207

13, 181

13, 181

13, 171

13 , 143

13, 143

13 , 118

13 , 106

13 , 080

13 , 080

13, 055

13 , 053

13 ,017

13 , 017

12 , 991

12, 965

12, 955

12 , 930

12,902

12 ,902

12,867

12 , 839
12, 839

12 ,839

$ 6 , 368

12 , 715

19, 041

25, 346

31, 630

37 , 893

44, 135

50 , 356

56 , 556

62, 735

68 , 893

75, 030

81. 146

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 . 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86, 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

86 , 097

83, 101

69 , 866

56 , 684

43, 554

30 , 488

17, 464

4 , 484

569

$ 23, 151

271, 448

302, 635

322 , 091

319, 711

317, 622

315 , 570

313 , 519

311, 501

309 , 510

307, 540

305, 573

303, 624

301, 688

299, 767

297, 855

295, 964

294, 076

292, 219

290, 379

288 , 558

286 , 753

285, 026

283, 349

281, 750

280, 265

278 , 886

277 ,601

276 , 429

275 , 301

274, 189

273, 126

272, 093

257, 858

243, 675

229, 545

215 , 468

201, 442

187, 456

173 , 533

159 , 655

145, 820

132, 038

118 , 315

104 , 635

91, 008

77 , 434

63, 896

50 , 421

36 , 999

23 ,615

10, 283

752

735

692

664

617

600

547

519

485

458

405

393

367

324

305

280

228

199

185

141

141

1. The bulk of this memorandum describes a repayment analysis for the

Lower Colorado River Basin Project. The analysis demonstrates that the costs

of the Project can be paid back :

( 1 ) Without construction of any dams in the Grand Canyon , which ex

tends from Lee's Ferry to theGrand Wash Cliffs ;

( 2 ) Without using revenues from Parker or Davis dams;

( 3 ) Without federal construction of or investment in any type of power

generating facilities ;
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( 4 ) Without raising the rates for Hoover Dam power beyond their present

level.

Further, any Hoover revenues used in repayment of the Project will be repaid by

the beneficiaries of the Project.

Legislatively , repayment by this method could be accomplished by Section 403 ,

H . R . 4671, 89th Congress, plus an amendment to the Boulder Canyon Project

Adjustment Act which would provide that :

( 1 ) Revenues from Hoover dam shall be used to aid in repayment of the

Lower Colorado River Basin Project ;

( 2 ) Any revenues so used shall be repaid by the Lower Colorado River

Basin Project as soon as that Project is paid for .

II. A key to this analysis is the recently -signed contract between the Cali

fornia Department of Water Resources and four California power suppliers

Under the contract, the utilities would supply off-peak power to pump water

in the California Water Project at the rate of three mills /kwh. (See enclosed

clipping .) This repayment analysis is based on the assumption that a similar

contract can be negotiated for the Lower Colorado River Basin Project. Since

not all pumping power can be supplied during off -peak hours , the analysis uses

a 65 % load factor as the switch -over point from off -peak to peak rates . The

peak rate used here was six mills /kwh. ( The switch -over point could have

been as low as 40 % without changing the analysis and its conclusions. )

The peak power requirements for pumping has been allocated to irrigation ,

since municipal and industrial water, being of necessity a firm supply , has first

claim . It should be noted that the conclusions would not be changed under any

other assumption about allocation of peak-rate pumping power .

If the two Grand Canyon dams are not built , then some 100 ,000 acre -feet

of water per year, which would have been evaporated off the reservoirs, be

comes available for diversion . This is a firm supply of water. The most ad

vantageous use of this water is for municipal and industrial needs and, if this

extra water had been used in the analysis , there would have been additional net

operating revenue of some $ 3 .25 million available after the year 2010 . Before

that year, some lower figure would be appropriate, depending on how much tar

allocated to irrigation . However, in order to keep the present analysis as simple

as possible , this extra water was not included in the calculations.

III. The repayment analysis presented stops with the repayment of the

Hoover dam revenues, and there is thus no build -up of any Development Fund.

It has often been pointed out that the main purpose for the Grand Canyon

dams, raising the rates for Hoover dam power, building a federally -financed

thermal power plant, etc., is to build up a large Development Fund for ang

menting the Colorado River' s water supply . Since all of these revepne -nnodur

tion methods are controversial, and since the possible means of augmentation

are both speculative and controversial, we thought it best to leave the building

up of a development fund to another time. The point of this memorandum is that

the Grand Canyon dams- one, two, or more , high , low , or middle-sized - are un

necessary ; the Lower Colorado River Basin Project can proceed and succeed

without them .

IV . Details of method : The figures for capital costs , water supply , power needs

interest rate, etc., are those supplied to me by the Bureau of Reclamation for

the 2500 c . f. s . Central Arizona aqueduct, and used by the Burean in its om

analyses. The Hoover Dam aid is extrapolated from the Bureau figures. The

methods used in this analysis are those of the Bureau, as provided for in present

practices and H .R . 4671.

The net operating revenue for municipal and industrial water, as provided by

the Bureau, was adjusted to take account of the fact that the Bureau's cost for

pumping such water is 414 mills /kwh, while this analysis uses the three -mil

figure. Likewise, the net operating revenue figure for irrigation water was ad

justed to account for the difference between 212 mills /kwh, the Bureau 's figure

and the three-mill and six -mill figures used here.

Using these adjusted revenue figures, the municipal and industrial costs terr

repaid , with Hoover Dam aid used as it became available in 1991. Municipal

and industrial costs were paid off in 2004. No more aid from Hoover was used ,

and all water revenueswere used to pay off irrigation costsby the year 2024, The

Hoover dam aid was then repaid, using all water revenues, by the year 2131.
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monte

(From the San Francisco Chronicle, Mar. 19 , 1960 ]

UTILITIES, STATE SIGN WATER-PUMPING AGREEMENT

The State Department of Water Resources and the director of California 's

four largest utilities signed a contract yesterday pledging enough electricity to

pump Northern California water to the Southland .

Roughly, enough power to serve a city of two million will be provided to 42

separate pumping units along the 444-mile pipeline to Los Angeles. The coopera

tion of the utility companies eliminates the need for the State to duplicate costly ,

utility -owned facilities along the route.

Under the terms of the agreement, Pacific Gas and Electric Company will

supply 43 percent of the power, Southern California Edison Company, 36 per

cent, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, 15 percent and the San

Diego Gas and Electric Company, 6 percent.

The agreement calls for the utilities to supply off-peak , steam -generated power

through their interconnected systems at a rate of three mills per kilowatt -hour.

Ultimately, sales under the contract are expected to reach $ 30 million annually

paid by the southern water users.

Most of the power will be used to boost the water nearly 3000 feet over the

Tehachapi mountains. The task requires pumps with a combined capacity of

1 . 7 million horsepower.

Department of Water Resources director, William E . Warne, said the project

is expected to save water users $ 20 million annually. The contract, he added,

makes the State the utilities' biggest customer.

“ The contract we are signing today required two full years of exceedingly

complex negotiations,” Warne said at the signing. " After general agreement

was reached on the principles and the rates involved , there still remained many

details to scrutinize .

" The new director of the Department ( of Water Resources ) now can move

with full confidence into the construction of the remaining facilities needed to

put the project into operation."

Warne's administration will end with Governor Edmund G . Brown's .

Mr. UDALL (presiding ) . Mr. Brower, does this conclude the presen

tation of you and your group ?

Mr. BROWER. Yes. I have an announcement to make when we are

all through .

Mr. UDALL. Go ahead .

Mr. BROWER. So that you may see some of the photographswehave

in mind that we would like to supply to the committee, over in room

602 of the Congressional Hotel as soon as this meeting breaks up , we

have some of these Ernest Braun color photographs on display. I

invite anyone here to come over and look . Some of these pictures we

hope to put in a new book, “Grand Canyon of the Living Colorado,"

which is due out very soon .

Mr. STEIGER . Mr. Chairman --

Mr. UDALL . I was advised by the staff that there was a statement

by Mr. Evans. Was that the statement you put in previously ?

Mr. FOLEY. Yes.

Mr. UDALL. Do you have other material in addition to those men

tioned before ?

Mr. BROWER. That is all I believe we have now , Mr. Chairman , ex

cept that we would be glad to answer any questions if we can .

Mr. STEIGER . Mr. Chairman, before the questioning, I wonder if

without objection we could note for the record the presence of the

junior Senator from Arizona, Senator Fannin .

Mr. UDALL. We are delighted to have him again . He is one of the

great fighters for conservation and wise use ofnatural resources.

Senator FANNIN . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .
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Mr. UDALL . I will announce to the members of the committee we

intend to continue, to attempt to finish the witnesses listed this after

noon , and I propose to preside until Mr. Johnson returns in about 10

minutes. So any of you who want to play this game of committee

leapfrog with us will probably have an opportunity to get your ques

tions in when you return , if you have any. "

Thegentleman from California ,Mr. Tunney .

Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. Chairman , I would like to reservemytimebecause

I am going to have to leave in 2 minutes and get down and answer on

the roll call.

Mr. UDALL. The gentleman's time is reserved . The gentleman from

Oregon .

Mr.Wyatt. Mr. Chairman, Iwould like to ask to dothe same thing,

if I may .

Mr. UDALL. The gentleman 's time is also reserved .

The gentleman from Washington .

Mr. FOLEY. No questions,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. UDALL . The gentleman from Idaho .

Mr. HANSEN . It looks like weare all in the sameboat,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. UDALL. Thegentleman from Arizona ,Mr. Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Chairman , I think it might be just as well that I

have to leave. I would like to express a few of my own doubts with

regard to the statements of these gentlemen, and perhaps, ask some

specific questions.

I like the language ofMr. Soucie in which he indicates disbelief,

outrage,and anger at a concept. I recognize the emotions very vividly ,

Mr. Soucie , because I share them , only I feel I share them because of

the conclusions that you gentlemen have reached with regard to the

Grand Canyon .

I think again I will indicate that the merits ofmy expertise on this

certainly don 't go beyond yours with regard to study, but I think the

fact that I have spent most of my adult life within 100 miles of this

area is of somevalueat this moment.

I think that the concept that anybody, behe a representative of the

people or simply a resident of the area, who would willingly violate

anything of beauty, whether it be a nationalmonument or a single

tree, would wantonly violate this, would have to offend those who are

so accused ,and therefore I feeloffended .

The concept of — the arbitrary concept that HualapaiDam is going

to do great damage to the Grand Canyon is not only not factual, but

by any yardstick of esthetic judgment is irresponsible, and I found

myself wondering what was the motivation here.

Obviously you are intelligent people . You obviously have given

this thing a great dealof thought and some study. I don 't know how

objective your approach was, but a great deal of time has been spent
on it .

I find myself believing that there must be a sound motivation since

you have spent time on it, since you have been in the area, at least

Mr. Brower has. Heknows that the Grand Canyon itself will not

be violated .

Is it conceivable that there is a reward of self-gratification other

than that of fighting a cause ? And I would like to determine that
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now and I assure you that is the spirit in which I am going to ask a

few questions.

For example , you mentioned in your statement, Mr. Brower, you

mentioned that you had 10,000 new members since June. How many

advertisements did you run , and how many paid advertisements,

approximately , did you run in the 90 days prior to June ?

Mr. BROWER. We ran our first advertisement in the preceding De

cember. We ran a full-page ad on the Redwoods in five newspapers.

Mr. STEIGER . Do you recall the cost of that ?

Mr. BROWER. The cost of all those ads, the preceding December,

was something like $ 19,000 .

Mr. STEIGER . $ 19,000 ?

Mr. BROWER. Yes.

Mr. STEIGER. And that was the only national effort you made as

far as expenditures for advertising ?

Mr. BROWER . That is the first time we have tried the use of news

paper advertising to acquaint the public with problems related to

our scenic resources and the public obligation to be responsible for

them . However, we have been publishing for a long time in other

ways, and we began publishing our books in 1959–

Mr. STEIGER . I was referring

Mr. BROWER (continuing ). Which have provided fully as much

notice as the advertisements and brought ourmembership from 15 ,000

in 1960 up to the level we had at the beginning of this year, which

was 34 ,000 .

Mr. STEIGER. Well, actually December of last year is not the first

time that you have resorted to newspapers because on October 31,

1955 , you turned to the newspaper — this is from the Denver Post,

and it follows the

Mr. BROWER. You will note that wasn 't a Sierra Club advertise

ment.

Mr. STEIGER ( continuing ) . Informing them

Mr. BROWER. That was the council of conservationists. I was a

member of the executive committee, but that was not the Sierra Club

nor was it related to it.

Mr. STEIGER. In this ad

Mr. BROWER . That is where we got the idea , however.

Mr. STEIGER. So this device, this method , however, of informing the

public and soliciting membership is not a new - it didn 't start in De

cember of last year.

Mr. BROWER. You will note in that ad that membership was not

solicited . I can correct the date. The first ad was December 1965.

That was on redwoods. About December 17, 1965 . Then we didn 't

run adsuntil June of 1966 .

Mr. STEIGER. Well, at any rate you generated such an interest in

December of last year to gain 10,000 members or more actually in that

interval.

Mr. BROWER. No. The thing that really made the gain was the

attack of the Internal Revenue Service on the Sierra Club . There

was a general feeling that it was unfair and there was a response all

over the country editorially and in the feature articles, and I think

the Internal Revenue Service gave the Sierra Club a rather enviable

-
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underdog position . It cost us a great deal in major contributions,

but it brought us much broader support than we had before. So I

think we owe Mr. Sheldon Cohen a vote of thanks.

Mr. STEIGER. Now , were these 10 ,000 members were they added at

the $ 14 membership fee , or were they just a variety of contributions !

Mr. BROWER. The coupon on those ads called for $ 1 + $ 5 for admis .

sion fee that lasts the rest of your lifetime, and $ 9 a year. Not all

membership applications came in on the coupon . Starting with the

June advertisement, we had something like 2,500 memberships come

in on coupons rightup until now ,the recentad.

Mr. STEIGER. Well, the 10,000 new members would represent some

where in the neighborhood of $ 140,000 of income, wouldn 't it ?

Mr. BROWER. Receipts, not income. There is a difference. It costs

something to serve them .

Mr. STEIGER . Right. The cost was $ 19,000 plus whatever admin

istrative costs you have.

Mr. BROWER. No. You have got to go into some further figures than

that because that was one set of ads in December of 1965 . I can just

report here roughly that when we placed the advertisement for the new

memberships, the requests for information , the outright contributions,

and the full cost of the membership , receipts just about recover the

cost of the ad . This is a way that the message can be given to the

public at least in part at the public's expense . It costs us a little bit

butnotmuch ,and the information does get out.

Mr. STEIGER . So actually you spent somewhere in the neighborhood

of $ 140 ,000 for the ads in this period ?

Mr. BROWER . No.

Mr. STEIGER. You spent $ 140 ,000 for the ads in your administra

tive

Mr. BROWER. I think you are confusing things a little bit,Mr. Stei

ger. If you are attributing all the new members to the ads, you can 't

do that. That is not a proper allocation of cost or income source .

Mr. STEIGER. Well, I think regardless of what the motivation was,

my only point in this questioning, which I am sure you are aware of,

is to find out if you arrived at a net profit.

Mr. BROWER . My executive committee would assure you this is a

futile line of inquiry because wehave a fairly handsome deficit. Our

last year's deficit was $97,000 and a great deal of this is part of the

effort of trying to bring to the public the news, the factual informa

tion about the real damage that is threatened to the Grand Canyon ,

and of this we have no doubt. You yourself living 100 miles from

the canyon might have doubts of it , but if you go down the canyon

Mr. Nash andMr. Ingram and I have gone down the canyon - we don t

have any doubts ; we know whatwould happen .

Mr. STEIFER . I have been down the canyon seven times in 9 years

Mr. BROWER. Down through the river ?

Mr. STEIGER. Seven times in 9 years.

Mr. BROWER. If you would contemplate what a dam 180 feet higher

than the Washington Monument would do to someof the finest sculp

ture on the river, you would know first that that would never be seen

again . It would be underwater. And finally as my testimony
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shows— and rather sooner than later, possibly — it is perpetually gone

under sedimentation . That is major damage to the scenic resource.

Mr. STEIGER. The only result would be to reduce the trip from some

where up around 13 or 14 days to somewhere around 6 or 7 days.

Mr. BROWER. I think we will have to disagree on that very strongly .

Mr. STEIGER. I wouldn 't be surprised if we disagreed .

Mr. Chairman , I am going to have to return it to you , because I need

the votesmore than you do.

Mr. UDALL. We will miss you , but you are excused.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, gentlemen .

Mr. UDALL . Mr. Brower,maybe we can start out by compromising.

I have had no indication that the Sierra Club is ever willing to com

promise but in the light ofMr. Nash 's rather dramatic testimony about

population , and as one who introduced the first population bill ever

presented in the House of Representatives,maybe we can compromise

by your letting us build Huala pai with the understanding that the

Bureau of Reclamation would inject there some kind of a birth con

trol substance which would go into the water at that point and stop

any population growth in Los Angeles.

Mr. BROWER. Mr. Ingram is the population man .

Mr. INGRAM . Mr. Brower may answer. As you well know , Con

gressman , and as too many people do not know , the water will not

come from the Grand Canyon Dam butonly high -cost subsidized pow

er,hopefully.

Mr. Upall. I know your position , that to take out one dam is not

a compromise because one arrow into the heart is just as bad as two

it seems to mein all of the country's resource decisionswe have to com

promise. Mr. Souci's club , I am sure did not fight the Tocks Island

Dam . If I am wrong I hope they will correct me. But this flooded

out 37 miles of living river and sedimented up tributaries and areas

around them and required 4 ,000 God -fearing, taxpaying families to be

removed from the land. Against that you balance off the regula

tion of the river,more steady water supply for the cities in that area ,

and recreation for 50 million or 60 million people in the most popu

lated area of the country . So I had though that maybe if we took

Marble Canyon out as I am willing to do, and put it in the park as I

am willing to do, and give you 158 miles of living river instead of 104

which wasn 't sufficient last year, that maybe we had the grounds of

compromise.

If we lower the dam so that wetake out 13 miles more and we give

you 171 miles of living river forever, does the Sierra Club find this

proposition at all interesting now that you have rejectedmybirth con

trol proposal

Mr. BROWER . Maybe Mr. Soucie would like to respond to that be

cause I believe he knows a little more about the Tocks Island problem .

Mr. SOUCIE . I leave to Mr. Brower the answer on theGrand Canyon ,

but on the Tocks Island project, Mr. Chairman , what I want to point

out is thatthe Sierra Club is not against damsper se . Certainly some

dams are necessary and in the case of the Tocks Island project, though

this developed before I was a resident of New York , so I can't speak

very intelligently about the history of it, but it was felt that this proj

76 - 953 - 674 - 30
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ect was necessary and that the values sacrificed were in no way on the

order of the valuesof the Grand Canyon .

Mr. UDALL . Well, in short, all I am getting at is the Sierra Club did

not oppose that.

Mr. Soucie . That is right.

Mr. UDALL. And you agree with me in certain cases you must bal.

ance in these resources decisions the things you gain against the things

you lose. In this case you would agree that with construction of the

dam probably you had more to gain than you had to lose looking at

it overall.

Mr. SOUCIE . I am not sure we went that far. What I would say is

we didn't get alarmed enough at the beginning to pursue it. I don 't

think that anyone in the Atlantic chapter, say on the executive com

mittee, the people who make the decision , actually went through all

the steps of comparative analysis , but certainly the values to be sacri

ficed were not so great that immediately we rose up in arms. That is

why I say weare notagainst dams.

Mr. UDALL. I understand .

One of the things that has troubled many ofmy colleagues here is

what they deem the impossibly adamant noncompromising position of

the Sierra Club . Wehave 104 miles of living river, the longest stretch

of national park in the country . We enlarge that to 158 miles. We

are willing to enlarge the Grand Canyon to take in Marble Gorge and

Vermillion Cliffs and all of that. We are willing to talk about going

downstream another 13 miles. What would the Sierra Club accept !

If wehave a low , low , low Bridge Canyon dam ,maybe 100 feet high .

is that too much ? Is there any point at which you compromise here !

Mr. BROWER . Mr. Udall, you are not giving us anything that God

didn't put there in the first place, and I think that is the thing weare

not entitled to compromise. That is the primary scenic resource of this

country. If there are no other ways to go about getting your water,

I would still say that the compromise should not be made that

Arizona should be subsidized with something other than the world 's

Grand Canyon , or any part of it .

We would not expect you to sacrifice a major part of the central

Arizona aqueduct for the possibility of getting water. You are here

for the principle of getting water for Arizona. And although we

could question some of the economics of this, we are perfectly willing

to compromise there.

The aqueduct is going to damage a great deal of scenery. The

new storage reservoirs along the aqueduct will too. These things

we are taking a walk on . On the Grand Canyon , we are not entitled

to take a walk .

Mr. UDALL. You won 't agree or compromise on any dam at ans

point regardless ofwhat you conceive to be the total geologicalGrand

Canyon regardless of how high , how low , how little damage or any

thing else.

Mr. INGRAM . I think we are biased by the use of compromise as a

verb . This is not a compromise. You can 't compromise when one

side says “ we will define what is to be compromised ." Both sides

have to come together, and I have been emphasizing this point, of

course, as you know , for severalmonths, that you have to come to
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gether first and talk about what you can discuss as to compromise.

We have never been able to do that. Every time we have come in

there we have been accused of being inflexible and not bargaining in

good faith . But you won 't bargain in good faith on issues that are

important to us .

Mr. UDALL. Weknow your position and you know ours. What I

am getting at, I want the record to show that the Sierra Club would

not slacken its efforts in any degree if we lowered the dam by any

amount or changed the dam in any way. This is the point I wanted

to make. Nor does the Sierra Club slacken its efforts or compromise

when the Secretary of the Interior and the administration are willing

to simply defer the dam and take 5 more years to decide whether we

to simply defert
ary of the inta,Club Slacke

nThis is the poidam by any

You say that you will continue to fight and try to defeat the bill

unless it contains a provision setting aside that damsite once and for

alltime in the Grand Canyon NationalPark .

Mr. BROWER. Wehave no choice. There have to be groups who will

hold for these things that are not replaceable . If we stop doing that,

we might as well stop being an organization and conservation orga

nizationsmightaswell throw in the towel.

Mr. UDALL . I know the strength and sincerity of your feelings and

I respect them . I simply want to make sure I have the position of

the Sierra Club firmly laid down here today.

Now , because much ofwhat you brought in today is reargument of

things we have had before in the hearings and things that I have dis

cussed with both of you privately, I don 't want to take the time to go

over them again . But because there probably won 't be any answer

in the record to your dreary predictions on sedimentation in your

“ Sedimental Journey ” which I read both today and in a previous draft,

I want to have just a short colloquy andmake a couple of observations

on that.

The Coast and Geodetic Survey I am told by a gentleman from the

Bureau of Reclamation here, with the Bureau of Reclamation and

the Navy a few years agomade a special study trying to determine the

useful life of Lake Mead and Hoover Dam . It was calculated by

these experts to be more than 500 years without Glen Canyon . With

Glen Canyon , Lake Mead 's useful life was believed to be considerably

longer than that. I know you contest these factsbut I am going to ask

you a question.

I think we would all like to know ahead of time what really would

have to happen with sediment. You don 't know and I don 't know .

We can make projections or guesses. But I think the way I would

really want to do it if I were to be sure would be to find some planet off

in outer space somewhere where I could build a dam exactly like this

and check it out for 50 or 60 or 200 years and see what the sedimenta

tion actually was to guide me in making a decision here on earth .

Well, it seemsto me that we actually have almost that good a test ,

and it is called Lake Mead . You are talking about the silting at

Hualapai, the silting which you predicted in Marble Dam , and they

closed the gates at Hoover, and for 33 years you got all the sediment

in the whole Colorado River. You didn 't have Glen Canyon . You

didn't have Coconino that we propose to put in or Paria that we pro
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pose to put in , and yet according to your calculations this period of

time, 33 years, should have seen wall -to -wallmud about halfway down

through Lake Mead . Yet , the truth of thematter is — I flew over it

just a few months ago and less than a fraction of 1 percent of Lake

Mead has anything like wall-to -wall mud .

I know you have pictures. I have seen the area. In terms of the

huge lake, in terms of the total lake surface, in terms of the flood

control that has enabled that whole lower stretch of the river to de

velop , the disasters that have been avoided all through the river basin

down to the Imperial Valley and along the Colorado down below ,

that very small percentage ofwall-to -wall mud in upper Lake Mead ,

which is certainly inaccessible would seem to be a reasonable price to

pay when you balance off the damage and the destruction you would

have down below . Now , this is a record of 33 years which doesn 't

bear out anything like the kind of predictions you have been making.

Mr. BROWER . May I answer ?

Mr. UDALL. You may answer in just a moment. I emphasize that.

except for the past 2 years, this 33 -year test in this very reservoir took

place when you didn 't have Lake Powell and when you didn 't have

Paria or Coconino.

My question is, Why didn 't we have this complete silting up of that

reservoir that you predict will surely happen if we have the other

reservoir ? And I can 't wait for the answer. I have got to go vote.

It will be in the record and I will read it .

Mr. BROWER . The answer to Mr. Udall's question is that we are

thoroughly aware of the study he cites. I have it back in the hotel

room and can bring it in anytime. The study is over a short period ,

and we have not predicted in this statement that there would be any

appreciable silting of Lake Mead in that time. We do have a fairly

good measurement of how much sediment has come in in this period ,

and we also know that there have been no major disruptive floods in

that period to add an extraordinary amount.

That was the point ofmy showing what happened on the Paria to

one little silt detention trap and what happened in the redwoods

country. The record is terribly short. We have Lake Mead . No

conservation organization I know of protested it . It will be there a

long time. I think we can have quite a bit of time to see that we silt

up just Lake Mead and Lake Powell, and not the Grand Canyon,

while this test is running. We have a reservoir there. I have been

through it. I know the trouble of getting ashore at the head of Lake

Mead for the first 50 miles. I know what a mess it is when the water

is drawn down, as it is now . If you are coming down the river from

where you hit Separation Canyon , where the top of Lake Mead is when

full, you have 50 miles to go to get down to where the river is dumping

sediment. Pierce Ferry was going to be a great recreational area,

but it is out of action because of sediment. If you want to have fun

boating in the canyon , there is 40 miles of Lake Mead in the Grand

Canyon . Let the mass recreation go there if it can . It can't because

of themud . Not very many people can navigate through that mud

or get over the ultimate barrier.

If it is so good , let 's play with that because we do have Hoover Dam

and the dam is about half full. Wehave got plenty of chance to test

sedimentation further.
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Our records are extremely fragmentary and my testimony bears

out that the U . S . Geological Survey has not been allowed any funds

to speak of to study this matter. I hope that they will be. I would

like to see those studies precede any further authorizations of dams.

The Bureau of Reclamation figures worry me a great deal. If you

will read my testimony in detail you will find there are various errors

where you have to just decide which page of the Bureau's figures you

want to read. I cite one error of 3 ,600 percent. They don 't know

much about sedimentation . Mr. Dominy was telling me he didn't

think Lake Powell would ever silt up . They don 't know . I think

they ought to know , and the Congress ought to know before it allows

anything more to happen to the Grand Canyon .

Mr. TUNNEY ( presiding ) . What about Mr. Udall's statement with

respect to the fact that he has just recently flown over the lake, Lake

Mead, and found that only a very small percentage, I think he said

one and a half percent of its was of the shoreline was in any way

damaged by silting ?

Mr. BROWER. Well, I don't quite understand what he means. I

boated through it. The photographs that I am offering to the com

mittee and I hope a selection of these can be printed in the hearing

so that we will understand - show what amounts to a mud glacier from

Pierce Ferry on up. There is enormous damage done up there. And

you have to bear in mind that the sedimentation and so forth at Lake

Powell at maximum drawdown , once it has been filled , is something

like 100,000 acres of badly damaged terrain . This is exposed from

time to time in Lake Mead as things now stand. Was that responsive

to your question ?

Mr. TUNNEY. Yes, it was responsive.

Mr. JOHNSON. (presiding ) . Do you have any further questions ?

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you,Mr. Chairman .

From what I was able to gather from your statement, Mr. Brower,

the main objection you have to the building of the dam here, as last

year is, one, the damage it would do to the Grand Canyon itself by

flooding it, and ,two, that the damswould create a great dealof silting

behind the artificial wall which in the long run would render the dams

themselves no longer efficacious for the purpose that they were being

built : to generate power.

Mr. BROWER. Yes, they would go out of action completely by the

time sedimentation has run its course. You will notice that I used

the figure of 110 miles for the length of damage from the proposed

Hualapai Dam . The reservoir is only 93 , but as that reservoir silts up ,

the river begins to build its own grade upstream somewhere between

a foot and a quarter to a foot and a half a mile , so that the mud would

extend on up another 15 miles beyond what we have always thought

in the park - up to Havasu , 30 miles. AtHavasu Junction Mr. Dominy

said he thought the water would go 85 feet deep . Themud might be

15 feet more more than 15 feet deeper. It is major damage that no

body has really thought much about.

Mr. TUNNEY. If you could be convinced — now taking this in the

abstract - that it wasof absolute importance to build a dam at, we will

say, the Hualapai area , build the dam to provide power, to construct

the central Arizona project, to provide water to the Phoenix -Tucson
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area, and that the only method of economically providing for such im

portation works was the construction of the dam , would you still say

that the dam should not be built ?

Mr. BROWER. I most emphatically would . I would say then the

thing that should happen would be a reallocation of water within

Arizona. Our latest advertisement in the Times just alludes verv

briefly to this . If Arizona stopped growing cotton it would not be

a water-short State. It gets a price support on cotton . One-third of

its water is used for cotton . Another third for the grains and cattle

feeds. Two-thirds of the water is going to these purposes.

Mr. Goldwater himself pointed out, I think , that if Arizona were

to use its water for people instead of for these crops that can be grown

elsewhere, it could sustain a population of 20 million people . It could

be wall -to-wall, too. I don 't think it wants to . But ifwe are going to

postulate something, I would say this : that if there were no Grand

Canyon to dam , California somehow would continue to exist. Arizona

would continue to exist. They would find their water somewhere else .

I think it is our obligation to pretend that there is no Grand Canyon

to dam . That isn 't its purpose . It has a higher purpose on this planet

as long as people are here, and it doesn 't need to be demeaned in any

way. Wecan find routes around theGrand Canyon for our commodity

purposes and that is what I hope this committee will do. That is what

I hope the National Water Commission will see a way to support.

Mr. TUNNEY. What about the economic impact on the people that

do grow cotton in Arizona or the people that grow cotton in Cali .

fornia ? Whatabout the people whoare involved in the farming busi

ness and who have a very vital stake in agriculture ? Do you feel that

they are in any way entitled to consideration when you weigh keeping

Grand Canyon inviolate , at least inviolate as it now stands ? Do you

think that these people shouldn't be figured in the equation ?

Mr. BROWER. I think they very much should be— and really, if you

will examine some of the new studies that have been done in the central

Arizona region — the way to build up the economy is not to waste that

water on low -value products such as crops. Industry will produce up

to 100 or 200 times as much per acre- foot of water in income for the

State. To say wemust keep growing cattlefeed and cotton because 5

percent or 1 percent of the people have that habit , where the rest of

them don 't, is not really making economic sense in our view for Ari.

zona . I hasten to add , as Clair Engle , the late chairman of this com

mittee used to say, it doesn 't matter if Arizonians put water on their

farms or in their bourbon ; it is their water. I am not really arguing

that. But I do not want to bleed for Arizona if it doesn 't have this

water right away. They should have their water and do what they

want with their full share of the Colorado,but they should not say they

are drying up . They can reallocate their water themselves . That is

within their power.

Mr. TUNNEY . Has anymember of your organization done any, con

ducted any studies in the area of weather modification or have you been

in touch with the authorities in theGovernmentwho have done studies

ofweathermodification ?

Mr. BROWER. I think probably they have, but I haven 't been pur

suing that. I know thatby the timeyou go through the 47,000 mem

bers you can find some people quite conversant in many subjects.
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Mr. TUNNEY. I would assume from your remarks that you are sup

porting the administration 's bill as introduced by Congressman Saylor

and Congressman Edmondson ?

Mr. BROWER . Yes. We are in support of that. We put in our

letter to the President, which is also included in the file ,the stipulation

that we hoped the Water Commission would find a way to support us

in saving Grand Canyon . We will still be fighting that battle, and I

suppose our children will. I hope our grandchildren , too , will always

have a chance to try and save theGrand Canyon . Ihope it will still be
there .

Mr. TUNNEY. I don 't know what your answer was to Congressman

Udall when he mentioned that because of the silt going into some of the

tributaries, like Paria , that it was very unlikely that you would have

anywhere near the samedegree of silt content flowing from these tribu

taries into the Colorado River as we now do. And as a result the

statistics you used with regard to Lake Mead, assuming that they were

correct in and of themselves, would not apply in the eventuality that

you did build Hualapai Dam . Did you make any comment ?

Mr. BROWER . All those dams are included in such projections as

we tried to make with the extremely meager data . That is , you can

take any of the projections I have made and multiply by 4 or divide

by 4 , the figures are so poor. We have been provided with so few ,

and the Congress has been provided with so few , that you cannot

make a good projection. As for the Paria Reservoir , I cited there

the sediment trap they built for testing purposes. They thought it

would last 10 to 20 years while they tested it . One storm , just one

storm , took it out. That was it. One storm filled it up . Now , the

same kind of thing must be contemplated at Coconino. I did in the

projection I put together.

Mr. TUNNEY. But you must admit that the Colorado River is an

awful lot greener as the result of Lake Powell being there than it

would have been if there was no Lake Powell.

Mr. BROWER . I don 't really admit that, and if you come over to

room 602 I will show you why. We were in the Colorado River in

September last year. I went down September 18 . I arrived at the

bridge near Phantom Ranch . The river was running sort of a sickly

green at that point, near noon . At 5 o 'clock it was really roiling, and

for the remaining 12 days of our trip it never cleared up . All you

have to do is get one of these storms

Mr. UDALL. You don 't seriously contend if you have a river run

ning 14, 15 , 16 million acre-feet a year carrying silt and you dam that

stream at a point halfway you are still going to have as much silt

coming down the river below that mainstream dam with only the

lower tributaries contributing silt, as you did before with both tribu

taries andmainstream ?

Mr. BROWER. There will be a momentary pause , in geologicalterms,

but you have not changed the cause of the trouble . The entire Col

orado watershed is still a watershed that gets stripped by rains and

snows and running water. It doesn 't matter where you put the plugs.

That stripping is still going on and it will fill whatever you put

Mr. UDALL. Granted all that, but I still don 't understand - you put

in the plug so that all the silt of Colorado, Utah , New Mexico - all

that silt can't get by the plugs.
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Mr. BROWER. Not until that plug fills up .

Mr. Udalt. Now , do you people tell me there is just as much silt

down at Phantom Ranch as before you put the plug in ?

Mr. BROWER . No. I said it was running clean and I saw it running

clean at 12 o 'clock . At 5 it wasn 't. The storms continue. The main

point is in the projections I tried to put together in the statement

about Glen Canyon . We know what the Bureau said the silt sedi.

mentation rate is. It is somewhere around 100 ,000 acre- feet a year

above Lee's Ferry . When Glen Canyon Reservoir is about as old as

Harvard University, it will become the Glen Canyon " Memorial

Phreatophyte Farm ." Harvard is a fairly old university . Meanwhile

the other tributaries are still pouring the silt in and most ofthe sedi.

ment comes from below Lee Ferry . If you put a plug in the Paris,

you have got the Bureau 's figures for how long that would last.

Another one in Coconino. We have their figures for how long that

will last . Wehave Kanab , and so far they haven't publicly announced

they want to put anything in there. You have all the rest of the

country that gets stripped off in streams that don 't matter until it

storms, when they really count. That iswhen the country

Mr. UDALL. Will the gentleman yield further ? I don 't want to

extend the record, but will you givemein about two or three sentences

the answer to my question why in the world if all this silt sedimenta

tion is going to occur, fill up all these lakes in 33 or 50 years , with all

of New Mexico, Colorado, and the Coconino, and Paria coming into

LakeMead , that we have filled up only a tiny strip , less than 1 perrent

of Lake Mead . Why, in 60 years the whole lake ought to be filled ,

whereas in 33 years virtually none is filled ?

Mr. BROWER. You left before I finished my eloquent statement.

The sediment is laid down wherever the river meets the lake and its

current slows down. That fluctuates according to Lake Mead's level.

Now , the big silt dumps run for 50 miles in the short time since Lake

Mead existed . That silt dump extends 50 miles from Separation

Canyon into Iceberg Canyon . That is a long bit ofmud and a lot of

ruined canyon surface.

Now , below that there is a low velocity current that carries finely

divided mud all the way down to thedam . It was that, that frightened

them in the first place because they thought if there was silt down there

already, they had had it . They found out that wasn 't really what

counted. The big dump is at the head , and right now , with the lake as

low as it is , it is 50 miles below the head ofLakeMead at its maximum

elevation

Mr. UDALL. Onemore question

Mr. BROWER (continuing) . And it is a mess .

Mr. Údall. No, I flew over it and it didn 't look like much of a mess

but in light ofwhat you said and in lightof the fact that 33 years have

passed since they closed the gates down there, do you believe- TOU

have to believe that either ( a ) the Bureau of Reclamation and the

Navy and Coast and Geodetic Survey don 't know what they are talking

about, and that you have the only true information ,

Mr. BROWER. I am not using any information that I haven 't picked

up from those three agencies— the Navy, the Coast and Geodetic
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Survey ,and the Bureau of Reclamation ,or other cooperating agencies.

Mr. UDALL. These experts say 500 years and you say 100 years.

Mr. BROWER. They don 't quite say that, I believe. And Mr. Dominy,

as I said , Lake Powell will never fill up with silt . Now , he is the

Commissioner. I think that theman who gave you these sedimentation

figures should talk to Mr. Dominy, because the figures are very poor.

I am using them because I can 't go out and measure them myself. I

am using their figures, and it is a kind of indoor sport to check the

figures from page to pagebecause that is where you get the real fun .

They don't check .

The main reason they have been measuring it that carefully and

they have to, is so that they will know what the capacity of the reser

voir is at its various levels , because there is a requirement that Lake

Mead must alwayshave somuch flood control space. Atthebeginning,

and later in the year, they have to know how much of the site is being

encroached upon by sediment. I trust those figures. Those are as

accurate as you will get. As I said after you left the room , but I will

repeat, I would like to see the tests continue in Lake Mead . Wehave

that. Let's not spoil anything else right now .

Mr. UDALL. I thank the gentleman for yielding

Mr. TUNNEY. I don 't have any questions. Thank you.

Mr. UDALL . Let me ask one more question , and I am just pursuing

this philosophic argument, but I think in the light of what has been

said and puthere in the record today , some reply ought to be made on

this one point.

As conservationists, you gentlemen are all concerned with the wise

use of natural resources, preserving those things that ought to be pre

served . And I take it that you support the Secretary's program to

have a thermal plant to provide a pumping plant. That has been a

position you have taken for a long time, rather than a dam .

Mr. BROWER . We support the elimination of the dams. Wehave a

good many data on alternatives might be best for power.

Mr. UDALL. Do you propose a coal-fired thermal plant, then, as an

alternative ?

Mr. BROWER. I know what you are up to. I don't like smog either,

and neither does the Secretary, and I think the Four Corners plant is

going to be improved upon

Mr. UDALL. Let me finish because I have more than smog. You

don't always have - -my point is you don 't always have perfect alter

natives in this , one having all the damage and one having no damage.

If you are for a thermal plant or atomic plants, you have got to be

for some damage to the environment, so the question really is, is this

more damage to the environment than the dam ?

I have a little photograph which shows on the Navajo Reservation

where you are going to get the coal for this thermal plant you advocate,

a little old strip , only 5 miles long, taking out 7,000 tonsof coal a day

for the Arizona public service generating plant. Themine extends for

5 miles and will be pushed to 23 miles as coal is stripped out. It has a

big dragline, moving dirt and rock to expose the coal which is then

loaded . The dragline is bigger than a two- story house. You are going

to have smoke going into the air out of this thermal plant which will

cover several States, no doubt. And on this, just let me give you the
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figures. While water is a replaceable resource that we get that all the

time, coal is an irreplaceable resource. Every year of delay on the pro

duction of power at Hualapai results in annual waste of 13 million

barrels of oil, 3 .3 million tons ofcoal, or 7.8 billion cubic feet of natural

gas, an unrecoverable natural resource. This waste would represent

more natural gas than was used in 1965 for electric generation in the

Intermountain States.

Now , if you don 't have perfect choices, how can you say that the

choice of knocking out the dams and having the thermal plants is

a conservationist's choice and that the reverse is not ? What is your

answer to that ?

Mr. BROWER. I think that the Secretary probably should answer

that more than I. We don 't really think the steam plants are neces

sary and our argument has been , when we talk about steam plants

either fossil -fuel fired or nuclear - we are talking about what should

be used as a reasonable alternative if you are going to do any benefit

cost studies. Mr. Ingram last year threw things out of joint a little

bit in the Bureau 's calculations, I think you will remember, by taking

their own figures and showing that you didn 't need anything more

than Hoover, Parker and Davis revenues. By the time you take the

figures that were produced here when the Secretary was on the stand ,

and see what fund is built just out of Hoover, Parker and Davis

revenues, you find you have a great deal of leeway there.

We are not advocating the alternative steam plants. It is an at

tempt — and I don 't say it is a bad one- to find some way to get the

Bureau of Reclamation off the hydroelectric horse which is becoming

rather spavined these days. I think this is probably a good thing.

We don 't like strip mining any better than you do. But I

Mr. UDALL . You don 't pretend that is beautiful, 5 miles

Mr. BROWER. No.

Mr.UDALL. Across theNavajo Reservation is a thing ofbeauty ?

Mr. BROWER. No. But I also don 't think the area was world fa

mous for its scenery, and Grand Canyon is . I also point out that

Grand Canyon damsites have far shorter life than coal reserves.

These damsites would wear out far sooner than the fossil fuels. We

don 't even argue that you go into fossil fuels for this, and I will sup

ply a few questions I hope the committee can get answered by the

agencies.

The real source of energy, if we look ahead , is going to be the atom ,

Now , I am not competent to testify on that but Mr. Moss will be here

tomorrow and he will be ready.

Mr. Upall. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Utah, Mr. Burton .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . It is not clear in my mind, Mr. Brower,

whether the Sierra Club has proposed a solution , or a way to get wa

ter to these people in central Arizona. It seemsto me that everybody

who has appeared has pretty well agreed they need it. Give us your

recommendations.

Mr. BROWER . No, we have not. Our position is still in that respect

the way it was last time. You don 't need the dams for the central

Arizona project. The primary financing is that of Hoover, Parker

and Davis revenues and sales of water in Arizona. The only reason
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these damsare being talked about is to finance the development fund

and they aren 't even necessary for that.

The way to get the water to Arizona is to go ahead , authorize the

central Arizona project, and get on with it. This is what we have

been saying in all our statements, that we think that there are some

funny things in the economics. But that is Arizona 's problem . Ari

zona should have its chance at its share of the Colorado and should

not hazard the entire operation by continuing to argue for the dam

mingof theGrand Canyon ,because I don 't think the world wants that

done.

The rest of the world gets by without having a Grand Canyon to

dam , and I think Arizona and California are just as ingenious as

anyone else .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I understand your position against the dam

or dams. I am just asking you if you have a proposal of a way to

get water to these people who need it in central Arizona . You endorse

a big steam

Mr. BROWER. Yes, we did, and it is in our same testimony.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. Steam generation plant.

Mr. BROWER. No. You don 't need that.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I didn't read that into Mr. Ingram 's testi

mony. I read into it the possibility that maybe we shouldn't even

readjust or develop our water supply.

Mr. BROWER. I am talking too much , and this is Mr. Ingram 's point

that he brought out last year and has refined since then .

Mr. INGRAM . Well, the point ofmy testimony was not that any par

ticular scheme that I would advance , or the Secretary advanced this

year, is the only answer. Just that there are other ways to do it.

This was all.

Now , I don 't think we have to advocate a particular way of financ

ing the central Arizona project. If we had been engaged in the nego

tiations over how to do this, perhaps it would be our duty to do it .

But our point was that there were other ways, and we tried to bring

that out. Apparently we did , because there have been other ways

suggested by the Secretary. I don 't think we have to back a particular

way.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Sometime uncertain in the future, the idea

of a dam at Hualapai, if it should be given up , and then a proposal

comes before the committee and we start holding hearings on this

coal dragline business for steam generating plants, will you come back

and testify against that ?

Mr. INGRAM . Testify against

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Against the steam generating and coal- fired

plants ?

Mr. INGRAM . I think just to take up the point we made before, you

can't win here. You are going to lose something, whatever you do.

And all I can think of is, on the case of the coal plants, thereare many

things that you can do to make them less objectionable. I don 't think

this is an argument for or against coal plants, but you don 't have to

take the kind of scars thatMr. Udall has shown pictures of and extend

them forever into the future. You can put the dirt back . And in

fact, Mr. Udall himself has given an example in Happy Valley, in
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Tucson , of what is being done by one of the mining companies with

the overburden from a copper mine so that people who live in this

area don 't object to it .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I will reserve the balance ofmytime.

Mr. Johnson. The gentleman from Oregon , Mr. Wyatt.

Mr. WYATT. Thank you , Mr. Chairman . I don 't think in view of

the hour and what has gone on that I will ask any questions or make

any statements. I don 't believe Mr. Brower would like any statement

I mightmake. I will yield back the balance ofmy time.

Mr. Johnson. The gentleman from Idaho,Mr.Hansen .

Mr. HANSEN . Mr. Chairman , I believe the gentleman from Oregon

has voicedmy sentiments to a degree. I do have a couple of questions,

however.

Mr. Brower, do you subscribe to the statements made by Mr. Ingram

earlier in the afternoon ?

Mr. BROWER. Yes .

Mr. HANSEN . I think the gentleman from Arizona , Mr. Steiger,

mentioned something about other interests than just conservation in

volved . Is there any possibility that you or someofyou gentlemen are

using your organization to also promote such things as population

control ?

Mr. BROWER . I don't think the general conservation effort and popu

lation control are separable.

Mr. HANSEN . Well

Mr. BURTON of Utah. That doesn 't answer your question .

Mr. HANSEN . Yes, I believe it does answer my question . Mr.

Brower, are we to assume that you are promoting population control

as part of the answer to what you believe is the problem ?

Mr. BROWER . I believe population stability is an important aspect.

Every conservation program , every resource-planning program you

can think of, is not worth the paper to draft it on if we keep doubling

the number of people every 30 or 40 years as we are doing . This is a

statement that I have made many times around the country. There

is nothing new about it. Wehave a policy in the Sierra Club urging

the study of population control. Right now , for example, we are

planning on doubling population every 30 to 40 years. That is the

way the projection goes.

Mr. Ingram , before the Public Land Law Review Commission in

his testimony in Albuquerque and here, is pointing out that there is

a different goal than forever dividing what we leave our children

and you can 't do anything but divide it if you keep multiplying the

people. I don 't see any recourse than try to get into balance with the

environment. That is the primary message of our Sistine Chapel ad ,

that man could somehow live on this earth for a million and a half

years without damaging the environment.

In the last hundred years, or less than that, wehave done more dam

age to the environment than in all previous history. Somehow we fig

ure we can continue,butwe can 't.

That is our general philosophy.

Mr. HANSEN . I hesitate to say this but it seems that some of these

issues make strange bedfellows. There are certain things that you

don 't want that some of us don 't want also , but for different reasons
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However, I am wondering if yourmotives in a sense were entirely hon

est. I believe that Mr. Ingram engaged in some categoricalnonsense

in his statement in that he took a statementby the senior Senator from

California to bemore or less the position that he had to work from so

far as this committee's attitude on reclamation is concerned . I don 't

think you are squarely meeting the problem we are facing right now .

I think yours isan evasion oftheproblem .

We are currently working here in the United States on some sort

of a sane and prudentmethod of holding down on population . But it

is categoricalnonsense when you state that a big family all across the

board , as Mr. Ingram cited in his statement, is undesirable . Now

let's get down to the case ofwhat we are really talking about.

Wo are not concerned about population problems right now . We

are talking about the fact that there is a significant natural growth

going to occur in the West, the Northwest, Southwest. There is much

room for expansion there yet in my area, in other areas of the West.

It will be a long time in the future before we will have a problem of

overpopulation . But right now we have problems of development

to take care so that we can grow and you are evading the issue with

your statement.

Mr. BROWER. I would disagree with you, and agree with Mr. In

gram . Hehas a response.

Mr. INGRAM . I don 't like to be accused of indulging in categorical

nonsense, and I am sure you wouldn 't . However, I think your state

ment that you are going to indulge in a certain amount of develop

ment is one that is ambiguous enough for you to read anything into it .

All right. You are going to have a certain amount of development.

But how much ? That is the question . What is desirable ? Nobody

has asked that question .

The Public Land Law Review Commission , if you read their studies,

never ask themselves that. And so far as I know , in their public dis

cussionsand things that I have been able to find out, they are saying,

it has not said what is desirable and what we can do if we decide some

thing is desirable to work toward it. I am not suggesting we should

indulge in population control. I am not really suggesting one thing

or the other as far as that is concerned . I am just suggesting that the

National water commission can perhaps offer some information about

alternatives, can help us choose. There are other alternatives. I just

picked the two that seemed most likely.

Mr. HANSEN . Were you for theGlen Canyon Dam ?

Mr. BROWER . Initially, as when I mademy wrong vote in 1949, we

said build Bridge but build Glen first. And that was one of the most

disastrous things I ever did . We were against Glen Canyon late in

the game, too late to stop it. We did not believe it was a good neces

sary dam , and I do not believe that now . I don 't think that it can be

proved that it is. I think that there has been quite a bit of evidence

right here in this committee meeting, and in this committee hearing

that it was a very bad move.

Weare talking about scarce water. Wehave Glen Canyon only one

quarter full. We have Mead half full. The prediction was made

when we were fighting the Colorado River storage project that if Glen

Canyon Dam were built , Lake Mead would never fill again , and the

Colorado River seemsto bebusy trying to prove that.
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Meanwhile , because you have it , you have now twomaster evapora

tion ponds and the ultimate loss will be enough water practically to

supply the city of New York — in a time and in a country that doesn't

have thatmuch water to waste.

Mr. HANSEN . Are you against reclamation projects just categori

cally ?

Mr. BROWER. No, we are not, and as I said earlier — perhaps you

weren 't here we have no objection to the central Arizona project,

which is a reclamation project.

Mr. HANSEN . Which one ?

Mr. BROWER. Central Arizona project.

Mr. HANSEN . You supported this one ?

Mr. BROWER. Yes. We have no objection to it. That is, we have

had no objection to the central Arizona project aqueducts and diver

sions. The dam that was necessary for control of the Colorado is

Hoover. That is there. Wedid not oppose that.

Mr. HANSEN . You have Hoover and central California. Now ,

which others have you felt would be proper reclamation projects ?

Mr. BROWER. I think if you would go through the records, you

would find that wehave opposed those that would invade the National

Park System , including nationalmonuments, and more recently , those

that would do major scenic resource damage when there are alterna

tives. That is all that wehave opposed . There is a lot of reclamation

that doesn 't make too much economic sense, but we stay out of that.

We are concerned about scenic resources. That is our field .

Mr.HANSEN . Well, in reading through Mr. Ingram 's statement, you

had me wondering for a few moments if you people wanted to sub

stitute all possible reclamation moneys forbuying pills .

Mr. BROWER. No. I think you missed the point pretty badly there.

Mr.STEIGER. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. HANSEN . Yes.

Mr. STEIGER . Mr. Brower, there is one reconciliation among many

that I find very difficult to make and perhaps you can qualify it. You

have credited Arizona with being willing to violate the Grand Canyon

for profit , to establish this cash register. You must surely be aware

that Grand Canyon itself represents a very profitable enterprise as

far as Arizona is concerned . Over 2 million visitors a year that

come to Arizona or at least visit the Grand Canyon.

If you would look at us as only an economic entity , the State of

Arizona, one anxious to prosper at whatever the cost , how do you

rationalize the rape - in your own language,my paraphrasing of your

language - how do you rationalize the fact that we would be willing

to destroy that which brings 2 million people into our State ?

Mr. BROWER. I go back to the testimony by Mr. Rodack the other

evening, that too many Arizonans don 't know what is in the Grand

Canyon . Many don 't know that thewater that they want is not going

to come from the Grand Canyon , that it is going to come from Lake

Havasu . Too many don 't know that they don 't even need those cash

registers. They don 't know that the Bureau of Reclamation in this

room admitted it does not need those cash registers for the central

Arizona project. They do not know that the main purpose is an

alleged accumulation of a development fund that the gentlemen from
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the Northwest are quite apprehensive about— and so are a lot of other

people - to bring an unknown amount of water to an unknown place

by an unknown route at an unknown cost, but wemust build Grand

Canyon dams to put something in the piggy bank . That is what the

people in Arizona don 't know . They are not told that, and I wish

you would help tell them that- where their water comes from , and

that there is revenue in the water sales and in Hoover, Parker, and

Davis that will pay for central Arizona project.

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Brower, I think you do the people of Arizona a

great disservice. If you will recall in the same testimony, Mr. Udall

indicated that out of responses to some 22,000 questionnaires, re

sponses that he got in returns, I think as a fair sample - Mr. Rodack

by his own admission represented at themost some 800 people , not all

of whom he himself contended were particularly well informed .

But even that aside, even assuming the people of Arizona have been

kept in the dark , now , for 27 years and don 't understand this central

Arizona project and don 't understand the Grand Canyon , you will

concede that those who have worked for such things as Hualapai Dam ,

they do understand and they do, yet how can you credit those of us

who have worked for the dams with and for profit, as you say, whose

solo motivation is profit , would destroy the profitable enterprise if

indeed weare going to destroy the Grand Canyon . That is a rationale

I think is impossible to make.

Mr. BROWER. I don't want to put aside that first point. I think if

you in your district, or Mr. Udall in his district , would put Mr. Ro

dack 's questions, you would get about the same response . Mr. Udall

didn't ask people where the water was coming from . His question

assumed , I think , the common illusion , and Mr. Rodack 's did not. I

think that is

Mr. STEIGER. I have stipulated that the people are ignorant. All

right.

Mr. BROWER. No.

Mr. STEIGER. In order to — those of us who are informed , how can

you credit us with duplicity on the one hand and that we are going to

end up destroying that which is now making money ?

Mr. BROWER. I didn 't use the word “ duplicity."

Mr. STEIGER. I used the word "duplicity." You say that the only

motivation , our only motivation in wanting to dam the canyon is to

generate revenues.

Mr. BROWER. No.

Mr. STEIGER. You say by the generation of these revenues we are

going to violate the Grand Canyon . When you say we violate the

Grand Canyon , we are then placing in jeopardy that which is gen

erating revenuesnow . How do you reconcile that,the fact that we are

willing for profit to destroy that which ismaking profit ?

Mr. BROWER. I can 't figure your motivations, as a matter of fact,

I have heard this testimony, that you don 't think the present revenue

from visitors in Grand Canyon will be impaired . It has been said

again and again in the Arizona papers by the Arizona advocates that

when you go to El Tovar and look atGrand Canyon with all the dams

built, you won 't see a single thing from El Tovar. You have to go

by an old jeep trail, it is alleged , to see one of the reservoirs. This is
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inaccurate, but I think there are a good deal of people who figure you

can have your cake and eat it too, simply because so far too many

people don 't know what is at stake in the rest of the canyon and what

the damage will be.

Mr. STEIGER . I am afraid you are not being consistent. Now you

are telling us that the Arizona papers have informed the people , but

you are saying they are misinformed . Are they either ignorant or

misinformed ? Which is it ?

Mr. BROWER. I think you are trying to narrow this down and we are

getting at cross-purposes unnecessarily.

Mr. STEIGER. I think we start out at cross-purposes.

Mr. BROWER . I would say at this point that we have not argued

that the only reason Arizona wants to do this is formoney . Wehave

said that is one of the reasons. I have observed here that Arizonans

have been informed that there will be nothing visible from El Tovar,

the primary visitor point in the Grand Canyon National Park, if both

damsshould be built .

Now , this is not misinforming them . I said I would use Mr. Ro

dack 's term , his term of people informed or people not informed on

this subject, that you recall. First he would ask, “ Where would the

water come from ?” I forget just how the question went. If they

said the water would come from Grand Canyon, then they weren 't

informed on the physical facts of the centralArizona project. There

are similar questions

Mr. STEIGER. You weren't seriously using Mr. Rodack 's figures.

By his own admissions he talked to less than 100 people on his sample .

You certainly aren 't supposing that is a statistically accurate evalua

tion of the knowledge of the people ofArizona .

Mr. BROWER. The number of people questioned is far less important,

asMr. Gallup will tell you , than the accurate and careful phrasing of

the question . I would contend that Mr. Rodack 's questions will pro

duce a more accurate reply ,more accurate thatMr. Udall's.

Mr. STEIGLER. You think he was— you think he approached this

thing in an objective manner ? Obviously we are going to get bogged

down here.

Mr. BROWER. I think so.

Mr. STEIGER. I do think you have not answered my question how you

can credit Arizonans who support this project, who support the dam ,

who understand the problem , with a willingness to do this thing for

profit that will render by your own definition a profitable venture

unusable .

Mr. BROWER. Mr. Steiger, I don 't think you understood mewhen I

pointed out that they don 't think the damswould render it unusable.

Mr. STEIGER. They are wrong. Is it your position that they simply

don 't understand ?

Mr. BROWER. You misunderstand me. I said they do not think that

the building of the Grand Canyon dams will lose them their tourist

revenue .

Mr.STEIGER. I see.

Mr. BROWER . That ismypoint.

Mr. STEIGER . I see. In other words, these badly informed people .

these misinformed people feel that this will not violate the Grand

Canyon .
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Mr. BROWER. They feel that they will not lose their tourist revenue.

That ismystatement.

Mr. STEIGER . Because the canyon willnot be violated.

Mr. BROWER. No, you are putting other words in my mouth , you

asked if I understood the question : " Why do the people of Arizona

wish to do any damage to the Grand Canyon if it is going to hurt

them because this is a good source of revenue.” The people of Arizona

might not worry about what happens to the Grand Canyon if they

are reasonably assured that what they do would not be visible to the

people who produce the tourist revenue. That is a valid position . I

don't think that it solves your problem of trying to say that we have,

well, maligned Arizonans. I think we would like to see more Ari

zonans, as a good many do, know more about the physical require

ments of thecentral Arizona project.

We would like to see them feel that the central Arizona project is

not inextricably tied into the Grand Canyon dams, which it is not.

Mr. STEIGER. Mr.Hansen , I will yield back my time.

Mr.HANSEN . Mr. Brower, I would have to agree with one thing you

said some time ago about the possible importation of water from one

basin to another under circumstances that weren 't very well planned .

But I would like to ask you this . You mentioned a lot in your state

ment about sedimentation problems, gap, whatever you wish to call

it . And apparently you don 't wish to take the Bureau of Reclama

tion 's figures, or at least their word for it on how much sediment there

is and what the problemsare involving sedimentation . Is that correct ?

Mr. BROWER. I share their problem , because they don 't take their

own figures from page to page.

Mr. HANSEN . Would you then be willing to take the figures or the

conclusionsofthe proposed Water Commission ?

Mr. BROWER. I would like to see them study this and get this kind

of information . I don 't think we or the Congress or the Bureau has

reliable information at this point on a very criticalmatter — sedimenta

tion rates and the longevity of the proposed reservoirs.

Mr. HANSEN . Do you think they would be prone to be objective

enough for your purpose, the type of commission that has been set

out in someofthe proposed legislation ?

Mr. BROWER. Yes, I do.

Mr. HANSEN . I yield to the gentleman from Utah .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Mr. Brower, you were asked a direct question

by the gentleman from Idaho, is the Sierra Club endorsing birth

control or something to that effect ? Your response, as I recall, was

that you thought that conservation and population control were

inseparable ?

Mr.BROWER. Yes, we do.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Well, now , has the Sierra Club ever taken

any kind of a position on birth control or population control ?

Mr. BROWER. Yes.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Has your board of directors ever voted on it ?

Mr. BROWER. Yes. There is a policy statement. I will provide it

for the record at this point if you wish .

Mr. BURTON of Utah, I am glad to hear that because a year or so

ago before another committee I sat through a hearing in which they

76 -955 - 67 -131
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Times, future, insteab
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tion
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were concerned with the world population explosion . I am aware that

something needs to be done to arrest this growth . I would hope that

in the future, instead of taking out full-page ads in the New York

Times,maybe you would take out just a half-page ad and devote some

of your money and extensive resources in other areas.

Mr. INGRAM . Could I respond to that ? If you will allow us to

spend our time on things like constructive future planning, instead

of trying to defend the Grand Canyon from unnecessary dams, we

can do that.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Well, it is a question which comes first, I

suppose. Because of overpopulation , 12,000 people die every day of

starvation in this world .

Mr. INGRAM . Ofwhere the crisis is .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I have had the feeling today that you have

opposed rather than proposed and I don 't have the feeling that the

Sierra Club has given us an answer to this problem . How do we get

water into central Arizona where there are people who need it now ,

not 50 years from now ?

Mr. BROWER. Mr. Burton,the Secretary has comeup with a proposal

and we support it . Wehave no objection .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . You support the steam generating plant, then .

This is what I tried to get you to say a little while ago.

Mr. BROWER. The questions I think were about financing of a de

velopment fund, notthe central Arizona project .

Mr. BURTON ofUtah . That is not right.

Mr. BROWER. The purpose of the steamplant is not for the central

Arizona project. That is ,the water

Mr.BURTON ofUtah . Financing .

Mr. BROWER. I beg your pardon . I believe, if you will review the

project, the purpose is not to finance the water project but to build

the development fund . Wehad quite a bit of testimony as to how big

the fund would be with this plant and how big it would be with the

dam . Now , there will be

Mr. BURTON of Utah . No.

Mr. BROWER ( continuing ) . Some power ; that is , you are looking

for energy for the pumping. One of the sources has been and still is

Hoover, Parker , and Davis. I think that you will also find that part

of the revenue, a good part of it, is going to come from the sale of

water to irrigators who can pay $ 10, from M . & I . users who pay $ 50.

and presumably from the proposed ad valorem tax.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. I have reviewed the project very carefully,

Mr. Brower, and it is all wrapped up in oneball ofwas. The whole

thing is involved in power to pump the water up and power sales from

the damsand so forth . It is all in the same package. Now you just

said it. Let's leave it there. The Sierra Club supports the Secretary's

proposal.

That is allthe questions I have.

Mr. Johnson . Do you have further questions ?

Mr. STEIGER , Ihave taken up too much time now .

Mr. HANSEN . Mr. Chairman , we've all heard the statement about

having a pill for every ill, and it appears these gentlemen would even

apply this to reclamation .
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Mr. JOHNSON . Mr. Brower, you made quite a bit of the siltation

problem in the river. Siltation has been a problem for a long, long

time where there have been dams on the rivers, where we have navi

gation , and what have you. And those problems have been resolved

for themost part by man and his ability and technology and engineer

ing feats.

Silthasbeen handled to allow the project or the facility to be used as

a resource. We have had to dredge our rivers for navigation , flood

control, a little of everything. And in the smaller reservoirs silt is

always a problem . The people have been able to handle it, remove the

silt. They can handle this today with pipelines. With new equipment,

pipelines can transport materials across the Nation . And I see no

reason why the silt is a problem because by the time the silt comes

down, it is very readily in a form that can be taken out, and I think that

is a part ofany consideration that goes to one of these projects where

silt is going to be a problem .

Now , we transport coal slurry and we are transporting a little bit

of everything today in modern facilities. Silt is very readily avail

able in the reservoir for that purpose of removal with new equip

ment, and we create islands out in the bay, reclaim lands by pumping

outofthe various places where silt hasaccumulated .

I am sure that this has been looked at by the engineers, I would

say, in behalf of these projects. Silt is going to be a problem .

Mr. BROWER. Mr. Chairman , if I could respond, I don 't think you

will find any cost estimate whatsoever for any silt removal in any of

these projects.

Mr. JOHNSON . If it becomes a problem

Mr. BROWER. But the

Mr. JOHNSON (continuing). Where the facility is going to be taken

over by silt , I fail to see the silt problem handled because

Mr. BROWER. The problem here is the enormous volume of it . If

you are going to slurry it away , then you are going to be right back

in the problem they had before the building of Hoover Dam , where

they had to get out with their old shovels to clear up what was being

silted in their canals.

Mr. JOHNSON . Well, I think siltation is a problem , no matter where

you find it . Man has been able to cope with that problem for the

most part.

Mr.BROWER . But not on the Colorado.

Mr. JOHNSON. Today with modern technology I think we can re

move the silt. I don 't think that would be a real problem because I

don 't think they could ever work up their cost-benefit ratios and feasi

bility on these projects and have them approved by such people as the

Congress of the United States and put them in operation .

Now , in my time I saw the first facility on the Colorado made use

less from the standpoint of silt, a major problem . Another thing you

stated a little while ago, and I understood the Secretary yesterday to

say that the reason he left Hualapai alone at the present time is be -.

cause it created a great controversy and why have a bill with contro

versy when everybody is in harmony with one another. I don 't think

that is a just reason myself, and I think these figures alone as to

Hualapai and the power potential there over the prepaid system in
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the coal plants, I think Hualapai ismuch better all the way around

from the standpoint of a financial gain and funds that will be ac

cumulated and at the same time it will eliminate the mining of coal

in that area and the other things that go with coal- fired plants.

Now , in southern California our coal- fired plant is just about ruled

out. For what reason ? We don 't mine any coal there but we will

bring it in or we will bring gas in but from the standpoint of ef

fluent from the facilities going into the air , causing more of a problem

all the time with air pollution, they are just about abandoning that.

They are either going to nuclear or they are going back someplace

in the hinterlands and tear it up and produce the energy there and

then move the energy out with large transmission lines.

Now , I think Hualapai Dam and powerhouse in relationship to

pumping stations on the river to take care of the central Arizona

project will do less to that country down there than any other thing

you can do .

Mr. BROWER. I think ,Mr. Chairman, as I was commenting to Mr.

Udall, strip mining would do damage. But the country it damages, if

wehave to do it, and we are not advocating that necessarily , is far less

precious to the world that the Grand Canyon . And if you do put in

Hualapai at the present rate of projectionsby the Bureau of the incre

mental increase in installed hydropower capacity in the Southwest, the

entire installation at Hualapai will take care of the Southwest power

growth needs for only 3 years. Then you are going to have to go on

to something else — strip mining, or go nuclear or stop making such

heavy demands on power. I think that going back to the initial

observation

Mr. JOHNSON . I am trying to confine it to the problem before us

which is the centralArizona project.

Now , the Secretary said that heneeded energy to pump thewater for

the central Arizona project, the water had to be pumped . Pumping

lifts were there. There had to be a supply of energy, and that comes

prior to the repayment, the payout period of Hoover, Parker, and /or

Davis , and the big accumulation into the fund doesn 't come until after

these are paid out,but in themeantime central Arizona needs a pump

ing requirementof a large amount of energy.

Mr. BROWER. Mr. Ingram hasbeen watching

Mr. JOHNSON . And it will come from here. Now , that energy I say

could much better come from the power facilities in the Hualapai Dam

itself. I am sure that with today 's engineering ability , you could de

sign a dam there and powerplant and get the necessary power potential

out of the site and have it look pretty good , and it would be much

closer, would disturb a lot less the whole area in that area there and

accomplish the purpose. Now , if you didn 't have to have energy that

would be one thing,but you have to have energy .

Mr. INGRAM . Mr. Johnson , the Commissioner

Mr. JOHNSON . The energy can't come from Hoover, Parker, or Davis .

Mr. INGRAM . But the energy will come from the coal plants. That

is what the Commissioner

Mr. JOHNSON . I realize that, but I am trying to pin it down that you

have to have a source ofpower.

Mr. INGRAM . No. You have to have a source
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Mr. JOHNSON . Yes, you do. You are going to support the central

Arizona project. It is in a prepaid power source that they are advo

cating to put into this and it is not coming from Parker, Hoover, or

Davis.

Now , after Parker, Hoover, and Davis pay out

Mr. BROWER. Could wesupply an analysis of

Mr. JOHNSON ( continuing ) . Then themoney would go into the fund

but the power potential from those facilities is already being consumed

and they have already been contracted for at the present time.

Mr. INGRAM . ButassumeHualapai is built

Mr. JOHNSON . And the feasibility of those projects was underwrit

ten by people who are taking the power at the present time.

Mr. INGRAM . Suppose Hualapai is built. The Commissioner testi

fied on Tuesday that even if Hualapai is built, pumping power will

not come from Hualapai.

Mr. JOHNSON . Oh , yes, it will.

Mr. INGRAM . No, it will not. You look it up in his testimony . You

will find there that only in a certain period of time

Mr. JOHNSON . You look back. I asked the Secretary wouldn 't it

bemore feasible to get the power from the power facilities at Hualapai

and run your transmission lines down to where you are going to take

the water from the river and pump and divert it.

Mr. INGRAM . Mr. Johnson , I think we ought to get something in

the record on this point because the Commissioner has said this year

hesaid last year, and he said the year before that the power for pump

ing the water in the central Arizona project doesn 't come from the

dams; they trade energy, but it does not come from the dams.

Mr. JOHNSON. That is the same thing.

Mr. INGRAM . No ; no, it is not.

Mr. JOHNSON . Oh, yes, it certainly is .

Mr. INGRAM . The only thing you have to have, then , if you don't

have the dam , is the money, and the money comes from the water

revenue.

Mr. BROWER. Mr. Chairman , could I request here thatat this point ,

it is getting late , and I think that a request from the chairman to the

Bureau of Reclamation could verify that, and also the Bureau and

the Geological Survey could clarify what the sediment life was like

for these reservoirs — what their best estimates were and what it

would cost to clean it out. I think you will not find those figures any

where in all the hearings we have had.

Mr. JOHNSON . Well, now , last year the Secretary testified before

this committee and he advocated Hualapai Dam . This year he comes

in

Mr. BROWER. No, I beg your pardon . No. I am afraid that is

not correct. He advocated Marble but advocated the deferral of

Hualapai pending a 5-year study by the national water commission .

Mr. INGRAM . The position of the administration hasn 't changed on

Hualapai since May 1965 .

Mr. JOHNSON . I think Hualapai was in .

Mr. INGRAM . That was in Congressman Udall's bill, but the admin

istration never introduced a bill last year, or had a bill introduced .
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Mr. Johnson . But there was not the opposition , I don't think, at

th : t time to this particular dam .

Mr. Ingram . Their policy has not changed. The administration 's

policy is 2 years old .

Mr. JOHNSON . The Commissioner and the whole Department of the

Interior did not take the stand they have taken this year in the elimi.

nation of Hualapai.

Mr. BROWER . Mr. Chairman , if you will look at the letter of Febru

ary 15 to the chairman of the full committee from the Secretary , or

the Bureau of the Budget, you will find that they reiterate, the posi

tion of May 1965 which called for the deferral of Hualapai Dam

pending a review of the relative needs for wilderness and scenic re

source protection and the needs for power and that was to be studied

among other things by the National Water Commission which would

be, according to the Bureau of the Budget letter of 1965, would be to

report in about 5 years.

Mr. JOHNSON . 'Well, it might have developed in private conversa

tions. We have had so many on dams here over the years that I am

sure at one timeboth the Secretary and the Commissioner

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Chairman , I wonder if you would yield for just

a moment. I think possibly it has been brought out again in this last

exchange, but I think there is one basic conclusion that kind of points

up the arbitrariness of your position and conceivably an honest mis

conception .

It deals with , Mr. Ingram , your population philosophy. You

assume that we are going to consume our resources at the rate that

the population increases. You have said that you have assumed that.

You credit man with only the capacity of production . His produc

tivity is limited to increasing the population rather than to increasing

his resources ingeniously.

You must know that this will not stand observation . I would sub

mit that this position is perhaps symptomatic of the impropriety of

your other positions. I like to think so . And I don 't expect rebuttal

on this but I would like to point out to you that there is no geometric

theorem that dictates or correlates the consumption of resources in

direct proportion to the growth of the population .

Mr. INGRAM . Since you have misinterpretedme, could I just answer

briefly ?

Mr. STEIGER . Certainly .

Mr. INGRAM . I just want to say I didn 't assume the thing you said

I am assuming. What I am assuming is that man indeed can plan

and that is why I suggested that the National Water Commission

should furnish Congress and the people with two alternatives, with

information on two alternatives, so that he can choose .

Mr. STEIGER. I have no further questions.

Mr. JOHNSON. I have no further questions, either. It is late. You

people have been on the stand here a long time. I am sure that we will

have this under consideration for some time and all of the material

certainly will be made available to the committee that is here some

place in these reports as to just what will be needed to service the

legislation that wehope is reported out by this committee,whether we

have the dam in or thedam out.

I want to thank you , Mr. Brower, and your group here for giving

us the benefit of your testimony. Certainly you have been in this for
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many years now , much longer than I have been in it, and we appre

ciate your patience and the answers to the questions.

Mr. BROWER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman , for the priv

ilege of appearing before you . I hope that in the years to come there

will be some friendly, stimulating disagreements between us and the

members of the committee, but that we will not be at cross purposes.

I hopethat for the gentlemen ofArizona, too.

Mr. Johnson . Wethank you.

( Subsequent to completion of the hearing the following letter was

furnished the committee :)

U . S . DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ,

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION ,

Washington , D . C ., April 3, 1967.

Hon . WAYNE N . ASPINALL,

Chairman , Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,

House of Representatives, Washington , D . C .

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Your letter of March 20 requested that we review Mr.

David Brower's statement on the sediment problem of the Colorado River which

he presented during the recent hearings on Colorado River legislation .

Mr. Brower's semi-facetious " Sedimental Journey” is similar to most of his

other statements, advertisements, books, etc., in that it is designed to appeal

to public emotion with too little attention to fact. Where facts do enter into the

statement they are, for the most part, distorted, misapplied , and buttressed with

unfounded assumptions, rumors, and oblique references to unnamed experts.

The net result is a mish -mash of fact and fancy leading to completely

erroneous conclusions which no responsible hydrologist could support.

For example, he states that " nowhere do we have a reliable estimate , or more

than detached pieces of estimate so far removed as not to fit together, of what

the all-important sedimentation rates really are." The facts are that records

of sediment flow on the Colorado River are among the best, if not the best , of

any major river in the country . In some instances they go back as far as 1926 .

The most valuable and complete record , as far as reservoir sediment deposition

is concerned , is that for LakeMead, where three separate sediment surveys have

been made which provide an accurate historical record of actual sedimentaccumu

lation over a 30 -year period .

Another absurdity in Mr. Brower ' s statement is his allegation that there is a

3 ,600 -percent error factor between information on the surface area of the pro

posed Coconino Reservoir , as shown on maps and tables in the same Reclamation

report. To reach this startling conclusion , Mr. Brower scaled reservoir areas,

as shown on a location map , and compared them with corresponding areas as

indicated in the report tables.

Any person possessing ordinary common sense and a desire for true facts

would realize that project features on location maps are not drawn to scale ;

rather , they are presented generally to show relative importance. If they did

not understand this, they certainly would have inquired as to what caused a

3 .600-percent error , rather then blandly stating it as an accepted fact as Mr.

Brower did in his testimony before your committee. We are not perfect , but

this is the first timewe have been charged with being 3 ,600 percent wrong.

As another example, he postulates future water losses in the magnitude of

3 ,000,000 to 4 ,000 ,000 acre-feet per year resulting from what he termsas phreato

phyte jungles that he envisions will spring up in the reservoir areas of proposed

dams. Typical of his reasoning to reach such alarming figures, he conjures up a

150 ,000 -acre silt trap and phreatophyte jungle behind Coconino Dam on the

Little Colorado River that will cost the Colorado Basin an annual loss of

1 .500 .000 acre-feet through evaporation and transpiration . He doesn 't explain

how it is possible to lose 1,500,000 acre-feet of water annually from a stream

with an annual runoff of less than 200 ,000 acre-feet.

Further ,Mr. Brower recognizes that Lake Powell will act as a huge sediment

Iran but then apparently ignores this in his calculations of the projected life

01 Hnalapai Reservoir .

Rather than attempt to make reason out of Mr. Brower' s labored distortions,

we believe it would be simpler and more understandable to provide an up-to -date

statement on our sediment studies and their relation to existing and proposed
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projects on the Colorado River. The statement is attached. Wehope it will be

useful to your committee.

Sincerely yours ,

FLOYD E . DOMINY, Commissioner .

( Enclosure )

SEDIMENT RECORDS, ANALYSES, AND PROJECTIONS,

COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT
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A great deal of information on sediment flows of the Colorado River and its

tributaries between Lees Ferry and Lake Mead has been accumulated over the

past 40 years. Included are three sediment surveys of LakeMead completed in

1935 , 1948, and 1964, which measure accurately the actual sediment deposition

in LakeMead over the period covered .

Available records of sediment flow

Records of the suspended sediment load of the Colorado River and its tribu

taries are maintained by the U . S . Geological Survey and available at several

points between Lees Ferry and Lake Mead, for varying periods as follows :

Station and period of record Year

Colorado River at Lees Ferry, 1929- 33 ; 1943-44 ; and 1948 -65 _ - - - -

Paria River at Lees Ferry, 1948 -65 - - - -

Little Colorado River at Cameron , 1957 –65 _

Colorado River at Grand Canyon, 1926 -66 - - -

Virgin River at Littlefield, 1948 -66 - - - -

Sediment Survey of Lake Mead , 1935, 1948, and 1964 .

Discharge and sediment records of Colorado River at Lees Ferry

The 25 -year period of record shows an average water discharge of about 10 . 7

million acre-feet and an average suspended sediment load of about 83 million

tons. Assuming that sediment weighs 65 pounds per cubic foot, the average

annual sediment flow in this period was equivalent to 59,000 acre-feet per year.

Starting in 1959 , however, the records are not representative of sediment

inflow into Lake Powell. In 1959 the storage back of the cofferdam was filled ,

and in 1963 the diversion tunnel was closed and storage initiated . Some sedi

ment was deposited in Lake Powell in these recent years. For the 18 years of

record at Lees Ferry which were not affected by sediment deposition in Lake

Powell, the average annual water discharge was about 12 million acre-feet and

the average annual suspended sediment load about 107 million tons, or about

75 ,000 acre-feet per year.

Historic rates of sediment discharge on the tributaries

The following table summarizes the historical information (averages ) on

water discharges and suspended sediment loads on the three tributaries :

Average annualdischarges in period

of sediment record

Years of

record

of

sediment

River Water Sediment

1 ,000

Acre-feet

Million

tons

1 .000

Are feet

0
0 3 . 54Paria at Lees Ferry . . .

Little Colorado at Cameron .

Virgin at Littlefield . . - - - - - - -

18

141

131 2 . 39

The long-time average water flows of these streams are somewhat greater than

the flows indicated for the period of record of sediment. From a study of the

relationships between annual water flow and annual sediment flow , the long time

average annual sediment discharges are estimated to be about as follows:

4ore-feet

Paria River at Lees Ferry - - - 4 , 000

Little Colorado at Cameron . . 10 . 000

Virgin at Littlefield . . 2 . 500

1 1

1
1

-

1
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Colorado River at Grand Canyon

For the 18 years of concurrent record at Lees Ferry and Grand Canyon , the

average annualwater discharge at Grand Canyon was about 12. 3 million acre-feet

and the average annual suspended sediment load wasabout 135 million tons. The

average annual equivalent volume of sediment in this period is estimated to be

about 95 ,000 acre-feet.

Sediment deposition at Lake Mead

Storage was initiated at Lake Mead in February 1935 . To check the amount of

sediment deposition the reservoir was surveyed in that year and resurveyed in

1948 and again in 1964 . These surveys show the following average annualrates

of sedimentation :

Years Acre-feet per

year average

1

1935 -48 ..

1949 -64. .

1
1

13. 7

16

104 , 000

80, 750

91,450Total 1935 -64. . 29. 7

During the years 1935 – 1964, the average annual sediment flow passing the

Grand Canyon station was about 73,000 acre-feet, or about 80 percent of the

sediment deposition in LakeMead in this period .

Estimate of future sediment flow at Hualapai damsite

On the basis of the historic records presented herein , and with allowances for

the effects of Lake Powell in storing the sediment flow of the Colorado River

at that point, the future average annual sediment inflow initially to the Hualapai

reservoir site is estimated to be as follows :

Acre-feet

( a ) Without sediment barrier dams on tributaries - - - - - 25 , 000

( b ) With sediment barrier dams on Paria and Little Colorado Rivers- - - 16, 500

Useful life of HualapaiReservoir

The reservoir, recommended in several of the bills now pending before the

Congress, has a total surface storage capacity of about 3 .7 million acre-feet. If

we assume 100 percent trap efficiency, but with the capability of flushing 10

percent of sediment from the reservoir , the time required to fill this space with

sediment is estimated to be as follows :

Years

( a ) Without sediment barrier dams on the tributaries - - - - - -

( b ) With sediment barrier dams on Paria and Little Colorado Rivers . - - - - - 250

Delta deposit athead of HualapaiReservoir

The Colorado River Canyon is steep and narrow and there is no space for the

buildup of a sediment jungle in the backwater. ' A reservoir at this site will

probably cause some deposition of sediment in the river channel upstream from

the reservoir pool, but this will be in the bottom of the river and the riverbed

will progressively increase in elevation . However, it will still appear as a river.

Now we have some ladies who have been waiting here all day, 2 ór

3 days. Dr. Ruth Weiner and Miss Joy Coombs.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 105

STATEMENT OF DR. RUTH WEINER, REPRESENTING THE GRAND

CANYON WORKSHOP OF THE COLORADO OPEN SPACE COORDI.

NATING COUNCIL , ACCOMPANIED BY MISS JOY COOMBS

Mrs.WEINER . Mr. Chairman ,wewill be here tomorrow if you would

like to defer.

Mr. JOHNSON. If you look at the list tomorrow it is aboutas long as

the list today. How much timewould you want?

Mrs. WEINER. Well, our entire testimony will take only about 15

minutes, I believe, to read and we can cut it down from that if you
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prefer . But in view of the lateness of the hour if you would like to

squeeze us in at another place we are perfectly willing.

Mr. Johnson . Well, if you make your presentation here in 15 min .

utes that will be fine. Wegenerally work until 6 or 7 here someplace,

here in this office or the committee room . Feel free to go ahead and

your statements will be placed in the record in full.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Mr. Chairman, where are the ladies from ?

Mr. Johnson . The ladies are from the Grand Canyon Workshop of

theColorado Open Space Coordinating Council.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . If it is all right with my colleagues I would

like to give them the full 15 minutes if they have come all this way.

Mr. STEIGER. Absolutely.

Mr. JOHNSON . Who would like to open up ?

Mrs. WEINER. I will begin . Wehave combined our statements in

order to save time but we are dividing the presentation . This is in

deference to the express wishes of the folks back home, the groups

which sent us at considerable expense to themselves.

This statement was prepared by the members of the Grand Canyon

Workshop of the Colorado Open Space Coordinating Council.

This is a sort of federation of conservation and outdoor groups.

The participating organizations which specifically endorse this state

ment are listed in the statement which we handed in to the committee.

We have tried not to repeat testimony given in 1965 and 1966 .

Our case against the Grand Canyon dams was presented in ample

detail by Richard Lamm in September of 1965 and our testimony on

the five Colorado projects by Miss Coombs and by Mr. Ed Hilliard

in 1966 .

I should like to submit for the committee files a booklet entitled

“ Facts About the Proposed Grand Canyon Dams and the Threat to

Grand Canyon " which was prepared by our group and has been circu

lated publicly .

Mr. Johnson. Without objection , the booklet will be placed in the

file. Is there objection ?

Hearing none, so will be the order.

Mrs.WEINER. First , we would like to commend the Secretary of the

Interior for his recent statement of administration recommendations

of the central Arizona project. Weare happy to see a proposalmade

that suggests that those who benefit from CAP pay a large part of

its cost .

We are also, of course, gratified that the Grand Canyon dams are

no longer proposed as cash registers and that recognition has been

given to the uniqueness of theGrand Canyon of Colorado in its present

state.

The Secretary has made a significant contribution to conservation

and to the entire Southwest in determining that in this one instance

the Federal Government and private utilities could cooperate for the

sake of saving a great national treasure.

The alternatives proposed for financing CAP are flexible and imagi

native as well as realistic and consonant with current technology.

We wish we could support the administration 's position en irely

but the proposalappears questionable in the following four respects :

First, financing of the CAP. We have already taken the position
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previously that we would not support CAP unless the water was sold

at the cost of delivery or was financed in some way by the area to

be benefited , such as by the ad valorem tax proposed by the admin

istration . It is longstanding reclamation policy that irrigation works

be constructed without interest. This was a sound principle and

helped to develop the West but we feel that the taxpayer should be

given some idea of the economic burden he bears in view of today 's

application of the principle .

A conservative estimate of money lost to the Treasury by interest

free construction of the central Arizona project yields the total of

$ 675 ,900,000 . This is derived in a table which I would like to include

in my statement. It was calculated by the standard method of cal

culating compound interest on a decreasing principal using a 50 -year

payout period , and an 8-year construction period and an interest rate

of 3 percent.

On the Secretary's figure of $719 million for construction of the

central Arizona project I used a low interest figure on purpose to

sort of balance any - I realize that there are expenses here on which

interest is paid and I figured by taking a substantially lower interest

figure it would make a simpler calculation .

If this loss is apportioned to the several States according to their

share of the Federal tax, and I took these apportionments from the

World Almanac of 1966 , we find that New York , for example, would

pay $74,349,000 for the interest on CAP. That is , this is the amount

that would be lost.

Our own State of Colorado would pay $ 6 ,285,000. West Virginia

would pay $6 ,759,000 . Similar figures could be obtained for Hualapai

Dam ifyou take the construction figure of $ 511 million , cut everything

down to seven -tenths.

Second , deferral of the Hualapai Dam site for congressional discre

tion . Wehave also taken the position prior to this hearing that we

would support CAP only if boundaries of the Grand Canyon National

Park were extended from Lee's Ferry to the headwaters of Lake Mead.

Both the administration and the chairman of the Interior Committee

have asked that Marble Dam be included in Grand Canyon National

Park . We urge that the Hualapai site be accorded the same protec

tion . If CAP can be paid for without Hualapai Dam as the admini

stration affirms, why leave thedamsite open ?

The answer has been given severaltimes in these hearings : to pay for

as yet unauthorized importation . Hualapai could be removed from

the bargaining block by enactment of H .R . 1305 which would also re

move both dams from part 1 of the Federal Power Act as has been

recommended by the administration . And this would effectively end

the Grand Canyon controversy .

Wewould also like to ask parenthetically who would be the first to

benefit from the investment in the central Arizona project and I would

like to insert in the record a few lines from a brochure which is being

circulated by Arizona Properties, Inc., South Scott Street, Tucson ,

Ariz .

This is a letter which begins " Dear Sun Lover” and reads :

Looks like the huge one and three-quarter billion Central Arizona Project bill,

the CAP bill, bas an excellent chance of approval by this Congress. We are
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reasonably sure of getting the water into Central Arizona although we are not

quite sure of the exact form of approval, that is, with one dam or two dams.

However, we do know that cheap hydroelectric power, essential to the project

and at least the huge Hualapai Dam will either be approved along with the

initial CAP or soon thereafter .

This will be the greatest thing that ever happened to Arizona, not just be

cause such a huge sum of money is being spent in such a small state , 1 ,800,000

people, but because of the hundreds of factories , resorts , new cities and many

other projects that will come into the State because of low taxes, ample water,

clear blue sun , the nicest place in the world to look and play and loaf.

There is onemore sentence Iwould like to read :

If you wait until the CAP bill is signed and smart investors from all over the

country come rushing in , you will have waited too long

The committee should also be informed of a recent expression of

public concern from citizens of Colorado relating to the proposed hy.

droelectric dams in Grand Canyon . This concern is expressed in

House Joint Memorial No. 1006 ofthe Colorado Legislature, a copy of

which I will submit for the record . This memorial is entitled " je

morializing the Congress of the United States To Refrain From

Authorizing Hydroelectric Projects in the Grand Canyon of Colo

rado.”

The memorial was introduced by a partisan committee of fivemem

bers of the Colorado State Legislature, one of whom , John Mackie,

is the majority leader of the Colorado House . It is now under con

sideration by the Natural Resources Committee of the Colorado House

of Representatives.

Third, the efficiency of CAP water use . The primary argument for

CAP is the depletion of Arizona water resources. CAP has been

characterized for 20 years as a “ rescue operation .” The proposed

legislation states that CAP water will be used only to irrigate land

with a previous history of irrigation . We wonder if there is any

provision to prevent overdraft of the ground water to irrigate new

lands.

There is even controversy as to whether CAP as presently drafted

will be economically beneficial to Arizona in the long run . A recent

analysis by Robert Young and William Martin to be published in

the March issue of the Arizona Review compares the benefits of the

different water uses. Their findings suggest that irrigation water

allocated to the present CAP would hinder Arizona's development.

Fourth, Hooker Dam . We object to the proposed site for Hooker

Dam on the Gila River because it would infringe unnecessarily on

America 's first established wilderness area , theGila wilderness . Surely

a site could be selected downstream on the Gila , such as Red Rock ,

which would accomplish the reclamation purposes of the dam just as

well. This site, which is about 25 miles downstream from the pro

posed site is at an elevation of only 550 feet less so that the difference

in evaporation would be negligible. Furthermore, flood controlwould

be more effective at this downstream site.

Miss Coombs will present the rest of our statement.

Mr. JOHNSON . You may go ahead .

Miss Coombs. Wehave a recommendation about the National Water

Commission . We would like to be sure that some members of the

Commission will argue for leave-it-alone values and will have train
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ing in the ecological sciences as would, for example, members of the

NationalAcademyofSciences.

We do not want this Commission to be just another group biased ,

we may indeed say dedicated , to the consumptive use of water to the

exclusion ofmost other points of view . If wewere to select a priority

in the work of the National Water Commission it would be to deter

mine a definition of water shortage. Congress might find its work

simplified if need for water were more closely defined than simply

whatever water would be consumed if it could be obtained .

Shortage would have meaning if we agreed on adequacy, but what

would be an adequate supply of water for a booming economy located

in an arid area ? Is it useful to define an area as " water short” when

water can be supplied to it only through a continuing subsidy ?

The NationalWater Commission might offer guidelines for judging

whether a region is living beyond its resources at the expense of the

Nation .

Many of the bills before you provide for a basin development fund,

specifically for augmentation of the Colorado River. A recent pub

lication contained a pointed warning concerning such large basin

accounts. The annual report of the Upper Colorado River Commis

sion , September 1966, states that the Colorado storage project , the

Bureau 's most ambitious project to date , now has a deficit of $ 353. 2

million . This amount is described as “ Deficit in authorized appropria

tion ceiling compared to estimated costs of units and projects of the

CRSP under construction and authorized to be constructed .”

This is a 40 - percent excess of costs over appropriations which is

explained as being due to increases in costs, changes in plans, and I

read from page 69 :

Omissions by the Congress of the cost of Curecanti storage unit currently

estimated to cost $98.6 million from the $760 million authorized to be appro

priated in the Colorado River storage project as of 1956 .

The House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs in its report

on H . R . 3383 said :

The Committee did not include funds for the Curecanti unit as the Depart

ment of Interior is presently studying a modified plan , a report on which must

be submitted to Congress. Firm data on unit not available.

The Curecanti unit has been built, the gates are closed . There is a

picture of it in the report.

Basin accounts, then , and reclamation law in generalmight well be

something for the Water Commission to study.

Finally , we are pleased that all proposals for a National Water

Commission provide for sets of alternative recommendations forwater

use . Wewould like to see this policy adhered to more often by Fed

eral agencies , especially where the issue is complex and where non

monetary values are involved .

This statement has been endorsed specifically by 15 of the member

organizations affiliated with the Colorado Open Space Coordinating

Council.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify.

Mr. Johnson . Thank you for your statements.

The gentleman from Utah .
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Mr. BURTON of Utah. Miss Coombs, you say that this statement of

yours has been endorsed by each of these 15 that appear on the front

page of your paper ?

Miss Coombs. Yes, sir ; each, separately. It is not an automatic

endorsement just because they are affiliated with Colorado Open Space.

Mrs. WEINER. The statement, if I might speak to that when we

prepare statements, they are submitted to the organizations, who then

vote on them independently.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. Are there any organizations that you sub

mitted the statement to , that didn 't approve it ?

Mrs. WEINER. There are organizations in the Open Space Coordi

nating Council such as Nature Conservancy , who never approve state .

ments of this type. There are others, if I look at those, I might recall

some — the Colorado Federation of Women 's Clubs, for example.

There wasn 't sufficient time to bring this before their board of di

rectors. This has occurred also .

I might say in this instance , I don't know of any ofthe 22 member

organizations — well, Planned Parenthood is a member, and for them

it is not applicable, of the 22-member organizations, I don 't know of

a single one which , when questioned , would disapprove of this

statement.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . That is all,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . Mr. Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. None took action and disapproved ; is that correct ?

Mrs.WEINER. That is correct .

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you . Nomore questions.

Mr. Johnson . Mr. Steiger ?

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you . Ladies, I would like to congratulate you

for having the interest and , obviously, the sincere dedication to come

this far. Are you salaried by this

Mrs. WEINER. Oh, no . This is a totally volunteer effort, the Grand

Canyon Workshop.

Mr. STEIGER. I think that lends a great dealof credence to your testi

mony, the fact that there is no profit for you at all. I take cognizance

of that fact. This is not always the case with groups that testify here.

Are you ladies aware that last weekend, in fact, on March 11, which

was Saturday or Sunday of last week , the NationalWildlife Federa

tion at their national convention endorsed Hualapai Dam ?

Mrs.WEINER. Yes, sir ; we are aware of that.

Mr. STEIGER. In other words, you are aware that there are conserva

tion people, groups, who are concerned about conservation , who do

endorse the dam ?

Mrs. WEINER. Mr. Steiger, we might say, that is why all conserva.

tion groups are not one. Different people have different views, yes.

Mr. STEIGER . I don 't bring that up as an alternative to your view .

I just simply want, in view of the fact that none of your groups have

expressed disapproval of the statement, I wanted to make you aware

of the fact that there were reputable conservation groups that did en

dorse this .

I have no further questions.

Mr. REINECKE. Will the gentleman yield !

I am not clear. Is the National Wildlife Federation considered a

conservation group ?
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Mr. STEIGER. It is arbitrary on my part, but I consider them so.

Mr. JOHNSON . We want to thank you two ladies for waiting here

and giving us the benefit of your testimony and your responses to the

questions. The statements will be in the record , the items that you

wanted included .

Mrs. WEINER. Thank you .

Miss COOMBS. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

( The complete, prepared statements of Mrs. Weiner and Miss

Coombs, above referred to , follows: )

STATEMENT OF THE GRAND CANYON WORKSHOP OF THE COLORADO OPEN SPACE

COORDINATING COUNCIL

We, Joy Coombs of Boulder, Colorado and Ruth Weiner of Denver, Colorado

are here as representatives of theGrand Canyon Workshop of the Colorado Open

Space Coordinating Council (COSCC ) , coordinating structure for recreational

conservation organization in Colorado whose totalmemberships currently number

approximately 19,000. The participating organizations specifically endorsing

this statement are :

Aiken Ornithological Society , Box 56 Cascade, Colo . ; American Camping

Association , Rocky Mountain Section , 1375 Delaware, Denver, Colo. ; Colo

rado Mountain Club, 1400 Josephine, Denver, Colo . ; Colorado White Water

Association , 1765 Carr, Lakewood, Colo . ; Denver Beautiful, Inc., 361 Ash ,

Denver, Colo . ; Denver Botany Club , 2560 S . Washington , Denver, Colo. ;

Denver Field Ornithologists, 7211 East 6th Ave ., Denver , Colo . ; Colorado

Chapter of Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs, 2390 S . University ,

Denver, Colo . ; Mile-Hi Alpine Club, 865 Mohawk, Boulder, Colo . ; PLAN

Boulder, 1430 High Street, Boulder, Colo. ; Regional Parks Association , 3075

South Clayton , Denver, Colo . ; Sierra Club , Rocky Mountain Chapter, 1484

South Eudora , Denver, Colo. ; Springs Area Beautiful Association , 14 East

Fontanero St., Colorado Springs , Colo . ; Trout Unlimited , Cutthroat Chapter ,

1285 South Seneca Way, Denver, Colo .

We in COSCC have a dual interest in the provisions of the legislation under

consideration in these hearings : as conservation -oriented persons, and as tax

payer-citizens of the Upper Colorado River Basin .

We wish to commend Secretary Udall for his recent statement of administra

tion recommendations for the Central Arizona Project (CAP ) . We are happy

to see a proposal made that suggests that those who benefit from CAP pay at

least a part of its cost. We are also , of course, gratified that the Grand Canyon

dams are no longer proposed as CAP " cash registers," and that recognition has

been given to the uniqueness of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado and the pro

posed dam sites in their present state . The Secretary has made a significant

contribution to conservation and to the entire Southwest in determing in this

one instance that the Federal government and private utilities could cooperate

for the sake of saving a great national treasure. The proposal for financing

CAP is imaginative as well as realistic and consonant with current technology .

We wish we could support entirely the Administration 's position , but the pro

posal appears questionable in the following four respects ;

( 1 ) Financing of the CAP. - COSCC has already taken the position that we

would not support CAP unless the water were sold at cost of delivery, or were

financed in somemanner like the ad valorem tax proposed by the Administration .

However, we know that a number of costs of the project are written off as non

reimbursable ; presumably , these would be of benefit to the whole nation . Al

though it is long-standing reclamation policy that irrigation works be constructed

without interest payment to the U . S . Treasury, we feel that the taxpayer should

be given some idea of his economic burden . A conservative estimate of monies

lost to the Treasury by interest- free construction of CAP yields a total figure of

$675 ,900 ,000 .

( See attached table.) Apportioning this loss to the several states according to

their share of the Federal tax, we find that New York , for example , would pay

$74.349.000 for the interest on CAP. Our own state of Colorado would pay $ 6 .285..

870. West Virginia would pay $ 6 ,759 ,000 .
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( 2 ) Deferral of the Hualapai damsite for Congressional discretion . - We also

have taken the position , prior to this hearing , that we would support CAP only

if the boundaries of Grand Canyon National Park were extended from Lee's

Ferry to the headwaters of Lake Mead. Both Secretary Udall and the Chairman

of this Committee have asked that Marble Canyon be included in Grand Canyon

National Park . We urge that the Hualapai site be accorded the same protection .

( The Administration 's proposal would protect both sites from Federal Power

Commission action by excluding them from Part I of the Federal Power Act. )

If CAP can be paid for without Hualapai Dam , as the Administration suggests,

why leave the damsite open for future Congressional consideration ?

The Committee should be informed of a recent expression of public concern .

from citizens of Colorado , relating to the proposed hydroelectric projects in

Grand Canyon - one of which is included in all the legislation under considera .

tion in these hearings. This concern is expressed in House Joint Memorial No.

1006 , of the Colorado Legislature, a copy of which is attached to this statement.

This memorial, which asks Congress to refrain from authorizing hydroelectric

projects in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, is presently under consideration

by the Natural Resources Committee of the Colorado House of Representatives

( 3 ) The efficiency of CAP water use . The primary argument for CAP is the

depletion of Arizona 's water resources ; CAP has been characterized for 20 years

as a " rescue operation ." ( See, for example , John Terrell , “War for the Colorado

River." ). The proposed legislation states that CAP water will be used only to

irrigate land with a previous history of irrigation . We wonder if there is any

provision to prevent overdraft of ground water to irrigate nero lands.

There even is controversy over whether CAP, as presently drafted , will be

economically beneficial to Arizona in the long run . The recent analysis by

Robert Young and William Martin in Arizona Review , March 1967, compares

the benefits of different water uses. Their findings would suggest that the ir

rigation water allocated in the present CAP will hinder Arizona 's development.

( 4 ) Hooker Dam . — We object to the proposed site for Hooker Dam on the

Gila River because it would infringe unnecessarily on America ' s first established

wilderness area , the Gila Wilderness. Surely a site could be selected down

stream on the Gila - such as at Red Rock — which would accomplish the reclama

tion purposes of the dam just as well. This site which is about 25 miles down

stream from the proposed site is at an elevation of only 550 feet less so that the

difference in evaporation would be negligible . Furthermore, flood control would

be more effective at this downstream site.

The Administration recommends establishment of a National Water Com

mission . Wewould like to have at least one member who will argue for learn

it-alone" values, and at least one member with some training in the ecological

sciences, i.e . member of the Water Committee of the National Academy of

Sciences. We do not want this Commission to be just another group biased

indeed , we might say dedicated — to the consumptive use of water, to the ex

clusion of most other points of view . Moreover, all proposals for interbasis

transfer of water, including Federal proposals , should be reviewed by the Com .

mission before authorization .

The Office of Water Research of the Federal Council on Science and Tech

nology has undertaken a ten -year program of studies of all phases of water

resource problems. Research expenditures, a part of this program , are est

mated to approach $100 million. In the interest of economy, perhaps this pro

gram could be merged with the proposed National Water Commission , and its

scientists put in a strong advisory position ,

Weare pleased that all proposals for a National Water Commission provide

for sets of alternative recommendations for water use. We would like to see

this policy adhered to more often by Federal agencies, especially where the

issue is complex and where non -monetary values are involved .

All of the bills under consideration provide for a Basin Development Fund.

specifically for augmentation of the Colorado River. A recent publication from

tains a pointed warning concerning such large basin accounts. The eizhtrents

annual report oft he Upper Colorado River Commission (September 30 , 1978

states that the Colorado River Storage Project - the Bureau of Reclamation 's

most ambitious project to date - presently has a deficit of $ 352,212,000 ( p . 9 ).

The estimated costs of the project as of 1966 exceed the appropriated funds by

40 % . The reasons given for the deficit are : ( 1 ) the general increases in con

struction costs since 1956 ; ( 2 ) the construction of a $99 million project ( the

Curecanti project ) for which no Congressional appropriation was made. In

light of the foregoing, we seriously wonder how accurate are the cost estimates

of CAP.
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We are in general agreement with the provisions of Title VI of H . R . 3300,

regardless of Congressionaldisposition of CAP.

In conclusion , we would like to point out that there are still many unanswered

questions and dubious aspects about this legislation , which has been hanging

fire in Congress for 20 years.

TABLE I.

LOSS TO THE U .S . TREASURY FROM INTEREST-FREE CONSTRUCTION OF THE CAP

The following calculation wasbased on a total cost of $719,000 ,000 , interest rate

of 3 % , a construction period of 8 years and a payment period of 50 years. This

was thought to be a sufficiently low estimate not to be substantially altered by

interest-bearing parts of the financing .

P = initial loan ( $719 x 100) P = unpaid balance at any time t

= interest rate ( 3 % ) i : interest at any time t

I : total interest

p = pe-at

at t = 0 , D = p ; gat t = 58/ 2 = 29 years, P = p ./ 2

1 / 2 = ° 8

a = In 2 / 29 . = .024
Therefore, i . rpe-at = 1 .03 ) (719 ) (100) e -024

Total interest 58

I : idt

I = 675,900 ,000

Portion of interest loss borne by each State

State Percent Amount State Percent Amount

1
1

1

1 . 73

. 12

. 69

. 95

8 . 33

. 93

1. 67

1

. 36

. 75

. 15

. 32

3 . 21

.50

10. 94

2 .42

. 34

5 . 14

1. 23

Alabama.

Alaska .

Arizona . .

Arkansas .

California

Colorado .

Connecticut

Delaware. .

District of Columbia

Florida .

Georgia .

Hawail.

Idaho . .

Minois .

Indians

Iowa. .

Kansas . .

Kentucky .

Louisiana

Maine . . .

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan .

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri.

*
a
i
c
i.

N
a

$ 11, 693, 070

811, 080

4 , 663, 710

421, 050

302 , 470

. 285. 870

, 287,

1, 622, 60

2 , 771, 190

17, 776 , 170

14, 126 , 310

2 , 298 , 060

2 , 365, 650

51, 300, 810

16 , 694 , 730

10 , 679, 220

7 , 840 , 440

10 , 881, 990

11, 693, 070

3 , 447, 090

11 , 084, 760

22 ,980, 600

31, 834, 890

12, 233 ,790

7,772, 850

15, 478 , 110

Montana

Nebraska . .

Nevada . . .

New Hampshire .

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio .

Oklahoma. . . - -

Oregon . - - - -

Pennsylvania .

Rhode Island

South Carolina .

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas . .

Utah .

Vermont.

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin . . .

Wyoming- - -

$ 3, 433, 240

5 , 069, 250

1, 013, 850

2 , 162, 880

21, 696 , 390

3 , 379, 500

73, 943, 460

16, 356 , 760

2, 298, 060

34 , 741, 260

8 , 313, 570

6 , 353, 460

40, 554, 000

3, 109, 140

8 , 516 , 340

2 , 433, 240

12, 774 , 510

34, 808, 850

3, 176 ,730

1 , 419 , 390

14, 193 , 900

10, 206 , 090

6 , 691, 420

14 , 126 , 310

1, 216, 620

6 . 00

. 46

1. 26

. 36

1. 89

5 . 15

. 47

. 21

2 . 10

1. 51

. 99

2 .09

1. 16

1 . 61

1 . 73

.51

1 .64

3 . 40

4 . 71

1 . 81

1. 15

2. 29

. 36

H . J. M . No. 1006 , by Representative Edmonds, Lamm , Mackie, Jackson, and

Fowler.

MEMORIALIZING THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES TO

REFRAIN FROM AUTHORIZING HYDROELECTRIC PROJECTS IN

THE GRAND CANYON OF THE COLORADO .

WHEREAS, The Grand Canyon of the Colorado in its present state is an area

of naturalbeauty unique in the United States and theworld ; and

WHEREAS, Year by year the Grand Canyon increases in recreational, scien

tific, and spiritual value for the American people ; and

76 - 956 – 6732
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WHEREAS, The proposed hydroelectric projects in the Grand Canyon are not

necessary to the Southwest Pacific Water Plan now before the Congress, and

impair its chances of passage ; now , therefore ,

Be It Resolved by the House of Representatives of the Forty -sixth General

Assembly of the State of Colorado , the Senate concurring herein :

That the Congress of the United States be requested to refrain from authoriz

ing any hydroelectric projects in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado between Glen

Canyon and the headwaters of Lake Mead ; and

Be It Further Resolved, That a copy of this Memorialbe sent to the members

of Congress from the State of Colorado ; to the members of the Interior Com

mittee of the House of Representatives of the Congress ; and to the Secretary of

the Interior of the United States.

Committee on Natural Resources.

Mr. Johnson. We have Dr. Stephen Jett. Is Mr. Jett here ?

Mr. JETT. Yes, sir .

Shall I proceed ?

Mr. Johnson. Yes. Tomorrow , we have a full schedule .

STATEMENT OF DR . STEPHEN JETT, IN BEHALF OF THE NAVAJO

TRIBE OF INDIANS

Dr. JETT. I have here several documents which I would like to

submit .

Mr. Johnson . Dr. Jett, would you for the record give us your full

nameand who you represent ?

Dr. JETT. Yes, sir. My name is Stephen C . Jett. I am an assistant

professor of geography. I reside in Davis , Calif. I am testifying

as an individual to the question of the position of the Navajo Tribe

of Indians on this legislation before us.

As I mentioned , I have several documents I would like to submit

to the committee, either for inclusion in the record or as part of the

file, depending on how the committee

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Could I ask one further question ?

Dr. Jett, are you here to represent the Navajo Tribe ?

Dr. JETT. I am not here at their request. I am here with the knowl

edge and consentof the resources division of the tribe.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . It seems to me we had representatives of the

Navajo Tribe here a year or two ago when we were considering

this .

Mr. STEIGER . It was Dr. Jett.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . But you are not here officially speaking for

the tribe ; is that correct ?

Dr. JETT. Only to the extent I am presenting official documents of

the tribe.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . As a former assistant professor,myself, I

would like to know where you are an assistant professor.

Dr. JETT. The University of California.

I will try to make this statement brief. The gist of my statement

is quotations from the documents which I am presenting at this time.

These are resolutions by the Navajo Tribal Council and are also the

documents include petitions addressed to the Federal Power Com

mission in regard to the question of licensing theMarble Canyon Dam .

The Navajos, at the time ofmy previous testimony in 1966, had not

taken any official position on this question . They had not, according
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to the chairman of the tribe, been adequately informed on the subject .

Since that date, however, the position of the tribe has been made

quite clear in several resolutions as well as in these documents pre

pared by the legaldepartment of that tribe.

The position is a dual one. No. 1 is opposition to any hydroelectric

structures in the Grand Canyon . This position is the result of the fact

that the Navajos do not wish to see scenic resources impaired by the

construction of such a dam , and also because of the availability, par

ticularly with the use of resources on the Navajo Reservation, ofalter

nativepower sources, specifically coaland uranium .

The Navajo Tribe has a tradition of respect for the natural land

scape. It is a religious matter with the Navajos. Their ritual liter

ature is full of allusions to thebeauties of nature.

And I would like to just very briefly summarize, if I may, the his

tory in the last few years of their development of a tribal park system .

They have specifically created tribal parks — six , I believe, at the

present time and are also specifically advocating in these documents

the extension of the National Park to include the entire Grand Canyon

from Lees Ferry to the Grand Wash Cliffs , including a portion of the

Navajo Reservation , with the proviso that the Navajo Tribal Park

Commission be in charge of the administration of the Navajo Run of

thenationalpark .

In 1956, Glen Canyon Dam was authorized . The following year ,

1957, the tribal council created the tribal park commission . This was

established to identify scenic resources, to make recommendations on

the tribal parks, which were to be approved by the advisory commit

tee of the tribal council.

In 1957, the first tribal park was established , unanimously — in 1958,

excuse meas also the tribal park commission was established unani

mously . In 1962 , Lake Powell Tribal Park and the Little Colorado

Park were established . These two are particularly important in that

they protect portionsofMarble Gorge.

The Lake Powell Park is related not only to Lake Powell but in

cludes the upper portion of the Marble Gorge, as well as the lower

part of Glen Canyon .

The Little Colorado Tribal Park includes the lower portion of

Marble Gorge.

In 1966 , a further tribal park was established to further protect

Marble Gorge. This onewas called the Grand Canyon Navajo Tribal

Park. In 1966 , as well, the tribe, having studied this question with

some thought, resolved in fairly strong language, as I believe the

minority opinion of the committee's report indicates — it has the full

text of that resolution — that they were unequivocally opposed to any

structures of this sort built in any portion of the Grand Canyon ,

specifically their own portion , and it is gratifying to note that, with

the exception of H . R . 722,Marble Canyon Dam hasbeen omitted from

present proposed legislation .

The Arizona Power Authority, in attempting to have a license issued

to build a dam at Marble Canyon and one at Hualapai as well, has

also run into opposition of the Navajo Tribe, as these documents that

I will present indicate.
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I think rather than dwell on this subject further, I will let the docu

ments speak for themselves, and thank the committee for permission

to testify.

Mr. JOHNSON . Any questions ? Congressman Burton ?

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Yes, sir .

Professor, one of the arguments you say that the Navajos are ad .

vancing against construction of the Hualapai Dam is they feel it might

be a deterrent to their scenic values.

Mr. STEIGER . Excuse me,Mr. Chairman . May I interrupt the gen

tleman ? I think the professor will agree the Navajos have taken

no position on Hualapai. Their position is only in connection with

Marble. The resolution adopted mentioned it is only in connection

with Marble.

Excuse me, Mr. Burton , but I did want

Mr. BURTON of Utah. I understand they were definitely opposed

to Marble , and Marble is mentioned in here, but in reading this , they

make reference to the " proposed flooding of the Colorado River and

the Grand Canyon ," and there is reference in here at one point to

dams. Quoting further :

The source for generating base power could be transferred from these dams

to the existing and planned coal-fired or nuclear generating plants in and

around Arizona , and more of the capacity of these dams could then be utilized for

producing the higher value peaking power, thereby providing a higher rate of

return to the investment in these dams.

The potential tourism benefits to the Navajo Tribe are greater if the Grand

Canyon is left in its natural state, than if another huge body of water were

impounded .

The Navajo Tribal Council thereby affirms the position of the Navajo Tribe

as opposing the construction of any dams, diversions, or obstructions in Marble

Gorge or in any other portions of the Grand Canyon.

That is why I assumed they are against Hualapai, too.

Dr. JETT. Yes. Actually , it is specifically mentioned here on page

2 , the third quotation , " The Navajo Tribal Council condemns as a

needless waste of public fundsthe immense cost ofconstructing Huala

paiand Marble Canyon Dams."

Mr. BURTON ofUtah. As far as Hualapai, it can 't be seen from any

place that a tourist goes. Imean, the waters.

Dr. JETT. I would have to demur on that because the presently de

veloped viewpoint in theGrand Canyon NationalMonument at Toro

weap Overlook does provide an outlook , and the bottom at that point

would be inundated to a depth of 300 feet .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . We had witnesses here and the gentleman

from Arizona told us many times that this wasn 't possible from the

overlooks that now exist where tourists go . It is impossible to see

any ofthe water that would be backed behind Hualapai.

Dr. JETT. Well, I will have to disagree with the gentleman from

Arizona because of the fact that this point overlooks a portion of the

Canyon which is below

Mr. BURTON of Utah . What point is this ?

Dr. JETT. Toroweap Overlook .

Mr. BURTON ofUtah . Does it ?

Mr.REINECKE. Is there a paved road there ?

Dr. JETT. No. It is a dirt road at the present time.
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Mr. BURTON of Utah . There is a considerable volume of opinion

that tourism might increase with the presence of the water near the

Canyon.

Dr. JETT. Yes, there is. However, the Bureau of Outdoor Recrea

tion does not subscribe to this view . Their statement in the case of

Marble Canyon Reservoir site was that the sheer cliffs would prevent

any effective access at a point other than Lees Ferry , and that it would

have no postive additional recreational benefits .

Mr. BURTON of Utah. Well, it is my understanding that the con

struction of the Huala pai would involve no traditional, historical, or

presently occupied lands of the Navajo. I sometimes wonder if per

haps their position in opposing the dam isn 't so much aesthetic as it

is thatthey hope to get the coal- fired plants, using Navajo coal. I sub

mit to counsel this picture, and ask him to let you look at it and see

if the Navajo really would rather have us tearing up their actual res

ervation lands in that fashion, rather than have a dam that perhaps is

200 or 300miles from where they are .

Dr. JETT. Well, I am sure that the Navajos would just as soon see

no damage whatsoever done to the landscape. On the other hand , I

think they do see a series of priorities, perhaps,and since they did per

mit this developmentto take place on the reservation , presumably they

approved it .

I might add that this particular coal-fired power plant, the Four

Corners plant, is, fortunately, in the least scenic portion of the reserva
tion .

Mr. BURTON ofUtah. Part of those people, I represent, and I know

they are good horse traders. I am certain they see a tremendous eco

nomic advantage here. I hope that they are not too disappointed when

and if it comes, to see their air polluted and their blue skies they have

looked at for hundredsof years, gone.

That is all.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from California , Mr. Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. I would like to ask my colleague from Utah , Are

we aware of an inversion layer in that area ?

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I am not aware.

Mr. REINECKE. That would accumulate air pollution . .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I am not aware of it.

Mr. REINECKE. I think it is well to understand that air pollution

occurs where there is an inversion layer in the sense that it puts a

lid on .

Mr. BURTON of Utah. There are several known inversion areas in

Utah. I can testify to the committee that there might be one in the

Navajo lands, because there are valleys and mountains, and peaks,

there, that might be subject to that.

Mr. REINECKE. I have never heard of any in that area.

Mr. BURTON ofUtah. Never heard of any pollution .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Arizona , Mr. Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER. I just have a few questions. Dr. Jett, you are well

aware that the tribe is active in many endeavors which causes them

to send representatives to Washington .

Dr. JETT. Yes.

Mr. STEIGER . I take it, are you — have your expenses.been paid by

the tribe in this effort?
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Dr. JETT. No ;they have not.

Mr. STEIGER. Well, I would like to interpret their lack of sending

an official representative here as a demonstration of the fact that

their concern is notof a magnitude that they felt a paid trip was justi

fied . I can testify , asmy colleague from Utah mentioned , that the

Navajos are excellent horse traders. I have traded horses with thein

now for 15 years and they are very good . Their interest in a thermal

plant is a very genuine one, I think a very proper one, as a matter

of fact. Imean , it would mean much employment on the reservation

and it would mean significant employment in excess of some 300 peo

ple. So I don 't think their approach is entirely objective.

I question , personally, their real concern over any destruction per se ,

their definition of either the lakes that were proposed as destructive,

and I would have to credit them with a genuine interest in the eco

nomic benefits from the thermal plants .

I think you might give them the samecredit.

Dr. JETT. Well, if I may addressmyself to that point, I certainly

would agree with you that they have a financial consideration here

which is a valid one. I don't think you should minimize, on the other

hand , the possible value they place on the esthetics as well as on the

integrity of the landscape. The Navajo , being of a different culture

than we are, have somewhat different values, and their values are not

necessarily as entirely material as ours may tend to be.

Secondly, if Imay also comment on the question of their not sending

a representative here, they do have two representives in Washington at

this time who are testifying this afternoon at another hearing before

the Appropriations Committee. So they were unable to be present.

Mr. STEIGER. Ihave no further questions.

Mr. McFARLAND. Mr. Chairman - Dr. Jett, the resolution passed

last yearby the Navajo Tribe indicated the eastern end of the proposed

Marble Canyon Dam would be based upon Navajo lands, flooding ap

proximately 46 miles of Navajo Reservation land . Do you think that

isan accurate statement?

Dr. JETT. Would you read it again , please ?

Mr. McFARLAND. It says the eastern end of the dam would be based

upon Navajo land, flooding approximately 46 miles of Navajo Reserva

tion land .

Dr. JETT. Yes, I would say that is accurate .

Mr.McFARLAND. Then , Mr. Chairman , all I say, the Navajos had

better find out where their boundary is, because the dam would not

affect any Navajo Reservation land,or the reservoir .

Dr. JETT. If I may comment on that, the eastern abutment of the

dam would be on the Navajo side of the river. The border of the

reservation at that point is thebank of the river.

Mr. McFARLAND. Dr. Jett , that is not correct. Just leave it that

way. I want to leave it that way. They do not own up to the river.

There is a withdrawal, and the reservation only comes to the with

drawal.

Dr. JETT. May Imake a further comment on this ?

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, you may

Dr. JETT. I have looked into this. Perhaps you are thinking of a

bill, I think it was perhaps in 1937 or thereabouts, which had some
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mention of a power reservation . This did notmean that this was not

reservation land, nor that just compensation would not have to be

made in the event of any confiscation . The title of that land had been

guaranteed prior to that time, and this would be an ex post facto

application to it in any event.

Mr. McFARLAND. Mr. Chairman , the only reason I brought it up , it

came up in connection with other legislation . It is not appropriate to

pursue at this point, but I think it will be borne out and will be part of

the other record , as to where the Navajo Reservation ends and the

effect of the withdrawal upon the Navajo Reservation land.

Mr. JOHNSON . I understand the counsel; Mr. Witmer, you have a

question .

* Mr. WITMER. Dr. Jett, how much development, if any, has there

been in the three tribalparks that you mentioned ?

Dr. JETT. Six I mentioned. I did describe the three specifically ,but

there are six altogether.

Mr.WITMER. Well,make it six . How many are there ?

Dr. JETT. Well, in Monument Valley tribal park there has been a

fair amount of development, a good bit of roadbuilding ; I think ap

proximately 20miles of roadbuilding.

The visitor center there is quite large and impressive, a museum and

craft shop existing there, and observation decks, and so forth ; a camp

site with shelters and toilets, and so forth .

In addition to this, there is the Kinlichee tribal park , which is an

archeological site. This has been excavated , a shelter has been built

to protect the ruins, and so forth . Brochures have been printed to

describe these areas and to make them known to the tourists.

There are several visitor centers around the reservation , and the

Navajo tribal museum — these sorts of things are the types of things

they are doing. Also picnic tables scattered along themajorhighways

allaround the reservation .

Mr. WITMER. How much money has been expended ? Do you have

any idea ?

Dr. JETT. I couldn 't give you exact figures. I think for Monument

Valley , the major construction involved around $ 150 ,000 .

Mr.WITMER. That was tribal funds ?

Dr. JETT. Yes, sir .

Mr. BURTON of Utah. How much has been spent on the three river

parks ?

Dr. JETT. In the Little Colorado area, some access road has been

built ,and I think possibly picnic facilities. In the case ofLake Powell ,

they are working on developments at several points along that lake

itself. As far as the Marble Canyon portion of that is concerned , I

don 't believeanything has to date been undertaken .

Mr. WITMER. How many people visit it , do you have any idea ?

Dr. JETT. Visit what ?

Mr.WITMER. The six parks.

Dr. JETT. Again , I don 't have exact figures on this . It is in the

well, in the case ofMonument Valley Park , I think it is certainly over

50,000 a year. They each pay a dollar entrance fee.

Mr. WITMER. How close to the rim of the Canyon are these ?

Dr. Jerr. Are the parks?
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Mr.WITMER. Yes.

Dr. JETT. Well, the three parks that involve the Marble Gorge area,

of course, include all of the gorge which belongs to the Navajos, as

well as a portion in back of that.

Mr. WITMER . If you don 't mind, Mr. McFarland has already cor

rected you on what belongs to the Navajos.

Dr. JETT. Well, this —

Mr. WITMER. You are not building up a record by saying that it

does, but youmaymakeyour pointif you wantto.

Dr. JETT. I say that portions, of course, belong to the Navajos. I

don 't think the entire gorge is being contested here. Perhaps a por

tion is being contested . My opinion doesn't coincide on that. But that

is something that can be determined ; but in any event, the park extends

to the extent that the Navajos do own the gorge, whether it is from

the bank of the river or from the halfway up point, or wherever, that

is included in their park area .

I have among these documents a description of that as far as just

what area is included , if you would like to see that.

Mr. WITMER. And to the extent that the Navajos do not have any

proprietary interest in the gorge, they may have spent their money

unwisely .

Dr. JETT. Well, as I say, they haven't developed the Gorge itself,

but on the other hand, as far as the rim is concerned , they can cer

tainly build facilities on the rim and profit from it.

Mr. WITMER. I think you had better leave out the " certainly," just

to be on the safe side, unless you have really checked into it.

Dr. JETT. Well, I will stand on my statement. If that needs cor .

recting at a later date , I will be glad to reconsider it .

Mr.WITMER. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman,

Mr. JOHNSON . If there are no further questions, we want to thank

you , Dr. Jett.

Dr. JETT. Thank you.

( The above-referred to documents presented by Dr. Jett follow :)

STATEMENT BY STEPHEN C . JETT, Ph. D ., ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF GEOGRAPHY

THE NAVAJOS ANDGRAND CANYON DAMS

"We are fortunate in occupying an area of unmatched primitive and natural

beauty . This is a most valuable resource and must be protected, preserved and

utilized wisely ." — Raymond Nakai, Chairman , Navajo Tribe

" Crops can be replanted . Stock can reproduce. So can human beings. But the

land is not like these. Once it is taken away, it is gone forever ." -- Howand

Gorman , Navajo Tribal Councilman

I am Stephen C . Jett, Ph. D ., Assistant Professor of Geography, University of

California , Davis, and author of the book " Tourism in the Navajo Country :

Resources and Planning," published by the Navajo TribalMuseum . I am testi

fying asan individual.

At the May, 1966 hearings on the Colorado River Basin Bill, I testified as to

how the proposed Marble Canyon Dam would detrimentally affect the interests

of the Navajo Tribe, which owns the left bank of the Colorado in the area of the

reservoir site. At that time, the Tribe had taken no official stand on this issue,

1 Remarks in Navajoland Council : Recreation and Tourism . Window Rock , 1065

2 Translated from a speech in Navajo during discussion by the Tribal Council of the

resolution of Aug. 3 , 1966 . opposing dame in the Grand Canyon , Quoted in Philip Hyde

and Stephen C . Jett. " Navajo County." Audubon , vol 69, No . 1 , p . 24 . New York, 1067.

a Navajo Publications, Series A . Window Rock, 1967. For the section discussing

Marble Gorge and opposing Marble Canyon Dam , see pp. 92 - 3 .
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and I was authorized by Tribal Chairman Nakai only to state his feeling that the

Navajo Tribe had not been appropriately informed regarding the proposed dam ;

this situation was in contrast to the pro -dam Hualapai tribe, which , according to

its chairman, had been specifically invited to prepare testimony for the hearings

( p . 646 ) .

Subsequent to the May hearings, however, the Navajo TribalCouncil has given

thoughtful consideration to this issue, and it is now possible to present to the

Subcommitee two resolutions of the Tribal Council regarding this subject, as well

as another Tribal document, addressed to the Federal Power Commission , re

garding the Navajos' position . I will summarize their contents by abstracting

appropriate quotations.

Resolution CAU - 97 - 66 (Aug . 3 , 1966 , passed 29 to 2 ) : 5

The proposed flooding of the Colorado River in the Grand Canyon , which

now offers one of the last great canyon wilderness waterways, would impair

and destroy many scenic beauty spots and tourist attractions in the canyon

along said route , thereby partially destroying one of the greatest resources

of the Navajo people , the Marble Gorge of the Grand Canyon.

The proposed Marble Canyon Reservoir would have no practical point of

access from the Navajo side of Marble Gorge due to sheer cliffs . . .

The Navajo Tribal Council condemns as a needless waste of public funds

to immense cost of constructing Hualapai and Marble Canyon Dams . . . .

the high cost of hydroelectric power is rendered obsolete and unnecessary,

especially when [coal and ] nuclear plants can ultimately generate power at

vastly less cost than hydropower.

In lieu and instead of the construction of Hualapai and Marble Gorge

Dams the Navajo Tribal Council urges and memorializes the Congress to

consider favorably . . . bills to enlarge the Grand Canyon National Park ,

to include the entire area of the Grand Canyon, provided , however , that the

Navajo Rim . . . shall be administered by the Navajo Department of Parks

and Recreation in cooperation with the National Park Service respecting

tourist facilities in any portions of the area embraced in the Grand Canyon

NationalPark which lie within the Navajo Reservation .

Answer of the Navajo Tribe of Indians Opposing the motion of Arizona Power

Authority for Commission Decision & Order Issuing License ( Jan . 10, 1967 ) :

. . . construction costs applicable to the Marble Canyon Project have in

creased 11.53 percent since 1960 , while the costs for constructing a steam

generating plant have increased only 1 .97 percent. . . . such increases in

construction costs have a much greater effect in increasing the total costs

and lengthening the payout period of hydroelectric dams because they re

quire a higher initial capital investment.

Among the new developments for providing both base and peaking power

is the use of gas turbine generators. This method of power generation has

already been proven to provide economical peaking power.

There has been an increased use of nuclear powered generating plants

during the past several years. Their economic feasibility has already been

proven . . . . they can be located near the load centers, eliminating or greatly

reducing the transmission costs required from hydroelectric plants .

. . . the inter-regional intertie of electrical systems . . . permit[ s ] differ

ent regions of the country to more economically use the natural resource

power generating methods of other regions. . . . the Pacific Northwest

Southwest intertie . . . will serve the same marketing area as would the

Marble Canyon Project.

One of Arizona 's basic contentions . . . is that the Grand Canyon dams

would provide peaking power which . . . cannot be provided by other gen

eration means. But . . . to the extent Glen Canyon Dam is operated to

maintain a minimum flow , the proposed plant will have to be operated in

step with it , if at all. In other words, for a substantial part of the time, the

plant will be capable of generating only non - firm or dump power.

The source for generating base power could be transferred from . . . [Hoo

ver, Park , and Davis ) dams to the existing and planned coal-fired or nuclear

• Hearings record , pp. 1581 - 7 .

& For full resolution , see the Committee's Report No. 1849, pp. 138 - 141. The other two
documente cited are being submitted with this statement.

See also : National Park Service, U . S . Dept. of the Interior. Cooperation in Recreation
Development. Washington , 1962.
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generating plants . . , and more of the capacity of these dams could then be

utilized for producing the higher value peaking power, thereby providing a

higher rate of return to the investment in these dams.

Petition of the Navajo Tribe of Indians to Reopen the Proceedings (before the

FederalPower Commission ] ( Feb. 21, 1967) :

. . . the costs for nuclear generation are already competitive with costs at

which the Marble Canyon Project would produce power . . . in the near

future the greater efficiencies which will inevitably be brought about by in

creased use of and experience in nuclear generation , will bring these costs

even further below those for hydro generation .

Another alternative to hydro generation . . . is low cost generation by coal:

fired plants. . . . coal- fired plants are already competitive with or are eren

more economical than hydroelectric plants .

Although these alternative systems can be designed to accommodate peak

loads, they can also be supplemented by gas turbine generators which can

supply thepeaks in demand on very short notice .

It is to the best interests of the Navajo Tribe and to the American public

to maintain the diversity of recreation type facilities by creating a string

of lakes on the Colorado River .

Resolution CJA - 13 - 67 ( Jan. 27 , 1967, passed 57 to 0 ) :

The potential tourism benefits to the Navajo Tribe are greater if the Grand

Canyon is left in its natural state than if another huge body of water were

impounded .

The Navajo Tribal Council thereby affirms the position of the Navajo

Tribe as opposing the construction of any dams, diversions or obstructions

in Marble Gorge or in any other portions of the Grand Canyon .

A further indication of the Navajos' position is the fact that three Navajo

Tribal Parks have been created to protect the full length of Marble Gorge . Two

of these parks would be invaded by Marble Canyon Reservoir.

The position of the Navajo TribalCouncil has thus been made clear. Its oppo

sition to the Grand Canyon damsand its support of an expanded National Park

are based on considerations of the general public interest as well as on considera .

tions of Tribal interest. The reasons for this position are essentially those ont

lined in my testimony of May 1965 : the dams' needless damage to an extra

ordinarily beautiful and potentially valuable scenic resource, and their subsi.

dized competition with less costly thermoelectric power sources that exist on the

Navajo Reservation .

It is of note that of presently pending bills, only Congressman Hosmer's H . R .

722 now includes Marble Canyon Dam . Secretary of the Interior Stewart ( dall "

has submitted a Colorado Basin proposal to Congress eliminating the Grand

Canyon dams. Pumping power would be generated by thermoelectrie plants,

which could be supplied with Navajo mineral fuel. The Secretary also proposes

inclusion of Marble Gorge in an expanded National Park. Barry Goldwater "

states that Marble Gorge “ is one of the world 's most beautiful spots ," and

recommends elimination of the proposed dam there, the gorge to be added to the

National Park . Congressman Aspinall, Chairman of this Committee , has intro

duced a bill ( H . R . 6132 ) including similar proposals . The Navajo Tribal

Council is on record as favoring complete National Park protection to lower

Grand Canyon as well as to Marble Gorge, as proposed in the bill introduced by

Congressman Saylor ( H .R . 1305 ) .

ADDENDUM ON STRIP MINING , COAL-FIRED POWER, AND AIR POLLUTION

The colloquy between Mr. Burton and Mr. Reinecke regarding the possible

effects on air purity of coal-burning power plants in the Navajo area snggests

the utility of some additional discussion of this and related points.

First, it must be recognized that serious air pollution is associated primnrily

with urban areas, with their concentrations of automobiles and industries

There is no present likelihood that the Navajo Country will become hearily

urbanized . Nevertheless, any foreign matter including smoke from coal plants,

that is introduced into the air has its negative aesthetic effects.

In the case of coal-burning plants, however, low -cost smoke-control drviceps

can be installed to greatly reduce the release of undesirable substances and to

TU . S . Dept. of the Interior news release dated Feh . 17 . 1967 .

8 " How to Save the Grand Canyon and Water the Desert, Too ."

Report, Vol. 61, No. 17, pp. 124 - 6 . Washington , 1966.

U . S . News and World
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produce salable byproducts. In any event, the main climatic condition causing

smog problems, i. e ., persistent temperature inversion, has a very low frequency

in the Navajo region . Nor are mountain -ringed valleys, another phenomenon

promoting smog accumulation , characteristic of the Navajo Country . "

The damage to the land caused by strip -mining is also a problem , but not an

entirely insoluble one. A conservation text " states, “ Even strip mining . . .

can be offset by rather inexpensive reclamation practices. . . . By leveling and

soil building (on strip -mined lands),many of them can be made suitable for most

any kind of land use.” In any case, the coal-producing areas of the Navajo

Country are also the least scenic.

BEFORE THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

(Project No. 2248)

Arizona Power Authority - City of Los Angeles and its Department of Water &

Power

CORRECTION TO THE ANSWER OF THE NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS OPPOSING MOTION

OF ARIZONA POWER AUTHORITY FOR COMMISSION DECISION AND ORDER ISSUING

LICENSE

The Navajo Tribe of Indians filed its Answer referred to above on January

10 , 1967. In the last sentence of Section III, page 7 , and in Section IV, pages 7

and 8 of said Answer, in the discussions of portions of Section 7 ( b ) of the Fed

eral Power Act, the Navajo Tribe referred to and quoted incorrect sections of

said Act. To correct said errors, the Navajo Tribe hereby submits its amend

ment to said Answer, as follows :

Page 7 , last sentence of Section III should read as follows :

" In the execution of its authority to issue licenses for projects which ,

as required by the Federal Power Act, are in the public interest, we submit

that the Commission, also , should consider the strong expression of public

opinion opposing the construction of any dams in the Grand Canyon which

have mounted steadily since public awareness of the possible dam construc.

tion was created by the Congressionalhearings" .

Page 8, the quotation at the top of page 8 and the first sentence following

thereafter should be deleted and the following substituted therefor :

" ( b ) 'Whenever , in the judgment of the Commission , the development of

any water resources for public purposes should be undertaken by the United

States itself, the Commission should not approve any application for any

project affecting such development, but shall cause to be made such ex

aminations, surveys, reports, plans , and estimates of the cost of the pro

posed development as it may find necessary, and shall submit its findings

to Congress with such recommendations as it may find appropriate concern

ing such development'.

" It is impossible that the requirements of Section 7 (b ) could have been ful

filled by any of the Congressional hearings or other Congressional consideration

of the Colorado River Project proposed in H . R . 4671 because it is only the pre

siding examiner who has made findings and recommendations in this matter.

The Commission has not as yet arrived at a judgment or made any such find

ings or recommendations to submit to Congress pursuant to Section 7 ( b ) . The

Chairman of the Commission , Joseph C . Swidler , recognized that no such referral

could be made until the Commission made its findings and recommendations,

when in his letter to the Honorable Oren Harris , dated June 2 , 1964, concern

ing the bill ( H . R . 9752) to suspend the Commission ' s jurisdiction in this matter,

A . J . Haagen-Smit. Air Conservation. In : Jack B . Bresler (Ed.) , Human Ecology.

Addison -Wesley . Reading. 1966 . pp . 3905. C . T . Wanzer, " Use of Fly Ash in Concrete . "

Combustion , February 1959. Bituminous Coal Institute . Washington , p . 4 .

10 Philip A , Leighton, “ Geographical Aspects of Alr Pollution ." The Geographical Re

vlevo , Vol. 56 , No. 2 , pp . 151- 74 . New York , 1966 .

11 Ruben L . Parson, Conserving American Resources (2nd Ed.) , Prentice-Hall. Engle

wood Cliffs. 1964, p . 456 .

u Federal Power Act $ $ 4 ( a ) , 4 ( e ), 10 ( a ) , and State of California v . Federal Power

Commission , 345 F . 2d 917 (1965 ) ; Northern States Power Company v. Federal Power
Commission , 118 F . 2d 141 (1941) .
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he recommended that Congress allow the Commission to issue a license effective

no sooner than January 1 , 1966 from which ; '. . . the Congress would have

the benefit of the Commission 's opinion , including its judgment under Section

7 ( b ) of the Federal Power Act as to whether the Marble Canyon Project should

be constructed by the United States.' " (House Report No. 1544, 88th Congress,

2nd Session ) .

Respectfully submitted .

THE NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS.

By JERRY L . HAGGARD,

Associate General Counsel.

WASHINGTON , D . C .

Dated March 1 , 1967.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing Correction to the

Answer of the Navajo Tribe of Indians upon all parties of record in this proceed

ing by mailing a copy thereof to them , properly addressed .

JERRY L . HAGGARD ,

Associate General Counsel, The Navajo Tribe of Indians.

Dated at Washington, D . C ., this 1st day ofMarch , 1967.

BEFORE THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

( Project No. 2248 )

Arizona Power Authority - City of Los Angeles and its Department of Water

& Power

ANSWER OF THE NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS OPPOSING THE MOTION OF ARIZONA

POWER AUTHORITY FOR COMMISSION DECISION AND ORDER ISSUING LICENSE

The Navajo Tribe of Indians hereby presents its Answer to the Commission

in opposition to the Motion of the Arizona Power Authority for the Commission

to issue its decision and license for the construction and operation of the Marble

Canyon Project, identified herein as Project No. 2248 . In answer to said Mo

tion , the Navajo Tribe shows the Commission as follows :

In answer to the allegations of the Arizona Power Authority in Section I of

said Motion , the Navajo Tribe denies that the Act of Congress suspending the

Commission 's authority to proceed in this matter (Public Law 88 491 ) "mani

fests a clear legislative intent- in the form of an expressed proviso - that, in

the absence of Congressional authorization of Federal development, the Com

mission should proceed on the record before it without change in the 'present

status, equities, position , rights or priorities of any parties to applications pend

ing on the date of this Act' " . ( Italic added . ) There is no such proviso ,

either express or implied , in the Act or in its legislative history , and nothing

can be found to the effect that the Commission should proceed only on the record

before it . Stated in full the proviso reads : " Provided , that nothing herein

shall change or affect for the purpose of any action which may be taken subse

quent to such date the present status, equities, position , rights, or priorities of

any parties to applications pending on the date of the enactment of this Act .

Clearly the words "nothing herein " mean nothing in that Act shall change or

affect the positions of the parties to the pending applications. The intent of

Congress was made clear that neither the enactment of the law nor anything

contained therein could be construed to be a determination by Congress either

for or against the position of the parties in dispute.

It is true, as the Arizona Power Authority points out, that Congress did not

comment on the statement made by the Secretary of the Interior to the effect

that the said Act would require the Commission to rule on the basis of the then

existing facts and circumstances rather than those which might exist at the

end of the moratorium . There was no comment on the Secretary ' s objection

by either Committee of Congress which considered this bill, nor was there any

such amendment made to the bill for the reasons that the members of the
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Committee realized the plain literal meaning of the quoted proviso could not

be interpreted as the Arizona Power Authority asserts. If Congress had

intended such a severe restriction , preventing the Commission from considering

facts and circumstances which might develop subsequent to the date of the

Act, Congress would have expressly so stated . Had Congress intended that the

Commission consider only the facts and circumstances existing on the record

on the date of the Act, Congress would have adopted the recommendation of

the Commission that it be allowed to issue a decision to be effective upon the

ending of the moratorium . The contentions of the Arizona Power Authority are

tantamount to saying that Congress intended to " freeze the public interest" and

the ultimate decision of this Commission in a fixed position as of two and one

half years ago. In so vital a matter Congress would not have blinded itself

por this Commission to the facts herein set forth .

II

During the past two and one -balf years there have been rapid and significant

changes in this country ' s economy, in proven reserves of the various power

resources, and in the technology both of existing and future means of generating

and transmitting electrical power. Any present day decision as to planning

and selecting the best means to generate electrical power must take into account

not only the information which existed prior to 1964, but all of the most recent

available data and information . At least some of those changes which have

developed in recent years are set forth below :

1. Increased Construction Costs

The construction costs used by the Arizona Power Authority in its application

are based on January 1 , 1960 figures. It is well known that the costs for ma

terials, labor and construction equipment for heavy construction have increased

significantly since 1960. Bulletin No. 84 , The Hardy-Whitman Index of Public

Utility Construction Costs, July 1 , 1966 , shows that construction costs applicable

to the Marble Canyon Project have increased 11.53 percent since 1960, while the

costs for constructing a steam generating plant have increased only 1.97 percent.

The significance in the difference between these two cost increases is obvious.

But it is just as important to consider that such increases in construction costs

have a much greater effect in increasing the total costs and lengthening the pay .

ont period of hydroeletric dams because they require a higher initial capital

investment than steam generating facilities. Since the data presented by the

Arizona Power Authority supporting the Marble Canyon Project no longer ap

proximates current costs, it is clear that their cost justification is no longer valid .

2. Higher Rates of Interest

Interest rates for bonds of public utilities have increased from an average of

4 .479 percent during 1960 to 5 .31 percent in January 1967. (Moody' s Bond Sur

vey ) . This represents an increase during this period of 18.8 percent in the inter

est which would be paid on the capital to be invested in the construction of

electrical generating facilities. To a similar extent as was stated above for

increases in construction costs, these increases in rates of interest cause a greater

cost increase to the Marble Canyon Project which requires higher capital invest

ment. Before a meaningful comparison can be made between the cost for generat

ing power by hydroelectric dams and steam generation , this factormust be taken

into account in considering the total costs and payout schedule of the proposed

Marble Canyon Project.

3 . Declining Costs of Coal-Fired ThermalPower

The Federal Power Commission, in reporting 1964 steam -electric plant con

struction and production costs noted that both construction costs per kw . of

capacity and unit production expenses were lower, compared with recent years.

The decreased unit construction costs were attributed to the construction of

larger units and improved construction methods (even in the face of increasing

construction cost levels ) . Production expenses are lower because of " improved

operating efficiencies" . " Further improvements in unit investment costs and in

operating and fuel costs can be expected as plants under construction are put

into commercial operation " . ( Steam -Electric Plant Construction Cost and An.

nual Production Expenses, Federal Power Commission, 1964, pp. VI- VII ) .
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One of themost revolutionary developments which has occurred in the electrie

power industry in great part during recent years has been the development of

enormous capacity generating plants operating at mine-mouth , accompanied by

developments which permit the economical transmission of the energy over dis

tances which were heretofore unthought of.

4 . Additional Existing and Planned Electrical Generating capacity

Because of the declining costs of coal- fired thermal power and since the Arizona

Power Authority submitted its application for a license to construct the Marble

Canyon Project, huge coal-fired plants have been constructed and planned for

construction in the Southwest. A 575 ,000 kw , capacity plant has been constructed

and a 1,510 ,000 kw . capacity addition to it is now under construction at the Four

Corners Station near Farmington, New Mexico. Also, a thermal generating

plant with a 1 ,500,000 kw . capacity is now under construction at Mohave, Nevada

In addition , a plant having a 2 ,000,000 kw . capacity is being planned for instal

lation in the vicinity of Page , Arizona, and one with another 3 ,000 ,000 kw , capac

ity is tentatively planned for installation near Kaiparowits, Utah. At the mint

mum , these other sources of power provide the flexibility to delay the under

taking of theMarble Canyon Project to a future time when the practicabiltiy of

alternatives to more economical sources of power can be determined .

5 . New Developments in Thermal Power Generation

( a ) Among the new developments for providing both base and peaking power

is the use of gas turbine generators. This method of power generation has al

ready been proven to provide economical peaking power where off -peak gas can be

used . An example will be found at the Sewarn Generating Station located in

Middlesex County, New Jersey . The total cost of this plant, excluding land, is

less than $ 9 .5 million or an average cost of under $ 75 .00 per kw ., based on 1966

prices, while the proposed Marble Canyon Project cost would average over

$ 300.00 per kw ., based on the lower 1960 prices .

( b ) There has been an increased use of nuclear powered generating plants

during the past several years. Their economic feasibility has already been proven

to a sufficient certainty that among the nuclear plants now under construction

are a 375 mw . plant at San Clemente, California , and a 436 mw . plant at Corral

Canyon, California . The drastic reduction in recent years in the cost of nuclear

plant construction is exemplified by another plant being constructed by General

Electric for the Jersey Central Power and Light Company at Oyster Creek , north

of Atlantic City , New Jersey . The average cost of this plant is equivalent to

$97.00 per kw ., excluding land costs. It is estimated that the total production

costs for this plant will be between 3.42 and 4 .49 mills per kwh. ( Steam Electric

Construction Costs and Annual Production Expenses, Federal Power Commis

sion, 1962 and 1963 , pages IX and X ) .

Another obvious and recognized advantage which nuclear and gas turbine

plants have over hydro generating plants is that they can be located near the

load centers, eliminating or greatly reducing the transmission costs required

from hydroelectric plants.

6 . Pacific Northwest-southwest Intertie

Another development which has been made possible by the recent advances

in long distance , low cost power transmission has been the inter-regional intertie

of electrical systems which permit different regions of the country to more

economically use the natural resource power generatingmethods of other regions

At about the same time that the moratorium went into effect in this proceeding

one such plan , the Pacific Northwest-Southwest Intertie, had been approved for

construction . These facilities will serve the same marketing area as would the

Marble Canyon Project. " Over 4 ,000,000 kilowatts of power will be carried be

tween the two regions by these lines, with the first line to be completed in 1957

and the last in 1971" . (Federal Power Commission National Power Surrer ,

Part I, at page 262 ) .

The Navajo Tribe denies the assertions of the Arizona Power Authorits in

Section II of its Motion that the non -action of Congress by failing to complete

its action on H . R . 4671 before it adjourned and by failing to extend the mons

torium , is tantamount to an affirmative expression first , that Marble Canyon

should be constructed and second, that it should be constructed as a non -federal
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project. This assertion avoids or ignores the fact that Congress could not have

expressed or implied such intent because it did not have the opportunity to

decide whether the Marble Canyon dam should be constructed as a Bureau of

Reclamation Project or as a non-federal power project, or whether the alterna

tive Bill, H . R . 14176 should be adopted . This measure would have so extended

the Grand Canyon National Park that the construction of any dam at all in the

Marble Canyon would have been prevented . Because neither of the bills even

reached a vote in the House or the Senate , no Congressional determination was

or could have been made.

It is noteworthy that strong public sentiment opposing the construction of

any dams in the Grand Canyon which took up more time than was anticipated

in the Committee hearings was one of the most substantial causes for Congres

sional failure to decide these issues before adjournment. In the execution of

its authority to issue licenses for projects which , as required by Section 7 (b ) of

the Federal Power Act, are " desirable and justified in the public interest " , we

submit that the Commission, too , should consider the strong expressions of public

opinion opposing the construction of any dams in the Grand Canyon which

have steadily mounted since public awareness of the possible dam construction

was created by the Congressional hearings.

The Arizona Power Authority states that because Congress passed the Act of

August 27, 1964 , declaring the suspension of the Commission 's authority to con

tinue its consideration of this application , and because hearings were conducted

on the federal development alternative to the construction of Marble Canyon

dam , that Section 7 ( b ) of the Federal Power Act, requiring a report of the pro

posed license to Congress , has been fulfilled as a condition precedent to the

issuance of the license . The Arizona Power Authority overlooks the express pro

visions of Section 7 ( b ) as follows :

" That in case the Commission shall find that any Government dam may

be advantageously used by the United States for public purposes in addition

to navigation , no license therefor shall be issued until two years after it

shall have reported to the Congress the facts and conditions relating there.

to . . . . " . (Underlining added ) .

It is impossible that the requirements of Section 7 ( b ) could have been fulfilled

by any of the Congressional hearings or other consideration of the Colorado

River Project proposed in H . R . 4671 because the Commission has not as yet

drawn up a license and the " facts and conditions relating" to such license have

not been , and could obviously not be reported to Congress until such license is

drafted. Furthermore, since neither the House nor the Senate voted on the

Colorado River Project bill , and the only body which did pass on it, the House

Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, favorably reported the bill on the basis

of all of its inter-relating provisions which are entirely different from those

included in the Arizona Power Authority 's application , it is obvious that Con

gress has not had the opportunity for the review it intended pursuant to Section

7 ( b ) .

The Arizona Power Authority states in its conclusion that " conservation

arguments against the project have been shown by Congress to be inaccurate

and misleading" . No action by Congress is cited to sustain this view other than

the House of Representatives' Report No. 1895 prepared by the House Committee

on Interior and Insular Affairs, to which report there were many dissenting

views with regard to the conservation issue as well as other issues. This can

hardly be said to be a showing by Congress that there is no real conservation

issue regarding the Marble Canyon Project. To the contrary , the fourteen days

of Committee hearings and the nine days of executive consideration on this

subject, as pointed out by Arizona, would seem to illustrate adequately that

there is in fact a very strong conservation issue.

VI

The Navajo Tribe denies the repeated assertions of the Arizona Power Author

ity that there is an urgent need for power to be produced by the proposed Marble

Canyon Project. Arizona' s assertions are basically insincere and constitute an

imposition upon this Commission for the following reasons, among others :
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1 . It has been made entirely clear throughout these proceedings and during

the hearings on H . R . 4671 that Arizona' s and other parties' true interest

in constructing Marble Canyon dam is not to provide urgently needed power

to the Southwest, but instead to obtain the revenues to construct and operate

the Central Arizona Project and other irrigation projects rather than

financing these projects bymore appropriate means.

2 . In the minority views to House Report No. 1849 (89th Congress, Second

Session ) on the Colorado River Basin Project, H . R . 4671, it is stated that :

“ We wish to emphasize that Bridge Canyon dam and /or Marble Gorge dam

will impound no water that is needed for the Central Arizona Project : they

will generate no power that cannot be generated as economically , or almost

as economical, by others methods ; they are not needed to finance the

Central Arizona Project” . Developments on and near the Navajo Reserva

tion , and plans rapidly materializing for coal-fired generation of power at

vastly less cost, all fully known to the Arizona Power Authority, sustain the

minority report.

This urgent need expressed by the Arizona Power Authority in support of its

Motion for an immediate decision by the Commission apparently refers to

estimates of the additional electrical generating capacity to be required in the

Southwest. The Arizona Power Authority does not state , in emphasizing this

urgent need , that even without the Marble Canyon project there will be sufficient

capacity to meet this need by thermalgenerating plants .

There are more than sufficient amounts of recoverable coal reserves to supply

these and additional generating plants. The United States Geological Survey

estimated as of January 1, 1963 that there were more than 147,491 million tons

of mineable coal in the States of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming and

Arizona. ( Pages 7 - 8 of prepared testimony of Clayton Ball, March , 1964 , F . P . C .

Docket Nos. CP63– 204 et al) . Based on 1965 consumptions, these reserves of

coalwould be sufficient to supply F . P . C . Region 8 (California, Arizona and parts

of Nevada and New Mexico ) for more than 2,000 years. Because the costs for

mine-mouth generating plants are low and are continuing to decline, these proven

coal reserves take on added importance as potentially supplying the electrical

power requirements for the Southwest.

Therefore, rather than there being an " urgent need" for the generating capacity

proposed to be provided by the Marble Canyon Project, no need has been shown

for generating capacity above that which already exists, is under construction

and is planned.

VII

One of Arizona 's basic contentions in this proceeding and that of the sup

porters of H . R . 4671 is that the Grand Canyon dams would provide peaking

power which is not available and cannot be provided by other generating means.

But the proposed Marble Canyon Project is particularly ill-suited for peaking

purposes. The canyon is narrow between the dam -site and Glen Canyon dam

which limits the water storage capacity . Further , to the extent Glen Canyon is

operated to maintain a minimum flow , the proposed plant will have to be op

erated in step with it, if at all. In other words, for a substantial part of the

time, the plant will be capable of generating only non - firm or dump power.

Sufficient peaking power for the Southwest already exists for the present needs

and additional peaking power can and will be provided as required in the

future by means other than additional dams in the Grand Canyon . Glen Canyon ,

Hoover and Parker-Davis damsnow provide both base power and peaking power

and they have excess capacity to provide additional peaking power. Any future

additional requirement for peaking power above that which is now available

by the excess capacity of these dams can be provided without invading Grand

Canyon. The source for generating base power could be transferred from these

dams to the existing and planned coal-fired or nuclear generating plants in and

around Arizona, and more of the capacity of these dams could then be utilized

for producing the higher value peaking power, thereby providing a higher rate

of return to the investment in these dams. This would be to the public 's benefit

by providing consumers with lower cost base power and also result in an ac

celebrated payoff schedule to the already existing dams.

Even if the present excess peaking capacity of these existing dams or the

capability to convert from base load generation to peak load generation shonld

become inadequate to supply additional requirements of peaking power in

some distant future, the alternative means for generating peaking power are
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already as economical or more economical than hydrogeneration , and in the

more distant future , long before the proposed Marble Canyon Project could be

paid off , it is certain that the generating costs of these alternatives will be much

less .

CONCLUSION

During the time since August 27 , 1964 when Congress suspended these pro

ceedings, the facts and circumstances bearing on the advisability of issuing a

license for the construction of the Marble Canyon Project have changed in most

if not all of their vital aspects. Because these new developments directly affect

the factors which the Commission considers before issuing its licenses, no de

cision should be made and no license should be issued without considering the

significance of these developments.

Respectfully submitted .

THE NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS,

BY NORMAN M . LITTELL.

WASHINGTON , D . C . 20036

Dated January 10 , 1967.

BEFORE THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION , WASHINGTON, D . C .

(Project No. 2248 )

In the Matter of Application of the Arizona Power Authority for License for

a Proposed Hydroelectric Project on the Colorado River

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing Answer of the Navajo

Tribe of Indians upon all parties of record in this proceeding by mailing a copy

thereof, properly addressed , to each of the following persons, to wit :

Parties Persons served

The Metropolitan Water Dis- Charles C . Cooper, Jr., General Counsel, 1111

trict of Southern California . Sunset Boulevard , Los Angeles, California

90054.

Arizona Power Authority - - - - - - Mr. E . G . Nielsen , Administrator, P . O . Box

6492, Phoenix , Arizona 85005 . W . T . Wiley ,

Assistant Attorney General, State of Arizona,

1810 West Adams Street, Phoenix , Arizona

85007.

Coachella Valley County Water Mr. Earl Redwine, 207 Lewis Building, 3972

District. Main Street, Riverside, California 92501.

IIualapai Tribe of the Hualapai Mr. Royal D . Marks, 3508 North 7th Street,

Reservation . Phoenix , Arizona 85014 . Mr. Arthur Lazarus,

Jr., 1700 K Street, NW ., Washington , D . C .

20006 .

Imperial Irrigation District - - - Horton ,Knox & Carter, Suite 101, Law Building ,

895 Broadway, El Centro, California 92243 .

Colorado River Commission of Mr. A . J. Shaver, Secretary , 215 E . Bonanza

Nevada. Road , State Building , Las Vegas 89101.

Palo Verde Irrigation District- - Mr. Roy H . Mann, Law Building, 6th and Main ,

Corona, California 91720 .

Upper Colorado River Commis- George D . Clyde, Governor of the State of Utah

sion . and Vice Chairman of the Upper Colorado

River Comm ., State Capitol Building , Salt

Lake City, Utah 84114 . Ival V . Goslin , Chief

Engineer-Secretary and Paul L . Billhymer ,

Gen . Counsel, 355 South 4th East Street, Salt

Lake City , Utah 84111.

National Parks Association - - - - Brookhart, Becker & Dorsey, Smith W . Brook

hart, Esquire,Marvin J . Sheffield , Jr., Esquire ,

1700 K Street, NW ., Washington , D . C . 20006 .

Southern California Edison John R . Bury, Esquire, P . O . Box 351, Los

Company. Angeles, California 90053 .

Federal Power Commission . . - - . Mr. Joseph B . Hobbs, Staff Counsel, Washing

ton , D . C . 20426.

76 -955 — 6733
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Parties

In the Matter of Application of the Arizona Power Authority for License for

a Proposed Hydroelectric Project on the Colorado River - Continued

Persons served

Colorado River Board of Cali- Thomas Lynch , Esquire, Attorney General, State

fornia . of Calif., 600 State Building, 217 West 1st

Street, Los Angeles, California 90012 . Dallas

E . Cole , Chief Engineer, 909 South Broad

way - Room 200 , Los Angeles, California

90015 . Mr. Northcutt Ely , Ely and Duncan.

Tower Building , Washington , D . C . 20005.

The City of Los Angeles, De- General Manager and Chief Engineer, P . O . BJI

partment of Water and Power. 3669, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, Cali.

fornia 90054. Gilmore Tillman , Esquire,

Chief Assistant City Attorney, P .O . Box 360

Terminal Annex , Los Angeles, California

90051.

Secretary of the Interior. The Hon . Stewart L . Udall, Secretary of the Inter

Department of the Interior. ior, Frank J . Barry , Esquire, Solicitor of the

Dept. of Interior, Edward Weinberg, Esquire.

Deputy Solicitor of the Department of the In

terior, Washington , D . C . 20025 .

NORMAN M . LITTELL,

Counsel for the Navajo Tribe of Indians.

Dated at Washington, D .C . this 10th day of January, 1967.

BEFORE THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

( Project No. 2248 )

Arizona Power Authority - City of Los Angeles and its Department of Water &

Power

PETITION OF THE NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS TO REOPEN THE PROCEEDINGS

The Navajo Tribe of Indians hereby presents its petition , pursuant to Section

1 .33 ( c ) of the Rules of the Federal Power Commission , to reopen the proceedings

in the above entitled application to permit the Commission to receive and consider

information and evidence establishing changes in facts vitally important to its

decision on this application . In support of said petition , the Navajo Tribe of

Indians submits the following :

The grounds on which the Navajo Tribe was originally allowed to intervene

into these proceedings included , among others, that the rights and interests of

the Tribe in its reservation would be directly affected by any action that this

Commission may take with regard to Project No. 2248 , that it must represent its

own interests with respect to the Commission 's required finding that such a

license issued under the Federal Power Act would not interfere or be inconsistent

with the purpose for which the Navajo Reservation was created, and that the

Navajo Tribe has a property interest in the project lands protected by the Fifth

Amendment to the Constitution of the United States which cannot be represented

by any other party .

Based on the then known facts and circumstances, the original position of

the Navajo Tribe in these proceedings was that, if any dam were to be constructed

at Marble Canyon, it favored one sponsored by the Bureau of Reclamation and

opposed the project proposed by the Arizona Power Authority for the reason that

the Navajo Tribe and the Public would receive greater benefits from the former.

During the period of more than four years since the record in this proceeding w

closed, dramatic, and in many instances, unforeseeable changes in the facts bear

ing on the advisability of constructing the Marble Canyon Project have ocurred

It is these changes which have caused the Navajo Tribe to find it necessary to

modify its position with respect to its own interest and which , your petitioner ant

mits, also make it necessary in the public interest for the Commission to reopen

the record in order to consider said factors before making its decision . Your

petitioner has adopted and expressed its position opposing the Marble Canyon

Project in Resolution CJA - 13 -67, passed by the Navajo Tribal Council, with 57

voting in favor and none opposed , on January 27, 1967. (Exhibit 1 ) .
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The Navajo Tribe submits that the changes in facts and circumstances set forth

herein establish , beyond question , sufficient grounds for reopening this pro

ceeding. At least some of the grounds on which the Navajo Tribe bases its peti

tion for reopening were mentioned in its Answer to the Arizona Power Authority' s

Motion for a Commission Decision and Issuance of License, filed on January 10,

1967, but are repeated and amplified herein to support fully the propriety of re

opening this record .

In presenting these changes and the effects which they produce on the proposed

project, petitioner alleges not only that this evidence was discovered through the

exercise of due diligence since the conclusion of the hearings on this application

but also that, for the most part, this evidence did not come into being until after

the hearings were concluded . The fact that most of this evidence , if not all of it ,

arose after the conclusion of the hearings, speaks for itself in establishing that

said evidence is not merely cumulative to evidence previously submitted .

Many of the presiding examiner's findings and conclusions were based on facts

which have since changed . It will be established that this evidence and the

form of these changes of fact are of such significant materiality that they will or

should produce a different result from that expressed in the presiding ex

aminer ' s decision . There is set forth below these changes of fact for which ,

your petitioner submits, the Commission must reopen the record in order to

receive full evidence and testimony relating thereto before any final decision

can properly bemade on the application .

1. Lack ofneed for Marble Canyon Project power

With regard to the need for the power proposed to be produced by the Marble

Canyon Project, the examiner stated :

" For the purpose of determining the potential market for the power from the

Marble Canyon Project, there was taken into account the power that would

be available from other sources including the scheduled additions and probable

retirements of fuel-burning stations in the state during the period until Marble

Canyon could be brought on the line. The Authority ' s witness expressed the

opinion that the capacity of the Marble Canyon development would be needed

by 1968 to meet the capacity requirements of the Arizona market" . (Exam .

iner's decision, page 6 ) .

And, in the additional findings and conclusions, the examiner stated :

( 32 ) " The power output from the proposed Marble Canyon development can

be absorbed by the Arizona markets by 1969" . (Examiner' s decision , page 41) .

The estimated time at which the area markets will require the power pro

posed to be supplied by the Marble Canyon Project has been postponed , even by

proponents of the Marble Canyon dam , from 1968 to 1973 , and even the 1973

estimate assumes unrealistically that no other generating sources would be

added after 1968 . ( Hearings on H . R . 4671, House Subcommittee on Irrigation

and Reclamation , 89th Congress, 1st Session , 1965 at page 630 ) . Among the

causes for postponments in the estimated dates of requiring the Marble Canyon

Project power has been the increase in other more economical sources of power,

which have been installed , are planned for installation , or have been proven

feasible since the record in this proceeding was closed . Your petitioner is pre

pared to show both the magnitude of the increases in power supplies which have

occurred since the conclusion of these bearings and the planned and potential in

creases which will be created during the forthcoming years. The conclusion

will follow from this showing that the need for power to be produced by such

a Marble Canyon Project will occur not in 1968 nor even in 1973, but that it will

occur, if at all, at a time sufficiently beyond 1973 that it would be inadvisable to

permit the construction of the Marble Canyon Project now or in the near

future .

When the presiding examiner found that the power proposed to be supplied by

the Marble Canyon Project would be required or could be absorbed in the Arizona

markets by 1968 or 1969, he did not possess the information regarding the tre

mendous increases in electrical generating capacity in and around Arizona

which have occurred or have been planned for the most part, since 1962. In

its Answer to the Motion of the Arizona Power Authority filed on January 10 .

1967 . your petitioner advised the Commission that facilities with the total

capacity of 8,595 ,000 kw . had been constructed , were under construction , or

we
or being planned in and around Arizona . In addition to this capacity there

are other power plant developments which would total approximately 7.415 .000
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kw . being considered for installation in the same area . The location and extent

of these new facilities are summarized in the Hearings on H . R . 4671 before the

House Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation , 89th Congress , 1st Set

sion , 1965 at page 228 . All of the foregoing installations are or will be cou:

fired plants and do not even include the power to be furnished by the Pacite

Northwest-Southwest Intertie and the definite possibility of gas, diesel and

nuclear powered plants to supplement and balance this system .

Also recognizing that the Marble Canyon Project is not necessary is the Depart

ment of the Interior which announced on February 1, 1967 that it has dropped

its plans to build the Marble Canyon dam .

2. Need to review duplication of transmission systems

The presiding examiner found :

“ There will be no duplication of transmission facilities in the area by reason

of the construction of the Authority 's proposed lines" . (Examiner' s decision

page 8 ) .

The same later developed and planned increases in generating capacity referred

to above such as the Pacific Northwest-Southwest Intertie and the " Four Corners

plant, have given rise to the installation and plans for installation of servicing

transmission lines. As a result of the construction of Units 4 and 5 at the Four

Corners” plant, high capacity transmission lines have been constructed to Phoenix

and intertie with lines going to California , crossing much of the same area pre

posed to be supplied by the Marble Canyon Project transmission lines. The

extent to which these and other transmission lines will result in a duplication

of transmission facilities must be examined and considered by the parties hereto

and by the Commission .

3 . The financial justification for the Marble Canyon Project was based upon facta

which have since changed

The presiding examiner found that the evidence established the financia

feasibility of the project , subject to certain conditions. ( Examiner's decision

page 10 ) . Among the considerations and conditions for this finding were the

following :

( 1 ) That financing could be obtained by issuing revenue bonds in the

amount of $ 195 ,000,000 ;

( 2 ) That the estimated rate of interest payable on those bonds would be

4 .6 percent ;

(3 ) That there must be obtained firm long term contracts with respe

sible purchasers for substantially all of the power at rates which would

yield the annual costs of the project ;

(4 ) That the actual costs of the project would not greatly exceed the

estimates ;

(5 ) That the net interest costs for the bonds would not be such as to

prevent obtaining the said purchase contracts ; and

(6 ) That the applicant could obtain the funds required .

It will be shown here, and can be established conclusively during later hearing

that the significant facts which caused the examiner to presume the validit

these considerations and conditions, have changed substantially since the u

iner's decision was made. During a rehearing of this Application it can be est

lished that the costs of the proposed project will " greatly exceed " the earlier et

mates. The presiding examiner assumed the interest rate for the financing the

project would have been 4 .6 percent. Applying this rate of interest to the ai

estimated by the Arizona Power Authority, the cost of the project would hare

$ 170,400 ,000 based on January, 1960 construction costs. (Examiner' s decis

page 8 ) . Construction costs of the type which would apply to a hydroelente

project have increased 11.53 percent since 1960, (Bulletin No. 84, The Hard

Whitman Index of Construction Costs, July 1 , 1966 ) , and the estimated rates

of interest have increased also.

The foregoing increases in construction costs alone amount to an increase

the Arizona Power Authority 's estimate of the cost of the Marble Canyon Projet

of more than $ 19 ,000 ,000 . While the presiding examiner did find that the art

cant could obtain the funds required , his finding was based upon the casts

mated in 1960 and the availability of financing in 1961 and 1962. It is satama

that the significant increases in the estimated cost of the project and in the
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difficulty of obtaining financing has sufficiently exceeded the original estimates to

require that at least a redetermination of the financial feasibility of the project

must be made.

The examiner also conditioned the financial feasibility of the project upon

the applicant obtaining firm long-term contracts for the purchase of substan

tially all of the power at rates which would yield the annual costs. By recom

mending in his decision that the Commission grant the Arizona Power Authority

its license, the examiner must necessarily have assumed that this condition could

be met. But, at that time, the prospect of alternative sources of power being

available at rates competitive with those proposed for the Marble Canyon Project

did not exist. The existence of these additional power sources at lower or at

least competitive rates will inevitably supply at least part of the requirements

of the otherwise potential purchasers of Marble Canyon power, and creates a

serious question as to whether substantially all of the Marble Canyon Power

can be sold at rates which would provide a return of the annual costs.

4 . Advances in power generation have made alternatives more desirable than

the Marble Canyon Project

The only alternative to power generation apparently considered by the pre

siding examiner as presented by the Arizona Power Authority was gas fired gen

erating units. (Examiner's decision , page 9 ) . During these proceedings, the

Arizona Power Authority assumed that alternative gas-fired steam plants would

have capacities equivalent to the proposed project and that they would be

operated at the load factor expected for the Marble Canyon Project.

Advances in the technology of producing and transmitting electrical power

which have come about since the presiding examiner's decision , have created

additional and more economical alternatives which were not and could not have

been considered during the hearings in these proceedings. Well known to this

Commission and to the industry is the present and even greater potential impor

tance of nuclear generating plants. The petitioner is prepared to establish dur

ing reopened hearings in these proceedings that the costs for nuclear generation

are already competitive with costs at which the Marble Canyon Project would

produce power and further, that in the near future the greater efficiencies which

will inevitably be brought about by increased use of and experience in nuclear

generation , will bring these costs even farther below those for hydro generation .

Illustrating undeniably that the costs for nuclear generation are already com

petitive with those for hydro generation , is the cost data available for the

nuclear plant now under construction at Oyster Creek , New Jersey . Based on

the intended operation of this plant, the average cost for producing power

over an estimated 30-year period will be 2.83 mills per kwh. Adjusting those

costs, as nearly as possible, to the conditions which would apply to the Marble

Canyon Project and assuming the Project's load factor of 55 . 3 percent, the aver

age costs for this nuclear plant over a 30 -year period are calculated to be 3 .15

mills per kwh. However, actual operation of a nuclear powered or gas powered

alternative to the Marble Canyon Project would be at a higher load factor

efficiency and the production costs would be decreased to the approximate cost

indicated above for the Oyster Creek plant.

Another alternative to hydro generation of electrical power which has devel

oped and been proven economically feasible since the record in these proceedings

was closed , is low cost generation by coal- fired plants made possible through

larger unit sizes, higher thermal efficiencies , plant locations near newly devel

oped sources of coal and high voltage long distance transmission ,

In estimating the cost of producing power by coal fired plants as a alternative

to that which would be produced by the Marble Canyon Project, the following

factors were applied :

( a ) Construction costs for coal- fired units were adjusted to July 1966 price

levels by the Handy -Whitman Index for " Total Plant-All Steam Generation " ,

Bulletin No. 84, July 1966 .

(b ) Separate estimates were made for private ownership and public owner

ship to take into account the variance in fixed charges of from 12. 1 to 12 .83 per

cent for private ownership (assuming a 6 percent rate of return ) and 5 . 96 percent

for public ownership (assuming the elimination of the cost for taxes ) .

Applying these factors to the costs for producing power at the " Four Corners"

plant near Farmington , New Mexico, after all five units in that plant are com

pleted and are producing at their full capacity, the costs are calculated to be
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approximately 1.7 mills per kwh. if the plant were compared on the same basis

as the Marble Canyon Project, i.e . publicly owned, and approximately 2. 1 mills

per kwh. if the plant were privately owned . The coal- fired plants being planned

for construction at Page, Arizona and Kaiparowits, Utah , like the " Four Cor

ners" plant will be operated at mine-mouth and will therefore be expected to

produce power at approximately the same cost. Therefore, it is shown, and can

be conclusively established during rehearings, that coal- fired plants are already

competitive with or are even more economical than hydroelectric plants.

Another alternative to the proposed Marble Canyon power source which has

developed since the record in these proceedings was closed and which is particu

larly suitable for supplying peaking power, is the " extra high voltage method"

of transmitting power over long distances at very low cost. This development

in the transmission of electrical energy has allowed regions of this country to

be supplied with power produced in other regions and the establishment of in

terties of electrical systems over distances which heretofore were economically

impracticable. One such system , the Pacific Northwest-Southwest Intertie

scheduled for completion in 1971, which will serve the very market area proposed

to be served by the Marble Canyon Project, was approved after this record was

closed and after the presiding examiner had issued his decision . ( Federal

Power Commission National Power Survey, Part 1, page 262 ( 1964 ) . )

Although these alternative systems can be designed to accommodate peak

loads, they can also be supplemented by gas turbine generators which can

supply the peaks in demand on very short notice. Illustrating the feasibility

of such gas turbine generators is the Sewarn Generating Station located in

Middlesex County, New Jersey, and the four such units on order by Southern

California Edison . ( Power Engineering , January, 1967, pp . 9 - 10 ) .

5 . The Marble Canyon Project would interfere with the Grand Canyon National

Park

Based on the record before him , the presiding examiner found that:

" The proposed development will not encroach upon , or interfere in any way

with , the (Grand Canyon ) National Park " . (Examiner's decision , page 11 ) .

and " the operation of the Project as proposed by the applicant would not be

expected to change the flows of the streams; . . . and there is no evidence that

it will interfere with or impair in any way national park areas" . (Examiner' s

decision , page 20 ) .

Testimony and evidence presented in the hearings on the proposed Colorado

River Project Bill ( H . R . 4671 ) in the House Interior and Insular Affairs

Committee during the 89th Congress after this record was closed , established

that there will be daily rise and fall in the Colorado River below the proposed

Marble Canyon dam of approximately 15 feet. The presiding examlper did

acknowledge in his decision that a re-regulating reservoir might be necessary.

although the cost for it was not considered in the cost allocated to the proposed

project, but nowhere in the record was the fact acknowledged that this dany

rise and fall would amount to the variance of 15 feet. The technlcal data

establishing this fact, being uniquely in the control of the applicant herein , was

not emphasized in the record of these proceedings and did not become known

to this petitioner until after this record was closed , and therefore was not

asserted in the record as being damaging to the Navajo tribal lands and to the

Grand Canyon. In addition to the lands of the Navajo Reservation which will

be flooded above the proposed dam , inundating the portions of the Grand Canyon

Navajo Tribal Park , such a daily rise and fall of 15 feet in the level of the

Colorado River adjoining the Navajo Reservation below the dam can be

characterized only as producing a tremendous change in the flows of the stream

along the Navajo Reservation and in the Grand Canyon National Park , rather

than, as the presiding examiner found, producing no change in the flows of

the stream ,

6 . The Marble Canyon area of the Grand Canyon contains a high recreational

value and exists as a great potential for the development of tourism on

the Navajo Reservation

The presiding examiner found that :

"At the present time there is virtually no recreational use of the Marble

Canyon area . It is visited only by a few persons who are able to afford the

high price of a boat trip down the river . . . The testimony is that the proposed
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project would transform a now isolated rocky wilderness into an area attractive

the sportsmen and vacationers " .

Since the examiner made this statement the tourism potential of the Marble

Canyon area of the Grand Canyon has been recognized and the recreational

use of the area in its natural state has accelerated greatly. On August 1, 1966

the Advisory Committee of the Navajo Tribal Council passed Resolution

ACAU - 149 -66 (Exhibit 2 ) establishing the Grand Canyon Navajo Tribal Park

along the Marble Canyon Gorge to develop that area of the Grand Canyon

paralleling in a more limited area the scenic beauty of the Grand Canyon

National Park , to benefit the members of the Navajo Tribe and the public by

making this area of the Navajo Reservation along the Colorado River available

for their enjoymentand by encouraging the development of its tourism potential,

The number of persons who have taken the incomparable boat trip through

this portion of the Grand Canyon has nearly tripled in the period of four years

since the examiner's decision was issued stating that the Marble Canyon area

was visited by only a few persons each year. In 1966 , 1,067 persons took this

boat trip through the Marble Gorge of theGrand Canyon along the western edge

of the Navajo Reservation . And your petitioner can establish , as the Sierra

Club has stated in its supplemental Answer filed on January 30, 1967, that rather

than the boat trip being high priced , as was stated by the presiding examiner ,

the cost for such a trip has declined to as low as $ 225 .00 per person , total cost

for a three week trip.

After the record in this proceeding was closed , the Glen Canyon Dam was com

pleted and the use of Lake Powell as a water recreation area has become avail

able. The Navajo Tribe and other parties have developed recreational areas

along Lake Powell which would merely be duplicated by another adjoining body

of water impounded by the Marble Canyon dam . It is to the best interests of

the Navajo Tribe and to the American public to maintain the diversity of rec

reation and scenic facilities of this region rather than overdeveloping and

duplicating reservoir type facilities by creating a string of lakes on the Colorado

River along the Navajo Reservation .

7. The proposed Marble Canyon Project would interfere and be inconsistent with

the purposes for which the Navajo Reservation was created

The presiding examiner found that the construction and operation of the

Marble Canyon Project would not interfere or be inconsistent with the purposes

for which the Navajo Reservation was created . (Examiner's decision , page 15 ,

and additional Finding and Conclusion 13 , at page 39. ) The petitioner objected

to this Finding in its exceptions to the decision of the presiding examiner filed

on November 30 , 1962. New facts, which have arisen since the presiding exam

iner 's decision was issued and since the Navajo Tribe submitted its exceptions

thereto , make it necessary to reopen the record to determine whether, in view

of these later developed facts, the construction of the Marble Canyon Project

would interfere and be inconsistent with the purpose for which the Navajo

Reservation was created .

As hereinbefore stated , the technology permitting the economic mining and

use of the enormous coal deposits located on the Navajo Reservation has devel.

oped within recent years. If this development is not curtailed by the saturation

of unneeded and higher cost hydro generating facilities, the coal from the Navajo

Reservation and surrounding areas will supply what will become some of the

largest electrical generating facilities in the world .

The purposes for which the Navajo Reservation was created are expressed

in several treaties and Acts of the United States. Among the first of these was

the Treaty of 1850 ( 9 Stat. 974 ) which provided in Article IX that :

" . . . It is agreed by the aforesaid Navajos that the Government of the

United States shall, at its earliest convenience, designate, settle, and adjust

their territorial boundaries, and pass and execute in their territory such laws as

may be deemed conducive to the prosperity and happiness of said Indians" .

(Emphasis added. )

In reviewing the Treaty of 1868 (15 Stat. 667 ) , the Supreme Court of the United

States in Williams v . Lee ( 358 U . S . 217, 221 - 22, ( 1959) ) stated :

" On June 1, 1868 a treaty was signed between General William T . Sherman ,

for the United States, and numerous chiefs and head men of the 'Navajo nation

or tribe of Indians'. . . . In return for their promises to keep peace, this treaty

set apart' for their permanent home' a portion of what had been their native
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country, and provided that no one, except United States Government personnel,

was to enter the reserve area ." (Emphasis added. )

The Navajo-Hopi Rehabilitation Act of April 19, 1950 , 64 Stat. 44, 25 USC

8 631-40 ( 1958 ) provided :

" In order to further the purposes of existing treaties with the Navajo Indians,

to provide facilities, employment, and services essential in combating hunger,

disease, poverty and demoralization among the members of the Navajo and Hope

Tribes, to make available the resources of their reservations for use in promoting

a self -supporting economy and self-reliant communities, and to lay a stable

foundation on which these Indians can engage in diversified economic activities

and ultimately obtain standards of living comparable with those enjoyed by

other citizens, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed

to undertake, within the limits of the funds from time to time appropriated pur

suant to this Act, a program of basic improvements for the conservation and

development of the resources of the Navajo and Hopi Indians, the more produe

tive employment of their manpower, and the supply of means to be used in their

rehabilitation , whether on or off the Navajo and Hopi Indian Reservation

( Emphasis added . )

These and other actions taken by the Congress of the United States clearly

show that among the purposes for which the Navajo Indian Reservation was

created was the purpose to encourage the Navajos' economic progress by utili

zating their natural resources on the Navajo Reservation . The continued

economic and social progress of the Navajo Tribe depends. to a great extent,

upon the development and sale of their huge coal deposits before otber sources

of energy, even more economicalthan coal or water power, pre-empt the usability

of these coal reserves. Permitting the construction of the Marble Canyon

Project would , because of the unretrievable investment of enormous capital,

commit the production of the full capacity of power by the Marble Canyon Project

whether or not this power would have to be sold at prices which would not return

all of the investment, thereby diluting the market otherwise open to thermal

produced power. To permit the resulting diminution of the development po

tential of the Navajo coal deposits by granting a license to construct the Marble

Canyon Project to produce power at higher costs could be nothing less than

interfering and being inconsistent with the purposes for which the Yarajo

Indian Reservation was created .

CONCLUSION

The above material changes of facts and others have occurred since the con

clusion of these hearings. This petition respectfully urges the Commission

to reopen the record in this matter to permit hearings and introduction of

evidence on these new and changed facts which are vital to the proper deter

mination of the Commission' s final decision and which , this petitioner submits,

will cause the Commission to deny the application of the Arizona Power Au

thority to construct Project No. 2248 .

Respectfully submitted .

THE NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS,

Associate General Counsel, 1826 Jefferson Place , N . W .

Washington , D . C . 20036.

Dated February 21, 1967.

VERIFICATION

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 88 :

JERRY L . HAGGARD , being first duly sworn , deposes and says :

That he is Associate General Counsel for The Navajo Tribe of Indians : that

he has read the foregoing Petition and knows the contents thereof, and that

the sameare true to the best of his knowledge and belief.

Dated February 21, 1967.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st day of February, 1967.

Notary Public in and for the District of Columdia .

My commission expires - - - -
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RESOLUTION OF THE NAVAJO TRIBAL COUNCIL

Opposing the Construction of Dams in the Marble Gorge and Other Portions

of the Grand Canyon

Whereas:

1 . There is now pending before the Federal Power Commission an applica

tion by the Arizona Power Authority , identified as Project No. 2248 , for a license

to construct a dam at Marble Gorge on the Colorado River to be used for the

generation of electrical power , and

2 . On May 22, 1961, the Navajo Tribal Council passed Resolution CMY- 28 -61

urging construction of the Marble Canyon Dam by the Federal Government and

authorizing the Chairman to seek enactment of legislation by Congress to con

struct the dam at Marble Canyon as a Bureau of Reclamation project for the

purpose of assuring the availability of electrical power to and its purchase by

the Navajo Tribe, and pursuant to said resolution the Navajo Tribe did inter

vene in the proceedings before the Federal Power Commission , and

3 . By the Act of August 27, 1964 (Public Law 88 491, 78 Stat. 607 ) , Congress

declared that no licenses or permits shall be issued for the reach of the Colorado

River between Glen Canyon Dam and Lake Meade during the period ending

December 31, 1966 for the purpose of providing Congress with the opportunity

to pass upon a comprehensive plan for a unified integrated system of such

projects on the entire Colorado River basin , and

4 . Among other House and Senate companion bills, H . R . 4671 was introduced

in the House of Representatives on February 9 , 1965 proposing such a plan for

the construction , maintenance and operation of a Colorado River basin project

and extended hearings in Committees of Congress were held on said bill during

the 89th Congress. Also introduced in Congress was H . R . 14176 on March 31,

1966 and other similar bills which proposed enlarging the borders of the Grand

Canyon National Park to include the Marble Gorge. But Congress adjourned

before the Senate or the House voted on either of the bills , and

5 . During the year subsequent to 1961 when CMY- 28 -61 was passed by the

Navajo Tribal Council, factors causing the Tribe to support the construction of

the Marble Canyon Dam by the Bureau of Reclamation had changed , namely

that the construction of a dam at Marble Gorge would now be contrary to the

best interests of the Navajo Tribe in the following respects :

( a ) Hydropower produced by such a dam would inevitably compete with

thermopower produced from other sources in the same area which ulti

mately would decrease the value and saleability of the huge deposits of

coal located on the Navajo Reservation ;

( b ) Having more than sufficient supplies of electrical power available

to the Tribe from the Four Corners project and other proposed thermo

generating plants , the Tribe has no need for the additional electrical power

which might be made available to it from the hydro-generating plant ;

( c ) The potential tourism benefits to the Navajo Tribe are great if the

Grand Canyon is left in its natural state than if another huge body of water

were impounded , particularly considering that the Navajo Tribe already

has available to it the means for developing water and boating recreation

in the same geographic area by the already existing Lake Powell ;

( d ) The Arizona Power Authority has not offered and therefore it must

be assumed that it will not offer reasonable compensation to the Navajo

Tribe for the taking of Tribal lands, water and other rights by its proposed

project ;

and the construction of a dam at Marble Gorge would be contrary to the best

interests of the American public in the following respects :

( a ) the construction of a dam in the Grand Canyon would irreparably

damage one of the greatest and last natural scenic wonders and nature

refuges remaining in the United States ;

( b ) the cost of electricity , which must eventually be borne by the con

sumers, will be greater if it is produced by means of hydropower rather

than by coal or nuclear powered generating plants.

6 . As a result of these changed conditions, the Navajo Tribal Council passed

Resolution CAU - 97 -66 on August 3 , 1966 revoking Resolution CMY-28 -61 and

opposing the construction of dams in Marble Gorge and other portions of the

Grand Canyon , and
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7 . Anticipating that the moratorium on the Federal Power Commission er

pires on December 31, 1966 , the Arizona Power Authority filed on December 21 .

1966 a “Motion for Commission Decision and Order Issuing License."

Now , therefore, be it resowed that:

1 . The Navajo Tribal Council hereby affirms the position of the Navajo Tribe

as opposing the construction of any dams, diversions or obstructions in Marble

Gorge or in any other portions of theGrand Canyon .

2 . The Navajo Tribal Council hereby authorizes the General Counsel and /or

the Legal Department of the Navajo Tribe to continue to represent the Navajo

Tribe to carry out its position as hereinbefore stated before the Federal Power

Commission, the Congress of the United States, and before any and all other

courts, tribunals or legislative bodies to which this matter may be presented or

appealed .

3 . Any and all costs, including but not limited to witness fees, travel expenses,

telephone and telegraph expenses, special stenographic or reporting costs , In

cluding transcripts of records and preparation of pleadings and any and all

other expenses necessary to carry out the purposes of this resolution shall be

paid by the Navajo Tribe pursuant to any appropriation heretofore made or

special appropriation to be hereafter made when the amounts of these costs and

expenses become known.

CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was duly considered by the

Navajo Tribal Council at a duly called meeting at Window Rock , Arizona, at

which a quorum was present and that same was passed by a vote of 57 in favor

and 0 opposed, this 27th day of January, 1967.

Chairman , Navajo Tribal Council.

RESOLUTION OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF THE NAVAJO TRIBAL COUNCIL

Establishing the Grand Canyon Navajo Tribal Park

Whereas :

1. Navajo Tribal Council Resolution CF -31-57 established the Navajo Parks

Commission and delegated to the Advisory Committee authority to establish

Navajo Tribal parks and monuments on Navajo Tribal lands, and

2 . The area adjacent to and east of that portion of the Colorado River lying

between the Glen Canyon National Recreation Area on the north and the Little

Colorado River Navajo Tribal Park on the south (which area is sometimes

referred to as the Marble Gorge of the Grand Canyon ) has potential for devel.

opment as an area of recreational and scenic interest, and the Navajo Tribal

Parks Commission has recommended to the Advisory Committee the creation

of a Navajo Tribal Park in this area .

Now , therefore, be it resowed that :

1. The Grand Canyon Navajo Tribal Park is hereby established as described

in Exhibit " A " attached hereto .

2. The Navajo Tribal Parks Commission shall make such rules and regula

tions for the use of the Grand Canyon Navajo Tribal Park as shall be consistent

with the authorities granted to the Commission by Navajo Tribal Council Resolu

tion CF - 31 -57 in order to preserve and develop this area of the Navajo Reserva

tion for scenic , historical, recreational, and scientific purposes.

CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was duly considered by the

Advisory Committee of the Navajo Tribal Council at a duly called meeting at

Window Rock , Arizona, at which a quorum was present and that same was

passed by a vote of 10 in favor and 0 opposed, this 1st day of August, 1966 .

HAROLD DRAKE,

Chairman Pro Tempore, Navajo Tribal Council.

Beginning at a point where the westerly right-of-way line of Highway 894

intersects the south boundary of the Lake Powell National Recreation Area :

Thence southerly along the west right-of-way line of said Highway 89A to the

intersection of said line of the westerly right-of-way line of Section 89 ;
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Thence southerly along the westerly right-of-way line to said Highway 89 to

the point where said right-of-way line intersects the northerly boundary of the

Little Colorado River Navajo Tribal Park ;

Thence westerly along the northerly boundary of the said Little Colorado River

Navajo Tribal Park , to a point on the (SE ) bank of the Colorado River ;

Thence northerly along the (SE ) bank of the Colorado River to a point where

said (SE ) bank intersects the southerly boundary of the Lake Powell National

Recreation area ;

Thence in an easterly direction along the southerly boundary of said Lake

Powell NationalRecreation area , to the point of beginning.

BEFORE THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION , WASHINGTON, D . C .

( Project No. 2248)

In the Matter of Application of the Arizona Power Authority for License for

a Proposed Hydroelectric Project on the Colorado River

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing Petition of the

Navajo Tribe of Indians upon all parties of record in this proceeding by mailing

a copy thereof, properly addressed , to each of the following persons :

Parties Persons served

The Metropolitan Water Dis. Charles C . Cooper, Jr., General Counsel, 1111

trict of Southern California. Sunset Boulevard , Los Angeles, California

90054 .

Arizona Power Authority - - - - - - Mr. E . G . Nielse, Administrator, Post Office Box

6492 , Phoenix , Arizona 85005 . W . T . Wiley ,

Assistant Attorney General, State of Arizona ,

1810 West Adams Street, Phoenix, Arizona

85007.

Coachella Valley County Water Mr. Earl Redwine, 207 Lewis Building, 3972

District. Main Street, Riverside, California 92501.

Hualapai Tribe of the Hualapai Mr. Royal D .Marks, Marks & Marks, 3508 North

Reservation . 7th Street, Phoenix , Arizona 85014. Mr.

Arthur Lazarus, Jr., 1700 K Street, NW .,

Washington , D . C . 20006 .

Imperial Irrigation District - - - Horton , Knox & Carter, Suite 101, Law Build

ing, 895 Broadway, El Centro , California

92243 .

Colorado River Commission of Secretary, Post Office Box 1748, Las Vegas,

Nevada . Nevada 89101.

Palo Verde Irrigation District- - Mr. Roy H . Mann, Law Building , 6th and Main ,

Corona, California 91720 .

Upper Colorado River Commis- George D . Clyde, Governor of the State of Utah

sion . and Vice Chairman of the Upper Colorado

River Commission , State Capitol Building,

Salt Lake City , Utah 84114. Ival V . Goslin ,

Chief Engineer and Secretary, and Paul L .

Billhymer, General Counsel, 355 South 4th

East Street, Salt Lake City , Utah 84111.

National Parks Association - - - Brookhart, Becker & Dorsey, Smith W . Brook

bart, Esquire, Marvin J . Sheffield , Jr., Esq .,

1700 K Street NW ., Washington , D . C . 20006.

Southern California Edison John R . Bury, Equire , Post Office Box 351, Los

Company. Angeles, California 90053 .

Federal Power Commission - - - Mr. Joseph B . Hobbs, Staff Counsel, Federal

Power Commission , Washington , D . C . 20426 .

Colorado River Board of Cali- Thomas Lynch , Esquire, Attorney General, State

fornia . of California, 600 State Building, 217 West

1st Street, Los Angeles, California 90012.

Dallas E . Cole , Chief Engineer, 909 South

Broadway, Room 200, Los Angeles, Califor

nia 90015 .

Mr. Northcutt Ely, Ely and Duncan, Tower

Building , Washington , D . C . 20005 .
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In the Matter of Application of the Arizona Power Authority for License for

a Proposed Hydroelectric Project on the Colorado River Continued

Parties Persons served

The Sierra Club - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Mr. Dale Doty, 1028 Connecticut Avenue xw ,

Washington , D . C ., Mr. David Sive, Winer,

Neuberger & Sive , Chrysler Tower East, 161

East 42nd Street, New York , New York . Mr.

R . Frederic Fisher, Lillick, Geary, Wheat,

Adams & Charles, 1625 K Street NW ., Wasb

ington , D . C . 20006 .

The City of Los Angeles Depart. General Manager and Chief Engineer, Post

ment of Water & Power. Office Box 3669, Terminal Annex , Los An

geles, California 90054 .

Gilmore Tillman , Esquire , Chief Assistant City

Attorney, Post Office Box 3669 , Terininal

Annex, Los Angeles, California 90054.

Secretary of the Interior, The Hon . Stewart L . Udall, Secretary of the In

Department of the Interior. terior, Frank J . Barry, Esquire , Solicitor, De

partment of the Interior, Edward Weinberg

Esquire , Deputy Solicitor , Department of ID

terior, Washington, D .C . 20025.

Associate General Counsel, the Navajo Tribe of Indians.

Dated at Washington , D . C . this 21st day of February, 1967.

The Vavajo TRIBE ,

Window Rock, Ariz., March 23, 1967.

Hon. HAROLD T . JOHNSON ,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation ,

U . S . House of Representatives,

Washington , D . C .

MY DEAR MR. JOHNSON : It has been called to my attention that during the

hearings on the Colorado River Basin Project bills before your subcommittee on

March 17, 1967 , certain remarks regarding the Navajo Tribe of Indians and their

interests,weremade a part of the record .

First, Congressman Sam Steiger (Arizona ) stated the following :

" Well, I would like to interpret their (Navajos ) lack of sending an official

representative here as a demonstration of the fact that their concern is not ot a

magnitude that they felt a paid trip was jusified ."

I would appreciate the record showing a correction to that statement. On the

same day on which Congressman Steiger made that statement, there were two

representatives of the Navajo Tribe, Mr. Ned Hatathli and the writer present in

the Nation 's Capital. These two representatives had brought with then the

copies of the documents placed in the record by Dr. Stephen Jett, in behalf of

the Navajo Tribe of Indians. At about the same time that Dr, Jett was present

ing these documents of the Navajo Tribe to your subcommittee , Mr. Hatathil arxi

the writer were testifying before the House Interior Appropriations Subcommit.

tee and it was considered that the policy of the Tribe with respect to the Grand

Canyon Dams would be expressed sufficiently in these documents as they were

placed in the record by Dr. Jett.

Secondly, statements made and placed in the record by two members of the

committee staff, Messrs. Sidney L . McFarland and T . Richard Witmer, also on

March 17, 1967, charged that the Navajo Tribe did not own any interest in the

land of the Navajo Reservation adjoining the Colorado River. Messrs. Mr

Farland and Witmer did not cite and could not have cited any authority estab

lishing this . Without amplifying fully the entire legal basis establishing that

the Tribe does own the interest in this land, and that such interest has not been

withdrawn, I ask respectfully that the record show this fact to be the position of

the Navajo Tribe . The Navajo Tribe is prepared to establish conclusively in law

its interest in this land whenever it becomes necessary to do so .

The Navajo Tribe would be most grateful, in view of the statements made by

Congressman Steiger and Messrs. McFarland and Witmer, if this letter could

be included in the record of your subcommittee to clarify these matters.

Very truly yours,

EDWARD O . PLUMMER ,

Supervisor, Land Investigation .
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Mr. JOHNSON . We have one witness left, a private citizen . Is Mr.

Behr here ?

STATEMENT OF ARMIN BEHR

Mr. BEHR. Mr. Chairman, I have a brief statement, which I think I

will read.

Mr. JOHNSON. Fine.

Mr. BEHR. And I would like, after reading my statement, permis

sion to read from a statement of a good friend ofmine who is some

what more familar with the area.

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, I think you had better give us yours and sub

mit his for the record. We have no objection to his going into the

record , but the hour is late .

Mr. Behr. Then may I submit two short statements for the record ?

Mr. JOHNSON. By whom ?

Mr. BEHR. In addition to my own. They are two statements by

individuals .

Mr. JOHNSON . You made a request to come here as a private citizen

and give us the benefit of your remarks. Wehave no objections to sub

mitting the other two.

Mr. BEHR. Thank you , Mr. Chairman .

Mr. BEHR. My name is Armin Behr. I am employed by the U . S .

Atomic Energy Commission and live in Bethesda,Md. One point on

which nearly everyone seems to agree is that the beauty of theGrand

Canyon should not be harmed . It is perfectly true that if a dam were

built at Bridge Canyon, the Grand Canyon as it is seen by themany

who visit only the tourist centers at Grand Canyon Village and on

the North Rim would not be greatly changed .

But the very fact that so many people have seen the Grand Canyon

from its most glorious vantage points will assure an increasing de

mand to see other aspects of it and on more intimate terms. Just as

those who have seen Europe now want to try Latin America or Africa ,

those who have done” Grand Canyon and fallen in love with it want to

get off the beaten path and away from the crowds.

The canyon has much more to offer than the roadside views that we

all know personally or on film . Already thousands of people each

year leave their cars to walk down the Bright Angel and Kaibab

Trails . To enjoy solitude and new vistas in years ahead many of us

will look for a side canyon or bend in the river of our own .

For over a decade I was fortunate enough to live in the Southwest,

within weekend distance of the canyon . I made the trip many times.

A favorite destination was Vulcan Rapids in Grand Canyon National

Monument. Few people know about it, although it isn 't hard to reach .

From Hurricane, Utah , there is a drive of 90 miles over dirt road to

Toroweap Overlook.

Here the Colorado River is 1,500 feet almost straight down from

the rim .

i A 2 -hour hike on rough but passable trail brings you to the river.

and you hear the pounding of Lava Falls for half an hour before

reaching it.

Sand bars along the banks make good campsites. You can walk

for miles up or downstream along the sand and over boulders until
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you encounter steep cliffs. The more adventurous hikers can bypass

these obstacles by floating downstream on an air mattress and find 3

new side canyon worth exploring. The possibilities are endless and

there are other access points like the one at Toroweap which could

be opened up for hikers.

If the Bridge Canyon Dam were built, the boulder-strewn sandy

banks for walking and camping would be gone. The pounding of the

river would be stilled and replaced by the roar of themotorboat. Left

as it is, the lower Grand Canyon will provide for countless people in

the future that special kind of recreation which is becoming scarce

the chance to see and donew thingsaway from crowdsand mechanical

comforts, and with a touch of adventure. .

Some of the money which would have gone for access roads to the

damsite could be used for more and better roads along the less acces

sible parts of the canyon rim and for marking or building simple

trails .

Mr. Johnson . Now , you have statements from two other gentlemen.

Mr. BEHR. Yes. One is by Howard G . Booth , of Las Vegas, andthe

other is by Dr. Samuel M . Ford .

Mr. Johnson . Without objection , they will be placed in the record

at this point, following your statement.

Do I hear objection ? Hearing none, so will be the order .

( The letters from Messrs. Booth and Ford , above referred to

follow :)

4224 CHATHAM CIRCLE No. 2,

Las Vegas, Nev., March 8 , 1967.

Chairman and Committee for March 13 Hearings, Bridge Canyon (Hualapai)

Dam Bill, Washington, D . O .

GENTLEMEN : I am a ten year resident of Las Vegas, Nevada . This letter

represents my personal testimony concerning the Bridge Canyon Dam proposal

which I would appreciate having made a part of the hearing record .

My professional is meteorology and in this field I am one of the lucky Individ

uals who finds it relatively easy to live and find work in just about any part of

the country I desire. It is no accident, therefore, that I've lived in the desert

southwest so long. I guess you would say that one of my chief reasons is the

austere wilderness character of the desert canyonlands, and of all these mans

places the Grand Canyon in particular. I have come to know and love the lower

Granite Gorge of the Canyon the best - its primitive wild beauty so remote in

many ways from anywhere and yet so near in terms of distance from my home

city .

I think it takes a few hikes to the river through such gemsas Tuckup Canyon,

Havasu Canyon , Prospect Valley of Spencer Canyon or one of the many others

to really understand the feeling that these mosaics of color, monuments of stone,

and glimpses of wildlife leave with the traveler. But I know that the most impor

tant element of these adventures of thebody and spirit is the finalarrival at the

bottom through these serpentine approaches to hear the roar and watch the

spectacles of something unique in all the world . I've stood at different times on

both edges of the Canyon high above Vulcan ' s Rapids as its sound pulses and

wanes with the caprice of the winds, and I 've made my way with groups of

friends down through the cliff breaks from either side to catch that thrill of close

proximity to this largest of all rapids.

Having experienced these adventures I can imagine the canyon in no other

way than as the scene of an untamed , wild force . A passive, emasculated body

of water resulting from a dam at Bridge Canyon would, for meandmany friends,

reduce such hikes to events without a climax . In place of a spectacle of raw

nature, lovely sandbars and towering cliffs our way would be blocked in the

silted lower canyons. My hikes in the lower Grand Canyon will end if the dam

is built !
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I think I could live with new Colorado River dams if they were essential for

water storage, but to conceive of their construction as an expedient for hydro

power when serious doubt exists as to their present or future economy in com

petition with other production methods, seemsunforgivable !

Please take every opportunity to leave the remaining parts of the Grand

Canyon undisturbed .

Sincerely yours,

HOWARD G . BOOTH ,

SAMUEL M . FORD, M . D ., Las Vegas, Nev .

Maroh 12 , 1967.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN ASPINALL : I would appreciate having my comments op

posing any further dams on the Colorado River entered for the record at the

hearings on the Southwest Water Plan and Central Arizona Project.

I sincerely believe the day of building dams solely for the sale of " peaking

power " is gone in this country. Pumped storage systems, utilizing efficient fossil

fuel fired or atomic plants are considerably cheaper as will be also the "wheeling"

of large blocks of power over direct current high -voltage lines,

As you are aware the Colorado is already a bankrupt river and losing one

million acre feet per year through evaporation from the dams we presently have

on it . It strikes me as a bit dishonest to build more and then hammer lock the

Pacific Northwest for water because we haven' t enough water in the Colorado

to keep them filled and meeting their power commitments . The concept of dams

as " cash registers" for reclamation projects is no longer valid in the face of the

technological strides made in the past few years in electrical power generation

and transmission .

Let us not be saddled with obsolete and expensive modes of power generation

simply to preserve the Bureau of Reclamation 's dam building section .

Sincerely yours ,

SAMUEL M , FORD, M .D .

Mr. Johnson . The Representative from Utah .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . No questions, thank you , Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from California , Mr. Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. I would just like to make one observation , that the

pointMr. Behrmakes, the fact that the reservoir and dam can be seen

from the conventional viewing point does not diminish the value of

the canyon . Wecan look at any of our national parks and certainly

cannot see all of the value of the scenery from points that can be seen

from an automobile. I think it is an excellent point.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona.

Mr. STEIGER . I have no questions,Mr. Chairman ,

Mr. JOHNSON. We want to thank you , Mr. Behr, for coming here

and waiting all this time to get on the witness stand .

The committee will stand adjourned until 9 :45 tomorrow morning,

when we will start off with theGovernor of Colorado, Governor Love.

(Whereupon , at 6 :25 p .m ., the committee adjourned , to reconvene

on Friday, March 17, 1967 at 9 :45 a .m .)





H . R . 3300 AND SIMILAR BILLS TO AUTHORIZE THE CON

STRUCTION , OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE OF

THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT, AND FOR

OTHER PURPOSES

S . 20 AND SIMILAR BILLS TO PROVIDE COMPREHEN

SIVE REVIEW OF NATIONAL WATER RESOURCE

PROBLEMS AND PROGRAMS, AND FOR OTHER

PURPOSES

FRIDAY, MARCH 17, 1967

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION OF

THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Washington , D . C .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9 :50 a .m ., in room

1324 , Longworth House Office Building , the Honorable Harold T .

Johnson (Chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. JOHNSON . The Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation will

come to order for the purpose of further hearings on the Colorado

River bills and the National Water Commission .

This morning we are very honored to have the Governor of the

State of Colorado, Mr. John A . Love, and his assistant, Mr. Felix

L . Sparks, the executive director of the Colorado Water Conserva

tion Board . And Mr. Richard Eckles. I do not see his name here

but I presumehe is there with you .

Governor Love. Right here behind me.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman, may I welcome my Governor to

these hearings. His contributions in his two former appearanceshave

been beneficial and his contribution this year will bemost beneficial.

I have not read his statement, but I commend the Governor and his

staff for appearing here and presenting this statement. I wish to

publicly thank the Governor for his cooperative attitude with the

congressional delegation from Colorado, especially with the senior

member of that delegation , the gentleman now speaking.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN A . LOVE,GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF COLO

RADO ; ACCOMPANIED BY FELIX L . SPARKS, EXECUTIVE DIREC

TOR, COLORADO WATER CONSERVATION BOARD ; AND RICHARD

T. ECKLES, DIRECTOR OF NATURAL RESOURCES, STATE OF

COLORADO

Governor Love. Thank you very much .

Mr. JOHNSON . Governor, I want to say, too, I have had the op

portunity to hear you here twice and once on a visit with the chairman

of the subcommittee to Colorado. It is always a delight.

Governor LOVE. I am pleased to be back again and certainly pleased

to have thekind wordsand warm welcome.

I would think if I might presume to be a little locally patriotic, that

the work of this subcommittee would be much enhanced if you could

get to Colorado more often . We would be delighted to have you out

there.

If Imay,Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the committee, as Congress

man Aspinall says, this is my third appearance before this committee

in connection with legislation to authorize the Colorado River Basin

project .

It is probably true that neither I nor anybody else can present any

thing to this committee which has not already been said in one form

or another at some time. However,since thereare now pending before

the committee various new propositions to authorize the Colorado

River Basin project, I propose, with your permission , to express the

position of the State of Colorado on the new legislation . To do so,

some review is necessary .

Most of the flow of the Colorado River originates in the State of

Colorado. This river system accounts for about 70 percent of the

total surface water produced in our State . Obviously , it is important

to us. For the past 20 years at least, the waters of the Colorado

River have been the subject of innumerable court battles within the

internal boundaries of our State. When this situation is viewed to

gether with the increasing demands of our downstream neighbors , a

picture emerges which makes it most difficult for us in Colorado to

endorse any further downstream development of the Colorado River.

Within the past 2 years, three ofour neighboring States to the east

and south have filed suit against us in the U . S . Supreme Court to

assert certain claims to waters which originate in the State of Colo

rado. During this year our State legislature is making a strenuous

effort to end a major conflict between our ground and surface water

users— an almost impossible task . I cite these facts simply to illus

trate that Arizona is not the only State which is having water

problems.

In August of 1963, there was forwarded to us for our review a re

port by the Secretary of the Interior entitled , “ The Pacific Southwest

Water Plan .” We were expecting that report and for some years

prior to its receipt we had been reviewing our position on Colorado

River matters. It has long been obvious that the Colorado River

system does not produce sufficient water to fulfill the apportionments

of the Colorado River and the Upper Colorado River Basin com

pacts. It is equally obvious, based upon various interpretations of

he short of the
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the compact made by lower basin States, that the greatest loss under

the compact allocations would fall upon the State of Coloradora

loss which we cannot afford any more than Arizona or any of the

other basin States can afford it .

Actually, the State of Arizona today is usingmore water from the

Colorado River system than is the State of Colorado. We are not

complaining about this fact , but we do wish to observe that there are

equities and considerations due the State of Colorado that have been

largely ignored in the struggle to authorize the Central Arizona

project.

Following receipt of the Pacific Southwest Water Plan , the State

of Colorado insisted that the State of Arizona clarify its position with

reference to the Gila River, a tributary of the Colorado. We con

sidered this clarification necessary in order to protect ourselves against

an additional draft of water which might be imposed as a result of

the Mexican Water Treaty. As our negotiations progressed , it be

came apparent that the internal situation in Arizona was such that

it was almost impossible for the representatives of that State to reach

any agreement with the upper basin concerning the accounting for

waters of the Gila River. This situation was not of our making in

Colorado, but it created a problem for us which was just as volatile

as theatmosphere seemingly was in Arizona .

The upper basin States are now in the position that during the next

few years their reclamation projects will be attacked on the basis of

an insufficient water supply. The first stone presumably to be hung

around our necks will be the Mexican Treaty obligation .

It has long been our position that the delivery of 75 ,000,000 acre

feet of water in every consecutive 10 -year period at Lee Ferry , together

with the flow originating in downstream tributaries, provides sufficient

water to satisfy the lower basin allocation and the Mexican Treaty

burden. Wehave well understood that unless sometype of agreement

could be reached among the Colorado River States we would be forced

to institute suit in the U . S . Supreme Court to obtain a judicial deter

mination of the Mexican Treaty obligation . Such a suit is a certainty

unless a different solution can be found .

We probably have been engaged in more interstate water litigation

than any other State. Wehave never enjoyed nor really profited from

such litigation . We have, therefore, directed all of our energies to

ward arriving at someagreement among the seven States that would

make it possible to bypass or otherwise solve the Mexican Treaty issue.

This was accomplished under the terms of H . R . 4671, considered by

this committee last year.

In a report by the Secretary of the Interior to this committee under

date of January 21, 1963, entitled, " Future water resources develop

ment in the Lower Colorado River Basin ,” the Secretary stated : “ The

inadequacy of the Colorado River system to meet this region 's continu

ing and rapidly growing water needs is already evident.” The Secre

tary further stated that the availability of additional quantities of

Colorado River water to Arizona, " is no solution at all to the regional

water problems. Itmerely temporarily moves the shortage from one

place to another." Weare, therefore, appalled at the apparentaban

donment of the other Colorado River Basin States in favor of Arizona
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as reflected in the Secretary 's recent letter to the chairman of this com

mittee on the subject of H . Ř . 3300 and similarbills.

H . R . 3300 incorporates a regional approach to a Southwest prob

lem , involving agreements and compromises that brought the seven

States together last year under the committee version of H . R . 4671.

Contrary to what was stated to this committee a few days ago , the ad

ministration 's proposal does not constitute a basis on which a compre

hensive long-range solution to the many, varied and complex water

problems of thebasin can be developed and carried forward. The pro

posal advanced by the Secretary is actually a short-fused time bomb

which will lead to destructive competition among the States of the

Colorado River Basin . It proposes a piecemeal solution to a part of a

problem of only one State.

The State of Colorado is in complete accord with the text and pur

poses of H . R . 3300, introduced in this session of Congress by our dis

tinguished Colorado Congressman ,Mr.Aspinall. We cannot support

H . R . 9 nor the legislation proposed by the Secretary. Since 1963, we

have constantly modified our position in order to make it possible for

a second Colorado River Basin project to be authorized by the Con

gress. No State has acted with more spirit of compromise than has

the State of Colorado. Because of the many concessions we have

made, our own internal situation has reached the point where we can

go no further.

At the close ofthe 89th Congress, we again reviewed our position in

an attempt to resolve two major problems which caused the demise of

H . R . 4671. Those problems were the proposed Marble Canyon and

Ilualapai Dams and the proposed feasibility studies looking to the

importation of water into the Colorado River Basin . In the face of

serious disagreement among our own citizens, we have modified our

position to recommend the elimination of Marble Canyon Dam and

the substitution of a reconnaissance study in lieu of a feasibility study

on the import problem . We are unable to make further concessions.

We fully understand that the enactment of Federal legislation is

solely the responsibility of the Congress. Therefore , it would be pre

sumptuous for us to insist upon any specific formula which would

make it possible to determine methods of augmenting the Colorado

River. However, we do ask that some meaningful, timely study be

made looking to the augmentation of the Colorado River , and that

the provision for such a study be authorized as a part of, or concur

rently with , legislation to authorize the Colorado River Basin project.

The construction of the Hualapai Dam is vital to the creation of a

development fund which will assist in the future augmentation of the

Colorado River of whatever nature. The proposal by the Secretary

to postpone the construction of Hualapai Dam pending someunknown

future determination is barren of logic. We believe that Chairman

Aspinall has proposed in H . R . 3300 and H . R . 6132 a most sensible and

fair solution to the HualapaiDam problem .

It has been stated that H . R . 4671 failed of enactment last year be

cause it wasoverloaded with too many provisions for too many States.

We reject that contention . The provisions that brought the seven

Colorado River States together in H . R . 4671 were its strength , not its

weakness .
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There has been some criticism of the five Colorado projects included

in H . R . 4671, and now included in H . R . 3300, Any such criticism is

based upon a total lack ofunderstanding of Colorado's situation . In

1956 , Congress authorized the Colorado River storage project and

directed the Secretary of the Interior to conduct feasibility investiga

tions on a number of projects in the upper basin . The Animas-La

Plata, Dolores, San Miguel, Dallas Creek, and West Divide projects

were all specifically enumerated in that act. At this point in history,

11 years after the enactment of the Storage Project Act, the State of

Colorado has received authorization of projects which will consume

about 95,000 acre-feet of water - a sum considerably less than author

ized for any other State of the upper basin , notwithstanding the fact

that Colorado's entitlement of water is greater than all of the other

upper basin States combined . The five projects for which we now

request authorization have been under study for at least the past 20

years. Like Arizona, we know the meaning of the word frustration .

Detailed information demonstrating the economic feasibility of these

projects has already been presented to the committee.

The administration has indicated that it has no objection to the

authorization of the Animas-La Plata and Dolores projects. How

ever, there was a recommendation that the other three projects be

deferred , “ pending the establishment and completion of review by

the National Water Commission of related water problems." We

have asked ourselves, and we ask you , Why should the State of Colo

rado be singled out for such special consideration by a proposed

NationalWater Commission ? If our developmentmust halt pending

a study of our problems by such a commission , then we think in all

fairness that water development throughout the United States should

meet a similar fate, whether it be the central Arizona project, projects

in the Pacific Northwest , or Federal projects anywhere in this coun

try. To suggest that a National Water Commission should determine

the internal allocation of water within a State is to perpetrate a

cruel hoax upon our people. We feel that Colorado deserves a better

fate. If this National Water Commission legislation has been pro

posed to frighten people of the Southwest, that purpose has been

achieved . A thought to remember, however, is that a monster owes

no allegiance to its creator.

Hundreds of hours of most difficult negotiations have been in

corporated into H . R . 3300 . It is not a bill which provides an im

mediate solution to all the water problems of the Colorado River

States. It does not contain everything that Colorado or any other

State would like to have. We nevertheless support each of its pro

visions. Even though there are commitments to California, New

Mexico , and other States in which we have no direct interest , we

support these commitments as being inseparable parts of the legis

lation . If provisions for the protection of other States as now in
corporated in H . R . 3300 are deleted , then the provisions for the bene

fit of Colorado are not entitled to any better fate. Acknowledging

that we have accepted a great risk , we nevertheless feel that it is

either all or nothing.

If the members of this committee in their collective wisdom see

fit to report favorably on II . R . 3300 , then the official agencies of the
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State of Colorado pledge their full and active support toward its

enactment.

The members of this committee have been incredibly patient in

listening to the problems of our southwest area. I have tried to

state as frankly as possible the position of the Colorado State gov

ernment. We in Colorado are most ably represented in both Houses

of the Congress. We leave our case in their hands and yours.

Mr. Johnson. Thank you , Governor, for a very fine comprehensive

statement. The problem has been before the committee for some

time. We are glad to see that you incorporate the interests of Cali

fornia before you closed your statement.

Is there anyone else who wishes to speak at this time?

Governor LOVE. I do not believe so , Mr. Chairman, no.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Colorado, the chairman of the

full committee, Mr. Aspinall.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I wish to commend the Governor

and his staff for a very considered and very temperate statement,

under the circumstances. I think that when the Governor refers

to the fact that the interests of Colorado have largely been ignored

by the administration in its presentations, he is bringing to us &

statement of fact as it really is . Colorado happens to have been

the “big brother” on this river ever since the beginning. As the

Governor states, its contribution to the Colorado River system is

about 70 -percent-plus.

As I said before, I take no issue whatsoever with the Colorado River

compact and its division . There are benefits flowing in both areas.

Neither do I take any issue with the upper basin compact, but in each

instance the State ofColorado has voluntarily and willingly stated its

position to work with its neighbors, even to the extent of releasing, for

benefits secured , any rights itmighthave to more than certain amounts

of water and certain percentages of the basin fund of the Colorado

River Storage Act. And I think that this should be considered by

everybody. It has been considered by this committee very well, but it

seems to me, there are people in the administration that pay no more

attention to these equities than they pay attention to someof the prob

lemsof getting to other planets.

The Governor's reference at the bottom of page 7 to Colorado's

position and what Colorado got out of the Colorado River Storage

Act and what it is asking for in this legislation is certainly timely.

Also the Governor's reference on page 8 to the administration 's Na

tional Water Commission proposal is most timely . The idea that the

State of Colorado or any of the upper basin States, as far as that is

concerned , or any of the lower basin States would have to wait to take

care oftheir internal problemsuntil a nationalcommission spoke, even

though the equities had already been decided upon the stream , is beyond

my imagination and I cannot understand themind processes of an in

dividual that would write that into a report.

Now , Governor, I have nothing to add to your statement because it

is well placed ,but I do have some figures that I wish to present to you

and see whether or not you are in reasonable agreement, keeping in

mind that I use thousands instead of getting down to the hundreds of

acre - feet as I relate the situation as it applies to Colorado and the
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upper basin States and the lower basin States on the water supplies of

the river.

Under the Colorado River compact of 1922, the lower basin was given

an entitlement of 712 million acre- feet of water to be delivered at Lee

Ferry . At the sametime, there was to be 712million acre-feet of water

to the upper basin before any division of surpluses wasto be considered .

Are you in reasonable agreement with that statementof the Colorado

River compact ?

Governor LOVE . Yes, I actually am . The intent of the compact was

that there was to be an equal division and the seven and a half and

seven and a half was the number that was thought to be true at that

time.

Mr. ASPINALL. As I understand your position as spokesman for

Colorado at the present time, you are not quite sure whether or not

you go along with the philosophy that the lower basin gets 71/2 million

acre- feet of water regardless of what amount of water is in the river

as its first entitlement, is that right ?

Governor Love. No, I do not go along with that concept at the pres

ent time. I will not make a lengthy argument on it,but I will simply

say Imakeno such concession at thismoment.

Mr. ASPINALL. Now , the upper basin 's entitlement under the study

ofthe last 35 years of the river's flow would be something like this, as

a minimum , if I am correct. There would be given to the State of

Arizona 50,000 acre-feet of water as the first entitlement of the upper

basin because of its position in the upper basin .

Governor LOVE. That is right.

Mr. ASPINALL. There would be remaining 6,200,000 acre- feet of

water to be divided amongtheupper basin States, is that correct ? Ap

proximately so ?

Governor LOVE . Well, again I do not concede that that is all that

we are entitled to but on the historical flow of the river, if you do first

allocate the first seven and a half to the lower basin ,that 6 .2 would be

the remainder at that point, yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. And, there would be taken from that approximately

700,000 acre- feet of water, because of loss by evaporation from the

three main reservoirs : the Flaming Gorge, the Glen Canyon, and the

Curecanti Reservoirs. Is that correct ?

Governor Love. That is right.

Mr. ASPINALL. Leaving approximately 5 .5 million acre- feet to be

used by the upper basin States, with Colorado, under the compact to

receive 51.75 percent ; Utah , 23 percent ; Wyoming, 14 percent; and

New Mexico , 11.25 percent. Is that correct ?

Governor Love. Yes. Those are the provisions in the division , the

allocationsof the upper basin compact .

Mr. ASPINALL . Now , using the percentages and the figure of 5 .5 mil

lion acre-feet, Colorado would then be entitled to 2 ,845,250 acre- feet

of water. Colorado's uses, pre-Storage Act (pre- 1956 ) have been

said to be about 1, 700,000 acre- feet. Is that correct ?

Governor LOVE. That is correct.

Mr. ASPINALL . Which would leave Colorado entitled to develop

1 ,145,250 acre-feet ofwater after 1956 .

Governor Love. And again , I would interject even on the minimum

basis that weare talking about.

Te foot of thich .corr
ect
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Mr. ASPINALL. Now , the Colorado Storage Act disposition in acre

feet of water to each upper basin State is as follows:

To Colorado, for Florida , 16 ,000 acre-feet ; for Paonia , 10 ,000

acre-feet ; for Silt, 6 ,000 acre -feet; for Smith Fork , 6 ,000 acre- feet ;

and for the Pine River extension , nothing. That makes a total of

38 ,000 acre -feet of water, as far as the Colorado River storage proj.

ect is concerned , out of the 1 , 145,250 acre-feet to which the State of

Colorado is entitled . Is that correct ?

Governor LOVE . That is correct,Mr. Aspinall.

Mr. ASPINALL. To Wyoming, for La Barge, 14 ,000 acre - feet ; for

Lyman , 10 ,000 acre-feet; and for Seedskadee, 165,000 acre- feet. That

makes a total of 189,000 acre-feet for Wyoming.

Governor Love. That is right.

Mr. ASPINALL. To Utah , for the central Utah project (the initial

phase only ) , 208,000 acre-feet and for Emery County, 17,000 acre

feet - for a total of 225 ,000 acre-feet.

Governor Love. That is right,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. AsPINALL. To New Mexico , for Hammond, only , 10 ,000 acre

feet .

Governor LOVE. That is right.

Mr. ASPINALL. Now , the authorizations, since the Colorado River

Storage Project Act, for reclamation development :

To Colorado , the share of Savery -Pot Hook , 28,000 acre -feet ; Bost

wick Pack , 3,000 acre -feet ; Fruitland Mesa , 28 ,000 acre - feet ; and the

Fryingpan -Arkansas transmountain diversion , 69,200 acre- feet - for &

totalof 128,200 acre- feet . Is that correct ?

Governor LOVE . That is right.

Mr. ASPINALL. To Wyoming, its share of Savery-Pot Hook , 10,000

acre - feet.

Governor LOVE . That is right.

Mr. ASPINALL. To Utah, nothing. So far.

Governor Love . That is right.

Mr. ASPINALL . To New Mexico , San Juan Chama, 110,000 acre- feet

and Navajo, 254,000 acre- feet - for a total of 364,000 acre- feet. Is

that correct ?

Governor LOVE . That is correct.

Mr. ASPINALL . In other words, the combined authorizations of the

Colorado Storage Act and those since its passage are : to Colorado,

166,200 acre-feet ; to Utah , 225,000 acre -feet ; to Wyoming , 199,000 acre

feet ; to New Mexico, 374,000 acre- feet. But keep in mind the alloca

tions under the compact are for Colorado, 51.75 percent; for Utah .

23 percent ; for Wyoming, 14 percent ; and for New Mexico , 11.25

percent.

Governor Love. That is right. With Colorado entitled to almost

52 percent of the upper basin water, as a matter of fact, as it stands

today, we have authorized less than any other State in the upper

basin .

Mr. ASPINALL. The Governor is correct and that is the reason , of

course , that I am using these figures, to show that Colorado , which is

producing 70 percent of the water and which has cooperated with its

neighbors since 1922 to the present time, today stands in the position
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of having only 166,200 acre-feet while Utah has 225 ,000 acre- feet,

Wyoming has 199,000 acre - feet, and New Mexico has 374,000 acre

feet - although Colorado is entitled to more than the combined alloca

tionsofthe other three.

Now , to cometo the provisions of H .R . 3300,keep in mind that the

reason that these projects in Colorado are in position to be authorized

is because of the fact that Colorado has not had equitable treatment.

These projects have been surveyed and are ready to go. The Animas

La Plata project would be 112,000 acre- feet ; the Dolores project would

be 87,000 acre- feet ; the San Miguel project would be 85,000 acre- feet ;

the West Divide project would be 76,000 acre -feet ; and the Dallas

Creek Divide project would be 37,000 acre-feet - for a total of 397,000

acre - feet. That, plus what there is in the Colorado River storage proj

ect and authorizations since, would be 563,200 acre-feet.

The totalthat Colorado is asking for - 563,200 acre -feet- includes its

development under the provisions of this bill and every authorization

preceding this bill. New Mexico is asking for 34,000 acre-feet in the

Animas-La Plata project plus that under the Storage Act and authori

zations since, (totaling 374,000 acre- feet ) making a combined total of

408 ,000 acre- feet. This then , would provide Colorado, which has a

51.75 percent entitlement, with 563,000 acre- feet while New Mexico ,

with its 11.25 percent entitlement, would have408 ,000 acre-feet ; Utah ,

with its 23 percent entitlement, would have 225 ,000 acre- feet ; and

Wyoming, with its 14 percent entitlement, would have 199,000 acre

feet. These are the equities as far as the amounts are concerned .

Now , this does not tell the story because it does not take into con

sideration waters in use under rights existing before the Colorado

River Storage Act. I want to put this in the record .

In Colorado, prestorage act, as I said before, that amount is

1,700 ,000 acre- feet . Since the storage act and with the provisions of

H . R . 3300 , the amount is 563,200 acre- feet. The Denver- Dillon diver

sions is 150,000 acre - feet, and the Homestead diversion is 70 ,000 acre

feet. That makes a total of 2,483,200 acre- feet. Keeping in mind

that Colorado 's share, based on what has been in the river in the

last 35 years, would be 2 ,845 ,250 acre- feet , less the 2 ,483,200 acre-feet

that I have just quoted to you , then Colorado would still be entitled

to approximately 360,000 acre-feet , even if all of these projects were

constructed in the next year .

Governor, are you in agreement, approximately, or reasonably so,

with this statement ?

Governor Love. I certainly am . At the risk of repeating , I think

it is well to stress that as you have said, in addition to the equity or

lack thereof as far as the allotments , the entitlement to the various

States, I think it needs to be stressed that even with the auhorization

of the five projects that H . R . 3300 contemplates for Colorado, that

Colorado would not be using even at the minimal figures you have

used , which are based on the historical flow in recent years, even at

these minimal figures Colorado would not be using all of its entitle

mentunder the compact, upper basin compact.

Mr. ASPINALL . And , in relation to the percentages to which each

upper basin State is entitled , Colorado would not be overriding its

rights at all, is that correct ?
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Governor LOVE. We are not, even with these entitlements, these

authorizations which we seek , we would not be encroaching upon

the rights of any other State.

Mr. ASPINALL . Thank you very much .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from South Dakota, Mr. Berry .

Mr. BERRY. Thank you , Mr. Chairman . I want to commend

Governor Love on this very capable statement and say something

that I know he knows, and that is that the State of Colorado , the

water problems of Colorado, are most capably represented on this

committee , and if anyone has any questions about the ability of our

chairman and the knowledge of our chairman , I think they would

have lost it in the last 10 minutes.

Mr. Chairman , I would like to make a unanimous-consent request

that the Governor's statement and the questioning of Chairman

Aspinall be made available to all members of this committee immedi.

ately ; that is , tomorrow morning.

Mr. ASPINALL. Let us wait untilafter Sunday .

Mr. BERRY. Yes. But I mean at our next meeting, if that would

be possible, because certainly these are figures, these are historical

facts that the committee should have available in its considerations.

Mr. HOSMER. Reserving the right to object, at the close of the hear

ings, a summary might be easier to read and better to understand

than the actual testimony itself.

Mr. BERRY . The only question is , who is going to summarize it ?

Mr. HOSMER. I would assume the chairman will, but I will with

draw my reservation .

Mr. JOHNSON . You have heard the unanimous consent request of

the gentleman from South Dakota , Mr. Berry. Is there objection ?

Hearing none, so will be the order. There will be prepared for each

and every member of this subcommittee for our next meeting, the con

tents of the Governor's statement and the questions and answers that

followed by the chairman of the full committee,Mr. Aspinall of Colo

rado,and theGovernor.

Mr. BERRY. I just have one question , Mr. Chairman, and that is,

in the event that this regional approach is not possible at this time,

what do you propose ,Governor, that this committee do to resolve this

issue at this time?

Governor LOVE . Of course ,myproposal is that the passage of H . R .

3300 and its companion bill that deals with the park would be the

proper solution for this committee. It may not be responsive to the

question . You say if the regional approach — that is what I am think

ing, is the regional approach , and that I think the bill does include

an overall plan which asmytestimony says does not solve all the prob

lemsfor all time, but it does represent a regionalapproach .

If your question is what should we do if we cannot do that, I can

not give you an answer in that I do not believe that I can consider an

alternative that would beacceptable to Colorado .

Mr. BERRY . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Florida,Mr.Haley .

Mr. HALEY. I reservemy time,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Johnson. The gentleman from California , Mr. Hosmer.
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Mr. HOSMER. Governor, I want to join with all of the others in

congratulating you on the fine water statesmanship you have displayed

this morning

Governor LOVE. Thank you very much .

Mr. HOSMER. I think your delegation and your people have a right

to be proud of you and I think some of your neighboring Governors

should have reason to emulate you .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona ,Mr. Udall.

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman , unusual as this may be, I would like

to fully associate myself with the remarksMr. Hosmer justmade.

Governor LOVE. Thank you .

Mr. UDALL. Governor, yours is one of the finest statements that I

have read in the last few years. Parenthetically I observe that you

and I hold the record of testifying on this legislation , I said the other

day that I testified four times now . You only have three. But you

are approaching my record and I hope neither ofus will have to testify

again . Wehope we can resolve it this year.

Your people in Colorado have really displayed in the last 3 years,

great statesmanship and your spirit has been most heartening to all

of us. You are well represented here in Congress and the chairman

ofthis great committee has done so much to try to resolve these stormy

and difficult problems.

I cannot let this opportunity pass either without paying tribute to

the gentleman on your right here, Mr. Felix Sparks. When the his

tory of all this is written, he will surely have a prominent place. His

really outstanding efforts to try to bring the region together and re

solve the many problems that you have in the State of Colorado are

ones that I follow with admiration . You know , Colorado really has

tried to cooperate with its neighbors and I think you really have

grounds to insist that your interests be protected and that starts be

made on your particular problems.

I had an editor in Arizona send me just in the last few days this

Engineering NewsDigest publication which has a summary of all the

water resource projects in the Nation that are going on right now

and this adds up to $ 12 billion , with 200 projects going on right now .

They have them broken down by region and the State of Arizona is

not mentioned anywhere in any of these 200 projects, any of this $ 12

billion of ongoing construction . All that Colorado has is the last

stages of Frying -pan Arkansas and someof the smaller projects that

Chairman Aspinall referred to earlier.

California , I might add, has $ 4 billion in projects that are on -going

ight now , according to this summary. I hope that will be of some

omfort tomy friends from that great State.

Delighted that you are here with us again and I thank you for

rour constructive efforts.

Governor LOVE. Thank you very much , Congressman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Utah,Mr. Burton .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I would like to say , Governor, that I associate

ayself fully with the complimentary remarks made previously by

ny colleagues. And your statement is not only an eloquent plea for

olorado , but I think for the entire upper basin . I am onemember

f this committee who appreciates your being here and taking time
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to come. I know this is a busy season for allGovernors. Weappre

ciate your coming.

Governor LOVE. Thank you very much .

Mr. JOHNSON. The gentleman from Texas,Mr. Kazen .

Mr. KAZEN . Thank you , Mr. Chairman. 1, too, am very privileged

to sit in and listen this morning to your statement, Governor. You

show a tremendous knowledge of this problem and certainly between

you and the chairman of this committee, you have given us something

to really work on .

Governor LOVE. Thank you very much.

Mr. KAZEN . Thank you , Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Oregon ,Mr. Wyatt.

Mr. WYATT. Thank you , Mr. Chairman . Governor, it is a pleasure

to have you before us again this year and I think you articulated

the position of Colorado exceptionally well. I congratulate you upon

the statement and I pledge to you as I have to the chairman of the

full committee that I will do everything I can consistent with our

position to cooperate .

Governor LOVE. Thank you very much .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California ,Mr. Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you , Mr. Chairman . I want to also thank

you , Governor, for a very forthright statement.

In the event that an importation works is authorized and constructed ,

and let us assume that the capacity of the importation is the two

and a half million acre- feet to offset the Mexican Treaty , and let us

say just another 2 million acre-feet beyond that, would the State of

Colorado feel that they would be entitled to half of that as the- not

the Colorado , but the upper basin would be entitled to half of that

as would the lower basin .

Governor Love. It has been Colorado's position , still is, that if

importation into the basin is in fact made a reality , that the first

water in sufficient quantity to cover the Mexican Treaty obligation

will be set aside for that purpose. We would think that anything

that conceivably would be over and above that Mexican Treaty obliga

tion should be subject to the terms of the compact ; that is , the division

between the upper and lowerbasins on an equal basis .

Mr. HALEY. Would the gentleman yield there ?

Mr. REINECKE. Certainly .

Mr. Haley. Governor, let me ask you this : In case this project is

authorized , do you feel that it is a general obligation of the taxpayers,

the general taxpayers of the United States, to assume the burden and

cost of the diversion necessary from other sources to the Colorado

River to take care of that two and a half million acre- feet ? Or do

you think it is just an obligation of the river and the States ?

Governor Love. My answer, Congressman , is twofold . First, the

treaty which the United States as a national government agreed to

an amount of water to go to the nation of Mexico was a decision that

wasmade and action that was taken by the Federal Government, not

by the State of Colorado or the State of California or the State of

Utah , and I think that, therefore, the Nation itself and, therefore the

taxpayers of the Nation have an obligation there. Second , I would

add that as I have said in my testimony , one of the reasons that
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Colorado, and I think all of the States of the Colorado River Basin ,

should be interested in the basin fund that is contemplated if Hualapai

is built or the additions to the basin funds, is to provide some source,

somebeginning of funding for augmentation of thebasin water supply

from whatever source, whether it be importation or desalinization or

whatever it is.

We do not know at the present time. All we know is we need addi

tional water and whatever the procedure is going to be, the solution ,

it is going to cost money and that is one reason we are interested in

that fund.

Mr.Haley. Will the gentleman yield further ?

Mr. REINECKE. Certainly .

Mr. HALEY. Governor, your State is the headwaters, you might say,

of about 70 percent of the water that goes into the Colorado River .

Is that not true ?

Governor LOVE. Yes, sir , that is true ; and in addition we find our

selves in the position of being the headwaters of at least four of the

major river systems of the United States. There is not only the

Colorado, the Rio Grande, the Platte , which is a large tributary of

theMissouri, and then the Arkansas.

Mr. Haley. Have you ever thought, Governor, about maybe dam

ming up these tributaries and creating reservoirs and then maybe

you could sell the water that is surplus to the States of California

and Arizona and the rest of the States ? There might be pretty sub

stantial revenue.

Governor LOVE. Wehave thought about that in years past and, as

a matter of fact, we have thought about it prior to the time we entered

into the compact on the Colorado River. We have thought about it

since but our position is , of course, sir, that we will rely on the pro

visions ofthe compact between the States of the Colorado River Basin .

Mr. ASPINALL. Willmy colleague from California yield to me?

Mr. REINECKE. Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. The fact is that we have spent money in defending

ourselves against our neighbors, which we could have used to build

a pretty good dam , could we not ?

Governor LOVE. We could , I think , have trapped all of that water

with that amount ofmoney.

Mr. HALEY. I thank the gentleman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona ,Mr. Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman . I would like to preface

my remarks by noting the presence of the senior member of the Ari

zona House of Representatives delegation , the Honorable John Rhodes.

His youthful appearance belies a world of experience in water legis

lation .

Mr. ASPINALL. If my colleague will yield to me, he got his experi

ence from this committee. [Laughter. ]

Mr. STEIGER . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Governor, I would like to join in the aura of good will that your

fine statement has generated. I have a personal attachment other than

my allegiance to the chairman of this committee. I studied at then

Colorado A . & M . and enjoyed it thoroughly. I join with my colleague,

Mr. Udall, in hoping fervently that this is the last timethat you and
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Mr. Sparks and the rest of your staff will have to appear and the solu

tion willbe forthcoming this year.

Governor Love. I certainly join in that.

Mr. STEIGER . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . Are there any other questions from any of themem

bers of the committee ?

Mr. HALEY. Mr. Chairman

Mr. JOHNSON . Mr. Haley .

Mr. Haley. Governor, I just might make this observation . I do

not know how long the term of "Governor" extends out there or how

many times you can run but with the fine bouquets that you have re

ceived from this side of the aisle , maybe you should make a permanent

record so when you come up for reelection as a Republican again you

can quote someDemocrats.

Governor Love. I am perfectly willing to try it, Congressman . If

I can get everybody to sign it, wewill have it printed up.

Mr. JOHNSON . Governor, I am glad to learn in your statement and

your answers to questions here that you are highly in favor of the

Hualapai Dam as a revenue producer for future development on the

river.

Governor LOVE. Certainly so .

Mr. JOHNSON . Whether it be importation , desalinization , or weather

modification , there are going to be additional funds needed . There is

a great potential on the river. Certainly we should develop it.

Governor LOVE. This is certainly true, that we found, as you well

know , that the funds which already are in existence being created at

Hoover Dam , now at Glen Canyon and FlamingGorge and soon Cure

canti, and so on , have been a vital part of the developmentof the whole

system . Wewere discussing last night the early fund, Hoover Dam ,

in which we only, I think , got the 500,000 a year in the Upper Basin .

Nevertheless, it was of extreme importance to the progress of our de

velopment.

Mr. Johnson. We find that out in California , too, with our Red

River project , a State project, and also with the central valley project.

If it were not for the power producing features of it we would be in

real trouble. Wehope the power features will help us repay that $4

billion we have under construction now .

I know that is a tremendous figure out there and we greatly appreci .

ate the consideration given California by this committee.

Mr. Haley. Will the gentleman yield

Mr. Johnson . Yes.

Mr. HALEY. I did not think that the State of California had any

problems about money . I thought it was the land ofhoney and sun

shine and that you had all the money that you needed . I thought

everybody in California was about like the people of Texas. All of

them were wealthy.

Mr. Johnson. There are a good many wealthy ones and a lot of

people yet to come and we have a great deal in the way of resource

development to take place and take care of these people .

We thank you ,Governor, and your staff there for your appearance

here thismorning.

Governor Love. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
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[Applause from audience. ]

Mr. JOHNSON . Our next witness is Mr. Pat Head , administrator of

the Colorado River Commission ofNevada, representing theGovernor,

Paul Laxalt, newly elected Governor of the State of Nevada. Glad

to have you here,Mr. Head . Wehave dealt with you for a long time,

at least I have, out there in the State of California and now that you

are over in Nevada, I presume you are doing the same fine job in the

State ofNevada.

You may proceed ,Mr. Head .

STATEMENT OF HON . PAUL LAXALT, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE

OF NEVADA, AS PRESENTED BY PAT HEAD, ADMINISTRATOR,

COLORADO RIVER COMMISSION OF NEVADA

Mr. HEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee.

It is indeed a pleasure for me to be back with you again . Governor

Paul Laxalt has asked me to express his deep regret for his inability

to be here today. However, themany pressing problems ofthe State

and before the legislature now in session demand his presence in Carson

City.

He has asked me to present his statement to you on this very im

portant subject dealing with further development on the Colorado

River and resource development planning to meet the foreseeable

water needs of the West . This is his statement,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman , and members of the committee , I appreciate the

opportunity to present to you the views of Nevada on the proposed

legislation before you . After many, many months of discussions,

arguments , studies, and compromises the seven Colorado River Basin

States appeared to be in agreement one year ago on legislation known

as H . R . 4671, a bill to authorize the construction , operation , and

maintenance of the Colorado River Basin project. Today the una

nimity among the seven basin States appears to be absent.

Mytestimony will touch on the various bills before you regarding

authorization of the central Arizona project, authorization of other

projects in the Colorado River Basin , and establishment of a National

Water Commission . It is my sincere hope that through my testi

monyand through the testimony ofothersappearing before you having

a sincere desire for water resource development on the Colorado

River and for planning for regional water development to meet the

foreseeable needs of the thirsty Southwest, your committee can fav

orably act on legislation necessary to accomplish this in a manner

beneficial to all the Southwest and to the entire West.

Nevada feels that the central Arizona project should be authorized

o meet, in part, the critical water problems of central Arizona. It

is imperative, however, that legislation also be enacted providing the

Framework for the development of plans to meet the foreseeable de

nands upon the Colorado River. There have been literally volumes

> f testimony presented to your committee on the inability ofthe Colo

ado River to meet the near future needs of the seven basin States

und we find no reason to repeat any of that testimony today.

Wewould like now to make specific comments on the legislation

before you on this subject and we will use H . R . 3300, introduced by

Chairman Aspinall, as the base for our comments.
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Title II of H . R . 3300 entitled , “ The National Water Commission ;

investigations and planning ” is similar through section 205 to S .

passed by the Senate and now before you for consideration . We

strongly urge the retention of title II in legislation favorably con

sidered by your committee dealing with the Colorado River Basin

project. However, if it is found to be expedient to separate title II

from your legislation and to consider S . 20 favorably, Nevada strongly

urges that sections 206 and 207 of H . R . 3300 be incorporated into

20 . We further urge that legislation then dealing with the Nationai

Water Commission and legislation dealing with the Colorado River

Basin project be cross-referenced in a manner to assure, if possible.

favorable consideration and the passage of both . We would be very

concerned over passage of S . 20 in its present form without the passage

of H . R . 3300 or a similar bill containing specific direction for study

of the Colorado River Basin and importation of water thereto . We

also would be very concerned over passage of H . R . 3300 or similar

legislation not containing title II or reference to an amended S . 20.

Nevada supports the construction of the high HualapaiDam as pro

vided for in section 302 of H . R . 3300. We note that the Secretary of

the Interior proposes deferment of construction of any hydroelectrie

generating plant on the Colorado River and substitutes therefor par

ticipation in a thermal generating plant through a prepayment ar

rangement. The high Hualapai Dam provides more pumping energy

for the central Arizona project. It provides revenues to help pay

for the construction and operation of the central Arizona project

But most important to Nevada and the remainder of the Southwest

is that the high Hualapai Dam would provide valuable peaking power

to complement the rapidly increasing thermal generating facilities
in the Southwest area .

Nevada supports the authorization of the central Arizona unit as

provided for in section 304 of H . R . 3300.

We find no fault with section 305 of H . R . 3300 . It would provide

in part, that “ * * * water users in the State of Nevada shall not to

required to bear shortages in any proportion greater than would have

been imposed in the absence of this section 305 ( a ) ." We consider the

guarantee of Arizona to the State of California , under this section.

to be a matter for resolution and agreement between those two State

However, we offer to assist those States in any way we can in the

resolution of this very important matter if invited to do so.

Section 309 of H . R . 3300 would provide for integrating the Dixi

project and southern Nevada water project, heretofore authorizzi

into the Colorado River Basin project. Nevada concurs in the

provision .

Although we recognize that by the continuation of payments fi:

the use of power from Hoover Dam and the Parker-Davis syster

Nevada will be paying far more than it contracted for under ti

Boulder Canyon Project Act, we concur in the purpose of title IT :.

establish the Lower Colorado River Basin development fund, TT

strongly urge,however, that the proviso contained in section 103 ( c ) :

of H . R . 722, “ Prorided , however, That the Secretary is authorized am

directed to continue the in - lieu -of-taxes payments to the States

Arizona and Nevada provided for in section 2 ( c ) of the Boulde
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Canyon Project Adjustment Act so long as revenues accrue from the

operation of the Boulder Canyon project" be restored to 403 (C ) ( 2 )

of H . R . 3300 for favorable consideration by your committee and the

Congress. Nevada testified during the week of May 9 , 1966 , in sup

port of insertion of that proviso . I refer you to page 1123 of those

hearings for supporting testimony for the continuation of in - lieu-of
taxes payments .

Title of H . R . 3300 provides for the authorization for construction

of five Colorado River projects where H . R . 9 , introduced by Congress

man Udall, remains silent in this regard . Wesupport the authoriza

tion of the Animas-La Plata and Dolores projects. We do not oppose

the authorization of the Dallas Creek , West Divide, and San Miguel

projects. We believe, however, that if cleared by the Bureau of the

Budget, they also should be authorized .

Mr. Chairman , we in the Colorado River Basin must all exercise

water statesmanship of the highest level if we are to succeed in com

pleting the development of the waters of the Colorado River and to

find the means to augment those waters to meet our growing water

needs. If we are unsuccessful in obtaining additional water supplies

for our thirsty Southwest, by, say , 1990 or 2000 , economic and social

chaos will result. Your committee has a grave responsibility in weigh

ing the testimony presented to you in connection with the legislation

now before you . We seven Colorado River Basin States, together

with the other States of the West, also have a grave responsibility to

work together and coordinate our efforts toward basin and regional

water resource development. I know you will discharge your respon

sibilities and wemust discharge ours.

I thank you for the opportunity ofmaking this presentation before

you today.

That is the end ofthe Governor's statement.

Mr. Johnson . Wethank you for giving us the benefit of the Gov

ernor's statement. It certainly is a very comprehensive statement.

It compares the legislation pending before this committee that we

are now in the process of holding hearings on . I know that you were

here before and we do appreciate your coming back here and giving

us this statement.

The gentleman from Colorado, the chairman ofthe full committee,

Mr. Aspinall.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman, I, too, wish to thank Mr. Head for

presenting Governor Laxalt 's statement. It was my privilege to be

with the Governor last Sunday evening. We were able to speak

briefly about his presentation .

The State of Nevada is the one State which has a direct statement

concerning the amount of water to be provided under the Colorado

River compact. Is that correct ,Mr. Head ?

Mr.HEAD. Pardon ? Wehave a direct

Mr. ASPINALL. The State of Nevada has a stated amount ofwater

to which it is entitled under its contract with the Department.

Mr. HEAD. That is correct.

Mr. ASPINALL. And that is 300,000 acre- feet.

Mr. HEAD. That is correct.

Mr. ASPINALL. Does this in any way take care of your potential

usesas far as the future is concerned !

76- 955467435
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Mr. HEAD . I feel it will take care of our needs through , say, 1990,

or the year 2000, but within 20 to 30 years after that time we will

need another million acre- feet, so it only meets our foreseeable or

within -century demands.

Mr. ASPINALL. And we have already provided , by law , for the con

struction of those facilities through the offices of the Bureau of Rec

lamation for the use of that 300,000 acre-feet, is that correct !

Mr. HEAD. Nearly the entire amount. TheMOAPA Valley pump

ing project now under investigation would complete use of 300,000

acre - feet.

Mr. ASPINALL . What is Nevada's normalannual contribution to the

Colorado River ?

Mr. Head. Oh , it is zero in the Virgin River , Muddy River drain

ages; I estimate about 30 ,000 acre- feet annually would be Nevada's

contribution to the Colorado River .

Mr. ASPINALL. Now , Mr. Head , do you believe that the Bureau of

the Budget or the Congress of the United States has the ultimate

authority in deciding on legislation of any kind ?

Mr. HEAD . No question about that. It is the legislative branch of

the Government that has that final decision in connection with au

thorizations.

Mr. ASPINALL. If the Congress of the United States should see fit

to override the Bureau of the Budget in respect to the other three

Colorado projects, Dallas Creek project, the San Miquel project and

the West Divide project, you would take no offense to the action of

the legislative department of the Government, would you ?

Mr. HEAD . And I have so stated in this statement. The Governor

has so stated in this statement that that is the case . We do not op

pose the authorization of the other three and as you know , I am

acquainted personally with the other three projects.

Mr. ASPINALL. Of course , it is not likely that these projects, al

though authorized , would be constructed until the Bureau of the

Budget, speaking for the President,whoever hemight be,makes that

affirmative decision ; is that correct.

Mr. HEAD. That is correct.

Mr. ASPINALL. That is all .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from California , Mr.Hosmer,

Mr. HOSMER . No questions.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Florida,Mr. Haley .

Mr. HALEY. I yield.

Mr. ASPINALL . Will the gentleman from Florida yield to me? Mr.

Head , you have stated that you would like to have incorporated in

S . 20 sections 206 and 207 of H . R . 3300 . Would you explain further

just why these provisions should be included !

Mr. HEAD. As I stated , if S . 20 is going to be considered separately

and title II was to be stricken from this legislation , we feel that sec

tions 206 and 207 of title II should be incorporated in S . 20. The

reason for this is to give direction specifically to studies in the Colo

rado River Basin in the Southwest, and that is what sections 206 and

207 provide for.

Mr. ASPINALL. And if any study is approved , no matter how it is

authorized , would you make it applicable to the entire West ? Would
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d'TMEAD. As teislat
ion

. Wed in

you give a priority to such a study by the National Water Commis

sion — a study of all of the West, including the Northwest as well as

the Southwest or the central West, if you want to put it that way ?

Would you want priority attention to be given to this particular area

in the United States ?

Mr. HEAD. I would , yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. Another question ,Mr. Head. In your statement you

urge that the proviso contained in section 403 ( c ) ( 2 ) of H . R . 722 be

retained in any legislation . Would you state your reason for that ?

Mr. HEAD. As I stated before, we have testified on this previously

and I make reference to that, I make reference to that testimony, but

it is our opinion that as we are making these payments continually

after 1987 and as this is still a revenue producer for the - Hoover is a

revenue producer for the payment of additional works, studies, and so

forth , in the Southwest, as long as it continues to be a revenue pro

ducer, we should continue to get the in - lieu -of-taxes payments because

it is a revenue or it is an operative project.

Mr. Aspinall. At the present time, you get payments in lieu of

taxes from Hoover Dam . Is that correct ?

Mr. HEAD . That is correct, in the amount of $ 300, 000 a year, right.

Mr. ASPINALL. And you feel that, if this is to be continued ,after the

year 1987, as a producing unit for the benefit of all of the Southwest ,

the Colorado River Basin ,but primarily for the Lower Colorado River

Basin , then the State of Nevada should continue to be entitled to pay

ments just as it is at the present time.

Mr. HEAD. Yes. We feel that the situation remains the same upon

which the first $ 300 ,000 decision was made and authorization was

made.

Mr. ASPINALL . In other words, your position is that, if the power

was sold at the cost of producing the power after 1987, then perhaps

you might not have a right to these funds, but if it continues to be a

revenue producer, then you, in the State of Nevada, still have this

right ?

Mr. HEAD. Yes, we feel the intent changes ; yes.

Mr. HALEY. Mr. Head , would the State of Nevada be opposed to a

water commission making a study of the needs of the entire United

States ? Would you oppose the formation of such a commission ?

Mr. HEAD. Certainly not. Certainly not. We would be in favor

of S . 20 as passed by the Senate with the incorporation of direction of

the Secretary to make studies of the Colorado River Basin importa

tion potentials into that basin .

Mr.HALEY. But you do feel thatprobably the States in the Colorado

River Basin probably should have more or less a priority because of

the critical situation that you have there. Is that a fair statement ?

Mr. HEAD. Maybe not necessarily - -maybe not necessarily - a pri

ority if it is keyed to do the entire job , but if not, it should be a pri

ority , because I realize , and Nevada realizes, and the whole Southwest

realizes that the East is facing a critical situation waterwise, maybe

not from the standpoint of water resource itself but from the stand

point of the usability of that water in the future. We understand

those problemsalso.
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What we are saying is that this study needs to be made because if we

do not get underway pretty soon we are going to run into grave troubles

in the Southwest .

Mr. HALEY. Well,of course, if an overall study of the entire United

States is madeby this commission , it would probably take several years

and your situation out there is a critical situation , is it not ?

Mr. HEAD. I feel that the study must be completed within the next 5

years to 6 years in the Southwest.

Mr. HALEY. Ofall the States or just the

Mr. HEAD . The Western States.

Mr. HALEY . Thank you , Mr. Chairman.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Utah ,Mr. Burton .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . No questions,Mr. Chairman , thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona, Mr.Udall.

Mr. UDALL. It is good to have you back . Nevada has been a good

neighbor, and Congressman Rhodes and I and all of us in Arizons

have enjoyed working with you the past few years. I simply want

to conveymyappreciation for all ofthis and to have you tell yourGor

ernor that weappreciate his constructive stand . Wealways get a little

apprehensive when the voters rise up and have a change in adminis

tration and wewonder if there is going to be a change in water policy.

But Nevada, like California and other States, has made this a non

partisan matter and I am happy to see your present Governor is con

tinuing the kind of cooperative policy Nevada has followed in the

past.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Oregon ,Mr.Wyatt.

Mr.WYATT. I am delighted to see Mr. Head again. I thank him for

his statement.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Washington ,Mr. Foley.

Mr. FOLEY . Mr. Head, did I understand you to say that you would

feel satisfied if there were a time limit on the study to be conducted in

the Western States ?

Mr. HEAD. I stated that I felt a study must be completed within the

Western States within 5 to 6 years on the resources, the needs and the

resources of the West, pointing, of course , to importation or imple

mentation of the waters of the Colorado River. I say we need a lead

time of 25 years, and I do not think that is even conservative, to con

struct a large water resource, authorize and construct a water resourt

development project of the size that would be necessary and to ser

that we are going to be in trouble by the year 2000 , wedo not have an

time. We only have the 5 or 6 years in order to get this base so we

know where weare going.

Mr. FOLEY. Well, now , you say, " looking toward importation of

water into the Colorado River." By that do you mean interbes

transfers,by traditional surface means?

Mr. HEAD. Yes. I believe it has to be importation by surface means

Wewill implement, I hope, this need and alleviate to some extent the

shortage by desalinization but we will still need surface importatica

into the basin in my opinion .

Mr. FOLEY. Weil, is there another opinion , to your knowledge

within the professional engineering community ?

Mr.HEAD. Not tomyknowledge.
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Mr. FOLEY. Would it be possible, for example, to have weather

modification and a combination of water recharge, desalinization

and

Mr.HEAD. In myknowledge of it thatwould not be enough .

Mr. FOLEY . Do we really know very much about the technology of

these alternatives at this time ?

Mr. HEAD. No. I will have to admit we do not. I said but in my

knowledge of it,theanswer is " No."

Mr. FOLEY. I think that your testimony raises a question of possible

misunderstanding about the purposes of a National Water Commis

sion . Some of us have looked toward a National Water Commission

as a method of approaching general solutions to these problemsand

making general recommendations. Do I understand that you feel the

NationalWater Commission should be instructed to proceed with one

alternativemethod and develop plans for it ?

Mr. HEAD. Oh , certainly not. If I gave that implication that is

entirely in error, because weather modification — butmost important,

efficient use of water - all of these factors must be taken into consid

eration in thedeveloping of the data on the resources available and the

needsof the areas.

Mr. FOLEY. Why instruct the Commission , then ?

Mr. HEAD . Pardon ?

Mr. FOLEY. Why instruct the Commission ?

Mr. HEAD. To be sure attention is focused on the Southwest

problems.

Mr. Foley. Do you conceive that a National Water Commission

could ignore the problems of the Southwest ?

Mr. HEAD. I donot.

Mr. Foley. If you do not conceive they could ignore them , why do

you think it necessary to direct them to give it attention ?

Mr. HEAD . To assure, very frankly , in a selfish way, that the South

west is given attention and attention is pointed on the Southwest

through the legislation .

Mr. FOLEY. Do you consider the Southwest to have the most press

ing water problemsin the West in termsof shortage ?

Mr. Head. Yes; I do, over a long- range basis I certainly do.

Mr. FOLEY. Do you think that is the general opinion of the pro

fessionalhydrology engineering, water experts generally.

Mr. HEAD. Oh, I am sure the Northwestern States would not agree

with that.

Mr. FOLEY. Would not agree with what ?

Mr. HEAD. Would not agree with that. They consider their prob

lems the same as we consider our problems. And rightly so. Their

problems are of paramount importance and needing of attention .

Mr. FOLEY. Well, excuse me for commenting. I do not think the

Northwest has ever claimed it can rival the Southwest in being a water

shortage area but my point is this. Do you know of anybody in the

water resource area that denies the Southwest has critical water

problems ?

Mr.HEAD. No;of course not.

Mr. ASPINALL. Willmy colleague yield ?

Mr. FOLEY. Yes.
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Mr. ASPINALL . I think that what Mr. Head is trying to say is that

the National Water Commission , as originally planned , would have

had a limitation period of 5 years. It is his feeling, as it is mine, thet

we cannot take care of even a small percentage of all of the United

States on water problemswithin the 5 -year period . He would like to

see to it, as I am sure my colleague and I would , that the situations in

the West are, at least, decided by the end of the 5 -year period rather

than to carrying it over to the end. I think we would have to carry

the Commission over beyond that because of other problems in other

areas and that is why he would have this study during the 5 -year

period . I think that is all that you have in mind, is that not right,

Mr. Head ?

Mr.HEAD. That is correct .

Mr. FOLEY. I thank the chairman . I did not want to confuse the

record . I was trying to clarify it . What I first understood you to

say is that you would be satisfied if the language directed a report

on Western water problems within 5 years and subsequently you said

something which indicated to me that the Water Commission should

be specifically instructed to study means of importing water into

the Colorado River Basin as a sole direction to their study.

Mr. HEAD. I will apologize. It takes a westwide approach to that

problem in order to even evaluate how you should meet these water

conditions.

Mr. FOLEY. You are worried as to legislation introduced in the other

body and several bills here ?

Mr.HEAD. Yes.

Mr. FOLEY. And you do not propose to acquaint any internalpriority

in the study of various means of augmenting water to water shortage

areas in the West ?

Mr. HEAD. No. What I am saying, the legislation should includes

direction of the Secretary to study the western water resources needs.

transbasin diversion , all other factors required in order to come out

with a westwide water plan and, of course, as I stated ,being from the

Southwest, we are concerned most with the Southwest water problems

Mr. FOLEY. How would you define the Western United States ?

Mr. HEAD. The 11 Western States as far as the four Northwestern

States and the seven Colorado River Basin States. They are the West

ern States to which I refer.

Mr. Foley. You would not want to inhibit the Water Commission

from considering possible alternatives such as the Parson 's plan , the

great American plan involving the Missouri Basin States and West

ern States ?

Mr. HEAD. I think it would be a very important part of their work.

very important part ; and I am acquainted with the Nawapa project.

It would be an important part of their work .

Mr. FOLEY. So in that sense you would like that to be included in

any consideration of the West, you say ?

Mr. HEAD. Oh, certainly, sir.

Mr. FOLEY. Thank you.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from California , Mr. Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. Ihave no questions.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Texas ?
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Mr. Kazan . No questions.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona, Mr. Steiger .

Mr. STEIGER. Noquestions,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . Wewant to thank you ,Mr. Head, for appearing here

today in behalf of the Governor of the State of Nevada . We have a

lot in common with the State of Nevada, at least on the east side, the

rivers up there, and I know how interested you are in California.

Mr.HEAD . Thank you very much .

Mr. JOHNSON . The next group is the group from New Mexico,

headed by Mr. Claude Mann. You are accompanied by Mr. David

Hale ?

Mr.Mann . Yes, sir .

Mr. JOHNSON . Youmay proceed ,Mr.Mann .

STATEMENT OF CLAUDE MANN, LEGAL ADVISER, NEW MEXICO

INTERSTATE STREAM COMMISSION ; ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID

HALE , ENGINEER, NEW MEXICO INTERSTATE STREAM COM

MISSION

Mr. MANN . Mr. Chairman, our statement was to be presented by

Mr. S . E . Reynolds, State engineer, and secretary of the Interstate

StreamsCommission from the State of New Mexico , but he was un

able to attend and, as a result, we are pleased to be able to appear

before this committee and present the statement in question .

New Mexico 's positon on legislation to authorize the Central Ari

zona project remains substantially as was stated before this sub

committee at the May 1966 hearings on H . R . 4671 and similar bills .

The purpose of this statement is to very briefly outline the State's

position and to indicate adjustments in our positions which have been

in response to the current situation with respect to legislation pending

before this committee to authorize the central Arizona project.

New Mexico supports authorization of the central Arizona project

including the Hooker Dam and Reservoir unit in New Mexico.

Section 304 of H . R . 3300 would direct the Secretary of the Interior

to offer to contract with users in New Mexico for water from the Gila

River system in amounts that will permit consumptive use of water

in New Mexico not to exceed an average of 18 ,000 acre-feet per year

over and above the consumptive uses provided for by the decree in

Arizona v. California , et al., when the central Arizona project is com

pleted and in operation . That section would further direct the Secre

tary to offer to contract with water users in New Mexico for water

from the Gila River system in amounts that will permit consumptive

uses of water in New Mexico not to exceed an annual average of an

additional 30,000 acre -feet. This further increase in consumptive use

would not begin until works works capable of importing water into

the Colorado River system have been completed and water sufficiently

in excess of 2,800,000 acre- feet per annum is available from the main

stream of the Colorado River for consumptive use in Arizona to pro

videwater for theexchangesauthorized .

These provisions are consistent with the Arizona-New Mexico agree

ment reflected at pages 1212 of the record of the hearings before this

subcommittee on H . R . 4671 and similar bills. If the Congress finds it
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wise or necessary to allay the concern of the Columbia River Basii

States by excluding from the legislation any authorization of studie

of projects to import water to the Colorado River, New Mexico CSI

agree to provisions which would authorize only 18 ,000 acre -feet of in

creased consumptive use in New Mexico conditioned upon the comple

tion and operation of the main aqueduct of the central Arizona proj

ect. However, if studies of works which might reasonably be ex

pected to augment the supply of the Colorado River by importation

and otherwise in an amount sufficient to provide asmuch as 2 . 8 million

acre-feet annually for consumptive use in Arizona are authorized , as

would be done by title II of both H . R . 3300 and H .R . 9 , the legisla

tion should also authorize additionalconsumptive uses in New Mexico

of 30,000 acre- feet annually for a total of 28,000 acre-feet annually

as contemplated by the Arizona -New Mexico agreement.

We are confident that studies and projects to augment the supply of

the Colorado River by an amount sufficient to give Arizona at leas

2.8 million acre-feet of consumptive use will be authorized ultimately

and with the support of areas having a surplus supply. We fully er

pect that when this is done, Arizona will honor theMay 1966 Arizons

New Mexico agreement in its entirety.

New Mexico recognizes the desirability of a compromise on the issur

of new power dams on the Colorado River, and does not object to

eliminating the Marble Canyon unit from consideration for authoriz

tion or to legislation which would place the Marble Canyon Dam site

within the boundaries of the Grand Canyon NationalPark . Further

more, New Mexico does not object to deferring the authorization of

the Hualapai power unit if other means of financing and furnishing

low -cost pumping power for the central Arizona project, which are

satisfactory to the Congress, can be devised .

Section 501 of H .R . 3300 would require the Secretary to give prior

ity to the completion of planning reports on certain participating units

of the Colorado River storage project in Colorado , Utah , and Wyo

ming. Weare pleased to support early completion of reports on these

projects.

Section 501 also would authorize five Federal reclamation projecte

in Colorado. One of these five projects, the Animas-La Plata , would

furnish water for irrigation , municipal, industrial, and recreational

purposes in northwestern New Mexico. The State of New Mexico has

reviewed and commented favorably on the Bureau of Reclamation

reports on each of these projects. New Mexico supports authoriza

tion of the five projects.

Section 501 ( b ) of H .R . 3300 would give the consent of the Con

gress to the Animas-La Plata project compact between the States of

Colorado and New Mexico. The States of Colorado and New Mexico

are in agreement that the project, because of its interstate character,

must be operated by the Secretary at all times and that, to insun

equitable operation of the project, there must be an agreement between

the States in the nature of an interstate compact. Negotiating com

missioners for the States of Colorado and New Mexico have reached

agreement on the compact wording set forth in section 501 (b ) . I

might also state that the Interstate Streams Commission has also ap

proved thewording of the compact as therein set forth .

-
-

-
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New Mexico supports the provisions of section 502 of H . R . 3300

which would direct reimbursement from the Colorado River develop

ment fund or the Lower Colorado River Basin development fund for

all expendituresmade from the Upper Colorado River Basin fund to

meet deficiencies in generation at Hoover Dam during the filling
period of storage units ofthe Colorado River storage project .

Section 602 ( a ) of H . R . 3300 would establish guidelines for the oper

ation of reservoirs on the Colorado River. These guidelines will serve

to protect to some extent the interests ofboth the upper basin and the

lower basin while leaving sufficient discretion with the Secretary to

permit a practical operation of these reservoirs within the termsof the

Colorado River compact . New Mexico offers no objection to the

language of section 602(a ) of H . R . 3300 .

New Mexico supports the creation of a National Water Commission

and believes that such a commission should be authorized and directed

along with the Water Resources Council to give highest priority to

the preparation of a plan and program for the relief of growing water

shortages in the Colorado River Basin . The attached letter to Senator

Jackson , chairman of the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Com

mittee, dated May 4, 1966 , sets forth New Mexico' s position on the

establishmentof a NationalWater Commission .

For the people of the State of New Mexico, for Governor Cargo,

and for myself, we wish to express great appreciation of the oppor

tunity to present the views of the State of New Mexico on pending

legislation to authorize the centralArizona project.

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Hale, do you have anything further in the way

of a statement ?

Mr. HALE . No, sir .

Mr. JOHNSON . We want to thank you , Mr. Mann , for your state

ment here. I presume the letter attached you would like to have

follow your statement in the record .

Mr. Mann. If you please , sir .

Mr. Johnson . Itwill appear right after your statement.

( The letter referred to follows:)

MAY 4, 1966.

Hon . HENRY M . JACKSON,

Chairman , Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee.

Washington , D . O .

DEAR SENATOR JACKSON : By letter dated April 18 , 1966 Mr. Jerry Verkler has

advised me that your Committee would be happy to receive my comments on

S . 3107, the NationalWater Commission bill.

It is my view that the National Water Commission would be able to furnish

what will be generally accepted as unbiased recommendations on the nature

and extent of investigations and reports needed for the complex of water

problems facing the United States . Such unbiased recommendations would give

invaluable guidance in the studies so urgently needed to meet the imminent water

supply problems of the western states . A unity of purpose among the western

states that could develop from the Commission ' recommendations would im

prove and accelerate the necessary studies

I concur with your view that we can look to the National Water Commission

for brond vision , independent judgment and imaginative solutions in meeting

the critical water per ds of the future . I support marly enactment of S . 3107 .

The invitation to present my views on 8 . 3107 is greatly appreciated and I

hope that you will be able to make this letter a part of the record of the hearings

on the bill.

Yours truly .

8 . E . REYNOLDS, Secretary .
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Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Colorado, the chairman of the

full committee,Mr. Aspinall.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I am glad to have the position ofthe

State of New Mexico which Mr. Mann has presented to us.

I have just one question . Does the State ofNew Mexico support the

administration 's position , in anyway, if the administration 's bill is

left only as it is ?

Mr.MANN. I might state in answer to that question , Congressman ,

that we certainly hope that the central Arizona project can be author

ized in H . R . 3300 or something of that kind because we feel that, like

other witnesses who have testified on the matter, the entire Southwest

and the entire basin would much better off with the building of Hua

lapai Dam .

Mr. ASPINALL. That is all, thank you verymuch .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California, Mr. Hosmer.

Mr. HOSMER. No questions,

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona ,Mr. Udall.

Mr. UDALL. A very fine statement, Claude. New Mevico along with

Nevada ,as I said earlier this morning, has been a good neighbor and

has tried very hard to work out with us solutionsto thesemost difficult

problems. I think you made a real contribution here thismorning.

Mr.Mann. Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Utah ,Mr. Burton .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . No, thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON. The gentleman from Washington ,Mr. Foley .

Mr. FOLEY . Mr. Mann , in your letter to the chairman of the com

mittee in the other body, you say you favor the creation of a National

Water Commission and believe that its unbiased recommendations

on the nature and extent of investigations and reports satisfying the

pressing problems of water resource would be valuable .

What sort of direction do you contemplate giving to the National

Water Commission ?

Mr.MANN. Well , similar to that that is contained in H . R . 3300, so

the Commission will not overlook the studies within a limited period

of time of the situation in the Colorado River Basin .

Mr. Foley. Do you foresee that any National Water Commission

could overlook the Colorado River Basin water project ?

Mr.Mann. No, sir ; we do not, but if they have no direction whatso

ever, we just fear that it will — in trying to study the water problems

of the entire United States, that it might be some 20 years before any

specific studies were made to alleviate the situation in the Colorado

Basin .

Mr. FOLEY. How specific do you anticipate the studies will be !

Mr. Mann. Just sufficient to cover any method of augmentation of

the supply that is needed in the basin , and will be needed even more

so,of course , in a few years to come.

Mr. FOLEY. Would you be satisfied with the work of the National

Water Commission , all other things being equal, if at the end of 5

years theymade general recommendationsas to the direction they felt

should be followed , the direction they felt should be followed in solv

ing water supply and quality problems in various areas of the United

States ?
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Mr.MANN. Well, personally I feel that they should be more specific

in covering this particular area within the 5 -year period .

Mr. FOLEY . Would you expect somekind of an engineering report

on a reconnaissance or feasibility type basis for the National Water

Commission ?

Mr. Mann. Not necessarily feasibility or anything of that type but

at least a report as to possibilities of alleviatingand methods of carry

ing them out.

Mr. HosMER. Would the gentleman yield ?

Mr. FOLEY. Yes.

Mr.HOSMER. Is that a hope or an expectation ?

Mr.Mann. Well, it is an expectation after the studies are made.

Mr. HOSMER. You really do not anticipate they would comeup with

anything more than a rather ambiguous ball of fuzz, or something

like that ?

Mr. Mann . I am afraid that is what they might do. I am afraid

that is what might happen unless they are more specific in their

directive.

Mr. HOSMER. Thank you .

Mr. FOLEY . I did want to compliment you on the second paragraph

of your letter to Senator Jackson , because I thought that spoke very

well for what I anticipate the National Water Commission might be

able to do. But I am a little confused now as to whether you expect

the National Water Commission to do more than establishing policy

directions for a solution to these problems or do you actually expect

complete engineering reports ?

Mr.MANN. Well, we would hope that specific studieswould bemade

as to this augmentation and reports as to how that might be carried

out.

Mr. FOLEY. We hear witnesses,Mr. Mann , use the wording “ aug

mentation," " importation ," rather interchangeably and I am never

exactly sure what is meant when they use one word or the other.

When you use the word augmentation , what do you include ?

Mr. Mann. That includes any method , whether importation or

weather modification or salvage or salinity or anything of that kind.

Mr. FOLEY. You do not propose giving the National Water Com

mission any directions to study one means on a higher priority than

another ?

Mr. Mann. None whatsoever.

Mr. FOLEY. And I assume, you would not want to make any pre

judgments for a NationalWater Commission .

Mr.Mann. I certainly would not.

Mr. FOLEY. You give them the broadest authority to study the

problems of water and come up with recommended approaches.

Mr. MANN . Correct, sir .

Mr. FOLEY. Is it your judgment that their value, then, would be

perhaps to form the basis of, provide the basis of some agreements

between various regional interests and various other conflicting view

points on this whole question ?

Mr. Mann . I would hope that they would make recommendations

which would take care of all of the areas that might become involved

in the situation .
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Mr. FOLEY. But its real value would be to form the basis of some

possible future agreements and directions ?

Mr. MANN. I think that would certainly be a part of it, yes.

Mr. FOLEY. And to do that it would have to have a confidence , would

it not, of all regions of the country and all various interests involved

in this particular problem .

Mr.MANN. I assume it would so .

Mr. FOLEY. In the field of legislation ?

Mr.MANN. I would assume so .

Mr. FOLEY. And to the extent it has the confidence it would have

to be largely unfettered ,would it not ?

Mr.Mann . Beg pardon ?

Mr. FOLEY. In order to make a report that would form the basis of

confidence and conclusions unbiased and objective it would have to

have a rather free range, would it not ?

Mr. MANN. Well, to the extent of consulting maybe with the vari.

ous areas involved and that typeofthing, yes, but I think the question

eventually would be a feasible method that would not damage any

one area but might help our particular area would be the ultimate

that we could look for.

Mr. FOLEY. Do you have confidence that the State of New Mexico

and other States of the Colorado Basin have the facts in the case to

put to a National Water Commission ?

Mr.Mann. That we have, you say ? I think we can certainly show

our need for additional water that will be needed in the entire basin ,

yes.

Mr.FOLEY. Well, you are confident that you can support the urgency

of the case you feel exists in the Colorado Basin ?

Mr.Mann . I think the basin States can support such a position .

Mr. FOLEY . And that any unbiased and objective national com

mission would have to give those pressing water problems attention !

Mr.MANN. I would think so, yes, and particularly with the direc

tive that they do so in the legislation .

Mr. FOLEY. Well, now , if the direction were not in the legislation.

would you oppose it ?

Mr. Mann. Well, we certainly feel that it should be in there. We

would not necessarily oppose it but without that direction , it might be

rather futile as far as aid to the basin is concerned within the next

8 , 10 ,maybe 20 years or so.

Mr. FOLEY. You are aware that the Pacific Northwest States have

been deeply concerned about the possibility of what I might call pre

cipitant direction for study of importation works from the Pacific

Northwest area ?

Mr. Mann. Yes, sir .

Mr. Foley. Do you recognize any risks that those States take in

supporting a NationalWater Commission that is authorized to include

among other things in its study , interbasin transfers ?

Mr. MANN. Well, I do not see that there is any risk in the studies,

no , because I do not think any commission would recommend let us

use the word importation , from the Northwest States if it were going

to do any harm to the Northwest States unless there is an abundant

of water that is not needed in those States. I do not think the Com
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mission would ever come up with any directive or scheme for import

ing water to the Colorado River Basin from the Northwest States.

Mr. FOLEY. But we have to rely on being able to make a case for the

National Water Commission . Wedo not have any direction against

thatsortof result in the study,do we?

Mr.Mann. I am not sure I understood your question .

Mr. FOLEY . Well, the Northwest doesnot have any restriction in the

legislation that prevents the NationalWater Commission from recom

mending exactly thatkind of plan .

Mr.Mann . No. That is correct, sir .

Mr. FOLEY. To what extent the Northwest is venturing its confidence

on the conclusions of the NationalWater Commission without any legal

protection in the bill to prevent the NationalWater Commission from

coming forth with that conclusion .

Mr. Mann. That is true. On the other hand , though, the Northwest

are not in need of water as of this time or within the near future and

are not facing the problemsthat are being faced in the Colorado River

Basin and will be facing.

Mr. FOLEY. I suggest to you that is a conclusion that not everybody

in the Northwest shares. Looking at it from our standpoint if you can

for a moment, would you not agree that the Northwestern States are

placing what they regard as their vital interest in water in the full

discretion and unbiased judgmentof a NationalWater Commission ?

Mr.Mann . Yes, to a great extent, I think that is true.

Mr. FOLEY . Without any restrictions at all in the legislation . In

fact, with specific inclusion of language that permits the study in inter

basin transfers. And my final comment is that our question in the

Northwest is, if we are willing to venture on an unbiased journey the

vital interests that we feel are ours in our region of the country, we

expect and think that other regions of the country might do the same.

Mr. HOSMER . Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. FOLEY. I yield .

Mr. HOSMER. I do not think there is any question involving bias

on the National Water Commission. It is a matter of telling them

to get busy, come up with a solution one way or another, give some

attention to an area that has demonstrably needed water over the

past period of time, since the memory of man runneth not to the

contrary .

Thank you .

Mr. FOLEY . I might say when I used the word biased there, I was

including direction. Wehave no desire to direct the NationalWater

Commission away from importation studies.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Oregon , Mr.Wyatt.

Mr. WYATT. Thank you , Mr. Chairman. I would just like to say

to the gentleman from New Mexico I appreciate your statement but

I think you will find there will be considerable dispute over your

statement that we in the Northwest do not have need for our water.

If this is the case then the State of Oregon is wasting over a million

dollars in the current study that it is conducting on this very matter

and the rest of the Northwestern States are also wasting their money .

The FederalGovernment is wasting $ 5 million on a coordinated study

going on in the area .
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We certainly want to find out and be able to document exactly

what our water inventory and needs presently and in the future are

and study the matter scientifically rather than view it from the

distance of New Mexico looking at the Northwest just at a glance

saying wehave a huge surplus ofwater.

That is all I want to say .

Mr. Mann . I think you must have misunderstood me, Congress

man , or else I certainly gave the wrong impression . I did not mean

to make the statement that you had a lot of water that you did not

need . What I did try to say was from what little I know about the

situation , there is a possibility after your studies and the others are

made that theremaybe excess water. That is what I intended to say.

Mr. WYATT. I certainly grant that possibility and I appreciate the

gentleman 's remarks but that is not what I understood him to say.

Mr.MANN. As I say , either you misunderstood me or I did not state

it correctly.

Mr.WYATT. Thank you , sir .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Texas,Mr. Kazen .

Mr. KAZEN . Just one question , Mr. Chairman .

For the record , does New Mexico favor the construction of the

Hualapai Dam ?

Mr. Mann. Yes.

Mr. KAZEN . Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON . Thegentleman from California .

Mr. REINECKE. No questions.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona, Mr. Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER. Noquestions,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. JOHNSON . Wewant to thank you , Mr. Mann andMr. Hale, for

giving us the benefit of Mr. Reynold 's paper and the answers to the

questions asked.

Mr.Mann . Thank you, sir.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington , D . C ., March 13, 1967.

Hon. HAROLD T . JOHNSON ,

Chairman , Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation , Interior and Insular

Affairs Committee, Longworth Office Building, Washington , D . O .

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Reference is made to H . R . 3300 .

The case for Hooker Dam has been ably presented by Mr. Steve Reynolds,

State Engineer for New Mexico , and I agree that there is nothing to be gained

from repeating the testimony .

I would like to inform the Committee, however, that an influx of an estimated

five thousand people into the Southwestern portion of New Mexico is expected

because of the reactivation of the Phelps-Dodge mines and the expansion of

operations of the U . S . Smelting, Refining and Mining Co.

A large increase in domestic and industrial use of water is therefore imminent.

Underground water suplies are dropping at an alarming rate , according to

figures from the Water Resources Division of the GeologicalSurvey, U . S . Depart

ment of Interior. The Department noted a 50-foot drop in the water table of

the Woodward Well Field since 1958 and the Franks' Well Field has dropped 10

feet since 1954 .

The Municipal water use in Silver City , New Mexico has jumped from 270 .5

million gallons of water in 1960 to 311.6 million gallons in 1965 . The city

does not have any new sources of water available at present.

I would appreciate it if you would consider these items in your deliberations.

Respectfully,

E . S . JOHNNY WALKER ,

Member of Congress.
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Mr. Johnson . We now have our next witness, who is Mr. Floyd

Joss, chief electricalengineer and assistantmanager ofthe Los Angeles

Department ofWater and Power.

Mr. Goss. Thank you , Mr. Chairman . May I have the privilege

of having Mr. Gilmore Tillman and Mr. Myron Holburt up at the

table with me?

Mr. JOHNSON . Certainly, bring them up .

I have one matter that I would like to take care of at this time.

I have the statement here ofMr. Arthur Lazarus, Jr., counsel for the

Huala pai Tribe of Indians, and I would ask unanimous consent that

his statement appear at this point in the record prior to Mr. Goss'

statement, following the gentleman from New Mexico. Do I hear

objection ? Hearing none, so will be the order.

( The statement referred to follows: )

STRASSER, SPIEGELBERG, FRIED, FRANK & KAMPELMAN ,

March 16, 1967.
Re Hualapai Tribe of Indians, Colorado River Development.

Hon . HAROLD T . JOHNSON ,

Chairman , Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Committee on

Interior and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives, Washington , D . C .

DEAR CONGRESSMAN JOHNSON : In view of the Chairman' s request that testi

nony on the pending legislation to authorize the Colorado River Basin Project

be limited to new matters, we are not requesting at this time an opportunity to

ippear personally before the Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation on

Dehalf of the Huala pai Tribe of Indians. Tribal representatives have testified

Ibout comparable proposals in prior years, most recently during the hearings

before the Subcommittee in May of 1966 , so the views of the Hualapais about

levelopment of the Colorado River already are wellknown.

In order that the record concerning bills introduced during the 90th Con

gress may be complete, however, we are submitting with this letter a Statement

by Rupert Parker, Chairman of the Hualapai Tribe, reaffirming the Tribe's

support for construction of Hualapai (Bridge Canyon ) Dam as long as the

inthorizing legislation grants the Hualapais reasonable compensation for the

ise of tribal lands in connection with the project and a fair share of its benefits ,

ind , in this regard , specifically endorsing the language of H . R . 9 and H . R . 3300

which so provide. Attached to Chairman Parker's statementare :

( 1 ) A copy of Resolution No. 7 -67, adopted by the Hualapai Tribal Coun

cil on March 4, 1967, authorizing testimony in support of H . R . 9 and H . R .

3300 as recognizing and protecting the rights and interests of the Tribe in

connection with construction of Hualapai Dam on the Colorado River ;

( 2 ) A copy of a Resolution adopted by the Arizona Inter- Tribal Council

on October 9 , 1965 , which petitions Congress in any legislation authorizing

the Central Arizona Project or the Colorado River Basin Project to " pro

vide for the Hualapai Tribe not the promise of possible future benefits but

rather a binding and enforceable commitment as to actual payments and

rights" ; and

( 3 ) A copy of Resolution No. 13 -66 , adopted by the Havasupai Tribal

Council on July 21, 1966, which supports the position of the Hualapai Tribe

in connection with the construction of Hualapai (Bridge Canyon ) Dam ,

together with a letter dated February 15 , 1967, from Lee Marshall, Chairs

man of the Havasupai Tribe of Indians, stating that the Havasupais' posi

tion with respect to Colorado River development has not changed since

July 21, 1966 .

Finally , during the course of testimony by the Secretary of the Interior last

Tuesday afternoon , March 14 , a question was raised concerning the legal rights

of the Hualapai Tribe in the site of the proposed Hualapai (Bridge Canyon )

Dam , Secretary Udall correctly responded that the Tribe owns the south half

of the dam site and a substantial additional acreage which will be inundated

by the reservoir or otherwise needed for project purposes. Again in order that

the record may be complete, we are enclosing a copy of our letter of March 15 ,
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1967, to Congressman Ed Reinecke which briefly sets forth the legal authoritie

showing that the Hualapai Tribe has vested property rights in the site of tip

proposed Huala paiDam and adjacent reservation lands.

We would appreciate your making this letter and the attached documents

a part of the record before the Subcommittee.

Respectfully submitted .

ARTHUR LAZARUS, Jr.,

Counsel, Hualapai Tribe of Indiana.

STATEMENT OF RUPERT PARKER, CHAIRMAN , HUALAPAI TRIBE OF ARIZONA

The undersigned, Rupert Parker, is Chairman of the Hualapai Tribe, Peach

Springs, Arizona, and makes the following statement for and on behalf of

the Hualapai Tribe. I have been requested by the Hualapai Tribal Council to

Inake sure that the rights and interests of the Tribe in the site of the proposed

Hualapai Dam ( Bridge Canyon ) , and related facilities , are fully recognized

and protected by any legislation to authorize the Colorado River Basin Project.

The members of the Sub -committee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Com

mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives, I am stre

will recall that George Rocha, who was then Chairman of the Hualapai Tribe.

testified on this same subject in August, 1965 and in May, 1966 .

The Hualapai Tribe feels it is quite important that we continue to make clear

what the representatives of the Hualapai Tribe have been saying for years ; if

proper consideration if given to , and payment made for, our ownership of the

dam site , the development of the Colorado River at Bridge Canyon for power and

recreational purposes is the only hope we Hualapais have of bringing a decent

standard of living to our reservation . Hualapai Dam ( Bridge Canyon ) is the

one asset we possess which can provide my people a real chance to raise then

selves out of continued poverty . We ask nothing more than continued assurance

in the authorizing legislation of reasonable compensation for the use of tribal

lands in connection with the project and, of course, a fair share of its benefits

The Secretary of the Interior has gone on record as agreeing with the previous

recommendation of the Bureau of the Budget that Federal construction of

Huala pai Dam (Bridge Canyon ) should be postponed and that the issuance of

a construction license to any non -Federal agency should be prohibited for years

to come. Through our Tribal Attorneys, Royal D . Marks and Arthur Lazaro

Jr., the Hualapai Tribe testified before this same Committee and urged that

such a moratorium not be approved for this would further delay development

of the one major resource on our reservation . I repeat what the Tribe and its

representatives have said before : if the Federal Government does not plan to

build a dam at Bridge Canyon and for any reason the State of Arizona does

not see fit to go forward alone on the Central Arizona Project, then the Huala

Tribe again requests that it be allowed to proceed to build Huala pai Dam under

license from the Federal Power Commission.

There are bills pending before the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee

of the House of Representatives, particularly H . R . 3300 , introduced by the

Honorable Wayne Aspinall, and H . R . 9, introduced by Congressman Morris

l'dall, which include authority for the construction by the Federal Burend of

Reclamation of a high dam at Bridge Canyon and , according to my understand

ing. electric power revenues from that source generally are beliered to hea naye

sary part of the proposed Colorado River development. The bills referred to

contain language which the Huala pai Tribe considers fair treatment in the

taking of its lands. It is important to the Tribe that our rights and interests

be determined and fixed and H . R . 3300 and H . R . 9 accomplish this pernas

I can state that the Hualapais wholeheartedly endorse the said bills and o

that one of them be approved by the 90th Congress, First Session . The Haalse!

Tribe, by its Resolution No. 7 - 67 , a copy of which is attached hereto , indicate

in writing its endorsement of H . R . 3300 and H . R . 9 .

Finally , I would like to mention the fact that many conservation groun Er

opposing the construction of Hualapai Dam ( Bridge Canyon ) because or its

supposed effect upon the Colorado River and Grand Canyon . Some or on

groups are misinforming the public by stating that our neighbors, the Havasre!

Tribe, are opposed to Huala pai Dam . I have been assured by the Chairman
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theHavasupai Tribal Council that such is not the case and they have re-affirmed

their resolution that they passed last year, a copy of which is attached hereto .

When it comes to a clearcut choice between opening up new opportunities for my

people and saving the wilderness for å select few , the Hualapai Tribe has only

one way to go and that is toward the end of advancing our people and we hope

by the building of Hualapai Dam .

RUPERT PARKER, Chairman ,

Hualapai Tribe of Arizona.

RESOLUTION No. 7 -67 OF THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE HUALAPAI TRIBE OF THE

HUALAPI RESERVATION ( A FEDERALLY CHARTERED INDIAN CORPORATION ) PEACH

SPRINGS, ARIZ.

Whereas there have been introduced in the 90th Congress, First Session ,

several bills to authorize the construction , operation , and maintenance of the

Colorado River Basin Project ; and

Whereas certain of said bills give recognition to the rights and interests of the

Hualapai Tribe in carrying out said project ; and

Whereas the construction of Huala pai Dam in connection with said Colorado

River Basin Project, if the rights and interests of the Hualapai Tribe are pro

tected , would benefit not only the Tribe but the whole State of Arizona and

other states interested in said project ; and

Whereas the bill introduced by The Honorable Wayne Aspinall, being H . R .

3300 and the bill introduced by Congressman Udall, being H . R . 9 which is joined

by Congressmen Rhodes and Steiger of Arizona , give appropriate recognition

to the rights and interests of the Hualapai Tribe ; and

Whereas hearings have been scheduled on the Colorado River Basin Project

Bills during the week ofMarch 13, 1967 : Now , therefore, be it

Resolved by the Hualapai Tribal Council in regular meeting assembled this

4th day of March , 1967, That it endorses both H . R . 9 and H . R . 3300 and reaffirms

the stand the Hualapai Tribe has previously taken in connection with legisla

tion pending before Congress on the Colorado River Basin Project respectfully

requesting the Congress to recognize the rights and interests of the Hualapai

Tribe : and be it further

Resolved , That the Tribal Attorneys, Royal D . Marks and /or Arthur Lazarus,

Jr., are authorized to testify before Congressional committees concerning said

legislation or submit written statements on behalf of the Huala pai Tribe ; and

be it further

Resolved , That copies of this resolution be transmitted to the Arizona Con

gressional Delegation, to members of the committees in the 90th Congress who

may be considering said legislation ; and to other persons interested in the

Colorado River Basin Project.

CERTIFICATION

I , the undersigned , as Secretary of the Hualapai Tribal Council, hereby certify

that the Hualapai Tribal Council of the Hualapai Tribe is composed of nine ( 9 )

members of whom six (6 ) constituting a quorum were present at a regular

meeting assembled thereof this 4th day of March , 1967 ; and that the foregoing

resolution was duly adopted by the affirmative vote of six (6 ) members, pursuant

to authority of Article VI, Section ( a ) and ( b ) of the Revised Constitution and

Bylaws of the Hualapai Tribe approved October 22, 1955.

( CORPORATE SEAL )

MALINDA HAVATONE,

Secretary, Hualapai Tribal Council, Peach Springs, Ariz .

RESOLUTION

Whereas several of the Indian tribes in Arizona are vitally interested in and

will be affected by a bill now pending in the 89th Congress in connection with

the Central Arizona Project and the Colorado River Basin Project ; and

Whereas there are drafts of a new bill, which it is understood is to be

substituted for H . R . 4671, the title of which is “ Colorado River Basin Project " ;

and

76 -955– 67 - 36
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Whereas in reviewing the draft dated September 20, 1965 , the members of the

Inter - Tribal Council of Arizona are pleased to see that Bridge Canyon Dam is

again made a part of the Project ; and

Whereas it is further evident to the members of the Inter-Tribal Council of

Arizona that there is absolutely no protection in said bill for the rights of the

Indian tribes in Arizona that will be affected by the said Project and especially

the building of Bridge Canyon Dam ; and

Whereas the building of Bridge Canyon is important not only to the Hualapai

Tribe of Arizona but to other tribes who are members of the Inter-Tribal Council

of Arizona ; and

Whereas as expressed in previous resolutions and correspondence with the

Arizona Congressional Delegation as well as the Secretary of the Interior Odall .

the Hualapai Tribe has requested in connection with the Central Arizona Project

and the building of the Bridge Canyon Dam consideration at least equal to what

others are receiving or would receive ; and

Whereas it is also evident that the rights of the Salt River Pima-Maricopa

Indian Community and the members of the Ft.McDowell Reservation would also

be materially affected by the passage of the Colorado River Basin Project and

that their rights are not protected under the draft of the bill hereinabove referred

to ; and

Whereas after the expressions made by prominent officials in public life that

it is their desire to bring the American Indian tribes into the main stream of

the American society , if these desires are to be meaningful the Hualapai Tribe

and other tribes affected should not be forced like other Indian tribes have in

recent years to petition Congress for gratuities after the damage is done :

Now , therefore ,be it

Resolved by the Inter - Tribal Council of Arizona at its meeting regularly called

this 9th day of October, 1965 , That it respectfully requests the Congress of the

United States and the Secretary of the Interior in acting upon the Central

Arizona Project or the Colorado River Basin Project, that they shall at the very

outset consider all relevant facts concerning the Huala pai Tribe, including the

total compensation due the Hualapais for the losses they will suffer , and that

in any authorizing legislation concerning Bridge Canyon Dam this key issue of

compensation should be finally disposed of, and that any such legislation should

provide for the Hualapai Tribe not the promise of possible future benefits but

rather a binding and enforceable commitment as to actual payments and rights :

and be it further

Resowed , That the rights of the other Indians of Arizona affected by the

proposed legislation be protected in said bill ; and be it further

Resolved , That copies of this Resolution be forwarded to the members of the

Arizona Congressional Delegation , to the officials of the Central Arizona Project

and the Arizona Inter-State Stream Commission , Governor Sam Goddard, and

to the Committees of the 89th Congress which may consider legislation con

cerning the Colorado River Basin Project and the Central Arizona Project.

CERTIFICATION

We the undersigned , as Chairman and Secretary, respectively, of the Inter

Tribal Council of Arizona, hereby certify that at a duly convened meeting of the

Inter- Tribal Council of Arizona held at the Executive House, Scottsdale, Ariz .,

on October 9 , 1965 , the foregoing Resolution was duly adopted by unanimous

vote of the members present.

EDMUND JACKSON ,

Chairman , Inter - Tribal Council of Arizona.

Eva NORTHUP,

Secretary, Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona.

RESOLUTION No. 13 - 16 OF THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE HAVASUPAI TRIBE OF THE

HAVASUPAI RESERVATION ( A FEDERALLY CHARTERED INDIAN CORPORATION )

SUPAI, ARIZ.

Whereas there is pending in the House of Representatives of the 2nd session

89th Congress, H . R . 4671, and

Whereas in sail Bill there is a section providing for the building of Hoalapai
Dam Bridge Canyon ) , and
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Whereas there is included in the latest Committee Print # 24 amendments to

H . R . 4671 which would benefit our neighbors , theHuala pai Tribe, and

Whereas the members of the Havasupai Tribal Council have read in the papers

and magazines statements by members of the Sierra Club and others that by

building Hualapai Dam the lake behind it would flood the Grand Canyon and

ruin it, and

Whereas the Havasupai people have lived in the area now called Grand Canyon

for hundreds of years and the Havasupai Reservation is located down in the

Canyon, and

Whereas the Havasupai Tribe would have long ago protested the building of

the Hualapai Dam if the lake behind it would ruin the Grand Canyon and flood

out their homes and interfere with the beautiful falls , a part of our home place,

but the tribal representatives of the Havasupai Tribe know it will not do such

a thing : Now , therefore , be it

Resolved by the Havasupai Tribal Council in meeting assembled this 21st day

of July 1966 , That it endorses the actions taken by their neighbors, the Hualapai

Tribe, in their efforts to keep Hualapai Dam (Bridge Canyon ) included in H . R .

4671, and be it further

Resowed , That copies of this resolution be sent to officers of the Sierra Club

and to others interested in H . R . 4671 and HualapaiDam .

CERTIFICATION

I, the undersigned , as Chairman of the Havasupai Tribal Council hereby

certify that the Havasupai Tribal Council of the Havasupai Tribe is composed of

seven ( 7 ) members of whom 5 , constituting a quorum , were present at a meeting

thereof this 21 day of July 1966 ; and that the foregoing resolution was duly

adopted by the affirmative vote of 5 members . Pursuant to authority of Article

V , Section 1 ( a ) of the Constitution and Bylaws of the Havasupai Tribe approved

March 27, 1939.

RALPH PAYA, Chairman .

Attest :

REED WATAHOMIGIE , Secretary .

HAVASUPAI TRIBAL COUNCIL ,

Supai, Ariz ., February 15 , 1967.

Mr. RUPERT PARKER,

Acting Chairman ,

Hualapai Tribal Council,

Peach Springs, Ariz .

DEAR MR. PARKER : I have your letters which concerns the proposed Hualapai

Dam and you will find enclosed our Tribal Resolution supporting this project .

The Havasupai Tribe has no reason to change their stand as stated in the original

Resolution .

You may use this letter and Resolution to refute the misinformation in the

press .

Sincerely yours,

LEE MARSHALL, Chairman .

STRANGER, SPIEGELBERG , FRIED, FRANK & KAMPELMAN ,

Washington , D . O ., March 15 , 1967.

Re Hualapai Tribe of Indians Colorado River Development.

Hon , ED REINECKE,

House of Representatives,

Washington , D . C .

DEAR CONGRESSMAN REINECKE : As counsel for the Hualapai Tribe of Indians,

I attended the meeting of the Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation yes

terday afternoon at which , during the course of testimony by the Secretary of

the Interior on pending legislation to authorize the Colorado River Basin Project,

you raised a question concerning the legal rights of the Hualapai Tribe in the

site of the proposed Hualapai ( Bridge Canyon ) Dam . According to my notes,

Secretary Udall correctly responded that the tribe owns the south half of the

dam site and a substantial additional acreage which will be inundated by the
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reservoir or otherwise needed for project purposes, but I am taking the liberty

of submitting this further answer to your question in order that the record on

the subjectmay be entirely clear.

Physically , one -half of Hualapai Dam , a significant portion of the reservoir

pool and such project facilities as the operating townsite, transmission lines,

access roads, etc. will be located within the exterior boundaries of the present

Hualapai Reservation . Historically, the Federal Government has long recog.

nized the Hualapai Tribe's ownership of the reservation . Legally , therefore, the

tribe possesses a vested interest in such property , and thus would be entitled to

just compensation for the taking or use of its land by the United States as a

matter of constitutional right.

The Hualapai Reservation - established by Executive Order on January 4,

1883 — actually consists of part of a far larger tract in northern Arizona to which

the Hualapai Tribe held original Indian title . In one of the leading cases about

Indian land titles, the Supreme Court rules that the creation of this reservation

in effect constituted an agreement between the Federal Government and the tribe

under which the Hualapais released " any tribal rights which they may have had

in lands outside the reservation * * * on condition that permanent provision was

made for them too." United States as guardian of the Hualapai Indians v . Santa

Fe Pacific Railroad Company, 314 U . S . 339, 358 (1942 ) . In the light of this find

ing , the Court upheld the Huala pais' title to alternate sections of land within the

reservation as against a railroad claiming under a Federal statutory grant

Equally important, the Court's opinion makes crystal clear that the Hualanai

Tribe gave up a valuable consideration for establishment of the reservation and

was not merely the beneficiary of a revocable trust or other gratuity .

In addition to the property rights for which it bargained in 1883, and such

other rights to own land vested in Indian tribes generally under existing law ,

the Hualapai Tribe is organized under Section 16 of the Act of June 18 , 1934, 48

Stat. 984 , 987, 25 U . S . C . 476 ,which specifically empowers these Indians to prevent

the sale, disposition , lease, or encumbrance of tribal lands, interests in landa.

or other tribal assets without the consent of the tribe * * * ." The United States

may not lawfully disregard this statutory protection over Indian land and the

Hualapai Tribal Constitution , approved by the Secretary of the Interior on De

cember 17, 1938, pursuant to 25 U . S . C . 476 , defines the 1883 Reservation as tribal

land ) without being liable for damages. In other words, Congress heretofore

has recognized and vested in the Hualapai Tribe such ownership interests in res

ervation property that, no matter how worthy the project - and the Hualapais

have endorsed Hualapai Dam — the use by the Federal Government of lands

within the Huala pai Reservation without payment to the tribe would be a taking

of private property for public use without payment of just compensation in rio

lation of the Fifth Amendment.

I hope and trust that the foregoing summary of the applicable legalauthorities

is sufficient to prove that the Hualapai Tribe has vested property rights in the

site of the proposed Hualapai Dam and adjacent reservation lands. If you have

further questions or wish any additional information about this subject, bon

ever, I would welcome your calling upon me.

Sincerely yours,

ARTHUR LAZARUS, Jr.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman ,asweare approaching the noon hour

and are going to meet this afternoon , the next witness has a new

thought to bring before this committee. I would ask unanimous con

sent, if it does not upset any individual's plans, that we hear the state

ment,but that we postpone our questioning ofMr. Goss until this af

ternoon when wemeet at 1 :30.

Mr. Johnson. You have heard the unanimous consent request. Is

there objection ? If not, so will be theorder and if you will give us the

benefit of your paper, Mr. Goss, then we will adjourn for lunch and

come back promptly at 1 :30 and you will be on the witness stand wit,

your people for questions.

Mr. Goss . Thank you very much ,Mr. Chairman .
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STATEMENT OF FLOYD L .GOSS, CHIEF ELECTRICAL ENGINEER AND

ASSISTANT MANAGER OF THE LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF

WATER AND POWER, ACCOMPANIED BY MYRON B. HOLBURT,

PRINCIPAL HYDRAULIC ENGINEER, COLORADO RIVER BOARD

OF CALIFORNIA ; AND GILMORE TILLMAN , CHIEF ASSISTANT

CITY ATTORNEY,CITY OF LOS ANGELES

Mr. Goss. I have with me todayMr. Gilmore Tillman on my right,

chief assistant city attorney for water and power, city ofLos Angeles.

On my left Mr.Myron Holburt, who is the principal hydraulic engi

neer for California 's Colorado River Board.

I will read my statement and try to digress as little as possible dur

ing that and I greatly appreciate this opportunity to present this state

ment on behalf of the city of Los Angeles and its department of water

and power in connection with the Bridge Canyon (Hualapai project)

and hereafter I will refer to this as theHualapai project, as it relates

to theColorado River Basin project.

I shall endeavor to make these points :

First, the department of water and power recommends the imme

diate authorization and construction of Hualapai Dam and power

plant.

Second , we recommend increasing the generating capacity of the

Hualapai powerplant from the 1 ,500 ,000 kilowatts originally proposed

for the project to 5 million kilowatts as a combined hydro-pumped

storage peaking plant.

Third, we believe that the peaking power from a 5 million -kilowatt

plant, if the units are operated as integral part of the power systems

it serves, can be absorbed by the market within 6 years after the plant

goes into service, commencing , say , in 1975.

Fourth , Hualapai peaking power is more attractive to us than peak

ing power generated by nuclear or fossil fuel thermal plants, again

assuming that the Hualapaiunits serving us, like the steam units, are

fully integrated into our system for peaking and spinning reserve,and

operated as a part of that system .

* Fifth , the financing and operation of the larger Hualapai power

plant can be accomplished in several ways. At Hoover Dam the

powerplant, like the dam , was financed by the United States, and the

generating units are operated under Federal agency contracts by the

utilities responsible for repayment of their cost. Alternatively the

department of water and power would be willing to prepay its share

of the capital costs of a larger Hualapai peaking-pumped storage

plant. In either event, we would provide our own transmission lines.

If similar arrangements were made with other utilities, the Federal

capital required for the 5 million-kilowatt plant would be several

hundred million dollars less than the Federal capital proposed for a

1,500 ,000 -kilowatt plant and transmission lines. The plant's finan

cial contribution to the development fund would be substantially

greater, and would commence earlier, if the Federal investment were

limited to the cost of the dam and water control facilities.

Sixth , an early decision is imperative, because transmission lines

now in an advanced planning stage, from large new coal-fired steam
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plants to load centers, passing within a short distance of Bridge

Canyon ,must be redesigned for larger capacities to include Hualapai

power, in order to obtain the lowest cost and maximum values for this

power .

COMBINED HYDRO PEAKING -PUMPED STORAGE DEVELOPMENT

Preliminary engineering studies which we have made indicate that

the Hualapai site should be developed as a combination hydro peaking .

pumped storage project rather than a conventional peaking plant as

originally proposed . Under the new concept, low -cost energy from

thermal plants would be used to pump water back into the reservoir

during offpeak periods. This water would be released , together with

the water required for downstream use, during the hours of peak de

mand. The total Hualapai generating capacity usable in this way

would be 5 million kilowatts , not the 1,500,000 kilowatts planned under

the old concept, which did not include the use of pumped storage

Sites such as Hualapai, which permit the development of both a high

head , regulated streamflow powerplant, and augmentation by pumped

storage, are extremely rare. The Hualapai site is ideally suited to such

an installation . The full value of the resource can only be obtained

by complete integration of such a plant into the systemsof the utilities

which absorb the power. So integrated , it can be operated with great

flexibility , from zero to full load . For example, at times the units

may constitute simply spinning reserve, available against emergencies

in the system , instant insurance against blackouts. But when needed ,

the full capacity of 5 million kilowatts may be generating power on

peaks. At other times, only part of it may be at work . At others , it

will be fully employed pumping water back into the reservoir for later

use .

TRANSMISSION

There are already a number ofhigh -voltage transmission lines in the

vicinity ofthe site of the Hualapai project, someof them extending to

the southern California area . Additional lines are either under con

struction or planned in connection with the development of large coal

fired plants in the four corners area and elsewhere on the Colorado

River. The incremental cost of a present increase in the planned capa

city of these lines to enable them to transmit Hualapai power to load

centers, including Los Angeles, is drastically lower than the cost of

building new lines later for the sole purpose of transmitting Hualapai

power. Time is, therefore, of the essence in making the decision to

build this dam and powerplant now , as contrasted with deferring that

decision to a later time. This is one of the primary arguments for

authorizing this project at this time, so it can be phased into the plan .

ning of the transmission lines which go with this large coal-fired plant

which will be and is being developed generally in the four corners

area .

POWER MARKET

Webelieve that substantially all of the 5 million kilowatts of peak

ing capacity which we propose can be absorbed within 6 years after

1975 ,when the plant is assumed to go into operation .
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The market area for this power can be considered to be generally

the area within a circle with a radius of 250 miles and centered at the

Hualapai site , plus southern California . I would like to digress very

briefly here. This 250 miles is related to the cost of the transmis

sion . The increased cost of the power over that at the bus bar result

ing from the transmission places a limit on how far you can take that

power and find it economical to integrate into your system . The

reason for including southern California is there is already a sub

stantial transmission system from this area to southern California.

The Departmentalone has three high -voltage transmission lines from

near this site to southern California .

The utilities serving this power market area have already made

commitments for generating capacity and associated transmission

facilities to satisfy their requirements through 1973. As the com

mittee will recall, a couple of weeks ago I was before this committee

in conenction with the desalting plant that is proposed to be located off

the coast of southern California and the second unit, as you remem

ber, will go into service in 1973 and that is the unit the department

of water and power will build .

Some commitments have been made for the period 1974 – 75, al

though most capacity additions for this period are at this time only

in an advanced stageofplanning.

But we believe that the utilities serving this market area have not

yet made substantial commitments to construct the capacity which

must be added to their systems to serve the growth of load from 1975

through 1980 . There is thus a present opportunity for Huala pai

power to occupy that gap, provided the decision is made now . The

statistics are as follows :

It is estimated that the combined loads of these utilities will be

about 28 million kilowatts in 1975, and 40 million kilowatts in 1980,

a total increase of 12 million kilowatts. With the addition of required

reserves, these utilities will need to add about 14 million kilowatts of

capacity during this period ,

Based on computer studies of expansion plans for our own system ,

about 30 percent of the added capacity will be peaking capacity. We

believe this to be a typical pattern of system development for other

utilities in the market area . Now this means that if we are going to

develop these very large coalburning steamplants in the Southwest

and these very large nuclear plants on the coast to produce power at

the lowest possible cost and to be economically attractive for this pur

pose , these plants should be operated at full load 100 percent of the

timewhen they are available to offset the high capital cost that goes

with such developments and to take advantage of the low energy costs

from them . Since electric customers do not use land at that kind of

a load factor but rather in the rang of 55 to 65 percent load factor,

you have to have other generation that operates economically at a

lower percentage of loading and this is the purpose, then , of these

peaking-type plants. They are on for a few hours a day and the rest

of the time they are off and shut down and the baseload plants are

carrying the load .

This is a typical pattern, although it does vary from utility to

utility. For example, our load factor on the department of water
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system is right now about 62 percentand it is fairly constant through

out the year. Our summer and winter peaks are almost identical,

whereas in the State of Arizona , the utilities there have a much higher

load factor in the summertime than winter and their peakload occurs

then due to pumping butthis changes from time to time.

This 30 -percent figure gives a peaking requirement of 4 ,200 ,000

kilowatts in the Hualapai power market area in the 5 -year period

following 1975. That means 30 percent of the 14 million kilowatts

should be peaking.

The remaining 800,000 kilowatts of the 5 -million -kilowatt capacity

of the project (or any portion of that quantity not reserved for pump

ing for the Central Arizona project ) could be absorbed very soon

thereafter.

COST TO GOVERNMENT AND EFFECT ON DEVELOPMENT FUND

The total Federal investment in the dam , a 1.5 -million -kilowatt

powerplant and transmission lines, as originally proposed, was $540

million . The total Federal investment in the dam and a 5 -million

kilowatt powerplant we propose could be as much as $728 million ,

but could be as low as $ 254 million , or less than half the Federal

investment originally proposed for a project less than a third as

large. The reduced Federal investment of $ 254 million would be the

consequence of prepayment by the utilities of the capital cost of the

units serving them , and non -Federal financing of the transmission

lines. While I cannot speak for other utilities which might partici

pate in this project, I can assure you that the department of water

and power would prefer to make its own investment in this fashion ,

prepaying the cost of the units integrated into its system .

The unit capital cost of the dam and powerplant for the 1. 5 -million

kilowatt installation was $ 234 per kilowatt. This is reduced to $146

per kilowatt for the 5 -million -kilowatt plant we propose. Based on

Federal cost of money, the annual cost of capacity at the bus bar

furnished by the larger plant is cheaper by about $ 3.50 per kilowatt

year than the cost of capacity at the bus bar supplied by the smaller

plant. And I mention this cost since this capacity would be sold to

the utilities on some basis of a per-kilowatt -year charge for capacity.

Inevitably, there is opportunity for greater revenue to the Develop

ment Fund from the greater plant. The capacity is 312 times as

great, and the cost per unit of capacity is much less.

The cost, value, and quantity of energy generated by the flow of

the stream would remain unchanged . Some additional energy would

be generated by the use of the pumped -back water. This is a plus

value. The cost of providing steam -generated energy for the pump

back would be borne by the participating utilities, not by the United

States .

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Statements have been made that steam peaking units and even

nuclear peaking units are economically more attractive than peaking

power from Hualapai. So far as we know , no manufacturer has

offered to either design or build nuclear peaking units. From our
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knowledge of the high capital cost associated with nuclear units, we

seriously question their attractiveness for this use.

Conventional fossil fuel burning peaking units are notoriously

inefficient, hence they waste valuable , irreplaceable natural resources.

It is also a waste of a valuable natural resource to delay construction

of the Hualapai project beyond that date when there is a need for the

capacity and energy from this project within the area where it can

logically be marketed.

CONCLUSIONS

From our studies which are discussed briefly above, we have

concluded :

( 1 ) A 5 -million -kilowatt -hydropeaking -pumped -storage develop

ment of the Hualapai site is feasible and will provide substantially

increased benefits as compared to 1.5 -million -kilowatt hydroplant

originally planned for the site .

( 2 ) The utilities in the area can provide a market for Hualapai

power.

( 3 ) Since only incremental additions to existing and planned trans

mission capacity will be necessary, economic transmission from the

project can be provided .

(4 ) Authorization of the project at this time is necessary to permit

planning for integration of Hualapai capacity with other capacity to

be installed in the 6 -year period following 1975.

Now , I have included as an attachment a chart showing, first, the

capacity of the peaking pump-back plant, as compared to the capacity

of the 1,500,000 -kilowatt plant.

Second, the investmentunder two different schemes for financing the

large plant, and then the unit costs in dollars per kilowatt in the final
chart.

Thank you very much , Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . We will now recess until 1 :30, where you gentle

men will be back on the witness stand for the purpose of questioning.

(Whereupon, at 11:45 a .m ., the hearingwas recessed , to reconvene at

1 :30 p .m ., this day .)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. JOHNSON . The Subcommittee on Irrigation will come to order.

Our witness this afternoon isMr. Floyd L .Goss, of the Los Angeles

Department of Water and Power.

STATEMENT OF FLOYD L . GOSS, CHIEF ELECTRICAL ENGINEER AND

ASSISTANT MANAGER OF THE LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF

WATER AND POWER — Resumed

Mr. JOHNSON . A few questions, Mr. Goss , that I would like to ask

you before we get into questioning.

How long have you been with the city of Los Angeles ?

Mr. Goss. I started working for the departmentofwater and power

in 1928 , as a student engineer while I was going to the University of

California . I started permanently in 1933. So that would be about

34 years.
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Mr. JOHNSON . How much thermal power capacity do you have in

the system now ?

Mr.Goss. 2 ,400 ,000 kilowatts.

Mr. Johnson . How much hydro do you have ?

Mr. Goss. About 740, I think it is — 740,000 kilowatts.

Mr. JOHNSON . Do you now participate in the developments on the

Colorado ?

Mr.Goss. Yes. Wehave assigned to us at the Hoover powerplant,

six units . In addition to that, we are the operating agent for the

units assigned to us, to the States of Arizona and Nevada and to the

Metropolitan Water District.

Mr. JOHNSON . Do you purchase power from any of the other de

velopments — Parker or Davis ?

Mr. Goss. No,we do not.

Mr. Johnson. You are a part or will be a part of the Pacific North

west , Pacific Southwest Intertie ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir. Weare building the 750 ,000 -volt, direct-current

line from Los Angeles to the Oregon border, where it will connect to

a like line which is being constructed by the Bonneville Power Ad.

ministration , and go on up to the Columbia River. And wewill take

power over this line.

Mr. Johnson. Now , do you own your own transmission grid from

the Colorado ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, we do .

Mr. JOHNSON . And, are you going to participate in the new power

transmission facilities from the Colorado ?

Mr.Goss. In this proposed one?

Mr. Johnson . No- in the proposed intertie facilities.

Mr. Goss. Well, yes, we are going to connect to Mead substation ,

which will be the terminus for the 750 ,000 -volt, direct-current line the

Bureau of Reclamation is building from Oregon to Boulder City

the Mead substation .

Mr. Johnson. You are also going to participate in the joint venture

of MWD, the private utilities, the Atomic Energy Commission, and

the Office of Saline Water ?

Mr.Goss . Yes, sir , we will finance and construct one of the reactor

turbine generator trains in that plant.

Mr. JOHNSON . And in your statement, you show an interest in the

power facilities of Hualapai. In your opinion , this can be built , and

the power that will be generated can be marketed and used within

a brief period of time?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr. JOHNSON . And to meet increased needs for electric energy in

the area ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir , particularly this type of development where you

have peaking capacity and the flexibility ofusing it .

Mr. JOHNSON . That is all,Mr. Goss.

The gentleman from Colorado, the chairman of the full committee,

Mr. Aspinall.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Goss , you certainly have given the committee

somenew material- I may say that. Wehave had a lot of repetition

from all groups, but this is something new . Have you ever talked

clam
atio
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this matter over with any representative of the Bureau of

Reclamation ?

Mr. Goss. No, sir.

Mr. ASPINALL. Now , as I understand it, the units of facilities that

you contract for in the Hoover Dam , after a 50 -year period , become

the property of — whatever there is left the Federal Government; is

that correct ?

Mr.Goss. They alwayshave been the property of the FederalGov

ernment. We own nothing at Hoover Dam or in the powerplant.

Mr. ASPINALL. Would you own anything in this powerplant under

this proposal ?

Mr.Goss . Under my proposal we would not.

Mr. ASPINALL. You would have the same kind of operation at

Hualapai, as proposed by you, as you presently have at Hoover; is
that correct ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr. ASPINALL. You would expect to enter into a 50 -year contract.

Is that right?

Mr. Goss. Well, that would be a subject of negotiation. Frankly,

I would like to enter into a longer contract on this project. As a

matter of fact, I would like to extend the one at Hoover.

Mr. AŞPINALL. I can understand that. I am trying to find out

what the equities are. Of course , we have had people testify , and

tell us in private , that there is not any market for this kind of power.

Now , you come up and you not only tell us that there is a market,

but that you are willing to contract for the power at reasonable

rates, such as those rates set forth in the administration 's proposal ;

is that correct ?

Mr. Goss . No, sir. I am willing to contract for the power, and

it is power that we can use on our system . However, this is a differ

ent proposalthan the one offered by the

Mr. ASPINALL , I understand that. But we have to use comparable

rates in order to see whether or not this would bring back a return ,

more or less, within the 50 -year period .

Mr.Goss. It would bring back more return .

Mr. ASPINALL. For the same amount of power or the increased

amount of power ?

Mr. Goss. Because of the increased amount of power, and the way

in which it is proposed that this be done, the return from this would

be greater than the former Huala pai project.

Mr. ASPINALL. Would this in any way increase the rates to the

Arizona project as far as pumping ? ”

Mr. Goss. No, it would not. If anything, it would decrease the

rates.

Mr. ASPINALL. Would the installation that you support be the same

sized dam as is now provided for in H . R . 3300 ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir ; the same size ,same heightdam .

Mr. ASPINALL . If the dam is constructed and the reservoir is al

lowed to fill in accordance with the proposal, would the reservoir be

used to a great extent for recreation ? What would be the effect upon

the surface of the lake, as far as fluctuations on the lake, because of

pump-back water.
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Mr. Goss. We have looked at that in a very preliminary manner.

We are sure that we can stay within a 4 -foot maximum fluctuation

of the elevation of the surface of the water under normal operation .

Mr. ASPINALL . This fluctuation would be less than would be possi

ble in the reservoir as presently contemplated ; would it not ?

Mr.Goss. I think so, sir .

Mr. ASPINALL. I think that is all,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California , Mr. Hosier.

Mr. HOSMER . Mr. Goss, I am glad we waited over the lunch period .

You left us kind of breathless. Themembers here should appreciate

that your testimony this morning is perhaps the most dramatic and

significant and far reaching that at least I have heard in a decade

and a half of service on this committee.

I think I understand theway this will work better perhaps in these

terms— and this is perhaps in contrast to the Bureau 's operation up

at Glen Canyon where they put in the dam , put in the facilities, and

then went about simultaneously and are still going about the process

oftrying to sell the power.

What you are proposing to the committee here is that this entire

operation not be handled on a basis of somebody just selling power

and hoping that people will buy it , but on actually integrating all

the enlarged capacity of this dam , with all the requirements of the

utilities, both public and private , in the market area you describe.

Is that correct ?

Mr. Goss. That is correct. That is the basic difference.

Mr. HOSMER. By the preciseness of timing here, this integration

can be accomplished with considerable skill, and bring peaking power

in at points and places and times when it is required .

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir . The operation of a large electric system me

quires the total cost of producing power be kept at a minimum . Ir

order to do this, from time to time throughout the day, the various

units are loaded to a different percentage or varying percentage of

full load. In other words, all the generating resources available to

the utility are integrated in such a manner as to produce the lowest

cost of electricity , and the greatest reliability of the system .

Now , the flexibility that would result from this project would make

it extremely valuable for this purpose.

For example, at some hours of the day the units could be motorad

without using any water at all. They would then be on the line and

all ready to pick up load in case one of these large efficient units weet

off the line, and your system would remain stable and you would

have no interruption of service . At other times of the day they could

release water to the units and reduce the load on a less -efficient ger

erating resource and keep the cost down . And at night they could

pump water back into the reservoir so it would be available for the

purpose in the future. And it is this integration of the operation

of the units with the other units available to the utility thatmakes this

valuable.

Mr. HOSMER. Not only to your utility , but to all others who would

take part.

Mr. Goss. All others participating in the project ; yes, sir .

Mr. HOSMER. And the benefit is multiplied by roughly the number

of customers involved over a very large geographical area ?
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Mr.Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr. HOSMER. Ísmy understanding correct that the Department of

Water and Power of the city of Los Angeles is the largest public

, utility in the country ?

Mr. Goss. We are the largest municipal-owned utility , and the

largest publicly owned utility that distributes electricity to customers.

Of course, the TVA is a larger utility, publicly owned utility , but

they wholesale power and do not distribute it directly to the customers.

Mr. HOSMER. You have had to operate almost throughout the his

tory of the department in an area of very rapid population growth

and increasing electrical demand, have you not ?

Mr. Goss. That is right. Wehave to plan on doubling our produc

tion facilities aboutevery 10 years .

For example, if we have 3, 100 megawatts, or 3, 100,000 kilowatts of

generating capacity now , this means in 1977 we will have to have

6 ,200,000 kilowatts, which means in this 10 -year period we have to

add an amount of generating capability equal to that which we now

have.

Mr. HOSMER. How long has this department been in the electrical

business ?

Mr. Goss. Fifty -one years this November.

Mr.HOSMER. Justover a half a century .

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr. HOSMER. Have you, during the period of emergency of nuclear

energy, examined that field as a possibility for your system ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir . Wehave had an application before the Atomic

Energy Commission for too long now for a 500-megawatt -nuclear

unit to go on the coast near the community of Malibu , at Corral

Canyon . Wehope to get an answer from the Commission on this

soon . We would like to have that answer now , as a matter of fact.

Wehave also , as the chairman said , agreed to participate and are

presently negotiating a contract for the Bolsa Island project, which

is a dual-purpose project as you know , providing the participation

of the Government is also authorized in that project.

Mr. HOSMER. That is a 750,000 -kilowatt plant?

Mr. Goss. Our capacity from that plant would be 754,000 kilowatts.

Mr. HOSMER. The department has had direct and intimate experi

ence with 1,250 ,000 kilowattsof nuclear power.

Mr. Goss. That is right ; yes, sir.

Mr. HOSMER. Which I believe, just about represents the amount of

nuclear kilowatts on the line today throughout the country .

Mr.Goss. Just about that amount; yes, sir.

Mr.HOSMER. You have been pretty big in this area ?

Mr.Goss. Wehave been very interested .

Mr. HOSMER. And you have made your studies and examinations

with extreme care. And despite that, you mean to tell this committee

that you would choose this Hualapai scheme for peaking power over

nuclear ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, we would. As a matter of fact, having such a re

source as this, with its flexibility of operation , is the thing thatmakes

nuclear power economical for us. It enables us to keep the nuclear

unit fully loaded everyminute it is available .
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Mr. HOSMER. That is the result of 51 years experience, dedicated

hard work, major participation in the nuclear electrical program of

the country right up to this minute.

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. ASPINALL. Will the gentleman yield ? And it also takes into

consideration the economics for the investors, whoever they might be.

whether public or private investors. Is that right ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. HOSMER. Now , you say you have not spoken to the Bureau of

Reclamation about this ?

Mr.Goss . No, sir ; I have not.

Mr. HOSMER. The other day I questioned Mr. Dominy and they said

they had some pump storage ideas for Hualapai, but they had not

come up with anything at this time.

I rather imagine it was on the same basis that they had tried to do

their sales atGlen Canyon rather than an integrated operation as you

mention here.

Mr.Goss. I would imagine so ; yes, sir.

Mr. HOSMER . Do you intend to initiate discussions with the Burear:

regarding this ?

Mr. Goss. Do I intend to ? Yes, sir .

Mr. HOSMER. Are you a member of this WEST organization ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. HOSMER. How many States does that extend through ?

Mr. Goss. Seven .

Mr. HOSMER. Name them .

Mr. Goss. Colorado, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah , Yerada

and California .

Mr. HOSMER. That is seven . Has the department in this partici

pation in the WEST organization had an opportunity to familiarize

itself with the power problems in the area that is covered by WEST!

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr.HOSMER. Have you had an opportunity in theWEST organiza

tion to make sometype of demand increase forecast, and so on ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir, wehave.

Mr. HOSMER. And , are these generally agreed upon among the

people who are in WÉST ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. HOSMER. And, are they the studied best efforts of the orga

nization ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr. HOSMER. And, are your figures presented to the committee

relatively to the requirements for peaking power based on the

calculations ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir, based on information that came out of that

study — those studies.

Mr. HOSMER. I know you say that you cannot speak for the other

utilities in this very large service area , but based on your experience

in WEST, do you believe it likely that they will riew this approact

to the Hualapai Dam the same or in a similar fashion as to the depart

ment of water and power ?

Mr.Goss. Yes , sir.
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Mr. HOSMER. Now , can you tellmewhy you and these other utilities

would assume to relieve the U . S . Government ofan expenditure - for

5 million kilowatts capacity - of somewhere around a half-million

dollars ?

Mr. Goss. Of course, I cannot speak for the other utilities. I can

say why the department would do this. There are primarily three

reasons. One is, of course, California is very interested in this whole

basin project, and we would like to see it go forward and a study made

of the importation of water, because we have a great interest in this

as a water utility as well as a power utility , and we have a great

interest insofar as the economy of our area is concerned . The depart

ment of water and power has been interested in the Colorado River,

since the early 1920 's when we went over there and filed on water to

bring to Los Angeles.

The second reason is that with these large units coming on the line,

these joint projects where several utilities go together and build a

facility such asMojave steamplantwhich is a large coal-burning steam

plant to be located on the river below Davis Dam ; it takes a consid

erable amount of negotiation and time to work these things out. You

cannot schedule these as precisely as you could if this was just adding

another unit to a steamplant on your own system . So we need a little

flexibility in putting units into this Hualapai project. Thismethod of

financing, putting up our own money, would obviously allow us to

advance a unit or delay a unit for a period of months without having

to come back to the Congress for a change in appropriation or that

sort of thing , orhaving the Secretary do so.

The third reason is that each of the utilities participating in this will

no doubt have a different concept of their participation insofar as size

of the unit is concerned , for example. Wewould like to have more to

say about the design of the unit - and by participating financially in

this way we think we would have .

For example, if we took our share of this, and say this share was

around a million kilowatts , wemay very well want to install two very

large units, whereas the Salt River project , or Nevada,might wish to

install smaller units, because of their smaller system . This, we feel,

would give usthe flexibility to do that.

Those are the primary reasons.

Mr. HOSMER. I seem then to gather that in addition to the flexibility

of operating this 5 million kilowatts of capacity you describe and the

saving that it involves, there is a saving and also a tailoring to system

requirements in the period of the installation of the capacity as well.

Mr.Goss. That is correct.

Mr. HOSMER. And, that the individual needs of the various partici

pants can rather well be served in thismanner.

Jr. Goss. Yes ; I feel that they can . In the case of the department

ofwater and power, I am sure they can.

However, I should say that if for other reasons this committee does

not feel that this is the right way to finance the project, we would still

participate in this project on a basis in which we did not advance the

money for the powerplantbut paid for it in some other way.

Mr. HosMER. Now , I understand that another way that this will

work is that whereas at Page the Governmentwent to a lotof expenses
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for powerlines, the Government would not have to construct power

lines under your proposal. This is because there are being planned

certain non -Government powerlines whose capacities could be in

creased , and as a consequence the expense would be an incremental one

rather than one for the installation of thesystem . It would be a non

Government expense.

Mr.Goss. That is correct. That is what makes the project go , and

that is whatmakes it important. I feel thatthis great resource should

be developed at this particular time, so that this planning can take

place before construction of the proposed transmission lines.

Mr. HOSMER. Mr.Goss, letmeagain say this is the type of imagina

tive brilliant thinking that has long characterized organizations like

yours based in my State. I am proud that you have been able to do

this . And I certainly intend to offer what amendments may be re

quired to whatever legislation we finally take up here to permit this

to go forward.

Mr.Goss. Thank you, sir.

Mr. HOSMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona,Mr. Udall.

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Goss, you know , I am sure, that you have really

shaken the branches with this little bombshell. How long have you

been working on it ?

Mr. Goss . Well, I personally have been working on it - on Bridge

Canyon — for a great many years, and on the Colorado River I wrote

a thesis on it when I was in college in 1928, on power development

on the river. But this particular project, I have had some people

working on it since about the first of January and I personnally have

been working on it 10 days.

Mr. UDALL. From what you have said, obviously your agency would

only use a part of this 5 million kilowatts to be produced . The other

portions would be used by your partners in the WEST group and

other utilities in the Southwest ?

Mr. Goss. Yes; plus the pumping power also .

Mr. UDALL. And, you say because of the lateness of the develop

ment of this, you have not yet consulted with the Bureau of Reclama

tion about it, nor have you consulted with any of the other WEST

partners or the other agencies that would be using some of this

capacity ?

Mr. Goss. No, sir ; I did not. I have not had time to .

Mr. UDALL. You do not know what their reaction might be ?

Mr.Goss. No; I do not.

Mr. UDALL. You think it would be to their advantage to sign up

for a share of it from what you have discovered so far ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. UDALL. Have you plugged into your equation the fact that you

are building a pump storage project of somekind now , or have one

contemplated in California ?

Mr. Goss. Yes , sir . And, we are doing it the same way we pro

pose to do here— put up our capital.

Mr. UDALL. You have considered the new Northwest Intertie and

the third powerhouse at Grand Coulee, andall that tremendous energy

available out of the Northwest ?
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Mr.Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. UDALL. And, you have considered the unused capacity at Lake

Powell that is apparently still available now ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir. ' .

Mr. UDALL. And, despite all of this, you are satisfied you have a

workable scheme that would save you money , save the Government

money, and do a better job for all ?

Mr. Goss. And, fully develop this beautiful site , this resource.

Mr. UDALL. You are satisfied , based on what you told Chairman

Aspinall, that not only would this not increase the drawdown, the

yo-yo effect of the lake, but it would probably be less than under

the present scheme that we have ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, under normal operation I would think so .

Mr. UDALL. Imust say that I am impressed and a little bit stunned .

You have not checked this out with the Sierra Club or the Rand Corp .,

I would take it ?

Mr. Goss. No, sir . I thought this committee is in pretty good

touch with them .

Mr. UDALL. I was reminded walking out of here this morning, in

Sorenson 's book about Kennedy, he tells where the President sent two

men to Vietnam to advise him on the situation in 1962. Onewasmili

tary and one was State Department, and they were hostile ; they fought

the whole way over and hardly talked coming back . He had them

report to the National Security Council. One said everything was

lovely, we were doing just right, and the other said a disaster was

building up. There was a pause, and President Kennedy said ,

“Gentlemen , were you in the same country ? ”

I think of this in connection with your testimony, the testimony

we are about to have from Mr. Carlin this afternoon . Mr. Carlin has

more testimony, I think, in this 1,800 pages of record than almost any

single witness. And, he says, he tells us that hydro is outmoded , that

you cannot even use this 1.5 million , that it is foolish to even use water

that is already uphill, to take the energy out of it when it goes down

hill, you cannot sell it, it is unneeded, it is a turkey, it is a white

elephant. And you , on the other hand, say you are not only thrilled

by this 1. 5 million at the originalHualapai, but you want three and a

half times more, and you are willing to pump the water back up the

hill and catch it coming down a second and third time.

All I am getting to , I suppose, is to make sure you have fully con

sidered the alternatives , and that you honestly and sincerely believe

this proposal has merit.

Mr. Goss. Yes, with this exception . You said we were willing to

buy the original Hualapai. Wewere not. That was a development

under which the Government proposed to sell power, take and / or pay

for so many kilowatt-hours of firm power from a project at a price.

And,this price was too high for us in Los Angeles.

Now , under this arrangement,we are buying only capacity , really

although we will agree to take our share of the flow of the river kilo

watt-hours at 3 mills essentially we are buying capacity which we

can use , and we can use this capacity in a most flexible manner under

our load curve to keep our low -energy - cost large units running at their

most efficient point, and to minimize or keep to a minimum the cost of

supplying power to our consumers.

76 -935467 - 37
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Now , it interests me that you should mention this fact that hydro

is passe and this sort of thing , because this Department is presently

embarking on a program , expending over $150 million to develop a

hydro project called the Castaic project. So, apparently we do not

think hydro, properly used , is obsolete. As a matter of fact, we think

it is necessary to have this kind of capacity in order to use effectively

these large, efficientthermalunits.

Mr. UDALL. Well, thisagency that you represent,which is the largest

in the country that serves customers, I take it that your experts have

considered all the arguments against hydro and all the arguments for

nuclear and thermal that this committee has had the benefit of over

the last 2 or 3 years.

Mr. Goss. I would imagine so .

Mr. HOSMER. If the gentleman would yield - I suppose some of

these decisionswere made after you becameaware of the testimony of

Mr. Carlin and some other people ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. HOSMER. And, despite it ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. HOSMER. Thank you .

Mr. UDALL. And , if you are wrong and Mr. Carlin is right, this

proposal would be a disaster for your agency - you would be wasting

several hundred million dollars — if the Congress took your advice and

went ahead with this scheme?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. UDALL. And if that occurred , the city would be unlikely to dedi

cate a power station in your name or anything of that sort.

Mr. Goss. I would think you are right.

Mr. UDALL , All I am trying to do is emphasize the great importance

of what you are urging us to do, to make sure that you understand all

the ramifications of this — that you and your experts are quite sure you

are right about this unusual proposal.

Mr. Goss. Well, we feel we are right.

Furthermore, we feel that this is such a good proposal that there is

quite a bit of insurance against inflation or other things which might

increase costs .

But I am sure I do not need to remind somemembers of this com

mittee that this argument sounds somewhat familiar. I think some

of the samearguments were made against Hoover Dam when that was

developed — that it would never be used. This great jewel of the

Southwest is certainly well used .

Mr. UDALL . Why is it that the Huala pai site is such a choice pomp

back hydro site as compared with others that you might have available

to you ?

Mr. Goss . Why is it ?

Mr. UDALL. Yes. If there anything about its location , its physical

characteristics ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, there is. There is excellent geology . There is a

narrow canyon , where you can put a little sliver of a dam , so to speak.

You get a lot of head , which is important. Immediately below the

dam there is a large body of water. You are not faced with a long
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reach of the river in which you are going to be surging water back

and forth .

It has a great many advantages.

Mr. UDALL. You mentioned a need to make a decision soon because

of planned powerlines, so that you could add increments . Would

you think that you would have single transmission lines of 2 million ,

3 million , 5 million capacity ? Do you not have to build a separate

line when you get above, say, 1 million ? What is the most capacity

you can puton one line !

Mr.Goss. The maximum capacity of a 500 ,000 - volt line is about a

million kilowatts , not from carrying capacity primarily, but from the

standpoint of firmness . I was talking about a network of transmission ,

which is going to be tied into this big Mead substation at Hoover, and

out of which lines will radiate to the various market areas, load cen

ters in the Southwest area .

For example, our three Hoover lines— wehave always contemplated

that at the right time we would increase the capacity of those lines by

raising the voltage. We could not see that far in the future to build

them for higher capacity at that time.

The existing transmission system , going right near this site, to the

sites of large coal plants, generally in the Four Corners area , are being

built now , or are in the planning stages. There will be an extensive

power transmission grid , which could absorb the 5 million kilowatts

that would be distributed over the area, in my opinion .

Mr. UDALL . I thought you had either planned or under construction

lines of about a million capacity, and if the proposal you made today

were adopted , you would not change that line into a 2 or 3million line

you would have to build new parallel lines, would you not ?

Mr. Goss. Certain lines are actually under construction , past the

planning stage. In addition to that, though , in connection with future

developments over there, there will be an extensive transmission grid .

What I am saying here is if we know now that this amount of power is

going to feed out into this area, that grid can be expanded at the lowest

cost at this time, during the planning stage, rather than coming back

later and building a separate transmission for that purpose.

Mr. UDALL . Have you been able to run projections yet as to differ

ence in accumulations to the basin fund with your plan as against the

plan embodied in Chairman Aspinall's bill, Mr. Hosmer's bill, or

someof the others ?

Mr.Goss. I have tried very hard to do that this week .

Mr. UDALL . All you have at this point are some general conclusions

that the contributions would be more than under the present plan

without giving a specific figure ?

Mr. Goss. Well, I would like to give you one.

I think the power, the capacity from this 5 -million -kilowatt plant,

can be brought to the bus bar for about $ 4 a kilowatt -year.

Sow , I think at that point this kind of capacity is worth more than

that. If it is worth a dollar more, then that would mean $ 5 million

immediately going into a development fund . If it is worth $ 2 more,

that is $ 10 million . And if it is worth $ 3 more, it is $ 15 million .

Now , that is as far as I can go at this time. This would be $ 15 million

a year, or 5 million or 10 million or whatever it is .
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I used in making this estimate the capital recovery factor that the

Government uses, and I gave credit for selling themore than 5 billion

kilowatt -hours run of the river energy that is available at the project

and, I arrived at this $ 4 figure. Certainly , I think the capacity is worth

more than that. How much , I do not know . That is a subject of

negotiation .

But for every dollar more than that that you get for it, you add to

the development fund from the start in this project. After the amor

tization period, then you add considerably more.

Mr. UDALL. I thank you for shaking up the committee and giving

ussomething to think about.

Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Oregon , Mr. Wyatt.

Mr. WYATT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman . Mr. Goss, I have a couple

of questions here. This strikes us out of the blue.

In regard to the water supply for the larger capacity electrical plant

that you have described here, are you placing in your plans any reli

ance on water augmentation in order to make this attractive to you as

a 50 -year investment?

Mr.Goss. No, I am not.

Mr. WYATT. In other words, it would be attractive to you as an in

vestmentbased upon the current anticipated waterflow in the Colorado

River withoutany augmentation , is that right ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr.Wyatt. And secondly , I would like to ask you if you have any

feeling as a result of your studies or knowledge in this area as to the

inevitability ofimports into the Colorado River from the Northwest !

Mr.Goss. Well, I think that is a matter that simply must be studied .

That determination must be made. Because obviously, this river - as

we all know - is in trouble. As a river supplying a tremendousnumber

of people, it is in trouble . And, I think that is something that should

be studied ,must be studied immediately .

Mr. WYATT. But as far as the trouble is concerned , it does not di

rectly concern you in proposing this present plan that you have come

to thecommittee with ?

Mr. Goss. No, except that I think that if an augmentation plan was

found feasible, and a source of water was found that could rightly be

assigned to this river, this plan would help provide funds.

Mr. Wyatt. Has your organization done any work, completed any

studies, reconnaissance or otherwise, on imports from the Northwest

into the Colorado River system ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir, our organization has.

Mr. WYATT. How recently ?

Mr. Goss. Mr. Tillman, how long ago was that?

Mr. TILLMAN , Years.

Mr.WYATT. Well, in the last couple of years you have not directed

any attention to this particular subject ?

Mr. TILLMAN . That is correct. The last couple of years we have

not.

Mr. WYATT. I believe I have no further questions at this time.

Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Washington , Mr. Foley.
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FOLE . Yes, ust inc

Mr.FOLEY.Mr.Goss, going back to the Hualapai Dam , you propose

to increase the capacity of the dam to 5 ,000 megawatts, is that right ?

Mr. Goss . The capacity of the powerhouse . The dam would be the

same.

Mr.FOLEY. With thesamebasic structure and reservoir !

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr.FOLEY. By just increasing the size ofthe generator ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir , or adding more. Some of each , I think . .

Mr. FOLEY. It will not be any extension of the height of the dam

or the reach of the reservoir !

Mr.Goss. No, we had not planned on it.

Mr. FOLEY. I assume you have done some preliminary engineering

size ofthe
generach, I

thinke dam

on it ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, we did it on the basis of exactly the same dam .

Mr. FOLEY . You say that this dam was studied since February of

this year, is that right? :

Mr. Goss. I asked some people to take a look at this beginning in

January, right after the moratorium ended , the 31st of December.

Mr. FOLEY. You are a memberofthe WEST group ?
Mr. Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr. FOLEY. You participated in discussions with the Bureau of

Reclamation on their proposals to obtain power for pumping purposes

from the WEST group ?

Mr. Goss. No, I did not .

Mr. FOLEY. Your organization did not ?

Mr. Goss. No, sir .

Mr. FOLEY. You are not a member of theWEST group ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir , weare.

Mr. FOLEY. You were not consulted on that ?

Mr. Goss. No , sir .

Mr. FOLEY. Did your studies of the proposed increase of the power

house at Hualapai begin subsequent to that proposal of the Bureau

of Reclamation ?

Mr. Goss. I do not really know when that proposal wasmade,Mr.

Foley .

Mr. FOLEY. Well, subsequent

Mr.Goss. My first knowledge of any discussionswith the Secretary,

any proposal that they do that sort of thing, was February 1, I believe.

Mr. FOLEY. You are not suggesting to the committee that a proposal

that was pretty well circulated here in Washington among people

that are not in the business of providing power was unknown to the

Department of Light and Power of the city of Los Angeles ?

Mr. Goss. It was unknown to me.

Mr. Foley. Well, perhaps you have some people here on your tech

nical staff that can answer whether it was unknown to them .

Mr.Goss. No, I do not.

Mr. FOLEY . Then , about February 1 you became aware of the

proposal of the Bureau of Reclamation to contract with the WEST

group ?

Mr. Goss. Yes--but primarily the proposal to delay Hualapai.

Mr. FOLEY. And simultaneously with that, or subsequent to that,

accidentally and by coincidence you came forward with this proposal

to increase the powerhouse at Hualapai.
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Mr. Goss. It was not quite accidental. I had asked some people to

start work on that in January.

Mr. Foley. You are suggesting to the committee there is absolutely

no connection between your decision to study the increased power

capacity of Hualapai and the proposalof the Bureau of Reclamation

to purchase power from the WEST group . Is that what you are

suggesting here ?

Mr.Goss. That is what I am stating . There is no connection .

Mr. FOLEY. You had made the decision, tentatively at least, not to

purchase power from Hualapai as originally proposed in last year's

hearings ?

Mr. Goss . It was never formally offered to us. It was discussed

with us, and we had decided that that particular power sold under

that arrangement was not attractive to us, yes, sir.

Mr. FOLEY . On the other hand , where it was not attractive to you

to purchase power from a Federal power project to be constructed at

the entire capital cost of the United States, you now feel it is attrac

tive to you to prepay as a part of a syndicate to the FederalGovern

mentto participate in the capital cost of the dam .

Mr. Goss. Not only that, Mr. Foley. We would also be just as

interested if the Government wanted to put up the $ 728 million . I

thoughtmy proposal had certain advantages for the Government as

well as the flexibility it gives us.

Mr. FOLEY . Now , could you not have proposed some of these rery

accommodating design features to the Federal Government, the

Bureau of Reclamation , if they were going to build Hualapai alone !

Mr. Goss. Yes, I could have .

Mr. FOLEY. Butyou did not do that last year .

Mr.Goss. No, I did not.

Mr. FOLEY. How much capacity ofthe proposed 5 million would you

anticipate purchasing ?

Mr.Goss. Well, we would take whatever our share is. I have given

a little thought to that, and I would think our share probably would

be around a million kilowatts.

Mr. FOLEY. What do you propose the range of capital investment

share would be in construction of the dam ? How much would the

city of Los Angeles be participating in the capital expense of the

project ?

Mr.Goss . About $ 100 million .

Mr. FOLEY. You would be providing about a $ 100 million toward

theconstruction ofthis dam ?

Mr.Goss. Roughly, yes, sir .

Mr. FOLEY. And, that is more attractive to you than letting the

Federal Government purchase it and buying the power from the Fed

eralGovernment ?

Mr. Goss. Mr. Foley, obviously I have not made myself clear on

this.

If the Federal Government developed this project and put up all

themoney , wewould still be interested in a million kilowatts of capac

ity in the proposed plant to be used to integrate with our system as

I have said .

Mr. Foley. That isthis year,but not last year.
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Mr.Goss. This was never under consideration last year.

Last year the proposal or the plan was to develop this as a source

of firm power, so many kilowatt hours that you would buy and take

and use or pay for whether you used it or not.

Under this scheme,weare buying capacity principally .

Mr. FOLEY. And the economics of this buying capacity as against

firm power enables you to make a contribution of a $ 100 million to

ward the capitalexpense ofthe dam and still find it economic.

Mr. Goss. It is the capital expense of the powerplant that it would

go against. This is exactly the same thing, Mr. Foley, that justifies

our participation in the intertie. We are buying capacity from the

Northwest .

Mr. FOLEY. I am not arguing with you . I just want to know . Yes,

is the answer ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, is the answer, yes, sir.

Mr. FOLEY . And , over what period of time would you be involved

in this present purchase at a $ 100 million ? What sort of a contract

period are you talking about ?

Mr. Goss. We would put our money as prepayment of rent, put

up our money as part of the powerhouse is built, and we would have

no further fixed charges to pay on the equipment. We would have to

continue to pay the fixed charges, our share of it , on the balance of

the project.

Mr. FOLEY. On a 50 -year basis ?

Mi. Goss. Well, that is subject to negotiation. I would like to run

it longer, frankly. I think this dam should last a hundred years at

least.

Mr. FOLEY. Is any part of your decision in this matter related to

the advantages that you might see of building up the development

fund ?

Mr. Goss. No. The project stands alone as something that should

be done. That is a valuable resource . It should be developed for

the benefit of this whole area. Now , it does have this additional ad

vantage — it is so very feasible that there could be a substantial contri

bution to the development fund.

Mr. FOLEY. What interest do you have in the development of the

development fund !

Mr. Goss. Well, as I say, the department of water and power sup

plies water to over 234 million people. Part of our water entitle

ment is in this river. As a matter of fact, the first filing for appro

priation of water for the southern California coastal plain wasmade

by the department of water and power in 1924. So weare interested

in maintaining a firm supply ofwater if we can for the aqueduct run

ning to southern California, a part of which is our water.

Mr. FOLEY. What connection does the development fund have with

that ?

Mr. Goss . The development fund, as I see it, would be useful in

augmenting in somemanner thewater in that river.

Mr. FOLEY. Is it not true that you basically see the development

fund as financing importation ?

Mr.Goss. That is certainly oneway it should be considered .

Mr. FOLEY. Is that not the principal reason that you look toward

thedevelopment fund as a matter of your interest ?
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Mr. Goss. It may well be. That is a personal view .

Mr. FOLEY. I do not want to press you, but could you not be venture

someand say, yes orno ? Imean , I think in fairness that is the reason

that you are principally interested in the building of the development

fund - to import water. Is that not right ? Is that not the position

that the department has had ?

Mr. Goss. I am not here to speak to the department's position on

that. I think California 's position has been well stated . And the

reason I appear to hedge, which I do not intend to ,Mr. Foley , is I am

not an expert waterman . I am in the power business. I have this

interest.

Mr. FOLEY. I do not want to ask you an unfair question , and one that

is not in the area of your immediate expertise, but do you really hare

concern about providing the people of Los Angeles with water ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir,

Mr. FOLEY, Do you foresee there will be a problem , in your present

view of the resources of the Colorado, and related tributaries and

stream in California, to provide the basic element of life for your

citizens, municipal, and industrial water — not agricultural ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, I do. Although as I say , I am not purporting here

to be a water expert. I do, yes.

Mr. FOLEY. Letme ask you this.

You conducted your studies on water importation from the North

west . Is that the Columbia River you were studying ?

Mr.Goss. I made no studies.

Mr. FOLEY. I used the " you" in termsofthe department of light and

power. You answered a question in response to Mr. Wyatt 's inquiry

that your department had conducted studies of importation .

Mr. Goss. The department has, yes.

Mr. FOLEY. Now , to your knowledge, when the department con

ducted those studies, were they studying the Columbia River ?

Mr.Goss. It was from the Snake River, I believe.

Mr. FOLEY. Not the Columbia, the Snake ?

Mr.Goss. The Snake.

Mr. FOLEY. You did not consider the Columbia at all ?

Mr.Goss. Tomyknowledge it was the Snake.

Mr. FOLEY. Do you know any of the conclusions of that study ?

Mr. Goss. I do not think I am in a position to give the conclusions

of that study. However, I would be very happy to furnish

Mr. FOLEY. If I may specify - I am particularly interested if you

know any of the cost analysis conclusionsof that study .

Mr. Goss. Mr. Foley, I would like permission to supply the com

mittee with a copy of the study. I think that is the best answer to all

of this.

Mr. Johnson . Wewould certainly like to have a copy, for the file

of the study that has been made by the Los Angeles Water & Power

people concerning importation into California .

Mr. Goss. Into the Colorado River .

Mr. JOHNSON . Yes.

Mr. FOLEY. Last year

Mr. HOSMER . With the understanding it is only a study and not a

proposal or a promise or a threat, anything of that nature.
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Mr. FOLEY. I do not think anything I suggested would create that

impression .

Last year this committee heard the testimony of Mr. Udall, Secre

tary of the Interior, and Mr. Dominy, the Commissioner of theBureau

of Reclamation , Mr. Holum , and in response to a question of mine,

the Commissioner indicated that they had done a cost analysis study in

recent years between the cost of importation of water to the Southwest

from the Columbia and desalinization . ' And I asked him what the

conclusions of that study were, and he said in effect that they could

not tell from the extent of their study which wasmore expensive. Do

you know if that is generally the conclusions of your study ?

Mr.Goss. I donot know , sir. I am sure I do not.

Mr. FOLEY. I wonder if you could address yourself in that point in

your submission to the committee.

Mr. HOSMER. Reserving the right to object, I do so with the state

ment there has been no route selected , no source, whether it is going

to be northern California or the Columbia at the mouth , or someother

place. There has been no comparative desalting plant. We know

they preempted one site, sopping up 150 million kilowatts of power

and we do not have too many locations like that. I want it under

stood that it is a very tentative and speculative thing .

Mr. FOLEY. If the gentleman will yield to me, I am merely asking

them to address themselves to the question. I am not presuming their

answer. Their answer can be anything they choose to give. I am just

asking them to address themselves to the question . I do not think that

is an improper request .

Mr. HOSMER . If we had a question that would be all right. But we

do not really have a question .

Mr. FOLEY . I referred the witness to the testimony ofMr. Dominy in

last year 's hearing, which the staff and I will cite to the witness, and

they can do what they want with the answer.

But I do think , Mr. Chairman , that I would like to have them ad

dress themselves to the question at least. I am sure the department

of water and power has nothing to hide about its study. I think they

would be willing to provide the committee with the results of the

study.

Mr. Johnson. The witness has stated hehasno objections to making

a copy of their study available for the committee's files. And in that

there willbe their findings and their conclusions.

Mr. Goss states that he is a powerman and other people have made

the study as far as water and importation into the Colorado is con

cerned .

Now , I think that information would be all that the Los Angeles

Water & Power people had . Mr. Dominy's testimony and Mr. Hol

um 's testimony and Mr. Udall's testimony here - Secretary Udall's

testimony before this committee last year - was to the effect that they

had made schematic studies, I presume, and come up with end results

of not knowing which was the cheaper — the desalination program or

the importation program from , I presume, the Pacific Northwest, or

the mouth ofthe Columbia .

So I think the witness has been fair in stating that he is not in a

position to answer for the people who actually made the study .
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Mr. FOLEY. I think , Mr. Chairman, the record will show my re

quest was not for the witness to answer here, but to communicate my

inquiry, if it is in agreement with the Chair, and if the study shows

and if the people who conducted it not what their judgment is about

the comparative cost of desalinization and importation . If it is not

available in the study, or if they want to qualify it, that is certainly

within their capacity. But I think it is a matter that at least this mem

ber would like to be informed about if the city of Los Angeles and the

department of water and power can inform the committee.

Mr. HOSMER . If we could do it, we would not need the National

Water Commission .

Mr. FOLEY. I do not want to argue with the gentleman from ( ali

fornia . But if the determination of all these issues was to be made

by the Department of Water and Power of Los Angeles, this com

mittee will not have to exist.

Mr. REINECKE. Would the gentleman yield ? If it will facilitate

anything I have a copy of the report right here. Perhaps Mr. Goss

could answer any specific questions you have from the report.

Mr. FOLEY . I do not want to pressMr.Goss to answer questions that

are not in his area of expertise . I understand he is not a water expert

for the department. He is an electrical engineer, and head of the eler

trical division . I think it is reasonable that he be asked questions re

lating to his expertise.

With that — I would still like to have your water people help us

if they can .

What is the position of the department of light and power, if you

know , with respect to the central Arizona project in the event that a

qualified dam is not authorized ?

" Mr. Goss. Our position , I think, is expressed through the Colorado

River Board , and has previously been presented here. I would not

want to take upon myself the province of that board .

Mr. FOLEY. You answered a question by the gentleman from Ari

zona , Mr. Udall, concerning the need for a prompt decision relating to

the authorization of the Hualapai, and the increased capacity of the

powerhouse. You said that the grid would be expanded if Hualapai

were authorized at this level of capacity.

Now , if the grid is expanded , that means adding basically addi

tional lines, does it not ?

Mr. Goss. Or increasing the capacity of those linesbeyond that that

is necessary to carry the particular project for which they are pri

marily being built.

Mr. FOLEY. Your present plans are to build what size line ?

Mr. Goss. For example , in our own case -- I use that as an example

those lines operate at 287,500 volts. We can triple their capacity by

raising the voltage to the neighborhood of 100,000, and adding com

pensation in the lines. That is an existing line.

Now , were a system being planned that required , for example , two

lines for firm transmission for a certain part of a project, and you

wished to add some of this Hualapai power to that, by changes in the

design of those two lines, you could accommodate a considerable

amount ofthat power,and, of course, the additional cost would be only

that incremental cost of increasing the capacity of something that is

going to be built anyway.
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So there is a substantial saving that results from a coordinated devel

opment of the transmission .

Mr. FOLEY. You do not anticipate - how much power do you antici

pate now carrying over the lines as presently designed ?

Mr.Goss. From Hoover Dam ?

Mr. FOLEY . The ones you are talking about on the plan , at theMead

Station — the ones that serve theMead Station .

Mr. Goss. Weare talking

Mr. FOLEY. I thought you had plans underway to construct trans

mission lines to the Mead Station ,to tie into your system .

Mr. Goss. We have underway plans to expand the Boulder trans

mission lines which we have, to increase their capacity, and to connect

them to Mead substation , and to the Mojave steamplant. If this

project is built, we would include in the plans for the increased ca

pacity of these lines capacity sufficient for our share of Hualapai. We

are doing that planning rightatthismoment.

Now , what the other utilities would do, what capacity lines they

are planning , while I know in general, very general terms, I would

not want to speak to that.

Mr. FOLEY. Well, you can speak for your own case . What are

your present plans, assuming the Hualapai is not authorized — what

kind of loads are you going to carry over your proposed line?

Mr.Goss. About a million .

Mr. FOLEY. Two lines ?

Mr.Goss. Three lines.

Mr. FOLEY. The economics of that are better than building one ?

Mr. Goss. Oh , yes.

Mr. Foley. On the other hand, if we would authorize Hualapai,

this amount

Mr. Goss. I would increase the capacity of these linesmore. And

to give you a feel for the economy in this, were we to build a new line

from Hoover, for example , a new firm transmission system , to bring

that power to our city, it would cost in the neighborhood of $50 a kilo

watt of capacity - whereas we can increase the capacity of these ex

isting lines, at a cost ofapproximately $ 30.

It is the economy of incremental increases in capacity of existing

and planned transmission , that makes this proposal, particularly in

the case of Los Angeles, which is some 340 miles from Huala pai, eco

nomical for this Department.

Mr. FOLEY. How much time do you have ?

Mr. Goss. Well, we are in the process of planning this transmission

schemenow ,right at thismoment.

Mr. FOLEY. I know that is what your testimony indicated . But

the committee does not know whether we have a week or a month or

2 monthsor a year to authorize HualapaiDam .

Mr.Goss. Well, the final decision on Mojave will be made sometime

in June, probably, and immediately after June, sometime later this

year, we will start the actual design of the modification of the trans

mission system . So we are talking about perhaps as much as a year,

perhaps as little as 10 or 11 months.

Mr. FOLEY. If this committee authorized — reported a bill author

izing the dam , that would not be sufficient. You would want to wait

until theHouse and Senate acted ,would you not ?
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Mr. Goss. I would at least want to have a feel for the way this is

going .

Mr. FOLEY. It takes a calculated risk on your part. You do not

know whether we are going to appropriate money for it.

Mr. Goss. We always take that risk . We have taken it at Hoover

ever since we have been there . Wehave taken it on this $86 million line

we are building in the Northwest. Weare taking the risk that Bonne

ville will build units to supply it and that money will be appropriated.

Wehave confidence in theGovernment.

Mr. FOLEY. On the basis of a congressionalauthorization , you would

go ahead and design ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. FOLEY. Can you tell us again why it is that the Department has

not consulted the Bureau of Reclamation regarding this proposal !

Mr. Goss. Had I had time, I certainly would have. But this de

veloped very fast .

Mr. FOLEY. Well, you did not even tell them you were considering

it ?

Mr. Goss . I think I told Mr. West I was looking at it , yes - one day

this week . Mr. Arleigh West is the director of region 3 for the Bureau

of Reclamation . Because actually this report which thecommittee has,

I only finished yesterday afternoon .

Mr. FOLEY. Is there I am not an electrical engineer , of course.

There is one thing that still puzzlesme.

It seemsto me, you have explained to the committee that this is not

that revolutionary a concept. And yet you are suggesting to the com

mittee that suddenly in February of this year it blossomed forth in

your Department as a possible means of providing power for your

service area at a great economic benefit . I just ask you — is your pro

posal a revolutionary proposal from an engineering standpoint, or is

it not ?

Mr. Goss. No, it is not a revolutionary proposal. I think I can

answer it best in this way.

Ten years ago the Department and most of the large utilities were

building 150,000 kilowatt steam units, and today we are building

750 ,000 ,and million kilowatt steam units.

Now , these large baseload units require two things that are not new .

These are not new , but they have developed tremendously in their

impact.

They require substantially more reserves, because when you lose s

million kilowatts of generating capacity, you have got to be sure you

have something to pick up the load and pick it up quickly . Other

wise , your systemsgo into a tailspin .

The economy of their operations require that they operate fully

loaded . That is their most efficient operation - fully loaded , a base

load plant.

Mr. FOLEY. Neither of these facts are new to the technology of

steamplants, are they ?

Mr. Goss. I did not say they were new , but it is their impact that is

new , due to their size primarily — that is new , yes.

Mr. FOLEY. A final question.

Have you consulted on your proposalwith the State of California !
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Mr. Goss. No, sir. Not officially , earlier this week I discussed the

concept of it informally with representatives of the Colorado River

Board and the Department of Water Resources of the State of Cali

fornia .

Mr. FOLEY, Is this committee the first body outside of our own De

partment to know of this ?

Mr. Goss. Officially,so far as I know , yes, sir.

Mr. FOLEY. Your proposal is madehere for the first time, and there

has been no consultation with any other utilities, public or private,

with any othermunicipalor governmental organization ?

Mr. Goss. With the exception , as mentioned, and a telephone con

versation with Mr. James Drake, who is the manager of system de

velopment for the Southern California Edison Co. I told him what

I was looking at. Those are the exceptions.

Mr. FOLEY. It has been , in effect, a quite carefully guarded secret

until this day !

Mr. Goss. No, I was happy to tell anyone. I had not finished it.

I just finished yesterday afternoon .

Mr.FOLEY. Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Utah.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . No questions. ,

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Idaho,Mr. Hansen ,

Mr. HANSEN , Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Goss, it is a pleasure to have you before us. I understand you

dropped quite a bomb in the lap of the committee today . I have been

looking your statement over. It is very interesting to note the sim

ilarity of your proposal to that of others I have seen but for different

purposes. Wehave known about pumping back for purposes of re

use of water for reclamation, but yours is for electricity.

Do you propose to have a reregulating reservoir for Hualapai Dam

if this became a reality ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr. HANSEN . What do you propose to use for the reregulating

reservoir ?

Mr. Goss. Our design has not gone that far.

Actually we are in the process of developing the Castaic project,

which is almost exactly like this, except it is a 1,250,000 kilowatt plant

rather than 5 million .

What we have proposed is in effect, a wide channel below the dam

with a release facility at the end to release water for downstream re

quirements , and to furnish an after -bay out of which water could be

pumped back into the reservoir.

Mr. HANSEN . You were not thinking then of Lake Mead ?

· Mr.Goss. No. sir .

Mr. HANSEN . Now , if the Hualapai Dam development as you men

tion it here becomes a reality, would this make the Snake River, Colo.

plan that has been discussed earlier more feasible or not ?

Mr. Goss. I do not think itwould affect the feasibility of the Snake

plan at all.

• Mr. HANSEN. And at this time, can you say whether you have

abandoned plans for this type of importation
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Mr. Goss. I am sorry, sir. I am on the power side of the water and

power, and I am not in a position to say whether they have abandoned

it or what is being done.

Mr. HANSEN. Noneof those gentlemen with you would know either ?

Mr. Goss. I do not know , perhaps Mr. Tillman would , our lawyer.

It is not being actively pressed at the moment, he says.

Mr. HANSEN . That is comforting.

Thank you. No further questions.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California ,Mr.Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Goss, inasmuch as you just completed this yesterday, you feel

this plan is adequate and appropriate to a reasonable degree ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, I do. As in all of our system development work ,

we try to be conservative, so that anything that happens to a project

increases its feasibility.

Mr. REINECKE. I am sure you get the feeling here that because the

promises made in your paper are so drastic , and it is such a panacea

to all problems, all of us are wondering why the Bureau of Reclama

tion has not made this proposal to us.

Mr. Goss. Let me hasten to say I am not one of those who think

that the Bureau of Reclamation has not considered it . I do not know

whether they have or not.

Mr. REINECKE. I recognize that. But as was pointed out on the

other side, inasmuch as it does seem to be a rather revolutionary pro

posal, why was this not brought up before ? I think, is a question

in all our minds.

Did you consider the possibility , if this pump back is such a reason

able idea , of using Hoover, in view ofthe fact that the lake is existing,

the transmission lines are existing instead ofhaving to build Hualapai.

You could get essentially what you are getting here without having to

build a dam .

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir. And throw away the investment you have in all

that generatingmachinery there.

Mr. REINECKE. Throw away ?

Mr. Goss. Yes. In order for this to work, these turbine generators

have to be designed to run backwards, to act as pumps.

Mr. REINECKE. You mean the equipment at Hoover at the present

time?

Mr. Goss. Yes.

Mr. REINECKE. Well, will you not be required in both cases to add

generating capacity ? Let me put it another way. What plant factor

do you intend to operate this at ?

Mr. Goss. It would vary all over the map . I would think there

would be times during the year when our units would be just idling on

the line without using any water, used as reserves. At other times

they would be operating 14 hours a day . And it would vary with

other utilities, depending on their particular system conditions at the

time.

Mr. REINECKE. In view of the fact that you are talking about - back

to Hualapai - more than tripling the design energy drop there , are

you not going to have to have a greater generating capacity ?

Mr. Goss. Oh, yes.
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Mr. REINECKE. As I recall,the design of the plant factor for Huala

pai was about 36 or 38 percent. And you are more than tripling that.

So obviously , we cannot run this thing 108 percent. So are you going

to have to add _ unless you are going to have an overall plant factor

of something in excess of60 or 70 percent, which is not generally rec

ommended for hydroplants, I think you are going to have to add a lot

of generating .

Mr. Goss. No. Actually , you see, the 38 percent in the original de

sign was governed by the capacity of the plant and amount of water

available to go through that plant. That determines the capacity

factor, 38 percent.

In my proposed development the capacity factors under which the

units are operated will depend on how much pumping you do, how

much water you put back in the reservoir . You can change that prac

tically to suit yourself. And it would be different for different units .

Mr. REINECKE. How far downstream below Huala paido you intend

to put this after -bay !

Mr.Goss. I do not know .

Mr. REINECKE. Are you familiar with the geology out there ? It

is pretty flat country ?

Mr. Goss . Yes , I am generally familiar with it . Not so familiar

that I would beable to actually design this .

Mr. REINECKE. Again , to talk about 312 times the capacity, the

afterbay will have to have a pretty substantial capacity itself.

Mr. Goss. Yes.

Mr. REINECKE. As such it would have to go quite a ways down

stream or certainly into the LakeMead area , and flood the whole Gods

pocket area out.

Mr. Goss . Well, I could not say as to that except this : The same

engineers who are designing our Castaic project have looked at this

they consider it feasible , and see no reason why this should not be

developed .

Mr. REINECKE. Do they consider it feasible in detail or in theory ?

Mr. Goss. Well, as you may know , the department of water and

power has had for many years an application to build a project at this

site. In connection with that, we had extensive geological work done.

The hydraulic engineers who have been working on that project and

determine its feasibility are the same ones familiar with the work

done there . That is all available to us. I personally have not reviewed

that. But they have assured me that it is.

" Mr. REINECKE. On your fourth point, you indicate that Hualapai

peaking power is more attractive to us than peaking power generated

by other plants . Why is one peaking power of a better quality than

another ?

Mr. Goss. Well, I said

Mr. REINECKE. Without regard to the sources. If a plant is ope

rated at peaking power, we have to assume it is capable of being

operated efficiently under those circumstances. I am wondering why

hydropeaking power is better than nuclear or thermal peaking power.

Mr. Goss. Well, for one thing it is readily available . A hydrounit

you can start in a matter of minutes. Or you can have it spinning on

the line and immediately available .
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Mr. REINECKE. You are saying that hydro is more adaptable to

peaking power than thermal or nuclear ?

Mr. Goss. That is right. And there is a lesser cost.

Mr. REINECKE. No difference in the quality ?

Mr. Goss. That is considered better quality , sir.

Mr. REINECKE. I do not fully understand this. I am a customer

of yours. I am a taxpayer of the city of Los Angeles and a member

of this committee.

Weare going to invest a hundred million dollars roughly .

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. REINECKE. And for this this is a prepayment on capacity

only ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. REINECKE. Who owns that capacity ?

Mr.Goss. The Government will own it.

Mr. REINECKE. And the department of water and power will have

no equity in this facility whatsoever ?

Mr.Goss . Just a lifetime use of it, I hope.

Mr. REINECKE. A lifetime use ?

Mr.Goss, That is what I would like. ' ,

Mr.REINECKE. But you havenot talked to the Bureau yet ?

Mr. Goss. I am sure of 50 years.

Mr. REINECKE. I am pleased to see that you say you want to build

your own transmission lines. I think that is fine.

You say the plant's financial contribution to the development fund

will be greater. Is this because of a lower initial investment on the

part of the FederalGovernment?

Mr. Goss. It is because you have 5 million kilowatts upon which

you can make some profit rather than a million and a half.

Mr. REINECKE, Now , talking about pumping substantial water back

up above the dam , for the pump-back unit . You say under the new

concept low -cost energy from thermal plants will be used to pump

water back . Where is this thermal energy coming from ?

Mr. Goss. Ours will come, I imagine, from the Mojave plant in the

early years. Later on, from nuclear plants.

Mr. REINECKE, Could we say if we did not build this , we would not

need to build Mojave ? If we can consume the substantial part of the

capacity of either Four Corners or Mojave, then we do not need them

right now ?

Mr. Goss. This would be off peak energy from Mojave.

Mr. REINECKE. Mojave, I understood , was to run at a very high

plant factor.

Mr. Goss. That is right.

Mr. REINECKE. You said it was offpeak ? ' ' . '

Mr.Goss . I am speaking of system peak.

Mr. REINECKE. It is not from Mojave. It is from the system !

Mr.Goss. It is from the system .

Mr. REINECKE.'Again , on page 3 , you say the full value of the re

source can only be obtained by complete integration into the systems

of the utilities in the area. i :

And yet you have not talked with any of these other utilities. I

understand there are 35 or 40 such utilities generally in the WEST

organization .
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Mr. Goss. Yes, sir . . ' '

: Mr.REINECKE. Do you feelthat these other companies will go along

with you ?

Mr. Goss . Well, I feel it would be an attractive scheme, that is as

far as I can go. It certainly is attractive to us. I see no reason why

it would not be attractive to them .

Mr. REINECKE. As a customer — what is in it forme as a customer ?

I am investigating part ofmy $ 100 million . Where does the depart

mentofwater and power get thatmoney back ?

Mr. Goss. In the first place, if we do not invest a hundred million

dollars here for this capacity, we will have to invest in some other

plant for the same amount of capacity, because every year the demand

on our system goes up, it increases doubles in 10 years. So every

year we have to bring additional generating capacity on . So, if we do

not put the hundred million here, we will put it in some other plant

in order to meet our demand and not shut our system down , and cut

your lights off. And by virtue of the economy of this development, as

it applies to the department of water and power, and the fact that

we have got this very economical transmission scheme, by increasing

the capacity of our Boulder lines, this should enable us to help main

tain the low rates that you are now paying for electricity, which is our

objective.

Mr. REINECKE. I thank you for that. Again , to the power market,

it has been my impression from talking to a number of people that

we were in pretty good shape as far as peaking capacity up to 1972

or 1973, and at that timewe were going to begin to develop problems.

I have also been assured since then from several private organizations

that the private companies , the utilities, have no fearof construction of

enough capacity beyond that to take care of the problem . And yet

you are suddenly dumping 5 million kilowatts of peaking energy

along with 1,350 megawatts from the intertie, and some 1,200 mega

watts from Castaic, and I do not know how much from Glen . But it

looks like we are going to have something on the order of 10 million

kilowatts of peaking energy in a market that I do not feel is ready

for it and will not be ready for it by 1975.

Mr. Goss . I do not believe that all of the capacity of this project

will be needed in 1975. But in the period following 1975 until theearly

1980's 1981, and 1982 perhaps, I have said in the report, 6 years,addi

tional capacity will have to be added . No doubt there will be large

nuclear or thermal plants. A great deal of it certainly will be large

coal-burning plants in the area near Four Corners.

If we are going to operate those low - energy -cost, thermal plants,

efficiently , then we have to have a certain amount of additional

capacity that operates efficiently at a low - capacity factor, to integrate

with it. And that is the purpose this would serve.

Mr. REINECKE. Can you legally make a prepayment purchase of

this type ? ; .

Mr.Goss. Yes , sir.

Mr. REINECKE. Is this within your charter ?

Mr. Goss. I am assured by Mr. Tillman we can do this without a

charter amendment.

Mr. REINECKE . Dowehave thatmuch in the bank ?

76 –855 — 67 — 38
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Mr. Goos. No, sir. We do not need it yet, either.

Mr. REINECKE. The figures indicate $ 234 a kilowatt, I believe. Yet,

when I divide $540 million by 1,500 , I get 360. Is there a reason for

that ?

Mr. Goss . Yes. We took the transmission out. It was $ 188 mil

lion worth of transmission . We took that out. Because we are

only comparing the project at the bus bar exclusive of the transmis

sion system .

Mr. REINECKE. Is that the figure that was introduced in the esti

mates by the Bureau of Reclamation last year on the transmission

lines ?

Mr. Goss . Yes.

Mr. REINECKE. So that you have taken out the entire amount of

transmission, even though you are only talking about adding incre

mental?

Mr. Goss. This is a Government expenditure . I am only compar

ing the projects in effect at thebus bar.

Mr. REINECKE. You say on page 6 _ based on Federal cost ofmoney,

the annual cost of capacity is so much . Can you borrow money for

3 .22 percent ?

Mr. Goss. Well, historically , I think our cost of money is in that
neighborhood ; yes.

Mr.REINECKE. I did not realize you were doing that well.

Mr. HANSEN . Is this tax free ?

Mr.Goss. Tax -free revenue bonds.

· Mr. REINECKE. In the case of pumpback - we are going to have to

buy this from offpeak , as you say ,Mojave or Four Corners or North

west or wherever ?

Mr.Goss. It would come out of our system .

Mr. REINECKE. What price is that power ?

Mr. Goss. Somewhere around 1.8 mills per kilowatt-hour.

Mr. REINECKE. You are going to turn around and regenerate it

back and resell it for how much ?

Mr. Goss. No. Weare going to pump thewater up there and reuse

it for our own system .

Mr. REINECKE. You have to credit the system ,do you not ?

Mr. Goss. I would think , although this is a matter for negotiation ,

we would pump water up into the reservoir, and get a credit for so

many kilowatt hours that we could use in our units, for supplying

our system .

Mr. REINECKE. Without keeping track of how much it was, other

than just total kilowatt-hours. My point is this .

As I understand pumped storage, you lose about one-third in the

process of going around the circle .

Mr.Goss. That is right.

Mr. REINECKE. So, you are really adding 50 percent to the cost of

your pumping power you are buying in the first place.

Mr. Goss. Yes. Actually what that amounts to , I think , on a 1.8

mill basis considering our Castaic project , which is a similar opera

tion — the cost of the energy in the reservoir , ready to be released

when we want to use it, will be somewhere around 2 .2 mills. That

is to be compared with an average cost of power on our system , of
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about 3 mills, and a cost on peak when this might be offset, in the

neighborhood of 5 mills. So it is a very economical source of energy .

Mr. REINECKE. Inasmuch as you have not talked with the Bureau

you indicated earlier you were not willing to purchase power from the

original Hualapai proposal because it was 3 mills and $ 10 a

kilowatt of capacity. How much do you think

Mr. Goss. And furtherfore, because we had no flexibility in inte

grating this, using it from time to time throughout the week , year,

so that we would make the most effective use of it. That is the secret

of this.

Mr. REINECKE. What do you feel the Bureau will charge you for

this power ?

Mr. Goss. I have no idea . Based on my analysis of it, they will

charge us a price somewhat higher than $ 4 a kilowatt for the capacity.

Mr. REINECKE. I am sure they well. The way they justify things

around here is $ 10 and 3 mills, as you well know . And if they

come in here telling us all of a sudden they can build these things

for $ 4 and maybe 212 mills, they are going to be in trouble on a lot

of other projects.

Mr. Goss. In their proposed 10 – 3 , they included transmission to

the load centers, you see. That was not at the bus. Now , if you

take this $ 188 million in transmission , and take this power back to

the bus, you would come at somewhere around $ 4 a kilowatt and

3 mills.

Mr. REINECKE. The bus bar is where ?

Mr.Goss. The busbar is at the plant.

Mr. REINECKE. Where ?

Mr. Goss. AtHualapai, for example.

Mr. REINECKE. AtHualapai. And you say you are saving that

in other words, if they were charging $ 10 and 3 mills at the dam .

Mr. Goss. No, they were charging $ 10 and 3 mills at the load

center in Phoenix

Mr. REINECKE. The load center, then , was where in the previous

consideration ?

Mr. Goss. It was an area load center. It was a postage stamp rate

over an area. It could be in Phoenix .

Mr. REINECKE. You indicated you would only have a 4 - foot level

variation in the reservoir approximately.

Mr. Goss. Our preliminary studies indicate it is less than 4 feet

under normal operation .

Mr. REINECKE. This is strange, too , becauseagain our friends down

at the Bureau have indicated a 10 - foot requirement to operate a 11

million -kilowatt plant. You are operating a 5 -million -kilowatt plant.

Mr.Goss. Was that a pump storage plant ?

Mr. REINECKE. No.

Mr.Goss. I am talking about a pump storage.

Mr. REINECKE. Are you pumping at the same time you are gen

erating ?

Mr. Goss. No. As I remember this — and I am certainly no expert

in this and this committee has heard day after day of this. But

I believe the 10 feet was at Marble, and I thought the 4 feet was at

Bridge originally. But I could be wrong.
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Mr. REINECKE. I thought 10 feet was at Bridge.

Mr. Goss. I believe the 4 feet was at Bridge.

Mr. REINECKE. This is quite amazing, that you can put 312 times

the water through without varying the lake more than 4 feet.

Mr. Goss. Wemay not put any more water through. It depends

on how the units are operated . .

Mr. REINECKE. And yet you are going to generate 342 times more

power ?

Mr. Goss. We produce this capacity . How that capacity is used ,

whether it just spinning there with no load, no water going through

at all, as it would be, certainly in our case

Mr. REINECKE. If you do not generate more energy, you cannot

justify a $ 720 million investment.

Mr.Goss. You can , by selling more capacity. You sell the capacity .

Mr. REINECKE, WEST has not seen this. I was going to ask if

they had agreed to the proposal, but obviously they have not .

Mr. Goss. No, sir.

Mr. REINECKE. Are you aware of the other WEST proposal to

build a steamplant up near Page ?

Mr. Goss. I knew a steamplant was going to be built up there

Let me say these are not WEST proposals . WEST is a study

organization , a means of getting all these utilities, public and private,

including the Bureau, together to coordinate the planning of our

facilities.

Now , when it comes to any particular project, that is not a WEST

project. It is a project of certain utilities who are also members of

WEST, who get together and build it. For example , Mojave, as it

is now planned , is a project in which the Salt River project, the

Nevada Power Co., Southern California Edison , and the Department

are going together to build a large coalburning plant. It is not a

WEST project. It is ours, the participants.

Mr. REINECKE. One final question . I am sure that we are all very

much interested in this particular proposal. But I am also sure that

wewould not be able to really finalize our opinions on it until we have

an opportunity to study it more. And the Bureau will have to give

us a report on this proposal. Is it possible for you to give us as a

part of the record, the detailed studies that have brought you to this

conclusion ?

Mr. Goss. Yes. But let me say this is a very preliminary study .

And for a project such as this, I certainly feel

Mr. REINECKE. I recognize that. But this is a very final piece of

legislation. We need your figures if we are going to include your

proposal in our consideration .

Mr. HOSMER . If the gentleman would yield - I think as they detail

this out for the Bureau , those figures will be developed there rather

than funnel it through the committee , which is not equipped for it.

Probably we will have to hear from the Bureau sometime on this

Mr. REINECKE. This is what I am getting at. I am sure the Bureau

will have to have the figures, and I am sure the committee will want

to see the figures.

Mr. ASPINALL. May I suggest this. There never hasbeen and never

will be from the Bureau or from anybody else, a final design before
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in that for a certain amount of money, una

in investigating committee before the authorization . Now , the wit

ness can only go so far. I hope, of course , that we will not have the

changes, like we are having on the Frying Pan -Arkansas, and some

of these other proposals. But most committees do not even dig in

o the depthsthat we do.

Mr. Johnson . Would the gentleman yield ? I think a good example

of this is the powerhouse at Grand Coulee. We authorized a certain

'apacity in that for a certain amount ofmoney, and within 6 months

fter they got into the final design , they came back to us and stated

hey were going to increase the capacity and double it.

Mr. REINECKE. There is no question about this. I simply say I

feel we have to have more specific details before we can include this

n the legislation .

Mr. Goss. Mr. Reinecke, may I say I certainly intend to discuss

his in great detail with Reclamation . Certainly from the standpoint

of staff and their knowledge of Government financing they are in the

very best position to make an analysis of it. And I would expect they

would .

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you, no further questions.

Mr. STEIGER . You stated you would be able to dispose of or sell

1 ,200,000 kilowatts in this 250-mile radius in Hualapai market area

n the 6 years

Mr. Goss. Plus southern California .

Mr.STEIGER . Plus southern California .

Mr. Goss. Not to sell it. I think there is a market there. Selling

involves a price .

Mr. STEIGER. A market for it. You yourself are prepared if the

market is appropriate to purchase a million kilowatts .

Mr.Goss. Yes, in that neighborhood, yes, sir.

Mr. STEIGER. Who do you anticipate specifically would purchase

it other - in that case it would be the other 4 ,200 ,000. What specific

Inarket areas did you have in mind ?

Mr. Goss. Well, for example, right here at the meeting I discussed

his with Mr. Ivan Patrik Head , of Nevada, and they are very inter

ested . I would think that I would hope that all the utilities, public

and private, would find this attractive, and wish to participate. So it

would be generally the whole area of utilities in Arizona , Nevada,

southern California .

Mr. STEIGER . But you came to the committee with this proposition ,

having made determination that there was available 4 ,200 ,000 kilowatts

to be marketed in a specific area , and discussed it with only one of the

potential users in that area ; is that correct ?

Mr. Goss. I did not really - I just had this discussion with Mr.

Head today .

Mr. STEIGER. Did he make a commitment to you as to how many

kilowatts ?

Mr.Goss. No; he said he was interested .

Mr. STEIGER . Was there any purpose in not discussing with these

other potential users the possibility - I will put it this way : You do

recognize you would have strengthened your position before the com

mittee if you could have come in with even the most tentative inter

est expressed by specific consumers?
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Mr. Goss. I greatly regret that time did not permit me to do this.

And I realize that this committee is faced with a problem as a result of

the fact I have not been able to do it. But I simply have been work

ing on this under a full head of steam 7 days a week , all night the

other night, trying to get it ready to present to the committee . I

simply have not had time.

Mr. STEIGER. You do recognize that your position is weaker becaux

these people were not contacted ?

Mr. Goss . Yes, sir. It would have been much stronger had they

been .

Mr. STEIGER. And your contention is that the only reason you wid

not contact them was simply thetimeelement ?

Mr. Goss. That is not my contention . That is what I said , Jir.

Steiger.

Mr.STEIGER. You also recognize that at least one result of this plan ,

which is a very exciting and interesting plan , will be to very possibly

delay the consideration of this committee. Is that not so ? Did you

consider that possibility ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir ; I did .

Mr. AsPINALL. If the gentleman will yield to me- - I think that is

matter for the chairman of the committee and the subcommittee chair

man to determine. I see no reason why this should unduly delay this

committee 's considerations any more than hasbeen planned .

Mr. STEIGER . Thank you , Mr. Chairman. I just wanted to arrive at

the point — the point was the value of the commitment from the other

consumers would have been a very significant one as far as the consid

eration ofthe committee. I stand corrected .

Mr. ASPINALL. Wemay get those.

Mr. HOSMER . Would the gentleman yield ?

The witness haspointed out himselfthere is an urgency on this which

will cause you to get the CAP this year. Wecannot delay or this whole

thing is out. Hehas been badgered.

Mr. STEIGER. I would like to assure my friend I have no intentio

ofbadgering the witness. And I would like to assure him ofmy genu

ine interest in the plan.

Mr. UDALL. Would my colleague yield so I can badger him a little !

You said I think on two occasionshere — you have responded by saving

while you were not interested in buying from the 1.5 million Hualapa :

asoutlined in the pending bill, that you would be very much interested

in buying a million kilowatts from this 5 -million -capacity, pump-back

Hualapaithat you propose.

Now ,myquestion is Your agency now has pending before the FPG

an application to build the Hualapai Dam !

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr. UDALL. If there is no FederalHualapai, or if there is no Huala

pai of the kind that you propose here today, would your department

still be interested in pursuing that application before the FPC ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir. Although we have always said that we consider

this an area resource that should be developed as such , with others par

ticipating . And I feel so strongly about this , that I would be willing

to pursue this with others to see if we can 't go ahead with it .

Mr. UDALL . Thank you.
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Mr. STEIGER . Mr. Goss, how long do you estimate it would take - I

guess you would call it — to complete a reconnaissance study ofsufficient

detail to allow it to be evaluated by either Reclamation or other inter

ested groups ?

Mr.Goss . Well, I would expect Reclamation to make such a study.

I proposed this as a Federal project. And certainly they are the proper

ones to do it if they are interested .

Mr. STEIGER . It is your position then at this time your idea is now

ready for a Reclamation analysis ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. STEIGER, I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . Mr. Burton ?

Mr. BURTON of California . I have no questions.

Mr. JOHNSON . No questions from the gentleman from California .

Mr. Goss, you mentioned in your statement earlier that you have

becomemore interested in this after December 31.

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr. JOHNSON . That was due to the withdrawal of the power ap

plications. That expired on December 31,did it ?

Mr. Goss. That is right. I had a decision to make. Do we pursue

this now that the moratorium has run out ? And so I asked my people

to have a look at it.

Mr. Johnson . Well, now , in connection with your participation in

the intertie, in the early years of your contract, now pending before

the Secretary of Interior for final approval, you bought capacity out

ofthe Northwest ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr. JOHNSON . And someof that was Canadian ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. Johnson. The balance of that over the years, that capacity will

bebuilt into the Bonneville system itself ?

Mr.Goss. That is right.

Mr. Johnson . And they will firm your capacity and you will come

up to about 528,000 kilowatts of capacity ?

Mr.Goss. That is right.

Mr. Jounson . I think you are participating in the Bonneville proj

ect and its future developments ?

Mr.Goss. Yes, sir.

Mr. Johnson . Now , another thing is in the WEST organization

of this particular area, for these coal-fired plants, they have made a

study of theone that is proposed at Page, Ariz .?

Do you know , from your participation, did the organization that

was going to build Page ever get together and make an honest offer

to the Bureau of Reclamation for power for public purposes ?

Mr. Goss, I don 't know that they did. I have no knowledge on

that. I knew about Page, because it was discussed . Wehad no inter

est in that plant, that particular plant.

Mr. Johnson . Then probably you do not know the actual organiza

tions that are participating in Page at the present time?

Mr.Goss. No, sir .

Mr. JOHNSON . And you would not know anything about the actual

offering of the necessary pumping power or prepaid power out of the

Page plant?
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Mr. Goss . Only what I read in the Secretary's reporton February 1.

Mr. JOHNSON . Seemingly there is a rumor there has never been a

firm offer made that the organization put together really. Now , they

speak aboutWEST. I am glad you brought this up. BecauseWEST

is just an organization formed to put this together. After they de

veloped the potential down there, individual private companies and

public agencies get together and agree to build a certain plant ?
Mr. Goss. That is correct.

Mr. JOHNSON. I don 't know whether this actually has been put to

gether at Page or not.

Mr.Goss. Nor do I.

Mr. JOHNSON . Or whether there has ever been any firm offer for

the prepaid participation on the part of the Government in the Page

plant.

I should have asked the Secretary the other day and Mr. Dominy

andMr. Holum when they were here, but I forgot about it. I will in

the very near future.

Now anothermatter I am sure you are confronted with — not only

you , but the other private utilities in your area of operation now , is

that there be no more gas or coal-fired plants within that area I

assume?

Mr. Goss. Wehave been notified of that.

Mr. JOHNSON. So you have to get out and seek a source of energy

from some other area, if you are going to use gas or coal, and you

are pioneering in the nuclear field now within the area. And then

I presume you look at Hualapai here as your greatest hydro poten

tial left in that area ?

Mr. Goss. Yes, sir .

Mr. JOHNSON . You have had experience in that area , you know

exactly what you can do ?

Mr.Goss . Yes, sir.

Mr. JOHNSON . That will be all.

I would certainly say as the chairman of this subcommittee that

you have made a very fine witiness here, you and your group this

afternoon . And while this is a very new subject matter to come into

this picture, I am sure that the committee and subcommittee will

pursue this further, and as we rock along the road to finalization of

a piece of legislation , it will probably havemany more hearings, both

with the Bureau and yourself or your organization , before this would

be a reality ?

Do you have any further questions ?

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I would ask unanimous consent that

any new information that the witness can furnish to us within the

time permitted for this hearing be permitted to be placed in the

record at this point.

Mr. Johnson . You have heard the request of the chairman of the

full committee, Mr. Aspinall. Is there objection ?

If not, we will ask you , Mr. Goss, and your people to give us

further information on this . It is intended that the record will be

held open for 10 days after we complete the hearing, for such

information .

That is a very short period of time.
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Mr, Goss. I will endeavor to supply this committee with all the

information I can find that would aid their understanding of the

project.

Mr. McFARLAND. If that would include any backup information

for your statement, particularly with respect to future power mar

keting and so forth , and the effect upon the fund — any information

along that line that would support your statement would be helpful.

Mr. Goss. Thank you very much . Yes, sir .

Mr. JOHNSON . We want to thank you ,Mr. Goss, and your people,

for appearing here today .

Mr.Goss. Thank you, sir .

( Information requested follows:)

DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER,

The City of Los Angeles, March 25 , 1967.

Hon. HAROLD T. JOHNSON ,

Chairman , Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation ,

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,

House of Representatives, Washington, D . C .

DEAR MR. JOHNSON : Accompanying this letter is back -up information in sup

port of the statement which I made before your Subcommittee on March 17 ,

1967, proposing the development of an enlarged Hualapai Project as a part of

the Colorado River Basin Project.

This back -up information includes : ( a ) A general description of the project ;

( b ) Transmission and Power Market Data ; ( c ) Estimate of Cost to Government

and effect on Development Fund.

You also requested for the Subcommittee's file a copy of the study that had

been made by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power in connection

with importation of water. This was the “ Snake-Colorado Project," a copy of

which is also furnished . de

Congressman Thomas S . Foley requested that I find out if the Department of

Water and Power has studied the comparative costs of desalination and impor

tation . In response to that request, I have determined that the Department has

not studied the comparative costs of desalination and importation , The Snake

Colorado Project report considered only the cost of that plan of importation as

compared to the Pacific Southwest Water Plan.

This opportunity to present additional information related to the statement

which Imade before your Subcommittee is appreciated .

Sincerely yours,

FLOYD L . Goss,

Chief Electrical Engineer and AssistantManager.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION TO STATEMENT BY FLOYD L , Goss, CHIEF ELECTRICAL *

ENGINEER AND ASSISTANT MANAGER, Los ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF WATER

AND POWER

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

PROPOSED TUALAPAI POWER PROJECT

Recent development of the highly efficient reversible pump turbine and the

reversible electric drive unit 'which functions both as a motor and, in reverse,

as a generator , makes possible the expansion of a potential hydroelectric devel

opment to a much greater generating capacity . At Hualapai, our preliminary

studies indicate that through the use of reversible pump turbines, an installation

of 5 ,000 MW would produce much greater benefits than the original proposed

1,500 MW project utilizing conventional hydraulic turbines.

Basically , such a hydroelectric power storage project functions to convert off

peak electric energy which would generally be available to each of the partici

pating utilities, into potential energy , i. e ., the energy of water pumped to a

higher elevation by the reversible unit. This stored potential energy is then

available during on -peak load periods to drive the turbines , developing on -peak

energy which is of much greater value than the off- peak energy which was

utilized for pumping. During off -peak periods, any water utilized , in excess of

stream flow , would be restored by pumping.
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Project Design

The Hualapai Dam and Reservoir are proposed to be the same as those de

signed by the Bureau of Reclamation as indicated in the Pacific Southwest Water

Plan, Bridge Supplement, Modified , dated January, 1964.

Figure 1 indicates the proposed power plant layout which is also based on the

Bureau of Reclamation design referred to above ; however, two underground

power plants are indicated instead of one. Our preliminary design sketch indi

cates six units , each of 425 Mw capacity for each plant. Actual number and

sizes of units installed , as well as staging thereof, would be determined by the

participants.
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Figure 2 indicates a single generating unit and its associated water ways

This preliminary layout indicates a downstream surge chamber. Final design

studies may indicate that this will not be necessary , depending on machine

characteristics and length of the tailrace discharge conduit .

The tailbay, which is commonly called the lower forebay for a pumped storage

project, would be created by excavation of a tailrace discharge channel down

stream from the plant to the site of a weir . It is planned to excavate all of the

loose material, sand, gravel, and boulders from the river channel, and, in addi

tion , to excavate , by blasting, a channel of adequate width to handle the design

generation flow of 95,000 cubic feet per second .

Due to the extremely flat slope of the river channel downstream from the

Hualapai Dam site, it is possible to create a pumping forebay of any desired

volume.

This weir will be located at a suitable distance downstream , and constructed

to such an elevation as to provide a storage of approximately 40,000 acre feet.

It will be a reinforced concrete structure designed as a full over-flow spillway

having a capability of passing 500 ,000 cfs, which is the design flood flow . In the
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FIGURE 2
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ower portion of the tailbay weir will be a number of slide gates which can be

pened to permit passage of the design generation flow of 95,000 cfs .

When it is desired to accumulate water in the tailbay for pumping during the

forthcoming off -peak period , these slidegates will be closed by remote control

from the power plant. Under these conditions, water from the turbine dis

harge will accumulate in the tailbay, and be available for pump-back at the

lose of the generation period .

Project Operation

The operation of this project has been analyzed on a daily and a weekly basis

n terms of its effect on the water surface elevation in Huala pai Reservoir.

igure 3 indicates the variation in the elevation of the water surface of Hualapai

Reservoir during a normal weekly operating cycle. The variation on weekdays

indicated as 2 . 7 feet. However, on Saturdays and Sundays, the variation is

pproximately 1. 8 feet. The large surface area of the Hualapai Reservoir per

aits the operation of this pumped storage cycle on a weekly basis with these

mall variations in the elevation of the water.

When a generating unit , conventional or reversible , of any participant, is not

o service for either pumping or generation, this unit would probably be utilized

s spinning reserve. Under this condition , it is running as a motor, synchronized

o the system , and immediately available to pick up load . Compressed air is

ntroduced into the runner space , forcing the water level down to a lower eleva

ion , so that the turbine runner turns in air, not water. Due to the large storage
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FIGURE 3
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capacity of Hualapai Reservoir, in a large-scale emergency involving a number

of the participants, and perhaps extending over a period of many hours, the

entire project generating capacity would be available until the cause of the

emergency was rectified .

Advantages of the Hualapai Site

The Hualapai site is unique in that it combines all of the following :

1. The geologic structure of the canyon permits the construction of a rela

tively inexpensive arc dam of sufficient height to develop hydroelectric power in

a very economic manner.

2 . Due to the very shallow slope of the river channel downstream from the

Hualapai Dam site , it is possible to create a pumping ' forebay of any desired

volume,

3. The proximity of the upper forebay (Hualapai Reservoir) to the lower

pumping forebay , represents a tremendous economic advantage for this loca

tion . This proximity results in a minimum expense for water ways, and also

minimal friction -head losses which , in many projects , would be a significant eco

nomic factor.

4 . The flow of the Colorado River being regulated upstream at Glen Canyon

is an ideal circumstance. This permits the operation of a large project of 5 ,000

Mw for an appreciable period without pumping ; in contrast, pumped storage

projects generally have to pump all of the water which they utilize at an over-all

cycle efficiency of approximately 70 percent.

The combination of these attributes at one location is a rare circumstance.

This is especially true, considering the magnitude of the flow involved . Few

locations in the entire United States would provide the setting for the develop

ment of such a large peaking power plant.

TRANSMISSION AND POWER MARKET

Transmission

Figure 4 is a map showing existing and planned generation and transmission
in the Pacific Southwest.
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Power Market

The load estimates for 1975 and 1980 were taken from studies made by WEST

Associates . The area included in the circle of radius 250 miles shown on Figure 4.

plus Southern California , was taken to be the power market area for Hualapai.

COST TO GOVERNMENT AND EFFECT ON DEVELOPMENT FUND

The total Federal investment for the Huala pai Unit as presented in the Hous

Interior and Insular Affairs Committee report on H . R , 4671 (89th Congress ) was

$529 million . The Paria River silt detention dam originally included in the

Marble Canyon Unit was estimated to cost $ 11 million . The breakdown by major

components is shown in the following table :

Federal investment in 1,500 ,000 kilowatt Hualapai project as estimated by the

U . S . Bureau of Reclamation

Milliona

ofdollar

Hualapai Dam and Reservoir .

Powerplant - - - - - - - - - -

Transmission system - - - - - - - -

Construction camp and other facilities

Coconino Dam and Reservoir . 1 .

1

Subtotal

Paria Dam and Reservoir - - - - 11

Total

Non -Federal financing of the transmission lines would reduce the Federal

investment by $ 188 million . The Federal investment could be further reduce

by non -Federal financing of the power plant. The reversible units required for

the 5 ,000 ,000 -kw peaking pumped-storage project would cost more per kilowatt

than conventional units required for a 1 ,500,000 -kw plant. However, the unit

costs of the larger plant would be lower for such items as the powerhouse , larger

units, intake structures, penstocks and tailrace facilities. For the purposes of

this preliminary study we used the same unit cost for the complete power plant

as estimated by the U . S. Bureau of Reclamation . The 40,000 acre-foot afterbas
is estimated to cost $ 50 million . Depending upon the extent of Federal invest

ment in the larger size power plant, the total Federal investment would range

from $ 254 million to $ 728 million as shown in the following Table :

Federal investment in proposed 5 ,000 ,000-kilowatt Hualapai project

of dollars

Ilua la pai Dam and Reservoir - - - - -

('onstruction camp and other facilities

('oconino Dam and Reservoir - - - - -

Paria Dam and Reservoir - - - -

Ilualapai afterbay - - - - -

1

+

1

Minimum Federal investment. - -

Powerplant

('onstruction camp - -

T .

1
1

- - - -

1
1

- - -

Maximum Federal investment. - - - - - - - - 725

The Federal investment in a 1, 500 ,000 -kw Hualapai Project exclusive of trans

mission lines is $ 352 million , or $ 234 per kilowatt. The estimated $728 million

cost for the 5 ,000 ,000 -kw Hualapai Project results in a unit cost of $ 146 per kw .

Use of the current Federal interest rate of 3 .225 % and the maximum payout

period of 50 years gives an annual capital cost of capacity at the bus bar of

$ 9 .30 per kw - yr. for the smaller project, and $ 5 .85 per kw -yr. for the larger

project, a difference of $ 3 .51 per kw -yr. Wehave notmade a detailed year-hr

year payout analysis of the larger project, since the U . S . Bureau of Reclamation

has an established computer program which can accomplish this task . Ale .

te precise termsand conditions for the sale of capacity and energy are a matter
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for future negotiation. However, our preliminary studies show that there is no

doubt that the larger plant will produce greater revenue to the Development

Fund than the smaller plant.

We have assumed that the cost of power for pumping for the Central Arizona

Project will remain the same as estimated by the Bureau of Reclamation ( 2 .5

mills per kilowatt-hour for irrigation and $ 10 per kw - yr. and 3 mills per kwh

for municipaland industrial pumping) . Appropriate arrangements can be made

with the utilities to deliver the energy to the pumping plants.

An approximation of the contribution to the Development Fund is as follows :

Amount

( in millions )

Annual amortization of maximum Federal investment in 50 years at

Federal interest rate of 3 . 225 percent = $ 728 ,000 ,000 X .0405 - - - - - - - - - - - - $ 29, )

Less annual sale of streamflow energy as estimated by U . S . Bureau of

Reclamation 16. 5

Annual amount to be paid by capacity charge. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 13. 0

Annual capacity charge required to amortize investment = $ 13,000,000

5 ,000,000 - 12.60

Annual operation , maintenance, and replacement- - - - - - - 1. 00

Totalannual cost of capacity at bus bar. 13. 60

1 Per kilowatt year.

If capacity at the bus bar were to be sold for as little as $ 1 .60 per kw -yr., the

contribution to the Development Fund from Hualapai Project would be $ 250

million at the end of the 50 -year payout period , and $ 1. 1 billion at the end of

75 years. If capacity were to be sold for $ 7 .00 per kw -yr., the contribution to the

Development Fund would be $ 2 .0 billion at the end of 75 years. A complete

financial payout study using the Bureau of Reclamation schedules would show

larger contributions if Hoover-Parker- Davis funds were utilized for a rapid

repayment of the Hualapai Project and a reduction in Hualapai interests costs,

The above values are also conservative since they do not include contributions

to the Development Fund from the additional energy produced from the addi

tional head made available by the afterbay excavation . By comparison , the

Bureau of Reclamation estimated that the 1,500 ,000 -kw Huala pai plant would

contribute about $ 845 million to the Development Fund at the end of 75 years.

Mr. JOHNSON . Our next witness will be Mr. Thomas L . Kimball,

of the National Wildlife Federation .

We are very glad to have you here, Mr. Kimball. We understand

you just returned from a meeting in San Francisco. By the grape

vine, we heard you had endorsed the Hualapai Dam . We are glad

to receive you here today to give us the benefit of your organization 's

position .

STATEMENT OF THOMAS L. KIMBALL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.

NATIONALWILDLIFE FEDERATION

Mr. KIMBALL . Thank you , Mr. Chairman.

I am Thomas L . Kimball, executive director of the NationalWild

life Federation , which has headquarters here in Washington , D .C .

Ours is a nonprofit organization which seeks to attain conservation

goals through educational means. The federation has affiliates in

49 States. These affiliates, in turn , are made up of local groups and

individuals who, when combined with associate members and other

supporters of the NationalWildlife Federation, number an estimated

2 million persons .

I appreciate and welcome the invitation to appear here today

Except to file a letter relating to fishing lakes and the central Arizona
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project, the NationalWildlife Federation heretofore has not expressed

its position with respect to the proposals before the subcommittee.

I might add that I have just returned from a series of meetings in

California . Consequently, I have not been able to follow the testi

mony of other witnesses who have appeared before the committee

Before proceeding, however, I should point out that I am a native

of Arizona who was fortunate enough to administer State wildlife

agencies in both Arizona and Colorado before assuming my present

position . Therefore, I am acquainted with most of the Colorado

River and can identify personally with problems of the people who

reside in its watershed .

Attached is a copy of a resolution adopted last week by our

organization . While this resolution is self-explanatory, I should like

to enlarge briefly upon it. Obviously ,however, we will not comment

on all aspects of all bills under consideration here today .

First, we fully recognize the necessity to bring water into the

interior of Arizona. Without it, the growth of this State will be

severely handicapped .

Second, we hope that power for the central Arizona project can be

provided through thermal generation , thereby obviating the need

for any hydroelectric dams in the Grand Canyon area. We were

pleased when the Interior Department recommended the purchase of

power from a utility . We also believe that the Federal Government,

or the State of Arizona or its political subdivisions can follow the

precedent already established in the Tennessee Valley to utilize steam

generation for providing pumping power for the central Arizona

project.

Ideally, this steam generation would utilize nuclear energy . Of

course, a plant or plants also could utilize fossil fuels to achieve the

same objective. In the event such a plan is authorized , we recommend

that the principles of conservation be required ; ( 1 ) that cooling tow .

ers or other methods be used to avoid creating thermal pollution and

( 2 ) that any coal used for the project be mined under regulations

applying themaximum protection for and rehabilitation of the land

resources involved .

Third , if the Congress does not adopt the thermal generation con

cept, we believe that a high dam at the Hualapai - Bridge Canyon

site should be authorized ifmeasures are taken to protect units of the

national park system from the dangerous precedent of an invasion by

dams and reservoirs. Wehope that a narrow strip of land around the

resulting reservoir , and the waters, will be designated as a national

recreation area. We believe that the remaining lands in the Grand

Canyon NationalMonument should be combined with Grand Canyon

National Park , with its boundaries extended upstream to the Glen

Canyon National Recreation Area , generally as proposed by the chair

man and ranking minority member of this fine committee. Of course ,

one major benefit of such an extension would be to preclude the con

struction of a dam at theMarble Canyon site .

Weagree on inclusion in the park of a limited area to the rim of the

Vermillion Cliffs one-half mile on each side of the river through

House Rock Valley in the park . In order to create the least possible

disruption to Grand Canyon Game Preserve, the Kaibab National
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Forest , and other areas, we recommend that the extended boundaries

of Grand Canyon National Park be set as a half-mile on either side of

the centerline of the Colorado River rather than following contour

lines. Also attached to this statement is another resolution relating to

this park extension .

Because of language recognizing the possibility of a dam in the

area in the basic acts establishing both Grand Canyon NationalMonu

ment and Grand Canyon National Park , we do not regard such a re

vision of boundaries as compromising the integrity of these units of

the national park system . However,we prefer the alternate means of

no dams.

Fourth , and finally, Mr. Chairman , I should express one other hope

of our organization. Wehope that the committee, in legislation al

ready under consideration or by new introductions, will reserve for

itself all decisions on granting a license for any dam between Glen

Canyon Dam and Hoover Dam . Such a procedure, of course, would

call for a moratorium on licensing by the Federal Power Commission

even if the Congress does not take definitive action to enact legislation

for the Colorado River Basin or the central Arizona project.

Again , I thank you for the opportunity of appearing here today.

Mr. JOHNSON . I want to thank you , Mr. Kimball, for your state

ment. I presume you want both resolutions to appear in the record

following your statement.

Without objection , so be it ordered .

Hearing none, so ordered .

( Theresolutions referred to follow :)

COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT ACT

Whereas the program of the National Wildlife Federation is firmly based

on principles of conservation which recognize a reasonable balance between the

preservation and prudent use and development of natural resources for several

beneficial purposes, including fish and wildlife management and outdoor recrea

tion ; and

Whereas this Federation exerts a leadership role in the development and

protection of sound conservation practices, bringing matters in this vital area

of American life to the attention of the public ; and

Whereas various proposals would authorize a high dam at the Hualapai

(Bridge Canyon ) site for the purpose of providing revenues to help finance the

Central Arizona Project , whereby badly needed supplies of water would be

bronght into the interior of Arizona ; and

Whereas construction of Hualapai Dam would create new fish and wildlife

and outdoor recreational opportunities in the lower Colorado River Basin and

enhance properties owned by the Hualapai and Havasupai Indian tribes ; and

Whereas water salvage programs in some proposals recognize " a reasonable

degree of undisturbed habitat for fish and wildlife ; " and

Whereas specific provisions are made in some proposals for conservation of

scenic , historical, natural, wildlife and archeological features, as well as for

the public use and enjoyment of included lands, facilities, and water areas ; and

Whereas any Lower Colorado River development should consider this Federa

tion ' s policy of protecting the integrity of national parks and monuments :

Now , therefore, be it

Resowed, That the National Wildlife Federation , in annual convention as

rembled March 11, 1967, in San Francisco, California , hereby supports these

principles : ( 1 ) that power for pumping for the Central Arizona Project should

be provided through thermal generation ; ( 2 ) that, if the Congress will not

adopt the thermal generation concept, then a dam at the Hualapai site should

be favorably considered with Grand Canyon National Monument being incorpo

rated into Grand Canyon National Park and its boundaries adjusted to : create

76 -955 - 6739
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a narrow Park corridor northward along the west boundary of the Colorado

River, including the least amount of wildlife habitat, from the Park ' s present

eastern boundary to the southern boundary of the Glen Canyon National Recrea .

tion area , thereby pre -empting construction of Marble Canyon Damn by any

agency ; and , ( 3 ) create a national recreation area adjacent to the proposed

Hualapai reservoir in such a manner that the Reservoir will not invade either

Grand Canyon National Monument or Grand Canyon National Park .

GRAND CANYON NATIONAL GAME PRESERVE

Whereas by Act of Congress and proclamation of the President of the United

States, the Grand Canyon NationalGame Preserve was set aside for the protec

tion and production of the Kaibab mule deer and other native wildlife ; and

Whereas the area known as Kaibab North has attained national recognition

because of its ability to provide outstanding hunting and to produce outstanding

trophy mule deer ; and

Whereas the Kaibab North area provides an outstanding example of multiple

use resources management ; and

Whereas inclusion of this area in the Grand Canyon National Park would pre

clude hunting under present policies of the National Park Service ; and

Whereas hunting is necessary for proper management of the deer herd , keep

ing it in balance with the sustaining capability of the enviroment ; and

Whereas elimination of hunting from this area would result in a recurrence

of tragic deer die -offs prevalent in the past ; and

Whereas sportsmen have contributed in excess of $ 350,000 to enhance wildlife

values of the Preserve : Now , therefore, be it

Resolved , That the National Wildlife Federation , in annual convention as

sembled March 11, 1967, in San Francisco, California , hereby asserts its belief

that the present status and integrity of the Grand Canyon Game Preserve must

be maintained except, possibly , for a narrow strip of land bordering the Colorado

River which might be included in an extension of boundaries of Grand Canyon

National Park .

Mr. Johnson . The chairman of the full committee, Mr. Aspinall !

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I wish to thank Mr. Kimball , who

has proved his capability and his understanding so many times. He

has worked in Arizona and Colorado and here in Washington . I want

to thank him for the statement.

As I understand it , this is given in the spirit of trying to settle a

very complex problem . As far as the organization which you pres

ently head , as executive secretary , you would like to have the canyon

as free as it is at the present time. But knowing that there are possi

bilities that — even if this Congress did not authorize some construc

tion , such as the proposed Hualapai Dam - later on , even as the Secre

tary of Interior presently recommends, we will have to fight this prob

lem all over again . More than likely, if the power is needed , the fa

cility will be built. In that spirit, you are willing to go along with the

Hualapai Dam . Is that correct ?

Mr. KIMBALL . That is correct.

Mr. ASPINALL . Also, I think that you have evaluated , have you not,

the fight that would result on the floor of the House if we brought

up authorizing legislation permitting the Bureau of Reclamation to

own and operate thermal- fired plants, comparable to the authority

presently given to the TVA operation , which is not in the present

reclamation program ?

Mr. KIMBALL. Yes, we recognize that problem , and consequently

we came up with the other recommendation . In the event Congress

in its wisdom does notauthorize the thermalplants .

Mr. ASPINALL . And with the experience that you have had , while

trying to get water to Arizona , which do you think would be the more
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difficult fight at the present time: the fight to give the Bureau of

Reclamation this additional authority or the fight with some of those

people with whom you are associated and who are so sincerely dedi

cated to their position of complete preservation ? Which do you

think would be themost serious fight ?

Mr. KIMBALL. They are both extremely difficult,Mr. Chairman . I

would hesitate to determine which would be the most difficult, except

that private utilities , I think , would take an extremely dim view of

breaking into ground in this area. And of course, this will be up to

Congress to determine in its wisdom .

Mr. ASPINALL. You referred to other legislation relative to the

river. It is not before this committee, but I can assure you that I

wish to work as constructively as possible in trying to obtain our goals

as far askeeping the river inviolate from now on .

Mr. KIMBALL. I am hopeful that if the Hualapai Dam is author

ized , that the park can be extended , not only that portion of the

monument that would be included , but also the extension up to Lee's

Ferry and above, so that we can preempt any further developments

in the river, and maintain that hundred miles plus to the principal

part of theGrand Canyon inviolate .

Mr. ASPINALL. You realize that in the bill that was introduced by

inyself, relative to the change in the boundaries, all that I had in

mind was to continue , regardless of nomenclature- to continue the

area in the samecondition in which it is atthe present time.

Mr. KIMBALL . That is right.

Mr. ASPINALL . That is all,

Mr. JOHNSON. The gentleman from California , Mr. Hosmer.

Mr. HOSMER. Is that a fairly firm figure — 2 million members in the

group you represent ?

Mr. KIMBALL. Yes .

Mr.HOSMER. Do you know what the Sierra Club claims ?

Mr. KIMBALL. I am not familiar with their latest developments.

Mr. UDALL. The testimony yesterday was 47,000, or something like

that.

Mr. HOSMER. Thank you ; thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona , Mr. Udall.

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Kimball, I wanted to say your statement and the

action ofyour organization in California recently was one of themost

heartening things that happened in sometime, and restored by faith

in the reasonablenes of man . And I think it contrasts rather

markedly with that of another organization whose name was men

tioned just a moment ago here. Yesterday, I pointed out that they

had refused to accept two dams last year. I asked them if they would

accept a new proposal for one dam . They said " No." I said would

you accept a proposal if we lowered the dam 90 feet, and kept it away

from the national park ? " No." Would you accept if we lowered it

200 feet, and kept it out of the nationalmonument. They said " No."

I said would you accept as a compromise knocking the dam out alto

gether, but reserving the question for the next 5 years in the National

Water Commission as to whether we build a dam then ; and they said

" No." So I think the position of your organization is a realistic one ;

it is a statemanlike position , and one that, as I say , is heartening.

I thank you.
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Mr. ASPINALL. Would my colleague yield ? Do I understand that

my colleague is — you are damned if you do and you are damned if you

don 't . Is that it ?

Mr. UDALL. Yes.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Oregon , Mr.Wyatt ?

Mr. WYATT. I would like to thank you , Mr. Kimball, for your

remarks here, and would like to comment that I appreciate personally

the temperate tone of your statement and the responsible approach

and tactics which you have presented on behalf of your organization.

Mr. KIMBALL. Thank you .

Mr. Johnson. The gentleman from California, Mr. Burton ?

Mr. BURTON of California . No questions, Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California , Mr. Reinecke ?

Mr. REINECKE. No questions, Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Arizona,Mr. Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Kimball, do you see any relationship between the population

explosion and the construction ofa dam in the Grand Canyon National

Monument, or the Grand Canyon itself ?

Mr. KIMBALL . I am sorry , I did not get that.

Mr. STEIGER. Do not be dismayed, Mr. Kimball. You pointed out

that you had not had the advantage of listening to previous testimony .

This was a relationship established in previous testimony. I just

wondered if you had ever given the relationship of the two any

thought, in view of your role as a leading proponent of conservation ?

Mr. KIMBALL . No; I had not.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you. I have no further questions.

Mr. JOHNSON . Any questions by the staff ?

Wewant to thank you, Mr. Kimball, for giving us the benefit of

your paper here this afternoon .

Our next witness will be Robert T . Dennis, who is going to give us

the statement in behalf of the Izaak Walton League of America .

STATEMENT OF ROBERT T . DENNIS, ASSISTANT CONSERVATION

DIRECTOR , IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA

Mr. DENNIS. I am Robert T . Dennis, assistant conservation director

of the Izaak Walton League of America .

I have filed a short statement and resolution which I ask to be

printed in the record .

Mr. JOHNSON . Your request will be granted . Your statement will be

printed in the record in full as well as the resolution .

You may summarize your statement.

( The prepared statement follows :)

STATEMENT OF THE IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA, PRESENTED BY RORERT T .

DENNIS, ASSISTANT CONSERVATION DIRECTOR

I am Robert T . Dennis, Assistant Conservation Director of the Izaak Walton

League of America .

The League is a nationwide organization of citizens dedicated to the wise and

proper management and use of the Nation 's natural resources. We appreciate

the opportunity to appear before you today .
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The legislation under consideration here is a complex package. We support

the central purpose of all these bills - to head off a major water crisis in the

southwest .

We oppose construction of dams in the Grand Canyon . A resolution establish

ing that policy , adopted by our national convention of 1965 , is attached to our

statement. We request that it be included in the hearing record .

The League does not see any conflict between its opposition to Grand Canyon

dams and its support for the purpose of the legislation . Apparently the Admin

istration shares our view - we support the approach it has recommended .

Mr. Chairman, we outlined our position in considerable detail during committee

hearings of the last Congress. We see little need to burden the record with

repetition .

In closing , however, we wish to emphasize one other concern . The proposed

Hooker Project would invade the Gila Wilderness Area . We recognize that

such intrusion is permitted under terms of the Wilderness Act but specialaction

of the President is required .

The Wilderness Act, would also seem to require careful analysis of proposed

projects incompatible with its purposes and, at least by implication , a thorough

search for alternatives. No evidence of special consideration of this issue by

the Administration has come to our attention . Interior Department statements

make no mention of it . And, as nearly as we can determine, neither the Forest

Service nor the Department of Agriculture have recently discussed the problem

with this committee - or been asked to do so during consideration of Colorado

River legislation.

The Izaak Walton League believes this situation should be corrected . We

support the integrity of wilderness areas as we support the integrity of the

Grand Canyon . Perhaps Hooker Dam is another matter deserving attention

by a National Water Commission .

Mr. Chairman , thank you for considering our views.

DAMS ON LOWER COLORADO RIVER

Whereas the Grand Canyon National Park and Grand Canyon NationalMonu

ment comprise one of the world 's most remarkable scenic climaxes, are key

stones in the National Park System , and are recognized throughout the world

as symbols of America ' s far-visioned national park policy ; and,

Whereas proposals are now before Congress to construct two dams on the

Colorado River - one at Marble Canyon above the Park which would change

the river regimen through the Grand Canyon , and one at Bridge Canyon which

would create a reservoir flooding through the Monument and into the Park ,

inundating or damaging for all time vital elements and phenomena of this

unique and inspiring region ; and ,

Whereas such invasion would be clearly adverse to the purposes of the Monu

ment and Park , would serve no direct reclamation purpose , and would flout

President Theodore Roosevelt 's admonition to the American people : " I want to

ask you to do one thing in connection with the Grand Canyon in your own in

terests and in the interest of the country . Leave it as it is . You cannot improve

on it. The ages have been at work on it , and man can only mar it ," and ,

Whereas the policies of the Izaak Walton League of America and the prin

ciples of the National Park System hold that the purposes of national parks

and monuments are for conserving areas of unique scenic, ecologic, geologic ,

historic, and related natural values unimpaired for the benefit of all the people

and such invasion , if permitted , would carry an awesome threat to the very

foundations of theNational Park System ; and,

Whereas the proposed Bridge and Marble Canyon dams would in no way

contribute to the water needs of the southwest, but are conceived solely for the

purpose of producing hydroelectric power to finance a water supply project else

where in the region ; and ,

Whereas coal, shale oil , and atomic energy offer alternative sources of electric

power for thearea : Now , therefore, be it

Resolved by The Izaak Walton League of America in convention assembled

this 19th day of June, 1965 , at Cody, Wyoming, That it opposes construction of

dams at Bridge Canyon and Marble Canyon on the lower Colorado River, or any

other regimentation of the Colorado River between Glen Canyon Dam and Hoover

Dam which would have similar impact upon the National Park and the Na

tionalMonument.
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Mr. DENNIS . Mr. Chairman , last year in the last Congress, before

this committee we went into some details of our concern about both

the proposals to constructMarble Canyon andHualapaiDams. There

has been no change in that. I do not believe, then , thatwe would need

to go through that sequence again .

The league is opposed to both of those dams. We do support the

purposes of the legislation to improve the water resources situation in

the Southwest. We gather that this general viewpoint is now shared

by the administration , and support its approach .

I would like to go into — just take a little time to talk about the

Hooker project in New Mexico. This proposal, as we understand it ,

would invade theGila wilderness area. We recognize such intrusions

permitted under the terms of the Wilderness Act, but that special

action of the President is required in that regard . The Wilderness

Act would also seem to require careful analysis of proposed projects

incompatible with its purposes, and at leastby implication a thorough

search for alternatives to such projects. No evidence of special con

sideration of this issue by theadministration has cometo our attention .

The Interior Department statements make no mention of it , and as

nearly as we can determine, neither the Forest Service nor the Depart

ment of Agriculture has recently discussed the problem with the

committee .

Webelieve that this situation would be corrected . In short, what

we are asking I think is that there be presented to the public some of

the aspects of this proposal so that we can judge it more fully. Cer

tainly we do support the integrity of wilderness , as we support the

integrity of the Grand Canyon . Just a request on our part, I guess,

that this issue be broughtout in the open also.

Mr. Chairman , wethank you for considering our views.

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you for your statement.

The gentleman from Colorado, Mr. Aspinall.

Mr. ASPINALL .Mr. Chairman , I don 't believe I have any questions

of Mr. Dennis.

Mr. Johnson. The gentleman from California , Mr. Hosmer ?

Mr. HOSMER. No questions.

Mr. Johnson. The gentleman from Arizona,Mr. Udall ?

Mr. UDALL. Pass.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Oregon ,Mr.Wyatt?

Mr. WYATT. I have no questions.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California ,Mr. Burton ?

Mr. BURTON of California . No questions.

Mr. Johnson. The gentleman from California , Mr. Reinecke ?

Mr. REINECKE. No questions.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Arizona,Mr. Steiger ?

Mr. STEIGER . No questions,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON. We want to thank you , Mr. Dennis. I notice your

organization appeared here last year, and your testimony is in the old

record . And your statement and resolution will be in this record .

Thank you .

Our next witness is Mr. Alan P . Carlin .

Mr. Carlin , are you supported with another gentleman who wishes

to participate ?
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Mr. CARLIN . I regret that my colleague, Dr. Hoehn, is unable to

be here as he had hoped , due to urgent medical problems. And I

would ask that Mr. Laurence Moss might be able to assist me in his

area of expertise .

Mr. Johnson . All right. Mr. Carlin .

You have a very strong statement here. Your statement will be

placed in the record at this point in full. Wehope that you can sum

marize your statement for us.

Mr. CARLIN . Yes, sir .

Mr. JOHNSON . All right.

You may proceed .

STATEMENT OF ALAN P. CARLIN, ECONOMIST; ACCOMPANIED BY

LAURENCE I. MOSS, NUCLEAR ENGINEER

Mr. CARLIN . Dr. Hoehn and I have made severalminor corrections

in our statement since it was submitted to the committee staff. I will

leave a corrected copy with the staff. I also have an errata sheet

showing the most important if these corrections for anyone wishing

a copy.

I should like first to stress that the views expressed here and in our

prepared statement are offered as private citizens and professional

economists, and are not necessarily those of our employer, The RAND

Corp., or the Federal agencies that support it.

Since I last appeared before this subcommittee in May 1966 , our

research into the economics of the proposed Grand Canyon damshas

continued along three generalpaths.

First, we have reviewed the arguments made last year by all parties

to pick out the issues of greatest importance from the standpoint of

economic theory , and to relate these issues to the basic guidelines used

for evaluating Federal water resource projects.

Chart 1 enumerates the four major differences found between the

cost-benefit practices of the Bureau of Reclamation in their evaluation

of the damsand those dictated by prevailing economic theory. Our

1966 analyses were corrected for the first three of these.

With regard to the first item , I should like to point out that it is

quite possible to justify any hydrolectric project by choosing a suf

ficiently high cost alternative, but only the least cost alternative

provides any information as to the economic feasibility of such a

project.

The second item , theuse of a higher interest rate for the alternatives,

can be compared to the use of, say, the price of common brick in costing

one brick building and face brick in costing an alternative. Naturally

the latter looks worse than it really is, and the results are even more

meaningless in the case of the hydroelectric projects under considera

tion , since the price differences are greater.

What the Bureau maintains in the third item listed on the chart is

that an alternative must distribute energy to precisely the same cus
tomers as would the project , rather than seeking to minimize the total

delivered energy costs through an appropriate redistribution of loads

among the region 's existing and planned generating facilities.
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The fourth item concerns the Bureau 's use of a rate of interest below

even that at which the Treasury can currently borrow , and with me

allowable for the economic risks associated with projects of this type.

This brings us to the second line ofinquiry — the revision of our 1986

benefit -cost ratios. Although we used the same low rate of interest

used by the Bureau for the projects in evaluating both the projects and

the alternatives in these earlier studies, ournew analysis, the results of

which are shown in chart 2 , also evaluates the projects at 5 percent to

show themarked sensitivity of the benefit -cost ratios to changes in the

assumed rate. This new analysis was necessitated by changes in nu

clear costs in the last year — a year which has seen nuclear plants gain

unprecedented acceptance by both public and private utilities and

reflects the increased interest in the Hualapai or Bridge Canyon pro

ect. This analysis also incorporates some added refinements recom

mended by a Federal Power Commission technicalmemorandum .

The new ratios shown in chart 2 , which we believe to be overstated

for reasons enumerated in our statement, are even further below 1 to

1 than those presented last year. In fact, they are so far below 1 to 1

that the damswould not be economically justified even if the Bureau

of Reclamation is alleged $ 6 per kilowatt -year transmission costs were

added to the cost ofour nuclearalternatives.

All these conclusions relate to the projects proposed in bills now be

ing considered by the committee,and not to those discussed earlier to

day by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power. We will

be happy to study these new ideas if and when detailed economic and

cost studies should bemadeavailable to us.

Please note that the benefit -cost ratio for the Hualapai project

shown in chart 2 is only 0 .61 to 1 at31/8 percent.

Our third area of research was to analyze the only serious. publicly

available attempt we know of that has appeared since last May that

appears to contradict our 1966 findings. And even it, as we learned

when we finally managed to obtain a copy, relates to only two para .

graphs out of our 1966 statement. Specifically, we are referring to a

study prepared by the Ralph M . Parsons Co., for the Arizona Inter

state Stream Commission which unfavorably compares the revenue

producing capabilities ofnuclear alternatives with those of theGrand

Canyon dams.

On analysis, Dr. Hoehn has found even this study's conclusions to

be highly questionable. Themost important of the reasons he holds

this view are enumerated on chart 3 .

He finds it difficult to take seriously a study which is based on an

analysis which implies that nuclear powerplants taken by themselves,

without transmission costs, cannot break even at any aggregate fixed

charge rate above 6 . 1 percent. If true, this would imply that over

the last few years, American private utilities have made a miscalenda

tion unparalled in the history of private sector investment decisions.

The most important reasons for this unusual implied conclusion of

the Parsons study, Dr. Hoehn feels, are listed in the remainder of
chart 3 .

In conclusion, I should like to emphasize that after careful analysis.

our conclusion is that the benefit -cost ratio found for the Hualapai
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project, the principal project now under consideration by the com

mittee, is nomore than 0.61 to 1 at 316 percent interest. In our profes

sional judgment, this project is therefore economically unjustified

beyond any reasonable doubt.

Mr. JOHNSON . That is your summary of your statement.

Wewant to thank you for your summary of your statement, which

will appear in the record .

Chart 1

RECLAMATION'S ECONOMICALLY UNJUSTIFIED BENEFIT -COST PRACTICES

IN EVALUATING GRAND CANYON DAMS

(ISSUES OF ECONOMIC INTEREST)

• CHOICE OF " MOST LIKELY " RATHER THAN LEAST COST ALTERNATIVES

• USE OF HIGHER INTEREST RATES AND TAXES IN EVALUATING ALTERNATIVES

• INSISTENCE ON SAME TRANSMISSION COSTS FOR ALTERNATIVES

AT LOAD CENTERS

• USE OF UNREALISTICALLY LOW INTEREST RATE FOR DAMS

Chart 2

BENEFIT-COST RATIOS USING NUCLEAR ALTERNATIVES

1.00H

0 . 90

RATIO

TO

ONE

0. 60

0 .50Lt

5INTEREST RATE (% ) —

PROJECT

3- 118 5

HUALAPAI (BRIDGE CANYON )

3 - 1/8

MARBLE CANYON
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Chart 3

WHY PARSONS STUDY CONCLUSIONS ARE QUESTIONABLE

• IMPLY NUCLEAR POWER IS NOT COMPETITIVE, CONTRARY TO OBSERVED

UTILITY BEHAVIOR

• STUDY OVERESTIMATES NUCLEAR COSTS

• UNNECESSARY TRANSMISSION INVESTMENTS

• CONSTRUCTION OF FOURTH NUCLEAR PLANT FOR

UNNECESSARILY EXPENSIVE RESERVES

• INFLATED NUCLEAR FUEL COSTS

• UNNECESSARILY HIGH LAND COSTS

• STUDY UNDERESTIMATES NUCLEAR REVENUES

• OFF - PEAK ENERGY VALUED AT ONLY 1. 5 MILLS /KWH

• NO CREDIT GIVEN FOR ADDITIONAL ON - PEAK

GENERATION FROM NUCLEAR PLANTS

( The prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT BY ALAN P . CARLIN AND WILLIAM E . HOEHN, ECONOMISTS

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. We are residents of Santa

Monica , California , and come before you as private citizens not representing

any organization . Since your hearings last May we have continued our studies

of the economic justification for the proposed Marble Canyon and Hualapai

Projects and wish to present the results of this new research to the Committee .

We have not received financial compensation in any form for our work . Our

qualifications in the field of economics include, in one case, a doctorate from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and experience in project analysis , par

ticularly in the water, power, and transportation fields, and in the other case .

a doctorate in economics from Northwestern University and research over the

last several years on the nuclear power industry. We both currently hold

positions as Economists with The RAND Corporation , Santa Monica , California .

The new research we have undertaken since last May falls into three general

categories. First we reviewed the various arguments presented by all parties

in the May hearings to pick out the issues of basic economic interest and to

relate these to the present guidelines used for evaluating Federalwater resource

projects. Secondly, we undertook a re-evaluation of the economic feasibility of

both the Marble Canyon and Hualapai projects to bring our analysis up to date

in light of changing costs and to reflect the increased importance of the Hualapai

Project. Finally, we examined the technical merits of the only publicly avail

able piece of substantive research we know of on the economic or financial aspects

of the dams that has been sponsored by dam proponents since the hearings.

RECLAMATION 'S QUESTIONABLE BENEFIT -COST PRACTICES

Our research on the first area suggested that the differences between the

Bureau of Reclamation 's analysis ( and that of some other dam proponents, such

as Representative Morris Udall ) and our 1966 analyses resulted a from number

of economically questionable procedures the Bureau had used in computing its

benefit-cost ratios . Of these the most important from an economic standpoint

were found to be as follows :
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( 1 ) Choice of the alleged " most likely " alternative rather than the least cost

alternative in evaluating the power benefits from the proposed dams

( 2 ) Use of higher interest rates and taxes in evaluating the alternatives than

the projects

( 3 ) Insistence that any alternative must distribute energy to exactly the

same customers as would allegedly be served by the projects , without regard to

the objective of minimizing the cost of meeting demand in a regional power

system .

In addition , although our 1966 analyses did not make a major issue of it, we

nevertheless objected to :

( 4 ) The use of a rate of interest below even current costs of borrowing by

the Federal Government and with no allowance for the economic risks of the

projects.

Perhaps the easiest way to explain these differences is by turning directly to

the paper written as a result of this research effort.

THEGRAND CANYON CONTROVERSY : LESSONS FOR FEDERAL Cost-BENEFIT PRACTICES

(By Alan Carlin * )

( The RAND Corporation , Santa Monica , California )

Over the last decade the economics profession has devoted considerable energy

to suggesting practical procedures for improving the evaluation of water re

source projects. † It would be difficult, however, to find any area of public policy

in which the profession 's recommendations have been so nearly unanimous or

met so little acceptance in practice. Few cases provide a better illustration of

how little change has occurred than the bitter controversy that raged during

the 89th Congress over the construction of two dams in the Grand Canyon .

This probably represents the first time that a Federal water resource agency

has had to make a serious public defense of its economic justification for a

major project prior to its authorization as the result of an attack based on the

improved procedures recommended by the profession .

The lastest round ' of the Grand Canyon controversy provides ample material

concerning the deficiencies of the economic criteria currently used by Federal

water resource agencies . It is the purpose of this article to review this material.

Although the controversy over the dams has led to a reversalof the Administra

tion 's stand on them and some expressions by the leadership of the Interior

Department of a desire to examine alternatives to these particular dams ' and

in the future to all projects before they are submitted to Congress, there is little

indication that the Administraion plans the major overhaul of the economic

criteria and project review procedures that would be required to insure that

the future development of water resources would bemore in accord with economic

principles,

• Any views expressed in this paper are those of the author. They should not be inter

preted as reflecting the views of The RAND Corporation or the official opinion or policy of

any of its governmental or private resen rch sponsore .

I am indebted to Jack Hirshleifer, Williain E . Hoehn, and william A . Johnson of The

RAND Corporation for their comments ,

For a fairly complete bibliography of this work , see A . R . Prest and R . Turvey, " Cost:

Benefit Analysis : A Survey . " The Economic Journal, No. 300 , December 1965 , pp . 731- 735 .

1 The battles over the proposed Grand Canyon dams during the 8th Congress constitute

something of a separate chapter in the long history of disputes over the Colorado River and

the Central Arizona Project. For once , the proponents presented a united front, but faced

the much more militant opposition of conservation groups and the Pacific Northwest. Al

though approved by the House Interior Committee, the Colorado River Basin Project dled

in the House Rules Committee, apparently because of fearg as to what might happen to it if

it reached the Floor. On February 1 . 1967 . Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall an

nounced a revised Administration plan for the development of the Lower Colorado that

excluded both of the Grand Canyon dams.

2 In September 1966 , Secretary t'dall proposed that nuclear power plants be substituted

for the Grand Canyon dams in the Colorado River Basin Project.

3 Luther J . Carter reports in " Grand Canyon Dame : Interior to Ask . 'Are They Neces

sary ? " Science , Vol. 134 . October 7 . 1966 . D . 134 , that a speech in July 1966 by John A .

Carrer . then Under Secretary of the Interior. but reflecting Secretary Udall' s views

amounted to a frank admission that the traditional approach ( to water resource develop
ment planning ) was faulty .

Carver said that Congress and the public should be informed of the alternatives to hydro

power as a means of financing water projects. “ Present procedures, " he said . " do not pro

vide an adequate comparison of surh alternatives, • Classically , legislation , whether it

be for a project or a government policy , has been presented by the executive branch to the

legislative branch as an act of advocacy , the best possible case for a particular course of

action or a sipgle project. The process of identifying alternatives indeed of discovering

wbether any exist- 1s left to the arena of countervailing powers in the political process ."
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BACKGROUND

The Grand Canyon controversy arose because of the proposal to build it ?

dams in the Canyon as part of the proposed Colorado River Basin Project, co

in Marble Gorge and the other in Bridge Canyon . Bridge Canyon Dam (

to be called Hualapai Dam as part of an agreement made with the Indian trile

of the same name) would be located 53 miles downstream from Grand Capri

National Monument while Marble Canyon Dam would be 12.5 miles above

boundary of Grand Canyon National Park . Backed by seven Southwestern lain

the Project was opposed primarily by conservationists (particularly the Siern

Club ) and the Pacific Northwest.

The publicly stated purpose of the dams is to provide revenue to subsidize the

Central Arizona Project (CAP ) to bring Colorado River water to the Pboesas

Tucson area from the existing Lake Havasu impounded by Parker Dam . J : :

been shown , however (and admitted with certain reservations by the Burns

of Reclamation ) , that the dams are not needed to finance the CAP at all * 2! !

that their real but little publicized purpose is to build a fund for the possile

future importation of water into the Colorado River " ( presumably from the C

lumbia River ) if and when this should prove to be politically and economia

feasible.

Briefly stated, the economic controversy over the Projects arose largely azt

result of a study 8 by Dr. William E . Hoehn and the author that concluded the

the benefit-cost ratios for both projects are less than one-to -one when compar

with nuclear alternatives. The differences between the various estimates as

shown in Table 1 .

TABLE 1. - Benefit-cost ratios estimated for Grand Canyon dams

(Ratio to one)

Original

With added
quantif

cation

Bar du

Reclamos

Dam

(1) ( 2)

1. Marble Canyon . . . .

2 . Bridge Canyon (Hualapai).. . .. . .. .

NOTES ON LINES

1 Col. ( 1 ) : Based on use of General Electric Co. nuclear plant and fuel costs 10

acre-feet stream flow , 600 mw nuclear alterative, and 314 percent interest . Use of ferme

plant and fuel costs and stream flow , and higher interest rates, all of which are proba

more realistic , would lower the benefit -cost ratio below this base case . The figure

is from Alan P . Carlin and William E . Hoehn, “ Is the Marble Canyon Project Economi

Justified ?" , reprinted in U . S . Congress , House Committee on Interior and Insular Alat

Lower Colorado River Basin Project, hearings before subcommittee, 89th Cons. 2d

serial No. 89 - 17 . pt. II, May 9 to 18 , 1966 , p . 1510 . This figure also orereta . es

benefit -cost ratio because it does not include various less easily quantified factors discus

balance are judged to favor the project. Col. ( 2 ) : Includes additive

minor unquantified costs of the alternative insisted upon by Representative Sortis

as well as partial additional quantification of project costs, as derived in Alan P . Card

and William E . Hoehn . " Mr. Udall' s "Analysis : An Unrepentant Rejoinder, " beert

p . 1534 . This figure still overstates the benefit -cost ratio because of the presence of

other unquantified project costs and continued use of the generous assumption listed up

col. ( 1 ) . Col. ( 31 : U . S . Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation , Pact:

Southwest Water Plan , Supplemental Information Report on Marble Canyon Project

Arizona, January 1964, p . 24 .

2 Col. ( 1 ) : Based on use of General Electric plant and fuel costs , project report tres

flow , 31 percent interest, and a combined 762 mw nuclear plant and 588 m panel

storage plant, as derived in hearings, pp. 1511 - 1512. Col. ( 3 ) : U . S . Department on

lamation , Pacific Southwest Water Plan , Supplemental Informatie

Report on Bridge Canyon Project, Arizona, January 1964 , p . 22 .

See U . S . Congress , House, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Loter Celem .

Rirer Basin Project, Hearings before Subcommittee , 89th Congress, August 23 to Septia

ber 1, 1965 and May 9 to 18 , 1966, Serial No. 89 - 17 (hereafter referred to as Hearios

5 Hearings. pp. 1378 and 1397.

* Jeffrey Ingram , " Study of the Effect of Accelerating the Pay-Out of the Monteine

and Industrial Costs : Lower Colorado River Basin Project," Hearings, pp. 1472- 1476.

7 Representative Craig Hosmer, " The Battle of Grand Canyon," Per se, Vol. 1 . Nad

Winter 1966, p . 23.

& Alan P . Carlin , " Economic Feasibility of the Proposed Marble and Bridge Canna

Projects," Hearings. pp. 1497 -1512. This includes Alan P . Carlin and William E

Hoehn , “ Is the Marble Canyon Project Economically Justified ?" originally priated a

P -3302 by The RAND Corporation , February 1966 .
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BUREAU ' S QUESTIONABLE BENEFIT-COST PRACTICES

In the course of the controversy, as the Bureau of Reclamation sought to

defend its analysis , it developed that the differences resulted from a number of

economically questionable procedures the Bureau had used in computing its

benefit-cost ratios. Of these, the most important from the point of view of eco

nomic theory are as follows : 10

( 1 ) Choice of what was claimed to be the "most likely " alternative rather than

the least cost alternative.

( 2 ) Use of higher interest rates and taxes in evaluating the alternative than

the project.

( 3 ) Insistence that any alternative must distribute energy to exactly the same

customers as would allegedly be served by the project, without regard to the

objective of minimizing the cost of meeting demand in a regional power system .

In addition , although the Carlin -Hoehn study did not make a major issue out

of it , we nevertheless objected to :

( 4 ) The use of a rate of interest below even current costs of borrowing by

the Federal Government and with no allowance for the economic risks of the

projects .

( 1 ) AND ( 2 ) MOST LIKELY ALTERNATIVE AND HIGHER INTEREST RATES

The Bureau defended " its use of what it claimed to be the " most likely" alter

cative on the basis of a Senate Document. This Document states that “ The

usual practice is to measure [ electric power benefits ] * * * in terms of achieving

the same result by the most likely alternative means that would exist in the

absence of the project." 15 Further, the Document says that :

“ When costs of alternatives are used as a measure of benefits, the costs should

include the interest, taxes, insurance , and other cost elements that would actually

be incurred by such alternatives rather than including only costs on a comparable

basis to project costs as is required when applying the project formulation cri

eria under paragraph V - C - 2 ( d ) . 14 "

In the case of the Grand Canyon dams, the Bureau obtained the costs of the

most likely ' alternative from the Federal Power Commission, which interpreted

the concept as follows :

The alternative to a hydroelectric project should be the lowest cost alternative

hat normally would be selected for the most economic growth of the regional

power supply in the absence of the project. The alternative power costs should

be based on the types of financing, public or private, that would be expected to

apply to the alternative plant. In the case of the Marble Canyon project, we

believe that the alternative cost should be based upon a weighting of the cost of

power from private and non -Federal public sources in the area in proportion to

he amount of power expected to be provided by these sources. With the excep

ion of the TVA area, it has been the policy of Congress not to authorize the con

The major published statements by each side besides “ Economic Feasibility . . . " are

Morris K . Udall. " Analysis of Alan P . Carlin ' s Testimony- Economic Feasibility of the

Proposed Marble and Bridge Canyon Projects , May 1966, ' " Hearings, pp. 1516 - 1519 :

Bureau of Reclamation , " Analysis of Alan P . Carlin 's Testimony - - Economic Feasibility of

he Proposed Marble and Bridge Canyon Projects ' May 1966 . " Hearings, pp . 1519 - 1521 :

Van P . Carlin and William E . Hoehn , " Mr. Udall' s 'Analysis ' : An Unrepentant Rejoinder. "

Tearings, pp. 1521 - 1535 ; Laurence I. Moss, " Considerations in the Use of Nuclear Power

Compared with Power from the Grand Canyon Dams, ” Hearings. pp . 1588 - 1563 :

Mordis k . Udall. " Analysis of Laurence I . Moss' s Testimony, 'Considerations in the Use

Nuclear Power as Compared with Power from the Grand Canyon Dams.' May 1966. "

Teorings. pp . 1548- 1549 ; and L . I. Mogs , " Comments on Morris K . Udall' s Analysis of

he Testimony of L . I . Moss , " Hearings , pp. 1550 - 1551 .

10 This by no means exhausts the list of differences ; most of the others are items of

ess theoretical interest, such as the Bureau ' s omission of the value of water evaporated

from the reservoirs and price increases since the Bureau made its estimates .

31 " Analysis . . " Hearings, op . cit. , p . 1520.

13 U . S . Congress, Senate , Policies , Standards, and Procedures in the Formulation . Evalua

ion , and Reviero of Plans for Use and Development of Water and Related Land Resources.

Document No. 97, 67th Congress, 2nd Session , 1962 .

Is Ibid ., p . 10 .

14 Ibid ., D . 8 .
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struction of Federal thermal-electric plants. A federally financed nuclear plant

is not, therefore, a reasonable alternative to hydroelectric power development

outside the TVA area .

This directly conflicts, it should be pointed out, with stated Commission polics

with respect to projects that come before it for licensing under the Federal Power

Act. In Idaho Power Company " the Commission said that :

" When the comparative economics of two mutually exclusive plans are to be

delivered , it is essential that all plans be compared on as similar a basis as is pos.

sible from the record , and this would include the use of the same assumed basis of

financing, whether thatbe private financing or Federal financing."

Specifically , in computing the cost of the alternatives to the Grand Canyon

dams, the FPC used the cost of power from five existing steam -electric plants

" based on a combination of both private and non - Federal public financing in

proportion to the electric power requirements of these groups in the market

area ." 17 The Commission does not state exactly what average rate it effertirely

used for capital charges, but it was probably between 10 and 15 per cent. "

Ignoring differences in depreciation charges, this can be compared with the 3 .17

per cent used by the Bureau.

Whatever its legal standing may be, the trouble with the "most likels"

alternative principle is that there is no economic justification for its use and

no objective standards for its application . The "most likely " alternative is

inherently a matter of judgment. Its faithful application would involve attempt.

ing to foresee whether a privately or publicly owned utility would build the

marginal addition to a regional grid at some time in the future (due to the

longer construction period generally required for a hydroelectric project ) and

to infer the type of plant, location , and cost of such a plant. The approxi

mations inevitably involved in applying such a criterion have already been sug.

gested by the FPC Memorandum . In this particular case, the rapid introduction

of nuclear power for new projects in the last few years suggests that the appli.

cation of the " principle " may have engendered particularly inaccurate forecasts

of alternative costs.

· But even assuming that the Bureau or FPC can divine what is the most likels "

alternative, the principle runs into theoretical problems because the hypothetical

utility is very likely to face quite different factor costs (particularly for capital

and taxes in selecting the type of plant to be built as its marginal project, and

in costing the marginal plant. The result is that the power benefits of the

hydroelectric project are valued at the cost to the hydroelectrical alternative sur

plier rather than the cost to the nation , the relevant consideration in cost - benefit

analysis. This means that benefits are inflated by the amount of federal, state .

and local taxes and added capital costs the alternative supplier must pay. "Taxes

generally do not represent a real resource cost to the nation - just a politicalls

acceptable way of raising revenue. Although the implicit interest rate used to

derive the cost of the most likely " alternative is probably close to that which

pure economic theory would require the Project to use, the appropriate interen

rate is subject to some dissent. Not subject to dissent, in the author' s opinion .

is that the same interest rate must be applied to the evaluation of both the

project and the alternative.20 To do otherwise is to value the resources used at

different prices and hence to compare final cost estimates that are not comparable.

Senate Document 97 seeks to justify the use of the "most likely " alternative

on the basis that this " standard affords a measure of the minimum value of sth

16 Memorandum of May 11, 1966, to the Commission from F . Stewart Brown, Chiet. Bo

renu of Power , on the subject of " Marble Canyon Project, Arizona " ( unpublished

1e 14 F . P . C . 55 . 63. as quoted in Federal Power Commission , " Decision . Arizona Porrer

Authority, Project No . 2248, upon Annlication for License under Section 4 ( e ) of the Freni

Power Act ( issued September 10 , 1962 ) . " D . 31.

17 Memorandum of Mar 11, 1966, op . cit . . p . 2

18 The FPC states (ibid ., p . 2 ) that the five plants had capitnl costs of $ 102 to $ 120 mm

kw and that the computed cost of power was $ 19 .05 per kw -yr plus 3 . 37 mills per kwh. The

fixed charge of $ 19 .05 is 17 . 3 per cent of $ 110 , but this no doubt includes other fixed costs

besides capital charges on the generating plants.

19 U . S . Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation , Pacific Southwest Water Pan

Supplemental Information Report on Marble Canyon Project, Arizona , Jannarr 1964 25

This figure includes depreciation of 0 .17 per cent. The assumed life of the Commission

steam plants was presumably less than the dams, so that depreciation would be hleber
and the two rates of interest pot strictly comparable .

20 Perhaps the best reference is Otto Eckstein , Water-Resource Development, Cambridae

Harvard University Press, 1958 , p . 242.
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benefits or services to the users." * This , however, ignores the fact that in power

development the choice is almost always between competing alternative sources

rather than between power and no power in the area . The economic analysis

should therefore also be directed at the same question . To attempt to enter

the murky world of " value to the users" in order to decide which alternative is

more economical is not only empirically difficult, but also irrelevant to the eco

nomics of power development.

( 3 ) TRANSMISSION COSTS

The Bureau insists that transmission costs of $ 6 per kw -yr be included in the

cost of any alternative to Marble . This compares with $ 6 .68 per kw -yr used in

their Marble calculations.2 Representative Morris Udall, the leading Congres

sional advocate of the Colorado River Basin Project , explains 2 that :

" It is our contention , no matter where in the five States (California , Nevada ,

Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah ) that a nuclear alternative or alternatives would

be located , or even if you put one in Arizona and one in California , that sub

stantially the same expenditure would be necessary to transmit the peaking

power from the nuclear alternative to the same load centers as peaking power

from the hydroplants will be delivered ."

He then " demonstrates" the need for transmission facilities by showing the

amounts of peaking power which , he claims (without supporting references ) ,

" will be required to be delivered to each load center." This includes about seven

per cent for Utah and Northern New Mexico , despite the Federal Power Com

mission 's statement that in its computations of the cost of the "most likely"

alternative it assumed that “ Arizona, Southern California , and Southern Nevada

would be the [ only ] area in which power from the two hydroelectic projects

would be marketed.” 25 But even assuming that Mr. Udall was factually correct

as to the proposed distribution of Marble and Bridge power, his claim that sub

stantially the same distribution costs would be required can only be said to be

highly dubious.

Even if one accepts Mr. Udall' s assertion that the alternatives must serve

exactly the same load centers as he alleges would be served by the dams, it does

not follow that substantially the same costs would be involved. Nuclear alterna

tives can be placed much closer to load centers than the singularly remote Grand

Canyon ,and there is a marked difference between the costs of transmitting power

east and westacross Arizona and Southern California . By placing the alterna

tive to Hualapai Dam near Los Angeles and the Marble alternative at Lake

Havasu ,most ofMr. Udall's alleged power distribution could be served with little

additional transmission expenditures beyond a transmission line from Lake

Havasu to Phoenix .”

The marked difference between the cost of transmitting power east and west

across Arizona and Southern California reduces, if not eliminates, the cost of

serving the remaining bits and pieces of load that Mr. Udall claims outside the

major metropolitan centers near Phoenix and Tucson and along the Southern

California Coast. Because present and planned generating capacity in Northern

Arizona and nearby areas of adjoining states greatly exceeds present and pro

jected peakload demands in the same area , there are now and are expected to be

in the foreseeable future substantial exports of power to Southern California .

Op. cit., p . 8 .

32 * Analysis . . . .." Hearings . p . 1521

Based on U . S . Department of the Interior, op . cit ., pp . 18 , 20 , and 25 . Interest and

amortization charges of $ 4 .65 per kw -yr are computed on the basis of a 3 . 17 per cent

n ( 3 per cent interest plus depreciation as used hy the Bureau. p . 25 ) , and 8 . 5 per cent

allowance for interest during construction (as in Bureau calculations, D . 25 ) . At 34

per cent interest. the equivalent cost is $ 6 .83 per kw -yr.

* Analysis of Laurence I. Moss's Testimony . . .." Hearings, p . 1548 .

Memorandum of May 11 . 1966 , op. cit., p . 2 . It is interesting to note that no part

of Utah is pren shown in the " Power Market Areas" for either the Marble or Bridge

Canyon Projects by the Bureau of Reclamation ( see U . S . Department of the Interior.

Bureau of Reclamation , Pacific Southinest Water Plan , Supplemental Information Panort

on Bridge Canyon Project, Arizona, January 1964. Drawing 65 - 314 - 28 and Marble Canon

Project Report, op . cit . , Dracoing 65 - 314 - 25 ) .

This was included in the costs of the Carlin -Hoehn Lake Havasu alternatir ' gee

* *An Unrepentant Rejoinder, " op . cit. , Hearings, pp. 1532 - 1534 ) . The costs of the alterna

tive included generating of peak power for the Central Arizona Project pumpe, but could

be adjusted for purely peaking operation .
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Consequently, the cost of transmitting power eastward along present (and even

tually planned ) west-bound transmission routes from a Los Angeles -based alter

native can be said to be negative. These savings are equal to the incremental

costs of transmitting an equal amount of power in quantity and timing west

ward . “ These savings should be enough to pay for a substantial part and perhaps

all of the transmission facilities that may be included in the Bureau 's estimates

from existing and planned west-bound facilities to load centers allegedly to be

served by the dams in Eastern California , Northern Arizona, Southern Nevada ,

and Southern Utah.

But in any case, there is no particular reason to believe Mr. Udall's statement

as to the proposed distribution of Grand Canyon power is correct. Mr. Udall

has not furnished any sources for his distribution , nor has the Bureau erer

furnished a detailed analysis as to the length , voltage, or routes of proposed

Bureau - financed transmission facilities. Since no contracts have been signed

with potential users, this is hardly surprising . But even more important, it is

really unimportant what the distribution would be since Mr. Udall is by no

means correct in claiming that the alternatives to the damsmust serve exactly

the same customers. Perhaps the best theoretical formulation available is that

recently suggested by A . R . Prest and R . Turvey : 28

" The (electric ) supply system constitutes a unity which is operated so as

to minimize the operating costs of meeting consumption . * * *

" If we now try to apply the principle ofmeasuring benefits by the cost savings

of not building an alternative station it follows from the system interdependence

just described that the only meaningful way of measuring this cost is to ascertain

the difference in the present value of total operating costs in the two cases and

deduct the capital cost of the alternatives. * * * In general, * * * a very compli

cated exercise involving the simulation of the operation of the whole system is

required .”

It has not been possible for the author to carry out such a simulation , which

would , in any case, be quite difficult given the lack of information on Bureau

marketing plans. Nor has the Bureau made such a study available . However ,

because of the market-oriented nature of nuclear power plants, it is apparent

that such a study would show that the transmission costs of the system with

the nuclear alternatives would be substantially less than that of the system with

resource-oriented dams that would be located far from any load center . In

fact, given that the Bureau apparently plans to tie in its transmission system

with that of WEST Associates, and to serve many of the same customers as

WEST, and that the WEST System will exist with or without the dams, it would

appear to be a safe assumption that a systems analysis would show that the

transmission costs of the alternatives could be approximated by the cost of trans

mitting power to the nearest load center capable of absorbing the power . Where

the alternative was assumed to be located in or very near a major load center ,

such as Los Angeles, the transmission costs were therefore assumed to be negli

gible in the Carlin -Hoehn study.

Such a systems analysis would result in much more than lower transmission

costs for the system with the nuclear alternatives, however. It would also

show very substantial savings in generation costs for the system including the

nuclear alternatives compared to those implied by the Carlin -Hoehn study.

These savings would result from the substitution of the lower cost nuclear plants

for higher cost thermal generation during off -peak hours. In order to insure

comparability with the dams, the Carlin -Hoehn study imposed the artificial

handicap of using the alternative nuclear plants only for on -peak generation .

Since they would have the lowest operating costs on the system , they would

actually be used to displace conventional plants with higher operating costs.

27 Where the westbound lines would otherwise all be used during both off and on -peak

hours. the savings would only amount to the transmission losses for an equivalent quants

of power during on -peak hours. But where particular westbound lines would otherwise

have to be built and one or more lines are used only for transmitting peaking power. the

savings would amount to the full annual cost of building and maintalning lines to carry

pomivalent quantity of power, as well as the transmission losses. These larger savings

would seem to apply, at least as far east as Hoover Dam and the Colorado River .

28 Op. cit., p . 710 .
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which would then be relegated to peaking service. A rough computation sug

gests that a systems analysis might show a reduction in the system 's cost of the

nuclear alternative to Marble by as much as 25 per cent of annual Marble

costs .

( 4 ) ABNORMALLY LOW INTEREST RATES

The Bureau of Reclamation insisted that the correct interest rate to use in

the computations was 378 per cent. This claim once again rested on Senate

Document 97, which prescribes that the interest rate to be used in cost-benefit

studies is the average rate for outstanding U . S . Government securities of at

least 15 years maturity at issue.30

There are several problems with this criterion for the selection of an interest

rate . First of all, present interest rates would seem to offer a better guide to

rates at the time of construction of a project now being considered than an

average of past rates, particularly when the average may reflect a large repre

sentation from the 1930s when abnormally low rates prevailed . Secondly , the

selection of rates from U . S . Government securities of at least 15 years maturity

at issue is a biased sample of even past long-term interest rates because of the

414 per cent ceiling imposed by Congress on interest payable on Treasury bond

issues maturing in more than five years. Whenever interest rates exceed this

level, as in 1966 , the Treasury is forced into short-term borrowing, which is not

reflected in the averages computed according to the formula . Finally, even

if the formula accurately represented the present cost of long-term Government

borrowing, it does not include any allowance for the economic risks of the

projects considered . Government bond rates are probably an accurate reflection

of the cost of risk -free capital, but Federal water projects have proved to be

far from economically risk -free . One careful study recommended a rate of at

least 10 per cent at a time when long -term Treasury bond rates were about

4 per cent." No doubt the authors would recommend somewhat more now .

The Carlin -Hoehn study made a major concession to dam proponents by using

the Bureau' s 318 per cent interest rate , although it noted that the use of higher ,

more suitable interest rates would further weaken the economic case for the

dams.

OTHER FAULTY EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Although the transmission dispute resolves around some of the more technical

issues of benefit-cost analysis, it is already evident that most of the problems

stem directly from the basic cost -benefit procedures currently used in the evalua

tion of water resource projects by the Bureau of Reclamation and other Federal

agencies. Some of the faulty economics found in the present procedures have

already been outlined . Others, such as the overly-generous treatment of second

-

2 By making a few reasonable assumptions, it is possible to make a rough order-of-marni.

onde estimate of the savings included . If it is assumed that a base loaded nuclear or ther.

mal plant operates 85 per cent of the time and a peaking plant 40 per cent, the off - peak

generation involved is 45 per cent. If the operating costs of the nuclear plant are 1 .5 mills

por kwh (as in the GE fuel costs shown in the Carlin -Hoehn nuclear alternatives to Mar

ble ) and 3 mills for thermal ( certainly a lower bound for the least efficient base loaded plant

in the Pacific Southwest - see, for example , U . S . Congress, Joint Committee on Atomic En .

er AEC Authorizing Legislation , Fiscal Year 1966 , Part 3 , Hearings, 89th Congress, 1st

Segion , March 11 to April 13, 1965 , pp. 1570 - 1572 ) , then the 550 w nuclear alternative

to Marble should be credited with savings of (550 ,000 kw ( 8 . 760 hrs / yr ) ( 45 per cent

( $ 0 .0015 /kwb) = $ 3 .25 million . This is 24 per cent of quantified Marble costs of $ 13. 22

million ( see Hearings. p . 1534 ) .

* Op. cit . , p . 12 .8 . cit . , p . 12 . The complete statement reads as follows :
Thomsed in plan

formulation and evalu
The Interest rate to be used in plan formulation

and evaluation
for discounting

intare

o sts to a common timebenefits and computing
costs , or otherwise

converting
benefits and costs to a common time

basis shall be based upon the average rate of interest payable by the Treasury on interest.

hearing marketable
securities of the United States outstanding

at the end of the fiscal year

preceding such computation
which , upon original issue, bad terms to maturity of 15

venrs or more . Where the average rate so calculated is not a multiple of one-eighth of 1

per cent the rate of interest shall be the multiple of one- eighth of 1 per cent next lower

than such average rate .

A thorough theoretical discussion of the whole interest rate question can be found

in Jack Hirshleifer , James C . DeHaven , and Jerome W . Milliman , Water Supply : Economics .

Technology, and Policy , University of Chicago Press, 1960, pp. 114 - 151.

= Ibid ., p . 146 .

76 – 955 – 67 — 40
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ary benefits, are not hard to find. It would not be difficult, in fact, to attack

the cost-benefit ratio itself as a suitable criterion.

Perhaps the most serious of the faults with the present procedures that have

not as yet been discussed in the permissive definition of secondary benefits as

" the increase in the value of goods and services which indirectly result from

the project as compared to those without the project. Such increase shall be

net of any economic nonproject costs that need be incurred to realize the

secondary benefits." 34 The abuses that such definitions can lead to have bere

repeatedly documented and analyzed . Very generally speaking , such benefits

should only be assumed when it can be shown that the factors involved in tbe

production of these goods and services would otherwise be unemployed during

the construction of the proposed project.

Another incorrect procedure prescribed in Senate Document 97 is that price

used for project evaluation should reflect the exchange values expected to

prevail at the time costs are incurred and benefits accrued ," * even thongh it has

been repeatedly pointed out that both costs and benefits should be evaluated in

the same prices.*

After all that has been written about the evaluation of water projects, it

would be naive to assume that the thinking represented by Senate Document 97

and its application to the Grand Canyon controversy results entirely from

ignorance of economic principles ; much more can be explained by the political

realities of the situation . The most important of these realities is the mutuality

of interest between members of Congress anxious to obtain projects beneficial to

their constituents and Federal water agencies looking for more business, Loop

evaluation criteria serve the ends of both,38 as does the practice of having the

agencies themselves apply these criteria to individual projects.

EVEN LOWER BENEFIT-COST RATIOS DEMONSTRATED FOR BOTH PROJECTS

This paper of February 1967 serves as a good introduction to the second area

of resarch that we have pursued since the May 1966 hearings in that among other

things it summarizes most of the 1966 arguments. There have, however, been

some changes in the last year. To take these as well as some refinements in our

own techniques into account, we have calculated entirely new benefit -cost ration

for both projects. This time, however, we have undertaken these calculations

at both 348 percent and 5 percent so as to show the effects of higher, more

realistic interest rates on the benefit -cost ratios .

The results are even more unfavorable to the dams than those printed in the

May 1966 bearings. At the Bureau of Reclamation 's 31/8 percent interest rate .

the Hualapai project is found to have a benefit-to -cost ratio of only 0 .61 to one

while Marble Canyon has a ratio of 0 .76 to one. And at a more realistic 5 per

cent rate , the ratios are 0 .52 to one for Huala pai and 0 .61 to one for Marble . It

is our conclusion that in each case these represent overestimates of the ratios

because of some assumptions made which are favorable to the dams.

In addition , it is pointed out that the benefit -cost ratios at 314 percent interest

would still be less than one- to -one even if the Bureau of Reclamation 's alleged

$ 6 per kw -year transmission costs were added to the cost of the nuclear alterna

tives. There would therefore appear to be little possible doubt that either dam

is anything except economically unjustified . To show how these conclusion were

derived we now turn to the Carlin -Hoehn paper of March 1967 .

33 See, for example, Roland N . McKean, Eficiency in Government through Systeme

Analysis, New York , John Wiley, 1958, and Hirshleifer, op. cit., pp . 137 - 138 .

34 Senate Document No. 97 , op . cit., p . 9 .

35 See McKean , op. cit., pp. 154- 163, and Hirshleifer, op . cit., pp. 126 - 131 .

38 Op. cit. , p . 12

37 Hirshleifer, op . cit., p . 142 and McKean , op . cit., pp . 180 - 182 and 222.

38 Interestingly enough , what was to become Senate Document 97 was originally signed

by the Secretaries of the Army, Interior, Agriculture , and Health , Education , and Welfare.

although no doubt prepared by their staffs (including the Bureau of Reclamation and

the Corps of Engineers) .
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THE GRAND CANYON CONTROVERSY — 1967 : FURTHER ECONOMIC COMPARISONS OF

NUCLEAR ALTERNATIVES, ALAN P . CARLIN AND WILLIAM E . HOEHN THE RAND

CORP., SANTA MONICA , CALIF .

Since our 1966 pa pers ’ questioning the economic feasibility of the proposed

Grand Canyon dams, the costs of the alternative nuclear power sources we used

have been revised and the relative importance of the two dams in the over-all

Colorado River Basin Project has been reversed . The purpose of this paper is

to present new calculations incorporating revised cost estimates of the nuclear

powerplant alternatives and reflecting the increased importance of one of the

proposed dams, the Hualapai (formerly Bridge Canyon ) Project. The new

calculations also introduce several refinements on our earlier methods.

Late in 1966 the General Electric Company substantially revised its 1965 price

list for nuclear generating plants, on which our 1966 calculations of alternative

nuclear costs were largely based . The effect was to increase the list prices for

the installation of nuclear boilers, to eliminate the turn -key prices for the com

plete installation of nuclear plants, and to reduce most fuel costs. In light of

these changes and the upward trend in contract prices for nuclear plants during

the last year, we have decided to base our new calculations on deliberately con

servative (that is , overstated ) assumptions as to nuclear costs. These ( and

other assumptions ) have been made with a view to avoiding all controversy as

to whether they might possibly understate nuclear costs.

In the spring of 1966 we foresaw little real possibility that Congress would

give serious consideration to the ( then ) Bridge Canyon Project in light of the

unfavorable decision on it by the Bureau of the Budget, and accordingly directed

most of our attention to the other project, Marble Canyon . Subsequent events

indicate that the present position is now just the reverse. For this reason

we have undertaken much more detailed calculations on Bridge than those

presented last year.

We have also adopted a somewhat different approach to developing a lowest

cost alternative to Hualapai. In the 1966 analysis we considered a lower cost

alternative consisting of a 762 mw base loaded nuclear plant and a 588 mw

pumped storage plant. Because of our decision to include energy value ad

justments in our calculations ( to be discussed shortly ) , nuclear plants alone

become an even lower cost alternative. Use of an entirely nuclear alternative

has the added advantage that it removes the possible uncertainty from the

relationship between pumped storage costs and the geography and other peculiar

ities of particular sites. Unfortunately , it is not possible to evaluate this

relationship without detailed engineering studies. Nuclear costs, on the other

hand, are comparatively invariant with the particular site chosen , given

reasonable care in avoiding geogically suspect areas and areas with extremely

high land values.

The major innovation in our computational methods is the introduction of

an energy value adjustment. In order to insure comparability with the dams

in our 1.966 papers we unfairly penalize our nuclear alternatives by assuming

that they generated power only during the same hours as the dams, despite the

fact that they would have the lowest operating cost of any non-hydro installa

tions on the power systems concerned. This resulted in the economically un

likely assumption that the nuclear alternatives would stand idle during off -peak

hours while conventional plants generated power at much higher incremental

costs. The real life situation , of course , would be just the reverse. The nuclear

plants would be base loaded and a corresponding amount of thermal capacity

1 Any views expressed in this paper are those of the authors. They should not be inter

preted as reflecting the views of The RAND Corporation or the official opinion or policy of
any of its kovernmental or private research sponsors.

* Alan P . ( arlin and William E . Hoehn, " Is the Marble Canyon Project Economically

Justified ? The RAND Corporation , P - 3302 . February 1966 , reprinted in Alan P . Carlin .

* Beconomic Feasibility of the Proposed Marble and Bridge Canyon Projects . " in U . S . Con

gress House. Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs . Louer Colorado River Basin

Proiect . Hearings before Subcommittee, Part II, 89th Congress, 2nd Session . May 13 . 1966 .

09. 1497 - 1512 ( hereafter referred to as Hearings ) : Alan P . Carlin and William E . Hoehn .

Titr . Udall' s Analysis : An Unrepentant Rejoinder," ibid ., pp . 1521- 1535 . The principal

nues of economie Interest arising ont of the controversy over our 1966 papers are sum

marized in Alan Carlin , " The Grand Canyon Controversy : Some Lessons for Federal Cost

Benefit Practices. " The RAND Corporation , P - 3505 , February 1967. A popularized sum

mary of P - 3505 is available as " The Grand Canyon Controversy or How Reclamation

Justines the Uninstiflable . " The RAND Corporation . P - 3541. February 1967 .

# See Alan P Carlin . " Economic Feasibility . . . ." op . cit. , Hearings. pp . 1511 - 1512.

* Except for the overly - generous 10 percent fuel consumption we assumed merely to keep

the plants up to operating temperatures for quick start- 111 .
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would be relegated to peaking service. The Federal Power Commission 's Tech

nical Memorandum No. 1 recommends that under these circumstances the

alternative be credited with the resulting savings when it is compared with a

hydroelectric project. Or more accurately , it recommends that the alternative

be credited with one-half the savings on the argument that the cost of energs

from other conventional plants will fall over the life of the hydroelectric project.

It seems unlikely , however, that the operating costs of nuclear and conventional

thermal plants will narrow very rapidly or that the inventory of conventional

plants yet to be relegated to peaking service will vanish for many years to come

either. Nevertheless, in the interests of conservatism , we have adopted the

procedures of the FPC Memorandum .

The second major innovation is that we have calculated the benefit-cost ratio

not only at the Bureau' s preferred interest rate of 348 percent, but also at 5 per

cent. Although even this does not adequately reflect the economic risks involved

in Bureau of Reclamation hydroelectric projects, it does suggest the effect that

higher, more realistic interest rates have on the benefit-cost ratios for the two

dams.

It is important to point out that the use of either 318 or 5 percent does not

imply anything about the type of financing that is assumed to be used in building

either the dams or the alternatives . In an economic analysis of the benefits and

costs of a project to the nation , the choice of interest rate should be based on the

pure rate of interest for long-term investments plus an allowance for the economie

risks of the project. This applies regardless of the type of financing that would

actually be used if the project were built .

NEW CALCULATIONS

Table 1 shows average annual costs for nuclear alternatives to Hualapaiand

Marble Canyon dams under three sets of assumptions. The Hualapaialternative

is assumed to be located on the ocean near Los Angeles and the Marble alterna

tive on Lake Havasu near Parker Dam . The Marble alternative is assumed to

supply 225 mw of power to the nearby Central Arizona Project pumps and to

transmit the remainder to the Phoenix area over a 345 kv line (which is included

in the costs ) .

Since our 1966 papers did not include an all-nuclear alternative to Hualapai,

column ( 1 ) shows the costs of such an alternative using the assumptions as to

its operating hours and interest rate used in our Marble alternative last year.

Column ( 2 ) reflects the use of the energy value adjustment at the same 34, per

cent interest rate , while column ( 3 ) is costed at 5 percent. Only the energy

value adjustment cases are shown for the Marble alternative, once again at 31

( column 4 ) and 5 percent ( column 5 ) .

Table 2 develops up -to-date capital costs for the two projects using Bureau of

Reclamation indexes of project costs in 18 Western states and Alaska . The cost

of an afterbay structure has also been added to the Marble costs ( line 5 ) .

The alternative costs developed in Table 1 and the project capital costs devel

oped in Table 2 are then used to derive new benefit-cost ratios in Table 3 . It is

found that the Hualapai Project has a benefit -cost ratio of 0 .78 to one without the

energy value adjustment and 0 .61 to one with it, while Marble has a ratio of 0 .77

to one with the adjustment. At 5 percent interest the ratios are only 0 .52 to one

for Huala pai and 0 .61 to one for Marble , thus suggesting that the ratios are quite

sensitive to changes in the interest rate assumed .

But even the ratios at 318 percent interest imply that the Projects are not

economically justified in terms of their costs and benefits to the nation . Further

more, the ratios are so far below one-to -one that it appears most unlikely that

the results would be reversed by still more detailed calculations. In fact, it can

be shown that even if the Bureau' s alleged $ 6 per kilowatt were used for the

transmission costs of the alternatives, the benefit- cost ratios would still be less

than one-to -oneat348 percent interest ."

al Power Commission Bureau of Power. Instructions for Ratimating plante

Power Cost8 and Values. Technical Memorandum No. 1 . Revised March 1960 , pp . 9 - 11

Except that only 5 percent of the full fuel cost is allowed for spinning reserve during

off -peak hours, based on an analysis of_ decay-beat curves. The operating hours have, of

course, been adjusted to fit the proposed Hualapai output.

7 As explained in P - 3505 , op. cit . , pp . 12 - 17, the Bureau of Reclamation makes the

highly questionable assertion that transmission costs of $ 6 per kw -yr should be charred

gainst the alternatives (at least in the case of Marble and possibly Hualapal as well

This would add $ 8 . 10 million ( 1350 mw at $ 6 ,000 per mw ) to Huala pad benefits, or $ 20 .

million in all, and $ 2 . 9 million (600 mw at $ 6 .000 per mw minus about 30. 7 million » ) .

rendy included under line 6 of Table 1 ) to Marble benefits, or $ 13. 1 million in all
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In these calculations we have endeavored to quantify all reasonable but pre

viously unquantified assumptions that have occurred to us 'a which if left

unquantified tended to bias the conclusions against the dams. We have , how

ever , left unquantified a number of other items which if quantified would be

unfavorable to the dams. The effect of these remaining unquantified assump

tions, the most important of which we shall enumerate in the next section , is

obviously to further weaken the economic case for the dams. In order to show

that our benefit-cost ratios are underestimates , it would first be necessary to show

that whatever upward revisions may be desired in our alternative costs are

greater than the net effect of the remaining unquantified assumptions favorable

to the dams.

ASSUMPTIONS FAVORABLE TO THE DAMS

1 . Use of overstated nuclear costs

Nuclear costs in our previous papers were estimated from the 1965 edition of

the General Electric Company pricing handbook ." It is evident from contract

awards during that time period that this represented a conservative basis, as

discounting of actual bids from the price list was widespread. Since that time,

however, General Electric has discontinued turn -key contracting , resuiting in

the elimination of complete plant price lists, and has twice revised upwards its

price list for nuclear steam supply systems (and widened the scope of supply ) .

At the same time, nuclear fuel scope of supply has been broadened with more

comprehensive warranty provisions added , and costs have been adjusted . The

net effect has been to lower nuclear fuel costs for first and second cores and to

raise slightly third core costs . Since no comprensive cost studies similar to the

TVA and Oyster Creek analyses have been published recently , the appropriate

capital cost levels in relation to the latest General Electric nuclear steam supply

price list is not clear,

In March 1966 Philip Sporn , Chairman of the System Development Committee

of the American Electric Power Company, presented an analysis of nuclear

power costs to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy based on recalculations

of his 1964 analysis of the nuclear Oyster Creek and conventional Cardinal

plants. In that paper, he indicated that his original calculation of $ 139 per

kw for post-Oyster Creek class reactors was a “handbook -type" price, that would

have to be reduced to correspond to a negotiated price . As a discounting factor ,

he used the percentage discount from the handbook price that Dresden II enjoyed .

This results in an adjusted 605 mw ( e ) plant cost of $ 128 per kw , a figure in

cluding switchyard costs. Our assumed plant costs for a 600 mw ( e ) net plant

are $ 150 per kw and $ 155 per kw at 3 % percent and 5 percent respectively,

excluding switchyard costs but including an additional $ 2.50 per kw for field

fabrication costs. Correcting for these differences, our plant costs represent a

ronghly 20 percent increase over the costs developed by Mr. Sporn , which is more

than sufficient to cover increases in nuclear costs since that time.

For the twin unit plant of 1350 mw ( e ) net total capacity, the basic cost

assumed for the first unit is $ 149 per kw and $ 154 per kw at 318 percent and

5 percent respectively , including switchyard ; a discount of $ 10 per kw has been

allowed for the second unit, based on low incremental land and site costs and

on reported cost discounts for a second unit at a site. 10 If the intent of this

paper were to evaluate current nuclear power economics for private utilities,

we would be prepared to endorse figures at least $ 10 per kw lower than those

used for the specific comparisons herein .

2 . Ecclusion of other Hualapai erpenditures

In addition to the expenditures for the benefit of the Hualapai Indians in

cluded in line 5 of Table 2 , H . R . 4671 ( the Colorado River Basin Project con

sidered by the 89th Congress ) , as revised , provided that the Government would

" make available to the Hualapai Tribe up to twenty- five thousand kilowatts

and up to one hundred million kilowatt -hours annually of power from the

** And Representatives Morris Udall and Craig Hosmer, the Bureau of Reclamation , and

other dam proponents.

& Atomic Power Equipment Handbook.

. Philip Sporn , "Nuclear Power Economics : An Appraisal of the Current Technical

Economic Position of Nuclear and Conventional Generation ” (March 17 . 1966 ) , in U . S .

Congress, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy . ADO Authorizing Legislation , Fiscal Year

1967. Hearings, Part 1 . 89th Congress . 2d Session . 1966 . Appendix 14 , pp . 561 -571.

10 See, for example, Nucleonics Week , October 13 , 1966, p . 4 .
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Huala pai unit at the lowest rate established by the Secretary (of the Interior )

for the sale of firm power from said unit for the use of preferential customers ** *

We are unable to evaluate what the financial costs to the government of this

provision would be. We note, however, that Representative Reinecke has stated

that the Hualapai Tribe would receive $60 . 8 million in non -cash benefits " under

H . R . 4671. If $ 12. 3 million of this represents the Peach Springs-Diamond Point

road, this would appear to leave $ 48 .5 million as the cost of the power benefits

Although this may be distributed over a number of years, it does not appear

to be included in the project costs shown in the project report.

3 . Use of Bureau cost inderes

After reviewing a variety of construction price indexes we find that the Bureau

of Reclamation's index used in Table 2 is one of the lowest composite indexes

available. Most others , such as the Engineering News-Record construction price

index, are much higher. The ERN index, for example , is over 20 percent higher

than in October 1961 , versus about 10 percent for the Bureau index .

4 . Erclusion of value of water in bank storage

No charge is made in Table 3 for the value of water that would be held in

bank " storage" around the proposed Marble Canyon Reservoir . t'nless the

Reservoir can be filled during years when this water would otherwise run waste

into the Gulf of California , an annual charge should be made for this water.

which is unlikely to be recovered (as the Reservoir will eventually be filled with

silt rather than emptied ) . This annual charge might be about $ 0 .6 million . *

5 . Exclusion of effects on esthetic and other park values

No value has been attributed to what many conservationists believe will be

the impairment of the natural scenic beauty of what is commonly acknowledged

to be an unusually scenic canyon and of other park values in Grand Canyon

National Park and Monument that will result from the construction of either

dam . Although it is difficult to attach an exact monetary value to this cust.

it is not negligible, judging by the public response to the appealof the conserva.

tionists to defeat the damsand the many man -hours that have been voluntarils

poured into this effort. If no afterbay structure were included in the Marble

costs shown in Table 2 , this effect would be substantially greater,

6 . Exclusion of possible effect of Marble on boating erpeditions

Table 2 assumes that the Marble Canyon Project includes an afterbay struc

ture that would be capable of reducing the peak flows in the River resulting

from the operation of the Project as a peaking plant from 30 , 800 cubic feet per

second to 20 ,500 cubic feet per second. Even with the structure, there is some

dispute whether boating expeditions down the River would still be possible

through Grand Canyon National Park . At the very least, the length of such

trips would be greatly reduced . If they were no longer possible, the cost in

terms of producers ' and consumers' surplus foregone might be about $ 0. 2 million

per year."

7 . Use of stream flous assumed in project reports

We have assumed the same stream flows used in the 1964 Bureau project

reports. More recent studies have suggested that stream flow past the dam sites

may be somewhat lower. The effect of such a reduction would be to further

lower the benefit- cost ratios for the dams."

11 U . S . Congress, House, Colorado River Basin Project, Report No. 1849, 89th Congress,
2nd Session , August 11, 1966 , p . 5 .

12 Ibid , p . 127 .

18 Stewart Udall has stated that bank " storage" at Marble " could amount to between

p . 1403 ) . At $ 54 per acre- foot ( see note to Table

1 . line 7 ) . 350 .000 acre- feet would be $ 0 .59 million per year at 316 percent interest.

14 According to the Sierra Club, National Park Service statistics show that 547 persons

made the Canyon boat trip in 1965 and 1 .067 in 1966 (see " Supplement to Petition of the

Sierra Club for Leave to Intervene Pursuant to Rule 1 . 8 ( d ) before the Federal Power

Commission in the Matter of Arizona Power Authority . Project No. 2248 . * * January 30 ,

1967 . p . 45 ) . A conservative assumption would be that if Marble is not built, an average

of at least 1 .000 per year will make the trip over the next 100 years . If the average pdce

paid is taken at $ 300 and the producers ' and consumers' surplus as $ 175 per person , the net

cost would be $ 0 . 175 million per year,

15 See Alan P . Carlin , " Economic Feasibility . . . , " op . cit., Hearings, pp. 1510 - 1511.
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1. Use of heavily subsidized interest rates

As the use of a 5 percent interest rate in Table 3 demonstrates, the use of

aigher, more realistic interest rates has a strong effect in lowering the benefit

rost ratios of the Projects. Use of even higher rates, which would be even

nore suitable from the standpoint of economic theory ,19 would only further lower

he ratios since the Projects are more capital intensive.

TABLE 1 . — Average annual costs of alternative nuclear powerplants

(Millions of dollars)

Hualapai (Bridge Canyon) Marble Canyon

(1) (2)
( 3 )

(5 )

348344

No

10.57

7 . 33

398

Yes

10 . 57

2 . 22

Yes

13.59

YesYes

4 . 89

1 . 432 .61

6 . 28

1 . 59

Ulternative to :

Interest rate (percent) . . .

Energy value adjustment. .

Capital

Fuel

Operating and maintenance:

(a ) Fixed . .

(b ) Variable . .

Specialnuclear insurance .

Hydro adjustment. . .

1. Transmission and substations.

Make-up water for cooling towers

1. Reserves. .

1. 26

. 49

. 36

1 . 08

. 41

. 601 . 35 1. 35 1. 35

Total 22. 11 17. 00 20. 56 9.86 11. 70

NOTES ON LINES

1 . Columns ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) : Capital costs of two 675 mw ( e ) net nuclear plants at 5 .435 percent. The 5 .435

percent is the sum of 3 . 125 percent interest , 0 . 25 percent for interim replacement, and 2 . 06 percent for depre

lation ( 30 -year sinking fund basis) . The capital costs are computed on the basis of $ 145 per kw plus $ 4 per

kw (for a switchyard ) for the first 675 mw ( e ) unit and $ 135 per kw plus ($ 4 per kw for the second (or an over

Mi average of $ 144 per kw ) . The total cost of $ 194 . 40 million includes $ 5 . 4 million for a switchyard and

14 . 9 million for marine lines. Column (3 ) : Capital costs of $ 201. 15 million (based on an over-all average of

1149 per kw to account for the increased cost of interest during construction ) at 6 .755 percent . The 6 .755

percent is the sum of 5 . 0 percent interest , 0 .25 percent for interim replacement, and 1 .505 percent for deprecia

lion (30-year sinking fund basis) . Column (4 ) : Capital cost of one 600 mw (e ) net nuclear plant at 5 .435

percent. The capital costs are computed on the basis of $ 150 per kw (excluding a switchyard ) . The total

ost of $ 90 . 0 million includes $ 4 .8 million for cooling towers and a $ 1 . 5 million differential for field rather than

shop fabrication of the pressure vessel. Column (5 ) : Capital cost of $93.0 million ( $ 155 perkw , representing

bigher interest during construction ) at 6 .755 percent.

2 . Column ( 1 ) : Annualgeneration of4 .933 billion kwh per year (Hualapai production minus transmission

losses) at 1.40 mills per kwh plus 5 percent of full load fuel requirements during off-peak hours when the

reactor is not shutdown . The 5 percent is an upper estimate of the additional fuel that would be required

to keep the system at operating temperature during off-peak hours. Because a nuclear reactor continues

after shutdown to produce large amounts of heat from fission product decay, no load fuel requirements to

keep the system at hot operating temperature areminimal. Fuelconsumption would probably be required

only over the week -end period , as decay heat should be sufficient for daily carryover: the 5 percent used here

allows an additionalmargin above that requirement, however . Column (2 ) : Annual generation of 4 .933

billion kwh per year at 0 .45 mill per kwh. The 0 .45 mill is the difference between the average fuel cost at

BO percent load factor ( 1 .34 mills per kwh) and X , the energy value adjustment according to the following

lorinula given in Federal Power Commission . Bureau of Power, Instructions for Estimating Electric Power

Costs and Values, TechnicalMemorandum No. 1 , March 1960 , p . 11:

x - F - F .1. - !,,

whero

X = adjustment in mills per kwh

F = average annual plant factor of alternative

F = average annual plant factor of hydro project

1 , incremental cost in mills per kwh of alternative plants

1 . - incremental cost in mills per kwh of existing steam electric plants.

In this case . F = 80 percent. F = 41. 7 percent. I = 1 .44 ( equal to 1 .34 mills per kwh for fuel plus 0 . 10 mill

per kwh for variable operating and maintenance) , and I . - 3 . 37 (the energy cost supplied by the FPC and

used by the Bureau of Reclamation for their thermal alternatives to the Grand Canyon dams, as given

in Memorandum dated May 11, 1966 to the Commission from F . Stewart Brown , Chief, Bureau of Power ,

on the subject of " Marble Canyon Project , Arizona , " p . 2 ) . Column ( 3 ) : Annual generation at 0 .53 mills

per kwh. In this case 1 . = 1 .49 (corresponding to a fuel cost of 1 .39 mills per kwh at a 5 percent interest

rate ). Column (4 ) : Annual generation of 2.308 billion kwh (Marble production at site ) at 0 .62 mill per kwh .

In this case F , - 43 . 9 percent and 1 . 1 .62 ( equal to 1 . 34 mills per kwh for fuel plus 0 .10 mill per kwh for

variable operating and maintenance plus 0 . 18 mill per kwh for cooling water .) Column (5 ) : Annual gen

eration at 0 .69 mill per kwh . In this case F , = 43 . 9 percent and l = 1 .67 (corresponding to a fuel cost of 1 . 39

mills per kwh ) .

The interest rate question is discussed in P - 3505 , op. cit., pp . 18 - 19 .
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3a . Assumes average fixed operating and maintenance costs (in addition to the Interim replacement b

cluded in line 1 ) of $ 1 .40 per kw -year. This figure is taken from Atomic Energy Commission , Division

Reactor Development and Technology , Office of Civilian Power, “ A Specific Comparison of Nuclear E

tric Power and Hydro Electric Power - Bridge and Marble Canyon Projects " ( February 1965) , printed

U . S . Congress, House, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Lower Colorado River Basin PTO

Hearings before Subcommittee, Part II , 89th Congress , 2nd Session , May 12 , 1966 , p . 1373. For thete

units in Los Angeles , a reduction of 33 percent has been taken to reflect savings resulting from a tr -un

plant.

3b . Assumes average variable operating costs of 0 . 1 mill per kwh , ibid .

4 . Estimates for the Marble alternative are based on the premium paid by Commonwealth Edison Ca

pany for their Dresden plant, as shown in U . S . Congress , Joint Committee on Atomic Energy . Sube

mittee on Legislation , Selected Materials on Atomic Energy Indemnity Legislation , 89th Congress , 1st Sesode

June 1964 , pp . 17 and 66 . Private nuclear liability insurance rates for Dresden are used for the trst $

million of coverage . The remaining $ 14 million of private insurance is taken at the rate of 2 . 5 pertet

the base rate per $ 1 million coverage. Price- Anderson Act insurance (to $486 million ) is computed s

rate of $ 30 /mw (t ) . These estimates are very conservative in thatup to 75 percent of the private prema

is maintained in a specialfund which is earmarked for refund on thebasis ofthe first ten years of experienta

The Bridge estimate for the private insurer portion of coverage on the two units is taken to be one da

half timethe estimated amount for a single unit, reflecting an economy ofmultiple unit sit ing .

5 . Five percentofannual fixed (capacity) costs (line 1 plusline 3a ), assuggested by FPC TechnicalMemes

randum No. 1 , op . cit . , pp . 7 - 9 .

6 . Cost of a sending switchyard at the plant, a receiving substation in Phoenix , and 130 miles of doub

circuit 345 ky line. Transmission line capital costs are taken as $85, 000 per mile (based on $ 5 ,000 /mle

right-of-way and clearing and $ 80 ,000 /mile for structures as given in FPC, National Power Surrey . Part II

Advisory Reports , October 1964, p . 87) . Capital costs of switchyard , substation , and associated transmissie

facilities are taken as $ 5 .0 million . Operating, maintenance , and interim replacement are based og FPC

TechnicalMemorandum No. 1 , op , cit ., pp. 45 , 96 , and 97 . Also following the FPC , transmission Iines at

assumed to have a service life of50 years and substations 35 years .

7 . Value of 7 ,600 acre- feet per year required to make up evaporation losses from cooling towers ar $ 54 per

acre- foot. This is based upon expected water costs of $65 per acre -foot from the Metropolitan Water Ds.

trict' s proposed water desalinization plant near Los Angeles (see Nucleonics Week , Sept. 15, 1966 , pp . 1 - 2

minusmarginal pumping costs for the Colorado River Aqueduct of about $ 11 per acre - foot. The $ 54

acre -foot is thus the net cost to the Metropolitan Water District of replacing water no longer available from

the Colorado River. Use of this figure assumes that any additional evaporation from the reservoirs si

reduce the water available to theMWD by an equalamount. Although there may be some years ofsurplus

flow on the River, these are expected to be few once the Central Arizona Project is built and even fewer one

the Upper Basin states use their entire allotments. Although the desalinized water would be of some 36

better quality than the Colorado River water it would replace , the $65 per acre -foot cost does not include the

substantial subsidies that would be provided to the plant by the FederalGovernment under present plans

TABLE 2 . - Capital costs of Hualapai and Marble Canyon projects

(Figures in millionsof dollars)

Hualapai (Bridge Canyon) Marble Canyon

(1) (2) (3) (4 )

Interest rate (percent) . .

1. Construction costs shown in project reports .

2 . Prices as of. . .

34

$511. 3

October 1961

34

$238 . 7

October 1963

$ 560. 5

- 1. 7

$ 259 . 3

- 1 . 1

3 . Construction costs in October 1966 prices . . . .

4 . Less investigation costs . . - -

5 . Other construction costs not shown in proj

ect reports . . .

6 . Construction costs . . . - - -

18. 5 34 . 0

557. 3 292. 2

7 . Interest during construction

8 . Total capital costs . . .

9 . Annual capital costs . ..

$ 40 . 5

617 . 8

20 . 23

$62. 1

639. 4

32. 21

$ 25 . 8

318 . 0

10 . 42

331. 9

16 . 72

NOTES ON LINES

1 and 2 . Columns (1) and (2 ): Asgiven in U . S . Department of the Interior , Bureau of Reclamation , Pacific,

Southwest Water Plan , Supplementary Information Report on Bridge Canyon Project, Arizona, January 14,

p . 18 . Columns (3 ) and (4 ) : Ibid ., Supplementary Information Report on Marble Canyon Project, Arisona,

January 1964 , p . 19 .

3 . Derived by applying Bureau of Reclamation cost indexes to each sub -item shown in the " Basic Esth

mate DC- 1 Summary " for each project . The indexes used are those for October 1966 as given in Engineering

News-Record , December 15 , 1966 , p . 101.

4 . Asshown in Bridge Canyon Project report, op. cit., p . 23 , and Marble report. p . 25 .
ection 303 of H . R 4671. 89th Congress as reviso Trorided

for the payment of $ 16 . 398,000 as " compensation " to the Huala pai Indlans for the taking of

" easements, rights-of-way, and other interests in land within the Hualapal Indian Reserva .

tion . . . for the construction , operation and maintenance of the Hualapal unit" ( see US

Congress . House, Colorado River Basin project, Report No. 1849 , 89th Congress, 2nd Session .

Aug. 11, 1966 , p . 5 ) . This exceeds by $ 6 ,283,000 the cost of " lands and rights " shown

for Bridge Canyon Dam and Reservoir (see project report. op . cit . , p . 18 ) . Assunior

( charitably ) that no payments would be made for other lands or rights for the project

it is evident that the project report underestimated this iteun by at least this amount. The
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same section of H . R . 4671 also provided for Federal construction of a paved road from

Peach Springs to Diamond Point (on the proposed reservoir ) . This road , which the De

partment of the Interior bas estimated would cost $ 12 , 260 ,000 (see U . S . Congress, House ,

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Lower

before subcommittee, Part II, 89th Congress, 2nd Session , May 12 , 1966, p . 1411 ) , does not

appear to be included in the project report . Together, these items benefiting the Hualapal

Indians add at least $ 18 . 5 million to the cost of the Bridge Canyon project . Columns ( 3 )

and (4 ) : Cost of an afterbay structure below Marble that would be capable of reducing

the peak flows in the river from 30 . 800 cubic feet per second to 20 ,530 feet per second in

order to preserve park values within Grand Canyon National Park and Monument and to

improve the possibilities for boating expeditions down the Colorado through the park if

Marble should be built. The cost figure is based on a preliminary estimate supplied by

Floyd E . Dominy, Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation , to Representative Ed Reinecke in

& letter dated Sept. 6 , 1966 .

6 . Line 3 minus line 4 plus line 5 .

7 . Derived by using the same percentage shown in the project reports for interest dur

ing construction as a percentage of construction costs , corrected for the differences in

alapai are 7 .01 at 399 percent and 10 .77 at 5 percent.

The corresponding Marble figures are 8 .85 and 13 .59 percent.

8 . Columns ( 1 ) and ( 3 ) : Line 7 at 3 .276 percent (including depreciation of 0 .15 per.

cent on a 100 year sinking fund basis ) . Columns (2 ) and (4 ) : Line 7 at 5 .038 percent.

TABLE 3 . – Benefits and costs of Grand Canyon dams

(In millions of dollars]

Project. - - - Hualapai (Bridge Canyon) Marble Canyon

Interest rate (percent) . . . . ..

Energy value adjustment..

z
o
n
a

3
Yes

Yes Yes

ē

17 . 00 20 .56 9 . 67

1. Benefits:

( a ) Power . . . .

(6 ) Fish and wildlife .

) Recreation . . .

( d ) Area redevelopment.

22. 11

. 66

. 33

. 36

. 66 . 66

11. 51

. 18

. 1633

. 18

. 16

. 15

. 33

. 36 . 36 . 15

23 . 46 18. 35 21. 91 10 . 16 12. 00(e ) Total. - - - -- - - - - -

2 . Costs:

(a ) Capitalcharges. . -- - .

Operating costs . - - -

Power purchases .

( d ) Additionalwater evaporation . . . .

20 . 23

4 . 49

. 91

4. 59

32. 21

4 .49

. 91

4 .59

10. 42

1. 94

. 39

. 54

16 . 72

1. 94

. 39

. 54

42. 20 13 . 29( e ) Total. . .

3. Benefit cost ratio (ratio to 1) . . . .

30. 22

. 78

30. 22

. 61 . 52

19. 59

.61. 76

NOTE . - Line 3 overstates the benefit-cost ratios in that they make the following assumptions favorable

to the projects : ( 1 ) Use ofoverstated nuclear costs ; (2 ) exclusion of other Hualapai benefits ; ( 3 ) use ofBureau

cost indexes: ( 4 ) exclusion of value ofwater in bank storage atMarble ; (5 ) exclusion ofeffects on esthetic and

other park values ; (6 ) exclusion of possible effect of Marble on boating expeditions; (7 ) use of streamflows

assumed in project reports ; and ( 8 ) use of heavily subsidized interest rates .

Source:

1 (a ) Cols. ( 1) to (3 ) : From line 9 , table 1. Cols. (4) and (5 ) ; line 9 , table 1minus $0 . 19 million repre

senting the annual loss of revenue resulting from the reduction in energy generation from the Glen
Canyon powerplant iſ the Marble Gorge project is built .

1 ) and ( c ) , 16 of the benefits shown by the Bureau of Reclamation in " Pacific Southwest Water

Plan , Supplemental Information Report on Bridge Canyon Project, Arizona, " January 1964 , p . 22 .

and the " Supplemental Information Report on Marble Canyon Project, Arizona, " January 1964 , p .

24 . The proposed reservoirs would be about equally far from major population centers as existing

reservoirs , particularly Lake Powell and Lake Mead , which are by no means overcrowded . To the

nal and fishing use of the proposed reservoirs would be likely to draw visitors

away from the existing reservoirs , there would be no net increase in benefits to the Nation . Since

there is no evidence that the Bureau bas taken this into account in its estimates , it seems safe to

assume that at least W or the use assumed by the Bureau would not contribute any net benefits .

1 ( d ) . From the Bridge and Marble Canyon project reports , ibid .

2a ) . From table 2 .

2 ( 6 ) and ( c ) . Fron project reports , op . cit .

20 . Additional evaporation resulting from construction of each reservoir as given by the Depart

ment of the Interior (see U .S . Congress, House, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs . " Lower

Colorado River Basin Project, " hearings before subcommittee, pt. II, 89th Cong.. 2d sess May 10

1968. p . 1403 ) valued at $ 34 per acre - foot (see note to line 7 , table 1 ) .

DIFFICULTIES IN OBTAINING THE PARSONS REPORT

Since one of us last appeared before you there has been much said in the press

bv dam proponents concerning the economic and financial aspects of the proposed

Grand Canyon dams. Perhaps the most signincant of these statements con .
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cerned a study carried out by the Ralph M . Parsons Company for the Arizona

Interstate Stream Commission ." Before going into a discussion of the merits

of the study, we should like to outline how we learned of the study and nit

mately obtained a copy of it because we believe this story says much concen

ing the communications problem we have faced in the last year with dep

proponents.

We first learned of the existence of the study , dated July 20 , 1966 , on Norere

ber 21, 1966 at a meeting of the Water and Power Committee of the Los Angeles

Chamber of Commerce. At the meeting , Mr. Joseph Jensen , Chairman of the

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California , made the following state

ment with regard to the study after Mr. Laurence Moss had outlined the results

of our economic analysis of the dams:

Arizona paid the Parsons Company for making a careful analysis of these

nuclear plants. . . . Now as to between his (Laurence Moss 's ] presents

tion and the Parsons presentation you can make your own decision as to

whether Parsons is more right or whether he is more right.

Wishing indeed to make our own decision , one of us immediately sent the

following letter to Mr. Jensen :

SANTA MONICA, CALIF ., November 21, 1966 .

Mr. JOSEPH JENSEN ,

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California ,

1111 Sunset Boulevard , Los Angeles, Calif .

DEAR MR. JENSEN : I was interested to hear you say today at the meeting of

the Water and Power Committee of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce

that a study by The Ralph Parsons Company had arrived at the opposite con

clusion from the study by Dr. Hoehn andmyself.

As the speaker, Mr. Laurence I. Moss, had pointed out earlier, our studies have

shown that both the proposed Hualapai (Bridge Canyon ) and Marble Canyon

dams would have benefit -cost ratios lower than one-to -one when compared with

nuclear alternatives costed on the basis of a recent General Electric price list

It was my understanding that you stated that a Parsons study had reached

the conclusion that the proposed dams were economically justified compared to

a nuclear alternative.

To the best ofmy knowledge no such study was presented at the House Interior

Committee hearings on H . R . 4671 or even referred to during them . I would

therefore appreciate it if you would send me a copy of the study or provide a

more exact reference if it is publicly available elsewhere.

Very truly yours,

ALAN CARLIN .

Wereceived the following letter in reply :

THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ,

Los Angeles, Calif ., November 30 , 1966 .

Mr. ALAN CARLIN ,

1711 Ocean Avenue,

Santa Monica , Calif.

DEAR MR. CARLIN : Thank you for your letter of November 21 with regard to

the Parsons study . I understand it has not yet been released by the Arizou

Interstate Stream Commission , for whom the study was made. The Parsons

Company is also making other studies for Arizona , but I do not know what there

studies cover.

Too many of our engineering studies get the results that were wanted by the

premises that they assume, so a nuclear plant based on your certain premises

would not be popular with our privately run public utilities ; whereas, if you

work for a corporation that lives off government contracts, the argument will

not appeal to you .

I am more impressed with the fact that a man like Sam Nelson of the Los

Angeles Department of Water and Power says that the dams and hydroelectric

power plants are worthwhile, than I am by either an engineering report you

make or that Parsons makes. Further, it took an act of Congress to postpone

for two years, the building of these dams. Too many agencies want to build

the two damsto make your study impressive.

17 The Ralph M . Parsons Co., Economic Analysis, Nuclear versus Hydroclectric Percer

Generation , Colorado River Basin Project, Job Number 3874 - 1, Los Angeles, July 20, 1966
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The Arizona Interstate Stream Commission has recommended that the State

of Arizona take all possible steps to obtain a license from the Federal Power

Commission for the construction of a hydroelectric dam at Marble Canyon .

Very truly yours,

JOSEPH JENSEN , Chairman .

In response to Mr. Jensen's letter, one of us replied as follows:

Santa MONICA, CALIF., December 5, 1966.

Mr. JOSEPH JENSEN,

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California ,

1111 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif .

DEAR MR. JENSEN : Thank you for your letter of November 30 .

This is just to emphasize the point that Laurence Moss tried to make in his

talk November 21 - after careful and we believe unbiased study, neither Dr.

Hoehn, Mr. Moss, or I believe that construction of either of the two proposed

dams in the Grand Canyon will advance the interests of Southern California

or the Metropolitan Water District . The Arizona Power Authority and LADWP

proposals have significant differences compared to those of the Bureau of

Reclamation, Even if these other proposals were justified at the time they

were filed , they are not necessarily justified at this time with the rapidly

changing competitive conditions in the power market.

We would be delighted to review our calculations, assumptions, and con

clusions with you , your staff, or Mr. Nelson at any time, in any degree of detail

you may desire. I can assure you that all of us would prefer to make these

points in the privacy of your office than through the mass media during the

coming months. We welcome serious criticism of our findings, but have yet

to find any that would shake our conclusions .

Very truly yours,

ALAN CARLIN .

We have not as yet received any reply to the letter of December 5 .

During this exchange of correspondence with Mr. Jensen , we received a

clipping from the November 20 , 1966 issue of The Daily Sentinel of Grand

Junction , Colorado summarizing the Parsons Study. This indicated that the

study was concerned only with a financial comparison of the dams versus

nuclear alternatives rather than the economic feasibility of the dams.

But to make a long story short, when Mr. Jensen declined to make available

a copy of the report, we addressed letters to several other possible sources,

including one to the Arizona Interstate Stream Commission , dated December 5 ,

1966 . The other possible sources referred us to the Arizona Interstate Stream

Commission , from whom we received no reply at all. Finally on January 11,

1967 one of us sent another request to Mr. Rich Johnson , Executive Director

of the Commission by certified mail. This finally elicited a response and a

copy of the study in question .

After careful study of the report, one of us undertook to write a reply to

which we shall now turn .

WHAT THE PARSONS STUDY REALLY SAYS ABOUT NUCLEAR POWER ECONOMICS :

THE GRAND CANYON CONTROVERSY

( By William E . Hoehn ,* The RAND Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.)

The Ralph M . Parsons Co . was retained by the Arizona Interstate Stream

Commission to " show the effect of substituting nuclear-fueled power generation

facilities for proposed hydroelectric power generating plants at Huala pai Dam

and Marble Canyon Dam on the Basin Account Consolidated Payout Schedule " 1

The principal conclusions of the Parsons study are :

( 1 ) Comparing nuclear alternatives with the hydroelectric plants on a

peaking basis shows that the nuclear plants themselves will never pay out

N ear Versus Hydroelectric Power Generation . Colorado River1 " Economics Analysis . Nuclear Versus Hydroelectric Power

Commission State of Arizona , " The Ralph M . Parsons
Basin Proiect. Interstate Stream Commission , State of Arizona. " Th

n 11 : hereafter cited and referred to as the " Parsons

Co., Number 3874 - 1 , July 20, 1906 , p . 11 ;

Study. "

• views expressed in this paper are those of the author.
author. They should not be

They should
the views of The RAND Corporation or the othcial opinion or

interpreted as reflecting the views of The RAND

policy of any of its governmental or private research sponsors
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since the annual interest payments are greater than the net revenues as

demonstrated in the Consolidated Payout Schedules herein .

( 2 ) This study also compares the funds accumulation from a base-loaded

nuclear plant with those accumulated from the hydroelectric plants . While

this comparison accrues the most funds from the various nuclear alternatives

considered in this study, the funds accumulated are substantially less than

those accumulated from the hydroelectric plants.

( 3 ) Even at the federal financing interest rate of 3 .222 % , the baseloaded

nuclear power plants could not repay their costs if it were not for the

outside contributions to the combined fund of revenues from Hoover

Parker, and Davis Dams in later years of the analysis .

( 4 ) Evaluating only the economics of nuclear energy production at the

plants - by neglecting all transmission costs — the four nuclear plants,

baseloaded , could not repay their costs if the aggregate fixed charge rate

( including depreciation ) were in excess of 6 . 1 % per annum .

These latter implications are so astoundingly contrary to the overwhelming

preponderance of evidence from the real world that the credibility of the related

Parsons Study conclusions quoted in ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) above seems doubtful. With

regard to conclusion ( 3 ) , the Bureau of Reclamation (an outspoken proponent

of the dams) has admitted :

There is little doubt, from a theoretical point of view , that a nuclear plant

could be selected of a certain size and operational pattern to contribute as

much or more to the Development Fund as would the Marble Canyon

hydroplant.*

In the recent announcement that the Administration no longer favors con

struction of either of the dams as a feature of the Central Arizona Project, but

favors the purchase of energy from thermal plants to be built by WEST

Associates, Secretary of the Interior Stewart L . Udall described the new plan as

“ a victory for common sense .” 6

With respect to conclusion (4 ) , in the last two years investor-owned (private )

utilities, with overall fixed charge rates ranging from 10 % - 14 % per annum ,

or roughly double the break-even figure of the Parsons Study, have placed orders

for more than 20,000 ,000 kilowatts of new nuclear generating capacity. In fact,

in 1966 more nuclear capacity than fossil-fueled capacity was ordered. If the

implicit conclusion ( 4 ) of the Parsons Study were true, this would mean that

these utilities through their independent evaluations of nuclear power economics

have committed themselves to an aggregate investment of well over two billion

dollars that cannot be repaid even through baseloaded operation . If this were

indeed the case, this would represent a miscalculation unparalleled in the

history of private sector investment decisions, and one that would rank with

only the most remarkable of past federal reclamation project miscalculations

To verify that conclusion (3 ) is implicit in the Parsons Study , one need only

refer to either Table S or Table W of the Parsons Study. Column 5 of those

tables shows the unpaid balance of the (interest-bearing ) investment in the

plants by years. In each of the first 18 years, the unpaid balance increases,

demonstrating that annual revenues are less than annual costs ( including , of

course , interest on invested capital) . Only with Year 19 and following year ,

2 Ibid , p . 12 .

3 Ibid . p . 12 .

• U . S . Congress, House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Lower Colorado Rirer

Basin Project, Hearings before Subcommittee, Part II, 89th Congress, 2nd Session , May 13.

1966 , p . 1520 .

Quoted in the Los Angeles Times (Preview Edition ) , Thursday, February 2 , 1967 p .

• In the Parsons Study, annual costs except for interest charges are developed for all

alternatives. These interest- less " costs " are then deducted from gross nuclear revenue ,

on one set of charts ( Tables H - O of the Parsons Study ) in

Parker, and Davis Damsare commingled with nuclear gross revenues. The resulting se les

for each alternative (which bear the label " Consolidatert Net Innual Revenne " ) * then

carried over to another set of eight charts ( Tables P - X or the Parsons Study ) of ( os .

solidated Payout Schedules , " where, under the Power section in the " Interest Bearing

Investment" column, interest payments are finally applied . That is , under the Parson

Study procedures , revenues are first used to defray annual operating and maintenan

costs ; remaining revenues are used to defray the depreciation account (the Replacement

Fund ) ; any remaining revenues are then applied first to payment of annual laterest

charges and then to reducing the unpaid balance of the investment account. Thus an

inoreasing unpaid investment account indicates that revenues are insufficient to meet

even the totalannual interest charges .
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when revenues from Hoover, Parker, and Davis are incorporated into Column 1

of those tables (Net Operating Revenue ) , does the investment begin to decline."

Somewhat more effort is required to verify conclusion ( 4 ) . The Parsons

Study evaluates no less than eight alternative cases — three plants in Los Angeles

and one in Arizona versus four plants in Los Angeles, both baseloaded and peak

loaded , and all at both 3 .222 % interest and 4 .5 % interest — and the mass of

data and proliferation of tables is more than sufficient to stun the casual reader.

Accordingly , conclusion ( 4 ) will be verified herein only for the case of three

plants at Los Angeles and one in Arizona, which most nearly corresponds to

the proposed distribution of energy . Tables 1 and 2 reproduce, respectively,

relevant portions of the Parsons Study capital cost and annual cost tables for

this alternative location .'

The exclusion of transmission costs assumed in conclusion ( 4 ) permits us

to discard Item 9 of Table 1 , reducing investment in plant and equipment to

the $ 397 million of Line 8 , and to discard Line 7 of Table 2 , reducing annual

costs before replacement and interest on investment from $ 30 .877 million to

$ 28.904 million . At the assumed overall fixed charge rate of 6 . 10 % , the annual

replacement ( a form of depreciation accounting ) and interest charges on the

$397 million investment would be $ 24 .217 million . Then total annual costs

are $53. 121 million ." Annual revenues in the Parsons Study fluctuate slightly

from year to year ; however, the sum of the Gross Nuclear Revenues over the

75 -year period of analysis is $ 3 ,983,239 ,000, so that the average annual revenue

may be taken to be $53 .110 million. Thus, at a 6 . 1 % fixed charge rate with

no allowance for transmission costs, taxes or other private -utility costs, the

four baseloaded nuclear plants incur losses of $ 11, 000 per year. Moreover, at a

typical private-utility fixed charge rate of 12 % per annum , the deficit for the

four units would be in excess of $ 23 .4 million per year under the Parsons Study

cost and revenue assumptions, or an annualloss of $ 5 .95 million per nuclear plant !

Thus, if the Parsons Study analysis is to be accepted , it follows that those pri

vate utilities that have ordered nuclear plants have not just made a minor error ,

but have indeed made a colossalmiscalculation .

TABLE 1 . - Parsons study capital cost assumptions, 8 units in Los Angeles and

1 unit in Arizona

(Dollar amounts in millions)

Line Item Cost

11Equipment and facilities . ..

Land and land rights.. .

Site development. . .

Indirect capital. .. . .

1
1

1
1

1

$270. 90

7 .60

16 . 70

14. 601

Subtotal, lines 1 to 4...

Interest during construction . . . . .

Working capital. . . .

309. 80

9 . 90

77 . 30

Subtotal. .

Transmission facilities. . - - - -

397 . 00

141. 00

Total. . .
- -- - - -- - -- - -- 538 . 00

Source : Parsons study, op. cit., table C , p . 52.

7 Tables J and N , in which Net Operating Revenues for Table S and W , respectively ,

are derived , show in Column 9 (Hoover, Parker, Davis Net Revenues ) that Year 19 is

indeed the first year in which outside revenue is added .

* Parsons Study , op . cit. , Tables C and G .

The sum of $ 28.904 million operating and $ 24.217 million capital costs.

10 Parsons Study. op . cit . , Table N , Column 8 . p . 89 .

11 This is , admittedly, a simplified analysis. The Parsons Study uses a combination

interest charge and sinking fund rate, with a 100 -year period on the items in Lines 1, 4 ,

6 and 7 of Table 1 . 50-year on transmission (Line 9 ) and 100 -year on land and site

development (Lines 2 and 3 ) ; under this procedure, the break -even interest rate is 4 .58 % .

with fixed charge rates ( including sinking fund ) of 6 . 197 for 30 -year items and 4 .633 on

land. This , of course . closely approximates the overall 6 . 1 % fixed charge rate used above .
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TABLE 2 . — Parsons study annual costs for baseloaded plants, 8 units in Los Angeles

and 1 unit in Arizona

Line Item
Cat

3

Operating and maintenance labor . . .

| Generaland administration expenses . - - .

Maintenance materials and supplies . . . . . . .

Nuclear insurance . . . . . .

Nuclear fuel . - - . ..

Cooling water. .

Transmission maintenance . . .

Total annual cost before replacement . . . .

Replacement fund (at 3 .222 percent) . . . . . . . .

Total annual cost before interest on investment. . .

Source : Parsons study, op. cit., table G , p . 61.

Now that it has been shown that the Parsons Study analysis implies certain

unacceptable conclusions, it may be of interest to identify some of the more im

portant points at which various estimates and assumptions have contributed to

the unfortunate disparity between the Parsons Study and real-world nuclear

power economics. We consider first those aspects dealing with nuclear power

costs and revenues in the general case , and then some aspects of the particular

comparison of nuclear and hydropower for the Development Fund.

NUCLEAR POWER COST ESTIMATION

Under this heading we will briefly consider the following items- powerplant

selection and costs, land costs , and interest during construction .

Powerplant selection and costs. - The nuclear powerplant design assumed in the

Parsons Study is the dual-cycle reactor of the Dresden I type. Unfortunately .

the dual-cycle reactor type assumed in the study is no longer offered by any of

the major U . S . reactor vendors, and was last offered as an alternative to the

Oyster Creek and Nine Mile Point plants in 1963 . In both cases, the utilities se

lected the single -cycle version because it entails lower initial investment and

greater efficiency , and because developments such as variable flow recirculating

pumps proved to be a more flexible method of handling load changes. In the

Oyster Creek analysis, the contract price of the single-cycle reactor was $ 15

million less than the dual-cycle. Since the Oyster Creek reactor is roughly the

size of each of the four reactors assumed in the Parsons Study, capital costs

for plant and equipment would appear to be overstated by some $ 6 million plus

overheads, which represents an annual cost reduction of some $330 ,000 at the

3.222 % interest rate.

The Parsons Study also assumes a net capacity of 2450 electric megawatts

(MWe) from the 2600 MWe gross capacity of the four units. For single-cycle

plants of 650 MWe gross using ocean water cooling , auxiliary power requirements

should not exceed 20 MWe, and for inland plants , because of cooling tower fan

power requirements, auxiliary power should be about 30 MWe, so that the net

rating of the three plants in Los Angeles and one in Arizona should be about 2510

MWe. This is somewhat academic, as the Parsons Study inadvertently used the

gross power rating rather than net power in computing the annual nuclear gen

eration of 18 .22 billion kilowatt-hours (kwh ) per year at baseload (80 % load fac

tor) , which is the figure used throughout. This would result in adjusted annual

energy production of 17.59 billion kwh.

In the absence ofmore detailed cost estimates it is not possible to comment on

the accuracy or acceptability of the various estimates ; the overall level ofnuclear

capital costs appears reasonably representative of costs as of the publication date

of the study .

Land costs. - The Parsons Study based its estimate of land costs on a Bechtel

study of alternative sites for the proposed power and desalting plants. Land

costs are assumed to be $ 25 ,000 per acre for " ocean frontage" and $ 10,000 per

12 Report on Economic Analysis for Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station ; Jersey

Central Power and Light Co., February 17, 1964 ; also reprinted in AEC Authoritinz

Legislation — 1965 , Part 2 , Appendix 4 .
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acre for " land to the rear of the ocean frontage." 13 Total land costs for the case

of all four plants in Los Angeles is given as $ 8 .25 million for 400 acres. " The

only purchase consistent with these figures is 28343 acres of ocean frontage and

1162 acres of land to the rear.

Since plants would be placed along the shoreline with the exclusion area to

either side and inland, these oceanfront acres appear to be acquired as long thin

strips. 26

Quite as remarkable is the assumption that land costs fall from $ 8 .25 million

to $ 7 .6 million for the case of three plants in Los Angeles and one in Arizona.

Since the Los Angeles plants would be located immediately adjacent to each

other, land savings for the deletion of a fourth unit at an oceanfront site would

be negligible, while costs for acreage in Arizona would be added .

The proposed site is surely among the most expensive that could have been

selected ; alternatives not discussed in the Parsons Study would include avoiding

the purchase of oceanfront land by locating slightly inland from the beach (as at

Malibu ) , locating on government land (as at San Onofre ) , or even , considering

the cost, of building on a man-made island as is planned for the power-desalting

complex for Los Angeles.18

Interest during construction . — The amount of interest during construction

appears to have been improperly estimated . The Parsons Study states :

On the basis of using federal financing and assuming that capital costs are

expended at a uniform rate during construction , a factor of 3 . 2 per cent is

applied against the sum of equipment and facilities , land and land rights,

site costs, and indirect capital."

This would , of course, be the appropriate figure for straight-line construction

if the construction period were somewhat less than two years. The traditional

procedure for estimating interest during construction assumes a sigmoid curve

for construction expenditures ; then interest during construction can be estimated

from the relationship

IDC = * (L + 0.450 ),

ir

in wbich i is the interest rate in percent, T is the duration of construction in

years , L is land cost and C is construction cost ; the factor 0 .45 is a weighting

factor indicating that construction expenditure is greater towards the end of the

period than earlier. 15

For the first four items of Table 1, adjusted as discussed above, interest dur

ing construction would amount to $ 18 .14 million rather than $ 9 . 9 million .

FUEL CYCLE COSTS

Under this heading, we consider investment in fuel working capital, working

capital charge rates , and nuclear fuel costs,

Investment in Fuel Working Capital. - Item 7 of Table 1 lists investment in

working capital as $77.3 million. The Parsons Study describes this as follows :

A total of $ 9 ,820 per megawatt thermal of reactor rating was utilized for

fuel inventory . A percentage factor of 0 .25 per cent of the sum of equip

ment and facilities plus depreciable site costs was used to estimate the cost

of maintenance materials .1"

The 2600 MWe of reactor rating at an efficiency of 33.3 % would correspond

to a thermal rating of 7800 megawatts resulting in an average investment of

$ 76 .6 million of the $77.3 million in fuel working capital. The $ 9800 per thermal

megawatt corresponds then to an investment of $ 29.40 /kw of electric capacity .

For comparison , the Oyster Creek study lists average annual investment in fuel

of $ 22 in Years 6 - 10 , $ 26 in Years 11 - 20 , and $ 24 in Years 21 - 30,20 all of which

13 Parsons Study, op. cit., p . 53.

14 Ibid ., p . 53 and Table B .

18 For a 6 .000 -foot ocean frontage, each " ocean frontage" acre has the unusual dimensions
of 21 feet in width by somewhat over 2 .050 feet in depth .

10 Most of the acreage required there is for the desalting plant flash evaporator trains,
so that the size might be substantially reduced .

17 Parsons Study, op . cit. , p . 54 .

Qeller Hogerton and Stoller . " Analyzing Power Costs for Nuclear Plants. "

Nucleonics . Vol. 22. No . 7 ( July 1964 ) , pp . 64 - 72. The value of T should be 4 von

19 Parsons Study, op . cit. , p . 54 .

* Oyster Creek Analysis, op . cit., Table 1.
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are substantially below the value assumed in the Parsons Study. Improvements

in core performance , reductions in fabrication cost, and a slight decrease in eo

richment since the Oyster Creek Analysis suggest that current values are sub

stantially lower. Asan instance, PG & E 's Diablo Canyon 1060 MWe pressurized

water reactor has an investment of about $ 20 /kw , or $6380 per themal mega

watt. Assuming working capital at $6500 per themal megawatt, or $ 19,500

per electric megawatt, the fuel working capital investment is reduced to $50 . .

million .

The preceding applies only to a consideration of baseloaded plants . For peak

ing plants, the average investment in fuel working capital is somewhat lower

as fabrication and reprocessing occur less often , so that these costs are spread

over a longer interval. Thus, for peaking plants , the appropriate figure might

be more on the order of $ 17,000 per electric megawatt. Of course, the annual

interest on this amount is distributed over fewer kilowatt-hours per year, 90

that the fuel cost for the peaking plant lies above that for a baseloaded plant.

as will be discussed subsequently . Inasmuch as the baseloaded plants produce

about double the kilowatt-hours per year of the peaking plant, fuel cost dir

ferentials due to varying load factor should be considered . These considera

tions are nowhere discussed in the Parsons Study.23

Working capital charge rates. - In addition to estimating a somewhat in

flated value for fuel working capital investment, the Parsons Study further

proceeds to levy a sinking fund charge (in addition to normal interest ) against

this amount. Working capital, of course, represents only a form of payment

for expenses incurred in advance of revenues, and therefore the interest that

could have been earned by alternative investment of these funds is added as an

expense . The principal amount of the working capital investment is recovered

in due course, and there is nothing whatever depreciable about this account.

Therefore, the application of sinking fund charges against this account as is

done in the Parsons Study is an unacceptable economic practice. Only the

3 .222 % interest rate should be applied to the average annual total. Since the

30 -year sinking fund charge rate (corresponding to 3 .222 % interest) is 2 .027 % .

this represents an overcharge on the $ 77. 3 million assumed by the Parsons Study

of $ 1 ,567 million per annum .

Nuclear fuel costs. - In addition to inflating the value of fuel working capital

investment and improperly charging depreciation against this account, the

Parsons Study appears to add working capital costs in a second time under the

nuclear fuel account. The Parsons Study on the subject of nuclear fuel costs

states :

The third core for a 650 megawatt electrical reactor is quoted in a manu

facturer's handbook at 1.38 mills per kilowatt hour . . . The factors which

enter into the 1.25 mills quoted for the Tennessee Valley Authority nuclear

power plant are not fully known and although we can expect some reduction

in cost if the plant were on a bid basis, the most reasonable value to assume

for fuel cost appears to be about 1. 3 mills per kilowatt-hour which is 006

mills higher than the Tennessee Valley Authority cost and 0 .08 mills lower

than the handbook values . *

We note first that 1. 3 m /kwh times the 18 .22 billion kwh per year generation

assumed in the Parsons Study yields the fuel cost of $ 23 ,687 million of Table 2

Therefore, the Parsons Study has used a fuel cost of 1. 3 m /kwh plus working

capital charges which , under the Parsons Study methods of calculation, amount

to an additional 0 .22m /kwh.

The reference to " a manufacturer's handbook " is evidently a reference to the

1965 General Electric Company pricing handbook , wherein the third core fuel

cost for a 650 MWe single-cycle non -reheat nuclear powerplant is estimated to be

as shown in Table 3 .

2 Pacific Gas and Electric Application No. 49501 Before the Public Utilities Commission ,
State of California , filed December 23 , 1966. Exhibit J .

22 For a more detailed treatment of this , see the now -classic article by John M . Val

lance, " Fuel Cycle Economics of Uranium Fueled Thermal Reactors." P / 247. Geners

Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy .

23 Additionally, it should be noted that the replacement figures of Tables E and Gare

different although both tables pertain to the samne plant : it has not been possible to repro

duce either set of figures from the data and directions in the Parsons Study. The true

figures do appear to lie within the ranges of those figures , sowever.

24 See, e . g . , Geller, Hogerton , and Stoller , op . cit.

25 Parsons Study, op cit., p . 54 .
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TABLE 3. - 650 MWethird-core fuel cost,26 single-cycle , nonreheat

(Cost,millions ofkilowatt-hours)

Component:

Uranium depletion . - - -

Pu credit . ..

Recovery - -

Fabrication .

Fuel cycle financing cost. . . .

0 . 58

. 32

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Total. . . - - - - - - - 1 . 38

36 General Electric Co. Atomic Power Equipment Handbook , sec. 8805, Nuclear Fuel, May 24 , 1965.

NOTE. - Figures in parentheses indicate credit .

Note that the fifth item in this handbook listing is the working capital charge,

so that the manufacturer's handbook price of 1.38 m /kwh includes working

capital costs.

The TVA report states :

The suppliers have warranted the cost (including the interest cost on the

fuel inventory ) of the heat produced , and therefore the evaluations include

the interest cost on the fuel inventory as part of the cost of the fuel.

Fuel cost for the BWR units range from 1 .57 mills per kwh in 1970 to

1.09 mills per kwh by the end of thewarranty period.27

Thus, both the G . E . and the TVA figures cited by the Parsons Study included

working capital costs, whereas the Parsons Study assumed a fuel cost midway

between those two figures, and then added in separately working capital costs

resulting in a gross overestimate of fuel costs.

It should be noted that the G . E . figures on Table 3 assume working capital

charge rates of 5 % before irradiation and 9 % during and after irradiation ,

whereas the TVA figures include working capital at only the 4 .5 % cost of money .

Since the G . E . figures of Table 3 give an estimate of 1 .06 m / kwh for fuel cost

less working capital charges, and since the TVA charge rate is about half that

assumed in the G . E . figures, adding half of the G . E . financing cost yields 1 .22

m /kwh as an estimate of equivalent TVA third core costs (including financing

charges on working capital) for a 650 MWe unit. In reality ; the 1965 G . E .

bandbook fuel prices are based on less optimal design than is available to TVA

or to new plants. The 1965 handbook was based on burnup of 20 ,000 megawatt

days per short ton (MWD/ T ) of uranium , whereas present design burnup is

27 ,500 MWD/ T .

Power density has also been increased by some 40 % , coupled with a slight

decrease in enrichment. All these factors suggest that even the assumption of

1 . 3 m /kwh for these plants based on the reports cited in the Parsons Study

would have been somewhat on the high side even before working capital costs

were added .

Since the Parsons Study was completed , G . E . has published a new fuel cost

handbook , which revises upward several of the economic assumptions on which

third core costs were based . For 600 MWeplants, third core costs are warranted

at 13 .87 cents per million BTU 's and for 700 MWe plants, 13.83 cents per million

BTU ' s,as

Then , by interpolation , third core warranted costs for a 650 MWe plant would

be 13 .85 cents per million BTU ' s , or at a net heat rate of 10 ,100 BTU /kwh,

1 .44 m /kwh including financing charges at 5 % and 9 % as discussed previously .

Il financing costs represent the same fraction of costs as in the 1965 listing , this

1 . 44 m /kwh consists of direct costs of 1. 10 m /kwh direct costs and 0.34 m /kwh

financing charges. At 3 .222 % interest rather than the 5 % and 9 % rates used

in the G , E , figures, financing charges might amount to 0 .15 m /kwh, for a total

fuel cost, including working capital charges, of about 1. 25 m /kwh. Since the

effect of the various Parsons Study procedures is to use a rate of 1.52 m /kwh,

this reduction of 0.27 m /kwh on the 18.22 billion kwh per year means total

* " Comparison of Coal-Fired and Nuclear Power Plants for the TVA System ," Office of

Power . Tennessee Valley Authority , Chattanooga , Tennessee, June 1966 . p . 5 . The end

of the warranty period is 1982, so that the 1.09 m /kwh is roughly representative of TVA

third core costs.

General Electric Company, Atomic Poroer Equipment Handbook, Section 8803. Nuclear

Fuel Fuel Cycle Service , October 24 , 1966 , p . 11. Figures are for single -eyele non -reheat

olante tor 1972 initial operation at an 80 % load factor.

76 - 955 - 67 - 41
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annual fuel cost reductions of $ 4 .92 million per annum , or about $369,000,000

over the 75 year period ofanalysis of the Parsons Study.

For peaking plants , fuel costs are probably about 1.35 m /kwh when the higber

working capital costs for this mode of operation are added .

NUCLEAR PLANT REVENUES

The effect of the above changes ( excluding possible reductions in land cost- 1

is to reduce baseload nuclear generating costs ( excluding transmission ) by

somewhat less than $ 5 ,000 ,000 per year ; this would be sufficient to permit theo

plants to pay out without the use of revenues from Hoover, Parker and Davis ar

an interest rate of 3.222 % (but the payout period would be protracted ) but por

at an interest rate of 4 .5 % . Since the annual generating cost figures with this

$ 5 ,000,000 reduction are somewhat under 2 .7 m /kwh neglecting transmission

costs, this strongly suggests that the difficulties encountered by the Parson

Study's nuclear plants lie on the revenue side. As we have derived above, tbr

average annual revenues to the baseloaded plants (18.22 billion kwh per year )

are $53.11 million under the Parsons Study revenue assumptions. This is

equivalent to a minuscule 2 .91 mills per kwh sales price. Now the Bureau of

Reclamation proposes to market power from the dams (if built ) at $ 10 per

kilowatt of capacity per year demand charge plus 3 mills per kwh for each kub

of energy generated ." From Table N of the Parsons Study, the hydro plants

generate an average of 7 .619 billion kwh per year and receive an average gros

revenue of $ 37 ,622 million per year, for an average sales price of 4 .94 m /kwh.

Under the Parsons Study methodology the nuclear plants are credited with the

samerevenue for the first 7 .619 billion kwh per year, but all kwh from that point

to the 18. 22 billion kwh assumed baseload generation is assumed to receive only

1 .5 m /kwh ! Since , as we have noted above, the implicit baseload fuel cost

including working captial is 1 .52 m /kwh, it should not be surprising to find that

these baseloaded nuclear plants are not much different than the peaking plants.

In justification of this extraordinarily low revenue assumption , the Parsons

Study states :

In the future, the proportion of peak electrical energy supplied by thermal

power plants will increase because sites for additional hydroelectric power

plants will not be available . Consequently, as long as power systems

demand large amounts of peaking energy , the thermal plants, normally

baseloaded , which will supply this peaking energy will have large amounts

of "dump" energy available at incremental costs . Incremental fuel cost

estimates range from 1. 25 to 1.30 mills per kilowatt-hours for nuclear power

plants and from 1 .6 mills to 3 .0 mills per kilowatt-hour for fossil-fueled

power plants. Over the period of time covered by this study , because of the

competitive nature of the resources industries, these incremental costs

will tend to converge. If the cost gap does not close , the " defender " alter

native of power generation , fossil fuel will become obsolete and not be

selected for a fuel when contrasted to the " challenger " nuclear fuel. Cop

sequently, 1.5 mills per kilowatt-hour have been used over the life of the pay .

out period as the value to attach to excess power from the nuclear alternative.

Perhaps early years will yield slightly higher revenues for off -peak energy ,

but later years will result in much lower revenues. Investigation of

economy-intercharge agreements and elements of costs for thermal equipment

rendered idle by the nuclear plant resulted in the conclusion that higher

revenues for off -peak energy are not justified ,

A line by line rebuttal to this might proceed along the following lines.

In the future , the proportion of peak electrical energy supplied by ther

mal power plants will increase because sites for additional hydroeleetric

power plants will not be available.

Quite true. The best hydro sites have already been developed , and additional

sites tend to be less favorable from an economic standpoint.

20 Utility rates are often expressed as a continued demand ( $ 1 /kw -yr ) and enero

( m /kwh ) charge. The capacity charge 18, in effect, a fee paid to reserve a part of ca paclty

outout, and the energy of charge is an incremental charge. When a load factor is siven.

the demand charge can be allocated over the annual generation in kwh and added to tbe

ener y charge to derive an equivalent energy rate . Thus for a 40 % factor for the dama

the $ 10 per killowatt -year capacity charge is equivalent to 2 .85 m /kwh so that the equire

lent sales price from the dams is 5 .85 m /kwb .

80 Parsons Study, op . cit. , pp . 77 - 78 .
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Consequently , as long as power systems demand large amounts of peaking

energy, the thermal plants , normally baseloaded , which will supply this

peaking energy, will have large amounts of " dump" energy available at

incremental costs .

Sotnecessarily true. There are several forms of thermal plants which do not

tave " dump" energy available. Foremost of these are gas turbine peaking

inits, which have quite low capital costs and high fuel costs and are adapted to

neet peak loads and occasionalemergency power. Percentage increases in orders

For this forin of capacity have been greater in the last year than even that of

nuclear plants. Another form is the pumped storage project, in which off -peak

"dump" energy is used to refill the upper reservoir in preparation for the follow

ng day's peak load . Furthermore, there is no assurance that the divergent

rend between peak and baseload will continue. Such developments as the

lectric automobile could in a relatively short period supply such a demand for

*dump energy " for overnight recharging as to reduce the differences between

peak and off -peak loads. This would , in turn , reduce the spread between peak

and off-peak rates.

Incremental fuel cost estimates range from 1 .25 to 1.30 mills per kilowatt

hour for nuclear power plants and from 1.6 to 3 .0 mills per kilowatt-hour for

fossil-fueled power plants.

Hardly the case. In testimony regarding the offer of the California Power

Pool to supply energy to the California Water Project Pumps, the range of incre

mental fuel costs for the PG & E , Southern California Edison Company , and San

Diego Gas and Electric Company, ranged from a low of 3 . 1 m /kwh to a high

of 5 .01 m /kwh ."

Also , the two most efficient steam plants in the central Arizona region had

arerage incremental costs of 3. 5 m /kwh.* Quite apart from this point, the

installation of new capacity is ordinarily undertaken to meet growth in both

base and peak load, and unless the peak load increases more rapidly than the

baseload increases , new capacity has no dump energy available . Dump energy

is largely available only from less efficient and more expensive plants that will

be relegated to peak load service. Their cost of producing " dump" energy is not

competitive. The present situation with dump energy widely available in the

Northwest is essentially a short-term phenomenon .

Over the period of time covered by this study, because of the competitive

nature of the resources industries, these incremental costs will tend to con

verge. If the cost gap does not close , the " defender" alternative of power

generation , fossil fuel, will become obsolete and not be selected for a fuel

when contrasted to the “ challenger " nuclear fuel.

This is sheer nonsense. The selection of fossil or nuclear capacity is based on

overall production costs, not incremental costs . There is no reason either to

expect the incremental cost gap to narrow or to expect one or the other form of

capacity to vanish . So long as fossil fuel capital costs remain sufliciently far

below nuclear capital costs, the resulting cushion will allow the use of a higher

cost ( fossil ) fuel and fossil and ntelear plants can coexist. Incremental costs

are used only in deciding the sequence in which a set of existing units should be

brought on line, and not in deciding what kind of plant to build .

Consequently , 1 .5 mills per kilowatt-hour have been used over the life of

the payout period as the value to attach to excess power from the nuclear

alternative. Perhaps early years will yield slightly higher revenues for

off -peak energy , but later years will result in much lower revenues. Investi

gation of economy-interchange agreements and elements of costs for thermal

equipment rendered idle by the nuclear plant resulted in the conclusion that

higher revenues for off- peak energy are not justified ,

To deal with the last point first, any capacity that is " rendered 1dle" by the

nuclear plants will remain idle only until the load krows to accommodate the

nuclear plants. Since the growth of peak load on the PO & O system alone is

forecast to be in excess of 650 MWe per year," the idling would extend at most

a ABC Authorizing Legislation , Piscal Year 1990, Part %, Henrings Before the Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy . Mar. 11. 18, 19 , 24 and April 13 , 1966 , p . 1671 , data are

from 1964 FPC report FPC $ - 166, Steam - Electrio Plant Construotion Cont and Annual

Production Bopenses - - 1964.

32F. P . C . Report S - 171, Steam - Electrl Plant Construction Cont and Annual Production

Espenser - 1965, March 1966 .

* PG & E Application 49501, op. al., Vabim O , Ares loud growth is in excess of 3000

MWeper year.
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only four years. Crucial to the argument, of course, is the need to integrate to

plants into the various utility networks. In this respect, the California Pose

Pool proposal is instructive ; the proposal letter states :

However, should the State decide to install initially its own atomie ga

erating facilities , the suppliers are willing , as we have indicated in pretium

meetings, to cooperate in contracting for the integration of such facilitie

into our interconnected systems and for the operation of the plant by one o

more of the suppliers .

The Power Pool contract , incidentally , established 3 mills /kwh as the rat

to the California project, and this is the lowest rate available to any of the

Pool's customers, based on the large block required . By contrast the Metn

politan Water District, another large user , paid 514 mills /kwh for off peal

energy . Thus we might infer that in the " early years" revenues will be sa

stantially above 1 .5 mills (not " slightly " ) ; also since the floor is somewhere

around 1. 3 to 1 .4 m /kwh representative of private utility incremental costa

" later years " can hardly result in " much lower " revenues than the 1 .5 m / kwb

assumed . On balance, 1. 5 m /kwh appears to be an extremely unlikely assup

tion as to off-peak revenues over the next 75 years . Even on an economy- inter

change basis, revenues should easily be in the 2 .25 - 2 .5 m /kwh, and that is prie

ably a minimum estimate. Needless to say , at higher revenues, the nuclear

plants turn out to be quite effective contributors to a Development Fund .

NUCLEAR VERSUS HYDRO FOR THE COLORADO BASIN

The preceding discussion has for the most part focused on the economics of

nuclear power in the abstract ; the Parsons Study, however, is intended as a

specific comparison of nuclear plants versus hydro plants as contributors to t . .

Basin Development Fund. In evaluating this specific comparison , the Parsons

Study has applied what, for want of a better term ,might be described as " Robin

son Crusoe Economics. " The meaning of this will become plain when we eus

sider how a " comparable" nuclear alternative was selected .

Hydro

The two dams have an aggregate rating at site of 2100 MWe, and the larges

venerating unit is 250 MWe, so the rating with one unit down is 1850 MWe at

site . Hualapai at 1500 MW would primarily supply energy to Southern Call

fornia, and Marble at 600 MW would primarily supply Arizona and the Central

Arizona Project pumps at Lake Havasu .

The Parsons Study nuclear alternative

The Parsons Study selected a total of four 650 MWe nuclear plants, so tha

with one unit out of service , the aggregate rating would be 1950 MWe, or 100

MWemore than the dams." They state that the fourth unit is intended primarily

as backup. Also , transmission lines ( at initial cost of $ 141 million ) are provided

between Los Angeles and Phoenix ; when all four plants are located at L

Angeles, this provides for the Arizona load ; when 3 are in Los Angeles and ope

Arizona , the lines " would still be required in order to provide the necessars -

serve backup for the one unit in Phoenix .37

On the revenue side, however, hydro revenues are computed on the basis a

full rated capacity (not one unit out capacity ) , while the nuclear plants are

credited only with the same generating hours and revenues as the dam with the

additional capacity during peaking hours and the added availability at other

hours given no credit . In the baseload case , all kilowatt-hours produced by the

nuclear plants in excess of those generated annually by the dams are evaluste

as off-peak despite the fact that 50 % of the hours in a week by utility definitiro

are on -peak hours, although the dams operate only 41 % of the time. In additins .

the deliverable capacity of Hualapai is only 1350 MWeand that of Marble is on

572 MWe due to losses in transmission from the remote dam sites to load center

Since the nuclear alternatives are located at load , losses are negligible . The

-
-

-
-

34AG Authorizing Legislation - 1966 , op . cit., p . 1568 . The suppliers are Sonthera

California Edison, San Diego Gas and Electric, Los Angeles Department of Water and

Power, and Pacific Gas and Electric .

35 Ibid . , p . 1573 .

* Or 1880 MW net with two at Los Angeles and one in Arizona on -line.

27 Parsons Study, op . cit. , p . 41.
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Pffects have not been evaluated in the Parsons Study . Thus for the nuclear alter

native, peaking revenues are substantially understated .

The Parsons Study thus envisions a comparable alternative to the dams as a

ompletely self -contained power generation system with its own full reserves,

ind with full backup interconnection among units. It is as though in the

service a rea there were no other generating capacity , transmission lines, reserves,

*mergency , interchanges, and the like- hence the term " Robinson Crusoe Eco

nomics . "

However , the Parsons Study assumptions are not even least -cost "Robinson

Crusoe Economics" , as the following example shows : For three plants in Los

Angeles and one in Arizona , the $ 141 million transmission line at 3 .222 % and 50

rear depreciation has an annual cost of $ 5 .713 million plus annualoperating and

maintenance costs of $ 1 .973 million for a total annual cost of $ 7 .686 million .

Four 140 MWe gas turbine peaking units could provide 560 MWe capacity

( slightly more than the deliverable capacity of 552 MWeof Marble ) for a total

investment cost of $ 14 million . Since they would be used only for standby we

night assume a 50 year service lifetime for these units, in which case the annual

investment cost is only $ 1 .783 million , even assuming no credit for standby emer

gency service . Thus even in the Crusoe world of the Parsons Study the cost of

the nuclear alternative has been overestimated by almost $6 million per year.

Such the same argument could be directed to the fourth nuclear plant. Since

under the Parsons Study assumption, it never receives any peaking power rev

onue, but instead receives only 1. 5 m /kwh , its replacement by five 140 MWe gas

turbine peaking units would cost about $ 55 ,000,000, or about $ 2 .229 million per

year, which is less than the annual investment and operating cost minus the

assumed baseload revenue of the fourth plant. Of course, for realistic revenue

projections, the fourth nuclear unit would be preferred .

USE OF BUREAU OF RECLAMATION CALCULATIONS

A final point pertains to the estimates by the Bureau of Reclamation of annual

costs and contributions to the Basin fund. The Parsons Study has used without

modification the figures developed over the course of the past few years, which

have been shown to be of limited accuracy . In particular, since costs for the

lams were estimated some years ago, general price escalation during the inter

rening period has raised the cost of the dams by some ten to fifteen percent.

Also , the calculations by the Bureau neglected certain other expenses, such as

$34 million for an afterbay on the river below Marble Canyon Dam to re-regulate

the flow of the Colorado through the Grand Canyon , an undetermined amount

is compensation to the Hualapai Indian tribe for encroachment on reservation

lands, and a charge against power revenues for the amount ofwater evaporated

by the dams.

Hydro fuel

With regard to this latter point, the Parson Study has ( rightfully ) charged

the Arizona power plant with the cost of cooling water. The baseload plant

is assumed to use 13 ,000 acre feet per year, and the peaking plant, 5 ,700 acre

feet, charged at $ 50 per acre foot. Parsons also makes much of the phrase " The

nuclear plant requires fuel ; the hydroelectric plant requires none." In the

ordinary sense of the word , perhaps not ; but hydroelectric power does require

impounded water , which is subject to evaporation and other losses. Evaporation

is particularly critical in this instance since , as has been pointed out, the waters

of the Colorado River are already over-allocated ; thus every extra acre-foot

evaporated behind a dam is an acre -foot lost to some beneficial consumptive user

further downstream . *

When the purpose of a dam is flood -control or storage and diversion , the

annual evaporation can with some justification be imputed to these items, but

( since Lake Powell lies immediately above Marble Reservoir and Lake Mead

immediately below Hualapai) neither flood-control nor storage and diversion can

be claimed in this instance. Therefore, the annual reservoir evaporation in

34 Prepared Testimony of Alexander Lurkis , Alexander Lurkis Associates, Consulting

Engineers, before the Federal Power Commission , Project No. 2338 (Cornwall Project),

1106

a The Navajos apparently would not object to some compensation also .

In this instance to Southern California , since it currently withdraws from the Colo

rado more water than that to which it is entitled under the Supreme Court decision .
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excess of that which would occur in the absence of the dams is in a very TEL

sense a cost of the power produced. Although there is some uncertainty as -

the actual extent of evaporation from the proposed reservoirs, the Bureau bas

admitted that at least 85 ,000 acre-feet per year from Hualapai and 10 ,000 acre

feet from Marble would be lost (over and above what is presently lost free

the stretches of the river to be inundated ) .* *

In summation, then , the Parsons Study contributes little to our understandin :

of either present nuclear power economics or the substitutability of nuclear

power for dams in the Lower Colorado Basin .

CONCLUSION : VALIDITY OF PARSONS STUDY HIGHLY QUESTIONABLE

Briefly summarizing the major points of this final paper, we find that is

Parsons Study has produced power cost and revenue projections that are sharru

divergent from other predictions of the economics of nuclear power. In par

this is due to a series of questionable if not erroneous procedures, such as it

overestimation of nuclear fuel costs, the underestimation of interest during cut

struction , and the unnecessarily high cost of land . In part, it is due to qui"

low off -peak revenue assumptions, especially since no allowance for reduced

costs of replacement nuclear plants ( i.e ., breeders or advanced converters )

made under the Parsons Study procedures. One measure of any special-purpose

study such as the Parsons Study is that it should yield reasonable predictio .

in the general case ; yet the Parsons Study was shown to imply that nuclear

plants (even with no transmission charges ) cannot operate at a profit eren 2 :

fixed charge rates only half as large as those presently used by private utilities

Since these utilities are in fact ordering nuclear plants at record rates, someoce

is surely wrong.

The usefulness of the Parsons Study is further impaired by its failure to

select a least-cost nuclear alternative and failure to assume the operation of the

alternative in an optimal manner. The selection of four nuclear plants plus 2

Los Angeles-Phoenix transmission line has been shown to be a needlessly expen

sive alternative even for an isolated utility system ; beyond this , howerer the

nuclear plants are assumed to have an on -peak generation availability onis

equal to the dams, despite the fact that the dams do not operate throughout the

peak period . Finally , the Parsons Study makes no effort to correct or update the

Bureau of Reclamation calculations, although they had previously been show

to be understated . Inflation of dam construction costs alone increases their

annual generating costs almost 10 percent even using the Bureau's constructica

cost index . Thus the nuclear alternatives, after a gross overestimation of costs

and underestimation of off-peak revenues, is further compared to proposed pro

jects for which costs are seriously understated . Under these circumstances, the

result is predictable, but the validity of the conclusions is questionable.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Arizona, Mr. Udall ?

Mr. UDALL. Dr. Carlin , it is always enjoyable for me to have the

benefit of your thinking on this legislation . Again , I want to tell you

as I did last year that I certainly respect the sincerity that you bring

to this work and the dedication that has led you to devote so much of

your time to a problem ofthis sort.

I took your testimony home with me last night, you having pro

vided copies in advance, and had a chance to go over it. I am thor.

oughly confused by the assertions of someone who has given so much

time to it as you have, as contrasted with the assertions of the Bureau

of Reclamation and someone like Mr. Goss who testified here today.

It is obvious to me that someone is badly off base. And it is hard to

believe that both of you are using the samemathematics and the same

engineering and the same logic.

I don 't want to take the subcommittee's time this afternoon to quar

rel with your conclusions or to go into it in any great detail . But I

* * At an imputed cost of $ 50 per acre -foot- typical of municipal and Industrial rates

obtainable for water the annual cost of the hydro " fuel" would be $ 4 .75 million .
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do want you to know that I have read your presentation and to the

best ofmy ability tried to understand it .

Mr. CARLIN . I should like to comment, if I may, that our studies as

presented here relate only to the proposals madeby the Bureau . We

have not had time to evaluate, nor do we have the necessary informa

tion to evaluate, this new idea .

Mr. UDALL. I gathered that. I did not want to put you on the spot.

Did you have any offhand reactions as to Mr. Goss' testimony ? Do

you see any gimmicks or loopholes in his arguments or presentation ?

Mr. Moss . I plan to cover that in my testimony, Mr. Udall.

Mr. CARLIN . I would prefer to defer to Mr.Moss, if I may.

Mr. UDALL. All right.

That is all I have,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from California , Mr. Hosmer ?

Mr. HOSMER. You mentioned the Ralph M . Parsons Co. What is

their business ?

Mr. CARLIN . It ismyunderstanding that they are in the engineering

and construction business, sir .

Mr. HOSMER. Do you know what their general reputation for pro

fessional competence is ?

Mr. CARLIN . The only previous knowledge I have of the organiza

tion's work relates to the work they have done on the proposed North

American Water and Power Alliance , and I have not had an oppor

tunity to study that as thoroughly as I would like.

Mr. HOSMER. My question was do you know what their general

reputation for professional competence is ?

Mr. CARLIN . I have no further information on that subject than

what I have just stated .

Mr. HOSMER. Based only , then , upon this complaint you make about

their study for the State of Arizona , it would be necessary for you

to qualify them as an incompetentorganization ?

Mr. CARLIN . I have not made that statement, and I would not like

to be on record asmaking that statement.

Mr.HOSMER . You characterize their study as questionable ?

Mr. CARLIN . Yes , sir .

Mr. HOSMER . And you have listed several reasons. For instance ,

it implies that nuclear power is not competitive contrary to observed

utility behavior.

Now , in that connection , just what are you talking about ? Peaking

power, base load power, or what ?

Mr. CARLIN . I believe that in Dr. Hoehn 's calculations, in which he

derived this implication from the study, he happened to use their

cases using a base loaded nuclear alternative.

Mr. HOSMER . Base load .

Of course we are talking about peaking power, I suppose, on the

dams?

Mr. CARLIN . Yes, sir ; we are .

Mr.Moss. Imight comment on that.

Mr. HOSMER. You are not up on the witness stand . Just wait your

turn .

Mr. CARLIN . I did ask that he be allowed to answer questions.

Mr. HOSMER. All right, go ahead .
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Mr. JOHNSON . Yes. It was my understanding that Mr. Moss was

to be the backup for Mr. Carlin. Mr. Moss, Mr. Carlin wants to

defer to you on this question .

Mr.Moss . In the Parsons study, the question ofwhether the revenue

from the base-loaded nuclear plant as a substitute for Hualapai Dam

would be greater or less was considered . So Mr. Hoehn, in analyzing

the Parsons report, took the assumptions of the Parsons study, which

was a base -loaded nuclear plant, as a revenue producer.

Now , the Parsons study assumed that off peak power from the nu

clear plant would be sold at only 1 .5 mills per kilowatt hour, which

is equal to the production cost. So no surplus revenue was earned

by the nuclear plant during off peak hours.

This is so low for the sale of offpeak power - I might mention it is

half the cost of off peak power being sold by the California Power Pool

to the State of California, Department of Water Resources— that it

puts into serious question the validity of the Parsons study with

respect to therevenue from the nuclear plants .

Mr. HOSMER. What are you assuming — that the nuclear plant is

going to be over in California , where you have a market for peaking

power atthat price, or that it is going to be over in Arizona someplace !

Mr. CARLIN . You are asking what we assumed in our studies ?

Mr. HOSMER. I am asking Mr. Moss why he is complaining

about

Mr. Carlin . I would like to clarify this. Are you asking

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Moss is answering the question right now .

Mr. Moss. Mr. Hoehn assumed exactly what the Parsons company

did , which is the nuclear plants in the caseshewas considering would

be located in southern California .

Mr. CARLIN . I don 't think this is the case.

He looked , I believe, at one ofmany cases studied by Parsons in

which three nuclear plants are in southern California , and one is in

Arizona. But I mightbemistaken .

Mr. HOSMER. That is right. Because there is a complaint about

unnecessary transmission investments, which would imply that per

haps you put these nuclear plants in downtown New York or some

place like that, where you have a good high market. That is neither

here nor there. Are you an engineer, Mr. Carlin ?

Mr. Carlin . No, sir ; I am an economist .

Mr. HOSMER. Is Dr. Hoehn an engineer ?

Mr. Carlin . He is an economist who has spent the last 2 years or

more studying the nuclear power industry .

Mr. HOSMER. I don't suppose either one of you have ever worked

for a utility ?

Mr. Carlin . To the best of my knowledge, I don 't think either of

us have.

Mr. HOSMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from California , Mr. Burton ?

Mr. Burton of California . Dr. Carlin, I think that you and your

colleagues are to be commended for the personal effort you have made

on this matter. It is somewhat difficult for those of us that don't

have special technical competence to judge which of alternative state

ments of fact or theory are,themore accurate. But I do think that

Mr.

Chaircaliforplink ebontyou
things dont
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your effort is to be commended , in the highest tradition , I would

think, of the involvement of private citizens in public policy questions

of great moment.

That is all,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Oregon ,Mr.Wyatt.

Mr. WYATT. I appreciate your appearance here and the effort you

have put in . I have no questions.

Mr. JOHNSON . Mr. Reinecke,thegentleman from California .

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you , Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Carlin , on page 25, you indicate that the Bureau of Reclama

tion calculations were used for all figures on the hydroplants in the

Parsons study. Would you elaborate on that ?

Mr. CARLIN . For all what ?

Mr. REINECKE. On page 25, you say :

A final point pertains to the estimates by the Bureau of Reclamation of annual

costs and contributions to the Basin Fund. The Parsons study has used without

modification . . . .

Indicating that Parsons apparently did not make any independent

study ofthehydroplants; is that right ?

Mr. CARLIN . As I recall, they simply used the Bureau figures,most

of which are available in the hearings, without any corrections; for

example , to bring them up to date as a result of price increases since

that time.

Mr. REINECKE. Do you know where they got their data for the

nuclear figures that they used ?

Mr. CARLIN . They got them from several sources, but themost im

portant one was a study mentioned in our statement done several

years ago in connection with a study they made of a possible nuclear

plant or combination nuclear desalting plant here on the east coast .

Mr. REINECKE. One other question . I looked at the Parsons study

today briefly myself, and one point that I saw - maybe it is right,

maybe it is not — they charged $50 per acre-foot, or in other words

the M . and I. rate , for cooling water for the plant to be built in

Phoenix. Offhand this sounds high to me, when you consider what

they are really doing is shifting the subsidy from water over to power,

or power to water.

Do you know what they are charging for the cooling water on the

steamplant thatthey proposed up here at Page ?

Mr. Carlin . No; I do not have any information on it, butMr.Moss

might have.

Mr.Moss. The answer to that is they are charging $6 per acre- foot

for that cooling water.

Mr. REINECKE. $ 6 for the steam and $50 for the nuclear. Now ,

Parsons did not talk about the steamplant at Page.

Mr. CARLIN . No, sir.

Mr. REINECKE. This is not a reflection on Parsons in this case, but

it is a question of where Parsons got the $ 50 figure.

Mr. CARLIN . I don 't remember in detail. But I would imagine

that they took the figure from the proposed charges to bemadeby the

Bureau for water from the Central Arizona project.

Mr. REINECKE. I realize this is asking a lot here, but do you know

offhand what the total cooling water charge would be for the nuclear

plant in the case of the Phoenix unit ?
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Mr. CARLIN. Offhand, I would not be able to give it to you . Maybe

Mr. Moss could .

Mr. Moss. What is the capacity of the plant? Around $ !

megawatts ?

Mr. REINECKE. That is all right. I thoughtmaybe you would have

an order of magnitude. I wanted to know if the $50 figure is us

fairly high , how much of a difference this mightmake in the over

calculations.

Mr. Moss. For a nuclear plant of about 800 megawatts baseloaded .

if you pay $ 50 per acre- foot, the cost of that cooling water would be

about a million dollars per year.

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you very much . No further questions.

Mr. JOHNSON . Just one question I would like to ask .

I understood Mr. Moss to say the Bureau of Reclamation hd

offered water from Lake Powell at $ 6 an acre- foot ?

Mr. Moss. I believe there are several steamplants, coal-burning

steamplants , that have been proposed for construction , using wate :

from the Colorado River, like the Kaparawitz plant near Lak

Powell , and, of course, the plants in the four corners. And it is ng

understanding for at least one of those plants, the cost either co

tracted for or proposed was $ 6 per acre-foot.

Mr. JOHNSON . That was not in the Page facility ?

Mr. Moss. I doubt that the negotiations have proceeded to any de

gree on that particular one.

Mr. JOHNSON . I was trying to find out if you knew who was goins

to build the Page plant — that is, what group of utilities, public an :

private. I have not been able to find that out yet.

Mr.Moss. I don 't know the answer to that.

Mr. JOHNSON. I doubt whether they havemade any offers for con

ing water from Lake Powell for the Page plant.

Mr. Moss. Not for the Page plant. But for similar plants

there.

Mr.McFARLAND. Mr. Chairman , I think the record should show the

water you are discussing is water allocated to one of the States, ani

it is that State 's decision to use the water in that way . So far as the

water charge by the Bureau, it is really a charge for taking the water

from the river. I just wanted to make that point.

Mr. JOHNSON . I was wondering — even to divert water from :

river it is fairly costly in some places. Whether it would add up to

$ 6 an acre-foot or not I don 't know .

We want to thank you, Mr. Carlin , for your testimony and you

summary and your participating in the questions.

The next witness will be Mr. Laurence I. Moss, nuclear engineer.

Will you tell us for the record,Mr.Moss, who you are representing!

STATEMENT OF LAURENCE I. MOSS, NUCLEAR ENGINEER

Mr. Moss. Yes.

I am representing only myself at these hearings, Mr. Chairman

testifying as a private citizen .

Mr. JOHNSON . Who do you work for, Mr. Moss ?
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. . . Loss. I am employed by Atomics Internationalasan assistant

3 manager. But I don 't represent the company today .

JOHNSON . We have your statement here, Mr. Moss . It will

in the record in full. If you would summarize it for us, we

greatly appreciate it.

Moss. Thank you very much ,Mr. Chairman . I appreciate the

„unity to appear before the committee once again .

ould first like to talk about Hualapai Dam , formerly Bridge

n Dam , which surely must be one of the most remarkable dams

roposed for authorization by this committee. I should also say

the most quickly moving targets to attack , even though it must

st ofmanymillionsof tonsof concrete.

st we had the name changed from Bridge to Hualapai, which

ounded the confusion. And now we have a proposed change in

ower capacity, from 1 ,500 megawatts to 5 ,000 megawatts.

I ought to make a distinction in my testimony today as to which

- osal I am referring. Hualapai No. 1 will be the Bureau of

amation dam , and Hualapai No. 2 will be Mr. Goss' dam .

“ rst I will talk about Hualapai No. 1.

is has been represented as the best damsite on the river. Many

.. . esses have testified to that. One would think that Hualapai No.

ould probably be the best moneymaker since the invention of the

iting press.

* Thy, then , does the Bureau say that there will be more money in

development fund in the year 2025 — their figures are $ 800 million

sus $768 million — if the construction of Hualapai is deferred 10

. rs from 1972 to 1982 ? And they also present similar figures

y did this last Tuesday — for the year 2047. That is, if the con

action of Hualapai is deferred 10 years there will be $ 2 ,400 million

the development fund versus $ 1,850 million if it is constructed

mediately .

For something which is supposed to be a great moneymaker, it

ms surprising that the longer you wait to build it the more money

makes for you , and the more money is accumulated in the develop

ent fund .

There are two answers to that question .

The first is that the prepayment plan recently proposed by the

ureau to obtain power from coal-burning stations, or even if it was

com nuclear plants, is a more economical way of obtaining power for

he CAP pumps than from a dam at Hualapai, or at Marble, for that

aatter. And I say this even though the cost figures presented by the

Bureau of Reclamation on the prepayment plan are extremely

onservative.

: If you take the figure they give of $91.9 million for generation and

transmission , and subtract from it the $ 27.6 million allocated to trans

mission , you get an amount of $64. 3 million allocated to generation .

Now , this works out, if you divide it by the 400 megawatts capacity

for which they are contracting, to an investment of $ 161 per kilowatt

generating capacity for their share of this large coal-burning plant.

This is exclusive of interest during construction .

The plants being built now by private utilities, roughly in the

same area of the same general type, and of the same general size, cost

1
-
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between $ 100 and $ 110 per kilowatt. So the Bureau has very co

servatively estimated that the capital cost for their share will be

percent higher than that.

I think that if some corrections were made to their prepayment

plan estimates, you would find that you might be able to use the pri

payment plan , sell CAP water in central Arizona for the previous 1

proposed prices of $ 10 per acre- foot for irrigation water and $ 30 pm

acre- foot for M . & I., and not need any ad valorem tax at all to pa

off the project.

Now , the second reason

Mr. HOSMER. Does that figure include interest on $ 161?

Mr. Moss. I don 't believe it does, because there is a separate itp

in the Bureau 's report for interest during construction , which is a

plied to the total amount of money that they previously state as ca :

tal costs.

Mr. HOSMER. That is a separate item , there is also interest on this

prepayment during the period it is coming back .

Mr. Moss. Well, what the Bureau proposes

Mr. HOSMER. That undoubtedly would run up your figure.

Mr.Moss. What the Bureau proposes is to advance money in stag

as sections ofthe plant are completed. They would have to pay inter

on construction between the time they begin advancing money and the

time the plant goes into operation . And I believe that that is included

in a separate set of figures,apart from the first set.

Mr. HOSMER. You have one sort of interest during the construetic .

period and you have another interest during the period of pay on ,

which extends of course a great number of years longer. Since vi:

prepaid for your power here, you have to generate your money fro

some place, which under present government, is by borrowing. Ani

as a consequence you have to add that interest charge cost to you :

prepayment in order to achieve this figure for installed capacity !

Mr. Moss. I am speaking only of interest during construction , no :

of interest during pay out. And the Bureau includes interest during

construction as

Mr. Johnson . Just a minute. Are you replying to the question

ofthe gentleman ?

Mr. Moss. I think Mr. Hosmer's question is whether I have con

fused interest during construction with interest during pay out !

Mr. HOSMER. I am asking whether you have included interest after

the construction period on the prepayment?

Mr. Moss. Well, the Bureau has included it in their cost figures for

the annual costs attributable to power production . All I am saying is

that they have applied their interest cost to a higher capital investa

ment than will probably be the case when they actually go into thi:

arrangement.

Mr. HOSMER. Well, you don't see my point — the way you get $ 161

is to realistically recognize that you are paying interest on this money.

It is a hypothetical figure anyway. You are not paying for the plant

itself.

Go ahead .

Mr. Moss . Perhaps it might help clarify this if the chairman re

quested the Bureau to submit for the record whether the $ 161 per

kilowatt does include interest during construction or not.
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Mr. HOSMER . I think the chairman is going to run his own com

nittee.

Mr.Moss. Yes, sir .

The second reason that the development fund is larger when you

lefer construction of Hualapai Dani is that the dam makes little or

io money by itself. It needs revenue from Hoover Dam to help pay off

he large interest-bearing investment producing heavy fixed charges.

These are the result of the costly investment needed to build Hualapai

Dam . I would further point out, as one or two other witnesses have

ul ready mentioned , that all of the Bureau 's calculations are based on

3 . 2 - percent interest rate, which , at least for the present, is sub

idized . That is , it is less than the cost for the U . S . Treasury to go

putand borrow money.

There has been some discussion about the controversy at the time

of the authorization of Hoover Dam , to the effect that there were a

lot of people then who said it probably would not be a good invest

ment. I would point out that the investment in power production

facilities at Hoover Dam is only $ 127.5 per kilowatt . The investment

in Hualapai is $ 330 per kilowatt . And that difference produces a lot

of the high cost in annual fixed charges which makes Huala pai Dam

not economically justified .

There has also been discussion as to whether nuclear power can

compete with power from Hualapai.

Now , in the past ,power from dams could be generated and delivered

at lower cost than with steamplant alternatives. In most cases in the

United States this no longer is the case. A historic reversal of the

relative costs of hydro versus steamplant power has occurred. The

prior commitment ofmany of the most desirable hydropower sites, the

gradual increase in the costs of heavy construction , and the imminent

large- scale introduction of low -cost nuclear power have accomplished

this reversal.

In 1965 , 30 percent of all of the steamplant generating capacity

ordered by utilities was for nuclear plants. In 1966 more than 50

percent was nuclear.

The total generating capacity of the nuclear plants ordered in just

these 2 years is about 15 times the combined capacity of the two

proposed Grand Canyon dams. The at-plant costs of power from

most of these nuclear plants will range from about 3 .5 to 4 .0 mills per

kilowatt-hour under conditions of financing by investor-owned utili

ties which, primarily because they must pay taxes, have typical capi

tal charge rates of 12 percent, to less than 2 .4 mills per kilowat-hour

with financing by public agencies such as TVA, with typical capital

charge rates of 6 percent. These costs are based on complete amorti

zation of the plant in a 30 –35 year period . That is , after that period ,

you have enough money to go out and buy a brandnew plant, if you

think it will reduce costs below that for continued operation of the

old plant.

Moreover, since the costs of nuclear plants are relatively independ

ent of location , they can be better situated with respect to load centers

and transmission costs will be very much less than for hydropower

dams.

The committee has heard a great deal of testimony on the subject

of peaking power. Peaking power 18 , as you know , power generated
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during those hours of the week when the demand for electricity

high. It can be supplied by hydro or steamplants operated or

during those high demand hours.

Paradoxically , the new nuclear plants will not generally be

to supply peaking power, even though they will be the lowest *

producers of all of the steamplants on the system of the typic

utility .

The reason is that during the off-peak hours of the day, the uti

chooses to shut down the higher cost producers — the coal., oil.,

gas- fired plants when the demand for power drops. So far a

possible the nuclear plants are operated continuously.

There is no technical reason why nuclear plants cannot be opens

to meet the same peaking power requirements as hydropower dr

are at present designed to meet. Twenty years from now , whes

large fraction of installed capacity will be nuclear, in all probabin

some of the nuclear plants — the older, less efficient ones will be

operated .

Hydropower installations designed for peaking power operati

cannot operate continuously over a long period of time. The ressr

is that thewater turbines are sized to use all the river's average annu

flow when operating only about 20 to 45 percent of the time. Bers

that, there is no additional water to run through the turbines to get

erate power .

Because nuclear plants have no such limitation , they can provis

savings not only during peak -demand hours but also during off

hours by displacing higher production cost coal, oil, and gas

steamplants. That is , since today 's nuclear plants are added to util .

systems in which the predominant source of generating capacity od

sists of more expensive fossil-fuel units, it is preferable to operate

new nuclear plants continuously and relegate some of the older foss

fuel plants to operation only during peaking power hours . The

result, in terms of system generation, is the same as if new plass

either nuclear or hydro, were operated for peaking power aloneat

the operation of the fossil- fuel units was not changed , but the oven .

system production costs are very much less.

Proponents of hydropower projects, when their projects hare ben

shown not to be economically justified , have a propensity to war

quent over the supposed virtues of hydropower as compared with

supposed sins of thermal generation . Their acceptance of hydro

power, regardless of cost, has a quality bordering on that ofmystis:

revelation .

These proponents are welcome to their illusions. The facts, bor

ever, are as expressed by Philip Sporn , chairman ofthe System Dere

opment Committee, American Electric Power Co., in remarks

sented to the New York Society of Security Analysts on April

1966. In commenting on the cause and remedy for the Northeast

power blackout,Mr. Sporn said :

The first statement was made by a major utility executive. He said . "

it boils down to is this : thermal units cannot respond quickly enough to satis

load demands, such as occurred on November 9th , to avoid a power failur

Nor can they be restarted as quickly as hydroelectric plants , should ther ser

down the power. This as we found out the hard way on November me

no means satisfactory !"
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Now , my answer to this , and it's not an off-the-cuff answer, is that this is just

not so . It' s a complete misstatement of the facts . A well-designed thermal

system operated so that the spinning reserve is properly distributed in the gen

erating units at all times, and that is adequately interconnected with its neigh

boring system can — and by experience has proven sobe wholly reliable and

capable of withstanding all manner of disturbances. It is not necessary to create

uneconomic sources of hydro power in order to achieve a high degree of relia

bility.

This doesn 't mean that hydro capacity cannot or should not be used , if it's

economically sound. The two largest cities of the United States everybody

knows which they are have for a period of 83 years in one case, and close

to that in the other ( I don 't know when the other city really started its electric

service, but it cannot have been more than a year after 1882 ) managed to give a

high quality of service without any other generation in their system except

thermal.

To condemn thermal generation after that sort of a record is to meunthinkable .

I would add that Mr. Sporn is often invited to present his views

before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, and is usually well

respected for them and admired for them .

Now , the more sophisticated among the proponents of the dams

probably realize that they are not economically justified . But they

know that if the dams are authorized and built it will always be

possible to make sure that the basin account accumulates money.

This would be done by passing legislation to assign a larger proportion

of the investment in the dams to purposes which qualify for nonreim

bursable and zero- interest funds. Elaborate rationalizations will be

developed to justify the action . Most legislators, and certainly most

membersof the general public , will have little idea of the implications

of the legislation . When it is passed , the finances of the dams, from

the very beginning of the project, will be recalculated on the new

basis. The effect willbe to credit the basin account with an additional,

and continuing, subsidy from the U . S . Treasury. Those who doubt

the use of such mechanisms and the willingness of legislators to ap

prove them are encouraged to examine the legislative history of

other Federal dam projects.

The true purpose of the Grand Canyon dams is to provide a re

spectable front for the siphoning of hundreds of millions — even bi).

lions— of dollars from the U . S . Treasury to the basin account. Be

cause the dams are not economically justified the cost to the U . S .

Treasury will be far greater than if direct subsidies were made.

Moreover, the national income will be lower than it would be if the

dams were not built, and lower -cost alternatives were built instead ,

as would happen in the normal course of events. But all of this

counts for little to the proponents of the dams, who believe that it is

easier to raid the Treasury for more money, if the raid is disguised,

than it is to obtain a direct, openly stated subsidy of the same net

amount to the basin account. And they , of course , need not pay the

bill. That will be the role of the docile U . S . taxpayer, who will have

no understanding ofthe choice thathas been made for him .

I would like to go on to another point.

This morning Governor Love said that if importation is made a

reality , the first water imported should be used to satisfy the Mexican

Treaty commitment. Any amount above and beyond should be sub

ject to the provisions of the compact, and should be equally divided

between the lower basin States and the upper basin States.
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Now ,no one, of course ,has presented a detailed importation plan to

this committee. But all of the discussion I have heard about possible

importation plans involves bringing water into the Colorado Basin

in the lower basin portion , not the upper basin portion - - probably into

LakeMead . If this is done, and if the upper basin 'is to get a share of

that water, it would be done by an exchange of water. That is , they

would withhold more in theupper basin for their own use.

I would like to point out that all of the financial calculations of the

Bureau of Reclamation are based on a minimum flow of 9 .241million

acre- feet per year at Marble Dam , and 9 .592 million acre- feet per year

at Hualapai Dam . This is all the way out to the year 2075 .

. Now , if the upper basin withheld water through an exchange agree

ment as proposed , then the flow at those damsites would drop by the

amount ofwater withheld .

In last year's bill, H . R . 4671, and in at least one of the bills before

the committee this year, there is authorization to study an importa

tion in which the allocation to the upper basin might be as much as ?

million acre- feet per year. That would mean the flows at the dam

sites would be reduced by about 21 percent. The power production

capability would also be reduced by that samepercentage.

That would mean that revenue from the dams would drop. I think

this point should be made, particularly to the representatives of the

upper basin States,whomay be committing themselves to a dam which

cannot pay off if their dreams for water importation are realized .

I want to go on now to comment on Mr. Goss' dam , Hualapai No. 2 .

· First, I would like to say that perhaps I should be pleased by this

plan ,because, as far as I know , I was the first witness before this com

mittee to suggest the use of pump storage plants asalternatives to the

Grand Canyon dams. This was in theMay 1966 hearings. And I am

glad thatMr. Goss has taken this ideaand tried to develop it.

I was also interested to learn that Mr. Goss stated that the cost of

the power from the Bureau of Reclamation 's Hualapai Dam , in his

mind , would be too expensive for the Los Angeles Department of

Waterand Power to purchase.

Mr. Johnson. I think that is rather a misstatement. The facilities

that they propose — they would have control over how the facilities

were operated , at what times they would take the power. But dealing

with the Bureau , first the Bureau offered to them power out of their

own generation, you had to take a fixed price and a certain amount of

power.

So I think there is a great difference as to how you operate the

facilities. I thinkMr.Goss would take that into consideration .

Mr. Moss. I believe that you are correct ,Mr. Chairman, in that this

was one basis for Mr.Goss concern . I may have been mistaken when

I thought he was also objecting to the price of $ 10 per kilowatt and

three mills per kilowatt-hour. If that is incorrect, then I stand cor.

rected .

To return to pump storage : I wonder if Mr. Goss has considered the

same idea at another location , closer to the load centers, which would

require no additional investment in a new dam , and no additional

investment in an afterbay dam . That would be a pump storage plant

at Hoover Dam .
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There are existing transmission linesatHoover Dam as well.

Mr. JOHNSON . Well, I think the main cost there — if your pump

facilities and generators are built right in the facility , you might say.

Because the same generators that generate power are used for pumping

purposes on the flow of water back into the reservoir . To remodel

Hoover for pump storage you would have quite a job .

Mr. Moss. I don 't know enough about Hoover Dam to be able to

say how costly the modification would be. It would probably not be

necessary to remove the existing turbine installations as Mr. Goss

implied . It would be necessary to add reversible pump turbine units,

to provide the pumpback feature. And just how much new construc

tion work would have to be done in widening the passages for water,

and in expanding the powerhouse , is something that I am not

acquainted with. Perhaps it should be brought to the consideration of

the committee.

Mr. HOSMER. You don 't know anything about high- lift, reversible

pump turbines, do you ?

Mr. Moss. I am not an authority on that.

Mr. HOSMER. That is what Mr. Goss was dealing with here. He

made one slight reference to it . He said you would throw away the

entire $ 127 per installed kilowatt capacity you have at Hoover if you

start all over again .

You take every single erg of energy that goes past that point where

the Hualapai Dam is planned for, you take it out and you let people

use it - during all these decades that it is otherwise dissipating, and

nobody using it.

Mr. JOHNSON . I would like to say in connection with pump storage

facilities, there are several under construction at the present time in

my own State. And they are a rather integral part of the installation

in the powerhouse facility . To utilize the advantage ofpump storage

in getting that water back ,much of the facilities used for generation ,

they are all in the same community - it looks to me they are built

right in .

I think that you get quite a remodeling job if you go in to remodel

these existing facilities.

Mr.Moss. I think wehave to distinguish between a true pumpback

storage plant, and a combination pumpback storage plant and con

ventional hydroelectric installation . There is an existing flow of

water on the Colorado River which can be used to generate power

and energy apart from the pumpback feature. This is not true of,

say

Mr. JOHNSON . You are using the samewater and pumping it right

back ; you are not disbursing it down the river.

Mr.Moss. It is reusing a portion of the water. Some of it is released

because more water is coming in from up above. Over the average

period you would let through just as much as came into the reservoir

from above, less the evaporative losses from the reservoir .

Mr. JOHNSON . You are using it over.

Mr.Moss. Part of it is used over.

Mr. JOHNSON . It is a reuse of the samewater.

Mr. Moss. Part of it is reused ; some of it not. In the case of the

San Luis project, for example, all of it is reused . There is no river

76 - 955 – 67 -142
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flow there. What I am saying is that you could have a combinatio

conventional hydrounit with the pump storage unit at Hoover Dam

using existing conventional turbine units, along with new reversiba

pump turbine units. That is a suggestion which perhaps could be

explored .

Now , I should point out that the chart thatMr.Goss showed befor

had an error in it . Here I am referring to where Mr. Goss, on his

chart, referred to the Bureau of Reclamation 's Hualapai Dam . I

you divide the cost he gave $540 million - by the capacity - 110

megawatts — you get $ 360 per kilowatt, not $ 234 per kilowatt as in

dicated on the chart.

Mr. HOSMER. Does that include thetransmission lines ?

Mr.Moss. Yes .

Mr. HOSMER. Mr.Goss'Hualapaidoes not.

Mr. Moss. Here I am referring only to the Bureau of Reclamation's

dam — the set of figures he presented for that.

Mr. Johnson . This is the chart here, and all his figure here are

thebusbar.

Mr.Moss. No. The figures presented

Mr. Johnson . He made that crystal clear. This computation in

based upon thebusbar.

Mr. Moss. Some of his figures; yes. But I am not speaking of his

analysis of his own project. I am speaking of his analysis of the Bu.

reau of Reclamation 's project, which includes transmission .

Mr. HOSMER . Mr. Chairman, I think the witness has been on quite

a while . I don 't like to cut anybody off. Perhaps he could make a

point or two in such a fashion that we would get to the rest of the

witnesses.

Mr.Moss. I would be able to complete my statement in 2 minutes.

Mr. Chairman .

The real question is not whether wewill have a use formore power

The question is , What would be the cost of supplying that power ti

meet the need ? The investment in the Bureau of Reclamation

Hualapai Dam will be $ 30 per kilowatt, or $ 360 per kilowattt, if you

use Mr. Goss' figures. If you use the Huala pai No. 2 Dam ,Mr. Goes

pump storage feature, then the investment would be $ 146 per kiler

watt. But, of course , there would be a large energy cost associate

with buying energy to pump the water back to the upper reservoir.

Comparing this with other pump storage projects : The Castai

project , according to Mr. Goss, cost about $ 130 million and has

à 1, 200 megawatt capacity . This works out to $ 109 per kilowat .

much less than the cost of his Hualapai Dam proposal.

Right near Denver, the Cabin Creek installation works out to about

$ 80 per kilowatt - also much lower in cost than this new proposal for

Hualapai.

Perhaps $ 146 per kilowattmay be all right for a municipality , which

because it does not pay State and Federal taxes , has low capital charge

rates.

Investor -owned utilities — with their higher 12-percent rates - an

less likely to want to participate equally in this project. It is more

likely that they would prefer to use their old fossil fuel plants or lower

cost pump storage plants, for peaking power, rather than take the higt

fixed charges that a high investment cost would produce.
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The real issue, as I see it , is not between continued development in

the Southwest and an undammed Grand Canyon . It is simply whether

we ought to abandon an outmoded reclamation policy which is no

longer suited to the new conditions and the new technology of power

generation , and go on to the kinds of economically rational policies

which we would hope a national water commission such as has been

suggested by members of this committee would study and recommend .

Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON . Thank you, Mr. Moss, for the benefit of your testi

mony here.

The gentleman from Arizona,Mr.Udall ?

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Moss, good to have you back again . I am troubled ,

as always. Here is Mr.Goss who has worked all his life in the biggest

public utility serving customers in the country, who has hydroplants ,

nuclear plants , thermal plants. He says not only should we build a

1 . 5 -million -kilowatt Hualapai, we ought to build a 5 -million Hualapai,

and they will gamble their money on it , knowing that it would be a

complete disaster for his company, and personal disgrace for him , the

end ofhis career, if he gives them bad advice . And I am sure you are

a brilliant and very capable young man .

But is this committee supposed to believe that Moss is right and

Goss is wrong ? And if so, why ? Why are you so sure he does not

know what he is talking about — if what you told us today is right he

is out of his cotton -picking mind , to use an expression .

Mr.Moss. First , I assure you if I did not think I was right, I would

not have bothered to take the committee's time on all these matters.

Secondly , I think that perhaps Mr. Goss could be influenced by

other considerations than the lowest cost of power obtained for the

people of southern California. And in his questioning, Mr. Foley

alluded to what someof those other considerations perhaps might be.

But I am not in a position to speculate on thosematters.

Mr. UDALL. That willbeall,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California ,Mr.Hosmer ?

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Philip Sporn , upon whom the witness relies as a

considerable authority , has never put a nickel's worth of nuclear kilo

watts in the American Electricity Power Co .'s lines. So if that is any

recommendation to you , Mr. Moss, I have served my function this

afternoon .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Oregon , Mr.Wyatt.

Mr. Moss. May I comment, Mr. Chairman ?

Mr. JOHNSON . Yes.

Mr. Moss. The comment ofMr. Sporn that I quoted , of course , did

not have to do with

Mr. HOSMER. It had to do with blackouts, and outages, which you

took a lot of our timeup with that you should not have taken anyway.

It was a matter of poor judgment, I thought, to have that in your

speech .

*Mr. Moss. It had to do with the question of whether thermal gen

eration was suitable for meeting all peaking power and emergency

demands.

Mr. Sporn 's utility happens to be in one of the lowest cost fossil

fuelareas of theUnited States. So it has had loss incentive than many
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others to go nuclear. Thatmay change, as the costs of nuclear power

are now quite low .

Mr. HOSMER. While you are unscrambling things, you told us there

wasno technical reason why you could not use nuclear plants for peak

ing purposes. But there are a lot of economic reasons you over

looked .

Mr. Moss. The only economic reason I am aware of is that nuclear

plants produce power for such a low incremental cost , such a low pre

duction cost, that the utility chooses to keep it operating during off

peak hours and shut down their higher cost producers first.

Mr. HOSMER. That is right. If you put in this kind of capacity for

peaking purposes,the costs will be out of reason , because you have not

only a heavy investment in generating capacity ,nuts and bolts, but you

have a tremendous investment in fuel, in the order ofmagnitude of

about $ 10 million , sitting around idle , too. You know darned well

the economics of thatkind of thing demand the base load use.

Mr. Moss. I think my statementmay have been misunderstood .

Utilities now ordering nuclear plants will base load them for these

economic reasonsand get their peaking power capability by operating

the higher cost fossil fuel plants less hours of the day. So the net

production of power as a function of time, up and down during the

day, will be the same, but the cost will be lower .

Mr. JOHNSON . I think the committee hashad a pretty good education

in the uses of power here recently . Those ofusmixed up in the intertie

have had a certain amountof education in the hydroelectric field . The

private utilities in our State are willing to sign contracts to that effect

all of those stating they were going into nuclear power field were going

to use those asbase plants and operate them .

Now , the Bureau of Reclamation made quite a statement before the

full committee in connection with their operation , and his statement

as to hydroelectric power and the use ofhydroelectric for peaking was

a very top -notch statement. His statement concerned the outlook of

the Bureau of Reclamation . In his statement he also listed Huala pai

Dam as being one of those hydroelectric facilities that will add to the

peaking capacity and be used . That was in his own statement when he

appeared before the full committee, giving us the benefit of his knowl

edge as to the Bureau of Reclamation 's program .

I think while nuclear power has its field - but to get that low -cost

energy, you have to run it. You say that hydro is not looked at as

being really full and beneficial for peaking purposes — I think that is

a misstatement.

Mr. Moss. Mr. Chairman , as new capacity is ordered on a utility

system , it has two ways of meeting the increased peaking power de

mand . The first way is to add units which are specifically adapted

to providing that peaking power, like hydro.

The second way is to relegate their older , less efficient steamplants

to operate fewer hours during the day . .

Now , the second way is the way that hasbeen used by most utilities

in the history of the power industry in the United States - - for one

reason , because they found it cheaper to do so . I am not saying that

that will always be the case . I am just saying that in the specific case

ofHualapai Dam , we have analyzed the comparative economics, and

found that the nuclear plants are the low -cost alternatives.
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Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Oregon, Mr. Wyatt.

Mr. WYATT. Thank you , Mr. Chairman , I have no questions.

Mr. Joinson . The gentleman from California .

Mr. REINECKE. Thank you , Mr. Chairman.

Just to point out to the committee that in the summary report given

to us by the Bureau it does show project costs and, in one column,

interest during construction , and another column which I believe bears

out Mr. Moss ' figures, shown on pages (i ) and (iii ) in the summary

report.

No further questions. Thank you .

Mr. JOHNSON . I just want to ask one last question . As I understood

you to say in your testimony , if Hualapai would be deferred for 10

years it would make a major contribution . Would you support it 10

years from now to be a good facility to build ?

Mr. Moss. The only reason it makes more money for the fund is

because

Mr. Johnson . I don't care about how much more it makes for the

fund . But would you support its construction ?

Mr. Moss. No; I would not support its construction because it is not

economically justified . The only reason itmakes more money for the

fund is because of a quirk in the way the subsidy works. The real cost

to the Nation , even if measured only in dollars, is far greater than the

economic benefits.

Mr. JOHNSON . No further questions. We want to thank you, Mr.

Moss, for the benefit of your testimony. Your full statement will be

placed in the record .

( The prepared statement of Mr. Moss follows:)

STATEMENT OF LAURENCE I. Moss, NUCLEAR ENGINEER

IN SEARCH OF A SUBSIDY MACHINE : OR , WHY THE GRAND CANYON MUST BE DAMMED

In the American West of 1849 the preoccupation of the day was the search for

gold . In the West of today, the search is for a very special kind of water.

Although it looks the same, tastes the same, and feels the same as ordinary water,

this water is different. It is subsidized water, the full cost of which need

not be paid by the user of the water. And last year the search for subsidized

water led a small group of men , the " water leaders" of the seven Colorado Basin

states — with the help of the Bureau of Reclamation of the U . S . Department of

the Interior to the conclusion that the Grand Canyon must be dammed.

These architects of water policy and planning fashioned a document that

became known, in the form in which it was submitted for the approval of

Congress, as H . R . 4671. The various provisions of H . R . 4671 give a classic

example of the lengths ( somemight say depths ) to which the people who now

formulate water policy are willing to go in their pursuit of subsidized water.

Why can 't the people who use water pay the full cost of delivering it to them ?

More than 99 % of the people can (and usually do ) . These are the users of

water for municipal and industrial purposes. The users of water for agriculture ,

however, say that they cannot afford to pay the full cost, and in the Colorado

Basin states they use more than 90 % of all the water. If it is granted that

subsidizing irrigation agriculture is of social value, it still remains necessary to

scrutinize the efficiency of themethods.

How to subsidize water

The ways of subsidizing water are limited only by the ingenuity of men who

seek private economic gain at the public expense. Four favorite methods are

as follows :

( 1 ) Chargemunicipal and industrial water users more than the cost of deliver

ing water to them , and use the difference to help subsidize agricultural water
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users. In H . R . 4671 it was proposed that municipal and industrial water be sold

for $ 50 per acre-foot and agricultural water for $ 10 per acre-foot.

( 2 ) Get the Federal government to pay for a portion of the project with

funds that need not be repaid . In H . R . 4671, $ 83 million of the costs were

assigned to " recreation , fish , and wildlife" and were therefore non-reimbursable.

Beyond that, H . R . 4671 set the stage for a multi-billion dollar grant of non

reimbursable funds for a massive importation of water from ( presumably ) the

Columbia River . This was done by having the Federal government assume the

obligation - previously an obligation of the Colorado Basin states - to deliver

1 .5 million acre-feet of Colorado River water per year to Mexico. This would

become a national obligation as soon as water began to be imported into the

basin . H . R . 4671 also sought to establish the precedent that a state seeking

to expand the capacity of an aqueduct need pay only the incremental costs of

the expansion . The scenario is thus quite clear, though a bit expensive for the

average U . S . taxpayer. At some future date it will be proposed that the Fed

eral government build an aqueduct to transport 2 .5 million acre -feet of water

per year from the Columbia River to the Colorado River to satisfy the national

obligation ( 1 .5 million acre -feet for Mexico plus 1 million acre -feet for losses

from evaporation and seepage along the way gives 2.5 million acre-feet ) . This

project would qualify for non -reimbursable funds. Representatives of the

Colorado Basin states would then come along and say : " How convenient it is

that you are building all those dams, reservoirs, tunnels, canals and pumping

stations. It just happens that we would like about 6 million acre-feet of Colum

bia River water for ourselves. Let's put a few more pumps in the pumping

stations and widen the canals and tunnels a bit to handle the extra water.

We will be glad to pay the incremental costs." The net result is that the

Colorado Basin states would get 80 % of the delivered water and the Federal

government would pay most of the costs. These costs have been estimated to

be about $ 10 billion .

In the past, power from dams could be generated and delivered at lower cost

than with steam plant alternatives. In most areas of the U . S . this no longer

is the case . A historic reversal of the relative costs of hydro vs. steam plant

power has occurred . The prior commitment of many of the most desirable

hydropower sites, the gradual increase in the costs of heavy construction , and

the imminent large-scale induction of low -cost nuclear power have accom

plished this reversal.

In 1965 about 30 % of all of the steam -plant generating capacity ordered by

utilities was for nuclear plants . In 1966 more than 50 % was nuclear.

The total generating capacity of the nuclear plants ordered in just these

two years is about fifteen times the combined capacity of the two proposed

Grand Canyon dams. The at-plant costs of power from most of these nuclear

plants will range from about 3.5 to 4.0 mills per kilowatt-hour under conditions

of financing by investor- owned utilities (which , primarily because they must pay

taxes, have typical capital charge rates of 12 percent ) , to less than 2 .4 mills per

kilowatt-hour with financing by public agencies such as TVA (with typical capital

charge rates of 6 percent) . These costs are based on complete amortization of

the plant in a 30 - 35 year period . Since the costs of nuclear plants are relatively

independent of location , they can be better situated with respect to load centers.

and transmission costs will be very much less than for hydropower dams.

Peaking power

" Peaking power" is power generated during those hours of the week when

the demand for electricity is high . It can be supplied by either hydro or steam

plants operated only during these high-demand hours.

Hydropower installations designed for peaking power operation cannot operate

continuously over a long period of time. The reason is that the water turbines

are sized to use all the river's average annual flow when operating only about

20 –45 % of the time. Beyond that, there is no additional water to run through

the turbines to generate power.

Because nuclear plants have no such limitation , they can provide savings not

only during peak -demand hours but also during off -peak hours by displacing

higher production cost coal-, oil-, and gas- fired steam plants. That is, since

today's nuclear plants are being added to utility systems in which the predomi

nant source of generating capacity consists of more expensive fossil-fuel units ,

it is preferable to operate the new nuclear plants continuously and relegate
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some of the older fossil-fuel plants to operation only during peaking power hours.

The end result, in terms of system generation , is the same as if the new plants

( either nuclear or hydro ) were operated for peaking power alone and the oper

ation of the fossil- fuel units was not changed , but the overall system production

costs are very much less.

Froponents of hydropower projects, when their projects have been shown not

to be economically justified , have a propensity to wax eloquent over the supposed

unaccustomed virtues of hydropower as compared with the supposed sins of

thermal generation . Their acceptance of hydropower, regardless of cost , has a

quality bordering on that ofmystical revelation .

These proponents are welcome to their illusions. The facts, however, are

expressed by Philip Sporn , Chairman of the System Development Committee,

American Electric Power Company, in remarks presented to the New York

Society of Security Analysts on April 20 , 1966 . In commenting on the cause and

remedy for the Northeast Power Blackout, Mr. Sporn said :

The first statement was made by a major utility executive. He said , " What

it boils down to is this : thermal units cannot respond quickly enough to sudden

load demands, such as occurred on November 9th , to avoid a power failure. Nor

can they be restarted as quickly as hydroelectric plants, should they shut down

the power . This — as we found out the hard way on November 9th - is by no

means satisfactory !”

Now , my answer to this, and it' s not an off-the-cuff answer, is that this is

just not so . It ' s a complete misstatement of the facts. A well -designed thermal

system , operated so that the spinning reserve is properly distributed in the

generating units at all times, and that is adequately interconnected with its

neighboring systems can — and by experience has proven so — be wholly reliable

and capable of withstanding all manner of disturbances. It is not necessary

to create uneconomic sources of hydro power in order to achieve a high degree

of reliability .

This doesn 't mean that hydro capacity cannot or should not be used , if it' s

economically sound. The two largest cities of the United States - everybody

knows which they are have for a period of 83 years in once case, and close

to that in the other ( I don 't know when the other city really started its electric

service , but it cannot have been more than a year or two after 1882) managed

to give a high quality of service without any other generation in their system

except thermal.

To condemn thermal generation after that sort of a record is to meunthinkable .

THE ECONOMICS OF THE GRAND CANYON DAMS

In the specific case of the proposed $ 750 million Grand Canyon dams, the

delivered cost of power, according to figures presented by the Bureau of Reclama

tion, would be 5 .5 mills per kilowatt-hour. The Bureau's cost estimates are

several years old and do not include items of additional cost stated by the

Bureau to be either necessary or desirable, such as cash payments to the Hualapai

Indians ( $ 16 million ) , an afterbay dam below Marble Dam to even out the flows

in the river through Grand Canyon National Park ( $ 34 million ) , and a second

road to the Hualapai Reservoir site. The Bureau' s calculations, based on a

total initial cost of $ 750 million, should therefore be regarded as optimistic.

The same must be said of the Bureau 's revenue projections, since they are

based on the sale of power for the first 100 years of operation at a price of 6 .0

mills per kilowatt -hour, Accepting these figures for the moment, and calculat

ing the net revenue from the difference between selling price and cost, gives a

total of $ 3 .5 million per year from both dame during the initial 50-year payout

period . Parenthetically it should be noted that the initial cost of the interest

subsidy for the dams, provided by the U . S . Treasury , would be five times as

great - about $ 17 million per year at current money-market rates. There is yet

another hidden subsidy : The Bureau assigns zero value to water lost by

evaporation (100,000 acre-feet per year) from the reservoirs behind the dams.

If a value equal to the marginal cost ( about $ 70 per acre -foot) of importing this

amount of water into the Colorado River basin is assigned , the subsidy amounts

to an additional $ 7 million per year,

The proponents of the projects say the proposed dams are necessary to provide

a large accumulation of funds in a " Basin Account" . This would be used to

finance the long-distance importation of water into the Colorado River Basin .
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How is it possible to accumulate massive sums of money in the Basin Account

( the Bureau calculates $ 900 million at the end of the initial 50 -year period ) il

the Grand Canyon dams can contribute only $ 3.5 million per year, even on a

subsidized basis ?

The trick is that surplus revenue from the existing Hoover, Parker, and

Davis dams (all located on the lower Colorado ) are put into the Basin A

count, starting at the ends of the payout periods for each of those dams. These

funds are then used to rapidly reduce the interest-bearing investment in the

new dams. The result is to greatly exaggerate the importance of the new

dams and to disguise the vital role of the existing dams. Actually , the amount

of the Basin Account at the end of the 50-year period without the new damus

would not be appreciably different from the amount with the new dams.

As previously stated , all of these calculations are based on a market value

for the power of 6 . 0 mills per kilowatt-hour. Atanything less than 5 .5 mills per

kilowatt-hour the revenue from the dams could not even cover the costs (eren

with themassive interest subsidies ) . Over most of the lifetimeof the dams, their

power will be sold in a market dominated by low -cost nuclear power. Al

ready, even before the large-scale transition to nuclear power has taken place .

the Bureau has not been able to sell the power generated at the new Glen

Canyon Dam ( just upstream from Grand Canyon ) for 6 . 0 inills per kilowatt-hour.

What will happen in the future is always a matter of some speculation , but is

seems fair to say that no prudent investor would make a long-term commitment

the success of which depended on obtaining a price of 6 .0 mills per kilowatt-hour

for the next 100 years .

The more sophisticated among the proponents of the dams probably realize

that they are not economically justified . But they know that if the dams are

authorized and built it will always be possible to make sure that the Basin Ar

count accumulates money. This would be done by passing legislation to assign a

larger proportion of the investment in the damsto purposes which qualify for non

reimbursable and zero -interest funds. Elaborate rationalizations will be de

veloped to justify the action . Most legislators , and certainly most members of

the general public, will have little idea of the implications of the legislation .

When it is passed , the finances of the dams, from the very beginning of the

project, will be recalculated on the new basis. The effect will be to credit the

Basin Account with an additional (and continuing ) subsidy from the 1 .

Treasury . Those who doubt the use of such mechanisms and the willingness of

legislators to approve of them are encouraged to examine the legislative history

of other Federaldam projects.

The true purpose of the Grand Canyon dams is to provide a respectable front

for the siphoning of hundreds of millionseven billions— of dollars from the

U . S . Treasury to the Basin Account. Because the dams are not economicallr

justified the cost to the U . S . Treasury will be far greater than if direct subsidies

were made. Moreover, the national income will be lower than it would be if the

damswere not built (and lower-cost alternatives built instead, as would happen

in the normal course of events ) . But all of this counts for little to the proponents

of the dams, who believe that it is easier to raid the Treasury for more moner.

if the raid is disguised , than it is to obtain a direct, openly stated subsidy of the

same net amount to the Basin Account. And they, of course , need not pay the

bill. That will be the role of the docile U . S . taxpayer, who will have no under

standing of the choice that has been made for him .

Indications of Shifts in Attitudes

Recently , there have been some encouraging indications that shifts in attitudes

are taking place. In a speech given in July 1966 , John A . Carver, then Under

Secretary of the Interior , as much as admitted that the traditional approach to

the planning of water resource development was faulty. He stated that Congress

and the public should be informed of the alternatives to hydropower as a means

of financing water projects. He continued :

Present procedures do not provide an adequate comparison of such alterna

tives. . . . Classically, legislation , whether it be for a project or a governinent

polier, has been presented by the executive branch to the legislative branch as an

act of advocacy , the best possible case for a particular course of action or a single
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project. The process of identifying alternatives - indeed of discovering if any

exist - is left to the arena of countervailing powers in the political process.

In February 1967 , Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall announced that the

Administration was no longer supporting the proposed Grand Canyon dams,

though he did leave the door open for later reconsideration of one of them

(Hualapai Dam ). The Secretary was asked by a reporter if this was a victory

for the Sierra Club , the group that led the fightagainst the dams. Quite aptly he

replied : " This isn 't a victory for anyone. It is a victory for common sense ."

The victory has not yet been won . Powerful men still want one or both of the

clams to be built, and they have not given up . Speeches of Mr. Floyd Dominy,

the Commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamation, have indicated less-than

complete acceptance by the Bureau of the recent shifts in Administration policy .

Congressman Wayne Aspinall, Chairman of the House Interior Committee, has

announced his intention of reporting out a bill with one of the dams included .

( Mr. Aspinall would solve the awkward problem of the infringement of

IIualapai Reservoir on Grand Canyon National Monument and National Park

by abolishing the NationalMonument and removing the westerly 13 miles from

the National Park . ) Senator Thomas Kuchel has introduced similar legislation

in the upper house. Some of the California Congressmen have announced their

support of a measure with one or both dams; Congressman Craig Hosmer has

introduced a bill essentially identical to last year' s H . R . 4671 .

Not without reason , the most fervent of the pro -dam people are the same ones

who are forming the major opposition to another piece of proposed legislation .

That is the authorization of a NationalWater Commission , free of domination by

agencies with bested interests in particular kinds of development. Congress

man Aspinall gave his opinion of this on November 18 , 1966 , in a speech at the

3 .5th Annual Convention of the National Reclamation Association in Albuquerque ,

New Mexico :

I have been concerned with respect to some of the recent statements and

reports originating with Federal groups which are attempting to apply the

scientific or theoretical approach to our national water problems. For instance,

the Scientific Advisor to the President, Dr. Hornig, told the Senate Committee

that the proposed National Water Commission would provide an overview of

our national effort in water by some of the best thinkers and most experienced

experts in the field , and provide for an independent evaluation of pressing prob

lems beyond any commitment to state, local, or regional interests . How can an

independent evaluation , free of state , regional, or local interests resolve com

plicated water issues involving water rights, interstate compacts, long -standing

agreements, etc. ? The recent report of the Committee on Water of the Ya

tional Academy of Science , after discussing the changing objectives in the water

field and the need for new policy, and after suggesting that perhaps the Reclama

tion program is outdated , concludes " that a review of the Federal reclamation

policy , in the light of present and future competing needs for water and agri

cultural products, is a critical requirement." You can imagine what might

happen to water development in the West if the decisions were left to a group

such as this.

The damage that would bedone

There is much more, of course, than the lack of any economic justification for

the dams that motivates most of the people who oppose them . The water he

hind the dams would not fill the Grand Canyon to its brim , and no one has

made that claim . But it would flood out 148 miles of living river and eventually

destroy even more of it with sediment deposited as a result of the altered

regimen of the intervening stream .

Some of the outstanding gems of the geological entity that is the Grand

Canyon would be inundated, along with some of the most extraordinary river

sculpture on earth . ( It should be remarked that the Grand Canyon , as defined

by all responsible authorities, including the U . S . Board on Geographic Names ,

extends from Lee's Ferry to the Grand Wash Cliffs below the head of Lake

Mead . Only the central portion is presently contained within the borders of

the National Park . ) These include Vaseys Paradise , Redwall Cavern , the

lower part of Havasu Creek , Lava Falls , and Travertine Grotto . Much of the

plant and animal life that, through the ages, have become uniquely adapted to

the living river , would perish . The last (and oldest ) pages of what has been
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called the greatest open book of the earth 's history will be covered , first by

water, and then (within a century or two ) by mud. What has taken the river

ten million years to create will take man a few years to destroy.

One of the favorite arguments of the proponents of the dams is that the depth

of the reservoirs will be insignificant in the awesome depths of the canyon

That is very much a matter of one' s point of view . From a vantage point GL

top of the Empire State Building it might not be too discomfiting if Manhattan

Island were covered with water to a depth of ten fee ( or even to a depti

of 600 feet, the approximate height of Hualapai Dam ) . But the window display :

on Fifth Avenuewould never be the same.

Many people will see the heart of the canyon , by trail and by boat, if it is

left as it is. In 1966 more than a thousand took river trips through the canyou

the number has been increasing by about 70 % each year. It is one of the great

adventures available to the individual and with modern equipment and proper

leadership it is safe for everyone from the teenager to the senior citizen . The

cost, about $ 15 per day including all expenses, is probably less than for :

vacation in the city.

Many more people will never see the heart of the Grand Canyon , or the paint

ings in the Louvre, or the Taj Mahal. Yet the mere existence of such places is

a source of satisfaction to them . They rejoice that not all of the natural and

the man -made worlds are reduced to the monotony of the lowest common

denominator.

If the heart of the Grand Canyon is ruined , its wholeness as an ecological and

geological unit will be lost. It should remain , in its wild and natural state.

as an example of man 's love for the land and his determination that at least

a few places should be saved . Future generations of Americans will need to

know what the land was like before man ' s brief instant on the immense expanse

of geological time. They will want to know the answers to questions not yet

asked by us in our ignorance, answers to be found in the study of the natural

world , if we let examples of it survive outside the overbearing influence of man.

They will want to experience the wonders of this natural world for the re

creation of the spirit that it can provide for the insight into man 's place in

the universe .

The choice to bemade

The crucial resource is not more water, nor is it more power, important

though these may be. It is man's spirit. If the options were more water and

power on the one hand and an intact Grand Canyon on the other hand , we

should choose the canyon.

Many people, if that choice were put to them , would decide otherwise. Thes

would prefer a continuation of the growth - usually devoid of form , style , and

beauty - that is irrevocably altering the face of the American earth .

But the choice is not between growth and the canyon . Economically rational

reasons for exploiting the Grand Canyon disappeared with the advent of new

power technology. The motivations of the proponents of the dams have de

generated to the point where the only question being asked is : " Which course

of action will best fool the American people into believing that there are no

subsidies for the water projects ?" .

The choice is simply this : Shall we acquiesce in this attempted deception , or

shall we insist that it be replaced by rational planning as a way of solving our

nationalwater problems ?

Our next witness is Mr. Raushenbush , consultant to the National

Parks Association .

Wehave your full statement here. Your statement will appear in

the record .

Mr. RAUSLIENBUSH . It is the statement ofMr. Smith , sir , the presi

dent of the National Parks Association. My little contribution mar

come around the fourth page, when I am offering the committee a war

to increase its development fund that even exceeds what Los Angeles

offers today .

Mr. Johnson . You may go ahead and summarize your statement.
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STATEMENT OF STEPHEN RAUSHENBUSH, CONSULTING ECONO

MIST, NATIONAL PARKS ASSOCIATION , ON BEHALF OF ANTHONY

WAYNE SMITH , PRESIDENT, NATIONAL PARKS ASSOCIATION

Mr. RAUSHENBUSH . My name is Stephen Raushenbush . I am con

sulting economist to the National Parks Association , 1300 New Hamp

shire Avenue NW ., Washington , D . C . I have been a consultant to the

association in a number of technical studies it has made during the

last several years on Colorado River resources management problems.

The president and general counsel of the association , Anthony Wayne

Smith, has asked me to read this statement which he is submitting

today on the current proposals for the development of the Colorado.

I am well acquainted with the subject matter of this statement, and

would be happy to comment on specific problemswith which it deals

or to answer questions which you may have on technical points.

Mr. Smith 's statement is as follows:

My name is Anthony Wayne Smith. I am president and general

counselof the National Parks Association , 1300 New Hampshire Ave

nue N . W ., Washington , D . C . I greatly appreciate the invitation

which the subcommittee has extended to me to submit this statement

today in regard to the protection of theGrand Canyon of the Colorado.

It is a privilege to have this opportunity to appear before this distin

guished body and offer these comments on this very important sub

ject. I hope that I may be helpful to you in these deliberations of

yours which have such a vital bearing on interests of the American

Nation .

Then there is a description of the National Parks Association .

The position of the President of the United States in this matter,

as I understand it , is that he would solve the problem of getting water

into Arizona as rapidly as possible. Hewould do this by authorizing

the Bureau of Reclamation to construct the necessary aqueducts and

pumping plants to transport the water from the reservoirs behind

Parker and Davis Dams on the Colorado River into central Arizona.

They would be designed , I take it , to carry the water the Supreme

Court has said Arizona is entitled to receive. The electric power for

pumping water would be obtained by buying it from the new combina

tion of publicly and privately owned utilities known asWEST.

I made a similar proposal to this subcommittee more than a year

and a half ago on August 31, 1965. It is gratifying to find that these

recommendations have received the firm stamp of approval of the

President of the United States. I see no reason for changing these

recommendations; I am of the opinion that the President's proposal in

these respects is sound and that it would be in the public interest to

carry it out. I submit for the record with considerable satisfaction a

printed copy of the testimony before this subcommittee in which I

made similar proposals previously.

We showed , for example, that Bridge Canyon Dam was and is

unnecessary as a money earner for a basin account because the water

which would be sold in central Arizona would earn much more money

than the Bureau of Reclamation said it would earn .

We showed that Marble Canyon Dam was uneconomic for the pro

duction of firm power for pumping purposes because this power would
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cost 4 . 2 mills or more while power produced by coal-fired thermal

plants would cost from 3 to 4 mills or less, according to Commissioner

Dominy of the Bureau of Reclamation .

We showed , furthermore, that peaking power produced at Marble

or Bridge Canyons would be of doubtful profitability in competition

with coal-fired steamplant power carried long distances to load center

at Los Angeles or in competition with atomic power, coupled with

pumped storage, at load center ; certainly the repayment schedules

and the representationsmade in behalf of these hydroelectric power

projects with respect to the accumulation of funds for reinvestment

were dubious in the extreme.

Our further studies have convinced us that if it is desirable to make

provision at this time for a large basinwide fund for reinvestment in

water supply facilities, the way to do it is to provide for a loan to a

basin agency at 314 percent which could be reinvested at 5 percent for

purposes of future construction . The fund which would be provided

for reinvestment in this manner would becomemuch larger than any

thing the two hydroelectric power damsand reservoirs could hope to

produce, even if they turned out to be as profitable as the Bureau

of Reclamation claims, which is highly doubtful. I have asked Mr.

Raushenbush to submit an analysis of this proposal at this point and

anwser any questions you may have. For $ 100 million , the Colorado

Basin States can get more money in year 2047 than from a $670 mil.

lion plus investment in Bridge and Marble Canyons together. They

can get $ 1 .75 billion instead of $ 1 .33 billion . The reference there, sir .

is to what is called exhibit 3. I would appreciate very much if you

would give your attention to that for just a minute.

This picks up from what Secretary Udall said the other day - that

the administration would have no objection to a fund to develop - for

the development fund, for the later uses of the basin States in getting

more water from any one of several sources.

The possibility exists — and we simply wanted to call this to the

attention of the committee, for their information and possible use

that if the committee should so choose, and Congress should so choose,

it is possible to think of an active fund that is utilizing the differences

between Government interest rates of say 314 percent, charged to

reclamation , and the 5 percent that triple - A and double- A industrial

and State revenue bonds have been bringing now for quite a while .

If you chose members from all the basin States or the lower basin

States, and joined the top investment, bond investment bankers from

Phoenix and Salt Lake City , and Los Angeles, as a marketing com

mittee, and set them under strict regulations as to what they should

do, confining them to triple - A and double - A bonds, and they were

able , over these long years, to have a success at 5 percent. Now , these

bonds in January were selling at 538, according to Standard and

Poors. Now they are around 5 .

But with the country booming, and the cost of everything going up,

the cost of capital- there is a fair chance it will stay up around 5.

In any case , I have used the 5 -percent figure.

This brings us to exhibit 3 , and this table showshow much more the

Colorado Basin States can gain from a hundred million deferred con

struction loan , let's say voted as part of a central Arizona project,
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which we favor, repayable in 50 years at 314 percent, if invested suc

cessfully in 5 -percent interest -bearing industrialand State-guaranteed

revenue bonds than they could from the $670 -million plus invested in

Hualapai and Marble Gorge Dams and powerplants . And then I

carry that through, as you will see, giving the information decade by

decade.

It has an advantage over the construction of the physical dam , be

cause it can start next year instead of waiting until perhaps 1975 ,

when the rest of the project would be completed . It goes on , then , to

these carriers of the Bureau ofReclamation of 2025 , and 2047.

That loan , then , of only a hundred million , would produce $604mil

lion in the year 2025 , which is 67 percent more than the dams in that

year. It will produce $ 1.747 million , which is 30 percent more than

the damsby the last year, 2047.

It will also provide the same $ 184 million in irrigation that the

Bureau plans.

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Raushenbush , we have it before us. I think we

can see the conclusions.

Mr. RAUSHENBUSH . I 'm sorry .

Mr. HOSMER. Wecan use similar tables for the Government invest

ing in somemutual fund , or just in the stock market, or in a casino

operation . It is a matter of getting the Government in business. I

think you have made your point. I appreciate it. But it is certainly

not the type of thing that is acceptable to the public of the United

States.

Mr. RAUSHENBUSH . That is not the Government in business. This

would be the development fund acting to double the value. And

you could put any kind of a limitation — not more than 1 percent, in

any State revenue bond, of any one State. You could put a 2 -percent

limit in any amount.

Mr. HOSMER. We tried this with the SBIC 's and it fell on its face.

I don 't suppose there would bemuch more luck here.

Mr. RAUSHENBUSH . Imade this statementabout Los Angeles, which

asks for a Government participation of $ 254 million , and perhaps

because I said that, I simply have to carry that through — that in the

year 2047 , then , on this same basis , if you chose, instead of building

the dam or participating with Los Angeles in that, to invest that $ 254

million for the benefit ofthe fund, the lower basin State fund, it would

then produce $ 4 .43billion in that year.

That $ 254 million ,at 5 percent.

Whereas, the Bureau dams in that same period would produce $ 1.33

billion .

So you can get three times as much for the fund out of that if you

care to do that.

I am going on with Mr. Smith's statement, which is his, and which

heasked me to read .

From the point of view of long-range good social policy it may be

gravely doubted whether southern California will wish to concen

trate many more millions of people in that region . I would like to

suggest that if California were an independent nation , with control

over its own immigration policy, it would even now be resisting the
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heavy immigration which is taking place into the State, and the re

sulting congestion ; in fact, it would probably resist such an invasion

by force of arms if necessary . The notion that it is socially desirable

for southern California to keep crowding itself to the scuppers is

simply absurb .

However,assuming a continuance of these ludicrous drifts of policy,

and assuming that Los Angeles will wish to urbanize its environment

indefinitely , it now seems clear that the best way to provide the water

will be by atomic desaltation plants . The cost of doing the job that

way will almost certainly be less than the cost of bringing more water

down from northern California , and even from the Columbia , and

peradventure from Alaska , by aqueduct. The costs of atomic de

saltation will be falling, over the years ; those of dam and aqueduct

construction will berising.

Accordingly, if it is deemed desirable to create a large fund for de

ferred construction for development or for reinvestment, however

you wish to describe it, for purposes of getting more water into south

ern California , the way to do it would be to lend the money to a basin

agency now , at low interest, let it reinvest at the higher present going

rates, and plan on using the fund in years to come for atomic desalta
tion .

The enormous dislocations involved in the grandiose water-diver

sion plants which have been unfolded by the Department of the In

terior in recent years would be highly destructive. They would de

stroy the valleys in which the stupendous reservoirs would be created ;

that is, soil, forests, rivers, watersheds, wildlife, recreation , and com

munities. They would destroy the regions through which the aque

ducts would be constructed . Countless local ecologies would be

wrecked. Enormous losses of water by evaporation would result. The

storage facilitieswould be of limited life duration . In all probability,

considering the size of the storage facilities proposed , weather and

climate would be affected over tremendous distances.

And for what ? Water is available in the regions within which it

now flows : it should be developed in those regions and people should

be encouraged to go there. More space is available for them there,

and there would be less of the intolerable congestion which is appear

ing in a few overcrowded major urbanized areas of the United States,

These are the long -range considerations in respect to water re

sources in the Pacific Southwest and the Pacific coast generally , as

I see them . They militate against the construction of either Marble

Canyon or Bridge Canyon Dams in favor of the high priority which

conservationists have given to the protection of the entire Grand Can

yon between Powell Reservoir andMead Reservoir as either a national

park or nationalmonument.

The portions of H . R . 3300 which provide for importation of water

into the Colorado River Basin are , in my opinion, in conflict with

the principle of letting the people go to the place where the water

is, which is the correct principle . In fact, from one point of view ,

H . R . 3300 is primarily a bill to lay hands upon the abundant water

resources of the Pacific Northwest . It is not likely that the people

of the Northwest will consent to part with these invaluable resources.
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Any effort to hitch such water diversion plans to a program for get

ting Colorado River water into Arizona will only delay the solution

of the Arizona water problem indefinitely . The way to get water into

Arizona is to build aqueducts and pumping plants,buy the power ,and

start pumping.

The provisions in H .R . 3300 for the establishment of a National

Water Commission are, in my opinion , inadvisable as part of leg

islation dealing specifically with the Colorado River. Moreover, in

this instance, the Commission is made a mere adjunct to the Water

Policy Council, and is handed a cut-and-dried plan , specified in part by

the bill itself, and in part by programs to be developed for the Sec

retary of the Interior.

The idea of a NationalWater Commission considered independently

is extrtmely important and high desirable. A distinguished group

of Senators introduced S . 20 in the Senate to establish such a Com

mission and it has passed . The Bureau ofthe Budgethas recommended

in the past that the proposed Bridge Canyon Dam be reviewed by

such a Commission , with the interests of the entire United States

in mind, not merely one region . As proposed in S . 20 ,the Commission

would cooperate with , but notbe restricted by theWater Policy Coun

cil. These points are extremely important : to accomplish its pur

pose the National Water Commission must be truly national, must

concern itself with national policy, and must be composed of persons

not associated with the operating agencies, all of which agencies have

axes to grind ; by the same token it must not be subordinated to the

Water Resources Council, which is merely an interdepartmental com

mission within which the conflicting interests of the operating agen

cies are theoretically adjusted . As it has developed , the Water Re

sources Council has been manned by representatives of the operating

agencies ; it is in no sense a genuine policy formulating agency in any

significant sense ofthatterm .

The President's proposal to protect the river and canyons between

the present Grand Canyon National Park and Power Reservoir as a

National Park is in the national interest . It is in more than the na

tional interest. It is in the interest of the emerging worldwide culture.

These canyons are a matter of concern tomen of conscience and insight

throughout the world , not merely in the United States.

The President could accomplish this purpose by Executive order,

and we would urge him to do so ; it would be desirable that Congress

should give such protection the added emphasis and permanence

which would be conferred by national park status. With status either

as a nationalmonument or a national park, protection would be given

against the issuance of any license for the construction of hydroelectric

power facilities in Marble Canyon by the Federal Power Commission .

It is very clear that the highest use of the river in the vicinity ofMar

ble Canyon is its protection in present condition , and not its develop

ment for electric power purposes. The door against licensing by a

Federal Power Commission , in my opinion , should be securely closed

and permanently locked .

The same in my judgment is to be said for the stretch of river be

tween Mead Reservoir and Grand Canyon National Park , including
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the portion bordered by the present Grand Canyon National Jonu

ment. The entire river and its canyon in that region , with ample

marginsalong both sides, should be incorporated either into a nationa

monument by Executive order or into a national park by action of

Congress. Under no circumstances should be present national monu

ment be abolished or restricted in any manner whatever.

The President has indicated that Congress should decide this issue :

Congress should indeed decide the issue immediately by incorporating

this reach of river into Grand Canyon National Park securely ann

forever. For the reasons noted above, Bridge Canyon Dam must

be regarded as uneconomic, unlikely to compete successfully with

alternative sources of power ; it would waste water shamelessly by

evaporation in a water-hungry region of the Nation ; it would impair

for all time scientific, scenic and recreational values of nationwide

and worldwide significance. The construction of the proposed Bridgt

Canyon Dam , misnamed Hualapai Dam for propaganda purposes,

would be an act of culturalbarbarism . It would also be an economi

blunder of the first magnitude, completely improvident from a business

and financial pointofview .

H . R . 3300 contains a declaration which , in my opinion , represents ar

untenable conclusion of law ; namely, the last sentence in section 3

which is a declaration that the construction of Bridge Canyon Dam .

misnamed Hualapai Dam , authorized by the bill, is consistent with

the act of February 26 , 1919 , creating Grand Canyon National Park.

Section 7 of that act states that whenever consistent with the primary

purposes of Grand Canyon Park the Secretary of the Interior in

authorized to permit the utilization of areas therein which may k

necessary for the development andmaintenance of a Government rerla

mation project. Bridge Canyon Dam , in the first place, is not a recla

mation project ; it is a power project ; nor is it necessary for the develop

ment and maintenance of any reclamation project, either in terms of

any need for electric power for such a project or in terms of building

up an investment account for any such project. Moreover, the project

is not consistent with the primary purposes of the park , which are

scenic and scientific protection . The declaration contained in H . R .

3300 is contrary to any rational conclusion of law .

I would raise an objection to one feature of the current administra

tion proposals : the reservoir which would be formed by the proposed

Hooker Dam and rise into the Gila Wilderness. Congress has only

recently enacted the Wilderness Act whereby this area among many

others was given supposedly permanent protection in natural condi

tion free from the worksofman, Approval of the proposed reservoir

in theGila Wilderness would contradict this action taken but recently

by Congress itself. Grave doubt would be cast for the future on the

security of other wilderness areas protected by congressional action .

This particular provision appears to be in fundamental conflict with

the beneficial protective proposals of the administration plan , and

should be omitted . We recognize that the President is authorized by

the Wilderness Act on a finding of higher use to authorize reservoir

in wilderness areas,but the President has not thus far formulated such

findings ; the proposed legislation anticipates them ; thematter shoull

be left to the President ; we hope he would be open to suasion against
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creating such an early precedent looking toward wilderness

impairment.

There may be some doubt as to the need for the special revenue

measures included in the administration proposal with respect to the

sale of water in Arizona . It has been our impression that a much

larger proportion of sales would be for municipal and industrial pur

poses than the Bureau of Reclamation stated originally and that very

large revenues would result, permitting the accumulation of a sizable

fund for reinvestment, on the basis of normal M . & I. charges. Wesee

no reason to doubt these conclusions in their general purport ; on the

other hand , water is a very valuable commodity and special charges

or taxes on users may well be desirable .

I suggest that the problem before the Nation is to get water into

central Arizona promptly and to preserve the scientific, cultural, and

scenic resources of the entire Grand Canyon between Mead Reservoir

and PowellReservoir permanently. The proposals madeby the Presi

dent subject to the few comments I have made on particular points,

and with the possible addition of a $ 100 million deferred construction

loan , accomplish these purposes. They will have an unusually wide

endorsementby a very broad concensus ; and could move ahead very

rapidly.

Again let me say to the chairman of the committee , the chairman of

the subcommittee, and the members of the subcommittee, that I greatly

appreciate the invitation given to me to present this statement here

today, this opportunity to offer my views, and the courtesies which

have been extended to me.

Mr. Chairman , he hoped that you would includeafter his statement

these three excerpts that he sent along.

Mr. JOHNSON . Weare very happy to have you read this statement.

Mr. Smith is a very fine person , interested in the national parks. He

has been with the association for a long time. The balance of his ma

terialwill appear in the file .

These are speeches that come out of various periodicals

Mr. RAUSHENBUSH . Will the table referred to be in the text, Mr.

Chairman ?

Mr. JOHNSON . Yes, the table will be in the record .

Are there any questionsofMr. Raushenbush ?

No questions.

Wewant to thank you .

Mr. RAUSHENBUSH . Thank you very much , at this late hour.

(Exhibit 3, the table referred to, follows :)'

EXHIBIT 3

CENTRAL ARIZONA DEFERRED CONSTRUCTION LOAN

(This table shows how much more the Colorado Basin States can gain from a

$ 100 million deferred construction loan , repayable in 50 years at 3 .25 % , invested

successfully in 5 % interest-bearing industrial and state -guaranteed revenue

bonds, than they could from $670 million invested in Huala paiand Marble Gorge

damsand powerplants.

( 1 ) That loan will produce $ 604 million , 67 % more than the dams by Year

2025 .

( 2 ) It will produce $ 1,747 million , 30 % more than the damsby Year 2047 : also

( 3 ) It will provide the same $ 184 million in irrigation aid for CAP by Year

2025 .

76 -955 – 67 — 43
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Capital accumulation

Year of

loan life

Accum

Calendar year Interest component

1968 . - - - -- - -- 1 0.05 percent.

Total. ..

1977 . . 10 0.551 percent (9 years)

Total

1987 .

------
201

0 .628 percent (10 years) - --

Total

1997 . 30 0.628 percent (10 years) . --

Total .

2007 . - --- --- -- 40 0 .628 percent (10 years) .

Total

2017 . . . 0 .628 percent (10 years) - - -

Total

Repayment .

Total. .

2025 (key year) . . . 58 0 .477 percent (8 years) . . . .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Total. --

2027 . - - - - -- 60 0. 1025 percent available (2 years) . ..

Total. . .

2037 . . 70 0.628 ( 10 years) - -- -

Total.

2047 (key year) - - - - - 80 0.628 available

1 A $ 4 ,000 ,000 operations charge is deducted at the beginning of each 10 year period .
2 Year ofrepayment with interest.

• Identical with Bureau 's aid to Central Arizona project year 2025 .
• Bureau ' s dams, $ 361, 300 , 000 .

Bureau 's dams, $ 1,335,500 ,000 .

Mr. Johnson . Our next witness is Mr. Stewart Brandborg , the es

ecutive director oftheWilderness Society .

STATEMENT OF STEWART M . BRANDBORG , EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY

Mr. BRANDBORG . Mr. Chairman , I am Stewart M . Brandborg, er

ecutive director of the Wilderness Society, a national, nonprofit con

servation organization with some 36 ,000 members. Our headquarters

are at 729 15th Street N . W ., Washington , D .C . The broad purpose

of the Society is to increase knowledge and appreciation of wilderness

and to supportmeasures for its protection and appropriate use.
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I requested permission to testify at this time because the bills now

under the committee's consideration contain new proposals and pro

visions upon which we have not testified .

The Society 's interest in the bill before this committee to author

ize the Lower Colorado River Basin project has centered on the con

sideration of the impact upon park and wilderness lands of the pro

posed Marble Gorge and Bridge Canyon Dams. In our study of

these proposals we have been keenly aware of the critical water needs

of states in the Lower Colorado River Basin , and it is our hope that

these may bemet with alternative projects and programs that do not

impinge upon thewilderness lands of either the national park system

or the national wilderness preservation system .

Last May, and also at the time of the committee's hearings in Sep

tember, 1965 , I expressed the society 's opposition to provisions of the

legislation which would authorize Bridge Canyon and Marble Gorge

dams. A number of the present bills before this committee have

eliminated the authorization for the Marble Canyon unit and have

changed the nameof the Bridge Canyon unit to Hualapai Dam and

Reservoir . Our previous opposition to Bridge Canyon Dam can be

applied to theHualapaiproject.

In earlier testimony we expressed concern for the water needs of

the people of the Southwest . We wish to reemphasize our concern

about these needsand to encourage alternative programs to meet these

requirements without the construction of dams within the Grand

Canyon that would violate the integrity of the national park system .

If the National Water Commission , as proposed in bills before this

committee, can function as outlined , it is hoped that Congress may

find it unnecessary to authorize any dam which would invade the

boundaries of any dedicated lands of either the national park or the

nationalmonument. The society supports the proposal for the Na

tional Water Commission and urges that its studies be comprehen

sive and of national scope and that they fully consider recreational,

scenic, fish and wildlife, esthetic , and wilderness values.

The Society doesnot oppose proposals for the Central Arizona proj

ect (except for the high dams in the Grand Canyon ) if there can be a

definite prospect of downstream alternatives to the Hooker Dam in

New Mexico. The Wilderness Society's interest in the proposed

Hooker project stems from a continuing concern for protection of the

Gila Wilderness Area and primitive area . Establishment of the Gila

Primitive Area in 1924 marked the beginning of the preservation of

American wild lands in the national forests. In 1964 , upon passage of

the Wilderness Act, the Gila Wilderness Area became a unit of the

national wilderness preservation system . Against this background

we have attempted to evaluate the Hooker Dam proposal and alterna

tives about which relatively little information is presently available.

Our latest information is that the proposed site for Hooker Reservoir

would displace a strip of the primitive area about one-half mile wide

to the west of the Gila Wilderness Area . Water backed up in the Gila

River by the Hooker Dam (98,000 -acre -feet capacity — a structure

rising 220 feet above the stream bed ) would flood this strip of primitive

area and over 3 miles of the canyon within the wilderness area proper.
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The Hooker Reservoir would also back into Turkey Creek and into

the wilderness area within its watershed . Provisions of bills before

the committee would authorize subsequent enlargement of the dam

to a 215 ,000 -acre- feet capacity that would back water approximately

6 miles into the wilderness area.

These intrusionsof the reservoir upon the wilderness area would set

an undesirable precedent for disregarding wilderness designations

and wilderness boundaries in the future and would represent erosion

of the protection assured these areas by the Wilderness Act. It is our

strong recommendation , therefore, that there be full study and er

ploration by the committee of alternative sites downstream from the

proposed Hooker site, including but not limited to the following :

1. The Redrock Canyon , or Conner, damsite has been suggested as a

site which would enable the dam to interrupt floodwaters from Mangas

Creek and Duck Creek and from the tributary canyons in Redrock

Canyon . Waters from these sources are reported to have caused serious

damage to the communitiesof Virden and Redrock . In this respect the

Conner site appears to have an advantage over that of the present

proposal.
2. The “ Canador” site , in section 19, R . 19 - W , T - 19S, at river eleva

tion , 3 ,878 feet.

3. The “ Cliff” site, in section 33, R . 17– W , T . 17 - S , at river eleva .

tion 4 ,200 feet.
There is indication that these downstream reservoir sites would yield

appreciably improved public access and greater recreational benefits

than the Hooker reservoir. We urge that they be fully studied to

determine their flood control, reclamation , recreation, and other bene.

fits as a practical and acceptable means of preventing intrusion upon

the Gila Wilderness Area . Wewould also recommend that the Com

mittee request impact studies on the Hooker Project from the De

partment of Agriculture to show the effect of this project upon the

wilderness area.
Thank you for the privilege of presenting this statement.

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you , Mr. Brandborg .

Mr.HOSMER. No questions.

Mr. REINECKE . No questions.

Mr. Johnson. We want to thank you for your statement and your

appearance here today.
* I have a unanimousconsent to ask for the nextwitness who could not

remain here -- Mr. Max Linn of Albuquerque, “ Save the Grand Can

yon " - I ask unanimous consent that his statement be placed in the

record at this point.

( The prepared statement of Mr. Max Linn follows:)

STATEMENT OF MAX LINN, REPRESENTING A COMMITTEE FROM NEW MEXICO

My name is Max Linn . I represent a committee from New Mexico which was

formed last summer, just after this subcommittee held its hearings in May.

My purpose is to provide you with information that there is very substantial

support for extending the boundaries of the Grand Canyon National Park . Tbe

committee I represent is the Save The Grand Canyon Committee, a steering

committee formed largely of representatives from well-known organizations. I
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would like to name these organizations because it is this list that constitutes my

chief credential for appearing before this committee.

The Wilderness Society .

Wildlife and Conservation Association .

New Mexico Ornithological Society .

Rio Grande Chapter of the Sierra Club.

New Mexico Mountain Club,

The University of New Mexico Mountaineering Club.

The Los Alamos Outdoor Association .

The Albuquerque Veterinarian Association .

The Humanist Association .

The Thunderbird Trailer Club .

The Albuquerque White Water Club .

Sportsman's Legislative Action Committee.

Isaac Walton League.

All of these organizations have taken a firm position endorsing extension of

the boundaries of the present Grand Canyon National Park and opposing dams

in the Grand Canyon.

A typical statement follows :

" The Board of the New Mexico Ornithological Society, on advisement from

its state -wide membership , is on the record as unanimously opposing the build

ing of dams in the Grand Canyon area , and supporting the extension of the

Grand Canyon Park to includeMarble Canyon ."

I submit that this group of organizations and the people they represent amount

to a considerable body of opinion in New Mexico to the effect that this country

must preserve the Canyon as it is .

But the question of preserving the canyon has aroused not only these orga

nizations; it has evoked considerable notice in state government. During last

fall's election campaign , both political parties in New Mexico passed similar

resolutions in their party platform conventions.

The following statement is quoted from the resolution of the Bernalillo County

Democratic Party. A virtually identical resolution was adopted at the State

Democratic Platform Convention .

" Resolution # 9 Conservation Paragraph 2 . Bridge and Marble Canyon Dams.

Since the Bureau of Reclamation proposes to build two dams in the Grand

Canyon of the Colorado , and since these dams would not provide water for

irrigation but would waste water through seepage and evaporation , and since

the proposed dams are not necessary to the Central Arizona Project or other

irrigation water works, and since cheaper power could be generated from fossil

and nuclear fuels, and since construction of these dams would forever destroy

natural features of the Grand Canyon, it is hereby rsolved that the Bridge and

Marble Canyon dams are a needless waste of our precious natural resources.

Alternate means of financing the Central Arizon Project should be instituted .

The Grand Canyon National Park boundaries should be expanded to provide

protection to portions of the Grand Canyon outside of the Park boundaries.

Further, no private utilities should be allowed to build hydroelectric power plants

at dam sites which would destroy the wonders of the Grand Canyon ."

Also following is a key statement from the resolution adopted unanimously

by some 1200 delegates at the State Platform Convention of the Republican

Party.

" Resolution : Whereas The Bureau of Reclamation proposes to build two dams

in the Grand Canyon of The Colorado, and Whereas these dams would not pro

vide water for irrigation but would waste water, and Whereas the proposed

damsare not necessary to the Central Arizona Project or other irrigation water

works in the Lower Colorado River Basin, and Whereas lower power costs would

result from fossil fueled or nuclear power plants, ond Whereas construction of

these dams would do irreparable harm to the natural features of the Grand

Canyon, it is hereby resolved that the Bridge Canyon and Marble Canyon Dams

ore a needless waste of taxpayer' s money . It is further resolved that alternate

means of financing the Central Arizona Project should be pursued and that

favorable action be taken on proposals which would increase the size of the

Grand Canyon National Park to provide needed protection to portions of the

Grand Canyon presently outside of the National Park boundaries."

Furthermore, Governor David F. Cargo of New Mexico has recently written

the chairman of the committee I represent a letter including the following

statement :
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" I would very much like to discuss with your group the impairment of the

Grand Canyon. I am still opposed to the building of dams in the Grand Canyon. ”

Letter dated February 24 , 1967.

Other witnesses before this committee have raised technical questions about

the dams and the Central Arizona Project and have questioned the economie

arguments which have been used to support construction of dams. I am not

here to do that, but I am authorized by my committee to make this concluding

statement.

New Mexico is a neighbor state of Arizona, theGrand Canyon State, but we

feel that the Canyon is a possession of our nation , not of Arizona , nor even of

the Southwest, and we remain unconvinced that regional, industrial or agricul

tural development should always have priority over considerations of national

interest.

Mr. JOHNSON . Our next witness will be Mr. Carl Chafin , from

Tucson .

STATEMENT OF CARL CHAFIN , TUCSON, ARIZ .

Mr. CHAFIN . Mr. Chairman, my name is Carl Chafin . I live in

Pima County , Ariz., just outside Tucson . That area is Mr. Udall's

district,and I must say that I am proud that wehave such a talented

and distinguished Representative in these Chambers.

Unfortunately , I do not agree with him on the matter which isbefore

the committee this week. After an intensive private study of Ari

zona's water problem , which I began in 1950, I am convinced that the

Central Arizona projectas stated in H . R . 3300 and related bills is not

in the best interests of the majority of Arizona's citizens. Indeed ,

as I shall endeavor to show , it is not even in the best interests of the

agricultural community, which it initially purports to help the most.

In the first place I vigorously deny that there is a water shortage

in Arizona . Weuse 4 ,700 gallonsof water per person per day. This

amount is three times the average for the United States, and makes

us Arizonans the seventh largest water users in the Nation on a per

capita basis. The water crisis in Arizona is not as widespread or as

critical as somewould have you believe.

Our annual supply of water is about 3 million acre-feet, of which

two-thirds comes from surface-water flow and thebalance from ground

water recharge. Our annual consumption is around 6 .5 million acre

feet. Obviously , we are taking 3 .5 million acre-feet of water out of

the water stored beneath the earth 's surface that is not being replen

ished each year. Naturally, there has been concern about this over

draft . However, competent geologists have estimated that there are

still around 600 million acre- feet of economically recoverable ground

water. Atthe current rate ofuse,we could continue overpumping for

at least the next century . Asmore water is removed from the ground

than is replaced , the depth to readily available water increases, and

the costs ofenergy and pumping plants rise accordingly.

Crop irrigation accounts for over 90 percent of the water consumed

each year in Arizona. All other uses— all manufacturing, thermal

generation of electricity, mining and smelting, livestock watering,

timber products, recreation , municipal, and household use- together

use only one-half million acre - feet of the 6 .5 million acre- feet used .

Of the water used on cropland irrigation , 2 .5 million acre- feet are

used on high -value intensive crops, such as cotton, vegetables, field

fruits,and citrus, which produce almost 80 percentofalì income from

crop sales in Arizona. The remaining water used - 3 .5 million acro
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feet - is used to irrigate low -value extensive crops, feed grains, and

forages, that produce only about 20 percent of all crop income and

only about 1.5 percent of personal income in the entire economyof the

State. I would like to repeat that. Almost 55 percent of our water is

used to produce less than 2 percentof the personal incomeof the State

economy.

Water consumption is high , butmost ofthis consumption is in rela

tively unproductive uses in terms of income generated . Exactly

where, then , does Arizona's water problem lie ? Most of the attention

has been focused on the continuing deficit in the ground water account

and the resulting plight of farmers in areas relying on pumped ground

water for irrigation . There have been charges that large acreage of

irrigated farmland have gone out of production due to lack of water

or to high costs of pumping. Weare all familiar with someof these

areas. They are known today as Phoenix , Scottsdale , Tempe, and

Mesa. Here is an example of such land that has gone out of culti

vation . On that land is now located Arizona State University at

Tempe. Not far away is the birthplace of Arizona's senior Senator,

the Honorable Carl Hayden ,who has served his State faithfully since

its inception in 1912.

A study at the University of Arizona in 1964 by Dr. M . M . Kelso

comparing the changes in the amount of in -crop production in a sam

ple of lands supplied by pumped water in central Arizona between

1957 and 1963 actually found a net increase in irrigated land . Fur

thermore, the general figures on total lands cropped in Arizona over

the last two decades fail to support the disaster thesis. There hasbeen

a 50 -percent increase in irrigated acreage in Arizona from 1945 to

1965.

I am not trying to imply that all is rosy for the future of Arizona's

farmers. Serious problemsdo exist. They are faced with rising costs

and shrinking markets. However, the high water costs as proposed

under the Central Arizona project are hardly the answer. Perhaps

it is not commonly realized that the $ 17.83 per acre - foot of water

which the farmer will have to pay at his canalside or farm road gate,

under the Central Arizona project is more than he is paying, in most

cases, for water now . Since his net returns will declinemore rapidly

with the high - cost project water than with pumped water, the net

result will be to force the farmers out of business much sooner than

if the contract for CAP water had not been made in the first place.

It would seem more reasonable for the Government to raise the

farmers crop price-supports and /or subsidize cheap pumping power

than to spend almost $ 1 billion in order to convey higher priced water

to the farmer and slowly drive him tobankruptcy.

Turning to the case of the municipal and industrial uses of water,

it is well known that the population of central and southern Arizona's

major metropolitan areas have grown very rapidly since 1945. The

present population of 1.5 million represents a doubling since 1950.

I can still remember the propaganda of that earlier era when the

present State water engineer and the Central Arizona Project As

sociation forecast gloom and disaster if imported water were not

immediately forthcoming to sustain water-famished developments

and to restore economic prosperity to Arizona. But that, of course ,
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was 17 years ago, when the population was only 749,000 and the

irrigated acreage was about 50 -percent less than today . Fortunately.

the resulting demand for water in the cities was not large relative to

the economy as a whole.

The Phoenix area has, in part, been able to absorb the increasing de

mand by virtue of the agricultural water rights gained as farmland

was converted into urban uses. Out of a total use of about 125 ,000

acre -feet, Phoenix now obtains 80,000 acre- feet annually from the

Salt River project at less than $ 2 per acre- foot. It is obvious that

cities would not be acting in the best interests of their citizens were

they to contract for Colorado River water at $ 50 per acre-foot, when , in

most cases, they have readily usable surface and ground water supplies

available .

A recent study atthe University of Arizona indicates that irrigation

wells produce water for a total cost at the pump of about 3 cents per

acre-foot per foot of lift. Thus, even when pumping lifts reach 500

feet, water would cost nomore than $ 15 per acre-foot. Myhometown

area of Tucson , which relies entirely on ground water, is moving

farther and farther from the city in developing new well fields. It

is apparent, however, that cities can establish their well fields at a

considerable distance away and still have ground water at a net cost

less than the $50 to $ 55 acre -foot charge contemplated under the cen

tral Arizona project.

Tucson uses only about 55,000 acre-feet of water annually . Last

year water rates were increased 25 percentand already this year water

usage has declined 10 percent. Under these circumstances, it is es

ceedingly kind of the U . S . taxpayers to consider a scheme which will

build two aqueducts, 341 and 70 miles long, in order to dump an addi.

ditional 112,000 acre- feet of water on us. I am not sure that we

want to turn into another Los Angeles. Many of us in Arizona

are already refugees from that uniquearea .

Since I am not too enthusiastic about the present central Arizona

project, you may wonder about what alternatives I propose. Like

the famous report ofMark Twain 's premature demise , reports of our

" water crisis” are greatly exaggerated . In part , our problem is re

solving iteself. The water is being slowly reallocated to more pro

ductive uses.

Our inexpensive surface waters are used by agriculture where re

turn per acre-foot is relatively low - until they are needed for munici

pal and industrial use. These users can purchase the water from agri

culture as needed since they can afford to pay a much higher price per

acre-foot. Wehave seen this process occur as the Phoenix area cities

have expanded throughout the Salt River project.

Our ground water reserves are presently being mined in consider

able excess of their recharge. It is this overdraft and the consequent

lowering of the ground water table that has made some people believe

that there is a water crisis in Arizona . It is for this reason that the

central Arizona project is being proposed . But, as we have seen , even

at thebeginning of the proposed project when the maximum amount

of Colorado River water would be available, the central Arizona

project would cancel only one-third of the overdraft. Two -thirds

of the overdraft would remain , the ground water level would continue
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to fall, and the basic " water crisis” would still be with us. The can

cellation of theone-third overdraft would be a Pyrrhic victory, which

would be gained by charging municipalities higher prices for water

than they can expect to pay formany years for pump water, in order

to bring in water that farmers in pump areas could not afford to buy

and farmers in irrigation districts do not particularly need.

Also, there seems to be little logic in transporting water from

another basin and selling it for irrigation use at a price below what

it actually cost in the originalbasin for similar uses.

What about our 1.2 million acre- feet of water from the Colorado

River ? Weall seem to recognize that there just isn 't that much water

actually left over for Arizona . So, perhaps, we can take 0 .5 million

acre- feet of water out of the Colorado River on our western boundary ,

and start a " western Arizona project" on about 100,000 acres adjacent

to the river. A great deal of investigation needs to be done, particu

larly in locating and examining soils suitable for agriculture. Also,

we need to know the cost of delivering water to the western Arizona

project." However, I feel sure that the Bureau of Reclamation will

be happy to furnish a feasibility report.

In conclusion, I would like to reaffirm my belief that economic

growth can continue in Arizona without importation of water.

Thank you for this opportunity to explain my water policy for

Arizona.

In conclusion , I would like to read a statement from a paper which

appeared this month in the Arizona Review , a publication of the

University of Arizona. It has an interesting article by Prof. William

E . Martin and Robert A . Young,both in the Agricultural Department

at the University of Arizona. The article is entitled “ The Economics

of Arizona's Water Problem .” This is the conclusion of their report,

which I thoroughly support :

If the water problem is reviewed simply in terms of the ground water over

draft, the obvious solution is to import surface water from other river basins.

However, if the problem is to obtain maximum economic benefit for the State,

this water must generate benefits in excess of cost of transporting and dis

tributing it. Since this is not the case, reallocation of available water becomes

the preferred solution .

Thank you for the opportunity .

I would like to submit this in the record . If not, in the file .

Mr. JOHNSON . Mr. Chafin , the two pamphlets you have there will

bemade a part of the file .

Wewant to thank you for your statement.

We will now hear from the gentleman from Arizona , Mr. Udall.

Mr. UDALL . I am afraid there are a lot of my farmers in Pinal

County particularly who will be amazed to learn there is no water

crisis .

Carl, I notice your testimony followed rather closely the article of

Drs. Martin and Young that you referred to. Are you acquainted

with these gentlemen ? Have you worked with them in the develop

ment of their thesis ?

Mr. CHAFIN . No, I have not worked with them . I have been study

ing this problem for the last year in Arizona. I naturally came across

them , since wehad similar views.
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Mr. UDALL. If your policy and theirs were adopted , in essence , the

result would be that tens of thousands of acres in Pinal County and

other pump areas of the State would gradually and rather quickly

be squeezed out of production . The water that is available , you sug

gest , would be used for other, and what you consider, higher uses.

Mr. CHAFIN . In the city the water is worth about $50 an acre - foot.

In growing hay it is worth about $ 13. So the generation of income

within Arizona would rise if this water were reallocated on a more

economic use .

Mr. UDALL . I understand the contentions made in the article and

the contentions you make here today. You agree, of course, that the

price wewould have to pay in Arizona for a policy of this kind would

be to put into bankruptcy or put out of business several thousand

farmers in these pump areas, and in the process seriously damage the

economy of such cities as Eloy and Casa Grande. You would have

a complete readjustment of the economy in those areas.

Mr. CHAFIN . The Government could just as easily raise the price

of cotton supports or actually subsidize electricity. They complain

about the pumping charge, not about the lack of water within the

earth . If the ground table is falling they can continue to pump this.

As I pointed out, the ground table will last for 171 years. If we

could somehow subsidize electrical energy for pumping for them , they

still would have water. This is not the problem .

Mr. UDALL. I understand your position . I respect your sincerity .

and the strength ofyourbeliefs.

· Mr. Chairman, due to the hour, I shan't take any more time.

I obtained unanimous consent some time ago, several days ago,

when this article was referred to by another witness, to have the State

engineer and our experts prepare a memo responding to some of the

allegations made. And I won 't wantmy failure to pursue this line

ofexamination at this late hour at night to suggest that the Arizona

people fully agree wih the thesis that has been expounded here.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California .

Mr. HOSMER. Just one question , Mr. Chafin . If we delete the cen

tral Arizona features from this bill, you have no objection to its

passing.

Mr. CHAFIN . No, sir. To be perfectly honest, I have not studied

the entire bill. I am not familiar with Colorado's water problem ;

therefore, I could not positively support it . But I would have to

study that portion . I have studied Arizona's , because I have lived

there 3 years.

Mr.HOSMER. Thank you .

Mr. Johnson. The gentleman from California .

Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Chafin, this is very interesting. I have been

trying to advocate better management of our water supplies for some
time.

I believe I understand correctly that there will be no agricultum !

or no irrigation pumping allowed within the service area of the

centralArizona project ; is that right ?

Mr. Charin . What do you mean ?

Mr. REINECKE. No pumping from the water table.

Mr. CHAFIN . They would continue to pump. The water is being

currently reallocated . If the farmer cannot afford to grow hay,
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he lets his farm go out of production, or this is encrouched upon ,

taking over by the cities. The water is then used by the cities.

Mr. REINECKE. The farmer will have the option of its contracting

forCAP water at $ 17 a foot

Mr. CHAFIN . He is getting it from the Salt River project, for $ 2 an

acre -foot or less ,now . And his pumping is probably less than $ 10 an

acre- foot. It will be many years before he will contemplate paying

close to $ 20 an acre-foot. He is being forced out ofbusiness right now

by declining cotton prices— not the price of water so much as rising

cost and declining cotton prices.

Mr. REINECKE. Is there a real question in your mind as to whether

many farmers would take theCAP water ?

Mr. CHAFIN. Yes; I have grave reservations whether they would

even want it, if we realized what they are going to have to pay for it .

In fact, this was brought out at the State hearings here on the State

CAP bill, and the legislature last month in Phoenix , the city manager

of Phoenix said that the cities had not even been contacted about this

water, and he didn't want to be called a traitor at a later date if they

refused to take $55 an acre-foot water if they had plenty of $ 2 . So a

lot of people have not been consulted about these contracts.

Mr. REINECKE. I might point out to the committee that I saved for

the city of Tucson some43 percent on all their water used to irrigate

their park system when I sold an automatic lawn sprinkler control

system .

* Mr. CHAFIN . We pay less for water in Tucson than many of my

friends around the country . A typical water bill might be less than

$ 10. So they raised the rates, and the water usage fell. I suggest

we double them again .

Mr. UDALL. The citizens of Tucson belatedly thank you for your

great generosity .

Mr. JOHNSON. Any further questions?

Wewant to thank you,Mr. Chafin , for the benefit ofyour paper and

your testimony.

That concludes the list of witnesses.

( The following letter from Mr. W . T . Pecora , Director , Geological

Survey, Department of the Interior, to Hon. 'Wayne N . Aspinall,

dated March 24, 1967, relates to the testimony ofMr. Chafin . )

U . S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ,
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,

Washington , D . C ., March 24, 1967.

Hon . WAYNE N . ASPINALL,

Chairman , Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,

House of Representatives,

Washington , D . O .

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Your letter of March 18 asks for an explanation of

language in Geological Survey Water -Supply Paper 1648, " Arizona Water,"

relating to ground-water storage and availability. The statement in question ,

on page 11, points out that the alluvium in Arizona's desert basins (the south

western three- fifths of the State ; the northeastern two- fifths is in the water

poor Colorado Plateau ) once stored some 412 billion acre -feet of ground water.

It estimates that perhaps about 700 million acre-feet of this was economically

recoverable for use by man , of which about 100 million had been withdrawn

from storage that is, withdrawn in excess of replenishment.

Presumably your question is as to the need for the Central Arizona Project,

if the bulk of 700 million acre-feet of water remains " economically recoverable

for use by man ."
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Perhaps the water-supply paper should have pointed out more clearly that

“ economically recoverable for use by man ” refers to both fresh and saline water

and to uses for all purposes. Irrigation , the chief use of ground water in

Arizona , depends on water of acceptable quality and relatively low cost. Hence

a part - perhaps a large part - of the remaining water might be economnicaits

recoverable for uses that could tolerate higher recovery and treatment costs

but not for irrigation . It was in an attempt to make this point that the water

supply paper said that the water already pumped was the most easily and

cheaply available part, and that readily available storage is more significant then

total storage.

There is no question but that the " cream " of Arizona' s desert-basin ground

water has already been taken . Additional water will require deeper and more

expensive wells and more of them , will involve higher pumping lifts, and will be

of poorer quality. These facts are so because with depth the alluvium becomes

progressively less permeable and the quality of the water worsens, and becaus

water levels in the principal irrigated areas have already been drawn tens to

hundreds of feet below their original levels and will decline further as pumping

continues. In places water is being lifted several hundred feet. Only a free

decades ago 50 feet was regarded as the maximum pumping lift tolerable for

irrigation . Only improved techniques of well construction , improvements in

pumps, and reduction of power costs, along with crop prices that are higher than

they were when the 50-foot standard prevailed , have made it possible to lift

water so high for irrigation . But conditions are gradually becoming economically

marginal in progressively larger areas.

It is important to point out that Water-Supply Paper 1648 discusses Arizona's

alluvial aquifers as a whole. The Alluvial Basins ground-water region occupies

about three - fifths of Arizona , or roughly 65 ,000 square miles. After taking out

mountains and areas of bare rock or unsaturated alluvium , there remains about

22,000 square miles of water-bearing alluvium , and it is this that contained the

estimated 700 million acre-feet of available ground water. Of the 22,000 square

miles, the Central Arizona Project covers only about 3,500 square miles in

western Pinal and eastern Maricopa Counties, of which about 1, 250 square miles

is irrigated . Hence , the ground water available to the Project area is only :

minor fraction of the total, yet the bulk of the withdrawal has been in the

Project area - some 80 million acre-feet in 1923 -64, inclusive. Water levels are

declining as much as 20 feet per year in the heavily pumped localities , and in

1964 they were 150 to 350 feet, averaging 250 feet, below the land surface in

most of the area .

The Geological Survey has recently built an electric analog model of the

ground -water reservoirs of the Project area , as a part of its studies in coopera

tion with State agencies, in order to be able to predict future storage changes.

According to the model, if the present regime of pumping continued there would

be an additional decline of 150 to 300 feet in the most heavily pumped areas in

the next 20 years ; the average decline over the whole irrigated area would be

about 100 feet. Thus, at the end of the 20 years, static water levels would be

more than 600 feet below the surface in the areas of greatest decline ; puinping

levels would be an additional 50 to 100 feet lower. Obviously, lifts of this

magnitude are impractical for irrigation of most crops. Hence, either a sup

plementary water supply or a reduction in irrigation withdrawal will be

necessary .

The Geological Survey of course has no opinion for or against the Central

Arizona Project. It is our responsibility , however, to point out situations de

termining the availability and quality of water, in order that those responsble

for making decisions about future water developments may do so on the basis

of the best available information on the water resources themselves.

I hope that these comments will be helpful to you .

Sincerely yours ,

W . T . PECORA, Director.

Mr. JOHNSON . I have several items submitted for the record and

I ask unanimous consent that they be included . We have a resolo

tion from Mr. Philip P . Smith ,secretary-engineer, the Colorado River

Water Conservation District .

( The resolution referred to follows:)
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CERTIFICATE OF RESOLUTION

The undersigned , being the duly appointed Secretary-Engineer of The Colo

rado River Water Conservation District certified that at a regular meeting of

the Board of Directors of said District on January 17, 1967, held in accordance

with statutes and by- laws pertaining to said District with a quorum present,

the following Resolution was adopted :

Whereas the Colorado River Water Conservation District is a body cor

porate formed by act of the legislature and comprising geographically, all of

twelve ( 12 ) counties and portions of three ( 3 ) counties in Northwestern and

West CentralColorado ; and

Whereas such geographic area includes the entire drainage of the Gunnison

River, and those portions of the Yampa , the White and the Colorado Rivers in

Colorado, and a portion of the drainage of the Dolores River in Colorado ; and

Whereas the Colorado River Water Conservation District was formed as the

appropriate agency for the conservation , use and development of the water re

sources of the Colorado River and its principal tributaries, and was therefore

granted appropriate powers to safeguard for Colorado, all waters to which the

state is entitled under the Colorado River Compact ; and

Whereas during the 2nd Session of the 89th Congress of the United States,

the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of the House of Representatives

favorably reported on a bill ( H . R . 4671) denominated " The Colorado River

Basin Project" ; and

Whereas said legislation did not pass the 89th Congress, and several bills

relating to a part or all of the subject matter of H . R . 4671 in the 89th Congress

of the United States have been introduced in the 90th Congress of the United

States ; and

Whereas the Board , in accordance with its purposes, and in the exercise of

its powers, is in favor of such legislation and urges its passage, if it contains

and incorporates certain matters vital to the State of Colorado in its use of its

entitlement from the Colorado River : Be it therefore

Resolved by the Board of Directors of The Colorado River Water Conservation

District :

1. That this Board wholeheartedly endorses the Colorado River Basin Project

and urges its passage by the 90th Congress of the United States, providing , and

only in the event, it contains the following features :

( a ) Substantially the matters and things adopted and set forth in Report of

the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives , 2nd

Session , 89th Congress of the United States (except for the section denominated

Section 501 ( e ) , Title V , which should be deleted as not being germane ) and with

the changes, adopted by The Colorado Water Conservation Board at its meeting

in Denver, Colorado , on January 12 , 1967 .

2 . This endorsement is conditioned upon such legislation containing, as a neces

sary minimum protection of Colorado 's entitlement from the Colorado River :

( a ) The five Colorado Federal reclamation projects, namely , Animas-LaPlata ,

Dallas Creek , Dolores, San Miguel and West Divide ;

( 6 ) Recognition of the right of the Upper Basin of the Colorado River to store

water in reservoirs to meet the allocations and requirements of Article III, para

graphs ( a ) , ( c ) - - if chargeable against the Upper Basin , - -and ( d ) of the Colo

rado River Compact ; and

( c ) Provide for study and report on methods and means of supplementing or

augmenting the flow of the Colorado River.

Dated in the City of Glenwood Springs, Colorado, this 18th day of January,

1967.

PHILIP P . SMITH ,

Secretary-Engineer, The Colorado River Water Conservation District.

Mr. JOHNSON . We have a letter here and a position taken by Mr.

Robert W . Kean, Jr., president of the NationalWater Company Con

ference .

( The documents referred to follow : )
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NATIONAL WATER COMPANY CONFERENCE,

March 7, 1967.

Hon .WAYNE N . ASPINALL,

Chairman , Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,

Rayburn House Office Building,

Washington , D . O .

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : The National Water Company Conference is an organi

zation of investor -owned , regulated water supply utilities. Some 3500 sucb

companies serve water daily to more than twenty million Americans in 4500

communities. We support the principle that investor-owned enterprise such as

ours has an obligation to participate actively in solving the problems of national

development.

The advantage of a NationalWater Commission , composed of non -governmental

members representing business and professional expertise in the field of water

resources, is in its mission to submit a thorough and complete analysis of water

resources problems. This analysis , which will focus the most experienced , con

structive and imaginative " thought resources" of the nation , and subsequent

recommendations, will hopefully lead to sound, adequate water resources pro

grams to assure this country of an endless supply of its most vital natural

resource .

We heartily endorse the establishment of a National Water Commission as

proposed in Section 1 of HR 3300 and S 20, and ask that our position become

a part of the permanenthearing record .

Cordially yours,

ROBERT W . KEAN, Jr., President.

Mr. Johnson. Wehave a telegram here stating the results of a poll

taken by the Arizona Academy of Science. They took a poll upon the

position of their membership concerning the development of the Ari

zona prdoject, Grand Canyon Dams- 637 members, and they had

replies from 234 members. They had five questions. Their results

are complete here. They have made a request by Mr. Russell Nider .

the president of the Arizona Academy of Science, to have them placed

in the record .

( The telegram referred to follows:)

TUCSON , ARIZ ., March 15 , 1967 .

Hon . WAYNE N . ASPINALL ,

Chairman , Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Washington , D . O . :

DEAR MR. ASPINALL : On the behalf of the executive board of the Arizona

Academy of Science, I wish to submit the following interim report for inclusion

in the current hearing record on the Lower Colorado River development. The

report has been prepared by an ad hoc committee of the academy, the Grand

Canyon study committee, appointed to assemble information in that part of the

Colorado River between Lees Ferry and Lake Mead that might be affected by

new dam construction . The final report of this committee including recomien

dationswill not be available until after March 23 . Meanwhile , the interim report

giving the results of a questionnaire sent to the 637 members of the Arizona

Academyof Science should be included in the record of the hearing.

Though most members of the academy do not have personal field or researcb

experience in the Grand Canyon , we do believe that this segment of the commo

nity is better acquainted with the scientific significance of this area than most

other groups in the region and that our members are well aware of the plans for

regional economic development, including the central Arizona project. As of this

date 234 members have responded to 5 questions as follows :

1 . Have you conducted field work or scientific research at any time in the

Grand Canyon (between Lees Ferry and Grand Wash Cliffs ) ? If so, please de

scribe briefly , citing the source, if results are published : Yes, 41 ; no, 192

2 . Whatever your answer to question one, please describe briefly any scientific

features of direct interest to you (biological, geological, prehistoric , other)

which might be lost or altered if one or several dams are built in the Grand

Canyon .

Quotable information on scientific features of direct interest to , respondent

received from 86 members.
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3 . Do you ( A ) favor ( B ) oppose ( C ) have no opinion regarding construction

of Hualapai (formerly Bridge) Canyon Dam ? 66 , favor ; 149 , oppose ; 19, no

opinion or no answer .

4 . Do you ( A ) favor ( B ) oppose ( C ) have no opinion regarding construction

of Marble Canyon Dam ? 66 , favor ; 150, oppose ; 18 , no opinion or no answer.

5 . Do you ( A ) favor ( B ) oppose ( C ) have no pinion regarding an expansion

ofGrand Canyon National Park , to include the full length of the Colorado River

through the canyon (Lees Ferry to Lake Mead ) ? 142, favor ; 64 , oppose ; 28, no

opinion or no answer.

In brief, a majority of our members responding to the questionnaire (about,

Fards) oppose the construction of dams at Hualapai and Marble Canyon sites and

favor an extension of the Grand Canyon National Park between Lees Ferry and

Grand Wash Cliffs .

Respectfully submitted .

RUSSELL NIDEY ,

President, Arizona Academy of Science.

Mr. JOHNSON . We have a statement here from the National Rural

Electric Cooperative Association , submitted by Mr.Gary Tabak .

( The statement referred to follows: )

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION , PRESENTED

BY GARY TABAK , ASSISTANT STAFF COUNSEL-ENGINEER

My name is Gary Tabak. I am Assistant Staff Counsel-Engineer of the

National Rural Electric Cooperative Association , which is the national trade

and service organization of nearly 1000 rural electric systems in 46 of the

United States. Approximately 95 per cent of all REA borrowers comprise the

membership of NRECA . Such membership is entirely voluntary .

As you will recall in the last session of Congress , NRECA testified in support

of H . R . 4671. The rural electric cooperatives believed then , and believe now ,

that the water supply problem in the Southwest is fast approaching a critical

point and that immediate action is needed to alleviate an impending water

shortage. In fact, nearly everyone is in agreement that the irrigation portion

of the Central Arizona Project should be authorized as soon as possible . The

question remains, however, as to the most desirable method for financing the

irrigation project .

At this year' s AnnualMeeting in San Francisco , the delegates, with knowledge

of the basic provisions of H . R . 9 , H . R . 3300 and other recently introduced bills .

and also the Administration proposal set forth by Secretary Udall, unanimously

passed the following resolution :

Whereas NRECA has long adhered to the principle of orderly natural resources:

development to better serve all people nationally ; and

Whereas this Association believes in a just and reasonable balance between

the benefits of such development for all people and true wilderness conservation ,

but deplores the rigid sacrifice of resources for the occasional pleasure of the

few ; and

Whereas NRECA traditionally takes a position of strong support for Federal

multi- purpose reclamation projects in the interests of the consumer ; and

Whereas the economics and benefits to the consumer of the Colorado River

Basin Project Bill ( H . R . 4671) before Congress were investigated by this Asso

ciation ; and

Whereas this Association advised its members last July of its favorable posi

tion on H . R . 4671 ; and

Whereas there still exists a severe water shortage in the economy of the

Lower Basin states of the Colorado River Basin , especially in Arizona where

three-quarters of the total supply comes from rapidly-depleting underground

reserves ; and

Whereas the Colorado River Basin Project would contribute water and

low -cost power to the growth of the economy in this vital segment of the Nationa

Now , therefore, be it

Resolved. that NRECA supports the multi-purpose development of the Lower

Colorado River and passage of pending legislation substantially in accordan

with the principles of H . R . 9 before Congress.
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The task of the rural electric cooperatives is to bring electric service to the

more remote areas of the country , where economic operation is severely hampere

by low consumer densities and difficult terrain , In so doing, they have created

a $ 1.25 billion a year market in rural areas for electrical appliances and equto

ment which has benefited the entire nation 's economy. In order to continue

to serve those portions of rural America which have electric service (appro

mately 98 % are served today ) and to provide service to the unserved aree

it is necessary that our members be able to purchase low cost wholesale energ

when available, to offset the ever present handicaps faced by rural elecek

cooperatives.

The above-mentioned handicaps are especially severe in the Southwest,ma

ing it imperative that low cost wholesale energy be available to our membe

systems in this area of the country . In New Mexico energy purchased

cooperatives averaged 8 .0 mills per kwh ; in Nevada 6 .7 mills ; and in Utah e

mills per kwh. These figures compare favorably to the national average of 65

mills per kwh for wholesale power purchased by rural electric systems in fiscal

year 1965 . This favorable comparison is due in great part, we believe , to th

direct and indirect effect of power purchased from Federal multi-purpose

projects in the Southwest. The preferential right of consumer -owned systems to

purchase power from multi-purpose projects excess to the needs of the Federa

Government is of vital importance to the continued existence of the rural electric

cooperatives. For this , and other reasons, we advocate the authorization 1€

Hualapai Dam to serve as the " cash register" for the Central Arizona Project

This is not to minimize the very real benefits that flow from the constructiot

of such dams in terms and flood control, irrigation , water supply , navigation

and recreation .

Our members recognize the controversy surrounding the inclusion of Hua lapai

Dam in the Central Arizona Project, yet we feel that common sense and er

nomic considerations dictate the inclusion of Hualapai Dam as the means for

paying for all the reimbursable features of the project. In contrast , the Ad

ministration has presented a proposal whereby the requisite pumping power

for the project (400 megawatts ) will be obtained from a coal- fired powerplant

built by private entities through a prepayment arrangement. It is to this pro

posal, as contrasted to the inclusion of a hydroelectric dam , that we respect

fully direct our comments.

The Administration proposal exhibits an initial cost of $ 719 million as con

pared to an initial cost of $ 1156 million for the projcet including Hualapai Dan

Although there is a sizable cost saving in terms of plant investment, the Det

return flowing into the development fund (an item not specifically included in the

Administration proposal) by the year 2047 would be $677 million inore te

Huala pai Dam was included in any resulting legislation . Economics, there

fore , dictate the inclusion of a hydroelectric dam at what is considered to be

thebest hydro site on the Colorado River.

Not only is the resulting balance in the development fund drastically re

duced under the Administration' s proposal but, in addition, the water users

in Arizona would either have to submit to an ad valorem taxation plan or else

pay $ 6 more per acre-foot for municipal and industrial water usage. This ad

ditional cost to the water users seems unwarranted in view of the available

revenuethat would be supplied by the dam .

As stated previously , the rural electric cooperatives and other consumer -owned

systems have relied on the excess energy from Bureau of Reclamation dans for

a source of low -cost energy . Although the Bureau of Reclamation' s policy to

ward the building of dams should not remain inflexible , we feel that the present

proposal set forth by the Department of Interior to use steam instead of hydro

energy is of such future importance as to warrant consideration in its own

right, rather than as an ancillary matter to another piece of legislation . This

is not to say that the idea of the Federal Government becoming a participant

in a steamplant is unwise or unwarranted , but that such a course of action

should be undertaken only after sufficient inquiry into the proposition on its

merits, rather than, as it appears to be in this instance , an attempt to delete

a controversial portion of a bill in order to secure passage of much -needed

legislation.

We continue to feel that the benefits of including a hydro -electric dam in the

Central Arizona Project far outweighs any barm , if any, which conid conceir .

ably be inflicted upon the scenic beauty of the Grand Canyon . In fact, Hualapai
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Jam would in no way change the main gorge of the Grand Canyon National

mark . As stated in our resolution " this Association believes in a just and rea

onable balance between the benefits of ( orderly natural resource ) development

** or all people and truewilderness conservation ."

We respectfully recommend authorization of the Colorado River Basin Project,

ubstantially in accordance with H . R . 9 , including authorization of Hualapai

Dam .

1 . Mr. HOSMER. I have no objection.

Le Mr. JOHNSON . Now , we have here a statement by Hon . Edward J .

Patten, of New Jersey. I ask that his statement be placed in the

record at the proper place along with the other Members of the Con

negress. ( See p . 185 .)

I Do I hearany objections to any of the requests that have been made ?

Hearing none, so be it ordered .

Now ,asthe committee adjourns this afternoon the hearings will be

concluded . The record will beheld open for 10 days for the submission

ofany other materials that properly go into the record .

If there are no further witnesses to be heard, the committee hearings

will stand adjourned .

( Subsequent to completion of the hearings the following material

was received and accepted for the record :)

STATEMENT OF Hon . THOMAS G . MORRIS AND Hon . E . S . JOHNNY WALKER ,

REPRESENTATIVES IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO

The Hooker Dam and Reservoir will be located on the Gila River in New

Mexico as an essential part of the Central Arizona Project, central feature of

all of the proposed bills for Lower Colorado River development. Our purpose

in submitting this statement is to reply to statements which have been made

* during the course of hearings by representatives of the Wilderness Society and

hen the Sierra Club in opposition to this dam .

H . R . 3300 and associated bills , among their other purposes, authorize con

struction of the Hooker Dam and Reservoir to a capacity of 98 ,000 acre feet,

with provisions that would permit its ultimate enlargement to a capacity of

| 215 ,000 acre feet, if necessary , to provide additional storage to effect certain ex

changes of water that might be necessary in order to achieve the most efficient

use of water in the Gila River basin , in accordance with the provisions of the

U . S . Supreme Court decree in the case of Arizona vs. California . While pro

vision for ultimate enlargement is necessary and must be included in the bill

so as not to foreclose any opportunity for water conservation in this arid area ,

the larger capacity reservoir is not authorized by the bills , and therefore, does

not enter into consideration at this time.

An examination of the physical circumstances involved in the Hooker Dam

proposal shows that the dam itself will be almost seven miles from the boundary

of the wilderness area . The reservoir would extend 3 . 9 miles into the Gila

Wilderness area and would inundate only about 130 acres of canyon land. In

addition , a strip of the Gila Primitive area would be flooded. In order to

put this into the proper perspective, it should be pointed out that the Gila Wilder

ness area in the Gila National Forest contains a total of 438,360 net acres of

land and theGila Primative area contains an additional 129 ,630 acres. Further

more, the Black Range Primitive area , which is also included within the Gila

National Forest, contains an additional 169, 196 acres. Other areas, classified

as wilderness, wild , or primitive, in the National Forests in the state of New

Mexico, bring the gross total of land so classified up to over one million acres.

Thus, we are talking in terms of a little over 1 / 100 of 1 % or about one-ten

thousandth of the total area of such lands in New Mexico . This is so far

less than the traditional " drop in the bucket," that it could , for all practical

purposes, be ignored .

Hooker Dam will be a multiple purpose structure, providing benefits for flood

control, recreation , fish and wild life conservation, and river regulation ' for agri

cultural, municipal, and industrial purposes. There can be no question but that

76 - 965– 87444
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the monetary benefits to any one of these proposals will far exceed any pose

calcuable decrease in wilderness values. Furthermore, the tongue of 2

backed up a short way into the boundary portion of the wilderness area

provide a natural gateway to the area by water, and will vastly increase -

value of the entire wilderness area as a recreational resource to the people

the United States.

The Hooker Dam has been a part of the Central Arizona Project ever s .

the original report of the Bureau of Reclamation was prepared in 1947. Thro ..

all these years, the Bureau of Reclamation has worked closely with the For

Service, submitting drafts of the proposed report, and maintaining a closer

sultative relationship . It is our understanding that the Forest Service

agreed with the necessity of including this dam in the project. This agree

goes back far before the recent enactment of the Wilderness Act. The How

Dam , thus, must be considered under a " grandfather clause" when its effects

wilderness area is considered .

When the facts are completely known by those spokesmen of conserratxa

agencies who suggest that there will be no need for the Hooker Dam once the

ultimate phase of the San Juan -Chama Project is constructed to bring addicio

water into New Mexico, we are sure that they will agree on the need for

Hooker Dam . For one thing, the ultimate stage is not authorized , and then

may never be enough water for it. In the second place , its effect on this ze

of New Mexico willbe very small indeed .

For these reasons, we find ourselves in direct opposition to the position tube

by the Wilderness Society, and the Sierra Club , and urge that the prorir

of H . R . 3300 pertaining to this project be retained in the authorization for to

Central Arizona Project.

NATIONAL RECLAMATION ASSOCIATION .

Washington , D . C ., March 16 . 194

Congressman WAYNE N . ASPINALL ,

Chairman , House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee,

Longworth House Office Building ,

Washington , D . C .

DEAR CONGRESSMAN ASPINALL : Yesterday afternoon the Board of Direct

of the National Reclamation Association directed me to submit, for the rea

of current hearings on the Lower Colorado River, the enclosed resolution appic

ble to Bridge Canyon Dam . This resolution ( No. 66 – 7 titled "Multi -Pure

Concept" ) was adopted at Albuquerque in November of 1966 by the fall €

vention , and states the policy of the Association to support multi-purpose tre

cepts of development as opposed to single -purpose uses.

Sincerely ,

CARL BRONN, Executive Director

RESOLUTION No. 66– 7

MULTIPURPOSE CONCEPT

Whereas the wise conservation and use of our natural resources is an integra

part of the continuing philosophy of the National Reclamation Association el

is better served by well planned multi-purpose projects than through sizge

purpose conservation efforts ; and

Whereas reclamation projects, being local or regional, have local or regiert.

support while the single purpose preservationist groups is now being dincted ?

proposed large and small multi-purpose projects in various parts of the matine

and

Whereas many proposed multi-purpose projects of great potential bened

become the targets of organized opposition from " single purpose preservationie "

groups even though such projects offer vitally needed benefits to the Nation : Nova

therefore, be it

Resobed , That the National Reclamation Asociation continues to support the

multi-purpose concept of development and conservation of our natural resources

and urges elected and appointed officials to give full consideration to the tota

benefits offered by proposed reclamation and conservation projects , and not be

disuaded by the self -serving protests of the single purpose preservationist group

who seek to preserve all natural resources in violate in their natural state,
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA ,

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH ,

Harrisburg, March 23, 1967 .

Ion . HAROLD T . JOHNSON ,

Chairman , Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation , House Committee on

Interior and Insular Affairs, Longworth Office Building , Washington , D . C .

MY DEAR MR. JOHNSON : I understand that your subcommittee has recently

ompleted hearings on Senate Bill No. 20 which would establish a National Water

Commission, but that written statements concerning the bill are still being

ccepted . The Pennsylvania Sanitary Water Board , at its most recent meeting,

ndorsed the general principle of the establishment of the National Water

Yommission .

It is our understanding that the proposed National Water Commission would

le an advisory group to the President, somewhat like the Water Pollution

Advisory Board . In this role there would appear to be no need for the con

irmation of the members of the Commission by the Senate. It is, therefore,

he Sanitary Water Board ' s recommendation that the bill be amended to

rovide that the Commission members be appointed by the President and that

he stipulation requiring consent of the senate for the appointment be removed

rom the legislation .

In its support of the establishment of the Commission the Board strongly urged

hat such a Commission give equal consideration to eastern and western water

problems.

Sincerely ,

THOMAS W . GEORGES, JR ., M . D .

NORTH WEST PUBLIC POWER ASSOCIATION ,

Vancouver, Wash .,March 20, 1967.

Ion . WAYNE ASPINALL ,

Chairman, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,

House Office Building, Washington , D . C .

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : By resolution the membership of the Northwest Public

Power Association endorses enactment of S . 20 to create a temporary National

Water Commission .

We relate this subject also to our resolution urging a joint United States

Canada study on the feasibility of diverting Arctic-flowing rivers of Alaska and

Canada southward and eastward .

It would be appreciated if this letter might be included in the hearings record .

Thank you for yourmany courtesies.

Sincerely ,

Gus NORWOOD, Executive Secretary.

STATEMENT OF DEFENDERS OF WILDLIFE

Defenders of Wildlife has already testified at two previous hearings relating

to Colorado River Basin projects (Aug. 23 - Sept. 1 , 1965 and May 9 - 13, 1966 ) .

We wish to reaffirm our position and to recommend this earlier testimony to

the Committee as being still relevant to bills currently under consideration .

This present statement adds further objections to present plans for dams in

Grand Canyon and to authorization of the five reclamation projects in Colorado.

A . The dams in Gand Canyon constitute an invasion of consecrated ground.

Whether or not the actual flood waters encroach on Grand Canyon Park or

Grand Canyon National Monument, any hydrologist would have to admit that

significant changes would occur in the natural qualities of the Park and Monu

ment if Marble Dam or either a high or low Bridge Canyon dam were con

structed . It may be argued that legal provision for this kind of intrusion exists,

but that does not justify the intrusion . It might be legal to point Mount Vernon

purple , but that does not mean that it would be the right thing to do .

B . Wedo not believe in putting any natural system into an ecological straight

jacket. Room must remain for natural processes to operate. Man must have

some flexibility of choice in the management of the river. On the Colorado River

tolerances are already so narrow that they leave little room for adaptation to
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long -term changes such as the present declining total flow . We believe that

further development should await extensive long-term studies of projects already

built, those building, and those authorized . Large reservoirs and redistribution

of river flows in arid areas may have much greater hydrological and meteorologi

cal effects than we presently imagine. Ecological studies of these effects have

hardly begun .

C . Nearly every change envisioned for the river will increase the salinity

problem , already acute on the lower river. The total salinity picture has never

been detailed in these hearings (unless in the current hearings which the under

signed could not attend due to their unfortunate coincidence with the North

American Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference in San Francisco ) .

D . We do not believe that the phreatophyte problem has been adequately

explored in relation to the proposed developments on the river. Every previous

project in the southwest has been followed by a proliferation of water-using

vegetation, a problem for which no solution seems to be forthcoming. We can

confidently predict that the building of the Grand Canyon dams, the construction

of the five Colorado projects, the importation of new waters into the basin , and

existing plans for diversions out of the basin will all influence phreatophyte

growth . As an example, the five Colorado projects, once operating in conjunc

tion with other upper basin projects already authorized, will cause a cessation

of annual floods. These floods have been one of the chief natural controls on

phreatophyte growth through the processes of submergence, scouring , and build

ing of deep sand deposits. At the same time, the flow of relatively clear water

capable of picking up and transporting sediments will be reduced , but the

sediment load will remain essentially the same, since headwater reservoirs play

only a minor role in sediment removal. Sediments added to the Colorado system

by uncounted muddy or sandy tributaries will be too heavy a load for the reduced

spring flows and upper Colorado River valleys will develop meandering. ob

structed channels and rising water tables. Combined with increasing additions

of nutrients from irrigation and urban developments, vegetative development

will eventually provide another phreatophyte and channelization problem . Cost

estimates for the five Colorado projects do not take this into consideration.

E . The five Colorado projects are essentially an addendum to the Central

Arizona Project, and appear to have been added as the price for Colorado' s co

operation . We do not feel that this constitutes true " Basin -wide" planning .

but is merely political opportunism . It is no better and may be worse than

piece -meal water development. It is not based on any concern for the total

river .

F . It would appear that if there is sufficient water at present to constract

both the Central Arizona Project and the five Colorado projects then there should

still be enough water for the five projects if only the CAP were built. If it

proved that there were not enough water left for the five projects after CAP

construction , then it would be most fortunate that they were not built .

G . If importation of water is considered a prerequisite for construction of the

five Colorado projects, it would appear that the better part of common sense

would dictate that their authorization should be postponed until such time as

importation appeared feasible. The difficulty then would be to prove that

Colorado could use the water as effectively as other areas through which the

imported water would have to pass, and it is doubtful that Colorado' s high

altitude agriculture could competea consideration which no doubt plays a

strong part in the present demand for immediate authorization.

H . Each Colorado project should be approved on the basis of its own merits

and not because it happens to be one of a bundle of five. Examination of the

plans for the West Divide Project (one of the five ) shows some very questionable

benefits, a basic lack of sincerity in stated objectives, absurb expenditures per

acre of irrigated land, and an unnecessary sacrifice of a beautiful valles .

Examination of this one project in detail makes one doubtful of the others.

I. Before any further projects are authorized for the state of Colorado, re

feel that a complete examination of Colorado Water Law is mandatory. Our

own study of this law and of its operation at the local level indicates many

points at which the constitutionality of processes of Conservation and Con

servancy District formation might be challenged -- and are being challenged. ID

particular, it is almost impossible to stop a small group of irrigated landowners

from forming a district strictly for their own benefit. Cases are on record

where districts exist which have virtually no chance of ever getting rights for
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waters they propose to develop . An oil company recently attempted to stop

the formation of a district and discovered that there was no provision in the

law for its intervention , even though it would be the chief tax payer. A recent

hearing in the Pueblo , Colorado, District Court was concerned with the efforts

of a group of water users to gain access to Conservancy District records so that

they could examine expenditures made for lobbying and " legislative " expense.

The District Judge, who had appointed the Conservancy District board members ,

refused to be disqualified as the presiding judge , and denied the intervenors

access to the records. At least one case is on record where a District Judge

has not only lobbied with aid of Conservancy District funds, but used district

funds to entertain members of the present committee at his Colorado ranch .

This same judge appointed the board members of two of the conservancy districts

which are promoting the five Colorado projects. Under new legislation , district

judges are themselves appointed rather than elected , so that the people have

virtually no voice in water affairs,

J . Colorado water conservancy districts are admittedly promotional in nature.

Both tax funds and contributions from private parties are used in lobbying

efforts. Since the conservancy district is a legal subdivision of the state, such

private gifts are tax-deductible . The district thus serves as a perfect tax foil

for the private interest that wishes to influence legislation for his own benefit.

Jeanwhile the conservation organization that attempts to influence legislation ,

such as the Sierra Club, is penalized by a loss of its tax-deductibility status.

This inequality demands attention , for the conservation organization which

serves a vital public interest through the introduction of alternative solutions

to resource problems, and the study of possible consequences of national projects.

should certainly enjoy the same advantages as the water district which all too

often represents only those that stand to benefit from the project.

In addition to an equalization of tax status, we also feel that water districts

should be obliged to publish complete information on all monies used for pro

motion and lobbying.

While these matters may seem to be a matter of state concern , they have be

come a matter of national concern since much of this promotional money is

being used to gain authorization of the Lower Colorado River Basin Project.

Since practically all of this money is being raised by water conservancy or water

conservation districts in Mr. Aspinall's Congressional District we should think

that the Chairman might wish to insert into the record a complete report of

monies, both tax and gift, used in promotion of the five Colorado projects as well

as the rest of the Colorado River Basin legislation .

K . Many recent changes in the Frying Pan -Arkansas Project in Colorado

indicate the deficiencies in recent Bureau of Reclamation planning . " Post

Authorization Studies" as they are called have revealed that original plans

were in error and would not pay out in fifty years. Alterations in the electrical

installation are required and increased appropriations will be needed . In addi

tion , the dam site has proven to be a poor choice and excessive amounts of

cement have been required to seal cracks and faults. The Bureau had been ad

vised of this probability well before the commencement of construction . This

project, consummated under intense political pressure, has contained many flaws.

In view of this fact, and the many others included in this statement, we feel

that the five Colorado projects should not be authorized as a part of any Arizona

project.

STATEMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE EEL RIVER FLOOD CONTROL AND

WATER CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION

This statement is filed on behalf of the counties of Marin , Contra Costa , Yolo ,

Solano, Napa , Sonoma, Mendocino, Lake, Humboldt, Trinity , and Del Norte,

acting under a joint exercise of powers agreement as The Eel River Floor Con

trol and Water Conservation Association. These counties represent California 's

North Coast, the " area of origin " , which is the source of 40 % of the total fresh

water resources of the State, principally in the Eel, Trinity and Klamath Rivers.

These are the last major undereveloped water resources in California ,

The Association respectfully recommends that the House Interior and Insular

Affairs Committee consider California 's North Coast as the initial source of

water to be developed to offset the prospective shortages in the Lower Colorado

River Basin occasioned by the Mexican Water Treaty and the limitations of the
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Colorado River Compact, recognizing that other sources would have to be da

veloped later to satisfy all of the anticipated water requirements of the Baxir

All of these sources could be integrated into a phased regional system for the

benefit of the western states at substantial savings in cost .

The reasons are as follows :

First, the North Coastal streams have surplus water, and the region does *

object to the export of this water so long as its own water developinent needs are

met in conjunction therewith .

Second, extensive studies have been and are being made by the Corps e

Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamation and the California Department of Water

Resources for developing North Coastal water to meet future needs in centra

and southern California . Thus a major portion of the investigational work

hasbeen done.

Third , although all of these studies show that development of North Coastai

streams must begin no later than the 1980 - 90 decade to meet California ' s to

ternal needs, water in excess of California needs will certainly be available

for many years in the future.

Fourth , it is anticipated that the Federal Central Valley Project will be

expanded soon with the addition of the Eastside Division . At relatively smi!

additional cost, the Eastside Canal could be enlarged and extended for con

veyance of North Coast water as part of the long-range system to provide fut

Lower Colorado River Basin needs, as well as providing for the ultimate Deeds

of the Eastside Divsion service area , and future needs in Southern California

Fifth , the North Coast urgently needs flood control. The December 12

floods caused the loss of 20 lives and $ 200 million in damages. A catastrophe

of nearly the same magnitude also occurred in December 1955 . Construction

of multipurpose water facilities would alleviate the threat of floods.

Sixth , works to export water from the North Coast to offset shortages in

the Lower Colorado Basin could be in operation much sooner than those to

export water from any other major sources , such as the Columbia River, which

undoubtedly could not be completed by the time the shortages begin to be felt.

In view of the foregoing, it is our belief that this proposal offers a logica '

first step for future Western Interstate water development.

STATEMENT BY PAUL S . TAYLOR IN OPPOSITION TO H . R . 9 PROPOSING AUTHORIZA

TION OF THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJECT, MARCH 1967, HOUSE COMMITTEE

ON INTERIOR

My name is Paul S . Taylor, and I reside in Berkeley, California . Between

1943 and 1952 I served as consultant in the Department of the Interior. This

statement represents my individual views. In making this statement I refer

as background to my statement of August 30, 1965 on a similar proposal, H . R .

4672, printed in the hearings on that bill.

1. An appeal for public financial support for further reclamation in the Colo

rado Basin, such as H . R . 9, must be viewed in light of widespread failure of

the Department of the Interior and Bureau of Reclamation under previous aui

thorizations to require law observance by large landowners in the Colorado

Basin , and of their apparent unwillingness to comply with law once they have

obtained water under the law . Their record in the past offers no assurance

that the law controlling water monopoly and speculation will be observed in the

future under H . R . 9 or any other authorization of a Colorado Basin Project.

2 . The attack on the Central Arizona Project in 1949 by Republican Congress

man Donald L . Jackson of California is as valid today as when his words were

first uttered :

" True, the Bureau of Reclamation says that the 160 -acre law will be enforced

if the Arizona project is built . But we know that this law never has been

enforced there. There is no reason to believe it will be enforced in the future ,

Rather, there is every reason to believe it will not be enforced ." 95 Cong. Rec.

10128 .

3 . Elsewhere in the Colorado River Basin it is much the same. It is only now

that the Secretary of the Interior says the acreage limitation law will be en

forced in Imperial Valley, California , under the Boulder Canyon Act, and large

landowners there are resisting strongly.
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4 . The Chief Counsel of Imperial Irrigation District, Reginald L . Knox, is

reported to have said that " If the ( Imperial Valley ) opinion of Solicitor Frank

Barry is correct, it also applies to all areas receiving water from the Colorado

River, including land in the Metropolitan Water District which supplies water

to some extremely large holdings on the coast. According to Knox, there has

never been any reference to that area , but if the opinion is correct, it would

necessarily apply there also .” Imperial Irrigation District News, Feb . 1965 ,

Vol. XXVI, No. 9 , p . 1 . Apparently the Secretary of the Interior has made no

move to apply the law to lands receiving water from the Colorado River under

the Boulder Canyon Act through the Metropolitan Water District of Southern

California .

5 . The language of H . R . 9 apparently opens the door to further circumven

tion of reclamation law . Sec. 504 states that the Secretary of the Interior shall

be governed by reclamation law " Except as otherwise provided in this Act.”

What these provisions may be is unclear, but in light of past demonstrated

ability by officials of the Interior Department to discover “ fine print" to support

wholesale circumvention of the law (e . g ., Secretary Barry ' s opinion , M - 36635 ,

December 26 , 1961, 108 Cong . Rec. 5712) Congress would do well to discover in

advance of authorization of the Colorado Basin Project, by direct inquiry of the

Solicitor of the Interior or Legislative Reference Service of the Library of Con

gress, precisely what these “ exceptions" are , in special reference to the water

monopoly and speculation control provisions of reclamation law .

6 . There are other objections to H . R . 9 , e .g ., failure to include a provision

authorizing government purchase of excess lands, a sound proposal made re

cently by the Secretary of the Interior , and assignment of a special priority in

studies of water shortage by a national water commission to the Colorado Basin

over other needy areas. It should be made abundantly clear either in the lan

guage of the bill or in the legislative record , that Sec. 202, ( a ) ( 2 ) , in referring

to the " impact of water resource development on regional economic growth , on

institutional arrangements, and on esthetic values" the bill means specifically to

emphasize those " institutional arrangements" represented by water monopoly

and speculation .

THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON STATE PARKS,

Washington , D . C ., March 30 , 1967.

Hon . WAYNE N . ASPINALL ,

Rayburn House Office Building ,

Washington , D . C .

DEAR WAYNE : The enclosed Resolution 8 , urging that power dams not be built

in the Grand Canyon between the head of Lake Mead and Glen Canyon Dam

and that suitable other means of financing needed water development projects

for the arid Southwest be used , was adopted by the Board of Directors of the

National Conference on State Parks at its March 17 meeting.

The Board hopes that this resolution will be helpful to the Congress in con

sidering pending legislation to provide water for the Southwestern states.

Sincerely ,

CONRAD L . WIRTH ,

Chairman of the Board.

[Enclosure)

RESOLUTION 8

Whereas there is widely recognized need for additional water for the burgeon

ing communities in the arid Southwest ; and

Whereas there have been proposals to finance needed water development pro

jects by earmarking revenue from the sale of hydroelectric power to be generated

by building dams in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River that would flood

significant portions of Grand Canyon National Monument, Grand Canyon Na

tional Park and Marble Canyon, comprising the finest remaining unspoiled

portion of the Grand Canyon and possessing scenic and inspirational qualities

of great and irreplaceable value : Now , therefore, be it

Resolved , That the National Conference on State Parks at the meeting of its

Board of Directors at Washington , D . C . March 17, 1967 urges that dams not

be constructed in the Grand Canyon between Lake Mead and Glen Canyon

Dam and that suitable other means of financing needed water development

projects for the arid Southwest be used .
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STATE OF New MEXICO ,

Santa Fe, April 6 , 1967 .

Mr. HAROLD T . JOHNSON ,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation , Committee on Interior

and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives, Washington , D . C .

DEAB MR. JOHNSON : At the March 13 - 17, 1967 hearings of your subcommittee

on the Central Arizona Project you received a statement from Mr. Stewart M .

Brandborg , Executive Director , The Wilderness Society. Mr. Brandborg recom

mends that there be a full study and exploration of alternative sites downstream

from the proposed Hooker unit of CentralArizona Project, because the reservoir

created by Hooker Dam would back water into a small segment of the Gila

Wilderness and Gila Primitive areas.

Hooker Dam would be located in Section 18 , Township 14 South , Range 16

West. The dam site and all but a small part of the reservoir area would be

outside both the Gila Wilderness and Gila Primitive areas. A table showing

pertinent information for reservoir capacities of 98 ,000 acre feet and 265 ,000

acre feet follows :

Reservoir area-acres at spillway

elevation

Reservoir length -miles at spülmay

elevation

Capacity acre - feet

Total Primitive Total Primitive WilderWilder.

ness

77
98,000 . .

265,000 . - - - - --

1 , 130

2 , 250

110

480

9 . 7

13. 7141

These small areas are near the southwest corner of the Gila Wilderness area.

The Gila Wilderness area consisting of about 438 ,000 acres and Gila Primitive

area consisting of about 130,000 acres are within the 2 ,700 ,000 acre Gila National

Forest in New Mexico.

The Hooker site has long been considered in planning for development of the

land and water resources of the Gila River as evidenced by its withdrawal under

Water Power Designation No. 1 , dated August 7 , 1916. The Gila Wilderness

area was not established until 1924 .

During the consideration of the Wilderness Act of 1964, the Hooker Project

along with others was brought to the attention of the Congress and was in part

responsible for the language in the Act which permits the construction of water

resources works within wilderness areas where such works in a specific area

would better serve the interests of the people of the United States than will the

denial of such works.

Several investigations to determine feasible dam and reservoir sites on the

Gila River in New Mexico have been made. The three sites specifically men

tioned by Mr. Brandborg and other sites have been investigated by the Bureau

of Reclamation and the Hooker site has been found to be the most efficient for

the development of the water resources of the area .

The Lower Cliff site in Section 33, Township 17 South , Range 17 West, below

Mangas Creek and about 25 river miles downstream from the Hooker site was

investigated by the Bureau of Reclamation during their 1930 investigation of

the Upper Gila River. A dam at this location would flood a part of the Cl .

Gila Valley, a highly developed farming community and the largest single area

of irrigated land on the Gila River in New Mexico . The Connor site in Section

13 , Township 18 South , Range 18 West, and about 6 miles downstream from the

Cliff site, was also investigated . A dam at this site would inundate less of the

developed area in the Cliff -Gila Valley. The Bureau's report found that the cost

of dams at the Connor site and the lower Cliff site were comparable ; the right

of ways costs at the Cliff site would be larger because of the greater amount of

developed area inundated ; and that water loss by evaporation at the average

operating level of the Cliff site would be slightly larger than at the Connor site.

Thus, the Connor site is clearly preferable to the Clitr site.

The Bureau's 1930 report also investigated the " Canador " site in Section 19,

Township 19 South , Range 19 West, 17 miles downstream from the Connor site,
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just below the mouth of Blue Creek and about 15 miles upstream from the State

line . The Bureau found that for equal storage a reservoir at the Connor site

would be cheaper and concluded that the Canador site is materially inferior to

the Connor site and not worthy of further consideration . Construction of a

reservoir at the Canador site, suggested by Mr. Brandborg, would inundate

about 1400 acres of presently irrigated land in the Red Rock area .

Thus, the Bureau has found the Connor site preferred over both the lower

Cliff and Canador sites.

The Bureau of Reclamation in their 1963 investigation of the Upper Gila , in

cooperation with the State of New Mexico , investigated the Hooker and Connor

sites. The report found Hooker to be the most favorable storage site in terms

of cost per acre foot of firm yield . A reservoir at the Connor site would require

about twice the reservoir storage capacity for sediment control because of the

intervening high - yield sediment area .

The total evaporation loss from the Connor reservoir was estimated by the

Bureau to be about twice as large as the evaporation loss from the reservoir at

the Hooker site for about the same yield .

A dam at the Hooker site would provide flood and sediment protection to the

developed area of the Cliff -Gila Valley which would not be provided by a dam

at the Connor site downstream from the Valley.

Since the Hooker site is at a higher elevation than the Connor site, pumping

costs for M & I water supplied to Silver City and Tyrone would be less if the

Hooker site is developed

Thus, the Bureau investigations have shown that the Hooker site is better

than any of the downstream alternatives, including the Connor site.

A reservoir at the Hooker site will create a clear lake and provide seasonal

water temperatures cooler than present stream water temperatures in the area .

Thus, fishery in the reservoir area , as well as stream fishery downstream from

the Hooker dam site for a considerable distance, would be improved over present

conditions.

The recreation and fishing benefits that Hooker reservoir would create in

southwestern New Mexico would more than offset the small infringement on the

Gila Wilderness and Gila Primitive areas. The small portions of the Gila

Wilderness and Gila Primitive areas in this project involve a narrow canyon

on the Gila River. The lake created within this narrow canyon section would

offer attractive fishing and canoeing water not now available in the area .

In summary, the investigation of alternative sites recommended by Mr. Brand

borg already has been made with the result that the Hooker site has been found

the most feasible . Development at the Hooker site would provide substantial

benefits , including increased opportunity for recreation , with little effect on

wilderness values. The Wilderness Society seems concerned principally with the

possible precedent setting implications of development at the Hooker site. This

concern seems ill-founded when it is borne in mind that the site was withdrawn

for water resources development about eight years prior to the administrative

designation of the Gila Wilderness area in 1924 and that the Wilderness Act of

1964 permits water resources works within wilderness areas under circumstances

such as those surrounding the proposed development at the Hooker site.

I respectfully request that this letter be made a part of the record of the

March, 1967 hearing on legislation to authorize the Central Arizona Project .

Yours truly ,

S . E . REYNOLDS, State Engineer.

SPORT FISHING INSTITUTE ,

Washington , D . O ., April 10, 1967.

Hon .WAYNE N . ASPINALL,

Chairman , House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs ,

0 . 8 . House of Representatives, Washington , D .O .

DEAR CONGRESSMAN ASPINALL : Sport Fishing Institute is greatly interested in

various House Bills that have been introduced during the first part of the 90th

Congress to establish a National Water Commission . We note that H . R . 1252

(Ryan) , H .R . 1460 (Ullman ), H . R . 3298 (Foley ) , and H . R . 5308 ( Blatnik ) , all

deal with this general provision though in varying degrees. In addition , we

viewed with alarm the fact that establishment of a National Water Commission
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was included in the authorization bill concerning the Colorado River Basin

project ( H . R . 4671 and others ) , which hearings have recently been held .

The Sport Fishing Institute is in complete opposition to incorporation of a

National Water Commission within the proposed legislation involving Colorado

River waters. This leaves “ out in the cold " the many other major river basins

of vital concern to many Americans, We feel that legislation proposing a

National Water Commission is important enough that it should stand on its

own merits and be resolved as a separate piece of legislation ,

We would go on record ravoring such legislation , as contained basically in

the above-noted four bills, that would provide for comprehensive review of

national water resource problems and programs. We feel that such legislation

could enable further progress in natural resource agencies' programs that would

help manage the tremendous national water resources needs for the future .

An identification of these needs would be most important in the conservation

of our natural renewable resources in helping to create more and better aquatic

environment for our fish life. The President's message of February 23 , 1966 ,

emphasized the complexity of the nation 's inter-related water problems which

involve not only too much water in some places but the antithesis in others :

drought, and the befouling of our waterways by man. A planning commission

for water, operating under broad parameters could help guide the myriad of

departments, bureaus, and other agencies in their vital concern with one of our

most valuable resources.

The Water Resources Planning Act of 1965 would be augmented by the estab

lishment of a NationalWater Commission , and the subsequent planned establish

ment of a Water Resources Council in coordination with state and federal

government projects would be equally beneficial. An independent judgment,

such as would be exerted by the Commission , would enable the development of a

knowledgeable water resource development plan that could take into account

all needs and provide sources of solution to such problems as might conceivably

arise.

Therefore, Sport Fishing Institute would like to be included in any record of

hearings held on this topic favoring the establishment of a National Water

Commission with regard to H . R . 1252, H . R . 1460, H . R . 3298 , and H . R . 5308. We

also would like to be included in the records of hearings of H . R . 4671 and others

as opposing inclusion of a National Water Commission there .

Sincerely,

PHILIP A . DOUGLAS,

Executive Secretary .

(Whereupon , at 5 :45 p .m ., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.)
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Part II

TUESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1968

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Washington , D . C .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice , at 9 :50 a .m ., in room 1324 ,

Longworth House Office Building, Hon . Harold T. Johnson (chairman

ofthe subcommittee ) presiding.

Mr. Johnson . The Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation

will come to order.

The purpose of our hearing thismorning is to hold further hearings

on H . R . 3300 , by Mr. Aspinall and others , to authorize construction ,

operation , and maintenance of the Colorado River Basin project, and

for other purposes. S . 1004 passed the Senate on August 7 , 1967.

Hearings were held in the subcommittee both morning and after

noon , March 13, 14 , 16 , and 17, 1967. Printed hearings are before each

member of the committee.

The hearing today has been scheduled to hear the Secretary of the

Interior in response to the committee's request by letter of December 29

for specific information . The hearing will be confined to that and to

matters that are of interest to members of the committee and to the

Secretary and his staff.

Since that time, I do want to mention that California has intro

duced a new bill , H . R . 14834 and H . R . 14835 , which was coauthored

by most all of our delegation . The matter has not been assigned to a

committee.

Our first witness this morning will be the Secretary of the Interior,

who will give us the necessary information that was requested in the

letter of December 29, by the chairman of the full committee.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, before we proceed any further

Mr. ASPINALL . Mr. Chairman ?

Mr. Johnson. The Chair recognizes Mr. Aspinall, the chairman of

the full committee.

Mr. ASPINALL . I think it very appropriate that the letter to the

Secretary of the Interior be made a part of the record at this point

so that it will appear in the record preceding the Secretary's testimony.

I ask unanimous consent that it be done.

Mr. JOHNSON . Any objection ?

Mr. SAYLOR. Reserving the right to object, Mr. Chairman , all I

wanted was to get the letter of the Secretary into the record . The

Secretary hasbeen called up here to testify, and I want to be sure the

.691
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record is complete and so that we know what the Secretary has been

asked to testify to.

I withdraw my reservation .

Mr. JOHNSON. I want to say if I had had a copy of it I would have

placed it in the record . Having received a copy, it is now placed in

the record .

( The material referred to follows: )

U . S . HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS ,

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN ,

IVashington , D . C ., December 29, 1967.

Hon . STEWART L . UDALL,

Secretary of the Interior ,

Department of the Interior,

Washington , D . C .

DEAR MR. SECRETARY : The Irrigation and Reclamation Subcominittee is re

suming its consideration of the Colorado River Basin project legislation on

January 30 and the remainder ofthat week .

As you know , the Committee has completed public hearings on this legislation .

However, because of events that have taken place since these hearings, there are

several matters on which the Committee needs additional or up-to - date informa

tion as well as the Department's position . A few of these matters are discussed

hereinafter .

I hope that you can be present on January 30 along with members of your

staff to furnish the Committee the required information and answer the Com

mittee's questions.

The one really new matter on which the Committee has received no testimony

is your Department's proposal for prepurchase of a block of thermal generating

capacity to meet the pumping requirements of the Central Arizona Project. The

Committee will need a full statement on this proposal, showing its advantages

over other means of supplying the necessary power and energy, and outlining

the Department's plan for marketing energy which is in excess of the needs for

project pumping.

In view of the likelihood that both of the Colorado River dams will be elimi

nated from the legislation , the Committee needs information on the financial

assistance that might be available from a Lower Colorado River Basin Develop

ment Fund which is accumulated from other sources. The Department' s state

ment on this matter should include the Department's recommendations as to

what other sources should be considered and what part of the fund , if any.

should be available for assistance to the CentralArizona Project.

As you know , Mr. Secretary, there has been considerable disagreement on the

water supply that will be available for the Central Arizona Project and other

Lower Basin projects from the Colorado River. Several Members of the Com

mittee have indicated that they are somewhat confused because of the different

figures that have been given them . Since there is no appreciable differences of

opinion with respect to the physical data for the River System , and the differ

ences in the water supply figures given are primarily the result of assumptions

made in various operation studies , there is no reason why the Committee shonld

not have a clear understanding of the Colorado River water situation and what

factors cause the difference in the figures. Thus, it is important that you have

your best water experts at the forthcoming meetings.

As you know , I believe the Department is being unrealistic in using streamflow

records prior to 1922 in estimating the availability of water from the River.

The Department itself has conceded this in the past.

Also, in my opinion , the Department study showing that a major portion of

the Central Arizona Project water supply will come from Upper Basin spills is

not realistic in view of the fact that the study itself shows that the only

spills during the 60-year study were interspersed in the 24 years prior to 1929

and that the study shows no spills during the last 37 years. In addition , the

reservoir operating principles that have been agreed upon and included in the

legislation would negate to a great extent the use of spilled water,

The other point in connection with water supply which , as you know , I have

disagreed with the Department on , has been the rate of Upper Basin development

and the corresponding stream depletion . The Bureau's estimate of Upper Basin
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stream depletion for 1975 is about 4. 2 million acre-feet and for the year 2030

is 5 .8 million acre-feet. In comparison , the Upper Colorado River Commission

records indicate that the Bureau 's 1975 depletion figure will be exceeded by

about 400,000 acre-feet as soon as presently authorized projects are completed

and by about 800 ,000 acre-feet if the Upper Basin projects in this bill are

authorized . The addition of non -Federal projects under active consideration

could cause Upper Basin depletions to exceed the Bureau's estimate by more than

1 ,000 ,000 acre -feet in 1975 .

The Department's position and reply to these questions relating to water

supply will be among those sought during the forthcoming hearings.

Other information which the Committee would like to have relates to the

amount of water which mightbe made available through conservation programs

and improved uses of existing supplies within the Basin ,

Also , the Committee needs to have the latest thinking of the Department

with respect to studies for augmentation of the water supplies of the Colorado

River. In this connection , wewould like to be brought up to date on the studies

which the Department has been conducting with respect to augmentation by

desalination and weathermodification .

Water quality in the Colorado River Basin is another matter we are interested

in , particularly in view of the recent announcement by your Water Pollution

Control Administration on water quality standards in the Colorado River Basin .

Someone of your staff should discuss these standards in relationship to future

development in the Basin ,

The Committee would like to be brought up to date on any promising power

developments incorporating pumped -back storage. We would also like to have a

discussion of the Indian rights under the Supreme Court decree, Arizona vs.

California, including the amounts of water involved for each State and the

Department' s responsibility for protecting the Indian water rights.

Lastly , we would like to have a statement of the Department' s interpretation

of its responsibilities under the authority and direction given in this legislation

for operating all of the facilities on the River. I am referring , of course, to the

criteria which must be established by the Secretary , in consultation with

the States, in accordance with the specific requirements set out in the legislation .

There may, of course, be additional requests for information before or during

the Subcommittee meetings.

With best wishes for the New Year, I am

Sincerely ,

WAYNE N . ASPINALL,
Chairman .

Mr. Johnson.Weare ready to hear from the Secretary.

STATEMENT OF HON. STEWART L . UDALL , SECRETARY OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ; ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH

HOLUM , ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR WATER AND POWER, AND

FLOYD E . DOMINY, COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

Secretary UDALL. Thank you,Mr. Chairman .

I think the record should show that we are using the 3 – 3 – 3 defense

here this morning .

I would also like to say before beginning my statement that Chair

man Aspinall's letter, as far as I am concerned , covered thewaterfront,

raised all the issues, and we have tried to be responsive to it. I can

assure you we have spent a great deal of time preparing this state

ment for today.

In the interest of saving time, I am going to read the first 17 or 18

pages. I do not plan to read the entire statement- I will summarize

highlights with regard to the final phase of this statement, if that is

satisfactory with the committee. But I , of course, would like it to ap

pear in the record in its entirety.
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ofgene second
charizona pooja fir

In our report of February 15, 1967, and in our testimony of March

14 , 1967, before this subcommittee, we presented in detail our position

with respect to H . R . 3300 and other pending Colorado River Basin

project legislation . Our basic position as presented last year remains

unchanged . I shall, therefore, limit my prepared statement to the in

formation and discussions requested by Chairman Aspinall in his

letter to meof December 29, 1967.

Before responding to the specific items mentioned in that letter , I

would like to point out two recent changes we have made in our

analysesof the Colorado River Basin project.

The first concerns the basic period of record of Colorado River run .

off. Last year our testimony was based on the 60- year period 1906

through 1965. Since 1965 the Colorado River has experienced 2 years

of runoff averaging about 25 percent below the average for that 60

year period . Consistent with our position of using the longest period

of hydrologic record as the basis for our analyses, we have brought

our previous studies up to date by extension of the runoff record

through the 1967 water year. The estimated average annual rirgin

runoff at Lee Ferry, based on the 62-year period of record ending in

1967 is 14,963,000 acre- feet as compared with the estimated average of

15,063,000 acre-feet for the 60 -year period ending in 1965 , a reduction

of seven -tenths of 1 percent.

The second change concerns the projected initial date of operation

of the central Arizona project. Heretofore we have anticipated that

Colorado River water would first be diverted to the central Arizona

area in 1975 . This date no longer appears realistic. Our present projec

tion anticipates start of construction in fiscal year 1970 and initial

delivery ofwater in fiscal year 1979.

The physical effect of these two changes is to decrease slightly the

estimated average water supply available to the central Arizona proj

ect over its payout period . The effect of the changes on financial pay .

out, however, is insignificant. Under our analysis, the central Arizona

project retains its strong justification , both economically and

financially.

Unless indicated otherwise , our most recent figures are used in the

remainder ofmy statement. Because of those adjustments, they will

differ slightly from comparative figures given in previous testimony .

Turning now to the information requested , the first item concerns

our proposal for prepayment arrangements to secure a block of thermal

generating capacity and energy to meet the pumping requirements of

the centralArizona project.

The studies for the central Arizona project plan which we presented

in February of 1967 indicate that 400,000 kilowatts of capacity would

be required for project pumping with theGranite Reef aqueduct sized

at 2,500 cubic feet per second as we proposed . For a 3,000-cubic - feet

per -second aqueduct, as called for in S . 1004 as passed by the Senate

last session , the amount would be increased to 470 ,000 kilowatts .

Under our proposal the Secretary of the Interior would make

arrangements with non -Federal interests to acquire the right to a

portion of capacity and associated energy from the output of a large

thermal generating powerplant in the amountto serve required project

pumping purposes.
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The Government would acquire the capacity entitlement by ad

vancing funds to the plant owners from time to time during the

construction period in a ratio not to exceed the ratio of the Federal

capacity entitlement acquired to the total plant capacity .

In addition to the payments associated with construction , the Gov

ernment would also pay annually a commensurate portion of the

operation and maintenance costs, including such items as advances

for working capital, and replacement costs as they occur. The United

Stateswould not participate in such costs as interest, financing charges,

property taxes, franchise fees, or other similar items.

Transmission of power and energy to points of project use would be

provided both by Federal construction of some of the transmission

lines and by prepayment for capacity in lines jointly used by the plant

owners and the Government, through the Government advancing a

portion of the costs of such dual-use lines, again in a ratio not exceed

ing the ratio of the capacity requirement of the Government to the

totalcapacity of such facilities.

The agreement between the Government and the non -Federal inter

ests would be drawn, of course , to provide security for the Govern

ment's investment. In addition , there would need to be contractual

arrangements for exchanges of power to assure backup and continu

ation of essential pumping during periods of equipment outages.

By means of the proposed prepayment arrangement, the project

would obtain assured power for pumping at low cost reflecting the

economy of large thermal electric powerplants; shared economical,

high -capacity, extra-high -voltage transmission facilities ; and thebene

fits of Federal financing. The Federal costs would become costs of the

centralArizona project to be repaid by the project beneficiaries as are

other reimbursable costs, following long-established reclamation

policies.

On the basis of our discussions, I anticipate no difficulty in nego

tiating arrangements consistent with these principles with themem

bers of the WEST planning group that are prospective participants

in the project. Members of theWEST group are currently planning a

large thermal powerplant in the vicinity of Page, Ariz ., the location

which was used as a basis for estimating costs for the report which

we presented to the committee last session .

We estimate that through prepayment arrangements power will be

made available for central Arizona project for project pumping at a

rate of 3 mills per kilowatt-hour for irrigation water -- reflecting

the interest- free financing provisions of reclamation law - and 5 mills

per kilowatt-hour for municipal and industrial water. The average

cost of power and energy delivered to the loads over the repayment

period is about 3 .5 mills per kilowatt -hour.

Capacity and energy sufficient for project pumpingwhen a full water

supply is available will be acquired . The central Arizona project

pumping requirements will be irregular and dependent on water

conditions during a particular year or series of years. On the other

hand,the 400-megawatt output available to the centralArizona project

from the Page plant will be dependable throughout the year and the

full ontput will be presentat least 85 percent of the time regardless of

water conditions.
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Even during the earlier years when project pumping is heavy , it is

expected that there will be dry periods when low river flow will

decrease the pumping requirements. We plan to balance this supply

against the requirements through banking arrangements — this, of

course, is a common and very excellent working arrangement that

hasbeen tested and tried in other areas — with other entities which have

need for additional power during the samedry periodsand are willing

to return the power at such times as the respective needsof the central

Arizona project have increased . The banking arrangement would be

particularly feasible in the Arizona area , since, to the extent the cen

tral Arizona project pumping requirement decreases due to low river

flow , the deep well irrigation pumping will tend to increase , and

vice versa. The exchange arrangement would include suitable com

pensation for transmission services and losses, of course.

In the event the river's flows are not augmented , as we remain con

fident they will be, the average water supply for the central Arizona

project will decrease due to the increased upstream depletions. In that

event power excess to project needs would become available for other

disposition, in gradually increasing amounts , although in relatively

small quantities, particularly before 1990. Of course , diminution in

overall water will also reduce hydrogeneration at the main stem

plants, while ground water pumping requirements are increasing. The

Salt River project, one of the prospective participants in the Page

plant and a public agency, has already indicated that it could utilize

such excess power in the event the central Arizona project pumping

requirements are diminished . Any excess energy can , of course , be

used in periods of low water flow to support capacity of the Upper

Basin hydroelectric plants. Any such use would aid the upper basin

development fund through a savings in the cost of purchased power.

With regard to the possible alternative means of obtaining pump

ing power for the project, the most obvious would be direct purchase

of commercial power on the open market. We have previously pre

sented testimony in which we stated that such power could be expected

to cost an average of 6 .5 mills per kilowatt-hour, as compared with

the figures I gave a moment ago. This rate estimate is based upon the

Bureau of Reclamation 's experience in purchasing power in the

Pacific Southwest with appropriateadjustments for anticipated reduc

tions in rates in the future.

The higher cost of power purchased from utilities in the com

mercial market compared to power obtained under prepayment ar

rangements is the resultofthree major factors.

First, utility rates are based upon overall costs of the utility system

which include a number of older,less efficient plants.

Second , such rates reflect the amortization of capital investments

at interest rates higher than those of Federal financing . And third ,

private utility charges include allowances for profit and for Federal

and State taxes.

Another alternative to prepayment would be contract arrangements

to obtain power from a specific powerplant built for others with ca

pacity included for this specific purpose. This type of arrangement

would permit the Government to obtain the economic advantage of

a modern , efficient, large size powerplant. Unlike the proposed pre

payment plan, however , the rates in such a case would reflect costs of
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non -Federal financing, taxes, insurance , and an increment of costs due

to capital risk .

Wehave estimated the results of obtaining pumping power for the

central Arizona project if we entered into such an agreement with

the non -Federal utilities planning to construct a thermal electric

powerplant at Page, Ariz . If the Page plant were financed entirely

by non -Federal, publicly owned utilities, the average cost of energy

to the central Arizona project would be increased about 30 percent

over the cost under the prepayment plan . If such arrangements were

made for a plant entirely financed by private utilities, the average

cost would be increased about 60 percent over the cost under pre

payment.

LOWER COLORADO RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT FUND

In our current proposal for the central Arizona project, involving

the prepaid power arrangements I have just discussed , repayment of

project costs is predicated on the use of project revenues only. Aswe

reported last year, payout assistance from a development fund would

not be necessary under our proposal. This is still our position . Should

the Congress desire to establish a Lower Colorado River Basin develop

ment fund to provide financial assistance for future water projects, the

administration offersno objections. Appropriate sources of revenue for

such a development fund would include the following :
Average annual

Source contribution

Hoover-Parker-Davis power revenues after payout - - - - $ 14 , 500. 000

Revenues from the Arizona-Nevada portion of the Pacific North

west-Southwest Intertie after payout -- - - 5 , 200 , 000

Central Arizona project revenues after payout ( $ 56 M . & I. water ) - - 18, 300, 000

Total average annual contributions. - - . - - - - - - - - - - - $ 38, 000 . 000

Based on these contributions, surplus revenues that would accumu

late in a development fund by the year 2029 are estimated as $597

million and by the year 2050 as $ 1,384 million .

ESTIMATE OF WATER SUPPLY

Estimates of future water supply available to the lower basin are

influenced by three basic assumptions, each a matter of judgment. The

first relates to the magnitude of virgin runoff that will occur in the

future. The second concerns the rate of increase and the ultimate

magnitude of Upper Basin depletions. The third involves the magni

tudeof future net losses along the Lower Colorado River.

Let us discuss all three of these items.

The traditionalmethod of forecasting future runoff is to base the

estimate on past records. The question posed in the Colorado Basin is

what period of past runoff should be taken as most representative of

the future. The following three periods represent typical variations

involved :

In thousands of acre- feet)

Period Characteristic Average virgin run

off at Lee Ferry

1931 to 1962

1922 to 1967 . .

1906 to 1957 .

Critical period . . . . .

Actual record at Lee Ferry . . . .

Longest reliable period of record on Colorado River . . . .

12 ,990

13 , 750

14 , 960
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The larger estimate of future virgin runoff at Lee Ferry, the larger

will be the estimate ofwater supply for the lower basin , although not

in direct proportion . With a 4 .4 million acre-foot California priority

the magnitude of the central Arizona project water supply is more

sensitive to the estimate of future virgin flow at Lee Ferry.

I would like to discuss the proposal that we ignore the streamflow

records of the Colorado River prior to 1922 as a basis for water supply

projections. Our understanding of the basis for this proposal is that

the earlier records are unrealistic and that actual recorded runoff at

Lee Ferry hasbeen measured only since 1922.

Our projections of virgin runoff of the Colorado River consistently

have been based on the longest period of runoff record on the Colorado

River which we have identified as starting in 1906 and continuing

through today .

Continuous records since 1906 are available at points upstream from

Lee Ferry which measure over 70 percent of the runoff which reaches

Lee Ferry , and continuous records since 1906 are available at points

downstream from Lee Ferry which reflect primarily the runoff at Lee

Ferry . By correlating the actual flows at Lee Ferry during the perioxl

1922 to date with these other records, the unmeasured flow at Lee Ferry

for the period 1906 to 1922 can be estimated with confidence. Thus,

based on reliable records, we believe there can be no serious question

that the average virgin runoff of the Colorado River during the period

1906 – 22 was significantly higher than in the period since 1922.

The purpose of selecting any period of record as the basis of analysis

is to guide the projection of the water supply available to a project

during its effective life. All reliable data available are normally used

for making this projection . There is no more justification for casting

outhigh years because they occurred early in a period than there would

be for ignoring low years for the same reason . Rejection of any part of

a long-term record would be justified only if there were a question of

its accuracy or if there were an identifiable change in conditions that

rendered it no longer appropriate.

It is obvious that the runoff of the Colorado River has been less since

1930 than in the preceding 25 years.Wedo notknow the reason.How

ever, changes in runoff sequences have occurred frequently in the past.

The available runoff recordsof the Colorado River show that generally

drought conditionsprevailed during the year 1896 – 1903, inclusive, and

that this was followed by a major wet cycle from 1904 to 1930 , inclu

sive. Since 1930 , the 37 years have been generally ones of drought. The

question naturally arises : how long will this major drought last ?

On October 1, 1963 , Mr. Samuel F . Turner ,consulting geologist and

engineer, Phoenix, Ariz ., presented to the Senate Subcommittee on

Irrigation and Reclamation an interesting chart entitled " Accumulated

Departure From Average Growth as Indicated by Tree Rings in Colo .

rado River Basin Above Lee Ferry ." This chart extended back

through the year 1250. For the years prior to 1904,Mr. Turner identi.

fied on the chart five major drought cycles, which had durations vary .

ing from 48 years (the great drought of Hohokam time) to 24 years .

The average length of the five major droughts prior to 1904 identified

on Mr. Turner's chart was about 34 years.

The chart also shows that major droughts in the past always have

been followed by major wet cycles. For the years prior to 1904, the
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chartbyMr. Turner identified sixmajor wet cycles. The average length

of these major wet cycles was about 24 years.

In addition to major wet and dry cycles, the chart prepared by Mr.

Turner shows a large number of minor wet and dry cycles. The chart

also shows the current drought starting in 1930. The major conclu

sion that can be drawn from Mr. Turner's chart is thatmajor droughts

in the past have averaged aboutthe length of our present drought and

have been followed by major wet cycles.

A study of the runoff since 1906 of other major rivers in the West

the Missouri, Columbia , and Sacramento indicates no general or un

usual trends or reasons for discarding the period of record from 1906

to 1922. The chart back here shows the trends in these basins and in

the Coloradoand I think it is interesting that the dips and thebends are

similar.

In our analyses of lower basin water supply, the abnormally high

releases from Glen Canyon during the high runoff periods are, for the

most part, stored and regulated in Lake Mead for use in the lower

basin . A significant part ofthe water supply wehave projected for the

centralArizona project is derived from these abnormally high releases,

or upper basin spills. The availability of such spills would not be af

fected by the reservoir operating criteria included in H . R . 3300 and in

S . 1004 as passed by the Senate.

All of our reservoir operation studies have followed closely the prin

ciples of these criteria , differing only in minor details which have but

an inconsequential effect in estimating water supplies.

Webelieve that to base water supply projections for the Lower Basin

on the longest period of runoff record is not only technically correct

but also themost logical and defensible procedure.

Mr. HOSMER . Mr. Chairman , are you working on the 14.9 assump

tion , figure ?

Secretary Udall. This is our current figure, brought up to date.

Mr. HOSHER. That is the one you are discussing here and the one

on which the document is based ?

Secretary UDALL . That is so .

There appears to be substantial agreement as to the extent of pres

ent upper basin depletions. There is disagreement, however, as to the

rate at which future upper basin depletions will occur. There is dis

agreement as to the extent of responsibility , if any , of the upper basin

to meet a part of the Mexican water treaty obligations.

The basic differences in projection of upper basin depletions are as

follows :

lin thousands of acre-feet]

Year Bureau of Reclamation

estimate

Tipton report

estimate

1965

1975 . .

1990 . .

2000 .

2030 .

2 ,787

4 . 220

5 . 100

5 ,430

5 ,800

2. 777

4 .513

16 . 342

17 , 351

17 . 891

Tinton report demonstrates that upper basin ' s art, illo , Colorado River compact obligation , limits assured erinatu

ially exclusive of its Mexican treaty obligation , if any .pact obligation , limits assured supply
for yoper basin to 6 . 300 ,000 acre- feet annually , exclusive of its Mexican treaty

agree that land and other resources in the upper basin could

be physically developed to deplete water at the rate the upper basin

estimates. Ilowever, it does not appear likely in the judgment of our
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experts that projections which would completely dedicate the upper

basin 's total remaining unused Colorado River water supplies to

specific areas or uses would be developed at rates commensurate with

upper basin projections.

It seemsmore likely that some reserves will be withheld for future

municipal and industrial growth . Also influencing our judgment is

the uncertainty as to whether the upper basin is obligated to meet

part of any Mexican water treaty deficiencies. Until that issue is re

solved , we doubt that projects dependent on the contested water sup

ply, as a practical matter, would be authorized or undertaken .

To the extent that weather modification , desalting, or other meas

ures provide water for additional use, we would expect that the rate

of future upper basin depletions would increase accordingly. In the

interim , webelieve that our estimates of future upper basin depletions

are realistic .

NET WATER LOSSES ALONG LOWER COLORADO RIVER

· The third broad category where projection or assumption is nec

essary to estimate future lower basin water supply involves estimating

the future net water losses along the Lower Colorado River. Our

proposal for the Colorado River Basin project include works to sal

vage some 680 ,000 acre-feet of Colorado River water that have con

stituted river losses in the past .With these salvage works in operation ,

we estimate that there will remain some 590 ,000 acre- feet of net losses

along the lower river , primarily from evaporation and evapotranspi.

ration from nonbeneficial vegetation . For comparative purposes, other

estimates of future net losses are as follows:
Estimate,

Source acre-feer

Bureau of Reclamation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 590 . 000

Upper Basin ( Tipton ) - - - - - - 810 , 000

Colorado River Board of California . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 , 000 , 000

The magnitude of the future losses would affect significantly the

residual water supply for the central Arizona project.

Again , we believe our estimates are realistic . Senator Wash Reser

voir is now in operation and preventing overdeliveries to Mexico .

Weare confident that water losses can be reduced through eradication

and controlofphreatophytes and through further channelization . We

know that we can salvage water through ground -water recovery .

11

WATER SUPPLY FOR THE CENTRAL ARIZONA PROJECT

The effect of varying assumption in the three broad aspects of

water supply I have just discussed - virgin runoff, upper basin deple

tions, and lower river losses — is as followsand as shown graphically

on the chart before you .
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( Thematerial referred to follows:)

WATER FOR CENTRAL ARIZONA PROJECT

[In thousand acre-feet]

Condition Year 1979 Year 1990 Year 2000 Year 2030

Average

50 -year

period

1 . 026

1 . 005

676

626

USBR projections:

60 - year period , 1906 - 65 . .

62-year period, 1906 -67.

46 -year period, 1922 -67 : USBR projections of upper basin

46 -year period 1922 -67 : Tipton projections of upper basin ,
depletions ?. . .

46 -year period 1922 -67: Tipton projections of upper basin

depletions; Tipton estimate of lower basin salvage .

1, 045

1, 019

622900 430 284

1 .650

1 , 650

1,650

1, 105

890

500 360 284 450

285 145 77 237

Aqueduct capacity, 2,500 c.f.s.; 4.4 m .a.f. priority for California .

2 Tipton projections on basis that upper basin would be required to provide y2 of Mexican water delivery. If upper basin

were not so required,water supply for CAP would drop to zero about 1985 on basis of Tipton projections.

Secretary UDALL . Only timewill tell which assumptions are themore

nearly correct. There is no way of guaranteeing or proving with cer

tainty any given assumption today . The only positive solution , there

fore, lies in programs which will supplement Colorado River runoff at

least sufficiently to guarantee 7.5 million acre -feet for consumptive use

by the lower basin States. If this is accomplished , theassumptionsas to

virgin flow , upper basin depletions, and river losses become academic

insofar as lower basin water supply is concerned .

Mr. Chairman , the remaining portion of the statement, again re

sponsive to the chairman 's letter, as responsive as we can make it ,

covers things I am going to discuss briefly rather than read my pre

pared statement, if Imay, in order to save time.

Mr. JOHNSON . I might say, Mr. Secretary, your complete statement

will appear in the record .

Secretary UDALL. The remainder ofmy statement covers water sup

plies which we think can be made available through water conserva

tion programs. I think I can say to the committee that we havemade

some significant progress on this front in the last 2 or 3 years, par

ticularly since the very low water year we had, I believe in 1964 , when

the Imperial Irrigation District was very cooperative and instituted

water saving programs.

We also cover in the statement the current studies on desalting and

its potential. We also bring the committee up to date on the work that

is presently being done on the foreseeable potential of weather modi

fication as we see it now .

Wealso have a section in the statement which discusses the Indian

water rights on the river in response to the questions of the chairman.

Wehave outlined for you what I would describe as a preliminary

reconnaissance study showing what the prospects are with regard to

pumped storage projectsalong the Colorado.

Wealso conclude the statementwith a section that concernsthe oper

ation ofthe Riverand the associated problems.

I should like to add ,Mr. Chairman , if I may,mention of one other

problem that is not in the statement. I apologize to the committee for

this and I take personal responsibility for our tardiness in acting on

this problem .
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There is one additional problem that I hope we can resolve within

the administration and can present language to you which will achieve

the desired end . The reason that we did not get this problem in sharp

focus until very late in our preparations is that there has been uncer

tainty with regard to the Orme Reservoir damsite which is the pro

posed small regulating reservoir near Phoenix where the water will be

pumped and stored before it goes out into the irrigation systems. This

reservoir , if located at the site we anticipate, would have a very bene

ficial impact on one Indian reservation and a very harmful one on a

second Indian reservation .

The latter is theFort McDowellMohave -Apache Indian community .

This is a small Indian group,one of the few I know that does not have

a lawyer. When they donot have a lawyer, I end up as their lawyer and

I am afraid that up to the moment, I have not donemy job right - I

want to be frank with the committee about it . This tribe is interested in

the same thing that other Indian tribes are interested in under like

circumstances. This reservoir would take nearly two-thirds of the

land of the Indian reservation .

Mr. HALEY. Mr. Secretary , would you share some of that respon

sibility with the junior Senator from New York ? I have noticed re

cently he hasbecome quite interested in the Indian problems.

Secretary UDALL. We have a lot of help these days, Mr. Chairman .

The problem is a simple one. I am not throwing this at the commit

tee as somenew idea. In the earlier bills that had the Hualapai Dam in

it there were three pages of language to cover the rights of the

Hualapai Indians. These Indians would like to have some additional

land . They want to keep their land base . I think this can be worked out.

I spent a substantial part ofyesterday with the Departmentof Agri

culture people , with the Bureau of LandManagement people, and with

the Bureau of the Budget people . I think we can work up an amend

ment that although it will not enable them to retain the same land base ,

it will provide, by exchange, an appropriate Indian reservation land

base. Wealso would propose the same thing that we did at Yellowtail

and which was proposed for Hualapai- to give recreational derelor

ment rights to the Indians whose land is being taken .

So we are working on this. I would hope, Mr. Chairman, that by

the time the subcommittee gets to markup, we can presentan adminis

tration amendment that we are all agreed upon. If we are not able for

any reason to do that, I think we all ought to agree that the Indian

Affairs Subcommittee in due course can handle this matter and that

we can get satisfactory legislation .

So I want to make it plain that this is not a controversialmatter that

I am raising. I think it is a matter for us to decide on an appropriate

amendment and then submit it to the committee and the committee can

give it its usualattention . This committee has been , and I think very

wisely , generous with Indian tribes in all parts of the country when

their land was taken , when their damsites were taken . The proposals

in the earlier bills with regard to Hualapai Reservations I think were

very generous and I think appropriately so . So I think in this pat

tern , we can work something out and we will be working very strenu

ously on it in the next few days.

Mr. Johnson . Could you give us an idea of the size of the reservoir

and the amount of land that is involved ?
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Secretary UDALL . The amount of land that would be taken is about

15,000 acres, which is about two-thirds of the reservation . They would

like to have possibly 5 ,000 additional acres to keep their reservation of

substantial size . I think this can be worked out on the basis of our dis

cussions yesterday with all parties concerned .

That,Mr. Chairman , completesmy statement.

( The unread portion ofSecretary Udall's statement follows:)

WATER AVAILABLE THROUGH WATER CONSERVATION PROGRAMS

Our proposals for the Colorado River Basin Project include measures which

we consider will obtain the greatest water salvage practicable along the lower

Colorado River. These comprise :

salvage

Measure (acre-feet)

River channelization ( underway ) - - - - - - - 190 , 000

Senator Wash Reservoir ( completed ) 170 , 000

Ground water recovery - - - 220 , 000

Phreatophyte eradication - - 100 , 000

Annualwater

Total 680 , 000

Extensive canal lining already has been installed in the Central Arizona area

and is continuing. Highly efficient irrigation practices are in use. Urban waste

from Tucson and Phoenix is being reused for agriculture or is being returned

to recharge round water. Watershed treatment practices are common over much

of the Salt River watershed . We are confident that there are no major opportuni

ties for water salvage in Arizona that are not now being developed .

Insofar as the Lower Basin is concerned, we believe that our proposals for

water salvage along the lower Colorado River, together with advanced conser

vation practices already under way, constitute the maximum practicable contri

bution that water salvage can make to the solution of Colorado River water

shortages.

The major known opportunities for future salvage of water in the Upper Basin

are through the adoption of more efficient irrigation practices. While the Bureau

has not made a detailed survey of these possibilities, it is known that opportuni

ties exist. In the report of the Engineering Advisory Committee to the Upper

Colorado River Compact Commission dated November 29, 1948 , the average

annual total consumptive uses at the sites of use were estimated to be about

1,923 ,000 acre- feet. Of this amount, a total of about 315 ,000 acre- feet annually

was identified as comsumptive use from noncropped areas located adjacent to

irrigated cropped lands. As the future demands for water in the Upper Basin

becomemore acute , a considerable percentage of this use by noncropped areas

could be salvaged for use on cropped lands or for other beneficial purposes.

DESALTING

The Bureau of Reclamation , assisted by the Atomic Energy Commission and

the Office of Saline Water, has just completed a reconnaissance appraisal of

the potential for augmenting the runoff of the Colorado River by desalting sea

water as requested and financed by the Congress in action on the 1968 Public

Works appropriation bill. As the Committee knows, a related study (due to be

completed this summer ) is being made by the United States and Mexico under

the chairmanship of the International Atomic Energy Agency . Data developed

in the course of this international study was, of course, available to the Bureau

of Reclamation .

The two studies indicate that, as the technology continues to develop, desalting

is one of the potential methods of supplementing Lower Basin water that merits

careful consideration .

We expect, of course, that the proposed National Water Commission will review

these potentials as they consider the problems of the Colorado . Commissioner

Dominy is prepared to provide the Committee with detailed information about

this reconnaissance study.

89 - 657 - 68- - pt, 2 - 2
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ATMOSPHERIC WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN

From the onset of the Bureau of Reclamation ' s research program to increase

water supplied by weather modification , the Colorado River Basin has been a

major area of research efforts. The very first contract in the program was made

with the University of Wyoming to study increasing the water supply by cloud

seeding for Reclamation projects in Wyoming. To date, we have invested over

one-third of the program funds on research projects for developing precipitation

enhancement techniques in the Colorado River Basin .

This year, three major “ Project Skywater" field activities are being conducted

for the Colorado River Basin . The University of Wyoming is studying methods

for obtaining more snowfall from mountain cap clouds. Present experiments are

being conducted at Elk Mountain , an isolated peak just outside the Basin

drainage. Experimental cloud seeding is being continued in the Park Range by

E . Bollay Associates with ground -based generators using silver iodide. Field

support for the Park Range experiment is being provided by the Soil Conserva

tion Service, the Geological Survey , and the Forest Service through formal

agreements with the Bureau of Reclamation . At Flagstaff, Arizona , Meteorology

Research , Inc., is developing modification techniques to increase precipitation

from summer cumulus clouds. Techniques perfected at Flagstaff will be particu

larly significant in enhancing precipitation over the Lower Basin and in the

lower elevationsof the Upper Basin .

In total, the Bureau of Reclamation has 11 organizations involved in Colorado

River precipitation modification research - 4 university groups, 2 private re

search firms, and 5 Federalagencies.

Detailed planning is now beginning for a large -scale pilot operation in the

Upper Colorado River Basin . Knowledge gained through our comprehensive

efforts and those financed through the National Science Foundation gives a firm

basis for planning an undertaking of this magnitude. This first pilot project

could be logically initiated as early as 1969 or 1970 .

We believe it reasonable to anticipate that within 10 years a firm capability

to augment Upper Basin streamflow by about 1 ,900 ,000 acre-feet annually could

be developed . A justifiable large -scale operation could then be started involving :

Seeding with in well-defined and localized target areasby remote controlled

ground-based generators using silver iodide.

Seeding susceptible winter storms at high elevations to increase winter

snowpack .

Modification of winter precipitation in lower or middle elevations of the

Upper and Lower Basin and summer precipitation throughout the region are

further potentials that could be realized by 1985.

Primary target areas for initial large-scale operations can be identified where

precipitation and runoff are sufficient to warrantmodification and where tempera

tures are suitably cold during reasonably long periods. With these fundmental

considerations, 14 ,200 square miles of major primary target areas have been

tentatively identified . These areas are generally above 9,500 feet where settlement

is sparse and, except for the skiing enthusiasts, activity is reduced in the winter

time. The best seeding season will normally be November through April when an

average of 19. 4 inches of precipitation occurs.

We believe it safe to assume that a 15 -percent increase in the average winter

precipitation is likely within 10 years. Recognizing that indicated precipitation

increases by current cloud seeding operations and experiments are generally in

the 10 -to - 20 -percent range and that considerably expanded knowledge and im

proved systems should be available by the mid -1970' s, a 15 -percent increase

seems conservative.

Although the average annual streamflow augmentation of about 1 .900 .000

acre -feet will occur during the spring runoff , regulation provided by the large

storage capacity built in the Colorado River Basin will make virtually all the

increase usable water supply .

The total annual cost of a full -scale cloud seeding operation in the prime target

areas is estimated at $ 2 ,650,000 . This estimate includes amortized initial instal

lation and replacement costs , supplies , maintenance, and a continuing analysis

of results and any effects on ecological regimes.

The unit cost of producing 1,900 ,000 acre -feet of new water by cloud seeding

is thus estimated as about $ 1.50 per acre-foot. The estimated cost is probably

on the high side, representing an upper boundary for costs . Once more is known.

careful planningmay reduce unit costs to as low as $ 1.00 per acre-foot.
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A9-year, $25 million comprehensive development program will be needed before

the large-scale operation described above can begin . Reducing the development

timeor costs may endanger opportunities to achieve a full success in utilizing

such a new and complex technology asweather modification .

The regional research and development effort for the Upper Basin will be the

first such undertaking in weather modification by the Bureau of Reclamation .

Much of what is learned here will aid similar projects for other areas throughout

the Nation ,

WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

The Colorado River is the only major river of the world that is virtually

completely controlled . With the existing system of large storage reservoirs it is

possible to plan, for all practical purposes, on complete utilization of the river' s

runoff with no utilizable water escaping to the sea. This means that the limited

water supply in the Colorado River Basin must be used and reused and then used

again for a wide variety of purposes. In this complete utilization of runoff, the

Colorado Basin is unique.

The River is unique also with respect to the number and extent of the institu

tional constraints on the division and use of the Basin ' s water which include an

international treaty , two interstate water compacts , Supreme Court decisions ,

Indian water rights, State water laws, and Federal law .

These two aspects, in turn , make the problem of setting numerical mineral

quality standards for the Colorado River not only unique but extremely com

plicated . Before discussing this problem further , I would like to state that salinity

standards will not be established until we have sufficient information to assure

that such standards will be equitable , workable, and enforceable.

The principal water uses in the Basin include irrigated agriculture, municipal

and industrialwater supply, fish and aquatic life, and recreation . Salinity in the

Colorado Rver has no significant effect on instream or nonconsumptive water uses

such as hydroelectric power generation and water-oriented recreation . However,

ever-increasing levels of salinity do have an adverse impact on the consumptive

uses of water for both irrigated agriculture and municipal and industrial water

supply.

Further development and depletion of water allocated to the Upper Basin

States will raise the salinity of water downstream .

Salinity standards must be so framed that they will not impede the growing

economy of the Colorado River Basin and yet not permit unwarranted degrada

tion of water quality . This is the hard dilemma which is the core of the problem

of establishing equitable salinity standards .

A decision not to set salinity standards at this time does not and will not

preclude getting started with programs to study and demonstrate the feasibility

of controlling and alleviating the Basin's salinity problem . Promising methods

of attacking this problem include ( 1 ) control of natural sources by such methods

as suppression or diversion of mineral springs ; ( 2 ) control of municipal and in

dustrial wastes by lagooning or injection into deep geological formations ; ( 3 )

reduction of salt lodes from irrigated landsby such measures as rejection ofareas

of saline soils in new developments, improved irrigation practices, and control of

drainage water ; ( 4 ) alleviation of water losses through reduction of evaporation

and evapo-transpiration , and control of phreatophytes ; and (5 ) removal of salts

by desalting.

Water quality also can be improved by measures to increase water supplies

such as weather modification and augmentation by desalted sea water which

I have previously discussed. These potentials for improving water quality are

being explored . The Colorado River Basin Water Quality Control Project of

the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration will complete by the end

of 1968 a comprehensive report describing the mineral quality of the Basin 's

waters, delineating the causes of salinity and future increases thereof, assessing

the effects of salinity on beneficial water uses and evaluating the economic

impact of existing and future mineral quality . The Bureau of Reclamation , for

several years , has been giving greater attention to salinity problems as they are

related to and influenced by water resources development. Also , the Bureau has

just recently embarked on reconnaissance studies to identify possibilities for

controlling salinity and to identify specific studies that should be taken to assess

control measures at a few select salinity sources. We hope to expand activities

of this type in the years ahead , and in this context I can report that we are

moving ahead with programs that we expect will lay the foundation for setting

workable salinity standards.
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Although the salinity problems of the Colorado River are dificult. I am

confident that they can and will be resolved .

INDIAN WATER RIGHTS

In Arizona v . California , 1963 (373 U . S . 546 ) , claims of the United States a

behalf of five Indian reservations in Arizona, California , and Nevada , to 22

stream Colorado River water were sustained . The Indian reservations are the

Chemehuevei, the Cocopah, the Yuma, the Colorado River, and the Fort Mohare

The Supreme Court held that water in quantity sufficient to irrigate all the

acreage practicable of irrigation on the reservations was reserved ; that the

United States had reserved such water rights for the Indians ; and that so

rights are " present perfected rights" with priorities as of the dates the reserna

tions were established . The Department, by reason of its responsibilities Otet

Indian matters, has the obligation to protect and conserve these Indian wate

rights, and to aid in their use and development.

Article II of the Decree entered March 9, 1964 (376 U . S . 340 ) , quantified for

each Indian reservation both a maximum annual diversion from the msit

stream and the number of irrigable acres. The Decree provides an anno

measure of the rights for each Indian reservation . That measure is the leser

two alternatives : ( 1 ) the diversion quantity specified for the reservation or ( 21

the amount necessary to supply the consumptive use required for irrigation of

the number of acres specified for the reservation plus satisfaction of related

uses .

Article VI of the Decree required the three States and the Secretary of the

Interior to present to the Court a list of their claims of " present perfected right

as a preliminary to the determination of such rights either by agreement or by

further proceedings. In March of 1967 the Solicitor General of the United State

filed the following list of claimed Indian " present perfected rights " :

PRESENT PERFECTED RIGHTS FOR INDIAN RESERVATIONS IN WATERS OF THE MAIN STREAM OF THE ODLO20

RIVER

Present perfected rights 1

Indian reservation State

Diversion ,

acre -feet

Net acres

Yuma. . . .

Fort Mojave - - Sept il

Feb 2, 13

Sept 18, 123

Chemehuevi.

Cocopah . .

Colorado River .. .

California

Arizona . . .

. . . . do . . . .

California

Nevada .

California .

Arizona . . .

. . . . .do . .

. . . .do . . .

. . . . do . . .

California .

51.616

27 . 969

68 . 447

13, 698

12 . 534

11. 340

2 . 744

358, 400

252 , 016

51. 986

10 . 745

40 . 241

3. 760

7 . 743

4 . 327

10 . 589

2 . 119

1. 939

1. 900

431

53. 768

37 , 808

7. 799

1 , 612

6 . 037

Sept 27. 5

Now

Nov

No.. . do . .

do . . 564

905 , 496 136 , 636

1 According to the terms of the decree, the quantity of water in each instance is measured by (i) diversions or (1 ) com

sumptive use required for irrigation of the respective acreage, and for satisfaction of related uses, whicheverd

(ii) is less .

This list presented in tabular form the Indian water rights as specified in

Article II of the Decree .

Since in each case substantial quantities of water diverted from the man

stream will be returned to the Colorado River, the controlling figures in deter

mining the amounts of water involved for each State are the " consumptive 14 "

as that term is defined in the Decree - diversions from the main stream minus

return flows available for other consumptive use in the United States are in

satisfaction of the Mexican Treaty obligation .
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These consumptive uses have been estimated by the Department for planning

purposes to be 4 acre -feet per acre for the acreages specified in the Decree. This

is a reasonable, rounded figure . On this basis , consumptive uses for the Arizona

reservations upon full developmentare as follows :

Arizona Acres Annual consumptive use

(acre-feet)

Coco pah Indian Reservation . .pall Trulan Reservation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Colorado River Indian Reservation

Fort Mohave Indian Reservation . . . .

431

99 , 375

14, 916

1 ,724

397, 500

59, 664

Total. .. .. 114,722 458, 888

The consumptive uses for the Indian lands in California and Nevada , under

full development using the same assumption of 4 acre-feet per acre of annual

consumptive use, are as follows :

Acres Annual consumptive use

(acre-feet)

California :

Yuma Indian Reservation . . . .

Fort Mohave Indian Reservation . .

Chemehuevi Indian Reservation . . .

Colorado River Indian Reservation ..

7, 743

2 , 119

1 . 900

8 , 213

30, 972

8 , 476

7 . 600

32. 852

Total. .

Nevada: Fort Mohave Indian Reservation . . .. .

19, 975
1' 939 79,99

In summary , of the 905 ,496 acre-feet of water diversion decreed by the Supreme

Court to the various Indian reservations along the Lower Colorado River, a total

of about 547,000 acre -feet will be used consumptively under full development

of Indian lands, leaving about 358 ,000 to be returned to the river.

POTENTIAL PUMPED STORAGE HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS

In the course of the reanalysis of the Central Arizona Project, which was per

formed in late 1966 , and other reconnaissance grade investigations, the Bureau

of Reclamation has made preliminary examinations of a number of potential

pumped storage, hydroelectric plants in Arizona. The plan which appeared most

favorable, based upon available data , was the Mohave Pumped Storage plan

which is located in Arizona adjacent to LakeMohave about 21 river miles down

stream from Hoover Dam . Lake Mohave would serve as the lower reservoir ,

and the upper reservoir would be constructed on a high bench called Malpais

Mesa.

The Möbave generating facilities could be constructed to a capacity of 5 ,100

megawatts or more. This would be an offstream plant and would generate no

energy exclusive of the pumped storage returns. It, therefore, would provide

capacity only for reserves and peaking power .

The capital cost of the pumped storage facilities would be about $ 664 ,000,000.

Consolidated with a Lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund, and with

capacity sold at the rate of $ 7 per kilowatt per year, the 5 ,100-megawatt plant

could contribute about $ 100 million by year 2025 and $ 750 million by year 2047

to the Development Fund

Other favorable pumpstorage sites in Arizona identified by the Bureau include

the Buckskin -Mesa site on the Bill Williams arm of Lake Havası , the White

Tanks Mountain site adjacent to the Granite Reef Aqueduct in Central Arizona,

the Montezuma site southwest of Phoenix, and the Horse Mesa pump storage site

adjacent to the Salt River Canyon some 40 miles east of Phoenix , Arizona .
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As additional large, efficient, thermal-electric powerplants are added to the

power systems of the Pacific Southwest, the need for additional efficient, quin

starting peaking power capacity to meet hourly and daily peak loads will become

critical. Pumped storage plans such as the Mohave plan would provide an e

tractive source of peaking power. If such installations were integrated with the

Lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund, the surplus rerennes fre

power sales would improve the financial feasibility of augmentation prope

OPERATION OF THE RIVER UNDER SECTION 602, H .R . 3300

The Secretary of the Interior now has the authority to operate the lower

Colorado River from Lake Mead downstream and deliver water from the river

system to various users under contract with the United States. In the Upper

Basin the Secretary is charged with operating and maintaining the Colorade

River Storage Project in compliance wtih the Colorado River and Uppe

Colorado River Basin Compacts. Section 602 of H . R . 3300 and Section 11os

1004 as passed by the Senate establish certain criteria for the operation

reservoirs in both the Upper and Lower Basins.

We believe the language in both instances is generally clear and specific, and

we anticipate no great problems in providing criteria to supplement their pro

visions. In this respect, I refer you to the detailed statement by the Bureas !

Reclamation on this subject beginning on page 1358 of the printed record of the

hearings in May of 1966 before this subcommittee on H . R . 4671 and similar biis

The criteria which will require the most careful consideration involve the lar

guage of Section 602 ( a ) ( 3 ) of H . R . 3300 and Section 11 ( a ) ( 3 ) of S . 1004 , whi

provides for the storage of water in the Upper Basin to the extent the Secretar

shall find to be reasonably necessary to assure deliveries to the Lower Base

without impairment of annual consumptive uses in the Upper Basin pursa :

to the Colorado River Compact. The words " reasonably necessary " implr that

this is a matter of judgment to be exercised by the Secretary after consultatic

with the Basin States. Since the Secretary will be involved in and responsible

for major developments in both basins, it is our view that the establishment of

operating criteria for this purpose will involve extensive consultation and rerie

by all the Basin States to achieve criteria which will adequately protect the

interests of both basins and the United States. We believe a reasonable co

sensus can be achieved in this regard .

We note that both Section 602 of H . R . 3300 and Section 11 of S . 1004 les

open the question of whether the Upper Basin is obligated to meet a portion o

any Mexican Treaty deficiency . If and when this becomes an issue affecting the

actual operation of the river system , it will, of course, have to be resolved eithe

by agreement or by litigation .

This concludes my prepared statement, which I hope adequately responds to

the Chairman' s request for information . We will be happy to answer any ques

tions you may have.

Mr. JOHNSON . Wewant to thank you for being here, Mr. Secretary,

and giving us the benefit of your answers to the questions that were

raised in the letter of December 29 from the chairman of the full

committee.

The chairman of the full committee, Mr. Aspinall, is now recog.

nized .

Mr.ASPINALL. Mr.Chairman , the San Rafael conference report will

not be on the floor this afternoon . In consultation with the gentleman

from Pennsylvania , Mr. Saylor, we carried it over until next week.

Accordingly , we shall try to get permission to sit during debate this

afternoon .

Mr. Chairman, I wish to prefacemy remarks by stating that no cos

wishes the authorization, construction , and operation of a feasible

Colorado River project, including the central Arizona project, any

more than the chairman of the full committee, the gentleman from

Colorado now speaking . I have lived with this legislation and prob

lems attendant upon it ever since January of 1949. That was the first
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month that I was in the Congress. As I question the Secretary and

those with him today , I have no intention at all of being argumentative

and I shall simply try to write the record so that, when we go to write

up this bill, we will have before us different thinking that has to do

with the proposed project. The letter to the Secretary was written

for the sole purpose of getting the additional information that seemed

to me to be necessary after the other body had passed the central

Arizona project as such in the form of S . 1004 and because of the addi

tionalproblems that have arisen since last year.

Mr. Secretary , first I want you to know and those associated with

you that I consider your statement thismorning to be fully responsive

to my letter of December 29. I am particularly pleased that you

brought into the discussion this matter of the additional problem that

has to do with the Indian reservation . I do, however, have someques

tions, of course , to clarify the record with respect to the information

furnished .

I have already asked of the chairman that the letter be placed in

the record .

Mr. Secretary , before asking the questions I have which are directly

related to your statement, I have a few general questions which I

think are appropriate.

First, Mr. Secretary, do you now support the principles of H . R .

3300 ?

Secretary UDALL. My answer to your question, Mr. Chairman , is

that we support in principle those aspects which are consistent with

our report to the committee.

Mr. ASPINALL . What is your present position as it relates to the

Senate-passed bill, S . 1004 ?

Do you support also that bill in its entirety ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes. The difficulty is that I do not want to commit

myself to every detail, but in principle and with regard to its main

provisions, the answer is “ Yes,” Mr. Chairman .

Mr. ASPINALL.Mr. Secretary , I would like to show the timing of the

change of the Department's position with respect to the construction

of dams on the Colorado River. I know that you appeared before the

committee of the other body in connection with its consideration of a

Southwest water plan in support of both dams on the river. When

was that ?

Secretary UDALL . It was either 1964 or 1965 . I think it was the 89th

Congress.

Mr. ASPINALL. In the 89th Congress, you appeared before us with

a recommendation of only one dam ; is that correct ?

Secretary UDALL. That is correct.

Mr. ASPINALL. Do you have the date of that appearance before this

committee ?

Secretary UDALL . August of 1965, I believe,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. ASPINALL. Last year in the 90th Congress, you appeared with

a recommendation that there be no dams built at all.

Do you have the date of the adoption of this position by your

Department?

Secretary UDALL. Thiswas in mid-March last year.
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Mr. ASPINALL. The reason that I ask this, of course, is that I want

the record to be perfectly clear that the position of supporting dams

on the Colorado River came from the Department. It did not come

from any individualof this committee. We accepted the Department's

position and tried to further legislation in that respect. It makes no

difference to me personally whether or not there are any dams on this

river. This is in territory outside of my own personal jurisdiction ,

or, for thatmatter, outside of any area where I have any responsibility

as far as the Colorado River is concerned .

But there have been a lot of inferences, a lot of things said about

dams on the Colorado River and in the Grand Canyon . This was not

a matter that was suggested by the members of this committee and

it was not suggested by any particular individual of this committee.

Some individuals of this committee took umbrage at the fact that these

dams were suggested . They had a right to do so . Now , it is clear that

there areno damsto be built on the river as far as the present position

of the Department and the Administration , as I understand that is

correct, is it not,Mr. Secretary ?

Secretary UDALL . Yes ; our position has evolved and I think we

have to takethe responsibility you have suggested .

Mr. ASPINALL. And the position at the present time of the admin

istration is that there will beno damsbuilt ?

Secretary UDALL. That is correct.

Mr. ASPINALL. That is all there is to it , as far as that is concerned.

Now , turning for a moment to your proposal for prepurchase of

the thermal generating capacity, which is the first matter covered in

your statement, there are several points I would like to have clarified .

First, Mr. Secretary, as I understand your proposal, the Federal

Government would not actually own a part of the proposed large

thermal generating plant but would only aquire the right to the

power and energy from a portion of the plant. As I understand it,

this proposal wasmade only after preliminary negotiationswith non

Federal interests. I believe you said the WEST planning group ; is

that correct ?

Secretary UDALL. That is correct .

Mr. ASPINALL. Can you advise the committee as to the present status

of these negotiations ?

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Chairman , we had extensive negotiations

about a year ago, prior to our first hearing.Wehave, ofcourse, touched

all of our bases since then . This project is needed in the region , I

think it will move forward on schedule- in other words, it will be

one of the early projects , large thermal projects to be built. The main

entities that are interested include such private power companies as

Southern California Edison and the Arizona Public Service Co., and

such public power companies as Salt River project . They maintain

the position they did previously , that they would construct and own

the plant. You are quite right, we do not propose to own any part of

the plant.

Mr. AsPINALL. And you have included all non -Federal entities that

are involved in yournegotiations so far ?

Secretary UDALL . That is correct.
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Mr. ASPINALL. Have the negotiations included the matter of mar

keting the excess energy from the Federal capacity ; that is, energy

which will not be needed for project pumping ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes; we have discussed this problem . As I have

indicated in the statement, there are two things that we can do. One

is this banking arrangement that we think will enable us to preserve

our rights to a high degree and to have a flexible arrangement with

our partners in this endeavor. With regard to surpluses, the Salt River

project, in all likelihood , I am told , will be the operating agent for

the plant. That is the way the WEST group operates. One agency

is the operator for the group and, in this instance, it could and would

use such surpluses as might exist and would agree to do so .

Mr. ASPINALL. In other words, you have answered my next ques

tion , which has to do with the disposition of this energy , which would

beto the Salt River organization ?

Secretary UDALL. That is what we presently contemplate , Mr.

Chairman .

Mr. ASPINALL .Would it be on a preference basis ?

Secretary UDALL. No ; it would be on the basis that the agency which

actually constructs and operates the plant, financed in the manner

that we have indicated ,would , we think , be the logical agency to take

careofwhatever surpluses theremightbe, if any.Wedo notanticipate

any large surpluses,as we have indicated.

Mr. ASPINALL . Now , would you explain to some members of this

committee who do not know what you meantby the term “ the banking

operation ” ?

Some members of this committee, in my mind, do not understand

that term as used here.

Secretary UDALL. The banking arrangement, with which the chair

man of the subcommittee is most familiar because his own fertilemind

has helped devise it for the Central Valley of California , would mean

that in those years, particularly the early years, when our power needs

would fluctuate and are not even , we would let others use our power

when in surplus. That would give us a banking account credit from

which we could draw back power in the years when weneeded it. This

arrangement is very familiar to the electric power industry. It works

very well, and it is very practical.

Mr. ASPINALL. I yield to my friend from California now for the

purpose ofany question he has relative to this particular matter.

Mr. HOSMER . It is as to the economics of banking, rather than at

tempting to sell the power at a time when it is in excess of project

needs. As I understand it , your prepayment into the powerplant comes

from money that theGovernment borrows.

Would it not be better to get revenues for these kilowatts at an earlier

stage so that someof this money can be paid back and interest reduced

rather than banking the power ?

Secretary UDALL. I would think , Congressman , since you bank both

ways, you see , there will be some years where we use more power than

others, and this is really a kind of way of evening out the peaks and

valleys.
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Mr. HOSMER. Was your estimate, then , that the surpluses of power

might probably occur in the earlier years of the project than in the

later years ?

Secretary UDALL. It would be the other way around, we think . It

would depend on water availability.

I think it is much better and involves much less controversy if we

use the banking approach , rather than selling power in the low years

and buying it in the high years.

Mr. HOSMER. Are you satisfied from the economic standpoint that

this would be more advantageous to the Goverment — that is, bank

ing — than selling and rebuying ?

Secretary UDALL. I think we can say that it is our view that it very

definitely would bemore advantageous.

Mr. HOSMER . Thank you .

Mr. ASPINALL. The present understanding is that there would be

both banking arrangements and the selling of surplus energy ?

Secretary UDALL. That is correct.

Mr. ASPINALL.Mr. Secretary, before I ask this next question, please

acceptmyown personal opinion .

At the presenttime, I happen to be oneof those who believe that the

Bureau of Reclamation should be given some general, perhaps limited ,

power for the operation of thermal electric plants. Now , I just ask you

this question :

I preface it by saying that I have been somewhat bothered by the

proposal for prepurchase of the capacity because it looks like a back

door approach to getting the Bureau into the business of constructing

and operating thermal electric generating plants .

Would you say this might be the first step in that direction ?

Secretary UDALL . I don 't see it that way at all,Mr. Chairman . You

used the word " constructing.” Wedon 't propose to construct anything.

You used the word " operating." Wedon 't propose to operate anything.

I agree there are those who hold the view the chairman expressed .

However, I think our proposal to obtain central Arizona pumping

power is a direct and not a back -door approach .

Mr. ASPINALL . Do you have any instances in Reclamation history

which could be considered as a precedent for what you propose in this

particular legislation ?

Secretary UDALL. Nonethe commissioner says none that he knows

of. The chairman may be interested in knowing where we got the idea .

The chairman of the subcommittee is familiar with this . It is similar

to the arrangement we worked out with the Canadian Government on

the Columbia River. Weborrowed the idea from there , thinking that

it would be usefulhere.

Mr. ASPINALL. Ofcourse, that is not Reclamation law . That is all I

am trying to show at this time.

Secretary UDALL . That is correct.
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Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary, it is my understanding that the cost of

3 mills per kilowatt-hour for pumping energy under this prepurchase

is based upon amortizing the Federal cost on an interest - free basis. Is

that correct ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes, as far as irrigation is concerned. This is

customary.

Mr. ASPINALL.Of course, this is an irrigation proposal as far as this

project is concerned .

Secretary UDALL . That is right.

Mr. ASPINALL. Does this cost of 3 mills also take into account repay.

ment assistance from revenues from the marketing of the excess

energy ?

Mr.DOMINY. To a veryminor degree,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ASPINALL. I do not understand the use of the word "minor”

there. It either does or does not. The question is how much excess

power there is.

Mr. DOMINY. The rates are different, of course , for the municipal

water pumping and the irrigation pumping. This is primarily because

interest is charged on that part of the pumping costs related to pump

ing the M . & I. water. We do not charge interest on those costs asso

ciated with pumping irrigation water.

Mr. ASPINALL . Mr. Chairman , if the Department and the Bureau

wish to make additional responses to this question , I would like to have

unanimous consent that it be placed in the record at this point.

Mr. JOHNSON . Do I hear objection ?

(No response.)

Mr. Johnson . It is so ordered .

( The material referred to follows:)

Bureau of Reclamation studies show that the rate for irrigation pumping

sales which would be required to pay operation and maintenance costs and repay

without interest the cost of power facilities associated with irrigation pumping

energy would be 3 .14 mills /kwh. The proposed rate for irrigation pumping energy

is 3 mills /kwh which results in a deficiency in meeting irrigation pumping energy

costs of $ 8 ,200,000 during the 50-year payout period . This minor deficiency would

be made up from M . & I. pumping and commercial energy sales which are at a

rate in excess of cost.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary , what is the planned life of the large

thermal powerplant in which the Federal Government will partici

pate ?

Secretary UDALL. A 50 -year-payout basis.

Mr. ASPINALL. What is the plan for meeting the pumping energy

needs beyond the life of this particular plant?

Mr. DOMINY. The thermal units, Mr. Chairman , will be replaced

about every 35 years. This is characteristic of these high -temperature,

high -speed units.

Mr. ASPINALL. Not necessarily in the same location , because if you

run out of coal, you have to move your plant.

Mr. DOMINY. As I understand , the coal reserves are adequate .
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Mr. AsPINALL. You do not have a complete geological survey on the

coal, as to the amount of coal that surrounds this particular plant,

do you ?

Secretary UDALL.Mr. Chairman , the coal for this would come from

the Black Mesa from the Navaho-Hopi Indian Reservation.

Mr. ASPINALL . Mr. Secretary, in your statement you mentioned

potential pumped storage hydroelectric plants.

Did you consider this as a possible alternative to your prepurchase

proposal ?

Secretary UDALL . Mr. Chairman , I think I can say very flatly we

do not consider them as an alternative. I think the whole region , with

theWEST approach used , is going to need the type of good peaking

facilities that nature apparently has provided for us there. This is not

a viable alternative for pumping power because we need baseload

energy for pumping, not peaking capacity.

Mr. ASPINALL. Then you suggest that it is in addition to the pre

purchase plan , is that correct ?

Providing it is going to be peaking?

Secretary UDALL. I think when one looks down the road beyond

this project to development funds, to augmentation plans, that pump

storage facilities might very well enter into the overall plan .

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary , assuming that a large thermal power

plant is built at Page, Ariz., in the vicinity thereof, in which the Fed

eral Government shares the capacity, is it the Department's under

standing that the water for this plant would come from Arizona 's

50 ,000 acre- feet of the upper basin water ?

Secretary UDALL. This is what we contemplate .

Mr. ASPINALL . If so , would you expect that such an estimate would

result in any controversy or conflict with Indian water rights in

Arizona ?

Secretary UDALL. I know of none, Mr. Chairman .Wewent into this

rather thoroughly with everyone involved .

Mr. AsPINALL . You do know the provisionsof the decree ?

Secretary UDALL . Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL.Mr. Secretary, I am interested in your statement that

the Department continues to take the position that payout assistance

for the central Arizona project from a development fund would not be

necessary . This is correct ?

Secretary UDALL. This is our firm position.

Mr. ASPINALL. As I remember, in your proposal, this assistance

would be given by either increasing the municipal water rate from

$ 50 to $ 56 an acre- foot or an ad valorem tax ?

Secretary UDALL. This is correct.

Mr. ASPINALL. In view of the fact that this wasrejected by the other

body, I assume itwasnot well received in Arizona.
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Isthis a correct assumption onmypart ?

Secretary UDALL . Mr. Chairman , it is our understanding that the

Senate legislation did not accept or reject either.When we get down

to working out a repayment contract it is going to be up to the cus

tomers, the Arizona people , to decide whether they want to have a high

industrial-municipal rate or whether they want to have a medium

municipal rate with a small ad valorem tax or a low industrial-muni

cipal rate and a high ad valorem tax. This can be resolved by the peo

ple in the State at the time we sit down to get repayment contracts in

order.

Mr. ASPINALL .Would it bebetter if we provided someof the revenue

from theHoover-Davis - Parker complex to which the State of Arizona

might be entitled ?

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Chairman , we would have no objection to d

development fund being established if that were the wisdom of the

committee. I do not think this interferes at all. Itmight be useful. But

we feel basically that the central Arizona project is a sound proposal

which will carry itsown weight.

Mr. AsPINALL. Mr. Secretary , your statement indicates that you take

no position whatsoever with respect to establishing a development

fund . Yet you have recognized the need for augmenting the flows of

the Colorado River. Would you not agree that the establishment of

a development fund and provision for dependable sources of revenue

is the most important single factor in attaining future augmentation

of the river ?

Secretary UDALL. I would certainly agree with that statement, yes.

Mr. ISPINALL. I wonder, Mr. Secretary , if the committee could be

furnished repayment tables regarding the development contributions

set out in your statement ?

Secretary UDALL.Wewould be very happy to do so.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I would ask unanimous consent to

have that information placed in the record atthis place.

Mr. Johnson . Is there any objection to the chairman 's request ?

Hearing none

Mr. HOSMER. Reserving the right to object ,may I understand that

the figures requested are those figures which will come into the de

velopment fund under the present contracts or is there someother

Mr. ASPINALL. Not under present contracts, because the present con

tracts will expire. These will be under new contracts that will be en

tered into for the sale of power involved .

Mr. HOSMER. And these tables will be broken down by source of

revenue ?

Mr. ASPINALL . That is right.

Mr.HOSMER . I withdraw my reservation .

Mr. Johnson . It is so ordered .
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( The material referred to follows:)

ESTIMATED REVENUES AVAILABLE FOR LOWER COLORADO RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT FUND, 1991- 2052

Year Hoover 2 Parker-Davis Intertie
CAPS Cumulative

balance

S

25. 184

37. 775

50. 368

75. 552

12 . 592

12,592

12 , 080

12, 080

12 , 080

12 , 080

1991.

1992

1993.

1994

1995 .

1996 .

1997

1998

1999.

2000

2001 . . .

2002 . .

2003

2004 . .

2005 .

2006 . .

2007

2008 .
2009 .

2010 .

2011 .

2012

2013.

2014 .

2015 .

2016 .

2017

2018

2019 .

12 . 080

12 . 080 3 .

12, 080

12 , 080

12, 080

12 , 080

11.740

11,740

11. 740

11.740

11, 740

11, 740

11, 740

11. 740

11. 740

11, 740

11 ,420

11. 420

11, 420

11. 420

11, 420

11, 420

11. 420

11. 420

11, 420

3 . 793

3 . 793

3 . 793

3 . 793

3 . 793

3 . 793

3 . 793

3 . 793

3 . 793

3. 704

3 , 704

3 , 704

3 , 704

3. 704

3, 704

3 . 704

3 , 704

3 . 704

3, 704

3 . 643

3 .643

3. 643

3 , 643

100. 136

113 328

125 , 920

138 , 000

150. 000

162, 160

174 . 200

190, 11

205 , 986

221. 850

237, 732

253, 605

269, 478

285, 011

300. 54

316 , 077

331, 610

347 . 143

362 . 587

378, 031

393, 475

408, 919

424, 363

439, 487

459 . 811

480 . 135

500 459

2020 .

2021.

2022 . . .

2023.

2024 . . .

2025 . . .

2026

2027 .

2028

2029.

5. 200

5, 200
5 . 200

5 . 200

5 , 200

5 . 200

5 . 200

5, 200

541 . 046

561. 309

581, 572

601. 835

601. 835

640. 238

678,641

Subtotal. .

2030 .
18, 300

18 , 300

717, 044

2031 .

2032 ..

2033 .

2034 . .

2035

2036 .
2037 .

2038 .

2039 ..

2040 .

2041

2042

2043 . .

2044 .

2045 . .

2046 . .

2047 .

2048

2049 . . . .

2050.

466 , 900

11 . 260

11 . 260

11, 260

11. 260

11. 260

11, 260

11, 260

11,260

11,260

11,260

11 , 260

11 , 260

11, 260

11, 260

11. 260

11, 260

11. 260

11, 260

11. 260

11. 260

11. 260

93. 335

3. 643

3 , 643

3.643

3 . 643

3.643

3 . 643

3 , 624

3 ,624

3 . 624

3 .624

3 . 624

3 .624

3 ,624

3 . 624

3 .624

3 . 624

3 .624

947 .

41. 600

5 . 200

5 , 200

5 . 200

5 . 200

5 . 200

5 . 200

5 . 200

5 . 200

5 , 200

5 . 200

5 . 200

5 . 200

5 . 200

5 , 200

5 , 290

5 . 200

5 . 200

18 , 300

18 , 300

18 , 300

18,300

18 , 300

18 . 300

18 , 300

18. 300

18 , 300

18 . 300

18 , 300

18 , 300

18, 300

18 300

18. 300

18, 300

18 , 300

18 , 300

18 , 300

755 , 407

793,850

832 253

870 ,637

909 ,021

985,189

1, 024, 173

1 .062, 557

1, 100, 941

1 , 177, 709

1, 216 . 083

1. 254. 477

1. 287 ,661

1. 320, 845

1. 354 029

1, 387 ,213

1, 387 , 213

1139 .325

3 . 624

3 .624

3,624

O
O
O

Total. . . . 703, 360 169,553 130,000 384 , 300

1 Based on 1906 -65 hydrologic record .

2 Hoover rate assumed to be 4 mills per kilowatt-hour: $600 .000 annual in lieu of taxes payments not deducted

8 Assumes no surplus prior to 2030 ; $56 per acre- foot M . & I . rate after payout.

4 Differs slightly from figures in text of statement due to using rounded averages in original calculations.

Mr. ASPINALL.Mr. Secretary, what is the interest rate used in your

financial studies of the centralArizona project ?

Secretary UDALL. 3.225.
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Mr. ASPINALL. What is the present interest rate under the interest

formula that we have been using for the past several years relative

to the acquisition of

Mr. Dominy. The present one, Mr. Chairman ,that has been certified

by the Treasury, is 3.253.

Mr. ASPINALL. Do you not think it would be better to update your

studies and bring it in accordance with our present-day interest rates ?

Secretary UDALL . I think it would . I am told that this is a new fig .

ure and we have nothad time,apparently , to update

Mr. ASPINALL.Mr. Secretary, what is the date of the cost estimates

you furnished us last year and what has been the increase in costs

since those estimates were made ?

Mr. DOMINY. October 1963, for the cost estimates that are in the re

ports we submitted to Congress.We can give you an updated figure.

Mr. ASPINALL. If you do not have it there

Mr. DOMINY.Wewill provide it for the record if that is satisfactory.

Mr. ASPINALL . You give mean up -to -date record as of the last pos

sible date of all the projects included in this testimony.

Mr. Chairman , I would ask that it be placed in the record at this

point.

Mr. JOHNSON . Do I hear any objection ?

Mr. HOSMER. Reserving the right to object, would that require a

recomputation of the interest rate ?

Mr. DOMINY. As I understand the chairman's request , he merely

asks us to update the costs to the current levels.

Mr. HOSMER. I understand, however, that there is no construction

contemplated before fiscal year 1970 and the completion ofthe project

is projected for about 1979.

Would not those figures be more pertinent for our purposes than

the this-year figures,Mr. Chairman ?

Mr. ASPINALL. I cannot figure out 1979. I do not know whether it

is going to go up or down. But I do think we ought to have up -to

date figures as far as our present thinking is concerned when we get

to mark up this legislation .

Mr. HOSMER. Yes, but I say this project will commence in 1970. That

bothers me about the interest rate, too , because we may be at the peak

of interest rates at the present time and possibly the projected 1970

rates might be more pertinent than the ones for the current year.

If it is at all possible, I would hope that some explanation or addi

tions to what the chairman has requested would be included to spell

outthese points.

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , we will give you the very latest

figures that we can give you under the procedures we have always

followed . We can only give you current data and we cannot project.

Mr. HOSMER. Well, you project the escalation in construction costs .

I am sure that the Treasury Department must have some feeling about

interest rates and so on . All I was asking is that if there is any elucidat

ingmaterialthatmight be applied to the actual construction period, it

be furnished along with the figures that have been requested .

Secretary UDALL. We will do the best we can .

Mr. HOSMER . With that, I withdraw my reservation.

Mr. JOHNSON . You will furnish that to the committee ?
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Secretary UDALL. Yes; we will give you the best figures we can .

Vr. SAYLOR. Reserving the right to object, I would like to observe

at this point that if we projected into the future and called upon the

Department, I do not look for any decrease in interest rates, because

anybody familiar with the 15-year formula will realize that the Gor

ernment borrowed money at some of its lowest rates in 1953, 1954 , and

1955 and that the increases which would occur thereafter if we expect

to project this will not lower the interest rate on a 15-year average,

but will increase it .

I withdraw my reservation ,

Mr. HALEY. Reserving the right to object.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Florida ?

Mr. HALEY.Mr. Secretary, do you not think that in order to give a

clear picture ofwhat is involved here, we should have also included in

your figures the present interest rate that the Federal Government is

paying ? After all, putting this over a 15 -year period when interest

rates were low , we know what they are today and the money you are

going to have to borrow somewhere. I never quite understood where

you got the figures rather than figuring the interest on a 15 -year

security, you do not have the money , you borrow it today so you pay

it at the present day's interest rate. I think you ought to have included

in these figures,Mr. Chairman , the present interest rate we are paying

today.

Secretary UDALL.Wewill be very happy to provide the latest current

figures.

Mr. HALEY. I withdraw my reservation .

( The material referred to follows: )

CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR POTENTIAL COLORADO PROJECTS INDEXED TO 1967 PRICE LEVELS

In thousands of dollars)

Construction cost

Project

Feasibility report

estimate

Indexed to 1967

price levels

779, 050Lower basin : Central Arizona project. ..

Upper basin :

Animas-La Plata .

Dolores.

San Miguel. .

West Divide. .

Dallas Creek . .

719, 217

109, 493

46 ,643

67 . 815

99 800

37,687

115 , 880

53. 850

73. 140

106 . 580

42, 310

3 . 222

Based on the formula contained in the Water Supply Act of 1958 , interest rates

for the last five years are as follows :

Interest

rote

1964 3 . 046

1965 3 . 137

1966

1967 - 3 . 225

1968 3. 253

Such rates have no effect on construction costs but have been used in demoni

strating the financial feasibility of recent project proposals. We are unaware of

any data that would permit the projection of such rates into the future .

Mr. Jounson . The gentleman from Colorado.
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Mr. AsPINALL. Now ,Mr. Secretary, we come to the hydrologic pic

ture, thematter ofwater supply for the central Arizona project. That

is what your estimate is based upon as far as that is concerned .

As I indicated to you in my letter, members of the committee have

been confused by the different figures given them with respect to water

supply . As you point out in your statement, these differences come

about because of the differences in the three broad judgment assump

tions that must be made the magnitude of the runoff , the schedule

of upper basin development, and the water losses along the river.

I think it is important that this record explain the differences in

assumptionsthatmake a difference in the centralArizona project water

supply so that themembers may judge for themselves which assump

tions aremore appropriate for use in planningadditional development

in thebasin , the Bureau of Reclamation study or the Tipton study, and

we have other studies.

As you know, Mr. Secretary, this committee for the past 20 years,

since the gentleman from Pennsylvania and I have been members of

the committee, has always insisted upon the demonstration of economic

and fiscal feasibility for all projects we have approved . This commit

tee has never approved a project where there was a serious question

concerning availability of water. If this legislation is to be approved

and I hope it is — and taken to the floor, our most important single

requirement is to have a full disclosure of the water supply situation

so that our actionsmay be taken with all the facts in front of us. I am

sure that you agree with me.

Secretary UDALL. I could not agree more, Mr. Chairman , with that

statement.

Mr. ASPINALL. The use ofwater from the Colorado River system is

governed by an international treaty , by the interstate compacts, by

numerous judicial decisions, operating criteria , and agreements. The

restrictive legalrequirements and severe hydrologic limitationsmake it

imperative that either the use of water be kept within the capability of

the river's supply or that proposals for additional development be

accompanied by immediate steps to augmentthe water supply .

Do you agree with this ?

Secretary UDALL. I think that is also a fair statement.

Mr. ASPINALL. Before asking several questions with respect to the

three assumptions in your statement, I would like to ask two in order

to refresh the committee's recollection with respect to the central Ari

zona water supply.

First, what annual average amountof water is necessary to make the

central Arizona project a success during its 50 -year repayment period ?

Mr. DOMINY.Aswehave testified previously,Mr. Chairman

Mr. ASPINALL. I just want the amount.

Mr. DOMINY. It can go down to a very low figure in later yearsof the

payout period when most of it would be used for municipal and in

dustrial purposes. The critical requirement is to not reduce delivery

at Lee Ferry below 814 million acre- feet per year on the average.

Mr. ASPINALL. Ofcourse ,Mr. Dominy , you are not going to get any

members of this committee or the Congress by stating you are going to

keep from the people of Arizona the amount ofwater that is necessary

and that it is necessary for them to use. That is all I am asking as far as

89-657 - 68 - pt.2 3
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this particular project is concerned. If you have a table there that you

want to put into the record , we will put the table in . I do not want

argue with you . I just want the information in the record .

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Chairman , I think we should submit the in

formation for the record at this point. I think your question is vers

precise and we will give you as precise an answer as we can .

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I ask that this information be made

a part of the record when it is received and I hope it will be received

very soon .

Mr. Johnson. Is there objection ?

Mr. HOSMER. Reserving the right to object, will that table include

case A , B , C , D , and so forth ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes , if necessary .

Mr.HOSMER . Depending upon what the changing assumed ratios of

M . & I. and agriculture are?

Secretary UDALL . I think we should make it as complete as possibl .

anticipating the questions that have been foreshadowed here.

Mr. HOSMER. I withdraw my reservation .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Reserving the right to object, we will not a

ject, but I wonder if the Secretary can give us an indication when

mighthave this ?

Hopefully ,weare going to mark this bill up and do something with

it this week . .

Mr. ASPINALL. Let usrefrain from setting any dates. The chairman

will take that up later.

Mr. BURTON ofUtah . I said " hopefully ," Mr. Chairman. But I would

like before we advance into the final stages, to have this information

available to the committee.

Mr.ASPINALL. That is the reason I asked for it as soon as possible.

Secretary UDALL . If I may respond , our purpose is not to delay the

committee in its deliberations in the slightest. We will give this a very

high priority.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I withdrawmy reservation .

Mr. JOHNSON . Any other reservations?

You will get that information up so we may have it as soon as

possible.

Secretary UDALL. Very shortly .

( Thematerialreferred to follows:)

The minimum average annual amount of water necessary to the economic and

financial feasibility of the Central Arizona Project is about 450 .000 acre feet

This is the amount of water that would be available based on Colorado River

runoff for the 46 -year period 1922– 1967, based on Mr. Tipton 's projection of

Upper Basin depletions, and assuming that the Upper Basin would contribute

750,000 acre-feet toward meeting Mexican water deliveries. The average water

supply by years would be :

Year :

1. NE

1990 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2000 .

2030 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Average 50 -year period . - - - - - -

A minimum delivery of 8 , 250 ,000 acre-feet- annually at Lee Ferry is essential

to the feasibility of CAP under the assumption of a 4 . 4 million acre -foot priority

for California .

1979 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1
1

1
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With the above water supply , the benefit-cost ratio for CAP, based on 100

years and total benefits, would be 1. 3 to 1 .0 . A rate of $63 per acre- foot for M & I

vater would be necessary without financial assistance from the Development

Fund. With financial assistance from the Development Fund limited to Arizona 's

share, the M & I rate required would be $57 per acre-foot.

Mr. ASPINALL. What average annual amount of water, Mr. Secre

Cary, is necessary from the main stream for all lower basin uses in

order to make the central Arizona project a success ?

Secretary UDALL. Let us include this in the record rather than try

to answer it at this time.Wecan give you the figure.

Mr. ASPINALL . I would ask unanimous consent to insert it here .

Mr. JOHNSON . It is so ordered .

( The material referred to follows :)

The average annual amount of water and the minimum annual amount of

water needed from the main stream for all Lower Basin uses in order to make

the Central Arizona Project feasible are both of the same general order of

magnitude. At least 8 ,250 ,000 acre-feet annualy are required . This amount would

serve the following requirements :

Use Amount

Delivery to Mexico - - - 1 , 500 , 000

California - - 4 , 400, 000

Nevada - - - - - - - - - - - - - 246 , 000

Arizona main stem . - - - - - 1, 230 , 000

Central Arizona project - - - - - - - 1 284 , 000

Net losses below Hoover Dam - - - - 590, 000

Total - - - - - - - - - 8 , 250 , 000

1 This plus 50,000 acre-feet of other project water supply developed by CAP would be a

firm supply to meet the revenue-producing M . & I. sales.

Inasmuch as net inflow between Lee Ferry and Lake Mead just about equals

evaportion from Lake Mead, this means that the minimum regulated flow at

Lee Ferry would need to be 8 ,250,000 acre-feet. With average runoff, the regu

lated flow at Lee Ferry will exceed 8 ,250,000 acre-feet for a number of years,

at least into the 1980' s. Thus, the average Lower Basin water supply would exceed

the minimum required by a small amount due to early years of excess.

Mr. ASPINALL.Mr. Secretary, in your statement, you discussed first

the matter of virgin runoff, pointing out that your estimates are based

on the longest period of runoff on record which you have identified

as the period starting in 1906 and continuing through today .

You show the average virgin runoff at Lee Ferry for this period

as 14 ,965 ,000 acre- feet.

At the same time, you point out that the average virgin flow for

the period since the signing of the Colorado River Compact in 1922

to the present time has been only 13,750,000 acre-feet. These figures

themselves indicate the period 1906 to 1922 was a period of very high

runoff.

Since the assumption you have made to include this period in your

operations study is critical to the water supply of the central Arizona

project, as I shall bring out later, I believe we need to examine further

the Department's decision to include it .

Your statement supports the conclusion only by saying that you

normally use the longest period of runoff for which you have records.

As I understand it, your records between 1906 and 1922 are based

upon the stations on the San Juan River at Bluff and, on the Green

River at Green River, Utah , and on the Colorado someplace around

Cisco. Is this correct ?
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e have haad
meas,

althou

-
-

-
-
-

Mr. DOMINY. We have had measurements at Yuma on the lower

river since 1903. We have had measurements at the points you men

tioned on the upper river since 1906 , although they are not continuous

at all stations.

Mr. ASPINALL. You also had measurements on the river, did you not,

Mr. Dominy, from 1896 to 1906 ?

Mr. Dominy. Yes, at various places,butnot complete enough , in our

judgment, to

Mr. ASPINALL. The 1906 –67 period is not a conservative one. An

earlier starting continuous period of greater average flow than the

period starting in 1906 and including all following years' record is

not to be found. Estimates are available by correlation that would

have given an average of 14.8 million acre - feet for the longer 1896–

1967 period , which , of course, is less than the average for 1906 –67.

The water records for stations upstream from Lee Ferry are not

continuous records. Several have been , themselves, derived partially

by correlation estimates. For example : U . S . Geological Survey rec

ords for the San Juan River near Bluff, Utah , are for years 1915– 18

and for 1927 –67, and for the Colorado River near Cisco, Utah, only

for years 1912 – 18 and 1923 –67. The periods of missing records have

been filled by estimates derived from statistical processes. Those par

tially synthesized records have again been used as sources of data in

estimating part of the record of virgin flow at Lee Ferry.

But all of this water, as far as the supply of the river between

1896 and 1922, is based upon the correlated projection that you have

made, is it not ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct in relation to estimates of virgin run

off at Lee Ferry,

Mr. ASPINALL. Do you feel,Mr. Secretary , that the records you have

for these early years are dependable ?

Secretary UDALL. I think it obvious from the discussion here , that

we feel the figures from 1906 are quite reliable , highly reliable . We

have some figures for earlier years which we do not think are suf

ficiently reliable to use. I think that is a good way to put it .

Mr. ASPINALL. Are they as dependable as the records that you have

since 1922 ?

Secretary UDALL. I think we would have to say that they are not.

Mr. ASPINALL. Are they asdependable - is either one ofthese three

1896 to 1906 , 1906 to 1922, 1922 to 1929 — are these records as depend

able as the records you have since 1929

Mr. DOMINY. I would like to say this, Mr. Chairman , that since we

have definite recordings at Lee Ferry since 1922 and we have been able

to go back and collate the old records back to 1906 as compared to the

actual records since 1922 at the lower and upper stations, we hare

enough reliability in the figures from 1906 to 1922 to justify their in

clusion in this long-term hydrologic record .

Mr. ASPINALL . According to the Department's 1947 report, " the Col.

orado River” — and I am placing this in not for argumentative pur

poses,but just to make a record — I quote from that report :

For the years 1902 to 1921, inclusive, the estimate ( Lee Ferry ) considered

both tributary flows and flows of downstream gauging stations with due allow

ance for both measured and unmeasured gains and losses between Lee Ferry

and the point of measurement. When basing the estimate on the Yuma records,

allowances were made for the flow of the Gila River at its month for diversion

by the Yuma Project.
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Thatwas in 1947.

As far as your memory is concerned, Mr. Dominy, that was the

position of the Bureau at that time,was it not ?

Mr.DOMINY. Yes, sir .

Mr. ASPINALL.All I am trying to do is get the record. You see, what

bothers someof us on the committee ,Mr. Secretary, and the members

ofthe committee staff, is that when we begin to talk about a project

authorization we also have the best information possible in favor

ofthe project. I want this project to be a success . I want it to serve

the area and not disturb other users on the Colorado River in the

future. As far as I am concerned , I just want to be sure weknow what

weare doing .

Mr. Secretary, can you imagine spilling an average of more than

a million acre- feet of water annually from a completely full Lake

Powell, water which , as I understand your operation study, the upper

basin would not get credit for ? That in fact is what the summary of

your operation study shows, is it not ?

This is the guts of this wholematter and I want a straightforward

answer. If you want to have permission to change your answer or

modify it before the final record is printed , this will be all right with

me.

Secretary UDALL.Mr. Chairman, this issue is so important, I would

like Mr. Riter, who is one of our specialists, to answer the question .

I also would like to put in an explicit and exact answer to this ques

tion so that as far as the Department is concerned , there is nothing

left uncertain .

Mr. ASPINALL. I would ask unanimous consent that the Secretary 's

requestbe granted .

I would also like to hear from Mr. Randy Riter. On the other hand ,

I want to hear from the Department.

Mr. Johnson . Is there objection ?

Mr. HOSMER . Reserving the right to object, would the Chairman

restate the question so we have it firmly in mind ?

Mr.AsPINALL. The question is as follows :

Can you imagine spilling an average of more than a million acre

feet of water annually from a completely full Lake Powell, water

which , as I understand the operation study, the upper basin would

not get credit for ?

In other words, they base the future of the central Arizona project

now proposed on the spillage of a million acre-feet of water from

Lake Powell starting sometime in the future and continuing annually

thereafter. I wanted the answer and we will get it completely as far

as that is concerned , with the promise of the Secretary and now from

Mr. Riter.

Mr.HosMER. I withdraw my reservation .

Mr. JOHNSON . The reservation is withdrawn.

Are you ready to testify,Mr. Riter ?

Mr. RITER. Yes.

I am quoting from page 236 of the hearings before this subcommit

tee, dated from August 23 to September 1, 1965. This shows the fol

lowing average annual spills which are averages for a 60-year period

of study.
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Mr. ASPINALL.Whose projections are these ?

Mr. RITER . These are projections of the Bureau of Reclamation ,

Mr. ASPINALL. I just wanted this committee to know that.

Mr. RITER. The table on page 236 of the 1965 hearings shows that

the spills from Lake Mead as of year 1975 average 653,000 acre- feet.

for the year 1990 , the spills from Lake Mead average 269,000 acre-fes

per year, for the year 2000, the spills from Lake Mead are shown to

be 148,000 acre-feet per year, and for the year 2030 , these spills an

listed as averaging 158,000 acre- feet per year. These all reflect averag

conditions.

I would like also to qualify them to this extent: these computation

assumed a 60 -year runoff cycle - 1906 through 1965, inclusive. In each

one of these studies, we repeated this hydrologic cycle for the projected

levelof developmentof the year involved .

If you examine the details year by year, you will find a good mant

years when there was no spill. Values shown are averages for a 60-year

period .

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent thist

complete operation studies be placed in the record at this place .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . May I reserve the right to object, please !

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Utah .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . The spillage Mr. Riter has told us about is

over a 60-year period and embraces a period when by and large, the

upper basin projects were not operative.

Is this correct ?

Mr. ASPINALL. This is correct.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . So the million acre- feet that is being spilled

on a yearly basis would largely be upper basin water.

Is that not a correct assumption ?

Mr. ASPINALL . I think this is correct. On the other hand, they will

furnish the information for us to takeup in committee.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I just wanted to have that clear in my mind.

Mr. Chairman .

Mr. ASPINALL. I think the gentleman is correct.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I withdraw my reservation .

Mr. HOSMER. Further reserving the right to object, the Secretary

introduced a factor of 24- and 48 -year historic dry cycle on the river

and the historic average of a 24 -year wet cycle . If you take the mesin

24 - and 48 -year historic dry cycle at 36 years plus 24 years wet cycle .

that gives you a 60-year full cycle. As this averaging has been done

on a 60 -year cycle , does this take cognizance of these wet and dry

cycles in the sense that there might be a better time to start the

cycle as an independent calculation , assuming that we are now at

some point in the cycle, and work out the years ahead on that basis,

ratherthan just averagingout as you have done ?
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Secretary UDALL. Congressman, that is an interesting question . The

reason we included the tree-ring studies, which I think are considered

scientifically sound, is to show what the real long-term trend has

been .

The interesting thing about this 60 -year period is we have had both

an unusually extended dry cycle and a major wet cycle embraced

within it.

Now , this does not mean necessarily that we are going into a major

wet cycle . Wemight go into a minor wet cycle , or a minor dry cycle.

Mr. ASPINALL. What I am trying to get at is that there are alter

native ways of using this information that could give us comparative

figures for different assumptions.

Would that be of any value in trying to estimate this water supply

over the particular period of time rather than an arbitrary 60 years

that starts some place and ends some place depending on who hap

pened to start keeping records at the particular time in 1922 ?

Secretary UDALL. You can use any assumptions you want. If one

wants to be optimistic, he can use certain assumptions or if he wants

to be pessimistic, he can use others. But we have tried in our calcula

tions to stick to the knowns as much as possible in terms of the

calculations thatwehavemade.

Mr. ASPINALL. That give you the most optimistic figure possible ?

Secretary UDALL. No, I do not think it does. Since we are in the end

of a long and severe dry cycle.

Mr. ASPINALL. There is no way to average it any higher than 14 .96 .

Mr. DOMINY. If you use the whole period of record , that is it. But

some people are arguing that we should use records only since 1922

and throw out the period 1906 to 1922, which was the period of high

runoff . If you are going to argue that way, why not leave out the

last 5 or 6 years thathave been a period of low runoff ?

Yet we have added in these last years to be consistent. Webelieve

the longest period of major record is the right period to use in pro

jections of stream flow runoff .

Mr. ASPINALL. If it does in fact coincide with these long-range wet

and dry cycles.

Mr. HOSMER . I withdraw myreservation .

Mr. JOHNSON . Any further reservations?

(No response.)

Mr. Johnson . If not, Mr. Secretary , you will get that to the com

mittee also ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes.
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SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS - LAKE POWELL
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i
m
i
m
i
m
i
n
a
i
m
i
n
i
t
i
o
n
(10)

M
i
o

a
w
o
o
o
0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

属
鼠
属
原
属
屬
屬
富
原
價
屋
屬
區
還
原
圖
原
圖
原
屬
鼠
屬
鼠
景
象
篇
景
图
象
景
象
象
像
盛
景
亮
亮
亮
亮
亮
亮
亮
亮
亮
亮
亮
亮
亮
亮

数

。

W
H
A
M
M
A
M
A
H
三
三
三
三
五
速
k
s
d
a
d

%2
B

%
2
2
8
3
3

12

91岁

2

5 . 5

.

物 ,

物 。

“
这

道
“

h
t
t
m
a
i
l

/
2
i
i

圣
W
S
C
O
0
0
0
0
0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

胡
桃
班
機
均
设
以
被
疏
魏
如
因
破
破
的
阴
那
的
加
物
的
如
此
說
明
晚
仍

i
n
t
s

t
h
e
i
r
f
o
n
t
e
n
t
s
t
o
i
s
i
o
n
s
e
n
s
e
t
1
1
a
d
i
d
a
d
d
s

,
常
常

%
器

-
無
E P
A
G

&
d
m

G
A
G
I
N
A

ま
ま

.

13. .

14 .

15.

然 。

47 .

198 .

1999 。

的 。

151

12.

13

1 .

1 。

19 % 。

17,

1
0
0
在
台
在
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

109

1 . 被

7 . 1

7 .127

5

6 . 场

10. 2

10,

11. 17

25

纳

12

6 . 2

A %

5 . 24

6 . 655

14524

11, 465

4. 49

7 . 78

4, 722

12. 26

14.677

6. 144

12 . 1 %

1993 。 12

12 ,

373

1 .

70

14. 3

TL50

15

2 . 5

4 . 76

2 .

25

11. 76

8. 70

5

7. 11

1

6. 68

4, 678

6 . 61

6. 478

13, 499

11. 71

5 .313

7 . 124

5. 51

11 . 351

5.545

6 . 379

10. 0

。

10。

11.

12.

163 . .

1 % 。

1965. .

2 .50

2 .520

8 . 50

8 . 580

8 .50

8 .50

353

291

-
Total :

1953- 4 ,

1931-64.

1966 - 65 .

88, 261

288,60

617, 928

90,518

288,804

611, 473

5, 403 102,960

17765 291.720

34,919 514 800 40, 493 1 , 261

Average :

1953-64 .

1931 -64 .

1906 65 .

7 .3557 ,543

8 . 48 8 . 494

10. 299 10 191

450

523

582

8.580

8. 580

8,580
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SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS - LAKE POWELL

2030 CONDITIONS

(Unit - 1,000 acre-feet)

Inflow Power releases

Water-year Evapo
ration

Spill

Other

Regulated

by !

upstream

reservoir

(3)

Unregu

lated

Sched -

uled

(5)

Water

surface

elevation

end of

year

(feet)

Reservoir

content

end of

year 1

(8)(1) ( 2) (4) (6) (7) (9 )

12, 868 3, 596906

907

908

3 .656

3,650

909 .

13, 508

16 , 816

8 , 078

9 ,261
10 . 732

16 , 895 69
5

910 .

332

483

563

637

717

724

724

724

724

3 ,698

Ro

911

912 .
288

14, 449

15,735

8, 177

15 ,746

9, 294

10 , 905

14.036

9, 082

14 , 895

9 ,420

12,735

10 . 009

8 ,475

15, 346

15 , 843

12 , 458

12 , 396

9, 268

8 . 178

10 , 793

115

1 . 561

3 . 794

128

3 . 794

466

3 , 015

3 . 794

1 . 000

3 ,698

3 ,698

3 ,698

3,698

3 ,698

3 ,698

724

2, 147

0

766

4 . 45017 , 198 3,698

3 .698

3 .695

3 . 698

0 . 190

17 , 212

06 , 596

23. 475

23. 707

23 . 707

23. 707

3 . 707

3 . 707

23 . 707

23 . 707

23 , 707

23 , 707

23, 240

23 . 707

23. 707

23 , 707

23 , 707

23, 707

22 . 947

23, 707

23 . 707

3 . 707

7

724

724

724

712

712

724
724

724

724

708

708

724

724

724

724

2, 143

3 . 794

2 . 803

2 . 754

314

O

1 , 000

2 . 742

1. 874

3 . 794

12 . 382

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8. 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 ,230

8 , 230

8,230

8 ,230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8, 230

8 , 230

8, 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

3 707

11, 421

15 , 219

9 . 527

5 .013 677

11. 452

9 , 432

15 , 052

9 . 050

13. 330

13, 353

10. 167

7. 791

15 ,639

16 , 547

12 ,601

12 , 567

9 . 221

8 . 247

10, 552

12, 841

11, 790

15 , 204

9 . 802

3, 869

1 . 732

6 , 838

2 , 092

7 , 031

8 , 854

8 ,802

11, 995

6 .594

4,533

12, 494

13,274

8 ,277
16 . 020

8 . 535

6 , 054

10 , 280

10 , 376

11,036

8 , 124

7, 284

6 , 269

3, 757

23, 707

19 . 813

22 , 372

20 . 727

5 . 357

7 . 259

3 , 444

913 .

1914 .

1915

1916 .

1917 .

1918 .

1919 .

1920 . .

1921

1922 .

1923

1924

1925 . .

1926 .

1927

1928 .

1929 . .

1930 . .

1931 .

1932 . .

1933

1934

1935 .

1936 . .

1937

1938 .

1939 ..

1940 .

1941.

1942

1943

1944.

1945 .

1946 . .

1947 .

1948

1949 .

1950

1951

1952

1953.

1954

1955 ..

1956

1957

1958 .. .

1959 .

1960 . .

1961 . .

1962. ..

1963.

1964 .

1965.

7 . 043

3 ,698

3 , 698

3 ,693

3 , 698

3 . 698

3,698

3,698

3 , 698

3 ,673

3,688

3 . 679

3.642

3 . 628

3 ,629

3 ,625

3,648

3 . 630

3 ,604

3 . 632

3 ,664

3 , 656

667

663

674

584

503

478

473

506

517

445

447

545

587

582

590 3 . 660

6 , 160 552

8 , 230

3 ,638

3 ,646

3 ,657

531

555

597

604

563

597

629

555

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

8 . 293

8 . 720

11,614

6 , 615

5, 439

12.022

13, 071

7 ,624

9 ,730

8, 457

9,616

10,251

10 , 921

7 ,328

6 ,863

13, 664

6 . 703

4 ,447

6 , 210

12,882

11, 385

5, 171

5 ,264

5, 404

9, 922

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

3 , 672

18.069

13 , 269

16 , 147

14 , 015

10,779

14,124
18 , 420

17, 227

18, 145

17 , 782

15 , 160

16 , 015

17 , 481

19, 575

16 , 139

20, 976

18 ,820

14,482

11, 599

9, 184

13, 416

16 . 062

12, 505

10 . 701

7 . 376

9 . 856

3 , 662

3 , 648
14 .

556
3 . 681

3 .670

5,026 5 ,811 464 3,610

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8. 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8, 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

230

8 , 230

8,230

14. 093

6 , 339

11, 079

395

420

509

6 , 854

11, 058

3,633

3, 584

3 . 626

3 ,647

3 ,618

3 ,601

3 ,592

3 , 551

3 . 518

3 , 538

359

4 ,559

6 ,755

4 ,435

11, 812

4 , 388

5 ,837

11, 804

3, 562

1
1

348

338

2556 , 220

6 . 69

4 . 4

5 . 884

Total:

1953 -64 .

1931 -64.

1906 - 65 .

84, 349

276, 999

595, 728

87, 409

278, 008

589, 336

5, 198

17, 468

34,859

98 ,760

279,820

493, 800

0

0

19,568

- 16 , 549

- 19. 280

41. 10

Average :

1953 -64 .

1931-64. .

1906 -65 .

7 , 029 7 . 284

8 . 177

9 , 823

433 8 . 230

8 . 230

5828 , 230

- 1, 379

-- 567514

9 , 929
685 326

1 Includes 15 percent bank storage but excludes the portion of the original storage capacity impaired by sediment
encroachment.
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SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS - LAKE POWELL

2000 CONDITIONS

[Unit — 1,000 acre-feet]

Inflow Power releases

Water-year SpillEvapo

ration

Water

Reservoir surface

content elevation

end of end of
OtherUnregu -

lated

Regulated

by

upstream

reservoir

( 3 )

Sched

uled year 1

(fest)

(1 ) ( 2) (5) (6) (7) (8 )

13, 723

il,286

13,254
361

៩ . 05

d
o

8,798

b
e

12 22

19 .39

19 . 12

26 . 105if 350
8 ,50

១. 618

11. 110

8 . 5

6 , 201

9 . 651

1. 283

ខ
្
ញ
ុ
ំ
z
z 1

5

26, 2

, so

$ 5914, 883

S9 193

15, 492

9 406

5

90

564

628

704

707

707

707

707

707

707

707

707

705

705

707

ထ
ဲ
ထ
ဲ
ထ
ဲ
ထ
ဲ
ထ
ဲ
ထ
ဲ

3 .50

3 . I

56

3 , 631

489

3 , 093

3 , 631

76

3 , 153

11, 676

13, 748

17 , 83

38 , 580

8 , 580

8 , 58010 , 380

3

10, 538

8 , 125

16, 091

17, 010

13, 008

406
3 .

3

107

3 .38

1630

906 .

i907

1908.

1909.

i910 .

9I . . .

192.

913 .

194. .

195. ..

96.

191.

1918.

199. .

920 .

192 . .

922 . .

93.

1924.

925.

1926.

1927 . ..

928 . .

929 . ..

1930 . .

193l . .

1932 . . .

1933 . . .

1934 . . .

935 .

1936 . .

937 . .

1938 . .

i939 . .

1940 . .

12,975

8, 809

15, 798

16, 306

12 865

12, 804

9 623

8, 519

11, 171

12 793

2 BIG

9 ,576

8 , 580

8 , 580

3 580

336

។

8, 588

10,930

13 252

12, 183

5 .68

១ . 65

2 530

d
d
d
d
d
b
d
d
d
d
d

707

707

704

704

707

707

707

707

660

648

650

1 ,814

0

1, 000

2 805

2 022

3 , 63I

603

122

701

505

25

890
8 , 580

8 , 580

8 . 580

3 . 50

245

, 891

L 582

124

7 , 161

2 , 345

-

3 643 587 Dy

55

២
២
២
២
២
២
៩

= = =

88

-
១
៨
០
០
g
o
r
g
a
d

s

26 555

26 SS

26 , 559

26.

26. So

2

55

559

26. $59

26 . 59

26 . $59

as 79

26 $59

sss

9

SS

59

( 6

25 /

s

1

6 , 330

955

15. 9

8 . ង

16, 690

13. 321

16 . 0

21, # 7

9 9

20 , 35

2013

70

18 ,

20 .13

22, 286

20 . !

18, 702

3 .Ta

21, 486

12

14, 023

ii, 501

19

8s

497

522

៩ .50

8 . 580

8 , 580

8, 580

8 , 580

8 . 580

8 580

8 , 580

ค
ร
้
า*

ต
้
อ
ศ
อ
ศ
์

ต่
อ
ท
ี

๘่
ศ
ศ
ศ
ศ
ศ
ศ
ศ
ศ
ศ
ศ
์

ห
้
ค
ฑ
์
ค

ศ
ก
ค

ค
อ
ต
ต
์
ต
้
อ

ต
้
ต
้

ก
็
ต
้
อ
ง
ต
ั
้
ง
ค
์
ต
่
ค
์
ต
่
อ
ต
้
า

留
事
强
国
露
營
密
蜜
蜜
富
富
強
荡
露
電
影
原
民
图
里
的
经
络
强
国
强
军
客
场
总
经

落
後
地
图

39

5 . 914

4 , 823

2 . 897

, 692

622

528

470

472i941 .

552

586 580

10, 387 582

“
ထ
ဲ
ထ
ဲ
ထ
ဲ

8, 883
587

6, 366 557

538

1942 . .

1943 . .

94. .

1945 . .

1946 . .

1947 . . .

1948.

1950 .
1951 ,

1952 . .

1953 . .

1954 . .

10 , 652

10 ,750

11, 417

1 ,596

562

5951949 . .

L
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

P
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

)

8, 465 603

S
o

8580

8 . 580

8 , 580

8 . 580

8 580

៩ . 580

8 . 50

3 . 530

8 , 580

8 , 580

8 , 580

8 . 580

8 , 580

៩ .50

9, 940

10, 119

1 ,302

1 , 621

1 , 127

14, 195

6 , 968

4 , 678

6, 061

6 , 478

13 , 499

11 , 671

14. 992 594

625

562

480

420

6, 582

4, 036

5 . 324

6, 655

14 ,524

ii , 465

4, 849

1955 .

1956 .

9 .

1958 .

959 .

1960 . .

1961 . .

1962 .

43

58

5075 ,313 s

078 1 ,124

4, 722

l2, 205

8 , 580

8 , 580

8 , 580

8 , 580963 .

5, 451

1, 35

5 , 5

6 . 379

10, 890

382

373

358

29

2

4 , 677

6i4

12,196

1964 .

1965 .

Total:

1953 .

1931 - A .

1906 –55 .

88, 26 90 , 518

288, 605 288, 804

si ,92861,473

5, 403 102 , 960

i1, 765291, 720

,91954,800

១

០

21, 261

- 07 , 45

20 . 1

450

Average :

195$- 4 .

19314,

190 - $ 5 .

1 , 355 1 , 543

8 , 4888 ,194

10, 299 10, 191

523

8, 580

8, 580

8, 580582
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SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS - LAKE POWELL

2030 CONDITIONS

(Unit - 1,000 acre -feet)

Inflow Power releases

Water-year Regulated Evapo

ration

Spill

Reservoir

content

end ofbyl OtherUnregu

lated

Sched

uled

Water

surface

elevation

end of

year

(feet)

(9)

year 1upstream

reservoir

(3)(1) ( 2) (5) (8 )

12,868

15 ,735

8 ,177

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 . 22

3, 596

3 , 656

3,650
63715 , 746

9, 294 717

3,695

3,698

3 ,69
8

8 . 2 :
10. 905

14, 036

390

1. 288

9 . 082

724

724

724

724

10, 190

17. 212

06 . 596

23. 475

23. 707

23 ,707

23 . 707

23. 707

23.707

23 . 707

23 . 707

23 . 707

23, 707

23 , 240

128

3 ,794

-

14 , 895

12 ,735

9 . 420 724

13, 508

16 ,816

8, 078

6 . 895

9 . 261

10 . 732

14 . 449

9 . 432

15, 052

9,050

13, 330

13, 353

10 , 167

7 , 791

15,639

16 , 547

12 .601

12, 567

9 , 221

8 . 247

10 . 552

12 . 841

466

3, 698

3 , 698

3 , 698

3,698

3,698

3 ,698

3, 698

17 . 198

10. 009

8, 475

3 . 015

3 , 794

1 , 000

0

3 . 794

3 , 794

2 . 803

2 . 754

15 , 346
23 . 707

84
2

3 . 095 3 ,698
TO

724

724

724

712

712

724

724

724

724

708

708

724

724

724

23, 707

23 . 707

23. 707

23 . 707

1906.

1907

1908 .

1909

1910.

1911 .

1912.

1913 .

1914 . .

1915 .

1916 . . . .

1917 .

1918 . .

1919.

1920 . .

1921.

1922.

1923

1924

1925 .

1926 .

1927 .

1928 .

1929 .

1930 .

1931.

1932 .

1933.

1934 .

1935 .

1936 .

1937

1938. .

1939

1940 .

1941 .

1942 .

1943. .

1944 . .

1945.

3, 695

3 ,698

3 ,698

3 ,698

3 ,698

3,693

9 ,268
314

2 . 94

12,458

12, 396

8 , 178

10 , 793

11 ,421

15, 219

9 , 527

12, 382 3 . 707

0

1 . 000

2 . 742

1 . 874

3 . 794

573

686

59311. 790 23 , 707

3 .698

3,698

3 ,698

3 ,698

3 . 698724

5 , 204

9 , 802

869

11, 732

6 . 838

3 . 673

1 , 01
3

677

663

674

23 , 707

23 , 707

19 . 813

2 . 372

20. 727

15 . 357

13 ,667

13 , 252

13, 269

584

503

478

473

506 16 , 147

14 , 015

8 . 23

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8, 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8, 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

517

445

447

545

10 ,779

14, 124

18, 420

1

8 , 854

8 , 802

11. 995

6 , 594

4 , 533

12. 494

13, 274

8 , 277

10 . 020

8, 535

6 , 054

10 . 280

10,376

11, 036

8, 124
7 ,284

587 17 , 227

582

1

590

1

11,452

7 , 259

3 . 444

7 . 043

8 . 293

8 . 720

11,614

6 .615

5 , 439

2 . 022

13, 071

7 . 624

9 . 730

8 . 457

6 , 160

9 ,616

10, 251

10 , 921

7, 328

6 , 863

13,664

6 , 703

4 . 447

5 , 811

6 ,210

12,882

11, 385

5 , 171

6 , 854

5 , 264

11, 058

6 , 220

9.922

3 , 679

3 .642

3 ,628

3 .625

3 .625

3 ,648

3 , 630

3,604

3 , 632

3 . 664

3 . 656

3 . 6

3 , 660

3 , 638

3 . 646

3 , 657

3 , 672

3 ,662

3 . 648

3 . 681

3 , 670

3 ,633

1946 .. .

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

552

531

555

597

604

563

597

629

555

464

395

420

509

T
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

14 .556

3 . 757

20, 976

1947

1948

1949 .

1950 .

1951.

1952

1953.

1954.

1955

1956 .

1957 .

1958

1959.

1960 .

1961 .

1962.

1963

1964 .

1965 .

6 , 269

5 . 026

18, 145

17,782

15, 160

16 ,015

17 , 481

19 ,575

18 , 069

16, 139

18 ,820

14 , 482

11, 599

9 , 184

13, 416

16 , 062

12,505

10 ,701

7 , 376

9 . 856

6 ,692

5 .884

3 ,610

498

.!

6, 339
14. 093

11, 079

4 ,559

6, 755

4 ,435

11, 812

4 , 388

5 ,837

11,804

3 . 584

3 . 626

3,647

3 ,618

3 , 601

3 , 562

3 . 592

3, 551

3 , 518

3 . 538

+

428

359

348

338

255

1

1
1

5 , 404

4 ,427

235

Total:

1953 -64 .

1931 -64 . .

1906 -65.

84, 349

276 , 999

595, 728

87, 409

278, 008

589,336

5, 198
17 . 468

34,859

98,760

279 ,820

493,800

0

0

19. 568

- 16 , 549

- 19, 280

4141, 109

Average :

1953 -64 ..

1931 -64. .

1906 - 65 .

07 , 029

8 , 147

9, 929

433

514

7 , 284

8, 177

9, 823

.8 , 230

8. 230

8, 230

- 1 , 379

---567

582 685 326

1 Includes 15 percent bank storage but excludes the portion of the original storage capacity impaired by sediment

encroachment.
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Mr. DOMINY. We have had measurements at Yuma on the lower

river since 1903. Wehave had measurements at the points you men

tioned on the upper river since 1906 , although they are not continuous

at all stations.

Mr. ASPINALL. You also hadmeasurements on the river, did you not,

Mr.Dominy, from 1896 to 1906 ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, at various places, but not complete enough, in our

judgment, to

Mr. ASPINALL. The 1906 –67 period is not a conservative one. An

earlier starting continuous period of greater average flow than the

period starting in 1906 and including all following years' record is

not to be found . Estimates are available by correlation that would

have given an average of 14.8 million acre-feet for the longer 1896

1967 period , which , of course , is less than the average for 1906 – 67.

The water records for stations upstream from Lee Ferry are not

continuous records. Several have been, themselves, derived partially

by correlation estimates. For example : U .S . Geological Survey rec

ords for the San Juan River near Bluff, Utah , are for years 1915 - 18

and for 1927 –67, and for the Colorado River near Cisco, Utah , only

for years 1912 – 18 and 1923 –67. The periods of missing records have

been filled by estimates derived from statistical processes. Those par

tially synthesized records have again been used as sources of data in

estimating part of the record of virgin flow atLee Ferry .

But all of this water, as far as the supply of the river between

1896 and 1922, is based upon the correlated projection that you have

made, is it not ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct in relation to estimates of virgin run

off at Lee Ferry

Mr. ASPINALL. Do you feel,Mr. Secretary, that the records you have

for these early years are dependable ?

Secretary UDALL. I think it obvious from the discussion here, that

we feel the figures from 1906 are quite reliable , highly reliable . We

have some figures for earlier years which we do not think are suf

ficiently reliable to use. I think that is a good way to put it.

Mr. ASPINALL. Are they as dependable as the records that you have

since 1922 ?

Secretary UDALL. I think we would have to say that they are not.

Mr. ASPINALL. Are they as dependable is either one of these three

1896 to 1906 , 1906 to 1922, 1922 to 1929 — are these records as depend

able as the records you have since 1929 ?

Mr. DOMINY. I would like to say this, Mr. Chairman , that since we

have definite recordings at Lee Ferry since 1922 and wehave been able

to go back and collate the old recordsback to 1906 as compared to the

actual records since 1922 at the lower and upper stations, we have

enough reliability in the figures from 1906 to 1922 to justify their in .

clusion in this long-term hydrologic record .

Mr. ASPINALL . According to the Department's 1947 report, " the Col

orado River” — and I am placing this in not for argumentative pur

poses,but just to make a record - I quote from that report :

For the years 1902 to 1921 , inclusive, the estimate (Lee Ferry ) considered

both tributary flows and flows of downstream gauging stations with due allow

ance for both measured and unmeasured gains and losses between Lee Ferry

and the point of measurement. When basing the estimate on the Yuma records,

allowances were made for the flow of the Gila River at its mouth for diversion

by the Yuma Project.
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Thatwas in 1947.

As far as your memory is concerned, Mr. Dominy, that was the

position of the Bureau at that time, was it not ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, sir .

Mr. ASPINALL.All I am trying to do is get the record. You see ,what

bothers some of us on the committee, Mr. Secretary , and the members

of the committee staff, is that when we begin to talk about a project

authorization we also have the best information possible in favor

of the project. I want this project to be a success . I want it to serve

the area and not disturb other users on the Colorado River in the

future. As far as I am concerned , I just want to be sure we know what

weare doing.

Mr. Secretary, can you imagine spilling an average of more than

a million acre- feet of water annually from a completely full Lake

Powell, water which , as I understand your operation study , the upper

basin would not get credit for ? That in fact is what the summary of

your operation study shows, is it not ?

This is the guts of this whole matter and I want a straightforward

answer. If you want to have permission to change your answer or

modify it before the final record is printed , this will be all right with

me.

Secretary UDALL.Mr. Chairman, this issue is so important, I would

like Mr. Riter, who is one of our specialists, to answer the question .

I also would like to put in an explicit and exact answer to this ques

tion so that as far as the Department is concerned , there is nothing

left uncertain .

Mr. ASPINALL. I would ask unanimous consent that the Secretary 's

request be granted .

I would also like to hear from Mr. Randy Riter . On the other hand,

I want to hear from the Department.

Mr. JOHNSON . Is there objection ?

Mr. HOSMER. Reserving the right to object, would the Chairman

restate the question so wehave it firmly in mind ?

Mr. ASPINALL. The question is as follows:

Can you imagine spilling an average of more than a million acre

feet of water annually from a completely full Lake Powell, water

which , as I understand the operation study , the upper basin would

not get credit for ?

In other words, they base the future of the central Arizona project

now proposed on the spillage of a million acre-feet of water from

Lake Powell starting sometime in the future and continuing annually

thereafter. I wanted the answer and we will get it completely as far

as that is concerned, with the promise of the Secretary and now from
Mr. Riter .

Mr.HOSMER. I withdraw my reservation .

Mr. JOHNSON . The reservation is withdrawn.

Are you ready to testify,Mr. Riter ?

Mr. RITER. Yes.

I am quoting from page 236 of the hearings before this subcommit

tee, dated from August 23 to September 1 , 1965 . This shows the fol

lowing average annual spills which are averages for a 60-year period

ofstudy.
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Mr. ASPINALL. Whose projections are these ?

Mr. RITER. These are projections of the Bureau of Reclamation .

Mr. ASPINALL. I just wanted this committee to know that.

Mr. RITER . The table on page 236 of the 1965 hearings shows that

the spills from Lake Mead as of year 1975 average 653,000 acre- feet,

for the year 1990, the spills from Lake Mead average 269,000 acre -feet !

per year, for the year 2000 , the spills from Lake Mead are shown to

be 148,000 acre- feet per year, and for the year 2030, these spills are

listed as averaging 158,000 acre- feet per year. These all reflect average

conditions.

I would like also to qualify them to this extent : these computations

assumed a 60 -year runoff cycle — 1906 through 1965, inclusive. In each

one of these studies, we repeated this hydrologic cycle for the projected

level of developmentof the year involved.

If you examine the details year by year, you will find a good many

years when there wasno spill. Values shown are averages for a 60-year

period .

Mr. ASPINALL.Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent that

complete operation studies be placed in the record at this place.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . May I reserve the right to object, please !

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Utah .

Mr. BURTON of Utah. The spillage Mr. Riter has told us about is

over a 60 -year period and embraces a period when by and large, the

upperbasin projectswere not operative.

Is this correct ?

Mr. ASPINALL. This is correct .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . So the million acre-feet that is being spilled

on a yearly basis would largely be upper basin water.

Is that not a correct assumption ?

Mr. ASPINALL. I think this is correct. On the other hand, they will

furnish the information for us to take up in committee.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. I just wanted to have that clear in mymind ,

Mr. Chairman .

Mr. ASPINALL. I think the gentleman is correct.

Mr. BURTON ofUtah . I withdraw my reservation .

Mr. HOSMER. Further reserving the right to object, the Secretary

introduced a factor of 24 - and 48-year historic dry cycle on the river

and the historic average of a 24 -year wet cycle . If you take the mean

24- and 48 -year historic dry cycle at 36 years plus 24 years wet cycle,

that gives you a 60 -year full cycle . As this averaging has been done

on a 60 -year cycle , does this take cognizance of these wet and dry

cycles in the sense that there might be a better time to start the

cycle as an independent calculation , assuming that we are now at

some point in the cycle , and work out the years ahead on that basis,

rather than just averaging out asyou have done ?
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Secretary UDALL. Congressman , that is an interesting question . The

reason we included the tree-ring studies, which I think are considered

scientifically sound, is to show what the real long-term trend has

been .

The interesting thing about this 60 -year period is we have had both

an unusually extended dry cycle and a major wet cycle embraced
within it .

Now , this does notmean necessarily that we are going into a major

wet cycle. Wemight go into a minor wet cycle, or a minor dry cycle .

Mr. ASPINALL. What I am trying to get at is that there are alter

native ways of using this information that could give us comparative
figures for different assumptions.

Would that be of any value in trying to estimate this water supply

over the particular period of time rather than an arbitrary 60 years

that starts some place and ends some place depending on who hap

pened to start keeping records atthe particular timein 1922 ?

Secretary UDALL . You can use any assumptions you want. If one

wants to be optimistic , he can use certain assumptions or if he wants

to be pessimistic, he can use others. But we have tried in our calcula

tions to stick to the knowns as much as possible in terms of the

calculations that wehavemade.

Mr. ASPINALL. That give you themost optimistic figure possible ?

Secretary UDALL. No, I do not think it does. Since weare in the end

ofa longand severe dry cycle .

Mr. ASPINALL. There is no way to average it any higher than 14 . 96 .

Mr. DOMINY. If you use the whole period of record , that is it. But

some people are arguing that we should use records only since 1922

and throw out the period 1906 to 1922, which was the period of high

runoff. If you are going to argue that way, why not leave out the

last 5 or 6 years that have been a period of low runoff ?

Yet we have added in these last years to be consistent. Webelieve

the longest period of major record is the right period to use in pro

jections of stream flow runoff.

Mr. ASPINALL. If it does in fact coincide with these long -range wet

and dry cycles.

Mr. HOSMER. I withdraw myreservation .

Mr. JOHNSON . Any further reservations ?

(No response .)

Mr. Johnson . If not, Mr. Secretary, you will get that to the com

mittee also ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes.
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(The material referred to follows:)
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8 , 633

16 , 442

1 , 618

4 , 958

6.34

1 ,705

1 678

9 550

9 . 550

9 . 550ំ 577

៩. 476

618

585 9 . 550

62416, 299

7 , 825 !

9 . 550

9 . 550

9 . 550

9 . 550

9 550

5, 445

6 . 899

1 , 343

12, 858

* ig

3 . 9

6 3301956 .

5 954 15, 123 9 .
AD

9 5

9 . 5

641

568

489

431

463

542

524

471

427

432

423

360

346

1957 . .

958.

1959 .

1960 ,

1961.

1962 .

1963 .

1964.

1965 .

8 .744

12 743

5 . 810

8 . 153

5 . 670

13 . 508

5, 625

7 169

13 , 500

2 )

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

១ . 5

9 550

9 , 550

9 . 550

206

0 , 233

9 ,06

5. 7

8 825

GA9

13, 041

6, 447
7 450

ii, 333

9 5 2 33

Total:

1953 -54 .

1931 -54.

1906 –55.

101, 227 104, 063

327, 090 327, 600

690 , 530683, 703

30s5, 77

17 . 903 324 , 7

34 , 543573 , 0

- 16.

- 16, 3081, 044

5 . 7i0

26

43

Average :

1953 - 54 .

1931 - 64 .

1956- 65 . .

8, 4358 , 672

9. 6219 634

11, 509 1, 395

9 . 5

9 . 550526

576
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SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS - LAKE POWELL

1990 CONDITIONS

[Unit — 1,000 acre-feet!

Inflow Power releases

Water-year Evapo

ration

Spill

Reservoir

content

end ofUnregu

lated

Other

Regulated

by

upstream

reservoir

( 3)

Sched

uled

Water

surface

elevation

end of

year

(teet)

year 1

( 2) (5 ) (8 )

419 3 .
628

537

1906

1907

1908

1909 . .

1910 .

17 . 380

24 .700

24 . 151

3,682

609 8 , 750

0

3 .678

641 764
594

3 ,698

1

0

1911 .

3 , 056

483

1 . 744

3 . 55

436

15,2771

8 , 750

8 ,750

8 ,750

8 ,750

8 .750
8 . 750

8 . 750

8 . 750

8 , 750

8 . 750

8 . 750

8 . 750

1912 . .

1913 .

1914 . .

1915 . .

1916 . .

1917

1918 .

14, 108

17, 714

8, 730

17 , 765

9 . 942

11, 455

10 , 120

15 , 894

14 , 130

18 ,266

10,876

8 , 429

16 ,502

17,431

13, 380

9 ,901

674

674

674

674

674

674

674

1

3 ,698

3 ,698

3 698

3 ,698

3 ,698

3 ,698

9 ,731

3 .

654

3 , 278

3 . 553

3, 698

674

820

5 . 167

259

3, 698

1 . 3 ,698

1919 . . . 8 . 750
0 0

8 . 7

13, 266

16 ,607

8 .810

16 , 654

9, 907

11,604

14, 836

9 , 969

15 , 737

10 . 078

13,522

18 , 144

10 ,718

9 . 098

16, 172

16 . 728

13, 279

13, 175

9 , 923

8 , 810

11. 486

13, 190

12 ,232

15. 993

10 .271

5 , 424

12,290

7 .859

3 , 807

7 . 751

3, 553 2 , 877

3 , 751

3 ,696

3 ,698

w
w
w
w
w
w
w

8 75

3,553

3,001

3. 084

1920 .

1921.

1922

1923 .

1924

1925

1926

1927 .

1928 .

75013, 346

8 .899

499 0

674

670

670

674

674

674

674

670

670

674

674

674

674

635

622

0

8 . 750

8 . 750

8 . 750

8 . 750

8.750

8 . 750

8 . 750

27

3 . 698

3 ,698

3 , 698

3 ,693

3 . 698

3 ,698

11, 275 1, 165
13, 627 3 .013

291

753

562

3 . 016

3, 698

1929

27 . 594

27 . 594

27 . 594

27 , 594

27 .594

27 , 594

27 . 594

27 . 594

27 . 594

27. 272

27 . 594

27, 594

27 , 594

27 .594

27 ,594

26 . 984

27 . 594

27 . 594

27 . 594

27 , 594

27 .594

23. 633

26 , 551

25 , 021

19 , 516

18. 030

17 , 758

17, 915

21. 015

19, 078

15, 840

24 , 153

23,076

24 ,038

21, 352

22 , 144

23, 875

12,541

16.053

4 ,402

1
1

1

12,483

3 ,698

3 ,698

3 , 674

3 ,692

3 . 683

3 ,645

3 ,635

1

7, 455

8 . 750

8 , 750

8 ,750

8 . 750

8 . 750

639

5622 , 576

7 ,648

9,528 468

9 , 476

8 . 946

12, 352

9, 375
468

8 ,750

8 , 750

က
ံ
က
ံ
က

3 , 75
3

7 .204 7 , 308

5 , 972

12 , 981

13, 851

5 .088

13, 266

14 , 074

8 , 936

19 .604

1930 .

1931. .

1932 . .

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939 . .

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944 .

1945 ..

1946 .

1947

1948

1949

1950 .

1951

1952

1953. ..

1954

1955 . .

1956 .

1957 . ..

1958

502

495

460

467

552

588

588

600

567

551

579

8 ,750

8 , 750

8 . 750

8 , 750

8 . 750

8 . 750

8 . 750

8 . 750

8 , 261

10.41210,722 24. 150

8 ,750

3 ,642

3 .618

3 .645

3 , 677

3 , 670

3 , 678

3,676

3,659

3 , 664

3 ,675

689

9, 334

6 ,652

10 , 989

11. 092

11, 766

8 . 776

7 . 882

15 , 393

6 . 867

4 , 290

5, 595

6 . 943

14 . 914

11, 817

5 . 114

O
S
N
O
O
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

139

8 .750

8 .750

8 . 750

750

8 ,750

750

1
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

618

628

602

594

9, 238

6 .631

10. 093

11.060

11. 632

7, 854

7 . 329

14. 912

7, 175

4. 855

6, 256

6 , 685

14 . 099

12, 005

5 ,501

7, 665

5 . 903

11, 894

5 . 939

6 . 901

10 , 761

8.750

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

685

8 . 750

8 , 750

8 . 750

592

622

654

580

498

440

466

550

538

480

430

420

420

365

359

1959 .

25 , 365

20 . 890

17 . 898

15 , 393

20, 276

22. 981

19. 194

17, 629

14 , 352

17 , 076

13. 845

11,631

13. 283

7 , 3721960 .

1961

1962

1963 . .

1964

1965.

Total:

1953 -64 . ..

1931-64.

1906 -65 ..

8 ,750

9 .750

8 , 750

8 . 750

8 . 750

8 . 750

8 , 750

8 , 750

8 , 750

3 .655

3 , 634

3 .614

3 , 651

3 . 670

3. 643

3 .631

3 , 605

3 , 627

3 , 600

3, 577

3 . 595

4 .983

12,563

4 , 938

6 . 426

12 , 563

- 15 ,91, 822

299, 317

637,769

94. 878

300 216

631, 186

5. 841

18, 131

34, 834

105 ,000

297 ,500

525 ,000

0

46, 516

1
1

24 , 836

Average :

1953 -64 .

1931-64.

1906-65 . . . . . .

7 ,652 7, 906
8 . 8038 830

10 ,62910,519

487

533

580

8 . 750

8 . 750

8 . 750

016

775 414
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SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS - LAKE POWELL

2000 CONDITIONS

[Unit – 1,000 acre-feet]

Inflow Power releases

Water-year Regulated Spill

Reservoir

content

end of

Evapo

rationUnregu

lated

by OtherSched

uled

Water

surface

elevation

end of

year

Ceet)

year !upstream

reservoir

( 3)(2) (8 ) ( 9 )

12, 224 3 . 5928, 580

8 .580

8 . 580

8 . 580

13, 254

16, 205

8 . 897

16 , 201

O
O
O
C

19. 359

13 , 723

17, 286

8.798

17, 350

9 .618

11, 110

4 . 883

. 793

19, 112

9 ,651

11, 283

8 ,580
382

8 .58014. 470

9 , 443

8. 580

8. 580
1 , 552

0

472

559

6 , 559

26, 559

26 . 559

1 . 527

3 .631

156

3 ,631

489

3 . 093

s
o
i
g
o
i
m
o

2 . 417

3 . 649

3 , 695

3. 697

3 . 698

3 . 698

3 . 698

3 . 698

3 . 698

3 . 693

3 . 659

15, 335

9, 776406 8 , 580 26 . 559

773

17.676

8 . 580

26 , 559

26 , 559

26. 559

26 , 083

m
i
m
i
n
i

m
i
n
i
m
i

m
i
n
n
a

3. 698

3 . 695

3 . 693

559

748

17, 831

. 538

8, 125

16 , 091

17. 010

13, 008

12 , 975

9 , 576

8 , 588

10 , 930

13, 252

12, 183

.648

165

13 , 153

10 , 380

8 , 809

15 ,798

16 , 306

12, 865

12, 804

9, 623

11, 171

12, 793

361

490

564

628

704

707

707

707

707

707

707

707

707

705

705

707

707

707

707

704

704

707

707

707

707

660

648

650

587

515

488

497

8 , 580

8, 580

8,580

8 ,580

8 .580

8 . 580

8. 580

8 , 580

8, 580

8, 580

8 , 580

8. 580

8 .580

8 .580

2 . 406

3 . 388

716

703 3 . 59

S

8 ,519

m
m
m

8 .580 1 . 000

2 . 805

11, 814 8 . 580

1906 .

1907 .

1908

1909

1910 .

1911 . .

1912 .

1913 .

1914 ..

1915 .

1916 .

1917 .

1918 . .

1919 ..

1920 .

1921

1922 .

1923 ..

1924 .

1925

1926 .

1927 ..

1928 .

1929
1930 . .

1931

1932 .

1933

1934

1935 ..

1936

1937 .

1938 .

1939 . .

1940 .

1941.

1942 .

1943 .

1944

1945 .

1946 . .

1947 .

1948 .

1949

1950

1951.

1952 .

1953 .

1954

i
n
n
i
n
2

701

505

2 , 745

8. 580

. 149

6 . 559

26 , 559

25 .794

26. 559

26 . 559

6 . 559

6 . 559

26 . 559

22. 564

25, 227

23. 579

18 , 061

16 , 380

15 , 959

15. 955

18, 863

16 . 690

13, 321

8 , 580

8 . 580

8,580

2 . 124

7 . 161

2 , 345

7 . 355

9 . 208

9. 155

12, 391

6 . 914

4 , 823

12, 897

. 692

O
N

N
o
s
i
s
i

s
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
-
N

522

528

8 ,580

8.580

8,580

8 ,580

8 .580

8 .580

8 . 580

470

16 , 740

21, 097

472

552

586

582

587

. 622 8 . 580

8 , 580

557

15 . 663

9 . 890

5 . 245

11. 891

7 . 582

3 ,649

7. 414

8 . 647

9 . 073

12 . 010

6 . 935

5 , 681

12 ,471

13 ,489

7, 969

10 097

8 ,805

6 . 424

9 , 940

10 , 719

11. 302

7 ,621

7 , 127

14 , 195

6 , 968

4 ,678

6 , 061

6 , 478

13 .499

11.671

5 , 313

7 , 124

5 ,451

5, 545
6 . 379

10 , 890

8 . 580538

562

595

603

387

8 , 883

6 . 366

10, 652

10 . 750

11 .417

8 , 465

7 . 596

14 . 992

6 , 582

4 . 036

5. 324

6 . 655

14, 524

11. 465

4 . 849

7 ,078

4 . 722

12, 205

4 . 677

6 , 144

12 . 196

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

!

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

569

8 .580

8 . 580

8 ,580

8,580
8 . 580

8 , 580

8, 580

8 ,580

8 .580

8 , 580

8 ,580

8 .580

8 . 580

8,580

8 , 580

8 . 580

8 . 580

8 , 580

8 , 580

8 ,580

م
و
س
ا

س
و
س
و
م
و
ا
م
و

س

ر

م

و

ن

و

س
و
د
ه

م

و

و

ي

س
و
س
و

ا
و
ا
م
و

س
و
ر
ن
ا
س
و
س
ي
د
ا

و
س
و
س
و

س
و
س
و
س
و

م
و
س
ا

19. 900

20 . 835

20 ,473

17 . 760

18 ,582

20. 159

22, 286

20 ,724

18 . 702

23, 723

21. 486

17 . 022

14 .023

11, 501

15 , 977

18 .550

14 . 776

12 , 976

9 . 365

11. 763

8 , 370

5 , 878

7. 911

594

625

562

480

420

443

518

507

1955 .

1956

1957

1958

&#8
2
2
5
2
8
8
2
2

1959 .

444
1960 . .

1961.

1962

1963

11, 351

382

373

358

291
3 525

1964

1965 . 277

c
u

Total:

1953 -64 .

1931 -64

1906 -65.

88, 261

288 ,605

617, 928

90 , 518

288 ,804

611, 473

5 , 403

17 , 765

34 , 919

102 , 960

291, 720

514. 800

0

0

- 17, 845

- 20, 681

21, 261

Average :

1953-64.

1931 - 64

1906 -65 . . . . . . . . . .

7 . 355

8 . 488

10 , 299

7 . 543

8 . 494

1 0 , 191

8, 580

8 ,580

8 ,580582 675
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SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS - LAKE POWELL

2030 CONDITIONS

(Unit — 1,000 acre-feet]

Inflow Power releases

Water-year Regulated Evapo

ration

Spill

Reservoir

content

end ofUnregu

lated

DY
OtherSched

uled

Water

surface

elevation

end of

year

(feet)

(9 )

year 1upstream

reservoir

( 3 )(2) (4 ) (5 ) (8 )

8 , 230

8. 230

8,230

O
o
o
a

8. 078

16 , 895

9 , 261

10. 732

..
.
.
.8, 230

8 . 230

563

637

717

724

724

724

8,230 390

8 , 177

15 . 746

9 . 294

10 . 905

14 ,036

9 ,082

14 .895

9 , 420

14 . 449 1 , 288

724

115

1. 561

3 . 794

128

3 , 794

466

3 . 015

3 , 794

1 . 000

2, 147

724

12 , 735 724 766

724 4 , 45017, 198

10, 009

15, 346

0

9,432

15, 052

9 ,050

13. 330

13 , 353

10, 167

7 , 791

15 .639

6 , 547

2 ,601

2 . 567

9 , 221

8 . 247

10 , 552

12 , 841

11,790

5 . 204

724

712

712

724

724

724

724

8 , 475

15 ,843

12, 396

8, 178

0

2 , 143

3 , 095

701

688

12, 458

68

10 . 190

17 , 212

06 , 596

23 . 475

23 .707

23. 707

23. 707

23 , 707

23. 707

23, 707

23, 707

23 , 707

23, 707

23. 240

23 , 707

23 . 707

23, 707

23 . 707

23 , 707

22 . 947

23, 707

23 , 707

23, 707

23, 707

23 . 707

19. 813

22. 372

20 . 727

15 , 357

13 , 667

13, 252

3 . 794

3 . 794

2 . 803

2 . 754

314

0

1, 000

2 . 742

1 . 874

3 ,794

573

708

1906

1907 .

1908 .

1909 .

1910 .

1911

1912 .

1913 .

1914 .

1915 .

1916 .

1917 .

1918

1919 .

1920 .

1921 . .

1922 .

1923 .

1924 .

1925 .

1926

1927 .

1928 .

1929

1930 .

1931 .

1932 . . .

1933 .

1934 .

1935

1936 .

1937

1938 .

1939 . .

1940 .

1941.

1942 .

1943

1944 .

1945

1946 .

1947.

1948

1949

1950

1951.

1952 ..

1953.

1954 . .

10 . 793

3 . 596

3 , 656

3 ,650

3 ,695

3 , 698

3, 698

3 . 698

3 , 698

3 ,698

3 ,698

3,698

3 . 698

3 ,698

3, 695

3 , 698

3 .698

3 ,698

3 ,698

3 ,698

3 ,693

3 , 698

3 ,698

3 .698

3 ,698

3 .698

3 ,673

3 , 688

3, 679

3 ,642

3 ,628

3 , 629

3,625

3 ,648

3,630

3 ,604

3 , 632

3 . 664

3 , 656

S
e
k

....
708

724

724

724

724

677

1 9 , 802

3, 869

6 . 838

663

674

12 , 382

11. 421

15 , 219

. 527

5 . 013

11. 452

7 , 259

3 . 444

7 . 043

8 , 293

8 . 720

11. 614

6 .615

5 . 439

12 . 022

13 ,071

7 .624

9 , 730

8 , 457

8 . 230

8 ,230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8, 230

8 , 230

8 ,230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8, 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8. 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 ,230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

8 , 230

8, 230

8, 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

584

503

478

473

506

517

13, 269

16 , 147

445

447

14 ,015

10 ,779

14 , 124

18 ,420

1
1

545

17,2271

18 , 145 3 ,662

11,732

2, 092
7, 031

8, 854

8 802

11, 995

6 , 594

4 ,533

12, 494

13, 274

8 . 277

10 . 020

8 , 535

6 , 054

10 , 280

10 , 376

11 , 036

8 . 124

7, 284

14 ,556

6 ,269

3 ,757

5 , 026

6 ,339

14, 093

11.079

4, 559

6 , 755

1

587

582

590

552

531

555

597

O
L

M
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

-

604

10 , 921

7 . 328

6 , 863

13, 664

6 , 703

4 , 447

5 , 811

563

597

629

555

464

17,782

15 , 160

16 , 015

17 ,481

19. 575

18 , 069

16 , 139

20, 976

18 ,820

14 , 482

11, 599

9, 184

13,416

12,505

3 , 660

3 ,638

3 , 646

3 , 657

3. 672

3 , 662

3, 648

3 , 681

3 , 670

3 ,633

3 ,610

3 . 584

3 , 626

3 . 647

1

1955

1
1

.

395

1

420

1

50911, 385

5, 171

16 . 062

1

498

1956 .

1957 . . .

1958 . .

1959. .

1960

1961 .

1962.

1963.

1964 ..

1965 . .

1
1

6 , 854 428 8 . 230

4 .435
10, 701

1
1

5 ,264

11. 058
7, 376

11, 812

359

348

338

255

1

8, 230

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

43
88

5,404

6 , 220

9, 922

9, 856

6,692

4, 427

5 , 884

3 . 562

3 , 592

3 , 551

3 , 518

3, 538

15, 837

11,804
235 8, 230

Total:

1953-64 .

1931 -64 ..

1906 - 65 .

84, 349

276 . 999

595,728

87, 409

278 , 008

589, 336

5, 198

17, 468

34 , 859

98 , 760

279. 820

493, 800

0

0

19,568

- 16 ,549

- 19, 280

41, 109

X
3

Average:

1953 -64 .

1931-64. .

1906 - 65 .

7 , 029

8 . 147

929

7 , 284

8 . 177

9 , 823

8 , 230

8 , 230

8 . 230

-

582
685 326

cludes 15 percent bank storage but excludes the portion of the original storage capacity impaired by sediment

encroachment.
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Mr. ASPINALL. I wish to state that some members of the com

mittee disagree with the Secretary on the flow of the Colorado River.

With respect to the chart shown a few minutes ago , it is the only one

that has shown a continuous downward trend. The other rivers show

an up-and -down flow record . The Colorado has never been able to

come back to any extent. But that is neither here nor there.

I want to thank you for having Mr. Riter give that information . I

want the members of the committee to understand that these spills

are due almost entirely to the assumed inclusion of the 1906 – 1922

runoff period . In order that the members understand the relationship

between the inclusion of the 1906 – 1922 period and the water supply

for the central Arizona project, let me point out that the Bureau

shows that the average spill equals 35 percent of the total central

Arizona project water supply , and that, under 2030 conditions, the

average spills exceeds the total amount of water supplied to central

Arizona project from the Colorado River.

I would like to have someone from the Secretary's staff explain this

peculiar situation .

Secretary UDALL.Mr. Chairman, I wonder if we could include that

answer also . It is related to the questions you asked earlier.

Mr. ASPINALL . I think it is very important.

Mr. Johnson .Mr. Secretary, you will furnish that ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes, indeed .

Mr. ASPINALL. In other words, it would appear that most of the

water from the central Arizona project is supplied from reservoir

spills which would not be available if we adopt a period of runoff

beginning in 1922, when we entered into the Colorado River Compact,

( The material referred to follows: )

Basically, the Colorado River water sapply for the Central Arizona Project

will come from two sources : ( 1 ) regulated releases from Glen Canyon Dam and

( 2 ) spills from Glen Canyon Dam into the Lower Basin . Referring to the water

supply analysis for the Central Arizona Project summarized in the table on

page 96 of the March 1967 record of hearings on H . R . 3300 and similar bills,

the breakdown of the estimated CAP water supply between these two sources

is as follows:

(In thousands of acre-feel

Source 1975 1990 2000 2030

1 . 650Regulated release . .

Upper basin spills . .

1 . 020

235

730

296

Total - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - -- - 1,650 1, 255 1, 026

" With aqueduct capacity of 2,500 cubic feet per second .

Spills from the Upper Basin would serve other uses than CAP water supply.

An approximate accounting of the Upper Basin spills shown on the referenced

table is as follows:

Iin thousands of acre-feet)

Use 1975 1990 2000 2030

CAP water supply . . .

California water supply . . . .

Unused Arizona entitlement ! . . .

Increased evaporation from Lake Mead .

Spill to Mexico

247

247

126

653

287

283

119

269

296

254

232

103

148

1.0331, 273 1.193Total . . . . . . . 1 . 013

1 Available to Arizona with a larger aqueduct than 2,500 cubic feet per second. If aqueduct is limited to 2,500 cuble

feet per second, essentially all of this water would be additional spills to Mexico .
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The estimated spills shown above are, of course, averages over the period

1906 – 1965 . During such a cycle actual spills would be limited to a few years. If

the runoff period 1922 - 1965 were used as the basis for analysis, our studies indi

cate that there would be no spills, either from Glen Canyon or from Hoover,

and thus the entire water supply for CAP would come from regulated releases at

Glen Canyon .

Mr. ASPINALL . In addition, it is hard forme to see how these spills

are made usable to the extent indicated even if the period 1906 to

1967 is used .Where are you going to use thiswater under theproposals

you have in the central Arizona project as such ? How are you going

to have it used ?

You are not going to have it in Lake Mead . You are not going to

have it in the rivers below . Are you going to carry it through the

aqueductand store it in central Arizona ?

Where are you going to use the water ?

Mr. RITER. The numbers I gave you are spills from Lake Mead ,

These would notbe usable , sir .

Maybe you are referring to spills from Lake Powell.

Mr. ASPINALL. I am referring to the spills you suggested are going

to be available to take care ofthe project.

Mr. RITER. The numbers I read to you from the record , the spills

from LakeMead ,are nonusable .

Mr. ASPINALL . You don 't mean that, because they will surely be

picked up by the Yumaproject or the California users. Do you mean

to say they are going to go into theGulfof California ?

Mr. RITER. Yes, sir ; at least intoMexico.

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Chairman, I think it is very clear that we

have a big job on our hands to answer clearly , as clearly as we can ,

the question that you have posed here.Wewill certainly do so .

Mr. ASPINALL. Primarily, Mr. Secretary, Mr. Dominy, Mr. Riter,

what I am trying to find out is what you are going to do with these

spills between upper basin , which is Glen Canyon , and the Lake Mead

supply. What are you going to do with those waters ?

Are they going to be wasted ?

Mr. RITER. Congressman Aspinall, the spills from Lake Powell we

anticipated will be largely conserved in LakeMead and used in lower

basin projects.

Mr. ASPINALL. Well, if I have your figures correctly as they have

been set forth , for the year 1975 , you say the upper basin spill will

be 1,273,000.

Mr. RITER. That is what our tables show .

Mr. ASPINALL . And the Lake Mead spill will be 653,000 ?

Mr. RITER. That is right.

Mr.ASPINALL. You have a recovered spill of 620,000. What are you

going to do with that water ?

Mr. RITER. That will be used in the lower basin , either in central

Arizona or some of the lower basin projects.

Mr. ASPINALL. You have a spill in the year 2030 of 1,013,000. You

have a Lake Mead spill of 158 ,000. That leaves a recoverable spill of

855 ,000. That is 85 percent. What are you going to do with that water ?

Mr. RITER. Part of that will be diverted by the central Arizona

project . Part of it will be diverted by other projects in the lower

basin , sir.
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Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary , before leaving this matter of virgin

flow , I want to say I have no confidence in the stream flow records prior

to 1922, as you might assume. I believe that my views are shared by

most of the experts in this field who have studied this matter, other

than the Bureau of Reclamation . In 1953, the State of Colorado hired!

the firm of Leeds, Hill & Jewett , to report on the availability of water

for use in the upper basin and, in 1965, the Upper Colorado River

Commission had an exhaustive series of studies made by the inter

nationally recognized engineering firm of Tipton & Kalmbach . It is

too bad Mr. Tipton has departed this world. Neither of these firmshas

agreed with the Bureau of Reclamation in this matter.

It has been 10 years since the progressive 10 -year-average virgir

flow assumed by the Bureau of Reclamation , and during this 35 - year

period the trend has been consistently down, as shown by your chart.

You will not find this situation in any other river basin in the United

States. It seemscompletely unreasonable to me to attribute this decline

in water use entirely to the occurrence of a drought cycle.

Mr. Secretary, do you agree with me that over this period , there

have been other scientific reasons for the declining water supply , such

things as change in watershed conditions or anything else ? What i

the opinion of your experts ?

Secretary UDALL. I don 't think , Mr. Chairman , that we attribute tlle

decline to any major changes in the watershed ; watershed conditions

that would affect runoff. I think it is our judgment that this is one of

the most severe drought cycles in the long history of the Colorado, as

indicated by tree-ring records.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary, the second assumption involved in

the water supply involves upper basin depletions. In your statement.

you point out the differences between the Bureau 's estimate and the

upperbasin estimate of such depletions.

I want the members of the committee to understand how the dif

ference in these estimates could make a big difference in the water

availability in the lower basin .

In your statement, by the way,Mr. Secretary, you have taken it upon

the Office of the Secretary to determine how these depletions will take

place in the upper basin when the use of these waters under the compart

are decisions for the upper basin States to make and they have their

depletion studies also .

Your statementindicates that,by the year 1990, the Bureau estimates

upper basin depletions at only 5 , 100,000 acre- feet, while the upper

basin estimate this is by the Upper Colorado River Compact Cot

mission - shows 6 ,342,000 acre -feet. Members of the committee should

note that the difference between these two figures is about the same

amount as the average annual water supply for the central Arizona

project.

I think you would agree to the determination that that is the dif

ference .

Secretary UDALL. I cannot argue with your mathematics,Mr. Chair

man ; we do have a difference on certain assumptions that are made.

Mr. ASPINALL . Mr. Secretary, who do you think is in the best

position to estimate the upper basin development - the Burean of

Reclamation or the States themselves who have a right to this water !
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Secretary UDALL. I think weare both in the picture. I cannot argue

with you that the States involved have a rightto determine the schedule

on which they want to make depletions, but because the Bureau of

Reclamation will build the projects, because the Federal Government,

Federal financing and a schedule of Federal action are involved , I

think weare really both in the picture. Obviously we disagree on cer

tain assumptions.

Mr. ASPINALL. We agreed , I think , in this assumption, that we

want the river developed and that we want the river developed co

ordinately for the benefit of all sections of the river. On the other

hand , I have heard some statements coming from Arizona to the effect

that if they didn't get this project as a Federal project they would go

ahead and build it themselves.

If Colorado should assume this same position , the Bureau of Rec

lamation wouldn't have very much to say about the depletion of the

upper basin , would it - or if the State of Wyoming or the State of

Utah should take that position ? You wouldn 't have very much to say

about it as far as the representative of Federal Government, would

you ?

Secretary UDALL. That is an argument that cuts both ways. There

are many problems attendant to the State building projects on their

own, as I think some ofthe Arizona people have found out.

But, in a sense, one could make the argument the chairman is

making, just as othershavemade the argument in a similar way.

Mr. ASPINALL. I am not asking for your agreement. What I am

trying to say is that it isn 't necessarily beholden on the Department of

Interior or the Federal Government to determine what the develop

ment in the upper basin is going to be.

That is a matter for the States concerned and for the Congress of

the United States. Is that not correct ?

Secretary UDALL. I think I would have to agree with you in part

that we do nothave complete control.

Mr. DOMINY. Mr. Chairman , in appearing here in support of the

central Arizona project authorization , I think it is proper for us to

point out some weaknesses in the projection the upper basin has used .

I do not agree with it . I think ours aremuch more realistic .

For example , Mr. Tipton showed an increase in upper basin de

pletion of nearly 3 million acre- feet between his study of a couple of

years ago and 1985. Now , considering that, over the past 100 years,

uses have developed to deplete the upper basin by only 2 ,800,000 acre

feet, we don't believe it is realistic to show uses developing in the next

17 years that will requiredepletion in excess ofthat amount.

Mr. Tipton shows full depletion by 1985 , both on the Navajo Indian

irrigation project and the Bonneville -central Utah project. I just don 't

think that this is possible of achievement by a long way. It would in

volve full development of 110,000 acres and full water depletion of

250,000 acre-feet by 1985 on the Navajo Indian irrigation project and

166,000 acre-feet of depletion by 1985 on the Bonneville unit of the

centralUtah project. I don 't think it can bedone.

Mr. Tipton shows full depletion of all five upper basin projects by

1985. Even if they were built concurrently with the central Arizona

project, all the lands would not be in production nor would all the
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water be depleted by 1985, by even an optimistic estimate . It isn't

possible.

Mr. Tipton shows 40 ,000 acre- feet being used in the four counties

area of northeast Colorado by 1975 . That use has been in controversy,

is still in controversy . If it were resolved today , the projected water

use could not be accomplished by 1975 . The Seedskadee project, Mr.

Tipton shows full depletion by 1980 on that project. That is not

possible of achievement.

I defend the project projections the Bureau made.Wehave been in

the business for a long time and wehave no special axes to grind .

Mr. ASPINALL. I just want to say Mr. Dominy has defended the

projections that the Bureau has made. This is his proposal as far as

that is concerned . If it conflicts with the other information , he is

certainly of a right to make that statement.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. Before you leave that point, I would like to

draw it out a little better on the record .

When Congress seemed unsure of the central Arizona project, there

were people in Arizona who said they would go it alone. Nobody in the

FederalGovernment said Arizona did not have the right to go it alone.

Is that correct ?

Secretary UDALL . I think they have the right to go it alone. I think

they can undoubtedly put a project of some kind together. There is no

doubt that the water cost would be substantially higher. I think the

State has the resources, I think it has the determination that, if once it

were made clear there were to be no Federal legislation , you would see

quite a movement in the State. That ismyown judgment.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . If the gentleman from Colorado would yield

further, that is the point, simply to ascertain that the compact rights

of the seven States involved are inviolate, as far as I see it , from the

Federalstandpoint or Department of Interior standpoint.

If I may add this one point, Mr. Chairman , some people have fears

in my State that if this project is built the ultimate fate of central

Utah maynever cometo pass.

Because, as you indicated in your statement, Mr. Secretary, I think

on page 9 , it is unlikely that any Federal developments will be au .

thorized when the river is virtually dry. However, there have been

some people in Colorado and in Wyoming and in Utah who have said

that, if we are not able to use our entitlement through the benefit of

Federal projects, some of the States involved might use this water in

the development of oil shale should this resource be developed in the

future. I cannot see any reason why Utah or Colorado or Wyoming

could not go it alone on certain reclamation projects if they choose or

why they could not use the water in oil shale development in future

years if they choose, without interference from the Department of the

Interior.

Would you agree with that ?

Secretary U 'DALL. I think whatever option Arizona has to go it alone

the other States have a similar option . The only other ingredient is

their own determination or their own desperation , as it might exist.

I want to add one other comment, though , because we develop quite

a pessimistic , gloomymood when we discuss it this way. I have been

an optimist all along about the future of this region . This is one of

the fastest growing regions in the country. This country is strong
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enough and has the technological capability, I think , in one way or

another to augment this river. Rather than talking about us running

out of water, I think , if we get this legislation behind us, creative talk

can then begin in the whole region about the various means of aug

mentation . That is the reason that I do not like to think we are head

ing down the road where a river runs dry . I do not like that kind of

speculation .

Mr. BURTON of Utah. I share youroptimism ,Mr. Secretary, Iwish I

could get Mr. Wyatt here to join with me.

I thank you gentlemen for yielding.

Mr. UDALL.Would the gentleman yield ?

I thoroughly agree with what has been said . Augmentation , as your

statement said , makes all these questions academic . But talking about

the determination of States to go it alone; there is determination in

Arizona and I don 't think there is any doubt about it that we are

going to go the Federal route.

Mr. ASPINALL. I think my friend from Arizona, he is not speaking

about water from the upper basin . The upper basin has control of

its own water in the compact.

Mr. JOHNSON . Would the gentleman yield on that point ?

Mr. ASPINALL . Yes.

Mr. JOHNSON . I want to say that that is California 's real interest

in this matter, that we have taken it upon our own and moved over

to the river. We want to stay there and receive our share. That is our

real interest.

Mr. ASPINALL. Let me get back, Mr. Chairman , to my question .

Let me point out, Mr. Secretary , that if we take the present deple

tion in the upper basin , and add projects already authorized , the total

upper basin depletion will amount to four and a half million acre

feet of water. Do you believe, Mr. Secretary, that between now and

1990 there will be additional development, both Federal and non

Federal, which will result in the depletion of only an additional

600,000 acre -feet of water ?

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Chairman , I would really rather provide a

written reply, if I may , to that question .

Mr. JOHNSON . All right. I will ask permission to insert it.

The five upper basin projects authorized in this legislation alone

involve the depletion of about 400,000 acre- feet of water. The question

then is what is the answer on both of these questions.

You will furnish the information and put it in the record at this

point.

Secretary UDALL . Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. I ask unanimous consent.

Mr. JOHNSON . Do I hear objection to the request of the gentleman

from Colorado ?

Hearing none, it is so ordered.

( The material referred to follows:)

Studies made in 1965 show the " present" depletions in the Upper Colorado

River Basin at Lee Ferry to be 2 ,878,000 acre-feet. The following table lists

the estimated ultimate additional depletions from expansions of existing and

authorized Federal and non -Federal projects and by the five Upper Basin

Federal projects included for authorization in H . R . 3300 . The table shows also
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the Bureau of Reclamation estimate of the amount of the ultimate additional

depletion that would be attained by the year 1990 .

In thousands of acre-feet)

State Project

Additional depletion

Ultimate By 1990

All . . . .

Arizona .

Colorado .

Do . . . .

Do .

Do.

Do .

Colorado -Wy

Colorado . . .

ning . .

Evaporation , Colorado River storage project. . . . . .

Industrial use. . .

Silt . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fryingpan -Arkansas .

Independence Pass expansion .
Bostwick Park . . . .

Fruitland Mesa . . . . . .

Savery - Pot Hook . . . .

Denver expansion . . . .

Colorado Springs expansion . . .

Homestake. . .

Englewood . .

Pueblo expansion . . . . . .

M . & I. from Green Mountain Reser

Expansion , Hayden steamplant . .

Animas- La Plata . . . .

Do.

.

Dolores . . . - - -

Do .

Do .

Do .

Do . . . . . . . . . .

Do

Colorado-New Mexico.

Colorado. ..

Do . .

Do .

Do .

New Mexico

Do . . .

Do . . . .

Do . .

Do . . .

Do . . .

Do . . .

Utah . . . . .

Do .

Do . . .

1
1

Dallas Creek . .

West Divide

San Miguel. . .

Farmington M .

Additional use , Hammond,

San Juan - Chama. . . . . .

Navajo Indian. ..

Expansion , Hogback . . . .

Additionaluse, Utah construction . .

M . & I. from Navajo Reservoir . . . .

Additional use, Vernal unit.

Bonneville unit . .

Upalco unit . . .

Jensen unit. .

Emery County . . .

Industrial Resources, Inc . . . . . .. ..
Seedskadee . . . .

Lyman . . . . . .

Additional use, Westvaco , etc . . . .

Cheyenne M . & 1.

Do . . .

Do. .

Do. . . .

Wyoming . . .

Do

Do . . . .

DO . . . . . .

Total at sites of use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,495 2, 185

i Proposed contracts would expire in year 2005.

Without making allowance for future salvage of channel losses between the

sites of use and Lee Ferry, these numbers, added to estimated “ present" deple

tions, indicate a total depletion of 4 ,972,000 acre-feet by the year 1990 , or 128,000

acre -feet less than the 1990 depletion projected by the Bureau of Reclamation .

Taking into account the salvage potential of 60 ,000 acre -feet, this would allow for

188,000 acre-feet of additional uses not identified in the above table.

Mr. AsPINALL. On the matter of water loss, I have no real disagree

ment with the Secretary except to point out that the Bureau 's estimate

of water losses is based upon having the salvage program and salvage

works in operation . They are not computed at the present time and

until they are, ofcourse, water losses will naturally be higher.

I would like to have permission , Mr. Chairman, to put in the record

at this point the detailed statement that puts in the record my views

on the virgin flows and the upper basin depletion of the Colorado

River Basin .

Mr. Johnson . Is there objection to the chairman 's request !

(No response. )

Mr. Johnson .Hearing none, is it so ordered .
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( The material referred to follows:)

COMMENTS ON WATER SUPPLY BY MR. ASPINALL

Throughout history the Upper Division States (Colorado, New Mexico, Utah

and Wyoming ) have relied upon the Colorado River Compact of 1922 and the

Upper Colorado River Basin Compact of 1948 for their protection . These docu

ments are supposed to protect ( 1 ) the right of the Upper Colorado River Basin

to develop water apportioned to it as a whole , and ( 2 ) the right of each of the

Upper Division States to conserve and utilize its share of the Upper Basin water .

Their reliance on these documents is still predicated upon confidence in the ap

proval by the Congress of these two keystone documents .

Due to the relatively slower rate of growth of the States of the Upper Basin

as compared with the population and economic expansion of the Lower Basin ,

and political influences beyond their control, the four Upper Division States have

had to wait until the Supreme Court resolved differences between Arizona and

California before the Upper Basin could move ahead with its water resources

program . For instance it was not until the last lawsuit Arizona v . California

was well under way that a real Federal program of water development could be

initiated in the Upper Basin .

In contrast to the legal entanglements among the Lower Division States the

Upper States made their own decisions pertaining to the apportioning of water

among themselves by means of the Upper Colorado Basin Compact. By approving

this compact for the Upper Basin States the Congress for the second time strongly

expressed its intent to preserve and protect the development of the water

resources of the Upper Basin until social and economic conditions proved their

conservation and utilization to be necessary in the best interests of the region

and the Nation .

The Congress approved the Colorado River Storage Project Act in 1956 . This

Act is a comprehensive basin -wide integrated program of water and related

natural resources development for the States of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and

Wyoming. In this Act the Congress for the third time expressed its intent to

utilize the waters of the Colorado River system in the Upper Basin for the

development of that region .

For the past 20 years this Committee has been subjected to a barrage of con

flicting testimony pertaining to the amount of available water in the Colorado

River system . Almost every occasion when legislation involving the Colorado

River has been considered we have heard testimony indicating wide differences

of opinion with regard to the dependability of the water supply actually remain

ing available for consumptive use. For this reason when H . R . 4671 of the 89th

Congress, a predecessor bill to the pending legislation , was before the Commit

tee I requested all of the States of the Colorado River Basin to compile up-to

date water supply analyses and to state their positions in the light of the results.

During the course of the hearings on H . R . 4671 the Committee received testimony

concerning three detailed analyses of water supply . These analyses were pre

pared by engineers at the Bureau of Reclamation, by engineers of the States of

Arizona, California and Nevada, and by the engineering firm of Tipton and

Kalmbach , Inc. (under the auspices of the Upper Colorado River Commission ) .

The three sets of studies were based upon different assumptions as to net chan

nel and evaporation losses, rates of increase of Upper Basin stream depletions

and in some instances the periods of stream flow records. The studies of the

Upper Colorado River Commission embraced many combinations of these factors.

The most important result of these three analyses is the surprising degree

of agreement with respect to the water supply remaining available for develop

ment in the Basin . The differences in the final results of the three studies relate

only to the expected time when utilization of the entire water resources of the

Basin will be accomplished .

The Upper Basin' s Colorado River Storage Project is based upon the principle

of long-term holdover water storage the holding of water in reservoirs from

good water years to be used in the lean years. In fact, this is the fundamental

concept and Congressionally expressed intent of the law under which the Upper

Basin ' s water development program was authorized . Departmental witnesses in

1954 and 1955 told this Committee that it was only under such a long-term , hold

over storage principle that the Upper Division States could put to use their
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compact-apportioned water supplies without curtailing their uses in lean wate

years. The Department in its report that it transmitted to the Congress in support

of the Colorado River Storage Project stated :

" A capacity of 23 million acre -feet would be reserved in project reservoirs for

long-time regulatory storage. The water stored would be released as needed to

drought periods to meet the compact obligation at Lee Ferry. The reservo

would be refilled during years of favorable water supply. In a dry decade sud

as that of 1931 -40, release of the entire 23 million acre-feet would be necessary

to meet the Lee Ferry obligation. A storage release in that amount would be

necessary even if water uses in the upper basin were naturally curtailed by the

drought, resulting in a depletion at Lee Ferry somewhat less than the compact

permitted 7,500 ,000 acre-feet annually .

" Present flows in the upper basin are adequate to meet the 10 -year Lee Ferr,

obligation . Within 20 or 25 years, however, the depletions are expected to incre

to the extent that curtailment of consumptive uses will be necessary in protracted

dry periods unless some storage water is available for delivery to the lower bed

If the required storage works are to be available when needed , steps toward me

struction should be taken immediately . An extended construction period will

required and the reservoirs should be filled initially while unused apporticort

water is available ."

It is this limited supply of " unused apportioned water" that is the subject of

controversy in this legislative effort.

I am sure that the Department still holds the view that its statement of 1964

is correct with respect to this point. I want to remind this Committee that at the

time ( 1954 ) that the Deparment reported on the Colorado River Storage Project

its witnesses were telling us that there was no doubt that there was a water

supply available for Upper Basin development under the Colorado River Storap

Project. This assertion was true because , at that time the Upper Basin States went

using only 2 to 212 million acre-feet of their compact apportionment of 74 million

acre-feet of consumptive use. I also wish to remind the Committee that in 1854

as mentioned by the Department, a minimum 10-year average of 11. 8 millime

acre -feet of virgin flow at Lee Ferry was behind us. But, also at the same time

the river was entering another 10 -year period ( 1954 - 63 ) of minimum aferze

virgin flow at Lee Ferry of only 11.8 million acre-feet. This record is now avui

able. It was not in 1954 . These two 10 -year periods of minimum flows are far belon

that required to provide full compact-apportionments of 712 million acre - feet &

consumptive use per year to each of the two basins. As a matter of fact, the D .

partment has pointed out that the average virgin flow for the period since the

signing of the Colorado River Compact, 1922 – 1967, has been only 13 . 7 millie

acre-feet, and for the 1906 – 1967 period only 14. 9 million acre-feet. Both figures

are also below compact apportionments to the Upper and Lower Basins. The

Department favors the use of the 1906 – 1967 period of record only because under

that record can the Department find a water supply for the Central Arizona

Project by using fairly large amounts of water presently unused by the Upper

Basin , but the use of which has been apportioned to the Upper Basin . And let

me remind you that this water will be put to use in the Upper Basin States &

rates much more rapidly than those assumed by the Department in its studies

Furthermore , the Department in order to find a water supply for a Central

Arizona Project is forced to utilize so -called " spills " from the Upper Basin on an

average annual basis. The use of those spills in water supply analysis on as

annual basis is certainly open to question for the simple reason that they do not

occur in that manner over a 62-year period . In other words, this type of analysis

ignores the fact that all of the spills were interspersed in 24 years prior to 1920

and that in the following 36 years only regulated releases would be available for

a Central Arizona Project water supply. In view of the present small amounts of

water in Lake Powell and Lake Mead , only regulated releases can be anticipated

for severalmore years. The question therefore arises as to the use of spills by the

Department in its water supply analysis since past records and present condi

tions could preclude spills for 40 or more consecutive years. This places the water

supply for a Central Arizona Project in a very precarions situation .

On the basis of the 1900 - 1962 period used by the Department's table in the

Senate report on S . 1004, the spills are shown as averaging under 1975 conditions

1 .273 ,000 acre-feet per year for the 60-year period ; 673,000 acre-feet as shown B

being lost as spill from Lake Mead . The recovered amount- 620.000 acre-feet

a substantial part (35 % ) of the supply contemplated for a Central Arizona
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Project in 1975 . It is interesting to note that the proportion of the Central Arizona

Project water supply that is expected to be salvaged from Upper Basin reservoir

spills is anticipated to increase in subsequent years as follows :

60-YEAR ANNUAL AVERAGE CAP WATER SUPPLY FROM UPPER BASIN SPILLS

[In acre-feet)

Upper basin

Year

Less Lake

Mead spill

Recovered

spillspill

Totalwater sup

plied CAP from

Colorado River

Percent of total

supplied from

recovered spill

75

1975 .

1990.

2000.

2030 ...

1 , 273, 000

1 , 193, 000

1 .033,000

1, 013, 000

653, 000

269. 000

148, 000

158, 000

620, 000

924 ,000

885 ,000

855 , 000

1 , 759, 000

1, 231 , 000

1, 011,000

1 673, 000 100

I The danger of depending upon the recovery of such hypothetical spills is partially recognized in the footnote of the

table, which states : " Although the average yield under the year 2030 condition would be 723,000 acre -feet, the assured

yield would be less than of this figure

The Secretary in his statement mentioned that the Bureau of Reclamation in

response to my request had estimated the average annual virgin runoff at Lee

Ferry on the basis of the 1906 – 67 records and had found it to be 14,963,000 acre

feet instead of 15 ,063,000 acre-feet for the period 1906 – 1965, a reduction of

0 . 7 percent. The 0 . 7 percent, although algebraically correct, is misleading unless

other factors are taken into consideration . When considered as an effect upon

the annual average, it cannot be spread as 6 . 2 million acre-feet over the entire

62-year period, but only over the 15 years since 1952 because the Upper Basin

reservoirs could logically be expected to refill in 1952, if they were ever to fill

again . The critical difference would then be 400 ,000 acre-feet over 15 years

instead of 100 ,000 acre- feet over 60 or 12 years. The important point, however,

is that either the 400 ,000 or the 100 ,000 acre feet would , in reality, constitute a

serious item in the Central Arizona Project water supply .

I mentioned a moment ago that water remaining to be developed in the Upper

Basin will be put to use at rates much more rapidly than those assumed by

the Department in its studies . Certainly I believe that I have a sound foundation

for assuming that the Department has a major inconsistency in its assumptions

pertaining to future stream depletions in the Upper Colorado River Basin . In

the Senate Committee report on S . 1004 the Department shows Upper Basin

depletions as follows :

Depletion

Year : ( acre-feet)

1975 . 4 , 220, 000

1990. - - - 5 , 100, 000

2000 . . . 5 , 430 , 000

2030 _ _ . - - - 5 , 800, 000

According to records submitted to the Senate Committee and to which the

four Upper Division States and Upper Colorado River Commission agreed , pres

ent and imminent stream depletions in the Upper Basin States amount to 4 ,392

acre -feet distributed as follows :

1

1
1

-

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

[In thousands of acre-feet)

State

Present

depletion

Authorized

Federal

projects

State total

11

1 . 786

Arizona . . .

Colorado . .

New Mexico

Utah . . . . . .

Wyoming

11

2 . 302

589145

516

444

365

279

579

267

944

546

Total
- - -- - - . . 4 , 392

To the above total must be added 100 ,000 acre -feet for municipal and indus

trial water contracts from Navajo Reservoir in New Mexico, (three contracts

to use 51,550 acre-feet of this 100 ,000 acre-feet are now before this Committee )

20,000 acre-feet for the Unitah Unit of the Central Utah Project and 102,000
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acre-feet for the Kaiparowits power development in Utah because these water

uses are now in definite planning stages. These additions would bring the total

to 4 ,614 ,000 acre-feet. If the thermal electric generating plant contemplated in

pending legislation is to be constructed , Arizona 's additional Upper Basin deple

tion would raise the total to 4 ,643,000 acre-feet or 433,000 acre -feet more than

the Department allowed for Upper Basin depletions for year 1975 . Adding five

Upper Basin projects to be authorized in the bills before you would cause the

Department' s estimate to be short by 824 ,000 acre-feet annually as of 1975 , or

between 1975 and 1980 , depending upon the time of completion of those projects .

In addition , non -Federal projects under active consideration could run this

deficit even higher which , if taken into account in the Department's analysis

would eliminate a large segment of the water supply contemplated for the Cen

tral Arizona Project in years 1975 or 1980 , again depending upon the date of

completion of the Central Arizona Project and the other projects. You should be

reminded that the Department contemplates delivery of water to the Central

Arizona Project by not later than the year 1979.

These probable water deficits that I have mentioned are based upon the De

partment' s application of a long -term high - flow water supply assumption to

which I also cannot agree . Therefore, it appears quite clearly that the Depart.

ment's study demonstrates that a water supply can be made available for a

Central Arizona Project only by throttling future Upper Basin water uses, un

less a Colorado River water supply augmentation is put into effect almost si

multaneously with the Central Arizona Project. Apparently the Secretary seems

to agree with me because in his statement I notice that he agrees that land and

other resources in the Upper Basin could be physically developed to deplete

water at the rate the Upper Basin estimates it could be depleted . He then adds

that it does not appear likely that projects which would completely dedicate the

Upper Basin ' s total remaining unused Colorado River water supply to specific

areas or uses would be developed at rates commensurate with Upper Basin

projections. Could it be the intention of the Department to put a brake on the

Upper Basin development through enactment of this legislation ? Certainly I

would have to agree that if water that is apportioned to the Upper Basin is

put to use in the Lower Basin the chances of the Upper Basin ' s ever getting it

returned are extremely doubtful. This is especially true, also, without an in facto

resolution of the magnitude of the Upper Basin 's obligation to deliver water to

fulfill theburdens of theMexican Treaty .

Mr. Chairman, at this point I wish to insert into the record tables showing

the present stream depletions, authorized Federal projects, probable future

depletions, etc .:

1
1

1

1

1
1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1 1 1 1

TABLE I. - Upper Colorado River Basin stream depletions

COLORADO

Units :

1 ,000 acre-feet

1. Present depletions : accumulated

Yampa and Green Rivers - -

Hayden Steam project.

White River - - - -

Gunnison River - - - -

Smith Fork project- - -

Paonia project - - - - - - -

Colorado River — Main stream . - -

Collbran project- - -

Pueblo - Eagle River division .

Colorado Big Thompson project - - -

Small ditches - - -- -

Colorado Springs - Blue River.

Denver - Blue River - - -

Denver - Moffat Tunnel. - - - -

Denver- Williams Fork _

Busk - Ivanhoe Tunnel

Independence Pass Tunnel

Grand River ditch .

San Juan and Dolores Rivers - - - -

Florida project - -

1 1 1 1 1

I
I
I

! 1 1 1 1

! 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1

! 1 1 1

1 1

.

6I
I

1

1 1

1

1

1

I
I
I

1

1 1 1 1 1

11

1
1

1

1

1
1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1

1
-

11 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1

1

1 1 1 1 1

Total. - -
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TABLE I. — Upper Colorado River Basin stream depletion - Continued

Units :

1 ,000 acre- feet

accumulated

1
11 1

2 . Authorized Federal projects :

Savery - Pot Hook -

Bostwick Park .

Fruitland Mesa - - - -

Fryingpan - Arkansas

Ruedi Reservoir,municipal and industrial..

Silt - - - - - - - -

Mainstream evaporation ..
-

1

342

Total. - - - -
1
1

1
1

1
1

.

1

1

3 . Probable future depletions :

Hayden steam plant . .

Homestake Creek diversion . . .

Pueblo Eagle River .

Denver - Blue River

Denver - Moffat Tunnel

Denver - William Fork

Denver - Eagle and Piney Rivers )

Englewood - Moffat Tunnel. - - -

Independence Pass Tunnel -

Colorado Springs Blue River - -

Municipal and industrial from Green Mountain Reservoir - - - -

1
1

Total.

4 . Proposed authorization - H . R . 3300 :

Animas-La Plata . - - - - -

Dolores . - ed

Dallas Creek . - - -

West Divide. - -

San Miguel.. .

1

- -

11 1

85

i1 1

Total. 378

Grand total. - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 , 992

1 1
1

NEW MEXICO

1 . Present depletions :

Utah construction . - - - - -

Navajo Reservoir evaporation .

Hammond

Other existing uses- - -- -

Total.

1
1

1 1

10

100

1 1

145

- - -

2 . Authorized Federalprojects :

San Juan -Chama . - - - - -

Navajo Indian irrigation - - - - - - -

Mainstream evaporation.

Navajo Reservoir evaporation .

250

Total. 444

1

3 . Probable future depletions :

Town of Farmington . - - - - - - - - -

Utah construction . - - - - - - - - - - -

Navajo Reservoir contracts - -

Navajo Indian Hogback - - - - -

1

100

1
1

10

Total. - - - - 140
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TABLE I. - Upper Colorado River Basin stream depletion Continued

Units :

1,000 acre - feet

accumulated
4 . Proposed authorization - H . R . 3300 :

Animas-La Plata - - -

Total.
34

Grand Total - -

UTAH

1 . Present depletions :

Depletions as of 1952 .

Subsequent Utah Water and Power Board projects . . .

Municipal and industrial uses not included elsewhere . .

Private developments -

Miscellaneous exports - - -

Central Utah project Vernal unit_

Miscellaneous evaporation

1
X******

1
1

Total . . .

-

1

2 . Authorized Federal projects :

CentralUtah project :

Bonneville unit

Upalco unit

Jensen unit

Emery County project

Main stream evaporation .

-

i
i

17

112

1olallTotal - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 365

3 . Probable future depletions :

Uintah Unit centralUtah project . .

Kaiparowits power development

-

1
1 -

19

Total

4. Proposed authorizations , H .R . 3300 - -
care

Grand total - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 , 000

WYOMING

1 . Present depletions -- - - - - 267

Total - 267

-

2 . Authorized Federal projects :

Seedskadee

Lyman - - - - - -

Savery -Pot Hook - - -

Main stream evaporation

1
1

1

12

92

Total - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 279

3. Probable future depletions :

Westvaco Industrial - -

Cheyenne and Laramie Division -

1
1

Total - - - - - - -

4 . Proposed authorizations - H . R . 300 . - - - -

Grand total - - - - - - - - - 617- - - - --
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TABLE II. - SUMMARY OF UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN DEPLETIONS

lin thousands of acre-feet]

Arizona Colorado New Mexico Utah Wy Total

579

365

122

267

279

2, 788

1, 604

145

444

140

34

1 . Present. . . . 111 ,786
Authorized Federal projects . .. - . . . 482

3 . Probable future . . * * * * 39 ** * *

4 . Proposed authorizations, H.R. 3300. ............ 378

Total. . ........ ... 50 2, 992

346 758
425

763 1, 066 617 ; 5, 575

TABLE III. - COMPUTED COMPACT ALLOTMENTS BASED ON VARIOUS ASSUMED WATER SUPPLIES

. [In thousands of acre-feet]

Arizona Colorado New Mexico Utah Wyoming Total

7 . 500 , 000 acre- feet available . . . . . . . . .

6 , 300 ,000 acre- feet available. .

5 ,600 ,000 acre-feet available.

5 ,800 ,000 acre-feet available . . .

3, 855

2 ,872

2 , 976

3 , 234

838

703

624

647

1, 714

1 .438

1 , 277

1 . 322

1, 043

875

777

805

17, 500

2 6 , 300

35. 600

45.800

1 Based on full compact amount being available.

> Amount from Tipton report limited by historic flow and 7,500,000 acre -foot Lee Ferry delivery .

3 Amount from Tipton report limited by historic flow and 8 , 250,000 acre - foot Lee Ferry delivery .

4 Amount available as estimated by U . Ś Bureau of Reclamation .

The Secretary, as part of his testimony, included a table purporting to show

basic differences in projection of Upper Basin stream depletions using a table of

comparison of the Tipton depletions with those assumed by his Department. I

wish to point out that the table is not complete. The Tipton report also included

studies of the Bureau of Reclamation ' s assumptions of Upper Basin stream deple

tions in about half of its operation analyses. The Tipton report used projection of

depletions as estimated in 1965 . Delays in assumed date of construction of the

Central Arizona Project and other reclamation projects would necessarily change

these rates of assumed depletions if they were to be made today or as of 1970 , for

example. The same changing conditions would also affect assumptions of the

Department. The Bureau of Reclamation 's depletions do not include uses of water

by all five Upper Basin projects included for authorization in this legislation .

The three million acre-foot difference between the Bureau 's and States' stream

depletion estimates includes some 650 ,000 to 700,000 acre-feet already committed

to use in mainstream developments and about 400 ,000 acre -feet for the five Colo

rado projects. The rates assumed for depletions by the Central Utah and Navajo

Indian Irrigation projects were questioned even though those projects are cur

rently under construction . The fact that they may be completed by 1975 – 1980 or

1985 is not the real issue. If their rate of construction is slower than earlier

anticipated , so will be the rate of construction of other reclamation projects . The

Secretary has already extended the time of delivery of Central Arizona Project

water several years to 1979. The time element, then becomes only relative. The

assumptions with regard to physical factors still remain valid even if modified

by a change in time of their application .

We have reached the stage in the Colorado River Basin where we are rapidly

developing the last increments of the available water supply. Under these con

ditions, the risks of over development of the water, or of over estimating the

supply and causing serious injury to existing and potential economies become

compounded . Certainly anyone would have to agree that during the early 1950s,

approximately 15 years ago, when the Colorado River Storage Project was being

considering by the Congress, the risks of over estimating the available water

supply were minor compared with the adverse effects that could result today.

This is true because in the 1950s the Upper Basin States were consuming only

2 to 242 million acre-feet of water per year contrasted with 4 .6 million acre-feet

that are and will be consumed by presently constructed and authorized projects.

In other words, the amount of water remaining to be developed was much greater

in the 1950s that it is today. It is more important today than ever before to avoid

the risks associated with possible inaccuracies or over estimation from stream

89 -657 — 68 — pt. 2 - 5
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flow records prior to 1922. The Department itself has pointed out that on the

basis of the 1922 to 1967 period for which actualmeasured records at Lee Ferry

are available , the virgin flow is estimated to be 13.7 million acre -feet as cun

trasted to 14 . 9 million acre -feet for its so -called long term period of 1906 to 1961

I do not share the confidence that the Secretary seems to have in the stream

flow records prior to 1922 for several reasons. First, the Department itself in its

1954 report in H . Doc. 364 on the Colorado River Storage Project mentioned

that inaccuracies are risked with the extension of records prior to 1914 . In order

to avoid part of these risks the Department in its report on the Colorado River

Storage Project extensively used the 1914 to 1947 period of water supply records

Of course , at that time ( 1954 ) as I have mentioned above, there was plenty of

water available for the Colorado River Storage Project under almost any period

of records thatmight be used .

Second , the Secretary has mentioned that continuous water records since 1906

are available at points upstream from Lee Ferry which measure about 70 % of

the runoff, and continuous records are available downstream from Lee Ferty

since 1906 which can be used by statistical correlation methods to produce esti

mates of flow at Lee Ferry prior to 1922. Considering the risks involved in a po

sible over estimation of the water supply, I cannot ignore the advice of eminent

hydrologists of the U . S . Geological Survey that data for accurate definition of

extremes of stream flows are generally deficient. It should be remembered that

the estimates of stream flows prior to 1922 involve a majority of the extremely

high flows of the Colorado River . According to the Geological Survey experts :

" . . . tests of the performance of the existing streamflow network in furnish

ing information from which to estimate flow at ungaged points are being

carried out by the Geological Survey using multiple regression methods. A

sampling of the network - in the Potomac River Basin , the Central Valley of

California , Kansas and Louisiana - suggests that it performs well as a base

from which to estimate flows in the mediun range (error of estimate = 200 ) ,

but that it is deficient as a base from which to estimate extremes of flow . * * *

In 1968, considering the availability of our present day sophisticated hydro

logical methods, not much imagination is necessary to raise doubts about the

estimates of extremes of the Colorado River flows between 1906 and 1822, or

45 to 61 years ago , when relatively primitive methods of measurement were

used at the gaging stations that are now employed to estimate by correlation

the synthesized flows at Lee Ferry.

It should be understood by the Committee, after hearing Secretary r'dali

and Commissioner Dominy and myself on this question of adequacy of a de

pendable water supply , that my objection , in a critical water supply situation ,

to the use of estimates (not actual measurements ) of certain stream for

records prior to 1922 is based not on their questioned accuracy alone. I also

question seriously the actual ability to utilize effectively the extensive spills

that result on paper from the inclusion of these early estimates. No matter

where the records start, an hydrologist must account for the low flow year

following 1930 . All of the computed annual reservoir spills cannot be carried over

and fully utilized in the dry years following 1930 because of the limitations on

reservoir space and the inability of man to forecast anticipated water fields

from weather sufficiently far in the future with the required degree of accuracy.

Once the spills from Lake Powell have been stored in Lake Mead , it also fills .

This filling is a rapid occurrence under the application of the stream flows

in the years following 1906 . How can you expect to store more Lake Powell

spill water when both reservoirs are full ?

Third , I cannot ignore the fact that in the early 1950s the late Silmon Smith .

a renowned water attorney from western Colorado, found after extensive study

that the ultimate stream depletion available for the Upper Colorado River Basin

would be not more than 6 . 1 million acre -feet annually . This means that the

average virgin flow at Lee Ferry would be close to 13 .7 million acre -feet. Fur

thermore , in 1953 the State of Colorado hired the firm of Leeds. Hill and Jewett

to report on availability of water for use in the Upper Basin . This report places

the limit on stream depletion by the Upper Basin at 6 .2 million acre -feet per

year. Again , in 1965 the Upper Colorado River Commission had an exhaustire

series of studies made by the worldwide engineering firm of Tipton and Kalm

bach , Inc. These studies revealed that with presently existing water storage

1 Bulletin prepared for Advisory Committee on Water Data for Public Use by Othee of

Water Data Coordination , U . S . Geological Survey , November, 1967 .
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capacities and assuming curtailment of delivery water to the Lower Basin to

an average of 7.5 million acre -feet per year, the stream depletions above Lee

Ferry would be limited by nature to 6 . 3 million acre -feet per year . The net

depletion excluding reservoir losses would be 5 .6 million acre -feet annually .

Thus, due to the vagaries of nature, the Upper Basin States are already suf

fering curtailment in their total water resource development to an amount 20 %

under that apportioned to them by the Colorado River Compact. The risks

involved in further curtailment of the Upper Basin ' s social and economic devel

opment as the result of further curtailment of their water uses are real, not

imaginary.

Fourth , on the basis of the Department's long-term streamflow records at

Lee Ferry, not once since 1933 – 34 consecutive years- has the progressive 10

year average virgin flow exceeded the average virgin flow . During this 34 -year

period the trend has been consistently downward . It seems unreasonable to

attribute this decline in water yield entirely to the occurrence of a " drought"

cycle as contrasted to a "wet" cycle. Scientific reasons for this declining water

availability do not seem to be fully known or clearly demonstrated. Maybe

watershed conditions have changed materially during the past 35 years so that

the same runoff does not result from comparable amounts of precipitation as

occurred in earlier years. I recently received a memorandum from my esteemed

colleague, Honorable Morris K . Udall of Arizona, that may better illustrate

this point. This memorandum states :

" The records of this area ( 13,000 square -mile watershed of Salt River Project

in Arizona ) indicate that notwithstanding continuation of approximately the

same average annual rainfall which existed more than fifty years ago, the runoff

from the watershed has decreased by approximately 50 percent - principally

by virtue of uneconomic water-wasting growth on the watershed area . What

is true of this area must also be true of watersheds throughout the entire Colo

rado River Basin - and this undoubtedly has played a great part in the dwindling

water supply of the Colorado River since adoption of the Colorado River

Compact." *

Whatever the reason may be for this decline in water yield it is apparently

obvious to others besides myself that the long -term reliable runoff of the Colo

rado River has decreased considerable below the estimates for years prior to

1922.

Fifth , the Secretary mentioned that " time will tell regarding your assump

tions" that are used in making stream flow analyses. I agree. Yet it seems glar

ingly apparent from the testimony and discussion that the Department in its

studies used the most optimistic water supply, the most pessimistic Upper Basin

projected rates of stream depletions, and the most optimistic recovery of river

losses of the several agencies whose estimates were compared by the Committee

staff. Inherent risks are built into this type of project water supply justification ,

In conclusion , Mr. Chairman, I have presented these facts and views on water

supply to the Committee in this manner for three important reasons : First, on

any river, whether it be the Colorado River or another, that is subject to both

severe hydrologic limitations and restrictive legal requirements it is important

that the use of water be kept within the capability of the river supply . Second,

during my entire Congressional career, almost one- fifth of a century , it has

been the consistent policy of this Committee to report to the Congress only water

resources bills about which there is no question concerning availability of water .

I believe that this position has been sound , reasonable and in the Nation 's in

terest. Third , I believe that this Committee and the Congress should have be

fore it as complete a set of facts and figures as possible relating to the water

supply of the Colorado River system . With all of the facets of the picture in

mind and only on this basis with the serious social and economic implications of

the probabilities of overestimating the water supply before it, should the Con

gress decide the issues of this legislation .

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary, I am pleased with your discussion of

the water quality standards in relation to the Colorado River Basin .

I am particularly pleased with your statement that " salinity stand

ards will not be established until we have sufficient information to

• Memorandum dated August 30 , 1967, from Hon . Morris K . Udall of Arizona to Hon .

Wayne N . Aspinall, Chairman of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of

Representatives .
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assure that such standards will be equitable, workable, and enforce

able .” The practicable approach set out in your statement will be wel.

comed by all those throughout the Basin who have been concerned

about this problem over the last 2 or 3 years. As you know , many

throughout the Basin have been quite upset by statements and posi

tions taken by someofyour subordinates.
Now , Mr. Secretary, my only comment on your discussion of the

Indian water rights, other than emphasizing to the members of the

committee the sizable amounts of water involved and the priority

given these rights , has to do with the question of the difference between

the diversion amounts and the estimated consumptive use. My con

cern goes beyond the use of water on the Indian reservations; it goes

to the determination of return flow throughout the entire Basin . Your

staff has already been alerted as to my request for information on this

matter. I hope that someone is in a position to give the committee a

brief discussion on how the Bureau makes these determinations.

Are you prepared to do that ?

Secretary UDALL . Commissioner Dominy would like to address

himself to that.

Mr. DOMINY. Return flows from irrigation developments consist of

surface water returns which , when collected in drainage facilities, can

be measured. They consist of underground returns which mingle with

natural underground flows and can 't be positively identified . Thus, it

is seldom , if ever, possible to get a complete measurement of all re

turn flows. However, procedures have been developed which , by

processes of deduction , give highly reliable estimates of return flows.

The quantity of water diverted for irrigation can be accurately

measured and is being accurately measured. The effective rainfall over

the growing season can be measured and is being accurately meas

ured , which , together with the diverted water, comprises the water

available to grow crops.

A great deal of research , primarily by the Department of Agricul

ture, has gone into the determination of the consumptive use require

ments of various crops under varying soil and climatic conditions. In

this research , large tanks are filled with soil. Crops are grown in these

tanks under conditions which permit the most precise determination

of water application and water use requirements — consumptive re

quirements of the plant.

Reliable consumptive use figures, not only for crops but for non

crop vegetation , are thus derived for varying climatic conditions and

from such research , the widely used Blaney -Criddle method of esti

mated consumptive use hasbeen developed .

When all estimated consumptive uses are subtracted from the total

water available, the remainder must constitute return flow . Some of

this return flow which percolates through the ground may take exten

sive periods to reach the main stream . The theoretical estimates are

checked periodically by the Bureau of Reclamation and the most re

cent studies involved operations on the Rio Grande project in New

Mexico and Texas and on the North Platte project in Wyoming and

Nebraska, which are two of our oldest projects. The actual measure

ments of surface return flow at these two projects over several years,
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plus considerations of unaccounted subsurface return and peripheral

nonbeneficial consumptive uses gave us an excellent check on our esti

matesofconsumptive use and return flow .

So I think,Mr. Chairman,wehave established a supportablemethod

for making realistic estimates of consumptive use and return flow .

Mr. ASPINALL . You think you are accurate within one percentage

point ?

Mr. DOMINY. I would say it is as accurate asman can propound and

therefore, it is usable .

Mr. ASPINALL. Of course, Mr. Dominy, we have never had this

matter completely determined by any scientific study as such .Wehave

our assumptions. Are you accurate within a 10 percent degree or are

you within a 20 percentdegree ?

Mr. DOMINY. Wethink we are accurate well within 10 percent,Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I would ask unanimous consent to

place in the record at this place the detailed statement that I have

before me of some figures here as to lower basin Indian water users. It

is taken from the Secretary's figures.

Mr. JOHNSON . You have heard the request of the gentleman from

Colorado.

Is there objection ?

Mr. HOSMER. Reserving the right to object, does that conflict with

the testimony that has been given ?

Mr. ASPINALL. No, it does not. It is just additive to it so you can

figure from it.

Mr. HOSMER. As I understand ,these have been shown by the Secre

tary as present perfected rights but he did not estimate what other

rights might be of a contingent nature. Is that correct ?

Mr. ASPINALL . That is correct.

Mr. HOSMER. Does this paper of yours include contingencies ?

Mr. ASPINALL . No.

Mr. HOSMER. I wonder if it would be possible for the chairman to

add to his request an estimate from the Bureau of what the range of

contingentdemands from the Indian tribesmight be.

Mr. UDALL. The Supreme Court decision affirmed rights of the

Indians to water for the acreages of irrigable land specified in the

Court's decree . There were no contingencies provided for. Therefore,

the quantity of water involved , is the consumptive use required for the

lands.

Mr. HOSMER . I understand there are some 900,000 acre-feet that the

Secretary lists. There is some other figure.

Mr. ASPINALL. May the chairman of the full committee state that

this information I have here showing that there is an annual con

sumptive use in 1966 by Indian tribes of approximately 223,566 acre

feet of water on the right they have, and 332,978 acre- feet remaining.

Mr. HOSMER. I thank the gentleman .

I withdraw myreservation .

Mr. JOHNSON . Further objection ?

Hearing none, the matter will be placed in the record at this point.
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(Thematerial referred to follows:)

LOWER BASIN INDIAN WATER USERS - ARIZONA VERSUS CALIFORNIA

State (Indian reservation ) Acres

Ultimate annual Consumptive use Amount remaa

consumptive use in 1966 (last data ing (acre - teet

at 4 acre-feet per available) annually )

acre

14, 916

431

Arizona;
Fort Mohave . . . . .

Cocopah . .

Colorado River.. .. .. ... .

Total, Arizona . . . . . .. .

. California :

Yuma. . . .

Fort Mohave . . .

Chemehuevi. ..

Colorado River .. .

99, 375

114 ,722

59,664
1. 724

397, 500

458 ,888

0

1. 600

201. 966

203, 566

59.564

195, 334

255, 322

20 . 0007 , 743

2 . 119

1 . 900

8 . 213

30,972
8. 476

. 600

o
momento

2
8
9
9

32, 852

19, 975Total, California . ..

• Nevada : Fort Mohave . . . . .

79, 900

7 . 756

20,000
1. 939

Total, lower basin . . . . . . . . . . . 136, 636 546, 544 223,566 322, 978

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary, my only question with respect to

pumped hydroelectric plans is whether or not the Department is con

tinuing its studies on this possibility as a means of financing augmen

tation ; if so ,what is the present statusofthose studies ?

Mr. DOMINY. We have no concrete proposal on this,Mr. Chairman .

We have made some reconnaissance studies of potentials .

The potentials at LakeMojave appear to be themost promising as

a major source ofpeaking capacity .

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary , one reason I wanted a statement from

you on the operation of this river under section 602 of the legislation is

to determine how important you consider the requirement of consulta

tion and cooperation with the States in establishing the operating cri

teria and implementing them . It is, after all, the States of the upper

basin who have entered into a compact to release certain amounts of

; water to the lower basin States. The Secretary' s responsibility is to

operate the works on the river in accordance with this compact and

the other compacts, contracts, and so forth , which make up the law of

the river.

• I feel very strongly that there must be very close consultation with

: the States and the Upper Colorado River Commission which repre

sents the upper basin States with respect to how the compact provi

sions and the provisions of section 602 are to be administered .

It is myassumption that the criteria established pursuant to section

602 will go into effect not later than July 1, 1970 ,the date set out in the

bill, and at that time, the filling criteria which are now in effect will

be terminated .

Do you agree with this assumption ?

Secretary UDALL . Let me say, Mr. Chairman , we are going to need

increasingly close consultation on all these matters. We are operating

a river which is a life line of the region and which will be governed

by criteria and provisions that Congress may write in regard to how

wemakemanagement decisions. I think we are going to have to have

a pattern operation that will involve increasingly close cooperation.

Mr. ASPINALL . Letme say, Mr. Secretary, so that the record will be

clear, does the Secretary consider that this is the final determination
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of the Secretary as to whether or not - not as to, but whether or not

section 602 is part ofthe legislation ?

Secretary UDALL. If section 602 is part of the legislation , we have

to implement it and carry it out.

Mr. ASPINALL. You will do your best to carry it out within the time

period that I suggested ?

Secretary UDALL. That ismy statement.

Mr. ASPINALL.Mr. Secretary, I am interested in your estimates of

water that can be salvaged through conservation programs.

Does the Department presently have authority to carry out all the

measures listed in your statement ?

Secretary Udali.Wethink thatadditional, specific authority would

be helpful. We would need additional authorization , if, in addition

to the items I listed , we are going to line the Imperial Canal. I think

we have to be water -saving conscious. I think we can save substantial

amounts ofwater, but there will be major investments and I think we

all are going to find that we have an interest in conservation , par

ticularly in the lower basin , where the present losses are high .

Mr. ASPINALL. I think that I would be in agreementwith what you

state ,but of course , we have in H . R . 3300 a provision which would au

thorize the expenditure of $ 42 million for this purpose.

That is still your figure ; is it not ?

Mr. Dominy. That is substantially right; yes, sir.

Mr. ASPINALL. Do you not think it would be more to the better for

the operation of the Department if we placed this in this bill and came

right out in the open and said what we have in mind rather than trying

to hide a part ofthe cost ofthis project ?

Secretary UDALL. I am all for writing a straightforward bill. I am

also for water conversation . I do not see any objection to doing what

you propose .

Mr. ÅSPINALL. Mr. Secretary, I have an opportunity to go briefly

through the reconnaissance report on augmentation of the Colorado

River- by desalting of sea water. And I want to tell you frankly

that I have very little confidence in the cost estimate that the Depart

ment comes up with in the report. The estimate of 9 .8 cents per

thousand gallons for desalting, even though the report says that this

is based upon 1995 technology , is in my opinion completely unrealistic

and without foundation. As far as I know , there is no existing infor

mation on desalting technology which will justify this optimistic
estimate .

Mr. Chairman , inasmuch as this report has been forwarded to us

and it comes about under authority given to the Secretary , I ask that

this report bemade a partof the record at this place.

Mr. Johnson . You have heard the request of the gentleman from

Colorado.

Is there objection ?

Mr. Saylor. Reserving the right to object,Mr. Chairman, I will not

objectwith the understanding that we will be permitted to question the

Secretary of the Interior with regard to this report.

Mr. ASPINALL . I am not going to question the Secretary very much

further on this report, but I think my colleagues have that right.

Mr. SAYLOR . I withdraw my reservation .

Mr. Johnson . It will be done.

( The material referred to follows :)
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Summary sheets

COSTS

Project costs :

Desalted water

Nuclear pumping power - - -

Conveyance system . - - -

1
1

1
1

dollars

809

112

1 , 863

Total - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - 2 , 784

Annual operation,maintenance, and replacement costs :

Desalted water - - - - -

Nuclear pumping power . .

Conveyance system . - - -

1
1

1
1

39. 48

4 . 11

5 . 32-

1

Total 148 . 91

1 Includes sinking fund of $ 19.6 million for replacing nuclear desalting facilities after

30-year life.

Benefit-cost analysis (100 years at 314 percent)
Annual

equivalent

benefit,

Benefits : million dollars

Mexican Water Treaty - - 120 . 8

U . S . water supply - - - - 11. 8

Power 3 . O

Total annual benefit. 135 . 6

Costs :

Total project costs. - - -

Interest during construction - - - - - -

2 , 784

1
1

253

Federal investment 3 , 037

Annual equivalent of investment costs --

Annual equivalent O .M . & R . costs - - - - - - - -

91. 7

1 39 . 4

131. 1Total annual costs . - - - - - - - - - - -

Benefit -cost ratio : 100 years at 344 percent 1.03 to 1 .00

1 Includes component for plant replacement based on a 30 -year sinking fund .

COST ALLOCATION

lln millions of dollars)

Purpose Construction

cost

Interest during

construction

Total Federal

investment

Annual

0 . M . & R .

2, 505 228 44. 02Mexican Water Treaty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

U . S . water supply :

Irrigation . .

Municipal and industrial.

237 4 . 15

2, 733

258

46

3,037

42

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ,784 253 148. 91

! Includes sinking fund of $19,600,000 for replacing nuclear desalting facilities after 30 -year life.
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REPAYMENT ANALYSIS

lln millions of dollars)

Construction

cost

Interest during

construction

Total for

repayment

Reimbursable costs :

U . S . water supply :

Irrigation . .

Municipal and industrial. . . .

Subtotal .

Nonreimbursable costs : Mexican Water Treaty. .

... . .... 237

279

2 , 505

4
283

. .. .. .. .. ... .. . ... .. . .. .. ... ..

283Total . . . . . . . . . .
. . .. . 2, 784

DEVELOPMENT FUND

[In millions of dollars)

Year 2029 Year 2059

Contributions (cumulative) :

Hoover .

Parker- Davis

Intertie .

Central Arizona project

486

101

857

222

130

918

42

Total.

Development fund: Balance after repayment of augmentation costs.

629

192

2 , 127

1 . 551

INTRODUCTION

There is universal agreement that the water supply of the Colorado River is

inadequate to meet developing demands. There is further widespread agreement

that augmentation of the natural flows of the river will be necessary, not only as

a solution to the rising water demands, but as a solution also to the controversies

involving the disposition and full use of Colorado River runoff.

Of the four principal potentials for augmenting Colorado River water supply

desalting of sea water, surface water imports from basins of surplus water

supply, weather modification , and water salvage measures only the first two

offer potentials of the magnitude necessary for adequate long -range solutions

Weather modification and water salvage measures may well provide the cheapest

means of producing additional water supplies. As such , these potentials should

be fully explored and exploited before more costly augmentation works are

undertaken . There are limitations, however, on the amounts of new water arail

able from these sources. Sooner of later, recourse must be made either to the

unlimited seas or to surface water imports if the foreseeable water needs of the

Colorado River Basin are to bemet.

While the physicalaspects of surface water imports should pose no exceptional

problems, the institutional problemsat this time, both national and international,

are formidable. There are no bars, however, to the study of augmenting the

Colorado River by desalting of sea water. The " Public Works and Atomic Energy

Commission Appropriation Act, 1968 " provided funds for the Central Arizona

Project investigation specifically to include a reconnaissance study of Colorado

River augmentation by desalting . This reconnaissance report is prepared pursu

ant to that provision .

Presented herein is a plan for augmenting the Colorado River water supply

by desalting in amounts sufficient to assure the availability of 7.5 million acre

feet of Colorado River water for consumptive use by the Lower Basin States

without calling upon the Upper Basin States to assume any portion of the obli

gation to deliver 1.5 million acre-feet of water annually to Mexico . The time

available did not permit studies in sufficient detail to determine that the plan

presented is the most economic plan available . To the contrary, there are indica

tions that a better plan from an economic viewpoint would originate on theGulf

of California rather than the Pacific Ocean . Such a plan would require interna.

tional agreements beyond the purview of a brief reconnaissance appraisal but

should be explored thoroughly in any detailed studies of augmenting by desalting,

A joint United States Mexico study group is now making a preliminary assess

ment of the practicability of dual-purpose nuclear power and desalting plant

to serve the general area of southern California , Arizona , Baja California and

Sonora .
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This reconnaissance report does show that within presently projected tech

niques for combined nuclear power-desalting plants, and within certain policy

guidelines contained in pending legislation , there is sound reason to expect that

detailed studies would establish the feasibility of a plan for augmenting the

Colorado River to the extent necessary to assure the Lower Basin States 7.5

million acre-feet of Colorado River water annually for consumptive use.

UNDERLYING POLICIES , GUIDELINES, AND ASSUMPTIONS

Augmentation of the Colorado River through desalting of sea water, by increas

ing the basie water supply of the river, would alter the river 's hydrology. The

water supply for the Lower Basin , including the Central Arizona Project, would

be increased . The controversy over any responsibility for the Upper Basin States

to meet a portion of Mexican water deliveries would be settled . Capital and

annual costs would be involved, and under Reclamation tradition , provision for

return of the reimbursable costs , with interest where appropriate, must be made. .

As the initial desalting plants will not be required until about 1990, projections

of techniques for producing nuclear power and desalting of sea water are

required . These aspects give rise to the requirement, for study and report pur

poses, to establish guidelines, policies, and assumptions. The basic and important

ones adopted are discussed in following paragraphs under the three broad head

ings of " Central Arizona Project," " Hydrology," and " Financial."

Central Arizona Project

The Central Arizona Project (CAP ) would be a separate entity , financially self. "

contained , essentially as described in the Bureau of Reclamation ' s " Summary

Report - Central Arizona Project with Federal Prepayment Power Arrange

ments " dated February 1967. It is assumed that after payout of project costs,

surplus revenues from the CAP would accrue to the Lower Colorado River Basin

Development Fund and be available to assist in returning the reimbursable costs

of any Colorado River augmentation works. The only effect of CAP on the plan

presented herein is thus in the magnitude of Development Fund revenues that

would accrue from CAP. With an augmented river, there would be a great deal

more water for sale from CAP , both for irrigation and municipal and industrial

purposes, and the water marketing presented in the Summary Report would be

substantially altered .

With an augmented Colorado River a constant diversion of about 1.6 million

acre -feet annually would be assured . In the Summary Report, which reflected

natural river conditions, it was projected that prior to 1990 the average water

supply available to the CAP would begin to decrease progressively as Upper

Basin uses increased , dropping from 1.6 million acre-feet ( m . a . f.) to an average

diversion of 676 ,000 acre-feet by the year 2030. Of this average diversion , only ,

a little more than 300 ,000 acre-feet represented assured project deliveries. Thus,

in the Summary Report, sales of water for municipal and industrial ( M & I )

purposes were limited to assured deliveries of 312 ,000 acre-feet which accommo

dated increased M & I demands up to the year 2000. After the year 2000 M & I .

water deliveries were held constant. With an assured diversion of 1 .6 m . a . f .

from an augmented Colorado River, increases in M & I demands after the year

2000 would be met from CAP water supplies. By the year 2030 it is projected

that 672,000 acre -feet of M & I water demand would be served from CAP water.

As part of the increased M & I water supply would be needed to serve Tucson ,

additional capacity in the Tucson Aqueduct would be required in the future.

The CAP revenues to the Development Fund shown in this report take into

account the need for repayment of the cost of such additional capacity .

Under the augmented water supply conditions, the CAP would repay all of

its costs from project revenues. Assumed water rates at canalside are $ 10 per

acre-foot for irrigation and $56 per acre-foot for M & I water. All capital cost

repayment requirements would be met by the year 2033, and thereafter the CAP

would contribute about $ 34 ,000,000 annually to the Development Fund .

The capacity of the Granite Reef Aqueduct has been assumed as 2 ,500 cubic

feet per second (c . f . s. ) . However, because CAP is treated as a self -contained

financial entity during payout, assumption of a 3 ,000 -c . f . s , aqueduct would have

little effect on the augmentation study. Previously, 1975 has been assumed as

the initial date of Colorado River diversion for the CAP. This date no longer

appears realistic and in this report initial diversion is assumed in 1979.

Since an augmented river would provide California with a minimum of 4 .4

m .a .f. for consumptive use at all times, the question of a 4 . 4 -m . a . f. priority

for California would automatically be resolved .
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Hydrology

In this study the same basic hydrologic and river operation criteria have been

retained as used in earlier Bureau of Reclamation studies, modified only to

accommodate extension of the runoff record through the year 1967 and the ad .

dition of 2 .0 to 2 .5 m . a . f. of desalted water in Lake Mead annually . Such an

addition , however, would have appreciable effects. It would increase the water

supply for the Lower Basin and, by eliminating the question of Upper Basin re

sponsibility for a portion of the Mexican Treaty delivery, assure the Upper

Basin of a greater water supply. Water quality in the Colorado River below

Hoover Dam would be measurably improved .

Lower basin water supply. - Without augmentation and with a regulated de

livery of 8 ,250,000 acre-feet annually at Lee Ferry, it is estimated that the

average water supply available for consumptive use in the Lower Basin at Lee

Ferry would decrease by the year 2030 to 6 ,830 ,000 acre -feet and the assured

water supply to 6 ,310,000 acre-feet. With augmentation and with a regulated

delivery at Lee Ferry of 7 ,500 ,000 acre-feet annually, comparable figures would

be 7,730,000 acre-feet average supply and 7 ,500,000 acre-feet assured supply .

From these figures, it can be seen that the amount of agumentation needed to

assure the Lower Basin of 7 .5 m .a . f. of consumptive use in the year 2030 would

be 1 ,940 ,000 acre -feet annually [ ( 7 ,500 ,000 — 6 ,310 ,000 ) + ( 8 , 250 ,000 - 7 ,500 ,000 ) ) .

For the basic study of this report, we have rounded this figure to 2 ,000 ,000 acre

feet . It, of course, would not all be needed initially but could be staged . Analysis

shows the following staging to be appropriate : year 1990 , 1 .0 m .a .f . ; 2000 , 0 .5

m . a . f. ; and 2010, 0 .5 m .a . f .

The derivation of 2 ,000 ,000 acre-feet as the required magnitude of augmenta

tion to assure 7. 5 m . a . f . to the Lower Basin is based on Bureau of Reclamation

estimates of future main -stem losses after realization of salvage potentials

along the lower Colorado River. There is not full agreement among other Colo

rado River experts as to the effectiveness of future water salvage measures

and estimates of the amounts of augmentation water required to assure 7 .5

m .a .f. consumptive use in the Lower Basin range up to 2 .5 m . a . f. While the

Bureau of Reclamation believes that its estimate of 2 .0 m .a .f . is adequate, this

report also presents an alternative study based on the requirement of 2. 5 m .a . f.

as the necessary amount of augmentation to assure 7.5 m . a . f. of Colorado River

water for the Lower Basin States. Under this alternative the following staging

of desalting plants would be appropriate : Year 1985 , 0 .75 m .a . f. ; 1990, 0 .5 m . a . f. :

1995 , 0 .75 m . a . f. ; 2010, 0 .5 m .a . f .

Upper basin water supply . - Based upon past records of Colorado River runoff

and operation of the reservoirs of the Colorado River Storage Project, studies

show that with delivery of 75 . 0 m .a .f. of water at Lee Ferry every 10 consecutive

years, there would remain but 6 .55 m .a . f. for consumptive use annually in the

Upper Basin . If the Upper Basin were required to contribute in addition one -half

of the water deliveries to Mexico, or 750,000 acre-feet annually, the amount

available for consumptive use annually in the Upper Basin would be 5 . 8 m . a . f.

In connection with the Colorado River Basin Project, the Bureau of Reclama

tion has previously projected that consumptive use of Colorado River Basin

water by the Upper Basin States would reach 5 . 8 m . a . f, in the year 2030 . The

Bureau recognized that the potential for use of water by the Upper Basin States

is much greater and could occur at a much earlier date. The projections made

were judgment values based on a limited water supply. With augmentation of

the Colorado River and consequent assurance that the Upper Basin would not

be required to contribute to Mexican water deliveries, it could be expected

that expansion of Upper Basin depletions would be faster and to a higher ceil.

ing . To reflect this , new projections were made of Upper Basin depletions for

this report which are compared with the projections of the 1967 Summary Report

in the following tabulation :

Iln millions of acre-feet)

Annual upper basin depletions

1967 summary report This report

Year

1975 .

1990 . . .

2000

2030 . . .

4 . 220
5 . 100

5 . 430

4. 220

5 . 475

6 . 180

6 . 5505 . 800
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Should Upper Basin depletions occur at a faster rate than projected , it would

be necessary to bring the initial units of the augmenting desalting works into

operation at an earlier date. Otherwise there would be no significant effect on

the augmentation study.

Water quality. The introduction of from 2.0 to 2 .5 m .a .f. of pure water an

nually into the lower Colorado River would have a significantly beneficial effect

on water quality. The greatest benefits would be obtained by thorough mixing

of this pure water with natural river flows above the points of use. In fact, to

avoid wide fluctuations in water quality , which could be highly undesirable, it

might well be necessary to discharge desalted water into the river upstream

from the point of all major Lower Basin uses. For this reason Lake Mead

was selected as the point in this study to receive desalted water.

There are other possibilities for obtaining a satisfactory mix of desalted

and naturalwaters. One such scheme would involve construction of a large reser

voir on the Bill Williams River which would act as a regulating depository

for desalted water to be fed into Lake Havasu at rates necessary to obtain

desired mixes. If such a scheme proved feasible, it would reduce the costs

of the desalted water conveyance system appreciably , particularly if a route

from the Gulf of California proved feasible.

Merican Treaty delivery obligation . - Legislation is pending which provides

that the costs of measures to satisfy the obligations of the Mexican Water Treaty

from the Colorado River plus losses of water associated with delivery of

water under that treaty woud be treated as a national obligation and be non

reimbursable . The water delivery obligation under the Treaty is 1 .5 m . a . f. per

year. The losses associated with that delivery are functions of the magnitude

of the water losses on the lower river. Based on Bureau of Reclamation esti

mates , the total net losses on the Colorado River below Lee Ferry after all

water salvage measures are in effect will average about 1,550 ,000 acre -feet per

year. The pro rata share of losses associated with the Mexican water delivery ,

weighted as to point of delivery , is 300 ,000 acre-feet. Thus, of the 2.0 m .a . f. which

the Bureau of Reclamation estimates to be necessary to augment the Colorado

River to assure 7 .5 m . a . f, for the Lower Basin , 1. 8 m . a . f . would be associated with

delivery of water to Mexico,

Should the losses prove to be greater and 2 .5 m .a .f . augmentation be neces

sary, the pro rata share associated with the Mexican water delivery would

also be greater. In this event, it is estimated the associated losses would be

430 ,000 acre-feet, for a total of 1 .93 m . a . f., identified with the Mexican water

delivery.

Financial

The financial feasibility of the augmentation plan presented herein looks, in

large measure, to the enactment of provisions in pending Colorado River Basin

Project legislation .

Merican Treaty obligation. - Pending legislation , as embodied in H . R . 3300

and similar bills, declares that the satisfaction of the requirements of the Mex

ican Water Treaty constitutes a national obligation . Accordingly, such legislation

provides that costs of construction , operation, and maintenance allocated to the

replenishment of depleted Colorado River flows occasioned by compliance with

the Mexican Water Treaty shall be nonreimbursable. The replenishment would

include losses in transit, evaporation from regulatory reservoirs, and regulatory

losses at the Mexican boundary incurred in the transportation, storage, and de

livery ofwater in discharge of the obligations of that treaty .

As discussed previously, the amount of augmentation necessary to satisfy the

Mexican Water Treaty will very with the magnitude of water losses on the

lower Colorado River. For the plan requiring 2 .0 m .a .f. augmentation , 1. 8 m . a .f .

is identified with Mexican water deliveries. For the plan requiring 2 .5 m .a . f. aug

mentation, 1.93 m .a .f . is identified with Mexican water deliveries. The costs

of the augmentation works are split between reimbursable and nonreimbursable ,

essentially on a pro rata basis .

Lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund.- Pending legislation ( S . 1004 ,

H . R . 3000 , and similar bills ) provides also for establishment of a Lower Colorado

River Basin Development Fund which would be a source of financial assistance

to return the reimbursable costs of augmentation works. For the purposes of

this report, it is assumed that the following revenues accruing to the Develop

ment Fund would be available to apply toward the reimbursable costs of the

augmentation plan : ( 1 ) the surplus revenues from the operation of the Boulder

Canyon and Parker-Davis projects after payout of these projects and after ad
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justments for the in - lieu -of-tax payments to the States of Arizona and Nevada

as provided for in section 2 ( c ) of the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act :

( 2 ) the surplus Federal revenues from the portion of the Pacific Northwest-Pacific

Southwest intertie located in the States of Nevada and Arizona ; and ( 3 ) excess

revenues (gross revenues less annual operation , maintenance, and replacement

costs ) of the CAP after the project's reimbursable capital costs have been repaid .

Price guarantee. - H . R . 3300 and similar legislation provide that to the extent

the main stream of the Colorado River is augmented to satisfy annual consump

tive uses of 2 .8 m .a .f , in Arizona, 4 .4 m .a . f. in California , and 0 . 3 m . a . f. in Nevada ,

the Secretary of the Interior shall make such augmented water available to users

of main -stream water in those States at the same costs and on the same terms

as would be applicable if main -stream water were otherwise available to supply

such consumptive use. This provision was adopted for this report and thus there

are no revenues deriving directly from the augmentation works. Some funds

would accrue to the Development Fund ,however , from increased power generation

at Hoover and Parker-Davis and from increased water revenues from the Central

Arizona Project after payout.

Dual-purpose nuclear desalting power arrangements. - It is assumed that the

Federal Government would obtain only desalted water and project pumping

power from the dual-purpose nuclear desalting plants and that non-Federal

entities would participate to the extent of financing and marketing the com

mercial power component. It is anticipated that an arrangement would be made

whereby the non -Federal entities would construct and own the electric turbine

generator plant. The United States, through prepayment of an appropriate share

of the capital costs , would obtain the rights to the electrical capacity and energy

necessary for project purposes. Through such an arrangement, the United States

would retain the benefits of Federal financing for the prepaid portion of the elec

trical plant. The commercial power aspects, however , would be divorced from

the Federal plan and handled by non -Federal interests.

It is also assumed that there would be cooperative development of the nuclear

reactors which will serve as a joint heat source for the desalting and electric

power generation facilities. The portion of the reactor costs associated with

commercial power generation would be borne by non - Federal interests.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Purpose

This potential project would provide 2 million acre-feet of additional water

annually for use in the Colorado River Basin . The principal project plan described

below was selected to demonstrate the various factors involved in this concept

of augmentation by sea water desalting and for preliminary analysis of its

feasibility . The physical works include nuclear reactors, thermal electric power

' generating facilities, desalting plants, power transmission facilities, and convey .

ance works to transport desalted sea water from the coast of southern California

to Lake Mead on the Colorado River.

· Dual-purpose nuclear desalting plant

Location . - The nuclear power generation and desalting facilities would be

located on the Pacific coast of southern California . For the purposes of estimating

· costs , this report assumes the site to be within the boundaries of the Camp Joseph

C . Pendleton Naval Reservation about seven miles northwest of Oceanside.

California. This site is in Federal ownership , would appear to satisfy current

reactor siting criteria , and has excellent access from U . S . Highway 101 and the

Santa Fe Railroad .

In detailed studies, consideration would also be given to other potential sites

along the coast. Studies indicate that there will be one or more suitable land

based sites along the southern California coast which could be used for large

scale nuclear desalting plants after 1980 . This conclusion is based upon geologie

information , consideration of waste brine disposal problems, projected population

distributions, reactor siting criteria , and the assumption that credit can be taken

for engineered safeguards.

Particular attention would be directed to the possibility of siting on an offshore,

man -made island. Consideration of offshore siting would increase significantly

the number of potential sites.

Nuclear Reactors and Turbine -Generators.- The estimates of costs for the

nuclear reactors are based upon information provided by the Atomic Energy

Commission . The reactor concept used is based upon a projcted level of tech
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nology for breeder type reactors for about 1995 . The assumed timing of the re

actor installations is keyed to the staging of augmentation water deliveries in

years 1990 , 2000, and 2010 . Replacement plants will also be required at the end

of the 30 -year service life for each dual-purpose plant.

While it is recognized that the full benefits of 1995 technology will not be avail

able for the first-stage installation , the samereactor costs have been used through

out the study period to simplify the analysis. Since two of the three installation

stages and all the replacement reactors will be built after 1965 and will have the

advantage of further technological improvements, it was considered that the

1995 assumptions adequately represent average conditions over the period . Also ,

in view of the long -time period and the attending uncertainties involved , further

refinements reflecting different levels of technology for various specific instal

lations would not be expected to enhance the accuracy of the projections at this

time.

The nuclear reactors are assumed to be of the fast breeder type. This reactor

concept is an advanced type and will require further development, testing, and

demonstration. The Atomic Energy Commission , American industry , and foreign

countries have extensive programs for the development of fast breeder power re

actors using various designs. Emphasis is being directed toward development of

this type of reactor because it is predicted that its use will be essential to permit

the nuclear industry to achieve the expansion projected by the end of this

century.

Development of high -grain breeder reactors will increase the efficiency of fuel

utilization . This will have the effect of permitting the economic use of lower

grade uranium ores, and will thereby extend the available resources . The breed

ing feature results in very low fuel cycle costs, and hence these reactors have

a potentialfor producing low cost heat and power.

The design used for cost estimates in this report is based upon those developed

by the Argonne National Laboratory in 1966 for a sodium -cooled , fast breeder

reactor. The Atomic Energy Commission provided base estimates for two 5 ,000

megawatt thermal (mwt) reactors at a single station. Because of the time period

involved , the individual sizes may be smaller or larger. The use of a station

with multiple reactors would provide added flexibility of operation , Multiple

reactors, also would reduce the hazard to electric systems which rely on the

plant for firm power and would have to carry spinning reserves to protect against

the possibility of an emergency reactor shutdown. From the base figures, costs

were derived for reactor capacities to meet the heat requirements for each stage

of desalting plant installation .

In addition to the heat energy required for desalting, the reactors will pro

vide heat for the production of electric power. The power production will exceed

the requirements for the pumping of project water in each stage, and, as ex

plained previously , the financing and marketing of power in excess of project

needs would be the responsibility of non-Federal entities and are divorced from

the financial analysis in this report. Because the reactor concept used in the

present study has been developed primarily for commercial power production ,

large amounts of electric power will be produced . According to recent estimates

prepared by the Federal Power Commission , however, approximately 4 ,500 mega

watts (mw ) of new generating capacity will be required each year by about

1990 to meet anticipated commercial load growth in southern California , Arizona ,

and southern Nevada. About one -half of the 4 ,500 -mw load growth , or 2 ,200

mw , represents the requirement for commercial baseload generating capacity .

Furthermore, future technology may yield concepts which could decrease the

amounts of electric power produced.

The output of the reactors and turbine generators and uses associated with

each stage are as follows :

Stage

(year

Total reactor

capacity

(megawatt-tons)

Powerplant

installed

capacity

(megawatts)

Auxiliary

power

in plant

(megawatts )

Project

pumping

(megawatts)

Available for

commercial

sales

(megawatts)

5671990

2000

2010 .

13 ,050

6 . 525

6 , 525

3 ,615

1 . 807

1, 807

7, 229

225

225

283

• 283

2, 596

1 . 299

1. 299

Total. . .. .. 26, 100
902

1, 133 5 , 194
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Desalting plant. The cost estimates in this report for the desalting plant are

based upon estimates provided by the Office of Saline Water. The reference plant

concept represents 1990 - 1995 projections and is a combination multi-effect, verti

cal tube and multistage flash evaporator. Both the vertical tube and horizontal

condenser surfacesare shaped to promote high heat transfer rates. The maximum

brine temperature is limited to 250 degrees F ., with acid pretreatment of feed

to reduce scale formation problems in the evaporator.

The reference plant has a capacity of 1 billion gallons per day (bgd ) divided

into four trains of 250 million gallons per day (mgd ) each . The concept includes

improvements in plant technology which are currently undergoing laboratory

tests.

For purposes of this analysis, plants were sized for each stage to provide the

quantity of desalted water desired for delivery at Lake Mead plus the anticipated

5 percent conveyance losses. The capacities of the stages are as follows:

Stage (year)

Plant output (million

gallons per day)

Delivery to Lake Mead

Million gallons per day Acre -feet per year

1990 .

2000 . .

2010 . . . .

1 , 044

522

522

992

496

1, 000, 000

500 , 000

500, 000496

Total. . . . . . . 2 , 088 1,984 2,000,000

Economic advantages are derived from the dual-purpose design of the nuclear

electric power and desalting complex. Both purposes share in the economy of scale

of a large reactor and the common site. The turbines operate efficiently with

high -temperature , high -pressure steam produced by the reactor while the evapora

tor makes use of the turbine exhaust steam at lower temperature and pressures

and acts as a condenser for the turbines. Possible future modifications of evapora .

tor design to utilize the vapor compression process or increased brine tempera .

tures might result in the production of water with less electric power output.

Conveyance System

Location and general description . — The aqueduct system which would con rey

the desalted water from the Pacific Coast to Lake Mead will be 313 miles in

length . It would consist of 85 miles of pipeline, 77 miles of tunnel, 135 miles of

lined canal, and 16 miles of pumping plant discharge and penstock lines. Ten

pumping plants would be required to lift product water 4 ,277 feet, and three

power drops would be utilized to recover the energy in 1,682 feet of head.

The route is shown on the frontispiece map.

From the desalting complex, product water would be conveyed for regula

tion and storage to the proposed De Luz site on the Santa Margarita River

downstream from De Luz Creek which is at Mile 10 of the aqueduct. The

aqueduct would then cross Murrieta Creek in the Temecula Valley about 1 mile

southeast of Murrieta , and continue with the aid of a number of pump lifts

through pipelines and tunnels to the summit of the San Gorgonio Pass about

1 mile south of Banning. A series of tunnels and pipelines would convey water

to the foot of the Little San Bernardino Mountains. At this point a pumping plant

would lift water to a gravity tunnel 17.8 miles in length for conveyance under

the Little San Bernardino Mountains. From the tunnel outlet portal, about

2 miles east of Joshua Tree, the aqueduct would turn to the north and by

means of pipelines, tunnels, and canalwould proceed to the east side of El Dorado

Valley and through a pass about 2 .5 miles east of Boulder City, Nevada , to its

terminus in Lake Mead at a point east of Hemenway Wash and about 2 miles

west of Hoover Dam in Boulder Basin .

Storage reservoir . – For purposes of this study, the De Luz Dam site was used

for regulation . In detailed studies a number of alternative storage sites near

the desalting plant would be considered . The dam would be located on the Santa

Margarita River immediately downstream from De Luz Creek and about 10
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miles northeast of the desalting plant. The dam would be an earthfill structure

rising 219 feet above streambed with a crest length of 4 ,100 feet at elevation 344.

The reservoir would provide 40 ,000 acre -feet of regulatory storage for the con

veyance system from a totalcapacity of 175 ,000 acre-feet.

Tunnels . - Eighteen gravity flow , horseshoe -section , concrete-lined tunnels

would be required . All tunnels would be single -stage construction , would be 17.5

feet in diameter, and would have a capacity of 3, 240 c. f . s.

Pipelines. - Pipelines would be required for about 85 miles of the aqueduct

system . All pipelines would be double-barreled , precast concrete, gravity - flow

sections. Each barrel would be 15 feet in diameter and have a capacity of 1,620

c . f. s. The pipelines would be constructed in two equal stages.

Pumping plants. -- Ten pumping plants , constructed in three stages, would be

required , ranging in total dynamic head from about 173 to 728 feet. The total

capacity of each plant after third - stage construction would be 3 ,240 c. f.s . and

would consist of nine units, including one standby. The total installed electric

capacity of the pumping plants would be 1,430 megawatts.

Power drop8. — Three power drops would be constructed in three stages to a

total hydraulic capacity of 3 , 240 c.f .s. with eight units . The total installed capac

ity of the inline powerplants would be 372megawatts.

Canals. - All open canals would be concrete lined and would be constructed

in one stage . The canals would have a capacity of 3 ,240 c. f. s ., a base width of

24 feet,and a water depth of 17.0 feet.

Transmission facilities. - Energy for pumping desalted sea water to Lake Mead

would be supplied by the dual-purpose nuclear powerplant on the California

coast and by inline hydroelectric powerplants installed at power drops along the

conveyance system . The Federal Government would construct the transmission

system necessary to serve the pumping plants.

Transmission lines would roughly parallel the conveyance system throughout

its length so that power could be furnished to each pumping plant and energy

could be recovered from the power drops. Transmission system losses for capac

ity and energy were assumed to be 5 percent.

The transmission system would be constructed in three stages.

Project costs

Dual-purpose nuclear desalting plant. - The construction and annual operating

costs of the nuclear reactor are prorated between the purposes of desalting and

electric power generation on the basis of the proportion of the usefulheat applied

to each process . All of the desalting cost are Federal costs. The electric power

costs were prorated between that portion of capacity required for project pumping

and the portion of capacity surplus to project needs. The latter portion of the

costs would be non -Federal costs and are excluded from this analysis.

Estimates provided by the Atomic Energy Commission and the Office of Saline

Water are based upon 1966 price levels andmarket conditions,

DUAL-PURPOSE NUCLEAR DESALTING PLANT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

fin millions of dollars)

Stage

Feature

1990 2000 2010 Total

Nuclear reactor

Powerplant. .

Desalting plant. . .

241

142

312

71

179

1
9 483

284

670

Total. . . .

Less non -Federal power costs . . . . . . . . . . .

695

258

371

129

371

129

1 , 437

516

Federal costs . . . . . . . . .

Desalted water . . . . . . .

Nuclear pumping power. . ..

437

(381)

242

(214 )

242

(214 )

( 28 )

921

(809)

(112 )( 28 )

89 -657 - 68 - pt. 2 - 6
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The annual operation , maintenance, and interim replacement costs for the

dual-purpose plant at the completion of each stage of installation are as follows :

DUAL-PURPOSE NUCLEAR DESALTING PLANT, ANNUAL O .M . & R. COSTS 1

[In millions of dollars]

Feature

Stage (cumulative)

20001990 2010

4 . 24

1 . 83

9. 21

6 . 37

2 . 74

14. 50

8 . 50

3 .65

19. 79

Nuclear reactor. .

Thermal powerplant. .

Waterplant. . .

Total (operation , maintenance, and " interim re

placement" ) . . . . . .

Non -Federal power costs . ..

15. 28

3 . 97

23.61
5 . 96 34,95

10. 45 16 . 36

1 . 29

22.27
1 . 72. 86

Federal costs :

Desalted water. . . .

Nuclear pumping power ... . . . . . . . .

Subtotal. .

Sinking fund for rebuilding plants -- -

Total. . . .

11. 31 17 . 65

14 . 46

23 . 99
19 .609 . 32

20.63 32 . 11 43. 59

I Includes fuel, interim replacements, and for Federal costs an amount for rebuilding the plant at the end of the 30-year

service life .

A small amount is included ( 0 .35 percentof capital costs ) to provide for interim

replacement of minor components within the assumed 30- year life span of the

plants. To account for the longer period of analyses for benefit-cost and the par

out studies, an annual sinking fund as shown above is included in the Federal

operating costs to cover reconstruction of the nuclear desalting complex at the

end of the 30-year service life .

The nature of breeder reactors is that they produce more fuel than they con

sume. The excess fuel produced is sold for use in other reactors. Plutonium

credits partly offset the costs of fabrication , processing, and interest charges on

investments in fuel inventory. These savings, together with the advantages of

Federal financing of the fuel inventory , result in a low fuel cycle cost for the

advanced breeder concept.

Conveyance system . - The total estimated construction cost for the conveyance

system to Lake Mead based on reconnaissance estimates and unit prices as of

October 1967 is $ 1 ,863,000 ,000. The estimates include electrical transmission sys

tem ; right-of-way acqusition ; and engineering, supervision of construction , and

other indirect costs . Pumping plants, power drops, and transmission lines would

be constructed in three stages for completion in 1990, 2000 , and 2010 and pipelines

in two stages for completion in 1990 and 2000 . Canals, tunnels, and other facilities

would be constructed to their ultimate capacity during the first stage .

The construction costs are as follows :

CONVEYANCE SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION COSTS

[In millions of dollars ]

Stage

Feature

1990 2000 2010 Total

24
Dam (De Luz site). .. .. . . . . .. .
Tunnels . . .

Canals . . . . . .

Pipelines. . . . .

Pumping plants . .

Power drops . . . . .

Transmission system

Access roads .

Total. . . . . . . . . .. .

509

137

290

369

65

8
w
8

1,444 339 1, 863
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The estimated annual operation, maintenance, and replacement costs after the

completion of the three stages of construction are as follows :

CONVEYANCE SYSTEM , ANNUAL O .M . & R . COSTS

Iln millions of dollars)

Stage

Feature

1990 2000 2010

Aqueduct facilities . .

Transmission system . . .

3. 46 4 . 11

1. 211 . 17

Total. . . . . . 3.75 4.63 5 . 32

Summary of Federal project costs. - A summary of the total Federal project

costs for augmentation of the Colorado River by 2 .0 m .a . f, delivered to Lake

Mead follows :

SUMMARY OF TOTAL FEDERAL PROJECT COSTS

[In millions of dollars!

Stage
Feature

1990 2000 2010 Total

Construction costs :

Desalted water . . . . . . . . .

Nuclear pumping power. .

Conveyance system .

381 214214

28

339

809

11256

1, 444

1,881

1 , 863

Total . . . . . . . . 581 332 2, 784

Annual O .M . & R . : 1

Desalted water. . . . .

Nuclear pumping power . . . . .

Sinking fund for rebuilding plants . .. . . . . . .

Conveyance system ..

Total . . .

10. 45

. 86

9 . 32

3. 75

16 . 36

1 . 29

14 . 46

4 .63

22. 27

1 . 72

19.60

5. 32

24. 38 36 . 74 48. 91

Annual 0 .M . & R . costs are cumulative after completion of each stage ,

Cost of pumping power. - The cost of pumping power includes an allocated

portion of the capital and OM & R costs of the nuclear powerplant plus costs of

the transmission system associated with conveyance works. The amount of

pumping power capacity required from the nuclear powerplant was determined

by deducting the power available at power drops from the total requirement and

adjusting for transmission losses. The cost of thermal pumping power at the

dual-purpose plant is 0 . 9 mills per kilowatt -hour. The average transmission cost

is 0 .4 mills per kilowatt-hour. These two components plus an adjustment for

transmission losses and for plant replacement at the end of 30 -year life will

result in an average cost for thermal pumping power of about 1 .5 mills per kilo

watt-hour at the pumps.

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

The analysis of the economic justification of the augmentation plan does

not readily lend itself to the application of typical benefit-cost procedures of

conventional Reclamation projects. The primary emphasis of this economic anal

ysis is to define the magnitude of the investment and operating costs involved

so that a judgment can be made on the reasonableness of using nuclear desalting

of ocean water as a source of augmentation , and to determine whether sufficient

revenues are available in the Development Fund to cover reimbursable costs

within the general framework of Reclamation financing criteria . Since adequate

procedures have not been developed for measuring the benefits associated with

meeting the Mexican obligation , somewhat arbitrary benefit estimates were

used for this reconnaissance effort.
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Economic costs

The derivation of costs can logically be divided between the cost of producing

desalted water and pumping power at the dual-purpose desalting complex and

the cost of conveying product water to the river.

Dual-purpose nuclear desalting plant, — The financial criteria , the method of

allocating joint heat costs of the nuclear reactors between water and electricity .

and the plant-loading characteristics play crucial roles in determining the cost

of production . The ability to stage the plants to meet future needs as they de

velop also has an important bearing on overall costs by minimizing the economic

costs of unused capacity .

The determination of capital cost for use in the economic studies includes

construction cost and interest during construction computed at 314 percent.

A 30 -year service life is assumed for the reactor, thermal powerplant, and water

plant. Consistent with Reclamation financing criteria , components for taxes and

insurance were not included .

The method adopted for allocating joint nuclear reactor costs follows the use

of-facility concept with use measured in terms ofavailable heat energy consumed

in each of the water and power production processes. This approach permits both

purposes to share in the advantages of dual-purpose production . Other joint costs

resulting from the use of a common site were proportionally distributed on the

basis of use . Inasmuch as the reactors, turbine -generators, and the water plant

require internal auxiliary electric power, suballocations of electric power costs

were made to each plant account in accordance with the capacities required .

It is expected that the dual-purpose installation would operate at full capacity

as each stage is placed in service. It is assumed that the plants would operate at

an average annual plant capacity factor of 90 percent.

A final division of costs was made between power needed for project pumping

and the residual available for commercial sale by non -Federal entities partici

pating in the cooperative venture. Costs were prorated between commercial and

pumping power after adjusting for hydroelectric power produced by power

drops in theaqueduct system .

The average product costs for the three stages at the plant boundary, before

conveyance and transmission losses, are estimated to be 9 .8 cents per 1.000

gallons, or $ 32 per acre -foot, and 0 .9 mill per kilowatt-hour for project pumping

power. One of the most important factors influencing these costs is the low cost

of heat provided by the fast breeder reactors. Prime steam is estimated at 5 . 1

cents per million BTU and exhaust steam from the turbines for use in the water

plant at 1. 6 cents permillion BTU .

Conveyance costs. - Conventional procedures were followed in deriving the eco

nomic costs of the aqueduct system . These facilities are assumed to have a 100

year service life, and a 314 percent interest rate is used for purpose of

amortization .

Total project costs

Total investment costs for the augmentation plan consist of the estimated

construction costs discussed earlier plus interest during the period of construc

tion and are summarized as follows :

FEDERAL INVESTMENT COST

In millions of dollars )

Construction

Feature cost

Interest

during con

struction

Total

53

200

Nuclear desalting facilities (including project pumping power)....
Conveyance system . . .

.. . . . .. .

921
1, 863

2, 784

974

2 , 063

3, 037
Total. . . 253

Total annual operating costs include operation , maintenance, interim replace

ments, nuclear fuel, and a sinking fund component to permit rebuilding the
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nuclear desalting and project pumping facilities every 30 years through the

100-year period of analysis . These costs are summarized as follows:

FEDERAL ANNUAL O .M . & R . COSTS

lin millions of dollars )

Feature O .M . & R .

Sinking fund

for plant

replacement

Total

19.60Nuclear desalting facilities (including project pumping power) . .. .

Conveyance system .. . . .. .

43. 49

5. 32

23. 99

5 . 32

29 .31Total. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.60 48. 91

Annual equivalent costs were determined over a 100 -year period of analysis

beginning with the completion of the first stage in 1990 , using a 314 percent

interest rate. Investment costs and operating costs associated with staged

development were appropriately discounted . Total annual economic equivalent

costs of investment averages $ 91. 7 million ; annual OM & R discounted for time

of occurrence averages $39.4 million , making the total annual economic costs

$ 131. 1 million . Based on the ultimate annual delivery of 2 .0 m .a . f, as scheduled

in this study, the economic cost of desalted water conveyed to the Colorado

River at Lake Mead averages $81 per acre-foot (25 cents per thousand gallons ) .

Project benefits

This project will provide a number of tangible and intangible benefits. As

a result of the project, the flows of the Colorado River will be augmented by

2 .0 m .a .f . annually. Because the treaty with Mexico insures the delivery of water

to Mexico whether or not augmentation occurs, the augmented supplies will be

utilized within the United States.

The replacement, as a Federal obligation, of the portion of water assigned

to Mexico will eliminate much of the long controversy which has impeded orderly

development in the Lower Colorado River Basin States and threatens future

orderly development in both the Upper and Lower Basins .

Augmentation by desalting will provide opportunities to improve the quality

of the water supply provided from the river. The addition of almost pure distilled

water will enhance the overall quality of the river downstream from the point

of delivery, with attendant benefits to users.

The delivery of additional supplies at Lake Mead will also produce power

benefits from increased generation at Hoover and Davis powerplants.

Mexican Water Treaty . - Nationalbenefits are associated with discharging the

Federal obligation of the Mexican Water Treaty . Because of the difficulties

of measuring the intangible values involved , it has been assumed that the

benefits of meeting the terms of this international agreement, as a minimum ,

are equal to the costs of an augmentation plan sized to deliver 1.8 m . a . f. annually

to the river. Therefore, an average annual equivalent benefit of $ 120 . 8 million

has been claimed for this function ,

Additional water use in the United States. The augmentation plan will make

available an additional 200 ,000 acre - feet of water for use in the Lower Basin

within the United States over the amount required to provide water to Mexico .

The average annual benefit value, of about $74 per acre-foot, discounted for

staged deliveries results in total annual equivalent benefits of about $ 11.8 million .

Water quality. - The benefits associated with water quality improvements have

not been evaluated in this preliminary study but should prove to be significant.

Increased hydroelectric power generation . - Increased generation at Hoover

and Davis powerplants will result in increased power sales averaging some $ 3

million annually in increased revenues.
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Total annual benefits. - Total annual benefits evaluated above amount to $1326

million .

Benefit-cost ratio

Utilizing the benefits which were evaluated above, and excluding any bene

from improved water quality , the project has a ratio of benefits to costs of 10

to 1 .00 over a 100 - year period of analysis at a 314 percent interest rate .

The benefit -cost ratio derived from the incremental costs and benefits associate

with providing 200,000 acre-feet of water in excess of that required for the re

placement of theMexican Treaty requirements is 1. 17 to 1.00.

Cost allocation

Costs of the augmentation plan were first allocated to ( 1 ) replacing the

requirements of the Mexican Water Treaty and ( 2 ) providing additional wate

for use in the l'nited States. These costs were distributed in proportion to tb

ultimate supply in each category ; i. e ., 90 percent to the Mexican Treaty obligatie

and 10 percent to use in the Lower Basin . The latter assignment was suballovati

between purposes now being served in the Lower Basin based on historical a

( 85 percent irrigation and 15 percent municipal and industrial water ) . A cusu

mary of the costallocation follows :

SUMMARY OF COST ALLOCATION

In millions of dollars)

Purpose

Construction

cost

Interest

during

construction

Total Federal

investment

Annual

O .M . & &

. . . . .. 228 2, 733 44. 2

237 4 15

Mexican Water Treaty .
Water Treaty . - - . - . - - . . - .

U .S .water supply :

Irrigation . . .

Municipal and industrial .. .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 505

232

2,784

42

. . .. .
253 3,037

1 Includes sinking fund of $19,600,000 for replacing nuclear desalting facilities after 30-year life.

Repayment Analysis

For the purposes of this study , all costs allocated to the Mexican Treats ahl

gation are considered nonreimbursable ; the remainder are treated as reit

bursable costs to be returned by the Development Fund . In accordance with

Reclamation repayment policy , investment costs allocated to M & I are to be renaid

with interest at the current rate of 3 .253 percent ; construction costs allocated to

irrigation are repaid without interest. Repayment of facility costs is to be

accomplished within the service life of the facility or 50 years, whichever

shorter , after the completion of each facility . Reimbursable and nonreimbursable

costs are shown in the following tabulation .

SUMMARY OF REIMBURSABLE AND NONREIMBURSABLE COSTS

In millions of dollars)

Construction Interestduring
cost construction

( 3 .253 percent)

Totalter

repayment

Reimbursable :

U . S . water supply :

Irrigation . . . .

Municipal and industrial....

237

232 ...

Subtotal. . .

Nonreimbursable:Mexican Water Treaty

279

2 . 505

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,784. .. .. .. ... . .
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Of the total annual operating costs of $ 48 .91 million , $ 4 .89 million is assigned

as reimbursable. Included is the sinking fund component required to completely

replace the desalting and thermal pumping power facilities throughout the pa yout

period at 30 - year intervals. Hydrologic studies of the Colorado River with aug

mentation show that, on a probability basis, there will be years in which reser

voirs will be full and no augmentation water can be beneficially used. Because

of the dual-purpose nature of the nuclear complex and the need for continued

production of commercial power, discontinuation of operations for extended

periods is not economic. The variable operating costs for the desalting plant and

the thermal pumping power, excluding all replacement and other fixed charges,

represents a small percentage of the total production costs. Consequently , it was

assumed that, at a minimum , the operating costs could be returned by interim

sales of product water near the site or along the aqueduct. To simplify the re

payment analysis, these sales are reflected as a small reduction in the desalting

and thermal pumping power portions of the operating costs.

As presented in the detailed payout schedule ( Table I ) , the repayment analysis

demonstrates that all reimbursable costs can be returned well within the allow

able periods from Development Fund revenues . As indicated earlier, those

revenues include surplus power revenues from the Boulder Canyon and Parker

Davis Projects, the portion of Pacific Northwest-Pacific Southwest Intertie

located in the States of Nevada and Arizona, and the Central Arizona Project,

all after completion of project payout. Revenues accumulated from these sources

and the balances remaining in the Development Fund after repayment of aug

mentation costs are shown below for year 2029, representing 50 years after first

year of full operation of the Central Arizona Project, and year 2059, reflecting

50 years after completion of augmentation works.

[ln millions of dollars ]

Year 2029 Year 2059

486

Contributions (cumulative) :

Hoover.

Parker -Davis . .

Intertie .

CentralArizona project

257

222

130

918

Total. . . . .

Development fund balance after repayment of augmentation costs . . . . .

629

192

2 , 127

1 . 551
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ALTERNATIVE PLANS

Preliminary analyses of several alternative plans of development were made

in the course of this investigation . The base plan described previously was

evaluated at an enlarged size to permit the delivery of 2 .5 million acre-feet of

water annually to the Colorado River. In addition , preliminary cost estimates

were developed for four alternative conveyance routes at both 2 and 2 .5 million

acre-feet capacities. Two of these alternative routes are associated with desalt

ing facilities on the Gulf of California , rather than on the coast of southern

California . (See map. )
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Basic route , 2 . 5 million acre-feet

Assumptions. - As explained previously , some experts believe that 2 .5 m .a .f.

of augmentation annually will be required to provide for 7 .5 m .a . f. of consump

tive use in the Lower Colorado River Basin . The basic physical plan described

above was modified to include the additional capacity necessary to meet the

2 .5 m .a . f. capacity .

Hydrologic studies, based upon the assumptions inherent in the larger aug.

mentation requirement, indicate that appropriate staging of the project would

be as follows :

Water delivery

Stage
Year

Cumulative

pumping power

(megawatts) !Each stage (acre -

feet per year)

Cumulative (acre -

feet per year)

708

1985

1990

1995

2010

750,000

500, 000

750 ,000

500, 000

750, 000

1, 250, 000

2, 000, 000

2 ,500, 000

1. 133

1, 416

1 Thermal power requirement after deducting power produced at aqueduct power drops.

Costs. - Costs for the dual-purpose nuclear desalting plant were derived as

explained in the discussion of the base plan . The summary of costs is as follow :

DUAL-PURPOSE NUCLEAR DESALTING PLANT - CONSTRUCTION AND O .M . & R . COSTS 1

[In millions of dollars)

Stage

19951985 1990 2010 Total

536 . 00

194. 00

372 . 00

130. 00

536 . 00

194 . 00

372. 00

130 . 00

1 . 816

648

342. 00

(300. 00 )

(42 .00 )

242. 00

(214. 00 )

(28 . 00 )

324 . 00

(300. 00 )

(42,00)

242. 00

(214 .00 )

( 28 .00)

1. 163

( 1 . 028 )

( 140 )

Construction :

Total.

Less non-Federal power ..

Federal. . .

Desalted water . . . . .

Nuclear pumping power. . .

Annual O .M . & R . : 1

Total, operation maintenance, and " interim

replacement" .

Non -Federal power .. .

Federal :

Desalted water . . . . . .

Nuclear pumping power. . . . . . . . . ..

Subtotal . . .

Sinking fund for rebuilding plants.

Total, Federal O .M . & R . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .

11. 87

3. 00

20 . 20

4. 99

32 . 07

7 . 99

40. 40 .

9 . 98

8 . 23 14. 14

1.07

22. 37

1 . 71

28. 28

. 64 2 . 14 . .

8 . 87

7 . 31

15 . 21

12. 47

24 . 08

19 . 78

30 .42

16. 18 27.68 43. 86 55 . 36 . .

i Cumulative costs after completion of stage.
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Conveyance facilities were increased to 4 ,050 c. f.s . to accommodate the larger

deliveries. The summary of costs of conveyance works is as follows :

CONVEYANCE SYSTEM - CONSTRUCTION AND O.M . & R . COSTS 1

(In millions of dollars)

Stage (year)
Feature

1985 1990 1995 2010 Total

Construction costs:
Dam (De Luz

Tunnels . . .

Canal . . . . ..

Pipeline . . .

Pumping plants . . .

Power drops .

Transmission system . . .

Access roads.

24 . 00

593 . 00

153. 00

333 . 00

395 . 00

53. 00

53 . 00

3.00

56. 00

* * * 270.00

83. 00

24. 00

32 .00

16 . 00 15 . 00

Total. . . . . 1, 607. 00 72. 00 409. 00 70. 00 2, 158

Annual 0 . M . & R . :

Aqueduct facilities .

Transmission system . . . .

2 . 98 3 . 44

1 . 01

4 . 28

1 . 681 . 01
1

Total. . ... .. .. ... .. . 3.99 4.45 5.96 6.48 .......

1 The annual 0 .M . & R . costs are the totalcosts after completion of each stage.

Economio and financial analysis. - A benefit-cost analysis of the 2 .5 - m . a . f. plan

would produce results comparable to those of the base plan . The repaymentanaly

sis would vary significantly because the revenues accruing to the Development

Fund are essentially the samewhile the costs increase substantially. The payout

study indicated that all costs could be repaid within 50 years after the last stage

is completed and still leave a substantial balance at year 2059 ; however, for a

period of some 12 years between 2033 and 2046 the revenues do not meet the re

payment requirement for each individual stage. A summary of surplus revenues

and Development Fund balances for the 2 . -m .a . f . plan similar to those presented

for the base plan follows :

[In millions of dollars)

Year 2029 Year 2059

Contribution (cumulative ) :
Hoover . . . . .

Parker-Davis

Intertie . .

Central Arizona pro

514

109

908

140

130

918

42

665Total contributions. .. .

Development fund balances after repayment of augmentation works..... . .

2 , 196

436

Note: Details of the repayment schedule are presented in table II.
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Alternative routes

Four alternative routes for conveyance of desalted sea water to the Colonada

River were examined for purposes of comparison to the base plan. For each

alternative route, costs were estimated for the provision of 2 m .a .f. and 2.5 2 .

ofaugmentation supplies. (See map of alternative routes.)

Those alternative plans which involve the delivery of desalted water into the

Colorado River downstream of Hoover Dam (plans A , B , and D ) would not baru

the use of storage capacity of Lake Mead for regulation. As a result, preliminst;

studies indicate that these plans would require additional regulatory storage #

a feature of the augmentation plan .

Such storage near the terminal point of the conveyance works would als

provide an opportunity to mix the very high quality desalted water with the

natural river water. It appears that provisions for adequate mixing will be

sential to optimize the benefit from use of the desalted water to reduce the

river' s salinity , as well as to avoid the problems associated with delivering water

of widely varying quality to users.

Cost estimates for plans A , B , and D include the costs of a regulatory reserved

on the Bill Williams River arm of Lake Havasu located approximately 2 miles

upstream from Parker Dam . The Bill Williams Reservoir would have a stora

capacity of about 800 ,000 acre-feet, and the estimates include provisions for

pumping from Lake Havasu into the reservoir . It would provide sufficient storie

capacity to accommodate hydraulic mixing as well as regulatory storage to main

tain efficient operation of the river.

The estimates for plans C and D incorporate dual-purpose nuclear desaltire

complexes situated at El Golfo de Santa Clara on the Gulf of California. A :

discussed later, siting of the plants in Mexico would involve international agree

ments. A joint study group formed by the Governments of the United States of

America and Mexico and the International Atomic Energy Agency is currently

conducting an assessment which will serve to define these considerations.

Summary tabulations of the costs and physical features of the alternative

routes follow :

ALTERNATIVE IMPORT ROUTES ( 2,000,000 ACRE-FEET)

Pacific

Mohave

Pacific

Havasu

Gulf .

Mead Havasz

(A) (B) (C) (0)

Construction cost (million dollars ) :

Nuclear desalting facilities .. .

Conveyance system .

Total. . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . 2, 741 2, 767 3 , 288

Annual costs, O . M . & R .2 (million dollars ) :

Nuclear desalting facilities . . . .

Conveyance system . . . . .

42. 8

4 . 6

43. 842. 5

4 . 2

Total. . . . .Tula 46. 7 52. 1

94

Physical features (miles) :

Tunnels .

Pipeline . . . . . .

Canal. . . . .

Penstocks and discharge lines . . .

77

122

10

303

3 . 331

Total. . .

Pumping plants :

Number of plants . .

Total dynamic head (feet). . ..

Installed capacity (mw .). . . . .

Power drops :

Number of drops. . . . .

Design head ( feet) .

Installed capacity (

1 Includes allocated power costs for project pumping.

2Includes fuel costs, interim replacements, and sinking fund to rebuild at the end of 30 -year service life .
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ALTERNATIVE IMPORT ROUTES (2,500,000 ACRE-FEET)

Pacific

Mohave

(A )

Pacific

Havasu

( B )

Gulf

Havasu

(D )

1 . 1341. 140

2 . 113

1, 0851 . 174

2 , 672ZAS 1, 360

Construction cost (in millions ofdollars) :

Nuclear desalting facilities . . . . . .

Conveyance system . . . .

Total . . .

Annual costs - 0 . M . & R .2 (in millions of dollars) :

Nuclear desalting facilities . . . . .

Conveyance system . . . - . . .

3, 253 3, 283 3, 846 2 ,445

54. 4

5 . 5

54 . 0 54 . 7

9 . 6

52. 0

4 . 75 . 1

Total. . . . .. . 59. 9 59 . 1 64 . 3 56 . 7

94

Physical features (miles) :

Tunnels . . .

Pipeline . . . . . . . . . . . .

Canal. . . . .

Penstocks and/discharge lines. .

83

130

101 122 184

27

138

1110 17

Total. . . . 267 303 369 203

19

1 . 650
4, 105

1, 696

3 ,381

1 .397

5 , 045

1, 992
03

Pumping plants :

Number of plants . . .

Total dynamic head (feet) . . . . .

Installed capacity (megawatts). .. .

Power drops:

Number of drops . . .

Design head (feet) . . . .

Installed capacity (megawatts). .. .

2 , 114

601

1, 418

403

2 , 315

629

415

113

! Includes allocated power costs for project pumping.

2 Includes fuel costs, interim replacements, and sinking fund to rebuild at the end of 30-year service life .

CONSIDERATIONS FOR FEASIBILITY STUDIES

The objective of this study was to explore, based upon reconnaissance level

data , the possibilities of augmenting the water supply of the Colorado River

by desalting of sea water. The plan presented herein has been selected in

order to demonstrate the various factors involved in the concept of augmenta

tion by desalting of sea water without introducing unnecessary complications.

In the course of study, a number of potential alternative or modified courses of

action were taken into consideration . Because of limitations on the time and

scope of the study, it was not possible to explore in detail all of the potential

opportunities to improve the plan . A number of these possibilities appear to

be of significant potential advantage , however, and should be considered in

detail when feasibility studies are undertaken . The following discussion con

cerns the most important of these possibilities.

Coordination with Mexico -United States of America desalting proposal studies

A joint study group has been formed by the Government of Mexico , the Govern

ment of the United States of America , and the International Atomic Energy

Agency to make a preliminary assessment of the technical and economic

practicability of a dual-purpose muclear power and desalting plant which would

serve the general areas of California , Arizona , Baja California , and Sonora .

The work on this assessment is presently under way.

It is certain that long-range provisions for additional augmentation of the

Colorado River will be necessary to support the continued economic and socio

logical development of the Pacific Southwest. The assessment being made by

the joint study group is giving consideration to providing for such long-range

needs.

If agreement is reached among the parties and plans to proceed with this

joint venturematerialize, an opportunity might exist to obtain the augmentation

water from this source at a significant saving, particularly in conveyance costs.

Consolidation of these two proposals would impart the advantages of financing

89 -657 — 68 — pt, 2 — 7
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associated with the augmentation to a portion of the joint venture, and important

advantages might be provided the augmentation effort by plant siting in Mexico.

Because of the obvious uncertainties of international agreements and tipine

associated with siting of the plant in Mexico , this reconnaissance report has

been based upon a plan which is located entirely within the United States H

feasibility studies are undertaken , however, further attention should be gisrz

to the progress of the study group's efforts and economie analyses made of the

alternative of utilizing the joint venture as a source of augmentation water.

NationalWater Commission

Congressional action is well advanced on pending legislation to establish ,

National Water Commission . If established , it is anticipated that the commission

will address itself to the problems of water supply in the Pacific Southwest at 20

early date. Among the factors which should be considered by the commission in

the practicability of augmenting the Colorado River by desalting of sea water

To meet the objectives outlined in this report, it will not be necessary to initiate

construction of desalting facilities until after 1980. The National Water Commis

sion 's recommendations will be available well in advance of the need to inake a

final decision to proceed with construction .

Need for additionalaugumentation

This reconnaissance study has been directed toward the provision of sufficient

water to prevent shortages in the 7 .5 m . a . f. of annual consumptive use appor

tioned among the State of the Lower Colorado River Basin . The provision of

this quantity of water would , of course , not supply adequately the potential uses

of the Pacific Southwest. California uses from the river presently exceert 0

m .a . f . annually and would , with this augmentation in effect, be reduced to an

assured 4 .4 m . a . f . Estimates of Arizona' s present ground -water overdraft made

for earlier reports are 2. 2 m .a . f . annually as compared to about 1. 5 ma.f. which

would be supplied from the Central Arizona Project. Nevada 's allocation has

been estimated to be adequate to provide for municipal and industrial growth

of the Las Vegas metropolitan area until 2020 , but population growth is exceeding

the projections annually in this area . One potential source for provision of water

would be by desalting, as is being studied by the joint committee discussed

above. The ability to provide staged construction of desalting facilities has the

advantages of flexibility in timing capacity to meet needs, spreading the time of

construction investment, and maximizing the use of advancing technology

Future studies of desalting facilities should include consideration of additional

capacity for long-range needs. If such capacity can be shown to be desirable .

plans should include provisions which would facilitate future stages.

The Upper Basin has committed the major portion of its available water

supply . Large population centers within and adjacent to the Upper Basin will

remain dependent on the Colorado River for the development of increased sum

plies of municipal water . Mineral resources of phosphates, oil and gas, coal,

trona , uranium , and oil shale exist extensively in the Upper Basin and would

depend on a supply of additional water for development. Agricultural oppor

tunities also exist which could use additionalwater.

Potential pumped storage

In the course of the reanalysis of the Central Arizona Project, which was

performed in late 1966 , and other reconnaissance-grade investigations the

Bureau of Reclamation has made preliminary examinations of a number of

potential pumped storage , hydroelectric plants in Arizona. The plan which

appeared most favorable, based upon available data , was the Mohave pumpet

storage plan which is located in Arizona adjacent to Lake Mohave aboar 21

river miles downstream from Hoover Dam .

The existing Lake Mohave, the reservoir formed by Davis Dam , would serve as

the lower reservoir for the installation. Low cost thermal electric power from

plants of power systems in the Southwest would be used at times of low power

demand to pump water, using reversible pump-generators, to an upper reser

voir. The 49,000-acre-foot upper reservoir would be formed by excavation and

damining of a natural depression on Malpais Mesa almost 1 ,400 feet above Lak

Mohave.

During periods of peak power demand or at times of sudden loads on the

integrated power systems, water would be released from the upper reservoir

back into Lake Mohave, providing a source of quickly available, high value

peaking power.
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The plant could be built to a capacity of 5 , 100 megawatts or larger, and could

be integrated with baseload steamplants of the electric utility systems in the

area to provide sources of low cost pumping energy . The nuclear powerplants

associated with the dual-purpose desalting facilities would be another potential

source of off -peak energy. Although the Mohave pumped storage would produce

no net energy , the facility would make substantial contributions to a develop

ment fund through the sale of peaking capacity if an appropriate source of

punaping energy were available .

Other favorable pump storage sites in Arizona identified by the Bureau ini

cinde the Buckskin Mesa site on the Bill Williamsarm of Lake Havasu , the White

Tanks Mountain site adjacent to the Granite Reef aqueduct in central Arizona ,

the Montezuma site southwest of Phoenix , Arizona, and the Horse Mesa pump

Storage site adjacent to the Salt River Canyon some40 miles east of Phoenix ,

As additional large, efficient thermal electric powerplants are added to the

power systems of the Pacific Southwest, the need for additional efficient, quick

starting peaking capacity to meet hourly and daily peak loads will become criti

cal, Pumped storage plants such as the Mohave plan would provide an attractive

source of peaking power. If such installations were integrated with the Lower

Colorado River Basin Development Fund , the surplus revenues from power sales

would improve the financial feasibility of augmentation proposals.

Impact of weather modification

Recent scientific and technical advances in the field of weather modification

have shown that practical applications of this knowledge to increase streamflows

in a significant scale may be imminent. The Department of the Interior 's current

atmospheric water resources program includes projects aimed at developing the

capability to increase the yield of water from the atmosphere in specific localities

and regions.

Operational capability to increase streamflow will first be achieved in areas

where significant amounts of data and experience have been accumulated from

experiments now in progress. Initial effects of the program may become evident

in the Colorado Basin by the early 1970's .

If weather modification proves to be successful in increasing precipitation in

the basin , the effect will be to postpone, but not replace , the need for augmenta

tion measures. Before any construction need be initiated on desalting works, it is

expected that the results of weather modification will be apparent. To the extent

that construction of desalting units is delayed , technologicaladvances in desalt

ing techniques may be expected to improve the financial feasibility of the plan.

Impact of water salvagemeasures

The plan proposed for the Central Arizona Project includes water salvage

measures along the lower Colorado River consisting of ground -water recovery

in the Yuma area and phreatophyte clearing along the lower reaches of the River.

It is anticipated that these undertakings will yield 320 ,000 acre-feet of water

annually for use. The benefit of this salvage is incorporated in the hydrologic as

sumptions underlying the studies in this report.

Accomplishment of the above measures, along with the recently completed

Senator Wash reservoir and channel alignment work presently under way,

will substantially exhaust the opportunities for increasing the yield of the

river by salvage along the main stem . There might remain some possibility of

decreasing the evaporation losses in the major reservoirs, and the Bureau is

conducting studies of evaporation suppression at the present time. However,

no practicalmethod of suppressing evaporation on large reservoirs has yet been

developed .

In the course of detailed augmentation studies, the results of water salvage

activities will , of course , be taken into account. The timing of initiation of

augmentation can be adjusted as necessary to accommodate the actual future

conditions ; but it does not appear that water salvage activities will have ap

preciable influence on the feasibility of the desalting project.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analysis presented herein it is concluded that there is reasonable

expectation that detailed studies will establish the feasibiilty of augmenting

the Colorado River by the amount of 2 to 2.5 million acre-feet annually by de

salting of sea water. The validity of this conclusion rests principally on three

future developments ; (1 ) the realization, at least in part, of projected tech
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niques for combined nuclear-desalting and thermal-electric plants, ( 2 ) the en

actment of those provisions of pending legislation which would declare that

discharge of the Mexican Water Treaty obligation is a national responsibility ,

and ( 3 ) the establishment of a Lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund

to provide financial assistance in repaying the reimbursable costs of augmenta

tion works.

As pointed out throughout this report, a number of conservative assumptions

and choices of alternatives have been incorporated in the analysis of the basic

plan. This approach has been taken with the objective of minimizing, to the er

tent possible, the potentially adverse impact which indeterminate future con

ditions could have upon the validity of study. The accomplishments of the base

pian , as presented in the analysis , therefore , are reasonably capable of being

achieved .

Furthermore, a number of opportunities exist to improve upon the base plan

and achieve major financial advantages if detailed studies and future conditions

prove favorable. Examples of the most significant of these potential improve

ments are siting of the desalting plant on the Gulf of California along with

delivery of augmentation water downstream of Boulder Dam , postponement of

the construction of facilities through weather modification or advantageous

natural runoff in the Colorado River Basin , and coordination of the augmenta

tion plan with pumped storage hydroelectric installations.

Augmentation of the natural runoff of the Colorado River in the amounts

projected herein would , among other things, achieve the following :

1. Guarantee the Lower Basin States a minimum annual water supply from

the Colorado River of 7 . 5 million acre -feet for beneficial consumptive use .

2 . Resolve the question of responsibility for delivery of water to Mexico and

thereby assure the right of the Upper Basin to deplete the flow of the river for

beneficial consumptive use unhampered by any controversy over obligations

for delivery of Mexican Treaty water.

3. Eliminate , or make completely academic, the question of a 4.4 million acre

foot priority for California .

4 . Enhance, significantly, the quality of Lower Colorado River water.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary, do you not think it a little foolish

to propose the conveyance of Pacific Ocean water into Lake Mead ,

lifting it more than 4 ,000 feet in the process ?

Mr. DOMINY. I felt that way about it when we first started these

studies, Mr. Chairman . But as we developed the facts of life and if

we are going to fully use augmentation of the lower river to take care

of the problems of the lower river which include water quality, I be

came convinced that we had to introduce the desalted water into the

river at a point where it would do some good . It has to come in as far

upstream as Lake Mojave in order to get the mixing that would be

required .

Mr. ASPINALL. Why wasn 't your report prepared on the basis of the

closest and most economical source of water ?

Mr. DOMINY. As you well recognize, this is merely a reconnaissance

report. There is a joint study beingmade with the Republic of Mexico

as to the possibility of locating a plant on the Gulf of California . We

decided to fashion this study as to what the costs would be involved

for a development entirely within the continental United States and

not complicate it with international considerations,knowing that these

other aspects would be fully considered if we go into a feasibility

grado study.

Mr. ASPINALL. Assuming the water has to be obtained from the

Pacific Ocean , surely it is not necessary to bring the water all the way

to Lake Mead , is it ?

Mr. DOMINY. As I have said , you have to bring it as far as Lake

Mojave in order to get the essentialmixing. If it is to be brought that

far north , there is reason to pump it into Lake Mead and use it for

peakingpower purposes.
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Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Secretary, the report concludes that detailed

studies will establish the feasibility of augmenting the river by

desalting. Don 't you believe that before we conduct feasibility studies

of augmentation by desalting, we must at least have reconnaissance

studiesofall other possible means for augmentation ?

Secretary UDALL, I would agree with that. I think the proper thing

to do,Mr. Chairman, is to look at the economics of various alternatives.

After all, this is a projection , it is an extrapolation . Let's see how the

big Bolsa Island-southern California plant works. Let's see what the

next generation of desalting plant looks like. We will know more 10

years from now than we do today.

Mr. ASPINALL . In this connection, I am bothered by the language

in the reconnaissance report leaving the impression that we must

await some word from a National Water Commission before there

can be a study of the possibility of importing water from outside of

thebasin .

There is no National Water Commission and no assurance that

there will be at this time, is there, Mr. Secretary ?

Secretary UDALL. There is no assurance. I am optimistic that I can

get the two bodies of Congress together sometime during this session

on this issue.

Mr. ASPINALL. The chairman of the full committee was criticized

because around the first of last June, we had not proceeded . Now we

have passed the bill and they have had it over in the other body ever

since last August . It seems there is no intent over there to pass it .

As you know , I have never been enthusiastic about the National

Water Commission or the values that might accrue from its estab

lishment, but I didn 't oppose it. I have gone along with the legislation

in hope that itmightbe useful in solving this Nation 's water problems.

But I tell you that it is not a National Water Commission that is

going to make the policy decisions as to whether importations from

other basins are appropriate augmentation sources for study purposes.

This is the implication leftby the language in the report. The Congress

of the United States is going to make this determination and we are

not going to take water from other basins simply because the National

Water Commission says we should and we are not going to keep from

taking water from other basins simply because theWater Commission ,

the proposed National Water Commission , says that we shouldn 't .

This is a question that will be worked out by agreement among the

States as to what the studies will show will be feasible .

Would you agree with that statement ?

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Chairman , I have no quarrel with your basic

point, which is that the Congress is going to make the final decisions.

I must say I think the improvements that the House committee put in

the bill to establish a National Water Commission are very important

improvements, I think the House bill is the better vehicle . I believe a

NationalWater Commission could give guidance to the Nation for the

kind of national action that may be needed in the future and could

help make the case for the right kind of programs, whatever they are.

That has been my real hope for a National Water Commission .

But the Congress and the Executive, in their usual way, are going

to make the decisions ; yes.
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. Mr.ASPINALL. I am surprised you defend the executive department.

.. I am interested in your discussion of weather modification as the

means of increasing the water suppliesofthe river. I am in full agree

ment with the research that the department is conducting in this field ,

but, at the present time, you and I both know that this is not a depend

able source of new water.

: Do you agree with me on that at the present time?

Secretary UDALL . Wehave the scientists of the Bureau of Reclama

tion in Denver working on this. I have the highest regard for their sci

entific competence, their scientific approach . I know they want to more

slowly and be sure of what they are doing.We are about 10 years off,

in their judgment, if we give them the rightkind of research support,

from knowing what we really can do and how and what results are

possible .

Mr. ASPINALL. At some time in the future, if the water supply from

the Colorado River can be increased by thismeans, the additional sup

plies surely will be welcomed by all the States in the basin and quickly

put to beneficial use. But this is surely not a source on which to base

the planning and justification of the central Arizona project , or any

other project in the basin , at least at the present time.

. Secretary UDALL . I haveto answer in two parts :

The central Arizona project , as the Bureau has planned it , does not

rely on this kind of augmentation . It stands on its own merits.

On the other hand , however, when I look at the long -term future of

the basin , I am rather optimistic about weathermodification . But for

the shorter term , I don 't think we should base the plans for the central

Arizona project on weathermodification .

Mr. ASPINALL. One last question :

Under your present investigation and in accordance with your pres.

ent thinking, when would you propose that the construction of the

projects authorized in the legislation now before this committee be

commenced ?

Secretary UDALL. Fiscal year 1970 is the date we have in mind ,Jr.

Chairman ."

Mr. AsPINALL. You say this when you know full well that the admin

istration , the Bureau of the Budget,has looked at our $ 2 .5 billion - plus

backlog of authorizations and they are only giving us this coming

year new construction money of approximately $203 million .

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time with the under

standing that the other members will have their time and if there are

any other matters that come up during our proceedings, that I be

allowed to come back again .

May I say to our committee members that we will adjourn but we

will come back this afternoon . The Secretary will be with us. The

Secretary will not be with us tomorrow , but he has said he will be

with us Thursday if it is necessary for him to be here.

: Mr. JOHNSON .Weare in recess until 2 p .m .

(Whereupon , at 12 o'clock noon , the subcommittee was recessed , to

reconvene at 2 p .m .,this same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. Johnson . The Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation will

resume its hearing.

I now recognize the gentleman from Pennsylvania ,Mr. Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR. Thank you,Mr.Chairman .
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Is I left the committee room this morning, people in the audience

said that they had observed that there was a smile on my face when

the chairman of the full committee was interrogating the Secretary

and the Commissioner of Reclamation , and they wondered why. I

would just like to tell the chairman that I was torn , as it were,between

two songs, as to whether to open my statement this morning with “ Oh,

what a beautiful morning, Oh, what a beautifulday, I've got a beauti

ful feeling, Everything's goingmy way ” or “ All the world is waiting

for the sunrise , Every rose is heavy with dew ."

You might wonder why two songs that are as opposite to one an

other have me torn . I want to say publicly that there is no Member

of this Congress now or in the 20 years it has been my privilege to

serve, who has been a greater advocate of reclamation than the Hon

orable Wayne A . Aspinall, the chairman of the full committee . And

when he asked the question that he did this morning, he was follow

ing the same pattern of questions that a man from Pennsylvania named

Saylor has been asking of the Bureau of Reclamation since 1949.

And when I asked those questions— trying to get truthful answers

I was accused of being an enemy of reclamation . If the Bureau of

Reclamation had given to me the same kind of forthright answers

that the Secretary of the Interior has given to the chairman this morn

ing, we might have had an entirely different picture in a great deal

of the so -called semiarid West over the past number of years .

First, Mr. Secretary , let me say to you that I want to commend you

for the answers you gave in response to the letter which the chair

man forwarded to you . I think that you have conscientiously tried

within the limits of the Bureau of Reclamation 's ability to come as

close as any Secretary has ever done in giving someof the best testi

mony that has been presented before this committee.

Now , I have a few questions to ask . Back when the Upper Colorado

River project was authorized , in the hearings before this committee

during the 8th and 85th Congress , the Bureau of Reclamation testi

fied as to the flow of the river and when I at that time questioned the

reliability of the Bureau 's figures, I was told that there was absolutely

no doubt about it . That the figures of the Bureau were correct and

that there were not only 15 million acre- feet of water in the river,but

that there was also enongh water to do what people who met in Santa

Fe in 1922 anticipated , that there would be water to divide over and

above that figure between both the upper and lower basins.

Now , Mr. Secretary, I gather from the figures given us today that

the only really dependable figures on which you have any absolute

guarantee as to their reliability on the flow of the Colorado River

are from 1929 until 1968. Is this correct ?

STATEMENT OF HON. STEWART L. UDALL, SECRETARY OF THE

INTERIOR — Resumed

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Congressman , I want to be understood on this.

The words I used this morning with regard to the 1906 – 1922 or 1906 –

1929 period were that in the view of our experts these data are suffi

ciently accurate to be highly reliable . I do not want to confuse the

record here on that point. It is our view that although the flows were

not measured at Lee Ferry, as they were later, the data are accurate

and reliable .
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Mr. SAYLOR. In other words, you have evaded the question , sir.

whether intentionally or otherwise ? You have exact figures from 1999

until today ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes ; that is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR . These measurements that you are taking out there now ,

which the Bureau is collecting, are

Secretary UDALL.Noguesswork at all.

Mr. SAYLOR . It is exact. There is absolutely no guesswork on ant ;

of those figures ? The figures from 1922 to 1929, in that 7 -year period !

are more reliable because they were taken with a great deal more

accuracy than the measurements before that time; is that not correct ! !

Mr. DOMINY. Well, Mr. Saylor, it is not that the figures available

were not taken with accuracy. We had more gaging stations.Wedid

not have some of them in the prior years. Wedid not establish the one

at Lee Ferry , for example , until 1922. But we did have accurate figures

of the flow at Yuma from 1903 and we did have other stations above

Lee Ferry prior to 1922 with accuracy ofmeasurement.

Mr. SAYLOR . Yes; but you will notice that the Secretary limited his

figures to 1906. Now , there have been gaging stations on that river

since the 1800 's.

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. 1886 , I think , is the first time a gaging station was

placed on the Colorado. So that the figures on the Colorado fall into

three classifications— four classifications. Thosebefore 1906 , from 1906

until 1922, from 1922 to 1929, and from 1929 to 1968. Is that a fair

statement?

Mr. DOMINY. I think that is a fair statement.

Mr. SAYLOR . And that the Secretary 's testimony here hasbeen based

upon the figures from 1906 until 1968, which he says, from the experts

in your Department, are reliable .

Now , if they are reliable , what has happened to the studies that

were made when we had the Colorado River Storage project and in

dicated that we would have a full Lake Mead and a full Glen Canyon ,

and the date that they said they would be filled ?

Mr. DOMINY. Let the record show thatwehad a full Lake Mead not

long ago .

Mr. SAYLOR .When did you have a full LakeMead ?

Mr. DOMINY. In 1962we had a full LakeMead .

Mr. SAYLOR. When did you close the gates atGlen Canyon ?

Mr. DOMINY. In 1963. Unfortunately, since that time, we hare had

only one above-average year and the rest have been below average.

Mr. SAYLOR. So that in order to take care of the requirements of

the Hoover Dam and thepayouts by the contract which the Department

has entered into with the power users, you have had to release quanti .

ties of water out ofGlen Canyon ?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir , we have never released one drop of water out

ofGlen Canyon just to make power. We have released it to meet the

lower basin use requirements. Obviously , we have made power with it

both at Glen Canyon and at Hoover in so doing. But we have nerer

reduced the levelatLake Powellby 1 inch just to make power.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, for whatever reason you may want to justify

your releases

Mr. DOMINY. The law is what I rely upon, Mr. Saylor .
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Mr. SAYLOR. It is true that you did release the water out of Lake

Powell ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is right, to take care of the downstream uses

depletions.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now ,what downstream depletions ?

Mr. DOMINY. Wehave all of the California contracts, the Arizona

contracts and the Indian uses downstream , as well as the Mexican

Treaty obligation .

Now , it is true that we did not want Lake Mead to drop below

minimum head , but we did not release any water out of Lake Mead

just to make power.We did adjust the levels of the two reservoirs so

that we did not build a higher head at Lake Powell at the expense of

dropping below a minimum head at Lake Mead, for example. This

would not have made sense . And we do try to make sense with our

operation .

Mr. SAYLOR. Confidentially , many of the things you have done

in that Bureau over the years have not made sense to some of us. So

this onemore would not beexception .

Mr.ASPINALL. Would the gentleman yield ?

Mr. ŞAYLOR . Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. Following up what you have said , Mr. Dominy,

in order to take care of 75 million acre-feet of water for the consecutive

10 -year period , counting the period which you are in now , we are

going to have to release greater amounts than we have the last 3 or

4 years.

Mr. Dominy. That is correct .

We were well ahead of the 75 million acre-feet 10 -year moving

average until we closed Glen Canyon Dam . Now , we have dropped

consistently below that. So to meet the 10 -year average release re

quirement, there will have to be some additionalreleases.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Secretary, am I correct in understanding that

the basic law of the Colorado River is contained within the so -called

Colorado River Compact entered into in 1922 among the seven basin

States ?

Secretary UDALL . Well, this is one of the basic documents, prob

ably the most basic, but there are others, such as the Upper Colorado

Compact and so on .

Mr. SAYLOR. Just a minute. They do not affect - I asked for the

Colorado River. Now , there are some agreements in the upper basin

and in the lower basin . But outside of the Colorado River Compact

and the Supreme Court decision , which only affects the lower basin ,

is not the Colorado River Compact and the Mexican Water Treaty

the supremelaw of the land ?

Secretary UDALL , There are three basic documents, my lawyer tells

me— the Mexican Treaty , the Compact between the States, and the

Boulder Canyon ProjectAct of 1929.

Mr. SAYLOR. This was the one which authorized the construction

ofthe Hoover Dam ?

Secretary Upall. The Hoover Dam ; that is right.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , under the terms of the Colorado River Compact,

the Upper Basin States are obliged to deliver to the lower basin

75 million acre.feet every 10 years at Lee Ferry .
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Mr. W 'EINBERG . The upper basin is obligated not to deplete the

flow of the river at Lee Ferry below 75 million feet every 10 years.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , will you explain the difference between the ques

tion as I put itand the answer you have given ?

Mr. WEINBERG . Yes. An obligation to deliver would connote an obli

gation to take an affirmative action . An obligation not to deplete the

river is an obligation only to hold up diversions so that there will be

sufficient natural flow in the river to make up the 75 million acre

feet. The upper basin has no hard -and - fast obligation to make a de

livery ofwater that Nature doesnot put in the river.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, let us assume that there is only 7 .5 million acre

feet of water in any year or 10 consecutive years in the Colorado.

Wheremust it go ?

Mr.WEINBERG . On that asumption , it must be released at Lee Ferry .

It can'tbe withheld upstream .

Mr. ASPINALL . He is only partly right.

Your answer is keeping in mind the decreed rights that were in

existence in the upper basin as of1922.

Mr.WEINBERG . Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL .All right.

Mr. SAYLOR . Now , since the Colorado River Compact was entered

into , the Federal Government has entered into a Mexican Treats

with the Republic ofMexico. Is that correct ?

Secretary UDALL . That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. And this calls upon the delivery of a million and a

half acre-feet to the Republic ofMexico at the border. Is this correct !

Secretary UDALL . That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. This over and above the 7 .5 million acre- feet delirered

at Lee Ferry ?

Mr. W 'EINBERG . The compact provides that the Mexican treaty bur

den shall be made up first out ofwater that is surplus over and above

the III (a ) and III ( b ) quantities, and then if there still remains a

deficiency, each basin is required to meet one-half of the deficiency.

Mr. SAYLOR . Well, if the Secretary 's story is correct as verifiex ) by

the Commissioner of Reclamation , the past number of years, there ha:

not been any surplus and the average flow , according to the figures

which have just been submitted , indicate that the total flow is only

is less than 15 million acre- feet. Is that not correct ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is the projection for the future based on the

longest period ofrecord ,that is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , Mr. Secretary, in your statement, you state that

the lower basin has an obligation to deliver half of the Mexican treatr

water, but you state that there is no such obligation - or that is the

impression which I get from your statement — there is no such obliga .

tion on the upper basin . Now , is this correct ?

Secretary UdaLL. Well, your implication is not correct.

Mr. ASPINALL . If my colleague will yield , neither is the answer of

Mr.Weinberg correct, because this is an unresolved situation as of the

present time.

Mr. WEINBERG. That is a point, Mr. Chairman , that I was about to

make. This issue is an unresolved issue and the Secretary 's statement

points out that it is an unresolved issue.
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Mr. SAYLOR. Well, if your statement, then , Mr. Weinberg, is; that

each basin is required to make up half of the shortage, what is

unresolved ?

Mr. WEINBERG. I didn't quite say that, Mr. Saylor. I said the com

pact provides that the Mexican treaty burden shall first be made up

out of water that is surplus in each basin . Now , the unresolved issue is

whether or not there is surplus in the lower basin that would be avail

able before the upper basin is called upon to meet a deficiency in the

Mexican water treaty deliveries.

Mr. SAYLOR. All right.

Now , I would like to turn , Mr. Secretary, to your proposition with

regard to the power which you intend to use. I would like to say for

the record, Mr. Secretary, you must be contemplating leaving your

office, because never before has a Secretary of the Interior been so open

and frank and forthrightly honest as you have been in the second

paragraph of your statement on page 7 with regard to power. If this

does not cause the REA to tear their hair out and wonder what has

happened to their great friends in the Department of the Interior, I

do not know what it will take. Because for the first time, we have, a

Secretary of the Interior who admits that the yardstick method has

two measurements, that they are not the same. And you have come

forward and stated the reasons for the higher cost for utilities to

furnish power in the commercialmarket.

This, Mr. Secretary, if you will be remembered for nothing else.'will

be a landmark day in American history. And I will quote it for the

next thousand years.

Now , Mr. Secretary, you state that you estimate that it will be

necessary to have power costing 6 .5 mills at the Page site . Is this

correct ?

Secretary Upall. If we had to buy it commercially , it would be 612

mills.

Mr. Saylor. If you had to buy it commercially , it would be:612

mills ?

Secretary UDALL. That is right.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , Mr. Secretary , when you came before this .com

mittee, or when your predecessors came before this committee and

suggested that we authorize the Upper Colorado River storage proj

ect, they said that they were going to produce power at Glen Canyon

and they were going to sell power up there and it was going to be

available at 6 mills ? Now , why do you not use some of this power up

there ? You have enough powerlines up there to run it down. \Vhy

should you get in the business of underwriting a steam generating

plant ?

Mr. DOMINY. The Upper Basin States, for which the Upper Basin

Colorado River storage project is being built , want that power to be

marketed in their area and the project criteria so provides . It is to be

marketed in the lower basin until the upper basin has the need for it.

We could not rely on upper basin power for the central Arizona proj

ect because it would soon be withdrawn for upper basin uses.

Mr. SAYLOR . Well, how soon ? You have been producing power up

there and it is cheaper than you say you can buy it from other com

panies on a commercial basis .
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Mr. DOMINY. The uncertainty of its availability in the lower basin

would preclude relying on it for the central Arizona pumping power

needs. Furthermore, the upper basin power is being produced at a

much lower load factor than is the requirement for energy to pump

the central Arizona water supply. The power needs of the central

Arizona project do not fit the generation pattern,Mr. Saylor. It could

notbedone economically .

Mr. SAYLOR. Now ,Mr. Secretary, in this WEST group you mention ,

the planning group, you have mentioned several groups in the State

of Arizona. There is the Salt River group and the Arizona public

power group. Why could not they, being semipublic agencies, build

this plant and you buy the power from them ?

The reason I ask this , they have all the advantages — at least Salt

River has the advantage of not being required to make a profit and

they have the advantage of a pretty good interest rate — two of the

three factors that you say cause this high cost of commercial power

are already available to one of the partners in WEST. Why can 't you

go to that group and ask them to build this plant and you take the

power from them ?

Secretary UDALL . Congressman, you are very close to precisely what

we are proposing here. The reason the WEST organization works is

that the modern way to produce electric power is to go to very large

units.We get the largest units we can in order to get the economies of

scale and to get cheap power for everyone. And any participant, public

or private, that wants a piece of the action can own a piece of the

plant - 12 percent, 15 , 27, or whatever it happensto be. In this instance,

we will not own part of the plant, we will simply be entitled to the

product of the plant in a certain quotient, depending upon what we

nave contributed .

The plant will be financed in part by public agencies and in part by

private agencies.Wewill contribute our part.

This is the way itworks.One of the things that permits the Arizona

project to stand on its own feet without subsidy and pay its way un

der the traditional approach is the fact that it will have 3 .5 -mill

power instead of 6.5 -mill power. This will help a great deal in the
economics.

Mr. Saylor.Mr. Secretary, ifmyinformation is correct WEST pro

poses to build its plant somewhere in the area of Page, Ariz . Is this

correct ?

Secretary Upall. This is a general vicinity description .

Mr. SAYLOR. Imean within miles ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes,that is right.

Mr. SAYLOR. This is the so-called area for which it would be built.

Does not the Federal Government own practically all the land in that

area ?

Secretary UDALL .No, the Navajo Indians do.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, it belongs to the Navajo Indian Reservation . Who

is the trustee for the Navajo Indians?

Secretary UDALL. I wearthat littlemantle, I am afraid .

Mr. SAYLOR . Now , you have that hat on , you have the hat of the

Secretary ofthe Interior,and the hat for the Indians.
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Now , in order to build a thermal generating plant, you have to have

, water, is that not correct ?

Secretary UDALL . That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. You have to build cooling towers . And the only water

in thatarea is in the Colorado River ?

Secretary UDALL. In Lake Powell at the place where we will be

operating.

Mr. SAYLOR. And who has charge of granting permits for the taking

of water out of the lake ?

Secretary UDALL . The Secretary of the Interior.We sign a contract

the way wedo in other parts of the river.

Mr. SAYLOR . That is the third hat you have on now .

Now , the minerals that we are going to use to produce steam from

the water. We have to have someminerals. I understand that you

are going to use coal?

Secretary UDALL. We felt this would be a point in our favor with

the Congressman .

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Secretary, that is not wax in my ear, that is coal

dirt.

Now , is themineral deposit, coal,also on the Indian reservation ?

Secretary UDALL , Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. So that WEST will have to come with hat in hand to

ask the Secretary of the Interior whether or not they can enter into

a contract with the Navajo Indians to buy the coal? Is that not correct ?

Secretary UDALL. Well, I want to make this plain , as I think the

Committee knows. The Navajos have very tough , able executives that

they hire. They have tough , mean lawyers . I do not tell them what

to do these days. And if this project were not in their interest , it

would never get to mydesk .

We have a very happy situation here, because we might have an

argument otherwise between the Indians and some of the Arizona

people over this Arizona water that is in Lake Powell, this 50,000

acre- feet which is Arizona' s entitlement. But here we would use it

very happily to develop Indian coal to provide water for an Arizona

water project. It is really a very excellent solution to the problem .

Mr. SAYLOR . Well, Mr. Secretary, as long as you are there, I think

you will deal fairly. But I just want to point out for the record that

whomsoever is involved in the WEST planning group is actually

operating under a tremendous handicap , because even though they

enter into a fine arrangement with the Indians, the power of veto or

approval still rests with the Secretary of the Interior. Is that not

correct ?

Now , this is true whether or not you put anymoney in it or whether

you buy power from just a block of power.

Secretary UDALL. We have considerable control, it is true. But I

think you should understand that the WEST organization has been

highly successful at this point. We put other plants together. Weare

planning for the whole region. This includes southern California with

the fastest growing electric power load in the country. Although the

Department of the Interior is not part of the WEST organization

officially , we are keenly interested in its success and we are, therefore,

helping all that we can to put these various projects together.

hendous handica Lidians,the poweris that not
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:Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Secretary , you may talk about the mean and com

petent lawyers that the Navajo Indianshave. The Bureau of Reclama

tion and the Department of the Interior lawyers have never been

known for their mealy -mouthed attitude in any manner. And when

they get mean, they can bemeaner than anybody else I know and they

can have more standards to justify more things than any other group

of lawyers I have ever known in my life, including the seven that sit

on the Supreme Court.

Mr. BURTON ofUtah. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. SAYLOR. I yield to my colleague.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I would like to say,Mr. Secretary , that your

own lawyers are not surpassed by anyone I know in terms of being

men , rough, and tough , vis- a -vis Great Salt Lake.

Mr. SAYLOR. Somebody up here asked did I not know that there are

ninemembers on the Supreme Court, and I said sure I do, but there are

only seven on it that I know are lawyers.

Mr. HOSMER.Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. SAYLOR. The chairman of the subcommittee has asked me to

yield to him .

Mr. ASPINALL. Thank you .

I just wanted to ask one question at this point in regard to the

coal. I presume that the large coal companies are dealing with the

Indians on the coal matter and they in turn will offer the coal to the

group thatwould build and construct the powerplant?

Secretary UDALL. Precisely. We have already put oneWEST plant

together using the same coal by the Peabody CoalCo. They will have

a coal slurry pipeline 300 miles to Nevada . The coal companies must

get together with theWEST power group.Weare sort of looking over

their shoulder,but there is a lot ofnegotiating that goes on to which

we are not direct parties.

::Mr. Johnson . That is theway I understand it. The coal companies

have moved in there and have now under lease working arrangements

for the coalthat will fire this plant. Am I right ?

:. Secretary UDALL. That is correct.

Wr. STEIGER.Will the gentleman yield atthat point ?

• Mr. Johnson.Wait just a minute.

- They have already secured their leases from the Navajo Indians,

so the coal matter has been settled as far as this plant is concerned

and can move forward .

Secretary UDALL. That is correct, as far as the coal leasing arrange

ment is concerned , this has already been consummated .

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , second to that, have they been given , the group

that is going to build, the insurance that they will have the water that

is supposedly Arizona water ?

. Secretary UDALL. We have openly indicated that if the Page plant

goes forward , we see no obstacle to granting a water contract.

This has several advantages.

Mr. SAYLOR. I realize that.

Secretary UDALL. You should realize, too , that they have to pay a

price for the water. The revenues go into the Upper Basin fund in

this instance and it helps all the way along the line .

Mr. HOSMER. I would like to pay tribute to the Interior Depart

ment's lawyers, too, and give credit where credit is due. If it had not
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een for them coming into the breach and standing up like Horatio at

ne bridge, we would have been invaded by a tax-paying, royalty

aying geothermal steam industry today and these lawyers saved us

rom being plagued with those extra revenues in the U . S . Treasury .

Mr. SAYLOR. Let us get this back on the hearing for which the

Secretary came up here.

Secretary UDALL. I am overwhelmed with bouquets.

Mr. SAYLOR . Mr. Secretary, you would deal with the Lower Colo

ado River Basin development fund. Why do you not look to the

'evenues from Hoover and Parker-Davis for first payment into this

fund . And, second , why do you not use the power from these sources

for the development of pumping water for the project ?

Secretary UDALL . In relation to the use of this power for Central

Trizona pumping, there are several reasons why it can't be used . The

power at Hoover Dam is under contract for the entire payout period

and in effect has been sold at least for the first 50 years. These con

tractors have rights to renewal of contracts. So this is part of the

answer.

Another reason is that the load factor is not suitable for meeting

pumping requirements.

As far as the lower basin development fund is concerned , as I have

indicated today, wehave no objection to this. I simply make the point

that the Arizona project does not need this help . It stands on its own

feet theway wehave the plan laid outnow .

Mr. BURTON ofUtah.Mr. Chairman ,will the gentleman yield to me ?

Mr. SAYLOR. I would like to go ahead here.

Mr. BURTON of Utah .Goahead , then .

Mr. SAYLOR. Next I am coming to water supply , which is the next

item which the Secretary has covered .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I will renew my request that the gentleman

yield,because I have a point on that particular issue.

Mr. SAYLOR . All right.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Mr. Secretary, is it not true that if the reve

nues from Parker, Hoover and Davis are not applied in the Basin ac

count, when the payoff period is complete, these revenues can be used

to give, in effect, southern California a power windfall that is not

available to any of the sister States, and these revenues will not be

used to create any participating projects other than in that area ?

This is one of the reasons why some of us wonder if your proposal

to exempt those revenues from participation in central Arizona and

other projects in the basin , including the Dixie, is not an unfair advan

tage to someinterests in California .

Secretary UDALL. I am not proposing that they be exempted at all.

All I am saying is that as far as this present legislation is concerned ,

it is not absolutely necessary. The Congress has the option to consider

the policy question of what should be done when Hoover payout oc

curs. For the project , unlikemost of the later power projects, there

is no subsidy out of Hoover for irrigation at the present time. If the

Congress wishes to create a development fund after payout, this is

certainly a subject in which we can take a very keen interest . We are

raising no objections to that.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. On that point, Mr. Secretary, previously

when you testified before the committee and I say this with all re
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spect- you have recommended the creation of a lower basin account

which would include Arizona, which would include the Dixie project

in Utah , and which would include the projects in California . I think

that you have not directly answered the question , Is it not possible

that these revenues, after the payout period , can be used to produce a

power windfall for the people in southern California that the people

that the other States in the basin contributing their water and con

tributing their interest would notbenefit by ?

Secretary UDALL. One can give it that interpretation . I know the

problem with the Dixie project, which is a project that needsan irriga

tion subsidy. This is an argument for somekind of lower basin devel.

opment fund. But I have tried to layout the question for the com

mittee as I see it . If it is the committee 's desire to create a fund both

for Dixie and for augmentation purposes in the future to help with

the Mexican treaty, or for whatever purposes, the entire subject is

before the committee.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. I realize this is a matter of conjecture, but

it is something that I think legitimately ought to be raised on the

record .

I thank the gentleman for his indulgence .

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , Mr. Secretary, on page 10 of your statement you

have the figures for the virgin runoff at Lee Ferry . The first set of

figures you have which you call the critical period from 1931 to 1967.

That is 12,990 ,000 acre -feet average annual flow . If this figure is cor

rect, that is 1,970,000 acre -feet below the figure which you state is the

longest reliable period of record on the Colorado River. Is that

correct ?

Secretary UDALL. That is correct .

Mr. SAYLOR. And if we take the figures from 1922 to 1967, which

you say are the actual records at Lee Ferry, of 13 ,750 ,000 acre-feet,

you are still 1,210,000 acre- feet below the average of 14 ,960,000. Is

that correct ?

Secretary UDALL. That is correct.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now ,Mr. Secretary, when this project was before the

other body, those Congressmen who serve on the north side of the Capi

tol, your organization , the Bureau ofReclamation , gave to them certain

figures which appear on page 35 of the Senate report to accompany

S . 1004 , first session of the 90th Congress.

I find on that page that you have the following : Net gain Lee Ferry

to Hoover, you estimate in the year 1975 , 772,000 acre- feet ; in the year

1990 , 753,000 acre- feet; in the year 2000, 732,000 acre-feet; and in the

year 2030, 704 ,000 acre- feet ; is that correct ?

Secretary UDALL. As I read the figures on that line, yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. I have not had a chance,Mr. Secretary, to look at a map

ofthat area , but relying uponmymemory and the visits I havemade to

that area, I believe that at least themain streamswhich make that con

tribution are Kanab Creek , the Virgin River, the Little Colorado,

Havasu Creek , and Johnson Creek . Is that correct ? Are there any

others that

Secretary UDALL. That sounds like themain ones from myknowledge

of it .

Mr. DOMINY. Paria comes in right at Lee Ferry, and the gauging

measurement is taken above Lee Ferry .
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Mr. SAYLOR .My recollection is that it would be taken below

Mr. DOMINY. Paria River flows are included in those at Lee Ferry .

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , this committee some years ago authorized the

Dixie project ; is that not correct ? They have had a little difficulty with

hose lawyers you have downtown.

Secretary UDALL . Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. Ifthe Dixie project is authorized , it will use about one

hird of the totalof that Virgin River ; is that not correct ?

Mr. BURTON of Utah .Mr. Chairman , if the gentleman will yield

Mr. SAYLOR. No. The reason I am asking this is that some of us are

questioning the reliability of your figures ; that is all.

Mr.Dominy. Thepresent depletion is 35,500 acre-feet.We would in

crease the depletion if the Dixie project is built. Some of that area is

already being irrigated . We would increase the depletion by 48,200

acre - feet.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , one of these streams that runs in here is the Little

Colorado. Now , I have walked up that Little Colorado when it has

been bone dry,maybe a little pool somewhere up the line that the heat

had not gotten down and dried up yet , but basically it was dry. Now ,

if you have to rely on these unusual washes and these strange rains,

are you going to count on the Bureau seeding clouds somewhere along

the line and putting a little water in the Little Colorado ?

Mr. DOMINY. The Little Colorado was not dry after that 7 - foot

snow hit the area down around Flagstaff. It is a river that runs feast

or famine, to be sure,but we have measurements on it.

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , in checking a little bit, Mr. Secretary or Mr.

Commissioner,do not go overboard on that 7 - foot snow . You had drifts

of 7 feet, but you did not have 7 feet of snow .

Mr. DOMINY. There were areas around Flagstaff that measured 7

feet on the level,Mr. Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR. Some of the people who came through there said they

had a lot ofsnow , but they did not have thatmuch .

Now , you anticipate, Mr. Secretary, that even if you take your

figures of 1922 to 1967 wherein you indicate that there is only 13,

750 ,000 acre- feet in the Colorado River, there will be sufficient water

in the river to build the central Arizona project .

Mr. DOMINY.Mr. Saylor, as we have made abundantly clear, we do

not accept projections that rely on the more critical years of record.

Wedo not think that is realistic , to throw out the years of higher flow

and limit analysis of projects in the future to conditions of the bad

years. If that chart that has four of themajor rivers ofthe West could

be put up again I think this is something that is worthy of the com
mittee 's attention .

This chart starts in 1906 for four rivers of the West. The 100 -percent

line, is the average yield line derived from actual records on these four

principal rivers. The flowing line is the 10 -year moving average. So

the first point on each of the rivers is the 1916 point, the 10 -year mov

ing average starting with 1906 .

You will note that each of these rivers started out back in the period

1906 to 1930 above average. Then all of them dipped during that 1930

drought period.Wecould plot all the other rivers in America , includ

ing the Potomac, the Rappahannock , and the Susquehanna, and they

would all do the samething .

89 -657 - 68 - pt.2 8
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The only difference between the Colorado River and the Columbia

and the Missouri and the Sacramento is that the Colorado has not

yet recovered . Certainly that does not give me any reason to think

that the climate of the United States has changed . Three of major

drainage areas of the West — two of them drain more country than the

Colorado River above Lee Ferry — have all had recurrences of wet

cycles similar to the earlier records on those rivers. I think that the

hydrology of the Colorado River, as was testified by the gentleman

who went clear back to 1250 and took tree rings into account illustrates

that this is a river that has longer periods of ups and downs than the

average. It is kind of like the differences between the hog market and

the cattle market. The hog market varies a lot faster than the cattle

market. It takes the cattlemarket a lot longer to recover a longer cycle

from one high point to the next.

The Colorado River has long periods of drought, then it has long

periods of wet spells . I certainly think we would be doing an injustice

to everybody who relies on the Colorado River for its future water

supply to decide that it is only the years since 1922 that we ought to

take into account in projecting water supply.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Secretary and Mr. Commissioner, what you are

trying to tell us is you have shown us some nice charts. The chart

shows that for three of the four river basins which you chose _ o

me, nor members of his committee

Mr. Dominy. Do you know of any other four principal rivers in the

West ?

Mr. SAYLOR. Just a minute. You picked them out.We did not pick

them out.

It shows that they have had their ups and downs. The Colorado

River is the only one that you have shown that has gone down and

down and down, and the indications are that it is still going down.

You would ask us to come along here and authorize a billion dollar

project or more on the basis of the fact that, well, somebody cut down

a tree that went back to 1200 and counted tree rings and you are go

ing to tell us we should rely on the tree rings rather than the statistics

that you have. This is just what you suggested to us.

If you are going to talk about the hog market and the difference

between the hog market and the cattle market, at least you can get a

hamburger or pork chops out of those whether the market is up or

down. You cannot get much out of a dry stream for irrigating crops

as your own figures indicate. I want a project, but I do not want to

ask the people of this country to buy a project where there is not going

to be enough water to take care of it .

Now then , Mr. Secretary, let us move on a little bit to some of the

next things that you have talked about in your upper basin depletion .

On page 15 you stated ,

It seems more likely that some reserves will be held for future municipal

and industrial growth . Also influencing our judgment is the uncertainty as

to whether the Upper Basin is obligated to meet part of any Mexican Water

Treaty deficiencies. Until that issue is resolved , we doubt that projects dependent

on the contested water supply, as a practical matter, would be authorized or

undertaken .

My question to you , Mr. Secretary , is in view of that statement,

is that the reason that I find absolutely no reference whatsoever

to the five projects in Colorado in the upper basin . And is the im
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lication that we are not to authorize any projects in the upper basin

ntil thatmatter is settled ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman Aspinall's letter did not request in

ormation on the five projects. Therefore, that is covered in the begin

ing ofmy statement,thatour position on these projects is unchanged

from our position of a year ago . We only responded in this statement

o Chairman Aspinall's letter.

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, what other projects or what projects are in the

upper basin which are dependent on a contested water supply which

lave been or would be authorized or undertaken ?

Mr. DOMINY. All of those five projects, all of the others that were

uthorized as part of the Colorado River storage project, and those

hat were listed for advanced attention for continued planning have

been taken into account, Congressman Saylor, in cur own projections

» f upper basin depletions. The difference is that weproject those deple

ions and full use of the upper basin water over a longer period oftime

han Mr. Tipton and others have suggested might be realized .

Mr. SAYLOR. Thenext item that you cometo is the water losses along

he Lower Colorado River. The last sentence of your statement, Mr.

Secretary , states that we know that we can salvage water through

ground water recovery. Now , ground water recovery in Arizona near

he Wellton -Mohawk project was the cause of a tremendous inter

national incident between the United States and the Republic ofMexi

o regarding the quality of water. If we are going to recover - salvage

water through ground water recovery, what is its quality ?

Secretary UDALL . Congressman , the Wellton -Mohawk project did

provoke this serious problem . The ground water we are talking about

here is in the Yuma area . In several of these projects — the Yuma

Mesa area is a good example — we built up , by applying water on

desert land , tremendous underground water reserves that had not

sisted . They call them underwater domes. We would pump out of

those domes and salvage water in that fashion .

Butthe quality of water, in answer to your question , in this instance

is very good as compared with that underlying Wellton -Mohawk.

I am not saying there is not a diminution in quality , but the quality

is generally good .

Mr. SAYLOR. That is just it, the water is bound, Mr. Secretary, to

have picked up certain minerals as it was leeched through the ground

and leeched out certain minerals. There is no water purification plan

that exists is there, that you know of ?

Secretary UDALL. One thing you have to bear in mind is that as a

project gets older, the solids are leached out and the quality of water

gets better. This will happen with Wellton -Mohawk, we think .

Mr. SAYLOR, On page 17 you list the waters in the central Arizona

project . You leave this committee in a position where they are going

to have to act like Solomon because, assuming that this is thebest possi

ble presentation that the Bureau of Reclamation can make, you state

that only time will tell which assumptions are more nearly correct. I

notice you do not say which facts are more nearly correct. And you

further state there is no way of guaranteeing or proving with certainty

any given assumptions today .

Now , despite that fact, despite the fact that you have indicated that

there is not going to be sufficient water to take care of a 2,500 -second
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foot aqueduct or a 3,000 -second- foot aqueduct, you still want 125

authorize the building of the central Arizona project based on these

assumptions and to guess that the assumptions, some of which best

been made, as referred to by the chairman of the full committee, the

men eminently as qualified as people in the Bureau, indicate that you

just do not begin to have enough water to build this first phase of the

project.

Secretary UDALL . I would rather the Commissioner answer the que

tion , although I want to say one thing as a preface to his answer be

cause essentially, when you authorize a long term water project, i

seems to me you must make certain assumptions,make certain pred

tions, as it were, with regard to the future.

There is a question of whether one wants to be optimistic or press

mistic . There is certain elbow room of that kind . But I think the mac

point,as I understand it, that the Bureau makes— and I have let the

make all the calculations and the figures are theirs — is that they fee

the soundest andmost scientific way to approach this is in termsof the

known data . I do not regard their figures as being necessarily on the

liberal side. I think they sort of cut down the middle . They do not ,

“ Well, we are going to be conservative this time," or "We are going

to be liberal in our estimate.” They have to hue to the best scientit

data they have available.

Mr. DOMINY. This problem is no different for the central Arizons.

project than on any major project the Bureau has built in the last fe

years, Congressman Saylor. Wehave to operate on assumptions made

atthe timeof planning and construction .

Mr. SAYLOR. If you will, permit me to give the chairman and myself

at least one little pat on the back . Until we got on this committee, you

and your predecessors had never built a project within its estimated

cost . So your past record until this committee began to take a real

good look at you was not good . Now you have improved . I want

to commend you for the improvement you have made.

Mr. DOMINY. Thank you , sir. I only want to take credit for the last

9 years. That is as long as Ihave been Commissioner.

But let us go back to Hoover. There were people who thought this

never should be built . They said it would silt up in 15 or 20 years

Well, it did not silt up in 15 or 20 years. Even before Glen Canyon was

built , it took all the silt of the Colorado River for 25 years and was

completely unimpaired .

They said Grand Coulee should not be built , that you could not

possibly market the power up there. During the war that is the place

we really used it to good advantage. They said after the war roa

will not need that power at all. We could not even stop the turbines

and generators long enough to rewind them . That is how much the

demand for power was.

So I am not impressed with negative assumptions that these projects

will not work and they will not pay out and they are a boondoggle and

that sort of thing. That has not been the case in reclamation historr.

Nor will it be in this project.

We have made valid assumptions based on known facts, and we

are prepared to defend them before any tribunal. We have admitted

that without augmentation there will be a gradual diminution of the

amount of water available to the central Arizona project, and, as a
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result of it, there will be a gradual declining of the agricultural lands

because the domestic and municipal uses are going to be moving in

the other direction .

We have testified repeatedly and we testify now that all of our

judgmentand experience in evaluating projects is that this project will

pay outon the basis that we have presented .

Mr. SAYLOR. All right. Now you havebrought up the proposition of

augmentation . I did not expect to get into that until a little later on ,

but I think we ought to get into it now since you have brought it up ,

because one of your experts back there testified aboutall the spill that

is taking place.

I have asked our staff to furnish mewith a computation of a simu

lated year -by -year operation of this whole business of the Colorado

River from 1906 until 1967. These are basically the same figures which

the chairman asked that you furnish us, with the assumptions which

you in your Department have based your records on or your recom

mendations. And assuming that each one of the reservoirs - namely , at

Glen Canyon and at Hoover Dam - had been built in 1906 , the best

figures that our staff has— and they get those figures from you — tell

methat there would have been a spill at Lake Powell anywhere from

three- tenths of a million acre -feet in 1908 to 10310 million acre -feet

in 1909, a totalof 88 million acre-feet spilled at Lake Powell, and a con

siderably less spill than that atLakeMead .

Mr. McFarland's study indicates there would not have been a spill

atLake Powell from 1930 to 1967 or at LakeMead from 1928 until the

present time.

Now , where are we going to get all of these spills that were referred

to at page 35 ofthe Senate report which was testified to this morning ?

Where are we going to get those spills ?

Mr. DOMINY. Wehave a reservoir operations plan for the river re

peating the hydrology from 1906 to 1967. We would be interested in

seeing the staff study. To answer you , we would have to see what as

sumptionsthe staffmade.

For example, you said assuming Hoover and Glen Canyon were

built in 1906 . But were they empty in 1906 or were they already filled ?

Mr. SAYLOR .Weassumewe started right off with them full. Wetook

those reallush periods that you referred to, and you did not have very

good measurements,and theriver ran full.Wehad all the trouble down

below in California and the Salton Sea was developed . Weassumed

that Congress in its wisdom had been smart enough that webuilt those

damsand got the runoff and we had them full.

Wedo nothave any spills untilany time after 1930.

Mr. DOMINY. I would be very interested in having a look at the study

and having Mr. Riter and ourhydrologic expertsexamine it.

Mr. SAYLOR. I would say, Mr.Chairman, that I would hopethat after

the Department has a chance to look at the figures of our committee

staff, and they have submitted their figures, that at least the members

of the committee be permitted to either have the Commissioner or the

Secretary back to answer questions with regard to this item , because I

think it is very important to know the amount of water that is antici

pated below the Hoover Dam .
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Mr. Johnson . You have heard the request of the gentleman from

Pennsylvania . Is there objection ?

(No response .)

Mr. Johnson . If not, I wonder, Mr. Secretary, if you would have

your people bring in your figures and studies and, at the same time, the

staff's figures and study will bemade available to you so that you can

have a double studymade and your figures go into the record ?

Secretary UDALL. I think the committee is certainly entitled to hare

the clearest picture it can get. I want to say we have, all of us, the

very highest regard for Mr.McFarland and his own competence and

integrity . I think this is the way to get at the differences, whether

they are differences of assumptions or differences of fact.

Mr. JOHNSON. It is understood that yours will be prepared and

brought up to the committee so the committee can make a study of

yours and at the same time you take his and make a study of the staff

study ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. As I understand it , the Department cannot have this

staff study until they bring their studies up to us. Then we will com

pare the studies.

Mr. DoMINY. I might say, Mr. Chairman , between the years 1930

and 1967, using the flows that we are recommending be used for

future projections, I do not think there is any disagreement. I am

sure our studies also will show very little opportunity for spill during

that particular period of years.

The important thing is the basis used to project the futurewhat

period of time and what average flow should be used , and should we

project a succession of wet years such as we had in the early part of

the 1906 –67 period.

Mr. HosMER . The difficulty seems to be that you are on the wet

cycle andMr. Saylor is on a Honda.

Mr. Johnson. I want to clear this up just a little bit in my own

mind. I understood this morning when the figures were given to us

byMr. Riter that it was in this period of time these spills would have

occurred or have occurred .

Mr. DOMINY. We were talking about what would have happened

during the payout period if the 1906 –67 cycle of the Colorado River

repeats itself.

Mr. JOHNSON .We will exchange the studies , then . Your studies will

be made available to the staff, the staff will make their studies avail

able to you , and we will get together and see if we can resolve any

differences.

Mr. DOMINY. All right, sir.

Mr. JOHNSON . If that is agreeable to the committee that is the way

this matter will stand .

Proceed,Mr. Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Secretary, do you know Frank C . DiLuzio !

Secretary UDALL . Yes ; I know him well.

Mr. SAYLOR. For the record, will you tellus who he is ?

Secretary UDALL. Until January 1 or thereabouts he wasmyAssist

ant Secretary supervising water pollution control and the saline water

program . Prior to that he was Director of the Office of Saline Water.
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Mr. SAYLOR.Mr. DiLuzio appeared before this committee on Janu

ary 27 , 1967, with regard to the Metropolitan Water District desalting

plant. Atthat time he stated that the estimated cost of desalted water

at plant site , when all units are onstream , would be approximately

21. 9 cents per thousand gallons, $ 71 an acre- foot.

Mr. Secretary , at the same time we are conducting these hearings,

word has come to me that there are certain people over in the Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy conducting some hearings and making

some public statements over there. Basically these are the figures that

were given to me over the noon hour : The Atomic Energy Commis

sion has said that between 1967 and 1968 there hasbeen approximately

a 40 -percent rise in the cost of atomic energy and that the break -even

point on a power plant, atomic powerplant in 1967, when Mr. DiLuzio

gave us these figures, was 500,000 kilowatts,and, at the present time, it

is 800,000 kilowatts. The cost has risen from 4 mills to 5 mills plus for

a kilowatt of power.

Now , in view of that, Mr. Secretary, I was astounded and doubly

so when I read last night the summary of the “ Reconnaissance Report

for the Augmentation of the Colorado River” by desalting seawater.

I saw where your people were using costs which were below what Mr.

DiLuzio gave this committee less than a year ago , and you indicated

you might anticipate 9 -cent water.

I am wondering how these two can be tied together or whether the in

formation which the Atomic Energy Commission is now releasing to

the public wasnever released to the people making your reconnaissance

report.

Mr. Dominy. First of all, Mr. Saylor, Secretary Di Luzio was talk

ing about a plant that was going into construction on the basis of to

day 's technology. The estimates which you read in our summary are

based on the technology expected to be realized by the period 1990 to

1995 . These were provided to us by the Atomic Energy Commission for

the atomic reactors and by the Office of Saline Water for the desalting

works. Now , these data reflect , as I said , the technology projected for

a long time in the future. They depend upon a fast breeder nuclear re

actorbeing available. They assumed improvements in the water plant,

including a combination of vertical tube andmultistage flash evapora

tors. And they assumed better heat transfer surfaces.

The results reflect an estimated production cost of 9 . 8 cents a thou

sand gallons at plant, provided there was combined a large atomic

powerplant and a large desalting plant, to take full use of the advan
tages of size.

Mr. SAYLOR. Of course, I am sure that you assumed that there was

no cost escalation between this and 1990, because I assume that you

disregarded completely the admonition ofAdmiral Rickover when he,

who was the one who saw the great potential in the fast breeder re

actors, asked that it be withdrawn and all the other miracles that you

have anticipated between this date and 1990. Because nothing less

than a miracle is ever going to produce 9 -cent water pumped 4 ,000 feet

to run through the turbines at Lake Mead.

Mr. DOMINY. The 9 .8 - cent cost is at plant site on the seacoast. That

is not the cost of delivered water. The larger portion of total cost is in

the conveyance of the water to the Colorado River. This is what runs

the costs up . The final costs are over $80 an acre - foot.
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Mr. SAYLOR. Well, that is only a small step up from the $ 71 we were

told we were going to have a year ago. That is only a $ 9 increase . This

indicates there is not going to bemuch increase in costs.

Mr. Secretary , as the chairman pointed out this morning, the other

body apparently had very , very little interest in establishing a Na

tional Water Commission . It is my understanding that this was a

recommendation of the administration . I am not privy to most ofthe

things in the administration because I sit on the outside and only get

the crumbs that fall from the table when people walk out and shake

their napkins on the outside. I am never asked to feast, or come to the

festive board and to know allofthe plansoftheGreat Society .

But ifmy information is correct that the President is in favor of this

National Water Commission , and since the chairman has even stated

that he did not believe it was going to accomplish very much , those of

us who said that even though it might not accomplish much , we were

willing to give it a chance,were able to get it out of this committee, pre

dominated by the members of your party , and I was able to convince

most of the people on my right, in my party, to go along with it and

spoke for it on the floor of theHouse and got the bill passed .

It seems to me with the 2-to - 1 majority over the Congressmen who

serve on the north side of the Capitol, if the President was interested

in that National Water Commission to help solve the problems of the

West, he would have had that bill out and signed . Although if the

people he appoints on it do not have anymore expertise than the ones

he appointed to take vacancies that were created in the Indian Claims

Commission , I will have to agree with the chairman , Imightnot expect

very much from the NationalWater Commission .

Now , if you care to comment.

Secretary UDALL . First, on the festive board, Congressman , it is not

as sumptuous as it sometimes appears from the outside.

I think the House did a very good day's work when it passed this

committee's bill on the NationalWater Commission . I sincerely hope

we can get a bill. I am going to do what I can to that end . I want to

assure you of that. I think this could serve a very useful function , to

help lay the groundwork for the long-term future of this country in

terms of its water supply .

Mr. SAYLOR. Now , Mr. Secretary, the last questions I have concern

the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Arizona v . California ,

in which they perfected the rights for Indian reservations. In March

of last year the Solicitor General filed with the Court a list of present

perfected rights. You have included those in your statement, but they

do not correlate with the figures which you indicated you were sup

posed to get of 4 acre-feet of water on every acre of land in Arizona.

Is this still contemplated ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes, webase our estimate of consumptive use on

the 4 acre-foot figure.

Mr. ASPINALL. If the gentleman will yield .

Mr. SAYLOR. Yes.

Mr. AsPINALL. That is on diversions.

Secretary UDALL. Our figures are referenced to a consumptive use

of 4 acre- feet per acre.
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Mr. SAYLOR. Now ,Mr. Secretary , are the rights in California which

you have listed the only Indian rights ofwhich either the Bureau of

Indian Affairs or the Solicitor General has any knowledge ?

Mr.WEINBERG. Under the decree in Arizona v. California ; yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. If these are perfected rights, are they inferior to the

rights of the All-American Canal, the Imperial Valley Irrigation Dis

trict , the Cochella Valley Irrigation District, theMetropolitan Water

District of San Diego, and the Metropolitan Water District of Los

Angeles ?

Mr. WEINBERG. Congressman Saylor, the Indian rights in Cali

fornia are present perfected rights. There are other present perfected

rights in California also . The Imperial Irrigation District has, to a

considerable degree, present perfected rights. TheMetropolitan Water

Districtdoes not.

Mr. SAYLOR. If the committee decides that the 4 .4 allocation to

California is the total allocation to which that State is entitled , will

the rights of the Indians be required to come out of California 's 4 .4 ?

Mr. WEINBERG . Yes, Congressman Saylor, with one exception : In

the event of an extremely severe shortage so that there is only water

for present perfected rights, present perfected rights are then met in

the order of their priority without regard to State allocations. Butwith

this exception , yes, they will be charged to the California allocation .

Mr. SAYLOR. In view of the fact that you have stated that there is

only one or two irrigation districts in California which have present

perfected rights on the river, does anybody in the Bureau of Reclama

tion believe the flow of the river will ever be at such a stage that there

will not be sufficient waters to take care ofall of the present perfected

rights, bethey Indian or irrigation district ?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir.

Mr. SAYLOR. Does the same conclusion hold for the present per

fected rights of the Indians in Arizona and the present perfected

irrigation rights in Arizona ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, sir.

Mr. SAYLOR . In view of the fact that there is an Indian tribe in

Nevada with a present perfected right, what would its effect be on the

project which this committee authorized last year authorizing the

diversion of water from Lake Mead for the benefit of metropolitan

Las Vegas ?

Mr. DOMINY. The estimated consumptive use for that Indian reser

vation is only 7 ,756 acre- feet and would be insignificant in terms of

overall water supply.

Mr. SAYLOR. In view of the surveys that are beingmade for pumped

storage, is it your conclusion ,Mr. Secretary , that there is only one site

which you are still seriously considering for pumped storage ?

Secretary UDALL. No, Congressman , the engineers tell me there are

several promising sites. Naturally an ideal pump storage site is where

there already exists a reservoir because you need a body of water to

pump from . The other requirement is a nearby high bluff that has a

natural cachement basin on it or one can be built there. These are the

two essential ingredients for a pump storage project, so that you can

lift the water and drop it great distances. There are several promising

sites.
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Commissioner Dominy singled out the one at Mohave, right near

Lake Mohave, because from a quick survey, it appeared to be the best

one.

Mr. SAYLOR. If pumped storage is installed at one or more places in

the lower basin , to whom will the evaporation losses be charged ?

Mr. Domixy. There would be little evaporation loss as there would

be but a small holding reservoir. There would be a net loss of a few

additional acre- feet.

I am sure it would be very small in terms of the total flow of the

river, Congressman Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Dominy,maybe you and I have been in the wrong

places, because I am sure that some of those high mesas where you

might find an indentation where you might store water for any period

of time, the temperature growing, peak or offpeak hours, gets above

100 and those sandstone - chinle rock is it, Mr. Secretary ?

Secretary UDALL, Chinle shale .

Mr. SAYLOR. Chinle shale, for instance, they drink that water up

quite a bit and they put it out both day and night.

Mr. Dominy, you made a little mistake in bank storing up there in

Lake Mead . I am just trying to make sure we do not have any more

mistakes on evaporation aboveMohave.

Mr. Dominy.Ofcourse, we do evaporate a lot of water at Lake Mead

and Lake Powell with upwards of 30 million feet of capacity in each

reservoir. But the little holding reservoir for a pumped storage project

would involve only a few thousand acre- feet with consequently little

additional evaporation losses.

Mr. SAYLOR .Mr. Chairman , I want to reserve thebalance ofmy time.

and I want to thank you and themembers of the committee for having

been so patient.

There is just one problem , Imight add .

Mr. Secretary, the last time you appeared before this committee, one

of the projects which you said would be included in the lower basin

in the Arizona project would be a dam called Hooker Dam . At that

time I asked the people in the department whether or not they had

any idea about the size of this dam and was told then that nobody

had any idea how much water was there, how much water would be

put in or how much water could be put in . Has the Bureau , in the

year's time, been able to come up with any definite figures on the size

of the Hooker Dam if it might be included in this central Arizona

project ?

Mr. DOMINY. I will start by saying no, sir. The size of Hooker

Dam , if we are to conform with the requirements of the Senate bill,

must be such as to make available 18,000 acre - feet a year ofadditional

water for use in New Mexico without prejudice to the rights of down

stream water users under the Gila River decree and of the U .S .

Supreme Court decree.

To size the reservoir to comply with those provisions involves very

complex water supply and reservoir operation studies which we have

not yet had the timenor the funds to make. We cannot tell you at this

time how large that reservoir would need to be in order to comply

with these requirements.

Reconnaissance studies indicate that a reservoir capacity of some

thing like 265,000 acre - feet might be required as compared to the

8 .
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98 ,000 that was originally contemplated . That is estimated on a

reconnaissance basis.Wehave not had the timenor the funds to make

the full study that would be necessary before we can say how large

a storage cachement would have to be in order to comply with the

requirements.

Mr. SAYLOR. In other words, Mr. Secretary , you are telling me that

you have to have a reservoir large enough to have 15 years' storage ?

That is basically what you said . Even if that is true, then your own

figures on what you anticipate this river will do are completely in

valid , because you say you expect a return to a wet cycle and there

will not be a reservoir big enough to take care of 18 years' supply .

Mr. DOMINY. We cannot overlook the fact that Hooker Dam is to

supply flood control, and we cannot supply the 18,000 acre-feet of

water to New Mexico to the disadvantage of the downstream users.

This is why we cannot give you the figure until wehave analyzed the

complete effect of supplying 18,000 acre-feet upstream .

Mr. SAYLOR. Since you cannot give us that kind of a figure, do you

think it should be authorized ? This is a situation where you are just

asking this committee to have blind faith in the Bureau of

Reclamation .

I mightsay to you ,Mr. Commissioner, in view ofsome of the changes

you have made in the Frying Pan -Arkansas project without coming

up and asking this committee, I for one am not going to give you the

authorization to go ahead and build anything you want without com

ing before this committee. Especially when you come out now and

say you have to change the plans for the Frying Pan-Arkansas

project to make it feasible. That is what our releases from your De

partment downtown said . I assume your public relations man must

have put those out with your blessing. The Secretary must have

approved it.

The only conclusion is that the project as originally authorized was

not feasible .

Mr. DOMINY. There has been a considerable change in the way power

is produced and marketed between the time the original studies on

the Frying Pan -Arkansas project weremade and now . We found that

a number of small powerplants did not fit the current needs and we

combined them into two larger ones. This is the major change on the

Frying Pan -Arkansasproject.

Mr. SAYLOR. Of course you never came up to this committee and

.asked to do this and that is one of the reasons this committee has ques

tioned the Bureau . Maybe the conclusions you have come to now are

not correct. But if they were good , you should have come up and

asked this committee. Heaven knows, as loaded as it is in your favor,

if the project was any good , you should not have had any trouble

getting it outofhere .

Mr. Secretary, I thank you for coming forward with the answers

that you have. As I say, I think this is, if for nothing else -- your

statement on the differences in the yardstick make this a day long

to be remembered . I will be reminding you and your successors of this

statement because of your wisdom in at least recognizing why your

predecessors have refused .

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , just be sure to spell my name right.

Mr. Upall.Would the gentleman yield !

Mr. SAYLOR. Yes.
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the the
only

violatioe star

Mr. UDALL.Would the gentleman be willing to paraphrase Church

ill and say that should the Interior Department endure for yet a

thousand years, surely it will be said this was its finest hour ?

Mr. SAYLOR .Oh,no, I would not go that far.

Mr. Chairman , I have one further request. I ask unanimous consent

that at this place in the record a speech made by the Honorable Morris

K . Udall before the Town Hall of California , Biltmore Hotel, Los

Angeles, on Tuesday, December 19, 1967, be placed in the record .

Mr. UDALL . Reserving the right to object, Mr. Chairman , would

the gentleman not agree and so state for the record that this is un

doubtedly one of the great orations of our time ?

Mr. SAYLOR. Well, all I can say to my colleague is that he probably

did not get paid even his expenses for going over, if I know most of

the people in that group .

The only real reason I am doing it is because I want to have on

record the violation of the law which the gentleman from Arizona

blatantly admits he started outwith in his opening statement.

Mr. UDALL. I admitmy guilt, concede I was paid nothing even for

expenses, and withdraw myreservation .

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I reserve the right to object. I wish

to know if the gentleman from Arizona still stands 100 percent on

everything he said in Los Angeles, adamantand cannot be moved .

Mr. UDALL . If the chairman would yield , I have adopted a position

of flexible rigidity and am prepared to negotiate at any time. Arizona

never negotiates out of fear,but we never fear to negotiate.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Reserving the right to object, Mr. Chairman .

I would like to suggest to the gentleman from Arizona that a better

Churchillian phrase which might characterize this project would be

" we will fight them on the beaches, we will fight them in the fields, we

will fight them in the ditches, we will fight them in the streets ," and

you are doing allofthat.

Mr.UDALL . Perhaps we could go even further and state in Churchill.

ian terms never have so many labored so hard and so long to produce

so little water for so many ?

Mr. JOHNSON . You have heard the requests.

Is there any further objection ?

Hearing nothing, it willbe so ordered .

( The speech referred to follows:)

COUNTDOWN ON THE COLORADO

Remarks of Hon . Morris K . Udall, U . S . Representative, District 2 of Arizona ,

Before the Town Hall of California in the Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles,

Tuesday, December 19, 1967

Gentlemen , I' m very happy to be here today, waving the white flag of truce

which brought me safely through the outer defenses of the Colorado River

Board . I hope I will be as fortunate on my return to the Arizona lines.

I brought with me today a little sample of what it is that's been causing all

this fighting between our two states. Here it is . Don 't get me wrong ; this isn't

whiskey . It says on the bottle you 're not supposed to refill it. I suppose I rien

lated the law . But if all this contained was whiskey, I don 't think we would

have much of a problem . We'd just break it open , everyone would have a " sport".

and we' d all be friends.

No, this bottle doesn 't contain whiskey. It contains much stronger stuff. It's

been known to addle men 's brains. It arouses uncontrollable passions. It di

vides father from son and brother from brother and - what's even worse Demo
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crat from Democrat ! This is the stuff that has had Arizonans and Californians

shooting at each other, man and boy, for half a century . Along with a lot of

salt and silt and maybe a few spent bullets this bottle , gentlemen , contains

genuine, rare Colorado River water !

Take a good look at it because this is what I' m going to be talking about for

the next half hour. But don 't get any ideas about this possibly being a peace

offering. It isn 't . I intend to take this bottle with me when I leave. Judging

by the way things have been going up until now this may be the last pint of

Colorado River water I' ll ever getmy hands on !

As I began to draft this speech I thought of the old story about the funda

mentalist minister who was delivering his Judgment Day fire -and -brimstone

speech , and he was going on very heatedly some like this : " Ladies and gentle

men , on that great Judgment Day, there will be lightning and fire. On that

Judgment Day, there will be earthquakes and storms, and the earth will shake.

Brothers and sisters, on that great Judgment Day , there will be weeping and

wailing, and you will all gnash your teeth ." At this point, a lady in the front

row said , " But Reverend , I ain 't got no teeth ." The minister pointed a stern

finger at her and replied , "Madam , on that great Judgment Day, teeth will be

provided ."

I have entitled my address " Countdown on the Colorado" because a Judgment

Day of sorts, a day of reckoning , is fast approaching not only for our two

states, but for all the reclamation states of the West. When I say that this Day

of Judgment will be " sooner than you think , " I mean in just a few short weeks.

And once that Judgment Day has come, nothing in the West will ever be the

same again . Between now and then I believe it is vital that your state and my

state and all the reclamation states consider most carefully the decisions they

must make. The wrong decisions can have lasting and devastating consequences

on the entire West.

I hope it will be said ofme andmy state that we acted with vision and reason

and fair play , and without rancor or prejudice or parochialism . And I hope

the same will be said of your participants in these decisions.

I have lived in the area of the Colorado River Basin all of my life. One of

Arizona's original senators in 1912, the late Henry Fountain Ashurst, was ac

customed to tell on himself the story of his maiden speech . After arriving in

Washington , with some local reputation as an orator, he began his maiden

speech saying something like this : " Oh, Mr. President, this great new baby state

that I represent has every potential. Oh , Mr. President, this great baby state

could become a veritable paradise. To become a paradise we need only two

things, Mr. President. We need water, and we need lots of good people. " At this

point, according to Ashurst, a gruff old senator from New England interrupted

to say, " If the distinguished gentleman will pardon me for saying so , that' s

all they need in hell."

Well, we've had the good people come into this great Pacific Southwest region

by the millions into your state and mine- but we in Arizona still have the

same basic source of water we had when Senator Ashurst spoke in 1912- but

in lesser and diminishing amounts each year.

My very earliest political recollections are of living in this little town in

northern Arizona and as a boy of 9 or 10 observing, in the fall of an even

numbered year, various politicians coming through and telling the townspeople

how they proposed to save the Colorado River from the greedy citizens of

California . Well, Arizona followed that course of blind opposition for nearly

two decades, and ended with nothing. I have seen my state pay a heavy price

for its inflexibility, its rigidity and its unwillingness in those early years to

cooperate with our neighboring states.

But. I must tell you in all frankness that I have seen something of the same

sort in California and I must remind you that your leaders , in those days, were

not noted for their cooperation on Colorado River matters. And I believe the

consequences of non -cooperation can be just as serious for California and the

entire reclamation West as they were in that earlier era for Arizona .

I have come here today to speak with candor and to say the same things to

on that I would say to audiences in Phoenix and Tucson , I want to give you

my honest assessment of where our two states stand in relation to that coming

of Indgment. There is no question that there are hard feelings between our

o Many of our people see each other as Machiavellian schemers and plot

tors Some Arizonans view your water leaders as occidental Ho ChiMinhs : If we

but abandon our plans to take water from the Colorado River, they will

agree to meet us at the conference table .
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Shortly I'm going to review some of the things that have brought about the

hard feelings - but let me say first that I sense a possible easing of tensions

between us withn the last few weeks. I have begun to hope that we may yet

find the way to a new period of cooperation . And surely this is the only course

that holds any promise for any of us.

I am speaking to you today as an Arizonan who feels his state has been mis

understood , and I would like you to hear the history of some of these events

aswe view them in Arizona . I' d like you to play a mentalgame with me. Pretend

that you were born in Arizona, that you had lived there all your life and, perhaps.

even that you are a farmer in one of our central valleys, and that some of your

land has gone out of production for lack of water - as thousands of acres al

ready have. As you sit in Arizona and look out across your state and over the

river into California , you think back on some of the things that have happened .

You recall the compact of 1922 , when the flow of the Colorado River was

divided roughly on a 50 - 50 basis between the three Lower Basin states and the

four Cpper Basin states. You recall the short-sightedness of your own Arizona

leaders in refusing to sign that compact until 1944 .

You recall that during those years other Colorado River Basin states more

ahead with their water projects and their development. But, going its own

way, Arizona could do nothing about its greatest need - finding a way to channel

water from the Colorado to the places where it was needed most. And then

in the 1940s your state came to life , ratified the Santa Fe Compact and entered

into a contract with the United States for its 2 . 8 million acre feet of Colorado

River water. In 1947 it introduced into the Congress a bill to authorize the

CentralArizona Project.

You recall the great efforts of your Arizona senators which led to passage

of that project in the Senate in 1950 and again in 1951. You recall the tense

fight in the House when by a narrow margin the Interior Committee deferred

action on the bill, and Arizona was told to settle its legal right to Colorado

River water by a suit in the United States Supreme Court.

You remember the words of a great California governor, Earl Warren , wb

said :

" Whenever it is finally determined what waters belong to Arizona, it should

be permitted to use that water in any manner or by any method considered best

by Arizona .”

And then you think about the 12 long years of litigation , the millions of dol

lars spent on it, the trial itself lasting from June 14, 1956 , to August 28 , 1938

the parade of 340 witnesses and 25 ,000 pages of testimony.

And you think of that great moment in 1963 when the Court handed down its

decision . Substantially upholding Arizona 's claim to 2 . 8 million acre feet of

river water , agreeing in the main that Arizona had just as much right to that

share of the river as California had to its 4 .4 million acre feet - and vice versa.

And you remember the elation and excitement of that moment as the people

of Arizona looked to Congress to complete action on the water bill set aside

in 1951.

You recall the words of another great California governor, Pat Brown , who

said as the Court handed down its decision that California , having lost the

Supreme Court case, " would not try to accomplish by obstruction what she had

failed to accomplish by litigation ."

And you recall with some bitterness your first realization that some of tbu

same people who opposed you in 1951 - and especially the people of Governor

Warren 's and Governor Brown 's California - still opposed you and still insisteil

that their water rights and their needs were superior to yours, notwithstanding

the decision of the Court .

You then recall the great efforts of Arizona 's leaders to bring about regional

cooperation , to put an end to this old feud, by drafting legislation that would not

only build the Central Arizona Project but would solve most of the other prob

lemsof the region as well, legislation that provided for two dams in the vicinity

of theGrand Canyon , for studies to implement water imports from the Northwest.

and for a guarantee to California of priority for its 4 .4 million acre feet over

Arizona ' s 2 . 8 million - thus giving away much of Arizona 's hard -fought legal

victory in the Supreme Court.

You think about the enormous sums spent by Arizona interests to pass that

legislation and about the big push of 1965 -66 culminating in a favorable vote in

the House Interior Committee .
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And with realbitterness you reflect on the secret decision of California ' s water

leaders who helped block that bill in the House Rules Committee, thus prevent

ing it from ever coming to the House floor for a vote. In retrospect , you realize

Arizona probably had insufficient time and momentum to get past the Senate

in 1966 even if the House had acted , but the memory of California 's role still

rankles.

And as you think about that turn of events, much as you try to understand

California ' s actions, you find a certain phrase going through your mind - the

words of President Roosevelt in 1940 : " The hand that held the dagger has struck

it into the back of its neighbor."

You think about the shock wave that went through Arizona at that moment

and about your state' s efforts to scale down its legislation , to strip from it the

(controversial features that couldn 't pass. And you recall its passage in the Senate

this year over the heated opposition you guessed it - from California .

And finally , you think about all the intemperate words thrown at your state

in the past year, continuing almost to the present moment, accusing--- not Cali

fornia - but Arizona of abandoning the cause of cooperation and breaking up the

team effort toward a regional bill.

If you have followed me in this little recital, perhaps you can appreciate a little

better why it is that you have on the east bank of the Colorado River some neigh

bors whose mood is one of anger and doubt and concern and why it is that

they tend to view with suspicion any suggestion , no matter how meritorious,

coming from California .

And you may understand why it is that Arizona' s leaders have told our congres

sional delegation : " Boys, this is it . Either you pass the bill in this Congress or

Arizona builds its own project, whatever the cost."

As I look back at that great legislative effort of the last Congress - the one

that California helped block in the home stretch I recall the old fairly tales

of my youth in which the brave but humble young man would seek to marry

tbe king's daughter. The king would tell him . " Oh yes, you may have her

band in marriage if you will but slay the seven -headed dragon in yonder dark

care." The young man would go forth and slay the dragon, something the

king thought impossible , and would return expectantly only to be told that he

must then slay a three -eyed Cyclops across the water on a dangerous island .

And when this was done, there would be still another obstacle . And so on .

Our legislative effort of 1965 - 66 was not unlike one of those fairly tales.

First, we were told that a condition for passing the Central Arizona Project

was an agreement, written in blood , that in times of shortage in river flow Cali

fornia ' s uses would have priority over Arizona 's uses. It was hard to do , those

of us in the congressional delegation were criticized at home for doing it, but

we agreed.

Then we were told , " All right, now you must add to your bill provisions for

trans-basin imports to augment the Colorado River. This will be very expensive ,

and it will lose you the support of powerful Northwest Congressmen who have

other plans for that water, but you must do it.” So we did .

Originally , we had planned to finance our project with power revenues from

a dam 80 miles downstream from Grand Canyon . We expected some opposition

from conservationists , who oppose such dams, butwe were told this isn' t enough .

" You must put another dam in your bill," they said, " — this one 1212 miles

upstream of the Grand Canyon and battle the conservationists all the more."

And we did that.

About this time our friends in Colorado and the Upper Basin states said , " Now

wait just a minute . Before you divert any water downstream from us you

must guarantee that our future water needs are not endangered in any way."

So we added protective language which they wanted , and we threw in five

new reclamation projects in Colorado costing over $ 350 million . Could we then

have the daughter's hand ? We could not. We next had to do something for New

Mexico . So we added Hooker Dam and a reservoir to our bill.

Then I'tah said, " We don 't have enough money to build our Dixie Project.

Itwon't pay out without a subsidy. How about letting us participate in your basin

development fund ?" So we did .

Was this enough dragon slaying ? It was not. About this time Texas and

Kansas heard what was going on , and they said , " Hey, how about letting us

get some of that Columbia River water ?" So we said . "Well, OK , maybe.”

And then what do you suppose happened ? Why the good king - in this case ,

California - said , " Sure, you ve done all these things I demanded and a few
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more besides. But I' m still not going to let you marry my daughter because I

don 't think you 've got the strength left to take her to the altar."

If you view things in this light it is little wonder that many Arizonans ques .

tion the good faith of Californians who tell us, "We want you to get your

share of Colorado River water, but first there are these few little old conditions."

Now I know , and most Arizonans know , that compromise is the essence of the

legislative process. And we can 't expect to pass any legislation as big as this

without some give and take. But we'd certainly like to see a little more take

with the give, or less give with the take.

What we are really complaining about in Arizona is a curious double standard

for water development projects — one standard for the west bank of the river and

quite another for the east. In my nearly seven years in Congress I've seen the

enactment of at least ten projects in the states that make up the Colorado River

Basin - projects like the $425 million Auburn -Folsom Project, which I roted for.

and the $ 100 million San Felipe Project, both here in California . When projects

like these come up and I certainly want to mention the $72 million federal par

ticipation in your Bolsa Island desalting plant - the only questions raised are :

Is it sound ? Is it feasible ? Will it repay its costs ? If the answers are affirmative

the bill passes, and that's that. When Auburn -Folsom came up, no one suggested

that hearings had to be postponed until your state had guaranteed Arizona' s

water requirements for the next fifty years ; no one demanded that controversial

dams be built, that the Mississippi River be diverted , or that Arizona' s 2. 8 million

acre feet take precedence over your state 's share of the Colorado River. When

the $81 million Southern Nevada Project came up, no one suggested that the

vote had to be delayed until all problems in the Colorado River Basin had been

solved . No one demanded these things when the $ 43 million Dixie Project in Utah

and the $ 170 million Fryingpan -Arkansas Project in Colorado came along, even

though the waters were to come from the same river we are now told is too short

Authorizations for your Central Valley Project here in California now exceed

over one-and -three- quarter billion dollars, and on no occasion have you people

in California had to stand on your little fingers, perform backward cartwheels

or demonstrate unusual heroics or feats of legerdemain in order to enact this

legislation .

But on the east bank of the Colorado, once it passes Lee Ferry , it is quite

another story. In the state which has themost serious shortages of all, which has

the second most rapid population growth in the country and the most rapidly

falling water tables, which has been stymied for 40 years while the other states

of the basin have raced ahead - almost always with Arizona's support - in this

one state only a different standard applies. It isn 't enough that we show feasi.

bility , need, cost-repayment criteria , and all the rest. According to California ,

we can't even bring our bill to a vote in the House of Representatives until we

have given guarantees, single-handedly run over the Northwest, built the most

controversial dams in the nation 's history , and with our three -man delegation

foreclosed any possibility that our 432 colleaguesmight change a single word , or

even a comma, before final passage .

So much for dwelling upon the past, which , after all, is only prologue for whnt

happens in the future. As we approach 1968 I think it 's vital for your state and

mine to assess where we are, what is possible and what is not, what is fair and

what is right.

Where are we ? Well, from the standpoint of reclamation, we're at essentially

the same point we were at when the 89th Congress began . Nothing of conse

quence has moved forward . This big issue is holding up a backlog of reclama

tion issues — a lot of them in California - waiting to be considered . As long as

this issue remains unresolved , the whole reclamation cause is hung up on a reef,

going nowhere .

What is possible and what is not ? Let me begin with a couple of major " im

possibles" and get them out on the table for all to see.

For one thing, it is no longer possible to pass the big package of proposals

wewere all united on in 1966 . Your leaders made the decision to help block final

action in the 89th Congress, and the critical moment passed . In spite of all the

charges of the Sierra Club and other organizations that we were going to flood

the Grand Canyon — which wasn 't true - and in spite of opposition from the North

west that we were going to rob them of their water - a really absurd idea - we

had succeeded in convincing a majority of the members of that Congress that our

cause was just and that this bill should be passed . After 18 months of hard work ,

meetings, speeches, mailing campaigns and lapel tugging we were at the psycho
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logical moment for a floor vote. But it never came. The moment passed , and

it will never return .

I must tell you bluntly that no bill providing for a so -called "Grand Canyon

dam " can pass the Congress today. I fought them — we fought them together

but the protectionists have won - at least for now .

I must also tell you that no bill providing for augmentation of the Colorado

River by importing water from the Columbia River system - or even feasibility

studies directed at the Columbia — can pass the Congress today Senator Jackson ,

chairman of the Senate Interior Committee , will see to that.

There isn 't a California water leader or Member of Congress with any knowl

edge of the situation who can say with a straight face that either of those two

things can happen today any more than he can say that the sun can be made

to rise in the west. Yet the official position of the California water agencies as I

stand here at this moment is that the Central Arizona Project must be opposed

vigorously unless these two impossible conditions are included .

Let's start with a good , strong dose of candor righthere. If this is California 's

position , you are simply out to obstruct any Arizona bill from ever passing. You

don ' t fool us, and you shouldn ' t try to fool yourselves.

All right, these things are impossible. What is possible ? Obviously, this is

where we ought to concentrate our efforts if we sincerely want to see reclama

tion move ahead, if we want to enable Arizona to utilize its share of the Colorado

River, if we truly want to end this feuding that has gone on so long. And I will

tell you that I see many avenues that are open to us, many ways in which our

two states can proceed side by side to solve our common problems. .."

One of the greatest satisfactions for me in public life is reaching that point

where divisions are bridged , feuds settled , where people who have been fighting

can lay down their guns and begin to build instead of fight. Lyndon Johnson

often quotes his father as saying that any jackass can kick a barn down, but it

takes a pretty skilled carpenter to build one. I look back with real satisfaction on

severalsuch occasions in my congressional career.

Last year I thought we had reached such a meeting of minds in the Colorado

River Basin states. I am hopeful that wemay yet, in the six weeks remaining in

our countdown, recapture the essence of that 1966 agreement, for it contains a

whole bundle of things that are possible and can be enacted . Stripped of a lot

of detail and many items of considerable but secondary importance you could

write the essentials of that agreement on the back of an envelope. There were

fourmain points :

1 - California and Arizona's other neighbors would, at long last, support

Arizona in building its aqueduct from the river to Phoenix and beyond.

2 - Recognizing that this new drain on the river would bring shortages for

all of us in 25 to 30 years, we agreed to start right now on a big , solid , mean

ingful program of studies and actions to augment that river so that, when the

pinch of the 1990s comes , we would have enough water to meet all our needs.

3 - We knew that augmentation would require big , bold steps and that they

would cost money - hundreds of millions of dollars. This was where the dams

came in . With their revenues we hoped to open a " savings account" to pay for

the things our studies and investigations indicated were necessary and feasible .

4 Finally , to relieve California 's great fears, we came to an understanding

about what would happen in the 1990s and thereafter if , in spite of the augmen

tation program , there were shortages. We agreed that the Arizona aqueduct

would beat those shortages to the extent required to get you your 4 . 4 million

acre feet until this river was augmented or until the Resurrection , whichever

came first. In effect, we gave away much of our " paper" victory in the Court

to get our aqueduct built.

We have been promised that early in 1968 there will be a vote in the House

Interior Committee on this legislation . We intend to try to win it - either with

your help or over your dead bodies. But before that vote occurs there is time

to get back on that four-point program - not in its precise form of 1966 as your

leaders demand - but in its essence .

I suspect I' m going overboard on metaphors today, to make a metaphor. But

another one comes to mind. I see that 1966 bill as a kind of jerry -built airplane

designed to get a lot of people off a desert island. Because there were so many

people to accommodate and so much excess baggage we put on about seven

engines and five wings and three -and -a -half fuselages and six -and- a -half landing

gears. It was a real dandy ; it just had one defect : it wouldn't fly. In fact,

California 's designers and test pilots even refused to get on board. Out of that

89– 857 — 68 - pt.2 9
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experience I hope we've learned a lesson . This time let's build a smaller , sounder

and less complicated airplane— but one that will fly . And if it won 't accommodate

all of our would be passengers on one single glorious flight, we'll just take those

with the most urgent business the first time and make several other trips for

those who have no need to go right now .

In the context of our four-point agreement of last year I see the possibility

for a new meeting of minds and a new joint effort of our two states and the

other basin states. This is clearly evident when you realize how little change

is necessary to bring that agreement into line with the realities of 1968

On the building of the Arizona aqueduct there obviously can be no compromise

and no onehas suggested one. This is the center of the controversy .

On the need for immediate, meaningful steps toward augmentation there ær.

tainly can be and ought to be complete agreement. Augmentation is more im

portant than ever, for all of the basin states, and already we have lost orer

a year of irreplaceable time. It is not in the need for augmentation, but in the

method of achieving it, that we have encountered difficulties. And I see no reason

for these differences to continue.

When the Santa Fe Compact was signed in 1922, everyone assumed that the

river would continue to flow at the same rate as it had in former years. But it

hasn 't, and we now know that there will be years when the river provides less

water than the total of all our legally -constituted shares . This is the reason

that your state has attemped to use its 38 votes in the House to exact from

Arizona with its three votes the guarantee that I have discussed . Well, I happen

to think it's a lotmore important to augment the water supply than argue about

dividing up shortages. And while the exact form of augmentation contained in

our 1966 bill is no longer possible — at least not in the foreseeable future there

are three other methods of augmentation that are available to us. In other words,

of the four, three are available to us. Letme list them .

First, there is desalting .

Second, there is weather modification . This is really exciting and may answer

our problems allby itself.

And finally , there is salvage and conservation of existing water in the Lower

Basin .

This leaves only so -called trans-basin transfers — in other words, importing

water from the Columbia Basin - as unavailable to us at this time.

Let me tell you a little bit about this one method we're having to abandon

for now . It would involve constructing a large, long, costly aqueduct, pumping

system and other works and doing it now in dimensions capable ofmeeting our

needs 30 , 40 and 50 years from now . To build a little aqueduct to meet our present

demands would be an awfulmistake, as it would simply have to be enlarged later .

But to build a huge aqueduct now ,many years in advance of actual need, would

mean carrying an enormous investment that was yielding no return for up to half

a century . At this moment no one, including those Californians most sanguine

about this proposal, has any real idea what it would cost . However , the best

engineering estimates based on today's technology price the water from that

system at anywhere from $ 80 to $ 200 an acre foot.

Just to put that in perspective , we have a couple of friendly economists in

Arizona who say that our farmers can 't afford to pay $ 10 an acre foot. Domestie

users , of course, can pay much more, even $ 200 an acre foot, but they certainly

don 't want to pay such prices if water is available more cheaply some other was.

Which brings me to the first of the possible means of augmentation available

to us. This is desalting.

There are two very favorable factors working for us in this regard . The first

is that today' s technology will produce desalted water for us more cheaply than

imported Columbia River water. The second is that desalting units can be built

in stages as they are needed , rather than all at once, saving the " idle plant

cost inherent in importation .

I have said we must assume there will be shortages in the Colorado River.

But they don 't exist today because the four Upper Basin and three Lower Basin

states aren 't yet at that level of population and development to utilize all their

allocations. Let's see what this means in relation to the construction of desalting

plants to make up for these deficiencies.

I am told that the first of these staged desalting plants would not have to be

put into service until the year 1992, the second in 2001, a third in the year 2018
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and a fourth in 2025 . And you can be sure that advancing technology will reduce

the unit cost of water produced by each successive plant in the series.

Thus, instead of carrying idle plants for decades, adding immeasurably to the

cost of our water, we wil invest money only when it is needed and on a descend

ing scale of unit cost. I happen to think that is more than an adequate substitute

for the abandoned alternative of importation .

Incidentally, I understand that your big new desalting plant off the coast will

produce fresh water for about $ 70 per acre foot. That's considerably less than the

$ 80 to $ 200 price for Columbia River water.

The second method of augmentation I mentioned was weather modification . I

find this so exciting that I think a few years from now we will wonder why we

spent so much time arguing about whose share of the river had priority over other

shares ; there will be enough to meet all uses, including what we call the Mexican

Treaty Burden . I won 't weight you down with that matter except to say that

we have to guarantee 1.5 million acre feet to Mexico , and in a water-short year

we worry about which states are going to have to relinquish the most water. Well,

weather modification - not here in Southern California or in Arizona either, for

that matter, but rather in the headwaters of river basins such as the upper

slopes of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado - may end those arguments . Through

cloud seeding additional snowfall can be produced in these watersheds, increasing

the spring thaw and ultimate river flow . This technology is progressing so rapidly

that the Department of Interior suggests full-scale programs will be in operation

in the next decade.

While any cost figure on such a program must be pretty rough right now , it has

been estimated that additional streamflow can be generated at a cost of around

$ 1 to $ 4 an acre foot. Compare that with the $80 to $ 200 for Columbia River

water and the $ 70 for desalted water.

You can see from these figures that it would be a mistake to tie ourselves here

and now either to a vast system of import works or to a precise schedule of con

struction on desalting plants when a much cheaper option may become available

in 10 years or less .

This brings me to the third alternative available to us, and that is the salvage

and conservation of existing water in the Lower Basin . If someone said he knew

of a secret underground river which would add , right now , 1 .5 million acre feet

of water annually to the Colorado River - enough , for example , to satisfy that

Mexican Treaty burden - I 'm sure you would say, “ Let's go after it." Well, there is

no underground river, but there is something almost as good . Every year the irri.

gation districts of the Imperial and Coachella valleys run off as drainage and

waste , some of it never having touched an irrigable acre , over a million acre feet

of usable water. While I realize this is a subject concerning my friends in the

Imperial Valley are understandably sensitive , I think this waste needs to be

looked at. It includes drainage water, tail water and so -called “ regulatory waste."

There are other ways in which we could get more use out of the water already

existing in the Lower Basin . Every yearmore than three -quarters of a million

acre feet of reclaimable sewage effluent is wasted in Arizona and Southern Cali

fornia - water which could be reused for agriculture with the resulting savings of

an equal amount of potable water for domestic and municipal use .

Then there are still large amounts ofmainstream water lost each year between

Hoover Dam and Mexico through its absorption by salt cedars and other water

loving plants which are still permitted to grow along and in the river bed.

These are some of the avenues that are available to us and which ought

to be getting our attention . They offer us more than adequate means to "make

whole" , as they say, the Colorado River Basin , to augment its water supply to

the point that all shares can be utilized and new increments added with the

passing of years.

III

Now to review briefly . I have already covered the first two of those four
essentials I said could be written on the back of an envelope. They were the

Arizona aqueduct and augmentation . Now we come to the third , which was

how we raise the money . Last year our plan was to build two big power dams

to provide a basin fund. Since these dams are now out of the question , where

can we get the money to do these things we have to do ? Well, let's see.

The Central Arizona Project bill, as it passed the Senate, takes a big step in

this direction . It sets up the same basin fund we proposed last year, but without

the revenues from the Grand Canvon dams. Going into tbat fund will he all
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surplus revenues from the Hoover and Parker-Davis projects when they are

paid out, and from the Pacific Northwest-Pacific Southwest power intertie

located in the state of Arizona and Nevada. The basin fund in last year's

bill would have built up to around $ 3 billion by the year 2050. This fund, without

those two controversial dams, will still generate about $ 1 . 3 billion . And I think

we're going to develop other revenue-producing projects in the next few years

to add to that.

There is something else we can do, I believe , that will more than make up

for the loss of those dams. In our bill last year we had a little feature that

went almost completely unnoticed , and there was little controversy about it

That feature provided that the federal government would assume the Mexican

Treaty burden , picking up the tab for the first 2 .5 million acre feet of augmen

tation of the river. That little item , all by itself , could mean perhaps about

$ 2.5 billion to the states of the Colorado River Basin , the equivalent of about

two Hualapai Dams. I think such a transfer of that burden is still possible and

ought to be getting our maximum attention and effort. I think what we can

do for ourselves in this area is a lot more important than grousing about the loss

of those two dams.

IV

Finally , we come to item four on the back of that envelope what happens

if the river is still short in the 1990s and thereafter the 4 . 4 guarantee issue

Let's all stop a moment and take a good , hard , cold unemotional look at this

Of the four essential parts of the 1966 agreement this was really the least

important. The other three dealt with water, with progress, with people 's needs.

But this one dealt only with words on a piece of paper with emotions, with

face , pride, fear and all the rest. On both sides of the river we found ourselves

mesmerized with a paper controversy that actually didn 't involve the life or

death stakes Arizonans and Californians attributed to it. It had a lot of

importance psychologically , or as a test of good faith , but in termsof bedrock

problems it just didn 't mean much .

The fundamental fact for all of us is that the Colorado River will be hort

in the 1990.3 - -not now , but 25 years from now . If you manage to defeat and

obstruct the Central Arizona Project, the river will still be short, and your long

term needs won 't be met by the 4 .4 you are entitled to or even the 5 . 1 million

acre feet you are using temporarily now .

If we beat you and pass the project without a guarantee, the river will still

be short in the 1990s - short for you and for us as well. And if Arizona " goes

it alone,” the riverwill be short also .

Indeed , even if we capitulate and give you last year's guarantee, the river will

still be short in the 1990s— in that case, short for you and even shorter for us

The fact is , my friends, we will all be in trouble - - guarantee or no guarantee

win , lose or draw - unless and until we take steps to make augmentation a

reality . When that is done, there will be enough water in the river and the ques

tion of paper guarantees will be entirely academic - which , in the final analysis

is aboutwhat it now is.

For thirty long years now you have had your aqueducts. You 've used your

share of water and some of ours too. In the Senate bill passed this year Arizona

consents to your continued priority over our uses for another 27 years. But your

state says there can be no compromise ; the guarantee must run until the rive:

is fully augmented or Gabriel blows his horn . I see two things wrong with this

California position :

1 - The first of these is your leaders' insistence that, even if given a guaranteen

4 . 4 , there can be no credit for water added to the basin through such programs

as I have outlined unless that water is dumped physically into the Colorado

River itself. Let me illustrate why this position makes no sense .

I have indicated that four large desalting plants, built in stages, could give

our water-short region enough new water to make up for anticipated deficiencies

in the basin . Suppose now that we give you a guarantee lasting until new water

is found to relieve the basin of theMexican Treaty burden of 1.5 million acre feet.

And suppose that our engineers tell us the best place to build the first of these

plants is the Los Angeles a rea along the seacoast.

All right. Now let's assume that Congress authorizes the project , and we ar

for it with federal funds, perhaps out of the basin account. The plant is bailt

and begins to pumpbrand new $ 70 water into the basin , cutting down the regional

shortage for all of us. A reasonable person might expect that this new water wonld
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apply as a credit on Arizona ' s guarantee. However, that's not the way your water

leaders see it. Unless the water is dumped physically into the mainstream of the

river, they say, it just doesn ' t count.

But, they say, if we build the same plant under the same arrangements with

the same federal financing, and if we build a tremendous new aqueduct to Las

Vegas and pump this new water to Lake Mead and dump it there, it does count

on the guarantee. By the time we pump it to Lake Mead and then pump it back

to Los Angeles, to meet this ridiculous requirement, that $ 70 water will cost

perhaps $ 200 — but it will count on the guarantee.

Similarly , they say Arizona can get no credit for the kind of " new water" made

available by expensive basin fund expenditures for salvage , canal lining,

phreatophyte controland the like.

This logic is a little hard for us to follow and impossible to accept. When

you propose this kind of guarantee , you are really saying that Columbia River

water counts , and nothing else does. I believe I have shown that this road, justly

or not, is not now open to us.

2 - The second thing wrong with your state 's position on the guarantee is

that it saddles Arizona, and Arizona alone , with themain burden of augmenting

the river. It gives us every incentive to augment and you every incentive to block

augmentation . I think this is unrealistic and unfair. It's unrealistic because your

state is going to need much more water than this , and it 's unfair because the

burden is just as much yours as ours.

After all, by the time that 27 -year guarantee runs out, California will have

had preferential use of the Colorado River for a total of 60 years. I think we'll

all be better off if the incentive to augment it after that date falls equally on

both our states.

Thus, of the four items on that envelope, we have three on which I think we

could reach agreement without too much difficulty , and one which remains a

subject of controversy. I don ' t think my state will go beyond the 27 -year guar

antee of the Senate bill, but theoretically we could give a perpetual guarantee .

While I don 't think this whole argument makes much sense or makes much

real difference, I suppose we can continue to haggle about it. If we do, I hope

our haggling doesn 't divert too much of our attention away from the far more

important things we have to discuss.

I entitled this speech " Countdown on the Colorado.” That countdown, which

began some time ago, will end in late January or early February when we've

been promised a committee vote on our Central Arizona Project-Colorado River

Basin bill. As that day approaches it seems to me all of us — but espeically Cali

fornia — have two basic philosophies to choose from :

The first is a philosophy of pessimism , localism and defeatism - the philosophy

Arizona observed in the 1920s and 1930s and which is now urged on you by some

of your people. This philosophy says that not one single step can be made toward

meeting Arizona ' s needs of the 1970s and 1980s until we know precisely - in the

minutest detail - what will be done about California 's needs in the 1990s. If

your state follows this philosophy then whatever happens in Congress you will

lose and we will probably lose with you — the river will remain short and no one

will have enough. This is a fact that everyone has to face. If Arizona should go

it alone and take its water out of the river under some kind of state plan , we

will have to face the shortage of the 1900s, just as you will. This is the ultimate

hard rock that everyone has to face. Furthermore, if Arizona is forced to

build its own project, you can bet that we're going to oppose any

and all federal projects sought by your state, perhaps your lawyers or ours

will dream up somemore lawsuits, and conceivably we'll even raise some ques

tions about all that good water going to non -reclamation, non -municipal, non

economic use in the Salton Sea . I think your decision to follow this philosophy

can be disastrous for our states and for the cause of reclamation .

The other choice is to continue the proven path of progress and cooperation ,

to adopt a philosophy of optimism and faith and hard work and a willingness

to join together in solving - one step at a time the problems as they arise. Ex

cept in water matters this has been the history or our two states. This philosophy

acknowledges that we can't do everything we' d like to do right now . We can ' t

fully and finally, in one bill, augment the river to meet the needs of all time.

But we can make a substantial start on an augmentation program and we can

create a basin fund to help pay for it. We can and we will meet Arizona's needs

for an aqueduct now . And while it is being built we will spend money on investi

gations, feasibility studies, long-range plans. We will begin the great and im
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portant program to make sure that long before the 1990s we have the additional

water our states need for their growing populations.

I'm sure you know which of these philosophies I believe is in the best interests

of your state as well as mine.

Your state's position today seems to be based on the notion that, unless ire

clad arrangements are made now , the United States is going to let California

and Arizona dry up and blow away. I have too much faith in the country , in

the Congress, and in Arizona's and California' s leaders to take this defeatist

view .

The world was not built in a day ; your Central Valley Project and your mag

nificent Imperial and Coachella Valley projects didn't spring full blown from

the drawing boards to be rushed through in one gigantic omnibus bill. The

fantastic Columbia River system wasn 't authorized in one bill. All these succese

ful efforts were authorized and built one sound step at a time.

This is the proven , progressive path by which all the Western states have been

built. Today, Arizona is asking you to get back on that path with us. For your

sake and for ours there is no time to lose.

Mr. JOHNSON . In response to the quorum call on the floor, the com

mittee will adjourn for the day . Since the Secretary cannot be here

tomorrow , we will resumewith him on Thursday for questionsby the

members. The gentleman from Arizona will be recognized at that time.

(Whereupon , at 3 :40 p .m ., the committee recessed , to reconvene at

10 a.m ., Thursday,February 1, 1968.)
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Part II

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1968

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS

Washington, D . C .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :55 a. m ., in room

1324, Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Harold T .

Johnson (chairman ofthe subcommittee ) ,presiding.

Mr. ASPINALL. The Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation

will now be in order for the consideration of such business as is regu

larly scheduled to come before it, which is the continuation of the

hearing on H .R . 3300 and S . 1004 .

It is nice to see you back , Mr. Secretary. I hope that you had a

pleasant birthday.

STATEMENT OF HON. STEWART L . UDALL, SECRETARY, DEPART

MENT OF THE INTERIOR ; ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH HOLUM ,

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR WATER AND POWER ; FLOYD E .

DOMINY, COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF RECLAMATION ; AND ED

WARD WEINBERG, DEPUTY SOLICITOR

Secretary UDALL. Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. ASPINALL . Now , I am going to throw you to the mercy of that

very talented , young, and dedicated brother of yours. When he gets

through , I want to know what your reaction is to his operations.

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman , through a series of brilliant questions,

I intend to rend these witnesses from limb to limb as the morning

goes on .

Mr. Saylor. Will the gentleman yield to me for a unanimous re

quest before proceeding with that task ?

Mr. UDALL . The gentleman said the other day this was their finest

hour. I hope this will still be the situation when we are finished today .

Mr. SAYLOR.Mr. Chairman , I ask unanimous consent that we be

allowed to place in the record at this point a letter I addressed to Mr.

Floyd E . Dominy, Commissioner of Reclamation , on October 18, 1967,

together with the answers to that letter which I received from Mr.

Dominy under date ofOctober 24 , 1967, and November 24 , 1967.

Mr. HOSMER. Reserving the right to object, what does this blank

check for the gentleman concern ?

821
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Mr. SAYLOR. This concerns only the Hooker Dam which , believe it

or not, does not affect any water in California .

Mr. HOSMER. Does it have a Sierra Club twist to it ?

Mr. SAYLOR . No, but I am going to ask that the report of the Siern

Club be placed in the file .

Mr. HOSMER. Does it discuss the water supply situation !

Mr. SAYLOR . It discusses only a proposed dam site.

Mr. HOSMER. No fallout that will move westward ?

Mr. SAYLOR. There might be some if it finally got to the Gulf of

Mexico , somewhere around where the Gila River runs into the main

stream of Colorade .

Mr. HOSMER. I withdraw my reservation .

Mr. ASPINALL. Is there any objection ?

There being no objection , it is so ordered .

You have heard the request of the gentleman from Pennsylvania:

that the correspondence on the Hooker Dam be made a part of the

record and that the report of the Sierra Club be made a part of the

file. Is there any objection ?

(No response.).

Mr. ASPINALL. Hearing none, it is so ordered .

( The material deferred to follows: )

( The report referred to will be found in the committee files.)

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington , D . C ., October 18, 1967

Mr. FLOYD E . DOMINY,

Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation ,

Department of the Interior,

Washington , D . C .

DEAR MR. DOMINY : As you know , the House Interior and Insular Affairs Coo

mittee intends to take up in Executive Session early next year the Central Art

zona Project. So that I may be properly informed before the bill is acted upco

in Committee, I will from time to time submit questions concerning this project

as it is considered .

I am listing below a series of questions in regard to the Hooker Dam and

Reservoir, and wish you would provide answers at your earliest convenience

This project is one in which I have not arrived at any definite conclusion, there

fore, my questions are quite detailed , and I sincerely hope that your answers an

equally informative .

1 . Present legislation expresses the size of the proposed Hooker Dam

Reservoir in indefinite terms. HR 3300 does prescribe an initial capacity for the

Reservoir of 98,000 acre feet, but then , like S 1004 just passed by the Senate, er

the final size only in terms of the additional consumptive use to be provided fe

New Mexico, this being 18,000 acre feet per annum under both bills . Whatare the

plans for the specifications of this project in the following terms:

( a ) The height of the dam ? The maximum water surface elevation ?

( b ) The capacity of the reservoir ?

( c ) The area of the water surface of the reservoir at full capacity ?

( d ) The length in river mileage of the reservoir at full capacity , together with

the length of the encroachment on the Gila Wilderness and Primitive Areas

(e ) The water for additional consumptive use to be provided New Mexico, er

cluding evaporative losses ; and

(f ) The yearly evaporative losses ?

Each of these characteristics of the project should receive multiple answers

the dam is to be built in stages.

2 . ( a ) How extensive a study has been made of the project in order to esta

lish its characteristics ?

( b ) Assuming that only a reconnaissance study has been made, as I understand

to be the case, what degree of change can be expected in the characteristics as

plans are made definitive upon authorization of the project ?
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, 3 . Based on its reconnaissance studies, it is said that the Bureau of Reclama

tion has settled on the Hooker site as the best site for the project as conceived .

What is the extent of these site studies ?

4 . What alternate sites along the Gila River, were considered and studied by

the Bureau ? If any submit the studies.

5 . ( a ) What is the benefit- cost ratio for Hooker Dam ?

( b ) What are the results of the studies by the Bureau with respect to each

alternate site considered in comparison with the Hooker site, in terms of details ,

figures, prospective benefits, and benefit-cost ratio ?

6 . ( a ) How does the benefit-eost ratio ofHooker Dam compare with a potential

project to supply New Mexico 's water entitlement utilizing ground water storage

and pumping ? The ground water used in this manner would appear to be ade

quately recharged by periods of high flow in theGila River. In view of its effect on

surface flows in the Gila River above Coolidge Dam , such a project should in

clude most presently irrigated land which might benefit from Hooker Dam .

Potential benefits for such a project might include no evaporation losses from

surface water storage and possible reduction in evapotranspiration by phreato

phytes to lowering of thewater table.

. ( b ) Has there been consideration of any other alternate plans to the Hooker

Project ( n .b ., project ,not just dam ) ?

7 . The primary objective of the Hooker project is to provide additional water

for consumptive uses in New Mexico amounting to 18,000 acre feet per annum ,

How was this amount of water established . Is it ?

8 . What is the planned breakdown of this 18 ,000 acre feet to the various

consumptive uses ?

9. How was this breakdown arrived at ?

10. Assuming that there was some delay in completing the Hooker project

to its full capacity and that at a lesser capacity, presumably 98,000 acre feet,

the project could provide some lesser amount of water for additional consumptive

use, how much water would be provided and how would this quantity be broken

down to consumptive uses ?

11. ( a ) Is Hooker actually part of the CentralArizona Project in an engineer

ing or an operating sense ?

(b ) If Hooker is actually essential to the Central Arizona Project, in what

respect is this true ? '

12. Whatwould be the type of construction of the Hooker Dam ?

13 . What would be the cost of the project as of October 1, 1967 ?

14 . What would be the effect on type of construction and cost if the dam were

constructed in stages ?

15 . Benefits to be derived from Hooker have been claimed for flood control,

outdoor recreation , fish and wildlife , and for municipal, industrial, and agri

cultural uses through the provision of a firm water supply resulting from river

regulation . Is this the extent of the claimed benefits ?

16. These claimed benefits pertain only to New Mexico ,do they not ?

17. What are the full details in facts and figures which are the basis for the

claimed benefits to agriculture, in terms of flood control, firm water supply, or

additional consumptive use ?

18. Does S . 1004 permit the irrigation of new lands in New Mexico with Gila

River water ? If so , how will the water be supplied to these lands ?

19 . How much land with appurtenant water rights was brought up in the

Gila Valley on behalf of the Phelps-Dodge Corporation for use of the water rights

in support of their Tyroneoperation ?

20. What will be the effect of the diversion of these water rights on the poten

tial of the Gila Valley asan area for irrigated farming ?

21. Would the Hooker project serve in any way to salvage the agricultural

potential of the Valley in the foreseeable future ?

22. What is the basis in detail for the benefits claimed for outdoor recreation ?

23 . Are the benefits claimed for outdoor recreation adequately discounted for

the negative effect on outdoor recreation which would be caused by the intrusion

of the reservoir on the Gila Wilderness and Primitive Areas ?

24 . How would a site for the project, downstream of the Hooker site, compare

with Hooker site for conventional outdoor recreation ?

25. What is the basis in detail for the benefits claimed for fish and wildlife ?

26. Have the claims for benefits to fish and wildlife been checked by a qualified

ecologist ?
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27 . As planned , the Hooker Reservoir would encroach on the Gila Wildernes

and Primitive Areas, and in doing so would be destructive of habitat for the

native flora and fauna, thus altering the native ecology which it is the functia

of those Areas to preserve. Are the benefits claimed for " fish and wildlife " ade

quately discounted for this negative effect ?

28. What is the meaning of "wildlife" as used in the claims for benefits from

the Hooker project ?

29. How could Hooker provide benefits for wildlife under any definition of

the term ?

30. What is the meaning of " fish " as used in the claims for benefits from the

Hooker project ?

31. Is the claim for benefits to “ fish " based on prospective improvement of

habitat for native water animals, or does it refer to improved facilities for

stocking sport fish for " put and take " recreational fishing ?

32. Would the New Mexico Game and Fish Department be allowed to contract

for municipal and industrial water from the Hooker Reservoir to be used to

compensate for evaporation at certain state -owned lakes ?

33 . What would be the effect of the Hooker project on the native fiora :

34 . How would a site for the project downstream of the Hooker site compare

in terms of conventional fishing for recreation ?

35 . Has the prospective value of the Hooker Reservoir for conventional out

door recreation and sport fishing been assessed by a qualified expert or experts

on those subjects ?

36 . Has the Forest Service been consulted with respect to the problems of

administering wilderness regulations on the Hooker Reservoir and in the vicinity .

considering that it would lie astride the wilderness boundary ?

37. Has the opinion of the Forest Service been sought concerning the Hooker

project in general? What is its position ? If in writing furnish copy of same.

38 . What areas would be protected from floods that are not now protected or

would be protected by authorized or pending projects ?

39 . How much water is allocated for use by Silver City ? How would Silrer

City' s share of the water be made available for use , what would be the cost

of delivery , and at whose expense would this be ?

40. It is understood that water allotments were established by interviews with

appropriate industrial officials incident to the Bureau of Reclamation recon

naissance studies , thus allotments must be earmarked to specific users. Who

are the prospective users for the 10 ,000 acre feet of water apportioned to

mining and milling ? How much would they be charged for this water ?

41. ( a ) Is there any intention to transport mining and milling water east across

the Continental Divide, or that is be so transported to users so located ?

( b ) If water is to be transported across the Continental Divide, for whom might

it be destined and atwhose expense would it be moved ?

42. Will the income derived from water and power sales from Hooker Dam be

sufficient to cover reimbursable project costs ? If not, how much financial assist

ance is necessary from a basin fund ?

In view of the fact that there is an unusualmethod of financing provided in

the proposed legislation and which has already been approved by the Bureau,

I also request an up-to -date breakdown of the amount of monies which will be

advanced by the Federal Government for construction of a Thermal Electric

Plant, which the Government will contract for, the length of time such power is

available, your estimated cost to the taxpayers, and the cost per kilowatt under

the most advantageous and adverse conditions,

The information that I am seeking is for my own personal edification and

benefit . I would appreciate your forwarding these answers to me personally at

your earliest convenience and without circulating them to any other Member of

Congress as in the past.

With every good wish ,

Sincerely ,

John P . SAYLOR ,

Member of Congress.
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( 3 )

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ,

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION ,

Washington , D . O ., October 24, 1967.

Hon. JOHN P . SAYLOR ,

House of Representatives,

Washington , D .C .

DEAR MR. SAYLOR : This is in further reply to your letters of September 14 and

October 18, 1967, enclosing a list of questions concerning the Central Arizona

Project and proposed Hooker Dam in New Mexico. The following replies are

numbered to correspond with your questions :

Ansroer No. 1. — The provisions in H . R . 3300 and S . 1004 , 90th Congress, with

regard to additional New Mexico consumptive use in the amount of 18 ,000 acre

feet per year are based upon negotiations between the States of Arizona and

New Mexico . As we understand these provisions, if either bill is passed by the

Congress, our Bureau would be authorized to proceed with definite plan studies

to determine the reservoir capacity required to allow 18,000 additional acre-feet

of consumptive use from the Gila River, its tributaries, and underground water

sources in New Mexico without prejudicing the rights of downstream interests

under the Colorado River and Gila Decrees. Our testimony to date before con

gressional committees has related to a reservoir with a capacity of 98 ,000 acre

feet, but we have not established the capacity which will be required to meet the

provision of 18,000 acre-feet of additional consumptive use . The following data

submitted in answer to subparagraphs ( 1 ) through ( 6 ) of Question No. 1 are,

therefore, for a reservoir of that capacity .

( 1 ) Height of dam . - -- - 227 feet.

Maximum water surface elevation - - - 4 , 880 feet.

( 2 ) Capacity of reservoir ( including surcharge storage ) - - - - - 117 , 000 acre-feet.

Surface area , maximum water surface . - - - - - - - 1 , 250 acres .

Reservoir length , full capacity - - - - - - - - 9 . 2 miles.

Length of encroachment :

Gila wilderness . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 . 5 miles.

Primitive area - - - - - - 0 . 7 miles.

( 5 ) Consumptive use additional to New Mexico - less evapora

tion - - - - - - - - -

( 6 ) Average annual evaporation loss over 100 years . - - - - - - - - 3 , 700 acre-feet.

1 Unknown ; would vary with reservation for flood control and resolution of legal
problems.

Detailed operation studies will be required to determine the reservoir capacity

necessary to accomplish the exchange contemplated in the bills.

Answer No. 2 . - ( a ) The design characteristics of Hooker Dam as presented in

our 1947 report were adopted from studies made by the Corps of Engineers and

presented in its December 1 , 1945, " Interim Report on Survey, Flood Control. Gila

River and Tributaries Above Salt River, Arizona and New Mexico." Cost esti

mates were updated to October 1963 price levels in our recent testimony before

the committees. In total, these studies could be considered to be a little better than

reconnaissance level.

( b ) Our experience in the past is that feasibility -grade studies result in changes

in cost and minor modifications in structure arising from additional foundation

and hydrologic data which are not available from reconnaissance studies. In the

case of Hooker Dam , if the requirement to provide 18,000 acre-feet of water for

consumptive use is included in the authorizing legislation ,we will need to perform

detailed operation studies to size the reservoir . The resulting reservoir may be

considerably in excess of the 98 ,000 acre -foot capacity used in the report.

Answer No. 3 . - Various sites have been studied at a reconnaissance level by

our Bureau and the Corps of Engineers over the past 35 years or so . Informa

tion on these studies is contained in our original Central Arizona Proient ponost

of 1947 and in the Corps of Engineers' 1945 interim report on the Gila River and

tributaries above Salt River.

Answer No. 4. - Our reconnaissance investigations since about 1930 include

the following :

T The Alum Dam site located upstream from the Hooker site .

( b ) Hooker Dam and Reservoir.

Tinner and Lower Cliff Dam sites located below the Cliff -Gila Valley .

a The Conner Dam site located below the Cliff -Gila Valley.
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( e ) The Fuller Ranch Dam site located downstream from the Red Rock
Valley ..

Answer No. 5 . - (a ) It is a feature of the Central Arizona Project dependent

upon that project ; hence, no determination of a separate benefit -cost ratio for

Hooker Dam and Reservoir has been made.

( b ) We have made reconnaissance investigations of numerous damsites on the

Gila River in New Mexico since about 1930. These inelude the following, which

are listed in downstream order :

The Alum Dam Site, being located upstream from the Hooker Dam site ,

could serve the same geographic areas and could provide similar benefits.

The cost per acre-foot of net water yield at this site was shown by recon

naissance studies to be only slightly higher than at the Hooker site. The

Alum Dam and Reservoir site, therefore, was considered to be a truly com

parable alternative to the Hooker site but was dropped from further con

sideration because the site is located entirely within or surrounded by the

Gila Wilderness Area at considerable distance from paved highways or

habitations, making it less desirable than sites outside or on the edge of the

wilderness area . Because the Alum site is located higher on the watershed ,

the quantity of water that could be developed and the degree of flood pro

tection that could be provided to downstream areas also would be less than

at the Hooker site.

Hooker Dam and Reservoir were proposed as features of the Central

Arizona Project because of the strategic location and superior physical

potentialities of the Hooker site relative to benefits within the State of New

Mexico . Although the cost per acre-foot of net yield at the Hooker site was

shown by reconnaissance studies to be less than at any other site studied .

this finding was not the sole basis for selecting the Hooker site for more

detailed investigation .

Hooker Dam site is located at the point where the Gila River emerges from

the mountains and flows through the irrigated valleys of western New Mex.

ico into eastern Arizona . A dam and reservoir at this strategic location would

serve the three principal irrigated areas along the Gila River in New Mexico .

the Cliff -Gila , Duck Creek , Red Rock , and Virden Valleys and also would

provide the most practicable source of additional municipal and industrial

water supply for the Silver City and Tyrone areas. It also would provide

aquatie recreation and fishing and hunting opportunities readily accessible

by paved highways to Silver City and other urban areas. The dam would

be located outside the Gila Wilderness and Primitive Areas, and the reservoir

would back water only a few miles inside these areas which , at this point, are

comprised of typical, undistinguished , sparsely vegetated , desert hills located

in close proximity to State highways, towns, and farmsteads.

The Cliff Dam Sites (upper and lower ) were dropped from consideration

because early reconnaissance investigations indicated that the physical poten .

tialities of these sites were inferior to either the upstram Hooker site or the

downstream Conner site. A dam at this site would inundate about 2,000 acres

of presently irrigated farmland.

The Conner Dam Site , being located downstream from the Cliff -Gila Valley .

would neither serve nor protect that valley, which contains nearly 50 percent

of all farmlands irrigated from the Gila River in the State of New Mexica.

This site, therefore , is not a comparable alternative to the Hooker Dam site

insofar as it relates to benefits within the State and, for that reason , was not

considered in the original Central Arizona Project report, New developments

that have occurred during the 20 years since the original Central Arizona

Project report was issued provide no basis for reconstruction of this site .

As previously noted , the 18,000-acre -foot increase in New Mexico' s annual

water use from the Gila River as provided for in the Arizona -New Mexico

agreement includes the evaporation losses that would occur on any reservoir

constructed to develop this water. Such losses would be far greater at the

Conner site because of its lower location on the watershed and the resnlting

requirement for increased reservoir capacity due to its greater sediment

inflow . It is estimated that the annual evaporation from the Hooker site will

be about one-third that of the Conner site. Evaporation from a reservoir at

the Conner site constructed with active storage capacity needed for water

conservation purposes might easily consume most of the additional 18 ,000

acre-feet per year permitted by the interstate agreement. The Conner site is

also less desirable from a recreation and fish and wildlife standpoint because
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of its isolation and lack of access facilities. It also would require about 500

feet ofadditional pump lift to transport municipal and industrial water to the

areas of potential use . A dam at this site would also inundate about 900 acres

of presently irrigated farmland .

The Fuller Ranch Dam Site, being located downstream from both the

Cliff -Gila and Red Rock Valleys and at great distance from potentialmunic

ipal and industrial water users, was eliminated from consideration on the

basis of its geographic disadvantages with respect to increased water use

and other benefits in the State of New Mexico. A dam at this site would in

undate about 1 ,400 acres of irrigated lands.

In general, the rate of evaporation would be greater in the locations of

the downstream sites. Flood protection to the important developed lands of

the Cliff -Gila can not be provided by reservoirs at the Cliff, Conner, or

Fuller Ranch sites. Our studies of the alternative sites also are not to suffi

cient grade to ascertain that the foundations for the dams and reservoir

areas are adequate.

We have not carried the studies of the alternative sites to the degree of

refinement which would provide quantiative statements of current costs,

benefits , and other factors.

Answer No. 6 . - ( a ) No feasibility -grade hydrogeologic and ground-water

studies of the Upper Gila River Basin have been made. It is our judgment, how

ever, that, on the basis of reconnaissance studies, it would not be possible to sus

tain pumping an additional 18.000 acre-feet per year from the area. The two pro

posals, therefore, are not comparable .

It is doubtful that adequate well yields and adequate recharge in periods of

high flow could be obtained in reasonable proximity to the potential water re

quirements. Also, operation of the suggested well fields in a manner that would

not affect downstream rights would be extremely complex. For example , at low

flow , it would be necessary to pump from the well systems into the river an

amount equal to the computed effects of earlier pumping from the wells on river

flows. Reliable computations of such effects, acceptable to downstream interests,

might pose a difficult problem .

( b ) Weare now engaged in authorized feasibility investigations of the potential

Upper Gila River Project, which embraces that part of the Gila River Basin in

Arizona and New Mexico above Coolidge Dam . Consideration is being given in

these studies to many alternative plans for increaisng water use in both the

Arizona and New Mexico portions of the Upper Gila River Basin involving addi

tional storage works, phreatophyte eradication , canal and lateral lining , and ex

change arrangements with downstream water users to be supplied directly from

the Central Arizona Project aqueduct system . Reconnaissance plan formulation

studies evaluating alternatives which have so far been completed have included

storage combinations without the proposed Hooker Dam and Reservoir, but all

have demonstrated less favorable results than alternatives which include Hooker

Dam and Reservoir .

Answer No. 7 . - This amount was established by mutual agreement between the

States of Arizona and New Mexico after a long period of negotiations. Our Bu

reau was not a part of these negotiations but, upon request, furnished both States

such data as were available .

Answers N08. 8 and 9.- Our reconnaissance studies indicate a potentialdemand

for about 10 ,800 acre-feet of additionalmunicipaland industrial water, leaving a

balance of 7 ,200 acre-feet for reservoir evaporation , irrigation , fish and wildlife ,

recreation , or other uses. The amount of reservoir evaporation would depend upon

the reservoir capacity and operating criteria . These figures were made available

to both Arizona and New Mexico during the aforementioned negotiations. The

figures or breakdown result from a determination of the potential need for M & I

supplies.

Ansurer No. 10. - It would be our intention to give the first consideration to

M & I uses in providing a water supply of any quantity. To the extent thatwater is

available in excess of current M & I needs, it would be used in an interim irriga

tion supply.

Answer No. 11. - ( a and b ) Hooker Dam would not be a viable development

insofar as its contemplated accomplishments are concerned without the Central

Arizona Project . Hooker Dam , on the contrary , is not necessary to the engineering

and operating viability of the other portions of the Central Arizona Project.

Hooker Dam , as embodied in H . R . 3300 and S . 1004 , however, is necessary to ac

commodate an exchange of water for the benefit of New Mexico . The physical
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accomplishment of that exchange would require storage facilities in New Mexico .

Answer No. 12. - Hooker was originally planned as a concrete structure but, due

to technologicaladvancement since that time,we believe that definite plan studies

may indicate that an earthfill structure would be more economical.

Answer No. 13. — The cost of constructing a 98,000 -acre-foot reservoir with a

concrete Hooker Dam is estimated at $ 28 ,797 ,000 .

Answer No. 14. - If stage construction should be adopted , an earthfill design

would probably be adopted . Costs for the first stage would be increased somewhat

by the inclusion of structural features required for enlargement. Such costs might

or might not be offset by savings in deferment of a portion of the total cost for a

number of years .

Answer No. 15 . -- Benefits were claimed for flood control, outdoor recreation ,

and fish and wildlife . The benefits for municipal and industrial and irrigation

water supply for the Central Arizona Project are associated with the quantities

of water delivered by the main aqueduct (and also those developed at Buttes

and Charleston Dams) without regard to the specific area of use . This amount

ofwater, and hence these benefits, would be the same whether or not an exchange

of water to New Mexico is accomplished. We do not, therefore, claim any addi

tional irrigation or M & I water supply benefits for the Hooker Dam .

However, the benefits of the Central Arizona Project must be redistributed by

means of the Hooker Unit to give New Mexico its equitable share in Lower

Basin development as determined by the May 1966 agreement between the States

Answer No. 16 . - In addition to the benefits in New Mexico , there would be

flood control benefits in the Duncan Valley in Arizona ; and the project recrea

tion and fish and wildlife benefits would accrue particularly to citizens of Texas

New Mexico, and Arizona , and to some extent to all of the citizens of the United

States.

Answer No. 17. -- As indicated above, no benefits to agriculture were claimed in

terms of additional consumptive use. Flood control benefits of $ 70.000 annually

were evaluated by the Corps of Engineers on a reconnaissance basis using arer

age future conditions and 1961 price levels. This reflects the value of damage

prevented as is usual in Federal water resource projects, and is predicated upon

the operation of the reservoir basically for flood control and would be reduced if

the operation were varied to meet other considerations.

Answer No. 18. – Section 2 ( c ) of S . 1004 as passed by the Senate provides :

" Unless and until otherwise provided by Congress, water from the Central

Arizona Project shall not be made available directly or indirectly for the irriga .

tion of lands not having a recent irrigation history as determined by the Secre

tary , except in the case of Indian lands, national wildlife refuges, and, with the

approval of the Secretary , State-administered wildlife management areas. "

Answer No. 19. - Qur land status studies have not been recently updated , but

we have been advised informally that the Pacific Western Land Company is re

ported to have acquired approximately 3 ,500 acres of land in the Gila Valley

having surface and ground-water rights. We are not informed whether or not

this company is affiliated with mining interests.

Answer No. 20. -- If water rights appurtenant to farmlands are transferred to

other uses, the lands would have to be retired from production until such time

as an additionalwater supply is available .

Answer No. 21. - Yes. Under the Arizona-New Mexico agreement, water from

Hooker Reservoir could be used to prevent the retirement of agricultural lands.

Answer No. 22. - Information on outdoor recreation is presented in summary

in the report prepared by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation , which is included

in the appendix of the Secretary ' s report of January 1964 on the Pacific South

west Water Plan . We are requesting the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation to reply

further to you concerning Questions No, 22 , 23 , 24 , and 35 .

Answer No. 23 . - See Answer No. 22.

Answer No.24. - See AnswerNo. 22.

Answer No. 25 . - The fish and wildlife benefits are reported in summary in

the substantiating report of the Fish and Wildlife Service included in the

appendix to the Secretary 's January 1964 report on the Pacific Southwest Water

Plan. We are requesting the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife to reply

further to you concerning Questions No. 26 , 27, 28, 29 , 30 , 31,and 35 .

Answer No. 26 . - See Answer No. 25 .

Answer No. 27. - See Answer No. 25 .

Answer No. 28 .- See Answer No. 25 .

Answer No. 29. - See Answer No. 25 .

Answer No. 30. - See Answer No. 25 .

Answer No. 31. - See Answer No. 25.
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Answer No. 32. — No provision of law would prevent such an allocation . This

would be a matter for later determination in consultation with the State of

New Mexico.

Answer No. 33, - We do not have available an analysis of the impact of Hooker

Dam upon the native flora . Wehave made data available to the Forest Service for

further evaluations of the impact of Hooker Dam on Forest lands, which are

under way.

Answer No. 34. — No evaluation of fish and wildlife benefits has been made of

the downstream sites.

Answer No. 35. - See Answers No. 22 and 25 .

Answer No. 36 . — Yes.

Answer No. 37. - Yes. The Department of Agriculture comments on the Pacific

Southwest Water Plan are included in the Secretary 's report dated January

1964. In summary , that Department recommended that close collaboration between

it and the Department of the Interior be maintained to minimize any adverse

impact which the developments included in the plan may have on programs asso

ciated with the National Forest System . We are providing data to the Forest

Service for further impact studies.

Answer No. 38. -- The areas protected would include Gila Valley lands in New

Mexico below the Hooker site and Duncan Valley lands in Arizona.

Ansuner No. 39. - We have made no specific water allocations subsequent to the

Arizona-New Mexico agreement as proposed in H . R . 3300 and S . 1004. Water

could be made available at the reservoir site at the appropriate allocated cost,

which has yet to be determined .

Answer No. 40. - The Arizona-New Mexico agreement provides for increased

consumptive use in New Mexico in the amount of 18 ,000 acre-feet per year, but

no specific allotments have been made. Ultimate users would be determined by

the Secretary of the Interior in consultation with the State of New Mexico , and

water would be marketed through contracts negotiated with the Secretary of the

Interior, in accordance with the terms of the proposed authorizing legislation .

Answer No. 41. - ( a and b ) Our plans do not include provisions for transporta

tion of water across the Continental Divide. We contemplate that water sales

would be at the reservoir. (Water contractors would be determined by the Secre

tary of the Interior in consultation with the State of New Mexico. )

Answer No. 42. - The development of hydroelectric power is not contemplated

at Hooker Dam . The repayment of the costs of this facility would be integrated

into the overall repayment plan for the Central Arizona Project just as any

other reservoir or major feature of the project plan . Under the Administration ' s

proposal, the entire Central Arizona Project would repay its reimbursable costs

without development fund assistance . The amount of assistance for the Central

Arizona Project required under any other plan would be determined by the

provisionsof the legislation .

You also inquired concerning the prepayment power arrangements which

have been recommended in the Administration ' s proposed plan for the Central

Arizona Project.

The Administration 's proposal included a main aqueduct with a capacity of

2 .500 c .f . s . for the Central Arizona Project. This size aqueduct would require

400 megawatts of pumping capacity . S . 1004 as passed by the Senate includes a

3 ,000 - c . f. s . aqueduct, which would require 470 megawatts of capacity .

In each case, the project cost would include the capital cost for prepayment

for the required generation facilities and costs of prepayment for a part of the

transmission facilities and of Government construction of part of the transmis

sion facilities. These costs are as follows:

Administration proposal S . 1004

Prepayment for thermal electric generating capacity . . . . . . . . . . .

Transmission facilities.. .

$ 42 ,000, 000

49, 950 ,000

$ 49 ,000 , 000

54,000, 000

The prepayment would be reimbursed from project revenues and is expected

to provide for power from a thermal-electric powerplant which , with normal

maintenance and minor replacement, would have a useful life of 35 years. The

repayment analysis for the project further provides for payments into a reserve

for replacement which would accumulate sufficient capital to provide for a new

prepayment arrangement when major plant replacement becomes necessary .
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Thus the repayment analysis provides for power throughout the life of the

project .

The project would be charged 3 mills per kilowatt-hour for irrigation pumpins

and 5 mills per kilowatt -hour for M & I pumping. Power acquired under the pre

payment plan but not needed for project pumping (because of fluctuations in

water supply ) would be sold commercially at 5 mills . The total of these revenues

would repay the capital costs and operation and maintenance costs of the genera

tion and transmission facilities and would provide the reserve for replacement.

Sincerely yours,

FLOYD E . DOMINY, Commissioner.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ,

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION ,

Washington , D . C ., November 24, 1967 .

Hon . John P . SAYLOR,

House of Representatives, Washington , D . C .

DEAR MR. SAYLOR : Please refer to our letter of October 24 , 1967, in response to

your inquiries concerning the proposed Hooker Dam in New Mexico.

As we explained, we requested the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife

and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation to respond further to certain of your

questions. We now have their comments. Your questions are repeated for con

venient referencealong with the replies of each of theagencies.

BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE

25 . What is the basis in detail for the benefits claimed for fish and wildlife ?

Various plans for the Hooker Reservoir site have been studied intermittentis

since 1947 , including preliminary studies conducted in 1962 for the Pacific South

west Water Plan . The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife participated in

a reconnaissance study begun in 1963 and terminated upon completion of a report

entitled , "Upper Gila River Project, Arizona and New Mexico - Bureau of Sport

Fisheries and Wildlife Report ,” dated February 19, 1964. The Upper Gila River

Project report presents a refinement of fish and wildlife data presented in the

Pacific Southwest Water Plan . Enclosed is a copy of the Upper Gila River report.

Specifically , the February 1964 report provides two plans of development for

Hooker Reservoir : Plan 1 with an active pool with a capacity of 150 .000 acre -feet

and a surface area of 1 ,780 acres, and Plan 2 with an active pool of 200, 000 acre

feet and a surface area of 1.850 acres. In both plans, the sediment pool would

be 65 ,000 acre-feet, with a surface area of 845 acres. Hooker Reservoir 's value to

fish and wildlife would be essentially the same under both plans,

The reservoir site is located in a narrow canyon in desert grassland -pinyon

juniper transition zone. About 13 miles of the Gila River would be in the Hooker

Reservoir site and 13 miles below the dam would be affected . Channel catfish .

smallmouth bass, and trout fishing projected over the life of the projert would

amount to about 9,400 man -days annually without the project. None of the sport

fishes in the project area are indigenous.

With -the-project analysis is based upon the 845 -acre minimum pool which

would extend about 3 miles within the Gila Wilderness Area of the Gila National

Forest. Preliminary studies by the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish

indicate that the reservoir would be suitable for trout and would be stocked

and managed as a trout fishery by the State. There would be an estimated

79,500 man-days of fishing annually distributed as follows : reservoir, 46 ,500

man-days ; tailwater , 20 ,000 man -days ; and the 13 -mile-downstream reach . 13 .000

man-days. Fishery benefits would total $ 222,000 annually. The above estimates

are for fishing without specific facilities.

Fishing could be improved by the addition of the following specific facilities :

construction of two launching ramps would increase fishing by 20.000 man -dage

with benefits of $60,000 ; access for 1,000 feet below the dam , including a berm

or other platform , would provide 5 ,000 man-days with benefits of $ 15 ,000 ; and

reservoir zoning would permit an additional 25 ,000 man -days with benefits of

$ 75 .000 . The three additionalmeasures to the project would increase fishing bs

50 ,000 man-days with annualbenefits of $ 150,000 .

Upland-game species on the 8 ,000 acres of habitatunder Plan I and 10 .000 acres

under Plan II include Gambel' s quail, scaled quail, mourning dove, cottontail

and jackrabbit. A few Mearn 's quail, wild turkeys, band -tailed pigeons, and

chukars are on the site. The mule deer is the principal big -game animal at the
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reservoir site. The rather sparse population of fur animals include raccoons,

foxes, badgers, muskrats, and beavers. A few rails and waterfowl are found in

the river bottoms during fall and spring migrations. Low densities of game

species and lack of access limit hunting, and losses therefore would be low .

The above analysis is based upon the investigations and experience of Bureau

of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife biologists who have been active in project plan

ning for more than 20 years. It also is supported by theexperience of New Mexico

Department of Game and Fish biologists who are intimately familiar with the

project area .

If this project enters detailed studies, the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wild

life, in cooperation with the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish , will

intensively investigate the project and will make more detailed recommendations

on means of preventing losses and enhancing benefits to fish and wildlife.

26 . Have the claims for benefits to fish and wildlife been checked by a qualified

ecologist ?

The people who prepared the fish and wildlife analysis for Hooker Reservoir

are qualified fish and wildlife biologists. One of them is a Ph . D . in wildlife man

agement. Others who contributed to the study at both State and Federal levels

have graduate training in fish and wildlife ecology .

27 . As planned , the Hooker Reservoir would encroach on the Gila Wilderness

and Primitive Areas, and in doing so would be destructive of habitat for the

native flora and fauna , thus altering the native ecology which it is the function of

these areas to preserve. Are the benefits claimed for " fish and wildlife " ade

quately discounted for this negative effect ?

As indicated in the answer to question No. 25 , there were no benefits to wild

life . Benefits to fishing were derived after consideration of losses. None of the

sport fishes in the project area are native species. In addition , the aquatic habitat

appears to have changed over the years as a result of changes in precipitation

and the impact of past land use . There also have been changes in wildlife species

and their abundance which cannot be specifically identified . It generally appears

that the project site does not maintain an undisturbed native flora and fauna.

28 . What is the meaning of " wildlife " as used in the claims for benefits

from the Hooker project ?

" Wildlife" as used in the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife' s report

referred to the big game, upland game, fur animals, and wildlife referred to in

question No. 25 . Wildlife includes all vertebrate animal life other than fishes,

but the wildlife other than those listed above usually are not susceptible to

economic evaluation ; however, it recognizes them and their importance in its

investigations.

29. How could Hooker provide benefits for wildlife under any definition of

the term ?

Other than for waterfowl, Hooker Reservoir does not provide benefits to wild

life ; rather there are minor losses as stated in the answer to question No. 25 .

30. What is the meaning of " fish " as used in the claims for benefits from the

Hooker Project ?

Fish include all finned vertebrates. Although only those brought to creel are

mentioned , the non -game species were considered in the analysis . There was no

important loss anticipated for non -game species.

31. Is the claim for benefits to " fish " based on prospective improvement of a

babitat for native water animals, or does it refer to improve facilities for stock

ing sport fish for " put and take" recreational fishing ?

Benefits for fishing are based upon both improvement of habitat and stocking

of fish . Incidentally, there have been so many introductions of fishes in this area

that it would be difficult to define native water animals. There would be an initial

stocking of warmwater species in the reservoir. These fishes would be expected

to be self-perpetuating. The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish also has

calculated annual fish requirements of 46 ,555 pounds of trout comprising 512,000

6 -inch fish in the reservoir , stilling basin , and downstream ; 900 ,000 3 -inch fish

in the reservoir and downstream ; and 1 ,800 ,000 1-inch fish in the reservoir .

35 . Has the prospective value of the Hooker Reservoir for conventional out

door recreation and sport fishing been assessed by a qualified expert or experts

on these subjects ?

Qualified fish and wildlife biologists of the New Mexico Department of Game

and Fish and the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife participated in the

field studies, and their work in turn was reviewed and found adequate by other

highly trained biologists. Some of the biologists have had as much as 20 years

experience in fish and wildlife management problems on water development

projects.

89 –857 — 68 - pt. 2 - 10
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BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION

22. What is the basis in detail for the benefits claimed for outdoor recreation ?

Benefits in the February 1967 report on the Central Arizona Project for out

door recreation at Hooker Reservoir are those reported in the Pacific Southwest

Water Plan of 1964 , as follows :

Activities Visitor-days Value (per day) Total

$15 , 600General use . .

Boating and skiing . .

Camping - - - - - - -

30, 000

10 . 000

15 , 000

5 . 500

7 . 500

Total. . . . . . . . . . 28. 600

The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation is currently making a detailed study of

use , costs, and benefits for the Hooker Project. New benefit figures are being devel

oped . Indications are that they will be higher than the above.

23. Are the benefits claimed for outdoor recreation adequately discounted for

the negative effect on outdoor recreation which would be caused by the intrusion

of the reservoir on the Gila Wilderness and Primitive Areas ?

The outdoor recreation benefits displayed above have not been discounted for

negative effect. Possible negative effects of Hooker Reservoir resulting from

minor intrusion on the existing wilderness are being evaluated by the Bureau

of Outdoor Recreation .

24. How would a site for the project, downstream of the Hooker site, compare

with Hooker site for conventional outdoor recreation ?

Storage downstream from the Hooker site has been considered by the Bureau

of Reclamation to be undesirable for other purposes, and no recreation study has

been made.

35 . Has the prospective value of the Hooker Reservoir for conventional out

door recreation and sport fishing been assessed by a qualified expert or experts

on those subjects ?

Recreation resources specialists of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation are cur .

rently making a detailed recreation study of the Hooker Project. This study is

being coordinated with the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.

If we can be of further service in this matter, please call on us.

Sincerely yours,

FLOYD E . DOMINY, Commissioner.

Mr. ASPINALL . I thank the gentleman from Arizona for yielding. He

is now recognized .

Mr. SAYLOR. I ask thathe yield .

Mr.UDALL . I yield for one further reasonable request.

Mr. SAYLOR. I ask unanimous consent that the Secretary of the In

terior be directed to furnish to the committee a copy of a report which

wasmade in 1967 from the chief design engineer, Ralph Charles, with

regard to the Conner damsite .

[NOTE. — The Bureau of Reclamation is not aware ofany such report

as requested . Mr. Ralph Charles also stated that he had not prepared

any such report. ]

Mr. HOSMER. Reserving the right to object , is that one that

Mr. SAYLOR. This is again the same river, has nothing to do with the

Colorado. It is simply a proposed damsite in the State of New Mexico .

Mr. UDALL. It is a proposed alternate for Hooker Dam , as I under

stand it .

Mr. SAYLOR . That is correct.

Mr.HOSMER. Iwithdraw myreservation .

Mr. ASPINALL . Is there objection ?

(Noresponse. )

Mr.AsPINALL.Hearing none, it is so ordered.
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The gentleman from Arizona.

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman , I do not have too many questions this

morning.

I want to say, after consultation with my Arizona colleagues in the

House, that we generally approve what you are trying to do in connec

tion with the Fort McDowell Indian Reservation . I hope that you can

work this out and submit some language to us which will take care of

the rights and needs of that Indian tribe in connection with the con

struction of Orme Dam . I assumesince you were talking the other day

in termsof taking 15 ,000 acres of their territory for this damsite , that

the Department is presently contemplating some flood -control com

ponent in the OrmeDam which would help to protect themetropolitan

area of Phoenix from the kind of disastrous floods they have had in the

past .

Secretary UDALL . If we can work out the type of amendment that I

am thinking about, the flood control component does not present a

serious problem . If we are going to wipe out an Indian reservation

without doing what this committee has done so generously with Indian

tribes previously , I think you presentmethen with some very serious

choices.Weall ought to work on this.

I will be frank to say I am having some difficulty with the Forest

Service . I hope that Secretary Freeman will cooperate with me, and I

think he will, and that we can work something out. Tome, there is a

rather simple solution and we have some people spending full time

on it . I hope that by the time the subcommittee gets to the conclusion

of itsmarkup, we can have an amendment and come and tell you that

everyone has agreed upon it . But I may need some help from the

Arizona delegation on this.

Mr. UDALL. You will get it. If we can 't do it, we will enlist the aid

ofthe gentleman from Florida .

Mr.Haley.Will the gentleman yield atthat point?

Mr. UDALL. I will yield .

Mr. Haley.Mr. Secretary, you say that is not a wipeout of an In

dian reservation in this project ?

Secretary UDALL. It is not as bad as the Seneca Indian problem ,

where the reservation was eliminated entirely . If we use the idea of

an easement taking, taking an easement rather than taking the land in

fee for the flood - control aspect, and if we can give these Indians a

little of the river bottom and upstream , I think we can preserve

basically the integrity of the reservation and come in with a solution

that would be better in a sense, Congressman ,much better than wehad

with the Seneca Indians.

Mr.HALEY. Well, the Secretary doesnotpropose to allow the Bureau

of Reclamation to take the devious methods that were being taken by

the CorpsofArmy Engineers in the Seneca situation , do you ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman, I do not propose thatby any means.

Wecan use a newermethod and new approach .

The other thing that I propose to do , and I do not think there is

any disagreement with the Arizona people on this, is tomake the small

but fine little reservoir we are creating here into an Indian recrea

tional development. Let us give them the control of the development

and make this a benefit to them rather than just taking it away from

them , aswedid in some of these other instances, by turning the recrea
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tion development over to some other agency . I think this could be

tremendous economic benefit to the Indians and I propose we do it thu

way .

Mr. UDALL. It would be within 30 miles of a million people where

water recreation is in great demand and short supply . I think we coal

work out something that would really do justice to them and give

them tremendous benefits.

Mr. Haley. I just hope the Secretary will present the programa

the Indian Affairs Subcommittee of the House and not let the Bure

go over to this fine hall of justice we have, who, knowing they art

take Indian land , will let them take a flowage easement over the Ir

dian land .Of course , they said that was not taking land, but of cour

the land is under 100 feet of water and I do not know how you are

going to do much farming and that sort of thing. I hope the Secretar

will come to the Indian Affairs Subcommittee and let us take a lor

at the project before it is started .

Secretary UDALL. It is because the chairman of the Indian Affair

Subcommittee has been such a stanch champion of Indian rightsand

justice for them that I want him to be particularly satisfied. I have

had him in mind in working out this amendment. I want him to knos

that.

Mr. Udall. He comes out like a mother bear when one of her cuts

is threatened and we can count on him for that.

Mr.Haley. I thank theapostle from Arizona.

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Dominy, I know you and the Secretary had on

sidered various alternatives suggested for the Page plant, include

buying the power commercially from public or private utilities. The

Secretary said the costs would be 30 percent higher if purchased fria

a public utility and about 60 percent higher if purchased from a po

vate utility. I think you contemplated getting power from the page

plant at about 3.5 mills ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is about right on the average. It would be about

3 mills for irrigation and 5 mills for municipal and industrial water.

It would average out to about 3 .5 mills per kilowatt-hour.

Mr. UDALL. For the record , I would like to have you translate this

into dollars if you have a figure. I was given a rule-of-thumb figure

that, for every increase of one mill you had to pay for that power.

you would deprive the development fund or the repayment revenues

ofabout $ 2 .5 million a year.

Mr. DOMINY. We can do that for the record , Congressman . I don't

have it in mind.

Mr. Uball. I ask unanimous consent that that figure be placed in

the record at this point.

Mr. JOHNSON (presiding ) . You have heard the request of the gen

tleman from Arizona .

Are there objections !

(No response.)

Mr. Johnson . If not, it is so ordered .

(The materialreferred to is as follows :)

With the average cost of energy of 3. 5 mills per kwhr, as now contemplated

for the Federal share of Page powerplant under the prepayment scheme an

added cost of 1 mill per kwhr. would increase the cost of project power by $26

million per year. Over a 50 -year period this amounts to $ 130 million .
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Mr. UDALL. On the hydrology question , both you, Mr. Secretary,

and Mr. Dominy indicated that the hydrology figures you are using

in planning and evaluating the central Arizona project see reasonably

accurate and highly reliable even back to 1906 .

Isthis correct,Mr. Dominy ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes.

Mr.UDALL. To put it in focus, I should say that we are really talking

in terms of degrees of reliability here in considering these different

periods and the different factors that we have to estimate the water

supply. I suppose there has been some refinement in hydrology tech

niques in the last 50 years ; but, has there been any basic change in

themethod ofdetermining the flow of the river ?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir ; the refinement basically is just more years of

record and more gaging stations atmore different places on the system .

Mr. UDALL. To use a homely analogy : if I wanted to measure speed ,

I could , ( a ) usemy old Ford speedometer, which is accurate to within

5 or 6 percent, I suppose, or, ( 6 ) get a brand new speedometer care

fully calibrated , or, (c ) get Massachusetts Institute of Technology ,

with laser beams and what not within a thousandth of 1 percent,

perhaps. But, as I understand it, you are saying that, while the 1906 –

1922 figures are less reliable , perhaps, than the very latest ones because

of these factors you mentioned , they are nevertheless as reliable as

my old speedometer.

Mr. DOMINY. I think you have a very good analogy. I think this is

right.

Mr. UDALL. If those 1906 to 1922 figures are off, isn 't it just as likely

that they are off on the low side as thehigh side ?

Mr. DOMINY. This is correct.

Mr. UDALL . There may have been even more water during those

years ?

Mr. DOMINY. A marginalerror, plus orminus.

Mr.UDALL . Once in a while , I see the implication that you are some

how using a brandnew kind of hydrology to justify the central Ari

zona project. I want to ask you this question : Have you used the same

technique and the same figures, as they were available for the central

Arizona project, as you used for the Colorado River storage project

for San Juan -Chama, for all of the Upper Basin projects , all of

the Utah projects, Dixie and the other reclamation projects in the

Colorado River Basin ?

Mr. Dominy. That is absolutely correct, and we are plowing in the

longest period of record , which includes a long period ofdry years.

Mr. UDALL . Is it not true that any engineer in a water project does

exactly what you did , that is , use the longest period formula ?

Mr. ASPINALL. I think , if my colleague will yield, that is a mislead

ing question , because two or perhaps three other prominent engineer

ing firms have used some other formula . I think you should confine

that question to the Bureau of Reclamation .

Mr. UDALL. I am trying to get, Mr. Chairman , at a very narrow

point. I remember a rainfall in my area of 5 inches in 24 hours. This

was 30 or 40 years ago . It has never happened since.

But would not any engineer, if he had an accurate record of such

an event that took place, assume that it is going to happen again

sometime?
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· Mr. DOMIŃY. Hewould have to plow it into his projections for fu

ture protection against floods.

Mr. UDALL. This is whywe use flood flow frequency analyses where

by we extend the records to encompass the 50-year flood, the 100-year

flood , and so forth , in all standard enginering projections ?

Mr.DOMINY. This is right.

Mr. UDALL. Now , we have had a lot of talk here in these hearings

about spills from Lake Mead and spills from Lake Powell. There is

no suggestion that all of the Arizona water is going to come from

spills, is there ?

Mr. DOMINY.No ; indeed not.

Mr. Udale. The primary factor in regulating Mead is to meet your

contractcommitments for irrigation down below ?

For example, am I correct in assuming that you do not hold water

back to provide power needs?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir. Since Glen Canyon has been completed we

have adequate storage capacity to control the river. We release no

water at either Glen Canyon or Hoover Dams strictly for power pur

poses. It is all released on the basis of requirements for diversion .

Mr. UDALL .Wewill just talk about spill.

I think Imade the point when you testified previously on this legis.

lation that the talk about spills emphasizes the importance ofadequate

sizing of the Arizona aqueduct. The bigger aqueduct Arizona has.

within reasonable limits, the better able we would be to take more

waterand to utilize these spills and to preventwaste ?

Mr.DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. UDALL. And the bigger aqueduct we get, within reasonable

limits, the more feasible and more beneficial the project is ?

Mr. DoMINY. Yes. The big advantage of the central Arizona project

over the average project is that it has a ground water reservoir which

will continue in use. You can take water whenever it is available and

put it on the surface and thus preserve the underground water for use

in the years when there is not much surface water available.

Mr. UDALL. Has it ever been contemplated , in your planning, that

the central Arizona aqueduct would have a full supply at all times

and that it would always berunning full?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir. All of our projections have indicated that

there would be an overall diminution of water supply with time. How

ever, there would be years when water is adequate and there would be

years when water is scarce.

Mr. UDALL . Taking all this into account, is it your professional judg .

ment and the judgment of the Bureau that the central Arizona project

is an engineeringly feasible project, a financially feasible project and

a project that has a very favorable cost-benefit ratio ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, sir ; without qualification .

Mr. UDALL . None of the things that have been brought up in these

hearings have shaken your faith in these conclusions ?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir .

Mr. UDALL. I will leave this water supply issue if I may cover one

more point.

A person can actually make somewhat less favorable water supply

assumptions than you have made and still come out with a feasible

central Arizona project, can he not ?
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Mr. DOMINY. That is correct . Wewould still have a favorable bene

fit-cost ratio and a project thatwould pay out if we took more adverse

conditions that have been mentioned .

Wemight have to make the municipal and industrial water rate

somewhathigher under more unfavorable circumstances.

Mr. UDALL, Just to clarify this , let us assume, for a moment, a 1. 4

guarantee and it painsmy soul to even assume this for purposes of

arguments — but let's assume that California gets this pristine pure ,

total perpetuity guarantee that has been talked about.

Let's assume that we fully respect the Upper Basin 's compact rights

as the Upper Basin States develop and agree to give back whatever

water we, in the Lower Basin , have been temporarily using. Let's as

sume there is no augmentation in the river - not a drop . I think this is

a very violent assumption , because I am as sure as anything in this

life that there will beaugmentation .

Let 's assume the Upper Basin depletion figures that you have used

in your calculations are correct and assume a repetition of the 1922

1967 water cycle . Surely , we would have something less than a full

aqueduct in those circumstances. Wewould have a lot less water than

wewould like to have in those circumstances. But let me ask whether

that project would be financially feasible and have favorable benefit

cost ratio in those circumstances ?

Mr. DOMINY. With one other assumption , assuming that the Upper

Basin met half of the Mexican obligation , yes. This would be a key.

Under those adverse assumptions, if they didn 't deliver half of the

Mexican Treaty, then you would be in trouble. Otherwise, you could

have a viable project.

Mr. AsPINALL. Willmy colleague yield ?

Mr. UDALL . Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. Willmy colleague put into the record atthis timethe

other assumption — the assumption that the Upper Basin will use its

water in accordance with its understanding of what its availabilities

may be ?

Then what would you say,Mr. Dominy ?

Mr. DOMINY. I would say you would still have a viable project pro

viding the Upper Basin delivers one-half of the Mexican Treaty

obligations.

Mr. ASPINALL. This, I think, is most important because this is the

only way, as I see it, that the Upper Basin can support this project.

Because the Upper Basin takes umbrage, as I suggested the other day ,

to the difference between its understanding of its water availability

and the Bureau 's understanding this last assumption is very im

portant. With this last assumption , I think that we have the complete

picture. Unless the Upper Basin has water, we just do not have the

whole picture .

I yield back .

Mr. UDALL . I yield to Mr. Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR . Will you ask the Commissioner whether or not he will

also include what the President said in his budget message, that here

after, all agencies ofGovernmentwill be required to figure the interest

rate not on the 15 -year average, but on the interest rate which theGov

ernment is required to pay formoney at the timeof authorization ?
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Mr. DOMINY. That, Mr. Saylor, is directed not toward the repar

ment provisions of reclamation law , but to benefit -cost ratio calenia

tions. I am sure that it would reduce the project benefit -cost ratio

significantly , but I am confident it would still remain better than 1

to 1, because this project has a high benefit -cost ratio now .

Mr. UDALL. It is 2 .6 ,now , isn 't it ?

Mr. DOMINY. 2 .5 to 1 and I am certain it would still remain well

above unity, but it would decrease substantially .

Mr. Saylor. The reason I ask that, it will work in this project, but

there are many that you have down there that it is going to put at

less than 1 to 1.

Mr. Dominy. I agree with you .

Mr. HOSMER . Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr.UDALL.Mr. Tunney had asked meto yield previously .

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you ,Mr. Udall.

I would like also to ask you how much more would California he

getting, assuming that the central Arizona project goes through

Mr. DOMINY. He assumed a 4 .4 million acre- feet priority for

California .

Mr. TUNNEY. And you assumed that California would get

Mr. DOMINY. Yes ; in myanswer I was assuming 4 .4 .

Mr.HosMER.Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. UDALL. I vield to the gentleman from California .

Mr. HOSMER. I was assuming that in the 4 .4 there would be certain

Lower Basin projects that would have inadequate water to supply their

capacity in later years.

Mr. Dominy. In the low water years, certainly. In high water years

California has been usingmore than 4 .4 .

Mr. HOSMER. I understand that. But what I am trying to get at is

it seems to me there is a cost detriment back there when you consider

forgoing use of existing installations that cost many millions of dol

lars. I wonder if this cost detriment factor has been put into your

answer that the cost-benefit ratio would be still above unity ?

Mr. DOMINY. Well, no , because under the Supreme Court decisioa .

there are certain entitlements to thewater on the river.

Mr. HoSJER. But this is in fact a loss, but it is a loss that is not

factored into the answer that you have given relative to the cost

benefit ratio ?

Mr.DOMINY. It hasnot been considered , that is right, sir .

Mr. HOSMER. The point, Mr. Dominy, that I am making is you can

make any assumptions you want to , but you do not have to take the

best assumptions of all to make the CAP feasible ? You can take some

assumptions that are less favorable and still have a highly feasible

project ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is right.

Mr. HOSMER. If you do not assume a 4 .4 formula or something less

than the actual pristine perpetuity guarantee, CAP is even more

favorable .

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct, you would have a considerably better

water supply over the life of the project if there were a sharing of

shortages, for example, under the Rifkind formula or some such pat

tern .

Mr. HOSMER. I yield back to the gentleman.
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Mr. UDALL. Let me ask the Secretary, the Department's testimony

and Department's calculations have all been made on the assumption

that California will have a 4 .4 guarantee . I assume that this does not

mean to imply that the Department advocates that or takes the posi

tion that California is entitled to it or anything like it ?

Secreary UDALL. Our position on that is the sameas it was a year

ago when we presented our testimony. We assumed this because at

one point, at least, there was the appearance that Arizona and Cali

fornia , or at least some of the States, were operating on this as an

assumption . Weregarded this as something that was primarily a mat

ter, an argument between the two States, to be adjusted and deter

mined by the committee. If it is the view of the Congress that the 4 .4

is the right thing to do , we have no objection . If there is somemodified

position determined upon , wehave no objection to that.

Mr. UDALL . Obviously, if the river is augmented , all this argument

about the guarantee or about the water supply for the central Arizona

project goes out the window ; these things become academic , as you

say in your statement.

Secretary Upall. It disappears; that is right.

Mr. UDALL . Mr. Chairman, I have a unanimous consent request.

I have finished with my questions, except to yield to Mr. Haley .

Letmemakemy request, first.

We aremaking a record here for the futureand someofmy Arizona

hydrologists and experts are concerned about the modest differences

we have in hydrology or in conclusions from hydrology with the De

partment, or with statements of members here. They fear that my

silence here might be mistaken by historians as acquiescence. I would

like to ask unanimous consent to file a briefmemorandum setting forth

some further comments on hydrology and other matters concerning

water supply and related matters, particularly dealing with Indian

water rights on their lands.

Mr. HOSMER. Reservingmy right to object .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California .

Mr. HOSMER.Would the gentleman include permission for me to do

the same ?

Mr. UDALL. Of course , and Mr. Hosmer should have the same right.

Mr. Saylor. Reserving the right to object, I oppose the request.

Are these to be statements by the respective members or are these to

be statements from other hydrologists and engineers ?

Mr. Upall. I had not reached that point. I was assuming that I

would file a memorandum on behalf of Arizona setting forth any mod

est differences we have in conclusions to be drawn from various water

studies, and the figures which our experts tell us are slightly different

from those of the Department and those submitted by other members

of the committee.

Mr. SAYLOR, Does the gentleman from California have the same

thought in mind ?

Mr. HOSMER .My thought in mind would be to produce such a state

ment with or without accompanying authoritativematerials as the situ

ation demanded.

Mr. SAYLOR . I withdraw my reservation . I just wanted to know the

ground rules on which wemight expect these two statements.

Mr. ASPINALL.Mr. Chairman .
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Mr. JOHNSON . Thegentleman from Colorado.

Mr. ASPINALL. As I understand it, all the gentlemen are asking for

is that these bemade a part oftheir own statements.

Mr. UDALL. That is right.

Mr. ASPINALL. I withdraw my reservation .

Mr. JOHNSON. Any further objection ?

( No response.)

Mr. Johnson. Hearing none, the statements will be allowed to be

placed in the record .

( The letter containing the information from Mr. Udall and dated

February 7, 1968, follows:)
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington , D . C ., February 7 , 1968.

Hon . WAYNE N . ASPINALL,

Chairman , Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of Representativer

Washington , D . O .

MY DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : On Thursday, February 1, 1968, I requested and re

ceived permission to submit for the record comments as to certain matters which

I felt were not fully explained in the record . The following comments deal pri.

marily with the suggestion of hydrology and the availability of water for a Ced

tral Arizona Project.

Arizona does not subscribe to California 's claims of highly efficient utilization

of Colorado River Water in the area tributary to the Salton Sea .

In general, Arizona subscribes to the hydrologic analysis presented by the

Bureau of Reclamation . However, we believe they tend to be conservative in that

the amounts of water hereafter available for use by the Central Arizona Project

will be more rather than less than that forecasted by the Bureau of Reclamation.

My only additional comment is to present the latest position of the American

Public Power Association with respect to the thermal plant. The following reso

lution was adopted by the “ Legislative and Resolutions Committee " of the APPA

at its meeting on January 30, 1968 :

" Whereas this Association , at its 24th Annual Conference in Denver, Colorado,

adopted Resolution No. 21 endorsing, among other things, the maximum develop

ment of hydroelectric facilities at Huala pai damsite on the Colorado Rirer and

opposing the substitution of steam generating stations for such hydroelectrie

generating facilities ; and ,

"Whereas on August 7 , 1967, the Senate of the United States passed and sent

to the House of Representatives for its consideration S . 1004, ( 1 ) reserving

Hualapai damsite for further and future consideration by the Congress ; ( 2 )

authorizing construction of the Central Arizona Project and various other

reclamation projects in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico ; and ( 3 ) authorizing the

Secretary of the Interior to participate in a larger thermal generating unit to

provide electric power for pumping water for the Central Arizona Project , and

" Whereas the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs currently has under

consideration various proposals, including S . 1004, H . R . 14834, introduced Japu

ary 25 , 1968 , by Congressman Johnson of California for himself and a majority

of the California delegation , and various amendments to H . R . 3300 , introduced

by Chairman Aspinall in the 1st session of the 90th Congress, all of which legis .

lation would defer authorization and construction of Hualapai Dam and would

further authorize the Secretary of the Interior to participate in a large thermal

generating plant in order to acquire electric power and energy to pump water in

connection with the Central Arizona Project ; and

"Whereas such legislation , in all probability , will be promptly considered by

the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs and acted on by the Congress

prior to the next annual conference of this Association - necessitating current

advice and instruction to the staff andmanagement of this Association as to the

Association ' s present policy in connection with S . 1004 , H . R . 14834 , other similar

legislation and amendments to H . R . 3300 now being considered by the Comunittee

and the Congress : Now , therefore, be it

" Resolved , That the present policy of the Association be and is as follows :

" 1. The Association continues to approve and endorse the maximum develop

ment of the nation 's hydroelectric sites as sources for electric power including

sites on the Colorado River - to satisfy the needsof public agencies.
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“ 2 . Recognizing that under existing circumstances the authorization and con

-struction of Huala pai Dam as a part of the pending Colorado River legislation

is improbable and unlikely in this 2nd session of the 90th Congress, this Associa

tion endorses and approves the removal of Hualapaidamsite from the jurisdiction

of the Federal Power Commission as provided in S . 1004 and other similar current

proposed legislation , and approves deferral of authorization of Hua lapai Dam

and related hydroelectric, generating facilities for future consideration by the

Congress.

* 3 . Recognizing the need for large amounts of electric power for pumping in

connection with the Central Arizona Project, this Association endorses and

approves the participation of the United States in a large thermal generating

station pursuant to the general concept and plan provided in S . 1004 , H . R . 14834

and other similar proposals now under consideration by the Congress.

Sincerely ,

MORRIS K . UDALL.

Mr. UDALL. I yield to the Great White Father of all the Indians, the

gentleman from Florida.

Mr. Haley. That is just what the Great White Father wants to do ,

protect the Indian people up there. You people in the upper and lower

basin are well able to take care of yourselves. As long as we have the

assistance of the Secretary, and as I suggest, the junior Senator from

New York , I think wemay get help for the Indians.

Mr. Secretary, on page 10 of your statement, something disturbsme

a little bit. As I understand the history of this compact, what you

propose actually in order to take care of all the entitlement of the

upper and the lower basin and the Mexican treaty will require

approximately 16 .5 million acre-feet ofwater. Is that correct ?

Secretary UDALL . Over the long haul, that is roughly correct.

Mr. HALEY . Mr. Secretary, none of your figures, and you go back

to 1906 — and frankly, I think the only reliable figures that you have

here are the figures from 1931 to 1967 – but in no place do you or any

body claim that there is even 15 million acre- feet in this river. Is not

that whatyour figures say ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes ; we are willing to take that as a factual situation

based on the hydrology as weknow the river today. We think that the

reasonable assumpton is 14, 960,000 acre-feet average over the next

62-year period . That is why we recognize that unless nature changes

and we get better than that on an average in the future, we do need

an augmentation program to keep the States that use the Colorado

from losing their economic base.

Mr. UDALL. The difference, Mr. Dominy, between the 14.9 , which

is almost 15 , and the 16 .5 figure thatmy friend used , is almost precisely

the amount of water that the 48 States gave to Mexico during World

War II as partof theMexican treaty , is it not ?

Mr. DOMINY. This is correct. It actually takes about 1,890,000 acre

feet a year to supply the million and a half to Mexico, considering

the losses associated with delivering it .

Mr. HẠLEY. I understand all of that . However, we do have a treaty

with Mexico that guarantees the delivery of a certain amount ofwater.

Isn 't that the law oftheriver, that you have priorities in it ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, sir ; this is perfectly normal to have compacts

and international agreements.

Mr. HALEY .Wouldn 't the treaty between the U . S . Government and

the Government ofMexico override any State laws?

Mr. Dominy. Yes,sir ; it has the first right.
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Mr.HALEY.Well,that is fine. So actually ,what you are going to have

to do, and you might as well face up to it, you have to go somewhere

else to steal enough water to meet the commitments down there. There

is only one place you can get it, as I see it. And that is the Columbia

River. Let's not kid ourselves that when you start this project you are

going to have to eventually go over someplace and steal the water

from someplace esle— maybenot at themoment,

Mr. Secretary, I just want to ask one more question , and I realize

this is probably a little frivolous. But on the Indian reservations, the

various Indian reservations, they have a right for diversion of 905 ,496

acre- feet of water. That is spread over California , Arizona , Nevada

those are the only States affected.

Mr. Secretary , do you consider these rights superior to any other

rights, with the exception possibly of the rights of the Government

of Mexico.

Secretary UDALL. They are superior to every right that is dated after

their right. They are among the oldest, of course, on the river. I am

not so sure that the Indian rights as such — that is a legal question

would nottakeprecedence over the Mexican treaty commitment, unless

the Congress itselfmay have directed otherwise.

Let menail this down. I will askMr.Weinberg : did not the Supreme

Court say , as the basis of its decision on this point, that there was a

presumption when Congress created each one of these Indian reserva

tions that the Congress then and there gave them the right to enough

water as of that date, to cover every irrigable acre on the reservation !

Mr.WEINBERG . Yes; that is the basis of the right. That is why their

priority dates back to the establishment of the reservation and that

priority exists even though they are not using the water at the present

time.

Mr. HALEY. There would be no obligation on the part of these

Indian tribes entitled to these rights, there would be no obligation on

their part to return anything to the river, is that right? I mean if they

want to use the water. In here somewhere I don 't see it right now

it is stated that so many acre- feet presumably would be returned to

the river. But they don 't have to do that.

Secretary UDALL . I want to assure the Congressmen that these In

dian tribes that have this water right - the Colorado River Indians

near Parker are a good example have some of the most valuable

farming land in the United States. We have had a very aggressive

program over the last 3 years in putting thousands and thousands

ofnew acres into production . We are moving right ahead on this. But

any wisely managed irrigation practice means that there are return

flows. You have to drain water off or your land gets waterlogged .

Therefore , I think that in any formal assumptions concerning agri

cultural operations there has to be a return flow .

Mr. HALEY . I am well aware of the fact, Mr. Secretary , that water

rights in the Western States, in my knowledge of that, water rights

are more valuable , sometimes, than land , because if you happened to

have some land and did not have water rights, you probably could

not do anything with it . So it is the view of the Department, Mr.

Secretary, and if you want to have your legal counsel submit a brief or

statement for the record so there will be no doubt that these rights

of the Indians on that river are superior to any rights or if they are

not, say who has the prior right.
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Secretary Udall, I cannot think of any parties having a prior right

because most of these Indian reservations date back to the 1860' s or

1870's. The earliest non - Indian irrigation, the Palo Verdo project,

in my recollection was in the 1890's. There may be a few exceptions,

but most of the Indian rights are prior water rights in terms of the
river.

Mr. Haley. They go back to 1856 and then move up to 1873, 1874 ,

1890 , 1894 , 1907 , 1917.

Secretary UDALL. I think we ought to be precise on this. I know

the Congressman wants to make a clear record . I would like to submit

something on this myself so that it will be in the record at this point

that would answer the question precisely.

Mr. HALEY. Mr. Chairman , I ask that that be made a part of the

record at this point when received .

Mr. Johnson . You have heard the request of the gentleman from

Florida,Mr. Haley ; is there objection ?

Mr. SAYLOR. Reserving the right to object, Mr. Chairman . I will

not object.

Mr. Secretary , could you enlarge that information to include not

just the Indian reservations in the Lower Basin , but also the Indian

reservations and their rights in theUpper Basin ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. Because while they were not affected in the case be

tween Arizona and California , I think your lawyer would tell you

the same law would apply if the case got back to the Supreme Court

again .

Secretary UDALL. I think that is true.

Mr. Johnson . Is there any other objection ?

Mr. SAYLOR. I withdraw my reservation .

Mr. Johnson . It is so ordered .

( The material referred to follows:)

As presented in our prepared statement, in March of 1967 the Solicitor General

of the United States filed the following list of claimed Indian “ present perfected

rights" for the Lower Basin pursuant to Article VI of the Supreme Court Decree

in Arizona v. California :

PRESENT PERFECTED RIGHTS FOR INDIAN RESERVATIONS IN WATERS OF THE MAIN STREAM OF THE COLORADO

RIVER 1

Indian reservation State Diversion

acre - feet

Net

acres

Priority

date

Yuma. .

Fort Mojav

California . .

Arizona . .

do.

11, 340Chemehuevi. .

Cocopah . . .

Colorado River . . . . .

California

Nevada .

California

Arizona .

ini.do .

- - - .do .

do . . .

California
. . do .

51.616

27 , 969

68. 447

13,698

12,534

2,744

358, 400
252, 016

51, 986

10, 745

40, 241

3, 760

905,496

7 , 743 Jan. 9 , 1884

4 . 327 Sept. 18, 1890

10,589 Feb. 2 , 1911

2, 119 Sept. 18 , 1890

1. 939

1 , 900 Feb . 2 , 1907

431 Sept. 27 , 1917

53,768 Mar. 3 ,1865

37. 808 Nov. 22 , 1873

7 . 799 Nov. 16 . 1874

1 ,612 Nov. 22. 1873

6 , 037 Nov. 16 . 1874

564 May 15 , 1876do.. . . .

Total. . . . . . . . . . 136 , 636

1 According to the terms of the decree, the quantity of water in each instance is measured by (i) diversions or (ii) con

sumptive use required for irrigation of the respective acreage, and for satisfaction of related uses, whichever of (0) or (ii)

. s less .
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There are no comparable judicial determinations of quantitative water rights

or irrigable lands for Indian Reservations in the Upper Basin . Article XIX of

the Upper Colorado River Basin Compart of 1948 states “ Nothing in this Com

pact shall be construed as : ( a ) Affecting the obligations of the United States of

America to Indian tribes ; * * * " The Indian Reservations in the Upper Basin are

as follows :

Indian reservation : State Indian reservation : State

Navajo - - - - - - - - - - - Arizona . Southern Ute - - - - - - Colorado .

Do - - - - - - - - - - - New Mexico. Ute Mountain - - - - - - Do .

Jicarilla - - - - - - - - - - Do. Uintah - - - - - - - - - - - - . Utah.

l 'ncompahgre - - - - - - Do.

Mr. Haley. I yield back to my colleague.

I think if he has any further questions, he had better go ahead and

take his time.

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Chairman , in the words of my great Indian col

league from Florida , I have spoken .

Mr. Johnson . Mr. Secretary , I want to say I did take in the Prayer

Breakfast this morning. The Prayer Breakfast and all its activities

were over in time, but there was a slighttraffic congestion and I thought

we would never get out of there once we got started . I do thank the

chairman for taking over and utilizing thetimeof all you people here.

They prayed and I prayed , too . I had in mind themeeting that was tak

ing place in this room when I prayed .

Mr. Haley. I hope the chairman prayed for the water users in

Arizona, too.

Mr. Johnson . I wanted to hear what the gentleman from Arizona

would say . I did get here in time to hear him say that even with Cali

fornia getting their 4 .4 , he thought there was only one thing standing

in the way of that and that was augmentation . I think wemight put

this in the bill that while we are waiting for augmentation in Cali

fornia ,we willbe taken care of.

Mr. UDALL.My silence should not be deemed as acquiescence.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from California ,Mr.Hosmer.

Mr. HOSMER.Mr. Secretary, the State of Arizona went out and got

itself a study on the feasibility of going it alone, a do-it -yourself

State project for the central Arizona project. That report indicated

that such a project was financially feasible. The State as a matter of

fact, proceeding upon it, hasmade application for certain power dam

sites along some of the rivers, has held discussions with financial

people in Wall Street relative to getting the money ; the State legisla

ture has in fact acted , authorized certain of the agencies within the

State to go ahead with the project .

Do you have any objection to Arizona going ahead with a do -it

yourself project on a State basis ?

Secretary UDALL. There has been a lot of discussion in the State in

the last 2 years on this. The legislature has taken action . It is very

obvious to me, as I said yesterday, that there is a determination , a

rather fierce determination in Arizona , that one way or the other , they

are going to have a water project . I am convinced if the State is will

ing to pay the price, that it could achieve that if the Congress finally

and conclusively indicated that there was no possibility of Arizona

having what all the other States on the river have, a Federal project

to putits water to use.

I would quickly add there are many obstacles. Some of them that

they have to jump over are higher than I think the Arizona people

realize.
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I think their assumption, for instance, that they could key such a

project to Marble Canyon Dam or Hualapai Dam has some quicksand

in it. And I think because oftheadded costs

Mr. HOSMER. They are going to find out if, under the circumstances

you have mentioned , whether or not you would be one of those road

blocks to such a project.

Secretary UDALL. I would think , Congressman , we are getting into

a very " iffy" situation . I think this Congress is going to act.

Mr. HOSMER. I think so, too, but I am trying to get an evaluation

of the proposal from your standpoint whether you would stand in

its way or not.

Secretary UDALL. For me to say what I would do or formeto even

assume that I would be Secretary at that time that came up gets into

an " iffy” situation . Generally speaking, I think if the Congress in its

wisdom said no project and Arizona was determined to go, in order for

the FederalGovernment to be fair and to do justice, it ought not to

unnecessarily obstruct such a project if the State were willing to pay

the price and do the things that were necessary .

Mr. SAYLOR.Mr. Chairman , point of order.

Mr. Johnson. The gentleman from Pennsylvania .

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the committee, I would

hopemy colleague from California would remove from the record the

implication that the present Secretary of the Interior is a roadblock ,

Heand I havehad our differences, violent differences. But I have never

considered him a roadblock .

Mr. HOSMER. Well, I have not considered him a roadblock in all

sensesmyself. I was asking him specifically about a hypothetical situa

tion , as to whether he would under those certain assumptions consti

tute himself a roadblock to what appears to be somewhat of a fervent

desire in Arizona for a do -it -yourself project .

Mr. SAYLOR. I would hope,Mr. Chairman , that the gentleman from

California would use a more descriptive adjective for the Secretary

than a roadblock .

Mr. HOSMER. I think I also used the term “ barrier."

Mr. BURTON of Utah .Would the gentleman yield ?

Mr. HOSMER. I yield .

Mr. BURTON of Utah. Wouldn't you think a more appropriate term

would be " detour ?” After having gone through Marble Canyon and

Hualapaiand now to steam generators.

Mr. HOSMER. After the rough going of the past 2 days, I don 't know

whether “ detour" would bebetter than “barrier” or not.

Mr. Johnson . I am wondering if the gentleman from California

would use the wording there, would you be in opposition to Arizona ?

Mr.HOSMER. Cumulatively, I would be delighted to .

Mr. Johnson . Would you have any objection, Mr. Secretary, to

that ?

I do think you are on record as opposed to the damsin the river.

Secretary UDALL. I would think , myself, if Arizona were forced to

another alternative, it would have to key to a steamplant solution

something like the Page plant. This is very clear to meas a practical

matter if it wants action , rather than have a 10 -year argument before

the Federal Power Commission, for example,and lose it.
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But on the other hand, I think that there are ways that this could

be accomplished . I think the State would probably have to have, real

izing that the whole State and its economic system would benefit from

water, a statewide ad valorem tax or a tax of somekind imposed on at

least the counties that would benefit from a water district. They

could accomplish this and they could have a project. The water would

be much more costly . It would put Arizona in the position of having

to go to a much more costly solution than any other State on the river .

I don 't think that is right, I don 't think it is fair .

But if they were put to it, I think Arizona would do this . That is

what I would advocate if I were an Arizonan that had a vote on it.

Mr. HOSMER, As long as we are quibbling about semantics, I would

like to direct your attention to page 10 of your statement in connec

tion with the 4 .4 . You use the term “ California priority. " The gentle

man from Arizona, Mr. Udall, has spoken in termsof a guarantee

Isn 't this rather a shortage formula ? Does it not put the burdes

first of any shortages because of CAP diversions on California and

then at a point shift a share of the shortages to Arizona ?

Secretary UDALL. Well, Congressman , there are two strong argo

ments. California has one, Arizona has the other. The committee in

simply going to have to evaluate them . I am glad we can sort of tos

it back to you and step aside on this one, because California on the

one hand can say that it has put works in place and that it is entitle

to have its uses that are keyed to these works protected .

On the other hand, Arizona very strongly feels in terms of equits

and justice that for the Congress at California 's behest to take awat

water that was given to Arizona by the U . S . Supreme Court is not

right and fair. There you have the argument and I do not propose to

get in the middle of it .

Mr.HOSMER. Could it not be, and is it not truly, a shortage formula !

Mr. UDALL.Would the gentleman yield ?

Mr.HOSMER. Iask Mr. Dominy,

Secretary UDALL.My people say yes. I suppose it is in a sense amy

ofdealing with a shortage.

Mr. DOMINY. Certainly , if there is enough water for everybody.

there is no objection to their taking it .

Mr. UDALL.Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr.HOSMER . Yes.

Mr. UDALL. I also believe the term “ priority ” is more accurate than

sguarantee.” We have lapsed into using that term . It is a shortage

sharing formula , if youwantto call itthat.

Mr. HOSMER. Carrying forward this question about the Indians and

recalling that you , I think , initiated withdrawalof the Hualapai Dam .

how is themorale oftheHualapai Indians these days?

Secretary UDALL. Well, quite naturally they are not happy. Ther

would like to see their resources developed . But we just have to find

some other ways of helping this tribe at the present time.

Mr. A SPINALL.Willmy colleague yield ?

Mr. HOSMER. Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. My colleague is not suggesting that there is any

question about Federal relations with the Indians, is that right ?

Mr. HosMER . That is the way it appeared to me. The Indians came

outsecond.
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There are certain provisions in this bill with respect to transmission

lines, power. It occurred to me that almost every time we have had

one of these bills , there has been somehassling about transmission line

problemsand I suppose in this case, the samebears true, does it not ?

Secretary UDALL. I do not see any serious transmission line problems.

Our only problem presented by this bill is that we are going to have

to get a substantial quantity ofpower from the Page plant to the place

where we have to use it for pumping .

Now , we already have a transmission net. It is beginning to be

merged together more and more, which it should be. I think we will

just let the engineers decide this. This is the way we are making the

decisions on powerlines, whatthebestway to do this is.

Mr. HOSMER . And I suppose that the Secretary would have no ob

jection if approximately the same principle and procedures that were

included in other priority authorizations of this type with respect

to transmission lines would be included

Secretary UDALL. With regard to the Upper Colorado project as an

example, I would not think so . We work so well together now that

we have the WEST organization , I think I can say to you I do not

see any problems. If you want to put the Upper Colorado formula

in , I think that is fine.

Mr. HOSMER. Back to the Indians, you submitted a figure of 905 ,496

acre -feet of present perfected rights of the Indians in the lower basin .

Mr. Aspinall subsequently obtained unanimous consent to put in an

estimation that had it only about half as big _ 546,544 acre-feet.

I wonder ifyour figure includes the diversion

Mr.Dominy. I think so. The first figure is the diversion and the later

is the consumptive use.

Mr. HOSMER. Thank you.

Now , those diversions were calculated in your formula using the

Blaney -Criddle method of converting those, were they not ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. HOSMER . I wonder if it would be possible for the Bureau to

furnish their tabulations for diversion and return flow ,measured and

unmeasured , and consumptive use for each of the projects in the Lower

Colorado River Basin for the past 10 years ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, if the committee wishes that information , I am

sure we can work it up .

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that the

Bureau bepermitted to furnish that.

Mr. JOHNSON . You have heard the request of the gentleman from

California .

Is there objection ?

Hearing none, it is so ordered .

( Thematerial referred to follows:)

The information requested is available in full only for the Colorado Indian

Reservation in Arizona . Information on measured diversions only is available

for the Cocopah and Yuma Indian Reservations. As no lands are irrigated on

the Ft. Mohave or Chemehuevi Indian Reservation nor on the Colorado River

Indian Reservation in California , the requested information is not pertinent.

For the Colorado River Indian Reservation in Arizona , the following are

records of diversion , measured return flows, irrigated area , estimated consump

tive use and estimated unmeasured return flows. It will be observed that in this

10 year period the average annual diversion per acre is nearly twice that granted

by the Supreme Court in Arizona v . California . This over diversion of water

results in a very large measured return flow .

89-657 — 68 — pt. 2 - 11
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COLORADO RIVER INDIAN RESERVATION, ARIZ.

1,000 acre-feet

Acreage

irrigated

Measured

diversionsYear Measured

return

flows

Estimated

consumptive

usel

31. 041

31, 381

1957 . . .

1958

1959 . . . .

1960

1961.

1962

1963

1964.

1965 . . .

30, 471

30 ,616

30 , 755

31 ,710

31. 008

31,998

31, 940

36 ,919

320. 9

367. 5

378 . 0

412 . 8

438 . 6

466 . 8

484. 5

455. 7

414. 6

461. 7

159. 1

208 . 8

212. 5

227 . 4

267. 7

288 . 6

298 . 5

275 . 7

253. 1

259. 8

124. 2

125. 5

121. 9

122. 5

123. 0

126 , 8

124. 0

128 . 0

127 . 8

147 . 7

O
w
v
e
e
n

966 . . . $ 4 . 2

1Using value of 4 acre-feet for acre irrigated.

Unmeasured return flow plus phreatophyte losses.

For the Cocopah Indian Reservation in Arizona and the Yuma Indian Reset

vation in California the diversions and return flows are encompassed in the

records for the Yuma Project which include both Indian and non - Indian lands

For the past three years the diversions by these reservations have been deter

mined to be as follows :

[In thousandsof acre-feet)

Diversions

Year

Cocopah , Ariz . Yuma, Cabf.

1964 . . . .

1965 . . .

1966 . . .

2 . 9

2 . 7

3 . 7

43. 5

39 . 9

47. 3

Mr. HOSMER.Mr. Secretary, late in your statement, around page 24

you alleged that with the existing system of large storage reservoirs

there is no utilizable water from the Colorado River escaping to the

sea. Early in the paper, around page 5, you said even during the earlier

years, there will be dry periods when low river flow will decreix

pumping requirements with theCAP.

I am wondering in the context of all the storage you have on the

river, why the variation in the water supply could not be handled az

the basis of storage regulations so you pump the same amount of water

in CAP each year ?

Mr. DOMINY.May we have that chart that showsthe annual fluctus.

tions of the Colorado River ? If we could operate in terms of average

over a 62-year period of hydrology and assume we would have the

average at any given time, then we could assume a constant even fort

in the aqueduct. Unfortunately, you can see the wide disparity on au

annualbasis of the flowsof this river. Wetalk about the droughts sin

the thirties on the Colorado River, but, as you can see, even there we

have years that are well above themedian .

The high years are not grouped in consecutive periods. That is

what is needed to fill the big reservoirs to provide carryover storage

Mr. HOSMER . In short, the annual variations may be so great 25

to

Mr. DOMINY. That is right, the reservoirs have to be designed for

long cyclical periods of drought.

Mr. HOSMER. I understand in connection with the sizing of the CAP

at 2 ,500 cubic feet per second , there was a considered need in some
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years to pump more water than in others to average out at 1 .2 million

acre- feet per year.

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct. You have a project with ground water

capable of variable use . When you get good years, you would curtail

pumping. In dry years, you would increase pumping .

Mr. HOSMER. If you did not have that problem , you could size it at

1 ,800 cubic feet per second with a steady flow every year ?

: Mr. DOMINY. Yes ; if we had certain water assured at all times we

could design a smaller canal and still get the same amount of water.

Mr. HOSMER. But you size it at 2,500 so it takes into account fully

all annual variations in your chart and projections.

Mr. DOMINY. I cannot say fully , because we could even justify an

- aqueduct larger than 2 ,500 cubic feet per second under certain as

sumptions. But 2,500 cubic feet per second does a lot better in captur

ing water for the project than would an 1,800 -cubic feet per second

I aqueduct .

Mr. HOSMER. That size is calculated to provide an average of 1.2

1 million acre- feet

Mr. DOMINY. This is essentially so.

Mr. HOSMER. To the CAP project, which is the CAP's project

requirement.

Mr. DOMINY. This is correct.

Mr.HOSMER. Sothat is a correct figure for the CAP?

Mr. DOMINY. I think it is an adequate figure ; yes, sir.

Mr. HOSMER. Now , on thematter that you mentioned 2 days ago ,

Mr. Secretary, relative to the basin fund on page 10 again of your

testimony — pages 8 and 9 — there is a figure of a total of $ 38 million

annual contribution . Would you explain just what that figure is ?

i Mr. DOMINY. Yes, that is the Hoover-Parker-Davis power revenues

after payout, $ 14.5 million , and revenues from the Arizona-Nevada

portion of the Pacific Northwest- Southwest intertie after payout,

which would be $ 5 ,200,000. The central Arizona project revenues after

payout, assuming a municipal-industrial water rate of $56 an acre

foot would put $ 18,300,000 into the account, for a total of $38 million .

Mr. HOSMER. That is the amount that you calculate as sufficient to

insure the financial stability ofthe project ?

Mr. DOMINY.Well, as the Secretary testified

Mr.HOSMER. Imean , not to Arizona, the $ 18. 3 million .

Mr. DOMINY. As the Secretary testified , the central Arizona project

with a $ 56 municipal- industrial rate does not need assistance from the

basin account in and of itself.

Mr. HOSMER . And that would leave the basin account revenues then

applicable to augmentation if this or subsequent legislation so pro

vides ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, it could be so .

Mr. HOSMER. These revenues without these special provisions in

these laws, they would just go straight to the U .S . Treasury without

earmarking ?

Mr. DOMINY. Except for the Hoover revenues. Wewould have to

have legislation to handle those after payout.

Mr. HOSMER. By legislation now , where do the Hoover revenues go ?

Mr.WEINBERG . They go into a special fund to be available for water

development throughout the Colorado River Basin . They do not go

into the general fund , though.
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Mr. HOSMER. Except for the provision of law they would go into

the Federal Treasury ?

Mr. WEINBERG . Yes.

Mr. DOMINY. It would also be true that there could be reduced rates

for the central Arizona project after project payout. If you had no

provision in law for a basin account for revenue purposes for add

tional projects, then there would be no justification for continuing the

municipal-industrial rate at $ 56 after payout. The users certainly

would want to reduce it down to their operation and maintenance

requirements.

Mr. ASPINALL.Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. HOSMER . Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. As I understand it , this figure of $ 500 million came

from the annual Hoover-Parker-Davis report which is based upon an

increase in the cost of power from the present rate of 2 .46 to approxi

mately 4 . Is that not correct ?

Mr. DOMINY. This is based on raising Hoover production to a 4 mil

rate and continuing Parker-Davis at the present level of about 4.1

mills.

Mr. HOSMER. Now , the pumped storage projects and the other science

fiction features of your testimony, were they dangled before us as just

possible things that wemight look at, kind of a shopping list of cash

registers for river augmentation ?

Secretary UDALL . Well, I would put them in two categories , Cor

gressman . I personally am willing to be a little bit of a prophet and

predict that we might very well find that the Mexican treaty obliga.

tion ultimately will be fulfilled by a combination of weather modifica

tion and desalting. I do not think that is too much in the fictional

category.

As far as pumped storage projects of the kind I am talking about

these are very vital and necessary features of highly integrated moi

ern electric power systems. I would think they would serve two pur

poses : one, they would be peaking facilities for the entire electrv

power grid, and number two, they might very well be an attractive

source of funds for an augmentation project.

Mr. HOSMER. But they are not a part of the legislation before s

Secretary UDALL. No, sir . We simply discussed them in our test:

mony because the chairman in his letter, very wisely I think , asked :

to . I think that the pumped storage technology is not something that

engineers are dreaming about. It is in existence . It is proven .

Mr. HosMER . But insofar as augmentation is concerned , they woul

be a cash register feature rather than a

Secretary UDALL. That could be considered , yes, sir.

Mr.SAYLOR. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. HOSMER . Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. It seemsto me when you refer to some of his scieny

fiction features, it comes with rather poor grace from the ranking

Republican memberof the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,whit

has developed more science fiction than any other Government agency

in all history.

Mr.HOSMER. And also more science fact.

Mr. SAYLOR. That is a matter of opinion, only of the Joint Crew

mittee on Atomic Energy.

Mr.HOSMER. Let's develop this theme.
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Mr. Secretary, in your statement 2 days ago, as I understand it,

you stated that the desalting features that you describe were based on

1995 desalting technology and on 1995 atomic electricity technology.

Would you explain what desalting technology you are contemplating

in this period ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , this does involve a great deal of

guesswork . I am sure the idea was to put this in as a basis for assump

tion . There ismuch more speculation with regard to that than there is

asto the feasibility of a pumped storage project of the kind we describe.

I know there is some skepticism on this committee, which may be well

founded

Mr. HOSMER. I am not exactly skeptical. I am just wondering what

you are doing . So far, we have been brute forcing and in order to get

an additional amount of desalted water, you have to put in an addi

tional unit. I was wondering if you had some breakthrough in mind

that would overcomethat ?

Secretary Udall. Quite frankly , the big breakthrough in desalting

is going to be your Bolsa Island project. When we get that completed

and in operation , I think we are going to be fairly well grounded in

projecting whether we can then move to larger sizes of nuclear re

actors in desalting and get further reductionsin cost.

All the engineers think this will be the case . But let's get Bolsa

Island in operation and then we will know . That is the reason I may be

a little more conservative than the Bureau of Reclamation engineers

who prepared this reconnaisance study , because I feel I would be a

little more sure about projections, and I am sure they would , if we had

a large plant in operation . There is no such plant in the world . This is

going to be the first one.Let's get it in operation and then wewillknow .

Mr. HOSMER. Leaving the desalting technology for a moment, inso

far as the nuclear technology is concerned , did you say you wereassum

ing that it would be such in 1995 that you would be getting two mill

power ?

Secretary UDALL. Well, the Congressman is a member of the Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy. I would really defer to your judgment

on this as to what kind of reactors we are going to have in 1990 and

whether the fast-breeder technology will be perfected . I do not want

to pretend to be an authority on this .

Mr. HOSMER. No, but you have made this nice feasibility study or

reconnaisance study based upon someassumptions and I am trying to

find out if there is a two mill power assumption . I may think you can

go down to a halfmill,maybe.

Mr. DOMINY. This is based on the atomic energy people 's assump

tions that we would have fast breed nuclear reactors in the period

1990 - 95. Itwas also based on the salt water research people 's judgment

that we would have improved in the water plant, including themulti

stage flash evaporators and converters and we would have better

heattransmission facilities in the next 25 years. . .

Mr. IlOSMER. Of course, there is an alternative, as you understand .

What you do is instead of desalting sea water, is to break it down into

its components ofhydrogen and oxygen at the sea . Then you , through a

pipe, send the hydrogen to Arizona , say , and make sale of the oxygen .

Then in Arizona , you burn the hydrogen and the smoke is water and

use the heat for Arizona's factories and the water for its farms. Dis
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cussing that with the Atomic Energy Commission, I understand it

would require about onemill power.

Secretary UdalL. Congressman , I havethe feeling the oxygen might

be needed forbreathing in southern California .

Mr. HoSMER. I think you just got yourself a triple purpose project

which also solves thesmog problem .

At any rate , I understand that onemill power will do this and that

the saving on pumping costs between liquid and gas over these long

distancesmightmake the idea economically feasible .

Another thing along this line, at the present time, at the University

of Arizona at Tucson , Dr.Norman Hillberry and someofhis associates

are speaking seriously of the application of underground engineering

to the Arizona water problem . By underground engineering, wemean

the use ofnuclear explosives beneath the ground for a number of pur

poses . In Arizona , the first purpose would be to create large under

ground catch basins, where a more efficient recovery of rainfall could

be obtained . The second purpose would be for fracturing conduits so

that the collected underground water could get into the aquifers . The

third purpose would be, like up where you have that secret water bank

in the Chino Valley or wherever it is, to fracture that underground

volcano cavity so that themillions of acre-feet ofwater could get out

into your aquifers and the underground reservoir level would be re

duced at the same time and thereby provide capacity to receive fresh

rain waters.

You did not discuss those in your submission , but would they be

possibilities ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , this is very advanced thinking. I

have asked my scientific people, within the last 2 or 3 weeks, in relation

to the water pollution control program , if it would be feasible to

use the plowshare program . For example, where very saline water gets

into water systems, would it be possible to force it underground or

desalt it.

Well, the geologists are giving a lot of thought to what you might do

with the plowshare program .

None of us really know . I have not talked to any geologists in my

Department that really know . I think the most interesting thing is

that with the peaceful uses of atomic energy ,maybe we can comeup

with some solutions. Weare just beginning to consider them . Project

Gas Buggy is the first one.

Wehope to put together an oil shale project, Project Bronco, to see

what theapplication may bemade there.

I would not venture to say where plowshare will lead us, what we

will be doing 30 years from now . It may be a very exciting future. It

may be that there are problems that make it not as promising. But I

would not want to discuss it in any other than that context here.

Mr. HOSMER. I understand that, Mr. Secretary. But I am optimistic

that these techniques will, in fact,make a substantial increase in avail

able water supply .

Secretary ÚDALL . They might ; Ihope they do.

Mr. HOSMER . I am wondering whether or not we should anticipate

it in this legislation , at least by deciding what happens.

Suppose Arizona picks up 3 to 5 million acre- feet of water in this

manner. Should that be credited to all the Colorado River or shouldn 't

it ?
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Secretary UDALL. This is a broad problem . This committee may be

discussing “it 25 years from now . I would rather not be drawn into

it at this time, because it presents policy questions that none of us

has had a chance to seriously analyze. I do not think I could be helpful.

Mr. HOSMER. Well, I was thinking of the possibility that we could

see Arizona with a tremendous supply of water within her boundaries,

yet the possibility of her six sisters on the river still suffering from a

lack of augmentation and so forth I am wondering if this should

really be a basin asset.

Secretary UDALL . Congressman , it seems to methat if the plowshare

program involving peacefuluses ofnuclear energy proves able to aug

ment the underground sources, improve the acquifers, this would prob

ably be true in all States ormost States. It would depend on geological

conditions. Another problem in the Colorado River Basin would in

volve use of a development fund to support various projects Also in

volved would be the manner of crediting the augmented supply . This

is a very broad subject and it will be discussed in the future if the

system works.

Mr.HOSMER. Very well.One finalquestion .

On this M & I water, about the biggest customer there would be is

Phoenix. Is there any problem about Phoenix actually buying it ?

Secretary UDALL, Phoenix and Tucson would purchase M & I water.

Tucson has a far more crucialproblem than Phoenix. Both , of course,

are very much interested in having this augmentation supply for fu

ture growth .

Mr.HOSMER . Tucson is ?

Secretary UDALL. Tucson has a much more critical problem . Phoenix

is in the Salt River watershed .

Mr. HOSMER . But Phoenix uses much more water and if weare going

to sell a lot of this at M & I prices, we must at least be questioning

whether Phoenix is going to want to pay that.

Secretary UDALL. The Commissioner tells me we already have ap

plications for the supplies that we will be able to provide.

Mr. HOSMER. Forwhom ?

Mr. DOMINY. Phoenix and Tucson both have indicated firm appli

cations for even more water than we think we will be able to supply.

Mr. HOSMER . Would these be under long-term contracts ?

And what prices are we talking about?

Mr. DOMINY.Wehave not, of course, finalized any contractors. This

depends on the kind of legislation finally enacted . We have been talk

ing of a $50 plus per acre foot rate for M & I water.

Mr.HOSMER. I reserve thebalance ofmytime.

Mr. JOHNSON. The gentleman from California,Mr. Tunney.

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Secretary , assuming that there is no augmentation water on the

Colorado River, and assuming also that the central Arizona project

is constructed with 2,500-cubic- feet-per -second capacity , at what year

would California go below the 5 .2 million acre- feet she is now using ?

Mr. DOMINY. We estimate , Congressman Tunney, that as soon as

CAP was actually functioning, it would probably get to that point

very quickly .

Mr. TUNNEY . Itwould go below 5 million two ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, very quickly .
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Mr. TUNNEY. I notice somewhere in the record of last year — it dis

appeared and I have not been able to dig it out — assuming that there

is no 4 .4 protection to California , when would you anticipate that

California would have to share shortages in the lower basin below

4 . 4 ?

Mr.DOMINY. Below 4.4 ,we do notanticipate

Mr. TUNNEY.Even if the upper basin completes its project ?

Mr. DOMINY. You could run into deficiency on the 4 .4 along about

1990, or possibly a little earlier.

Mr. TUNNEY. Assuming that you were going to have extensive works

construction to , say, import water from some other source , or assum

ing that you were going to have to build a huge desalinization plant

that could make up the Mexican Treaty obligation , how long a lead

time do you think would be needed to either construct the canals or

build the desalinization plant?

Mr. DOMINY. From 5 to 10 years leadtime, depending on how far

you wentto the augmenting source.

Mr. TUNNEY. Five or 10 years ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes.

Mr. TUNNEY. So then if the Congress approved, we will say, the

program by 1980, we could then have those works in operation that

would supply the additionalwater by 1990 ?

Mr. DOMINY. I think this is a reasonable assumption .

Mr. TUNNEY. One of the greatproblems for water users in the South

west, especially in Coachella and Imperial Valley is the fact that the

salinity of the water is getting worse and worse. Has the Department

gone into a study of what the salinity factor will be, assuming that

you have development of the upper basin projects and runoff back into

the Colorado River ?

Mr. Dominy. Yes , the Geological Survey and Bureau of Reclama

tion have been monitoring the Colorado River for water quality pur

poses for a long while. We havemade periodic reports as requested

by the Congress on this subject. Our judgment at the moment, collec

tive judgmentof the GeologicalSurvey and the water pollution people

and the Bureau of Reclamation in the Department, would be that with

full Upper Basin development the water quality at Imperial Dam

would gradually worsen to probably something like 1 ,400 parts per

million of dissolved minerals .

Mr. TUNNEY. Has there been any discussion with the Department

ofAgriculture or with water users in thearea to determine what effect

or impact this would have upon crops ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, indeed. Weare considering this all the timeand

there is research underway on how to prevent adverse effects from

happening, and what measures can be taken to prevent the quality

from worsening . And ,of course ,augmentation would havetremendous

influence on this ,too, if that were to occur.

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , I want to add here just so the

record shows this , I know your interest in your problem ,because some

of your people are, like the Mexicans, the last man on the ditch , so to

speak . In our statement 2 days ago, we in effect officially announced

that we have decided to set aside and hold in abeyance the determina

tion under the Water Pollution Control Act of salinity standards for

the river. The reason we did this is that we do not know all the an
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swers yet. The States, I think quite rightly , raised this as a basic

question . I think the whole region has to be much more conscious of

the needs for a regimen of water quality management from now on .

Wehave to find ways, if we can through scientific research , ofmini

mizing the deterioration of quality and ofmaintaining the river.

This is another reason why we feel strongly that ultimately, a de

salination project in the estuary of the Colorado River, with the in

troduction of pure water for blending purposes, may very well be a

must andmay very well be a fine solution to the problem .

Mr. TUNNEY. Located above whatpoint?

Secretary UDALL. Well, it would be located in Mexico. This is the

one we have been studying for a year and a half with the Mexican

Government.

Mr. TUNNEY. Where would the water be put into the Colorado

River ?

Secretary UDALL. Probably above the border with some perhaps

blended in at the border.

Mr. TUNNEY. What about the people who are farming just above

the border ?

Secretary UdaLL. Well, it might be put in at a point to benefit them .

I am not prejudging that.

Mr. TUNNEY. I don 't want to be excessively chauvinistic but I per

sonally am more concerned about American farmers than I am about

Mexican farmers.

Secretary UDALL . I would expect you to be.

Mr. TUNNEY. I would anticipate that if there were such a blending,

it would take place at a point where it could help American farmers

rather than Mexican farmers.

Secretary UDALL. It is not such a problem to begin , for example , at

Imperial Valley rather than at the border. What I am saying is if the

quality deteriorates to a certain point, it may very well be that the

Imperial irrigation district has a problem that is just as severe as the

problem that the Yuma farmers and the Mexicali Valley farmers in

Mexico have, and that we have to have a solution for all of them .

Mr. DOMINY. As a matter of fact, Congressman Tunney , our recon

naissance study indicates that we probably would have to put that

desalted water, whether we got in the Gulf of California or the coast

of California in the United States, as far north as Mojave in order

to get the kind of mixing that would prevent users from getting de

salted water one day and a thousand parts per million the next. This

you could not live with under any circumstances.

Mr. TUNNEY . I should ask the Secretary this question :

To your knowledge, Mr. Secretary, are there any serious negotia

tions, hard negotiations, going on now with the Mexican Government

regarding a desalination plant in southern California ?

Secretary UDALL. We actually set up the desalination conference in

1966 in Washington . We announced at that time the signing of an
agreement with Mexico on that study. The study has been going on

since then. We have made some headway on it. It is a big project.We

will also have the international atomic energy agency in the picture.

So we are working on this. This is not something that is abstract. We

are trying to lay out the parameters now and we are very active in

this .
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Mr. Johnson . Would the gentleman yield to the gentleman from

Pennsylvania ?

Mr. TUNNEY. Yes.

Mr. Saylor. Thank you for yielding.

I did not want the Secretary to leave this point of water quality in

the river with the implication that the Department has done nothing

about it.

Mr. Secretary, you have been complying with the provisions of the

Boulder Canyon Project Act all these years, requiring the Bureau of

Reclamation to study constantly the water quality of the Colorado

River.

Is this not true?

Secretary UDALL. This is correct. I think the water quality of this

river has probably been monitored and studied more than any other

river in the country. It has had to be.

Mr. SAYLOR . I did not want anybody to get the impression from

questions ofmy colleague from California that the Secretary of Inte

rior was not complying with the Boulder Canyon Project Act which

requires him to make these studies every year, constantly .

Mr. TUNNEY. I am glad you cleared the record . It certainly was not

my intention to leave that implication .

Mr. SAYLOR . Thank you .

Mr. TUNNEY. What is the target date, Mr. Secretary, for comple

tion of that study you just referred to ?

Secretary UDALL . We don 't have a target date as such . I just er .

pressed my own hope that we could have a pretty good idea of what

kind of project might be possible in a first stage within the next year

or so .

Mr. TUNNEY . Is the GovernmentofMexico cooperating ?

Secretary UDALL. It has been cooperative. We have had some delays,

but I would say the study hasmoved along aboutas you would expect,

with a major project of this kind. Wehave a lot of problems- how you

would finance it, how the benefits would be shared . It would be built

in Mexico and so on . There will be a lot of very serious problemsthat

have to be worked out.

Mr. TUNNEY .Mr. Secretary, from the point of view of the Depart

ment, do you think that right now you favor augmentation in the form

ofdesalinization and weather modification or the importation of water

from some other source, wherever that mightbe ?

Secretary UDALL . My answer would be I think we have to be very

open minded on this subject now . These are different methods. Two

involve new scientific techniques. Another involves massive engineer

ing works which involvenot only engineering problems, but also politi .

cal problems. I think people who are concerned about the long term

welfare of the country ought to be open minded at this point, look at

alternatives and see what the economics are, what the problemsare,

and then make judgments at some subsequent time.

Mr. TUNNEY. Well, what date do you think the Department would

be ready to make a decision on alternatives ? Because this is extremely

important to those of us who realize that we are dividing up shortages.

I certainly appreciate the philosophy that you have to weigh alterna

tives. But people have been weighing all alternatives for many years,

I would like to know when you feel the Department would be willing

to make a solid recommendation.
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Now , last year, you had a solid recommendation, or the year before

last . Now , there has been a change of philosophy for various political

reasons. I am just wondering if you can make any statement today

when you think the Department will be prepared to make a solid de

cision on alternatives ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman, I want to be as candid as I can on

this . You haveasked a pertinent question .

Here is the way I see it and I am just giving you the personal im

pression of somebody who sits where many related problemsare being

studied.

It is going to take us about another 8 to 10 years to perfect weather

modification if Congress gives the appropriations we need . It is going

to take until 1976, let's say, or 1977, if we move on target to get the

Bolsa Island project built and in operation for a year or two. If we

have a National Water Commission — and both Houses are committed

to that if we can work out the differences its study is going to take

5 years.

All in all, I think that within 8 to 12 years, in that range, the coun

try and the Congress ought to be in a position where they can begin

to make some judgments on these alternatives.

Mr. TUNNEY. I would like to turn to page 15 of your statement. You

indicate that ,

Our proposals for the Colorado River Basin Project include works to salvage

some 680,000 acre-feet of Colorado River water that have constituted river losses

in the past.

Now , I know this is a question of hydrology and the studies you

have done to determine what the losses are. But one of the things that

I would like to ask you is has this hydrology taken into consideration

that such places as Imperial Valley and the Coachella Valley, you have

to have extensive leachingof the soil and in a sense, it is wasting water

if you are going to talk in termsof irrigation in the Midwest, but wast

ing water to get the salts out of the soil to make it productive.

Now , does this figure constitute a recognition of the leaching that

must go on ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman, let me say two things in regard to

that:

I would say it does contemplate that. This is a sound irrigation prac

tice. You have to leach out your soils. Hopefully , at least in someareas,

as the leaching continues to take place, there will be less dissolved solids

that will be picked up and the return flows will improve.

The only other thing that we have omitted here, and I have not had

timeto ask my people why, is that, in the long run , it may very well

be that the biggest saving in water conservation might be lining of the

All American Canal. Again , you would have to decide how you did it ,

what the economics of it were. I think I can say very straightforwardly

that the normal leaching associated with sound agricultural practices

will have to continue.

Mr. TUNNEY. Does it also contemplate that the water is going to get

more saline as the upper basin begins to put in more projects and re

turn flow to the river ? This is one of the problems that we face down

in that area .Asthe water getsmore saline, you have to use more water

to leach the soil.
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Secretary UDALL. This is the problem the Commissioner has already

mentioned , that the likelihood is that we will have more of a salinity

problem . We will have to decide how serious a problem this will be,

and that is the reason I deliberately set aside the question of theestab

lishment of water standards. I don 't think we know enough in the

Department yet so we can sit down and lay this thing out cold , sar

here is what we face now , here is what weare going to have to face ,

here is what we are going to have to do, so that everybody understands

the consequences of water salinity standards.

Mr. TUNNEY. Can I go to my area, to my district , and say this

680,000 figure was arrived at considering that water was going to get

more saline in the river and that there is probably going to have to be

an additional use of water for leaching purposes as a result of the in

creased salinity and that the685 ,000 feet contemplated all these factors

I have just mentioned ?

Can I go down to my area and tell them this is a possible fact, that

you said that today ?

Mr. DOMINY. The salvage that we are referring to in that figure is

actually comprised of phreatophyte control, ground water recovery,

channelization , and includes the 170,000 acre- feet that we are saving

at Senator Wash which is already being accomplished . None of those

actually affect the quality ofwater for use in your district , Congress

man Tunney.

Mr. TUNNEY. Does it assume a reduction in the use of water by

irrigators ?

Mr. DOMINY. No ; as a matter of fact, there have been some rather

emotional statements made about the wasting of water. I think the

Imperial Irrigation District, for example , has a very commendable

record ,because all of the research work at Riverside and other irriga

tion and agricultural experimental stations indicate that on soils of

the type that you have in Imperial Valley and the ground water con

ditions that prevail there, you need an override in your irrigation de

livery to the farm of something in the order of 23 to 25 percent in order

to take care of the leaching requirements and keep the land in cultiva

tion. And this is aboutwhat you are doing.

This last year, the Imperial Irrigation District figures it used about

48 ,000 acre- feet in totalabove the 23 -percent factor. Ourmeasurements

would put it at about 100,000, but that is within the plus or minus

margin of error of calculations.

So I think they are doing a very commendable job , actually, in ir

rigating soils ofthe character involved .

Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. Dominy, then I can assume that even if we have

this saving of 680 ,000 acre- feet, we would not see Salton Sea dry up .

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir ; I think you are going to be putting return

flows, from the Coachella and Imperial Valley, into the Salton Sen

because of the nature and character of the soils you are irrigating.

Mr.HosMER .Willthe gentleman yield ?

Mr. TUNNEY . Yes.

Mr. HosMER. I understand the Imperial Valley Irrigation District

has gone into the Salton Sea problem in considerable detail. Wedo

have a paper before themembers ofthe committee.

Mr. TUNNEY. They have a statement which I am going to have in

troduced ; yes,when I have completed my questioning.
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Secretary UDALL. Congressman, let 's make the other side of that

clear, though , because now having the water pollution control re

sponsibility in my Department, I am much more aware ofwater qual

ity problems. I would think that your people ought to anticipate that

the amount of water that will be going into the Salton Sea from the

irrigation district is that amount of water that sound agriculturalhus

bandry in that region requires in terms of leaching and return flows,

and that there will not be water that is not needed for agriculture put

into the Salton Sea.

Now , I mean we ought to be honest with each other because we are

entering into a water shortage era .Weare entering into an era where

we have to watch water quality and I think everybody ought to know

we have these problems.

Mr. TUNNEY. But as I understand the statement of the Commis

sioner that there is also going to be a flow of water from the farm to

the Salton Sea, even if you have a reduction of 680,000 acre- feet in

the use of water

Mr.DOMINY. This is true.

In the last year, for example, 881,000 acre- feet entered Salton Sea

from the Imperial Irrigation District . Even if you took the mini

mum standard of leaching requirements, you would have an excess

of544,000 acre-feet .

Now , we are also getting water from Mexico that flows into the

Salton Sea that comes out of the New and Alamo Rivers. There are

about 104,000 acre-feet, a little better than that, on an average that

comes out of Mexico and drains down across the Imperial Valley

and into the Salton Sea.

So what I said a moment ago is that there is only about 100,000

acre- feet more that went into the Salton Sea than would have been

under a perfect job of irrigation in the Imperial Valley.

Mr. TUNNEY. Who is going to make the final decisions as to whether

or not the irrigation districts in southern California aremaking proper

use of their water or whether they are wasting their water ? Is that

going to be theSecretary ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman, we have had one experience in

1964 when we had a low water year. This will have to be a joint

decision that will be made by the irrigation districts and the Depart

ment.Whatwedid that year when we were so short and wehad to put

overselves on a very strict regimen was to tighten down as much as

we could . The Imperial District took what reduction ?

Mr. DOMINY . 10 percent.

Secretary UDALL. They took a 10 -percent reduction and they felt

thatby better management of the water they could get by with that.

So we are going to have to be working together closely on what the

requirements are. I say it will be a joint decision .

Mr. TUNNEY. I have a few more questions, but Mr. Reinecke, of

California , has asked meto yield to him ,

Mr. JOHNSON . You are yielding to Mr. Reinecke ?

Mr. TUNNEY. Yes.

Mr. JOHNSON . Iwas going to recognizeMr.Burton before that.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Mr. Chairman

Mr. TUNNEY. I would like to reserve the balance ofmy time, then .

Could I just ask a question off the record ?
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Mr. Johnson. We will accomplish the same thing, but I just want

to keep this in the proper order. You have reserved the balance of

your time. Now I will recognize Congressman Burton, from Utah,

and I am sure he will yield to Congressman Reinecke.

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Chairman , I want this understood by everyone.

I think this is all right if it is all right with Congressman Tunney.

Congressman Tunney will be recognized first in the morning.

Mr. TUNNEY. Yes . I yield my time back to the chairman .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Thank you , Mr. Chairman. I will be able to

be here tomorow morning. I would like to yield to my colleague,Mr.

Reinecke.

Mr. REINECKE. I thank all the gentlemen .

Mr. Secretary , three questions :

Will the Bureau of Reclamation have anything to do with manage

ment of the proposed powerplant, steamplant, as far as the manage

ment is concerned ?

Secretary UDALL . The answer to that is , " No."

Mr. REINECKE. How will the customers for the surplus power be

determined ?

Secretary UDALL. The way wepresently contemplate disposal of this

very small amount of surplus that would exist is that the plantman

ager and operator, which would be the Salt River.project , will prob

ably have a contract whereby it would , in effect , be responsible for tak

ing care of the surplus to the extent that we didn 't use it in banking,

didn 't use it to help support the Colorado River storage project. It

would be up to Salt River, then , to work outthe arrangements for dis

posal.

Mr. REINECKE. I don't think the arrangement calls for Salt River,

specifically , does it ?

Secretary UDALL . No, but I am simply saying this could be done

by contract.

Mr. REINECKE. I see.

But basically , the Bureau or the Department will not have the power

to say who the power will be sold to or under what circumstances ?

Secretary UDALL . Wewould have a very considerable say. As I in

dicated yesterday, we might want to use it to integrate it with the

Glen Canyon .Wemight want to use banking arrangements on some of

it. To the extent that there might be a surplus- no one knows what

the extent of surplus would be under these circumstances — we would

feel the most logical way to handle it would be to let the Salt River

project be the purchaser.

Mr. REINECKE. Then the Department will, in one way or another,

have a great deal to say about the sale and distribution ofthis power !

Secretary UDALL. We are purchasing it and we are going to have

to, if we do our job. Weare going to have to have the full say with

regard to how it is used ; yes.

Mr. REINECKE. In the statement regarding augmentation or other

resources, was there any reason why not a word was said regarding

evaporation control ?

Secretary UDALL. I had better let the Commissioner answer that.

Of course, the problem on evaporation control is a very tough prob

lem . The two areas where you have large surfaces of water, where you

get the most evaporation , are Lake Mead and Lake Powell. We are

dedicated to making these recreationalareas.
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Mr.REINECKE. I guess I could rephrase the question.

Have we given up on evaporation control ?

Mr. DOMINY. Wehave not given up on it but the problemsof finding

a material that does not pollute the water and make it nonusable for

all purposes, including fish and wildlife and doesn 't increase tem

perature unduly, and which stays in place when high winds come is

almost insurmountable . We are still seeking thatmaterial.

Mr. REINECKE. Weather modification , you estimated an increase of

a $ 1 or $ 1.50 a foot.Where would this come from ?

Secretary UDALL. This could come from a number of sources. It

could be appropriated directly, or could be repaid from a basin fund .

Mr. REINECKE. That is what I want to get at.

In your opinion , is the operational aspect of the basin fund such

that you as Secretary will be able to use that without prior appropria

tion from Congress ?

Secretary UDALL. Undoubtedly , Congress would want to control

the appropriation of it. But I would think this would be an ideal

situation of how a basin fund could and should be used .

Mr. REINECKE. Well, yes, but when you are talking about a very

scarce fund being used at $ 1 and $ 1 .50 an acre- foot, we could perhaps

find other sources at that same price that would hopefully yield

Secretary UDALL. If we could get weather modification water at

$ 1 or $ 1.50 an acre- foot, this could be 50 times as cheap asbringing it

in from long distances, from northern California or from any other

place.

Mr. REINECKE. On that subject, this report is not to be considered

aspart of the legislation , is that correct ?

Secretary UDALL. No, sir . This is merely a report that was prepared

to see what the picture might be if we projected future technology.

Mr. REINECKE. One other question regarding the cost of power.

You indicated, I believe, in the report that the steam plant as

proposed would provide power at a rate something like 60 percent

less costly than if a private utility did it and 30 percent than if a

municipal utility did it ?

You are not stating here or trying to impress upon the committee

that the Federal Government has the Indian sign on power genera

tion , that you can manufacture power cheaper than a private utility ?

Secretary UDALL . No, it just happens that under these particular

circumstances, this plant, if we did it the way we propose , is very

economical.

Mr. REINECKE. The truth really is then that we are subsidizing

Federal power. The point is what we think is the cost is not true cost .

If it were all stacked up together, since one of the functionaries of

WEST is going to operate this as they might operate any other plant,

the power is no cheaper to produce, it is just whether we are willing

to admit the full cost of Federal power. Is that right ?

Secretary UDALL. One can argue it that way. For example, one of

the big reductions we get is from the interest- free aspect of repayment

of irrigation costs. This helps a great deal. So there are some distor

tions in there.

Mr. REINECKE. How will the distribution of the central Arizona

project water behandled ? By the Bureau ?
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Secretary UDALL. It will be handled by contracts with the vario

Arizona entities.

Mr. REINECKE. Is there any plan at the present time to use an

spreading in Arizona of existing water from CAP ?

Secretary UDALL. No.

Mr. REINECKE . In S . 1004, I believe , it indicates on page 26 a cost

CAP of $ 768 million . Is this a figure on which your cost and analr

was based to provide that the project would pay out even without a

basin fund at present ?

Mr.DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. REINECKE. My recollection is that the prices we were dealing

with earlier weresomewhat smaller than this.

On the same page, it is indicated that the prices will be not to exceerd

$ 100 million in drainage distribution and facilities. Is this included in

the payout from the basin fund ?

Mr. Dominy. That would be repaid by the water users through sp

arate loans. They would be smallproject-type loans.

The costs are not part of the estimate cost of CAP. They would be

additional obligations picked up on separate contract .

Mr. REINECKE. The Senate bill calls for it in the CAP legislation .

Mr. DOMINY. But it would be separate contracts .

Mr. REINECKE. It is in addition to the $ 786 million . I do under

stand that.

Mr. DOMINY. Yes.

Mr.REINECKE . But I am wondering where the revenue for thatwould

come from ?

Mr.DOMINY. It would comeunder separate contracts for thedistribu

tion systems.

Mr. REINECKE. Then the cost analysis which led you to think the

project was feasible would be a total cost of $ 878 million or the $ 761

million figure ?

Mr. DOMINY. It would wash out because it would be under separate

contract with the full costbeing paid by the water district.

Mr. REINECKE. Is this considered subsequent money at interest

rate ?

Mr.DOMINY. It would be repaid without interest .

Mr. REINECKE. You mentioned earlier something about you mayhave

to line some canals over the California side, I believe. This was 9

days ago. I am interested in knowing what specific areas you are

referring to where you feel thismightbenecessary .

Secretary UDALL. I was referring primarily to the All-American

Canal.

Mr. REINECKE. I was under the impression that there was some

substantial amount of lining done there and a lot of tests indicate that

that mightnotbe necessary .

Mr. DOMINY. There has been some substantial lining and, of course ,

the Coachella distribution system is a closed pipe system . The difficulty

in lining the All -American Canal is the fact that you cannot take it

outofuse. Weare still trying to find a material that can be put in the

water to sealthe canal.

Mr. REINECKE. Would the funding for this lining also come out of

the development fund without priorappropriation ?
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Secretary UDALL. This is something we would have to determine.

Weare not proposing it and we have not analyzed it in any fashion to

have theanswer to that.

Mr. REINECKE. I thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. JOHNSON. Wewant to thank you , Mr. Secretary , for being here.

We understand that you willbe with us tomorrow at 9 :45 . Wewill start

off with Congressman Tunney, when he will be given the balance of

his time. Then we will go on and hope to complete the hearings some

timearound noontime.

Mr. ASPINALL. Congressman Burton has not yielded his time as the

record now stands.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I yield back the balance of my time to the

Chairman , with the understanding that I will be recognized tomorrow .

Mr. JOHNSON . The committee stands adjourned until tomorrow

morning.

(Whereupon , at 11 :50 a .m ., the subcommittee was adjourned , to

reconvene tomorrow ,Friday,February 2 , 1968, at 9 :45 a .m .)

89 – 657 — 68 - pt.2 12
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Part II

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2 , 1968

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Washington, D . C .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :50 a .m ., in room

1324 , Longworth House Office Building , the Honorable Harold T .

Johnson (chairman of the subcommittee ) presiding.

Mr. JOHNSON . The subcommittee will come to order.

Wewill start off this morning with further questioning by Con

gressman Tunney of California .

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you very much,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Secretary , statements have been made in the past by some ofmy

more able colleagues, as well as certain so -called experts in the South

west , that the Imperial Irrigation District and the Coachella Irri

gation District are pouring 1,320 ,000 acre -feet ofusable water into the

Salton Sea. Now , if this is true, and inasmuch as there is only a pump

lift of about 240 feet from the Salton Sea to the Colorado River,why

is it that the Department of the Interior has not suggested a plan to

take this water, this used irrigation water, from the New River as it

flows into the Salton Sea , and put it back into the Colorado River ?

Now , it is my understanding that inasmuch as we are entitled , Cali

fornia is entitled to 4 .4 million acre-feet and we also have diversions

less returns, if we could only divert 4 .4 million acre- feet now , but if

we returned the 1 ,320,000 acre- feet, we would be entitled to a total

allotment of 5 ,720,000 acre-feet from the river. This would satisfy all

water needs in southern California .

The whole thrust of the question goes to the statement that has been

made that this 1,320,000 acre- feet is usable water and is just flowing

into the Salton Sea. Why, if this is true, hasnot the Department come

up with a plan to return this water to the Colorado River today ?

865
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STATEMENT OF STEWART L . UDALL, SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR , ACCOMPANIED BY FLOYD E . DOMINY, COM

MISSIONER, BUREAU OF RECLAMATION ; EDWARD WEINBERG,

DEPUTY SOLICITOR ; AND ARLEIGH B . WEST , DIRECTOR, REGION

3, BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , that is a question I never had put

to mebefore. It is a very interesting question . Of course, some of the

large California irrigation districts, such as Palo Verde, take out a

large amount of water, but return a substantial portion to the river

for reuse . The consumptive use is what is actually consumed . The

natural drainage basin for the irrigation district is not to the river but

to the Salton Sea. Those persons who have made developments and

investments on the Salton Sea expect to have the drainage water go

into the Salton Sea to maintain it.

On the other hand, I think this is a problem , primarily for Cali

fornia, rather than a problem for us, because California has a certain

overall entitlement to water and it has, through the seven party agree

ment which was adopted by the Secretary of the Interior as a part of

the Colorado River water contracts with California users, made the

order of intrastate priorities.

If the State were to propose a project to accomplish what you sug

gest, thereby augmenting the supply , say , for the metropolitan area ,

I would assume that could be considered . I have never heard this pro

posed before, though .

Mr. TUNNEY. Well, I do not mean to be in any way tricky. But the

point is that a statement was made recently by Mr. Les Alexander,

who is the associate general manager of the Salt River project in

Phoenix, Ariz ., and I quote :

Perhaps the outstanding example of usable water being wasted in the lower

basin is the 1143 million acre-feet which annually flows into the Salton Sea .

The point is if this is a true statement, why has not the Department

come forward with a plan to get this water from the Salton Sea , or

from the New River where it flows into the Salton Sea , up the 240 feet

into the Colorado River ?

I think the answer is quite clearly why you have not, because it has

3,000 parts per million of salt and it is not usable. Mexico rejects

water which has a content of 1,500 parts per million. What I am

simply trying to say is that some of the statements that have beenmade

regarding the way we in southern California have wasted water by

pouring it into the Salton Sea have no justification in fact,

Secretary UDALL. I would like the Commissioner to commenton this.

I do know that particularly with the newer lands that do have a lot

of dissolved solids, the leaching process does seriously deteriorate the

quality of the water. There is no question that we have a real water

quality problem concerning the water that moves across the border.

The Commissioner would like to comment.

Mr. DOMINY. You are quite correct, Congressman Tunney, that this

drainage water from the Imperial Irrigation District is not considered

usable. It has a minimum of 3, 000 parts per million of dissolved

solids as it flows out of these salty lands of Coachella and Imperial.

Many days, it runs about 4,000 parts permillion. But as I explained
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the other day, I do not think anyone familiar with the type of soils to

be irrigated would consider this wasted water. A great dealof research

has been done on lands of this type and incidentally, the Imperial

and Coachella Valleys are laboratories for proper use of salted lands

for the whole world . People are coming there in ever-increasing num

bers to study the manner in which successful irrigation has developed

on landsof this character.

I can understand why people from the Salt River Valley in Arizona

would not recognize this , because they do not have a similar problem .

They have a falling water table, their salts go down naturally, and

they have not had serious problems of this nature in the Salt River

Valley. But in Imperial and Coachella , you have an entirely different

situation . The high water table creates difficult problems of proper

irrigation and keeping the salt moving out. This does take from 23 to

25 percent more water than would otherwise be necessary. It is not

wasted because of the facts of the case.

Mr.ASPINALL.Would my colleague yield ?

Mr. TUNNEY. Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL . This proves that grass is always greener in the other

fellow 's pasture. Water is always purer in the other fellow 's basin , as

far as that is concerned .

What interests me is that we have before us the water desalination

proposal for ocean water. Nothing has been said about desalting this

brackfish water here and getting it closer to use than what has been

proposed . This could undoubtedly be made part of the conduit system

and would be much less expensive than what was proposed in this

rather questionable report .

Is it possible, Mr. Secretary or Mr. Dominy, to use any of this water

or is there something sacred about keeping the water of the Salton Sea

at a certain level ?

Mr. DOMINY. Certainly , you have a major problem with regard to the

level ofSalton Sea .

Mr. ASPINALL. Why is it important to keep a certain level of the

Salton Sea ? Is it to take care of the birds or the beautiful shores or

what ?

Mr. DOMINY. There has been extensive development on the shores of

the Salton Sea . It has developed into one of the finest recreational

areas in the Southwest. I assure you , before a final decision is made as

to thebest and most economicalway ofaugmenting the Colorado River

by desalting, the Salton Sea should be studied much more thoroughly

than it everhas been .

However, it is below sea level and it is pretty far south and west.

The conveyance would not be appreciably cheaper, in my judgment.

Mr. ASPINALL. After all, if this water is to be used by exchange in

the Imperial Valley, you must raise it 300 or 400 feet to put it back

upstream again . Certainly, that is a most expensive proposition .

I do not want to argue that. I just wanted to ask the question .

Secretary UDALL . I would like to comment on this, because I think

weare really making a record for the long term here. I think the Chair

man hasraised a very interesting point.

We sometimes lose sight of the fact that the desalting technology

is not merely to desalt sea water but also to desalt brackish water.

Considering the economic consequences, I think when we start talking
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aboutalternatives, we want to look at all of them . Itmay very well be

that desalting thisbrackish water mightbemuch more attractive than

other alternatives, whether it were for reuse in Imperial or for blending

or for other purposes.

An interesting comparison to me is theGreat Salt Lake, which has

been receding constantly, as Congressman Burton well knows, largely

because of use of water for irrigation and industrial and municipal

purposes that would otherwise go into the basin , plus, I suppose, the

long term drought which has had an effect on it, too .

But there has been a constant shrinking . This is part of the overall

process of the region .

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you.

Speaking as a supplicant , Mr. Chairman , please do not take away

our Salton Sea. That was not the point ofmyline of questioning.

Mr. ASPINALL. This goes to prove how important this is. All that I

suggest is that you please do not takeaway our fresh water when there

is an alternative. This is a give-and-take effort and we have to face it

in that respect — and each one ofus gives.

Mr. TUNNEY. I think California is probably in the process of giving

right now on this central Arizona project on many points that before

we thought were terribly important to our survival.

I would like to just add as a footnote that the U . S . Public Health

Service has established as drinking water standards for consumptive

use a 500 parts per million standard of salt and the Imperial Valley

now is receiving water that has 945 parts per million . So it is almost

twice the amount of salt that the Public Health Service establishes as a

standard for desirability in consumptive use .

Mr. Secretary, one point that I would just like to clear up. I ques.

tioned you on it yesterday with regard to moving water from a desalt

ing plant in the Gulf of California north to some pointwhere it could

sweeten up the water that comes down into the southwestern part of

the United States.

In our dialog, we talked about putting the water in , perhaps, at

Imperial Dam or putting it in at the Mexican border and then finally

Mr. Dominy said that probably the most likely place would be at

Mojave.

I would just like to ask Mr. Dominy, is it not true that there is no

storage facility available at Ventura ? The only storage facility that

would be available would be either atMojave or Lake Mead ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, that is what we confirmed in this reconnaissance

study . In order to have economy of production , the desalting plant

must operate around the clock , 24 hours a day on a steady basis. During

many days the desalted water would be sufficient to meet all demands

and there would be no blending .Without blending, water users wonld

have seriousproblemsoperating with desalted water for a few daysand

then with water of a thousand or so parts permillion for the next few

days.

In order to make operations feasible, the desalted water should be

delivered to the river as far up as LakeHavasu .

Mr. ASPINALL .Have you gone so far on the desalting plant as to deter

minewhether or not there would be a need for the power in the South
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west and Mexico - to determine whether this power would be pur

chased in the future ?

Mr. DOMINY. The projections of the power needs of the Southwest

indicate that if the desalting plants were phased over a period as we

proposed , the first one in 1990, the second in 2000 and the third one

about the year 2010, this schedule would fit in very well with the

growing power needs of the Southwest. The power producers that

serve the market of the Southwest could very well be interested in

installing these power features of the dual purpose plant.

Mr. TUNNEY. One last point I would like to make. This is that

yesterday in the discussion , there were figures given that perhaps

640 ,000 acre-feet of water could be salvaged in the Lower Basin . One

of the items that was mentioned as a possibility for salvaging water

was the lining of the All-American Canal. To make the record clear

on this point, I would like to refer to page 243 of the House Interior

Committee hearings of March 13 through 17, 1967, a statement by

Robert Carter who is the generalmanager of the Imperial Irrigation

District, which indicates that losses along themain branch ofthe All

American Canal are within allowable tolerances for a lined canal. The

point simply is that if we are thinking in termsof lining a canal that

does not lose sufficient water to make this desirable or make it com

pulsory , then we are talking about just throwing away $ 80 million ,

which is what the cost would be to line this main branch .

Would you not agree , Mr. Commissioner, that your studies indicate

that along that main branch , there is not that loss of water ?

Mr. Dominy. I would like Regional Director West to comment

on that.

Mr. JOHNSON . Will you come forward and identify yourself, please ?

Mr. West. I am Arleigh B . West, Director of Region 3, Bureau of

Reclamation .

AsCongressman Tunney has said ,therehas been over the last several

years a lessening in the losses from the All-American Canal. Weunder

took some comprehensive studies in cooperation with the district

and the USGS which corroborated the figures that were introduced

into the record by Mr. Carter last year. We think that perhaps the

reason for this is that during the several decades that the All-American

Canal has been in service, it has, of course , lost a great volume of

water. This is undoubtedly now asserting itself in the form of a

hydrostatic head which , in effect, makes it very difficult for water to

seep out of the All -American Canal, for the reason that there is under

ground hydrostatic pressure preventing it.

Mr. TUNNEY. Thank you .

The CHAIRMAN . Thank you .

Mr. Chairman at this point, I would like to ask unanimous consent

to introduce into the record a statementbyMr. Bob Carter, general

manager of the Imperial Irrigation District, plus some attachments

thereto .

Mr. JOHNSON . You have heard the request of the gentleman from

California , Mr. Tunney. Is there objection ?

(No response .)

Mr. Johnson .Hearing none, it is so ordered .
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( The material referred to follows:)

IMPERIAL IRRIGATION DISTRICT,

Imperial, Calif., January 26, 1968.

THE HONORABLE COMMITTEE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS ,

Washington , D .C .

GENTLEMEN : A number of public statements have been made concerning the

alleged waste of usable water into Salton Sea, California , by Imperial Irriga .

tion District and Coachella Valley County Water District. Examples are :

" Conservation and Improved Uses of Existing Usable Water in the Lorner

Basin . - Perhaps the outstanding example of usable water being wasted in the

Lower Basin is the one and one-third million acre feet which annually flows into

the Salton Sea . This water is unused Colorado River water which is diverted

for irrigation use in Imperial and Coachella Valleys — but is permitted to flow

unused into the Salton Sea through New River and the Alamo River as

'regulatory waste.' ” 1

" Water Salvage. - If someone said he knew a secret underground river which

would add right now 1. 5 million acre- feet of water annually to the Colorado

River - enough to satisfy the Mexican Treaty burden - you would agree to go

after it . Such an underground river does not exist, but something about as good

does. An annual average of 1,320 ,000 acre-feet of usable water pours into the

Salton Sea in Imperial Valley as waste from the Imperial Valley and Coachella

Valley irrigation districts." 23

These statements are simply not true. Imperial Irrigation District does. as a

matter of fact, divert between 2 .9 and 3 million acre-feet of water annually , most

of which is a present perfected right, and is not used indiscriminately , but

beneficially . The accompanying reports have been prepared to set the record

straight and are submitted for that purpose :

" Imperial Irrigation District , Diversion Required at Pilot Knob for

Imperial Unit Based on Blaney-Criddle Formula and 1959- 1966 Crop

Pattern for Historic PPM Salinity Concentration of Irrigation Water. "

" Imperial Irrigation District, Diversion Required at Pilot Knob for Im

perial Unit Based on Blaney -Criddle Formula and 1964– 1966 Crop Pattern

for Historic PPM Salinity Concentration of Irrigation Water. "

I believe that the most significant information to be derived from the two

reports is developed on the final page of each captioned , respectively :

" Imperial Irrigation District, Theoretical Distribution , 'IID Contribution

to Salton Sea ' 1959– 1966 ."

" Imperial Irrigation District, Theoretical Distribution , 'IID Contribution

to Salton Sea ' 1964 - 1966 . "

I call your attention to the fact that the difference between " Total Theoretical"

and “ Observed to the Sea " (measured ) , aggregates on the annual a verage for

the 3 -year period , 46 ,000 acre -feet and on the 1959 - 1966 report the annual

average is 52 ,000 acre -feet. Since the “ Theoretical" does not take rainfall into

consideration and the " Observed to the Sea " does include rainfall (for any

runoff from rainfall would of necessity have to pass through the measuring

instruments logging the quantity of water flowing to the Sea from all measurable

sources ) and , as the reports indicate, the area irrigated for crops averages

434 ,000 acres and, assuming that at least two inches of the historic 3 -inch

average rainfall over the District's system finds its way to the Sea , this would

develop approximately 72,500 acre-feet of water per annum . I wish to point ont

that 72,500 acre-feet is almost one-half again as much as the quantity diverted

annually to the Sea which could be classified as that quantity over and above

the amount required for beneficial consumptive use based on the consumptive -use

formula used in the Arizona vs. California lawsuit, as tabulated .

Imperial Irrigation District feels very keenly about the charges of wasting

water to the Salton Sea and it has taken the opportunity of having these two re

1 " Central Arizona Project Report " delivered to Mountain States Association , Salt Lake

City, by Les H . Alexander, Associate General Manager , Salt River Project, Phoenix, Ari

zona, September 11, 1967 .

" Letter dated October 2, 1967, to Mr. William H . Nelson , Associate Editor, The Daily

Sentinel, Grand Junction , Colorado, from Congressman Morris K . Udall of Arizona.

3 " Countdown on the Colorado," a speech by Congressman Morris K . Udall of Arizona .

before the Town Hall of California , Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, December 19, 1967.
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ports checked by the Bureau of Reclamation with the thought in mind of de

ermining differences with respect to the application of the Blaney -Criddle

Formula in arriving at consumptive use , leaching requirements, irrigation effi

iency , etc. Wehave been advised by officials of the Bureau of Reclamation that,

hough we differ in the application of the formula in some respects which has

a minor effect on the end result, the total over-all contribution differential to the

Sea between Imperial Irrigation District and the Bureau of Reclamation studies

is less than 60 ,000 acre -feet per annum .

It should be noted that this small variation is less than the aggregate differ

ence between the observable and theoretical flow to the Sea of 72,500 acre-feet

contributable to rainfall. We do not know whether the Bureau took rainfall into

consideration ; if not, the 60 ,000 acre -feet difference would be offset by rainfall

with the effect of reducing the difference to zero . But, even if they did take

rainfall into account, there would only be an annual difference of 60,000 acre

feet. Compared to our average Pilot Knob diversion of 2 ,930 ,000 acre-feet per

gear, this amounts to only 2. 5 per cent, a very low figure for a District which

operates from a diversion point 60 miles away on an order placed eleven days

in advance at a point 150 miles up the River at Parker Dam . I believe that it is

difficult enough to anticipate what we are going to do today, without trying to

anticipate what we are going to do ten days hence.

I appreciate the opportunity afforded to me in these few minutes to spread

the facts upon the record for one and all to examine at will. Careless and un

thinking charges have been made regarding the use Imperial Irrigation District

makes of its share and right to Colorado River water. Let there be no doubt that

the record of this District is clear , is based on fact and speaks for itself.

Sincerely yours,

R . F . CARTER,GeneralManager.

[ Enclosures ]

IMPERIAL IRRIGATION DISTRICT

DIVERSION REQUIRED AT PILOT KNOB FOR IMPERIAL UNIT BASED ON BLANEY -CRIDDLE

FORMULA AND 1959 - 1966 CROP PATTERN FOR HISTORIC PPM SALINITY CONCENTRA

TION OF IRRIGATION WATER

Double cropping, average 8 years — 1959-66 (acres )

Acres in crops : 548 ,000 .

Area irrigated for crops: 434 ,000.

Double cropped : 114,000 or 20.8 % of 548,000 acres — Say 21 % .

T - 1018. -REQUIRED FOR DELIVERY TO FARMS

Input irrigation water at 845 p . p. m .

(percent)

Acre-feet per

irrigated acre

Average consumptive use per irrigated acre, 1959 -66 2.. . . . . .

Leaching requirement : . . .

Farm efficiency (leaching requirement) . - .

System regulation and system loss (historic 8 -year average ) 4.

Required for delivery at Pilot Knob per acre irrigated .. . .. .. .

o
o
a
s

4. 26

5 . 33

5 . 61

56. 84

6 . 8

1 Average measured salinity, 1959-66 .

2 Reter T - 1030 .

3 Based on leaching requirement for historic 8 - year average salinity of irrigation water, refer T - 1031.

4 System loss includes seepage, transpiration , and evaporation losses, unmeasured deliveries to some 1,500 or more

service pipes, deliveries to farm homes, and farms less than 2 acres.

Round to 6 .8 acre- feet.

Quantity required at Pilot Knob ?

Acre-feet

Consumptive use by crops - - - - -- - - 4. 26 X 434, 00051, 849, 000

Leaching requirement and / or irrigation efficiency

(5 .61- 4 . 26 ) X 434,000 586 , 000

System regulation and system loss- - - - - - - - - - - - (6 .8 – 5 .61) X434, 0005 516 , 000

Total required to IID at Pilot Knob - - - - - - 2, 951, 000

* Based on Blaney -Criddle formula .
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IMPERIAL IRRIGATION DISTRICT

T - 1019. - DISTRIBUTION OF PRESENT USES, IMPERIAL UNIT, 1959 -66

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 Arse

3, 060 3,036 3,006 3, 062 2,808 2.688 2. 88€

24

a Cose da camalos. ... ... da
107

se od
150149

394 so I
126

2232
1 .39

249366

To Imperial Irrigation District at

Pilot Knob thousand acre -feet.. 2,898

Loss,Pilot Knob to drop 1 (Imperial

Irrigation District) . . . . . . do .

Loss, drop 1 to EHL . - . - .do . .

Loss , EHL to WSM . . . . . . . . . . . . . do . .

Gross AA canal loss. . . . .do . . .

Canal loss and regulation . . . . .do .

Total, all ImperialIrrigation

District Losses . . . . . . . .do .

Spill for system regulation . . . . .do . ..

Total for system regulation

and canal loss . . . . . . . . do . . . 648

Total deliveries to users a .do. . . . 2.250

System efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . percent . . 77. 7

Gross area of crops.. .thousand acres . . 564

Netacreage irrigated . . . . . . . . . .do . . . . 440

Delivered to users :

Acre- feet per acre of crop. . . . . 3 . 99

Acre-feet per acre irrigated . 5 . 11

At Pilot Knob : Acre -feet per acre irri

gated . . . 6.59

da

416664

2. 396

78 . 3

540

434

621

2, 415

79. 5

526

436

560

2 ,446

81. 4

525

430

549

2 ,513
82 . 1

547

430

409

2 , 399
85. 4

548

432

376

2 , 312
86 . 0

554

25 . 5

432

4 . 44

5 . 52

4 . 59

5 . 54

4 . 66

5 .69

4 . 59

5 . 84

42

5 . 655 . 55
35

7.05 6. 96 6.997 .12 6.50 6. 22 6. 60 13

1 Canal loss and regulation includes seepage, transpiration , and evaporation losses, unmeasured deliveries to on

1 ,500 or more service pipes, deliveries to farm homes, and farms less than 2 acres.

2 Deliveries to users and canalloss and regulation have been corrected to allow for estimated 10 percent undermez

mentof deliveries for years 1959 through 1963.

T - 1020. - WATER DISTRIBUTION, 1959 -66

[In thousands of acre-feet)

Operational loss Canal loss and regulation 1

Year

Received

at

Pilot

Knob

Total A . A . C . TotalMain

canals

Lateral

canals

Main

canals

Lateral

canals 1

107 245
208

150 232

560

578

5433, 036 149 206

1959 .

1960 . .

1961.

1962 .

1963 .

1964

188

6

2 ,898

3 ,060

3 ,006

3, 062

2 ,808

2,688
2 . 886

150

190

186

81

A82146

202

156

d
e
l

r
i
N
N
N

D
A
M
B
R
A
C

90

671965 . .

1966 .

126

139

373

349

388
76 173

8 -year

average. . 2,930 20 40 60 129 160 181 470

1 Canalloss and regulation and deliveries to users have been corrected to allow for estimated 10 -percentundermeasant

ment of deliveries for years 1959 through 1963.
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T -1021. - CONSUMPTIVE USE OF AREAS CROPPED , 1959

(Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres)

Acres

Consumptive use

Acre-feetper acre Acre-feet

204, 500
2 . 500

101, 000

57, 000
20 .500

33, 000

4, 000

5 , 000

Alfalfa .

Alfalfa seed .

Barley .

Cotton .

Corn . .

Flax.

Sesbania . .

Sudan .

Sugarbeets . .

Miscellaneous field crops. .
Melons .

Lettuce . .

Carrots . .

Tomatoes . . .

Miscellaneous garden crops .

Citrus .

Dates ?

Grapes ?

Miscellaneous permanent crops. .

N
a
w
a
r
a
w
w
e
r

N
o
w

9. 200

w
i
-

i
m
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
a
i 1, 083,850

11, 750

181,800

4 . 000

49. 200

82, 500

11,500

115 , 200

21,250

28 . 750

A8 .000

8 , 500

41, 000

12, 500

-

57, 400

6 , 000

9 .4504 . 500

10 . 500

2 ,000

13, 200

23 . 100

8 , 000

2. 2

4 . 0

- 3. 7
....

.. ..

2,500

563, 500

9,250

1, 899, 400
Total. . . . 3. 37

1 Based on Blaney -Criddle formula.

2 Included in miscellaneous permanent crops.

Note : Net acres irrigated, 440,000; consumptive use per acre irrigated , 4.32

T-1022. - CONSUMPTIVE USEOF AREAS CROPPED , 1960

(Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres]

Acres

Consumptive use

Acre-feet per acre i Acre-feet

Alfalfa . . . - - - 5 . 3

4 . 7 8 , 200

214, 500

6 . 000

82 , 000

58 000

26 ,000

16 .500

i
n
i
c
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n

4, 500

5 , 500

1, 136 , 850

147 ,600

185 ,600

62,400

41, 250

n
a
w
w
a
r

A
N
O
O

10, 350

12,650

9 , 000 22, 500

Alfalfa seed

Barley

Cotton . .

Corn

Flax

Sesbania .

Sudan . .

Sugarbeets.

Miscellaneous field crops. .

Melons.

Lettuce .

Carrots

Tomatoes .

Miscellaneous garden crops . .

Citrus .

Dates

Grapes 2

Miscellaneous permanent crops. ..

Total. . . . . . . .

48 ,500

11 ,500

40 , 500

3. 500

2 . 000

7 , 500

2,000

2 . 3

1 . 4

2 .2

2 . 1

2 . 2

4 . 0

116, 400

26 ,450

56 ,700

7,700

4 , 200

16 ,500

8. 000

3,000

540,500

3.7 **** ** 11. 100

3. 50 -- -- - - 1, 894,450

1 Based on Blaney-Criddle formula .

2 Included in miscellaneous permanent crops.

Note : Net acres irrigated , 434,500; consumptive use per acre irrigated , 4.36 .
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T -1023. - CONSUMPTIVE USE OF AREAS CROPPED , 1961

(Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres ]

Acres

Consumptive use

Acre - feet per acrel Acre-teet

1, 086 ,500Alfalfa . .

Alfalfa seed

Barley

Cotton . . . .

Corn . - - - - - - - - - -

205, 000

8,500

86, 500

53,500

37,500

10,500

1,500

6 , 500

49, 500

Flax. . . .

Sesbania .

Sudan .

Sugarbeets . .

Miscellaneous field crops . .

Melons .

Lettuce . . . .

Carrots . .

Tomatoes . . . .

Miscellaneous garden crops . .

Citrus

Dates 2

Grapes . . .

Miscellaneous permanent crops. . . .

w
i
t
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
G

O
N

N
o
w
a
n
a
w
w
a
r

A
N
O
W

$
2
8
2
8
2
8
2
8
2
8
8
2
8
3
3

10, 500

8 , 000

31,000

3, 500

1, 500

7,000

2, 000

T
E

3, 000

525 , 500Total . . - - - ... ... 3 . 50 1 , 840, 200

1Based on Blaney-Criddle formula.

2Included in miscellaneous permanent crops.

Note : Net acres irrigated , 435,500 ; consumptive use per acreirrigated , 4.23.

T- 1024. - CONSUMPTIVE USE OF AREAS CROPPED , 1962

(Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres

Acres

Consumptive use

Acre-feet per acre 1 Acre- teet

1
1

37 .

126 . 900

222 , 40

854

*

Alfalfa . . .

Alfalfa seed . . .

Barley . . . .

Cotton . . .

Corn . . . . .

Flax .

Sesbania . . .

Sudan .

Sugar beets .

Miscellaneous field crops ..

-

176 . 500

8 . 000

70 . 500

69. 500

36 . 000

26 . 500

1 . 500

6 . 500

55 , 500

10, 000

9 . 500

35 , 500

5 . 500

1 . 500

7 . 500

2 , 500

w
i
n
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
m
i
n
i
n
i
n
d

O
N

-N
A
W
A
W
W
U
T
A
N
O
W

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Melons . . .

Lettuce . . . .

Carrots . .

Tomatoes . . .

Miscellaneous garden crops .

Citrus .

Dates 2 .

Grapes

Miscellaneous permanent crop

1

.

2, 500

525, 000Total. . . . . .. .. . 3. 38 1, 774,150

1 Based on Blaney -Criddle formula .

2 Included in " Miscellaneous permanent crops. "

Note : Net acres irrigated , 429,500 ; consumptive use per acre irrigated , 4.13.

Bila me morable to permanent crops:" useper acre irrigated,4.13.
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T - 1025 - CONSUMPTIVE USE OF AREAS CROPPED , 1963

(Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres)

Acres

Consumptive use

Acre- feetper acre Acre -feet

w

6 . 500

75 000

63. 000

1, 001 ,700

30.550

201,600

130. 800

135, 000

4 . 500

2 , 250

Allalla . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Alfalfa seed

Barley .

Cotton . .

Corn . .

Flax . . .

Sesbania .

Sudan .

Sugar beets . .

Miscellaneous field crops .. ..

Melons

Lettuce .

Carrots . .

Tomatoes. .

Miscellaneous garden crops. .

Citrus.

Dates . .

Grapes ? . .

Miscellaneous permanent crops.

50 . 000

19. 500

18 . 500

i
m
n
i
n
i
n
i
a
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
r
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
s

3 . 450

24, 150
144 000

48, 750

19. 550

48 , 300

7 . 700

2, 100

14, 300

10, 000

JUU

000

6 . 500

2 , 500

3.72, 500

547,000

9, 250

1,852, 450
Total. . .

. 3. 39

1 Based on Blaney -Criddle formula .

2 Included in “Miscellaneous permanentcrops."

Note : Net acres irrigated, 430,500 : consumptive use per acre irrigated, 4.30.

T- 1026. — CONSUMPTIVE USE OF AREAS CROPPED , 1964

(Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres]

Consumptive use

Acres

Acre -feet

per acre 1 Acre-feet

200,500

8, 500

74 . 000

68, 000

44,000

4 ,500

500

w
i
t
r
a
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n

A
w
w
a
r

A
N
O
O

Alfalfa . . . .

Alfalfa seed

Barley . . .

Cotton . . .

Corn .

Flax .

Sesbania .

Sudan .

Sugar beets .

Miscellenous field crops . . .

Melons. . .

Lettuce . . .

Carrots

Tomatoes.

Miscellaneous garden crops . .

Citrus . . .

Dates 2 .

Grapes .

Miscellaneous permanent crops. .

7 . 000

66. 000

1 ,062,650

39, 950

133. 200

217,600

105 ,600

11, 250

1 , 150

16 . 100

158 , 400

35, 000

12, 650

56 . 000

6 . 600

2 , 100

15 , 400

8, 000

14 . 000

5 ,500

40, 000

3 . 000

1 . 000

7 . 000

2 . 3

1. 4

2 . 2

2 . 1

2. 2

4 . 0

3, 000

548, 500

3.7. *-- .

3. 45

11,100

1,892,750
Total. ..

1 Based on Blaney -Criddle formula .

2 Included in "Miscellaneous permanent crops" .

Note : Net acres irrigated, 431,500 ; consumptive use per acre rrigated , 4.39.
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T- 1027. - CONSUMPTIVE USE OF AREAS CROPPED, 1965

[Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres ]

Acres

Consumptive use

Acre-feet per acre Acre-feet

5. 3187,000

99, 000

69, 500

57,500

222, 400

4 , 500

1, 000

Alfalfa.

Alfalfa ( seed )

Barley . . . .

Cotton .

Corn .

Flax . . .

Sesbania . .

Sudan . .

Sugarbeets .

Miscellaneous field crops . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Melons . . .

Lettuce . .

Carrots .

Tomatoes . .

Miscellaneous garden crops.

Citrus . .

Dates

Grapes

Miscellaneous permanentcrops.. ..

t
i
c
o

000

, 000

m
i
n
n
i
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
i
n
i
n
i
n

991,100

178, 200

138 000

11, 250

2 , 300

9. 200

53,600

27 , 500

13. 800

49 . 700

O
N

-N
A
W
A
W
W
A
T
A
N
O

, 000

500 5, 500

500

c
o
n

1. 050

14. 300

10, 000500

*****3, 000 ***** *** * 3. 7

554 ,000 3. 32

11. 100

1, 839, 000Total.

1 Based on Blaney - Criddle formula .

2 Included in alfalfa .

3 Included in miscellaneous permanent crops.

Note : Net acres irrigated , 432,500 ; consumptive use per acre irrigated , 4.25.

T -1028 . - CONSUMPTIVE USE OF AREAS CROPPED, 1966

(Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres)

Acres

Consumptive use

Acre-feet per acre ! Acre-feet

o 5 . 3168. 500

101, 500

39. 000

116 . 000

2 . 500

Alfalfa . .

Barley .

Cotton . .

Corn .

Flax .

Sesbania ..

Sudan . . . . .

Sugar beets ..

Miscellaneous field crops .

Melons. . .

Lettuce . .

Carrots . . .

Tomatoes .

Miscellaneous garden crops. . . .

Citrus. . .

Miscellaneous permanent crops. . . .

g
n
i
t
i
v
o
s

cousin

m
a
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
a
i

s
i
n
i
r
i
n
i
g

O
N
E
N
A
w
a
n
a
w
w
i
n

A
N
O
W

93, 050

82, 700

124, 800

78, 400

6 . 250

3 , 450

10.350

48, 800

45, 000

19 , 550

63 ,700

4 . 400

1, 050

14, 300

8, 000

11. 100

000

. 500

000

500

6 , 500

2 , 000

3 . 000

581,500

3 . 7

Total . . - - - - - . . . . . 3 . 12 1,814,900

1 Based on Blaney-Criddle formula .

Note : Net acres irrigated, 437,500; consumptive use per acre irrigated, 4.15.
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T-1029. - CONSUMPTIVE USE, IMPERIAL UNIT, 1959- 1966 AVERAGE

[Use rates,Imperial unit )

Year Consumptive use

per acre of crop 1

( 1)

Acre -feet per acre

Delivered per acre Consumptive use per

of crop acre irrigated

(3)

Delivered per acre

irrigated

( 2 )

1959 .

1960

1961. .

1962 .

1963

1964 .

1965.

1966 . .

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m 3 . 99

4 . 44

4 . 59

4 . 66

4. 59

5 . 11

5 . 52

5 . 54

5 . 69

5 . 84

5 . 55

5 . 35

5 .65

4 . 25

4 . 153 . 12

3. 38

4 .25

4 .388 -year average. .. . . . . . 24, 26 5 . 53

1 Based on Blaney -Criddle formula .

2 Refer T - 1030 .

Note : Refer T -1021 through T - 1028.

T -1030. - CONSUMPTIVE USE, 1959 -66

(Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres /

Year Acres of crop

Comsumptive Use i

Acre-teetper acre Total acre-feet

Acres irrigated

Consumptive

use per acre

irrigated

3 . 37

3 . 50

1959 .

1960 .

1961.

1962

1963 .

1964 .

1965 .

1966 .

563, 500

540, 500

525 , 500

525 , 000

547. 000

548

554 , 000

581, 500

4 . 32

4 . 36

4 .23

4 . 13

4 . 30

2 . 500

1 ,899, 400

1, 894, 450

1. 840, 200

1,774, 150

1, 852,450

1. 892,750

1 , 839. 000

1, 814 , 900

1, 851, 000

3. 39

3. 45

3 . 32

3. 12

3. 38

440, 000

434 ,500

435,500

429,500

430 . 500

431, 500

432, 500

437, 500

434, 000

4 . 39

4 . 25

4 . 15

8 -year average.. .. . . . . 548, 000 2 4 . 26

1 Consumptive use based on Blaney-Criddle formula .

Weighted average .

Note : Refer T -1029 .

T - 1031. - SALINITY OF IRRIGATION WATER RECEIVED BY DISTRICT AND LEACHING REQUIREMENT, 1959-66

Annual

discharge

acre-feet

Total salt

(tons) b

Historic weighted average salinity

TAF KX10 o

Leaching

requirement

(percent)

(6 )

Parts per

million
Year

( 1) (2 ) (3)

735

779

831

1959.

1960 .

1961. .

1962

1963

1964

1965 .

1966 .

2 ,840 , 173

2 , 983 , 860

2 , 957 , 200

2 , 951, 266

2 . 991. 429

2,770,474

2 , 624 , 363

2 ,817, 912

2, 852 ,019

3, 162, 485

3 , 330 , 087

3. 399 , 464

3 , 378, 583

3. 284, 284

3 , 406 , 457

3,650 ,447

3, 307, 978

1. 00

1 . 06

1. 13

1 . 15

1. 13

1 . 19

1 . 30

1 . 30

845

831

875

1, 050

1, 110

1, 190

1, 210

1 , 190

1 .250

1 . 370

1, 370

1, 210

956

956

Average.. .. . . . . . . 2,867,085 • 1.15 • 845

Total discharge, all-American Canal below drop I .

b Based on weekly salinity samples.

. Based on conversion factor of 0 . 7 for parts per million to conductivity (micromhos /cm . to nearest 10 ) .

d Based on average salt tolerance for 50 percentyield reduction and historic conductance of water delivered to district.

Refer USDA Handbook No. 60 and Bulletin 283. Includes allowance for minimum nonuniformity of application .

• Weighted average.
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T -1032. — THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTION " DELIVERED TO USERS," 1959 -66

Water available for farm effi

ciency -leaching requirement

Consumptive

use

(thousand

acre -feet) 1

Delivered to

users 2Year Total leaching required 3
PercentThousand

acre- feet

1959 . 1 , 899

1 , 894

( 101. 6 )
1960 . 97 . 5

1, 84
0

( - 36 )
59

113

230

200

1 .774

1961

1962

1963.

1964 .

1965 .

1966.

1, 852

1. 893

1. 839

1. 815

2 . 250

2, 396

2 . 415

2 , 446

2, 513

2 . 399

2 .312

2 ,470

2 ,400

( 5 .20 – 4. 32) X 440. 0 = 387 . .

(5 . 38 - 4 . 36 ) X 434 . 5 = 443 . .

(5 .29 - 4 .23 ) 435 .5 = 462 . .

(5 .16 - 4 .13) X 429 .5 = 442 .

( 5 . 37 - 4.30) x 430, 5 = 461 .

( 5 .56 - 4. 39) X 431.5 = 505.

( 5.52 - 4 .25 )X432.5 = 549 .

( 5. 39 - 4 . 15)X437. 5 = 543 .

90. 6
92. 0

(100. 0 )

G - 76 (103. 33

112 95. 5

Average.. .. 1,851 (5.33 — 4.26 )X433.9 = 464 .. .. . . . .. . . . .

1 Based on Blaney -Criddle formula .

2 Refer T - 1019 .

3 ( Total in 1 .000 acre- feet) refer T - 1033 for acre -feet per irrigated acre .

* Represents water that was available for farm loss after leaching requirement and consumptive use had been satisfied .

Weighted average .
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T -1034 . - INFLOW TO SALTON SEA, IMPERIAL IRRIGATION DISTRICT AND MEXICO , 1959 66

(In thousands of acre-feet)

From Mexico

at international

boundary

Year

From Imperial Irrigation District

Operational Farm Total, Imperial

loss drainage Irrigation

District

Total, imena

District and

124

123

933

973

1. 161, 021

1. 060

1 .051

1. 089

1959 .

1960 .

1961 .

1962.

1963.

1964 .

1965

1966 .

117

134

141

107

973

1 , 019

1, 087

869

856

977

1 . 154

113

104

883

1,005

1, 0218-year average .... . .. . 120 961

T -1035. — THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTION " IMPERIAL IRRIGATION DISTRICT CONTRIBUTION TO SALTOS sa
1959 -66

[In thousands of acre-feet)

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 166 =

387
88

443 462 442Leaching requirement . .

Operational loss . . . .

85 - percent canal loss and regulation 2 . .

50-percentwater available for farm efficiency ...

549

27

297476

461 505

67 36

410 317

100 .

491 462
30 57 115115

Total theoretical 4 .

Observed to sea .

951 1 . 050 1 . 059 1. 044 1 . 038

021 1 . 060 051 1 . 089 1 . 154

858

905

873 99

883 1. 001 005
1

Difference . .. . . . . . . . . . ......... -70 - 10 + 8 - 45 – 116 - 47 - 10 -43 -

1 Refer T -1033.

2 Based on 15-percent allowance for surface evaporation and consumptive use of vegetation along and adjacentto

section in Imperial unit, refer T - 1020, " Total canal loss and regulation . "

* Estimated 50 percent of water available for farm losses after leaching requirement and crop consumptive use a
satisfied from amount of " deliveries to users " : refer T - 1033.

4 Does not include contribution from rainfall.

6 Includes contribution from rainfall.

DIVERSION REQUIRED AT PILOT KNOB FOR IMPERIAL UNIT BASED ON BLANEY-CRO

FORMULA AND 1964 – 1966 CROP PATTERN FOR HISTORIC PPM BALINITY COXCESED

TION OF IRRIGATION WATER

Double cropping, average 3 years — 1964-66 ( acres )

Acres in crops : 561,000 .

Area irrigated for crops : 434,000.

Double cropped : 127 ,000 or 22.6 % of 561,000 acres — Say 23 % .

T -1036. -REQUIRED FOR DELIVERY TO FARMS

Input irrigation water at 926 p .p.m .

(percent)

Acre - feet

irrigated

Average consumptive use per irrigated acre , 1964- 66 . . . . . . . . . . . .

Leaching Requirement :. . . . . . . . . . .

Farm Efficiency (leaching requirement) .

System regulation and system loss (historic 3 -year average

Required for delivery at Pilot Knob per acre irrigated ..

T
O
N

:

1 Average measured salinity , 1964 -66 .

Refer to T - 1043.

: Based on leaching requirement for historic 3 -year average salinity of irrigation water, refer T - 1044 .

3 System loss includes seepage, transpiration, and evaporation losses, unmeasured deliveries to some 1.500oor

service pipes, deliveries to farm homes, and farms less than 2 acres.

5 Round to 6 . 8 acre-feet.
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Quantity Required at Pilot Knob 1

Acre-feet

Consumptive use by crops.. . - - - - - - - - - 4 . 26 X 434, 000 = 1, 849, 000

Leaching requirement and /or irrigation ef

ficiency - - - - - - - - - (5 . 75 - 4 . 26 ) X 434, 000 = 647, 000

System regulation and system loss - - - - - - - 6 . 8 - 5 . 75 X 434, 000 = 456 , 000

Total required to IID at Pilot Knob ? - - - - - - - - - - 2 , 952, 000

1 Based on use of Blaney -Criddle formula .

T - 1037. — DISTRIBUTION PRESENT USES , IMPERIAL UNIT, 1964-66

[In thousands of acre-feet)

1964 1965 1966 Average ,

3 years

2 . 808
2,688 2 ,886 2 , 794

8
º
o
o
o

21

139

249

388

To Imperial Irrigation District at Pilot knob . .

Loss, Pilot Knob to Drop 1 (Imperial Irrigation District).

Loss , Drop 1 to EHL

Loss, EHL to WSM . . .

Gross AA canal loss .

Canal loss and regulation 1

Total all Imperial Irrigation District losses .

Spill for system regulation . .

Total for system regulation and canal loss.

Total deliveries to users . . .

System efficiency , percent.

Gross area of crops , acres ? ..

Net acreage irrigated , acres . . .

Delivered to users , acre -feet per acre of crop .

Delivered to users , acre - feet per acre irrigated .

At Pilot Knob , acre -feet per acre irrigated . . .

28

283

373

36

409

2, 399
85. 4

548

432

4. 38

19

126

223

349

27

376

2 , 312

86 . 0

554

432

4 . 17

5 . 35

6 . 22

416

2, 470

85 . 6

118

252

370

30

400

2 , 394

2 85 . 7

561

434

4 . 27

5 . 52

6 . 44

581

55

437

4 . 25

5 . 65

6 .60
6 . 50

1 Canal loss and regulation includes seepage, transpiration and evaporation losses, unmeasured deliveries to some

1,500 or more service pipes, deliveries to farm homes, and farms less than 2 acres.

2 Round to 85 percent.

an thousand acres,

T- 1038. - WATER DISTRIBUTION, 1964-66

(In thousands of acre-feet]

Operational loss Canal loss and regulation Delivered

Year
Year

Received

at

Pilot

Knob

at
Total A . A . C .Main

canals

Lateral

canals

Main

canals

TotalLateral

canals

users

2 . 8081964

1965

1966 ..

2 . 688

90

126

139

373

349

388

2, 399

2 , 312

2 , 470
2. 886

28

173

3-yearage.
3 - year

2.794 12 1818
3030 118 75 177 370 2 ,394
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T -1039.---CONSUMPTIVE USE OF AREAS CROPPED, 1964

(Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres)

Consumptive use

Acres

Acre- feet

per acre 1 Acre -feet

5. 3 :
47

68. 000

44 . 000

4, 500

500

7, 000

66, 000

M
N
N
N
Nw

w
u
n

A
N
O

Alfalfa . .

Alfalfa seed . .

Barley . . . .

Cotton . . . .

Corn .

Flax .

Sesbania . .

Sudan .

Sugar beets .

Miscellenous field crops. .

Melons. .

Lettuce . . . . .

Carrots . . . . .

Tomatoes. . . .

Miscellaneous garden crops .

Citrus. .

Dates ?

Grapes

Miscellaneous permanent crops. . .

1, 062,650
39 . 950

133. 200

217 . 600

105 , 600

- 11 . 250

1. 150

16 . 100

58. 400

35 . 000

12 . 650

2 . 4

14, 000

40, 000

5 ,500

n
i
n
i
n
n
i

1

3 . 000

1 . 000

7. 000

s
i
g
r
o
n
i
n
g
e
n

1

2 . 2

2 . 000

3, 000 W
I

1 11, 100

1, 892, 750Total . . . - . - . - . - .- 548,500 3. 45
.

1 Based on Blaney-Criddle formula .

Included in "Miscellaneous permanent crops."

Note : Net acres irrigated , 431,500; consumptive use per acre irrigated , 4 .39.

T -1040. - CONSUMPTIVE USE OF AREAS CROPPED, 1965

[Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres]

Acres

Consumptive use

Acre-feet per acrei Acre-feet

. . 187,000 991,100

178, 200

222, 400

138, 000

69, 500

57,500

4 ,500 11, 250

1, 000

+

2 . 300

9 200000

4 . 000
.

แ
ม
่
ม
่
ล
่
ฝ
ฝ
ฝ
ฝ
ฝ
ง

Alfalfa . .

Alfalfa ( se

Barley . . .

Cotton . .

Corn . . . . .

Flax . . . . .

Sesbania . .

Sudan . .

Sugar beets . .

Miscellaneous field crops. ..
Melons . . . .

Lettuce . . .

Carrots . . . . .

Tomatoes . . . . .

Miscellaneous garden crops . . .

Citrus

Dates 3 . ..

Grapes 3

Miscellaneous permanent crops . .

O
N
N
A
W
A
w
w
a
n

A
N
O
W

153, 600

.

1
1

o
n o
n3 . 500

500

500

13 . 800

49 . 700

5 , 500

1, 050

14, 300

10 , 000

***. *3, 000

554,000

11, 100

1,839, 000Total. - . - . - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 32

1 Based on Blaney -Criddle formula .

2 Included in alfalfa .

[included in miscellaneous permanent crops.

Note : Net acres irrigated , 432,500 ; consumptive use per acre irrigated , 4.25.
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T-1041.- CONSUMPTIVE USE OF AREAS CROPPED, 1966

(Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres )

Acres

Consumptive use

Acre-feet per acre 1 Acre-feet

168, 500

101, 500

39, 000

116 , 000.

Alfalta . . .

Barley . . .

Cotton .

Corn..

Flax .

Sesbania ..

Sudan .

Sugar beets . .

Miscellaneous field crops . .. . .

Melons.

Lettuce . . .

Carrots . . .

Tomatoes . .

Miscellaneous
garden crops . . . .

Citrus . . .

Miscellaneous
permanent crops . . .

4 . 500

2 , 000

W
N
O

N
O
O
R

--N
O

i
n
i
m
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
n
i
a
i

893, 050

182 , 700

124 , 800

278 . 400

6 , 250

3, 450

10, 350

148 , 800

45 . 000

19 . 550

N
A
N
A
w
a
n
a
w
w
a
r

A
N
O
W

8 , 000

8 . 500

500

6 . 500

2 , 000

3 . 000

4 . 0

3 . 7

8 . 000

14, 300

11, 100

1, 814, 900Total. . . .
581,500 3. 12

1 Based on Blaney-Criddle formula.

Note : Net acres irrigated , 437 ,500 ; consumptive use per acre irrigated , 4.15 .

T -1042. -- CONSUMPTIVE USE, IMPERIAL UNIT, 1964-66 AVERAGE

(Use rates, Imperialunit)

Acre-feet per acre

Year Consumptive use

per acre of crop 1

Delivered per acre

of crop

Consumptive use per

acre irrigated

Delivered per acre

irrigated

(1) (2 ) (3 )

1964 .

1965.

1966 . .

3 . 45

3. 32

3 . 12

4 . 38

4 . 17

4 . 25

4 . 39

4. 25

4 . 15

5 . 55

5 . 35

5 .65

3 -year average . . . . . . . . 3 . 29 4. 27 4 . 26 5.52

1 Based on Blaney-Criddle formula.

Note: Refer T - 1039 through T - 1041.

T -1043. - CONSUMPTIVE USE, 1964-66

(Acres in crop to nearest 500 acres)

Year Acres of crop

Consumptive use 1

-

Acre-feet per acre Total acre -feet

Acres irrigated

Consumptive

use per acre

irrigated

1964 .

1965

1966 .

548, 500

554 000

581, 500

3. 45

3 . 32

3 . 12

1, 892, 750

1 , 839 , 000

1,814, 900

1,848, 900

431, 500

432 , 500

437 , 500

4 . 39

4 . 25

4 . 15

3-year average. .. . . . . . 561,500 3.29 434,000 4 . 26

1 Consumptive use based on Blaney-Criddle formula.

Note: Reler T -1042.
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T -1044. – SALINITY OF IRRIGATION WATER RECEIVED BY DISTRICT AND LEACHING REQUIREMENT, 1964-66

Total salt

(tons) b

Historic weighted average salinityAnnual

discharge

(acre-feet)

( 1)

Leaching

- requirement

(percent) aYear TAF Parts per

million

KX106

million

(5 )(2 )

1964

1965 . .

1966 . . .

2, 770 ,474

2, 624 , 363

2 ,817, 912

2,737, 583

3 , 284 ,284

3 , 406 , 457

3,650,447

3,447,063

1. 19

1 . 30

1. 30

875

956

956

1 , 250

1 . 370

1. 370

Average..... .... 1. 26 • 926 1, 320

• Total discharge All-American Canal below drop 1.

b Based on weekly salinity samples.

o Based on conversion factor of 0 .7 for parts per million to conductivity (micromhos/cm . to nearest 10 ) .

d Based on average salt tolerance for 50 percent yield reduction and historic conductance of water delivered to district

Refer USDA Handbook No. 60 and Bulletin 283. Includes allowance for minimum nonunitormity of application.

. Weighted average .

T -1045 . — THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTION "DELIVERED TO USERS." 1964-66

Consumptive

use

( thousand

acre- feet) 1

Delivered to

users

Water available forfarm ett

ciency-leaching requirement

Year Total leaching required 3

PercentThousand

acre -feet

1, 8931964

1965 . ..

1966 . . .

1 . 839

1,815

2 , 399

2 . 312

2 , 470

( 5.56 - 4.39 )X431.5 - 505 .

(5 .52 - 4 . 25 ) x 432. 5 = 549 ..

15. 39 - 4.15 )X437.5 = 543.

- 76 )

112

(100. 0 )

( 103. 33

95 . 5

3 -year

average. . 1, 849 2, 394 (5.46 — 4.26 )X433.8 – 521.. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ..

1 Based on Blaney -Criddle formula.
2 Refer T - 1037 .

3 (Total in 1,000 acre- feet) refer T - 1046 for acre -feet per irrigated acre .

Represents water thatwas available for farm loss after leaching requirement and consumptive use had been satisfied
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T- 1047. — INFLOW TO SALTON SEA , IMPERIAL IRRIGATION DISTRICT AND MEXICO , 1964-65

(In thousands of acre-feet)

From Imperial Irrigation District Total,Ines

Year

From Mexico

at international

boundary

Operational

loss

Farm

drainage

Total, Imperial

Irrigation

District

Distret

Meno

869 1. 0131964 ..

1965.

1966 . .

107

113

104

905

883

1, 005977 1. 109

3-year average. ... .. . . 108 901 931

T- 1048. — THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTION " IID CONTRIBUTION TO SALTON SEA ," 1964 -66

lin thousands of acre -feet)

1964 1965 1966

549

27

317 297

H.

Leaching requirement1 . .

Operational loss . . . .

85 percent canal loss and Regulation ? . . . . . .

50 percentwater available for farm efficiency . ..

Total, theoretical .. .. . . . .

Observed to sea . . . . . . . . . . .

Difference . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

873 957858

905 883 1, 005

- 47 - 10 - 48

1 Refer T - 1046 .

2 Based on 15-percentallowance for surface evaporation and consumptive use of vegetation along and adjacentsom
section in Imperialunit ; refer T - 1038, " Total Canal Loss and Regulation . "

* Estimated 50 percent of water available for farm losses after leaching requirement and crop consumptive used
satisfied from amount of " deliveries to users " ; refer T - 1046 .

4 Does not include contribution from rainfall.

5 Includes contribution from rainfall.

SALINITY OF OUTFLOW TO SALTON SEA, 1959 - 66

Tons of

рет acre-tet

11 1 1

- -

1

o
s

s
e

*
*

*

1 1 1 1

1
1

-

1 1

Year :

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1 1

.

1
1

-

-

1

1 1

1 / U

1
1

o
n

U
W
A

19661900 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1 Yearly weighted average of measured outdow including rainfall : 1959 – 66 8 -year aten

tons per acre- foot, 3 .68 ; 1964 - 66 3 -year average tons per acre-foot, 4 . 16 ; 1959 -66 SA

average PPM , 2 ,695 ; 1964 -66 3 -year average PPM , 3 ,057.

Mr. TUNNEY . Thank you , Mr. Chairman . I yield whatever time I

have left to Mr.Hosmer.

Mr. Johnson. You cannot do that.Hehas reserved thebalance of h..

time. You wish to reserve the balance of your time, I am sure.

Mr. TUNNEY .No, I do not. I yield back my time.

Mr. Johnson . The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from Utah

Mr. Burton .

Mr. BURTON ofUtah . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Secretary , would you give us a description of what the feasibil

ity of central Arizona would be if there were no development of the

upper basin entitlement, including centralUtah ?

Secretary UDALL. Onwhat timeschedule ?
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Mr. BURTON ofUtah . I think you mentioned in your statement, as I

recall,Mr. Secretary, 1985 asthe target date

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, we testified earlier, Mr. Burton , that even under

full development of the upper basin and even under a more advanced

schedule of development for the upper basin than we think possible,

the central Arizona project is still a viable undertaking. If the water

supply decreases atan earlier date it mightbe necessary to increase the

municipal- industrial water rate somewhat in order to pay out on

schedule . But the project would still have a favorable benefit -cost ratio

and be justified .

Mr. BURTON of Utah. In your judgment, Mr. Commissioner , this

would not be prejudicialto the interests of central Utah , is that right ?

Mr. DOMINY.No, sir ; I do not think it would be.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. I would like to ask you, Mr. Secretary , or

the Commissioner , what the building of this steam - generating plant

to finance central Arizonameans in termsofthe Kaiparowits develop

mentwehave been talking about for a long time ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , the WEST group has identified

three major areas that have excellent coaldeposits that are susceptible

of development for these very large plants that they hope to build

for the whole Southwest and mountain region , because Colorado and

Utah electric power companies are in the WEST organization as well.

These are the deposits in the four corners area , the Black Mesa deposits

on the Navajo and Hopi Reservations, and the Kaiparowits in south

ern Utah . There are coal reserves that have been already developed in

Colorado and somevery fine reserves in Utah , but I am talking about

the onesalong the river.

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Kaiparowits fits that description , " along the

river."

Secretary UDALL. Yes, it does, indeed. Asmatters now stand, I think

for some logical reasons, development began first in the four corners

area. We have already put together the Mohave plant in Nevada ,

where coal will be slurried in . Due to the lack of water, which is

the key - you cannot develop this coalwithout water — the Page plant

will be the only other large plant using this Indian coal, as we just

do not have enough water to accommodate others. The Kaiparowits

coal, which is in Utah and near Lake Powell, is the third major

source .

I have corresponded at length with your Governor and others on

this. There has never been a problem of developing one or the other,

it has merely been a question of which comes first. Powerloads are

growing so rapidly that in any event, whether or not Page moves

ahead of the first Kaiparowits plant— there would be morer than one

or two- we are only talking about a difference of 2 or 3 years. I want

to make it plain to the Congressman that I do not regard these plants

as competing with one another. They are competing only in the sense

of which comes first. Since Peabody probably is going to begin strip

ping and developing the Navaho coal this year, it is logical in order

to achieve economies to build both of the plants that will use this

Navajo -Hopi coal at one time. Therefore, the judgment was not my

judgment. The judgment of the WEST group, those who need the

power,was that the Page plant in sequence ought to come before the
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first Kaiparowits plant. We are going to get to the Kaiparowits de

velopment and I expect it to move forward right on schedule .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I thank you , Mr. Secretary . That is a most

reassuring comment.

And your comment is that it is not a case of one against the other.

Secretary UDALL . Exactly .

Mr. BURTON of Utah .My people have a feeling that if development

takes place in the Kaiparowits coal, the Indian deal is out completely.

I have never been satisfied myself that that is necessarily the case .

I think each one is a different project and can stand on its own

merits.

Secretary UDALL.My understanding of it, and I think we ought to

make the record perfectly clear here, is that the Kaiparowits coal

deposits are large, they are of good quality . They are also near the

water, and theWEST group , the planners that I have talked with , are

very enthusiastic about this. I expect to see this moved in the next

phase. If we can put it together, it will certainly be a very fine project.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. I would like to ask you, is this steam -generat

ing power that is proposed at Page really competitive with the hydro

power that might have been produced in Hualapai ? What is the eco

nomic relationship between the two ?

Secretary UDALL . A thermal unit produces base load power. The

big modern machines operate full time and generate enormous quan

tities of base load power, as contrasted to hydropower, which is more

useful for peaking. The two are different types of electric power and

it is hard to compare them . They are both needed and they both

have usefulness.

It is safe to say , however, that the 3 -mill figure we gave you for

irrigation pumping, will depend on the power produced by these very

large new thermal units. This has been one of themajor developments

in the electric power industry in the last few years.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. You are saying, then , for the record , Jr.

Secretary, that the thermal power at Page would be relatively com

petitive with possible hydropower at Hualapai?

Secretary ÚDALL. Yes, indeed . It ismore suited to project pumping

needs.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. There is another point I had here , Mr.

Secretary .

One of the problemswehave had on the river, you know better than

anyone else, are the squatters that are there, people who are drawing

water out when they have no right to do so.

What is the Bureau doing about that, or what do you intend to do

about that ?

Secretary UDALL. You mean the Lower Colorado ?

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Yes, sir.

Secretary UDALL. Well, this is a problem that I inherited as Secre

tary and was very familiar with as Congressman from this area . We

moved on it 7 years ago when I first became Secretary . I have taken a

little pride in this because in recognition of the reclamation , fish and

wildlife , recreation and other interests, we set up a Lower Colorado

River land use office in Yuma.Wedeveloped , working with the counties

and with the States, a master plan that is unique for this whole flood

plain , with attention to recreation, fish and wildlife, and other things.
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We entered into an agreement with almost all of the squatters, some

of whom had right of equity , and we heard from both Congressman

Udall and Congressman Tunney with regard to those rights rather

strenuously . We are in the process of phasing this action out and I

think it is working very well.

I think we came out with a solution that is going to work for the

long run .

In fact, this land use plan, if you have not seen it, is, I think , a very

exciting one, because the lands involved are of increasingly great value

to the people for outdoor recreation and other purposes.

I think I can say to you that in a matter of 2 or 3 years that we will

have the problem largely resolved .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . Well, that is reassuring to know that you are

now in the process of phasing out this problem , because we in the

upper basin feel sometimes that wehave been supplying this water to

people above and far beyond their entitlementor legal right to it.

Another question , Mr. Secretary : Will the passage of your pro

posal — that is, the steam generating plant to finance central Arizona,

necessarily preclude sometime in the future the Hualapai Indians

losing out their damsite or building their own dam ?

I offer for your attention the fact that I am sure all the othermem

bers of this committee as well as myself have received letters from

attorneys representing them , indicating that they hope that their

rights to the future development would not be impaired by anything

wemight do here.

Secretary UDALL . Congressman , I think we ought to be quite candid

on that point. What has been proposed and what the Senate bill did

and what I hope the House does is to reserve the decision on the

Hualapai Dam to the Congress . Huala pai Indians do not own the

damsite. Their land borders on one sideof the river only. I do not think

that the Federal Power Commission ought to make the decision on this.

I think the Congress of the United States ought to make the decision

on it. I think the Congress ought to reserve in this legislation the right

to make that decision , because the Hualapais are just like some of the

other Indian tribes, where they find themselves on one side of the river

but they do not own the damsite. Let's be honest about that.

Mr. SAYLOR . Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I will be happy to yield in just a second, be

cause it seems to me in H .R . 3300, we have appropriated money to

buy the damsite for them , to thetune of $23million .

Secretary UDALL . In the previous legislation , there was money to

pay damsite value.Now , the lawyers have always said that there is no

such value. However, with the approvalof this committee, and I think

we did the right thing, we paid powersite value to the Crow Indians

in Montana in the Yellowtail project. It was proposed to treat the

Hualapais the same way in respect to the proposed Hualapai Dam

as if they owned a site value.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. I thought with this appropriation we were

conceding the fact that they own the damsite.

Secretary UDALL. No,they own land thatwould be flooded .

Mr. BURTON of Utah . I yield to Mr. Saylor.

Mr. SAYLOR. I call the attention ofmy colleagues on the committee

to an article that just appeared in this month's issue of Venture maga
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zine by the Secretary after he had taken this trip down the Colors

River.

Mr. Secretary, I want to commend you for that article .

Secretary UDALL . Well, you know , we all have our own views. Then

is no substitute, I have found , for seeing something on the ground. It

real feeling , as I tried to say at the end, is that if this hydropowers

needed, and I think this is where it stands or falls, you ought to here

a high dam . You ought to develop the full potential.

· On the other hand, if the needs of the country, in the view of the

Congress at some time in the future, are that balancing that need.

whatever it might be at some future time, against the other valne

that are present, if the decision is to preserve it, why , then , you

decide it at that time.

• But I do strongly feel, as I did when I got through with the trip

that the Congress ought to reserve to itself the right to make this der

sion and not let it be made by the Federal Power Commission .

Mr. SAYLOR. I want to say,Mr. Secretary , I am delighted you tox

that trip . I am delighted you relied on your own experience rathe

than pictures thatMr. Dominy takes.

Mr. HOSMER.Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. BURTON of Utah. I will just recapture the balance ofmy tim

to say I think Mr. Dominy takes some darned good pictures. What is

more , I intend to send the gentleman from Pennsylvania a copy of an

article I wrote followingmytrip down the river.

I yield to the gentleman from California .

Mr. HOSMER. I would just like to ask the Secretary in terms of

modern history , whatnumber were you as a visitor to this area ? Nu

·ber 600 or something ?

Secretary UDALL. You mean to go down the river ? I don 't know

There is a lot of traffic on the river. It is a great trip. You ought

take it .

Mr. HOSMER. I think in all of recorded history, there are less the

2 ,000 that have ever seen that area .

Secretary UDALL. There are about 2 ,000 now that take the trip en

year.

Mr. HOSMER. Since this legislation came up. It will drop off afte

ward , I am sure.

Secretary UDALL. I would predict that we are going to have a pro

lem of rationing those trips. You can only accommodate so man

people . I am sure the Congressmen that went on the trip would agree

There are only so many camping places. It is a fine trip and there *

be 2 ,000 or 3 ,000 people every summer who take the trip. I think it

one of the greatest outdoor trips in the Nation , no question about it.

Mr. HOSMER. Was it not you , Mr. Secretary , who pointed out the

recreation space was becoming scarce in this country , particularly

the West , that population was increasing and one of the best wat

to provide for the most people was to create some lakes on whi

they could recreate ?

Secretary UDALL. Quite frankly , there is no question at all but the

fresh water lakes can provide formore use by more people than alma

any other recreation facility.

One of the other thoughts I came back with after my trip was ,

greater appreciation of Lake Powell as a resource. I think if you we
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to have a great fresh water lake in that region , Lake Powell is the

place to have it, because it has such an enormous shoreline, it has so

many points of access. This is one of the things that was very clear to

me in making the trip .

Mr. HOSMER . Thank you.

Mr. Burton of Utah .Mr. Secretary, I would like to say for the rec

ord and for the benefit of my colleagues that I have been a pretty

good soldier on this central Arizona. When we charged up the Hill

when the Department recommended Marble Canyon, I was there in

such diverse company as Barry Goldwater and Morris K .Udall. When

they dropped Marble Canyon and decided to go for Hualapai, I was in

the middle of the canyon , at 15°, with my colleague from Arizona

invoking various whammies for rain .

Secretary UDALL. Trying to walk on the water .

Mr. BURTON of Utah. Yes. As a matter of fact, Mr. Secretary , your

brother did try to walk on the water and he was unsuccessful. One

of my colleagues from the committee suggested that next time he

determine if he can walk on the water with " acre- feet .”

I assure you that I am trying to learn my proper place in the ranks

now that we march toward steam generation . It is nice to be relieved

of the withering volleys that are fired from John Saylor and Dave

Brower in trying to build a dam .

Now , I sat up Monday and drew up pages and pages of questions

that I had intended to ask you , Mr. Secretary ; but after you sit

through 4 days of hearings and have to follow Wayne Aspinall and

John Saylor and Craig Hosmer, there is not a heck of a lot more to

be asked .

So, Mr. Chairman, I wantto wish the Secretary a happy birthday,

last Wednesday, and reserve the balance ofmy time.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Nevada ?

Mr. BARING. No questions.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Washington ,Mr. Foley .

Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Secretary, asmy friend from Utah has pointed out,

there have been a good many changes over the months and years in

which this subject has been discussed . I believe you said that recently,

the decisions regarding the dams in the Colorado represented an appli

cation of commonsense. I would like to discuss another question that

I think involves an element of commonsense, and that is the question

of augmentation ofthe Colorado River.

Would you please relate again the requirements in terms of acre

feet which must be augmented to the Colorado River if the effect of

the central Arizona development is to be restored from the standpoint

ofwater ?

Secretary UDALL. We are talking about a range of a two to two and

a half million acre-feet as the amount of augmentation water that

would make the river whole, as it were.Wehave the Mexican Treaty

burden , which was added in 1944 , and which is a paramount respon

sibility ofthe river and ofthewhole basin . Based on the presenthydro

logic record , the river ultimately will be short in the neighborhood of

something like 2 million acre- feet if the lower basin States are to re

ceive 7.5 million acre- feet annually for consumptive use .

Mr. FOLEY. In termsof the central Arizona project only !

Secretary UDALL. In terms of the total.
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Mr. FOLEY. You are not including in there the effect of mixing the

water ?

· Secretary UDALL . I am including everything . I am including full

development in the upper basin , the central Arizona, and full use of

California's entitlement. In other words, I am assuming full develop

mentand use ofthe river.

Mr.WYATT.Mr. Chairman,willthe gentleman yield ?

Mr. FOLEY. Yes.

Mr. WYATT. With the indulgence ofmy colleague, I have an en

gagement I have to keep. I wonder if I might interrupt and presume

on thecommittee to ask a few questions at this time?

Mr. FOLEY. I yield to the gentleman .

Mr.Wyatt. Thank you , sir.

Mr. Secretary , I am not as suspicious asmy good and beloved friend

from Florida that what the Department is really intending to do here

is go to the Columbia River for augmentation . But I think for the

record , perhaps you might like to comment on that and somewhat

dispel the charge.

Secretary UDALL. I thought we made a pretty good record about a

year ago and I would say the judgment of the administration has

not altered since that time with regard to augmentation .

We are basically committed to the idea that there is time and that

there is a national interest in having something like the NationalWa

ter Commission take a broad look at the Nation 's future, at the diffi

cult alternatives, at economics, the kind of broad water look that

has not been taken, and that we should prudently look at all of the

alternatives, study them thoroughly, and make our judgments in a

very deliberate way with regard to what we want to do. That means

that at this point certain studies of the kind I have indicated are in

order, but decisions are not in order until studies are complete, until

we know more about it.

Mr. WYATT. What I am really inquiring about is to confirm that

there has been no prejudgment as of this timeby the Department on

the ultimate need to augment by an interbasin transfer ?

· Secretary UDALL. I would say that is a very good summary of it and

I think the whole tenor of our statementhas shown that.

Mr. WYATT. I have a few questions of the Commissioner if I may.

Relative to the reconnaissance report, Commissioner Dominy, I am

sure the record is clear on this, but what is the projection for the cost

of the desalted water at the oceanside ?

Mr. DOMINY. Our reconnaissance studies show , based on the ad

vancement of the science that can be expected to occur in the next 25

years in the judgment of the Atomic Energy people and desalinization

experts, that we could produce the water from the ocean at the plant

at about 9.8 cents a thousand gallons. That is roughly $30 an acre

foot.

Mr.WYATT. Approximately $ 30 an acre- foot.

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, sir .

Mr.WYATT. What is the cost that you have projected for convey

ance for pumping thewater from the ocean to LakeMead ?

Mr. DOMINY. This would add about another $ 50 to it. The convey

ance cost, in other words, would be the greater part of the total cost.
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Mr.WYATT. Could you state the $50 in cents per thousand gallons ?

Mr. DOMINY. That would be around 15 to 16 cents a thousand

gallons.

Mr.WYATT. So actually, the conveyance cost is the greater cost ac

cording to your present feelings on it ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct. Incidentally , that ought to give quite

a little aid and comfort to the Northwest, because the length of that

conveyance was only 313 miles. The high point at which we would

have to lift the water is only 2 ,800 feet above sea level.

Mr. WYATT. How does that compare to the distance between the

Columbia River below Bonneville Dam to Lake Mead , both in distance

and lift ?

Mr. DOMINY. That would be about 1,200 miles of conveyance aque

duct, and the high pointofthe lift is about 5 ,000 feet.

Mr. WYATT. I assunie there would be substantially greater con

veyance costs, pumping costs, in any diversions from the Columbia

River for the reasons you have indicated .

Mr. DOMINY. Not only because of the extra lengths and heights of

pumping, but also because of climate conditions, too.Wewould have a

lot of icing and problems like that coming across the northern moun

tains that we would not have coming across the southern mountains.

Mr. SAYLOR . Will you yield at that point ?

Mr. WYATT. Yes, I will yield .

Mr. SAYLOR. Do not tell me, Mr. Dominy, that you admit on the

witness stand that you get ice in the mountains ? You sat there before

this committee and told us when we discussed the Frying Pan -Arkan

sas project that you didn 't worry about ice, that you were going to

freeze it over the top and run it through the bottom . Millennium has

come to this committee. I never thought I would hear such honesty

on the partofthe Commissioner.

Mr. Dominy. I might say,Mr.Saylor, you have frequently attempted

to put words in my mouth and twist them a bit . All I am saying in

effect is that it does cost moremoney to handle icing conditions. It is

not impossible to handle them , it is not impractical to solve them , and

it is not or will not be on the Frying Pan -Arkansas project. But we

are relating here to the differences in cost in conveyance from the ocean

on the California coast and the cost of conveying the water from

the Columbia River below Bonneville Dam .

MrWYATT.Mr. Commmissioner, you have projected in your recon

naissance report 9 .8 cent oceanside cost of water.

When the Bechtel Corp .made its study of the MWD project in

1965 — I am not sure of the year — their feasibility study was in much

detail, based upon the present technology, and forecast 21. 9 cents

oceanside water, ifmymemory servesmecorrectly.

I would like to know for the record just what the people who have

made the reconnaissance report know , what factors they include that

maybe were not known to Bechtel Corp . or were not included by the

Bechtel Corp . in determining their water costs oceanside.

Mr. DOMINY. It is their judgment as to the great improvements and

technology that can be expected to be achieved in the next 25 years.

If welook back on the past 25 years and see what we have done in this

field and marvel at the progress that hasbeen made, I do not think it

I
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is difficult to assume that these judgmentsmay be on the conservative

side. The achievements that have been made since that first nuclear

chain reaction took place just 25 years ago are tremendous.

Mr. WYATT. You are relying on two basic improvements in tech

nology as I understand.

One of them is the fast breeder reactors and the other is basic im

provement in the technology of desalting itself, is that correct ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes ; it is both the improvement of the atomic re

action , cheapening of the cost of fuel and the application of it to the

heat process, aswell as the improvement in the materials and processes

of desalting . Butwhowould have thoughtafter that first chain reaction

in 1942 that 25 years later, half of the new thermal generation capacity

being ordered in the United States would be nuclear plants. In just

25 years wehavemade thatkind of progress .

Mr.WYATT. I have just a couple of questions for the Secretary .

Mr. Secretary, I would like to ask whether or not there is a policy

of the administration as to the Mexican treaty obligations, whether

this is a national obligation ornot ?

Is there any policy of the administration in this regard at the

present time?

Secretary UDALL. The Mexican treaty was entered into, it was

ratified by the Senate. It is a primary treaty and as such , it becomes

an obligation of the Nation to honor it. Whether one treats it as a

national obligation in the sense that seeing that it is fulfilled , seeing

that the water is of a sufficiently good quality and so on , are matters

that the Congress itself still can decide.Wehave indicated that if the

Congress by legislation wanted to, in effect, make this a national

obligation in a thoroughgoing way, beyond the treaty itself, this

could be done.

If it is the judgment of the Congress that it is the national interest

to so operate this river that serves one of the most arid and one of the

fastest growing regions of the country, the administration has simply

indicated that it would have no objection to that.

Mr. WYATT.Mr. Secretary , if there is no policy , we should know it.

If there is, I think we should know it .

Is there a policy presently of the administration as to whether or

not replacement for water that is diverted to Mexico plus water that

is lost in transmission , whether or not replacement of that water is a

national obligation ?

Secretary Uvall. This is what I am implying when I say that if

Congress chose to take that view of the river and in effectof replacing

this water, it could do so .

I would like to say, too, that I think already, the way we have

handled things, the Nation is assuming an obligation with regard to

the Mexican Treaty . I will give you one example : The bypass channel

that we built to take care of the very salty water out of the Wellton

Mohawk Irrigation District. We did not ask the farmers to pay for

this ; the National Government did it , and I think quite properly so .

Mr. ASPINALL. Willmy colleague from Washington yield to me at

the present time?

Mr. FOLEY . Yes, I will.

Mr. ASPINALL.'Was that charged to the reclamation fund or did

that comeoutof the general Treasury ?

do so .
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Secretary UDALL . From the general Treasury, and I think quite

properly .

Mr. WYATT. What you are really saying, as I take it from your

testimony, is that this is a question to be determined by the Congress.

Secretary UDALL. Yes.

Mr.WYATT. Mr. Secretary, is there a present policy , and I am talk

ing about February 1968 of the administration as to whether or not

Marble Canyon and Hualapai Damsshould be part of this legislation

we are considering now ?

Secretary UDALL . The administration position is that the Marble

Canyon area should go into the Grand Canyon National Park and ,

as I described a moment ago, Congress should reserve to itself the

decision on the Hualapaisituation .

The Marble Canyon provision , and we have no objection to this, is

not in this legislation . It will be handled separately and I think this

is a good way to handle it.

Mr. WYATT. And the decision on Hualapai you think should be

reserved , which implies it should not be included in this specific

legislation .

Secretary UDALL. That is right, let Congress reserve to itself the

right to make that decision .

Mr.WYATT. One final question.

Will you state whether or not the administration has a policy posi

tion on whether there should be a study of interbasin transfers in

connection with this specific legislation we are considering today ?

Secretary UDALL. The administration 's basic position , and that is the

reason for its support of the National Water Commission, is for broad

authority for studies of water problemsby such a Commission . This

has been our basic position all along .

Mr.WYATT.Ofthe entire United States ?

Secretary UDALL . Of the entire United States and of all aspects of

water - economics, water rights, the whole broad picture.

Mr. WYATT. Then by implication , I would assume that you would

not specifically favor an interbasin transfer study of this specific

area in this specific legislation ?

Secretary UDALL. Wehave not proposed this. If the Congress wants

to have some studies made and have them fed through the National

Water Commission , I think this is a prerogative of the Congress. But

this is not what we have proposed .Wehave proposed that a National

Water Commission be the focus and also that the National Water

Resources Council and the FederalGovernment, too, be in the process.

Mr. ASPINALL.Would the gentleman from Washington yield to me?

Mr.FOLEY. Yes, sir.

Mr. ASPINALL. You already have the authority in the Bureau of

Reclamation through the Council to do this very thing, do you not ?

Secretary UDALL. You are referring to making reconnaissance

studies ?

Mr. ASPINALL. Yes.

Secretary UDALL. The answer, I am told , is yes.

Mr. ASPINALL .Why, of course you do, and we put it in the National

Water Commission authority . So far, this bill, H . R . 3300 , is just

duplicating what we already have ; is that not right ? I just want the

record clear.

89–657 — 68 - pt. 2 - 14
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Secretary UDALL. As far as the reconnaissance studies, I would say

that there is notnecessarily any conflict.

Mr. ASPINALL. That is right.

Mr.WYATT. I have nomore questions.

Thank you ,Mr. Secretary , and Mr. Foley .

Mr. Johnson . Wewill now return to Congressman Foley , of Wash

ington .

Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Secretary, almost 2 years ago, I think it was Mr.

Dominy who testified that there had been a comparative cost study

undertaken by the Bureau of Reclamation balancing the estimated

costs of desalting as a method of augmentation of the Colorado River

with interbasin transfers.

Is that correct ?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir ; I testified that there had never been any real

reconnaissance study. There had been the United Western study back

about 1950, there had been some reviews of possibilities of moving

water from the Pacific Northwest including some directed to the

Snake River. Now , everybody recognizes that with the potential de

velopments already underway and planned and under construction ,

if there is any surplus water in the Columbia , it would have to be

assumed to be in the very lower reaches of the river. There have not

been any real studies on thatbasis.

Mr. FOLEY. You did not testify that there had been some studies

limited to cost comparisons of desalting and more conventional

methods?

Mr. DOMINY. Only the kind of study you might make using esist

ing topographical sheets and very broad judgment calculations.

Mr.ASPINALL.Willthe gentleman yield ?

Mr. FOLEY . Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. This cost the U . S . taxpayers about $500,000, if I am

correctly informed , and it took place at the headquarters at Salt Lake

City . We do not have these studies available to us here. We do not

necessarily need a copy of this, Mr. Dominy, as far as the matters

before us at the present time. But would it be possible for you to

supply the committee with a copy of the report you made at that time ?

This is not to be inserted in the record , but just to let the committee

have it for its deliberations.

Mr. DOMINY. The United Western report has been made available

in the past. We will certainly be happy to make a copy available to

the committee.

Mr. ASPINALL. Wedo not have it. The gentleman from Washington

is bringing up, I think , a very fine point with regard to the studies

which have been made in the past on what is proposed here— not what

has been recommended , but what is proposed .

Mr. DOMINY. We certainly will be happy to make available the

United Western report. It went nowhere, and just died on the vine.

Of course, the cost statements and everything else would be completely

unrealistic as of today.

Mr. SAYLOR.Will the gentleman yield to me?

Mr. FOLEY. Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR, I just wanted to say for the defense at least, to the

Director of the Bureau of Reclamation , that I have copies of them .

Of course , I got a lot of things that a lot of other people did not
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because I hounded all of his predecessors to get some of these things.

And some of my pipelines told me certain things were available . So

they are available , and I think it would be excellent for all members

of the committee to have them as we continue with this discussion

and just find outwhat the Bureau has done.

Mr. FOLEY. Myrecollection is that whatever cost comparison studies

were made of desalting and diversion in recent years, they have been

inconclusive ; that is, without further investigation it was difficult for

the Department to say

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, I recall the discussion you and I had on this point

now . I said we had not made any studies that were definitive at all,

but just broad horseback estimates. We could not tell definitely unless

we had specific engineering studies of a pretty basic nature.

Mr. FOLEY . Has the trend of that judgment changed to favor de

salting in recent years ?

Mr. DOMINY, For my own part, this reconnaissance study we just

made makes it look more and more apparent that the economics of

providing augmentation in the Southwest may well lie in desalting

when you compare it with importing water as far away as the Colum

bia River.

Mr. FOLEY. Even your reconnaissance report suggests that the actual

estimated costs of desalting the water are roughly half the costs of

transporting it wheremodest lift distances are involved .

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. FOLEY. As I think you answered in reply to Mr.Wyatt's ques

tion , the costs of moving water from ; for example, the Columbia

Basin area would be very substantially larger because of the distance,

lift and climatic conditions ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct, sir .

Mr. FOLEY. Do you have any general estimates on what weare talk

ing about in termsofacre- feet costs ?

Mr. DOMINY. On a straight projection basis, if it costs $50 an acre

foot to transport the water 313 miles over a lift of 2,800 feet, it looks

like it could well cost you $ 125 to $ 150 an acre- foot to transport it 1,200

miles because of the extra length and extra pumping head to move

it from the Columbia.

The one thing that would favor the Columbia , perhaps, would be

that you might go for a bigger quantity and build a larger size aque

ductand thereby reduce the unit costs.

Mr. FOLEY . That is an interesting subject, because we have been

talking here in terms ofmeeting the needsof the Colorado River based

on the effect of authorizing the central Arizona project. I think you

know that part of the concern in the Northwest is that diversions would

merely be an excuse for moving infinitely larger quantities of water

becauseofthe need for enhancing feasibility.

Mr. Dominy. To go back to your exchange with the Secretary just

a moment ago, all of us who are dealing with this problem and who

are making estimates of the depletions and losses and salvageable per

centage of the losses are all in agreement that somewhere between 2

and 2 .5 million acre-feet augmentation is necessary if we are going to

assure the Lower Basin States the consumptive use of 7 .5 million acre

feet annually. Anything beyond that would provide water for future

growth .
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Mr. Foley. But amounts above that would not be required to make

the Colorado River whole ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is right, we would say 2.5 million acre- feetmaxi

mum .

Mr. Foley. They would be required in order to justify a movement

from the Columbia River westward in any kind of feasibility arrange

ment?

Mr. Dominy. That is right. The theory I would endorse is that if

there is to be an aqueduct from the Columbia River, it would have to

bemuch larger in size to justify whatthe gentleman suggests.

Mr.HOSMER. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. FOLEY . Yes.

Mr. HOSMER. Is it not a fact, Mr. Commissioner , that nobody has

any idea within reasonable accuracy what in the world it would cost

to transport how much water from any place in the West to the Colo

rado system , from any place in northern California to the Colorado

system ; that nobody has any hard figures on desalting or any other

proposed method of augmentation ; and thatthe purpose of the clanses

in this legislation to get in somestudies is to give theanswers that you

are trying to give this morning,

Mr. DOMINY. I am not trying to give definitive answers as to costs.

I am giving some judgments which I am confident are realistic .

Mr. HOSMER. Then is it just an idiotic effort to have some studies

for the purpose of getting these answers, when you apparently have

them .

Mr. Dominy. No, sir ; I have no specific answers as to costs.

Mr. HOSMER. If you do not have them , why don 't you tell the gentle

man from Washington that you don 't have them ? You are justmaking

a lot of guesses.

Mr. DOMINY. I merely said it is quite obvious that you can build a

conveyance channel for a large quantity of water cheaper per acre.

foot than you can build a conveyance for a small quantity of water.

Mr. HOSMER. I would say on construction costs , everybody knows

that.

Mr. DOMINY. I have no specific cost estimates.

Mr. HOSMER. Don 't you think when these studies are turned out.

when they do take in all these alternatives, they will find anything

from the Northwest is equally prohibitive , that nobody would con .

sider trying to go that route ?

Mr. DOMINY. I think that is right, sir .

Mr. FOLEY. Is it not a fact , Mr. Commissioner, that there is really

not much of an impression in your Department that it is economic to

move water from the Columbia Basin southwest compared to other

available alternatives ?

Mr. Dominy.Wehave no final judgment and , of course , the quan

tities involved would play an important part in it.

Mr. FOLEY . If you had to make a present estimate based on the

amounts required to make the Colorado River whole,would you judge

that transmission of water or diversion of water from the Pacific

Northwest is more expensive than any of the other proposals, assuming

thatthey work outas projected ?

Mr. DOMINY. Assuming conveyance limited to 2.5 million acre-feet,

yes; I would say the cheapest source is in the Southwest rather than

to go as far as the Columbia River.
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Mr. FOLEY. Actually , in terms of precise answers, you have been

able to estimate today down to a tenth of a cent in the reconnaissance

study - not a feasibility study — the oceanside cost ofdesalting. It is not

asking too much , then , to get your judgments in these areas without a

reconnaissance study ; is it ?

Mr. Dominy. I think in the termsof the generalities you and I are

discussing, these are within practical limits.

Mr. FOLEY. As the chairman pointed out, there is no limitation on

the Department conducting reconnaissance studies.

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. FOLEY. And if reconnaissance studies give you within a 10

percentile accuracy, that ought to be enough in terms of costs ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes.

Mr. FOLEY. Actually, what weare talking about,Mr. Commissioner,

in terms of augmentation is not just the availability of quantities of

water of such quality. But the critical question is really cost, is it not,

when you are talking about augmenting water to the Colorado River ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes ; certainly augmentation has to be within the

realm of favorable benefit -cost ratio and where pertinent, within the

realm of the ability of the users to take it, use it, and pay for it.

Mr. FOLEY. Are there not a number of technologies now that would

provideaugmentation if attempted ?

Mr. DOMINY. Well, the only two thatof course

Mr. FOLEY . Based on projected timeneeds involved .

Mr. DOMINY (continuing ) . The only two that we know of at the

moment would be the desalinization and of course our continued

weather modification with which we hope to add additional snow in

themountainsofthe drainage system .

Your colleague from California , Congressman Hosmer,mentioned

the possibilities of underground atomic explosion to create additional

ground water sources. This is the third one that certainly can be looked

into .

Mr. FOLEY. With all these available and promising means of aug

mentation , is not the real question which is the cheapest ?

Mr. DOMINY. I think this is true. Of course, we cannot overlook

the fact that the future growth needs of the Pacific Southwest would

require more than just augmenting the river to the tune of 2 .5 million

acre- feet.

Mr. FOLEY. But our present focus here is on augmentation , not on

responding to the future needsof the Southwest .

Mr. DOMINY. That is right.

Mr. FOLEY. In that context, it is your opinion , is it not, that if we

were looking to costs, we would have to place diversions from the

Pacific Northwest as themost expensive of the current suggested means

of augmentation ?

Mr. DOMINY. When you are thinking in terms of 2.5 million acre

feet ; I think this is correct.

Mr. FOLEY. Turning for a moment to weather modification , do I

understand that the Department continues to be encouraged by studies

of the potential of weather modification as a means of augmenting

water supply ?

Secretary UDALL. Aswehave indicated all along, we think wehave

a very fine research program going . If we continue to get the money

needed to scale it up and to get all the answers, it is our anticipation
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that by 1975 or soon thereafter, we should be ready for large-scale

applications. Weshould know how to do this, how to control it, and

how to get the results desired.Wethink it is promising.

Mr. FOLEY. Do you estimate that by the mid -1970 's you think you

will have somebasis for actual pilot programs?

Secretary UDALL. Yes, something on the order of 7 , 8 , 10 years , in

that range. We should be at a point then where we could be ready, if

the Congress desires, to go into large-scale effort.

Mr. FOLEY . If you are correct in this estimate, it would be well

within the time limits which you have fixed for some action with

respect to augmentation ofthe Colorado ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes, as I indicated yesterday .

Mr. FOLEY. I believe on page 23 of your statement, you indicate the

expected unit cost of producing about 1 ,900,000 acre- feet additional

water in the Colorado by weather modification as about $ 1.50 an

acre- foot.

Secretary UDALL. This is far and away the cheapest method if we

can make it work .

Mr. FOLEY. Spectacularly so , is it not ?

Secretary UDALL. Spectacularly so, yes, indeed .

Mr. FOLEY. In fact, that would be far beneath the annual costs of

even partial diversionary systems; is thatnot correct ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. Would the gentleman from Washington yield to me?

Mr. FOLEY. Yes.

Mr. ASPINALL. Do I understand that, at the present time, the De.

partment is going out on a limb to the extent that they think their

studies might yield a million and a half acre- feet of water by weather

modification ? Are you willing to go that far ?

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Secretary, I pressed Dr. Kahan and the

Bureau of Reclamation people very closely on this and they are con

servative. They are deliberately conservative. What they say is that on

a given watershed they feel they can increase water yield by 10 to 20

percent. These are the limits they give you , somewhere between 10 and

20 percent.

If application is to be made on most of the watershed , then the in

creased yield is figured on that basis. If it is made only on part of the

watershed, the yield is reduced accordingly. They predict 10 - to 20-per

cent increase over the area of application . That is the best I have been

able to get out of them .

Mr. ASPINALL. I think they are right, but when you are thinking of

that in terms of a basin with limits as large as the Colorado River

Basin , you have to think in termsof taking from one part of thatbasin

in order to deposit in another part of the basin . You may be having a

diversion and I want to be sure what your present thinking is.

Secretary UDALL .Mr. Chairman , I think we all ought to understand

that weather modification which would take water from one region

and give it to another will not work . This is not what we are talking

about. We are talking about operations on a particular watershed and

really not so much rainmaking as snowmaking - in effect , having a

heavy winter every year and actually increasing the runoff without

decreasing themoisture that others receive . Otherwise we would have

a problem we just can 't solve.
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Mr. ASPINALL. Yes , but you are still in projected scientific opera

tions when you talk about releasingmoisture that is in theatmosphere.

There is just so much moisture in the atmosphere. It is limited. I think

your scientists agree on that.

I am for expanding our knowledge ; do not getmewrong,but I want

you to be practical. I do notwant the record to show that, at the present

time, you folks are going out on a limb by suggesting that there could

be 1,500,000 acre- feet of water in there by way of modification . I hope

that it can prove to be right, because this then could resolve many of

our present problems— at least up to the year 2020.

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to confine it, because

the scientists that are working on this program are conservative and

we ask them to be conservative. Rather than quoting a figure, I think

we ought to say , as they say to me, 10 to 20 percent increase. I think

we just ought to let it go at that, because I do not want to let it go

beyond our scientists because I think they are very fine scientists. The

methods they hope to use will only augment rainfall or snowfall and

not take moisture or rainfall or snowfall away from other basins in

other regions. That just will not wash and we all know it .

Mr. FOLEY . Mr. Secretary , let's take a 100 -percent factor and as

sume the cost would be $ 3 . I am willing to go 100 percent. Even that

is substantially below the annual O . & M . cost for any kind of system

to divert water by service. I am not talking about construction costs.

I am just talking about the annual O . & M .Operation and maintenance

costs for any kind of diverted service are twice asmuch as your scien

tists give you which you say are conservative.

Secretary UDALL . Thatis right.

Mr. FOLEY. Is there any reputable scientific opinion that disputes

youradvice in the Department?

Secretary UDALL. Not to myknowledge.

Mr. Foley. Is not this a matter in which the taxpayers should be

rightfully interested in termsof the immense costs that are involved in

augmentation schemes ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , Ithink the whole country, thewhole

world , is interested in this. If we come up with scientific answers to

augment water, this will apply not only to the Colorado Basin but to

the whole world . It can be enormously useful. I think this is a program

of worldwide significance. We have to perfect it. We have to know

what we are doing . Wehave to know how to control it. But it is real

good news. The thing that people always decide to do if they are

prudent is to do the cheapest thing ,themost effective thing .

Mr. FOLEY. That is a point that I am glad you made, Mr. Secretary,

because when we are talking about economy, we are really talking

about efficiency, are wenot ?

Secretary UDALL. That is right.

Mr. FOLEY. We are talking about the application of rational, scien

tificmeans to a practical problem .

Secretary UDALL. Quite frankly , this is my own hope. As I have

confessed to the committee, I was originally skeptical about the Na

tional Water Commission . If it does its job right just as the Outdoor

Recreation Commission did and the Public Land Law Review Com

mission , it would bring to bear very good minds and very good studies

and I think we will know more about real parameters and real prior
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ities and economics and so on when we get through . Then we can make

the big decisionsright in this room .

Mr. FOLEY. These twomethods, desalting and weather modification ,

are the wave of the future, are they not, in the scientific application

of producing additionalwater.

Secretary UDALL.As far as water is concerned , these are the two most

hopefulthings, yes.

Mr. FOLEY. Compared to that, the idea ofmoving water bymeansof

aqueducts and tunnels was notnew in the time of Caligula , is that not

true ?

Secretary UDALL. I would say this is true.

Mr. FOLEY.Weare talking about Roman methodsnow .

Secretary UDALL. Romans, yes.

Mr. FOLEY. I would certainly not want this committee to be cast in

the role of being unscientific or unprogressive or backward in its ap

proach to these problems.

I want to go back ,Mr. Commissioner, if I may, to your estimated

cost of conveying 212 million acre- feet ofwater from the Pacific North

west. Is it your testimony on the record that this can be accomplished

for $ 150 an acre- foot ?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir ; I merely said an aqueduct, to carry the same

quantities of water from the Pacific Northwest as from the coast of

California , based on our reconnaissance studies, would cost two or

three times more than an aqueduct from the coast because of the length

of the conveyance involved .

Mr. FOLEY.Ata minimum ; is that not true ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is correct.

Mr. FOLEY. At a maximum , it would be many times that much .

Mr. DOMINY. And I also said that in my judgment, if you go to the

Columbia, you would have to have a much larger aqueduct in order

to reduce the cost per acre- foot.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Commissioner, you were accused yesterday of

science fiction in your report and since the gentleman from California

is so much interested in things around Los Angeles, I would suggest

that you consider looking at the presentaqueduct that takes water from

the Colorado and goes down to the District of Los Angeles and see

whether or not you cannot put it on a seesaw so that one time, you can

take water out of the Colorado River and have it flow north to Los

Angeles and then , when you are diverting water out of the Pacific

Northwest, tilt it to the other way and have it flow down into the

Colorado. If we are going to get into science fiction , wemight as well

carrying things to its ultimate . You will probably find it is a great deal

cheaper to do that than to build a whole new set of aqueducts running

parallel to the ones already there now .

Mr.HosMER.Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. FOLEY. I yield to thegentleman .

Mr. HOSMER. As long as we are having suggestions of that nature.

I wonder if the Secretary would like a small appropriation for whips

so he can beat his scientists into faster progress on these tilting aque

duct and weather modification and application of these other things we

are talking about.

Secretary UDALL. I need money, not whips.
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Mr. FOLEY. As a matter of fact ,Mr. Secretary, at the risk ofbelabor

ing the point, you havemade fantastic progress , as the Commissioner

has pointed out, in the last decade in both the weather modification

and desalting fields,have you not ?

Secretary UDALL . It is less than the last decade.

Mr. FOLEY. The last 5 years ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes; I was going to say the changes in the last 7

years since I have been Secretary have been quite marked . Webegan

the weather modification in 1961. We had none prior to that time.

Congress initiated this thing and pushed it on us in a sense . I am glad

they did .

As far as desalting is concerned , it kind of amazes me that we are

getting ready to build the Bolsa Island plant.Weweren 't thinking this

big at all in 1961.

Mr. FOLEY. As I recall, there was a man in the Department, whose

name I will conveniently not remember, who said he did not believe in

his lifetime the cost of desalted water would go for less than $ 2 a

thousand. That is nottoomany years ago.

Well , on the basis of what you and the Commissioner have said , is

it not also a matter of common sense that this committee and the Con

gress should give a reasonable opportunity for a general study of these

problems by the National Water Commission before attempting to

make any firm judgment on means of augmentation for the Colorado ?

Secretary UDALL . That has been ourbasic position .

Mr. FOLEY. And your position would be that this committee and

the Congress should remain neutral on the various alternatives which

mightbe eventually be chosen to accomplish this end ?

Secretary UDALL. I think we all ought to keep an open mind, but

we ought not to just sit and do nothing. I think we should be studying

the alternatives, keeping a close eye on weather modification , desalt

ing,and looking atthe economics of these other things and at the long

term needs.

I think the more our water planning is geared to the long term , the

more we exercise foresight, the better. The one reason that southern

California has grown the way it has, in my judgment, is that it had a

few people there who had foresight and established the Metropolitan

Water District. It was really one of the great decisions of the West.

They thought big and planned big and so on . This is the truth .

Mr. FOLEY. Well,Mr. Secretary, is there any provision of existing

law which prevents you from doing the kind of studies that you are

alluding to on any of these things ?

Secretary UDALL.No; I think theanswer is " No."

Mr. TUNNEY. Would you yield , Mr.Foley ?

Mr. FOLEY . Yes.

Mr. TUNNEY . Just oneobservation .

That is that if Mr. Foley and Commissioner Dominy are convinced

that the Columbia River is going to be the most costly and therefore

the least likely source of augmentation , I cannot understand why they

object too much to studying allalternatives.

Mr. FOLEY. We do not object to studying them . If the gentleman

will recall, the Pacific Northwest members on this body supported

actively the National Water Commission legislation, which specifical

ly authorizes the Commission to study interbasin transfer. The Secre
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tary will, I think , concur in that. The legislation even spells out inter

basin transfers as an area to be studied . We were all for it , it is in the

record .

I introduced the billmyself.

There is nothing that prevents the Department, as the chairman

pointed out, from presently studying interbasin studies on a recon

naissance study, the same thing that has been done in desalting. It is

not a question of study , it is a question of whether this Committe

should obviously indicate preference for one means of augmentation

over another when the studies have not been done and when the in

formation is not in existence

Thank you ,Mr. Secretary.

Mr. Chairman , I reserve the balance ofmy time.

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Kansas,Mr. Skubitz .

Mr. SKUBITZ. I haveno questions.

Mr. JOHNSON . The gentleman from Arizona,Mr. Steiger.

Mr. STEIGER . Mr. Chairman , if I could defer for just a moment the

very few questions I have for you in order to correct the record .

I know ofmy colleague from Pennsylvania's penchant for accuracy

and his virtual total recall. Earlier in the hearings, in his colloqus

with Commissioner Dominy with regard to the recent storm in Arizona.

somefigures were offered by the gentleman from Pennsylvania I would

like to inform him and for the purpose of the record that the blizzard

between December 13 and December 20 of 1967 deposited 84 . 6 inches

of snow on the city of Flagstaff. This, I am sure the gentleman will

recognize instantly is 7 feet plus six-tenths of an inch . There were

drifts in that area up to 40 feet.

Now , Mr. Saylor, I know that you were quoting an observation

made by somebody other than yourself and I know that you will in

the future consider it as not quite as reliable as perhaps you may have

considered it in the past.

Mr. Secretary , I would like to consider page 21 of H . R . 3300 , see

tion 304 ( c ) . It is that language which refers to your option to require

exchanges between those areas not receiving mainstream water and

those areas thatdo receive it.

I am sure you are familiar with the language, Mr. Secretary. I

would ask at this time, is it your opinion that this language protects

the water needs of the northern counties of Arizona and clarifies, as for

as the Department and the administration are concerned , the so -called

exchange principle ?

Secretary UDALL. Yes, I think it does, Congressman . We recom

mended this language. I would like to say, however, because I want

the record to be clear on this ,and I am very familiar, as the Congress

man is,with this particular problem , that this language is not manda

tory. It says the Secretary “may ” do this.

I think the Arizona people ought to recognize, and we ought to make

the record on that, that the Arizona Interstate Stream Commission .

the Governor, the people who are going to make policy with regard

to the future of Arizona , that they , working with the Secretary , who

ever he is, are going to have to make decisions on how Arizona uses its

water.

I have thought all along , and I know the Congressman has, that

certainly the needs of the northern Arizona and the upstream com
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munities for water for municipal and industrial growth purposes

should have a high priority in the State's thinking . I would think the

State would want to have a program that is wise enough and broad

gaged enough that soon communities could obtain the growth water

they need.

The exchange principle probably will come into play with regard

to that.

I think every one ought to understand this does not answer all the

questions. It lays the framework for the right solutions if the people

in Arizona have enough statesmanship to produce them .

Mr. STEIGER. I know the Secretary recalls from his own period at

which time he represented these same counties the concern within the

counties that their needs will not bemet . It has always been my feel

ing that this language wasmeant as a backup protection for these peo

ple in the event of a place to appeal for justice, as it were, if in the

intrastate negotiations, they felt they were being slighted. Is that

your feeling ?

Secretary UDALL . I think this gives as much protection as can be

given in legislation of this kind, because we are talking about the

future ; we do not know who is going to need what quantity , when and

so on , but this lays the framework and opens the door to solutions.

The Arizona officials and the Arizona Congressmen and local interests

can sit down and work out solutions and I am confident that they will

do so.

Mr. STEIGER. It is a credit to you and I think worthy ofnote in the

record here that the people in these areas do feel comfortable with you

as the Secretary. They also recognize that there is no possibility of you

remaining as Secretary for an eternity. I wonder if, in your opinion ,

with all the previous records that have been made on this matter and

the record that has been made during these hearings, if you feel that

it will be of sufficient strength to guide future Secretaries as to their

role in this particular matter ?

Secretary UDALL. I have already stayed longer in the job

than , I guess, three others, at this point. I think that everyone ought

to realize that Secretaries comeand go and language has to be written

so that it is clear and spells out responsibilities and how they are to

be discharged .

In terms of the situation and in terms of what might be done with

legislation of this kind to take care of this problem , I believe this is as

clear a statement as can be made. It provides protection and guidance .

I feel confident that for whomever is Secretary,whenever these prob

lems come up , and they will come up over a period ofmany years, this

gives him the guidance and the direction that he would need .

But he alone is not going to make all decisions. He is going to make

contracts and he is going to play a role in the decision making. The

State people under our water rights system are also going to play a

major role and a lot of the responsibility is going to belong right in

the State.

Mr.UDALL .Willthe gentleman yield ?

Mr. STEIGER. Yes.

Mr. UDALL . I know there is a certain restlessness in somenorthern

Arizona counties. As one who also represented those counties for a

time, I want to make it clear it is my judgment as a member of the
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Arizona delegation that the record made by you and the brothers

representing those counties over the years, the statements that the

Secretary hasmade and that I have made, give these people in northern

Arizona all the protection that can possibly be given in this legisla

tion . I want to say, that while I continue in the Congress, it ismy inten

tion to do everything I can to see that the needs of these northern

Arizona areas for municipal and industrial water will be taken care

of. I think they will have and musthave a high priority .

Mr. STEIGER. I thank the gentleman and I think he recognizes the

restlessness.

I have a question on the Hualapai Tribe.

Do you recognize that any language, whether it be reserving the

future of the Hualapai Dam site to the Congress or actually including

it in some kind of moratorium is at least placing a portion of the

Hualapai Tribe's income in jeopardy ?

As you are aware, they now receive almost a third of their total

income from a lease to the Arizona Power Authority for those damsite

rights that they have.

All I would like to establish again for the record is the fact that

you, as Secretary of the Interior, recognize this and will be able to

plan, through your Bureau of Indian Affairs in some manner, to co

ordinate the recovery or compensation or recognize the imbalance that

this is going to place on the tribe as far as their economics are

concerned ?

Secretary UDALL. Congressman, letmemake a statement about this

tribe.

Relatively speaking, this is a small tribe of Indians which has a

large Indian reservation .

Mr. HOSMER . How large ?

Secretary UDALL. About 1,500 to 2,000 members. They have a large

land area ,but it is plateau country, primarily useful for cattle grazing.

Unfortunately have not struck minerals or petroleum on the reserva

tion . Maybe that will come sometime. In termsof general economic

well -being and prospects, as far as Arizona Indians are concerned ,

they are one of the tribes I worry most about,because they do nothave

things going their way or things coming up . This probably means that

we should give them special attention and I am concerned about it.

But I am afraid I have to say as I said earlier, in all honesty , that

they do nothave a damsite that can be bought and sold or leased , and

I am afraid that the position therefore of saying that Congress should

reserve to itself the right forecloses any payment to them at this time.

Mr. STEIGER. But, Mr. Secretary, you are obviously aware of the

problem and I am sure Commissioner Bennett is and the very prag.

matic fact that they will lose $ 24 ,000 a year, which is a third of their

gross income, will be considered in any of your future plans for this

particular tribe?

Secretary UDALL. Yes, indeed .

Mr. STEIGER. I thank the Secretary. I would just like to add, Mr.

Secretary, that I personally want to commend you both for your

testimony here and your patience and good will and your efforts on

behalf of the entire Upper and Lower Colorado River Basin .

I thank the Chairman .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Washington,Mr.Meeds.
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Mr.MEEDS. Thank you ,Mr.Chairman .

Mr. Dominy, if I might ask just some questions here to clarify some

things in my own mind, the costs of production of the water at ocean

side, as I recall, are 9.8 cents per thousand gallons?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, roughly $ 30 an acre-foot.

Mr. MEEDS. Is that based on the present state of technology ?

Mr. DOMINY. No, sir , that is based on the projection of the tech

nology and the improvements of about 1990 to 1995.

Mr. MEEDS. All right.

This project runs considerably beyond that, does it not ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes , the proposal would be to put the plants in in

three stages. The last stage would not come until about 2010.

Mr. MEEDS. And the projections are made on the state of the tech

nology as of 1985.

Mr. DOMINY. 1990 – 95 ; yes, sir.

Mr. MEEDS. So that two-thirds of this will come after those projec

tions. Now the state of technology can be that much advanced over

that time?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, that is possible.

Mr. MEEDS. So that it is probable that the cost of the water after

that time will be even lower than you have projected , is it not ?

Mr. DOMINY. It is certainly possible , because under these kinds of

plants, you have to figure a replacement life of only about 30 years,

So the replacements would also be made at a higher level of tech

nology and advanced science.

Mr. MEEDS. Right.

And this again is based on the 2 million acre-feet, is it not ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, two to two-and-a -half million .

Mr. MEEDS. And when we are talking about diversions from the

Columbia , we are talking about getting into a substantial greater

volume, to even be feasible, are we not ?

Mr. DOMINY. That ismy judgment, yes.

Mr. MEEDS. If we were talking about substantially greater volumes

in desalting, is it not true that the costs would also be lower per

thousand acre-feet ?

Mr. DOMINY. It would be true on the conveyance, which is the

highest cost of movement of water for augmentation in any event.

Mr.MEEDS. Then it is not truethat you think you could get the costs

down

Mr. DOMINY. I doubt it would greatly affect the desalting costs ,

because we are figuring about the optimum size plant for the produc

tion of atomic power aswell as for desalting .

Mr.MEEDS. OK , let's get to the conveyance portion of this .

Again , in comparing this to what would be needed to even get into

the realm of feasibility from the Columbia Basin , you are talking in

substantially larger numbers. In the conveyances cost of 15 and 16

cents per thousand gallons at 2 million , is it not true that if you were

talking in substantially larger volumes, the conveyance costs would

also be down from the desalting process ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, if I am following you . The unit cost for tunnels,

for example, decreases rapidly with size. So if you build them to the

most economic size, you can probably move 10 or 15 million acre-feet

of water through at a much smaller unit cost than for 2 million .

aboutthe
absaltingeporti
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Mr.Meeds. You were transporting or talking about transporting 4

million acre- feet of water, the cost per thousand acre-feet would be less

than it is at 2 million ; would it not ?

Mr. DOMINY. That is right ; yes, sir.

Mr. SAYLOR .Will the gentleman yield at that point ?

Mr.MEEDS. Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR.Mr. Dominy, this is one of the points I tried to bring

out in hearings last year, that if you want to make the Mexican water

treaty a national obligation , all of the basic costs— right-of-way, tun.

nel, and everything else will be charged to the 50 States. All you

would have to do would be just to enlarge it a little bit. The increased

costs are all the folks out there would have to pay for all the other

water they would bring in .

When we had a gentleman from Texas as the Chairman of the

Subcommittee, he was going to get seyen and a half million acre - feet,

plus Mr. Skubitz was to get seven and a half million acre- feet for

Kansas ; and Oklahoma was going to get in for their little dibble. Of

course,most of the people in the Bureau thought that was pretty good ,

because they could make that real feasible if they did nothave to worry

about the initial cost and only the increased cost in size, just as Mr.

Meeds is pointing out right now .

Mr.HOSMER.Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr.MEEDS. Yes.

Mr. HOSMER. In light of the fact that, the difference between 2.5

million acre- feet and 10 million acre-feet is minuscule in comparison

with around 195 million acre-feet of Columbia River water that wastes

into the sea every year, what are we getting at ? I just do not quite

understand either his or the other gentleman from Washington's

emphasis on this quantity factor.

Mr.MEEDS. I think there would be some disagreement that there are

thatmany acre -feet wasted into the sea every year from the Columbia .

Mr. HOSMER. This is just a studybased on clocking the river.

Mr. FOLEY.Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr.MEEDS. Yes.

Mr. FOLEY. Is the gentleman aware that there are years when the

flow of the Columbia is beneath 15 million feet ?

Mr.HOSMER. Oh , yes.

Mr. FOLEY . If the gentleman is aware of that, I think the answer

to his question is obvious.

If the gentleman will yield further, we are talking here, I under

stand , in terms of augmenting the Colorado River as a goal, not neces.

sarily moving the Columbia River for purposes that are best known

to the gentleman from California . And the costs that the Federal tax .

payer will be asked to bearhere do have a relationship to what method

of augmentation we use. Is that not correct ,Mr. Commissioner ?

Mr. DOMINY. Excuse me?

Mr. FOLEY. I am addressing this question to you .

Is it not true that the costs involved are directly related to the meth

od of augmentation we use ?

Mr. DOMINY. Certainly . You would certainly want to use themost

feasible means of augmentation . That means the most economic that

we can find.
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Mr. FOLEY. And the estimates on the various methods range from

about 3 million a year to many times that for the operation and main

tenance of a diversion system to inestimable millions of dollars, prob

ably , to build it ; is that not correct ?

Mr. DOMINY. It seemsso to me.

Mr. FOLEY. And ifmy friend from California is not concerned about

saving the Federal taxpayers severalmillions of dollars, then I have

not heard him correctly on the floor ofthe House.

Mr. HOSMER. If the gentleman will yield further on that point, we

do not happen to be talking at this point about spending any money

to build any project, not two nickels ' worth of brick and mortar work .

All we are talking about is a study to find out the answers to the

various questions that are being asked that the witnesses do not have

the answers for because the studies have not been made. In this case,

I think it is fully obvious which comes first, the chicken or the egg.

The studies have to come first before we can blame anybody for want

ing to wastomoney on an uneconomic project.

Mr. MEEDS. I think we would all agree that this matter should be

thoroughly and carefully studied. That is the import ofquestion .

Now , on a longer term basis, Mr. Commissioner , I think a realistic

look down the road , as the Secretary said, that the long- range needs,

even longer than we are here considering of Arizona, are going to in

crease . It is certainly hopeful. Is it not your opinion that we should be

looking to the best method and themost feasible method of augment

ing those long-range needsas we are planning this project ?

Mr. DOMINY. Yes, I think this all should be considered . It is later

than we think in terms of meeting the future water needs of the

Pacific Southwest .

Mr.MEEDS. And in any study that is done, it is as essential to study

the long-range needs of the receiver or the place that receives the water

as it is the long -range needs of where the water comes from ?

Mr. DOMINY. Certainly . The Department and the Bureau has con

sistently taken the view that it would be very shortsighted to be look

ing for movement of water out of an area that ultimately will have

need for it for its own full development potential.

Mr. MEEDS. And considering the potential for desalination , weare

talking about, in effect, a whole ocean ?

Mr. DOMINY. I think the supply, of course, is unlimited in terms

of our needs.

Mr. MEEDS. And no one else's needs in that respect have to be

considered ?

Mr. Dominy. I think this is correct with a properly installed plant

which handles waste water in a proper manner.

Mr. MEEDS. Thank you .

Mr. Johnson . The gentleman from Texas,Mr. Kazen .

Mr. KAZEN. Mr. Secretary , how fast is your research on weather

modification going now ?

Secretary UDALL. Well, Congressman , we have scaled up from an

original appropriation that started the program in fiscal 1962 of

$ 100 ,000 to about $ 5 million this year . We think the program should

go on up to $25 or $ 30 million in the next 7 or 8 years. This is what

we have projected . Thismeans getting into larger scale activities. This

is a research program that for the most part is farmed out to univer

sities, private research firms, and other Federal agencies.
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Mr.KAZEN . I am interested in knowing whether everything possible

is being done now as fast as it is scientifically possible to do in this

project .

Secretary UDALL. I would have to say, of course, that wewould like

to have more money . I think we could use moremoney effectively . But

we are in competition with everything else. Congress on the whole and

the Appropriations Committees have been pretty good about this pro

gram . I think they realize it is significant.Wehave been able to move

it along at a pretty good clip .

Mr. KAZEN. In other words, your only limitation right now is

money ?

Secretary UDALL. Money and time to carry out these projects. It is

a scientific endeavor and we want to run it in a highly scientific way.

Wehave to know what we are doing and how to control what we are

doing. That is the reason this takes time. Each year, we get into a new

phase of it and we want to keep it on schedule if we can. In fact, if the

members of this committee want to encourage this program , I would

suggest that they check into it themselves and find out whatthey think

aboutthe results we are getting and let the Appropriations Committees

know .

It might even be, I think, Mr. Chairman ,that the committee itself

has held some hearings in the past on this. You might want to review

the program at sometime.We think it is a very fine program .

Mr. Dominy. I would like to comment just a moment more on this .

When I first discussed this with the Congress in 1961, I pointed out

that we had about a 20 -year program that we ought to follow before

we would have the answer with certainty ; that I thought we could

have reasonably good answers possibly in 10 years, but that the re

search ought to continue for a 20 -year program . I urged the Congress

not to start it unless the program could proceed on that basis .

I also pointed out that we would have to grow into it slowly because

of the lack ofknowledge and the lack of trained meteorologists avail .

able to work on a project of this character. This is what wehave done

and as the Secretary has pointed out, we have gradually built from

this start of $ 100 ,000 a year up to this $ 5 million program . Wenow

have capability of gradually increasing to the $ 20 to $25 million pro

gram that would be justified in the immediate future, because we are

gaining knowledge in the techniques ofmechanization and measure

mentand other advancements thathavebeen achieved .

Mr. KAZEN . Certainly, money is not the sole consideration , as has

been pointed out.

Secretary Udall. That is right.

Mr. KAZEN . You have to have your technology to a certain point

where you have to augment that with whatever it is you need in
material.

Secretary UDALL. This will take time.

Mr. KAZEN . Is there any gap between the furthest advanced point

scientifically and your money limitation ? In other words, are there

any gaps to be filled now ?

Mr. DOMINY. I do not believe so .

Mr. KAZEN . Or are we at the point where your appropriations and

your scientific knowledge are running neck and neck ?

Mr.DOMINY. I would say weare right on track now .
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Mr. SAYLOR.Would the gentleman yield ?

Mr. KAZEN . Yes.

Mr. SAYLOR. I might say there is still quite a gap. If the Secretary of

the Interior and the Commissioner of Reclamation had come to this

committee instead of going to the Appropriations Committee in the

first instance, wemight have had a good authorization instead of the

track they took . They did not bother to come to this committee. One

of the reasons they are in trouble is that this committee does not know

what they are doing. They have never come up here and told us that.

It is one of the things where the Bureau wentbehind the backs of the

members of this committee and the counterpart on the Senate side and

ran right to the Appropriations Committee. They got the $ 100 ,000

from the Appropriations Committee and never asked for any authori

zation from this committee at all.

Mr. KAZEN . I do not know the background of this project as the

gentleman does who has served on the committee for a long time. I have

not had the privilege of reviewing any previous hearings on this sub

ject, but it is a subject in which I am vitally interested , coming from

the Southwest.

Let 's delve into this a little bit more, following up the statement

made by the gentleman from Pennsylvania , what kind of trouble are

you in ?

Mr. DOMINY. I would like to comment on that. There are solicitors'

opinion in the record that theweather modification program which we

undertook is clearly within the general authority of reclamation law .

Wehavenot required specific legislation .

As to the charge of our failure to keep people informed , we have

made regular reports. The program has been discussed with this com

mittee many times. I do not believe it is justified to say that we have

not informed the Congress as to what weare doing . It has been a matter

of record and the solicitor's opinion is a matter of record that we do

not need additionallegislative authority to pursue this program .

Mr.KAZEN . I certainly would want to impress upon you that at least

as one member of the committee, I would like to stay informed on the

progress that you make,because if you do get in trouble, I want to help

you out of that trouble, because I think this is too vital a program to

falter. It means a lot to the future of this country .

Thank you ,Mr. Chairman .

Mr. Johnson .Mr. Secretary, and your able staff with you , I have a

few questions that I would like to ask at this time. They might be a

little repetitious, but I think for the interest of California and myself,

weshould have further answers to them .

The first two questions will relate to the water supply studies.

The first question would be : Are not all the Department of Interior

water supply studies for the centralArizona project based on also pro

viding a water supply for existing projects in Arizona , California , and

Nevada, with California limited to 4 .4 million acre- feet ?

Secretary UDALL. That is correct.

Mr. Johnson . Now , question No. 2 : Is it not true that the Depart

ment of Interior studies show the central Arizona project to be eco

nomically feasible while atthe same time providing a water supply for

existing projects in Arizona, California , and Nevada, with California

limited to 4 .4 million acre -feet per year ?

89 -657- 68 - pt. 2 — 15
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Secretary UDALL . Theanswer to that question is “ Yes," also .

Mr. Johnson . Now , as it relates to the revenues development fund.

In the first question , do you know what percentage of Hoover -Parker

Davis revenues are contributed by California and Nevada power users !

Mr. DOMINY. Arizona has about 23 percent total. For Hoover , Ari

zona, and Nevada, each have 17.6 percent.

Mr. Johnson . That would leave California ,then, contributing about

65 percent _ 64.8 .

Mr. DOMINY. 64 .8 percentofHoover revenues ; yes.

Mr. JOHNSON . The next question , the bills H . R . 14834 and 14835 in

troduced by California Congressmen last week , which are not part of

this hearing, I might say, because the hearing was limited to the ques

tions asked by the chairman . That was based upon the legislation that

had been introduced prior to the introduction of these bills, which , if

enacted , would authorize the central Arizona project, provide that any

surplus revenues contributed by the California and Nevada power

users after payoutofHoover-Parker-Davis projects should be reserved

for repayment of any future lower basin augmentation project, while

allof themoney contributed by Arizona power users would beavailable

to subsidize the central Arizona project . Thus, Arizona would con

tribute nothing to the augmentation fund for 50 years. California has

also agreed to defer Hualapai Dam and severely modify the scope of

any augmentation project.

Do you consider these itemsas significant concessions by California

in order to help its neighbor, Arizona , to obtain the central Arizona

project?

Secretary UDALL .Congressman, I satwith this committee for 6 years

and I have been down in the bear pit for 7. I want to say to the chair

man of the subcommittee, the chairman of the full committee, and the

ranking minority member, I think that the 3 days we have spent here

constitute oneofthe finest,most constructive hearings I have ever par

ticipated in . I think we are here really studying, concentrating on the

whole future of a whole region — not just one State or two or three

States. I believe the whole attitude that has been expressed by every

one the tenor of the questions, the discussion - has contributed to

some of the best hours for the committee that I have seen in 13 years .

I do notknow that I can answer your question with great specificity ,

Congressman ,but I think California hasof late shown some inclination

to be in a compromising frame of mind. I think this is a good thing.

Mr. UDALL. Will the gentleman yield to me?

Mr. Johnson . Yes.

Mr. UDALL. I would answer his question largely in the affirmative. I

think there have been very considerable concessions on the part of

California and I give credit to the chairman of the subcommittee for

helping us get together. I think the things that now divide us are small

the things that unite usare very big .

Mr. JOHNSON . I appreciate the comments of both the Secretary and

yourselfon this matter .

I have another question in the same field . Do you know how much

the revenues contributed to the Hoover-Parker- Davis projects by

Arizona power users would amount to during the central Arizona

project payout period if the present percentages are contributed and

the projected revenues are estimated by the Bureau of Reclamation !
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Mr.DOMINY. Yes ; Arizona's share of Hoover revenues, based on this

17.6 percent,would be $ 78,056,000 by the year 2029.

The Parker -Davis share going to Arizona would be $46 ,668,000 . The

portion of the Pacific Northwest -Pacific Southwest intertie revenues

that would be available to Arizona would be $ 41,600,000, for a sub

total of $ 166 ,324,000.

That compares with an irrigation assistance required in excess of the

irrigators' repayment of $242,525,000 . So there would still be con

siderable assistance required from themunicipal and industrial water

rates and from the prepaid power proposal.

Mr. UDALL . Will the gentleman yield for clarification ?

Mr. JOHNSON . Yes.

Mr. UDALL. Mr. Dominy said Arizona 's share of Hoover was 17.6

percent. If you add Parker-Davis and give a total figure, the Arizona

share of the revenues from Hoover-Parker-Davis , as I understand, is

23 percent.

Mr. DOMINY. That is the weighted average. That is where I got

my figure a moment ago ; the 23 percent. Arizona takes 50 percent of

Davis power.

Mr. Johnson . The above amount plus your estimate of surplus rev

enues from the proposed thermal powerplant and the Arizona-Nevada

portion of the Pacific Southwest intertie will amount to enough money

to eliminate the need for most of the small assessmentagainst the cen

tral Arizona project service area proposed by you in the administra

tion bill presented during the 1967 Senate hearings.

Mr. DOMINY. The way H . R . 14834 reads, as near as we can interpret

it, and if that were to be followed , I think you are quite right. It could

mean that the ad valorem tax would not be needed nor would there

be need for a $ 56 water rate. It probably would be possible to get

back closer to the $ 50 water that was originally considered for M . & I .

purposes.

Mr. JOHNSON . How does the proposal in the California bill H .R .

14834 and 14835 , as outlined above, compare with the boulder Canyon

Project Act, whereby California was denied any use of Hoover power

revenues to assist in repayment of the All-American Canal or the

Metropolitan Water District's Colorado River aqueduct ?

Mr. DOMINY. I think in order to consider that in all equity, onemust

understand that Hoover Dam supplies the regulation and creates a

water supply that was not there without the regulation and does so

practically for nothing. There is a very small, nominal charge of 25

cents an acre-foot, I believe, that the Metropolitan Water District

pays.

It is true, however , that the full cost of Hoover is being repaid

from the power revenues.

This has been a good project for the Nation and the people who

are using it are paying for it. There is no issue about it.

Mr. JOHNSON . Is it the Department of the Interior's intention that

the central Arizona project water users continue to pay the same rates

after payout of the central Arizona project in order to contribute

money to the development fund for augmentation ?

Mr. DOMINY. Certainly if the development fund is established , this

would be the case . Absent a development fund , you might not be able

to justify continuing those rates. That is the point I made the other

day.
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Mr. JOHNSON . I think any legislation introduced by the chairman

would agree to that.

Mr. DOMINY. I am certainly in favorof it.

Mr. Johnson. Should not the bills presently being considered by

this subcommittee bemodified to clearly state that the central Arizona

project water users shall continue to contribute to the development

fund after payout ?

Mr. DOMINY. If there is a development fund, I would think that

would be the case.

Mr. JOHNSON . I have just two more of this particular nature :

Was not the administration 's program in 1967 one in which costs

allocated to the central Arizona project were to be repaid without sub

sidy from theHoover- Parker-Davis revenues ?

Secretary UDALL . This was ourproposal, yes.

Mr. Johnson . How was this to be accomplished ?

Secretary UDALL . This would be essentially by raising municipal

and industrial rates, or by an ad valorem tax, whichever the Arizona

people decided .

Mr. Johnson. According to the Department of the Interior studies

on the administration bill, Arizona would derive $ 89 million of benefits

each year from the central Arizona project. In view of these large

benefits, do you consider it reasonable that the central Arizona project

beneficiaries should pay the minor assessment of 0 .6 mills per dollar

of assessed valuation ?

Secretary UDALL . This is what we proposed . We thought it was

right. Of course , the Congress may express its own judgment on this

issue .

Mr. Johnson . Do you have any further comment, Mr. Dominy !

Mr. DOMINY. No, except to say that we have these benefits from all

of our projects. In some cases, we have the requirement in law for a

conservancy district -type assessment. In others, we do not. Wehave

had no flat standard on it . In recent years, the tendency has been in

this direction. The Upper Colorado River storage project is an out

standing example of where the conservancy district-type assessment is

required .

Mr. JOHNSON . I know recently the samemethods were used in Oahe

project in creating the conservancy district under their enabling legis

lation to insist on that. I assume these other projects will have to

have it .

Secretary UDALL. The difference , of course, with Oahe, is that it in

volves an entirely new program in an area , as contrasted with supply .

ing water to the Salt River project, which is one of the oldest irriga

tion projects in the country .Where you have existing projects , you do

have a somewhat different situation .

Mr. Johnson . I would like to discuss briefly the augmentation part

of this or a feasibility study or reconnaissance study.

Weare asking for, in the legislation whereby the States and accom

panying States have something, I want to agree with you that when

we talk merely about 2.5 million acre- feet from any other basin bring

ing that amountofwater in certainly will cost a great deal ofmoney,

the same as it would if you were to take it from the coast and move

it across and do the job you expect to do here. But I am certain the

Department, in considering this , a little reconnaissance was done to
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bring in some facts and figures. Weare talking about bringing that

water down from the Columbia through an area that very badly needs

water itself. You take the great area that lies in eastern Oregon , east

ern California , all of Nevada , western Utah and part of Idaho ; cer

tainly they are to be considered , and it would be a sizable amount of

water, I presume, that would be brought from the Columbia and then

that portion placed in the Lake Mead , as the final. I imagine this

would reduce your figures that the gentlemen from the Northwest

seemed to think are too exorbitantat thistime.

Whatwould yourcomment be ?

Say that we went to the Columbia and agreed after the National

Water Commission , if it is established , makes a recommendation and

we would get into the reconnaissance and feasibility study, that the

amount should be subdivided at 15 millsan acre - foot.

Mr. DOMINY. I stand on my previous statement that if the import in

the first segment is limited to 2.5 million acre- feet, it appears cheaper

to get it from somewhere in the Southwest. If the objective is to aug

ment the river to take care of the next 70 or 80 years growth for the

Pacific Southwest, then perhaps because of the economies of size, it

might be possible to go to the Pacific Northwest , assuming that sur

plus water is there, at a unit cost comparable with the cost of a smaller

import of desalted water for the first two and a half million acre- feet.

Mr. BURTON of Utah.Willthe gentleman yield ?

Mr. JOHNSON . Yes.

Mr. BURTON of Utah. Mr. Commissioner, is there any reason why

any augmentation of water that derives from the basin need be put

in Lake Mead ?

Mr. DOMINY. At first we thought all that was needed was to bring

it over and put it in at Imperial. But we discovered when we got into

the study that in order to get the mixing and accommodate the 24

hours a day, 365 days a year input and balance it with the vagaries of

the diversion requirements, it wasnecessary to introduce it up as far as

Mojave. When it gets that far north , then there is reason to consider

putting it in Lake Mead and generate peaking power from that water

coming back down through the generators. That is why we finally se

lected LakeMead as themixing point in this study.

We think that in the feasibility stage of a study, and we are also

working on this as the Secretary pointed out in a joint study with

Mexico, that consideration should be given to locating the desalting

plant at the Gulf of California and conveying the desalted water to

à reservoir on the Bill Williams River where the desired mixing could

be achieved . We feel this could reduce the conveyance costs

substantially.

Mr. FOLEY. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. JOInson . The gentleman from Washington .

Mr. FOLEY . If we are going to think in termsof not the Southwest

but irrigating the Pacific Northwest , should we not maybe change the

focus a little bit to consider the possibility of a North American plan

and irrigate the Western United States ?

We have a $ 200,000 item in the appropriationsbudget tomovemore

water to central Texas.

Is this not an example why the entire question of large-scalemove

ment of water has to be considered in the national context by the Na

89 -657- 68 - pt.2 16
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tional Water Commission and can't usefully be discussed in the con

textof the Pacific slopealone ?

Mr. Dominy. I support that completely and the Secretary has en

dorsed it completely.

Mr. Johnson . Just in my time in the Congress , we have had the

Pacific Southwest plan before our committee or under consideration

for a long period of time. It dealt with the water transfer from some

basin within the area ; that is, within reasonable reach . I think the

Columbia River Basin was the one they were looking to, along with

the one wehad in California , perfecting — but the proposed park water

plan was wellknown in the Congress, throughout the West.

Mr. FOLEY . I was not trying to be argumentative. I noted with

pleasure that your question itself presumes that a study will be made

by the NationalWater Commission .

Mr. HOSMER.Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. Johnson . Yes.

Mr. HOSMER. On this quality issue which wasbrought up momentar

ily , as to where you add the distilled water, I think that somewhere

in your testimony ,Mr. Dominy, you were talking about a time when

the upper basin uses achieve some point, that the quality of the water

at some point in the lower basin would be around 1,400 parts permil

lion sale , were you not ?

Mr. Dominy. Yes,my statement was that under full depletion in the

upper basin , absent somemeasures not now taken generally to improve

quality of water , that as a result of diminished flows and of return

flow from irrigation , the parts per million would approach 1,400

parts plus at Imperial, unless you achieved dilution through aug.

mentation .

Mr. HOSMER . Now , in order to bring that down to the figure of, say,

a thousand parts per million , how much distilled water are you going

to have to put in and where ?

Mr. DOMINY. Just about 2 million acre- feet to 2 .5 million acre- feet

at Lake Mead or shortly downstream to get the mixing. This is what

we cameup with in our study.

Mr. HOSMER. So this augmentation matter is not strictly a quantity

matter, it is a quality matter as well .

Mr. DOMINY. That is right.

Mr. HOSMER . Do you know what you have to put in to get it down

to 800 parts per million ?

Mr. Dominy.Mr. McCarthy tells me it would take about twice that

much desalted water.

Mr. HOSMER. Thusthe exchanges ofwater on the Pacific coastalarea

is not going to touch this quality question at all.

Mr. Dominy. That is correct. You have to bring it into the river to

get themixing.

Mr. HOSMER. Thank you.

Mr. Johnson . Getting to the power side of this question , when the

Hualapai is eliminated as a source of revenues for further develop

ment, and they chose to buy a power commitment out of the private

and public development, which , as I understand it, is made possible

by the use of coal that is there on the public lands today, either Indian

land or public domain, which have been placed under lease, I presume,

to the private pool people
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Secretary UDALL. Thatis correct.

Mr. Johnson .Waters that arenecessary there to perfect their opera

tion is also Federal water from one State or another.

Now , we considered legislation last week or 2 weeks ago wherein the

contracts werebeing asked for a water commitment to provide projects

with coal. Now , are you using a portion of New Mexico 's water in

this case for the three contracts under consideration , and the coal

deposits, the last one still under consideration , is that which is held

by the Utah Construction & Mining Corp .

That answers, too, I presume, the coal is from public land and the

water is from public land .

Secretary UDALL. Most of the coal in the Four Corners area is on

Indian land . Asto the water, the reason we have to have congressional

approval of the contracts is that Congress wrote that requirement into

legislation . The water in question is available only for a 35 - or 40 -year

period , as I understand it. The water we are proposing to use at Page

is within Arizona's upper basin entitlement and amounts to almost

40 ,000 acre-feet.

It can be contracted for directly under existing law . We need no

additionalauthority .

Mr. Johnson . How about water to supply the venture in Nevada,

your slurry coaldelivery ?

Secretary UDALL. They will use Nevada water for that venture and

Arizona Indian coal. That is a unique project.

Mr. JOHNSON . You have purchased , or will if the bill is perfected ,

this power requirement of the company needsof the Arizona project ?

Secretary UDALL. That is correct.

Mr. Johnson. Now , I presume that if there were surplus power in

this operation , it would be considered as available under reclamation

law to preference customers ?

Secretary UDALL . Under the way we propose to handle this matter,

we do not expect to get into the question of the function of the prefer

ence clause , because the power would be taken by the Salt River

project if there is surplus. Being a preference agency, no problem

would arise .

Mr. Johnson . Well, if there was such a thing as surplus power , as

I understand it in your testimony in the Senate and also in com

munications with people like the American Public Power Association

in an exchange of letters, you did say that this would be separate

reclamation law and it would be available to preference customers.

Now , at the present time in the legislation , some of the bills that

have been introduced do not make any mention of these or anything

in the legislation .

I would say that in your letter to the American Public Power Asso

ciations you did go on record as saying it would be subject to recla

mation law and available to preference customers. Maybe they will

never come,but this mighthappen in other instances.

Secretary UDALL. We have not changed our position at all. The

Senate wrote language in S . 1004 to clarify this point. If the House

wishes to do so, it may do so . However, under the way that we pro

pose to handle the matter, there would beno issue.

Mr. Johnson. Well, there is a difference of opinion of somepeople.
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Now , when it comes to power, when you eliminated the Hualapai

Dam ,we eliminated the cash register in this area for future augmenta

tion works and further revenues into the fund .

That was argued both ways and the dam has been eliminated .

But in every other water development, power has been the big help .

I think the Federal Government should have more control over the

power. I would have been much better satisfied to have seen the Fed

eral Government build a thermal plant there, where everything that

wasmade available was public — the coal, the water, the rest of it . We

could very easily have sold the electricity. Now , in your reconnaissance

study here as far as desalinization is concerned , here again , the power

end of it is left to someone else . I would say what you have stated in

here as far as costs are concerned of production of electric energy , the

Government should hold on to that, too ,because every one of the proj

ects that are in place today, if it had not been for the power, they

probably would not have been there. The power has been a helper as

far as financing of these projects.

Wecan look to the Bonneville project as far as the West is concerned

and the Central Valley's project. So I think while this is somewhat

in the future, I do not see anything wrong with the Federal Gor

ernment developing a nuclear power plant and a desalting plant along

with it. When you tie the two together and the Government then has

the right to dispose of this huge amount of excess power, because au

thority to desalinate 2 .5 million acre-feet of water, you are talking

about an awful lot of power. I would certainly like to see the Federal

Government protected and this revenue derived from power going to

help provide these facilities we are talking about. The facilities we

are talking about are going to be very expensive, I presume, whether

it is through desalinization or whether we transport sea water into

thebasin orbring the water from someplace else.

I think that is a very , very important item . I can only look to the

success of the other projects that are in place now . If it had not been

for the power, every one we bring along today in a general tieback

to the funds and there is an inability to pay for these, we go to the

fund.

I wonder what you have to say about the Federal Government's

position .

I think there is a real cash register here that we are talking abont.

Secretary UDALL. Congressman , none of us can foresee what will

happen . At this time a proposed Federal steamplant of any size is a

highly controversial subject.Wehave tried to not stir up controversy

in this proposal. I do not think wehave. And as far as surplus power is

concerned , we will do three things with it : We would bank it , which

is a familiar arrangement to you ; we would use it to firm upper bazin

hydro at Glen Canyon Dam right nearby ; and whatever else remained

would be sold to the Salt River project.

We are trying to thread the needle here so as to not stir up con

troversy and this has been our purpose . It may very well be that the

thing that you foresee is something that will comeup in the future.

The Congress and the administration will have to face up to it then .

That will be something that can be discussed as the needsof the Nation

arise .
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Mr. Johnson .Well, in our projects, is there any place now — take the

Missouri River or the Columbia River developments or the Central

Valley's developments, the matter has been worked out well with the

private utilities, I think , in all three areas. But the Government does

have control of this particular generating facility that generates the

first dollars into the projects, you might say. What they do with the

power is sell the power and work out an agreement with the private

facilities and public agencies. I think it has worked out very well. I

do not think it has harmed anything , and the utilities in those areas are

now using all the powerand a good portion of it is marketed .

Mr. SAYLOR. Has the gentleman from California ever heard what

happened to public utilities in the Tennessee Valley area ?

Mr. Johnson . That was an act of Congress. I was not here at the

timebut I think it has helped the area greatly and I think it is one of the

finest examples of putting water to use for the people and conserving

and developing resources.

Mr. SAYLOR. Right now it might be of interest to my colleague to

know that the water development produces 3 percent of the power

produced by the Tennessee Valley Authority.

Mr. JOHNSON. They are now utilizing their other resources and I

think within the Four Corners area , it accomplished the same thing.

I do not say that private utilities would be put out of business . They

would probably take and market this power and do a very good job

of it . But I do not think we just have to turn over all ofour resources to

somebody else to develop .

Now , there is a great controversy right within this committee , but

that is just my personal opinion. Anybody else may have his own.

But I do think if we are ever going to augment this river if we do it

through a desalinization program , it is going to be very expensive and

certainly the power should be a contributor to the development.

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Chairman , in that connection , there will be an

awful job absorbing a block ofpower of this size. One comes in in 1990

for 2 , 900 ,000 , in 2000, 1,299,000 and in 2010 , another 2 ,900 ,000 mill

kilowatts in one block. That is a tremendous amount of power and

there is nothing that will receive something from marketing that

power. This is an additional problem . But it is so far off, I did not

want to get into it.

Mr. Johnson . Itmight be too far off, because we are going to gain

a lot of knowledge on what is put together out there now . If Bolsa

Island does what the figures show it could, if private power and public

power and the public agencies, themetropolitan water district , Federal

Government and a couple of Federalagencies, contribute a little

Mr. HOSMER . These developments will have to be factored into both

public and private systems.

Mr. JOHNSON . I would say through new techniques in long-distance

transmission , there has not been any power developed that has not

been used . We do not have any surplus power in the United States.

If you want to increase the use , all you have to do is make the rate

low and the power will be used . I do not want to say we live in

Mr. DOMINY. The projected generation from the first dual purpose

plant, incidentally, is only 1 year's load growth for the Pacific South

West.

Mr.HOSMER . Forwhere ?
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Mr. DOMINY. For the Pacific Southwest, based on the projections

to 1990 .

Mr. HOSMER. You are going to have to transmit this through how

many States ?

Mr. DOMINY. This is just for the Southwest . This is Southern

California , Arizona, and Nevada.Weare already interconnected and

of course, we will have the interties in , too. We think these can be

phased in .

Mr. HOSMER. You have not transmission facilities to take a block of

power like this now ?

Mr. DOMINY. We will have . We will have to keep increasing it.

Mr. HOSMER. This is going to be a real computer problem .

Mr. DOMINY. Right.

Mr. JOHNSON . That is about as much as I have to say in connection

with saline water and weather modification that I do hope will come

along, because we will need that, too , all that we can get into the basin .

There is one other matter. At this particular point I would ask that

the letter the Secretary wrote to the American Public Power Associa

tion bemade a part of the record .

Is there objection ?

(No response. )

Mr. Johnson . It is so ordered .

( Thematerialreferred to follows: )

U . S . DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ,

Washington , D . C ., July 17, 1967.

Mr. ALEX RADIN ,

GeneralManager, American Public Power Association ,

Washington, D . C .

DEAR ALEX : Your letter of June 30 inquired as to whether the Department

intends to follow the preference clause in marketing prepaid power and energy

from the Page plant surplus to Central Arizona Project needs.

Presumably, your inquiry arises because of reports you may have heard

regarding what Deputy Solicitor Weinberg advised the Senate Interior Com

mittee during the markup of S . 1004. The Deputy Solicitor said that under the

language of the bill, there was a question as to whether the preference clanse

would be applicable as a matter of law . He went on to advise the Committee

in effect, that in the absence of a contrary instruction in the bill itself or in

the legislative history, the Department would observe the command of the

preference clause regardless of its technical applicability . I am glad to confirm

that position .

We plan, of course, to acquire only enough generating capacity to utilise

fully and dependably the capacity of the Granite Reef Aqueduct during thae

years when adequate water supplies are available . This will mean , of course.

that from time to time during those years when the water supplies are inade

quate to utilize fully the canal' s capacity that some power and energy will be

surplus to the project needs. We plan to negotiate power banking arrangements

with the utilities in the area to maximize the amount of this thermal capacity

which will be used for project pumping purposes. With these arrangements, the

output of the prepaid thermal capacity will be substantially committed to project

pumping prior to 1990 .

After 1990 , if nothing is done to increase the supply of water in the river

( personally, I am confident that some form of augmentation of the river's bons

will occur ) , the amount of surplus power and energy available will begin to in

crease gradually. Because this power and energy will be available intermittentis

when water is not available for pumping, we have concluded that it could best

be utilized in close coordination with the Bureau of Reclamation 's existing

hydroelectric power plants and its extensive transmission system . This con

clusion led us to say in the Department' s Summary Report of February 1967

page 14, as follows :

" Even though the central Arizona area would be the large commercial load

area closest to the power plant, the commercial power production of the plant

would not necessarily serve this area alone. The power output of the thermal

plant could be integrated with the power production of Reclamation 's inter
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connected hydroelectric power system which extends generally throughout the

West. Such coordination could enhance and broaden the usability of the power

produced by both the thermal plant and the hydroplants. The coordinated output

of these plants could be available to serve loads from Reclamation ' s inter

connected transmission system . "

If the supply of water in the Colorado River is not augmented as future

upstream depletions increase , it will, of course, mean that additional ground

water pumping will have to occur in Arizona if the existing level of irrigated

agriculture is to be maintained.

With this in mind, the Salt River Agricultural Improvement District, a prefer

ence customer and one of the group of utilities which has offered to construct

the thermal plant, has requested that such power be made available to it and

other preference pumping customers in order to meet the increases in their

own pumping requirements which would occur at that time. Certainly the

Department would give careful consideration to the requirements of this nature

if they do, in fact, materialize.

Enclosed for your information is a copy of Mr. McMullin ' s March 13, 1967,

telegram .

Sincerely yours,

STEWART L . UDALL,

Secretary of the Interior.

PHOENIX, ARIZ., March 13 , 1967.

Hon. FLOYD DOMINY,

Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation ,

Interior Department,

Washington , D . C .:

In the draft of proposed bill to authorize the construction operation and main

tenance of the Central Arizona project transmitted to the President by Secretary

Udall on February 15 , 1967, we note that it is proposed to provide low -cost pump

ing power for the CAP through prepayment for the requisite capacity and asso

ciated transmission facilities in a WEST-type arrangement. Section 2B of the

draft bill further proposes that power and energy so acquired may be disposed

of intermittently when not required in connection with the CAP.

We have all recognized that the CAP has the unique feature of being able to

accommodate itself to a fluctuating delivery of water from the Colorado River

because in years of maximum diversion from the river we can correspondingly

reduce pumping in the CAP area . Conversely in years of low diversion it would

be necessary for Salt River project and other similarly situated agencies to

materially increase pumping. It occurs to us that the power not required by the

Bureau during years of low diversion from the Colorado River might well be

used by Salt River and other preference pumping customers in order to assure

power availability for the increased pumping that would be necessary during

those years. We also understand that beginning about 1990 there may be some

firm power available from CAP , although we do not know the terms and condi

tions under which this power might be disposed of. Would look forward to the

possibility of acquiring this power because if the river has not been augmented

by that time and the water supplies for diversion through the aqueduct have

been materially reduced Salt River and similar agencies are going to have to

again resort to increased pumping and will then have materially increased re

quirements for firms pumping power. Will you please give these matters con

sideration in further work for CAP.

R . J . MOMULLIN ,

GeneralManager, Salt River Project.

JUNE 30, 1967.

Secretary STEWART L . UDALL,

Departmentof the Interior,

Washington , D . O .

DEAR MR. SECRETARY : With respect to the 400 mw of capacity in WEST'S

Page plant which the Bureau of Reclamation plans to purchase by pre-payment

in connection with the Central Arizona Project proposal approved by the Senate

Interior Committee, will power and energy surplus to the project pumping

requirements be marketed under the preference clause ?

I would greatly appreciate it if you could supply me with a prompt answer

to this question .

Sincerely ,

ALEX RADIN .
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Mr. JOHNson. The next thing I would like to place in the record is

just what amounts of water are taken at the present timeby California

from the river and also their contracts and right to the water ; then

the facilities that have been placed on the river by various agencies

in California ; then also show the amount of water that was used in

1967.

Now , in 1967, according to figures we get out there, California used

from the river 4 , 969,000 acre -feet of water.

Now , this water has been stretched out through some very careful

recapture of wasted water. I think when the use was dropped on the

river, it shows that in 1963, there was a considerable amount more oi

water used than in 1967. In 1967 through perfecting the way of dirert

ing and using the water, they have conserved a lot of water and

their practices are much better. Now , we are vitally concerned , thode

of us from the State, with the amount of water we are taking now

from the river and the amount we are entitled to, and trying to pm

tect all the agencies that are using water. We have a very large in

vestment in the facilities that are on the river at the present time

and they are being repaid through variousways.

But I would ask that the chart on the amount of water and the

rights to its use be placed in the record at this point.

Mr. UDALL. Reserving the right to object, these are figures and

charts, and a statement prepared by the California agencies, I assume

Mr. Johnson . Yes. Certainly they are not mine, because I do not

have that expertise . But the people who prepared these put them

together and I would ask thatthey go in as part of the record .

Mr. UDALL. I would have no objection . I have no information to

quarrel with them because I have not read them . I just want to make

sure that we are not bound by them .

I haveno reason to believe they are not correct,but I do notknow .

Mr. Joinson . I merely want to put them in as part of our position

as far as the State is concerned. We are also asking actual unit costs

on thewater.

Mr. U'Dall. I withdrawmy objection .

Mr. Saylor. Reserving the right to object. I will not ohject. I won

der if you might not also ask the people who prepared this list to

break it down a little farther and tell us the amount of water taken

out at the time California passed the Self Limitation Act. This shows

what was taken out in 1957 -67, but does not show theamounts of water

that have been taken since California passed the Self Limitation Act.

Mr.HosMER.Would that information be ofany value ?

Mr. SAYLOR. It would be a lot of value.

Mr. HosMER. To whom ?

Mr. SAYLOR . Anybody who wants to take a look at this record as

a matter of a hearing.

Mr. HOSMER. We are not building the CAP retroactively, as I

understand it. This will comeon the line in 1979.

Mr. JOHNSON . That is true. I imagine these figures will be readily

available by the people who are concerned .

Mr. Saylor. Iwithdraw myreservation .

Mr. Johnson . Any further objections ?

(No response. )

Mr. Johnson . If not, we will place this in the record at this point.
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( Thematerial referred to follows :)

California uater rights— as controlled by contracts with Secretary of the Interior

and Supreme Court decree

( All of these, except Indian rights, are owned by existing projects, constructed

at a cost exceeding $600 ,000,000 )

Acre-feet

Contract rights ( see detail below ) - - - - 5 , 362, 000

Additional rights decreed to Federal establishments by the Supreme

Court :

Indians 70, 000

Wildlife refuges ( 12 of total) - - 30 , 000

Miscellaneous present perfected rights protected by decree but not yet

under contract- - - - 5 , 000

Total - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 , 467, 000

Contract rights : Total5 ,362,000 acre -feet.

(Note : These are grouped in the following priorities by the Sec

retary ' s regulations and contracts.)

1st priority : Palo Verde Irrigation Distriet for water required for

104 ,500 acres. (Appropriations date from 1877. Served by diversions

via Palo Verde weir. )

2d priority : Yuma project, U . S . Reclamation Bureau - water for

25,000 acres. (Appropriations date from 1905. Served from All

American Canal.)

3d priority : Imperial Irrigation District, Coachella Valley County

Water District, Palo Verde Irrigation District, 3 ,850 ,000 acre-feet,

less quantities covered by priorities 1 and 2 . Appropriations of Im

perial and Coachella date from 1895 . Both are served by All-Ameri

can Canal. Of the 3 ,850 ,000 acre-feet, California claims that approxi

mately 3 ,420 ,000 acre-feet comprise " present perfected rights,"

protected by the decree in Arizona v. California , Dates of contracts :

Palo Verde, 1933 ; Imperial, 1932 ; Coachella, 1934 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 , 850, 000

4th priority : Metropolitan Water District. Appropriations date

from 1924 . Contract dated 1931 - - - 550 , 000

1Subtotal

5th priority : Metropolitan Water District - - - -

6th priority : Imperial, Coachella , Palo Verde - - -

1
1 - - 4 , 400 , 000

662, 000

300 , 000

1
1

Subtotal, contract rights. -- - - - - - - - - 5 , 362 , 000

Decreed rights, not covered by contract : Indians (translated from

diversion rights into consumptive use ) :

Yuma Indian Reservation ( 1884 ) -

Fort Mohave Indian Reservation ( 1890 , 1911 ) - -

Chemehuevi ( 1907 ) - - - -

Colorado River Indian Reservation in California ( 1865 , 1873,

1874 , 1915 ) - - - -

27, 300

7 , 300

6 ,600

29, 000

Subtotal, rounded - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 70, 000

Other Federalestablishments :

Havası Lake National Wildlife Refuge, pro rata , 42 of 37,339

acre-feet of consumptive use ( 1941, 1949 ) - - - - -

Imperial National Wildlife Refuge, pro rata, 12 of 23,000 of con

sumptive use ( 1941 ) - -

18 , 600

1 . 500

Subtotal, rounded - - - - - - - 30 , 000

Miscellaneous small present perfected rights, not yet under contract,

priorities dating from 1856 to 1928, approximately - - - - - - - - - - - 5 , 000

Total, approximately 5 , 467,000
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INVESTMENTS BY CALIFORNIA AGENCIES IN COLORADO RIVER PROJECTS 1

lin millions of dollars)

Teen water &
Bonds

Taxes, water

revenues,

and other

investments

Agency Bonds

Contracts with

United States

and other

government

agencies

297. 4 187. 5

54

Metropolitan water district. .

Imperial Irrigation District. . . . .

Coachella Valley County Water District

San Diego County Water Authority . . . .

Palo Verde Irrigation District . . . .

26 . 9

32.00

30. 0

20 . 3

1 . 7. . .

Total. . . 413. 4 187 . 5 73. 9

1 As ofDec. 31, 1963.

Source : P. 590, hearings on H .R . 4671, September 1965.

Diversions less measured returns of California agencies from Colorado River

forwater year 1967

District : Acre fert

Palo Verde Irrigation District . 366 . 00

Metropolitan Water District- - - - - - - - 1 , 182.00

Yuma Project Reservation Division - - - - -

Imperial Irrigation District- - - - 2 , SGO, 000

Coachella Valley County Water District. - - - 4 .53 , 000

I
I
I

Total 4 , 309, 20%

Diversions less measured returns of California agencies from Colorado River

for water year 1963

District : Acre- fert

Palo Verde Irrigation District - - - - - - - - 362, 000

Metropolitan Water District- - - - - - - - 1 , 065 , 000

Yuma Project Reservation Division - - 45 , 000

Imperial Irrigation District . - -. 3 , 0 3 , 000

Coachella Valley County Water District . 537, 000

1
1

1
1
1

!

L
i
i

Total 5 , 062. 000

1 Highest year of record in recent years.

Mr. Johnson . Now , I have a letter from our colleague , John Rhodes,

from the great State of Arizona. He has asked me to place in the

record a statement ofMr. Filmore Carlos, president, Salt River Pima

Maricopa Indian Community Council. This just came in my office

before I came over here. I see nothing wrong with the statement of the

gentleman . Is there objection ?

(Noresponse .)

Mr. Johnson If not, it will be put in the record at this point,

( Thematerial referred to follows :)

SALT RIVER PIMA-MARICOPA INDIAN COMMUNITY COUNCIL ,

Scottsdale, Ariz ., January 29 , 1968.

Hon . John J. RHODES,

2333 Rayburn Office Building, Washington , D . O .

DEAR CONGRESSMAN RHODES : We are following with interest, the progress of

the Central Arizona project bill as it moves through various stages of considerg

tion .

Our prime interest of course, its the lands that will be taken into the reservoir

and easements. It is in this vein of thought that the Salt River Tribal Council

respectfully submits a statement on their position for the record attached hereta

Sincerely yours,

FILMORE CARLOS , President
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[ Enclosure]

STATEMENT OF FILMORE CARLOS, PRESIDENT SALT RIVER PIMA-MARICOPA INDIAN

COMMUNITY

The Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community , along with its neighbor, the

Fort McDowell-Mobave Apache Indian Community, has been vitally concerned

for many years with the proposed dam and reservoir as set forth in S . 1004 and

H . R . 14834 .

We realize the importance of the Central Arizona Project to the State of

Arizona and, as we have previously expressed to Congress, we are prepared as

good citizens and native Arizonans to cooperate in an endeavor to bring the CAP

into reality . However, we do request that every consideration be given to our

views since we, of all Arizonans, are being asked to make major sacrifices in

order to bring major benefits not to ourselves but mainly to others.

In order to bring before you once again our position on this matter, we respect

fully ask that consideration be given to the following requests and

recommendations :

1. That the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community and the Fort

McDowell-Mohave-Apache Indian Community be kept fully informed by the

Bureau of Reclamation , or any other governmental agency having to do with the

planning of Orme Dam , of all information they have on that part of the CAP

known as Orme Dam , including but not limited to engineering features, flood

control features and the need for inundation of lands on the respective

reservations.

2 . That the dam site be at the location known as Granite Reef and not at the

confluence of the Salt River and the Verde River.

3 . That the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community be permitted to

retain overall planning control of public and private land developments on tribal

lands and have a voice in the control of the character of development on National

Forest lands along the south shore of the Salt River. The reason for this is that

developments on National Forest lands would be a part of the view for reserva

tion land and, therefore, if unattractive could adversely affect that value of

reservation land for resort and residential purposes .

4 . That the fluctation of the lake to be formed behind Orme Dam be main

tained at the absolute minimum so as not to interfere with proper development

of the shoreline.

5 . That the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community have a voice in the

public recreational use of the impounded reservoir waters so as to control the

" public nuisance " factor insofar as possible . Such items as limiting boat and

motor sizes, water speed limits, etc ., would fall in this category .

6 . Require that the proposed right-of-way for the Granite Reef Aqueduct be

granted in return for its location following as nearly as applicable natural con

tours of the terrain ; that it be an underground or covered conduit ; and that

when necessary to span an area , the conduit and supporting structures conform

to an architecturally pleasing style so as to enhance the aesthetics of the Red

Mountain area .

7 . That the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community have the right to

rigidly control the " public use" of the western reservoir shoreline and that there

not be permitted the routing of a public road along the western shore in the area

from the dam site up stream to the vicinity of the proper relocation of the Bee

line Highway.

8 . That the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community have the right to

elect whether or not on reservation land to install and operate all recreational

facilities or install and operate only the concession type facilities and agree to

public installation , operation and maintenance of such facilities as picnic areas,

campsites, roads and scenic areas, generally considered as being high cost and

high usage facilities but low revenue producers.

9. That the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community maintain all water

rights under the Kent Decree and other sources, and be able to apply the water

for any purpose or use on the reservation .

10 . That the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community secure rights to

Central Arizona Project water for municipal and industrial purposes in order to

serve urban development on reservation lands.

11. That the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community be entitled to just

compensation for any lands or interest in lands of the reservation taken or used

in connection with the Central Arizona Project and that in the event an agree

ment cannot be reached by negotiation that proper condemnation proceedings
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be brought so the Community and /or its members shall have the same rights as

any other person to have the issue tried in the United States District Court &

to what is fair and just compensation for the lands so taken .

We respectfully request that the foregoing bemade a part of the hearing recent

Mr. JOHNSON . I also would like to put into the record a letter from

the attorney general of California to me stating his position in behar

of the legislation on the subject matter that has been before th3

subcommittee.

Is there objection ?

(No response .)

Mr. Johnson . Hearing none, it will be so ordered .

( Thematerial referred to follows :)
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ,

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Los Angeles, January 25 , 196

Hon . HAROLD T . JOHNSON,

House Office Building,

Washington , D . C .

DEAR Bizz : I appreciate very much receiving your letter of January 19 , 1968

regarding California 's position on the pending Colorado River legislation .

I am delighted to reiterate what you perhaps already know - that our state

is united on the language of a draft bill that is the " Official Recommendation de

the State of California ." As in the past, the Department of Water Resources, the

Colorado River Board , and the Attorney General of California have labored to

gether on it , and we have had the assistance of the Advisory Committee to

California ' s delegation to the Western States Water Council. I understand that

the Governor has accepted and supports this position . So long as California re

mains united , we shall not fail.

As California 's lawyer, my chief concern with the pending legislation has a

ways related primarily to its legal aspects. In particular, I have insistedus

adequate priority for California 's existing projects as against any new Central

Arizona project. Any bill to authorize a Central Arizona project must embar

protection for our 4 .4 million acre-feet per annum . Sound language to 2004

plish this result which has been developed by this office , now appears in the

draft bill that is the official recommendation of the State of California . This is

essentially the same language that has appeared in your prior bills and those of

the other California Congressmen and Senators. It is the language that Arima

has agreed to in 1966 and that was then included in the bills introduced bs bee

three Congressmen .

Please feel free to contact Northcutt Ely, Special Assistant Attorney General

and my Water Law staff for any further analyses thatmay be needed on leal

matters relating to this important legislation . We want to be of the greatest

possible assistance to our congressionaldelegation .

Sincerely ,

Thomas C . LYNCH , Attorney General

Mr. SAYLOR. Could I ask the Secretary and the Commissioner serera !

questions with regard to a few words that appear in S . 1004 and IR

3300 and ask whether or not they are important when we consider

these bills .

Mr. Secretary , on page 1 of S . 1004, line 8 , the words " exchange of

water” appear.

Are these necessary or should it be shown that this only calls for

exchange within thebasin ?

The reason I ask the question is because some people might wonder

whether or not this is authorization for exchanging of water outside

of the Colorado River Basin .

Mr. WEINBERG . Mr. Saylor, that language has reference to possible

water exchanges within the State of Arizona and between Arizona and

New Mexico.
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Mr. SAYLOR. In other words, at the timewe draft our report, if we

keep this language, the Department will be satisfied with that sort of

explanation ?

Mr. WEINBERG . Yes.

Mr. UDALL. To make the record clear, that is Arizona's understand

ing,too .

Mr. SAYLOR. In H . R . 3300, on pages 27 and 28 , sections 305 ( e ) and

( f ) refer to imported water, first to bemade available from the upper

basin and second, imported water not delivered into the Colorado

River system but diverted from works constructed to import water

from that system shall be made available to water users in accordance

with Federal reclamation law .

Are those two sections necessary if we consider H . R . 3300 ?

Mr. WEINBERG . The references apply to water that would be im

ported but not required to assure 7.5 million acre- feet of Colorado

River water for the Lower Basin States. Such water would be for

ordinary disposition , and it has been our thought that there is no rea

son why it should not be provided under the Federal reclamation law

because it would be developed through a Federal reclamation project.

Mr. SAYLOR . But in view of the fact that the Senate bill did not

contemplate augmentation at this time, the question in my mind is

whether or not it should be included as we consider H . R . 3300.

Mr.WEINBERG. If you are going to follow the format of H . R . 3300

and deal with these matters, then we would recommend, as we have in

the past, that the reclamation law be applicable in these instances.

Mr. SAYLOR. If it is the wisdom of the committee thatwe delete the

section with regard to augmentation , then these sections should be

deleted and we could deal with this matter of augmentation and the

use of that water at a time such legislation is considered .

Mr. WEINBERG. Yes, that is the pattern of S . 1004 .

Mr. SAYLOR . Thank you ,Mr. Chairman.

I think this will help us considerably when we consider the markup

of the bill.

Mr.HOSMER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask just briefly relative

to the Colorado River Indian tribes.

I imagine there are about 2 ,000 of them , comparable to Hualapai.

According to your figures, they have 99,357 net acres down there that

can beworked for agriculture. That would take an annual consumptive

use of397,500 acre- feet of water.

I understand further that you are suing the farmers over in Impe

rial Valley to enforce the 160-acre limitation . Yet the tribes are leasing

acreage on their reservation from 1 to 25 years, sometimes up to 65

years, in transactions as large as 5 ,000 acres and whoever leases them ,

will get 5 acre- feet of water per year for only $ 9 .

There are about 40,000 acres under lease now . I do not know what

the annual rental is, but I would imagine that it would be at the most

$ 40 an acre and probably that is high .

Since the Indians are not farmers , they are just getting money

anyway, why does not the Bureau pick up this 390,000 acre- feet of

water just by paying the Indians for the land and using the water for

CAP, instead of paying $ 75 or $ 100 an acre -foot for it ? Would that

not be a good economic way to handle this and still make the Indians

happy ?
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Secretary UDALL. Congressman , I would like to put this in focus as

I happen to be personally very familiar with the situation . First of all

there are something like 4 ,000 Indians in the tribe. They happen to

have some of the best bottom land on the river and naturally the best

water rights. They get their water out of Lake Havasu . They faced

the choice 2 or 3 years ago when their water rights were clari

fied finally by the Supreme Court of how they wanted to go aboat

developing it. They could have come to Congress and gotten little

dabs and dabs of money , aswe are trying to do with the Navajo proj

ect , and had the Federal Government build them a project. Instead.

they chose the more rapid rate by entering into long-term leases with

well-to-do California farmers and others whereby these people would

subjugate the land, build the canal systems, and so on. Many of these

Indians are also farmers. And I should add, too, that they are very

good farmers. Wehopemore and more of them will get into the farm

ing business.

But they wanted to get their land under production in a hurry.

Therefore, they chose to go into these large leases with people who are

raising specialty crops there.

The Indiansmade the decisions. I think they probably made the

right decisionsbecause they wanted tomove rapidly.

Mr. HOSMER. Well, but they want money. Whether they get it by

farming, by leasing acreage, or it drops out of the sky, or it is in the

form of a payment for their acreage which releases the water to a

higher and better use, probably. I just would like to offer this as a way

to pick up considerable numbers of acre- feet of water at a cheap price

and still have the Indians better off than they would be otherwise

Secretary UDALL. Congressmen , they are not just interested in

money . They get a lot of jobs outof this . They are puttingmore land

into production themselves. They want to farm this land. I do not

think they would be any more interested than the Palo Verde farmers

the Yuma farmers, or others in sellingtheir land .

Mr. HOSMER. The Indians out in Oklahoma like to get the oil

royalties.

I do not know if this is an inflexible attitude on their part.

Secretary UDALL. No, they like the land , they want to stay on it,

they want to develop it. I would like to have them have that right, if

that is what they want to do.

Mr.HOSMER . I suggest perhaps you could educate them .

Thank you .

Mr. Johnson . There is one other matter in your reply there on power

from the steamplant. I presume it would also be used to back up the

firm contractors for users. Could it not ?

Secretary U 'DALL . It could be, yes.

Mr.Burton of Utah.Mr. Chairman ,will you yield to me?

Mr. Johnson . Yes.

Mr. Burtox ofUtah . I would like to make the observation that does

not necessarily need any comment unless somebody wants to comment

on it . But we have done a lot of talking in the last few days about

making the Colorado River “ whole ." It seemsto mewhat we are really

talking about on that is to make sure the lower basin gets 7 . 5 million

acre- feet and still leaves the upper basin with a little over 6 . " Period ."

“ End quote."
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Mr. HOSMER. I would make the observation that it would eliminate

this knotty problem of who shares the deficit of the Mexican obliga

tion . Therefore, it would benefit the upper basin .

Secretary UDALL. May Imakeone comment, because I think the one

thing weshould keep our eye on is that the upper basin is where most

of the scientific research is going on related to weather modification .

This would develop additional water where theupper basin could get

tremendousbenefits . So let 's keep that in mind .

Mr. Johnson . Any other question from any member of the com

mittee ?

Does the staff have any questions?

Wewantto thank you,Mr. Secretary , and your staff for participat

ing in thehearing. You have given us somevery forthrightanswers and

comments. I know you are very well qualified , all of you . We should

have enough record made,now , I think .

The hearing will be closed and the next meeting of this subcommit

tee will be on February 8 , where we will go into executive session ,

followed by the meeting that will start on February 26 and run

through that week , following which there will be a markup on the

legislation .

All of thematerials that were asked for, if you will get that up

Secretary UDALL.As quickly as possible.

(Whereupon, at 12 :35 p .m ., the subcommittee was adjourned.)
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